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HOWABBS' HOBSE BAKES<

MOllE THAN riETEEN THOUSAND ARE IN USE.

For the last FIFTEEN YEARS J. & F. HOWARD have won EVERY
FIRST PRIZE offered by the Royal Agricultural Society of

England for HORSE RAKES ; and they have never been beaten in

any Trial at which they have competed, either at home or abroad.

J. and F. Howards' New Patent Horse Rakee have several advantages over their former Patterns ia the

arrangements for raising the teeth, and in the delivery of the crop.

A CENTRAL AXLE OF STEEL
runs from end to end of the Implement, which gives great stiffness, and to this axle the drawing shafts are

attached. The axle as well as carrying the wheels, forms a fulcrum on which the teeth when being raised are

balanced, and by this action the teeth when emptying are more easily relieved of their load. By a new and
very simple arrangement of the

PATENT LEVERAGE,
the teeth wheji in work are raised from the central axle, and are thus left free to adapt themselves to the

irregularities of the surface. At the same time, the front part of the Rake on which the teeth are suspended is

held in pi:j(8iti6n by a self-acting movement of the lever. The teeth being curved or sickle-formed, are much
*

stronger than if made angular ; they are also

^FORMED SO AS TO COLLECT LESS RUBBISH
^ with the corn, and the hay or corn works round them much more freely.

BEING MADE OF STEEL,
and tapered, they are much lighter and stronger than iron, less liable to get out of shape, and wear longer. The
pilch of the teeth is altered by means of regulating holes in the radial bar which passes through the name plate.

The Rakes are mounted on high wheels, hooped with wrought-iron, and the naves are capped, to prevent the

hay, &c., working round the axles.

THE LEVERAGE IS VERY SIMPLE,
a boy can manage it, and the rake can be emptied without stopping the horse.

X, with 24 Bteel teeth and 32-inch wheels fextreme width 7^ feeth average weight 4 cwt £9
XX, with 28 steel teeth and 36-inch wheels (extreme width si feet), average weight 44 cwt 8 16

XXX, with 28 steel teeth and 42-inch wheels (extreme width 8| feet), average weight 6 cwt 9 16

CATALOGUES, with full particulars, sent free on application to

JAMES & FREDERICK HOWARD,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD,

LONDON OFFICE :—4, Cheapside, three doors from St. Paul's.
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A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

THE TURF, THE CHASE, AND RURAL SPORTS,
IN ALL THEIR VARIETIES.

Twenty-eight years ago this work was started for the purpose of

adding to the National Sports of this country an organ worthy
of its importance End popularity. It took the field with a corps

of contributors—veterans of experience and skill in the depart-
ments to which they attached themselvfls. For the first time the

annals of the chase were treated of by masters of hounds; members
of the Jockey Club wrote about the Turf; the most eminent of
our amateur sailors discussed yachting ; the leash—the trigger

—

and our rural pastimes were dealt with by men of acknowledged
superiority. Under such auspices its apprenticeship was passed ;

and the public voice lias bestowed on it the character of a "good
and faithful servant." In that capacity it discharges the grateful

duty of ofTering its acknowledgements for favours heretofore
received ; and ventures to hope for a continuance of that success
which it will be its earnest effort to endeavour to deserve. No
periodical in any branch of literature is more characteristically

represented by those wlio contribute to its pages; no journal is

more beautifully emtellished—none more carefully constituted
with reference to the treatment of popular and seasonable subjects

In the course it has so long run, Its race will be continued. It

will keep a steady pace— ever make play when fitting opportunily
occurs. On the first of every month it will be found at the post,

as its trainer brought it out from ths commencement of its career,

sightly to look at, with plenty of good stuff about it—sound wind
^ud limb— and eager to strain every sinew for the prize of public

approbation.

N.B.—Vol. LV., with 13 Steel Engravings, is just out, price

ICs. 6d., handsomely bound in cloth, and may be had of every
Bookseller in the Kingdom.

Published monthly, price Half-a-Crown, by ROGERSON &
TUXFORD, at the "Sporting Review" Office, 24G, Strand,
London, W.C.; where all communications for the Editor, and
Works for Review, should be addressed.
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In addition to the ordinary sizes of Chaff Cutters, P., S., and Co. have introduced a new Macliine, specially adapted for

the London Mai-ket, fitted with a large Fly Wheel and wide Mouthpiece, at a low cost.

P., S., and Co. also make a new Combined Machine for Slicing Turnips and for Pulping and Cutting Finger Pieca
or Sheep. This Machine is entirely new, of treble action, and requires little power to vs^ork it.

P., S., and Co., manufacturers of STEAM ENGINES, BONE-GRINDING and RASPING MILLS, REAPING and
MOWING MACHINES, HYDRAULIC and SCREW PRESSES and PUMPS of every description, COTTON GINS, etc., etc.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES TREE PER POST ON APPLICATION.
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BEAUTIFULLY E]V:BELLISHED WITH HIGHLY FINISHED STEEL ENGRAVINGS,
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NEW WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF "MANHOOD."
Post Free from the Author, 12 stamps ; Sealed Ends, 16 stamps.

DR. CURTIS'S MEDICAL GUIDE TO MARRIAGE : a Practical Treatise on its

Physical and Personal Obligations. With instructions to the Married and Unmarried of

both Sexes, for removing the special disqualifications and impediments which destroy the happiness of wedded
life, founded on the result of a successful practice of 30 years.—By Dr. J. L. Curtis, M.D., 15, Albemarle
Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

Also, by the same Author, a New and Revised Edition of

MANHOOD : A MEDICAL ESSAY on the Causes and Cure oi Premature Decline in

Man ; the Treatment of Nervous Debility, Spermatorrhoea, Impotence, and those peculiar infirmities

which result from youthful abuses, adult excesses, tropical climates and other causes ; with Instructions for the

Cure of Infection without Mercury, and its Prevention by the Author's Prescription (his infallible Lotion).

REVIEWS OF THE WORK.
"Manhood.—This is truly a valuable work, and should be in the hands of young and old."

—

Sunday
Times, 23rd March, 1858.
"The book under review is one calculated to warn and instruct the erring, without imparting one idea that

can vitiate the mind not already tutored by the vices of which it treats."

—

Nmal ajid Militarij Gazette,

1st Feb., 1856,
"We feel no hesitation in saying that there is no member ofsociety bywhom the book will not be found use-

ful, whether such person hold tho relation of a Parent, Preceptor, or Clergyman"—Sun, Evening Paper,

Manhood.—" Dr. Curtis has conferred a great boon by publishing this little work, in which is described
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THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

JULY, 1867.

PLATE I.

PORTRAIT OF MR. HENRY TRETHEWY.
ENGRAVFD FROM THE TESTIMONIAL PICTURE.

There are men in thU country who, althouirh

they have never rendered themselves illustrious by
their achievements in arms, or famous by their

works in art, or by their productions in literature,

yet have by the very force of their character drawn
themselves out from the ranks of their fellow-men,

and become so conspicuous by their g^ood actions,

and by their usefulness in their generation, as to

call for some lasting raeraorinl of their worth. Such
a maa is Mr. Trethewy. Of all the eminent agri-

culturists in Cornwall—and there are many of them
—he has by universal consent been considered to

be the greatest, living benefactor to the interests of

agriculture in his native county. His reputation

is not, however, confined to Cornwall, for it

extends to every portion of the kingdom in which
agriculture is cultivated as a science. Mr.
Trethewy's career has been one of unblemished
honour ; it has been fraught with lessons—with

useful lessons—to all ; and he would never
have attained his present position if he had not

kept steadily before him the maxims of self-reliance

and self-help. Mr. Trethewy is the steward—and
the successful steward—of one of the largest pro-

perties in the county. For upwards of half a

century he has been connected with that property;

and when he succeeded to the stewardship, Mr.
Hawkins, the owner, was a minor. When that

gentleman attained his majority the estate was
handed to him, excelled by none in the district for

good farming, good tenants, and lasting improve-

ments. During the time that he had the manage-
ment of the property, he inspired confidence be-

tween landlord and tenant, without which no
property can be worked with advantage to the

owner or justice to the occupier. It need scarcely be

said that Mr. Hawkins handed back that estate to

Mr. Trethewy's management.; and he has not only

the most unbounded confidence in Mr. Trethewy

as his agent, but he has likewise the highest per-

sonal regard for him, and respect for his character.

Mr. Trethewy has been a distinguished member of

all the leading agricultut'al eocieties in this king-

OlD S£RXB».]

dom. In the Royal of England, in the Bath and
West of England, and in the Uoyal Cornwall he

has been a prominent member and frequent judge

;

and it has not only been for the sake of the estate

under his charge, or for his own personal advan-
tage, but for the sake of the county at large, that

he has been a member of these Societies, and en-

couraged by Mr. Hawkins to visit every place from
which he thought a single improvement, coulJ be

obtained. As a land valuer and referee and umpire
Mr. Trethewy has always been greatly sought

after; questions of the greatest difficulty and dis-

putes of the nicest description have been constantly

submitted to him, and he has lent his aid for the

purpose of restoring goodwill between neighbours

when the breach appeared beyond all human
healing.

From my earliest professional career I have felt

the highest respect for him, and I can give no
better illustration of the opinion I entertained for

1
his integrity and honesty, than by referring to a

small transaction in which I was personally con-

cerned. On one occasion I was about to become

I

a purchaser of a small property, and I was told

that a valuer had been appointed on the other side.

I asked vvho had been selected, and when told that

it was Mr. Trethewy, I said, " I do not want any
other. I do not know what his valuation is, but I

:
have every confidence in him, and I am ready to

enter into the contract." But I will now draw on
to a wider range. You know that Mr. Trethewy,

I
by his advice, forethought, and intelligence, has

i done everything which a man could do to stimulate

and encourage the farmers and the agiiculturists of

j

this county in the course of remunerative improve-

ment ; and this he has done not only by the intro-

duction and encouragement of new manures and
I new crops, but by introducing improved imple-

i

ments and improved breeds of cattle. If Mr.

i Trethewy's talents had been confined to one thing

}
— the good management of Mr. Hawkins's pro-

1

perty—we should not have been here to-day; but

I

it ia the accumulation of all his merits which have

B [Voi.. I^IL—No, 1.
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brought us together on this occasion. Although
the outline which I have given is very brief and
imperfect, yet I believe you will agree with me that

Mr. Trethewy has traced to its sources the spring

of agriculture ; and though he will pass away from
us, yet he will leave his footprints upon the agri-

culture of Cornwall for all time—and not only in

Cornwall, for he has planted two of his sons in

two other counties famous for their agriculture

—namely Bedford and Norfolk, where he has
made them Goliaths in agriculture. I am happy
to say, however, that he has one little David in

his son William, whom we shall keep among us.

Is not such a man entitled to some acknowledg-
ment from his native county ? You have answered
in the affirmative ; and never was there a more
spontaneous offering originated by my friend Mr.
John Gatley, seconded by Mr. BuUmore, of

Trescobeas, adopted by acclamation by a numerous
meeting, and ratified by the entire voice of the

county. It has been said that farmers are but small

subscribers—that they measure their subscriptions

by their profits ; and these, we know, are very small

;

but I can tell you that on this occasion they have
flowed in freely from the very first, and, if needed,

would have flov/ed uninterruptedly to the present

time. You must, I am sure, have often seen on
market-days the smiling and gratified face of my
friend Mr. Gatley, who has taken a deep interest

in this matter, standing at the door of the Red
Lion Hotel, with the farmers gathered around him
and emptying their pockets towards the testimonial,

until my friend was compelled to cry out, " Hold,
enough ! I cannot take any more money." Then
came the examination of the list; and there was
found to be upwards of five hundred subscribers,

and among the names are some of the most
honoured in the county. There are Lord Falmouth,
Sir Charles Lemon, Mr. Robartes, Mr. St, Aubyn,
Mr. Davey, Mr. Carew, Mr. Gregor, the two Mr.
Hawkins, Mr. Ennis Vivian, Mr. Humphry
Willyams, Mr. AVilliam Williams, Mr, John
Michael Williams, Mr. Henry Williams, Mr.
George Williams, Mr. Bolitho, Mr. William
Coulson, Mr. Hendy, Mr. Gully Bennet, and a

long list of others, from the peer down almost to

the labourer in his cottage ; and, among them, my
friend has found the widow's mite—a widow who,
no doubt, remembered that Mr. Trethewy had, by
his advice and kindness, rescued a husband, son,

or brother from some difficulty during a time of

difficulty and distress ; but John Gatley said,

"No, no; we will not take the widow's mite, but
will accept her goodwill, which will be a blessing

upon our work." Well, the money was sub-
scribed ; but what was to be done with it.

amounting as it did to upwards of £400 ? There
was but one feeling—that there should be some
lasting memorial of this man, that his lineaments
should be handed down to posterity, as an incentive
to those who might come after him to pursue a
similar useful and upright course. We determined
to have one of the first artists in England to

pourtray those lineaments ; and in this selection

I must say that we were greatly assisted by Mr.
Hawkins, with whom we communicated on the

subject. Mr. Knight, the Royal Academician, was
chosen ; and I must say that he has been eminently
successful, because he has not only pourtrayed the

features of Mr. Trethewy, but he has also given
us the character of the man. Still, there was a

large sum remaining, and what was to be done
with that ? It was determined, and again we were
unanimous, that a service of plate should be pre-

sented to Mr. Trethewy with the portrait, in such
a form as would enable him, if he pleased — but
without in any degree intimating or dictating to

the recipient what he was to do with it—to place

something hereafter in the hands of every member
of his family, to which they could point with just

pride to those around them, and say, " See what
the county of Cornwall thought of our father."

We borrow the above biographical notice from
the speech of Mr. P. P. Smith, the chairman of

the dinner at Truro on the occasion of the testi-

monial being presented, in the autumn of 1865.

We ourselves have often had the pleasure of

meeting Mr. Trethewy both in public and private, /

and can bear willing testimony to that worth and
ability which have alike been recognised by his

friends and neighbours, as by comparative strangers.

In addition to the portrait, the testimonial con-

sisted of six massive and elaborately-chased silver

salvers, and a tea and coffee service, also of solid

silver, the whole weiohing 350 ounces, and the

largest of the salvers bearing the following inscrip-

tion :
" Presented, with his portrait by J. P. '

Knight, R.A., to Mr. Henry Trethewy, of

Grampound, by a large number of landowners,

yeomanry, and friends, as a mark of their high

esteem, and in grateful acknowledgment of the

substantial services he has rendered to agriculture,

particularly in his native county of Cornwall.

September 12th, 1865." Mr. Trethewy was born
on the 29th of October, 1786, and he is conse-

quently in the eighty-first year of his age ; hale

and hearty we are happy to say still.

The Trethewys are of long standing in Corn-
wall ; ^nd we have seen some records that trace

their family-tree very far back.

PLATE II.

FASHIONING A FLY.

(For (lescripHon of plate see parje Va.)
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HAYMAKING.
BY CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON, F.R.S.

" The changes which take place in the field and in the

stack, in haymaking," are the subjects of one of Pro-

fessor Voelcker's recent and valuable papers {Jo/n-. Rot/,

jiff. Soc, N.S., vol. iii., p. 30), an inquiry at this season

deeply interesting to a large portion of our readers. The
chemical changes which occur during the growth of the

grasses and their conversion into hay, ought to be far

more generally understood by the agriculturist. This

knowledge will be materially ditfused by the labours of the

Professor.

Haymaking is, of course, very much dependent upon
the weather, and the time of harvest varies with the

locality, June being the great havmaking month in the

metropolitan counties, whilst in other portions of our

island this harvest is carried on in July, August, and even

in September.

The amount of rain, and the number of days on which
rain fell at Croydon in June and July during the year

1864, '65, and '66 were as follows

:

June. July,

days. inches. days. inches.

1864 11 ... 1.00 6 ... 0.43

1865 4 ... 2.00 11 ... 3.24

1866 10 ... 2.83 8 ... 2.05

Some little time since, Mr. J. Bowick, of Stoneleigh,

in Warwickshire, described in his prize essay the great

assistance derived, especially in rainy seasons, from hay-

making machines {i&id, vol. xxiii., p. 48). In the years

1858, '59, '60, and '61 he had two dry and two wet hay-

makings. When speaking of the use of his machines

during those years, Mr. Bowick observes: "In the two

di-ier years hay was well and easily got ; while in the two

latter the operation bore a complete contrast to our earlier

experience. In 1860 in particular the chief ditficulty was

how to make hay in cloudy weatler alternating with pour-

ing rain ; and the chief lesson learnt was, that a strong

staff of hands is essential. We managed, with one of

Burgess and Key's implements, to dispense with half-a-

dozen able-bodied mowers, while another half-dozen were

also frequently taken from their work on pressing occasions.

As regards the mowing-machine in that unfavourable

season, although there were many annoyances arising from

stoppages among tangled and heavy crops, yet we never

lost an hour's carrying by keeping it at work, while it

gave us a power over the whole operation which could not

otherwise have been obtained. Improved machinery, as

the haymaker, horse-rake, and mowing machine, has

tended greatly to diminish the amount of manual labour

needed. The former implement has been more or less be-

fore the public for the past fifty years. Though many
improvements have been made, its principle still remains

unchanged. Scarcely second in importance for extensive

crops is the horse-rake. Even where it is not employed

for windrowing, there is a great saving of labour by dis-

pensing with hand-rakes for clearing the ground. The
use of carts instead of waggons in hay carrying is a great

advantage, for one strong horse will take nearly as much
on an old-fashioned broad-wheeled dung-cart (furnished

with suitable gearing), as many folks choose to place on

a waggon drawn by two or three horses. The cart can be

left beside the rick, while the horse returns for another

load, by having three props, one fastened to each shaft,

and the other at the tail of the cart. It is a good prac-

tice, for hay that has been injured by rain in harvesting, to

add a peck of salt to a ton of hay. Mr. Bowick prefers

adding to the hay a mixture, which many have tried, both

in making the ricks in summer and in using them in win-

ter. The point aimed at is to give an aromatic flavour

which shall be intrinsically good and safe in itself, and

which shall at the same time render the hay or clover

palatable to the stock fed upon it. This is accomplished

by strewing a little of the following mixture in the rick,

wWle in process of erection :

Fenugreek, powdered 113 lbs.

Pimento ... ... ... ... ... 4 „

Aniseed ... ... ... ... ... 4 „
Carraways ... ... ... ... ... 4 „

Curaine ... 2 „

An outlay of 2s. 6d. per ton will afford a sufficient appli-

cation in the majority of cases ; and that horses or cattle

will consume the compound in pi'eference to better lots

not similarly treated, we have had repeated and length-

ened observation. An inquuy being made as to how it

affected the health of the animals fed upon it, we were

able last season thus to reply -.
' Our beasts, numbering

170 head, came out with more than average bloom in

spring ; and the cow-doctor's bill, from November to

Apririnclusive (the hay-consuming months) has not run

over threepence per head.'
"

The value of the hay naturally varies with the quality

of the herbage. On this portion of the subject Mr. Bowly
truly enough remarked (iliid. p. 60) . : "A few years since

it was hardly allowed that this is pretty much in the

farmer's own hands. Put on ammoniacal manures, and

you get a strong bulky produce, in which the ranker

grasses predominate. Apply phosphatic dressings, and

the clovers and finer grasses presently appear. Prepare a

combination of the two, and a desirable result should fol-

low. Our manure manufacturers of repute, who have

characters to lose, do this ready to our hand ; and there

can be no great hazard in putting on from 20s. to SOs.

worth of such dressings per acre—in damp weather in

February or March—whilst the prospects of a profitable

return is highly encouraging. This refers to grass land,

which receives such applications regularly, or which is

otherwise in good condition ; with exhausted soils, more

liberal treatment is required. The following plan has been

tried here (Gloucestershire) extensively, and invariably

with satisfactory results. Draw out a dunghill about

Christmas, containing 300 yards of good yard-manure.

Throw up in a heap six feet high, and mix with one ton of

Peruvian gnano, two tons half-inch bones, and two tons

of salt. Turn a time or two, till the whole becomes a rich

saponaceous mass. Then cart on the turf not later than

Februaiy; apply to twenty acres; spread, chain harrow,

and spread again. After a week or two little will be seen

of it; but at hay -time, as well as on the aftermath, the

results are readily visible. By the application of hot

lime at fi'om one to two tons per acre, on pieces of sour

grasses, or under trees where the Bactylis glomerata,

abounds in all its coarse luxuriance, much improvement

in the herbage is produced." If farm manure is not to be

had, then 1 cwt. of guano, 1 cwt. of nitrate of soda, and 2

cwt. of common salt per acre, is a good dressing for arti-

ficial grasses. We have, indeed, long contended that our

grass lands have never obtained that share of the farmer's

attention ',which they will sooner or later obtaiu. This

r»n^ark is not confined to those pastures to which nature

B 2
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has been bountiful, but cxtnuds to tbose poor yearly more-

aud-morc-impovcrished upland grass lauds that the holder

is so wont to plough up.

Then, as to the ingathering of hay. In the wet dis-

tricts of Yorkshire far more pains are taken in guarding

the haycocks from rain, than in our drier counties.

The process followed at Burley, in the West Riding, was

that described by the late Mr. T. Horsfall {Hid vol., wni.,

p. 150). "Till lately I deferred mowing the grass till

it was in flower. In the year 1856 I cut it before the

flowering time. Though this early-cut grass shrinks

more in the stack, yet I find it weigh proportionately

heavier. It is not unusual for a square yard cut from

the solid part of one of my stacks to weigh 30 stone im-

perial : I have known it exceed this. The solid part of a

small stack of aftermath hay from seven acres of this sea-

son's growth weighed 26 stones imperial. I find it of ad-

vantage to employ a full complement of haymakers. In

travelling through the country I have seen but one hay-

maker employed where I shoidd have half-a-dozen. I find

six haymakers, if fully employed, earn their 12s. or 14s.

for one day far better than a single man Avould earn the

same sura in six days.
" The haymaking or tedding machine has in my prac-

tice superseded the expensive operation of spreading by
hand. Whcu the grass has been spread a sufficient time

the haymakers turn it with their hand-rakes from the

sun or wind. At the close of the day the grass or hay is

raked together in rows ; the space between each row is left

quite bare. In this state it remains overnight, to prevent

the bleaching effects of the falling dew and the moisture

from the grorxnd. Early in the morning, as soon as the

bare ground between the rows is dry, the haymakers turn

over the rows, the underside of which, and the ground on
which they have lain, are completely wet from cheeked

evaporation. This operation of turning is easily per-

formed, and well repays the labour. When the ground

is dry the tedding-machine is set to work, and the

turning and drying are repeated. When the weather is

at all doubtful wc resort to the lap or shake cock, in

making which the haymaker gathers up an armful, say

81bs. to lOlbs. of partly diled grass, and lets it fall

lightly on a heap. He then thrusts his hands under the

heap, lifts and folds it without pressing, and sets the heap

quite lightly on the groiind with the end towards the

wind ; in appearance it is not unlike a lady's muff of

large size. It is a common saying, that well-made lap-

cocks will stand a fortnight's rain free from damage.

Without subscribing to this, I have no hesitation in

stating, that in no form does partly-dried grass keep so

well as in lap-cock. The rain falling on a lap-cock is

thrown off in a somewhat similar manner as from an

umbrella. I never recollect finding a well-made lap-

cock thoroughly wetted.
" By the mode I have described I accelerate the pro-

cess of haymaking ; and it is by no means uncommon
for me to secure my crop in less than half the time re-

quired by my neighbours. On the hay becoming suffi-

ciently dry, it is formed into wind-rows and then drawn
together by a sweep into large pikes of about three loads

each, with conical tops, which are slightly thatched with

straw. When the pikes have undergone a partial sweat-

ing, they are carted away and well intermixed in stacking.

This piking before stacking I find quite necessary with

my rich quick-grown grass, to prevent over-heating.

Early in the mornings, and at other intervals, when not

occupied with haymaking, the men hoe and clean turnips,

&c. Though this district is high, and the climate rather

wet, yet from 1847 up to the present time I have suc-

ceeded iu can-ying the whole of each crop in good con-

dition."

Ou the chetuical changes which take ))lace iu the con-

version of grass into hay Professor Voelcker remarks :

" If grass or clover could be made into hay without
undergoing any change in composition, the hay, when
made, would no doubt be foimd as valuable as the green
food from which it was derived. From exposure to the

broiling heat of the sun on a hot summer's day, cut grass

or clover hardly loses anything else but water, neither do
their- constituents undergo material alterations if the grass

is not much bruised, and the drying process takes place

with suflTicient rapidity. The green colour, sweet taste,

and aromatic smell of well-made hay plainly show that

such is the case, and that haymaking is not always or

necessarily attended with serious loss of nutritive matter.

I am aware, however, that many practical men maintain
the opinion that grasses and clovers are less nutritious as

hay than when consumed green : though this may be
true as a matter of fact in nine eases out of ten, I con-

ceive this is not a matter of necessity, but, if it were
always practicable to resort to artificial means of desic-

cation, or to have vmder complete control the natural

drying process in the field, no material loss would be ex-

perienced ; the green colour of grass would be preserved,

nothing but water escape, and all the solid constituents

remain behind in much the same state of combination

in which they occur in the succulent produce of our grass-

fields.

" The nature and extent of the injury which grass

sustains in haymaking are generally traceable

—

"I. To prolonged showery weather after the grass has

been cut, so that it ultimately gets wet and half-dried,

and has to be moved frequently on the ground before it

can be carted and stacked.
" 2. To bad management in the field, and subsequent

heating in the stack.

"3. To the mistake of cuttiug'^^the produce either too

early or too late in the season.
" Grass and clover, when ready to be cut down, con-

tain a considerable quantity of sugar, gum, mucilage, al-

buminous and other soluble compounds, which are all

liable to be washed away by heavy showers of rain. As
long as grass is still quite fresh, rain falling upon it has

little or no injurious effect, for fortunately a coating of

waxy or fatty matter covers the epidermis, and wraps, so

to speak, the whole vegetable matter iu a waterproof

mantle. Rain for this reason may fall for days on newly-

cut grass without doing any injury to it; but the case is

very different if, by repeated turnings, the crop has be-

come more or less bruised, and rain then descends upon
the half-made hay ; not only are sugar, gum, and other

soluble matters then liable to be washed out, but the

bruised state of the plants, admitting at least a partial

diffusion of the various constituents through the lacerated

cell-walls, induces fermentation, which, if not checked at

once, causes further loss. During the fermentation soluble

albumen and sugar are destroyed—two of the most valu-

able elements of nutrition. In showery weather, grass

recently cut should, for this reason, not be tm'ued over more
than is absolutely necessaiy, and under all circumstances

it is desirable to handle the crop as lightly as possible, in

order that it may not get much bruised.

"Although haymaking is a simple operation, yet ex-

perience and judgment are required to decide when to cut

the grass, when to handle, and when to stack the hay.
" I have seen farmers spending labour in turning hay

on overcast days, on which a dew-point hygi'ometer

showed the air to be nearly saturated with moisture,

proving that evaporation could not possibly take place at

the time, and rain might be expected at any moment.

In such a state of the atmosphere it is not only useless,

but positively injurious, to knock about half-made hay,

for it tends to bruise it and to render it more liable to

be attacked by the rain, of which the barometer, or more
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decidedly the hygromeler, has givcu previous waruiug.
Frequent turnings of half-m;vde hay should be avoided,

especially iu the case of clovci-, when the liner and more
nutritious parts, the small leaves, arc particularly liable

to be knocked oif by clumsy handling.
" It is further well known that hay, when badly made

in the field, loses subsequently in the stack both in weight
and in quality ; but the nature of the changes which it

undergoes when it heats or ferments in the stack are not
so well understood ; it may, therefore, not be amiss to

describe them as briefly as possible. Let me direct atten-

to a second analysis of good clover or meadow-hay, drawn
up more in detail by Professor Way :

—

Average CojirosiTiON of Clover-hay.

In the Dried at

ordinary 212°

state. Tahr.
Moisture 16.60 —
Fatty matters 3.18 3.81

''Albumen and similar nitrogenous com-
pounds (tlesli-fonnmg matters) 15,81 18.96

Gum, sugar, mixcilage, and carbon hy-
drates readily convertible into sugar. 34.4-2 41.27

Indigestible woody fibre (cellulose) ... 22.47 26.95
Mineral matter (ash) 7.52 9.01

100.00 100.00
Containing nitrogen 2.53 3.03

" The preceding analysis represents the average of 75
varieties of clover, and a few other plants which are

usually found amongst clover-seeds. Since these varieties

differ much amongst themselves, corresponding differences

in composition must be looked for in clover-hay, accord-

ing as one species or another prevailed in the field on
which it grew ; the time of cutting will also much affect

the result. The above figiu'es, therefore, admit only of a

(icaeral application. Clover-hay generally absorbs and
retains a little more water than common meadow-hay
under the same circumstances, and when iu good con-

dition contains more sugar, gum, and analogous com-
pounds than meadow-hay, from which, moreover, it is

chiefly distinguished by a much larger proportion of nitro-

genous or flesh-fonuing matter.
" Taking the mean of 25 analyses of conimou meadov^'-

hay, we obtain the following :

—

Average Comi-ositton of Meadow-uay.

In the Dried at

ordinary 212°

state. Fahr.

Moistiure 14.61 —
Wax and fatty matters 2.56 2.99

*AIbumen and other nitrogenous com-
pounds (flesh-forming matters) 8.44 9.88

Sugar, gum, starch, and similar com-
pounds (respiratory substances) 41.07 48.09

Indigestible woody-fibre (cellulose) 27-16 31.80

Mineral matter (ash) 6.16 7.24

100.00 100.00

^Containing nitrogen 1.35 1.58

" Hay, whether produced from clover or natural gi-asses,

evidently contains a good deal of ready-formed sugar or

soluble organic matter, having an analogous composition,

and readOy convertible under the influence of ferments,

first into sugar and aftenvards into alcohol and carbonic

acid. These constituents are essential elements in all

liquids and moist substances capable of entering into

fermentation. Xo less essential are albumen, gluten, and

other nitrogenous compounds. Some of the nitrogenous

matter in hay occurs in a soluble, some in a condition in-

soluble iu water. Soluble albumen, and all albuminous

compounds exposed for a short time to air and moisture,

are readily transformed into fennents, that is to say agents

which play the same part as yeast in setting up fermenta-

tion iu sugary com])OUuds. It appears that when a vege-

table juice ferments, the admission of the air is necessary

to the commencement of the change, which then goes on

even if the air be afterwards excluded. Ferments almost

invariably contain the germs of minute fungi, which be-

come rapidly developed and mvdti])lied in the measure in

which the fermentation pi'oceeds. .ybuminous compoimds
that have been exposed for a short time to the influence

of the air, as in ordinary ferments, are only capable of

acting as inducers of fermentation when in a state of

decomposition. This explains satisfactorily why hay that

has been subject to excessive fermentation generally is

very innutritions, such a great loss of flesh-forming, as

well as sugary constituents, being implied by fermenta-

tion."

The fermentation which takes place in the haystack

is thus described in the valuable paper of Professor

Yoelcker, from which I have taken so much :

" In the absence of a sufficient amount of water, many
substances otherwise capable of entering into fermentation

remain apparently unaltered for along period. Too much
or too little water is alike unfavourable to the process. If

one part of sugar is dissolved in three or four parts of

water, and yeast is added, and the sugary liquid then

placed in a warm room, no fermentation takes place,

although three of the essential conditions have been ful-

filled. Such a solution will require to be diluted with

about an equal weight of water, in order to set up active

fermentation. On the other hand, sugar dissolved in, say

16 to 20 parts of water, after the addition of yeasts either

ferments but very slowly, or rapidly turns acid in a warm
place.

" These facts have a direct bearing on the proper con-

servation of hay. As long as grass and clover are still

quite fresh, the proportions of water to that of sugar in

the green plant are too large to encourage fermentation

;

the nitrogenous constituents in newly-cut grass, moreover,

only become fei'ments after the vitality of the plant has

been destroyed, and the vegetable cells and vessels have

become ruptured by partial drying, and their contents

have been mingled together.
" With the evaporation of water, and, to a certain ex-

tent, the more or less complete destruction of the living or-

ganization of the plant, the conditions become more favour-

able for active fermentation. By degrees the drying crop

arrives at a stage when the relative proportions of sugar

aud of the remaining moisture are most conducive to fer-

mentation. Should the weather unfortunately tm-n

showery at that stage of the haymaking process, and the

air become saturated for many days and weeks together,

the half-made hay often begins to ferment already in the

field. When this takes place the hay loses in quality, and

becomes nmch more liable to heat afterwards in the stack.

If, on the contrary, fine aud wai"m weather sets in, and

evaporation proceeds with rapidity, the per-centage of

moisture soon sinks sufficiently low to prevent altogether,

or greatly to retard, fermentation. The hay remains sweet,

and shows far less tendency to heat in the stack, even if

it actually contains more moisture than hay made in unfa-

vourable weather. The more quickly the hay can be made
iu the field, aud the less it gets bruised or loses colour there,

the less likely it is to heat in the stack. However, much
hay is injured when it is quickly made ; and in a fine sea-

son it looks to be ready before it is so.

" If dried ever so much or ever so carefully iu the field,

hay nevertheless heats to some extent in the stack. A
slight fermentation, so far from being injurious, may be

useful; for, as is well kuown, peculiar aromatic principles

are thus generated, which certainly renders hay more

palatable, and, it may be, more nutritious. As long as

the green colour is retained, there is no danger of the hay

losing in quality ; but if the heat in the stack becomes so
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intenae and continuous as to turn the hay decidedly brown,

I have no hesitation in saying that considerable loss in

feeding matter is incurred,
" Some feeders of stock prefer brown hay to green, and

it cannot be denied that the former often has a more
aromatic smell and a more savoury taste than the latter.

Although brown hay is much relished by stock, I do not
think it desirable to put up hay so wet that it will after-

wards turn brown in the stack ; for, as I shall show pre-
sently, the sugar which is wasted when hay heats and
turns brown in the stack appears to me of greater value
than the aromatic savoury substances which are generated
by that process.

" Some years ago I had an opportunity of examining
brown hay which had a ])eculiarly aromatic, quite fruity

flavour. It tasted decidedly acid, and contained scarcely

any sugar, but a good deal of mucilage, soluble brown
humus-like compounds, with but a small proportion of
soluble albumiuous matters. On further examination I

found the acid in the hay to be acetic acid. The hay
was very brittle, dark brown, and an analysis gave the
following results

:

Moisture 18-33
fatty matters 1-70

*Soluble albuminous compounds ... ... 1-94
Mucilage, gum, brown extractive matters,

and traces of sugar ,.. ... ... 9-2i'

Acetic acid 1-93

Digestible fibre 33-01
flnsoluble albuminous compounds ... ... 8-75
Indigestible woody fibre (ceUulose) 38-53
Soluble mineral substances ... 3-98
Insoluble mineral substances 2-59

^Containing' nitrogen...
tContaining nitrogen...

100-00

... -31

... 1-40

The etfect of stacking hay when too wet is well know
to be most disastrous. The professor had an opportunity
of examining a rick of clover hay, which became so hot
in the interior that it had to be disturbed. It had been
made in a bad season, and was stacked when too moist.

On removing the top layers of the rick the vapours ema-
nating from the heated hay were found to have a peculiar
pungent irritating odour, which particularly affected the
eyes. A chemist could not doubt for a moment that
these irritating vapours were due to the volatile inflam-
mable compound which has received the name of alde-
hyd. The same pungent odour may be noticed in vinegar
manufactories at a certain stage of the vinegar process,
and it is well known that aldehyd is produced in abun-
dance when weak alcoholic liquids are allowed to trickle

slowly over wood shavings, kept loosely in perforated
capacious vats freely admitting air. This hay, upon
being analyzed, was found to be composed of

—

Water 38-03
Fatty matters -90

*Soluble albuminous compounds 1-88

Gum, mucilage, brown extractive matters,
and a little sugar ... 6-63

Digestible fibre 15-55

flnsoluble albuminous compounds 8-12

Indigestible woody fibre (cellulose) 23-33
Soluble mineral matter 3-96

Insoluble mineral matter 2-61

'Containing nitrogen...
tContaioiug nitrogen...

100-00
-30

1-30

From these valuable, practical, and scientific researches

the haymaker will derive considerable advantage. It is

true that aU knowledge is of little avail when the un-
stacked hay is drenching in rain ; but, after making this

acknowledgment, every reader will admit that by acting

upon correct principles the ill effects of the most adverse

seasons may be rendered less injurious. If this fact be

well understood, then no one with whom we have to do

will undervalue the labours of those who have been

striving to illustrate the chemical changes which take

place during the conversion of the grasses into hay. But,

even supposing that all such laborious examinations did

not tend to promote the commercial advantage of the

agriculturist, they at least afford him that pleasure which
ever accompanies the acquisition of knowledge.

THE TUEKIP CROP.
BY A PRACTICAL FARMER.

The season for turnip-seeding has again returned; and
although nothing new or novel relative to its culture

worthy of note can be stated, yet a few plain remai-ks and
suggestions may not be without their use. The future of

British agricultui-e is, and will be, a most important sub-

ject for the study of our highest class of political econo-

mists—yes, and of oUr great philosophers too. Our states-

men and landowners ought at once to take a full and most
comprehensive view of the whole question. It is no trifle

they have to deal with. It is the supply of animal food for

the British population. There is no great difficulty rela-

tive to the supply of vegetable food. Corn for bread and
as food for stock can be grown for and be supplied to the
British market from aU parts of the world. Potatoes aud
other roots can also be obtained in large quantities ; but
the supply of animal food, and more particularly of fresh

meat, can with difficulty be found even now ; and, owing
to cattle plague and other imported diseases, a gradually-
increasing distrust is generally felt and expressed against
cattle and other stock being imported. The restrictions

upon importations of stock must necessarily be stringent
und lasting, which will lead to a less disposition on the
part of our continental neighbours to juake provision for

our animal wants. These and many other reasons might

be m-ged to stimulate and induce British producers of

animal food to increase theu" exertions and means to breed,

support, fatten, and bring to market for the food of the

nation a far more extended supply than has ever yet been

known. The foundation for this supply is, in a great mea-

sure, the root crop ; and of this, the turnip crop is the

principal or chief dependence. It is yet, in fact, the basis

upon which modern British husbandry is mainly built.

It is, therefore, extremely important to the whole

kingdom that the crop of turnips should be

a good one; and it is in a sense equally

important to every individual farmer. It secures food

for the flocks in the field and the cattle in the fold-yard.

It is the main dependence aud means by which the cattle

are enabled to turn the straw-produce of the farm into

manure—so that while the flock in the field manures the

land for the succeeding corn crops, the cattle are provid-

ing a stock in the fold-yard for the future turnip crop.

This is turnip-husbandi-y, and goes on ad uiJinitiiiH.

Well, but how ai-e the best crops to be obtained ? aud

can the farmer grow more root crops profitably than he

now does ':" 1 am not sure that at the present time he
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ftan geaerally

—

i.e., taking into account the whole breadth

of the country ; but on the best loams, and loamy clays,

and loamy soils of fair consistency, he undoubtedly can.

I am supposing the average of wheat in the country does

not exceed from 50s. to 55s. per qr., and other grain in

proportion. It must be borne in mind that the farmers'

receipts are far below the country's average. I say he

can on these soils, and that these root crops are far more
valuable than grass crops

—

i.e., an acre of roots is far

more valuable than an acre of grass. The weight of

grass produced upon an acre of medium grass-land will

vaiy from four to live tons per acre
;

good or prime
grass-land will yield from live to seven tons per acre ; a

crop of turnips on medium soils will yield from fifteen to

twenty-five tons per acre ; and from twenty-five to thirty-

five tons of mangels ; on good soils from twenty to thirty-

five tons of turnips, or from thirty to forty-five tons of

mangels. The proportions of water and nutritive-value

in the grass and in the root crops do not so materially

differ as to add or detract much from the well-doing of the

stock feeding from either crop ; but the weight of food to

be consumed is of great consequence in the estimate

—

i.e.,

making an acre of roots worth about five acres of grass.

If then the turaip, or rather the root crop is so valuable,

why are farmers to be so closely restricted to certain

courses or rotations of cropping, and why are such large

breadths of moderate, not to say inferior grass lands to

remain under pasturage ? If modern culture and modern
applications of manures and feeding stuffs are worth any-

thing beyond the old order of management—and no one

disputes their worth—they would tell surprisingly upon
the conversion of such lands into arable culture. They
would thus be made to produce immense crops of roots,

artificial grasses, and corn. Vast breadths of these soils

would yield capital crops—fii'st, of potatoes ; then wheat

;

next turnips or other roots and esculents, i. e., mangels,

swedes, carrots, and cabbages for stock ; again potatoes,

again wheat, and then clovers or seeds, followed by a corn

crop, to be further supplemented by roots again, and so on

continuously. And not only these grass-lands, but all

good or useful loams may, under om* modern applications

of culture and liberal manurings, be made to sustain—and

under improving conditions too—a like mode of heavy

cropping. The continuation of inferior grass-lands under

pasture when eligible for arable culture is unpardonable,

being a direct loss to the commonwealth of the nation.

Many of our old lands and long-cultivated strong loams

are now bearing heavy crops of potatoes and wheat every

alternate year ; and if a variation is made, it is in favour

of a crop of mangels, often yielding a tremendous weight

of food. If such modes of culture, manurings and crop-

ping, obtain a lasting standing in some districts—and I

know they do—why are they not to be adopted and prac-

tised in other localities, or why should they not become

general ? It is mainly a question of expense, of outlay of

capital, of yearly investment in the soil. The manage-

ment is always on the farm. The artificial aids are forth-

coming—at least adequate supplies have hitherto been

found. Our sliips go to the ends of the earth

for guano, for bones, coprolites, gypsum, phosphate

of lime, beside our own dlg2,ing3. Then we have

manufactories of valuable manures in abundance,

and chemically adapted to certain crops. Again,

as to feeding stuffs ; the supply seems interminable. The

importations are immense now, and the demand rapidly

increases. This little island of ours ought to be the standing

ground for fatting stock as food for the nation, and the im-

portation and manufacture of feeding stuffs must be boundless.

It must be made to grow more roots, more grasses, more

animal food, and less corn. Ireland, too, is stiU better

adapted for this order of management. Scotland grows splendid

root crops. Who can tell to what amount our home-supplies

ot animal food might come, or be made to extend ? Summer
soiling for cattle from artificial grasses would become general.

I name these matters because it becomes imperative that

something must be done, as, from importations, our

liability to stock diseases and all their concomitants may
ulimately cause a great scarcity of animal food, which my
suggestions are intended to avert.

But to the turnip crop. The land must be well drained,

the culture ample, till a line clean tilth has been made ; for

swedes, ridging at 26-in. intervals is to be preferred, a deposit

of at least fourteen loads of good rotted dung made from roots,

straw, and a liberal allowance of cake per animal, sliould be

be made ; in the ridges a sowing of 4 cwt. of guano and super-

phosphate mixed upon the manure. The ridges then to be

closed, and the seed drilled in with a further supply of 2^ cwt.

of superphosphate mixed with ashes. The swedes will amply

pay for this extra expense. The guano must not come into

immediate contact with the seed. For common turnips for

early feed pursue the like course, but for winter food they are

better on the flat ; but a similar double dressing should be

given. Sow abundance of seed, certainly not less than four

to six pounds per acre. I avoid petty details. There are

improved varieties continually coming before the public : the

last I have obtained is a Hybrid, from Scotland, a very

large and valuable variety, but not yet in general culture.

Great attention should be given to obtain the best sorts, pro-

vided they are adapted to the soil and the state of fertility in

which it is kept.

THE HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The half-yearly general meeting of the society was held in

the hall, George IV. Bridge, on Wednesday, June 19—His
Grace the Duke of Buccleuch, K.G., president of the

society, in the chair.

Seventy-three new members were elected.

Sir W. Elliot reported that the following awards had

been made for reports since the general meeting in January :

1. The gold medal to James Purves, Lochend, Thurso, for a

report of the reclamation of waste land on the farms of Lochend

and Syster, in the county of Caithness.

2. The gold medal to Russell Swanwick, Whittington, Ches-

terfield, for a report of experiments on the action of different

top-dressings on wheat, grass, and cabbage in 1866,

3. The gold medal to Hariy Shaw, Bogfern, Tarland, for a

report of experiments on the comparative productiveness of

turnips in 1866.

4. The medium gold medal to John Milne, Mains of

Laithers, Turriff, for a report on the same sul)ject.

5. The silver medal to Ralph Carr, Hedgely, Alnwick, for

a report on the sUver alder, as a nurse-plant to oak.

THE FORTHCOMING SHOW AT GLASGOW.—PROFOSAL TO

AID THE SHOW AT DUNDEE.

The Secretary, in the absence of Mr. Kinloch, yr., of

Gilmerton, the chairman of the Committee on General Shows,

reported that the arrangements for the show, which takes

places at Glasgow on the 30tli and 31st July and 1st August,

were in a satisfactory state of advancement. The entries now
closed were as follows : Cattle 270, horses 200, sheep 450,

swine 80, poultry 390, dairy produce 130, implements 1,500,

besides a large number of calves, foals, and lambs, which would

be shown at foot with their mothers. The entries of imple-

ments were greatly in excess of anything they had oil any

former occasion. The magistrates of Glasgow had kindly

granted the free use of the City Hall for the banquet on the

30th, in addition to the free use of the Green for the show,

and a liberal donation of £200. As regards tlie other sub-
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scriptions, there had been intimated from Ayrshire £i20,

Renfrew £160, Argyle £200, Bute aud Arran £35.

Mr. Hunter, of Blackness, said he liad been requested by

Lord Kinuaird to bring under the notice of the society the

show proposed to be held at Dundee on the occasion of the

visit of tlie British Association there in September. He had

no doubt the meeting would be a successful one ; and, though

tlie association devoted itself mostly to science, it was thought

that, visiting a district of tlie country it never before saw, it

would not be disagreeable to the savatis to see a little of our

Scottish agriculture. The various local societies had cheer-

fully come forward in support of the proposed show, and tlie

principal promoter had been Lord Kiunaird, one of the largest

and most enterprizing agriculturists in Scotland. Considering

that it was about 30 years since a show had been held in

Dundee (wliich was so nearly connected with the Carse of

Gowrie and Strathmore, one of the most important agricul-

tural districts of the country), he thought that the society

could not dispose of its funds better than by giving a liberal

donation to the show at Dundee.
The Secretary said the application from Lord Kiunaird

had been laid before the directors early in the summer, and
they agreed to allow the United Association of Perth, Fife,

aud Kinross, and the Forfarshire Association, to apply the

sums of money voted to them in aid of tlie Dundee Show.
A sura of £55 and two medals were accordingly allocated to

the Dundee Show ; hut to-day the directors had agreed to sub-

stitute money for these medals.

Mr. Hunter said he thought the subscription proposed to

the Dundee Show was so small, that it was doubtful whether it

would be accepted at all. Such a show could not be con-

ducted without great expense, and considering the large sums
given by private individuals, the sum of £60 was hardly worth
their acceptance from so rich a society.

Mr. Scot Skirving had much pleasure in announcing
that the committee had obtained the sum of nearly £800 for

the testimonial to Mr. Bell, of which they proposed to pay Mr.
Bell £000 immediately to account. It was intended, however,
to keep the subscription open until the January meeting, when
it was expected Mr. Bell would attend here to receive the pre-

sentation ; and it was also intended to retain a small sum
wherewith to purchase a piece of silver plate with a suitable

device and inscription. The committee still entertained the

hope that the sum might reach £1,000. At one time they

contemplated extending the subscription-list to England and
America, but this had not been done ; nevertheless, £800 sub-

scribed by 1,G00 of the first agriculturists in the world was a

testimonial of which any man might feel proud. He felt gra-

tified in being able to state that the directors of the society

proposed to subscribe £100 to pay the expenses connected with
the testimonial, and he was sure that this oifer would be cor-

dially accepted and ratified by the society. Mr. Scot Skirving

also took the opportunity of saying, on behalf of the com-
mittee, that they had been deeply indebted to the secretary

and the other officials of the society for the very able manner
in which they had organized the machinery for collecting the

subscriptions.

The Chairman said he had to propose, on behalf of the

directors, that the sum of £100 should be contributed to the

testimonial to Mr. Bell.

The proposal was received with loud applause ; and the
C'liairman declared it to be the unanimous opinion of the so-

ciety that such grant should be made.

AGRICULTUR.U, EDUCATION.

Professor Balfour reported that the examinations for the
society's aEcricuUural certificate and diploma had taken place
on 11th, 12th, and 13th March.

VETERINARY COLLEGE.

Mr. Campbell Swinton, of Kinimerghame, reported, in
the absence of Mr. Gillon of WaUhouse, who had been re-

cently appointed chairman of the Society's Veterinary Com-
mittee, that the annual examination of the students had taken
place on the 10th and 17lh of April, when the society's vete-
rinary certificate or di|>loma had been conferred on thirty out
of tliirty-eight candidates.

The report was approved of.

Mr. Swinton said that the members of the society were
aware that great anxiety had been expressed for a considerable
time to obtain a charter for the Veterinary College in Scotland

so that they should not be brought into connexion with the

Veterinary College in England. Negotiations were going on

with the Privy Council upon the subject, and the directors of

the society had received the most cordial co-operation from the

Town Council of Edinburgh, who were greatly interested in

the school of veterinary science there, on account of the charge

devolved upon them by the generous bequest of the Veterinary

College from the late Professor Dick. Communication had

been opened up with the Privy Council, and a draft was in

course of being prepared which would have to be submitted to

the public bodies interested in the matter, and which,

above all, would require the sanction of the Privy Council.

The negotiations ^vere in a state of very great forwardness,

but were not so near completion as to warrant a detailed re-

port. In these as in other negotiations the society was under
infinite obligation to the noble President for the interest he
had taken in the matter, and the influence he had used with the

authorities in England.

The Duke of Buccleucii said, with regard to the charter,

that he had been in communication with the Committee of the

Privy Council on the subject, both in writing and verbally, and
the matter was proceeding as rapidly as circumstances would
permit A draft charter was now under consideration by the

Town Council and the directors of the society, and it would as

soon as possible be submitted to the Privy Council. Of course,

it would be subject to any alterations which the Privy Council

and the law officers of the Crown might think necessary to

make upon it.

Mr. Sw^iNTON further reported that Professor Hallen had
resigned his appointment as Professor of veterinary surgery to

the society, in consequence of his being required to return to

his duties uuder his commission in her Majesty's Indian service,

aud that the directors h.id to propose in his place Mr. William
Williams, of Bradford, who had been appointed principal of

the Edinburgh Veterinary College. Mr. Williams is a graduate

of the college, aud holds the society's certificate or diploma.

The proposal of the directors was unanimously adopted, and
Mr. Williams was appointed professor accordingly.

Mr Swinton reported that the directors had had under

their consideration the expediency of establishing a chair of

cattle pathology in connection with the Dick College, and at a

meeting of the board, on the 6th June, it was resolved to re-

commend to the general meeting that an annual vote of £100
should be given for five years, on the condition that the

patronage of the chair be vested in the society so long as the

grant was paid by it. If the proposal met with the sanction

of the general meeting, the directors were of opinion that it

should be remitted to a committee—two to be named by the

society, and two by the town council—to make such regula-

tions as might be considered necessary for the proper conduct

of the chair.

The report was adopted

Dr. Anderson reported that the work during the last half-

year had been mainly confined to the perfbrmiug of analyses

for the members. The work in this way had been very large.

They had had to consider a number of important cases of

adulteration, and in some instances had thus succeeded in pro-

tecting the interests of members of the association. They had
also been engaged in arranging for field experiments. The ex-

periments were, so far, a following out of those of last year.

Seed had been sown and preliminary steps taken with a view

to developing their knowledge of manuring ; but the experi-

ments this year would be connected with otiier ordinary opera-

tions of the farm in such a way as was likely to make the ex-

periments more generally interesting and useful to farmers than

those of last year. They had several matters of investigation

in hand, of which the results would be published in due time.

STEAM cultivation.
The Secretary read a letter from the Marquis of Tweed-

dale, who has charge of this subject, stating that if there had

been anything to report, he would have attended the meeting.

Tlie secretary added that the committee on steam cultivation

had determined that their reports should cover a series of two

years. No report, therefore, would be issued next year, and

Lord Tweeddale had not thought it necessary to be present to

make any statement till nearer the time for publishing the

report.

This concluded the business, and the meeting separated after

passing a vote of thanks to the Duke of Buccleucii for his

conduct in the chair.
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THE NORFOLK AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

MEETING AT FAKENHAM.

Notwithslandiug the violence witli which the rinderpest

had raged in parts of the county, the mauagemcnt of the

Norfolk Association would have again postponed the

meeting, had not a licence hecn obtained for the cattle

classes. This is consequently the first occasion on which
so important a feature has been re-established, and it was
really refreshing to find the once-familiar scene re-set with
stately Shorthorns, neat Devous, red-and-white Herefords,

and long lines of Polled milkers—the very strongest section

of the whole show. Not but that there was ample material

in other directions. The entries of horses were numerous,
if not so remarkable for their excellence ; and there were
some " proper" prize animals amongst the sheep and pigs,

although the competition here was not so great. Taken
as a whole, however, the gathering was a decided success,

an immense deal of spirit being infused into the proceed-

ings, and everyone appearing to go to work once more with
renewed heart and vigom*.

Not that the conduct of the exhibition can be

recorded as altogether perfect. The effect, for in-

stance, of open judging was materially qualified by the

stewards neglecting to have the winning coloius given

out in the different rings so soon as the decisions were

arrived at, and the spectators were thus left in comparative

ignorance of how the prizes went, unless they followed the

animals back to their respective standings. Mr. England,

who was with the hackneys, certainly had the awards at once

announced, on the necessity of this being pointed out to

him ; but elsewhere people were kept very much in the

dark, and all enjoyment of the opening-day was propor-

tionately diminished. Then, the Norfolk Association has

recently adopted the somewhat peculiar plan of nominating

only one judge for each department. Thus Mr. Bulling
" did" the hunters, ^Ir. Turner the pigs, Mr. Clayden the

cart-horses, and so on. The solitary system, however,

does not seem to answer, as almost everyone we had any

opportunity of consulting, whether judges, exhibitors, or

visitors, expressed themselves as decidedly opposed to the

principle. It may be sufficient to say that men of such

repute in the ring as Mr. Keary, Mr. Fookes, and Mr.
Kersey Cooper, although they accepted office under these

conditions, would all have infinitely preferi'cd to work in

couples as heretofore. It is, in fact, a very dreary

business where there is much to do, with no apparent ad-

vantage to be urged in its favour ; but, on the contrary, a

deal of risk at times to be run, from entrusting everything

to the prejudices or partialities of any one particular person,

especially if he be not quite so good a judge as he himself

may fancy he is.

There was most assuredly some exception to the new
rule at Fakenham, and the jjlacing of the Shorthorns was

regarded by other outside judges as in certain cases cu-

riously eccentric. The best of all the bulls, for instance,

was considered to be anything but the best even of his own
class ; and what with his sour head, his poor quality, his

vulgar colour, and his generally mean appearance, it is diffi-

cult to understand the points upon which his superiority

was arrived at. For the best of all, we should have gone

the rather to one of Mr. Aylmer's yearlings—both very

nice young bulls, though their conqueror was also bred at

Dereham, as well as the second in the all-aged class, a son

of Thorndale Grand Duke, that was down last year veiy

bad with the cattle-plague, and, as a consequence, was

now not quite in show form. A very good-looking bull

of Lord Walsinghani's, but with a rather harsh touch,

proved himself further in his produce ; the best yearling

heifer, and about the best Shorthorn iu the show, being

a daughter of Merton Beau, the third-prize bull, and of

Dauntless, the first-prize cow. There is no better test

than this, particularly amongst prize-stock ; and Thought-

less is a healthy well-grown handsome heifer, whose con-

stitution has suft'ered in no way from any excesses on the

part of her parents. The dam has length and style in her

favour just sufficient to eclipse a very neat clean cow of Mr.
Aylmer's, whose daughter was the better of the two two-

year-olds entered. The competition, in fact, in the younger

classes was not great; but considering that this was con-

fined to the county, and that it was very uncertain up to

the last moment whether cattle could be exhibited, the

display of Shorthorns was more than creditable, whilst

the pedigrees go to show there is a deal of good blood

available in the Norfolk herds.

Now that Lord Leicester has given over exhibiting, the

Devons are dwindling down so unmistakably that, like

the Herefords, they might merge into the other classes.

Mr. John Overman is almost their only champion, and
he has always a high-bred one or two in training ; but

}ilrs. Clarke was here his sole competitor, and it was
scarcely worth while sending so far for Mr. Kearey when
there was so little to do. The single-handed judging

might thus much be justified, but fortunately there was
more work amongst the mixed breeds, Alderneys, Bre-
tonnes, Herefords, and crosses. Some of the most suc-

cessful of these were the Shorthorn and Ayrshire experi-

ments of Mr. Henry Overman and Mr. Ellis, and the

Shorthorn and polled cross of Mr. England; the Ayrshire

being a very happy nick, but then a capital foundation in

this way was laid during the late Mr. Overman's time at

at AVeaseuham. The All-aged class of fat steers was a

very good one, and many of the lookers-on took the

liberty of differing with the judge as to which of Mr.
Coleman's two should be first, though the winner,

a white Shorthorn, is a fine straight upstanding animal of

very commanding appearance, and that, as it seems to us,

will always over-shadow the other. Mr. Matthews had
another nearly as good a beast ; and Mr. John Overman
a stylish Devon, which only wants time, and that will be

in more form by Christmas ; while his Royal Highness
the Prince of Wales gave a certain point to the merits of

the class by taking a commendation with an animal whose
antecedents are altogether unknown. Mr. Brackenbury's

fat cow is broad and deep, but patchy ; and the other fat

things were of no remarkable excellence ; the strength of

this division centring in the older steers.

But, after all, the Norfolk and Suffolk Polled made the

cattle show. The classes were generally well filled, for

there were nine old bulls, half a dozen yearling bulls, a

dozen cows, ten two-year-old heifers, and eighfcen year-

ling heifers. And the improvement was as remarkable

:

high commendations were fi'cely appended, with the largest

class, that of yearling heifers, genercdhj oommendecl. Both
]\Ir. Badliam and Mr. Keary testified, at the dinner, to

the great advancement made in this useful breed of stock;

and we can only now the more regret that our suggestion

as to having a show of the sort at Buiy St. Edmund's
had not been acted on. They would have held their own
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anywhei'e ; for by careful cultivation the PoUed have ob-

tained a very uniform character, are of a rich red colour,

with neat true frames, and the females more pai'ticularly

are often noticeably good-looking. Moreover they are

of still higher rej^ute in the dairy, and with milk coming

fast into fashion, it will be a duty to themselves for the

Norfolk squires and farmers to still develope the uses of

so good a breed of cattle. Any individual criticism would
be chiefly an echo of the prize-list and its appendix ; but

it is significant of still further progress that the young
stock, both in the bull and cow classes, were better than

the older animals, as this excellence culminated in the

largest aud youngest entry.

With Lord Walsinghani holding his hand for Bury, and
not a long-wool from beyond the limits of the county, the

sheep show was only moderate ; and although Lord Sondes

had a long lead with the Southdowns," we question whe-

ther with more competition the Elniham flock will prove

as formidable as it lately has been. Some of the sheep

were all wrong in their shoulders, as they lacked that

grandeur to which the transplanted Down will occasionally

grow, and the judge spoke more decisively to the merits

of the cross-breds ; Mr. Heniy Overman's Oxford Downs
getting better and better as he has had time to cultivate

them, while Mr. Case was also distinguished for his

crosses, and Mr. Butler and Mr. Barrat for their half-

bred Hampshires, one of the now favourite nicks with the

long-wools. Those old opponents Mr. Brown and Mr.
Aylmer had the Norfolk long-wools all to themselves,

where the cup went to Dereham for a three-year-old ram
never previously exhibited, and which carried so good a

fleece that an objection Avas talked of as to his having

been fairly shorn within the time specified, though this

we believe ultimately came to nothing, as the extra cup or

prize was handed over to Mr. Aylmer at the dinner. His
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales was more distin-

guished amongst the sheep than he had been in the cattle

classes, as he took a first prize with a pen of Southdown
ewes, bred from the flocks of Lord Sondes and Sir Wil-

loughby Jones. These Royal sheep were a fair useful

lot, but they won against little or no competition worth
speaking of.

The exhibition of pigs went all for quality, as in most
of the classes the competition extended but little beyond
placing a flrst and second. Mr. Duckering's whites are

still on their tour, and Mr. Steam and Mr. Crisp brought
in some of their samples from Braintree ; but the Messrs.

Sexton made no sign. The chief honom-s were all claimed

by the three exhibitors we have just named, and to the

merits of whose entries we spoke last week ; but Mr.
Crisp's champion boar is a very pretty small black, and
Mr. Steam's three w^hite sows arc also wonderfully good,

if not so forward as some of their competitors. The
judge, indeed, had serious doubts as to some of the

pigs being within the age at which they were entered,

as he had his misgivings as to other conditions being ob-

served. But it is another fancy of the Norfolk manage-
ment to dispense with the services of the Veterinary In-

spector, and gentlemen very reasonably decline to commit
themselves to points, the adjustment of which should

properly depend upon a professional opinion.

Norfolk, like SiiiTolk, has its own breed of cart horses,

although the bays and browns are not so well known
abroad as the chesnnts. When seen at his best, however,
the Noi'folk is a very good horse for certain agricultural

purposes, and more particularly when put into plough
I)airs on light land. In ajjpearaiu^e he takes something
after the Cleveland, but with more weight and some liair

on his legs he is essentially a cart and not a carriage

horse. He has a good kindly head, a clean neck, and is

in no ways overtopped, while he has long oblique shoulders

and short clean wiry legs, with a deal of what is called

quality ; but, strange to say, he does not move so well as

he should do. There was a gelding of just this sort in

the Crownthorpe prize pair, and a really grand animal he
is, but they do not by any means come generally up to

such a standard, aud we should say that, like the Norfolk

cob, the Norfolk cart horse, as a breed, had been neg-

lected, or often crossed out of its original character.

There were more bad than good amongst the breeding

classes, and the judge himself allowed that he had
seldom seen a worse horse than his first prize two-year-old

stallion. It was amongst the working pairs, we repeat,

where the Norfolk horse went into general competition

with other breeds, that he demonstrated his excellence, as

it is clear that the Norfolk farmers must exercise more
care than they do at present in breeding their horses for

any purpose—the farm, the chase, or the road. Hacks,
hunters, and plough horses seem to be too often got by
chance, and crosses had recourse to where pm'e blood only

should as a first principle be employed.
The other cart-horses were chiefly Sulfolks, although

the first-prize stallion in the all-aged class was a brown
;

while the point of preference as to the best of all the stal-

lions rested with the chesnuts, three and two-year-olds. At
Braintree Mr. Crisp's Cup-bearer was the champion, as he
was also just at Epping in 1866, but the decision of last

week was now reversed, and Mr. Wilson's two-year-old

President won the cup. As might be expected, great was
the discussion consequent thereon ; but grand as Mr.
Ci-is))'s horse is in places, such as his girth, back, loins^

and quarters, he has an unpardonable pair of forelegs, the

off being almost a deformity ; whereas Mr. Wilson's is a

well-grown, true-made colt, if with not aU the promise of

the other, certainly without his too manifest defects, and
for our own part, we go with the second reading. Presi-

dent, indeed, is just where he should be, in open class; but

the doubt is, whether he could pass as a Suffolk, as he is

by Barthropp's Hero, dam by Heart of Oak, a bay Shire

horse ! Mr. Wolton's first-prize mare is very handsome,

and it was very satisfactory to see that the best mai'es had
the best foals, the two being placed precisely as their

dams. There was only one three-year-old filly entered,

but she was deemed worthy of a first prize, and Mr.
Wolton was first again with his two-year-old, a very per-

fect filly of her sort, and half sister to the best mare.

The second also fi'om Kesgrave was not near the other, being

weak in her thighs, as but a moderate one all over ; and
iMr. Badham managed to get third in the mare and foal

class with one so out of all form that the remainder must
have been " poor indeed." Our experience of the Faken-

ham show goes to this—that in Norfolk they often do

not breed either Norfolks or Suftblks, but they mix up
one sort and another with a result that is anything but

imposing or encouraging.

Nothing, again, according to the catalogue, can be much
looser than the Norfolk notion of breeding a nag. The
hunters have often enough "Phenomenon" pedigrees,

while the trotters are got by racehorses, and so on, until

all individual character is lost, and the repute of the

country is dying out. In a large class of stallions, for

saddle or harness, there was little to look at of the true

type beyond the four-year-old roan, [that was far away
the first, and old Robin Hood, who at eighteen years old

is of course getting hollow and faded ; but if any allow-

ance was made on this account for the thorough-bred Mr.
Stiggins, the years and use of Mr. Baldwin's horse should

also have been taken into account. The second-best of

these saddle or harness animals was neither one thing nor

the other, as little more than a flash flat-catcher ; while

Captain Barlow's handsome cob Lucifer seems to have

lost his action, for he could not go a yai'd. Then, in the

first class of riding horses in work, thei-c was little to pick

from, though the second could move a bit under you, but
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the first prize went to an aaimal that ought to be lapped in

leather forthwith. Some of the hacks uudcr fifteen hands
were of a better stamp, and Mr. Sexton's mare especially

was, in her way, as good as anything on the ground.

With a deal of power and substance, she has wonderful

liberty, and lots of good looks, her chief set-off being a

big but but by no means a bad sort of head. Mr. Bad-
ham's old grey deservedly stood next, and he never

showed to more advantage. Tic has certainly the best

of "manners" and temper, and for a gentleman, 6i;alady,

should fetch a long figure, if only properly placed. Mr.
Beart, too, had a very sweet mare in this class, if she was
not so fortunate as were some other of the Raynham en-

tries, but then the competition was stronger. The cobs

up to fifteen stone were a very middling lot, and the one

prize might have fairly been withheld, but it was duly

awarded to a soft, long-tailed thing, that thi-eatened to

tire soon enough at even travelling round a ring. The
ponies were of higher average, and Mr. Fulcher's first,

Mr. Beart's second, and the other first, were all

quite worthy of their places—pretty to look at and smart

to set a going. In the fourteen hands class there were
sixteen entries, amongst which Mr. Kendle's white-legged

little horse came at twenty years old to be at last without

honour in his own country.

Whilst 3Ir. Kersey Cooper was being so highly tried

here, Mr. Bulleu was busy amongst the hunters, but

there was nothing to be particularly proud of, and beyond
Mr. Groom's ehesnut there were few prize horses amongst
the lot. This one is really a nice stamp of hunter, with a

long, lean, wicked head, great good quarters, and other points

that at once catch the eye. Mr. Beart got to the front again

with a plainish, servant's sort of animal, and the best-

looking of the fom'-year-olds, very well shown off by his

owner, Mr. Gooch, was rejected, from splints. The
brood-mares for saddle or harness afforded a good illus-

tration of the Norfolk system, as calcidated to breed any-

thing you please. But Mr. Cooper was on here ; and

Mr. BuUen began w"ith the thorough-bred stallions, where
his fancy fixed on the big bone of old Stiggins, though
the more general favourite was Lord Hastings, Emilius

—a really handsome, clever horse, with clean limbs and
fair power for his size, although, from some strange omis-

sion, his pedigree, by Planet, out of Lord Orford's

Exotic, is not to be found in the Stud Book. There
were only four exhibited in this class ; but the two un-

noticed horses were the Frenchman Eclaireur, and False

Alarm, the first-prize stallion at the great Islington Show
and the champion of his order at Braintree last week.

Combining as he does some of the most fashionable blood

of the time—by Trumpeter out of a Pantaloon mare

—

and associating with this remarkably fine action, it was
strange that False ^Vlarm did not finish a little nearer, the

more especially when we remember that Mr, Stiggins

won.

There was a good show of implements, chiefly supplied

by local exhibitors, a flower-show "in union," and the

dinner at four- o'clock, where the toast-list was spun out

to a length and with an ingenuity that approached very

closely upon absolute torture. The more noticeable fea-

tures of this liberal entertainment were a very able and

courageous speech from the chairman. Lord Kimberley
;

the presentation of a testimonial to the secretary of the

society, ^Mr. Bailey ; and the extraordinary ovation with

which Mr. Sewell Read was received. However well

this honourable gentleman may stand in the House of

Commons, he can stand nowhere so well as in his own
county, and the cheers upon cheers with which his name
was greeted were significant enough. The several judges

put up also spoke well to the point ; but beyond this

our strength does not carry us. A number of gentlemen

returned thanks for the Army, the Navy, the Chiuxh, the

State, and other kindred services ; the healths of a number

of other gentlemen were given, who by some happy force

of circumstance were not present to respond ;
every piece

of plate was formally handed over ; and so in the course

of five or six hours human energy became exhausted,

although, we believe, this was by no means the case with

the list of toasts.

PRIZE LIST.
CATTLE.

SHORTHORNS.

Judge.—W. Kelk, Woodthorpe, Lincolnshire.

Bulls.—The Cup of £10, for the best of all the Shorthorn

bulls, prize of £10 and silver medal to E. Durraut, Wira-

botshuni (Hamlet) ; second of £S to H. Aylmer, West Dereham

(Norfolk Thorudale Duke) ; third of £5 to Lord Walsingham,

Mertou, Thetford (Merton Beau).

Yearling bulls.—First prize of £8, to H. Aylmer (Baron

Hopewell) ; second of £5 to H. Aybuer (General Hopewell).

Cows in calf or milk.—Cup of £10, prize of £10 and silver

medal to Lord Walsingham (Dauntless) ; second of £6 to H.

Aylmer (Maid of Orleans) ; tliird of £4- to G. E. Frere, lloydon

(Countess Sixth)

In calf, heifers not above three years old.—Prize of £o,

and silver medal, W. M. Fa-rer, Kempstoue (Charmer). Com-

mended: G. E. Frere, Roydou (Tibbie Tudor).

Heifers in calf or in milk, under three years old.—Prize of

£6 and silver medal, H. Aylmer, West Dereham (Maid of the

Morn). Commended : T. L. Barrat, Barney.

YearUug heifers. — First prize, £4, Lord Walsingham

(Thoughtless) ; second, £2, Waslungton Hammond, Waterdeu.

DEVONS

Judge (and for other breeds), H. W. Keary, Bridgenorth,

Salop.

Bulls.—Pi ize of £10 and silver medal, J. Overman, Burnham

Sutton (Old Wellington). Commended: Mrs. Clarke, Burn-

ham Westgate (Wellington).

Yearling buUs.—No award.

Cows in calf or in milk.—Prize of £5 and silver medal to

Mrs. Clarke (Violet). Commended : Mrs. Clark (Handsome),

and J. Overman (Violet).

Yearling heifers.—Prize of £3, Mrs Clarke (Red Rose).

Bulls, not being Shorthorn, Devon, or Norfolk and Suffolk

red-polled.—Prize of £8 and sUver medal to P. J. Sharman,

Seaming.
Horned cows, not being Shorthorn, Devon, or Norfolk and

Suffolk red polled, in calf or in milk.—First prize of £8 and

silver medal, W. EUis, Wymondham (Rosa) ; second, £4-, R.

England, Bingham. Commended: H. Overman, for three

(Countess, Acorn, Faithful).

Heifers, in calf or in milk, not being Shorthorn, Devon, or

Norfolk and Suffolk red polled.—First prize £5 and silver

medal to H. Overman (Queen) ; second, £3, R. England.

Highly commended: R. England. Commended: H. Over-

and R. England.

Yearling heifers not being Shorthorn, Devon, or Norfolk

and Suffolk red-polled.—Prize of £3 to H. Overman (Jenny

Lind).

POLLED NORFOLK AND SUFFOLK CATTLE.

Judge.—G. D. Badham, Bulmer Tye, Suffolk.

Bulls.—The Cup of £10, as the best of all the polled bulls.

Society's prize of £10 and silver medal, to B. Brown, Thurs-

ford (Tenant Farmer) ; second prize, £5, Hammond, Bale (Sir

Nicholas). Highly commended : T. L. Taylor, Starston (Rich-

ard the First). Commended: The ^Executors of T. Smith,

Crownthorpe (Red Jacket the Third).*

Yearhng buUs.—Prize of £5 to Lord Sondes. Highly

commended: H. J. Lee, Warmer, Walsingham (Protector)
.J

Cows in calf or in milk.—The Cup of £7s. 7s., prize of £6

and silver medal, to Sir W. Jones, Bart., Cranmer Hall (Sweet

Briar) ; second prize, £6, R. Barcham,Thurgarton; third, £4,

B. Brown, Thursford (Hansom). Highly commended:

Lord Sondes. "Commended : J. Hammond (Moss Rose).

Cows or heifers in calf or in profit, no<- being Norfolk and

Suffolk polled.—Premium of £5 and silver medal to L. J.
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Palmer, Snetterton (Beauiy) ; .second, £3, H. Arclier, Snoring

(Nancy). Commended: W. P. King, Stibbard.

Heifer, in calf or in milk, under three years old.—First

jirize, £6, and silver medal, Sir W. Jones, Bart. (Primrose)

;

second, £1, J- Hammond (Butler). Highly commended: J.

Playford, Thurnage, and Lord Sondes. Commended : J. Sa-

vory, Rudhani, and J. Overman.

Yearling heifers.—First prize, £5, B. Brown (Nancy)
;

second, £3, B. Bro\ra (Young Hansom). Highly commended:

Lord Sondes, W. Betts, Hitcham, and Lady Hastings. Tlie

class generally commended.

Fat steers of any breed, above three years old.—First prize

of £8, Clip of £10 as best of ail the fat stock, and silver medal,

to J. Coleman, Runhall ; second prize of £5 to J. Coleman.

Highly commended : AV. Matthews, Carbrooke (Duke).

Commended : J. Sewell, Pickeuham ; J. Overman ; and

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Sandringhara.

Fat steers of any breed not above three years old.—Prize

of £8 and silver medal to H. Overman.

Fat cows above three years old.—Prize of £5 and silver

medal to W. T. Braekenbnry, Shonldham Thorpe (Luna).

Fat heifers not above three years old.—Prize of £5 and

silver medal to E. Durrant, jun., "Winterbotham.

HORSES.
CART-HORSES (EXCEPT NORFOLK).

Judge.—J. Clayden, Littlebury, Esses.

Cart-staUions not under four years old.—Prize of £10 and

silver medal to R. Bareham, Thiirgarton (Punch) ; second of

£7 to E. Gilbert, Blofield (Duke).

Three-year-old cart-stallion.—Prize of £8 and silver medal

to T. Crisp, Butley, Suffolk (Cupbearer) ; second of £5 to T.

Crisp (Conqueror).

Two-year-old cart-stallions.— Prize of £(3, the cup of

£10 as best of all the stallions, and silver medal to W.
Wilson, Bayham, Suffolk (President) ; second prize of £-i to

T. Crisp (Duke of Suffolk). Highly commended : J. Tingey,

EUingham (Young Glory).

Cart mares.—Prize of £10, the cup of £10, and silver medal

to S. VVolton, jun., Kesgrave, Suffolk (Violet) ; second prize

of £6 to T. Crisp (Darby) ; third of £4. to G. D. Badhain

(Diamond) . Commended : G. T. Baldwin, Fakenham (Violet)

.

Three-years-old cart-fiUies.—Prize of £6 and silver medal

to S. Wolton, Newbourn.
Two-years-old cart-fillies.—First prize of £5 and silver

medal to S. Wolton, jun., (Empress) ; second of £3 to S.

Wolton, jun. Commended: T.Crisp.

Cart-foals.—Prize of £5 and silver medal to S. Wolton,

jun. ; second of £3 to T. Crisp. Highly commended: H.
Overman. Commended : G. D. Badham.

Pairs of cart-horses.—The Melton Constable cup of the

value of £20 and silver medal to the Executors of the late J.

Smith, Crownthoqie ; second prize of £G to J. Sewell, North

Pickenham (Ruffler and Jolly) : third of £i to J. T. Thwaites,

Carlton, Forehoe.

NORFOLK CART-HORSES.

JuD&E.—J. Martin, Wainfleet, Lincolnshire.

Stallions not under four years old.—The Cup of £10 ars

best of all the Norfolk stallions, prize of £10, and silver

medal, to H. Goodbody, Mileham (Norfolk Hero) ; second of

£7 to H. Overman (Norfolk Lion.

Three-years-old stallions.—Prize of £8 and silver medal to

E. Wincarls, Marham (Brown Charley).

Two-year-old stallions.—First prize of £G and silver medal

to H. Overman (Star of the West) ; second of £4 to J. Tingey

(Young Briton).

Cart-mares.—The Cup of £10, prize of £5, another prize

of Lb, and silver medal, to T. H. Case, Testerton (Beauty)
;

second of .£0 to J. Savory, jun., Sparhand (Damsel) ; third

of £4' to H. Overman, Woasenham (Brag).

Three-years-old fillies.— First prize of £0 and silver medal

to J. W. Butler, Barney (Sweep) ; second of £3 to J. Savory,

Rudham (Doughty).

Two-years-old fillies.—Prize of Lb and silver medal to J.

W. Butler (Jet).

Norfolk cart-foals.—First prize of £5 and silver medal to

11, Overman ; second of £3 to H. Overman.

THOROUGHBRED STALLIONS AND HUNTING
HORSES.

Judge.—T. W. Bulling, Tofthill, Warvvicksliirr.

Thoroughbred Stallions.—The Cup of £10, prize of £10,

and silver medal, to R. Ives, Calthorpe (j\Ir. Stiggins) ; second

of £6 to Lord Hastings, Melton Constable (Emilius).

Mares or geldings adapted for hunting and equal to carry

not less than fourteen stones.—The Cup of £20 as best of all

the hunters, prize of £10, and silver medal, to J. E. Groom,
Cougham (Rufus) ; second of £5 to J. Norton, Raynham
(The Doctor).

Mares or geldings adapted for hunting not equal to carry

fourteen stone.—First prize of £10 and silver medal to R. G.

Beart, Raynham ; second of £5 to J. W. Sharman, Hempton.
Four-year-old colts or fiUies adapted for hunting,—Cup of

£10 and silver medal to H. Overman ; second of £5 to 11.

E. Blythe, Burnham (Margaret).

HACKS, HARNESS HORSES, AND PONIES.
Judge.—Kersey Cooper, Euston, Suffolk.

Stallions for saddle or harness.—The Cup of £30 and silver

medal to C. Beart, Stow Bridge (Ambition) ; second of £10
to R. G. Beart, Rainham (Fireaway) ; and third of £6 to Capt.

Barlow, Hasketon (Lucifer).

Riding-mares or geldings above fifteen hands high and not

exceeding fifteen hands three inches.—First prize of £10 and
silver medal to R. G. Beart (Splendour) , second of £5 to

E. P. Middleton, Hindringham (Zaidee). Commended: J.

Reeve, Snetterton.

Hackney-mares or geldings above 14- hands high and not

exceeding fifteen hands.—First prize of £10 and silver medal to

G. M. Sexton, Wherstead, Suffolk (Sensation) ; second of £5
to G. D. Badham (Major). Highly commended : R. G. Beart

(Beauty). Commended : J. Freeman, Suramerfield (The Cob).

Brood mares for saddle or harness.—First prize of £8 and

silver medal to H. Overman ; second of £5 to J . Overman,
(Tring).

Ponies not under 13 hands high nor above 14 hands high.

—

First prize of £5, the Cup of £5 as best of all the ponies, and

silver medal, to T. Fulclier, Elmham; second of £3 to 11. G.

Beart (Perfection). Commended, Rev. W. F. Thursby, Berg-

hapton (Exmoor).
Ponies not under 12 hands high nor above 13 hands high.-—

First prize of £5 and silver medal to J. Freeman, Summei^-

field (Cock Robin) ; second of £3 to H. Bullard, Norwich
(Jacob).

Cobs w]) to lost, and showing the best walking and trotting

action.—Prize of £10 and silver medal to W. Cann, Wymond-
ham.

SHEEP.
SOUTHDOWNS.

Judge (and of other breeds), H. Fookes, Whitecliurcli, Dorset-

shire.

Shearling rams.—Cup of £10 as best of all the Southdown

rams, prize of £8, and silver medal, to Lord Sondes ; second

of £5 to Lord Sondes. Highly commended, J. Overman.
Rams of any age.—Premium of £5, anotlier premium of £3,

and silver medal, to Lord Sondes ; second of £6 to Lord Sondes.

Shearling ewes.—First prize of £5 and silver medal to Lord
Soudes ; second of £3 to Lord Sondes.

Ewe lambs.—First prize of £4 and silver medal to Sir W.
Jones ; second of £3 to Lord Hastings.

Wether lambs.—First prize of £5 and silver medal to Lord

Sondes ; second of £3 to Sir W. Jones.

Wether lambs of any other breed.—First prize of £5 and

silver medal to G. W. Butler, Barney ; second of £3 to J. W.
Butler.

Ram lambs not loug-wooUed.—Prize of £4 to J.L. Barrat,

Barney.
Shearling wethers of any breed.—First prize of£5 and silver

medal to H. Overman (Oxfords) ; second of £3 to H. Overman.

Highly commended, E. Farrer, Sporle Cross).

Ewes of any age or breed.—Prize of £5 and silver medal to

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales (Southdowns) ; second of £3 to

P. J. Sharman, Scorning.

Ewes of any age or breed not liciiig Southdown or long-

woolled.—First prize of £0 and silver medd to T. H. Case,

Testerton (Ualf-breds) ; second of £4 to H. Overman.

Sliearling ewes of any breed not being Southdown or Long-
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wooUed.—First iinze of £d ami silvef iikhIuI to II. Oveniudi,
Weasenhaiii ; scioud of .43 to U. Ovennau.

Shearliuy cwcs of any age ov breed.—rremiuia of £5, another
\)nze of kH, and silver medal to H. Overman ; second of £5
to Lord Sondes.

LONG-WOOLS.
Judge.—S. T. Kemp, Bilsby, Lincolushirc.

Sliearliug rams.—Prize of £8 and silver medal to T. Brown,
Marhara.

Rams of any age.—Cup of £10 as best of all the Long-
wool rams, prize of £S, and silver medal, to H. Aylmer;
second of £5 to T Brown.
Ram lambs.—First prize of £5 and silver medal to T.

Brown ; second of £3 to T. Brown.

riGS.

Judge.—J. S. Turner, Chyugtou, Seaford, Sussex.

Boars of large breed.—First prize of £i and silver medal to

R. E. Duckering and Sons, Northorpe, Lincolnshire ; second
of £3 to T. Crisp.

Breeding Sows of large breed.—First prize of £4 and silver

medal, to R. E. Duckering and Sons ; second, of £3, to T.

Crisp.

Boars of small breed (black).—Tlie cup of £10 as best of all

tlie boars. Society's prize of £4, and silver medal, to T. Crisp
;

second, of £3, to S. G. Stearn, Brandestone, Sufl'olk ; com-
mended, S G. Stearn.

Breeding Sows of small breed (black).—First prize, of £4,
and silver medal, to S. G. Stearn.

Boars of small breed (white) .—F'irst prize, of £4 and silver

medal, to T. Crisp ; second, of £3, to R. E. Duckering and
Sous ; liighly commended, T. Crisp.

Breeding Sows of small breed (white).—First prize, of £4,
and silver medal, to T. Crisp ; second, of £3, to R. E. Ducker-
ing and Sons.

Three breeding Sows of small breed (black).—First prize, of

£4, and silver medal, to S. G. Stearn ; second, of £3, to H.
Overman.

Three breeding Sows of small breed (white).—First prize,

of £4, and silver medal, to S. G. Stearn ; second, of £3, to H.
Aybner.

Pens of Store Pigs.—Prize of £4, and silver medal, to the

Rev. T. L. FeUowes, Tuddenham.
Litters of Pigs on the Sow.—Prize of £3, and silver medal,

to S. G. Steam ; highly commended, R. £. Duckering and
Sons.

IMPLEMENTS.
Judge.—T. Chambers, jun., Colkirk, Norfolk.

Collections of Agricultural Implements.—First prize of £10,
or silver cup of that value, to Ilolmes aud Sons, Norwich

;

second of £6, to F. Savage, Lynn ; third, of £4, to S. K.
Barnes, Wells.

Silver medals for newly invented or improved implements, to

D. Crome, Gaywood, Lynn (locomotive combined thrashing

and dressing machine). Porter and Co., Lincoln (patent rota-

tory spade), J. Le Butt, Bury St. Edmund's (double action

haymaking machine).

Highly commended for different implemeuts : llornsby

and Sons, Grantham ; Bushell and Hughes, Fakenham ; J.

Sainty, Buruham ; R. S. Baker, Lynn ; J. Baker, Wisbeach
;

A. Dodman, Lynn; Samuelson and Co., Banbury ; Readwin,
Fakenham.
Commended : Woods and Cocksedge, Stowmarket.

THE DINNER
Was held in the Market Hall, where about 350 sat down

;

Lord Kimberley, in the absence of Lord Bury, the President

for the year, occupying the chair.

In returning thanks as one of the County Members,
Mr. Sewell RE.U)said: Mr. De Grey had compbmented

the Privy Council on the good sense they had evinced in grant-

ing them permission to hold the show ; but he (Mr. Read)
wished that he could have gone further, aud complimented

them on the way in which they managed the cattle-trade of

this country. He deeply regretted that a Government, which
was supposed to be a farmer's friend, should not think it right

to do what all the farmers in England told them it was their

duty to do, that was, to slaughter aU foreign fat stock at the

ports of deb?rkatiou, He would say, in the vigorous lan-

guage of his friend Mr. Claydon, that it was no use lopping
oir the branches and otl'shoots of that formidable disease, the

cattle-plague, unless they made up their minds to lay the axe
to the roots' of the tree. The (mly other matter to which he
Mould refer was that of the agricultural statistics. They knew
that in the course of a few days that returns would be sent to

them to fill up, showing the (quantity of corn thoy had grown
and the number of live stock tlicy kept; and he did entreat

them, for the honour of the county of Norfolk, to make those

returns cheerfully, promptly, and correctly, for they must be
well aware that by no possibility could those returns be to

their disadvantage. But, at the same time, he very much
questioned what advantasje they would be to the agricultural

interest, though for imperial and statistical purposes they

would be most useful. \Mieu they read in the 'Times of yes-

terday that these statistics were to tell them when they were
to sell their corn, so as to be able to obtain the best price for

it, they knew, as he knew, that such notions were utterly

fallacious. If tliey were to attempt in any way to calculate

tlieir crop w hich had to be produced, tliey knew that their best

speculations might be marred by a week's wet weather, whilst

their most sanguine expectations might be enhanced by a few
days of steady sunshine. Therefore, he did not think, as a

class, they would be benefited by the returns ; but he once

more earnestly requested them to fill them up, and take away
from the agricultural interest that slur which the want of this

information had so often cast upon them.

Lord KijiBEKEEY, in responding, as chairman of the day,

said : Although I am nominally a farmer of a few acres of

land, I cannot profess any opinions upon purely agricultural

subjects which it would be fit that I should ofl'er to an assembly

of this kind ; and there is a further reason why on an occasion

of tliis kind a speaker finds himself undertaking a rather ar-

duous task, and it arises from that which I not only do not

regret, but which I very much rejoice in—I mean the esta-

blishment of the Agricultural Chamber in Norfolk. I had the

satisfaction of taking part, under the presidency of my hon.

friend the member for East Norfolk, in its formation ; and 1

am certain that all of you who have watched its progress must

feel that a very solid and useful addition to the institutions of

the country has been made. The Chamber affords us a legi-

timate occasion for exchanging our opinions, and we can do so

with more freedom than we can upon these occasions, which,

before the establishment of the Chamber, were almost the

only occasions when we could converse together on matters

specially interesting to the country. What I am about to say

may seem to touch in some way upon matters of a political

character, but I can assure you I shall be the last person to

break the statutory rule which excludes on these occasions all

that can properly be characterised as party politics. Wlien I

referred to the Chamber of Agriculture I said that I regarded

its establislmient with satisfaction, and I had in my mind the

strong necessity which I am convinced exists at the present

time for a free and cordial and plain intercliauge of opinion

amongst aU classes in this country. The moment at whicli

we live is one of a great and most important change. I offer

no opinion upon tlie policy of that change, but I say that we
are about to make one of the most momentous changes which
has ever been made in tlie history of this country. We are about

to trausfer political power in this country to a very consider-

able extent from you, the middle classes, to the classes below

you, and at such a moment as this—not, mind you, saying

for one instant that that change is not one which ought

to be accomplished, and which it is not wise to accom-

pUsli, not expressing on such an occasion as this the

slightest opinion as to the manner in which it is accom-

plished, or as to the part either one party or the other has

played in this change—yet I do think it is well that we
should reflect upon our position, and that an interchange of

opinion amongst the difl'erent classes should take place.

It is for that reason that I rejoice in the signs of life

which this county has shown in the establishment of the

Chamber of Agriculture, and in the discussions which have

there taken place. Let me point out to you this. The state

of security which exists in such a county as this, and especially

here, but to a very considerable extent throughout England, iii

one exceedingly peculiar, and to some extent unusual, because

it is not the usual state of society that there should be great

landlords, and great tenant-farmers, aud that below them

should be a great mass of labourers paid by the day. That i»
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a state of tilings wliich does not exist in some of the most fer-

tile countries in Europe. It does not exist in France ;
it does

not exist in Belgium ; it does not exist in Italy ;
and it

does not exist to the same extent in Germany -that it does

here. That position of things is one which should make us

reflect. Do not let us think that what has been always will be.

History to a very little extent repeats itself, and changes may

befall us which we might have anticipated, but which, by not

anticipating, we sliaU not prevent. I am naturally led by these

reflections to call your attention in a few words to the condition

of the agricultural labourer in this country. Upon that subject

a very interesting and instructive discussion has taken place

in the Chamber of Agriculture at Norwich. I freely own that

I do not agree except in part with the conclusions at which

the Chamber arrived, and I dissent in a great part from the

opioions which were expressed by the speakers upon that oc-

casion (Oh, oh !). I know you will hear me fairly. I know I

shall express an opinion which it is not likely to meet with

entire assent, perhaps not all \iith the assent of many whom
I am now addressing ; but I am actuated by only one desire,

namely to take advantage of this occasion to give an honest,

independent opinion. Before I touch upon this particular

question, allow ine to say one word upon another branch of

the subject, which was not considered by the Chamber, and

which I can dismiss in a few words—I mean the cottages of

the agricultural labourer. There can be no doubt that the

proper housing of the agricultural labourer has become a

practical question of great importance. I believe that a change

in the law which has been recently made—I mean the

estsblishment of a union settlement—was the only measure

which could produce a salutary change in that direction,

and I am convinced that although it may take time, that

measure will ultimately produce the change which we aU

wish to see. Under that old law it was the direct interest of

many persons not to build cottages for the agricultural la-

bourer ; and whatever we may say as to philanthropic motives,

unhappily liuman nature is such that man will be influenced

to a considerable extent by his interests. And here I would

say one word for the class to which I belong—the landlords.

It was not the landlords alone who did not wish for cottages

to be built in close parishes. The tenant farmers objected to

it just as much as the landlords ("No, no !"). It is notorious

that it was not the interest of the farmers in a close parish to

bring a number of cottages into that parish. (Repeated cries

of " No, no !") You may say " No, no," but I have heard it

repeatedly with my own ears. I have heard men say, " Do
not put cottages in this parish, because they will bring a num-
ber of paupers into it." I do not attach any particular blame

to gentlemen who took that view. There is no doubt that it

was an ordinary selfish view, such as we all take more or less.

We have, however, remedied that state of things. We have

made it no longer the interest of the tenant farmer that cot-

tages should not be built in any parish. We have made it his

direct interest tliat they should be built there. We have made
the law such tliat tlie tenant farmer now, when he hires a

farm, can apply to his landlord for more cottages, just as he

says to him, " 1 want more cattle-sheds, or more winnowing

houses." You will have a pressure put upon the landlord—

a

legitimate, natural pressure—that for persons to take their

farms tliey must build cottages. I believe the pressure upon

the landlord, and the desire whicli you will have to iiave a

proper number of labourers handy for employment, will ulti-

mately bring about the desired result, and that you will have

a sufficient number of cottages for the housing of labourers

employed upon your farms. It is quite obvious that the

matter is of the greatest practical importance. I sup-

pose that nothing presses more upon the mind of every

employer of labour whom I am addressing than the rise

in the price of labour and the tendency of the labourers

to leave us. Tliat I take to be the pressing agricultural

question of the day. Well, if it be so, what is it that we are

called upon to do ? Why, to see that by every means in our

power we place the agricultural labourer in such a position

that he shall not desire to leave us. It is no use for us to talk

about old days, or to say we wish they were this or that. We
have no control over those who wish to go. Go they will

unless we make it their interest to stay. This brings me to

the immediate subject which was discussed by the Chamber of

Agriculture the other day, as to the restrictions upon the em-
ployment of women and children in agriculture, and further

educational measures with regard to the children of agricul-

tural labourers. Upon this subject, the Chamber of Agri-

culture came to the conclusion that the employment of women
and children in agriculture is desirable for their own welfare

and for the production of their meat and bread. I have not

one word to say against that proposition. I think it is an

unfortunate circumstance that society should be such that

women are obliged to work in the field, but I recognise the

necessity as existing. I am quite certain that the time has not

yet arrived when the employers of labour can dispense with the

emplojanent of women in the field in the county of Norfolk ;

nor has the time arrived when the head of the family, the

agricultural labourer, can dispense with the assistance of his

wife, in field labour, for tlie support of his family. So far I

agree with the resolution which was come to by the Chamber,
though I think it would be a very salutary change if the

employment of women in field labour could be dispensed

with. The other part of the resolution was to this effect—

I

am quoting from memory—that no further restrictions

as to the employment of Momen and children, and no

further educational measures are required, except as to the em-

ployment of some of the gangs. I am very glad indeed that

that resolution was passed, because it admits, at all events, one

thing, and I am quite certain that no assembly of Norfolk

farmers could come to any other conclusion than that some

regulations are necessary with regard to the employment of

gangs. I am very glad that that is admitted, and I am quite

certain that no person who liears me, and who reads the report

upon agricultural gangs which was presented to Parliament,

would feel any doubt as to the way in which he should give

his vote upon that particular part of the resolution. I am
sorry to be obliged to confess, as a Norfolk man, that when I

read that report I felt somewhat ashamed, and I may tell you

that the feeling which tlie report has aroused out of the county

is such that few people in this room who have not had the op-

portunity of seeing persons who have no connexion with the

eastern counties, and who have read that report merely in an

independent spirit, would imagine. There is no doubt that

legislation upon this subjection is certain, that it is imminent,

w hetlier you may like it or not. Therefore, I am glad that the

Chamber of Agriculture came to the conclusion that some

regulations were necessary. If the Chamber had not

had l)efore it the BiU proposed by Mr. Fawcett, which

I do not think would be altogether practicable, they

would probably have discussed the matter in a more

favourable spirit to the views which I advocate.

A Bill has been brought into the House of Lords

by Lord Shaftesbury, which I have not seen, but

a noble lord has acquainted me \vith its principal provisions,

and I must say that I approve of it. Lord Shaftesbury pro-

poses in the first place as regards gangs that no women shall

be employed in gangs under the age of 18. Of course he

will propose—at all events if he does not, I shall—that the

gang master should be licensed. Next, Lord Shaftesbury pro-

poses, which is not in accordance with what the Chamber of

Agriculture desires, that no boy shall be employed in agri-

culture under the age of 8 years, and that no girl shall be era-

ployed in agriculture under the age of 13. I think that these

are very moderate proposals. No man ought to desire that a

child of the tender age of 6 or 7 years should be employed in

these gangs. It is perfectly monstrous that these things should

be done, but I have read it, and I believe that there have been

children employed in the field of 6 or 7 years old. [A Voice :

Very few.] They may be very few, and the fewer the better
;

but I say it should not be possible that any parent should sell

the labour of a tender child of that kind. It is not merely

the fault of the employers themselves. There are mercenary

persons who will sell the labour of children of tender years, but

who should not be allowed to do so. Can anyone wish that

tender girls under 13 should be employed iu the field ? It is

very obvious that by going into the fields at such an age they

acquire habits which mothers of families ought not to have,

which prevent them being of use as servants, and which pro-

duce an etfect upon the population such as none of us desire to

see. Then, Lord Shaftesbury proposes that there should be

some measures with regard to education. He suggests that

you should take to some extent the Factory Act, that you

should compel every child to attend school either half days or

alternate days, or adopt a system requiring them to have

attended so many days during the preceding six months.
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I confess I see considerable difficulty in the application of
these acts to agricultural children, but for all that I have
a strong opinion that more education is required for the
agricultural labourer. What is it that we are about to see ?

We are about to see poUtical power placed in the hands ofthe
masses of the people, and do not think that that will be long
confined to the towns. Every man knows that it will extend
from the town to the country, and I maintain that it is a poli-

tical axiom which no man can refute, that to place power in

the hands of men at once ignorant and immoral is a most
dangerous thing, and most certain to produce a political catas-

trophe such as we can scarcely imagine. It is an absolute duty
for every mau who values the permanency of the institutions

of this country, for every man who values the permanency of
the social state in which we live, to see that every man in

whose hands political power will be placed before long, should
be given as good an education—and by a good education I

mean not merely reading and writing, but as good an education
as can be afforded. It is a difficult thing to solve the problem,
but we ought to give a candid hearing to those who have fair

proposals to make, and receive them not in hostility, but in a
spirit of friendliness, knowing that the matter is of tlie utmost
importance to us, the owners of the property, and the em-
ployers of labour. It is idle of men to say that tlie classes

below them are satisfied with their position, and that everything
is done to make them satisfied with the privileges converred
upon them. There are one or two other topics, if time per-

mitted, I should like to touch upon. I agree with my hon.
friend on my left (Mr. Read) when he referred to the

fortunate circumstance that we were enabled to hold
this meeting without any restrictions as to the ex-

hibition of cattle. He had taken the opportunity of

saying a word or two with regard to the action of the
Privy Council with respect to foreign cattle. I do not for a

moment doubt that there may be great difficulty in arranging
a change in so great a trade as foreign cattle, but I must say I

agree with my hon. friend that if it can be done—and I for

my part cannot but believe that it can—it would be a plain,

obvious, and wise policy that all cattle brought from abroad,

as long as we have any reason to apprehend any serious dis-

ease, should be slaughtered at the port or near the port of de-

barkation. It is a mere matter of pounds, shillings, and pence,

and in the end would be the cheapest method. AYliat would
be thought of any expense that might be incurred in estab-

lishing lairs for the convenience of the slaughtering of cattle,

when compared with the losses wliich we have experienced in

our live stock ? As to telling me taat that is a loss which
merely falls upon those particular persons who happen to be

the possessors of cattle, the idea seems to me to be preposter-

ous. Nobody for a moment supposes that when the great

dearth of cotton occurred that the loss of Lancashire was not

the loss of the whole country, and nobody can suppose that

the losses of a large portion of meat which supply the country

is not the loss of the whole country. It is obvious to me, if

such a measure is practicable, that it is a pity it is not adopted.

The next subject to which my hon. friend alluded is one in

which I agree with him in part, but not altogether. He gave

some excellent advice when he said, " Fill up by all means those

papers which are being sent round for agricultural statistics,"

but he said at the same time that he did not think tliey would
be of much value, because it would not be possible to calculate

from the acreage of crops what will be the produce. There is

no doubt as to the truth of the observations which he made,

but the conclusion which I draw is not that which I imagine

my hon. friend would draw. My belief is that Government
wiU not have too many agricultural statistics, but that they

will not have sufficient, because it is obvious that the proper

course to take is that which was taken in Ireland, namely,

to take the estimate of the produce when you take

an account of the acreage ; and I think there could

then be found in those statistics a very valuable guide

in calculating the general condition of the produce in any

given year. However, I shall not argue this point, because

the advice given by my hon. friend is that which I should

myself give, and I think there is no doubt that it wiU be fol-

lowed, because when the statistics were called for before, the

county of Norfolk was by no means backward in responding

to the call. There is one subject which, tliough not strictly

agricultural, you would perhaps excuse me if I briefly advert

to—I mean the management of our highways. I don't at all

mean to enter into any details ; but I think the principle of

the Act is good, and one of the reasons why I think so is be-

cause the management of highways by boards, at which owners

of property meet with occupiers of land, is a more wholesome
system of management than mere parish management. I

don't wish to take a one-sided application of that principle,

for just as I think highway boards are good things, and would
work weU, the same as our boards of guardians, so for my
own part I never could see for what reason the management
of county rates is not shared in some proper proportion by
the occupiers of land witli the owners of land. It is contrary

to the general principles by which we are governed, that a
certain portion of the rates which are levied upou property in

the county should not be managed by a boai d partly elected

by the occupiers of land, and partly composed of those who
have some personal interest as owners of land. I think that

is a very salutary reform—not a very large one, but one
which would give a good deal of satisfaction, and which
would place ns all upou a more agreeable footing, and which
would be more in accordance with the spirit of our institu-

tions. I thank yon for the attention which you ha^^e given

to the remarks which I have thought proper to make, more
particularly because I know that those remarks are not agreed

in by many whom I now address. My opinion is this—the

time is come when we should not fear to face any question

upon which we differ, and for that reason I shall refer to one

more topic before I sit down, namely, the preservation of game.

I have never been a great game preserver, and therefore I am
enabled to speak freely on the subject. I think it is to be re-

gretted that the extensive preservation of game in many parts

of the country has given rise to the dissatisfaction which un-

doubtedly to some extent exists ; but what I wish to say is

this, that while I recognise that that dissatisfaction may have

some ground—and I am quite sure that as to that peculiar

animal the rabbit, the more dissatisfaction which exists the

better, and the more he is put out of the way tlie better ; but

with regard to game generally I would venture to say this—it

is very natural that gentlemen should not like to have their

farms overrun by game, but you must consider what will be

the result if you press the thing too far. If game preserving

really ceased, probably in the first place you would not have so

many resident gentlemen in the country, which I think would
be a misfortune. In the next place this state of things would
inevitably arise. The owner would put up his farms to the

highest bidder. They fl'ould be let by tender, and a state of

things would be introduced unfavourable to the tenant, and
destructive of the good understanding which now exists

between owner and occupier. A state of things would
be introduced than which I cannot imagine anything

more dangerous. The occupiers of large farms having

beneath them large numbers of men employed at daily

wages, not having a good nnderstandiug with their landlords,

or the support of their landlords, would stand face to face with

the population. I cannot conceive a state of things more
dangerous. Game is one amongst many things. My feeling is

that the very old and trite motto which I now see on the wall

opposite, " Live and let live," is the best state of feeling by

which to be actuated. "Live and let live" has two sides. A
man when he lives himself must remember that a very difficult

and by far the most important part of the maxim is to let live,

and no matter whether it be an employer, a labourer, or

capitalist, or an artizau, or whatever may be our relationship,

I believe that as it is the highest Christian duty, so it is the

wisest policy to " Live and let live." To preserve the good
relationship which has so long existed between the landlords

and tenants, and the tenants and labourers employed under

them, in this country—the good relationship which has been

maintained by a lair spirit of accommodation, forbearance, and
consideration—is not only our own interests, but also the

interests of others. I believe that if that spirit continue to

animate us, whatever may be the changes, politically or sociaUj%

which we may have to meet, we shall be able to hand down to

our posterity unimpaired the fair fabric of the constitution

under which we live.

Lord So^'DES proposed "The Judges of Cattle," coupled

with the health of Mr. Keary.

Mr. Keary, in replying, as one of the judges, said that,

having been a frequent attendant at the Royal Shows, he had
never seen a breed so excellent in themselves as the breed of

Norfolk polled cattle shown there that day. Although he
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regretted to bay that those exotic ciiltlc—if lie might use the

expression—the Devoiis, were dying out, they were being re-

placed in the county by those native breeds whicli seemed more

congenial to this soil, and for the improvements in which he

congratulated them.

Lord ILvSTiNGS, in proposing " The Judges of Horses,"

associated with the toast the name of Mr. Kersey Cooper.

Mr. Kersey Cooper also responded, and stated that he

thought there should he more than one judge of horses ; in

his opinion there should he three ; because there was a great

difference between horses and meat-producing animals. The
latter were judged by one principle of anatomical qualities

;

but with horses action was pace, action was strength, and

action was fashion.

ilr. Badkam said that he had never seen a better show of

polled cattle than he had witnessed that day ; and he believed

that if he had exhibited, although some years since they used

to carry off prizes, his cattle would have been nowhere.

PLATE II.

FASHIONING A FLY.
" The lake trout flies," says Mr. Francis Francis,

in his new and very delightful Book on Angling,

" are legion, each lake and each professor in that

lake having his own varieties, which are not go-

verned by any rules but those of fancy, and, being

imitations of nothing in Nature, the patterns are

endless." Still, our author, who himself has

fathered a fly, allows that on many lakes, " whether

it be owing to the depth of the water, or what not,

fancy has a good deal to do with the trout's notions,

though, as others, I have found entomology ex-

ceedingly successful. Of course, here and there

one meets some old fellow who knows every stone

and eddy, and whose local knowledge must give

him a great advantage ; but, as a rule, I have

always found a close imitation of the natural fly do

belter than all the blacks, or browns, or reds, or

blues, or hare-legs, and all the colours of the rain-

bow, which the Celtic practitioner regards as sacred

traditions; and I never wanted yet to ask what fly

was taking, if there were any fly at all on, knowing
from experience pretty well what the fly was at a

glance ; for a blue dun, or a yellow dun, or red
spinner, or a March brown, are the same flies, and
should be dressed in the same way, on the north of
the Tweed as on the south, a due regard being paid
to size." And so, "dearly beloved pupil, do not
listen to delusive talk of hare's ears and yellows,
or hare's ear and purple, or green, or what not, or
blues of all sorts of shades, or fancy flies of endless
hue. Some of these certainly kill, but it is rather
a fluke if they do, while the odds are that they
don't."

But fair play is a jewel; and, fluke or no fluke,
it is an old joke how, after the professor has
whipped the water in vain, a yokel wipes his eye
with a hazel-wand and a home-tied article, that the
fish will fancy, whatever the gentlemen may think
of it. Sandy is fashioning something of the sort
to suit the palate of the luxurious lake-trout on
this gloriou? summer morning.

FOOD FOR MILCH COWS.

I'O THE £DITOK.

Sir,—1 \\ ish, through the medium of your columns, to call

the attention of all those interested in raising dairy produce,

whether as amateurs or as a means of livelihood, to the cul-

tivation of the cow-eabbage as a valuable food for mUoli

cows.

As I believe the cow-cabbage is little known, even in Eng-

land, I must describe its appearance for the information of

those who have never seen it. It does not form a head,

but it is a tall leafy open-headed kind, and nothing can be

prettier than a crop when arrived at maturity, with its purple-

tinted, long, graceful, and pendulous leaves.

In the Channel Islands (Guernsey, Jersey, &c.), great pains

I believe are taken in its culture, and, from the care be-

stowed in manuring and preparing tlie land, it grows there to

au extraordinary height.

On the Continent of Europe it is much cultivated and

esteemed, as I know from experience, and I myself have

grown it in Denmark to the height of sis feet and upwards.

There we chopped it (stem and leaves) into shortish pieces,

and mixed it with chaff and the sweepings of the barn floor.

As to its culture, it should be sown on a well-dug and pre-

pared piece of ground in drills, in order the more easily to

keep the plants clean, and half a pound of seed on about three

square perches of ground should produce more thau sufficient

plants for an acre of laud.

When planted out the land should nave been well manured,

ploughed, pulverized, &c., and the plants should be put in with

a planting-stick in the ordinary manner at three feet apart,

and at the same distance row from row ; or, if on a large

scale, furrows may he opened with the plough, the plantg

placed against the slanting side of the furrow, and the root

covered by the plough, some one following to make firm the

plants with the foot and remove any earth which might have

fallen on them. The after-culture consists—as in all good

husbandry—in keeping the land clean. Tliis, on the large

scale, is easily done by one man or a boy, a steady horse, and

a horse-hoe, or whatever is most suitable.

As to the time of sowing and planting, I am not as yet

sufficiently acquainted with the Australian seasons to pass an

opinion. Probably it would require a sheltered situation in

places subject to high winds.

Cabbage, it must be borne in mind, is an exhausting crop if

consumed off the place, taking away about six pounds of ni-

trogen per ton ; but I am an advocate for the consumption of

crops on the holding, converting them into butter, milk, pork,

bacon, poultry, eggs, &c., and I think all small holders

would find this the most permanently productive system of

farming.

To carry out this plau rough sheds would be necessary, and

cows house-fed, and great care would have to be taken of every

particle of manure, so that say a fourth, perhaps, of the hold-

ing might be well manured every year.

Above all, a good breed of both cows and pigs would be re-

quired, and tlje poultry should be properly looked after, »ud

regularity of feeding attended to for every description of stock

on the place. There is au English proverb that " muck m»kcs

meal," and our friends the Danes say " the cow milks through

the teeth.** New Chi'm.
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THE ECONOMICAL APPLICATION OF WINTER FORAGE FOR STOCK.

At the quarterly meeting of tlie "O'enlock Farmers' Club,

]Mr. Keary read the following paper for ilr. Wickham :

—

Conld we obtain a definite and reliable answer to this ques-

tion farming in the I'Jth century would indeed be made easy.

1 fear, after we have as fully discussed the question as I hope
after I have read this paper we shall do, we shall still find

that the real difficulty in farming properly during the winter

months lies in applying the principles we may all agree upon
to the changes and chances of each successive year. Our pri-

mary and most natural object in cultivating the land is to

produce man's food as directly from the land as possiljle^to

grow corn upon our tillage and meat upon our grass. Mr.
Coke, when he introduced the four-course system, taught us

to look beyond this—taught us that by producing meat upon
our tillage, as it were second-hand through the medium of a

fallow crop, we could increase the quantity of our corn. He
advocated it not because he found so great a profit from the

meat so produced, but because it enalded him ujjon his light

and almost barren land to keep more stock, by which means
more land could he manured each year, and as a consequence

more corn grown. In grazing and in growing corn for sale

the profit is direct, and only the actual expense of the crop

itself has to be deducted from the gross value received in esti-

mating the profits. In accusing, as we are too apt to do, the

system of winter feeding of being unprofitable, except in the

value of the manure left us, are we not too apt to forget that

there are two sets of expenses to be paid for—the cost of

growing the forage and the cost of using it—and that not
only the value of the manure made, but also the value of the

extra crop of corn grown in consequence, must be brought in

to balance the account of winter feeding ? It is clear this win-
ter feeding requires especial care and attention. Its profits or

its losses are so mixed up with other departments of the farm
that they do not exhibit themselves to the careless. I cannot
propose to decide the exact mode in which each beast, whether
store, dairy, or feeding, whether horse, sheep, or pig, must be

fed in order to gain as much as possible in the extra growth of

corn crop, and at the same time to gain some profit, however
slight, from the means we use to obtain it, the feeding process

itself. I can only propose to d.scuss the principles which
should guide us each year to a profitable answer to the ques-

tion. Here is my stock of winter forage of all its various

kinds, some good, some bad, some indifferent ; how can I best

apply it again to the farm ? I wiU begin with the hay crop,

for this reason, that I look upon it as the foundation of all

feeding, whether of store or fattening stock. With good bay
you may do almost anything ; even indifferent if not bad hay
is too good to waste. In summer we have comparatively

little difficulty in keeping our stock in profitable condition, for

Nature does our work ; but w-hen Nature stops our supply tlien

we must use our heads. Of aU our winter forage hay is the

nearest approach to, if I may not say the only, natural fodder

we have left us, and we cannot be too careful in our use of it.

It must be economised by being only used w hen really wanted,

by careful protection from weather or from being wastefully

littered about. Whenever used it should be cut up. We are

told that in tliis form it is much more easily assimilated and

made use of by the stock, but I think the saving from waste

thus gained is a much more practical and important reason.

Hay is seldom so bad that we can afford to let it be trodden

under foot and made into a bad substitute for straw. The
question naturally arises here, what is good hay ? Not merely

that which grows upon good upland, or that is made well in

fair weather. Of their several kinds all classes may be good
and all, even the best upland made without a drop of rain,

may be worthless. We are too apt to listen to the chemist,

who can supply us with artificial manures, when we have

either failed or neglected to make our proper quantity of farm-

yard manure, and we don't pay attention enough to the natural

liistory of the plants we grow and store away for winter use.

Good hay must be well made and without too much drowning,

but still all is vain if it is not cut at the right time. Nature
Won't wait any more than the weather. The ^rass throws up a

stem, and into that and through that it sends the properties to

form the seed or corn, after which the stem dies and becomes

a mere piece of fibre. It is while these j)roperties are in the

stem (and they are on the decrease as soon as ever the flower

begins to form) that we must cut, if we wish to secure them,

for the seeds are too small to give us any chance of saving

a fair proportion after they are ripe enough to shed, and the

remaining matter on grass straw is poor fodder, and must not

be reckoned as hay. In using good hay we cannot do harm,

but the art of feeding lies in giving such a proportion of the

different sorts of food that none may be in excess. Hay is the

foundation of whatever mixture we use, without which we can-

not use our green crop or our artificial food. If we waste our

hay we waste our other forage—we cripple our resources by

upsetting the proportions of our supply. All stock require a

certain amount of bulk in their food. If then our hay is

really good, if it is rich in feeding material, in order to avoid

giving this matter in excess, we may make up the bulk by

mixing cut straw, which is only another species of grass which

has seed large enough to be worth the trouble of collecting,

and the stems of which we therefore leave uncut long enough

to enable them to pass on the feeding properties they possess,

when green, into the seed or corn. Inferior hay, w'hicli either

has been left uncut till too late, has been drenched till it is im-

poverished, or is less rich in food owing to the unfavourable

character of the soil it grew on, must be used upon the under-

standing that it will supply more nearly the required bulk of

food, without that excess of those feeding properties, to econo-

mise which we should mix straw with good hay. Some advo-

cate the steaming or salting of bad hay. Doubtless it will make
it more palatable to the stock, but it can never restore those

feeding properties which have been lost. Salt all stock should

be supplied with, whether the hay be good or bad. Steam

cannot be nourishing, even if it be forcing. We now come to

our straw crops. What shall we do with them ? Straw may
be valuable as fodder ; no doubt, if cut early, it is so to a

I

certain extent. The naturalists explain that straw is but a

;
stem which has discharged its function as a conductor from

the root of the rich ingredients of the corn. Some small por-

tion of those ingredients may have been left in it, but if the

corn was fully ripe it is small indeed. The chemist, on the

other hand, tells us, that the more vegetable matter we mix

with the manure heap, the more of those volatile salts and

gases shall we retain, which constitute the value of the manure

heap, and the loss of which the artificial manure manufacturer

would persuade us he can supply. Is this economy to waste

what we want and then buy it ? Surely the conclusion is that

the proper place for straw is the manure heap. It may be

economical to use straw as fodder, in order to save good hay

or to make up a deficiency in that crop ; but it is poor econo-

my to feed an animal on good food, and to spoil the manure

because yon have let him eat his litter. It is not necessary to

run to the other extreme—to throw the straw wastefuUy about

the yard, and then count the value of the manure heap by the

number of loads of strawy manure produced. As in feeding,

so in making manure, the great art, the real economy, lies in

finding the proper proportions to be used, the proportion cf

litter which should be mixed with the manure. On the light

hungry soil, where your object is to apply little and often of

well rotted manure, the proportion of straw should of cour: e

be less than on the sti ft' retentive clay, where the more unde-

cayedthe straw, the longer the manure when ploughed in, the

better. This point each must decide for himself. He must
not waste one straw, but he must not starve the manure heap.

If he has too much straw, he has not got his crops so arranged

as to give him the proportion of the different kinds of winter

forage which he requires to enable him to keep most stock ou
the land. Straw can be very profitably used as fodder for all

chisses of stock ; but it is, I believe, very false economy to so

use it when it is wanted as litter. It i» but a poor substi-

tute for hay as forage, whereas there is no substitute that I

know of at all equal to it as litter. The next eonsideratiort

mu5t be. our root crop>. We are accustomed to speak of Iherrt
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as roots, but properly speaking they are not roots at all. The
plants are biennials. In the first year they form an excres-

cence on tlie stem, as is shown more clearly in the kohl

rabi. This excrescence, or root as we call it, is the recep-

tacle, as is the straw in grass or corn, of all the ingredients

required by the plant to form the seed, and which we use

as feeding matter while so stored up for us by Nature.

As winter comes on, the store ceases to increase, and certain

changes take place in the chemicals preparatory to the pro-

cess which Nature will carry out at the proper season, even
though you top and tail this little store-room, and deprive

it of all further supplies of nourishment, viz., the growth
out of these ingredients of the flower, stem, and seeds, after

which you find the store-room, like the straw, a mere mass of

fibre. If then we wish to apply our root crop properly, we
must see that Nature does not cheat us by robbing our root.

How often do we hear men congratulating themselves quite late

in spring that they have stiU got plenty of swedes ? Go and
look at them ; they are not rotten, but they are growing, and
are being a second time topped, proving that nature is at work.
The swede is an early and a hardy plant. It may be sown much
earlier, it may be used much earlier, and the crop should be
finished up much earlier than it usually is on this side of Eng-
land. Tlie mangold, though sown earlier, is much better

adapted for keeping, as it will lie dormant in the character of a

root far longer than the swede ; indeed, by the end of the fol-

lowing August, it will show far less impatience to start its

flower-stems than the swede does at Christmas. The same
may, to a less extent, be said of the carrot. The mangold, it is

true, cannot be so carelessly or freely used as the swede. It

requires, or at least is better for, a certain amount of keeping,
and should be more carefully proportioned to the other kinds of
fodder used witli it ; but when properly used, tliere is no root

more valuable for feeding purposes. Perhaps the best way of
using it is cut up into fingers, mixed well with hay and straw
ichaif, and allowed to lie in a heap for twenty-four hours.

Early in the season, or when first used, it should be mixed with
swedes, or whatever roots have been used for the stock before.

On light land there is little or no excuse for hoarding the swede
too long, for there cabbages can be grown for the ewes and
lambs, besides rye, tares, and such other early spring green
crops which can be got in upon the wheat or pea stubbles, and
eaten off with sheep before the ground is required for the next
regular green crop. Stock always thrive best not only upon a
mixed but a changing diet, and it is in the root crop especially

that we can obtain this variety. Our root crop may be mainly
swedes, but it should include all those green crops which will

grow upon our land. If one fail from drought, blight, or the
attacks of our insect foes, we have other strings to our bow.
If all succeed, our cattle will enjoy, and enjoy it tlioroughly, a

greater change of food. As to the economy of cooking roots,

I think we may look to practice for an answer. No doubt it

renders the food somewhat more easy of digestion ; but when
we see so many an apparatus which was once to do wonders
left after the first year or two to rust, I think we may presume
tliat the benefit is not considered equal to the trouble and ex-
pense. To prevent waste of tlie quantity of our crop, roots
should be cut up. I don't like pulping : it is done at a greater
Cost of labour, with no other result that I can see than that it

makes a greater mess of the food. To prevent waste in the
quality^ of our crop, roots must be used before nature robs them
of their goodness. There 1-emains only that portion of the
cereal crop which we can consume upon the farm, in conjunc-
tion with cake and other artificial food. It is useless for me to
attempt to Iny down a general rule as to the best mixture or the
proper quantities to be used. The market prices and the
quality of the material must be our guide. At the same time,
it is the carein proportioning this part of our forage which
will mainly decide the question for us, whether it has paid us
to feed at all. There is, I am sure, great waste in this respect.
A majority may almost always be found at a farmers' meeting
to own that feeding beef at present prices won't pay, and the
CMUse given to the world for the apparent insanity we are all

^Wlty of in feeding beef for other people when it does not pay
us, is—we have our profit in the increased value of the manure.
How do we know this? A thorough chemist might ascertain
•whether all he sacrificed in the beef was present in the manure,
but no farmer knows this. He knows, as a general rule, that
good feeding makes good manure

; but he does not know how
Wasteful feeding will look, upon the scales, A very luutfli

smaller quantity than is usually used, of corn and cake of good
quality, well mixed and proportioned with our other forage,

will produce quite as much and much better beef, and if the

manure has not then so much corn and cake in it as where
double the quantity is consumed by the animal, we can add it

ourselves to the manure heap, and we then know the exact cost

of our wisdom or our folly, without troubling a poor ox to pass it

through him. The great rule in feeding cattle or sheep is the

same as that recommended for ourselves by practical medical

men. They should always finish a meal with an appetite.

Like us, cattle vary very much—some are coarser feeders than
others—some like one thing better than another, and these

whims and fancies of their appetite must be attended to.

Another point is, they must be undisturbed—they must know,
as they soon learn by habit, when their food will be given to

them, and they must not be disappointed. Nothing can beat

the system I used to see in Norfolk. The cattle, whether in

loose-boxes, or tied up, or in open yards, were fed regularly as

clock-work four times a day, and each meal was divided into

at least two courses^tlie man taking to each a feed of roots,

cut up and well-mixed with hay and straw-chaff, and when
they had quite finished that a feed of meal, cake, and chatf

was supplied them. If any course in any meal was not licked

up clear by any beast, what was left was at once removed and
less given the next time, or if thought necessary a change
made in his diet. Under this system the cattle all lay down
as soon as they had finished their second course, and did not

stir till they again saw their friend. Each beast was thus

carefully watched and humoured. With sheep the same care

and attention will be amply repaid, but to watch them properly

requires the practical eye of the regular shepherd—a very rare

person to find on tliis side of England, where the dairy is the

principal class of farming. A fanner may, however, be sure

that if he sees food in any rack, manger, or feeding-trough,

and an animal not then or there eating it, his forage is being

wasted and the appetite of his stock injured. I wlU now only

touch upon one other form in which I think we are too apt to

waste our forage. How often do we see a fine lot of beasts,

either store or feeding stock, in a yard up to their bellies in

good straw, and on praising them as a nice useful lot of beasts,

are met by the mournful reply—" Yes, but tliey won't pay me
a farthing, they cost too much, but I must have something

to tread the straw into manure." Is this only another proof of

our insanity ? Is there really no otlicr way of treading our

straw into manure ? "What are our farm-horses doing ? They
are shut up in the stable with as little straw wasted upon them
in tlie way of litter as possible. Wliy so P There is no rea-

son on earth why a horse should not make his legs useful

when he is not actually at work. A hunter is shorn of his

natural clothing and every effort made to render his skin as

little susceptible of heat as possible, because he is wanted for

fast work. lie is fed upon nothing but dry food for the sake

of his wind. All superfluous flesh, such as green food would
produce, would injure his speed. None of these points do we
require in the farm-horse, but just tlie contrary. We want
him to care notbiug for cold—to be able to stand about in the

wet and cold, and we want all the weight he can carry to match
the load whicli we put behind, not on him. There is no need

to keep him in a hot stable at all. His coat will protect him
from cold, and if confined in the extent of his ramble,- a shed

or even a good wall will give him ample shelter. He need
not be fed on dry food—on the contrary, he should carry flesh.

If roots are to be had it is better economy to cut them up for

him tlian for the beast bought in at such a price that feed him
how w^e will he cannot pay. Our cart-horses are the enemies

of our haystacks—the most valuable forage crop we have.

Like otlier stock they thrive best upon a mixture of iqod, but

tliey seldom get it. A waggoner will give them day after day

as much uncut hay, or generally half as much again, as they

can eat, and all the corn he can get. Well, they do very well

—true, and it is also true that tlie oldest dairy cow or work-

ing bullock witli plenty of hay and turnips will in time make
beef, but is it economical P Cannot the horse be made to do

better P Cannot the old cow be fed quicker and clicapcr by a

little more care and skill in the use of our forage ? lu this

short paper I have not attempted to go into the details of feed-

ing either store or fattening stock. I have only attempted to

point out some of the leading principles to guide us to an

economical use of our winter forage. It should be harvested

at rt time wheu it coataia* ia the greatest qiiautity the in^
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p;redieiit, we waut for feeding. It must be used while those

ingredients are still preserved free from that deterioration

which by nature comes to all sooner or later. It must be

used for the purpose for which it is best suited, in such quau-

tities only as the appetite of each animal requires (which our

own eyes can tell us better than all the chemists), and in such

a form as it is least liable to waste.

Mr. Benson, the chairman, felt sure tJiat all present had lis-

tened to the reading of Mr. Wickham's very able paper as he had
done, and that they must feel nmch gratified with it. It was
excellent for the style of its composition and for the principles,

while the matter it contained was put before them in a most
practical manner. lie was sure it eontaiued iul'ormation

wliich must prove valuable to every farmer who would avail

himself of it. He did not think there was anything he could

say himself that would be likely to carry on the discussion,

but there were one or two subjects on which he promised some
little information, especially on that treated of in the latter

part of the paper—namely, cart-horses. He was perfectly

satisfied that if, when he kept a farm, he could have got a

waggoner to have attended to his orders he could have kept

his cart-horses for one-half the mouey for which they had been
kept. He never could get a mau to cut the hay and straw

properly, and give it the horses regularly, with a little swede,

although he had found the horses eat it with greediness, that

showed plainly enough how much they liked it. He had
carriage horses, where a certain amouut of speei. — required

with a certain amount of wind, and he never founu thing

to suit them better than this. It laid their coats, and the

horses looked better than they would have done with any

amount of grain that could have been crammed into their

manger. Waggoners, however, were not of this opinion, nor

could you persuade them to it. They believed that nothing

could be done \rithout large amounts of grain, while hay was
frequently given by them in such quantities that very often it

was trodden under foot, and one-half of the bed was composed
of really good fodder. He was perfectly convinced that this

mode of feeding did not conduce to the benefit of the horses
;

and he found it so difficult to get the men to do what he

wanted them that this was one reason why he had given up

farming altogether. The keep of horses was a most important

item in the expenses of the farm, and if they did not look to

it themselves, and see that thf ir waggoners really did their

diity, this part of the work would never be done as it ought to

be. He believed there was as much skill required in the

feeding of cattle as in the management of farm horses ; indeed,

the cultivation of the soil was an easy matter as compared
with the rearing and feeding of stock. In the feeding of

cattle there was nothing more certain than that there should

be a certain amount of bulk in the food as well as a certain

amount of nutritive quality, therefore mixed food suited them
best. With horses their object was to get the greatest amount
of nutriment in the smallest compass. In the feeding of

cattle, therefore, straw becomes a very valuable ingredient.

There was another matter to which he intended to refer, but

he wished it to be understood that whatever he spoke upon
was open to correction. It had often struck him as sur-

prising that in this part of the country mangold wurtzel

should be altogether discarded. Down in Kent and Worcester

it was once much used, and he might say that the root is

there coming into fashion asain. There were several points,

he thought, in them which deserved the attention of the far-

mer. One recommendation was that swedes had lost or were

losing their good qualities just about the time that mangolds

began to show their excellence. He was a short time ago at

the house of a farmer, who was a very scientific man, and he

described mangolds as the most valuable things he had upon
his farm. Of course he was quite willing to admit that swedes

were most valuable while sound, and that they could not be

replaced by anything else, but when they got woody and
stringy, which they did early in the year, mangolds afforded a
very excellent substitute.

Mr. E. Davies said he believed Mr. Instone had had con-

siderable experience in the pulping of roots, and he should

like to hear what he had to say about it.

Mr. Instone replied it was the best thing he had ever seen.

The Chairman said he should be very glad to believe Mr.
Instone if he dare, but he had heard a good many opinions to

the contrary.

Mr. Instoae said he found he could keep more stock on

the same quantity of roots by pulping than he could before.

He mixed cut straw, hay, or chaff with the pulp, and this

made the roots go much further. His experience also con-

vinced him that the cart horses as a rule thrived much better

out in the yard than in the stable. Even in winter he found

this to be the case. Treated in this way they looked as well,

were much hardier, and did as much, if not more, work than

when kept in the stable.

The Kev. M. Spuague, in the course of some humorous
remarks, said he had only a small farm ; indeed it was so small,

that he could hardly call himself a farmer. Small as it was,

however, he had to pay a large price for it. He paid £5 per

acre, and he could show a fair profit out of it at that price.

He did not know what farmers were doing who did not make
their fortunes when paying only 30s. per acre. During the

past year he had had a hundred sheep under his hands. He
sold them off quickly, and made a good thing out of them.

Then he had eight horses, three of which broke their knees;

but still he did not grumble. He had two bullocks—" Irish-

men," for which he gave £-i 10s. per head, and which he sold,

one for £13 and the other for £16. He found this county too

cold for mangolds, which were naturally of a watery nature.

He believed they weakened the milk, and rendered it like what,

in his juvenile days, they used to call "sky-blue." He believed

waggon horses were much better when kept in the open air

than in stables, and this was the uuiform custom in Cambridge-

shire. Pulping might be very well when the hay or the straw

was damaged ; but lie was not much in favour of it himself.

Mr. Evan Davies, having complimented Mr. Wickham on

the excellence of his paper, said he believed that whatever

money the farmer may lay out in artificial manures there was

nothing like the refuse from the farm-yard and stalile. This

was the natural " forage" of the soil, and it contained all the

elements necessary for any crop they might grow upon their

farms. Where there was plenty of this there was no need for

the aid of chemist or the manure vendors. Mr. Wickham, in

his paper, laid great stress upon the cutting of hay at the pre-

cise time, and certainly it was a most important matter. It

was a wonderful, yet beautiful and valuable dispensation of

Providence, that the grasses which they made into hay did not

all contain their maximum amount of nutriment at the same

stages of their growth. To explain this more fully he would

divide the grasses into three classes. One of these produced

its seed in the spring, another in the summer, and another in

the autumn. Kow, two out of these three were particularly

well suited for making hay. Those gi'asses which produced

their seeds in the summer contained their maximum amount

of nutriment just before their seeds began to ripen ; while

those grasses which produced their seeds in spring, when it

would be too early to cut and harvest them, did not come to

their highest state of nutriment till some time after. It was

consequently very necessary to mow the grass at the proper time,

so as to get as much nutriment as possible, both in the spring

and summer grasses. Mr. Wickham had stated that they did

not use their swedes off early enough—that they were used

so late in the spring that|their nourishing qualities were, to

some extent, lessened. As a substitute for the late use of

swedes, mangolds had been recommended by Jlr. Benson. As
that gentleman had stated, mangolds were not much used in

that part of the country, and the reason for it was a very

simple one. Mangolds would not grow at a greater elevation

than 400 feet above the level of the sea, while there he be-

lieved they were at an elevation of about 800 feet. There

was also a considerable quantity of grass land ; and what they

wanted there was winter forage, not forage which would carry

them far on into the summer, which mangolds would do. He
had himself no doubt that a much less quantity of grain

might be used in the feeding of stock than was used at present,

and that with equally good results. The quantity of grain now
used was immense. There were some in this room, he dare

say,who give from lOlbs. to l'21bs. per day, and some whom he

had asked said they do not know how much ; the cowman
kept the key of the granary, and he gave what he liked. Now
this was not the way to go to work. That farmer could not

tell whether his beasts paid him or not, nor could he benefit

his fellow-farmers. He never heard before of feeding beasts

four times a-day, or at least of making it into eight times by

giving each beast two courses. He was glad Mr. Wickham
and Mr. Benson had touched upon the keep of waggon horses.

There was nothing he believed in which there were greater

c 2
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mistakes made tlian in tliis respect, among the faimcrs of tliis

country. If llioic was not one-half there was certainly oue-
tliivd of the fodder wasted and trampled under foot, and how
to prevent this was a matter that had long occupied his at-

tention. The only way he saw, and what he thouglit it must
come to at the last, was to do away watli racks altogether. It

was a matter, however, which was worthy of every one's at-

tention, and a few tons of hay saved in tliis way would repay
the farmer for any little extra expense he miglit he put to
at first.

The Chairman said he had himself purchased, at consi-
derahle expense, a pulper, which he was told could he worked
by an old horse that was lit for nothing else ; but he after-

wards found that it required two horses.

Mr. Keary said he did not altogether agree with Mr.
Instone, although he agreed with liini in the main, as to the
manner in which he em])loycd the jnilped food. Where roots
were pulped, mixed with chalf, and where a little cake was
added, he believed a large quantity of young stock might he
kept very profitably. lie could not, liowever, recommend this
system for the feeding of cattle, and lie did not think it would
be found to answer. Animals, like ourselves, got more dainty
as tliey got more fat, and they would have to give them better
food, and in different and more dainty form, lie believed, too,
there was nothing like giving the food in small quantities
several times during the twenty-four liours, and that with the
greatest regularity. Get them to eat it up at once, and then
lie down. This, he believed, was the great secret of feeding.
As much as 121bs. and 141bs. of corn or cake had been given
in a day, whereas he always found that he could make his
bullocks fat with half the quantity with proper attention.
Tiiere are many things necessary for feeding besides good
food. A good bed, regularity in feeding, cleanliness, and un-
disturbed repose, were most essential. He approved of what
Mr, Instone had said respecting horses running in the yard.
He did not approve of their being let loose in the yard indis-
criminately, for the weak ones and the young ones would
always get pushed against the wall, and fare badly. With
proper care in this respect, however, he found them do well.
In the winter they never took cold, they did their work well,
and made him yards-full of manure such as no bullocks could
make. Bad as was the keeping of horses in stables in the
winter, it was still worse to turn them out to grass in the
summer. They spoiled more grass than they eat, and there is

no reason whatever why they should be let loose as they were
at present. In the yard, as he had said, they provided plenty
of excellent manure, while he never s-aid the droppings of
horses upon the fields did any good whatever—indeed, lie con-
sidered the keeping of horses in the yards was a system that
could lie carried on with the greatest success. He had heard
of a very valuable mixture for horses, which he believed was
also very palatable to them. It was compounded of cut hay,
straw, chafF, and such a quantity of corn as they may thiiik
proper, with a certain quantity of linseed-cake soaked in water
and poured over the whole. Ho entirely agreed with Mr.
Benson that a great quantity of fodder was wasted, and that a
great deal might be done in this way to economise winter
forage. He was afraid also that the remarks of Mr, Davies
were too true, and tjiat there was no chance whatever of
growing mangolds in such an elevated county as that. He
concurred also in what Mr, Wickham said, that swedes were
used too late in the spring. But if they dispensed with swedes
they must have something to supply tlieir place, and it had
been shown that this could not be done with mangolds. There
was however another useful vegetable, which he was much
surprised was not used in this neighbourhood : It was the
cabbage—tile drumhead and the thousandhead being particu-
larly suitable for spring feeding. By means of these, and these
alone, he had been able to rear very large numbers of lambs
very successfully. The seed is sown the same as the (uniip
in drills twenty-seven inches apart ; they are liocil and attended
to like swedes, and they keep good till tliis time of the
year. No one that kept ewes should be without them.
In Norfolk there was a large quantity of cabbage grown in
tins way and for this purpose. If plants were purchased it

would be more expensive, but where seed was sown one pound
and a half was sullicient for an acre. He recommended them
ns most valuable, for they were in good condition just at a
time when swedes were getting done. Severe as this winter
had been 1ir had some now as sound as possible,

Mr. Griffiths said the chairman of the committee, Mr.
Evan Davies, had attempted to throw cold water upon the use
of artificial manures. But, let him ask Mr. Davies how, if all

the artificial manures were withdrawn from the market, the

farmers were to manage ? There was no doubt that much of
the manure of the farm-yard was at present wasted, and he
thought it very strange that farmers were not more careful in

preventing this waste. He thought it essential that every

farmer should have on his premises a few tons of gypsum, and
that he should apply some of it regularly to his farm-yard and
manure heap. It would keep the ammonia in the manure
instead of having it drawn away and wasted as at present. He
submitted this as a proposition that was worthy of their con-
sideration. Ammonia was the very essence of the manure, and
it evaporated very readily, and therefore in farm-yards, where
some means were not taken to prevent it, the waste must be
very great. Mr. Davies had also said this part of the country
was too elevated for the cultivation of mangolds. He believed

the highest cultivated land was admitted to be at Sedgley, in

Staffordshire, and upon that land he had seen some as fine

mangolds grown as any in the kingdom. It was a medium
soil, neither very light nor very hard ; and he did not see why
the soil of this neighbourhood would not suit them as well.

He believed if more manure were worked they would get

larger crops of all sorts. No doubt there was a great deal of

difference between feeding liorses on a farm and feeding them
in towns. The draught horses in Liverpool, which were very

fine animals and did a vast amount of work, were fed upon cut

hay and Indian corn, both steamed, or with farmers they might
be scaldedinstead of being steamed. These were weighed out to

each horse by the man who looked after the stables, and then
steamed till the corn became soft and pulpy. The result of

this mode of feeding was that those horses could do much
harder work than farmer's horses were generally able to do.

Mr. Evan Davie.s said Mr. Griffiths was not correct iu

saying that he wished to advocate the disuse of artificial

manures. He merely wished to impress upon formers that

they should try to collect the manures themselves instead of

trusting too much to the market. No one would deny that

the natural manures were the best when they could be got

;

but it was not possible always to get them in sufficient quanti-

ties, and in such cases artificial manures were very useful.

He did not agree with Mr. Griffiths in the necessity for cover-

ing the farmyard and manure heap with gypsum. Ammonia
did not evaporate under 65 degrees, and therefore so long as

the atmosphere was below that temperature none coxild be

lost, since it would, on reaching the air, be condensed and fall

down again. The closeness of the manure, too, prevented

evaporation, and the only loss of importance that could take

place was when the manure heap and the air were above 65
degrees, and when the manure was being turned over. If

anything was lost, he believed it would be the nitrates. He
believed much more damage was done by heavy rains and by
the water running from the manure heap than in any other

way, and this was a matter that ought really to be looked to.

Mr. Griffiths said he did not know at what temperature

ammonia evaporated ; but he knew this, that in London the

stables were sprinkled with gypsum to prevent unpleasant
smells, which consisted of nothing but the ammonia.

Mr. Davies said if Mr. Griffiths would go to his farm, he
would smell nothing that indicated a loss of ammonia.
The Chairman said he once accidentally met with a gen-

tleman in a railway carriage who called himself a philosopher,

and who denied that the peculiar smeU alluded to by Mr.
Griffiths was ammonia at all.

Mr. Griffiths, interrupting the Chairman, said a remark
had just come into his head, which he begged leave to give

them.

The Chairman ; And a remarf< has just come into my
head which I should like to give you. He then proceeded to

argue that there was nothing like good natural manures, but

where enough of them could not be got, the artificial manures

were very valuable. He also spoke in favour of keeping

horses in the yard in summer months, instead of turning them

out to grass, suggesting vetches, lucerne, and clover as good food.

Mr. Kearv said he did not see anything impracticable in

what had been said about keeping cart-horses up during the

summer. It was true there might be some farms wliere it

could not be done, but if they took the district between tliere

and Brid^nortli for an example, he believed it might be done
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on every farm in that area. In the autumn a certain

quantity of vetches slioukl be sown. lu the spring they

should sow again, or even two or three times. Witli a Httle

manure and a little attention iu this way, tliey would have
an abundant supply all through tlie summer. By this means
he thought they would be able to keep their horses for less,

and would besides be able to keep more sheep.

Mr. Griffiths said what he wished to remark just now
was that iu Liverpool, when guano did not sell one season, it

was covered over with gypsum to preserve it till the next.

This was a plain proof of what he said just now relative to

gypsum preventing the evaporation of the ammonia and other

gases.

Mr. Davies : And very likely the gypsum is afterwards dug
iu, so as to increase the profits.

Mr. GuuFiTUS said the gypsum was removed, aud the

manure was left as sound as ever.

The Chaikman said as g\iano had been alluded to, he
should like to iieav if any one present had tried it, and what
had been the result.

Mr. THJivoR said he had tried it, and it proved very suc-

cessful.

The CnAiRM.vx : The first year I have no doubt it would
be so, but how does it do for a number of years ?

Mr. Trevor : I do not think you could go on using it for

any length of time without disadvantage. I found that it en-

couraged the coarser kinds of grass. Once in two or three

years is, I think, as often as you can use it. After some other

remarks, Mr. Trevor said he had tried mangolds, and they did

not answer, while vetches came too late for winter forage.

Mr. WiCKHAM said what he laid great stress upoa in his

paper was that the amount of nutriment iu grass crops de-

pended very much upon the time of cutting them, while in the

swede a great deal depended upon the time when it was used.

The swede and mangold were not roots, as were commonly
supposed aud as they were commonly called. They were, as

the botanist would tell them, receptacles, in which all the in-

gredients were collected together for the formation of the seed,

and where they remained for a time instead of passing on at

once to produce the flowers and the seeds as in annuals. In
this state the swede remained during the winter months, and
it was very necessary that it should be used in this state before

it showed the least symptoms of renewed growth, for as soon as

that commenced, and, indeed, before it was visible, a great

chemical change took place in the so-called root, which di-

minished its nutritive properties in a very great degree. It

could not therefore be true economy to keep on feeding with
these roots till so late a period in the year. Mr. Wickham

concluded by suggesting that koiil-rabi might form a useful

substitute for the swede in spring.

]\Ir. C. W.vDLOW said he believed he farmed as elevated a

piece of laud as any one iu that neighbourhood, and he had

grown mangolds very successfully. The only diflicnlty he met
with was iu using them iu the following spring, lie found

that early iu the seasou they were likely to scour the sheep

and other stock ; but as the weather got warmer, he did not

find them have that effect. He had had as much as thirty cart-

loads off an acre.

The CiiAiKMAN said it seemed that tlie discussion was
coining to an cud, aud he must say that they had had a very

interesting meeting. They must not, however, forget the

gentleman to whom they were indebted for it, and he woulj
venture to say that a more able ))aper had seldom if ever been

produced at that society, lie believed no one could look upon
that as a mis-spent evening. Mr. Benson concluded by moving
a vote of thanks to Mr. Wickham.

Mr. Sfrague, in seconding it, said he believed he never

heard a more animated and interesting discussion at any of

that society's meetings. On the subject of mangolds they

seemed at any rate to be all agreed—they did not become

serviceable till such a time as they did not want them.

Mr. EvAjj Davies, in the course of a few remarks upon the

resolution, said he was sure they ought all to feel much in-

debted to Mr. "W'ickham to come some distance at mueli

jiersoual inconvenience aud some expense to give them that

paper, and especially so as liC was in a delicate state of health

at present. He could assure them it was no trifling task to

write a paper of that kind. There was also another reason

why they should feel grateful to Mr. Wickham. That society

had been in existence about twenty-two years, and the opinions

of one member had become known to all, and he might almost

say the stereotyped opinions of all. They wanted new matter

and new men to come forward and enlighten them, therefore

they were much obliged to Mr. Wickham. He thought the

paper read that day and the discussion which had followed

would prove of benefit to everyone who read them.

Mr. Wickham, in replying, said ho thanked them for the

vote of thanks they had just proposed and carried. He re-

gretted to say that at ])resent there was nothing of that kind

at Market Drayton, although it was intended to form a branch

of the Chamber of Agriculture there. When they did he

should be most happy to see some of tlie gentlemen now pre-

sent over at Drayton to help them with their knowledge of

farming matters.

After a vote of thanks to the Chairman, the meeting

broke up.

THE PIG.
HIS CHAEACTERISTICS, USEFULNESS, &c.

Pigs, it is said, " are a happy people." We may talk dis-

paragingly about living like a pig ; but it is nevertheless

true that to live like a pig is to live like a gentleman.

Although it is not permitted by the order of nature that a pig

should laugh or even smile, he enjoys the next blessing of

humanity—the disposition to grow fat. How easily he goes

through the world ! He has no fancy stocks to purchase—no

bank notes to pay—no reconstruction meetings to attend—no

political caucuses to hold ! He has no occasion to take the

benefit of the bankrupt act, or to have his estate confiscated to

defray the expenses of the war—no income-tax to pay. Free

from all the troubles that disturb the country, he is uncon-

cerned about national affairs, as was tlie man who was awaked
in the earliest light of morning by being told day was break-

ing :
" Well," said he, as he turned again to his repose, " let it

break—he owes me nothing."

The pig is the personification of independence. He ac-

knowledges no law save that of his stomach. He is no tee-

totaler. Give him a chance, and he will drink ale or wine unto

drunkenness, and in those countries where grapes grow, if they

come into the vintage, they get drunk with eating grapes, for

which he has an intense liking, and often does terrible damage
in vineyards. The worst of the matter is, that the animal so

riots and revels among the vines that he destroys and tramples

down many more grapes than he can eat, and does irredeemable

damage. If the lees of wine be mingled with their food, they

will grow fat without measure.

In China they have a proverb that every gentleman works

for his living except the pig. In lUiaois, a few years ago, he

was made to work. When a chimney was to he built, or a

cabin to be daubed, a hole is to be dug in the earth of sufficient

dimensions, and water poured into it—the hogs called, and a few

grains of corn thrown into the hole, when the hogs plunge in,

and soon prepare the lump of clay for the hand of the dauber.

It is rather remarkable that the Irishman and the negro

hold mucli the same opinion of the pig. Both consider the

pig as the only gentleman, for he does no work ; aU his meals

are brought to him ; eating, drinking, and sleeping are all he
has to do ; aud the more he eats, drinks, and sleeps, the better

his duty is performed. But then the motives for the opinion

are widely different. The negro—that is, the negro slave

—

thinks that the very summit of human felicity is to do no
work. Tliis is likely to be the case, for he has no motive for

work, and therefore only looks upon his daily work as a terri-

ble task, which he is bound to evade in every possible way.

Therefore the pig is his ideal of eujuymeiit ; he does no
work—he eats and he sleeps.

But the opinion of the Irishman is founded on more ra-
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tional grounds. The pig, in his opinion, is a gentleman, and

ought therefore to he treated as such. Does not the pig pay

the rent, and sure is'nt he a gentleman to do that? So the

pig has the full range of the cabin, and pokes his nose just

where he pleases. Indeed, he is often better off than his mas-

ter's children, for he is never in want of a meal, and the food

which he gets is precisely that which he ouglit to have, namely,

potatoes : while as the children get the same food, which is not

the proper food for man taken by itself, the pig has no care,

and no fear for the morrow. He continues to enjoy himself

until the knife is at his throat, and even then he knows nothing

about his coming death until he is actually in the hands of his

slayers, who probably do not inflict on him more pam than the

children suffer whenflogged by paternal or maternal authority,

or wheu pummelled by larger boys.

A pig, iu Ireland, is often the saving of a family, and his

inquisitive snout, peeping out of a cabin door, should be con-

sidered a mark of prosperity rather than a sign of decreasing

finances.

Pigs are au obstinate race, and are not easily driven. Boys

generally succeed better than men in driving pigs, always ex-

cepting Irishmen, whose treatment of pigs is a perfect art. An
Irishman never seems to drire a pig, but coaxes him along.

A little push one way, a little pull another, a whistle, a few

endearing expressions, and the pig trots comfortably along,

giving no trouble " at all, at all." If a pig is very obstiuate

indeed, and utterly refuses to go where he is wanted, the Irish-

man manages him by putting his nose in the direction he is

intended to take, and then pulling his tail. The result is evi-

dent. The pig imagines he is wanted to come backwards, and

therefore with the perversity of a porcine nature runs forward

as fast as he can. This method is generally used in getting

pigs on hoard ship, where they evince much dislike to the

planks on which they are required to walk. The Chinese also

make use of the tail-pulling process when they wish their pigs to

enter the bamboo cages in which they transport them when fat.

There exists perhaps, in creation, no animal wliich has less

justice done to him by man than the pig. We see him gifted

with every faculty of supplying himself, and of providing even

against the approaching storm, which no creature is better

capable of foretelling, and we begin our treatment of him by
putting an iron ring through the cartilage of his nose. Having
thus barbarously deprived him of the power of searching for

and analyzing his food, we then generally condemn him for the

rest of his life to solitary confinement in a pen.
While his faculties are still his own, only observe how with

a hark or a snort he starts if you approach him ; and mark
what shrewd intelligence there is in his bright, twinkling little

eye. But with pigs, as with mankind, " idleness is the root of

all evil." The poor animal, finding that he has absolutely

nothing to eat—having no enjoyment, nothing to look forward
to but the pail which feeds him, most eagerly, or as we accuse

him, most greedOy he greets its arrival. Having no business

or diversion, nothing to occupy his brain—the whole powers
of his system are directed to the digestion of a superabundance
of food. To encourage this, nature assists him with sleep,

whicli, lulling his faculties, leads his stomach to become the
rulling power of his system—a tyrant that can bear no one's

presence but his own. The poor pig thus treated gorges him-
self, sleeps, eats again, sleeps ; awakens in a fright, screams,

struggles against the hlue apron, screams fainter, turns up the
whites of bis little eyes, and dies

!

It is very amusing to watch the pigs when " ringed,"
as their Ijehaviour is not at all that which ought to he
expected of them. Indeed they seem to be actuated by the
oriental ideas of fatalism, and after struggling as much
as they can, they give up the matter as hopeless, and
resign themselves to their fate. When they are about half
grown, a man armed with a coil of rope, a pair of pincers,

and the rings, one for each pig, enters the pen and seizes one
of the pigs by the ears. The aggravated animal instantly
proceeds to remonstrate most audibly at the proceeding, and
sets up a series of ear-piercing screams. But screaming is of
no use, and he is dragged out of the pen. A rope with a slip-

knot is now thrust into his mouth, the knot is drawn close, and
the pig is held in a kind of curb. He is now thrown down,
tlie point of the ring inserted into tlie cartilage of his nose,
and the end turned over with a pair of pincers, until it nearly
meets. The ring is now complete, and when the pig tries to

root or grub up the ground, the pointed end curves round and

pricks his nose, so that he is warned to cease. During his

struggles, his cries are loud and incessant ; but the moment the
.

point enters the nostril, piggy exchanges his squeals for a series

of half-satisfied grunts, and probably says to himself, "Oh, is

that all ? I thought I was going to he converted into pork or

lard at the least, and perhaps salted afterwards. Who cayes

for rings?"

A pig is a more clever animal than is generally supposed ;

that is, if he can find a chance of exercising his abilities, and
is left tolerably to himself. We remember seeing several per-

sons engaged for half an hour in catching a pig, which had
got into a small enclosure. They tried managing it by throw-
ing in an ear of corn for the animal to engage himself with,

while they crept up behind him ; but the pig was much too

cunning for that, and continued to keep one eye always on his

foe. When a number of them came up to surround him, he
picked up the ear of com, and ran away to another spot.

Not only is the pig naturally clever, but it is capable of in-

struction, and has been taught to perform duties that belong,

to other animals; They are often sufficiently tame to permit
children to mount on their backs, and one person actually put
some of his pigs through a course of training for the saddle.

A team of four hogs has been trained to draw a carriage, such
an event having taken place at St. Albans some years ago,

when an old farmer of the neighbourhood threw the town into

such excitement by driving a carriage into town drawn by
four pigs. He drove round the market-place several times,

and had his porcine steeds put up at a stable, and fed on corn

and wash. In a few hours the pigs were again harnessed and
trotted off briskly with their master.

In some respects the pig resembles man, so that there

may be some ground for calling children pigs, besides

those generally given. The pig and the man are both
omnivorous ; that is to say, they both can eat vege-

table or animal food—the one being au omnivorous qua-
druped, and the other an omnivorous biped or " omnivorous
tripod," as the negro called it, on the authority of Tom. Cringle,

so when the trough is filled with potatoes and vegetables, it

will make a very good dinner upon them ; if the butcher

chooses to throw in some of the offal of the slaughter-house,

the pig wLU eat the offal ; if a thriftless housekeeper lets the

pigs have plum pudding and slices of roast beef, the most in-

veterate gormandizer could not attack them with greater zest

than does his omnivorous companion. If the brewer has pigs

and gives them grain, they will devour enormous quantities of

the sweet, soft compound, and if any ale is mixed with the

grains, as is often the case, they vriU get gloriously drunk upon
it. Many is the time that a pig has been seen staggering

about the yard quite unable to direct himself, merely heeruse

he had taken too much of the deceptive mixture, hence the
saying, " as drunk as a hog."
Among the many qualities and properties which the pig is ac-

knowledged to possess, there are some which are not generally

knovrn. For example, ninety-nine ofevery hundred pots of bear's

grease are obtained exclusively from the pig, and have had
no connection whatever with the bear. Bears are not quite

plentiful enough, or so easily killed as to supply all the vast

amount of " bears' grease" which is usually consumed in the
whole world. The fact is, lard is purified, scented, put into

pots, decorated with coloured labels, called bear's grease, sold

at high prices, and has the double advantage of brmging in a

very large per-centage to the sellers, and doing quite as much
good to the buyer as if it were the genuine fat of the bear.

The pig quite revels in an oak wood or under the oak trees

in autumn. We cannot, however, praise the good taste of the

pigs quite so much in this instance, for acorns are detestable.

It is true that we used to eat them at school ; but then school

boys, like ostriches or sharks, will eat anything. Even we,

however, could not manage them tLU we had roasted them.
Yet this shows the degeneracy of our race, or rather it

would do so iu the ears of some people, for our early ances-

tors used to make acorns a considerable portion of their diet.

The Arcadians (happy race !) were said to live almost exclu-

sively on that delectable food. This reminds us of an amusing

print published, where a pig was represented as seated under

an oak, and exactly facing him an Arcadian also seated under

another oak. The ingenious artist contrived to inlluse so

much of the pig into the Arcadian, and the Arcadian into the

pig, that there was some diiBculty iu discovering wliich was

quadruped and which biped.

—

American Fanner.
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THE CATTLE PLAGUE AND THE GOVERNMENT BILL.

SiK,—I lu\cl the honour to foriu, on Tliursday last,

one of a deputation of the farmers and graziers of many
counties of England, and also, on the same day, one of

another deputation of the Council of the Royal Agricultural

Society, headed by our worthy president, Mr. H. S. Thompson,
on the subject of the above Bills, to endeavour to show the

importance—if the herds of England are to he saved, and the

meat-consuming population of this great MetropoHs, and also

of the country at large, to be fed hereafter at a moderate price

—of establishing a place at every port of debarkation for the

sale and slaughter of foreign cattle and sheep.

The subject has become so important in every point of view,

that all are deeply interested. Both deputations were received

with great courtesy by His Grace the Duke of Marlborough,
and the various clauses of the Bill came under discussion ; but

more particularly the one relating to the sale and slaughter

of foreign cattle, which was universally advocated. Under
this Bill the Government have power, whenever they

see the absolute necessity for it, of at once compelling
slaughter ; but His Grace informed us (not wisely as

we thought) that he did not think the time had
yet arrived for it to be put in force, and that

he might, and probably should, receive deputations from other

bodies taking a different view of the subject. I should just

like for one moment to point out how the fear and dread of

cattle-plague cuts at once at the root of the production of

fixture supply. I will just put two cases of A and B, calling

myself A, grazing say 50 head of beasts for the London mar-
ket, and B keeping a breeding herd of the like number. A
has one beast taken with.disease, and destroyed ; the remaining
49 are ordered to be immediately slaughtered, and are fit (not

then having disease) for human food, and a loss is sustained

which is easily calculated, say of £5 per head. But how widely

different is the case of B, with his breeding herd|! One animal
is taken and destroyed ; the others, having been in contact, are

wisely ordered to be slaughtered'; but how much greater is the

loss sustained ! B's animals being in breeding condition, in-

stead of fat, are worth very little as food, and the loss is

immense, from future production being at once cut off, and the

food for the future supply of the people entirely taken away.

The case of Cheshire, as a Ijreeding county, will fully exemplify

this ; and if the disaster of Cheshire should unfortunately

occur in many of our breeding counties, no man living can
foresee or predict the future price of meat.

Is it not then, T w^ould ask, the duty of the Government to

take every possible means of preventing such a disastrous state

of things ? And I feel bound, after deep and long thought
on the matter, to say that the only possible remedy we have is

sale and slaughter and perfect isolation of foreign stock. This
only will cut at the root and core of our present difficulty ; and
in this very important point the present bill fails. His Grace
kindly read us a letter from Sir John Thwaites, in which he
assures him that increased and great supervision will be exer-

cised throughout the metropolis. This appears to me to be

very hke " opening the flood-gates and then attempting to

stem the torrent," or " locking the door after the steed has

unfortunately been stolen." Make the provisions of the bill

respecting the movement and inspection of cattle as stringent as

it can possibly be made ; but if the slaughter as recommended is

adopted, these wUl soon become matters of mere form, and
the herds of our country, without contamination, would soon

be restored to their former health, and the breeding of the

country would be able to a great extent to accommodate
itself to its wants, which, under present circumstances, it can

never do.

Is, I would ask, the energetic conduct of the Irish autho-

rities to be lost upon us ? Isolation saved the cattle of

that country, and gave us in the Eastern Counties, in the

autumn of last year, a supply for feeding purposes which

we should have looked for elsewhere in vain had not that

wise and wholesome step been taken. Have we not also

another .example worthy of imitation in the Emperor of

the Erench ? Have not the most stringent measures
he adopted saved to a great extent the cattle of that country,

and taught our rulers a most important lesson, and one, I trust,

that they will in no case neglect? Does not the spread of the

disease on the Continent prove that we have every day greater

rather than less cause for fear ?

The excellent letter of " A Cattle Importer," in the Times

of Thursday last, speaks in a voice of thunder, telling us

that the course we recommend is the wise one. He says, " we
formerly got our supphes from Holland, then Holstein, Olden-

burg, and Portugal; as our wants increased, and the price of

meat advanced, we got further supplies from France, Spain,

Prussia, and Denmark ; and within the last two years, our

wants have been such that we have drawn our supplies from
Sweden, Poland, and Austria, as far as Galicia audStyria;

and yet, with all this extension of area, we do not get as much
as we require, and, I think, before long we shall be forced to

go into Russia, as far as those districts where cattle are pro-

duced for their fat aloue, and where cattle-plague is supposed

to have originated." Does not aU this point plainly to us the

necessity of isolation, if the breeding of our own stock is to

continue? which it not only ought to do for the sake of every

consumer in England, but it would enormously increase if not

subject to the present danger, and the herds of Great Britain

will never take their proper place till tliis is removed.

I had the honour of giving evidence before the Com-
mission of the House of Commons on cattle-plague in

October, 1865. I then recommended that entire isola-

tion which has since been carried out to a certain extent

and which reduced the death of our cattle from thou-

sands to units. Important as I then thought it, I now feel

there is greater necessity than ever for it. At that time my
view was thouglit to be a strong one; hut it saved the herds of

Ireland, and, if properly carried out, would do the same es-

sential and important service here. And, in some degree to

prove the correctness of my view, I will just give the last ques-

tion, No. 3,451, put to me by the chairman, and my answer :

" Have you any other suggestion to make which you think

would be valuable to the commission ?" " Nothing else. It

is a most contagious and dangerous complaint, and I think

that strong measures must sooner or later be used." I think

that time has now come. The measures which have hitherto

been adopted, although partial, have proved so beneficial that

it must convince any impartial person that the interests of the

consumers of this great country require, without delay,

from the Government the establishment of sale-yards and
slaughter-houses at every port of debarkation, and
that no fat animal should be allowed to leave them
alive. These, at all the ports, should be selected as

conveniently as possible ; and that for •the metropolis

should not be removed further from that industrial hive

than is absolutely necessary for securifij, and it should have
those two very important adjuncts of rail and water communi-
cation, which would be found so favourable for the transmis-

sion of meat. The eastern end of our metropolis is inhabited

by a large portion of the working population, to whom it

would be a great boon to have a constant supply of the offal

of animals so killed.

It is also important, if a quarantine for store stock is estab-

lished, that it should be removed iVom some distance from
that for fat cattle. If these objects are properly carried out,

I, for one (and this view is also shared by those amongst
whom I move), feel that there is no fear for the result.

I have the honour to be, sir, your obedient servant,

John Clayden.
Littlehury, near Saffron Walden, Mar/ Zlsf.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

The seventh auniversary festival of this institutiou was held

onWeduesday evening, May 29, at the Salisbury Hotel, Salisbury

Square, and attracted a large number of friends and supporters.

The chair was taken by Lieut.-Col. Loyd Lindsay, M.P.

The dinner itself was an excellent one, proving that The
Salisbury is well worthy to take rank witli older establish-

ments wliieh have become celebrated as caterers for public

festivals ; while the singing, under the management of Mr.
P. Verren, wlio was admirably assisted by Miss Hose Weisse
and Messrs. A. Lester, J. Furneau, F. Walker, and W. Winn,
contributed greatly to the entertainment of the company.

After the usual loyal toasts had been duly lionoured.

The Cn.viRjiA?j proposed, " The Army, Navy, Militia, and
Volunteers." In doing so he alluded to tlie approaching visit

of the Belgian Volunteers to this country, and expressed a

liope that the reception accorded to them would be iu liarmouy
with the hearty \^elcome given last year to the English Volun-
teers who visited Brussels. He was quite sure that all who
had any regard for the national character would be desirous

tliat the visit, now so near at hand, sliould be made as agree-

able as possilile to the guests (cheers)

.

Captain Styan, iu returning thanks, expressed his convic-

tion that the Volunteer force had never before been in such a

state of eificieucy as it is now ; and, connecting the toast with
the farming interest, observed that no portion of the eoramu-
nity had coutriljuted more to the national strength than the
agriculturists. He concluded by expressing his cordial con-
currence in what had fallen from the Chairman respecting the
visit of the Belgian Volunteers.

Monsieur Eobyt, wlio on rising was loudly cheered, said he
could not allow the kind expressions which had been used in

reference to Ms feUovv-countrynien to pass without acknow-
ledgment. As regarded the visit of the English volunteers to

Belgium, he assured the company that it was esteemed by his

nation a very great honour ; adding that there were so many
resemblances between the two peoples, that tliey might almost
be considered one (cheers).

The CiiAiRJiAM then proceeded to propose the toast of the
evening—namely, " Prosperity to the Royal Agricultural
Benevolent Institution." He said he could assure the meeting
that lie approached tliat task with great anxiety, remembering
as lie did that the chair at previous anniversaries had been
occupied by some of the most distinguished noblemen and
gentlemen in tlic country, including Mr. Disraeli (loud cheers).

Lord Stanley (cheers), Earl Spencer (renewed cheers), and
Earl Cowper (cheers). With such predecessors, he might, lie

thought, pardonably entertain a feeling of pride at having
been selected to occupy that position, although he was not
capable of dealing with the subject as it ought to be dealt

with, or of advocating the cause of this great Agricultural
Benevolent Association—the only one in the kingdom—as it

deserved to be pleaded. lie was happy to say that, though
the Association had not yet had a long existence, it was in a
very flourishing position. Started as it was as recently as

1860, it had already attained great prosperity, and possessed
a considerable amount of funded property. He was happy to
be able to add that the Council were exercising a very wise
and prudent discretion in regard to the funds wliich had been
entrusted to their management (cheers). £16,000 was al-

ready invested in Government securities ; and he thought they
would all agree witli him that the policy of continuing to in-

vest was a sound policy for an institution like; that, especially
as there was so much competition among charitable societies
for public support ; and younger institutions, by pushing tlieni-

salves forward, advertising, and various means of bringing
tliemselves prominently before the country, often contrived
to attract more public notice than their older rivals. When
a great institution like this liad been founded, tlie first duty of
the governing body, iu liis opinion, was to secure its perma-
nency, and tliat could only be done by investing in public se-
curities a sufficient amount to give it stability in tlie future

(Hear, hear). The income of the Society now amounted to

live or six thousand a-year—a sum which, though large in it-

self, was not large in comparison with the wealth and im-

portance of tlie agricultural interest ; nor was it at all adequate

to the object, namely, the relief of the distress which must, in

the natural course of events, arise in tlie pursuit, by vast num-
bers of persons, of such a calling as that of the agriculturist.

Let none of them, then, relax their efforts in behalf of this

Society. The institution commenced under most favourable

auspices as the " Royal" Agricultural Benevolent Institution,

and, had the Prince Consort remained alive, instead of having,

to the deep regret of the whole community, passed away, he
would no doubt have continued one of its most zealous, ac-

tive, and determined patrons. His penetrating mind would
have discovered the great benefits which the Society lield out

to the farmers of this country, and he would never have rested

content until tliat great branch of industry, Agriculture, had
been duly represented in a Society like that. The Prince

Consort has left, in the Prince of Wales, a son whom they

must endeavour to enlist in their cause (cheers). That Prince

was the first personage in the country next to the Sovereign,

and let them hope that his Royal liighness would prove a

leading man in the agricultural interest, and at the same time

a warm friend of an institution established for the benefit of

unfortunate cultivators of the soil (cheers). There was hardly

anything permanent that had not proceeded gradually, and that

Society appeared to form no exception to the rule. It had al-

ready a large number of zealous and active friends

and supporters in various counties of England; but

there weie other counties where there seemed as yet to have

obtained scarcely any footing, and he hoped that before long

it would penetrate into new districts, and diffuse its benefits

over the whole kingdom. He trusted that with a view to this

result those who were already members or supporters of the

Society would bring their influence to bear upon others, and

induce them to unite in tlie work. This institution could

scarcely be called a charitable one ; it had an attitude above

that of charity. It was one of tlie most remarkable and
beautiful features of our day, that those who had shared in the

prosperity ofothers could hereafter receive their help in adversity

(cheers). A farmer's life was peculiarly exposed to dangers

arising from circumstances over which the farmer had no

control. In addition to the ordinary misfortunes to which

human nature was liable, and from which no person could be

exempt, there were the special maladies which beset both

animal and vegetable life. Tliere was the cattle plague, which

was now again threatening ruin to many ; there were the

ravages of tempest and storm, which in a single hour might
devastate the labours and cripple the industry of a whole year.

Moreover, the misfortunes which overtook the farmer fell upon
him, as it were, with a heavier blow than was felt by other

people. Misfortune was in his case accompanied by the loss

of his farm, lie was obliged^o leave the home where he was
born and brought up, and with the loss of his home came
that of the surroimding fields, whose acres he had cultivated

with so much interest as well as labour and anxiety (Hear,

hear). The farmer looked upon his holding as he looked

upon the face of a familiar friend. JMoreover, in losing his

farm he lost his position in society (Hear, hear). Perhaps he
would iiave been enabled to dispense a certain amount of

patronage and kindness among many around hiin ; as an
employer of labour and a guardian of the poor, he
had lield a position and pursued a course which caused

him to be looked up to with respect and esteem ; and
when he descended from this prominent position to that

of a poor man, he could hardly fail to be deeply sensible of the

change. In many cases ])Overty was in this country almost re-

garded as a crime (" No, no"). At allevents, tlie man who was
poor could not lie regarded as successful, and in this country

success was too often made the test of merit (" No, no").

When, however, a man wlio had helped to support such a

Society as this became reduced by misfortune, there could be

no disgrace in his receiving the same kind of assistance as he
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had coutributed to for others (cheers). He (the Chairman)
deprecated that Society's being compelled to spend a large

amount iu advertising or other expensive modes of bringing

the object before the jiiiblic. Every farmer should be an agent

of the institution (Hear, liear), and canvas his friends around
him ; all the members should use their best efforts to enlist

others in the cause. IIo was glad to find that Mr. Shackel,

Mr. Philps, and other gent lemon, were exerting themselves so

successfuUy in Bcrksliire, and lie hoped that every county

would soon be able to boast of equally energetic friends of

the institution (cheers).

The toast was drunk with the honours and with great

cordiality.

Mr. Mechi proposed " The Chairman," congratulating the

company that one so closely connected with the land directly

and indirectly had manifested such a deep interest in the

Society, and pleaded its cause with so much eloquence.

The Ch.vikman having briefly returned thanks,

!Mr. llo(iKR Eykyn, M.P., proposed "The Agricultural

Societies of England, Ireland, and Scotland," and referred to

the successful efforts which they had made for the improvement

of agriculture.

The reniiiining toasts were, " The Executive Council"

;

" Tlir Secretary," ilr. Charles Shaw, in proposing which the

Cliairmau paid a high tribute to that gentleman for his valuable

services ;
" The Stewards" ; and " The Ladies."

Among the donations announced were 25 guineas from the

Queen, 25 guineas from the Chairman, 25 guineas from Lord
Overstone, and 50 guineas fro]n Mr. J . Scarf ; the aggregate

amount subscribed being about i;-i,000.

ROYAL CORNWALL AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

MEETING AT LAUNCESTON,

This exhibition was opened on Wednesday,May 29, at Laun-
ceston, and continued on the following day. Last year, in con-

sequence of the cattle-plague, there was no show ; and tiiis

year, owing to Orders in Council, there was none of horned
cattle.

In the departments of sheep, pigs, and horses there were
many excellent animals, there being upwards of 90 entries of

sheep ; but, although the exhibition was extensive, and com-
prised many good specimens, its general quality was perhaps
not equal to some former exhibitions. The young sheep were
of an ordinary character ; but the old ones were good speci-

mens of the various breeds that were to be seen. Amongst
the latter the competition was so close tliat the judges had to

call iu aid, to arrive at a decision. The judges, as also for

pigs, were Messrs. Comer, Longford, Wellington ; J. Moon,
Plymouth ; and E. Pollard, ^^^adebridge. There were under
20 pigs exbibitcd , but, though in number the show was under
the average, the quality was much above it. The small breeds

were especially good ; and the boars were well represented.

In addition to the exhibition of horses, sheep, pigs,

and implements, there was a dog and poultry show, under
local management, and entirely independent of the society's

list. In the poultry department there were 160 entries; and
all the classes had many good specimens, especially the most
useful breeds.

The butter sent in for competition was of most excellent

quality, especially that which took the first prize. Mrs.
Brown (Landrake), Mrs. Bayly (Milton Abbott), Mrs. Trood
(LanhydrockJ, and Miss George (Endellion) were the judges
of the butter ; and they unanimously made the following

awards : 1st and 2nd, Mrs. Parsons, Tremeal, Launcestou,
12lbs. of butter ; 3rd, Mrs. Evelyn, Launceston, 31bs. of

hutter.

The implement department was largely supplied, and ex-

ceeded that at Falmouth the year before last, which itself was
a large advance on previous years. About £50 were offered

iu prizes ; and among the exhibitors were nearly all the great

manufacturers—namely, Jlessrs. Garrett and Co., Leiston

Works, Suffolk ; Messrs. Picksley, Sims, and Co. (Limited)
;

Messrs. Hornsby and Sons, Grantham ; Messrs. Samuelson
and Co., Banbury ; Mr. Brenton, Polbathick ; Mr. Plirasaul,

Plymouth ; and Messrs. Hawkes and Spencer, Tiverton. The
trial of implements took place in a field on the farm of Mr.
Gubbin, the local secretary. The ploughs, the combined
mowers and reapers, and the mowing machines were worked
on this ground ; but the award has not reached us.

PRIZE LIST.
SHEEP.

L E I f • E .« T r. R .s.

Yearling Rams.
First, second, and third prizes, £G, £4, and £2, G. Turnrr,

Cad bury, Tiverton.

Old Rams.
First prize, £G, G.Turner; second, £4, J. Tremaine, Pol-

sue, Philleigh ; third, £2, G. Turner. Highly commended, T.

Potter, Thorverton. Commended, J. Tremaine.

Old Ewes.
First prize, £4, J. Gould, Poltimore, Exeter ; second, £2,

A. S. Toll, TiUand, St. German's.

Yearling Ewes.
First prize, £4, J. Gould ; second, £2, J. Tremaine ; third,

£1, Rev. S. N. Kingdon, Bridgerule, Devon.
Extra Stock.

Highly commended, T. Potter.

Yearling Long-woolled Rams (not being Leicesters).

First prize, £3, W. Drake, Warbstow ; second, £2, W.
Drake.

Long-woolled Old Rams (not being Leicesters).

First prize, £3, Mr. Clark, St. Budeaux ; second, £2, W.
Drake.

Long-Woolled Ewes (not Leicesters).

First prize, £2, Mr. Clark ; second, £1, Rev. II. A. Simcoe,
Penheale.

One Shropshire Down, no prize awarded.
Dartmoor Yearling Rams.

Prize, £3, J. Martin, Wishworthy, Lawhitton ; commended,
J. Drew, Artiscombe, Tavistock.

Dartmoor Old Rams.
Prize, £3, T. Paruell, Trewen.

PIGS.

Boars of a Large Breed.

First prize, £3, J. Langford, Stokeclimsland (Berkshire)

;

second, £2, J. Widdicombe, Torrhill, Ivybridge (Berkshire).

Sow of Large Breed.
First prize, J. Widdicomb (Berkshire).

Boars of a Small Breed.
First prize, £3, R. Jackman, Harts, Lifton ; second, £2,

J. Sydney Davey, Redruth; third, £1, J. Sydney Davey.
* Sows of a Small Breed.

First prize, £3, R. Jackman, Harts, Lifton ; second, £2,
J. Sydney Davey (black Essex) ; third, £1, J. Sydney Davey,
(black Essex).

HORSES.
Stallions for Agricultural Purposes.

First prize, £10, W. .Jackman, Bradstone, Milton Abbott,
Devon ; second, £5, H. Laity, Clowance Farm, Camborne,
(Goldfinder).

Mares for Agricultural Purposes.
F'irst prize, £5, G. Elliot, Swiley, Plymouth (Blossom) ;

second, £3 W. Oatey, Wadebridge.
Three years old Geldings for Agricultural Purposes (unsound).

Three years old Fillies for Agricultural Purposes.

Second prize £2, W. Jelbart, Tanierton, Foliott.

Hacks ksd Hu^'ters.

Thorough-bred Stallions.

I

First prize, £10, J, Tremayne, Sydenham House, Lew Down
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(Paul Clifford) ; second, £5, The North Devon Horse Breed-

ing Association, Holsworthy (Sir Roger Hill).

Stiillious, not Thorough-bred.

First prize, £5, J. Philip Mornick, Southhill.

Mares and Foal, or in Foal.

First prize, £5, C. Trelawney, Coldrenick (Prosperine)
;

second, £3 T. Palmer, Borough Kelly.

Three Years Old Geldings.

First prize £3, J. Battams, Kilworthy, Tavistock ; secoad,

£3, R. Hearle, Prolms.

Tlu'ee Years Old Fillies.

First prize, £3, G. B. Battams, Kilworthy, Tavistock

;

second, £2, S. Kingdon, Lynch, Thorverton, Devon,
Special Prize for the best Mare or Gelding of any age, calcu-

lated for a Hnnter.
G. B. Battam's 5 years old, by Vulcan ; dam by Bishop of

Romford's cob.

The Challenge Cup, for the best Three Years Old Gelding or
FiUy, got by a thorough-bred Horse, or out of a thorough-
bred Mare, withheld for want of merit.

THE HANTS AND BERKS AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT BASINGSTOKE.

The show season may be said to have fairly opened
here on Wednesday, May 29, under circumstances that wiU
probably pretty generally characterise the conduct of such

meetings in 'sixty- seven. Any attempt to get together

ai) entry of cattle had been abandoned, and the exhibition

was confined to horses, sheep, pigs, and poultry, backed
by some stands of implements, and a trial of mowing-
machines further afield. The show Avas altogether a

very creditable one, and in some features really remark-
able for its excellence. The judges, for instance, gene-

rally commended the class of- cart-mares, sixteen in num-
ber, which Mr. Spooner pronounced to be better tnan
many a class of the same sort that he has been called

to act over at the invitation of the Royal Agricultiu-al

Society. These mares, moreover, were all very much of

the same stamp, handsome, active, and of very good
quality ; clean-made rather than cumbrous, but with
plenty of power and use about them. Lord Uxbridge
took the first prize, and Mr. Apletree the second, while
Mr. L. Lewis, Mr. John Phillips, of Aldington, and Mr.
W. H. Fuller, of Caversham, were highly commended, the

more general compliment being deservedly shared by the

others. The three-year-old di-aught fillies, although but

a small class, was another very good one, where Lord
Ashburton w^on with a level lengthy still improving mare

;

Mr. Sparshalt being highly commended, and i\Ir. Aple-

tree commended. The three two-year-old fillies entered

by Mr. Atkins, Mr. John Phillips, and Mr. Addison were
all noticed by tbe judges, and Mr. Atkins' prize filly is

so well-grown, so truly shaped, and so full of good points

that she is bound to do well elsewhere, should her owner
have only entered her for Salisbury or Bury St. Edmund's.
In fact, these cart mares if sent on in a body might do a

deal for the horse show of the Bath and West of England
Meeting. The cart stallions were not so good, a fairish

grey of Mr. Dandridge's being the best in the old class,

and Mr. E. Fitt's second ; while Mr. Eafwaker's was the
priee two-year-old of a small and very middling sample,
Mr. Stubbs stood first and Mr. E. Cobden second for

mares and foals ; and Mr. J. B. Spearing from Ireland, Mr.
W. C. Spooner, of Eling, and Mr. J. White, of Odiham,
having ably done their duty in this way, the trio went on
again amongst the pigs, the judging of the hunters being
entrusted to Lord Portsmouth, Sir Charles Miller, and
Mr. Deacon, the Master of the H. H. There was only
one class and only one prize, a cup given by Lord Bolton,
the President of the year, for four years old and upwards,
"jimpinf/ to be the point of merit"—a condition that
pushes this kind of thing to the very verge of absurdity.
None of the judges seemed to fancy "the argument"
upon which they were called to decide ; but fortunately
the class was very moderate, so that it could not much
matter which won. The ordeal consisted of four flight s

of hurdles placed so close together, that it looked like one
of those catch-match courses between a man and a horse.

A great long-striding resolute hunter would be quite

bothered at such a business, whereas any handy old screw

might hop in and out, after the fashion of the piebald over

the poles in a Circus. Some of the competitors were very

apt in this way ; but Mr. H. Frampton of Newbury was
declared to excel all others with a common, under-bred

animal, to which the Cup was awarded accordingly. Mr.
H. Humpey's first-prize boar and sow were both capital

Berkshires—long, deep, and square ; but the other en-

ti'ies of this breed were, as at Readine; last year, by no
means remarkable for their merits, but rather for their

coarse quality, long hungry heads, and " high-ridge"

backs. Lord Portsmouth and Captain Warren exhibited

some pretty little pigs amongst the other breeds, where
Mr. Box of Farleigh won with a plain flat-sided sow,

whose superiority was not so apparent. The Cotswolds

had the call of the sheep, and Mr. King Tombs the call

of the Cotswolds; his first prize old ram combining

great size and weight, and his second prize shearling

having yet better looks than his sire, just mentioned.

The pride of the Langford flock, however, was in the extra

stock, where Mr. Tombs exhibited a ram "bred by Mr.
Lane, bought by his present owner for 210 guineas, who
has since refused 240 guineas for him, fed on vegetable

food onlij since the season." This sheep had never pre-

viously been exhibited ; nor is he entered for any of the

great meetings of this year. He was consequently not in

show condition, and never, we believe, noticed by the

judges. He is, however, very handsome, but is no-ways
a big sheep, but rather a light, smart, compact animal,

beginning with a capital kindly head, and all over full of

style and fashion. By mere weight or inches, there are,

no doubt, many which woirld beat him, as, indeed, Mr.
Tombs' prize ram here measured more in his girth ; and

symmetry with quality, rather than size, must tell the

tale of the 240 guineas refused. Mr. Thomas Herbert

beat Mr. Tombs for fii-st prize amongst the shearling

Cotswolds, of which Mr. Beale Browne was also an ex-

hibitor ; but the other prizes for the " other breeds"

went chiefly to Mr. H. Portsmouth, with little or no
competition amongst the ewes and lambs. The West
Country Downs do not show so well out of their wool,

when their heads seem to grow coarser than ever ; but

for use, and more especially as a cross, their value is be-

coming more and more appreciated. Mr. E. Odling,

from Amesbury, took the chief prizes for the old and

shearling rams ; Mr. Bennett, of Chilmark, for ram-

lambs, with a wonderfully good pen ; Mr. Child, of

Lower Wyke, for rams " not housed since October," a

rare test of the hardihood of the Hampshii-es ; and Mr.

Budd was best for ewe-lambs and for old ewes ; while
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the Messrs. Bai-ton and ^Iv. Rawlencc, of Bulbridge,

won with ewe tegs. The judges of sheep were Mr.
Humfrey, of Chaddleworth ; Mr. Saunders, of Water-

combe ; and Mr. Butler, of Tufton. The poultry-tent

was well furnished ; and there was some strong competi-

tion in the trial of mowers, where Hornsby's and Wood's
American machines, both in the charge of Mr. John

Sutton, now established at Shirley, near Southampton,

were pretty generally accredited with the best work

—

an opinion which the judges, Messrs. Lancashire, Hart,

and E. Portsmouth ratified ; the lirst prize being awarded

to Horusby, the second to Wood, and Burgess and Key
highly commended.

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

Special Council : Wednesday, May 29, 1867.

—

Present—Mr. Thompson, President, in the chair; the

Earl of PoAvis, the Earl of Shrewsbury and Talbot, Lord
Vernon, Lord Walsingham, the Right Hon. Sir John
Trollope, Bart., M.P., Sir Massey Lopes, Bart., M.P., Sir

A. K. Macdonald, Bart., Sir Watkin Wms. Wynn, Bart.,

M.P., Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood, Mr. Can-

trell, Mr. Clayden, Col. Challoner, Mr. Dent., M.P.

;

Mr. Brandi-eth Gibbs, Mr. HoUand, M.P., Mr. Hntton,

Mr. Jonas, Mr. Milward, Mr. Read, M.P., Mr. Rigden,

Mr. Wells, Mr. Jacob Wilson, Professor Wilson—to con-

consider the Government BiU on Contagious Diseases

among Cattle.

It was resolved that, in the opinion of the Council of

the Royal Agricultural Society of England, all foreign

cattle should be slaughtered at the port of entry ; and
that quarantine establishments should be formed at all

ports where store cattle are imported, in v/hicli they shall

be detained a sufficiently long time in quarantine.

A deputation consisting of Mr. Thompson, President,

the Earl of Shrewsbury, Lord Vernon, Lord Walsingham,
Sii- John Johnstone, M.P., Sir Thomas Western, M.P.,

Colonel Kingscote, M.P., Mr. Clayden, Mr. Dent., M.P.,

Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Holland, M.P., Mr. Milward,

Mr. Read, M.P., }lx. Wells, and Mr. H. Hall Dare,

Secretary, had an interview with the Lord President of

the Council on Thm'sday, to impress the above unanimous

opinion of the Council of the Society upon his Grace, who
informed the deputation that the Privy Council under the

proposed Bill would have power to regulate or to pro-

hibit the landing of foreign cattle, and to regulate their

removal or " disposal," which word would give power to

order their slaughter ; but he should be reluctant to give

such order without great consideration, and without ob-

tainiug the sanction of the Government. The Privy

Council were well informed of the state of the Cattle-

plague on the Continent, and were of opinion that the re-

cent outbreak in England must be attributed to the seeds

of the disease of last year, as in many instances it had ap-

peared in spots whence diseased stock had been removed,

and that it was erroneously assmned to spring from lately-

imported cattle : of this there was no direct evidence.

They had been in direct correspondence with the Metro-

politan Board on the subject, and had induced them to re-

appoint committees, who exercised constant vigilance over

their districts.

Mr. Thompson, Mr. Dent., M.P., Lord Vernon, Mr.
Clayden, Mr. MiJwai-d, and Mr. Read, M.P., urged the

views of the Council on his Grace, and the deputation

then withdrew.

STEAM CULTIVATION.
A discussion bearing on the reports lately presented by the

conmiittees of inspection, and published in the new number of

the Society's Jo)(rnal,took place on Weduesday,May 29,at half-

past 12, at the Society's rooms, Hanover-square. Mr. Thomp-
son, the president, in the chair. The attendance was very

numerous ; and amongst those present were the Earl of

Shrewsbury, Lord Walsingham, Lord Vernon, Lord Powis,
Sir M. Lopes, M.P., Mr. E. Holland, M.P., Mr. J. Dent,

M.P., Sir A. N. Macdonald, Sir W. Stirhiig, Sir John
Trollope, M.P., Sir W. Wynn, M.P., Sir H. Vavasour, Mr.
C. S. Read, M.P., Colonel Challoner, Mr. R. H. EUman,
Mr. Glutton, Mr. J. Clayden, Mr. P. H. Erere, Mr. E.
Johnstone, Mr. Samuel Jonas, Mr. Owen AVallis, Mr. Jacob
Wilson, Mr. E. S. Cautrell, Mr. W. Hutton, Mr. W.
Rigden, Mr. B. T. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. J. llichen, Mr. W.
N. Robertson, Mr. Cox, Mr. Carey, Mr. R. Robson, Mr.
Glutton, Mr. J. C. Morton, Mr. J. A. Clarke, Professor

Wilson, Mr. Henry Hemsley, Mr. Tliomas Dunne.
The Pre.sident, in opening the proceedings, said : The

business of the Society this morning is, to discuss the reports on
steam cultivation that have lately been presented to the Society.

I have undertaken to open the discussion—not, be it under-

stood, with the view of delivering a lecture upon steam culti-

vation, because 1 hope our time will be much better spent

than in listening to the opinions of any one man upon a topic

so extensive as that which is to engage our attention. 1 have
undertaken my present duty witli the intention of making, in

the first place, a few remarks upon the reports themselves, and
then of throwing out one or two propositions, or rather ques-

tions, for the consideration of tlie meeting. In that way, 1 hope
we shall hear some very practical and useful information. First,

then, a word or two about the reports themselves. As one of

those who took an active part on the committee appointed to

organize an inquiry into the present state of steam culti-

vation on an extensive scale, 1 feel great pride and gratifi-

cation in seeing laid before the Society, in the course of

twelve months, so very unpropitious as they have been in

point of weather, such ample and excellent reports upon this

important; question. I must, in passing, remark that the

committee who undertook the reports undertook a very

onerous duty. They have carried it out in spite of many diffi-

culties ; and they have displayed great talent in the way in

which they have completed the task. That they should have
persevered, notwitlistanding.a most unfavourable season, during

which the weather caused delay in all the operations of hus-

bandry in the summer and autumn, and prevented steam im-
plements from being brought into use, as in any ordinary sea-

son, was only what one expected from men who possessed

the spirit of true Englishraeu. That they should have col-

lected such a mass of valuable materials was only tlie natural

reward of their patience and perseverance. But when we come
to look at the reports themselves, and see that while they con-
tain a great mass of details, involving continual comparison
and repetition (without which, indeed, the returns would have
lost a large portion of their value), they at the same time
come before us a really readable volume, and interesting as a
consecutive narrative, as well as valuable from the information

it contains, I do say that it is a proof of literary merit of no
common kind (Hear, hear). Permit me, therefore, publicly,

on behalf the Society, to offer our best thanks to the Commis-
sioners, for the zeal with which they have undertaken a most
difficult duty, for the perseverance vvith which they have car-

ried it out in spite of numerous difiiculties, and for the great
ability and talent with which they, especially those gentlemen
to whom was entrusted the work of preparation, compiled
reports that will no doubt be read with interest in all parts

of the civilized world (cheers). Having thus unmistakably

given my own opinion upon the character of these reports,

I would for a moment or two allude to some remarks I

have heard occasionally, expressive of a Uttle disappointment

that they do not contain certain things which the objectors
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hoped aud expected to fmd iu tliera, but which I wish to show
could not properly liave been inserted. I have heard it said

that the reports should have contained a statement of average

results, which would have settled some of the leading features

and principles of steam-cultivation. This objection very proba-

bly takes some such form as this. " It is now ten or twelve

years since steam-cultivation was first introduced ; there are

now hundreds of steam engines at work on the land, and so

extensive an inquiry as that of last year ought to have settled

some of the main questions affecting steam-cultivation, such

as giving us an average comparison of the cost of steam rers!/s

horses, or any other power ; the kind of implements which we
had best employ, and the best mode of applying the best

power." While not agreeing at all in these views, I

think it right to mention them, because I believe there is

a complete answer to be given to any objections that

may be raised. With reference to averages, I think

we are very apt to attribute too much importance to a

statement of average results. There is a sort of feeling

common amongst most of us, that if a number of instances

in which the average has been taken is sufllcieutly great, we
have arrived at something like a law of nature from which
there is no appeal. When considering the value of averages

we ought especially to consider what the kind of results is

from which the average is collected, because if the results

themselves are dissimilar it is plain the average loses its value

altogether. Take any familiar example—chairs, for instance.

If you were to compare the cost of a certain number of chairs,

provided they are of the same kind of material and manufac-

ture, the average cost of a great number would furnish a cer-

tain kind of information as to their price ; but if you were to

compare chairs of all kinds, from the plain wooden kitchen

chair to the highly-ornamented drawing-room chair covered

with satin-damask, we know the average struck would furnish

no idea of the value to an intending purchaser. It would not

be the average price of any particular kind of chair, and there-

fore, instead of being a guide, it would only lead him into

error. If we apply this to the case in hand we shall at once

see that the cost of cultivating strong clay-land will always be

greater than the cost of cultivating light-land farms. There-

fore, the average cost of cultivating the two dilTerent kinds of

land would be of no value to the man who wished to obtain

information as to cultivating one or the other. In endeavour-

ing to strike an average of the cost of steam-cultivation in a

certain number of cases where the soil is somewhat similar,

you have to take into account the old adage that " one man
will thrive where another will starve ;" and if you are to con-

sider not only the differences of soil and climate and the size

and position of farms, but also what is the average of the capa-

cities ^of the man who would have to conduct the opera-

tions, then I think you will perceive that if our reporters had

attempted to deal viith the question of averages, at all they

would have been brought into great difficulties in their calcula-

tions, and would in the end have produced a result that would

have been of no practical value. Consequently, I think they

have exercised a wise discretion in discarding all averages, aud

merely tabulating the results of their inquiries, side by side,

for the convenience of the reader in search of special and com-
parative information (Hear, hear). Then we come to the

second point I mentioned—the kind of machinery to be

adopted. There are strong reasons why the name of any

individual maker should, if possible, not be brought for-

ward in a report of this kind ; and the only reason which
would be sufficient to warrant that objection would be

the existence of so great a number of makers, and so

large a variety of apparati, that an intending steam-

cultivator would be so bewildered in his choice that it

would be a positive benefit for him to be guided by the

experience of gentlemen who, like our reporters, had had the

opportunity of seeing many implements, and judging of their

various capabilities. In the early days of steam-cultivation

there were a great number of inventors and makers. During
the last five or six years, however, many of these implements

have been found unable to stand the test of every-day wear

;ind tear, and the consequence is that the best of the inventions

have been gathered uj) by a select few implement makers,

so that at the present Unu: the number of those wiio stand as

recognised manufacturers of steam-cultivators are so small

that if a man intending to purchase an apparatus after an ex-

Jiibition of the implements at work, and a perusal of the de-

scriptions furnished of their different merits and capabilities

by those who have worked them (and especially if these re-

ports were considered), if he cannot after that decide which
maker he should go to, and which system he should adopt, he
is, depend upon it, not in a position to begin to cultivate by
steam, and had better postpone altogether the introduction of
a steam implement upon his farm (Hear, hear, and laughter).

The third point I mentioned as an objection I had heard raised

was, as to the best mode of applying steam-power, the best
system of husbandry, and the best mode of bringing out the
fuU steam-power upon certain farms. It was said that our re-

porters should have gone into those questions. Now, I do
think that here, as in the other points, they have exercised a
very sound discretion, aud so far from feeling any disappoint-

ment myself that we have not made greater progress in set-

tling a definite code of steam-cultivation, I think we shall, if we
look fairly at it, feel very grateful that so much has been
accomplished (Hear, hear). Let me tell you that, amongst
the answers returned in reply to questions sent out by the So-
ciety, 178 came from owners and employers of steam
apparatus ; and out of those 178 how many do you
think had had their apparatus at work for ten years ?

Only one. There is only one who has at the present

lime had .steam implements at work for eleven years

;

aud out of the 178 there were 33 who had been work-
ing a steam apparatus not more than five years. Some per-

haps would say that a man who has been at work so long
ought to have been able to make some progress towards estab-

lishing a definite system of cultivation adapted for steam ; but
we must bear in mind that even going back so short a time as

eight or ten years, the steam apparatus itself was by no means
in the perfect state it is now. It required great and constant
improvement. There were heavy expenses of wear and tear,

and constant outlay for renewals. So I cannot see how those

who have been at work five or six years can be expected to

have made much progress in fixing a definite code of steam-
cultivation. We must remember, too, that all this time they
have had to prepare their farms for the introduction of steam,

to instruct their men in the use of machinery, aud to in-

form themselves, in many cases, as to the best mode
both of working and applying the new power. In
fact it amounts to this, that they had not only to adapt agri-

culture to steam, but to adapt steam to agriciilture at the same
time. If that is so, and there can be no question about it, I have
a strong feeling that \vc are much indebted to those pioneers

of progress, as I will call them, who have thrown themselves
heartily into this question, and have spared neither time nor
money in their determination to make the cultivation of the
land by steam a great and signal success (cheers). Having
dealt with the objections which I have heard stated, and which
I hold have no foundation, I would next ask your opinion

aud invite your discussion upon certain questions which I will

very briefly indicate. One question I put before you is this :

What in your opinion is the most useful and practical feature

of these reports ? I have been asked that question myself;
aud as I always think that questions asked by those who take
an interest in the subject give a good indication of a desire

for information, which should be supplied, and which can
never be better supplied than by such a meeting as this, I

thought it would not be a bad way of treating this discussion

to repeat to you some of the questions jiut to me by gentlemen
interested in agriculture generally and steam cultivation in par-

ticular. One of those questions, as I said, was. Which was
the most prominent practical feature of the reports ? I have
no hesitation in saying for myself that I should assign the

chief prominence to the fact that the reports are a faithful re-

cord of numerous cases where steam has been introduced for

the cultivation of farms under a great variety of circumstances,

soil, climate, position, and other special conditions. These
descriptions of so great a variety of farms, and the faithful

accounts of steam operations in a large number of given in-

stances, would furnish to almost every one who, finding him-
self in a ditticulty, might wish to profit by the experience of

others, certain reliable data : he woidd be almost sure in these

reports to find some case which is similar in many respects to

his own. If the water he is obliged to have should be bad, he

will see how a few peuuywoilbs of Frank's fluid were

found suliicient to destroy its injurious character, and

thus save his boiler. If he found in a wet season

thai he was in danger of losing his seedtime, he
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would road that otluM's have got out of tlieir difliculty

by purchasing a plough iu addition to a steam cultivator. In-

deed, there is hardly any difliculty which will occur to a man
using a steam apparatus which is not lierc described and re-

specting which he will not find advice and experience to assist

him out of it. If this be not entirely the case, at any rate the

reports would tell him where lie might apply for information

from men who had probably gone through the same ditliculties

as he was experiencing. Then, again, there is the case of a

man who wislies to set np a steam apparatus : he w ould be

able to find the experiences of those who in a somewhat simi-

lar position of soil and situation had decided what kind of

apparatus would be best suited for the particular system he

meant to adopt—whether he meant to go in for great results

by a large outlay, or otherwise. There is, for example. No. (i'J

in the report, respecting the farm of Mr. Bomford. There you
have rather an extraordinary instance of a man who is so

taught by a successful experience that he is not satisfied with
h.iving liad steam engines and working apparatus upon his

farm, but intended, when tlie commissioners visited him, to have
two more. That I should consider a strong ease where a man
of large capital and energy goes in for great results. If, on
the other hand, a man wisiied to take the lowest mode of em-
ploying a steam auxiliary, as it is very properly termed, and
with a small outlay to get a powerful assistant (but still only

an assistant) to the ordinary appliances of the farm, he has the

experience of tliose who have gone before him in the same
path, wliicli experience is recorded and illustrated by most able

pens specially for his guidance and instructiou. These are my
own opinions, but I should like to hear what the meeting con-
siders the most practical and useful features of the reports. A
second question, which it might be useful to direct your at-

tention to, is
—" Does it appear from these reports that steam

cultivation is successful as a commercial speculation ?" As
the solution of a mechanical problem, no doubt it is a most
perfect and thorough success (cheers). That which was pro-

posed has been accomplished, and great feats of cultivation

have been performed by steam which no other power could

possibly ha\e undertaken witli the same result. But then
eomes the question whether as a commercial speculation gene-
rally steam cultivation has been a success. Does it in the

majority of cases lead to profit from a pecuniary point of view?
I should be inclined to describe it as a success which a very

small amount of ignorance or inattention would convert into

a failure ; it is a success where it has been well managed, and a

failure where badly managed (Hear, hear). There can be no
question, I think, of these two positions, and between the ex-

tremes there is almost every variety of great and modified suc-

cess down to partial failure. A clever man will make steam
cultivation answer ; but a man must be very careful if he does
not understand the subject himself, or cannot obtain a manager
or assistant who does, how he touches the matter at

all. That is the impression left upon my mind by a very
careful comparison and perusal of the reports. No doubt
upon clay land, a degree and depth of cultivation and a per-

fection of cultivation can be attained which could not be

attained by any other way. In fact, strong clay, such as was
described in one of our reports, two or three years ago, as a

soil varying from glue to cast-iron in different seasons, cannot

be really and efticiently worked except by steam. But, un-

fortunately, that kind of soil is chiefly held in small occupa-

tions, and that part of the problem has not yet been solved

which shows us how to apply steam to them. This is one of

the directions in which progress and development are most

needed. Tlie purchase of a powerful steam apparatus by the

owner of 200 acres or so of clay land, is, of course, out of the

question, unless the apparatus is used on the adjoining farms

as well. As yet, however, the partnership or company princi-

ple has not been sufficiently tried in agriculture for us to speak

of the results with any degree of confidence. This is one of

the things upon which I should be very glad to hear any sug-

gestions, and in wliich it would be most gratifying to see ad-

vancement made. Anotlier point is with respect to light lands.

I believe we sliall soon see steam engines very generally em-
ployed for the cultivation of light land as an auxiliary on a

large farm, for cleaning stubbles in the autumn, for breaking up

land for barley in the spring, and for many similar purposes.

There are various cases in which I believe a light cheap steam

apparatus would be one of the most valuable things on the

farm, 1 believe we shall soon see uo farm of any considerable

acreage without a steam apparatus (Hear, hear). This is a

matter, however, in which we want further progress ; we want
suggestions for the use and management of an apparatus for light

lands, not too heavy nor requiring too much power, and to be

purcliased for a reasonable sum. Tlie three questions then

wliich I should like to propound to the meeting arc these—1st,

Wiiich is the most practical and useful feature of the report ?

2nd, Does it appear from these reports, or from the general

knowledge of tliose who may speak upon the subject, that steam
cultivation is successful generally as a commercial speculation ?

and 3rd, In what direction does our present system of steam
cultivation most require improvement (cheers) ?

Mr. llucK (who was called upon) said he rose without any
preparation to make a remark or two, but not to express an
opinion upon the three questions asked by the Chairman. The
reports must be read witii general satisfaction by every mem-
ber of the society, for, no doubt, the investigations of the com-
mission had been carried out in a most impartial and straight-

fornard way, both as regarded those who allowed tlieir farms

to be exliibited, and the implement-makers whose machines
were tried. The excellent address of the Chairman and the

reports had suggested four questions to him rather different

from those of the CJiairman, but still equally important. They
were—-Ist, What power can we get out of sixpennyworth of

coals ? 2ud, Will work that is done by steam be equal or su-

perior to that done by horse-power? 3rd, Will the land cul-

tivated by steam be in a superior state to that cultivated by
horse-power ? 4th, Will the crops produced by steam cultiva-

tion 1)0 larger than those produced by horse-power ? His own
opinion was tliat sixpennyworth of coal would give as much
power as one horse in a day's work ; and that two operations

with steam would be worth at least three by horse-power

(Hear, hear) . By steam-cultivation, clay land would be im-

proved in the course of time, and light land almost imme-
diately. AVith light land the first operation would have a

decided effect, but clay land would take two or three years

before it could be ameliorated and brought into proper con-

dition. He had no hesitation in saying that with respect

to crops, steam cultivation would yield an average increase

of 8 bushels an acre throughout the whole of tlie country

(cheers)

.

Mr. Smith (of Woolston) said he had read the reports

very carefully, and could endorse the praise the Cliairmau had
uttered respecting the authors. He thoroughly approved of
them from end to end, and believed the commissioners had
used their best endeavours to produce faithful reports—reports

which would be found full of good and ample evidence, if

people would only take the trouble to read them. The ques-

tion as to how far steam cultivation was a commercial success

was touched upon indirectly in the reports. The whole thing

resolved itself into the question whether it would answer for

a man to buy steam tackle. Upon that point Mr. Ilandell

said that he bought a set of tackle in 1857, and had worked
it ever since with the most successful and gratifying results

;

and the main advantage appeared to be that a deeper soil was
produced. What better evidence could be given of the com-
mercial results of steam cultivation than Mr. Handell's testi-

mony that he had worked a set of tackle for nine years, and
was still working it ? Similar evidence was given by Mr. Ste-

phenson of Yorkshire, who declared that he had not spent five

shilUngs upon his implements, and who pointed out that the
ropes and porters were the main items of wear. Mr. Arm-
strong and others supported this testimony as to the wearing
powers of steam implements. In two cases it was shown that

heavy lands had been worked at 7s. and a trifle jier acre,

while with horse work it would have been at least lis. The
reports showed throughout that the drainage was greatly im-
proved by the breaking-up of the under-soil. He (Mr.
Smith) told the Society that years ago, having found it out
on his own land. The thing had been done there for 11 years,

and the land was cold clay as stiff as any in England. Never
a drop of rain ran off it : it all went through the soil into

the drains, leaving its fertilizing properties as it passed. If

land could be cultivated 8 or 10 inches deep, and tlie steam
engine brought to bear directly after liarvest, what could the

result be but a complete commercial success ? The most ex-

traordinary thing in connection with steam cultivation wag,

that when land had been worked for some time it required but

a few days every year of engine work. Farmers could then

Hfford to let their hgrse? be idle for a portion of the year,
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Since he had cultivated by steam he had never used more thau

three horses, whereas before he used six at hard labour.

There was no account of his farm in these reports ; but he

mentioned tliese facts to confirm the evidence that hy steam

cultivation horses were saved. Mr. Bomford, for instance,

showed that it saved him so much in horses, that he was

going to spend another £1,400. If by steam cultivation the

drainage was improved, the natural consequence in most soils

must be an increase of produce. Professor Voelcker, in his

Analysis of Soils, stated that there was a vast fertihzing quality

in our clays. He (Mr. Smith) had experienced that on his own
farm, where he grew corn every year, wheat and beans going

on regularly. He could not manure the laud deep enough for

heaus every year, and had occasionally to use a little artifi-

cial manure. No doubt with this kind of cultivation he

could keep growing on the cold clay for ever. The great thing

to do was to keep the productive quality up by artificial

stimulants, and cultivating deep. The most prominent feature

of steam cultivation, in his opinion, was, that it kept the land

clean ; while persons who had not the advantage of steam

cultivation had dead fallows for four or five years, and had to

use three or four operations for their fourth crop. Another

prominent feature in the report was the proof it gave that a

steam engine did tliree or four times more work in one ope-

ration than a horse. A double depth was reached, and a

double effect produced. Mr. Prout said he had saved con-

siderably by using Powler's apparatus. Some spoke, with

more or less diffidence, as to tlie results of steam cultivation
;

but all the evidence pointed one way. Upon the question of

produce, Mr. Eandell, who was an excellent farmer, said he

did not appear to make any increase, but he acknowledged

that he got stronger straw ; and Mr. Stephenson, in York-
shire, said h6 got good crops before he used steam cultivators,

and he got no better now. The fiict was, that where a man
farmed high, it was a difficult matter to drive cultivation be-

yond a certain point ; but, when it was acknowledged that

the straw was stronger, it was evident there must be in the

end a better result with less manure. Referring to the Chair-

man's remarks as to an apparatus suitable for light soil, he

thought we should not look to reduced prices in machines.

He would not reduce the cost of his ; for the machine he
worked was as good now as it was ten years ago. Tlie com-
missioners said that Randell's windlass was better than his

;

but that was a matter of opinion (laughter). His was con-

structed upon sound mechanical principles, and had stood the

test of ten years' work. He did not, however, wish to enhance

the value of his own apparatus. It was of no consequence to

him whether lie sold one or not. He made them, not to sell,

but to work upon his own farm (cheers)

.

Professor Voelcker: Reference was made by the last

speaker to Mr. Trout's farm. I paid a visit to it lately, and
was strongly impressed with the great improvement in drain-

age. That was nothing novel to me, I confess, because I had,

many years before, seen the wonderful improvement in drain-

age effected by steam cultivation on Mr. Ruck's farm. This

recent visit to Mr. Trout's makes me say, I believe tliat if

steam-ploughs were placed on our strong clays we should not

want any drainage at all. We should merely have, for a time,

to carry off the surface-water, and depend entirely upon steam
ploughing for the drainage-work. I know that in well culti-

vated clay land, during the greater part of the year, all the

water that falls upon it is required. I have a strong impres-

sion that, after years of cultivation of our clay soils, we should
require all the water that falls. It now goes through the
drains simply hecause it runs through the cracks in the

ground ; it does not go through the soil. If, however, the

good efi'ects of steam cultivation could be realized, we should
have an abundant store of food within the reach of the

growing crop ; and, like Mr. Smith of Woolston, we should

only require once now and then a little artificial manure to

stimulate the surface ; and we could then depend upon the

value of our clay soils. If this could be done, we should reap

a great advantage. We should save, in the first instance, in

not having to expend upon tlie drainage, and could throw our
plans altogether upon the resources of the soil. Perhaps, at

the present time, this is a little Utopian ; but, at the same
time, I think we could aim at it ; and, if steam cultivation

reaches a high state of perfection, we sliall have made a very
great step towards saving our manures. We shall not then
require any looking after our drains ; nor shall wc have to

take them up, and put fresh pipes in, or furnish an increased
supply of drains to carry off the water ; for, as I have said

before, by the constant cultivation of the heavy oky lands,

we should reduce the porosity of the soil so much, and im-
prove its mechanical condition to such an extent, that every
inch of rain that falls upon the land would require to be taken
up and rendered useful.

Mr. Thurloe said he could not agree with the preceding
speaker that cultivation by steam would entirely do away with
the necessity for drainage ; but, from what little experience he
had had, he should say that in proportion as they deepened
cultivation by using steam they would improve the ground by
enabling it to soak up more mo'sture. With reference to the
three questions stated by the Chairman he had not much to

remark. Howard's apparatus having been alluded to, he
wished to say one word with regard to it. In the concluding
report of the Committee of Investigation it was stated that

engines required to be driven at a uniform speed and pretty

fast ; by which, he presumed, was meant that the steam ap-

paratus for breaking up the land ought to go at a uniformly
quick pace. In that view he quite concurred ; but he was
afraid that with Howard's apparatus the thing could not be
done in aU cases or in all weathers. That apparatus was
worked by a leather strap (A Voice :

" It can be worked in

many ways "). At any rate that was one of the ways, and the
strap could not always be kept on in wet and windy weather.

In fine weather no doubt the apparatus answered extremely

well, but when wet and wind prevailed the case vvas different.

He mentioned that defect some time ago to Mr. Howard, who
tlien brought out a union-joint, which was fixed to the central

axle of the fly-wheel, and of course, being so fixed, it went at

a slow pace. If by the intelligent mind of Mr. Howard any-

thing coixld be devised to make the apparatus work in all

weathers, they would have in that case an implement which
was almost perfect.

Mr. Bomford wished to offer one wor d of explanation with
regard to the double set. He had 600 acres of land where he
was living and 300 nine miles away. His reason for pur-

chasing a second set was that he required it for those 300
acres, intending to fill up the time hy letting it out. If the

900 acres were all together one set of tackle would he suffi-

cient. As soon as his crop was off he was anxious to get his

land broken up. The vvork could only be done in fine weather,

and therefore the sooner it was done the better.

Mr. BuLSTRODE said he must commence by thanking the

Council for im iting him to he present at that meeting and
allowing him to take part in the discussion, although he was
not a member of the Society. He had read with great plea-

sure the full and able report of the commissioners. There
were several points to which he thought it would be well to

direct attention. In the first place, he would remark that

(althougli he was probably addressing on that occasion monied
gentlemen) the question of outlay would always be one of

primary importance to the ordinary farmers of England. The
trials made hitherto were in favour of the direct system, in

which tlic apparatus was the most scientific, but also the most
expensive. If farmers were to take the verdict of that Society

from the trials already made, they would beobliged to purchase at

a cost of from £800 to £1,500, and a great many farmers would
have to think a good while before they either would or could

do that (Hear, hear). When he looked at the reports—and
lie must say that they quite coincided with his own experience

in tlie matter—he found several startling results. In the first

place the trials of machinery did not appear to have heen

always successful. Tor example, there were two machines, one

of which was purchased by Lord Berners, and the other by
Lord Vernon. Both took prizes at the shows where they were

respectively exhibited, and yet both proved failures in practice.

Again, although the stationary or round-about system had been

condemned by that Society, hundreds of sets on that system

had been going on for years, and they had been successful, and
liad yielded a good profit to persons who had used them, Mr.
Sinitli of Woolston being among the number. The results

were at first rather startling, but if they considered how the

trials had been made they could not after all feel very much
surprised. There were small regular plots of ground, the ma-

chines were of the best description, and the men by whom
they were managed were skilled men, well up to their work.

All this involved great advantage over the work on an ordin-

ary farm, and, in some degree, accounted for a system which
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possessed great general utility uot appearing erjual to one
which had special excellence. Tlie case was sometiiing like

that of a short run hetweeu a tliorough-bred racer aiul a hun-
ter. The direct system was sure to be very creditable when it

had full and free play. This, he said, fully explained why
apparatus which had been almost always defeated in these

trials had, nevertheless, been perfectly successful in practice,

and were working to the satisfaction of their owners in hun-
dreds of instances about the country. This was a matter
wliich he thought sliould be specially brought before the far-

mers of this country. If they found many instances in which
farmers liaving engines from 8 to lO-horse power were enabled

by making an additional outlay of from £250 to £300 to

adopt steam-cultivation successfully, surely that was a matter
well worthy of attention. This bore very much on one of the

questions brought forward by the Chairman. Of course, had
those farmers simply followed the verdict of the Society, they

must hav e spent from eight to fifteen hundred pounds, or let

steam-cultivation alone. At the same time, while speaking so

positively in favour of the stationary system, he hoped Ije

should not be misunderstood. He was perfectly convinced,

and the remarks of the c ommissioners bore him out in stating

that the direct system was the most scientific and economical
for farms which were really adapted for it, for farms of large

size, and with fields in every way favourably situated. What
he wished to impress upon fanners was, that on farms of ordin-

ary size, with fields of ordinary shape, with ordinary coven-
ants and leases, and \rith ordinary purses, the indirect system
was generally t-he best, and would produce the greatest result

with tlie least risk (Hear, liear). Some persons might say,
" Wliy not hire machinery on the more economical
and scientific system ?" He thought that the re-

marks of the commissioners on the hiring system
afforded a fuU and sufficient answer to that question. The
commissioners spoke of the two great advantages of steam cul-

tivation—namely, a reduction of the number of horses required,

and facilities for performing operations at a rapid pace. Both
these advantages were to a great extent lost by persons who
adopted the hiring system. Farmers could not venture to re-

duce their horse strength if it were uncertain whether they

would be able to have an engine to cultivate their fields wlieu

they wanted it. Again, supposing a few days after ploughing
they thought it woilld be an advantage to give the land a good
drag-harrow, which was a very valuable adjunct to steam cul-

tivation, they could not do that because the machinery was
gone. They would have to fall back on their horses, letting

them draw over the ground, and thus undo the very work
which had just been done so carefully and at such great ex-

pense. Another objection to the hiring system was that in

some cases they must pay almost double what the rate of cost

would be if they had tackle at home. Others might differ

from him on that point, but that was the result in his own
case. Then, again, the commissioners said a good deal about
the importance of judicious management, and the Chairman had
dwelt on tlie same point. The best tackle that was made might
with injudicious management be perfectly useless, while with
good manngemenfeven inferior tackle might be comparatively

useful. As regarded management, two things ought to be

borne in mind. Sometimes persons did a great deal of mis-

cliief to their tackle, tearing it very much, by doing at one
operation what ougbt to be done in two or three consecutive

operations. L'nder such a system as that tackle could never

be kept in good order. In the nest place it was most im-

portant to avoid all unnecessary hindrances. When he first

began cultivating by steam himself, he had so many stoppages,

there was so much loss of time from implements at one end
or the other, that he soon began to study how he could reduce

the hindrances to the minimum ; and in this point of view it

was most important that the tackle should be worked in the

best manner. There was another advantage of the indirect

system, which had hardly been spoken of sufficiently ; he re-

ferred to the saving in the expense of water-carriage. L'nder

the direct system there were many farms where the water-

carridge must involve great expense and vexation ; while un-

der the indirect system the water-cairying could be done
almost for a nominal sum. His object, he wislied it to be un-
derstood, was not to condemn the more scientific apparatus,

which was well adapted for large and special farms, but to

shpw the great value of the cheap and stationary apparatus

(Hear, hear) . Notwithstanding all the drawbacks, he felt per-

fectly convinced that steam cultivation would overcome all the

obstacles it had to contend with. It had needed, however,

some impetus, and he was sure the thanks of the country were

due to the Royal Agricultural Society of England for the

money which had been devoted to the late investigation,

and for the ability displayed in the valuable reports which had
been published.

I\Ir. Davis said, notwithstanding what had fallen from Dr.

Voelcker, he would venture totally to deny that steam culti-

vation would produce any effect on strong laud, unless it were
thoroughly drained in the first instance (Hear, hear). He
agreed generally with the reports of tlie Commissioners ; but

there was great divergence in their statements. Tor instance,

as regarded the time required for the removal of the tackle; in

one report it was stated that the tackle could be removed in

au hour and a-half, by four horses : while in another report,

it was said that the work of removal would require six horses

for a day and a-half ! He did not see how these statements

were to be reconciled. He believed it was quite impossible for

any man, however active, to remove tackle from his farm in

less than half-a-day. The Commissioners had done their

work so well that he need not trouble himself with any fur-

ther remarks, and he would only add that he concurred in

the bulk of their reports.

Mr. Edmonds said he could endorse the opinion of pre-

vious speakers as to the value of the steam-plough. He had
had one for three or four years, and liked it extremely, and in

fact he should not like now to farm without one, especially on
strong land. He could not help thuking that on strong land

steam cultivation had the advantage of being less expensive

than cultivation with horses, and that the land was greatly

improved by it. He could not agree with Dr. Voelcker, that

with steam cultivation they could do away with drainage altoge-

ther. He hardly liked to oppose (he opinion of such a scientific

authority, but in practice they fouud that where there was a

depth of 10 or 13 feet of clay, the rain that fell would either

remain on the land till it was evaporated, or must run away
from the surface through the drains, and he did not think it

could remain long enough to evaporate without injuring the

crops. His opinion was that they must continue to drain

deeply on clay-soil, and one advantage of the steam plough
was that it would help to do away with deep furrows

.

With regard to light land, he thought steani cultiva-

tion was much less expensive than cultivation with
horses. He was also of opinion that the implements

at present employed on light land might be improved, and that

special attention should be directed to the implements required

for the after-working of the soil. He thought that land dug
up iu autumn, and left in that state in winter, might be culti-

vated with a simple drag, with a scarifying tine that would cut

the wliole of the land. There was another matter in which he

was still more anxious for a change. In his neighbourhood

they had to give something like a poiuid per ton for coals.

That was a very heavy item of expense, and he should be very

glad if something could be done to economise fuel. As re-

garded roads for Eowler's plough, he would observe (hat last

autumn being very wet he could not get on the strong heavy
headlands when he wanted to plough some wheat. Had there

been a road there, or a patten like Boydell's on the engine

wheel, it might have been done; but one of those things was
essential where there was strong land. They must either have
roads for the engines on headlands, or something put on the

wheeltoprevcnt the implement fromgetting stuck and grubbing.

Witli regard to the moving of tackle, lie did not know what
implement was referred to as requiring a day and a half; but
if it was Fowler's he should be surprised to hear that the time
required was half a day. He was something like two hours in

removing the tackle with a couple of extra horses.

A ILember: The implement referred to was Howard's.
Lord Vernon said : I do not set myself up in the least as a

practical farmer, although I have the great misfortune to farm
nearly 2,000 acres of very heavy clay land. Looking upon
that at first as a hopeless task, I watched very carefully the series

of trials which commenced at Leeds down to that which took
place at the last show of the Society at Newcastle. I had the

honour to act during almost the whole time as one of

the stewards of implements connected with steam ploughing
before I could satisfy my mind that any implement had
suiiicient power to work my land. It is perfectly true,

as was stated by Mr, Bulstrode, that the prize set of apparatus
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on the direct system wliich I bought at Newcastle did not

work so successfully on my farm as on the trial ; l)ut I am
perfectly satistied that, so far as the trial went,- the judges, who
devoted an immense amount of attention to the task, came to a

correct decision, and chose the best implement that was ex-

hibited ; and I can only account for its not having been so

successful on luy own farm by the fact that the land was un-

usually stiff and ungrateful, and that the breakages were, in

consequence, very heavy. I am glad to have this opportunity

of stating that Mr. Fowler, of whom I bought that implement,

supplied me with other apparatus on terms which were very

creditable to him indeed ; and that set, which has been on my
farm for a year, has viorked very successfully in every way
(cheers). I might appeal to Mr. Wilson, who is present, to

confirm my statement that, instead of land that was before

almost unproductive, I have now got land which will produce

some of the best wheat crops in the county (Hear, hear). It is, I

think, hardly fair to lay the blame of any failure on this

Society, for the successful adoption of steam cultivation has

been very gradual. I have no doubt that as we go on we shall

improve in details. It is ray opinion—I know it differs from

that of many of my colleagues on the Council—that trials of

steam cultivation, which are enormously expensive, ought not

to be so frequent as they are now, and that, as wo have now a

codification of the results of steam cultivation throughout

England, when trials recur thrice as much attention should be

paid to them as has been paid hitherto (Hear, hear). I

must say that my experience as a steward of steam cul-

tivation has been that the duties of the judges have been

almost more than men could perform within the time that

was allotted to them, and certainly more than was con-

sistent with securing a satisfactory report of results. I

cannot quite agree with Mr. Smith of Woolston, that when the

ploughing apparatus is not at work there is no cost attending

it. The case has been very different with me. I have worked
my apparatus with an expensive staff, the manager has been

paid very high wages, and I am firmly convinced that unless

you employ duly-qualified men, men superior to ordinary agri-

cultural labourers, the cost of breakages will be enormous.
If the wages paid are higher than those of ordinary agricultural

labourers, that should be fairly set down to the apparatus. I

may add that I pay my staff on the scale which jlr. Fowler
recommended me to pay, and I find from the reports of the

commissioners that it is not higher than what is generally paid

elsewhere. I did not think when Dr. Voelcker got up that he

would so completely dash my hopes to the ground. I live, as

I have intimated, in a district where the land is very stiff, and
where 3,000 acres have been drained at a cost of £6 lOs. per

acre ; so that the doctor has rather damped ray feelings

(laughter). I cannot conclude without saying how very highly

the Society ought to value the labours of the commissioners

who have travelled so far over the country, and have produced,

as I understand they have, such a very able report. Having
returned from abroad only a few days ago, I have not yet had
the satisfaction of reading the report ; but I am happy to hear

that it is worthy of gentlemen who, in their capacity as judges

and reporters of agricultural meetings, have been constantly

before the public. I may add that, having been instrumental

to some extent, together with Mr. Wilson, in impressing upon
the Council the importance of these investigations, I very much
regret that circumstances have not enabled me to .assist my
colleagues in the performance of their duties as committee-

men (cheers).

Dr. Voelcker wished to say one word in explanation. It

was an accepted axiom that without drainage no improvement of

land was possible, and he had not intended to express any

opinion to the contrary (Hear, hear). His remarks apphedto
the future. His impression was that, many years hence, after

plenty of good steam cultivation, the mechanical condition of

the land would have been so improved that there would not lie

as much want of drainage as there was then. Of course they

must begin with drainage (Hear, hear), and what he hoped for

might not be realised in some cases under 10, 20, or even 50
years. He had been speaking prophetically (laughter).

The Chairman said he had hoped that Professor Voelcker,

for whose scientific attainments he felt the greatest possible

respect, was going to withdraw altogether what he must say

was such a rank lieresy, that if 300 years ago he had uttered

it before a meeting of a Society of that kind, be would certainly

hare Ijeen burnt (laughter),

Mr. Smith (of Woolston) observed that he had worked
his tackle with his ordinary farm labourers from the time he
started, eleven years ago, and had found no difficulty whatever.
He had experienced no breakages, and his implement vias as

good now as ever it was. In consequence of his windlass
being made on an unsound principle, he changed it at the end
of about four years, and adopted the four-wheeled windlass,

which had kept in very good order. As to the cost, it was
comparatively trifling, being simply the interest of money on
about £180 to himself, but £210 to other people.

Mr. HoLLA^D, M.P. : We must all feel satisfaction in

having been brought together this day, and had such an op-

portunity of listening to the remarks of practical men. I think,

too, that we cannot help seeing the advantage which is likely

to arise from the publication of this volume of the Society's

Joiinurf, contaiuing as it does the results of practical opera-

tions throughout the country. There is this feature in con-

nection with all professions, that you should have a knowledge
of the individual with whom as a professional man you are

about to act. A medical man may be the most perfect physi-

cian that ever existed ; but what does he do first of all, when
he has to treat a patient ? Why he feels his pulse ; and so

with us, in the same manner we should feel the pulse of our

own land, so to speak, before we apply steam power to it in

any particular shape. In this volume any man who
wishes to apply steam power to his land, whatever that land

may be, will find all the information he needs in a con-

densed and handy shape. Now, in spite of what Dr.

Voelcker says, I believe that you must have deep drainage

in connexion with steam-ploughing (Hear, hear). I take my
own county for example, in order to show this from my per-

sonal experience and practice. The heavy land in the Vale of

Gloucester is all in deep ridge and furrow, the work of some
unkind agriculturists in former ages ; and this must all be un-

done by the steam cultivator before we shall make a full profit

out of that land. It is thrown up in such immense high

ridges, that a five-feet-six-inch man in one furrow can hardly

be seen from the next adjoining furrow. And not only is the

land on the surface of that shape ; but, on going down into

the subsoil, you find that the under-surface has taken the same
shape, and that that is a heavy clay. How, then, are you to

deal with land such as that, without drainage ? Again, these

furrows very seldom run parallel with one another, and are

generally in the form of an S. I tried to drain them in pa-

rallel lines ; but my drainage failed, and I was obliged to fol-

low the old course of ridge-furrows, as the only mode of

getting the water off the land. Through the applications of

steam-ploughing, hovrever, I am bringing down these high

ridges on my land by degrees. I find that we need not be at

the expense of putting drains in the furrows so deep as other-

wise we should have to do ; and now, after seven years' steam-

ploughing, I have more or less done away with the

ridges, and made the surface comparatively flat. I too,

like Mr. Smith, find that the water does not run oft"

the land, so as to do it damage by carrying away
the fine silt and alumina into the furrows ; but now
that the water runs off through the drains it takes a much
less quantity with it. To bring the land into this' state has

taken me seven years, and I admit that the drainage is not of

so much consequence now as it was previously ; because there

is a larger flow of water through the interstices of the land

into the drains, and the land is placed in such a position that

it can take advantage of the water which falls from the air. I

should be sorry, however, under any circumstances to begin

the expensive system of steam-ploughing without the previous

application of drainage to the land (Hear, hear). We have

heard a good deal of valuable information to-day respecting

the practice of different gentlemen; but there is one light in

which I view the system of steam-ploughing, about which 1

should wish to made a remark or two. I call it not only a

revolution in cur method of working the heavy clay lands of

this country with all the advantages that have been described

to us ; I call it also a moral revolution which affects every

class of persons connected with agriculture. I look upon it

in this light, that it is impossible for tenants in the long run

to take up steam-ploughing unless the farms are put into

steam-ploughing condition for them. Small fields must be

done away with (Hear, hear) ; hedgerows must be done away
with (Hear, hear) ; for my experience tells me that

j shoHld be sorry if I had to plough with less than
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two huudred yards of roiie. There is a large amount
of ecouomy effected iu proportion to the quautity of

rope that you have out (Hear, hear), and ia not
having to be stopped in passing from field to tield by the impe-
diments of hedgerows (Hear, hear). But an important ques-

tion now arises, Will the tenant farmer, when tlie advantages
of steam-ploughing are well understood throughout the coun-
try, embark his capital in the enterprize where his tenancy is

for a short period only ? I believe that, with the capital and
the intelligence which always flows with capital into any trade,

and tlie increased education which on the part of the tenants

is being applied to their holdings, we shall find these holdings

cease to be yearly, and that a system of leasing will pervade

the whole country (loud cheers). Here I connect the landlord

and the tenant together in the matter of steam ploughing.

Let me now connect the labourer with it, and show what will

be the moral advantage to him of the steam plough. Of
course you take your best labourers. Like Mr. Smith, I have
not a man from my village who has not been educated as a

steam-plouglier. The seven years during which I have been
engaged in the system have given time enough for a generation

of young steam labourers to grow up, and I thid that the men
who are connected with the steam plough have become a species

of aristocracy among the villagers, that they value the ad-

vantages of their position, and are determined to hold it, and
have their children educated also, so that they in their turn

shall become some of the best men in the village. All these

things are going on together ; and I have remarked not only

at home, but iu other places, that your best labourers, your
steam-ploughers, or those whom you employ in con-

nexion with steam cultivation, must come out of decent

cottages (Hear, hear). In fact, you cannot make steam-

plough labourers out of families wlio are crowded to an in-

decent extent under one roof. Now, all these matters upon
which I have thus briefly touched are worthy of consideration.

In conclusion, I would observe that, by these operations of

steam ploughing, and by sending into tlie world this volume,

we are not only promoting a revolution in the tillage of the

land, but effecting a revolution in the habits, the manners, and
the morals of all who are connected with the land, whetlier as

owners, occupiers, or labourers (loud cheers).

Mr. BuJiroRD said he had omitted to state that he took

for his engineer a man who had been previously trained to

steam thrashing and other operations, and selected the best

men among his own labourers for steam cultivation.

Mr. Stephexson concurred with some of the previous

speakers in giving the preference to the roundabout system.

He had been a roundabout man for ten years, and quite

coincided witli the greater part of the remarks of Mr. Smith.

With regard to draining, he agreed in thinking that all land

ought to be drained before being steam-ploughed.

Mr. Watts had been working Fowler's apparatus for the

past sis years, and last season added another engine to the set,

so that he was working upon the double-engine system ; and

it appeared to him that steam cultivation had now attained al-

most to perfection. Like Mr. Holland, he had had to en-

counter the diliiculty of some very higli-backed land, which,

however, he had gradually reduced, and in every way he was

satisfied witli the system. As far as regarded working the

machinery, the labourers in the field had been taught to work
it, and did so successfully.

Mr. Coleman concurred in all that had been said with re-

spect to the value of the reports published in the Society's

Journal. His object in rising, however, was to draw attention

to the fact that in the statistical report tlie cost of working

the apparatus constructed by himself was shown iu a different

manner to that generally adopted thioughout the report. No
doubt this was done quite iuadvertently ; but it was calculated

to produce an unfavourable impression on the minds of those

who did not understand the matter. The case he referred to

was in No. 23, where the cost of workiug was made to be

17s. 4!d. per acre, whereas he believed it was under 5s. an acre,

taking a day's work at £1 lis. 4d. for seven acres per day.

Bat by some curious arrangement, which he did not under-

stand, a charge of £3 lis. 3d. was added to that, which pro-

duced the result of 17s. 4d. per acre, to which he had alluded.

He fancied it must have arisen from this ; That the year 18G5,

when only 150 acres were done, was an unfortunate year for

steam-ploughing, and he presumed that the whole amount of

the interest on capital, maintenance, and sc forth was concen-

trated iu those few days (Hear, hear). He mentioned tliis

because he did not observe that there was any other case of

the sort.

Mr. Sjiitii (Woolston) said that was a mistake, for there

were a great many cases where the cost was brought up to a

higher sum than it should be.

Mr. CoLEMA^' : Tiiat might be so ; but there were also

cases in which the price was shown low. Persons who looked
at the matter cursorily, might imagine that the amount stated

in the report was the actual cost of steam cultivation by his

S3 stem.

The Pkeside:<t observed that anyone who took the trouble

of reading the report carefully tlirough could not be misled.

Mr. Jacob Wilson said that Lord Vernon had forgotten to

tell them that when he commenced steam cultivation, he had a
very small farm in hand, and had therefore to engage a special

staff to work a pair of engines. Then he was s;mply working
for the good of his tenantry ; and when the men were not
employed in steam operations, they were employed in the

plantations and in other work. No practical farmer would
take that as a fair example of employing agricultural labour.

As a near neighbour of Lord Vernon, and having a set of

tackle similar to his Lordship's—namely, a pair of ten-horse

Fowler's direct traction—he knew that he could now get a
class of labourers in Northumberland who could do the engine-

work elliciently. Any of his boys, indeed, could drive the
engines as well as any man in the place. He had adopted
Fowler's double-set engine after much attention to the subject

of steam cultivation and opportunities of iuvestigatiug the
trials of the Royal Agricultural Society, whicli many other

men had not possessed. Up to the year ISC-i, he had never
seen a set of tackle which to his mind was what he wanted.

He might, perhaps, be peculiarly situated in having three roac's

running through liis farm ; consequently, however much he
chose to enlarge his fields, he had always had crooked fences.

One of the gentlemen who had spoken that day stated that lie

had had some trouble with Fowler's drum-engine in working
about circuitous hedges with a single engine. It was therefore

left for him to get either a double or roundabout set, and he
did not hesitate in going to Fowler for a direct set, with whicli

he was perfectly satisfied, for he could work it at any angle in
any corner, and from whatever place he chose to put the engine.

He lived in a coal country where the best coal was from 3s.

to 4s. a-ton, and that brought expenses down considerably, in

comparison with those of Mr. lluck It was a matter of deep
gratification to him that he had been associated in the pre-

paration of the report, and that it had been so well seconded
by the country at large, and especially by gentlemen who used
machinery in the cultivation of the laud, of whatever make it

might be. The desire of the Council was, that the report

should not be biassed in any way in favour of or against any
individual maker ; and he was sure that the reporters would
have the credit given them of having made a fair statement
(Hear, hear). That report would, he thought, bring out one
point in a practical way which had never before been educed.

There were a great many persons, whom he might term ama-
teurs, who thous^ht of going into steam cultivation, with the
hope that it would do everyihiug for iliem ; but those who had
had experience of its working, he was sure, would agree with
him that there could be no greater fallacy. So far as he was
concerned, he might state that, in the matter of manure, for

instance, he did not want less, but probably more, because
steam enabled him to grow a greater variety of crops. That,
he thought, settled the point (Hear, hear). Another thing
ought to be borue in mind, for which credit also should be
taken. The President had told them that very few instances

indeed occurred where farmers had had this means of culti-

vating the laud for more than five years ; in fact, he (Mr.
Wilson) believed thai, as a rule, it could not be for more than
three or four years. Now, during that period they would
naturally have, as he himself had experienced, a good deal of
up-hiU work— not in breakages, however. They probably
went a little deeper than they had need. Perhaps they broke
the pan, and probably some part of their implements also. It

was not, therefore, until their second course through the fa'-i

that they realized the great advantage which he believed was
to be derived from the system. Mr. Randell, and perhaps one
or two other gentlemen, were the only men who had been long
at it; and certainly, to raise the value of a farm consisting of
a strong black tough clay from eight shillings an acre to iti
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present value, said a great deal for the utility of steam culti-

vatiou. ]\Iost fervently did he hope that the best wishes of

the Council for the furtherance of English agriculture, and

especially of steam cultivation, would be amply realized through

this report.

Mr. Browke said that, having had some experience in steam

ploughing, he felt it to he his duty to state the results. Like

one of the gentlemen who had already spoken, he was the oc-

cupier of about 2,000 acres of laud, and had been in possession

of one of Fowler's sets of tackle for six years. Tliis he had
kept in constant use, and he had arrived at the conclusion that

it was a fine-weather implement only, and that in such cir-

cumstances it was most valuable. A great deal had been said

about the cost of working, but he did not think that that had
anything to do with the question. In comparison with horse-

labour, the advantage of it was, that it could be used and made
to do an enormous amount of work at the right time, and that,

in his opinion, was its chief advantage. But he repeated, that

he considered it only a fine-weather implement, and one that

ought uot to be used at any other time. As to doing without

manures in consequence of the adoption of steam-cultivation,

that was all moonshine. They could not do without manures,

but must have them as well. One of the faults he found with

the system was, that he sometimes went deeper than he wished

to go. But on the whole he could speak most highly of it,

and his only wonder was that it was not more widely adopted.

Mr. Morton suggested that as the reports were of so valu-

ahle a character it was desirable that they should be circu-

lated in a cheaper form than in the Society's journal.

The President stated that it was intended to publish them
in a 5s. volume directly, and that if it were found necessary the

Council w-ould no douht be prepared to publish an extract at a
still lower price—eighteenpence or a shilling. As Mr. Browne
had described his implement as a fine-weather one, he wished
to know whether that remark applied to Fowler's or only to

any other steam apparatus.

Mr. Browne replied that he could not speak much of any
other than Fowler's, because he had never had any other, and
no other was used in his neighbourhood, Swindon in Wiltshire.

In wet weather it was found that the tackle broke ; and, in

fact, he was of opinion that the time for bringing it out was
when the sun shone on both sides of the hedge and they could

do a good long day's work. It had been observed that the

ordinary agricultural labourer was not adapted to the work

;

hut he had installed his men into the office, and had had no
difficulty whatever in working the apparatus with them. Of
course their wages had to be raised, but he met with no diffi-

culty after following tlie instructions given by Mr. Fowler.
Mr. James Webb had himself used steam cultivation only

for a short time. He had lived in a neighbourhood, how-
ever, during the last sis years, where it had been extensively

carried on, and had had experience of its operations on the

lands of Mr. Holland and Mr. Randell. Within a seven miles

radius of Evesham he found that there were not less than nine

sets of tackle at work, so he was obliged to follow the stream,

and he did not know a single case in which steam culture in

that neighbourliood had been unsuccessful. Those who used
it then were using it now; those who had come into the neigh-
bourhood since had adopted it, and there was not one instance

of its being given up. He mentioned this because in

the vicinity of Worcester, which was not many miles
ofi', two or three landlords had started implements which
were always in the repairer's hands. Success, he believed,

greatly depended on the skill of the people who worked the
machines. Those in the neighbourhood of Evesham, with the
exception of Mr. Holland's and one other, were in the hands
of the farmers, and worked by their labourers. At first he
had some doubt which he should adopt ; the direct-action, or
the round-about. His farm was large enough to have em-
ployed the direct-action ; and he could get on it at all times

;

one portion was light laud, and the other portion a strong
clay ; but he adopted the cheaper plan, the round-about sys-

tem, and was perfectly satisfied with the results. In answer
to Sir Walter Stirling Mr. Webb added, that his farm consisted
of six hundred acres of arable land, that he had purchased his

engine from a farmer who was leaving tlie neighbourhood at

a reduced price, but that its original cost, including thrashing
apparatus, was £700.

Sir W. Stirling remarked tliat lie had put this question
because the meeting had received valuable information from

gentlemen who were large landowners, and from tenants who
had large holdings. But he wished to 'know whether there

was any gentleman present with a small holding, say of three,

four, or five hundred acres, who had purchased a steam-engine
himself, and could state the benefit he liad derived {rom its

use. At that moment they were all, as it were, in conflict with
tlie labourer. Whatever might be the opinion of Dr. Voelcker
with respect to the drainage of lands, there could be no further

question about the drainage of our labourers, who were con-

stantly being withdrawn from the land for many and various

purposes. Ou that account, therefore, it was that agricultu-

rists turned to machinery with an anxious eye, and therefore

he himself was most desirous of learning what course he should
take from suchinformation as might be given by practical gentle-

men that day. With regard to the remarks of Mr. Morton, res-

pecting the issue of a cheap edition of the reports, it should be

borne in mind that farmers were not much disposed to burn the

midnight oil in poring over books or literature. For his own
part, he farmed many hundred acres of light land, and he had
not yet been induced by anything he had lieard to lay out a

large sum of money in the purchase of a steam-plough for

that land ; nor did he find that his neighbours were inclined

to do so either. He had, therefore, come to the meeting for

information in the simplest and readiest manner, by the testi-

mony of any gentleman of practical experience who would
furnish the results in a few woids, miiUum in jmi'I'o, and which
w'ould be much more valuable to the farmer than any report

that might be published on the subject, however admirably

got up.

The President : Mr. Stephenson, for one, who has given

his testimony, occupies a farm of about 390 acres. He is one

of the early patrons of steam machinery, and speaks well of

it after eleven years' experience ou those 390 acres. Then,

there is Mr. Bobert Helmsley, who also farms a small holding

by steam.

Mr. Webb observed that one of his neighbours purchased

an engine last autumn for a farm of less than 400 acres, and
had employed it very successfully.

Mr. Helmsley said that in introducing the steam-engine

on his farm, he had first looked round to see what purposes he

could apply it to besides cultivation, and he had turned it to

account in grinding, thrashing, and carrying on a variety of

other operations. In his opinion a man ought to have at least

300 acres of arable land if he would use the steam-engine, and

he certainly should not have done it himself had he not held

pretty nearly that amount. The system he adopted was the

round-about, which he considered the simplest and best.

The President then moved, aud the Earl of PowYS sec-

onded a vote of thanks to the Committee of Inspection, and
especially to the gentlemen who had acted as reporters. The
motion having been carried by acclamation,

Mr. Algernon Clarke, one of the reporters, briefly ac-

knowledged the compliment. One remark had fallen from the

President which he should like to say a few words about. It

was, that they could not take up a volume containing the re-

p oris, and turning to the last page or two, see a direction of

this kind :
" If your farm is of such aud such a description,

vou ought to buy Mr. So-and-So's set of taclde." Now, as

far as his colleagues and himself were concerned, he begged

to say that they were uot prepared to assume any such respon-

sibility (Hear, hear). They did not undertake to save people

the trouble of thinking for themselves. All they undertook

to do was to save people the trouble of going round the coun-

try for themselves, and they had endeavoured to collect as much
information as they could with the least expenditure of their

own time and the Society's money ; and lie could assure tlie

meeting that his colleagues and himself had worked hard with

that object before them. They had very frequently got wet

through; and he believed they had only eaten dinner about

four times all the time they were out. Nevertheless, he was
happy to say they got ou very well iu spite of that (Hear,

hear, and laughter).

The President, noticing the first portion of Mr. Clarke's

observations, explained that he did not raise the objection re-

ferred to ; but having heard it mentioued elsewhere, he felt

bound to allude to it that day iu order to refute it (Hear, hear).

He perfectly agreed in the course which the reporters had

adopted (Hear, hear).

On the motion of Lord Vernon, a vote of thauks was

passed to the President, whom the noble lord congratulated
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upon being the means of completing the report on " Steam-

cuitivation," and complimented him on the able manner iu

which lie had discharged the office of President.

The meeting then separated.

Monthly Council : Wednesday, June 5, 1867.

—

Present—Mr. Thompson, President, in the Chair; the

Earl of Shrewsbury, Lord Berners, Lord Vernou, Lord
Walsinghara, Major-Gen. the Hon. A. N. Hood, Sir J.

Johnstone, Bart., M.P., Sir E. C. Kerrison, Bart., Sir

T. Western, Bart., it. P., Mr. Amos, Mr. Bartbropp,

Mr. Bonly, Mr. Cautrell, Mr. D. R. Davies, Mr. Dent,

M.P., Mr. Druce, JMr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Hoskyus,

Mr. Jonas, Colonel Kingscote, M.P., Mr. Lawrence,

Mr. Milward, Mr. Pain, Mr. llandell, Mr. Read, M.P.,

Mr. Shuttleworth, Mr. Robert Smith, Mr. Torr, Mr.
Wells, Professor Wilson, Major Wilson, Mr. Jacob Wilson,

Mr. Frere, and Dr. Voelcker.

The following new Jlembers were elected :

—

Bevau, Geo. James, Godmanchester, Himtiugdon.
Bromley, Joseph Robarts, Gesyns, Newmarket.
Brown, William, Highgate, Hohue on Spalding Moor, York.
Brown, Philip M., Fornham All Saints, Bury St. Edmunds.
Casswell, John Henry, Laughton, Folkingham.
Day, Henry Morgan, Langliam, Bury St. Edmunds.
Dobell, G. C, North John Street, Liverpool.

Exeter, The Most Hon. Marquis of, Burghley House, Stamford.
Ford, Francis, Hatter Street, Bury St. Edmunds.
Gee, Thomas, Dewhurst Lodge, Wadhurst, Sussex.

Gillow, Richard Charles, Leighton Hall, Lancaster.

Goldsmith, George, Sapiston, Ixworth.
Green, Stephen, Haverfordwest.
Greening, Edward Owen, Nelson House,Broughton,Manchester.
Gedge, Charles Johnson, Burj' St. Edmunds.
Hales, Frederick C, Deuham Hall, Bury St. Edmunds.
Hall, George Samuel, The City of Ely.

Human, N. Harlock, Isleham, Soham.
McKenzie, William, Dawson Street, Dublin.

Marsh, John Edward, Alderton, uear Woodbridge.
Mathew, William, KnettishaU, Harling.

Middleton, Charles, Holkham, Wells-next-the-Sea.

MUler, John, Walsham-le-Willows, Ixworth,

Moor, Simon, Lidgate, Newmarket.
Newson. Henry, Bury St. Edmunds.
Oliver, George John, Bury St. Edmunds.
OgUvie, Alexander, Sizewell House, Leistou, Suffolk.

Ord, John Thomas, Fordham House, Bury St. Edmunds.
Payne, George E., BadweU Ash, Ixworth, Suffolk.

Pennington, Frederick, Broome HaU, near Dorking.

Richardson,Rev.John,St.Mary'sParsonage, Bury St. Edmunds.
Roe, Rev. Charles, Sicclesmere, Bury St. Edmunds.
Southgate, Walter, Ipswich.

Sturt, Henry Gerard, M.P., Critchill, Wimborne.
Taylor, Samuel Garrod, Hartest, Bury St. Edmunds.
Tozer, Charles James, Bury St. Edmunds.
Tracey, Anthony W., Abbey Gate Street, Bury St. Edmunds.
Waddm^ton, Harrv S., Cavenham HaU, Mildenhall, Suffolk.

Wade, Heiir)- Roe,' Little Waldingfield, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Waters, Benjamin, Motcombe, Eastbourne.

Westrop, John, Denston, Newmarket, Suffolk.

Whitlocke, John, Great Yeldham Hall, Halstead, Essex.

Williams,F. Martin,M.P., Goouvrea,Perranarworthal,C'ornwall.

Wilson, John, St. Bees, Whitehaven.
Wilson, Joseph, Penrith.

Wing, Charles, Bury St. Edmunds.
WoUaston, Charles, Bury St. Edmunds.

Finances.—Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood pre-

sented the report of the Committee, from which it ap-

peared that the secretary's receipts during the past month
had been examined by the Committee, and by Messrs.

Quilter, Ball, and Co., the Society's accountants, and
were found correct. The halance in the hands of the

bankers on May 31 was £1,462 Ss. lOd. The Com-
mittee recommend that the sum of £1,900, now on de-

posit, be withdrawn.

This report was adopted.

Jo^'RN.VL.—Mr. Thompson announced that the Judges

report that in Classes IV. and VI. the essays are not con-

sidered worthy of the ])rize ; hut that in the former the

chairman should be empowered to open the motto papers

and communicate with two of the authors, with a view to

the insertion in the Journal of portions of each of their

essays ; that Mr. Angus have the option of receiving a

copy of the Journal instead of 25 copies of his paper ou
statistics.

This report was adopted.

Chemical.—Sir John Johnstone, Bart., M.P., stated

that the Committee recommended that the following

paper, which had been drawn up by the Society's coa-

suiting chemist, should be immediately published :

Instructions for Selecting and Sending Samples
roR Analysis.

Artificial Manures.—Take a large handful of the manure
from three or four bags, mix the whole on a large sheet of
paper, breaking down with the hand any lumps present, and
fold up in tin-foil, or in oil silk, about three ounces of the

well-mixed sample, and send it to 11, Salisbury-square, Fleet-

street, B.C., by sample-post ; or place the mixed manure in

a small wooden or tin box, which may be tied by string, but

must not be sealed, and send it by sample-post. If the manure
be very wet and lumpy, a larj^-er boxful, weighing from 12 to

13 ounces, should be sent either by sample-post or railway.

Samples, not exceeding !< ounces in weight, may be sent by
sample-post, by attaching 2 penny postage stamps to the

parcel.

Samples, not exceeding 8 ounces, for 4 postage stamps.

Samples, not exceeding 16 ounces, for 8 postage stamps.

Samples, not exceeding 2 1 ounces, for Is. in postage stamps.

There must be no writing or printing in the packet or its

cover in addition to the address " Dr. Augustus Voelcker, 11,

Salisbury-square, Fleet-street, E.C.," and the address of the

sender of the parcel, and the number or mark of the article

sent.

These particulars must in all cases be given not on loose

pieces of papers, but on small labels attached to the samples or
packages containing them.
The samples must be sent in covers open at the ends, or iu

boxes, bags of linen, or other materials, which may be fastened

by string, but must not be sealed, so as to be easily examined.
No parcel sent by sample post must exceed \\ lb. in weight,

or 2 feet in length, or 1 foot in width or depth.

Soils.—Have a wooden box made 6 inches long and wide,

and from 9 to 12 inches deep, according to the depth of soil

and subsoil of the field. Mark out in the field a space of

about 12 inches square ; dig round in a slanting direction a

trench, so as to leave undisturijed a block of soil with its

subsoil to 12 inches deep ; trim this block or plan of the

field to make it fit into the wooden box, invert the open box
over it, press down firmly, then pass a spade under the box,

and lift it up, gently turn over the box, nail on the lid, and
send it by goods or parcel train to the laboratory. The soil

will then be received in the exact position in which it is found
in the field.

Iu the case of very light, sandy, and porous soils, the wooden
box may be at once inverted over the soil and forced down by
pressure and then dug out.

Waters.—Two gallons of water are required for analysis.

The water, if possible, should be sent in glass-stoppered Win-
chester half-gallon bottles, which are readily obtained in any
chemist and druggist's shop. If Winchester bottles cannot be

procured the water may be sent in perfectly clean new stone-

ware spirit-jars, surrounded by wickerwork.

For the determination of the degree of hardness before and
after boiling, only one quart wine-bottle full of water is re-

quired.

Limestones, Marls, Ironstones, and other Minerals.—Whole
pieces, weighing 3 to i ounces, should be sent, enclosed in

small linen bags, or wrajiped in paper. Postage by sample

post 2d., if under 4 ounces.

Oilcakes.—Take a sample from the middle of the cake. To
this end break a whole cake in two. Then break oft" a piece

from the end where the two halves were joined together, and
wrap it in paper, leaving the ends open, and send parcel by

sample post. The piece should weigh from 12 to 15 ounces,

» 2
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i. If sent by railway, one (juaiter or half a cake

should be forwanled.

Feeding Meeds.—About three ounces will be sufficient for

analysis. Enclose the meal in a small linen bag : send it by

sample post.

On forwarding samples, separate letters should be sent by

post to the laboratory, specifying the na ture of the inlormation

required, and, if possible, the object in view.

Bury St. Edmund's Meetin( .—Mi-. Milward re-

ported that the committee recomme idcd Mr. Woodruff's

(55, Southwark Bridge-road) tendei be accepted for first

and secoud class refreshments ; thr I ^Mr. Elphick be en-

gaged as stewards' assistant on the i sual terms ; that the

pay of the assistant veterinary inspi ctor be increased to

£3 per diem ; that shedding and hu rdles as per entries be
ordered from the contractor ; that 50 large placaj-ds be

placed about the metropolis, 50 a .out the railway sta-

tions, and 500 smaller in the country ; that 8,000 stock

catalogues and 5,000 implement ca alogucs be printed;

that pupils from the Koyal Veterinary College be per-

mitted to attend as before ; that Mr. Barthropp be re-

quested to act as steward of the poultry department ; that

an insurance for £300 be at once eftected on the wheat
and barley on the premises of M^-. Nuun, the Mayor of

Bury St. Edmund's, with whom an arrangement for the

supply of forage had been made, including that which
would have been required for cattle, and who very libe-

rally consented to allow the Council to take only that
which will now be required.

This report was adopted.

Country Meeting Districts.—The report of this

committee was referred back to them for reconsideration.
Judges.—A committee, consisting of Mr. Amos, Mr.

Barthropp, Mr. Bowly, Mr. Clayden, Mr. Davies, Mr.
Druce, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Kandell, and Mr.
Robert Smith, were appointed to recommend judges of

stock, implements, poultry, butter, and cheese, whose re-

port woidd be presented at a Special Council on the
19th iust.

Education.—A committee, consisting of the Earl of

Powis, Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood, ISIr. Acland,
M.P., Mr. Dent, M.P., Mr. Holland, M.P., Colonel

Kingscote, M.P., Mr. Wren Hoskyns, Dr. Yoelcker, Mr.
Wells, and Professor Wilson, was appointed to prepare a

scheme for carrying out the Educational Grant for the

current year. On the motion of Lord Walsingham,
seconded by Mr. Dent, M.P., a cordial vote of thanks was
accorded to Mr. S. Benj. L. Druce, houorary secretary to

the late Education Committee, for his zeal in conducting
the business, and the care and attention he had bestowed
on it.

Reports relating to the acreage of land under crops wei-e

received from the Board of Trade, and reports of the

Agricultural Exhibitions at Vienna and Aarhuus (Den-
mark), by Professor Wilson.

The thanks of the Council were ordered for the present

of a silver medal from the United States Agricultural So-

ciety, and it was resolved that a silver medal be returned

to the United States Agricultural Societv.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

The monthly meeting of the council of this society was
held in Upper Sackville-st., Dublin. Lord James Butler
occupied the chair. The other members present were : Lord
De Vesci, Ijord Crofton, Sir Percy Nugent, Bart , Sir Allen
Walsh, Bart., Sir Robert Paul, Bart., Hon. Bowes Daly,
Lieutenaut-General Hall, C.B., W. Donnelly, C.B., H. H.
Woods, Dawson A. Mihvard, L. Waldron, J. M. lioyse, A.
M'Clintoek, J. Kincaid, G. A. Boyd, W. J. Armstrong,
P. Riall, and C. C. Vesey.

Captain Thornhill read the follovving report of the judges
appointed to inspect the labourers' cottages entered for compe-
tition :

" We beg to forward to you, for the information of the

council, our decision on the merits of the cottages referred to

us for inspection. For facility of reference we will make our
report by provinces, instead of in the order which we
inspected them. Por the province of Leiuster.—The com-
petitors in this province consisted of two, Mrs. Boraford, of

Oakley Park, Co. Meatli, and Lord Digby, Geashill. Mrs.
Bomford's cottages consist of a row of four houses. They
are well built, and the materials are of good quality, and care

seems to have been taken in the plan to consult the con-
venience and comfort of the inhabitants ; but they have one
fatal defect—the situation of the oftices. The living room,
which is small, has two doors, a back and front door—opposite
each otiier, without any porch, the want of which is supplied

by placing the offices (viz., pig-sty, cow-slied, and fowl-house)
in a lean-to shed against the back wall of the house, with a
passage as shown on the plan. This certainly obviates the
objection of having two doors opposite each other, and so
causing a thorougli draught; but it entails tlie far more
serious objection of the house opening into a cow-house and
pig-sty, and liable to the foul odour which must arise from
such close propinquity to such "Jjlaces. Otherwise the
economy of these cottages, and the attention given to the
convenience of tlie inmates, and their general tinish, would
have made them dangerous competitors. The second lot in
tlie province of Leiuster are Lord Digby's, at Geashill. They
consist of a row of three, and a single cottage, which has a
tiled roof. The plan of th?se cottages is exactly the same as

the four cottages to which the gold medal and the Duke of

Leinster's challenge cup were awarded in 1865 : they have the

same general good style of finish and attention to detail which
we remarked upon in our report of that year. The offices

are convenient and well placed ; there are no back doors to

these houses, which for the centre house might have been

convenient ; and we think the windows, which are turning on
pivots in the middle, would have been better for side slips, to

keep them air-tight when shut. These cottages may appear

dear, but the roof and th» timber used is best red pine, and
the difficulty of procuring stone raises the price of the perch

of masonry from 5s., the price of the other cottages, to 8s.

If allowance is made for this, and the superior timber used,

the cost will be fuUy accounted for. In the province of

Connaught there were likewise two competitors, Mr. Meldon,

at Athenry, and Lord Clancarty, at Ballinasloe. Mr. Meldou's

cottages, which we saw first, arc well built as to the outer

walls and good roof, but the general finish is rough ; the roof

is not ceiled, so that the upstairs room must be very cold in

winter. The floors are not tongued ; and as the lower rooms
are not ceiled, when the boards begin to shrink the dust will

be liable to fall through, and the draughts will be considerable,

making the rooms cold. The yards and offices were good and

substantial, but wanting finish. Lord Clancarty exhibited two

pairs of cottages—one pair very much superior to the other,

but, of course, more expensive ; the great difference was in

the size, which gave space for a convenient staircase, while in

the smaller cottage there was ouly space for a very sharp

ladder. In all other respects of oftices, finish, &c., these two

pairs of cottages are the same. The roofs are ceiled, with a

lining of turf between the ceiling and the rafters, which must

add much to the comfort and warmth of tlie bedrooms ; the

larger cottages are tiled ; the smaller pair have a composition

floor. We cannot say how it will wear, as the cottages were

not occupied when we inspected them, but it looked well made.

In the province of Munster there was only one exhibitor.

Lord Middleton, who showed a group of two. They are well

built cottages, with convenient yards and offices ; the pig;-sty

and a porch to tlic back door are under the same roof, against

the back wall of the liouse, but ps there is a wlid partition
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wall between the porch aiul the sty it is not so objectionable

as Airs. Bomford's. The doors of the two cottages are rather

large ; the outer door might with advantage have been lower,

witli a space for light between the top of tlie door and the top

of the door case. The great fault of these cottages is that

they are not ceiled, which, from the size of the living room
and the large open loft, will make them cold in severe weather.

In conclusion, we beg to state that we award Lord Digby the

gold medal for Leiuster, as against Mrs. Bomford's

in consequence of the objectionable position of the offices of

her cottages ; Lord Clancarty the gold medal for Connaiight,

for his cottages, as against Mr. Meldon, for the superior finish

and attention to the details, which conduce so much to the

comfort of the inhabitants ; and the second gold medal for his

pair of cottages erected for a sum under £60 each, there being

no competitor. We likewise award the Munster medal to

Lord Middleton for his pair of cottages, there being no
competitor, and his cottages being certainly in many ways
desirable. And we have much pleasure in awarding the

challenge cup to Lord Digby for his four Leinster prize

cottages, as we consider them superior in finish and comfort

to any of the otliers. The plans of these cottages having

been already lithographed, and there being nothing very

striking or worthy of recommendation in the plans of the

other cottages, we do uot recommend them to be lithographed

for insertion in the journal of the society.— (Signed) Robert
C. Wade, Cjluiles C. Vesey, J. M. Royce."

Captain ThornhiU also read the accompanying report from
the judges on the drainage of land

:

" On the 23rd inst. and two following days we proceeded to

inspect the drainage submitted in competition for the gold

medals of the Royal Agricultural Society, ' to be given to the

landlord or occupier w^ho shall have drained the largest

quantity of land in the best manner' within the fifteen months
^ended December 31st, 1866, one in each province, and the
' Hall Challenge Cup, to be competed for by the winners of

the provincial gold medals.' We regret to find that three

proprietors only have come forward to compete, all within the

province of Leinster, so that the winner of the medal becomes
the owner, for the time being, of the cup. We were fortunate

in having fine weather, and first visited the estate of Lord
Digby, at GeashiU, in the King's County, where we were much
pleased to find a very extensive system of improvements in

course of being effected. The thorough drainage of 134
statute acres, to which our attention was called, has evidently

been laid out with judgment and well executed. Owing to

the diificulty of procuring stones, Mr. Trench has adopted in

about 80 acres of the laud drained what he calls the ' mixed
system of tiles and stones,' 4 inches of the latter evenly

levelled upon the upper surface, witli a l^-inch pipe tile laid

thereon, tightly packed with about 2 iuclies of larger stones,

and then fiUed in the ordinary way, and discharging iuto a

sub-main formed in the same manner, but with tiles of larger

capacity, suited to the quantity of water to be voided. We
looked upon this as a very perfect system, particularly where
the fall is bad, and where veins of running sand show them-
selves, which in time might silt in and choke the stone soling,

when the tiles would come into play with good elTcct. It is,

however, an expensive system, the average cost per statute

acre, with minor drains 4 feet deep and 30 feet apart, being

£6 123. (equivalent to £10 13s. 9d. the Irish acre). In the

townland of Ballyknockan, consisting of a cold, thin moor of

a very poor description, resting upon a retentive subsoil, a

remarkable and immediate improvement has been effected in

the herbage, the thorough drainage having been followed up

by an outlay on top-dressing with Dublin dung of £12 per

acre. The drains have all been very carefully laid out by the

intelligent overseer, Mr. MiUy, who accompanied us, a fair

fall being obtained in every instance, with a good drip from

the minor to the sub-main, and the latter, at its point of

discharge, faced with a good, strong rubble wall set in mortar,

and having a grating to prevent the entrance of vermin, neatly

hung on pivot hinges, so as to open by lifting, to remove any

silt. The remainder of the thorough drainage on the estate

has been effected with stones only, at an average cost of £4
per statute acre. The sub-mains, as well as the minor drains,

have been filled with broken stones ; we should, however,

have preferred a duet being formed in the former with stone.

In every instance where found requisite, neatly paved watering-

places have been formed by terminating the sub-main witliin

about a perch of the open main, and excavating a basin-shaped

hollow in the intervening space ; a dwarf wall, with a passage

under being formed at the verge of the open main, to prevent the

passage of cattle into it. We were greatly pleased to see a large

extent of reclamation carried on generally through the estate for

many years, and witli most gratifying results in the improved

appearance of the district. Wc examined very carefully the

drainage plough of Mr. Trench's in\'ention referred to in the

specifications sent in by him, to wliich we would beg to call

tlie particular attention of the society, and with the working

of wliicli we were much pleased. By a simple contrivance

the angle of the handles and range of bearer can be so altered

that a man can manage and a pair of horses work the plough,

as we saw, at a depth of two feet, and as we were assured

with equal facility to a depth of 3 feet 6 inches. Mr. Trench

estimates a saving in the use of this implement of about 20

per cent, in manual labour. In the very ample report,

specifications and details of expenditure on thorough draiuac^e

furnished were given, also the particulars of about 7 miles of

open main drain opened during the year 1866, for the

unwatering of some extensive valleys. As main drainage

alone did uot come within the scope of our instructions, we
merely inspected portions in passing, and must say that better

executed work need not be desired, aud we feel satisfied that

the result will be as valuable as the proprietor can wish. On
the following day, Friday, 24th May, we proceeded to the

estate of R. G. Cosby, Esq., situated near Timahoe, in the

Queen's County, and tound a large extent of land—139

statute acres—thoroughly drained, and altogether completed

in a most satisfactory manner. The land is admirably adapted

for thorough drainage in every way, quarries of yellow sand-

stone being in the vicinity of every field. Broken stones have

been used to a depth of from 12 to 14 inches in the minor

drains. The sub-mains are formed with a box drain or

conduit, 6 inches wide and 8 high, flagged in the bottom, the

mouths secured, as on Lord Digby's estate, and with a good

fall in every instance. The extra depth of stones in the minor

drains we look upon as important, as aiding the aeratioii of

the soil. The materials have been most carefully laid into

the drains, and as they are all that can be desired, good and

most permanent work has been done, at an average cost per

statute acre of £4 14s. We have seldom seen so favourable a

field for thorough drainage, or one that will make a better

return on the outlay. In our opinion, the work here executed

is as nearly perfect in every way as it is possible for it to be.

We were mucli pleased to find that the energetic proprietor

lias for several years carried out a system of land improve-

ment on a similarly extended scale, and with most favourable

results. The under steward who accompanied us was a most

intelligent man, well up to his work, and evidently taking a

deep interest in it. On the third day, Saturday, the 25th

May, we proceeded to Golden Grove, the residence of W. H.
P. Vaughan, Esq., aud regret that we cannot speak so highly

of the works executed here. It was pleasing to see an anxiety

to do good, but we think the money might have been much
more judiciously expended. Minor drains were run too

oliliquely along the face of the fall, tiles were used brought

from a long distance, where excellent stone was to bs had out

of neighbouring gravel pits, if properly screened. Head
drains, where ruu, were in the gripes of the fences, where

roots will probably grow into and choke the tiles ; deep bog

6, 8, and 10 feet deep, was attempted to be drained with

stones in some instances, with tiles in others, without soling

of any kind or collars for tlie tiles. Some ingenuity has been

shown in bringing the water in the sub-main near the mansion

house under a stream by means of metal pipes, and the sub-

main mouths have in every instance been well faced, and the

open protected from the entry of vermin. The maps, &c.,

furnished us were of the most meagre kind, and gave scarcely

any information ; we could not take upon us, from the know-

ledge acquired, to state how much per acre the expense of tlie

work has been, nor can we say that the object desired, viz.,

the drainage of the land, has been effected. On the whole,

viewing the character of the work and its results, and taking

into consideration the importance attached to the medals

given by the Royal Agricultural Society, and that the stamp

of our approval should be given to the class of work most

likely to be beneficial and generally adopted in the country,

we bej to recommend tliat the gold medal of the Royal
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Agricultural Society be awarded to R. G. Cosby, Esq., he
' having drained the largest quantity of land,' submitted to

our inspection by auy proprietor, and ' in the best manner,'

whether viewed as a question of work executed or in its

economic results.—(Signed) Wm. Fetherstonhaugh, H. J.

Ma.CFa.RLA.NE, C. IJUIACKE TOWJNTSEND."

The following gentlemen were elected members of the

society : Major Stephen Henry Smyth, Annesbrook, Duleek
;

Henry Shepard, Oaklands, Wicklow ; Captain John Woull'e

Flanagan, D.L., Drumdoe, Boyle; C. French, Clooniquin,

Tulsk; Theobald A. Dillon, Mount Dillon, Strokestown

;

William Calvert. Monkstown, Co. Dublin ; George Walpole,
Castlenode, Strokestown ; Kichard Flynn, Tulsk ; J. Power,
Raheen, Elphm ; Wm. P. Worrall, Prospect House, Water-
ford ; Captain Browne, Scots Greys ; Right Hon. Judge
Morris, and Michael Ryan, Thurles.

THE HALF-YEARLY MEETING
was held on the same day, Lord Crofton in the chair.

Captain Thornhill read the half-yearly report

:

My Lords and gentlemen,—Your council, in presenting the

usual half-yearly report to the general meeting, have much plea-

Burein stating thatanaveragenumber of members has been added
to the society since December last. It having been arranged
that the annual cattle show of your society be held this year

for the province of Leinster in Dublin, a sub-committee of

your council proceeded to examine and report upon the various

sites within and around the city suitable for such purpose

;

and the premises of the Royal Dublin Society, which had been
kindly offered by that body for the purposes of the show, not
being considered sufficiently spacious, a deputation waited upon
the commissioners of Saint Stephen's-green, and reprchcnted

the peculiar advantages likely to be derived by having the
exhibition held within that enclosure. The commissioners,
after due deliberation, have, under certain reasonable con-
ditions, in the most handsome manner complied with such
request. In pursuance of the recommendation made at the
general meeting in November, 1866, that the council should
consider the propriety of offering increased premiums for the
growth of green crops in the season ot 1867, all proper
attention was given to the subject, and it has been ultimately
decided that it would be more desirable to apply whatever
funds might be available to the general purposes of the
exhibition for the present year. By this arrangement your
council have been enabled to place £1,000 at the disposal of
the premium sheet committee, they offering such inducements
to exhibitors as will guarantee a full representation of the
various classes of animals usually exhibited at the society's

shows. It has also been definitely settled that a steam plough
and grubber shall be brought from England, the operations of
which cannot fail to create much interest. The use of a
large field for the trial of these implements has been liberally

offered by Mr. Ion Trant Hamilton. The local farming
societies in connexion with the Royal Agricultural Society
continue to offer suitable prizes to tenant farmers in their
respective localities for improvement in tillage and the intro-
duction of superior stock. It is to be regretted that a larger
competition has not been called forth by the Leinster challeno-e
cup and provincial gold medals, as also for the premiums
offered for newly-erected and improved labourers' cottages.
In drainage also, the competition for the HaU challenge cup
and medals is limited, there being only three competitors for
works executed.

Annexed is the balance-sheet as audited by Messrs. O'Connor

and Molloy, who, as heretofore, hate given their gratuitous

services.

ANNUAX 'statement OF RECEIPTS AJJD EXPENDITURE OF
THE ROYAX AGRICULTURAX SOCIETY OF IRELAND FOR YEAR

1866.

Receipts.

Dr. £ s. d.

Balance to Credit from last Account 34?1 10 3
Subscriptions received from 895 Members up to

1st May, 1867 1316 2
Interest on Cash in Funds, viz.—£5,585 5s. 9d.,

at 3 per Cent 164^ 15 4-

Interest on Deposit R eceipts ... ... .,. 31 17 10
Rent from Royal Agricultural Society's

Club £60
Less Rate and Allowances ... 18 8 4)

Cr.
Expenditure.

Money Premiums awarded per Local Societies

Medals for same ... ...

Secretary's Salary for one year
Chemist's „ „
Accountant's,, „
Mr. CaUanan's Gratuity ... ... ...

HaU Porter's Wages
Advertising

Stationery

Postages

Rent, £141 ; less Rates and Taxes, £8 15s. 4d.

Insurance of Premises ...

Printing ...

Incidental expenses

Expenses Judges of Labourers'
Dwellings

Inserting Subscribers in Di-
rectory

Expenses Deputation to Lord
Lieutenant

Subscription to Horse Show
in 1866

Arrears of Premiums from
Clonmel Sheet

Balance to Credit

- 41 11 8

£1795 17 1

£ s. d.

170 10
188 18
350
100
80
29 18
26
9 13 6

5 19 10
29 10 11

132 4 8
4

63 9

7 8 11

1097 12 10*

£9 18 4-

12 12

2 16

100

15
- 140 6 4

557 17 11

£1795 17 1

eci.

if, J

Members of

Finance Committee.

Examined, and found correct.

J. KiNCAID,
PHINEAS RI4LL,
CiiAS. C. Vesey,

23rd May, 1867.
We have carefully examined the above accounts, and

compared the vouchers with the items, and found them to be

perfectly correct.

ROBERT MOJLLOY, 1
^^^^^^^_

Val. OB, Ci Connor, >
28th May, 1867.
The Report was adopted, and a vote of thanks was given to

the auditors.

TALK ON AGRICULTURAL PRINCIPLES.
The Wheat Crop.

Wlieat, furnishing as it does, the most important article of
human food—thai which has been expressively called "the
staff of lite"—deservedly takes the first place among the crops
grown on the (arm. it i.s an annual herbaceous plant of many
varieties, the diversities being probably the result of difference
of climate, soil, and culture. All the kinds cultivated on this
continent belong to the same species, ot which there are two

leading varieties—winter and spring wheat. The root of this

plant is well adapted to withstand severe cold, and hence it

successruUy braves the winters of a hift'lv latitude, thriving

several degrees farther northward than any point in Canada.
The grain is composed chiefly of starch, the percentage of

which varies from 50 to 70 per cent. It also contains a large

proportion of gluten, the percentage of which varies from 10

to 20, in addition to which it contains from 3 to 6 per cent.
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of fatty matters. It is a noteworthy fact that the percentage

of gluten in wlicat varies according to tlie quality of tlie soil

in which it is grown. A crop grown on fertile land not only

yields more bushels of grain, but will give more and better

flour than that produced on poorer soil. Wheat does best on
strong, tenacious land, abundantly stored with both mineral

and organic plant food, in a well-elaborated state. It will

neither thrive in poor soil, nor in soil whose resources of fer-

tility are in a crude state. Most of the constituents of4he
grain can only be obtained from the riclicr kinds of manure,
and there is perhaps no crop raised on the farm which is more
exhaustive than this. The straw of wheat is composed largely

of silica. It also contains lime, gypsum, magnesia, and com-
mon salt. Chemistry lias shown that the ash of wheat eon-

tains a proportion of bone earth or phosphate of lime. About
701bs. of this substance are taken by a crop of wheat from an
acre of ground. This is a substance which is never found in

any large proportion even in fertile soils. It abounds most in

new lauds, in consequence of the ashes of tlie wood that has

been recently cleared and burnt out of the way. Wheat re-

quires not only a ricli but a deep soil. It flourishes liest in

land that has been deepened by subsoiling and underdraining,

as weU as enriclied by liberal supplies of manure. Manures
containing nitrogen, phosphates, and alkalies are best suited for

soil in which it is intended to grow this crop. Guano, liquid

manure, animal refuse, wood ashes, and crushed bones are

sources whence such supplies may be obtained. The composition

of the plant, and its habit of growth, sliow what place it should

hold in a rotation of crops on the farm. From the fact that

it requires to have its material of nutriment in a thoroughly
elaborated state, it is plain that the soil should be as mellow
and well-fined as possible. This suggests the culture of roots

as an excellent preparation for wheat, as nothing so com-
pletely mellows land as a well-cultivated crop of roots. Wheat
very readily permits grass and weeds to grow beneath its

shelter. This is another reason why it is best a root crop should

precede it, since in tliis way the laud is effectually cleansed.

Its true place, therefore, evidently is after a root crop, and
before grass, wliich last is sown to excellent advantage along
with wheat.

It is foreign to the object of this " talk " to refer to the

harvesting and after-treatment of wheat and its straw. Only
a few lunts as to the principles that bear on its successful

culture can now be given. Wheat, although our raost im-

portant grain, has come to be looked upon as a rather uncertain

crop, especially in the older sections of the country. This

arises chiefly from the diseases and insect-enemies to which it

is liable. The principal diseases are rust, mildew, smut, ergot,

and canker or blight. The chief insects that prey upon wheat
are the midge, the Hessian fly, the army-worm, and the joint-

worm. It is worthy of especial attention that good farming
is a safeguard against most of the diseases that affect tliis

crop. Scrupulous care to sow only healthy seed is a most
effectual means of securing a healthy increase. Like begets

like, and disease is propagated in the plant-world much as it

is transmitted from father to son in the world of human
beings. Early sowing is another excellent precaution. Drain-

age is most important. Wheat-growing on low, undrained

lands, with a peaty or calcareous soil, is very liable to be at-

tacked by mUdew. Keeping tliis grain in its proper order of

succession to other crops is another means of preventing

disease. Thorough working of the soil, and keeping it sup-

plied v»dth the right nutritive elements in due proportion, is

also of importance. The insect-enemies of the wheat crop

are not so easily kept under. Though good farming is to

some extent a protection against them, yet they frequently defy

the utmost skill, industry, and vigilance. Thorough tillage,

careful preparation of the soil, deep fall ploughing, burning

stubbles, a judicious rotation of crops, rolling the young wheat,

&c., have proved themselves excellent precautions. By tjirashing

wheat infected witli insects on a tight barn-floor, and burning

up the chaff and dust, a large proportion of the eggs and
larvEe, destined for future increase, may be destroyed. A
species of wheat called " midge-proof," is pretty extensively

sown now ; and entomologists hold out the hope that before

long the midge will be held in check by other insects preying

upon it, as has been the case with the Hessian fly and otlier

pests of the farm.

Barley.
Of all the cultivated grains, there is perhaps none which

comes to perfection in such a variety of climates as barley.

It is found in most parts of the habitable globe, and maintains

itself in spite alike of tropical heat and drought and the cold

of regions bordering on the frigid zone. Linnaeus found it grow-

ing in Lulean Lapland, in latitude 67 degs. 20 min. In genial

climates, such as Egypt, Barbary, and the south of Spain, two
crops of barley may be reaped the same year, one in spring

from seed sown the previous autumn, and one in autumn from
a spring sowing. This explains a passage in the Bible (Exod.

ix. 31) where the effect of the hail which desolated Egypt in

consequence of Diaroah's refusal to let the children of Israel

depart is thus described :
" The flax and the barley were smit-

ten, for the barley was in the ear, and the flax was boUed

;

but the wheat and the rye were not smitten, for they were not
come up." It is agreed among commentators that the event

thus narrated took place in the month of March : the first

crop of barley was therefore nearly ripe, and the flax ready to

puU ; but the wheat and rye sown in spring were not yet suf-

ficiently advanced in growth to be hurt by the hail.

Barley grows best on a light fertile soil, well cultivated and
free from weeds, which are more injurious to it than any other

grain. It should therefore follow a hoed crop if possible.

Root crops require a well pulverized soil, and so does barley.

In England it is almost always sown after turnips which have

been either fed off by sheep or drawn to winter quarters for

cattle food. This grain does well on heavy soils, provided they

are worked and stirred until a proper tilth is secured ; but this

of course increases labour just at the busiest season of f,he

year. But it should alvv^ys be borne in mind that it is very

poor policy to sow barley on land not properly pulverized.

Barley grows and ripens with astonishing rapidity, neverthe-

less it should be got in as early as the state of the ground will

admit, and should he harvested before it is quite ripe, as it

quickly injures if allowed to stand too long. When harvested

early the grain is of superior quality, and less liable to shell

out and be wasted.

The grain of barley very much resembles that of wheat in

its composition, but it contains less gluten and more starch

and sugar, as the result of which it is less nutritious, though
equally wholesome. It takes from the soil a larger percentage

of mineral substances, such as potash, lime, silica, magnesia,

phosphoric acid, &c., than wheat or rye, and such manures as

contain these substances should be liberally supplied to the

soil that is repeatedly cropped with barley. M. de Saussure

carefully analyzed the ashes produced by burning barley and

its straw, with the following results :

The grain reduced to ashes wiik its sk'm gave out of 100

parts 18 of ashes, wliich contained :

Potass 18

Phosphate of potass 9'3

Sulphate of potass 1'5

Muriate of potass 0'25

Earthy phosphates 33'5

Earthy carbonates "0

Silica 35'5

Metallic oxides 0'25

Loss 3-8

100-00

1,000 parts of the straw produced 43 of ashes containing •.

Potass 16
Sulphate of potass 3'5

Muriate of potass 0'5

Earthy phosphates 7'75

Earthy carbonates 13'5

Silica -57

Metalic oxides 0.5

Loss 2'33

100-00

The barley analyzed grew in a chalky soil. In one of a
different character the products would vary somewhat, but the

proportion of silica in the skin and straw as shown by the

above t-. bles is remarkable.

BarL ./ is quite as exhaustive a crop as wheat, if not, indeed,

more so, and it is therefore a mistake to suppose that soil need
not Ijc in as good a condition for it as for wheat. Barley will

do well in a shallower soil than wheat, because it scuds its
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roots very miicli aloug the surface, aud not to a great depth-

It is au excellent crop for growing with grass seeds.

This o-rain is chiefly raised for manufacturing into pot-

barley aud alcoholic beverages. The demand for it in this

country is cliiefly for the last named purpose. Its use for

brewing and distilling dates back to a remote period, and is

said to iiave originated with tlie monks. Barley is much used

in European countries as food for horses, but for some reason

or other is not consumed thus to any great extent on the

American continent. It is a less heating feed than the oat,

bat mora nutritious. According to tlio careful osperimeati of

Thaer, the comparative value of wheat, barley, and oats, for

feeding stock, may be represented at by 47, 32, and 24, taking

the same quantity of each. The quality of soil on which
these grains are sown would, however, modify their intrinsic

and comparative value. The culture of this grain for bread

purposes is largely carried on in some countries, and might be

more widely extended on this continent with advantage. It

makes amost wholesome and digestible quality of flour, and is

tlierefore well adapted for human food.

—

Canada Farmer.

ON THE WHEAT-EXPORTING POWER OF THE UNITED STATES.
BY AN OLD NORFOLK FARMER.

In treating on this subject it is necessary to make a

distinction between the Old, or Eastern, and the New, or

Western, States. The former consist of New England,

including New Hampshire, Maine, Massachusetts, Ver-

mont, Connecticut, and Rhodes Island ; the states

of New York, New Jersey, Kentucky, Virginia, Penn-
sylvania, Tennessee, and those South of Columbia. The
latter, or Western States, comprise Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

Michigan, Missouri, Wisconsin, with several newer

States, districts, aud territories, which at present possess

no populations to raise produce for export trade.

With respect to the Old States, which formerly raised

a supply—never very large—of wheat for exportation,

they have long ceased to do so, and are, to a very large

extent, dependent upon the Western States. The New
England States do not raise more than enough for two
months' consumption in the year for its own population,

aud receive the supplies of flour for the rest of the season

from the West. The State of New York raises about half

Avhat her population requires ; and the city of New York
would be starved if it had no other resources than its

own State. The same falling off in the production of

Avheat as well as other produce, both animal and vegetable,

with the exception of Indian corn, has taken place in

Virginia, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, &c., and
even in the newer States of Ohio, Missouri, Indiana,

Illinois, &c., which now do not produce more than two-

thirds of w^hat they did a few years since. The cause of

the progressive decadence of nearly all the lands brought

under cultivation is obvious enough, and is fully acknow-

ledged by all the American writers on the subject. It

arises ft-ora the systematic scourging of the soil, by con-

t'nuing to grow wheat or Indian corn so long as it will

yield enough to afford a margiu of profit. To such an

extent is this practised in the New England States, that a

large proportion of the land which formerly yielded good
crops of grain of all kinds is not now cultivated for cereals.

The practice with young farmers is to run out the land

left them by their fathers, and then sell it as they best

can, and go to the Western States, where the finest land

can be bought at a dollar an acre, requiring no clearing,

as there is no timber; and so free is the soil from stones

or roots, that the plough may be driven miles through it

•without meeting with an obstruction. So easy, in fact, is

the cultivation of the prairie land, that one man and a couple

of boys can manage from 160 to 200 acres. Russell

mentions one or two instances in which 125 acres of

Indian corn and 50 acres of wheat were raised and har-

vested by one man and two boys, besides saving 80 acres

of hay in the meadows. He also speaks of the President's

farm of 160 acres, managed by two young men. As an

instance of the restlessness of the young American farmers,

he mentions a gentleman who inherited a farm from his

father, of 5,000 acres, half of which only was broken up.

It is situated in a beautiful part of the country in Ohio

;

aud one would have supposed it enough to satisfy any

man of moderate wishes. But no ! he went westward,

and purchased a farm (!) in Illinois, 54 square miles, or

34,560 acres in extent; then sold out his patrimonial

estate, a beautiful properly, and settled down as a prairie

farmer, where there was not a tree or shrub to be seen, or

a human being besides those employed on the land. We
suspect this was the man mentioned by Trollope, as having

10,000acres of Indian corn growing in onefield or lot, when
the latter was in Illinois iu 1861. He paid ouly one dollar

per acre for the tract, and it is probable that the old pro-

perty sold for much more than he gave for the new one.

The whole soil of this region consists, to any depth, of a

rich vegetable mould, through which the plough share

cuts with perfect ease, to the depth of eight or ten inches.

It is generally sown with Indian corn for some yeai's,

until it has attained sufficient solidity to bear a crop of

wheat, which yields from 20 to 30 bushels per acre.

What we have stated respecting the deterioration of the

soil of the Older States is confirmed by Jay, Morrill, and

all the American writers on the subject. Wells, in "The
Year Book of American Agriculture for 1857," complains

of the "alarming deterioration of the soil" of the New
England and other States on the Atlantic seaboard ; and

what is more i-emarkable, it extends to Ohio, Wisconsin,

and Indiana. And Mr. Morrill, M.C. for Vermont, in in-

troducing a Bill into Congress, affirms that agriculture is

rapidly declining in every State of the Union ; that the

quantity of food produced bears no proportion to the

number -of acres under cultivation, and that over a very

wide area some of the most useful crops bid fair to be-

come extinct. This passage is quoted by Jay, in his

statistical view of American Agriculture ; who, while he

questions the correctness as to the extent of the falling

off of the produce, admits that "as productiveness of

crop and distinctiveness of soil are said to be the tAvo

most prominent features of American agriculture, the large

harvest in our young States ought not to blind us to the

fact that the fertility of those parts of the older States

which once yielded us abundantly seems to have been

steadily diminishing for a long course of years." This

fact is exhibited, " not only in the wheat lands of New
England and other parts of the North, but on the tobacco

fields of Virginia and the cotton plantations of the South
;

and the subject deserves the most careful investigation."

(Jay's Addi-ess, p 54).

"In Indiana," says a writer in " The Year Book of

American Agriculture," "theriver bottoms, which used to

produce 60 bushels of Indian corn per acre, now do not

produce more than 40 ; and in Wisconsin, not more than

half the quantity of wheat per acre is raised that was

raised twelve years ago" (p. 216).

It will be said that there is no fear that the agricultm'al

resources of America should fail while there is so much
fertile laud still available for cultivation, which neither iu

its original purchase, nor in tlie labour required to bring

it under cultivation, involves anything like the expense
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atteading the clearing and cultivation of lands in the

Atlantic States. This is true enough ; and it is this fact

that is drawing oif the population—agricultural, at least

—

from those States to the Prairies of the West. In order

to give an idea of the extent of the ditferent divisions of

the territory of the United States, we present the follow-

ing particulars to the reader :

The total area of ti\e United States contains 2,916,166
square miles, or 1,891,946,240 acres. One-thirteenth of

this is " improved" or hrought under cultivation—say,

1-15,534,526 acres, whilst one-eighth of the remainder is

"occupied," but not improved, amounting to 218,301,489
acres, making a total of appropriated lands of 363,836,015
acres, and leaving a balance of unappropriated land to the

extent of 1,528,110,225 acres. The agricultural popula-

tion, when this account was published, amounted to

2,400,000 males, or one to every 157 acres occupied, or

one to 60 acres of "improved" land. The appropriated

laud is divided into 1,449,075 farms, averaging about

250 acres, or 100 acres of improved, and 150 acres of

unimproved land. If we allow the same proportion of

land to the future purchasers of the unappropriated por-

tion, it will provide for 6,112,440 farms, supposing it all

capable of cultivation ; but it is evident that the choice of

a tract of land will be determined by, first, its quality, and
second, its nearness to a profitable market, both which
qualifications are necessary to successful cultivation. The
following is the regional division of the country :

Sq. Miles. Acres.

The Pacific Slope 786,002 or 503,041,280
The Atlantic do 514,416 „ 329,226,240
The North-west Region... 112,649 „ 72,095,360
The Gulf do 325,537 „ 208,343,680
The Mississippi Valley ... 1,217,542 „ 779,226,880

Totals 2,956,146 „ 1,891,933,440

The first 9f these is at present very partially occupied,

and is too far from the eastern seaboard to be available

for the exportation of grain to Europe, even when peopled

and cultivated, except on rare occasions. The second

comprises all the old States, the soil of which is, to a larga

extent, so far impoverished as to produce no wheat for

exportation, as we have already shown, and is therefore

only the channel by which the supplies for Europe are

forwarded to their destination. The fourth, or Gulf

Region, grows little or no wheat, and is supplied with

flour from the North-west. The fifth, or Mississippi

Valley, possesses a very rich and fertile soil, and, from its

extent, if cleared, would furnish support for a hundred

million of population. A very small portion of it, how-
ever, is brought under cultivation ; the third, or North-

west Region, being that to which a very large proportion

of the immigrants from the Eastern States direct their

attention, and from which the bulk of the supplies to the

Eastern States and Europe are obtained. This region, as

is shown above, contains 72,095,360 acres of land of the

first quality, requiring no clearing of timber, and so easily

cultivated that the labour is mere pastime to those em-
ployed. It is difficult to ascertain how much of this

region is at present " improved " or cultivated ; but it is

rapidly being peopled, and every year is increasing its

exporting pow'cr. It is, in fact, to this region that both

the old States, North and South, as well as the nations of

"Western Europe, will look in future for a large portion of

their supplies of wheat or wheaten flour. We shall there-

fore now direct the attention of the reader to the circum-

stances that are Hkely to govern the exportation of bread

corn from this region to Europe.

With regard to the power of production, the accounts

given by Trollope and other persons of this region are

astonishing to an English reader, however well acquainted

with farming in the "old country," where crops are

obtained with so muchlabour, eipense, and difficulty. To
purchase land at a dollar (49. 2d.) per acre, on which
the plough may at once be driven into a soil that it " cuts

like butter," and which, if sown with Indian corn, will

yield, the first year, from 40 to 60 bushels per acre, is

something so marvellous that it is almost beyond belief.

Yet such is the case ; and thousands of acres of such land

are annually brought under cultivation in this region,

adding increased stores to the supplies of bread-corn and
other agricultm-al produce. The States from which these
supplies are obtained are Ohio, Indiana, Missouri, Illinois,

Iowa, Wisconsin, and Michigan ; and the principal port for

the reception of the produce is Chicago, which is situated

on a tongue of land between Lake Michigan and the river

of the same name. Of this city we shall have to speak

hereafter.

At the commencement of the present century this region

was imperfectly known even to Americans, much less to

Europeans. Even so late as the year 1825, Indiana and
Illinois were not peopled sufficiently to entitle them to

claim one inhabitant to the square mile (see the Londo)i
General Gazetteer, article "United States"). The first

settlers of importance who went to those States were two
English gentlemen, Messrs. Flower and Birkbeck, both
men of family and fortune, but who, having embraced the

idea that the war withNapoleon would result in a revolution

ruinous to England, removed their families and fortunes

to America about the year 1805, purchased a large tract

of land in Illinois or Indiana, and settled down upon it as

cultivators. It was a great mistake fi-om beginning to

end. Neither the men nor their families (most of them
elegant and highly educated young women) were qualified

to undergo the rough hardships and rougher society they
were compelled to encounter. Fifty miles from the nearest

village, with only the lumberers or first rough pioneers to

associate with, their visions of growing comfort and ad-
vancing prosperity soon vanished. The contrast between
the high civilization they had abandoned and the utter

barbarism of their new position was such as to produce
the most bitter regret, especially amongst the females of
the families ; and, to add to the discomfiture of the prin-

cipals, the sturdy settlers, who flocked around them, robbed
thenr continually ; and, without being able to obtain
redress, they were compelled to submit to the grossest

impositions practised by those they employed. One of
them (Mr. Flower, we believe) lost his life in crossing a
river—whether by accident or treachery we do not recol-

lect ; but the last we heard of the party was, that one of
the young ladies, who had been accustomed in England
to all the refinements of life, had married a common brick-
layer, being in a state of utter destitution.

The States of Indiana and Illinois are now the most
productive in the Union, and are fast being filled with an
industrious and persevering population. Indeed, this is

the case with all the North-western States, the tide of
immigration having for many years set-in in that direction

;

and, as we have seen, there is still room for millions
more. The following was the state of the population of
the " Lake States," as they are properly called, on
account of their disposing of their agricultural produce
by way of the Lakes. The account gives also the
extent of the "improved " land, in acres, in each State.

Population. Improved land.
Ohio 2,339,511 12,665,587 acres.
Michigan ... 749,113 3,419,861 „
Indiana 1,350,428 8,161,717
Illinois 1,711,951 18,251,478 „
Missouri 1,182,012 6,246,871 „
Towa 074,918 3,780,258 „
Wiscon.siu ... 775,881 3,746,036 „
Minnesota ... 172,123 554,897 „
Kansas 107,206 372,855 „

Total O.OeS.M.'} 57,199,560 acres.
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Although large quantities of wheat and oats are grown

in these States, the staple produce is Indian corn, for

which the virgin soil is peculiarly adapted. This in fact

is the case with all the middle States, w'here it is the

favourite jilaut, as may be judged by the largeness of the

quantity raised in the entire Union, which this year is

estimated at one thousand million bushels (1,000,000,000),
or 125,000,000 qrs. It is not only the staple article of

produce, but is also the staple cereal food—the staff of

life—of both man and beast. The abundance of the

acreage produce in the north-west is such that at

times the price is reduced so low that it does not pay to

shell it, and it is frequently bui'ued in the cob as the
cheapest fuel they can use. Trollope states that this

grain (" corn," as it is termed in the country, in distinction

from other cereals) is mostly given to cattle and pigs,

Avhich is more profitable than to send them to market
direct. One bushel of corn will lay on ten pounds of

pork, which sells at 4 cents, or 2d. per lb., which will

give Is. 8d. per bushel. Now, supposing the gi'ow'cr lives

125 miles from Chicago (the shipping port), which is not
unusual, it will require a man and two horses to take a

load of 40 bushels, or one ton, the expense of which would
be 9s. per day; and as the journey on the prairie roads
would occupy nine days, the value of the corn would be
more than swallowed up in the cartage. It is sometimes
sold as low as 4jd. per bushel on the farm.

The natural richness of the soil in these western States

has given rise to speculation in land, which has had
already a very injurious effect. The passion for large

tracts of land is universal, according to a writer in the
American Agriculturist, who, in looking out for a farm
throughout the " States," found on the average that on
the real estates, as well in the free as in the tkeu slave

states, there were at least five acres of waste to one acre

of cultivated or improved land. This passion he found
pei-vading all classes, from the wealthy merchant or trades-

man in the city or town to the plain farmer with his three

hundred acres, and his two men to assist him in cultiva-

tion. " Multitudes," says this writer, "in the city, who
hardly get time to step into the country at all, ow n large

estates there ; and capitalists, who never expect to work
an acre of land, own whole townships ' Only so much
land as we can till and make better' is the motto for every

farmer. AH beyond that is a nuisance that calls for

abatement."

The justness of this writer's remarks is everywhere
illustrated by examples. Land, in fact, is so cheap and
good, and the terms of payment to the government so

easy, that the pui-chasers secui'e five or six times the

quantity they can or even intend to properly ciJtivate.

They therefore run out what they do cultivate by con-
tinued cropping, and when it is reduced to barrenness or

unprofitableness they abandon it, and break up a fresh

tract. To keep up its fertility, or to restore it by com-
pensating manures, is never thought of; and thus the

fine virgin soils in the western and north-w^estern states are,

like those on the eastern sea-board, growing less and less

produce every year. " A few years ago," says Mr.
Morrill, "it was not difficult to raise 100 bushels of

wheat from three acres of land—now it can scarcely be
done in the older settled localities from six acres." As
an example we may quote the returns for the State of

Ohio, the oldest of the western territories. It appears
from these, that between the years 1850 and 1858 there

were added to the cultivated land 87,821 acres, whilst
the produce of wheat was less in the latter year by
1,454,412 bushels; the average product being ll'Sb
bushels per acre, against 1878 bushels in 1850—being a
falling off of nearly 7i bushels per acre in the eight years,

or nearly one bushel per acre per annum. Thus the
striking fact is deduced that, whatever increase of pro-

duction the United States may exhibit in their annual
returns is due entirely to ihe new or western states, and
the land in those newly brought under cultivation. All

the New England and other eastern states are annually

becoming more and more dependent upon the west for

their supplies of bread-corn, as well as other produce.

Some of the American economists do not hesitate to de-

clare that, unle.'^s the system of culture is altered, the

States will in a few years be compelled to import wheat
from Europe, instead of exporting it thither. " Should
no effort," says Mr. Morrill, "be made to arrest the dete-

rioration and spoliation of the soil of America, while all

Europe is wisely striving to teach her agricultm'ists the

best means of hoarding up capital in the lands on that

side of the Atlantic, it is easy to see that we ai'e doomed
to be dwarfed in national importance; and not many
years can pass away before our ships will be laden with
grain—not on their outward, but homeward, voyage.

Then, with cheap bread no longer peculiar to America,
our free institutions may be thought too dear by those of

whom even empires are not worthy—the men with hearts,

hands, and brains—vainly looking to our shores for life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."

Such are, to a greater or less extent, the opinions

of the most far-seeing and intelligent of Ameri-
can social economists. We have thought this digressive

repetition of the important subject essential to a full

understanding of what we have further to explain of the

difficulties under which American agriculture finds itself

increasingly involved. We shall now recur to the com-
mercial system by which the boundless natural wealth

and productions of the Western and North-western States

are conveyed to their destined markets.

We have akeady stated that the principal shipping

ports for the produce of the West is Chicago, situated on .

Lake Michigan, which gives it the command of Lake
Erie, on which the port of Buft'alo stands, at the head of

the Erie Canal. The rise of Chicago is one. of the most
remarkable instances of the indomitable industry and

talent for business of the Amei'ican people. The follow-

ing statement of the progress of its population will per-

haps afford as ready an idea of that progress as could be

adduced

:

POPULATION or CHICAGO.

1850 official 29,962
1852 ditto 38,738
1853 ditto 60,625
1860 ditto 110,973
1862 ditto 138,835

1863 estimated 160,000
1864. State Census.. 178,900
1865 estimated 200,000

1830 official 70
1840 ditto 4,852
1843 ditto 7,580
1844 ditto 10,864
1845 ditto 12,088
1846 ditto 14,169

1847 ditto 16,859
1848 ditto 20,033
1849 ditto 23,047

The commercial affairs of this young city are under

the management of a Board of Trade, consisting of four-

teen hundi-ed of the leading merchants, bankers, trades-

men, &c., under whom are seven inspectors of the different

kinds of produce, as grain, provisions, fish, flour, high

wines, cooperage, and a weigh master. By these different

officials all goods of whatever kind are examined, and

their precise character registered ; a small tax of a few

cents being ])aid by the owner upon entering the city.

Thus, a waggon load of grain, jirovisions, &c., being

weighed in bidk, on a suitable machine, paid 10 cents or

5d., or if weighed in bags of lOOlbs. each, 3 cents or

Ijd., and so on. Hogs and oxen must be cut into a

certain number of pieces and packed in a certain manner,

in casks made of oak staves. Grain of all kinds is

brought to and despatched from Chicago in bulk. The

storage room for this consists of seventeen warehouses

which together will hold 10,055,000 bushels ; but a con-

siderable proportion is shipped directly from the cars or
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vessels in which it is brought, by means of elevators,

which we shall presently describe. The quantity of

grain of different kinds shipped in the season 1865-6 was
as follows :

Flour, barrels ... 1,523,876
Wheat, bushels.. 8,098,968
Maize, do. ... 25,228,526

Oats, bushels... 10,598,061

Rye, do. ... 1,022,200

Barley, do. ... 645,089

In all it amounts to upwards of 50,000,000 bushels of

grain, which is, however, considerably below what it has

been in some previous years. The agricultural produce

is brought partly by rail, and partly in barges, by the

river, and the Illinois and Michigan Canal. There are

eleven principal lines of railway, having their termini at

Chicago. A large quantity of produce and goods are also

received by way of the Lr.kes, less however of the first

than of the latter. The number of ships of all kinds that

arrived at Chicago in the year 1865 was 904, having a

tonnage of 228,215 tons. In 1863 the number of vessels

engaged in the Lake commerce was 1,869, with a tonnage

of 470,034 tons. The Lake ports, with which these

craft trade, are Buffalo, Oswego, Ogdensburg, and other

United States ports; Kingston and Montreal, Sarnia,

Colborne, CoUingwood, Goodrich, and other Canadian

ports. The great outlet for agricultural produce is by
Buffalo at the head of the Erie Canal, which conveys it

as far as Troy, where that canal is united with the Hud-
son, which takes the produce to New York.

We have stated that the grain is brought to Chicago

partly by cars or waggons, partly by railway, and partly

by barges on the Illinois and Michigan Canal. It would
occupy too much space to go into the charges on the seve-

ral modes of conveyance ; and besides, it is imnecessary,

because they are, of course, included in the price of wheat
at Chicago, as well as the charges on its receipt at that

port, for inspection, weighing, landing, &c. We find that

the price of spring wheat (which is the only kind given in

the report), for the years 1864-5 and 1865-6, were re-

spectively, for the first from 1 dollar 2i cents on March
81st, before the navigation opened, to 2 dollars 20^ cents

on the 15th July, when the shipment was at its height;

and for the second year, from 1 dollar 2 cents on the 1st of

April to 1 dollar 51 cents on the 16th September. These
were the extreme prices ; and we may reckon the averages

for the first quality of wheat for the years 1864-5 and
1865-6 respectively at 1 dollar 57i cents, or 6s. 6Jd.
English, for the first, and 1 dollar 27 cents, or 5s. 3id.
English, for the second year, reckoning the dollar at gold

price, and including all charges up to storage ; the sub-

sequent charges upon removal being debited to the pur-

chaser, or to the grain if removed by shipment at the

owner's expense. The following figures, taken from the

report, will show the reader both the progress and the pre-

sent extent of the grain trade of Chicago. The first year

in which any grain was exported was 1838, when 78

bushels were shipped of wheat only; and until 1847 no

other grain was exported. In 1848, the exports amounted

to 2,286,000 bushels of wheat, 566,460 bushels of Indian

com, and 65,280 bushels of oats; in all 8,001,740 bushels.

In 1858, the shipments amounted to 10,909,248 bushels

of wheat, 7,493,212 bushels of Indian com, 1,498,134

bushels of oats, 127,008 bushels of rye, and 7,569 bushels

of barley; in all 20,035,166 bushels. In 1865-6 the

JBxports were 15,718,348 bushels of wheat, 25,228,526

bushels of Indian corn, 10,598,061 bushels of oats,

1,022,200 bushels of rye, and 645,089 bushels of barley

;

in all, 53,212,224 bushels, or 6,651,528 quarters of grain

of all descriptions.

The last year's shipment of wheat, flom*, and Indian

corn from Chicago was by no means the heaviest. In

1861 nearly 24 million bushels of wheat, and the next

ypar.291 miUion bushels of Indian corn, were exported.

The loss of the crop of winter wheat in the season 1865-6

caused a considerable falling-off in the receipts as well as

shipments of that grain, and, with the great demand con-

sequent on the war with the South, caused an advance in

the price, which rose on the 15tli July, 1864, to 2 dol.

20c., or 9s. 2d. per bushel, at Chicago, and continued for

ten weeks at 2 dol. and upwards. It is evident, on com-

paring these prices with those of the United Kingdom
and other countries of Europe, that no shipments of wheat

or ilour could be made hither, except at a heavy loss.

Such prices, however, are exceptional, and must not be

taken as a rule. We must therefore follow the wheat

from the granary at Chicago to New York and Europe, in

order to ascertain theactual return price totheshipper. The
following, according to TroUope, are the expeuses per

bushel upon Indian corn, for which the farmer obtained

only 5d., or 10 cents

:

Cost price 10 cents

Freight to Chicago 10 „
Storage 3 „
Freight to Buffalo 22 „
Elevating, and canal to New York 19 „
Transfer at New York 3 „
Ocean freight 23 „

89 cents

Or 3s. 8Jd. per bushel, or 29s. 8d. per qr.

This was in 1861, since which the price of com has

materially advanced, and in 1865-6 reached an average

for the season of 54 7-lOths cents, or 2s. 3|d. per bushel

for the first quality. The charges on wheat are, we be-

lieve, the same as on corn, as both are shipped in bulk,

and no sacks are used.

Very little grain is sent by railway, on account of the

heavier charges fiom its being sent in bulk ; but flour,

which is always packed in barrels, is sent in winter by

rail, when the Erie canal is closed by the fi-ost, which ge-

nerally takes place about the end of November. The

freight of flour to New York ranges from 70c. at the end

of June to 1 dol. 60c. on the 28th April, and 2 dol. on

the 28th November, giving an average of 1 dol, 14fc. on

the thirty-one weeks of the navigation.

The situation of Chicago, on the neck of land between

the Lake and the River Michigan, affords the best accom-

modation for the delivery of goods to the various stores.

Trollope went over that of Messrs. Sturges and Bucken-

ham, which then contained half-a-million bushels of

wheat. It was so constructed that " both railway vans

and vessels come immediately under its claws, as I may
caU the great trunks of the elevators. Out of the rail-

way-vans the wheat is clawed up into the building, and,

down similar trunks, is at once poured again into vessels.

The only limit to the rapidity of its transit was set by

the amount of boat-accommodation. There were not

boatmen enough to take the corn away from Chicago

,

nor, indeed, on the railway, was there a sufficiency of

rolling stock or locomotive power to bring it into Chicago.

The country was bursting with its own produce, and

smothered in its own fruits."

The elevator is thus described by the same graphic

writer :
" It is an immense, immoveable trunk, attached

to the lower end of a large gi-anary ; and in order that it

may work freely, a shed is erected on the roof of the

granary, twenty feet high. Into this box, or tower, the

elevator is passed, and from thence takes a slanting posi-

tion, outside the building, to the river, where a vessel

lies to receive the core, which passes from the granary to

the vessel, on the same principle as a dredging machine,

except that the buckets and troughs are hidden from

sight. At the head of the elevator, which empties itself

into a measure containing forty bushels, a porter stands,

near the door, to close the elevator ; and when the grain
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amounts to the weight required, he shuts the door, marks

dovrn the figure, and, pulling a string, the forty bushels

of grain run down into the vessel below. This operation

takes less than a minute, and costs a farthing."

The wheat shipped at Chicago passes the whole length

of Lakes Michigan and Huron into Lake Erie, at the

head of which, and not very far from the Falls of Niagara,

stands Bufl'alo, the principal receiving port of the produce

of Chicago and the Western States. It also receives ship-

ments of all kinds of agricultural produce from the Lake-

ports of Milwaukie, Racine, Grandhaven, Sariiia, Detroit,

Toledo, Cleveland, &c. At Buffalo the cargoes are taken

fi'om the Lake vessels and put on hoard of others, adapted

to the Erie Canal, which has its head at Buffalo, and

connects the lakes with the Hudson river and New York

city. The Welland Canal pierces the Isthmus separating

Lake Erie from Ontario. It admits ships of 500 tons

burthen, and will probably at some future period be of

great importance to the intercourse between the North-

western States and Eurojie, to which -we shall presently

refer again.

Bufl'alo enjoys a large transition trade, upwards of

sixty million bushels of grain of all kinds being annually

passed through its elevators, by which it is transhipped.

AU this is effected in what are termed " the open months,"

that is, when the Canal is free from frost. This is be-

tween the beginning of April and the end of November,

or eight months, during which, as may be supposed, with

so much work to do, the city is a scene of intense activity,

the elevators being worked night and day, to forward grain

alone, at the rate of nearly two million bushels per week.

The Erie Canal is becoming much too narrow for the in-

creasing quantity of produce that is poured through it.

Although it was considerably widened a few years since,

the trade has again out-grown it, and great delay in passing

the locks is constantly occurring. We have been assured

by persons who have witnessed it, that the line of vessels

waiting their turns to pass the locks sometimes extends

eiffht miles, and there is fi-equently a delay of a month be-

fore the last of the line could pass. This is a growing

evil, as the North-western States get more and more
peopled and under cultivation. The railways cannot give

relief, being too expensive, and are also, as we have seen,

unprovided with the means of entering into competition

with the Lake and Canal transit. We are now, in fact,

arrived at the most important part of the subject of the

exporting power of the United States—namely, the

facility and cheapness of the transit of grain from the

AVest to the Eastern seaboard and thence to Europe.

This question, as a matter of course, and of the utmost

moment, has for some years engaged the attention of the

merchants and others of Chicago, as well as the agricul-

turists of the Western States, with whom it is, in fact, a

vital one. For, as the progress of cultivation is con-

tinually receding further and further from the Eastern or

Shipping States, unless some cheaper mode of transit can

be devised for the produce, it will be in vain to increase its

amount for the purpose of shipping it to Europe. AVe have

had a sufficient proof of this the last three years, during

whicli the shipments of wheat and flour to the United

Kingdom have been trifling compared with what they were
in the three previous years. The following we take from
the Returns of the Board of Trade, reducing the cwt.

into qrs.

:

Imports of wheat, and flour as wheat, from the United
States for the years 1865 and 1866 :

Qrs- Qrs. Qrs.

1865, wheat 274,777 Flour, 73,362 Total 348,139
1866, „ 148,299 „ 40,226 „ 188,455

The entire shipments of wheat and flour in the United
States from the 1st January to the 1st July, 186B, were

only 218,462 qrs. ; and in 1866, they were equally small,

the price in that country being proportionately higher thau
in either England or France.

Thus the American farmers are beginning to feel the

effect of the scourging system they have uniformly adopted,

both in the older and the new States, in the cultivation

of the land. The exhaustion of the soil, as they proceed,

di-ives them farther and farther away from the shipping

ports, by which the expense of transit is proportionally

increased, as well as the difficulty of bringing it to a mar-
ket at all. This was forcibly exposed by Dr. Brainard at

a meeting of the Illinois and Michigan Board of Com-
merce in 1864. " Here are fields of gi'ain," said he,
" rotting ; the cattle are turned into them. It is used as

fuel ; while in Europe, nations are suffering for want of

it. They are willing to pay for it ; but here steps in Penn-
sylvania, and says, ' We will block up the canals, and the

north-west shall not build up cities greater than our

own.' " The use of Indian corn as fuel is by no means
an uncommon practice. They have no timber for fuel in

the Prairies ; and when Indian corn is as low as 4jd. or

5d. per bushel, it will not pay to have it shelled, and it is

then, ill. the cot, the cheapest firing they can procure.

It is also given to the cattle and pigs in the cob, a cart-

load being brought to the yards and shot down for the

animals to help themselves. TroUope states that if in

loading wheat a bushel is spilled on the ground it is left

there, because it would not pay to spend time in gather-

ing it up.

An attempt was made by the Chicago and other mer-
chants in the north-west States to procure the passing of

a bill in Congress for the construction of a ship-canal

from the ilississippi River to the Atlantic. This would
have prevented the necessity and expense of the Lake
passage and the transhipment of the grain, and would

have effected a saving of 9d. to Is. per bushel on it. It

was, however, successfully opposed in Congress by the

northern members, especially those of Pennsylvania ; and

it appears a hopeless case to bring the scheme forward

again, as the same reasons exist for opposing it. The
mei'chants and others of the north-west therefore look in

another direction for the relief that is so essential to their

future welfare ; for not only are the present means of

transit by the Erie Canal utterly insufficient even for the

present amount of produce, but it is attended with so

much expense as to reduce the returns of the growers to

a minimum when they have a good crop. It is to Canada
that they now look for that relief which they cannot ob-

tain from their own Legislature.

The passage by the Welland Canal, which connects

Lake Erie with Lake Ontario above the falls of Niagara,

and which admits vessels of 500 tons burthen to pass, has

already been accomplished, and by the Rideau Canal

the vessels were conveyed to the Ottawa River, which

brings them into the St. Lawrence below Montreal, and
thus clear of the rapids. Several cargoes of corn have

been by this route conveyed to Europe, and the Canadians

had contemplated widening the canals formed to avoid the

rapids on tliat river ; but the summary abrogation of the

Reciprocity Treaty put a stop to the scheme. The north-

western merchants arc still in hopes of prevailing on the

Canadians to accommodate them ; but we much question

whether the latter will allow them to obtain a foot-

ing in their territory as such a concession would involve,

and which Jonathan would well know how to " improve."

Any scheme, in fact, whether by way of Canada and the

St. Lawrence, or by a ship-canal in the United States,

must be a radical and efficient one, having for its object

the accommodation of a future large extension of the cul-

tivation of the north-western prairie lands, and the pro-

portionate increase of agricultural produce. If this coul^
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be accomplished, tUo fifly niilliou buslicls of grain now
passing yearly tlu'ough the Buffalo elevators would soon

become a hundred millions ; whilst the reduction in the ex-

pense of 9d. to Is. per bushel, or 6s. to 8s. per quarler,

would enable the American growers (o swamp the

European markets, especially those of the United King-

dom, whei-e the growers would be utterly unable to with-

stand the competition. But unless the north-west can

gain their point in this respect, it will be in vaiu that they

increase the amount of production. The further west-

ward the cultivation is extended, the heavier will be the

expense of getting the grain to the eastern seaboard

;

whilst the greater the quantity offered for sale, the lower

will be the price, which must, imder such circumstances,

be below that of production, as has already been the case

on some former occasions, when wheat was reduced at

Chicago to Is. per bushel, and whole fields were left with
the grain rotting, or given np to the cattle as it lay.

There is not a maxim in commerce more true or of

more universal application than that while demand and
supply regulate price, so jirice will overrule production.

The supplying of the home demand is the first object of

the producer; the raising of a surplus for exportation is acci-

dental, and must depend—first, on a foreign demand, and,

secondly, on the price relative to the expense of produc-

tion. If either the demand ceases or the price to be ob-

tained does not remunerate the producer, the cultivation

must be discontinued to the extent of the surplus, and be

confined to the home demand.
We shall now turn to the question of the price of labour

in the United States, particularly the western portion.

Russell says that agricultural labour at Chicago was
worth from 4s. 6d. to 5s. per day, whilst in Mississippi,

Irish labom'ers were paid 6s. per day. We believe that

throughout the States the average price may be taken at

4s. 6d. per day, or about £70 per annum. AVe cannot,

therefore, be surprised at the small amount of labour

bestowed upon the land or at the smallness of the acreage

produce. The area of "improved" or cultivated land is

stated to be about 145,500,000 acres ; the quantity of

wheat produced was 12,500,000 quarters, or one quarter

to every 12 acres of cultivated land; and this with a

population of 30 millions ! We cannot wonder at the

smallness of the produce, we say, when we consider that

the proportion of labour is not more than one man and

two-thirds to every 200 acres of improved land. This

was in 1850, but the proportion has decreased since the

war. Jay states that in 1840 the proportion of the

population engaged in agriculture was 77'4 per cent. ; but

that in 1850 it was reduced to 44'69 per cent, of the

whole population ; and there is reason to believe that this

proportion has been still fui-ther reduced, especially since

the late war. Jay estimates the average yield of wheat

throughout the States at 9i bushels per acre, and of

Indian corn and oats respectively at 19 1-10 and 19|

bushels per acre, peas and beans at 6'90 bushels, &c. It

is a significant fact stated by the same intelligent writer,

that in 1840 the wheat crop of New York State amounted

to about 12i million bushels, but in 1855 to ouly 9 mil-

lion bushels, being a falling ofl' of 25 per cent. ; the pro-

duce of maize during the same period having increased

from 10 mQlion to 20 million bushels. The entire pro-

duce of wheat of the crop of 1850 amounted to about

100,500,000 bushels. Jay ascribes the falling off of the

average yield in New York and other states of the Union

to three causes—the i-avages of insects, diseases of the

plant itself, and deterioration of the soil. The last is not

only destructive 'per se of the crop, but, by engendering

disease, it encourages the breeding of parasitic insects.

These latter have gi'eatly extended their ravages of late

years, both in the old and new stateS; and it is feared will

becwie increasingly troublesgrne,

The following table shows the rate of monthly labour,

exclusive of board, both men and women being supplied

with food by the employer:—

States.

Average
Wases.

I

d. c.

Alabama 11 71

Arkansas 114 61

Columbia 114 02
Connecticut [19 08
Delaware
riorida

Georgia

Indiana

Kentucky
Louisiana

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts.

15 31

33 14
14 57
13 02
14 95

29 35
15 42
22 90

^

States.

7 98 Mississippi

.

8 OOJNew Hampshire.
T on NT T ,11 20'

11 58
5 00
7 39
6 77
9 36

12 15

9 48

Missouri

New Jersey.

New Y'ork

North Carolina

Ohio
Pennsylvania . .

.

Rhode Island...

South Carolina

Tennessee
Vermont

13 60 Virginia

.

Average
Wages.

s

d. c.

14 21

10 93
26 00
17 98

18 32
11 65

16 39

17 85

18 60
13 94
10 94
15 53
10 18

^
d. c.

5 94
10 00
13 47
9 56
9 68
6 13
9 43
9 91

12 95
8 30
6 42
12 65
6 98

These give an average of 16 dols. 78c. for men, and

9 dols. 25c. for women.

We have now finished our task, so far as the exporting

power of the United States is concerned. The obstacles

in the way, and which are daUy increasing, are as fol-

lows :—First, The constant progress of cultivation towards

the north-west, and in an opposite direction from the ship-

ping sea-board, by which the expense and difliculty of tran-

sit are proportionally increased. Secondly, The continued

deterioration of the soil that follows cultivation, from the

practice of running it out by growing cereal crops as long

as it will yield a profit ; and thus, whilst the area of cul-

tivated land is largely increased, the proportion of cereal

produce is continually decreasing. Thirdly. The inade-

quacy and expensiveness of the present means for the con-

veyance of produce from the place of growth to the sea-

board, by which not only would it be impossible to for-

ward a much larger amount than at present, but the

charges are so high as to raise the price beyond that in

the European markets.

This last is a fatal obstacle to the export of wheat,

except when the price is high in Europe. The American
merchants of the West are well aware of this, but at

present they cannot help themselves. " The great want
at Chicago," says the "Report of the Board of Com-
merce" of that city, "is a broad, deep, and commodious
ship-canal between the lakes and the Atlantic, so capa-

cious as to enable our largest vessels to pass direct from
Chicago to Montreal, and even Liverpool. Such a road,

your Committee believe, can be obtained through Canada
—first by the construction of the Ottawa ship-canal,

with a depth of 12 feet of water, and at the cost of

12,057,080 dollars, by which route Montreal is brought
500 miles nearer Chicago than New York city, and the

distance from Liverpool reduced 800 miles. Secondly

—

by the enlargement of the existing locks of the Canadian
canals, so as to pass our largest crafts to the Gulf of St.

Lawrence. The total distance from Chicago to Montreal

by this route is 1,260 miles—152 nearer than by the

New York and Erie Canal to New York State, besides

dispensing with the labour of transhipment."

The above was written before the abrogation of the

Reciprocity Treaty between Canada and the United

States, and the Canadians had actually begun to widen

the locks on the canals formed to escape the Rapids of

the St. Lawrence ; but the abrogation of the treaty, and

of the arrangement by which each power was to have

enly one vessel of war oh the lak?s, induced the CauRdiaR
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Government to suspend the works on the canals for the

present at least. Whether they will be resumed in the

present state of the relations between the two Govern-

ments, in which the one—if it not encourages, at least,

connives at the brutal and unprovoked raids of the Fenian

burglai-s, is a question that time only can solve. So far

as the United Kingdom is concerned, it would destroy

its agriculture, by reducing the price of wheat 6s. to

8s. per quarter, which would be about the difference in

the expense between the two routes via the St. Lawrence,

and the Erie Canal and New York, to Liverpool or

London.
Under present circumstances, the competition, so far

as Western Europe is concerned, lies between the United

States and Russia. The cultivation of the Southern pro-

vinces of the latter power is continually being extended,

and they are supplying the W^est with annually increasing

quantities of wheat at much lower prices thau the Western

States of America can afford it. Everything, with the

latter, is at present against an export trade ; everything,

with the former, in favom- of it. And unless the Ameri-
cans can reduce the expense of transit, and adopt a better

cultivation of those States within an easy reach of the

Eastern Sea board, it is useless for them to grow wheat
for exportation to the United Kingdom.

If demand and supply regulate price, it is equally true
that price will regulate production. Nothing will over-

come these inevitable laws of commerce. If an indi-

vidual or a country raise more than is required for his or

its own consumption, it is because the surplus possesses a
money value greater than the cost ot production. But if

either the demand ceases, or the money value of the sur-

plus sinks below the cost of production and transit, the

cultivation will of necessity be again reduced to the supply

of the local wants. It is in obedience to this inevitable

law of commerce that Dr. Brainard had cause to com-
plain that " grain was rotting iu the fields, and the cattle

were turned into them."

THE NEW FARM.
"That 'ere be the Glory der Die-John," remarked Mr.

Melon, the gardener, as he saw me arrest my step before

a fine rose in the greenhouse ; and, as he spoke, he

proceeded to pinch the unhappy florets of a young

geranium.
" Why, whatever do you do that for ?"

" Oh, them be the beggar, the green fly !"

" Well, what do you do to get rid of them ?"

"Oh, smoke 'era, sir—smoke 'em, when there's nought

else to do."
" WeU, you'd better be quick about it."

"Oh, I'll do it to-night. I thought to do it last

night ; but there was that 'ere batch of taters kept me.

Them be the beggars to breed, they be. Why, they be

great-grandfathers in four-and-twenty hours !"

This set me a-thinking. Can these creatures realize all

the hopes and fears, delights and pains, of this moi'tal

coil—of food, sleep, pleasure, travel, toil—all in that

short period ? What a concentrated existence ! Or do

they live a life within our life, and have years rolled up

in one of ours, days with their own night, and sun and

moon distinct from ours, and appreciable only by their

own peculiar senses ? Mystery on mystery ! How, on

every side, there teem proofs of an almighty superin-

tendence of this world, the Greek equivalent for which is

" well-ordered arrangement," and the Latin " neatness,"

or rather " neat," as our excellent preacher told us last

Sunday

!

Well, I have just brought home for this faithful de-

pendant a choice assortment of fancy geraniums, to his

great delight.

While making my selection, a stray question led to an

enthusiastic outpour on the part of the seedsman (who is

very eminent iu his line). You may learn something

from every one, if you keep your ears open, and let him
discourse on his pet subjects. The great Burke's version

of this idea was, you will remember, that no one could

stand with the passer-by, to shelter from a shower, with-

out gaining instruction, provided, un-railway-traveller-

like, he took the trouble to talk at all.

To return, however :
" Why don't you amuse yourself

with this, sir? I know a gentleman who has made
thousands by it : he got forty pounds, the other day, for

one seedling."

I pricked up my ears ; and he gradually instructed me
in the mode of mixing the pollen of one flower with that

of another, by means of a camel-hair brush, taking care

that the bees have not been before one at the particular

blossoms, and covering the impregnated flower, until it

seeds, in a muslin bag. Won't I cut up one or two of

my indulgent spouse's caps !—unbeknown to her, it must
be. But won't she thank me when she sees the brilliant

floral effects of next season ? and won't I then tenderly

try to tap the plethora of her cheque-book, supposing

mine to be, as is likely, most agriculturally weak ? The
seed of this season, sown in June, will send up its plants

to flower next year. But, after all, consider the taste and
skill that will be required to produce a lovely combina-

tion 1

" Then, sir, you must take care to choose plants of

good strong habit to operate upon—plants, too, showing

quality, and true in shape ; and then, sir, you'll find that

you must beware of the best varieties, as they are inter-

nally unhealthy, having been bred in-and-in too much.
That's the way they get the fine tints."

Why, what, after all, methought, is this but Shorthorn

breeding, without the preliminary outlay, and conse-

quent precariousness ? Both pursuits exert the same
fascination that attends the chemical compounding of

elements. The one, however, may be followed in a

cottage with a rood of garden attached, whereas the other

requires capital aud acreage and ample accommodation.

Having drifted to Shorthorns, I remark that my pre-

diction has come true, and that there has been found in

England the chivalry to buy up at a price that implies the

careful keeping of the blue blood of a breed that is

gaining favour every day. But, as we sped down to

Preston Hall in " the special," we involuntarily reflected,

At what a discount this famous stock would be, if the

crowded train should happen to be smashed by an accident.

What prices ! My neighbours and friends have

never ceased to meet me open-mouthed ever since I

was known to have attended the frightful auction. What
a sight it was, too, as the sun shone out, and the busy

train went by, to see a " Grand Duchess," only calved

last March, come hopping and skipping around the ring,

a mossy-coated substantial youngster, showing exceeding

quality, in two minutes knocked down to the name that

boasted "Exquisite" (Lord Spencer) for 430 guineas.

" 'Spose that un takes to scouring?" growled a butcher

at our elbow.

True to his instincts, Mr, Eastwood secured for 9,
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moderate siun one of which I noted " a small head, very

racing-looking—stepped like a thorough-bred—a strong

loin and short level backj" and then came a white one

on the scene.
" I'm not prejudiced against white, sir," confi-

dentially whispered an unknown but shrewd Shorthorn

authority behind me, from whom I sucked, between the

sales, parenthetically, many an anecdote of the earlier

crosses and favourite families ;
" and I know that Joe

Culshaw considers that colour to have turued out some of

the best and ti'uest-shaped things he ever had to exhibit

:

they are hardy enough too, sir."

And this bidding, I assure my friends, was not the

bidding of novices or nincompoops. Grave, stern, calcu-

lating countenances of canny Scot and serious Saxon
masked many a brain that might on occasion serve even

a Chancellor of the Exchequer, Tenant-farmer, peer,

banker, brewer, baronet, and manufacturer—all and each

were ably represented on this famous day, to which men
went down under strong excitement, as to the fight at

Farnborough. I am considered no longer, I am tliankful

to think, the unmitigated lunatic they did think me, for

drawing at the fountain head, and I shall henceforth

dilate with satisfaction on the beauties and the pedigree

of the white, red, and roan. But, Shorthorns, avaunt

!

or I shall dream of ye

!

" What a precious nasty mess this fold be in !" mui-mured

a good but slow labourer just now, in our unintended

hearing, as he vainly endeavoured to push his barrow

laden from the calf-pens, up a yielding incline of accumu-
lated muck; "and them pigs be always a mooting it."

"Come, you wouldn't say that if. you were a turnip

grower." " Nay, sir, it be rare stuff for that job."
" Very good, then

;
just get your pike and level that heap,

then lay yonder board upon it, and you may wheel any

amount on it without difficulty." Intensely dull is the

lowest order of the bucolic mind : the monkey that used

puss's paw to fork out his roasted chesnuts from the fire

were a professor of political economy, beside so many of

our labouring population, who believe even in this en-

lightened age that the ugliest local hag is a witch, and
account for every death of stock upon the farm with a
" please sir, him had a pain."

The fact is, I consider pigs in the fold-yard do an

immensity of good by breaking up and compounding the

mixed strata of the manure -pan, reducing it to a pulpy

state fit for transportation at once into the root drills,

without being robbed of its moisture and spirit, as it is

so much through evaporation when turned in a heap upon
the headland, not to mention the saving of labour. And
the pigs too, they do very well for themselves somehow
in this employment. The juices may feed them as mud
fattens the carp. The waste of cake and corn too they

secure. This reminds me that from stress of work
lately we have not been able to crush the oats as I like

to have them done; The carters from some cause prefer

them whole, and as I see no alteration in the teams' ap-

pearance, I have not interfered, for it manifestly will

pay better if I find that the allowance keeps the horses

fresh and blooming, at the same time that there are a

porker or two sustained on such grain as runs the gaunt-

let of the equine internal mill.

" Time will show, sir," as our honoured bailiff in-

variably answers when I shock his understanding by a

suggestion or description of some new-fangled machinery

or mode.

Since I wrote the above I have begun the green-house

experiments. Having tied in the shape of a cross two

pieces of light wire, looped at the four ends, and laid

them upon a circular piece of net, through the border of

which and the loops I had run a fine tape, on drawing

its ends together a tidy cap was the result, with one of

which I encii'cled each geranium boss that I operated on,

so effectually fencing off the bees from confounding my
experiments.

What pleasures of anticipation will overhang those

boxes of seedlings next year ! And if only I should

manage to turn out something triumphant, then I'll sell it

for a lot, and buy, say a new bull-calf, or a brooch for the

missus, or better still, perhaps bank it. Ay! that's just

what I'll do. I find that the winter floods have left

a rich deposit of no less than four to six inches

in depth, where au island is gathering upon
a gravel-bed at a bend of the river ; but the grass already

considerably overtops it, being just ready for the first cut-

ting. A great treasure are these two acres of Nile-like vege-

tation. There is plenty to eat and plenty to trample, the

summer months through, in the fold-yards ; making a

goodly store of manure for autumnal dressing, without the

aid of straw. Thanks, then—my profoundest thanks—to

the kind upper regions that load our loved Wye with this

precious fertilising matter, and save our pocket the unsatis-

factory purchase of so many tons of " artificial."

There is some advantage beyond the beautiful scenery

it affords, in living i;pon a side-land. The tm-npike-road,

of necessity, is made and mended with limestone ; the

washings from which, as they come conducted in small

rills along our orchard pastures, being allowed to wander

from fixed points at theii' own sweet will, develop and

foster an under-carpet of clover that fascinates the South-

dowTi flocks, keeping them devoutly to the watered spots.

Without this aid there would be but a picking of weakly

grass.

We have two fields of wheat this year, the history of

which is very different. The one was sown on a rye-

grass ley, which had been closely fed with sheep and
cattle for two years, having received besides a heavy re-

fresher of some patent grass-manm'e—the beneficial effects

of which, I am bound to say, I never saw. This plant

started well, and then reverted, being for weeks a sickly

growth—so much so that I was once half-tempted to

plough it up. Once, dui'ing a morning ride, I found a

regiment of rooks in grave investigation of the thinner

places. Taking care not to disturb them, I see now the

service they did me by their wire-worm lunch. The field

was rolled with the heaviest Crosskill, still for some weeks

the plant was puny and consumptive. It has lately picked

up, and is now advancing at a great pace, promising to be

of fine stature after all. It reminds one of the curious way
in which some stunted children have been known to take

a start, and spring up to good size, after confinement to

their beds with measles, or other infantine complaint.

The fact was, I have been taught that it does not do to

turn down these light loams with too much growth upon
them. The clod won't lie flat, do what you will, and
dries too quickly too—so that when the young wheatling

has sent its foraging fibres through, they get starved in

the hollow, and only revive (none the better for this

check) when they manage to grapple the imder-soil

The other field started oddly, and has never met with a

reverse. It will be a grand crop, «^th cane-like, branch-

ing stems, and heads, I hope, in unison. Although close

adjoining field No. 1, it has a strong admixture of marl in

its composition, and is considered a sulky soil, difficult

to work', by the native population— a delightful contrast,

however, in our eyes, to the sticky, impracticable clays

we had upon om* Welsh farm. This field was well dressed

with fold-yard muck two years ago, and sown with wheat.

The frost managed to get at it and nip its roots : the crop

was consequently thin, but the grain excellent. It was
accidentally over-ripe when cut with a machine, and shed
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a good deal. The stubble was pared fur autimiual cleauiag,

when—lo ! and behold !—a thick covering of wheat came

up, despite gleaners and pigs. It weathered the winter

so well, and was so strong by the time the ewes went

upon it, that I have allowed it to stand ; and a grand har-

vest I anticipate, which I shall take care to have cut in

good time.

One short word more and I have done. The other

morning, having seen a mouse in the mushroom-pit, I

inquired of ilelon what the tortoise-shell cat was about ?

"Oh ! him be blowed, sir !" " Blowed ! What do you

mean ?" " Why, you see, sir, when you gave orders to

have them poachers trapped on account of the pheasants,

the very first night why our's gets nabbed and breaks

both her legs, so as it was a mercy to put her out of

her pain. "Well then, says I, as the worst is come to the

worst, we must get summit out of you ; so 1 skins her

for a cap, and I slits her in two or three places, and hangs

her in a bush by the brook, where the cray-lish do mostly

congregate. There the fly soon settled on her, and, now
they're hatched, the maggots do flop out beautifully, and

you'll have a nice dish soon." " Save me from such," I

exclaim, with an involuntary shudder; and, being now
myself somewhat blown, conclude.

And so it was a mistake altogether, and the experiment

came to nothing. Certainlj', most cei'tainly, the experi-

ment did come to nothing, but it was only for a night.

With the bright morning I was in the conservatory

again, as a giant refreshed, having during the dark hours,

by lamplight, investigated all the sources of information

upon the subject, hitherto latent in my library. And to

save such among my readers as may be equally ignorant

from error in their practice, let me premise that the first

day when I set enthusiastically about my novel task, I

simply took one flower, the colour of which I thought

would blend happily with a second selection, and showered

the pollen or yellow dust upon it. I was greatly wrong
however, and that performance must lead to most uncer-

tain results, being simply what the unreflecting bee does,

wherefrom, as it allowed occasional beauties, but a multi-

tude of hybrid deformities arise. Such a kaleidoscope

mode of operation will only accidentally answer. The
line and plummet way of proceeding is, first fix upon the

florets, the tints of which you may imagine, from study of

the theory of colours in some such excellent treatise asChev-

reul's, will tastefully combine with those of another plant

of the same genus, be it geranium, azalea, pansy, &c.

Catch the bud as it is opening, just before Sir Bumble Bee
attempts to worm himself in : open it gently, and with a

pair of fine-pointed scissors nip off the heads of the

stamens before the pollen has powdered them (they break

ofi" quite readily at the merest touch) . If you would be sure

of having seed, as there is some uncertainty in these fancy

flowers duly ripening, operate as I have described upon
every floret in the pelargonium boss, and then encircle it

in a bag of net, strained over cap-wire, bent transversely.

The pistil, or female organ of the flower (being a dark

stem in the midst of the stamen bunch) is not ripe so

soon as the stamens or male portion. Watch your charge

narrowly, and in a day or two you will observe that the

jjistil has opened its button head into spreading antlers

like the liorns of a butterfly. It is then covered with a

gummy deposit, to which the pollen dust will adhere.

Now, with a fine camel-hair brush apply the farina ofl"

the stamens of the other flower to it. Cover up again,

and leave it. The flower hath now performed its

office. Very shortly the petals will fall oft', and the

seed vessel appear in full stature. Now, set up the

plant in the sun to ripen, and you may with compara-
tive certainty look forward to the production of a

new variety next year, Before the horns of the pistil

open, there being no gummy dew, the pollen will not
adhere. Hence, the wisdom of the natural arrangement.
The stamens attain their fuU growth, and being thickly
strewn with the yellow dust, overhang the pistil, whose
opening they await until the least gust of wind shakes a

shower over it, that is most certain to adhere on the sticky

surface; or a bee with his hairy legs and extatic movements
does the same service. Old Melon is delighted, and
thinks me a mighty genius for my pains. His imagina-
tion had never wandered forward from the common prac-

tice of the hot-bed and cucumber frame to the like myste-
ries of greenhouse cultivation.

There was a loud chattering and avine scrimmage the
other morning upon the lawn, when a villain of a jay

came and dived into dark recesses of an Irish yew, quite

near to the house, and whipped off the frequently in-

spected eggs of one of the children's nests. They have
ever such a number of them everywhere about, of which
one little boy, I think, almost dreams. They are not al-

lowed to take any except the blackbird's. I found, how-
ever, the other day, a " collection" of eggs, blown and laid

carefully upon bran, in an old toy-box. Of course this

would not do, being nothing less than open mutiny. On
inquiry, however, I found that mamma had been a party

to the transgression, inasmuch as she could not resist one

youngster's argument, that he was sure that it made the

birds industrious to take toll of a solitary egg. It was
impossible for her, without injury to the youthful mind, to

condemn any move that fostered,industry; so the youngster

innocently triumphed. To return, however, to the jay

:

the children have several times since the fracas found an
egg laid in a flower-bed or on the grass-plot—once that

of the missel-thrush, once that of turtle-dove. Their

idea is that the jay has dropped some of his spoil : mine,

that the fond parent had miscalculated the distance home.
The birds upon the lawn aft'ord us endless amusement

:

the starling nimbly working after worms ; the thrush and
blackbird, with head depressed and ear on one side, as

if in detection of a grub's subterranean excursion, the

fly-catcher hovering and alighting in turn ; the selfish

detestable robin—and, behold, now too a rarity—why, no
less than an individual of the large woodpecker species,

with gorgeous scarlet head and yellow breast. How he
stoops so awkwardly (being quite out of place off a tree),

and bends and digs in with his hard long tongue ! How
comes it that he has resort then to the feeding-ground of

the throstle ? Is it that his stomach is out of order, and

that he has a sore tip to his tongue, which makes liis

usual task of tree-boring painful ; or is it that he

requires change, as we human beings take salad and the

dog chews couch-grass? Look out, my brilliant, for there

are hawks about, and you may have one down upon your

broad back in a moment, making havoc of your plumage

in savage eagerness, despite your shrill cry.

But here comes one of the little girls.

" Well, and what brings you here?"
" Oh ! I want to go out with you, papa, if you will

let mc, and lead Juno."
" Well, but where's your sister?"
" Oh ! she's gone out with Miss Eglantine : she likes

going with her" (this was in an earnest, thoughtful, half-

sad tone and way), " because she thinks she gets better

luck."
" What do you mean, darling?"
" Oh ! I don't know : she's always more fortunate than

I am. And I'm sure I don't want to go out with the

governess. I get quite enough of her in school-time."

Well, that's not quite a right feeling, and I don't like

this symptom of incipient superstition, that draws one to

think of swimming witches, when if they floated they

were guilty and burnt ; if they sank they were drowned,

and so in both cases conveniently cleared from the com-
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muuity. However, we'll set out, ami see how the oak-

stripping gets on iu the plantatiou I have to thin. Having
arrived upon the scene of operation, the black pointer

tugging at the leading-rein all the way with a deter-

mination to get on, that I cannot believe to have given

absolute pleasure to my little companion— (she never

murmured certainly ; but, perchance, her diguily forbade

it)—we seat ourselves on a rustic bench iu the wood,

hard upon the spot where the busy band is engaged.

How amusing it was to watch the lads climb monkey-
like up the slender stems that sway to and fro with their

weight, as they peel the uppermost twigs, or chip away
with a hook the obstructive sprays, chattering all the

while to one another with a twenty-tongue power ! The
lowest five feet or so, a grown man just hacks around,

and then strips the bark, that parts with a wheezy sound
from the wood if it run well (as they technically phrase

it) iu shape like the cricketer's leg-pads. Then against

the tree a boy places his ladder and mounts. When we
arrived the galfer was engaged iu making one of the

rough ladders they use for this purpose. It was a good
yai'd wide or more, the side-pieces being straight limbs

of a peeled sapling, the three intermediate steps hazel

wands, their ends being thrust into holes extemporized

by the point of the woodman's knife ; the top and bottom
steps were, however, peculiar iu being made with a twisted

hazel or honeysuckle vine. The reason for this was
obviously that when the ladder is placed against a tree

this twisted supple step forms an arc, which slips not

as a stiff smooth step would, but which holds the

more firmly the greater the weight upon it, as the

greater the strain upon it the more it bends towards

the shape of a semicii'cle.

Curious is it that these simple meu have learnt in prac-

tice a fact, the theoiy of which it belongs to the highest

mathematics to explain. It was very delightfid to sit

there, and watch the swift progress with which locust-like

the lads shifted from sapling to sapling.

The subdued sunlight shot gleamily through the thick

foliage, producing an exquisite alternation of most lovely

light and shade as it fell, fancifully broken, on creepiug

bramble, the bursting bracken, and the twisted brush-

wood tangle, tinting all with such delicate exhilarating

dyes, as would baffle the pencil of the most skilful artist,

whether he dash in a general effect after the brilliant,

dreamy, suggestive style of Turner, or contortedly copy

each sprig and leaf with the feebler disciple of the Pre-

Kaphaelite school.

Could the photographic apparatus give colouring, as it

does the network of undenvood, one might hope to see

such delicious effect reproduced ; but not, I fear, before

then.

My eye ! what an amount of cobalt and opaque white

would the fair lady-sketcher vainly daub upon her board,

in frantic, faithless imitation of that wondrous at-

mospheric, ethereal effect which those blue-bells so simply

produce, intermixed with a copse's undergrowth !

But the marker's di-y. Well, to be practical, let me
record what the woodman taught me. A good oak cop-

pice is reckoned to pay about £18 in sixteen years, not

reckoning the trees that are left standing. The plantation

we are thinning is about twenty years of age, has been

thinned once, and will require thinning in about ten years

again. It is calculated to yield about IJ tons of bark to

the acre, besides the sticks, which are worth a shilling

each one with another, and will come in for valuable fenc-

ing, hop-poles, and the like. The present price of bark

is about £4 10s. the ton, and the stripping costs from

27s. to 30s. the ton. The peeled saplings must remain

standing until the winter. " If you was to cut them
now, they would rip iu the sun, so as you coiddn't cleave

them nohow !" Tiien It requires an artist to decide upon

tlie best period for taking the bark in to scale, and he

must have his wits about him there, I am informed, so

many arc the customary allowances—so crafty the ti'icks

of the trade. " I remember when I went in last year

with your'n, sir. There was the foreman ; him was a

bobbing about with his toe under the scale. ' Stand off,'

says 1, 'and you shall have your weight, never fear.'

There be dead robbery oftentimes, sir, in a bark-yai'd."

Oak should be planted about four feet apart, and thinned

ultimately to fortj trees the acre, in order to grow timber.

Well, then I consult him as to a bit of rough side-land

(arable ground)—that it does not pay to cidtivate for or-

dinary crops—whether he would advise my planting it

with oak when the time comes. " Oh ! no, sir—larch
;

them do pay so much sooner. Bill, you remember that

bit of a rocky breast near ; that was planted with

larch as thick as it could stand—iu nothing much better

than stones too. Why, they had to carry the soil here

and there to have place to plant in. Why, that 'ere bit

of wood sold for £320 by public auction. There was

some from 40 to 50 feet high, and about four feet apart.

Them was used for sleepers and rafters, and the tops came

in for fencing stakes (all the dead'uns I was to liave, for

to carry home to my lodgings). That was a thing that

would come in for any market, and it was a regular tim-

ber merchant as bought it. Bless us, what a game the

haulier had to get them away ! They was packed so close,

and felled this way and that way evcryhow. But it was

a good price, that was."

And so larch-planting, when the season comes, shall

be our little game.

His opinion about orchards is that you cannot have

the trees too thick, in reason :
" If you meaus to plant

an orchard, plant one. It must be a blow then, to kill

the bloom upon all."

An odd phrase he used once :
" Says I, I'm not going

to be cattled about any longer ;" which he explained to

mean worried, as a herd is, being jostled against each

other on their way to market.

Another good phrase I heard the same day, from a

preacher's lips, who spoke of his having some good

" sivivels." Fishermen ! whatever can they mean? Why,
sermons on general doctrine, that will do to attach to a

variety of texts and endings.

The mention of sermons reminds me of a sad scene last

Sunday morning. Overnight, the children, who had

been especially anxious that I should visit their beds to

say "good-night," were full of wonderment and praise of

a nest of young birds that the cowman's boy had brought

them :
" Do you know, papa, they are only just fledged,

and they sing beautifully already !" They supposed

them to be young martins. In the morning, the first

thing, they brought me the chirping nest, in a dormouse's

cage. One " poor little thing" had forced its way
through the wires during the night, and was dead.

" Listen, papa ! how they sing 1"

" My darling, they are hungry, and calling to their

parents, who can't hear them. They are sure to die.

What a naughty boy he was to take them !"

" Are they martins, papa ?"

" No : they are young water-wagtails, I think. Put

them out on the lawn there, and see what they will do."

Just then the schoolroom breakfast-bell rang, and away

they scampered to their meal. Meanwhile, the poor

birdlings sat in a heap, crowded together, as one used to

read the Babes in the Wood did, chirping sadly, but ap-

parently strong. " WeU," thought I, " when the

children retm-n, we'll try to feed them." I had not been

gone five minutes when I returned, to find one quite sud-

denly dead and stiff, and two others gasping their littl?
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lives out. What a sad sight it was ! aud then, to think

how many human binllings there are, even this minute,

gasping their jioor, short lives out, under the torture of

illness or cruel parental treatment ! AVheu the children

returned, we got some smaU caterpillars from the lime-

tree ; hut they would not take them ; and the four sur-

viving innocents sat up against each other and chirped so

sadly, as though they felt they were deserted. " Poor

—

poor little things!" said our youngest, with wet eyes.

And so the human birdlings sat round, and keenly felt for

the sufferings of the nest that v.as intended to please

them. Hereupon, the man came with a small worm, off

which he severed a piece. Then, tapping their beaks, by

some magic manipulation he made them open them ; and

then he popped the worm in. In an instant the first-fed

took flight a few yards, to the delight of our French young-

ster, who clapped his hands and cheered, Then he was

caught again, and the rest fed. " Oh, they'll do now !

Take them to your pantry, aud feed them soon again.

Perhaps we may save what remain." But, alas ! on oui*

return from chm-ch, we found them all dead corpses.

Good cook, iu a fit of misjudging benevolence, had
crammed them, with crumbs, to death. And so the next

day they were buried, aud their grave planted ; aud now
the very fact of their brief existence is lost in that facile

forgetfulness which is a characteristic of children, and
which is a blessing, nevertheless, to be coveted.

I heartily wish those runaway icebergs in lat. 45 deg.

w^ould move ou, that are credited with causing this in-

clement weather. My clipped sheep are all shivering

under the fence—small blame to them for it. Iu fact,

I'm shivering myself, and must be otf to get a warm.
Aic recoil'

:

Vigil.

THE BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT SALISBURY,

The determination to pay a second visit to the city of

Salisbury was only caii'ied upon the understanding that

the fuU show of 18G7 might make up for the very limited

exhibition of last year. Had it been anticipated that the

cattle classes would again have been wanting, there is

little question but that the Council would have gone fur-

ther afield. It must as a rule be always impolitic to

over-do a district with a Society of the calibre of the Bath
and "West of England ; while two half-meetings in succes-

sion resulted, naturally enough, iu a certain tameness

that may be taken as the chief characteristic of the

week's proceedings. With the restrictive orders stiU iu

force, the management was, indeed, quite prepared to lose

money by the business ; and, however good may have

been the receipts, there was little of the bustle and excite-

ment of such occasions observable cither amongst the

breeders of stock or the manufacturers of implements.

The increased means, in fact, for making up a show were

only partially developed ; for the entries of pigs were
small, though good, and of sheep there was perhaps the

most uneven array ever brought together. If some
breeds were well represented, others offered a miserable

front ; and, with commendations liberally appended in

one section, the prizes were as often withheld iu the next.

It had been assumed that the flocks of the Plain would
make a strong stand in the capital of their own country

;

nor was this hope disappointed, as the Hampshire or West
Country Do^vu3 have never been seen to more advantage.

Almost all the best-known breeders were represented, and
some new or less-known men also came well to the front.

This was especially the case in the opening class of year-

ling rams, where ]\Ir. Coles, of Norton Bavant, with
only one sheep entered beat five rams from Mr. Rawlencc,
two from i\Ir. Canning, two of Mr. Bennett's, three of

Mr. Oldlng's, and so on ; the actual awai'd being empha-
sized by a number of commendatious. And the winner is

certainly worthy of his place, being a really uoble sheep,

combining great size with fine character ; as beginning re-

markably well with a good, pleasing head, instead of the sour
lop-eared look so often noticeable in the Hamp-
shires. The prize shearling has also a capital back
aud strong neck, but his wool is too open for a Down

;

Bud the judges said there was something not quite ortho-

dox in the colour of his poll or the tinting of his

ears. Of the five Bulbridge rams, three were dis-

tinguished in the return list, with one of the commended

sheep preferred by many to the second prize, that is very

plain about his head, though with a capital touch, aud

hence his superiority to his fellows of apparently a better

type. Mr. Bennett's commended sheep were very true

to the old Hampshire Down stamp, withoutbeingtoo coarse;

whereas Mr. Olding's flock does not go much for appear-

ance, and Mr. Long's specimens went to still further de-

stroy the uniformity of the class. Any prevailing simi-

larity, however, is scarcely a point here, as two of Mr.
Rawleuce's sheep standing side by side, one taking a

prize and the other a high commendation, were very

diflerent to each other in the colour of their countenances

as well as in expression ; the one having almost a white

face, and the other a dark one. Iu the class of old sheep

again there was the same difl"erence observable, although

Mr. Kawlence would have taken both first and second

prizes but for his best, a very handsome true-framed ram,

having broken down badly behind, and Mr. Canning came

in accordingly with a very good smart sheep. But it was

amongst the yearling ewes that the especial excellence of

the Hampshire Downs centred, the Bulbridge first pi'ize

pen being really admirable, and three out of the five about

the very best of the breed ever brought together. Not
but that the lot were nicely sorted, and as they show
more style and breeding than the rams, and moreover

handle famously, we may safely record 102 in the cata-

logue as the finest sight in the show. Still, the whole

class was a good one, with uot an exhibitor in it but who
was complimented by the judges, even if the prize ewes

placed themselves. Mr. Ilawlence encountered uo com-

petition amongst the ewes and lambs, though the four

premiums were fairly earned and as duly awarded.

The Downs " proper" were in no such force, where Sir

William Throckmorton had it all his own way with some

neat well-bred rams and a still better pen of

ewes, the ladies again having the call. Lord Radnor's

sheep were by no means up to their usual standard,

and we never saw IMr. Parquharson show to less

advantage ; though the wooden spoon went palpably

enough to Mr. Neville Grenville for some poor plain

wretched things that would promise to send the South-

down quite out of fashion in Somersetshire. Nor were

the Sliro])sIiire Downs any better, aud, with two out of

the three Shortwool judges Shrophire men, a strong pro-

portion of the prizes were withheld. Mr. Mansell's

prize rams are straight, serviceable animals; but Lady
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Willougliby de Brok^'s flock is goinj; bat-k, and Mr.
Holland makes no advance ou the mediocrily that lias

latterly marked his efibrts in the way of breeding a

prize sheep. Mr. Beach's ewes are better; but with
Mr. Ilorton's entries not forwarded, there was really

nothing to beat, and the return of the second prize to

the coft'ers from which it came notes signilicantly enough
the character of the competition. Mr. George AVallis,

from Bampton, was the only exhibitor of O.xford Down
rams, sending three into the shearling and two into the

old class ; but the judges refused to acknowledge more than
one prize sheep amongst the former; whilst Mr. Futcher,

from Fovant, had only himself to satisfy with an up and
dowu pen of ewes, the Oxfords thus apparently coming
into use about Salisbury.

The Somerset and Dorset rams, however, should sliare

with the Hampshires the credit of representing the

district, as they did veiy handsomely, Mr. Danger and
Mr. Pitfield being, as usual, amongst the most successful

exhibitors. They were opposed nevertheless, and not alto-

gether in vain, by one or two new men, Mr. Henry Mayo's
first prize ewes being a particularlylevelaud pretty pen. But
then these horned ewes generally show a deal better than
the rams, which are rather coarse, flat-sided animals,

when once you get beyond their picturesque heads, with
the points of their horns curling into their very eyes.

But, let him tell as he may on the show-ground, it is the

early-lamb that proves the Somerset or Dorset; and the

commended sheep of ^Ir. James—another new man in

this way—was one of a second crop, having been dropped
in the summer, after the first had been fed off. But Mr.
James was sighing for another opportunity with his He-
rcfords, which are wasting all their sweetness in the soli-

tudes of Mappowder, instead of taking first prizes at the

West of England and the Royal. Of the four Mountain
sheep exhibited by Mr. Mander and IMr. Quartley, two
received prizes and one a high commendation, as there is

no doubt but that, for his purpose, the active, hardy little

Exmoor is full of good qualities, try liim as you may, for

mutton or wool.

As with the Short-wools, the show of Long-wool sheep

at Salisbmy was noticeably unequal ; for the Leicesters

were very moderate, the Cotswolds very good, and the

Lincolns very bad. The competition, moreover, amongst
the Leicesters was very limited, Mr. Gould having it all

to himself in the old-ram and ewe classes, with three en-

tries for four prizes. These Poltimore rams are very

light, small, but bloodlike sheep ; whereas the ewes were
so poor, with such little substance and such bad legs of

mutton, that nothing but " compiJsion" could have war-

ranted their ever winning a first prize. When they so

choose it, there is no sheep shows like a Cotswold. There

is no other clips so nicely into shape, as few face you
better, or present generally a more imposing appearance

;

and there were some admirable examples of this happy
union of qualities at Salisbury. For its extent, it was
really a great show of the sort, led off by Mr. King Tosnbs'

shearlings, to whose merits we spoke at Basingstoke,

but of whose individual merits the judges here took a

diflerent view ; for the second-best at Basingstoke they

now put first, and the then first second ; Mr. Herbert

separating instead of leading the Longford couple

;

and Mr. GiUett and Mr. Beale Browne further con-

tributing to the strength of a class pretty generally

commendable for fine character and goodly propoi-tions.

JNIr. King Tombs' old ram, to whose size and girth

we testified when we saw him the other day in

Hampshire, was again the first of his order, though Mr.
GUlett showed three capital rams against him ; the second

prize, beyond his weight and appearance, having a good

firm touch—not always such "a proof" with the Cotswolds.

The Oakland ewes, again, were both lots very good ; and

despite the absence of the Games, the Lanes, and others,

the Cotswolds fairly lield their own when put over the

Hill. The "other" long-wools answered very much to

their iuditl'erent description. Mr. George Radmore, who
liad been commcuded ibr a Cotswold-looking Leicester,

now won with a Leicester cross ; and Mr. Herbert, of

East Leach, was second with a Longwool, as he was
also with a Cotswold ; while Mr. Clarke Hales was
the chief champion of the Lincolns, which ai'e bred,

we believe, direct from liincoln blood, and have pre-

viously taken ])rizes about their new home in Cambridge-
shire. The oddest-looking sheep, however, of this very

odd lot w'as that of Mr. Allen, described as " a Down
rain," and classified accordingly amongst the other long

wools ! The judges duly awarded every prize here at

their disposal ; but it is satisfactory to say that they did

not commit themselves to a commendation.

With special prizes given by the local committee for

Berkshire pigs, some of the best of this breed were still

to be found in the open classes, where they were opposed

by Mr. Duckering's large Yorkshire or Lincolnshire

whites, and generally with the worst of the comparison.

A great North Country hog has, however, little beyond his

mere size to recommend him. He is coarse in quality,

almost bare of any coat or covering, and generally

overdone as a breeding animal. With many of these

characteristics, Mr. Duckering's pigs do not show
the excesses of some of the Leeds fanciers, and his old

boars were very properly at the head of a small class
; but

his single younger boar hud no chance with the Berk-

shires, of which Mr. Stewart and Mr. Humfrey sent two
very excellent specimens, neither too old-fashioned nor
" improved " into too delicate a sort, a fault either way
that breeders are apt to commit. With good heads and
collars, deep, square frames, and plenty of hair, Mr.
Humfrey's pigs threatened to hold their places all through

as well as they did at Basingstoke ; but the sows were

now put out, as it was said, for being over-fed for breed-

ing purposes—a cause for disqualification that we should

like to see more frequently insisted on ; as, indeed, there

were other prize-pigs at Sali.sbury that apparently could

not stand, and that might have been condemned with

equal justice. The " special " Berkshires were not, as we
ha^e just intimated, so good as their connections in the

other classes. They were mostly bred too fine, or, at

least, the prize-animals were ; and are apparently fast

getting away from the useful, hardy type, into a prettier,

daintier kind, with which there is little to find fault on
their own personal merits, if they scarcely fill the eye of

a Berkshire man. Mr. Stewart's pen of hilts are very

taking ; and the Rev. Henry Bailey, great as his repute

as a breeder about home, has his now-customary fortune

in the show-ground of receiving nothing higher than a

commendation; though Mr. Hewer does better with his

couple of breeding sows.

The small breeds were all so good that, with one soli-

tary exception, every entry in every class was rmticed by
the judges, of whom Mr. !Moon, the great authority,

testified strongly to the marked excellence of this sec-

tion of the show. Mr. Duckering's so-called "little"

pig, but big enough for anything in reason, are

a nice set-off to his big brother, and we should certainly

go for nothing beyond the middle breed, under which
title if we remember aright they arc occasionally entered.

V\'ith good kind heads, in place of those terrible tusks

and snouts, the small whites have capital collars and
shoulders, more hair, and better quality. The winning

colour, in fact, rather ran upon wliite, Mr. Pelham
Warren also showing some nice white Yorkshires, and Lord
Radnor coming in at last with a couple of ColeshiDs

E 2
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Captain Warren, however, cultivates the black Essex, and

Mr. Coles exhibited some very good specimens of the

same sort, perhaps a truer type of what a small pig should

be than what often passes under that denomination on

our show grounds. It may be possible to make too much
of a small breed, just as we may refiue down a Berk-

shire by stealing in a taste of this same black Essex.

The Arts may Hourish, the poultry maintain its excel-

lence, the implement avenues extend their long length,

but the horse show is still a difficulty with the Bath and

West of England Society. Now this is a little better,

then again rather worse, and the prize list is clipped or

appended or amended until there is no standard to work
up to. On this occasion the producing classes of hacks

and hunters were altogether abandoned, the good policy

of which was somewhat pointedly questioned by an exhi-

bitor, who, seeing nowhere else to place her, insisted upon
entering a brood mare with a foal at her foot in the class

of all-aged hunters. This was certainly a novelty in its

way, but otherwise the hunting classes were made up
very much as they were last year, not only by the same
exhibitors, but by the same horses. Captain Heygate's

Mountain Dew for instance, that was highly commended
as a four-year-old, now took second prize as a iive-year-

old, and a great fine horse he is, with big boue but clean

limbs, and good long striding hunting action. Then his

own brother, Denmark, first as a two-year-old at Here-

ford, and as a three-year-old last year, was first again as a

fom'-year-old. He is another big one, but apparently not

a pleasant horse to ride, and witli a sharp bit to puU him
well on his haunches, more in place as a charger than as a

hunter. A third entry of Captain Heygate's, out of the same
mare, but by Ancient Briton vice TheBra,took the first prize

for three-year-olds, and]a very handsome filly she is, show-
ing more blood and fashion than either of her half-

brothers, but without their power. Then Mr. Luxton
showed an own sister to The Prior, which last year took

the first prize as a four-year-old. The Novice being now
placed second in the same class, but disqualified as going

blind, and so the prize went to Mr. Woodcock's Head-
Centre by Drogheda, that was also second last year to

Denmark. He is a common animal enough, but the Novice
is a nice blood-like filly, though with the fidgetty,

worrying action of her sire, the Baldfaced Stag. So
far there was not much encouragement in the way of

breaking fresh ground, but the first prize all-aged hunter

infused a little more spirit into the daily parade. This

was the famous Yorkshire- Irish horse Voyageur, the best

weight-carrier at Islington last year, and first, second, and
first, over and over again in his adopted country. He is

now at eight years old a handsomer horse than ever ; but

lie should never be hurried out of his marching walk ; or

to see him at his best his portrait should be taken in his

box. A far nicer nag to ride was Mr. Paull's highly-com-

mended horse, a similar compliment being paid to Mr.
Pinckney's wonderfully good-looking brood mare, but
she should have had a prize and a class of her own. The
three-year-old hunting colts and fillies were only a mode-
rate field, the most showy one of the lot being put out,

after a division between the Judges, mainly from his

having a chipped knee ; but as he was bought there and
then by Mr. Barnes, the well-known dealer from
Andover, this could not have so much mattered, and
no award was more discussed by the public. The
pair of prize hacks were both very commendable. Golden
Locks for her looks and the horse for his action ; while the
few ponies were so bad that the prize might very properly
have been withheld, as the very winner can hardly be
worth the ten pound note he took home with him The'Bir-
mingham Meeting no doubt did some damage to the

Salisbury nag-show ; as, had they not b'^eu both on to-

gether, Mr. Milward for one might again have given some
snpjiort to the West of England.

The distinction, often enough without a difference, be-

tween heavy draught and common cart-horses, is no
longer insisted on, although this opening of the ranks did

little to increase the competition in the two classes of

stallions for agricultural purposes. There were half-a-

dozen all-aged horses entered, the best of which, the grey

Britain, is a rather clever compact animal, with a good
kindly head, deep in his girth, and smart in his action,

but with indifferent hocks, and altogether falling away
behind. He has the merit of being a home-bred one,

and his dam was a well-known winner in her day at the

local meetings. Mr. Gale's second is a heavy-topped

chesnut of no great merit ; while as good, or a better-

looking horse than any of the others was a four-year-old,

that, however, roared so fearfully and lashed out so

viciously that it was quite a relief to see him ordered

not only out of the ring, but off the ground. The two-

year-olds rather wanted weight, as Mr. Newman's second

prize colt has style enough for a carriage horse ; and Mr.
Gibbs' first is another light, quick mover, but with more
power than the other, and there was no question

about his place, the more especially as the judges reported

very disparagingly of the class, though somewhat strangely

they appended a high commendation to the two premiums
at their disposal. There was more showing for such a

compliment amongst the mares and foals, where Mr.
Holland led off with the " Eoyal " JMatchless, still wearing

fresh and well at fourteen years old ; a great weighty

mare of Mr. Golledge's getting second, though with her

foal sadly injured after he reached the ground. But the

pick and pride of the draught horses centred over the

pairs in work, JNIr. Lavingtou's roans being remarkable

not merely for their size and power, but for their general

good looks ; while Mr. Gibbs matched another pair of

capital roans, and Mr. Simpkins a third " set," that even

the Lincolnshire judge admitted it was worth coming
all the way to look at. The only wonder is that the

competition was so limited, the county being, as it is said,

somewhat famous for its plough pairs, a character which
the sample went far to sustain.

The dog show was very discreetly suffered to drop

through ; but there was a sheep-sheai'ing match that,

under the full blaze of the sun, it was impossible to stand

out, with the more grateful shade of the flowers and
shrubs, or the poultry-tent so handy. The game fowl

struck us as being very good, the single cock birds more
particularly ; and the Spanish were also declared upon
authority to be excellent ; but otherwise the strength of

this department was hardly up to an average, at least in

merits, although the entries were more numerous thau

ever.

PRIZE LIST.
SHEEP.

LEICESTERS.
Judges—(And for other Long-wools.)

J. Clarke, Long Sutton, Lincoln.

J. Moon, Maristow, lloborough, Devon.
T. Potter, Yellowford, CoUumpton.

Yearling rams.—Enst prize, £10, and second £5, J. Gould,

Poltimore, Exeter. Commended : G. Radmore, Court ILayes,

Thorverton, Devon.
Hams of any other age.—First prize, £5, and second, £3,

J. Gould.

Pens of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £10, J. Gould.

(No competition).

COTSWOLDS.
Yearlings rams.—First prize, £10, J. K. Tombs, Laugford,

Lechladc ; second, £5, T. Herbert, East Loach Tiirville, Lecli-

hido. Highly commended: J. Gillett, Oaklands, C'halbury.

and J. K. Tombs.
Kams of any other age,—First prize, £5, J. Jv. Tomb.

;
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second, ko, 3. Gillett. Highly comnieudcd : J. Uillclt, for
|

two other nuns.

Pens of live yearling ewes.—Pirst prize, £10, iiuJ second,

£5, J. Gillett. Commended : T. Bede Browne, Salpcrton

Park, Andoversford.

OTIIEK LONG-WOOLS.
Yeavliug rams.—Pirst prize, £10, G. lladmorc ; second, £5,

T. Herbert.

Hams of any otlicr a^e.—First prize, £5, G. lladmorc
;

second, £3, Clarke Hales, Bassingbourne, lloyston.

Pens of five yearling ewes.— Pirst prize, £10, and second,

£5, Clarke Hales. (No further competition).

SOVTIIUOWXS.

Judges—(And for other Sliort-wools).

H. Bone, llingwood.

G. Cureton, Beam House, Shrcwslniry.

C. Randcll, Chadbury, Evesham.

Yearling rams.—First prize, £10, Sir W. Throckmorton,

Buckland, Paringdon ; second, £5, the Earl of lladuor, Coles-

hill, Highworth. lliglily commended: Sir AV. Tiirock-

morton.
Rams of any other age.—First prize, £5, and second, £3,

Sir W. Throckmorton. Commended : The Earl of lladnor.

Pens of live yearling ewes.—First prize, £10, Sir W.
Throckmorton ; second, £5, the Earl of Radnor.

HAMPSHIRE DOWNS.
Yearling rams.—First prize, £10, II. Coles, MiddletonFarra,

Norton Bavant, Wilts ; second, £5, J. Rawlcnce, Bulbridge,

Wilton. Highly commended : J. llawlence, and W. P. Ben-
nett, Chilmark, Wilts. Commended : J. llawlence, and W.
P. Bennett.

Rams of any other age.—First prize, £5, J. Rawlcnce
;

second, £3, W. B. Canning, Elston Hill, Devizes. Highly
commended : J. llawlence. Commended : E. Olding, Ratfin

Farm, Amesbury.
Pens of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £10, J. Rawlcnce

;

second, £5, W. B. Canning. Highly commended: J. llaw-

lence and W. P. Bennett. Commended : E. Waters, Stratford-

sub-Castle, Salisbury, A. Morrison, Fonthill House, Tisbury,

and J . llawlence.

HAMPSHIRE DOWNS.
Bred in Wiltshire, or within 20 miles of Salisbury.

Five four-teeth ewes, with their Iambs, and in their wool.

—

Pirst prize, £10, and second £5, J. llawlence. (No further

competition).

F'ive six-teeth or full-mouthed ewes, with their lambs, and
in the wool.—First prize, £10, and second, £5, J. Rawlenee.
(No further competition).

SHROPSHIRE DOWNS.
Yearling rams.—First prize, £10, T. Mansell, Adcott

Hall, Shrewsbury ; second, £5, J. Beach, Brewood, Dudley.
Rams of any other age.—First prize, £5, T. Mansell

;
(sec-

ond prize withheld).

Pen of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £10, J. Beach

;

(second prize withheld.

OXEORD DOWNS.
Yearling rams.—First prize, £10, G. Wallis, Old Shifford,

Bampton, Farringdon
;
(second prize withheld).

Rams of any other age.—First prize, £5, and second, £3,

G. Wallis.

Pens of five yearling ewes.—First prize, £10, A. Futcher,

Fovant, Salisbury. (No competition).

SOMERSET AND DORSET HORNS.
Yearling rams.—Pirst prize, £10, T. Danger, Huntstile,

Bridgwater; second, £5, A. J. Pitfield, Eype, Bridport.

Highly commended : H. Mayo, Cockers Frome, Dorchester.

Commended : H. Mayo, and J. W. James, Mappowder, Bland-

ford.

Rams of any other age.—First prize, £5, and second, £3,

T. Danger. Highly commended : A. J. Pitfield.

Pens of five yearling ewes.—Pirst prize, £10, II. Mayo

;

second, £5, T. Danger. Highly commended : H. Mayo.

MOUNTAIN SHEEP.
Rams of any age.—First prize, £10, E. Maunder, Heaselly

Mill, North Molton, Devon; second, £5, J. Quartly, West
Molland, South Molton, Devon. Highly commended : E.

Maunder.
Pens of live ewes.—(No entry).

MOUSES.
EOR ACRK'ULTUllAL PURPOSES.

Judges.—R. C. F. Howard, Temple Bruer, Lincoln.

V. B. Watts, Turnworth, Blandford.

Stallions foaled before 18G5.—First prize, £30, W. Sains-

ury, Hunts House, West Lavington (Britain) ; second, £lu,

W. 11. Gale, Manor Farm, Burbage, Marlborough (Jupiter).

Highly commended: R. Jacob, Baltonsborough, Glastonbury

(Bumper).
Stallions foaled in 1865.—Pirst prize, £20, E. Gibbs, Chit-

tcrue, AVilts (Banker) ; second, £10, A. T. Newman, West

Dean, Chichester (Young Champion). Highly commended:

E. Holland, IM.P., Dumblcton Hall, Evesham.

Mares and foals, or in foal.—First prize, £15, E. Holland,

M.P. (Matchless) ; second, £5, J. Golledge, Whaddon Grove,

Trowbridge (Blossom). Commended: J. Lush, AVinterbournc

Earis, Salisbury (Sober), and A. Lavington, Poulshot Lodge,

Devizes.

Pairs of agricultural horses, foaled before the 1st of Janu-

ary, 1862.—First prize, £20, P. Lavington, Chitterne St.

Mary, Ileytesbury. (No competition)

.

Pairs of agricultural horses, foaled after the 1st of January,

1862.—First prize, £20, E. Gibbs ; second, £10, J. G. Simp-

kins, Alton Priors, Marlborough.

HUNTERS.

Judges (and for Hacks and Ponies).

H. Corbet, London.

11. Thurnall, lloyston.

Marcs or geldings, foaled before the 1st January, 1863.—

First prize, £25, T. Sutton, Alwent, Darlington (Voyageur) ;

second, £10, Captain E. N. Heygate, Buckland, Leominster

(Mountain Dew). Highly commended : E. C. Pinckney, Ber-

wick St. James, Salisbury (Kathleen), andWm.Paull, Puddle-

town, Dorset (Plaudit).

Mares or geldings, foaled in 1863.—Pirst prize, £25, Capt.

Heygate (Denmark) ; second, £10, J. Woodcock, Nether-

hampton, Sahsbury (llead Centre).

Fillies or geldings, foaled in 1864;.—First prize, £15, Capt.

Heygate (Britannia) ; second, £5, Mrs. Louisa ]\lalcohn,

Becchwood, Totton (Sunshine). Commended: R. Canning,

Townshend Manor, Over Wallop, Stockbridgc.

HACKS.

Mares or geldings, not more than six years old, nor exceeding

fifteen hands high, calculated to carry not less than 15 stone.

—(No entry).

Mares or geldings, not more than six years old, nor exceed-

ing fifteen hands high, calculated to carry not less than 13

stone.—First prize, £10, R. K. Melsom, Norton Bavant, War-

minster (Golden Locks) ; second, £5, R. W. Melsomc, Stock-

ton, Ileytesbury (Little W^onder).

PONIES.

Mares or geldings, not exceeding thirteen hands high.

—

Prize of £10, R. Fookes, Milton Abbot, Blandford (Forester

Bob).
PIGS.

Judges.—J. Clark.

J. Moon.
T. Potter.

LARGE BREED.
Boars above one year, and not exceeding two years old.—

First prize, £5, and second £3, R. E. Duckering, Northorpe,
Kirton Lindsey, Lincoln.

Boars, not exceeding one year old.—I'irst prize, £5, A.
Stewart, Saint-Bridge, Gloucester ; second, £3, H. Humfrcy,
Kingstone Farm, Shrivenham. Highly commended : A.
Stewart. Commended: AV. Hewer, Sevenhampton, and J.

K. Tombs.
Breeding sows. — First prize, £5, and second £3, R. E.

Duckerirg. Highly commended : J. D. Men, Tisbury ; and
11. Humfrcy. Commended : II. Humfrey.
Two breeding sows, not exceeding nine months old.—First

prize, £5, R. E. Duckering ; second, £3, W. Hewer. Com-
mended : A. Stewart,

BERKSHIRE.
Boars.—The prize, £5, W. Yells, Highworth. Cora-

mended: J. Rawlenee, Bulbridge, and J. K. Tombs.
Sows of any age with pigs, or in farrow.—First prize £5, J.

K. Tombs ; second, £2 10s., the Marquis of Ailesbury, Home
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Farm, Saveniake Torest. Highly commended : 11. llivingtou

Cireucester, Gloucester, Sir W. Throckmorton, Bart., and W.
Tells. Commenled : H. Rivingtou.

Three hilts, above four and not exceeding eight months old,

Erst prize, £5, A. Stewart ; second, £2 10s., W. Yells. Higldy

commended : Rev. H. G. Baily, Swindon.

SMALL BREED.
Boars above onx; year, and not exceeding two years old.

—

First prize, 11. E. Duckering ; second, £3, Captain R. P. War-
ren, Worting House, Basingstoke. (No further competition).

Boars not exceeding one year old.—First prize, £5, E. Coles,

Yeovil ; second, £3, Captain R. P. Warren. Highly com-
mended : E. Coles and R. E. Duckering. Commended ; the

Earl of Radnor.
Breeding sows.—First prize, £5, R. E. Duckering ; second,

£3, E. Coles. Highly commended : E. Coles, and J.D. Allen.

Two breeding .'ows, not exceeding nine months old.—First

prize. £5, the Earl of Radnor ; second, £3, Captain R. P.

Warren. Highly commended : R. E. Duckering.

Veteei^ary Inspector.—Professor Browne.

THE IMPLEMENTS.
NOVELTIES AND FIELD TRIALS.

The iirst business here was a walk tlirougb the one-

hundred-and-seventy " stands " furnished by one-

liuudred-and-tweuty-four exhibitors, in search of any

article of novelty or peculiar interest.

Oil Clayton and Shuttleworth's stand of engines and

machines was a quite new impleineiit— Gilljatt's patent

liquid-manure and water-drill. Imagine a barrel-churn

huug inside a light framing, with a couple of carriage-

wheels and a pair of horse-shafts, the revolution of the

wheels causing the barrel to rotate. A number of cups

fixed inside the barrel keep the manure and water con-

stantly stirredr up, and raise the liquid in equable quan-

tities into a funnel, whence it Hows through a hollow axis

out of each end of the barrel, and passes down a couple of

pipe-coulters. The stream may be cither continuously or

interiiiitteiitly delivered by means of slide-valves, worked

by levers and cams, upon the outer surface of the barrel

;

and these are so "timed" that the dropping deposits in

diagonal as well as in lineal rows, to give the plants more
space and air. A seed-box is attached behind, having an

easy and pretty arrangement for raising and lowering the

coulters. This light implement keeps the mixture constantly

free from deposition of sediment, and delivers a full stream

to the last.

A novelty among engines is the oscillating lixed-engine

of Deacon and Wood. The expensive parts of the ordinary

oscillating cylinder, valves, and coursions are avoided, by

admitting the steam directly at each end of the cylinder

through ports in raised faces rubbing against an interme-

diate slotted-plate, which, worked by an eccentric, acts in-

stead of valves. We doubt whether the friction incurred

by this form of engine will be a smaller evil than the mul-

tiplicity of Vi'orking parts which it has displaced.

March and Spencer's " Fourneyron turbine" appears

well-adapted for driving farm-yard machinery, where a

deep fall of water is obtainable, as it avoids the expense of

the heavy work of fitting a water-wheel, and, running

with a speed of 200 up to 900 revolutions per minute, no
heavy shafting and multiplying cog-wheels are required.

This llrni .show a good apple-miU, in which the " breaking

down" is done by a Bcutall pulping-barrel, placed over a

pair of granite crushing-rollers.

l\ixford and Sons have brought out a new thrashing

machine, adapted for being driven by a four-horse port-

able engine, yet able to knock out 30 ([rs. per day. Their

large machine has the compcnsatioii-crauk straw-shaker.

The white-coater (consisting of wood beaters revolving

within a fixed cone of perforated sheet-iron) has been

placed at the bottom of the machine, just below the

elevators, which is an improvement ; and one of the

cleverest pieces of mechanism we have seen is their ro-

taiy screen, composed of longitudinal square steel wires,

which ore adjusted to dirt'erent widths of interstice by
simply being turned round upon their axes, this being

accomplished by a pretty movement, much like " chang-
ing the tunes" in a self-acting musical box.

The Machiuery-in-motion department, we believe, is

hardly so extensive as it was last year ; but the fore-

going observations show that abundant interest is to be

found in it for persons about to purchase.

On Messrs. Howard's long stand the most noticeable

implements are a new double-furrow plough, made with

wood beam and handles, exceedingly portable in turning at

the ends of the field, and extremely simple in the mode
of attaching the share and slipe to the body—altogether,

an implement precisely adapted for saving labour. The
" cellular malleable iron" plough-body, on the principle

of tubular structures, is a novelty iu the right direction,

giving great sti-ength, with the utmost lightness. The
four-beamed and handled drag-harrows, witli tlie new
chisel-tooth, are just what has been wanted in many dis-

tricts, for secm'ing a thorough surface -tilth. A drawing
of the new Bedford boiler was shown—a most original

invention, in which the water is entirely contained in

tubes, and possessing a series of practical advantages that

must secure for it the greatest attention of the engineer-

ing world.

Coleman and ^Morton's new oilcake cutter is a decided

success. There is less waste in dust, the pieces are of

more equable size, and the crank is much more easy to

turn than in the old breakers ; and for sheep and lambs

we get nodules like dice, or rather like hazel nuts, instead

of like nutmegs or inch-cubes, which is a considerable

advantage.

On the extensive stand of Ransomes and Sims we also

observed some novelties. The " Skeltou" turnwrest

plough has now a handy method of altering the wheel-

gear for traversing a right or left furrow without the

ploughman leaving his place for the purpose ; in fact, he

has only to pull a string, which releases or locks a bolt.

The digging breast, for attachment to ordinary ploughs,

is a most effective addition, invaluable for fallowing pur-

poses ; and here, for a few shillings, you get the power to

perform a quality of tillage second only to that of steam

cultivation. A clever little machine of this firm is the
" Automaton" lawn-mower, and the mechanical arrange-

ment for throwing in or out of gear without a clicking

ratchet, and without any attenttion from the woi'kraan,

is exceedingly good.

The field-trials, or, as the performances ought to be called,

"the exhibition of field-implements in action," attracted

large numbers of spectators on Tuesday and Wednesday.

A light, short crop of old meadow grass, on an up-and-

down surface, with banks iu some places, and something

very like a watercourse to be crossed in others, formed

a queerish test for the grass-mowers ; but, on walking

across the plots done and in witnessing the work
of most of the machines, we considered that the trial

was, on the whole, satisfactory. Hornsby's machines

made good work, in spite of an accident on the railway

having been with difficulty set in time for the field-

day. Bamlett's cut close and well ; and Picksley and

Sims, Brigham and Bickerton, Young, Wood, Samuelson,

and Burgess and Key, all kept up the credit of their ma-
chines ; though it was not demonstrated what would

have been done with an excessively heavy crop of grass.

The clover-cutting on the "Wednesday was an excellent

test ; in which Cuthbert also competed with his one-horse

reaper, laying the clover in neat, sheaf-bunches, instead

of a swathe. The requirement of the South and West of
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Englaudis for machines that will deliver clover and other

artificial .crass in swathe, out of the way of the next round
of the horses. The climate is hot enough to make the

stuff into good hay without its heing spread ; and thus

knocking otf the Jcaf is avoided.

The hay-tedders and horse-rakes, in due course, fol-

lowed the grabs-moAvcrs. Howard's haymaker tossed,

separated, and lightly laid the grass to perfection. His

machine is this year fitted with a hexagonal instead of

round wood-roller, and a frame upon which no hay can

accumulate. Ashby and Tcffery's haymaker, witli solid axle,

and tiic most simple ])os5iblc gearing, is able to tcdd with

ease a crop of fom- tons to the acre : it is fitted also with

thick-euttmg knives, and manure spreaders, for attach-

ment to the forks. Nicholson's haymaker supported its

high character for performance ; and his newest pattern is

offered to the public at a low figure, " complete," with-

out any extra charge. Le Butt's " Champion" haymaker
has both front and sides formed of one continuous solid

bar of iron, of the strongest possible construction, and is

a very etScient machine.

Among the horse-rakes, we singled out Messrs. Ho-
waido', as certainly making the cleanest and most perfect

work. Howell's, with a seat for the driver, and a self-

acting delivery, is veiy cleverly contrived, but did not

approach the machines of Howard, Ashby and JetFery, and

Nicholson in actual work. A very smart little tool is

Ashby and Jeffery's hand-rake, with the easiest lever-move-

ment for dropping the load, without the man having to

stop for an instant. The work is so well done that the

saving of stuff must alone pay for such an implement over

and over again in the course of a summer and harvest.

Horse-hoes and ridge-harrows, were worked at inter-

vals upon cross provided for the pui-pose, and what little we
were able to see of the performances confirmed our opinion

that for simplicity and effectiveness on level lands

Smith's horse-hoe is not yet surpassed ; while Garrett

and Sons are not beaten for hoes on the coulter-lever

principle.

The reaping-machines had plenty of space and time

allowed them ; but at this time of year no proper test can

be provided ; and if a machine can cut and deliver any-

thing, it is a crop of light upstanding rye.

On ^Monday and Tuesday the Beverley Company's
three-horse reaper was engaged in cutting round the fields

and opening the crop into plots, which were assigned to

the various machines by lot. The Beverley machine,

having adopted a chain in place of the india-rubber delivery

belt, is able to cut closer to the ground than fonnerly,

while sundry other valuable improvements in detail have

been made. The reel is driven more slowly, and so is less

liable to thrash out corn ; the raising and lowering, and the

reversing motion have been simplified, and the under-side

of the fingers or guards has been rounded, thus reducing

the resistance and preventing clogging.

Burgess and Key exhibited in action their newly-

improved McCormick side-delivery sheafing reaper ; and

the cutting, and delivery both were particularly well

done, the reel-rake easily pushing off the cut rye from the

quadrant platform in neat bunches. This year, one-

half the reel-supporting frame is done away with

;

all the mechanism is supported by the large main-

wheel alone ; the weight of the driving man
is made to counterbalance that of the platform,

thus relieving the small off-side travelling wheel of

weight, and the horses are relieved of the weight of the

pole ; and by these alterations, the da-aught of the machine

has been reduced to a surpi-ising extent. A clever notion

is making the driver's seat and foot -rest moveable, so as

to be turned out of the way for travelling on the road and

passing through gateways, which, again, is further facili-

tated by folding the divider over the platform.

Brigham and Bickertoh's " Buck-eye" combined reaper

and mower is well known as an clllcient and well-made

machine ; Brcnton's, with roller platform, was also in the

field ; as well as a one-horse machine of Young, another

Wood, and another of Samuelson. Wood's appeared to

give every satisfaction to the crowds of farmers and

others who followed it in work, the machine having

been specially improved by the adoption of a better and

stronger plan of hinging the cnttcr-bar, and we learned

that many thousands have been already sold for the sea-

son. Cnthbert's one-horse reaper—strongly made as

ever, but improved in several details—was evidently a

favourite, and the w^ork which we saw done could

hardly have been excelled.

Samuclson's cheap "Eclipse" is a capital tool, and

must continue to be in very great demand. The Banbury

self-raking reaper cuts well ; but the delivery of the

sheaf and bunches scarcely comes up to om- ideas—at any

rate not for dealing with a heavy crop.

Ilornsby and Sons' "governor self-raker" certainly

deposited very-well laid sheaf-bunches, all straight and

square across the ends, and 6 feet away from the standing

crop; the "action" wonderfully smooth, the rakes being

guided in their rotatory sweep by a contrivance somewhat

like a steam-engine "governor" in general shape, and

having the advantage of acting continuously, instead of

with the intermitting motion or irregularity of pressure

and friction involved in the" use of a cam.

The " Universal Harvester " is likely to be a valuable

machine for light-crop districts, and when used for side-

sheafing clears, as we behcve, a wider track than any other

machine does, and this saving of the cut corn from tramp-

ling is a most important point.

The most peculiar novelty among the reapers is the new

machine of Turner and Fardon. A nearly upright spin-

dle carries two nearly horizontal revolving arms, a rake

depending from the end of one, and a collecting-board fi-om

the ead of the other. These rakes preserve parallelism by

means of bevel-wheels and spindles placed inside the hol-

low iron arms above, the whole being most ingeniously

and yet simply contrived. In this machine there is a

very simple arrangement of a single rake and collector,

revolving in nearly a horizontal plane, a short distance

from the ground, and which enters the corn at the side,

and therefore does not strike or even touch the ears ; and,

if the corn is laid from the machiue, the rake and col-

lector will pass under it and bring it to the knife. The

sheaves are delivered by the rake at the side of the ma-

chine, clear of the horse-track. To give the necessary

reciprocating action to the knife, the crank and long

connecting rod are dispensed with, and substituted by the

novelty of an improved oblique disc.

The' present form of platform is objectionable ; the

rake does not get close enough to the knives to keep them

clean ; and the " orbit " (so to speak) of the rakes will

have to be placed in a dittereiit plane. For very heavy

crops we should say that two collectors and two rakes

are necessary ; and, after watching the position and form

of the sheaf-bunches delivered, we think that an improve-

ment would be made if a slow rotation could be given to

the stems which support the rakes, so that the rake

should partly puU the corn off the platform.

The working of steam-cultivators on Wednesday drew

a large concourse of spectators. Messrs. Howards' to-

and-fro-cultivator broke up very stony soil in a manner

leaving nothing to be desired : the tackle being the so-

caUed " roundabout" arrangement, with compensating

double-snatchblock for regidating the tension of the out-

going rope, theBulstrode slings for expediting the removal
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of the pulleys at the ends, and the eccentric-axle windlass

;

the whole being driven by Clayton and Shuttleworth's ten-

horse traction-engine. We saw the four-furrow plough

making perfect work, with straight furrows beautifully

laid up : and it was remarked by bystanders that au im-

plement capable of cutting and turning such a hard yet

powdry soil, full of stones, must be able to make splen-

did performance on a moist loam suited for "premium
ploughing." The Bedford drag-harrows for steam-power
are well-known, but this year, a set of very wide and much
lighter harrows have been adapted to the steerage-frame

;

and no person who has a "roundabout" set of tackle ought
to be without the harrows, which are found to be even

more meritorious in performance than the cultivator itself.

In a far held we found J\Iessrs. Tasker's new apparatus

at work. The windlass, as exhibited on several previous

occasions, and used by many agriculturists in AViltshire

and some other counties, has a band-wheel between the

two drums ; all the spur gearing is inside the drums, the

putting in and out of gear being accomplished by friction-

brakes. By this macliinery any desired amount of

tension is given to the outgoing rope ; the engine is never

stopped, and if the implement should strike upon an
unbreakable root or an immovable rock, the friction-

brakes slip, instead of the rope or implement being

fractured—at least such is the design, and also the actual

effect in some cases. The arrangement of snatch-blocks

is just that of Mr. Smith of "Woolston. The present

novelty consists in a set of new implements for drilling,

harrowing, rolling, and performing other light tillage

operations. A corn di-ill, with tifteen coulters, and taking

8 feet 2 inches width at once, is hauled by the wire rope,

and guided by a fore-carriage steering-wheel imder the

control of a man W'ho rides on the drill. The steering-

wheel is placed so far forward as to admit an iron drag

haiTow to follow it, in front of the coulters. Hung by a

draught-chain to the back of the drill is a broad whipple-

tree, with a set of three light ii'on seed-harrows ; and
behind these is a field-roller, constructed in two inde-

pendent halves upon one axis, and a castor or swivel-

wheel in front, the light roller-frame carrying a broad-

cast sowing-box for small seeds. Of course, the whole
series of tools goes along smoothly and pleasantly enough
in straightforward work, the harrows and roller following

in the track of one of the drill wheels instead of " in the

middle," so as to balance the di-ag of the tail-rope which
passes off outside the other wheel of the drill : the dilii-

culty is in turning round such a string of implements for

the return journey. The inventor, Mr. Robert Iliggins,

of Marchwood, Hants, does this by the following expe-

dient : The drill-man sets his steerage-wheel to the pro-

per angle, and raises, by one movement, eight of tiie

fifteen drill-coulters, tlie tail-rope then being able to pull

the drill round without backing it too much. How do
the harrows and rollers get out of the way ? Their
draught-chain is hung upon a strong slide-bar, extending

the wliole breadth of the drill ; so that directly tlie

(h'ill begins to turn round, tlie chain slips along tlie

bar, from one end to the other, and the drill lias turned

round and commenced its journey ahnost before the har-

row and roller begin to turn. Very little improvement
in the details will apparently make the plan quite practi-

cable for the guidance of only one man. The drill pro-

bably weighs less than three-quarters of a ton. We were
told tliat ten acres have been harrowed to a tilth, sown
and harrowed, seeded and rolled down, in 4i hours.

We might suppose that harrowing is not an operation

to be profitably executed by steam power ; but the fact is

that no steam process gives greater satisfaction. And so

with this drilling, wc can readily believe that, light as

the work looks for a powerful engine, it will well please

any man who has got his land into—not siin])ly agri-

cultural, but truly—horticultural order, and is loath to

tread down its fineness and moistness into the plugs of caked
mortar which would surely be left by every horse's foot.

THE IMPLEMENT STANDS.

TasIvJER and Sons, Audover.—Tliree-horse-power port.tble

steam engine, for small occujiations ; four, six, and eight-horse-

power single-cylinder portable steam engines ; fourtecn-liorse-

power double-cylinder portable steam engine ; two and four-

liorse-power portable thrashing machines ; single, donble, and
treble-blast combined portable thrashing machines, for steam
and horse-power ; Hayes' straw elevator

;
grinding, bruising,

and crushing mills, for steam or other power ; steam and horse-

power chafi'-cuttiiig machines
;
portable sifting-chaif engine,

for accompanying a portable steam-tlirasliing machine ; screw

lifting jacks ; shepherd's house, or portable granary ; rape and
linseed crushers ; iron one and two-wheel and other ploughs,

for light, heavy, and general work, in great variety ; iron

plough sledge, for removing ploughs from one part of the farm
to another ; iron whippletrees ; sets of three four-beam trussed-

frame and trusscd-beam iron harrows ; iron expanding drag

aud chain harrows; Coleman's cultivator or scarifier; im-

proved winnowing machines ; fifteeu and tliirteen-coulter

corn drills, without manure ; small occupation turnip-seed

and manure drills ; barrow pumps, for agricultural purposes
;

broadcast corn, seed, and grass-sowing machines and manure
distributors

;
parallel steerage, expanding, and other horse

hoes ; one, two, aud three-horse-power reaping machines, by

different makers ; double-action haymaking machine ; self-

delivery horse rakes ; Boby's and llansome and Sim's self-

cleaning corn screens, with stone separator ; set of one-horse-

power gear work, with eliaff cutter ; hand-power cliaff cutters
;

Gardner's double-action turnip cutters ; and Bentall's root

pulpcrs ; iron field and Cambridge press-wheel roUers and land

pressers
;
patent windlass for steam cultivation

;
(new imple-

ment) patent apparatus for scarifying, drilling corn, and other

seeds, harrowing, rolling, aud sowing grass and clover seeds,

in one ojieration, to be worked liy steam-poMer, and so con-

structed that the several implements can be easily discon-

nected and fitted for use by horse-power ; Smith's wrought-

iron cultivator, for steam-power, aud Towler's four-furrowed

steam plough
;
galvanised horse, cattle, sheep, aud pig water

troughs ; set of well machinery, for drawing water ; iron wafer

aud liquid-manure carts ; lawn-mowing machines
;

garden

rollers ; corn elevators ; sack holders aud sack barrows ; and
specimens of wrought-iron and galvanized garden chairs.

HoivNSBY and Soms, Grantham.—Eigbt-horse-power por-

table engine, \\ itli contracted steam chamber ; four and a-half

feet finishing tlirasliing machine, for preparing corn for mar-
ket ; swathe self-delivery, royal " Governor" self-raker, semi-

nianual side-sbeaf delivery, one-horse back-delivery, aud uni-

versal harvester reapers
;

patent " Paragon" and combined
reaper and mower ; and ten-row corn aud seed drills

;
(new

implement) new pattern " M.B." turnip cutter, fitted with

angular knives, that may be taken out singly or collectively for

sharpening or replacing
;

(new implement) " M.P." root

pulpcr, fitted with single steel diamond-pointed knives, arranged

so that no t^io of them pass over the same track ;
" L.P."

ditto, of smaller dimension and capacity ; an assortment of

ploughs, suitable for every variety of ^^•ork ; washing, and

combined washing, wringing, and mangling machines; patent

mangles ; and lU^ and l'~^-iucli forkleg wringers, fitted with

metal screw aud brass busli.

Maiisiiall, Sons, and Co. (Limited), Gainsborough.

—

Eigbt-horse-power portable steam engine ; combined thrashing

and finishing dressing machine ; improved straw elevator ; and

improved circular-saw bench.

Powis aud Co., Loudon—Improved mortising, tenoning,

and boring machines; improved "joiner universal"; band-

sawing machine
;
joiners' saw bench ; self-acting circular-saw

bench ; and improved three-cutter moulding machine.

IIuMPiiraES, Pershore.—Seven-liorse-power portable steam

engine
;
(new implements) two combined double-blast tlirasli-

ing, shaking, riddling, barley awning, winnowing, and sacking

machines, fitted with Coulsoii's patent wood spring hangers,

and Penuey's patent self-cleansing rotary screen, which makes

three separations of grain ; and pair of 2^-iuch cider press

screws, with iron work complete.
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Clayton, Sui'ttlewouth, ami Co., Liurolii.—Six, seven,

;ukI eiLjlit-liorsc-power sin^'le-evliiuler ])oitablc steam engines
;

teu-liorse-i)0\ver double-eylinder steam traction engine ; ilouble-

bksl thrashing and liuishing-l'or-markct machines
;
jiortablc

straw elevators ; and (new implement) an improved patent

liqnid-manurc and water drill, for seeds on ridge and (lat, light,

in dranght and simple in construction, whereby one horse will

drill from seven to eight acres per day.

Garrett and Soxs, Saxmundliam.—Improved eight-horse-

power agricultural portable steam engine
;
(new implement)

Aliens patent eiglit-horse-power jiortable steam engine, the

consumption of fuel guaranteed not to exceed four pounds per

horse-power per hour ; improved thrashing, dressing, and
finishing machines, and corn-winnowing machines ; seed,

manure, " Snll'olk," and small-occupation drills ; American
grist mills ; and (new implement) a patent rick ventilator, for

ascertaining and regulating tiin teniper.it\ire of the stack and
to prevent superfluous heat without disturbing or damaging
the contents of the rick.

W.u.j.is, H-VSLAM, and Steevexs, Basingstoke.—Four^"and

eight-horse power portable steam engines ; thirty-six inch and
fifty-four inch steam power combined thrashing and finishing

machines ; Hayes' twenty-four feet straw elevator, to deliver

at any angle ; corn dressing and winnowing machine ; corn
screen ; oilcake breaker ; combined sack holder and sack cart,

and two sizes of spherical self-adjusting bearings ; fixed gear
;

two-wheel iron and two-wheel gallows gear ploughs ; sets of

three and four-beam Excelsior drag and other harrows

;

twenty-eight-tooth steel tooth horse rake ; thirteen-row lever

corn drill ; five-row turnip and manure drill ; one-wheel
universal drill steerage ; five and sevcn-tined Coleman's patent

scarifier ; hand power vertical drilling machines for drilling

metals ; and four-horse portable horse power thrashing ma-
chines.

GiBBOXS, P. and H., "Wantage, Berkshire.—Seven-horse

power portable steam engine, and portable combined thrashing

machine.

PiCKSLEY, Sims, and Co., Leigh, Lancashire.—Six-horse

power portable single cylinder steam engine, and two-horse

power vertical steam engine ; an assortment of chaffcntters, of

various sizes, for hand, horse, or steam power ; oat, bean,

Indian corn, and other crushers ; Hardley's and other roUer

mills ; disc root pulpers ; treble action and disc turnip cutters
;

one and two-horse reapers and combined mowers
;
(new im-

plement) horserake, with oval steel teeth, of very light lever-

age, to be worked easily by a boy, mounted on high wheels
;

hay and manure forks, hand drag rakes, garden rollers and
chairs, wringing machines, grindstone and trough, sack

trucks, one-horse power gear, single-purchase crab, and cattle

and pig troughs.

Agricultural and Horticultural Association, Lon-
don and ^lanchcster.—Improved four-horse power portable

steam engine ; swing plough, with steel breast ; chaii'cutter
;

portable poultry enclosure and iron house ; thirty samples of

patent machine-made galvanised and iron wire fencing, in

every variety and strength, f(jr poultry, horses, cattle, sheep,

garden, and field ; wrought and cast iron garden hurdles ; field,

garden, park, and farm gates, with ornamental pillars, spear

heads, &c., complete ; cast and wrought iron tree guards and

palisadings ; wrought and cast iron garden seats, chairs, and

rollers ; flower stands, garden vases, garden engines, wire

baskets, hencoops, lawn mower, terminal saddle boiler, port-

able forge, and samples of asphalte roofing.

Barrows and Carjiiciiael, Banbury, Oxon.—Eight-horse

power portable steam engine, combined thrashing and corn

finishing machine, two lever lifting jacks, and specimens of

waterproof leather and India-rubber driving bands.

WiLKiNS, Ipswich.—Eight-horse power portable steam

engine, mounted on tliree wheels ; and four sizes of grinding

mill and chaff'cutter combined.

RoBEY and Co., Lincoln.—An improved seven-horse power

portable steam engine, with slide-valve arrangement for obtain-

ing higher power with less consumption of fuel, and portable

combined double blast thrashing and finishing machine.

Brown and May, Devizes.—Three-and-a-half and eight-

horse power portable steam engines, two portable combined

thrashing macliines, and two portable self-sharpening American

grist miUs.
* Deacon and Wood, Reading.—(New implement) eight-

horse power oscillating fixed steam engine, with raised face at

each end of cylinder, communicating with steam chest and

expansion valve.

MuRcii and Spence, Bridgwater.— Eourncyron turbine,

adapted for various falls of water ; Appold's centrifugal pump

;

(new implement) apple mill, fitted with entirely new adapta-

tion of breaking-down gear, with granite rollers underneath
;

double-action brick and drain-pipe machines ; small hand-

power brick and drain-pipe machine ; socket pipe die ; con-

tractor's pump, and double and treble Roman tile mould horse

and striker.

Ransomes and Sni.s, Ipswich.—Eight-horse power port-

able steam engine ; combined double-blast finishing steam

thrashing machine ; iron water-pan, to hold 1)0 gallons ; five

iron-beam ploughs, for light, heavy, and mixed soils ; two
moulding or ridging phmghs; two Skelton's turnwrest ploughs ;

subsoil, ridging, potato, and digging bodies ; sets of trussed

iron whippletrees and equalizing pommeltrees ; set of three

patent jointed harrows ; Poyser's patent screen and patent self-

cleaning adjustable rotary corn-screen
;

patent bean-cutter

;

steel combined, universal, and bruising mills, for beans, oats,

and oilcake, worked by hand-power ; oilcake breakers, on iron

frames ; Biddell's root-pulper, and Gardner's single and

double-action turnip cutters ; improved chaff-cutters for hand

and horse-power ; two-horse gear, fitted with intermediate

motion ; the "Automaton" lawn-mower, in six sizes ; three

sizes of new pattern horse-rakes
;

patent double-action hay-

making machine ; sets of Steam's Sutfolk double and circular

pig and hog troughs ; and iron water-pans, to hold 4^-, 9, and

13 gallons, or can be used for feeding purposes.

ANDREW'S, Melksham.—Three sizes of chafl" machines, with

elevator, for steam, horse, or hand power (new implement)
;

patent eonipound-action mill, to do all kinds of grinding or

crushing, without any re-arrangement of parts (new imple-

ment) ; and a meat-chopping machine.

The Reading Iron Works (Limited), Reading.—Four-

horse power horizontal fixture engine ; eight-horse power ag-

ricultural locomotive or traction engine ; eight-horse power

agricultural portable steam-engine
;
patent mowing and reap-

ing machine (new implement), the speciality being the applica-

tion and use of a continuous cutting-edge, travelling in one

direction, driven by suitable pulleys and gearing ; circular saw-

bench ; thirteen-coulter chain corn-drill ; double-action solid

crank-axle hay-machine ; horse rake, portable thrashing

and horse-gear, roller and clod-crusher, barley avcllcr, combined
sack-cart holder, and grass-seed broadcast-sowing machine.

Huston, Proctor, and Co., Lincohi.—Six, eight, and

ten-horse power portable steam-engines ; combined thrashing

and finishing dressing-machines ; and circular sawing bench.

Nicholson, Newark.—Steam hoisting machine for farm

produce, building materials, &c. ; five haymaking machines,

with back and forward motions ; two patent horse-rakes ; oil-

cake crushers
;

garden rollers ; sack-lifter and weighing

machines ; wine rack, to hold twelve dozen ; an assortment of

tin corn and malt shovels ; and an assortment of maltster's

implements.

HiNDLEY, Bourton, Dorsetshire. — Two-and-a-half and

eight-horse power portable steam-engines ; line of shafting,

with pulleys, carriages, &c., complete
;
portable chaff-cutters,

for steam, horse, and hand power ; two-horse gear, with inde-

pendent second motion ; single and double cheese presses, iron

plough, horse-rake, pair of 2f wrought-iron cider-screws, im-

proved apple mill, and double-geared cider-press.

The Parrett Works, Martock, Somerset.—Four-horse

power portable steam-engine, contractors' stone-cart, one-horse

cart, sets of three pairs of patent wheels and axles, and set of

Wright's patent fire-bars.

Turner and Fardon, Leighton Buzzard.—Three and six-

horse-power portable steam-engines
;
portable and stationary

corn mills ; six, eight, and ten-row corn and seed drills ; one-

row turnip, mangold, and manure drills ; corn-grinding mills,

gear-works for one-horse barn works ; two-horsc-powcr

Vandyke thrashing-machine ; three, five, and nine-tined

cultivators and scarifiers
;

(new imjilemcnt) horserake,

with independent action, to rise and fall to an undulating

surface
;
ploughs for one or two horses, suitable for market

-

gardeners
;

(new implement) patent self-delivery reaping-

machine, with the rakes so arranged that they cannot thrash

the com, as they do not touch the ears ; oilcake breaker, and

oilcake mill.

Ayiling and Porter, Rochester and London.—Ten-
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horse-power agricid' ural locomotive engine
;
patent travelling

rope porter for steam cultivation, and patent agi-icnltural loco-

motive engine, of nominal eight-horse-power.

TuxFOKD AXD SoNS, Boston.—Ten-horse-power portable

steeple engine, with two vertical cylinders ; four-horse-power

improved horizontal portable steam engine ; three-horse-power

improved portable steam engine ; combined treble-blast tlirash-

ing, shaking, dressing, and finishing machine ; single-blast

combined portable thashing machine ; Appold's improved cen-

trifugal pump ; and [new implement) patent straw elevator,

made for delivery at any angle, to elevate twenty-four feet

clear of the ground, veiy light and portable, and compact for

travelling.

Howard, J. ain'd F., Bedford.—Patent iron one and two-

wheel ploughs, for every variety of work
;
plough, ridging,

subsoil, and digging bodies ; dynamometer or draught-gauge

;

improved chain or flexible harrows, and turnip harrows ; sets

of two, three, and four-beam handled drag harrows ; improved
horserakes

;
patent double-action haymakers for large or small

occupations
;

(new implement) " Anglo-American" combined
reaper and mower, with Marsh's patent rake for sheaf delivery,

to cut grass or grain equally well, and can be changed from a

reaper into a mower, or rice versa, in a few minutes ; new
patent one-horse sheaf-delivery mower

;
(new implement)

patent improved grass mower, so arranged that the cutting-

part can be raised clear of tlie ground to pass obstructions, and
turn at the end of the swatlie by a simple lever worked by the

foot ; set of steam-cultivating and ploughing apparatus
;
pair

of Bulstrode's patent snatch-box slings
;
patent four-furrow

double-action steam plough ; set of new patent steam haiTows,

improved iron water-cart, and set of improved trussed tubular

iron whippletrees.

Samuelson a:nd Co., Banbury.—Self-raking and one-

horse " Eclipse" reapers, grass and lawn mowers, combined
reaper and mower, lawn mowing machines, and turnip-cutters

for beasts and sheep.

CoLEM.UJ >oiv MoHTo:??, Chelmsford.—^Five and seven-

tined cultivators, Hanson's potato digger, one-horse gear, water

or liquid-manure cart, oilcake cutters, and samples of shares

for Coleman's cultivators.

WiGHTM.v:v AND Dening, Chard, Somerset.—Haymaking
macliines, horserakes, cheese press, corn and pulse bruisers,

apple mill and corn bruiser, pony and one and two-horse gear,

iron ploughs for light and heavy land, root grater, horse hoe,

and (new implement) one-row turnip and mangold drill for

small occupations.

Waight, Manningford.—A Berkshire-pattern waggon.
Kjn'Ight, Fisherton.—Portable hoisting cranes for raising

millstones for dressing them in mills, cheese trucks (new im-

plement), and sack trucks (new implement) with three bars.

Kearsley, H. and J., Ripon,—Two-horse grass-mowing

machine, and one-horse reaper.

G.uiDENER, Gloucester.—An assortment of French runner

mill and bedstones of various diameter for grinding wheat,

barley, and oats ; cast-iron millstone prover ; mahogany and
oak millstone staves, cast-steel mill-bills, thrifts or mill-bill

handles, and an assortment of machine nire and brushes used

for dressing flour.

Priest and WooLNorGit, Kingston-upon-Thames.—Five,

six, and seven feet wide lever com drills ; drill for turnips and
manure, broadcast manure distributor, and five, six, seven, and
eight feet wide patent lever horse hoes.

Carson and Toone, Warminster.—Chaff-cutting engines

for steam, horse, or hand-power ; Moody's patent turnip-cutter

in various sizes ; oil-cake and corn crusher ; \vrought-iron

horse hoes with three steel hoes and various tines ; single and
double cheese presses with double lever and pulley, on iron and
wood stools ; curd mill, horse gear for one and two horses,

registered wheel rollers and clod crushers, iron field and garden

rollers, seven and three-sliare scarifiers, wrought-iron and
wood ploughs, AViltshire harrows, three-wheel land presser,

and pairs of wood and iron sack trucks.

HuxTABEE, Ottery St. Mary.— (New implement), hay-

making machine, to work on uneven land and watered

meadow.s, with rakes so fixed that when passing over uneven
land or gutters they return to their own position without

causing any stoppage in the work; (new implement), im-

proved horso-rake; light one or two-horse reaping-macliine.

Wood's two-horse grass-mower, patent chain corn-drill with

twelve coulters, and a garden chair.

Woods a3!D Cocksedge, Stowmarket.—Three and foir-

horse power vertical steam engines, portable corn-grinding
mills, universal mills, for hand, horse, or steam power : im-
proved root pulpers, for all power ; one-horse carts, one &nd
two-horse power improved grass mowers and reaping machines

;

improved double and single-action turnip cutters, improved
liquid manure or water cart, oilcake breaker, liorse-pofler

works, with intermediate motion, two-horse portable thrashing

machine, Rumbelow's pig and hog troughs, asphalting appa-

ratus, and new horse-power pump.
Bamlett, Thirsk.— Two-horse grass mower, combined

reaping and mowing machine, one and two-horse reapers, two-
horse grass mower, and tripod stand for holding reaper

knives.

TuE Beverley Iron and Waggon Cojipant, Beverley.

—Improved reaping machines, with double self-acting swathe

delivery ; model one-horse harvest, market, and crank-axled

carts ; liquid manure distributor, or water cart, portable pump,
for liquid manure or water, pair-horse waggon, and sets of

patent cart and waggon wheels.

AsiiBY -VND Jeffrey, Stamford. — New " Palmerston,"
" V'ictoria," " Alljert," and other haymaking machines

;

patent hand horse rakes, ^vrought iron frames, chafl" cutters,

disc root pulpers, single rotating harrow, steel crank shields,

Tinckler's patent churns, and a twenty-four-tooth drag rake.

Boby, Bury St. Edmunds.— Improved patent double-

action haymaking machines, several sizes of improved corn

screens, corn screen or separator of broken kernel, improved
malt screens, and patent corn-dressing machine with screen.

Reeves, R. and J., Westbury.—Four and six-coulter liquid

manure and seed drills ; three, four, five, and seven-row econo-

mical manure and seed drills ; eleven and thirteen-coulter

lever and small occupation corn drills ; improved broadcast

manure distributors, improved steerage and single-row horse

hoes, and two-wheel ploughs, for general purposes ; set of

tubular whippletrees, improved iron water cart (new imple-

ment), to hold 160 gallons
;
portable barrow pmnp, iron field

roller, pair of ^-inch ^vrought-iron cider^ press screws, com-
bined blowing and dressing machine, and delivery pipe for

water barrel.

Smith, Kettering.—Improved steerage hoes, for general

purposes
;
patent horse hoes, improved one-rovv horse hoe or

grubber, with five tines, and improved double blast winnowing
machine.

AVoOD, London.—Several " Royal" and one-horse grass-

mowing machines, with reaping attachment : one-horse reap-

ing machine, and a self-rake reaping machine.

JBristol Waggon Works Company, Bristol.—Light sack

or miller's waggon, improved light farm, agricultural, and Han-
nam's harvest carts ; 200-gallon water cart, with driving seat;

light crank axle and pony or errand carts. Wood's combined

mowing and reaping machine, and one-horse reaping machine

;

American horse rakes, steel-tooth hay collectors, grass seed

drills, wooden sheep racks, and improved road scraper.

Turner, E. R. and F., Ipswich.—Combined mill, for bruis-

ing, crushing, and splitting malt, oats, linseed, &c. ; combined
crushing, and grinding mills, and oUcake breaker, in three

sizes, to break for sheep or cattle.

Weir, London.—Various sized washing, wringing, and
mangling machines ; indiarubber wringers and starchers

;

goffering and crimping machines ; clothes horses, single and
double action ; box churns ; sets of dairy utensils ; butter

package and butter forcing machines, bread cutters and bread

making machines, mincing boards and sausage - making
machines, grinding and other mills, corn crushers, fruit presses,

spirit draining and workmen's levels, sealing-wax melters,

dressing-room mangle, and a variety of newly invented wooden
garden slioes or sabots.

Wilton and Sons, Salisbury. — Various lawn-mowing
machines, suitable for boy, lady, and one or two men, im-

proved garden rollers ; an assortment of cast iron and gal-

vanized garden-seats, flower-baskets and stands, training

arches, and vases ; a variety of galvanized game, poultry, and
sheep netting ; an assortment of cast steel digging and other

forks, garden engine and hose, ice chests and refrigerators

;

'Loudon Pattern," cottage, kitchener, and other fire-ranges ;

roasting-jacks, cooking pots, cheese presses, weighing machines,

dairy utensils, chatt'-cutting machines, corn mangers, corn bins,

pumpj, and wrouglil iron cattle and sheep troughs.

Roberts and Sons, Bridgewater.—A selection of "Econo-
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mist" waggonettes, pliaetous, four-wheel, I\Ialvcni, Whitc-

chapel, and other dog-carts ; a " gad-about," dennet gig, and

miscellaneous assortment of harness, waterproof wrappers,

whips, &c.

Bakir, Wisbeach.—An assoiiment of combined blowing

and dressing machines.

Holmes and So>', Norwich.—Portable steam-power seed

sheller, with dressing apparatus ; 36-inch circular-saw table
;

Economical, small occupation, and other seed and manure
drills ; improved fore-carriage steerage, corn and seed sowing

machine, new rotarj- harrow or fork, one and two-row harrow
and hand drills, and a corn dressing machine-
Page and Co., Bedford.—Patent draining pipe, tube, and

brick machine ; improved disc pulpers, linseed cake mills,

chaff-cutting machines ; horse, hay, corn, and stubble rakes
;

wrought iron field rollers ; improved drag, general purjiosc,

diagonal, light land, and diagonal seed harrows
;

general pur-

pose, light land, and medium wrought iron ploughs ; one and

two-wheel combined and other horse hoes ; improved four

wheel wrought leverage scufiler ; and registered wrought and
cast iron galvanized pig-troughs.

EowL.uvi), Salisbury.—Twenty-bushel mash tun and mash-
ing machines ; compound and combined oat and bean splitting

mills, iron horse gear, hoisting crab, and chaff-cutting ma-
chines.

Hawkes and Spexcee, Tiverton.—Six, eleven, thirteen,

and fifteen-row chain corn drills ; six-row corn and manure
drill, improved reaping machine, improved pulverizer and
general purpose ploughs, and a hay-making machine.
Brigham and Bickerton, Berwick-on-Tweed.— Patent

" Excelsior" self-delivery reaping machine, and two sizes of

the patent " Buckeye Junior" combined reaping and mowing
machine.

Hardo>", Manchester.—The royal patent cake, a mixed
diet for young stock ; and the original condiraeutal tood.

Clay, Wakefield.—Patent horse hoe and one-horse grub-

ber, improved horse hoes, chain harrows, cultivators, and com-
bined cultivator and grubber.

Tipper, Birmingham.—Medicated mystery for horses, cattle,

sheep, pigs, poultry, and dogs, and Tipper's sheep-dipping

powder.
Harding, Wincanton.—Samples of genuine farinaceous

food for horses, cows, calves, sheep, pigs, and poultry.

Hahdixg, Dursley. — Wood's two-horse grass-moving
machine. Wood's two-horse combined grass-mowing and
reaping machine, and a patent xVmerican grist-mill.

TtCK and Son, Bath.— (Xew implement), the Horn-
blotton stile, or self-acting substitute for footpath gates and
stiles

;
(new implement), the Chautrey stile, or improved foot-

path gate ; an assortment of garden chairs and seats, flower

stands, garden tables, garden arches, and syringes ; aquapults,

aquajects, and pneumatic garde^j pumps ; six and nine feet

cattle and hog troughs ; tubular wheelbarrows and sack-

barrows, corn bins, manure and other pumps, galvanized round
and flat bar fencing, park, farm, and garden gates, ornamental
metal work, wire netting, and an assortment of cottage and
kitchen close fire ranges.

Kendell, J. AND T., Cashmoor, near Blandford.-^Pour-
horse Gloucestershire waggon, hurdle and hay waggon, two-
horse and pony carts ; corn, turnip, and mangold drills ; iron

light and heavy ploughs ; land presses, rollers, harrows, win-

nowing macliine, barley hummeller, sack trucks, horse hoes,

turnip thinner (new implement), water and feeding troughs,

and a shepherd's house.

Clark and Sons, Salisbury.
—

^Two and four-wheel dog
carts, double-seated Croydon carriages, pair-horse waggonette,

and pony phaeton.

Cambridge & Co., Bristol.— Patent plain and notched
press wheel rollers and clod-crushers of various diameter,

patent jointed self-expanding chain harrows, combined tine

and chain harrows, sets of three four-beam " Excelsior"

harrows, one-horse gear and intermediate motion, two-horse

gear and thrasliing machine, improved horse rakes, Gardner's

single and double-action turnip cutters, and winnowing
machines with sixteen and twenty-inch sieves.

Bradford & Co., Manchester and London.—Three-horse
power improved vertical steam engine ; various sizes of the
vowel washing, and combined washing, wringing, and mangling
machines ; india rubber wringers, rinsing and bluing troughs,

portable three-roller and " Premier" box mangles, improved

biittcr-muking machines, portable boiler with stcauier, riddling

machine, and patent cinder-sifter.

Reynolds, London.—Specimen lengths of poultry fencing

and netting ; rolls of galvanized game and sheep netting,

hardware aviary lattice and trellises ; and specimens of seed

protectors and agricultural and horticultural wire work.

IliciiMOND AND CiiANDLEK, Salford.—Variety of chaff-

cutters of different power and strength
;
Qorn-crushers

;
(new

implement), one and two-horse gear, the one-horse made light

to suit the export market ; steaming apparatus, root washers,

sack holders, and two bread-kneading machines.

Major, U. J. and C, Bridgwater.—A model roof, exhi-

biting various roofing and other tiles.

Perman, Salisbury. — Self-acting cottage, combination,
" Multuni in parvo," and " London Pattern" ranges ; cottage

and medal patent kitcheners ; east-iron mantel-pieces ; and

cottage ranges with oven and iron stoves, &c., fitted complete.

Simpson and Son, Melksham.—Cheese-making apparatus

and platform, curd mill, mUk and whey strainers, tin cheese

tubs ; milking pails, tanks, and pans ; tin milk warmers, cream

tins, cheese bowls, and pair of strong tin milk buckets.

COLTHURST, Symons, & Co., Bridgwater.
—

" lloyal Flemish

Farm," fac simile of covering with patent Roman tiles ; fac

simile of ridging with patent ridge tiles ; and fac simile of

sheeting vrith patent eave tiles.

Gliddon, Williton, near Taunton.—Open fire kitchen-

range or cooking apparatus, steaming apparatus for cooking,

&c., WTOuglit-iron back boiler, open fire " People's" and
" Vesta" cottage ranges, roasting apparatus, American cook-

ing-stove, Egyptian baths, and ornamental garden seats and

footstools.

Lyon, London.—Machines for shelling peas, beans, &c.

;

machines for mincing meat, fish, vegetables, and making

sausages ; machines for cutting meat and vegetables ;
machines

for pulping and to assist digestion ; chopping-boards, bread-

cutting boards, knife sharpeners, and knives for slicing and

paring fruit and vegetables.

Day and Sons, Shavington and London.—Sample chests of

medicine, suitable for the use of flockmasters, stockbreeders,

and dairy farmers.

Newnham and Son, Bath.—Six carriages, specially built

to combine ease and durability with lightness of draught.

Amies, Bareord, .uvd Co., Peterborough.—Four sizes of

new metal corn-grinding mill, adapted for steam and horse

gear
;
patent wrought-iron adjustable water-ballast rollers of

varied diameter ; set of portable farmers' steam-cooking

apparatus ; ornamental lounge garden seats and parcel of seats

for use at seaside, pic-nics, &c.

The Ci^NADiAN Washing Machine and Agricultural
Company, Worcester.—Various sizes of patent washing ma-

chines, with wood and iron frames ; compound lever mangles;

combined washing, wringing, and mangling macliines ; india-

rubber wringers, clothesliorse, clothesdrycr, and patent um-
brella tent.

CouLTAS, Spittlegate.—Six drills for general purpose, tur-

nip, mangold, corn, liquid manure, &c. ; improved fore-

carriage steerage, and seven feet twenty-six row small seed-

driU.

Hill and Smith, Brierley Hill.—Specimen lengths of

patent continuous iron cattle-fencing ; box of tools for erect-

ing strained wire fencing
;
patent wrought-iron sheep and

cattle hurdles ; WTOUght-iron garden and ornamental hurdles
;

wrought-iron entrance, park, field, and garden gates ; speci-

mens of galvanised game-proof wire netting; wrought-iron

tree-guards, garden seats, and wheelbarrows ; and specimen of

patent black varnish.

Larkwortiiy and Co., Worcester.—An assortment of

patent " Excelsior" ploughs, one and two wheel, suitable for

every variety of soil and work
;
paiis and sets of " Excelsior"

harrows, to be worked with one, two, and three horses ; and
sets of three patent steel-plough and equalising whipple -trees.

Young J. and F.—(New implement) One-horse double-

speed combined reaping and mowing machine, with simple

arrangements for clianging from slow to quick speed; double-

drill turnip and mangold sowing machine ; single cheese press,

with compound lever and index weights ; and improved curd

miU.
Beach, Dudley.—Samples of farinaceous food for cows,

sheep, lambs, and pigs ; condiment for horses ; and XX super-

fine flour.
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Rollins, London.—(New implement) Douglas's Ameri-

can lift or suction pumps, to discliargc from eight to thirty

gallons per minute
;
(new implement) American deep-well

pump; (new implement) Douglas's patent yard -pump; (new

implement) Douglas's patent pitcher-top pump
;
(new imple-

ment) Douglas's side force-pnrap, with air chamber ; (new
implement) American patent engiue yard-pump

;
(new imple-

ment) l)ouglas's patent double-acting deck and fire-pump
;

(new implement) Douglas's patent rotary barrel pump
;
(new

implement) premium medal hydraulic ram ; weighing ma-
chines, hay and manure forks, grindstone with foot power, and
miscellaneous collection of American farm utensils.

MiLFOKD AND SoNS, Thorvcrton.— One and two-horse

waggons, one-horse carts, and improved spring pleasure or

market cart.

Burgess and Key, London.— Reaping machine for

swathe delivery
;
(new implement), reaping machine for sheaf

delivery, to deliver the corn in sheaves at the side, leaving a

clear track for the horses
;
(new implement), mowing machine

for natural and artificial grasses, to cut the heaviest crops,

combining strength, light draught, durability, easy of manage-
ment, and facility for removal of any part of machine ; reap-

ing machine with back delivery ; and (new) reaping machine
for sheaf-delivery, extremely simple and light.

"Waide, Leeds.—An assortment of barrel cliurns of various

dimensions, to make from two to sixty pounds of butter.

Brenton, Polbathie.—One or two-horse improved back or

side delivery reaping machine, two-horse combined reaping
and mowing machine, and an improved registered sheep-rack
monuted on four wheels.

Davey, Devonport.—(New irapleraent), registered portable

horse-rake with self-acting delivery and seat for the driver
;

"Excelsior" turnwrest plough with self-acting furrow-wlieel,

and plough with parallel self-acting wheels.

Smith, London.—Specimen plate in zinc and brass for

marking sacks, tents, tilts, &c. ; iron and steel brands for

marking cattle and implements ; stencil plates, silver-faced

letters and blocks, and sundry domestic articles.

Kiddle, Salisbury.—Two, three, aud four-horse Kerry,
Wiltshire, and Gloucestershire waggons ; improved one and
two-horse carts, and light pair-horse straight-rave Dorsetshire
waggon.
Harris and Son, Salisbury.—Light waggonettes, single

and double-bodied park phaetons, the Salisbury and handsome
four-wheel dog-carts, and a very light two-wheel dog-cart.

Brown and Co., Bridgewater.—Patent triple, Roman,
and double Roman red tiles.

Moule's Patent Earth-Closet Company, London.

—

Variety of Jloule's patent earth-closet or commode, to remedy
the evils arising from defective cesspools and watcrcloscts,

founded upon the earth deodorising principle ; urinals on the
earth principle, and stoves for drying earth.

Day, Son, and Hewitt, Loudon. — Complete stock-

breeders medicine chest, coutaiuing medicine and compounds,
for cattle and sheep ; chest of " Cliemical Extract" for cuts,

Ijruiscs, wounds, &e., in cattle and sheep ; chest of " Gaseous
Eluid" for gripes, diarrhoea, &:c., in horses and cattle ; chest of
" Red Drench," or intlammation powders ; chest of " Red
Paste, or Condition Balls" for horses in low and debilitated

condition ; and copies of three pamphlets—" Key to Farriery,"
" Prize Essay on the Rearing of Calves," and "The Breeding
and BLmagcmcnt of Sheep."

HuciiiEs AND Son, London.—Three and four French runner
mill and bedstones, patent smut machine, flour-dressing ma-
chine, iron provers and inahogany staffs, an assortment of
machine brushes, pulley blocks, mill bands, sack barrows, and
sundries used by millers.

Baker, Newbury.—Water and liquid manure carts, to con-
fain from 130 to 180 gallons, tumbler on tip cart, and a street

watering cart.

.

I'ARiiAM, Bath.—An assortment of light, entrance, field,

and ornamental gates ; samples of galvanised and wire fence
and trellis work, verandahs, wrought iron stiles, garden seats

and iron garden water engines on wheels.

AViLKEs AND Son, Salisbury.—Circular front cooking
stoves, galvanised iron cistern, steam closet, a large variety of
cooking and domestic utensils, weighing machine, self-feeding

pipe stove, water barrows, garden syringes, improved lawn
mowing machine, garden scats and foot stools, galvanised wire
netting, garden roller, and improved turnip cutter.

Howell, T. anb H., Poole.—Patent filteen-iow chain cOrn
drill, patent self-acting horse rakes, chaff cutter for horse or
steam power, and iron horse gear.

KiTTJiER,Louth.—Four corndressiug and blowing machines.
Staple, Boulton.—Rolls and samples of galvanised wire

netting, folding garden stools and chairs, wrought iron garden

scats, engines, swing water barrows, liquid manure carts, and
portable pumps.
Le Butt, Bury St. Edmunds.—Two champion haymaking

machines with double action.

The Tanned Leather Co., Manchester.—Various rolls

of improved tanned leather driving straps in diilerent widths

and substance, and bundles of extra strong leather laces.

Mitchell and Burgess, Manchester.—Horizontal emery
composition grindstones, iron wheel covered with emery com-
position, and fifty dozen emery files.

Hirst and Son, Halifax.—Steam-power waterfall washing
machines, l-i and 16 lever wringing machines, and 12 to 20
inch flexible lawn mow'ing machines.

Napier, Salisbury. — Four sample sacks of confectioned

grain and chatf mixtures, two sample sacks of rich ordinary

food for farm stock ; samples of preserved rice-cake, linseed-

cake, roots, and antiseptically preserved meat ; and bottles or

cases of farina.

Harwood, London.—Gauge glasses, hay forks, American
patent weighing scales, articles for sharpening cutlery, case of

small goods for domestic use, aud sausage and mincing ma-
chines.

ToFHAH, London.—An assortment of mincing and sausage

machines, patent suet cutting machine, knife sharpener for

mincing machines, apple and potato parers, self-expanding

metal tube cleaners, and tube brushes.

Grant, London.—Grant's portable railway, turntable, bal-

last-truck, and side-truck.

Penney and Co., Lincoln.—Patent adjustable rotary com
separators and corn screens, register malt screen, sack lifter ;

gravel, sand, lime, or coal screen ; waggon top meat safes, and
rolls of galvanized poultry netting.

Cuthbert and Co., Bedale.—(New implement) One-horse
reaping machine, to cut 4ft. 6in.

Cheavin, Boston.—Improved patent " self-cleansing" rapid

water filters.

Garton and King, Exeter.—An assortment of small and
large cooking stoves and apparatus, improved wood fire and
register grates, garden lounge and seats, continuous cattle,

sheep, and other fence, cast-iron straining posts, wrought-iron

gates, stable fittings, harness-room fittings, and registered
" Portsmouth" stable lock and latch.

Wiiitworth and Co., London.—Concentrated fish ma-
nures, superphosphate of lime, hop manure, grass manure,
nitro salt, and Peruvian guano, &c.

Carson and Sons, London.—Specimens of original anti-

corrosion paint, and samples of pure linseed oils, turpentine,

varnish, and painting materials.

The Bovey Tracey Pottery Company, Newton Abbot.

—

Fire bricks, fire-clay tiles or quarries, fire-clay cottage bread-

baking ovens, &c.

PiGGOTT Brothers, London.—Rick cloths, waterproof

hay-sheets, machine covers, tents, and models of marquees,

rick cloths, &c.

Jones, Gloucester.—Composition for waterproofing, soften-

ing, and preserving leather, and Gloucestershire specific for

foot rot in sheep.

Sutton and Sons, Reading.—An extensive collection of

horticultural, floricultural, and agricultural seeds in glass

cases aud canvas bags, collection of 150 sorts of natural grasses,

and specimens of improved varieties of agricultural roots.

Shuttlewortu and Kerman, Shoreham.—Patent hori-

zontal brigade fire-engines, ])atent double-action farm or fac-

tory fire-engines, double-action fire-engines or lift aud force

pumps, improved garden engine, and twelve leather fire buckets.

Sketch LEY, Weymouth.—Six-horse power portable steam
engine, two universal joiners to mould and saw at the same
time, and a betty or sweep saw.

THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE MEMBERS
was held in the Council tent, at twelve o'clock on the Wednes-
day in the Show week, Mr. Tremayne, president, in the chair.

The report, which was read by Mr. Goodwin, tlie secretary,
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stated that there were at present on the hooks of the society

65 life governors anil members, 100 governors, 57S members
subscribing not less th:ui £1 a-year, ami ~97 members sub-

scribing 10s. annually, making a total of £1,0 W. Thi> society's

funded property remained the same as at the end of 1805, viz.,

£4>,9iJ3, invested in Consols. Tlie value of the plant liad been

estimated at £3,153 3s. ~d., and tlic cash in band amounted
to £^74 ISs. 3d. Tiie result of an examination of tlie

account of income and expenditure of the past year was
favourable, inasmuch as the balance-sheet of assets and liabili-

ties for 18CG, as compared with 1S05, showed an increase of

£210 153. lOd. A difl'erent method lias heen adopted of

statiug the annual account, in order to show as nearly as could

be the receipts and expenditure in the various departments of

the society's operations opposite each other, so that, referring

to any one department, the cost and income in connection witli

it might at once be seen. The exliibition of next year would
take place at Falmouth.
On the motion of Mr. T. D. Acla>-d, M.?., seconded by

Sir. D.vxGER, the report was unanimously adopted.

Mr. DuEvs-E moved the election of Sir T. Duckw ortli, Bart.,

as president for the year ensuing, and the motion, which was
seconded by Mr. R. Lush, was carried by acclamation.

Mr. Tremayne, Mr. Moysey, Mr. J. Gray, and the Rev. T.

Phillpotts were appointed vice-presidents.

Jlr. II. G. Andrews brought forward a motion to the effect

that tlic Council shcjiild petition the Government to estabhsli

permanent markets fur tlic sale of foreign cattle at the ports of

entry, and in so doing expressed an opinion that the proposals

to slaughter all foreign cattle immediately on arrivid in this

country was far too stringent a measure. lie thought per-

manent markets for the sale of foreign cattle would be of great

advantage to our great cities, especially London.

Mr. Jonathan Gray seconded the motion ; but Mr.
AcLANB suggested that it was a matter for deliberation. He
thought that before the Council took action in the matter

they ought to have the plans of the Government before them.

Mr. Farthing moved, as an amendment, " That the sub-

ject he referred to a committee," which was seconded by Mr.

Poole.

After some discussion, the amendment was almost unani-

mously adopted.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Tremayne, the president of the past

year, brought the proceedings to a close,

THE ESSEX AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
MEETING AT BRAINTREE.

The Essex Agricultiu-al Society, having been founded

in 1858, is now ten years old—a considerable period

in the life of man, and a still more considerable one in

the life even of a county agriciiltiu-al association. But
the Essex Society seems destined to flourish to a good
old age ; and has now visited in succession Chelms-

ford, Colchester, Saffron "Waldcn, Romford, Halstead,

Witham, Harwich, Brentwood, Eppiug, and Braintree

;

and has, therefore, pretty well made its lirst circuit of

the county, Maldon being the only place of any impor-

tance which remains to be explored. However, if the

Dunmow railway, which has now been finished for

many mouths, but still remains imworked, should ever

be opened, Dunmow may put in a claim for a visit. The
Braintree meeting—^to cease speculations as to the future

—was a very good one npon the whole, although the

cattle classes were thinned by the still lingering rinderpest

;

and there was indeed, for some time, considerable doubt
whether there would be any cattle classes at all, or whe-
ther the blank which appeared in this particular at Epping,

in 1866, would not be again observable this year.

The number of liorses on the ground was larger than at

any former meeting, with the exception of that at Epping;

but the total of cattle entered was comparatively small.

The number of sheep penned was also mwlerate, and of

pigs iusiguilicant ; while the implement enti'ies were re-

duced by the now near approach of the meeting of the
" Royal" at Bury St. Edmunds, several leading firms be-

ing conspicuous by their absence.

As was to be supposed, the chief interest of the Brain-

tree Meeting was concentrated in the horses. A county

prize for thorough-bred stallions produced only one entry,

namely, Mr. King's " Knight Templar," which received,

however, the premium, though at Epping he was less

fortunate ; and might now have been set aside. A
prize for stallions, not thoroughbred, was not awarded,

on the score of insufficient merit, although some
reliance had been placed on " Morgan Lightfoot," a

bay with black points, and standing sixteen hands high.

In the next class of weight-carrying mares, the win-

ner " performed" well in the jumping trials, but some
pronounced her plain in the hind-quarters. The hunting-

weldings were a good class, Mr, F, Barker, of la-

gatestone, being a large exhibitor. The winner of

the weight-carrying-mares' prize was again success-

ful in competing for a Braintree town-prize ; and it may
be observed that all the town - prizes spiritedly given by
Braintree were open to the United Kingdom, and this is

an Irish-bred mare. The hackney mares and geldings

comprised some good animals ; Mr. Badham's Little John,
which has figured at the Agricultural Hall, won the All-

England prize, having, however, only Essex competitors
to deal with. It may be remarked indeed that All-
England prizes at a county show are rather delusive af-

fairs, for they scarcely ever provoke more than one or two
entries from one or two neighbouring counties ; though
they serve to give a httle variety to a local meeting,
and to break its monotony, and that is all, for a really

All-England competition can only be obtained at meetings
of an iUl-England society. It may be a question worth
considering whether Essex would not jn-otit materially by
making common cause with Norfolk, Sutfolk, and Cam-
bridgeshire, and establishing a large district society on
the Bath and West of England model. The winner
in the three years old mares at Braintree was so
well developed, that she provoked a protest that
she nmst be nearer fom- years than three years ; but
a professional inspector ovcr-niled this complaint. The
brood mares were not pronounced very good, if the winner
had fair points, but she was still small. The ponies were
good ; but it was doubted whether the winner did not ex-
ceed the prescribed height of 13 hands ; however, on
being measured, it passed muster. For an "All-Eng-
land" £25 for thoroughbred entire horses. Captain
Barlow showed two. Jonquil by King Tom, and
False Alarm by Trumpeter; while Mr. Crisp sent
his Abbot. The award was given without hesitation in
favour of False Alann, which was prized recently at Isling-
ton, and has good bone and showy action. Another
£25 was offered for entire horses not thoroughbred;
here again the Abbot figm-ed, although, by some unac-
countable error in the Catalogue, he had heen described
in the previous class as thoroughbred. The unlucky
Morgan Lightfoot again competed, but without effect, the
prize going to Pollard, shown by the Rev. C. Roe.
Facilities were afforded for trying the jumping powers
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of the riding horses, and the committee even devised an

artiticial brook, which some of the entries refused.

The a£;ricultural-horse stock comprised several powerful

animals, "priiifipally of the heavy Suffolk type ; for if they

were not dii-ectly Suffolks, they had most of them Suffolk

blood in their veins. There was a good competition in an
'•' open" cart mare class ; where the prize went at last to a

Suffolk mare presenting good characteristics as regards

alike coloui', form, and action. The mare which was put

off with a commendation in this class took the prize when
grouped with mares with foals; she is 11 years old,

and has become well known for her good shape.

Some of the fillies were likely promising animals, and

the winner of the principal prize had Harwich Emperor
for her sire ; though she was hard pressed, however, by

a filly descended from Warrior. The cart geldings made
only an indifferent show—in fact, only three were entered.

The yearling colts were pretty good ; Major, the winner,

being another of Harwich Emperor's stock. The yearling

fillies and foals did not call for special remark, hut a class of

plough horses or mares contained some usefid Suffolks ; and

the prize pair would be found serviceable and ornamental

anywhere. The £25 given for cart stallions was cai'ried

oft' by a clever three-year-old colt with good head and

quarters, but a little so-so in respect to colour. The All-

England prize for two-year-old colts provoked a Cambridge-

shire entry by Chester Emperor out of Blossom ; while

the prize went, however, to a Suffolk colt which has much
improved during the last few months. The agricultural

horse-stock competition was closed with an "all the

world" contest for £30 ; but "all the world" did not extend,

however, beyond Suffolk, Essex, and Lincolnshire, and Mr.
Crisp's colt, which had just before won £25, was consi-

dered in Essex to be a match for all the world, and took

the £30. The competition for this champion prize was

not so good as it was last year.

The show of cattle was, as has been already observed'

somewhat limited, the regulations of the Privy Council

shutting out all animals not belonging to Essex, while

even some parts of Esses were debarred from compet-

ing, and just before the meeting, too. Lord Bray-

brooke and Mr. Bramston withdrew from the exhibition.

The principal prize for Shorthorn bulls was taken by Duke
of Grafton, with a fine red animal with a pedigree of great

length, but with a head considered a little coarse

;

Nobility, a good white buU, getting second. The yearling

shorthorn bulls and the Shorthorn cows were interesting,

and the two-year-old Shorthorn heifers were excellent.

Some of the Babraham blood has been retained in Essex,

while the leading county breeders—Lord Braybrooke,

Colonel Brise, and others—have not lacked energy or

enterprise in securing good " reproducers " from other

quarters. Three of the winners in Shorthorn cows and

heifers were by Sir Charles. In the young bull class the

prize was taken by "Whipper-in, by Prince Victor. In

the class of Shorthorn cows without pedigree, the winner,

Annie, was a good, useful-looking animal. The yearling

heifers, described as Shorthorns, but without pedigree,

appeared to have an admixture of Dutch and Welsh blood.

Among the cattle of other pure breeds were one or two

Brittany cows, for which the merit was claimed that they

had resisted the cattle-plague, in fact, that they had
never been touched by it at all. The prize fat cow, on

the other hand, was said to have had the disease, and to

have got over it. However this might be, she, when exhi-

bited was in excellent condition.

The sheep, although limited as to numbers, were in

many cases excellent iu quality. Lord Braybrook's

Southdowns were elegant iu regard to form, but

small in regard to size. The Cotsvvolds and Oxford

Downs, chiefly shown by Mr. Giblin, were

good ; but from a few Suffolk Downs the judges

withheld a prize : they are said to yield a good fleece

of wool, but their forms leave much to be de-

sired. Hard by the Southdowns of Lord Bray-
brooke was one of those mighty long-woolled rams with
which Mr. Aylmer of West Dereham, Norfolk, distances

all competitors. How does Mr. Aylmer produce such

wonders ? Conjecture has it that he has devised a cunning

fusion of Lincolns, Cotswolds, and Leicesters. The pig

classes were scanty and uninteresting. The few animals

which Essex contributed were small blacks ; but when the

competition was thrown open, Mr. Steam—the indefatiga-

ble Mr. Steam, of Brandeston—came in with his black

Suffolks, and bore away the palm. Mr. Sexton, of Suffolk,

did not show.

We must not forget to say something about the imple-

ments. Messrs, Coleman and Morton, Chelmsford,

had a new oilcake mill, designed so as to secure

the breaking of cake into portions of uniform

size. Mr. Burrell, of Thetford, had again one of his

traction engines at work. Mr. Childs, of 481, Oxford-

street, London, exhibited a corn separator based upon the
" scientific application of air," and improved by a new
feed arrangement, which excludes the external ah', and feeds

the corn regularly into the machine. Messrs. Robey and Co.

(Limited), of Lincoln, exhibited an eight -horse power single

cylinder portable steam engine, fitted with Lake's patent

tube and flue valves, which are said to keep the tubes

wholly free from soot, and also to eftcct a saving of 20 to

25 per cent, in the consumption of fuel. Messrs. R.

Garrett and Sons, of Leiston, showed an eight-horse

power portable steam-engine, fitted with Allen's patent

double-expansion cylinder, which, it is contended, reduces

the consumption of fuel to 41bs. per horse-power per

hour. The other exhibitors w ere Mr. T. Mann, Earl's

Colue, Essex ; Mr. T. C. Darby, Little Waltham ; Messrs.

W. Cottis and Sons, Epping, Essex ; Mr. E. H. Bentall,

Hej'bridge Works, Maldon; Messrs. Bennett and Bot-

wood, Ipswich; Messrs. Ward and Silver, Melford, Suffolk;

Mr. J, Pertwell, Old Hall, Boreham ; Jlr. J. Peene,

Kayne Foundry, near Braintree ; Messrs. J. Smyth and

Sons, Peasenhall, Suffolk, and Witham, Essex ; Messrs.

Samuelson and Co., Britannia Works, Banbury ; Mr. J.

B. Pash, Bexfield Farm, Chelmsford; Mr. J. Foster,

Blunt's Hall, Witham, Essex ; IMr. H. and J. Joslin,

Colchester; Mr. S. P. Canch, Fambridge-road Works,

Maldon ; Messrs. Catchpool and Thompson, Colchester
;

IMr. J. E. Edwards, High-street, Braintree; Mr. W.
Eley, Southminster ; Messrs. Bunting and Leabrook,

Colchester ; Messrs. R. andR. Hunt, Earl's Colne, Essex;

i\Iessrs. A. and W. Eddington, Chelmsford ; Mr. J.

Rands, Ipswich ; Mr. W. Spurgeon, Halstead ; Messrs.

Woods and Cocksedge, Stowmarket; Mr. J. Warren,

Maldon ; and Mr. Suckling, Bumstead. Mr. J. Rands

supplied 50,000 square feet of canvas as shedding for the

horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs.

The dinner took place in the town-hall, under the pre-

sidency of Mr. Onley SaviUe Ouley. The toast-list

was contrived apparently so as to make the after-

dinner proceedings as little novel as possible, for it was

not until a long time had elapsed that anything specially

referring to agriculture was uttered. Mr. Clayden, al-

luding to the cattle-plague, argued that if we slaughtered

the fat beasts which arrived in England from the conti-

nent, and ijlaced store stock in quarantine, he was sure

that it would not be a question of years before the disease

was stamped out. Sir Thomas Western spoke to the

same eft'ect ; while Mr. Mechi, who was put up very late,

proposed the " unsuccessful exhibitors," and observed that

a great change had come over Essex. lie recollected the

time ^lvhe^ Welsh runts and Irish beasts were the order of
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tlie day ; but he was glad to see tliat now they luul some
good Shorl horns, as he was sure they were the best ani-

mals they could liave for f;ittcniug, to say nothing about
milk. Mr. Meclii wound up by saying that he had a

great deal to say, but he w'ould not say it that night, as

the train waited. And so, after a suggestion that ^Ir.

Claydeu should be made yi.V. for the county, even the

dinner came to a conclusion.

PRIZE LIST.
CAllT HORSES.

Judges.—J. Manning, Orlingbury, "Wellingborougli.

G. M. Sexton, Whersted Hall, Suffolk.

J . Thomas, Bletsoe, Beds.

Cart stallions.—First prize of £15 to G. H. Cant, Mile Eud,
Colchester ; second of £10 to G. Richardson, Rurnliam (Cap-

tain). Commended: G. D. Badham, Bulracr (Great Eastern).

Entire two-year-old cart colts.—Eirst prize of £10 to W.
Wilson, Moor Place, Stanford-le-IIope (Wellesley) ; second of

£5 to J. Ward, East Mersea.

Cart mares not under four years old.—Eirst prize of £6 to

D. Green, Donyland Place (Brock) ; second of£4 to W. Hobbs,
Bockiug (Brag). Braiutree town prize of £10, open to all

England, to W. Thompson, jun., Rose Cottage, Thorpe.

Highly commended : D. SeweU, Beaumont Hall (Brag).

Commended: S. Wolton, jun., Kesgrave, and W. Wright,

Eelstead.

Mares with foals.—Eirst prize of £10 to D. Sewell (Brag)
;

second of £5 to D. Green (executor of the late B. Page, Dony-
laud Place)

.

Three-year-old iiUies.—No entry.

Cart nlHes under four years,—Braintree town prize of £10,
open to all England, to T. Cross, Holbrook, Ipswich. Highly
commended : S. Wolton.

Cart geldings.—Prize of £-i to E. Harvey, ToUesbury.

Two-year-old fiUies.—First prize of £5 to Lieut.-col. Ruggles
Brise, Spains Hall, Braintree ; second of £3 to P. Portway,

Great Sampford.
Yearhng colts.—First prize of £5 to R. G. Salmon, Great

Clactou Hall (Major) ; second of £3 to H. Croxon, Burnbam
(Boxer). Commended: D. Green (executor of the late B.
Page) (Young Traveller).

Yearlings cart fillies.—First prize of £5 to D. Sewell, Beau-
mont Hall ; second of £3 to W. Botr, Broomficld.

Cart foals.—First prize of £5 to II. Croxon, Burnbam ; se-

cond of £3 to II. Hobbs, Becking. Highly commended : D.
Sewell, Beaumont Hall.

Pairs of plough horses or mares.—First prize of £5 to W.
Thompson, Jan., Tliorpe ; second of £3 to W.Wilson, Moor
Place, Stauford-le-Hope (Doughty and Tuhp). Commended:
H. J. Hobbs, Goldhanger.

Entire horses.—Prize of £35, open to all England, to T.

Crisp, Butley Abbey, Wickham Market. Higldy commended :

W. Wilson, Baylham Hall, Ipswich.

Two-year old cart colts.—Prize of £10, open to all England,
to W. Wilson, Baylham Hall. Highly commended : T. Crisp.

Cart stallions.—Prize of £30, open to all the world, to T.

Crisp. Highly commended : C. Boby, Stutton, Ipswich.

RIDING AND COACHING HORSES.
Judges.—II. Bolton, Putnoe, near Bedford.

G. Kersey Cooper, Eustou, Thetford.

P. Portway, Great Sampford, Braintree.

Thoroughbred stallions.—Prize of £15 to H. I. A. King,

Great Bardfield (Knight Templar).

Stallions, not thoroughbred.—Prize withheld.

Weight carrying mares.—Prize of £5 to G. Morgan, Brent-

wood.
Hunting geldings.—Prize of £5 to E. Barker, Ingatestone

(Paddy).

Hunting mares or geldings.—Braintree town prize of £15,

open to all England, to G. Morgan. Highly commended : F.

Barker (Paddy).

Hackniey mares, not exceeding fifteen hands.—First prize of

£5 to J. Blomfield, Halstead (Jenny) ; second of £3 to A. R.
Jay, Witbara (Fleetfoot).

Hackney gelding not exceeding fifteen hands.—Prize of £5
S. Young, Felstead (Aladdin). Higlily commended: C, P,

Wood, Scrips, Kelyedon (The Dandy),

Hackney marcs or geldings.—Braintree town prize of £15,

open to all England, to G. 1). Badham, Buhner (Little John).

lligbly commended : S. Young, Felstead.

Four-year-old mares or geldings.—Prize of £5 to R. Emson,

Halstead. Commended: C. P. Wood, Scrips, Kelvedon (Leap-

frog) ; J. Christy, jun., Boynton Hall, Roxwell.

Three-year-ohl mares or geldings.—Prize of £5 to C. Dawes,

Hill House, Chigwell (Polly). Highly commended: G.
I'atmer, Great Easton. Commended: G. F. Josling, Berners,

Iloothing (King Pippin).

Two-year-old mares or geldings.—Prize withheld.

Brood mares with foals.—First prize of £6 to C. Dawes,
Hill House, Chigwell (Grey Kitty) ; second of £3 to Captain

B. Sparrow, Gosfield-place.

Cobs, between 13 and 14 hands.—Prize of £4 to W. Clayton,

Dunmow (King Pippin). Commended : H. Hobbs, Booking
(I'iny); J. R. Vaizey, Halstead (Nelly); and G. F. JosUng,

13erners, Iloothing (Pretty Jane).

Ponies, under 13 hands.—Prize of £3 to J. Hutley, Little

Braxted. Higlily commended : G. Cousins, Cressing. Com-
mended : R. C. Davies, Southminster.

Thorough-bred entire horses.—Prize of £35, open to all

England, to Captain F. Barlow, Hasketon, Suffolk (False

Alarm).
Entire horses, not thorough-bred.—Braintree town prize of

£35, open to all England, to Rev. C. Roe, Little Welnetham,
Bury St. Edmund's (Pollard).

CATTLE.
Judges.—G. W. Baker, Orwell Park, Levington, Ipswich,

T. Crisp, Butley Abbey, Wickham Market, Suffolk.

J. Robinson, Clifton Pastures, Olney, Bucks.

SHORTHORNS.
Bulls.—First prize of £15 to J. Christy.'jun., Boynton Hall,

Clielmsford (Duke of Grafton) ; second of £10 to J. Upson,
Rivenhall (Nobihty).

Two-year-old buUs.—First prize of £10 to Mr. Tippler,

Roxwell (The President).

Yearhng bulls.—First prize of£6 to J. Clayden, Littlebury

;

second of £4 to R. J. ChapHn, RidgeweU (Raven's Eye).

Cows.—First prize of £10 to J. R. Chaplin (Peeress)

;

second of £5 to J. Clayden (Diadem).

Two-year-old heifers.—First prize of £G to J. 11. Chaplin

(Celia) ; second of £4 to J. R. Chaplin (lona).

Yearling heifers.—First prize of £6 to W. Belcher, Sandon
(The Belle) ; second of £4 to J. Christy (Parisierme)

.

Heifers, not exceeding 13 months old and not under

6 mouths.—First prize of £5 to J. Clayden, Littlebury

(Rarity) ; second of £3 to J. Christy (Patchouli 4th).

Bulls, not exceeding 13 mouths old and not under 6 months.

—First prize of £5 to Lieut.-Col. Brise, Spains llaU, Brain-

tree (Whipper-in) ; second of £3 to J. Christy (Duke of

Boynton)

.

Bulls.—Prize of £20, open to all England.—No entry.

SHORTHORNS WITHOUT PEDIGREE.
Cows.—First prize of £8 to Lieut.-Col. Brise (Annie)

;

second of £4 to T. Beddall, Finchingfield.

Two-year-old heifers.—First prize of £5 to Lieut.-Col.

Brise (Sandy) ; second of £3 to J. Oxley Parker, Woodham
Mortimer-place.

Yearhng heifers.—First prize of £5 to W. Belcher, Sandon
(Primrose) ; second of £3 to J. Hutley, Braxted.

Heifers, not exceeding 13 months old and not under
6 months.—No entry.

OTHER PURE BREEDS.
Bulls.—No entry.

Two-year-old bulls.—No entry.

Cows.—Prize of £4 to Robertson and Co., Ingrave House,
Ingrave.

Two-year-old heifers.—No entry.

Yearling heifers.—No entry.

DAIRY CATTLE.
Cows or heifers.—First prize of £8 to G. H. Cant ; second,

of £5, to S. Tabor, Fennes, Booking.

FAT CATTLE.
Fat ox or steer.—Prize of £5 to J. Hutley, Rivenhall.

Fat cow or heifer.—Prize of £5 to R. Taylor, Ilazeleigh-

Hall (Princess Royal),
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SHEEP AND PIGS.

Judges.—R. Game, Aldsworlli, Northleach, Gloucesteisliire.

C. Raudell, Chailbury, Eversliain.

J. S. Turuer, Cliyngton, Seaford, Sussex.

Southdown rams.—First prize of £5 to Lord Braybrooke;

second, of £3, to Lord Braybrooke.

Kams of any other short-woolled breed.—Prizes withheld.

Cotswold Rams.—First prize of £5 to J. Giblin, Little

Bardlield ; second, of £3, to J. Giblin. Commended: J.

Gibliu.

Long-wooUed rams of any age.—First prize of £5 to J. W.
Puduey, Tilbury Hall ; second, of £3, to T. Beddall, Finch-

ingfielil.

Oxford Downs rams.—First prize of £5 to J. Giblin ; se-

cond, of £3, to J. Giblin.

Shearling Southdown rams.—First Prize of £5 to Lord

Braybrooke ; second, of £3, to Lord Braybrooke.

Shearling short-woolled rams of any other breed.—Prizes

withheld.

Shearling Oxford Down rams.—First prize of £5 to J. Gib-

lin ; second, of £3, to J. Giblin.

Shearling long-woolled rams.—First prize of £5 to J. Gib-

lin ; second, of £3, to J. Giblin. .Commended : J. Giblin.

Shearling pure Down ewes.—First prize of £G to J. Clay-

den ; second, of £4, to J. Clayden.

Shearling short-woolled ewes.—Prize of £5 to P. Portway,

Great Sampford ; second prize withheld.

Shearling long woolled ewes.—First prize of £5 to J. Gib-

lin ; second prize not awarded.

Ewes of any kind with their lambs.—First prize of £o to

J. Archer, Saffron Waldeu ; second, of £3, to J. Clayden.
Fat short-woolled wethers.—First prize of £5 to Lord

Braybrooke ; second, of £3, to Lord Braybrooke. Highly
commended : Messrs. IN'ockolds & King.

Fat shearling cross-bred or long-woolled wethers.—First

prize of £5 to W. Thomson, jun., Thorpe, Colchester; second

of £3 to H. Ilobbs, Booking.

Long-woolled rams of any age of a pure breed.—Prize of

£10, open to all England, to H. Avlmer, West Dereham Abbey,

Norfolk.

Short-woolled rams of any age of a pure breed.—Prize of

£10, open to all England, J. Giblin. Highly commended :

Lord Braybroke.

Boars.—First prize of £5 to D. Christy, Broomfield ; se-

cond, of £3, to C. Sturgeon, South Ockendon.

Boars not exceeding twelve mouths old.—First prize of £5
to G. Griggs, Romford; second, of £3, to J. Giblin.

Sows in pig.—First prize of £5 to G. Griggs ; second, of

£3, to G. Griggs.

Sows and pigs : pigs not exceeding twelve weeks old.

—

First prize of £5 to G. Griggs ; second, of £3, to C. Sturgeon,

South Ockendon.

Three sow pigs of the same litter under nine mouths old.

—

First prize of £5 to J. Giblin.

Boars.—Prize of £10, open to all England, to S. G. Stearn,

Brandeston, Suffolk.

Sows.—Prize of £5, open to all England, to G. Steam.

THE BIRMINGHAM HORSE AND HOUND SHOW

IN BINGLEY HALL.

Wafted down hy that princely railway, as regards

travelling and comfort, the Great "Westeni, we were at

the opening of the show by nine on the first day. The
arrangements in the Hall were good, considering the limited

space and lowness of the roof, which had been made the

most of, both for the public, the horses, as well as for the

new feature, the hounds. The horses were capitally

housed, with plenty of room, the entry this time being

233 to 322 last year, more or less, taking pairs and

absentees. The weather being fine, it was sweltering in-

side the Hall, keeping one in a constant state of Turkish

bath, bringing the bloom out on the ladies' cheeks, and

causing great mopping of heads on the part of the gentle-

men. How Mrs. Beverley, the lady rough-rider, ma-
naged to get thi'ough her various mounts seemed to astonish

many, and nothing but tip-top condition coidd have done

it. She performed very well indeed, considering the unman-
nerly things she was continually put on, but wants length

to make either a fine horsewoman or an elegant one. The
exhibition will never be a success to please the public till

the roof is heightened, the judging confined to the ring, and
the reserved seats or boxes placed farther back, so that

the outside of the ring, which is anything but a big one,

be left free and open—in fact, regarded as the pit of a

theatre or circus. The entry, though small compared to

last year, was quite as large as could be properly housed
and cai-cd for, and quite enough to make a capital show,
if the nags had been of the right sort, and had all been
judged in one ring; for which there was ample time, as

the judging of all the classes was over at two or there-

abouts, half—the better half—having been judged in a bye
lane outside the Hall, and which the iive-shilling public

never saw. So that after two the exhibition was over,

unless people were walking round and looking at horses'

quarters, staring at each other, or, what was worse, en-

couraging, by looking on, some fooling in the way of

jumping or blundering over the lowest of bars stuffed

with gorse. For what we saw after two, and we waited

with promises and expectation big till seven to see horses

paraded, we had been better employed in the Bull-ring,

filling it up with the Brums of old, aiding and abetting

their panting buU-dogs with toad-like heads, waspy
middles, and bandy -legs, to pin some hornless bull, splashed

with his own gory foam, lashed to a stake and bellowing

with rage and tortm'c.

Punctually at nine Lord Combermere and Sir

Watkin, two old hands in the ring, and who went
to work in a systematic way, commenced judg-

ing the thorough-bred stallions for getting weight-

carrying himters ; eleven being down in the cata-

logue, but only seven coming into the ring, the

absentees being Beckhampton, the second - prize

horse at Islington this year—and which we should advise

his owner to rest contented with—Overstone, Bedminster,

and Pluto ; the latter was on the ground during part of

the first day, but was not shown. The seven comprised

a wretched three-year-old, 15 hands 3 inches high, by

Knight of Kars out of Chere Amie ; Tippler, 16 hands, by
Tumbler out of Chloris by Bay Middleton, a horse of

power, with a good head, strongish neck, round barrel,

and good limbs ; Ivanhoff", IC hands, by Muscovite out

of Blackbird by Birdcatcher, a very good-looking neat-

to])ped horse, with fair limbs behind and before, down to

within three or four inches of the knee, where he falls off,

the knees being very small, which bend and totter like one

palsied, and his fore-legs are terribly scored with the irons

;

Xeuius, 16 hands 2 inches high, by Sweetmeat or Sir Tatton

Sykes out of Sally by Ithuriel, is a misshapen horse

;

Rouge Dragon, 16 hands, by Wiudhound out of Paradigm
by Paragon, all legs and wings, that anyone of moderate

height might walk under without taking his hat off;

Minstrel, by Orlando, dam by Melody, a pretty-looking
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horse, falling off in his thighs, and not of much power ; and
Youug Knight of Gwyiiue, 16 hands, by Knight of

Gwynnc, dam by Gaper, a coarse horse, with a baclc that

a good-sized " double Glo'ster" would scarcely fill up.

There was nothing to choose from but Ivanhoff and
Tippler, as they were a long way the best, but it was not

so clear as who should be third for the fiver; however, it

ended in Ivanhoff with his groggy legs being first, Tippler

second, and Young Knight of Gwyuue third. The last

prize, though only a liver, is still a prize, and a strong

recommendation in the Young Knight's country, being

partly given by Sir Watkiu, so that we expect ere long to

find Montgomery famous in story for hollow-backed ones.

In the hunter-class up to fifteen stone was the blaster of

Arts and Little John, who, with many prize-winners in

the other classes, go the round of the shows with their

showmen, and become as familiar to one as the giant, the

fat lady, or the learned pig of the fair-days of our youth,

and, as judges diffei', appear to stand an equal chance of

patronage. In one place the giant, though an over-

topped one, is all the go ; at the next the fat lady, being

very level, with good looks, is all the rage ; whilst at a

third, where they incline to clever animals with plenty of

quality, the pig comes in for all the coppers. "Well, in the

weight-carrying hunters, with thirteen in the ring out of

an entiy of seventeen, ^Master of Arts was selected—an

old love of Sir ^Vatkin, and who was one of the trio who
gave him the first prize he ever had, when a four year old

;

but there were whispers about the yard and in the local

papers that the Master had a very suspicious mouth, and
at the invitation of a professional gentleman we had a

peep, and quite agree with him that there were grounds for

examination. As he stood in the next stall to Goldtinder,

the light-weight hunter, and knowing how beautifully-

proportioned Kmbs deceive the eye, whether of the biped

or quadruped, we asked the same gentleman to put the

lash of his whip under the knees of both, when we were
not surprised to lind that the light-weight bloodhke Gold-

finder had the pull in size, if there was any difference
;

and, as to quality of bone, it would be the old story of

ground ash to alder in weight and dm'ableness.

Hobby Noble, by Hobby Noble, a fair topped hunting-

looking horse, with legs well under and a mover, the pro-

perty of Mr. Westley Richards, a name well known to

the friends of the trigger, and who, we were told, goes

like a shot, was placed second, the third being Little

John— iicond for the hundred at Islington this year to

Sprig of Nobility. Both Master of Arts and Hobby Noble

were in the class with Little John at Islington, and

passed unnoticed. Little John, though anything but a

true-made horse, and rather fumbling in his slow paces,

looks like a hunter, as he is a good oily goer, and we should

have decidedly reversed the judgment by putting him at

the head of the poU. The highly-commended horse

of Mr. Avery—a chesnut, with four white legs— is

rather leggy, but a good stamp, and, being only five

years old, will improve and thicken—there is plenty

of room for it. Thorpe Malsor is a sour-headed mealy

bay, light of bone, and a horse we never thought

much of, that took a prize at Islington when four years

old ; and Dragoon is a powerful cob hunter, with a great

lengthy top on a very short leg. Mr. Westley Richards

has a horse of character and breed, with fired hocks, in

Emperor ; Mr. J. Cook, of the Eighth Hussars, a neat

hardy-looking horse in St. Patrick ; while Mr. T. P. Haw-
kins's MoUy and Mr. W. Davies' Bryan were the next best,

which is not saying much, for, as a class, it was nothing

to the same at Islington. "\Ve do not mean for number,

but quality. Goldfinder was a long way the best in his class.

Brayfield and Buffoon, though down in the catalogue, and

one of them lamented over in one of the local papers as

"passed by with all their honours fresh upon them," were

not in the Hall, and consequently not in the hunt. Kreeney,

the second prize here, is not much to look at, and the third

a good topped dark chesnut, with blood, but limbs that seem

at least a size too small. Of the other twenty-seven

we noted Mr. Jones' two—a very compact varmint-

looking brown, with a thorough-bred pedigree that we

could not help fancying did not belong to him ; and Irish

Lass, a good stamp of little mare, who went rather

straggling behind, and bore marks of the irons on her hocks.

Metal, highly commended, is good-looking, with power ;

Princess, very neat, with good action ; and Drayton,

a short horse, with drooping quarters and hocks inclined

to be curby ; while Mr. Burton's is a long thick powerful

horse, wrong in his shoulder ; and Mr. E. Gary's Round-

text, a good stamp with fashion. Highlander, a very

taking horse, with a bald face, we fancy had a slight touch

of humour in him, for when a young gentleman brought

him in the ring to lark over the gorse, and took him at it

in a workmanlike manner, Highlander quietly cleared the

bar, and then coolly kicked his rider over his head. How
a fall alters the expression of the face, especially when one

is trying to bewitch the world with noble horsemanship!

What a smile that is, as we raise ourselves from the

ground and replace the bonneted hat ! but Highlander's

rider quietly remounted, as if he were used to it, and took

the gorse again, without knocking the horse about, like

nine men out of ten would have done. The General, a prize-

taker here last year and at York, is of the right character

and quality, wanting a trifle more length in body ;
he ap-

pears now' rather sliort and leggy, and might move a little

better. The Dean, half-brother to Rural Dean, is a quiet

gentlemanly-looking horse, almost verging too much on

prettiness for a hunter ; Nobility, bulky, with good ends

and under-standings, the latter a trifle long. Brampton

Bay has too much of the charger's forehand, and falls away

in his batk ribs and hind-quarters. Mr. A. Harrison's were

three very useful horses ; but Gee's Tom, the Islington prize

horse, was entered, but did not come. The three-year-olds

were not very grand : the first had length, breed, good ends

and action, but lacked size ; the second showed breed, but

was light in limb ; and the third had an old tucked-up

hackish look. Mr. A. Harrison's, by Stepping Stone, was

good-looking, but no mover; Mr. J. Drage's, a light one,

and nothing particular. The class was more remarkable for

The Bird of Passage being in it, and passed over—a very

promising colt last year, and prize-taker at York and else-

where. He was tvviee the size of any of the others, and

we believe will turn up again another day, if his owner

will get off the heaps of unnecessary flesh now piled on

him. He must have stuffed him as regardless of symme-

try or anything in the shape of anatomy as that Nature's

journeyman who made up the celebrated show animal

known as "the live lion stuffed with straw," and which

iu our time many of us have been invited to walk up and in-

spect. The two-year-olds were nothing to look at, with the

exception of British Queen, who is a very fine-grown filly,

with breeding. The first struck us as long smd low, With

shoulders a little too forward, and hocks inclined to curb ;

Maggie, the second, is neat, with good limbs, but uo size

;

and Mr. Taylor had a pretty little chesnut by Voivode.

The pairs of carriage horses, reaching to four entries, two

bay pairs and two bi'own pairs, the latter having it all

their own way, were still about on a par for merit ; for if a

coachman had handled the second prize instead of the

gardener, they might have been placed a step higher.

The hacks and roadsters were judged in the Lane;

there were eight in the class, and by what we could see

of Harkaway and his staU he appeared to be a gentle-

manly hack, with power ; Plenipo, a cob with some

breed, and Mr. Milward's commended, a showy, stylish-

looking hack. Greyleg, the second prize-horse at

Islintrton for weight-carrying park hacks, puts fifteen
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pounds more to his account at the Nortliallerton Bank.

Mr. Jonas Webb's Brunette was entered, but did not

show. Expectation has breed, length, and character

;

The Oxford Wonder appeared stout and carty, and

Captain Bedford's very neat. Sturdy, a good-looking

cob, with rather too much stuffing, was iirst here

last year, and this time beat Viscount, a iirst-

prize-tiiker at York last year ; but Yiscount was amiss

—

so said his groom—suffering, no doubt, like many other

noblemen, from indigestion brought on by over-feeding

and want of exercise. The ladies' horses were judged in

the ring, and for that description of horse nothing came
within a long way of Knight Templar, first here last year,

who is very elegant and perfectly broken. The second

was more of a light hunter, and who showed anything but

good manners when Mrs. Beverley mounted him. There

were four others in the class, and two absentees, one

being Deerstalker, the ladies' horse at Islington.

Duchess is a very good-looking hack, whilst Cremorne,

from Blockley Vicai'age, has scarcely style enough
for her name. Of the seven other entries. Blue

Bell, a light, varmint little hack, was damaged by a very

waspy middle. The harness horses over fifteen hands
were poor with the exception of The Parson, from South

Wales, who is one of the most stylish, fine, easy-going

gig-horses we have seen for some time—in fact, one coiUd

not spare a look at the other seven when in his company.
Barmaid is a thick, powerful cob, and a good mover at a

certain pace ; but with scarcely enough fashion for

Spiers and Pond ; while Leybourne, the second-best, is

taking, M'ith stylish action. The commended Laui'a

is a very neat, quiet gig-mare, quick on her legs,

without sliow or fuss; and Mr. Greenaway'schesnutroan
was the best out of the other half-dozen. In the

next lot of eleven, Donald, a very nice cobby pony,

a shadow too long in the leg, standing under thirteen and
an inch, and said to be thorough-bred—this is rather

Uncommon, which is also the name Of his sire, and no dam
given. We have our doubts about thoroughbred pedigrees,

an auld acquaintance in the line having occasionally

supplied them for the last forty years for horses going to

the hammer. Beeswing, another thorough-bred, in name
at least, is light, hardy, but plain ; whilst the highly-

commended Kitty is very stylish in herself and move-
ments, and before another bench may be better appre-

ciated. Spot, who came in for a commendation, is

a miniature Billy Button horse, and quite in his

element in the circus. The ponies under thirteen we
did not see. Piccadilly was entered, but not on
the ground. Those under twelve hands to carry children,

numbering between twenty and thirty, were brought
into the ring, with lads up, and a vei-y pretty sight they

were. The Islington pony with a burly man up is any-
thing but a child's pony, and out of its class in this. But
the judging was the quickest thing we ever saw. The
ponies were trotted round once or twice, brought up in a

line, three selected, colours given, and the others out of

the ring before you could say Jack Robinson, to the as-

tonishment of every one !
" You don't mean to say you

have judged the lot already ?" said three or four
in the same voice. " Yes we have," re2)lied ]\Ir,

Thurnall, " we judged them before they came in."

There was a hearty laugh, but we must confess
we should like to have seen more of them.
One little fat cherubin between five and six, with a

rosy round face beaming with smiles, and topped by a
Joliffe hat, a regular out-and-out old John Warde
in miniature, mounted on a knowing bit of horse-

flesh ab(mt two feet square, caused much merriment
in continually going up to the gorse bar and
coming away again with as much intention of

jumping it ft* we bad; whiUt another, a full-grown

swell with hii'sute streamers waving in the air,

and a look ferocious, nay absolutely terrific, as

he gathered up the reins of one of the fattest

of cobs with the shortest of tails, charged
the two and a-half feet of gorse at top speed,

amidst breathless suspense, till he landed on the other

side, a hero, amidst enthusiastic cries of Brayvo ! Brayvo !

" Rather a nice horse that," said somebody to the lad in

charge of that model cob Lucifer. " Yes, sir ; the Capting

won't have nothing but good 'uns." Professor Airy had
a fair top, but his hocks were of the worst, and far behind

him. In the stallion-ponies were two prizes and two
competitors—Bobby, who was shown at Islington in

harness, and a little bit of roan. The dray-horses con-

sisted of three pairs ; in the first couple one was a

fine-grown powerful horse, but his companion was rather

flat in the rib ; in the second pair one was
useful, the other coarse. Mr. Warden's neat light

pair ought to have been in the agricultural classes, of

which there were but a few. The staUions mustered
but half-a-dozen. A.l. a light-grey two-year-old, 16.3
high, and bred in Buckinghamshire, is a fine topped

horse, with good limbs, but a very ugly head, not im-

proved by a weak neck. Sampson, a dark-grey, 17 hands-

and-a-half, has good ends aud short limbs, but

hollow in his back. England's Glory, a bay, by
England's Glory, a great prize horse, is very compact,

well-built, and good-looking, on the shortest of legs, and
a well-known prize horse in Norfolk. Tom Sayers being

passed imnoticed, forfeited his entrance-fee by taking

French leave. For pairs Mr. C. W. Brierley's bay and
grey were first again, being in the same place last j'ear.

The bay is a very powerful, active-looking horse ; his

companion rather flat-sided. The second were a very

fair sample of light Suffolks, and were bred by Mr. R.

Gan-ett. The odd pair belonged to ]\Ir. Cook, of Warwick.
Shepherd P Knapp, the American trotting stallion,

was on the ground, and performed in Ms trotting-gear to

continual clapping of hands.

With the best of accommodation in the shape ofkennels,

there wasatidy show of hounds, some in the three-couples

being very fair samples of the modern foxhound ; but,

take them as a whole, they were not first-class, aud
the young unentered hounds weaker. There were entries

from the following packs : Albrighton, Warwickshire,

North Warwickshire, Worcestershire, The Quorn, Dur-
ham County, Old Berkshire, and The Hon. Rowland
Hill. A bitch in the North Warwickshire continually

sat on her hind quarters, begging like a poodle, no
doubt to get out. Mr. Hunt, the honorary steward, gave

a luncheon to some eighteen or twenty huntsmen, and
after some discussion about legs, feet, shoulders and loins,

chuckle-heads and egg-suckers, it was fiuaUy arranged

that a stallion-hound class of one entry from each pack

should be given in addition to the other classes next year.

This is always an interesting class, as many people would
rather see one good hound than a pack of bad ones.

PRIZE LIST.

Judges.—Viscount Combermere and Sir Watkin Williams
Wynne.

Thorougli-bred Stallions for getting weight-carrying Hun-
ters.—First prize, of £30, to Mr. E. Griffiths, Marie Hill,

Cheltenham (Ivanholf) ; second, of £15, to the Marquis of

Hastings, Donington Park, Leicester (Tippler) ; tliird, of £5,
to Mr. Davies Bryan, llhydwinau, Montgomery (Yoimg Knight
of Gwynne).

Hunters.

Equal to 15 stone, 5 years old and upwards.—First prize,

£20, to Mr. Gee, Wadhurst, Sussex (Master of Arts) ; second,

of £10, to Mr. Westley Richards, Birmingham (Hobby Noble);

third, of £5, to Mr. J. Oilman, Birmingham (Little John)

;

highly comweuded, Mr. Win, Avery, Birmingham (chesuut)
j
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Commended (Tliorpe Malsor), wid Mr. G. Matthews, Great
Malvern, Worcester (Pragoou).

Without condition as to weight, 5 years old and upwards.

—

First prize, of it20, to Mr. H. Spencer Lucy.Charlecote, War-
wick (Goldtinder) ; second, of £10, to Mr. Westley Richards
(Freeney) ; third, of £5, to Mr. W. E. Evcritt, Edgbaston
(Redstart) ; highly commended, Mr. Westley Richards (Metal),

and Captain J. 6. D. Cartwright Enery.Wliitchurch (Priu-

cess) ; commended, Mr. F. B. Jones, Hereford (Irish Lass),

and Mr. G. V. AVart, Edgbaston (Prayton).
Four-year-old Colts or Fillies.—First prize, of £20, to Mr.

T. Gee, Wadhurst, Susses (Tiie General) ; second, of £10, to

Mr. G. B Lynes, Northampton (The Dean) ; third, of £5, to

Mr. AY. A. MiUward, Birmingham (Nobility) ; higlily com-
mended, Mr. H. Sanders, Northampton (Brampton Boy ; com-
mended, Mr. A. Harrison, Mctchley Callage, Edgbaston
(Brown, and two cliesnut horses).

Judges.—Mr. J. B. Cookes, Stourport, and Mr, C. ililward,

Birmingham.

Three year old Colts or Fillies.—First prize, of £15, to Mr.
W. H. Potterton, Bougliton Grange, Northampton (black, by
Lovett) ; second, of £10, to Mr. A. Harrison, Edgbaston (horse

by ^lariouette) ; third, of £5, to Captain Harrison, Norton
Hall, Stafford (Monkey) ; commended, Mr. J. Drage, Moulton
Lodge, Nurthampton (brown, by Ugly Buck), aud Mr. A.
Harrison, Edgbaston (a brown, by Stepping Stone).

Two-year-old Colts or Fillies.—First prize, of £15, to Mr.
George Wise, Woodcote, Warwick (Roulette) ; second, of £10,
to Mr. G. McKnight, Oaken Gates, Salop (Maggie) ; third, of

£5, to Mr. J. B. Booth, Killerby Hall, Catterick (Britisli

Queen) ; highly commended, Mr. G. B. Lynes, Preston Deanery,
Northampton "(Honeydew) ; commended, Mr. R. Taylor, Bir-

mingham (cliesnut, by Voivode), and Mr. F. 0. Badham,
Moseley, Birmingham (brown, by Knight of Kars).

Carriage Houses.

Judges.—Mr. J. C. Welby, London, and Mr. H. Thurnall,

Royston.
Pairs.—First prize, of £20, to Mr. T. Avery, Edgbaston

(Monarch and RoUo) ; second, of £10, to Mr. C. J. Shaw,
Edgliaston (Shakespeare and Greenfield) ; highly commended,
Mr. J. F. Freeney.

Haok.s, Roadsters, and Cobs.

Hacks and roadsters not exceeding 15 hands 2 inches high.

—

First prize of £15 to Mr. J. Gilman, Birmiugham (Harkaway)

;

second of £5 to Mr. W. Avery, Birmiugham (Plenipo). Com-
mended : Mr. R. Milward, Thurgarton Priory, Southwell.

Weight-carrying hacks from U to 15^ hands high.—First

prize of £15 to Mr. T. Johnson, Northallerton (Greyleg)
;

second of £5 to Mr. R. AVyun, Ellesraere, Shropshire (Ex-
pectation) . Commended ; Captain Bedford, Leamington Bay,

and Mr. D. Falkner, Banbury (The Oxford Wonder).
Cobs under 11 hands high.—First prize of £15 to Captain

J. S. Ballard, Cowbridge (Sturdy) ; second of £5 to Mr.

E. Tranmer, Northallerton (Viscount). Commended: Mr. R.

Milward, Thurgarton Priory, Southwell (Harmattau).

Ladies' Horses.

Ladies' hacks, 15 hands high and upwards.—First prize of

£15 to Major Quentin, Cheltenham (Knight Templar) ; second

of £5 to Major Richards, Edgbaston, Birmingham (Volunteer).

Highly commended: Miss Alkin, AVhittington, near Ather-

stone (Beauty).

Ladies' hacks under 15 hands high.—First prize of £15 to

Mr. G. Hughes, Birmingham (Duchess) ; second of £5 to the

Rev. H. Bromfield, Blockley, AVorcester (Cremorne). Highly

commended: Mr. W. Yates, Shiffnal (Gipsy).

Harxess Horses and Ponies.

Exceeding 15 hands high.—First prize of £15 to Mr. T.

Meyrick, Bush, Pembroke (The Parson) ; second of £5 to Mr.

A. Oakes, Birmingham (Jessie).

From l^ to 15 hands high.—First prize of £15 to Mr. H.
Ashton, Prestwich, Manchester (Barmaid) ; second of £5 to

Mr. J.Tyler, Birmingham (Leybourne). Commended: Mr.

J. Griffin Farmer, Wolverhampton (Laura).

Ponies in harness under 13^ hands high.—First prize of

£10 to Mr. J. Scott, Carlisle (Donald) ; second of £5 to Mr.

G. Clements, Binuinghara (Beeswing). Highly cowmendetl,

Mrs. H. Chavasse, Hamstead, near Birmingham (Kitty)

;

commended, Mr. W. L. Bell, Peterborougli (Spot).

Ponies under 13 hands high.—First prize of £10 to Mr.
11. n. Short, Birmingham (Bumpus) ; second of £5 to Mr.
E. AA^oodhouse, Kirton-in-Lindsey, Lincolnshire (Jacob).

Commended, Mr. G. F. AVills, Daveutry (Little Miss Muffit).

I'dnies under 12 hands high, to carry children.—First prize

of £10 to Mr. R. S. Simpson, Birmingham (Kitty) ; second of
£5 to Mr. 11. AValker, Hockley (Jimmy). Highly commended,
Mr. B. Chambley, Coven Lawn, AVolverhamptou (BiUy).

Stallions.

Not under 11| hands high, for getting hacks or roadsters.

—

First prize of £10 to Captain Barlow, Castle Donington,
Leicester, (Lucifer) ; second of £5 to Mr. W. Robinson, Tam-
wortli (Professor Airy).

Not exceeding 14| hands high, for getting cobs or ponies.—
First prize of £10 to The Marchioness of Hastings, Doning-
ton Park, Leicester (Bobby) ; second of £5 to Mr. Sheridan,

Birmingham (Dick).

Dray Horses.

Judges.—Mr. H. Lowe, Tamworth, and Mr. Shepherd,

Coleshill.

Pair of dray horses (geldings or mares) four years old and
upwards.—First prize of £15 to Mr. C. W. Brierley, Middle-

ton, Manchester ; second of £10 to Mr. R. Evans, Birming-
ham.

Agricultural Horses.

Stallions.—First prize of £30 to Mr. W. Wynn, Alcester

Redditch (A 1) ; second of £15 to Mr. T. Wallis, Tamworth
(Young Sampson) ; third of £5 to Mr. G. Edwards, Wisbeach,
Cambridge (England's Glory).

Pair of horses (geldings or mares) four years old and up-

wards.—First prize of £15 to Mr. C. W. Brierley, Manches-
ter (bay and grey) ; second of £10 to Mr. H. Elkington,

Selly Oak, Birmingham (Scott and Darling).

Veterinary Referee ; Mr. E. Stanley, M.R.C.V.S., Bir-

mingham.

Fox-Hounds.

Judges.—Mr. C. Tongue, AA'^olverhampton, and Mr. John
Walker, Wrexham.

For three couple dogs and bitches of any age.—First prize

of £25, and £3 for the huntsman, to the Marquis of Hastings
(The Quorn)—Dainty 5 years. Crafty 4 years, Heroine 4
years, Needful 3 years. Music 3 years, Violet 2 years ; second

of £15, and £2 to the huntsman, to Mr. H. S. Lucy, Charle-

cote (The Warwickshire)—Raglan 5 years. Bounty 3 years.

Rapid 3 years. Royal 1 year, Nester, Newsman 1 year ; third

of £10, and £1 for the huntsman, to Mr. O. Milne, jun., Lea-

mington (The North Warwickshire)—Guider 2 years. Ranter
2 years. Costly 3 years. Rosy 2 years. Royal, and Nancy.

Couples of unentered puppies, one of each sex.—F;Vst prize

of £10, and £2 for the huntsman, to the Hon. R. C. Hill,

Hawkstone, Shrewsbury : second of £5, and £1 for the hunts-

man, to Mr. J. B.Starky (Old Berkshire).

Hott. Steward of Fox-hounds : Mr. R. L. Hunt, Edgbaston.

THE REPRESENTATION OF COUNTIES.
At a meeting of the West Suffolk Chamber of Agriculture,

the foUowLDg resolution was passed :

" That in the opinion of this meeting the counties are not

adequately represented in Parliament, either with rega rd

to population or property ; that a large addition ought to

be made to the number of county members ; that the

counties of Suffolk, Norfolk, and Essex especially, com-
prising together a large area, from their importance in

population and property, and having, since the passing of

the Reform Act in 1832, lost seven members, are entitled

to additional representation, and ought in future to return

each six knights of the shire instead of four."

It was further determined that the chairman should sign a
petition embodying the resolution on behalf of the meeting',

and send it off by that night's post.
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THE HORSE SHOW
AT THE

AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON.
(Concluded.

J

The judging of the harness horses comineuced at three

on Monday, with those not exceeding fifteen hands two
inches high ; the first prize going to Violet, the third-

prize mare in the park hacks and ladies' horses not ex-

ceeding fifteen-one. Violet looked better in a collar, and
more in her element for which her action is more suit-

able; and as her strong harness forehand is anything but
symmetrical with the other part of her frame, the more it

is hidden the better. Beauty is worthy of her name, and
far excels the stout Violet in looks, though not in

strength ; but then she has again far the best of it with
her grand flourishing reaching action, which, in the fond
words of a dear friend and a great lover of the good things

of this world, is "magnificent." Mr. J. Rock, of High-
bury, showed a neatish pair of blacks, who had a hard-
working look about them that struck us as more work
than victuals. Polly, the first of the ponies under four-

teen hands, was good in shape and action ; whilst Camper-
down Lass was not very taking with the public, being a

dirty dun in colour. Dot is a stout well-made pony, but
rather thick at the points of her shoulders. Mr. Spence
had a very nice one in Venus, with breed and action ; and
Mr. Milward's Harmattan is a pOny of great character

but much worn. Of those not exceeding 13 hands, Pink
was the picked, a very oily capital stepper all round, but
having rather a ragged look, and being of a bad cream
colour and with a very mean tail, all this greatly damaged
her in point of appearance. Uncle Tom, the first prize in

riding ponies under 12i hands, and second here, is a
neat cobby little fellow with plenty of pluck, rather
big-headed, though not showing this much in harness.

Little Ruby, a chesnut roan stallion, 11 hands high,
in colour, action, and shape is a perfect gem. There
were several others very nice ones, and many that
with a little trimming up and better harness would
so much improve that their owners would hardly know
them again. The judges having left the circle, the
" order of the day" was the parading of the different

prize horses, but the management, like Benjamin Disraeli,

yielding to the gentle pressure of the House, and more
particularly to that of the ladies, this was suspended, for

jumping when chaos reigned, and continued during the
week amidst cheers, laughter, and infantile shrieks of
delight. Mr. Jonas Webb's Brunette was awarded the
gold medal as the best cob up to 16 stone, but she stands
something over 15 hands, and consequently scarcely
comes within the definition. There was trotting
against time on Friday, but this, with the space,
and the cattle in harness was, as everybody
expected a complete farce. Then followed " miscellaneous
jumping," the prize going to Mr. Patmore's Bishop
Stortford. " Izzard," a very temperate horse and clever
fencer, well handled by an unassuming young fellow, who,
we imagine, will much astonish the good folks at Bishop
Stortford when he tells them—that is, if he can manage
the word—that he got the first prize as the "best nm-
cellaueous jumper." "Accomplished huntresses!!"

I' Miscellaneous jumpers !
!" Well may the world have

its laugh over the Horse-show.

which generally prevails while the hurdle-leaping is going on.

Mr. Nield : Some old circus horse will always be ready to

jump. (A laugh). A discussion followed as to whether the

jumping prizes should be distinct from those for hunters. The
opinion of the meeting was that jumping was essential to the

success of the show. Several members desired that the prizes

for hunters should he as large as possible. Eventually, Mr. T.

W. Tatton's motion was passed as follows :
" That two special

extra prizes, of £10 for the first, and £5 for the second, shall

be awarded to the two hunters which shall be proved on trial

to be the best jumpers over hurdles, &c." The prizes for

hunters were increased so as to make the show as attractive as

possible.

THE JUMPING BUSINESS.—The jumping nuisance was
as rampant as ever : horses refused oftener, and men, we
thought, rode them worse : in fact, such a scene as was exhi-

bited at the conclusion of the judging, when the prize horses

should have been paraded, we fancy was never matched out

of Bedlam—it might be inside, if the inmates were supplied

with the cattle. People were galloping round the ride, and
jumping the hurdles the reverse ways at the same time ; whilst

a few actually rode amongst the stallions. Some fell off, be-

cause their steeds did not jump, others because they did

;

while one nondescript brute preferred the entrance-gates to

the gorse, and landed in the crowd. We rather wish there

was a chance of this disgusting farce being done away with
altogether. The energetic gentleman in the middle, who tried

to help over the unwilling, wanted hut a long whip and a

couple of clowns to make a regular circus affair of it. But
the absurdity is not the worst part. Horses, as we have be-

fore shown, suifer in this pantomime business. On Monday
poor old Gay Lad was ridden round aud jumped so often that he
must have had the leaping of two or three days' hunting com-
pressed into a very short space of time ; and though the old

horse jumped freely and well till disgusted with the business

from repetition, his white sides were scored with spur-marks.

We are no sentimentalists, and think little of seeing a horse
" pricked" in a close finish, or to save himself and rider from
worse harm by making him use extra exertion at a " rasper ;"

hut there can be no occasion for using the rowels in this

place. Others were galloped and jumped until streaming with
sweat ; and a light-fleshed black was apparently let by the
hour in the morning, for he introduced several dilferent gen-
tlemen to public notice, some of them not very favourably. A
foxhunting friend with us could scarcely keep his seat, so in-

dignant was he to see hunters thus degraded and ill-treated.

In fact, it is the plague-spot that mars what should be one of

the pleasantest exhibitions in London.

—

The SjMrtiiig Gazette.

THE IIORSE-JUMPING BUSINESS.-At a special
general meetmg of the members of the Manchester and
Liverpool Agricultural Society, Mr. D. R. Davies, Mere Hall,
Knutsford, iu the chair, in considering the prizes for horses'
the meeting agreed witli the suggestion of the chairman that the
jumpuig of hunters should not be comptdsory, inasmuch as the
most valuable horse in the show-yiird, having a peculiar tem-
perament, might refuse to jump on account of the excitemeut

SALE OF THE ROYAL YEARLINGS AT
HAMPTON COURT.

Bay colt by Young Melbourne, dam (foaled in 1855) Gs.
Sister to Bay Rosalind by Orlando (Mr. A. M'Donough) 65

Chestnut colt by Orlando—Trickstress by Sleight-of-

Hand (Captain Machell) 100
Bay colt by Wild Dayrell—El Dorado by Harkaway

(Mr. Thellusson) HO
Bay colt by AVild Dayrell—Ariadne by Ne\vnunster

(Lord Vivian) 100
Chestnut colt by St. Albans—Eulogy by Euclid (Cap-

tain Machell) 250
Chestnut colt by St. Albans—Lady Ann by Touchstone

(Captain Machell) 260
Chestnut colt by St. Albans—Sister to Little Lady (foaled

in 1857) by Orlando (Captain Cooper) 460
Chestnut colt by Orlando—Ossifrage by Birdcatcher

(Mr. A. M'Donough) 75
Bay colt by Orlando—Ayacanora by Birdcatcher (Cap-

tain Machell) 830
Chestnut colt (brother to Cambuscan) by Newminster
—The Arrow by Slane (Captain Machell)) 1,000

Bay colt by Newminster—Lady Palmerston by Mel-
bourne (Captaiu Machell) 180

Bay colt by Young Melbourne—Julie by Orlando (Duke
of Newcastle) 220

Chestnut colt by Blair Athol—Rosabel by Newminster
(Mr.Welsby) 270

Bay filly by Wild Dayrell—Rosaline by Orlando (Mr.

WUlJams) C5
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Bay filly by King Tom—Gariiisli liy Faugli-a-Ballagli

(Mr. \V. Reeves)
Bay filly by Newminster—Lady Gough by Launcelot

(Duke of Newcastle) ...

Bay filly by Stockwell—Hepatica by Voltigeur (Mr. Ten
Broeck)...

Bay filly by Stockwell—Bay Cclia by Orlando (Lord
Hastings)

Bay filly by Voltigeur—Doralice by Alarm or Orlando
(Mr. J.DavJun.)

Bay filly by St. Albaus—Blister hy Bay Middleton (JMr.

Harlow)
Bay filly by Orlando—Flight by Jereed (Duke of New-

castle) ...

Black filly by Mcutmore—Rosebud by Ratan (Mr.
Mytton)

Chestnut filly by Jlentmore—Jace^ueline by Don John
(Captain Machell)

Chesnut iUly by St. Albans—Amazon by Touchstone
(Duke of Newcastle) ...

Bay filly by Newnuiuster—Lady Melbourne by Mel-
bourne (Colonel Price)

Bay filly (sister to Attraction) by Orlando—Nun Ap-
pleton by Bay Middleton (Lord Vivian)

Gs.

110

300

180

750

100

50

210

35

50

220

400

420

6,810

SALE OF THE MAMHEAD YEARLINGS ON
HA3IPT0N GREEN.

Bay colt by The Dupe or Crater—Butterfly by Bantam
(Mr. Villiers) 30

Bay colt by Crater—Volition by Voltigeur (Mr. Morris) 45

Bay colt by Crater—^Repartee by Pantaloon (Mr. Rey-
nolds) ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 50

Bay filly by Macaroni—Olympias by Pyrrhus the First

(Lord I'eversham) 70
Brown colt by Crater or Gemma di Vergy—Botany by

Melbourne (Duke of Newcastle) 100

Bay filly by Dupe—Gazelle by Ion (Mr. Nightingall) ... 50

Bay filly by Gemma di Vergy—Scalade by Touchstone
(Mr. J. Dawson) 135

Bay colt by Crater— Petticoat by Pantaloon (Mr.
M'Donough) 75

Chesnut colt by Crater—Columbine by Derby (Mr. W.
Reeves),.. ... ... ... ... ... ... 75

Bay colt by Crater—Start Point by Weatherbit (Duke
of Newcastle) ... ... ... ... ... ... 350

The Duke of Edinburgh by Stockwell—Queen of Beauty
by Melbourne (Mr. Ten Broeck) 600

Bay filly by Gemma di Vergy—Et^uity by Sweetmeat
(Mr. W'. Reeves) 85

Bay colt by Dupe—Madame Clicquot by Burgundy
(Captain Machell) ... 600

Bay iilly by Dupe—Couleur de Rose by West Australian

(Mr. Ten Broeck) 150

Brown filly by Gemma di Vergy—Rita by Flying Dutch-

man (Lord Londesborough) ... ... ... ... 145

Bay filly by King Tom—Jetty Treffz by :Melbourne (Mr.

Ten Broeck) 420

Bay filly by Newniinster—Belle by Slane (Mr. Blenk-

iron) 100

Bay filly by Brocket—Lady Audrey by Pantaloon (Mr.

Jackson) 110

Brown filly by Crater—Ventre-a-Terre by Pantaloon

(Mr. Jackson) ... ... ... ... ... ... 75

Bay filly by King Tom—Lady Blanche by Epirus (^Ir.

G.Reynolds) 330

69

Gs-

100

3,615

THE MIDDLE PARK YEARLINGS.
MR. BLENKIRON'S ANNUAL SALE.

Brown filly, by Claret—Elinor by Sweetmeat (Mr. C.

Brewer)
Brown filly, by St. Albans—Lady Vernon by Poynton

(Lord Hastings)

Brown filly, by Weatherbit—Rosati by Alann (Lord St.

Vincent)

Gs.

230

155

260

Bay colt, by Ruby—Pride by Archy (Mr. W. Reeves)...

Brown colt, by Weatherbit—Fanfaronade by Garaeboy

(M. de Montgomerie) ...

Bay colt, by Blair Athol—Theresa by Touchstone (Mr.

Thellusson)

Chestnut filly, by Oulston—Eda by Birdcatcher (Mr.

Padwick)
Bay filly, by High Treason—Lizzie by Orlando (Mr.

Padwick)
Bay filly, by Dundee—The Belle by Birdcatcher (Lord

Hastings)

Bay fiUy, by Weatherbit—Triangle by Epirus (Lord

Hastings)

Bay filly, by Newminster—Lady Elcho by Sleight-of-

lland (Sir F. Johnstone)

Brown colt, by St. Albans—Actress by Annandale (Mr.

Padwick)

Bay colt, by Dundee—Blackbird by Voltigeur (Mr. G.

Angell) ...

Bay colt, by Marsyas—Curse Royal by Mildew (Mr.

Grimshaw)
Chestnut colt, by Stockwell—Marseillaise by Bay Mid-

dleton (Lord Hastings) ... ... ... . •

Bay colt, by Voltigeur—Tib Tacket by Knight of Avenel

(Lord St. Vincent) 520
Bay filly, by The Flying Dutchman—Merlette by The

Baron (Mr. Padwick) 1,000

Brown filly, by Dundee—Pandora by Cotherstone (Mr.

Padwick)
Brown colt, l)y Dundee—Mrs. Fowler by Heron (Lord

Ailsa) ...

Black colt, by Weatherbit—Tested by Touchstone (Sir

F.Johnstone) ...

Chestnut filly, by Stockwell—Governess by Chatham

(Mr. G. W.Bennett)
Chestnut filly, by Dundee—Shot by Birdcatcher (Sir F.

Johnstone)

Bay filly, by Dundee—Reconnaissance, by Stockwell (Mr.

Chaplin)

Chestnut filly, by St. Albans—Elspeth, by Birdcatcher

(Mr. Padwick)

Bay colt, by Dundee—Eltham Beauty, by Kingston (Mr.

C. Brewer)

Bay colt, by Marsyas—Goldfinch, by West Australian,

(Mr. Padwick)
Chestnut colt, by Weatherbit—England's Beauty, by

Birdcatcher (Mr. Padwick)

Brown colt, by Weatherbit—Athena Pallas, by Bird-

catcher (Mr. Thellusson) ... ... • • • •

Bay colt, by Newminster—Madame Stodare, by Sleight-

of-Hand (Lord Hastings)

Chestnut colt, by Newminster— mare by Hampton, her

dam by Muley Moloch (Mr. Padwick)

Chestnut filly, by Thunderbolt—Lady Kingston, by

Kingston (Mr. W. Reeves)

Chestnut filly, by Weatherbit—Sacrifice by Voltaire

(Mr. Lee)

Bay filly, by Dundee—Q.E.D., by Kingston (Mr. Thel-

lusson) ...

Brown colt, by Musjid—Symmetry, by Gemma di Vergy

(Captain Machell

)

Chestnut colt, by Marsyas—Leprosy, by Mildew (Mr. J.

Watson)
Chestnut colt, by Marsyas—Beatrice, bv Birdcatcher Gs.

(Mr. Padwick) 520

Chestnut filly, by Newminster—Diomedia, by Weather-

bit (Mr. Chaplin) 1,000

Brown filly, by Weatherbit—Butterfly, by Knight of the

Whistle (Mr. Chaplin) 750

Bay colt, by Amsterdam—Lady of Eltham, by Kingston

(Mr. Ten Broeck) 100

Bav fiUy, by Amsterdam—Marchioness, by The Marquis

(Mr. Thellusson) L^'J

Brown filly, by The Prime Minister—Alma, by Flat-

catcher (Mr. W. Reeves) 370

Bay filly, by Wild Dayrell—Restless, by Burgundy

(Lord Ailsa) 85

19,566

430

900

155

165

100

360

250

360

120

130

1,650

650

80

300

320

1,000

490

750

165

250

950

750

520

2,000

250

180

650

410

160
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TEXTLESS NOTES.
BY A CROTCHETY FARMER.

IN PARIS AND AT ITS EXHIBITION OF 1867.

I am in the habit while in Paris, and if the weather is

good—and when good it is so there—by no means, good
reader of the Mark Lane, a crotchety statement, as those

of onr readers know who have experienced the balmy air

and the glorious sunshine, which we in this country do
not often enjoy—in such weather I am in the habit of

generally spending a few hours, after my dinner, in the

open air, seated in one or other of those delightful gar-

dens or open spaces with which Paris abounds, and which
combine so happily a quiet seclusion with abundance of

cheerful company. The gardens I most affect are those

of the Palais Royal and the Luxembourg. I sit and
study whUst I smoke, for I am crotchety enough "to
follow the midtitude to do that evil," just because I sup-

pose it is so vmeh. denounced by quiet, good, and orderly

people, who are I presume not crotchety. Of the two
gardens named above, I probably give the preference to

the Luxembourg, because it is more thoroughly Parisian

in its characteristics, being frequented more by the Paris-

ians themselves than by the English, who live as a rule

within hail of the gardens of the Palais Royal, or whose
numerous restaurants and cafes attract them there. The
gardens of the Luxemboui-g are situated on the Boule-
vard St. Michel, some distance from, but easily enough
reached by 'bus by those who live in the English or
fashionable quarter. These gai'dens are now undergoing a

process of great alteration and improvement, although
there are those who, remembering the flue old-fashioned

arrangements, do not think these arc improvements. Be
this as it may, even with the distm-bance created by altera-

tions, there is quite enough of the old place left in which
to enjoy oneself very comfortably and characteristically

in the Parisian fashion. The Luxembourg gardens are
often called the servant-girls' or nurse " garden," and
this from the immense number of those who turn out to

make a play-ground for the children they have in charge.

It is probably because this is so that I like to go to those
gardens. Let not the reader be uncharitable, and attri-

bute motives not due to me ; although I am free to con-
fess that I do like to see tug-tight lassies dressed in the
neat costumes which distinguish all servants, and which
mark them at once for what they are, and for what they are
not ashamed to be ; and then I am also crotchety enough
to love children—so that of both the little darlings and
the comely lasses who wait upon them there are enough
to be met with, in these summer gardens I now write of,

and at all hours, from " early morn to dewy eve." I

have just said that the dress of the servants is one which
marks at once the class to which they belong, and of which
class their greatest ambition is to be the best member and
the most highly esteemed by master or mistress—not to
dress out of it, and to be ashamed to belong to it, as do
our servants. As in my last paper under the present title

under which I write, I took occasion to make some
remarks as to cooking, it surely wUl not be deemed alto-

gether out of the way if 1 do the same on this subject of
" servantgalism," as it exists in France and on the conti-
nent pretty generally. It is a subject with us so sur-
rounded with unpleasant reflections, as conveying a notion
of how very helpless we are in the matter, and how much
we are the slaves of the evUs attached to it, that, as a rule,
we are glad to think as little as we can about it : albeit to

some, especially the ladies, there is no end to the discus-

sion to which it gives rise. But although this servant-

girl question is—or, as some one has said it is—one which
" no fellah can possibly understand," it is one which, never-

theless, concerns us aU, not less, but perhaps more, the

readers of this journal than others ; and if I were asked

what sign or index is there which is observable without

much trouble, that will show or prove that the continental

servant is different from the English servant—different, I

mean, in the sense of being better (I speak here, of

course, as a class, not as individuals)—I should at once,

and without hesitation, say it is that to which I have
already alluded, namely, the fact that theservant-gii'lasa

servant-girl is known at once as belonging to that class,

and to no other, by the peculiar dress, remarkable for

its plainness, its clean and tidy neatness, and, above all,

for the utter absence of any attempt it makes to ape the

appcai'ance of the dress of a lady. AVith us, our girls

ape the di-esses of their mistresses, and do their best or

their worst to look as little like a servant as they can.

Now, to those who look beneath the surface of things,

this difference is just indicative of the difference there

is between the servants of the continent and those of our

own country; for I take it as an incontrovertible rule

that where one acts so as to show himself or herself, as

a rule, ashamed of their calling, it is not possible that

they win take a pride in it, and, not taking a pride in

it, will never excel, and do not wish to do so. I lately

heard, dm'ing one of those discussions which, with us, are

now pretty frequent upon the question, a lady make the

remark, " It's a sti'auge thing that the good servants have

died out with the old servants' dress." Just so ! and I

could not help feeling gratified at the support this gave

to my opinion as above stated. For no sooner did the

dress die out, than the servants who wore it disappeared

also, and this just because the feeling of pride in their

place, which the very wearing of garments indicated that

they occupied, and which naturally made them have,

more or less, a pride in doing their work weD, died out,

and had no longer a place in their estimation. Depend
upon it, whenever there is an incongruity between the

work to be done by any one, and the general doing and
behaviour of the party who does it, or who is supposed

to do it, that work wUl never be well done. Not long

ago, while at church—not here, but in my own country ;

and I need scarcely make this last statement, for the sight

could not easily, if at all, be seen here. Well, at chm'ch

in my own country, my neighbom-'s servant came march-
ing up the aisle in a dress absolutely better, at least more
handsome looking—for I am not well enough acquainted

with the value of ladies' gear to say it was bettei-—than

the dress of my neighbour's wife ; and yet my neighbour

is a rich man, and keeps his carriage and all things thereto

appertaining. ^Now, my common sense told, as it now
tells me, sitting here and knowing what I have within,

the last hour seen in the gardens of the Luxembom'g,

more forcibly than ever, that there was an incongruity

between the work which that servant of my neighbour

had to do, and the habits of a person which she was so cul-

tivating ; such an incongruity in fact, that made it quite

plain to me that if she did her work well, which I have

good reason to doubt, she did it not in virtue of, but rather
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lu direct opposition to, tlic influence which her habits

brought into operation. Certainly it is a fact suggestive,

wthal, that the servants of the continent are much more
like what our old servants used to be, and that they dress

as becomes their station ; and I am crotchety enough to

believe that this latter fact has a remarkable intiucnce

upon the beai'ings of the whole question. Wages are, to

say the least, better spent upon something else than dress,

and they are, where the love of dress does not exist, more
likely to be saved than spent in any way. The morale
of a servant must be lowered, and is lowered, by the very

attempts she makes to ape a position which she knows
she cannot maintain, and which every time she handles

a broom or polishes a grate, or attends to the duties of the

nursery, her inner conscience tells her she is not entitled to.

Shams and make-believes ai-e at all times despicable ; but
in the majority of cases, in the one I am now considering

very markedly, they are more than despicable—they are

dangerous, alike to the victims of them, and those who
are brought in contact with them. I do not speak upon
this subject from the authority only which a Luxembourg
Garden view of the question gives me, although I might
with aU confidence maintain that that view is exceedingly

suggestive, but I speak upon it with other experience to

fall back upon. It has been my lot to travel much
abroad, and, what is more to the purpose, to see much of

the domestic life of the peoples, and on all sides the tes-

timony to the worth of the servant-girls as servant-girls

—

and, more than that, as trustworthy helps, friends I might
say—was as complete as it was gratifying. Fancy a

mistress amongst us complaining, as I have heai'd a mis-

tress complaining, that her servants worked too hard,

were too industrious, and were almost too cleanly ! and

fancy, moreover, the astonishment of a mistress amongst
us, at a servant about to be engaged stipidating that once

a day she should be allowed to attend Divine service, even

although that attendance involved the rising at a remark-

ably early hour in the morning ! and yet all this, and

more than this, I have heard. We may shake our heads

at what we may be pleased to call the idolatry or the

superstition of a servant-girl attending mass daily ; but I

will at least be crotchety enough to say that I would
sooner tnist that girl—hearty and, as I hope, soimd Pro-

testant as I am—than one who is careless of ever going

to church or chapel, and who rather chooses to waste the

hours of that Day of Rest she has at command, in brushing

the pavements with the long train of her fashionable dress,

and astonishes, or tries to astonish, her companions with

the secondhand airs of the lady she apes to be. I do not

say that this attention to church attendance in itself, and

for the influences which it brings to bear upon good cha-

racter, iswhat the Parisian servant-gii'lismarkedornotori-

ous for ; it may be, and the probability is, that the great

laxity of discipline in this and other departments of mo-
rality induced by great cities, especially such as Paris, is

existent amongst them; but I do know that this attention

to what I am crotchety enough to call a good thing,

even although it is going to hear a mass, does exist

amongst the servant girls of the provinces on

the Continent. I have taken up much space by

my remarks upon this question, but not too

much, for it is one which concerns us all ; and

as a corollary from what I have said, I may deduce this

—

that when we get our servants back to live in the simple

style of former days, we shall get back much of the single-

heartedness of service, which is not a characteristic of the

class in our times. I beheve this most heartily, and am
careless whether I am condemned for being very crot-

chety in believing it.

From cooks to corn, from servants to seeds and saving

machines, is a marked change of subject ; but then, if I

am not privileged to do marked and strange things, who

is ? About corn first—or shall I quote tiie more high-

sounding, if not more scientific, title " cereals" ? IIow
are they represented in the Exhibition ? It is not easy

— or rather it was not easy for us—to make the investiga-

tion which enables us to answer this question. Not that

the difficulty lay (and this statement will convey to the

smart reader a pretty conclusive answer to the above
question) in the direction of having so many samples to

examine, as to find where such samples as were to be
examined were placed ; for in spite of the high-sounding
announcements of the classification of subjects, I may
venture to say that that classification was not carried out
in the matter of the cereals. Very much scattered indeed
were the samples, difficult to find, and—shall we at last

say it ?—not in many instances very much worthy of exami-
nation when found. One thing was suggested to me when
I came across specimens of wheat, oats, and rye stowed
away in what I would call a very out-of-the-way unclassi-

fied place—namely, amongst some machinery in one of

the buildings or sheds of the Park, if I recollect rightly

devoted to the machineiy of the Swiss department ; and
it was this : they purported to be specimens grown with
the aid of phospho-guano as a manure ; but no information

was given as to the quantity used per acre, the nature of

the soil, and other points connected with their culture,

nor any information as to v;hat had been the produce
under similar conditions without the aid of this manure,
nor were specimens of the same crops so grown without it

shown. Exhibited there as they were, they yielded no
practically valuable information—were indeed worthless as

affording any lessons. But the fault here noticed is no
new thing in other, and even in our own Exhibitions,

where specimens of cereals are shown. Comparative
observations are above worth in such cases, and it is

greatly to be regretted that the fine opportunity which
the Exhibition offered for bringing together a truly good
collection of cereals should have been lost. That this has
been lost, may be gathered from the fact that I know it is

the opinion of one who is officially connected with this

department, and whom, if I named, the reader would
at once recognise as an authority, that the collection of
seeds and cereals is, upon the whole, a poor one. Some
perhaps would go the length of adding the word " very"
to this. In view of this condition of matters—and which,
as I have hinted at above, is that generally of all exhibi-

tions, markedly of aU agricultural ones—one is apt to ask
oneself how is it that such an important department of

agriculture is, to use a sporting phrase, "nowhere" in the
estimation of the getters up and supporters of these exhi-
bitions? Far be it from me to decry the importance of
attending to the stock of the farm ; but are the crops
from which we obtain their supply of food altogether un-
important ? One would think so, if one were to judge
from the position which the crops take, or rather do not
take, in our exhibitions and our shows. One would sup-
pose that it seems to be the opinion of the managers of
these that every question connected with the culture of
the crops is defined, and that we have no need further to
investigate any points connected therewith. But that
this is not so, every reader of this Jom-nal knows well
enough. There are at least a round dozen of questions
connected with the subject, to which it is not possible for

us to say that the definite answer is Yes or No—not pos-
sible, I mean, so far as our real practical experience is

concerned. Such considerations as these are worthy of
being attended to ; and they arose in my mind as I exa-
mined the very few specimens of seeds and cereals which
I saw on my travels through the Exhibition. At aU
events, the reader has them, and can take them for what
they are worth.

As closely connected with cereals, a word as to ma-
nures. A fairish number of these are embraced in the
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Exhibitiou, France showing the greater number of them.

I must confess that I never can learn much from bags

and barrels of manure exhibited at these exhibitions and

our shows, not by any means inviting either to the touch,

the taste, or the smell. Their somewhat odoriferous contents

have so much of a general sameness of something or other,

that when examining them, and to speak more honestly

when looking at them, I am always reminded of the ex-

quisitely ludicrous jumble of ideas exhibited by the nigger

who, when asked which of two things or men he liked best,

replied that " 'Tother was so like which, he could not

distinguish both from whom." I could say a good deal

more as to the lessons which both of these depart-

ments of the Exhibition would or can teach; but tlie

rapid closing of my space tells me I must conclude ; and

I do so by saying that the conclusion 1 have come to is,

that we have a good deal yet to learn as to the mode of

so disposing and classifying specimens of agricultural pro-

duce iu our exhibitions, so that they really can give us

something practically valuable; and that the " Great

Paris Exhibition, of 1867 does not do much—possibly

does nothing—in the way of teaching us in this direc-

tion ; if it teaches at all, it appears to me that it is

more in the way of teaching how not than how to do it.

Pity it is that this is true, but true it appears to me to

be ; but then my opinion being sure to be a crotchety

one, it must be valued accordingly—that is if it has any
value at all: it is just as likely that it has none as that it

has some.

THE PARIS UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION OF 1867.

In one of our papers we have drawn the attention

of the reader to the fact that throughout the building

at the Champ de ^lars, the park grounds, the build-

ings thereon, and at the Island of Billancourt, a

goodly number of inventions are exhibited in the de-

partment of hydraulic mechanism and appliances which

are in many respects worthy of notice. Some of these

we have already described, and we have now to add

a brief notice of one invention which bids fair to be ex-

tensively used, as in truth in many districts it is exten-

sively required, and which by the way it may be said that

it is curious it has never been before thought of, or if

thought of not carried out into practice. It is an inven-

tion of M. Dormet, of Lyons, and has for its object the

increase of the supply of water in wells which are either

too shallow, or into which the springs send supplies so

sparingly that they are soon exhausted in pumping. To
aid the gravitation of the water in the well M. Dormet
employs the power of a vacuum more or less complete,

obtaining this by the simple means of closing the top of

the well by a close-iitting cover, which is made as air-

tight as possible by the employment of clay or other

luting. Through this cover the pump-barrel or the

suction-pipe is passed to the interior of the well ; and

when the pump is set to work, the air is pumped out if

the supply of water is deficient, and the partial vacuum
formed in the interior causes the water to be forced

through the various chinks and crannies in the bottom

and sides of the well, and to add of course to the supply

of water in it. At first sight one would have some diffi*

culty in supposing that the vacuum would either be so

strong, or that air to destroy it would as readily find its

way through the upper portion of the ground surrounding

the well, where little or no water would be, as to bring

about the desired result. But in practice the result is

found to be as above stated, and the vacuum in the well

is all the more easily made, just as the supply of water is

less and the demands of the pump upon it not conse-

quently met. There is, of course, the extra labour to be

done in making the vacuum ; but as this brings the water

which is required, it is equivalent to deepening the

well, and as this is generally a costly process, the

extra work of pumping is cheaper. "We have said

that the trials of this contrivance have been very satis-

factory, and, as the inventor has taken out patents for

this country, we may probably hear of its advantages

being illustrated amongst us.

While on the subject of water mechanism, we may notice

here an arrangement exhibited as the invention of a Mr.
JBehrens, which is at once applicable as a centrifugal or

rotatory pump and a rotatory steam-engine ; in fact, the ap-

paratus as exhibited is on one side arranged as a rotatory

steam-engine, the other as a pump, the details being in

both cases the same. The main receptacle is an iron case,

which represents the cylinder of an ordinary steam-engine,

and which is bolted so as to lie horizontally on the top of

a framing. This casing is finislied at each side with

semicircular ends, and in the centre of each of these ends

two cylindrical shafts or studs (« d) are placed. The
pistons (c d) are segmental in form, their outer periphery

being of the same curve as the interior periphery of the

casing ends, and revolving in contact with them, while

the inner ends are hollowed out to a curve, the same as

the outside curve of the shafts or studs (« b), round

which they also revolve. These pistons {c d) are provided

with shafts, which pass through the casing cover, and are

provided with toothed wheels of equal diameter, which,

gearing into each other, revolve at equal speed, but in

opposite directions. Steam is admitted to the casing by

a pipe {e), at a point in the upper side midway between

the two shafts {a 6), and, as it presses iipon the edge of

one of the segmental pistons (c), it causes it to revolve,

and when done working this, it passes off by the exhaust

pipe (/), placed in the outer side of the casing, and
situated as the supply-pipe (e) in the centre. By means
of the gearing, the other piston (d) is made to revolve in

the opposite direction, and its position is so arranged that,

while the one piston (<?) is receiving the impulse of the

steam, the solid portion of the other {d) acts as a cushion

or abutment, thus enabling the other piston (c) to have

the full pressure of the steam upon it. The space on the

other side of the piston (d) is tilled with steam, which in

its turn will pass through the exhaust-pipe, when the re-

volution is complete. The other half of the arrangement,

as above stated, is where the pistons act as lift pumps

—

the exhaust-pipe {/) forming the ejection or supply, the

steam-pipe (e) the suction. Thus when the pistons are

used as force pumps their positions are reversed, together

with the motion of the revolution of the cylinder. The
whole arrangement is very compact, and is said to be very
efficient in practice, although the objection which has
applied to all forms of rotatory steam engines applies to

this, namely—the difficulty of keeping the rubbing sur-

faces between the piston and the cylinder tight.

While on the subject of steam engines it will be well to

notice here the most novel—certainly the most compact
—form of steam engine to be found in the machinery
department: it is exhibited in working order in the

American department, near to the Corliss engine, which,

from its beautifiJ workmanship, is the mo»t attractive

/
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/

feature of the Americau collection of madiinery. Tlie

engine we refer to is the invention of Mr. Hicks, and its

general arrangement is indicated in the following rough

type diagram, where a b c d ait four single-acting

j I

cylinders placed

opposite to each

other, the pis-

ton-rods of the

moveable pis-

tons of which

are all directly

connected to the

fly-wheel shaft

e f, these
are the only

moveable parts

of the engine,

and, being all

boxed-up, form

an exceedingly

compact arrangement. By means of ingenious details,

but which are too complicated to be explained here with-

out diagrams, the pistons are so constructed as to act in

the capacity of the ordinary slide-valve, the parts being

in connection and combination with parts in the cylinders
;

so that all the complicated mechanism of slide-valves,

eccentrics, levers, &c., &c., of an ordinary engine are dis-

pensed with, and the whole of the moving parts reduced

to a minimum. By an ingenious arrangement of parts,

each piston acts as a slide-valve to the cylinder imme-
diately contiguous ; and it is also capable of being so

adjusted that it cuts off its own supply of steam at any

desired point, thus enabling the engine to work on the

expansive principle. By arranging also for each piston

to take its own supply of steam before the next one has

finished its stroke, a perfectly uniform motion is produced,

the dead points being passed over easily. The engine

runs at very high speed, and is in every way worthy of

special notice by the visitors interested in steam ma-
chinery.

In our last we described a form of donkey pmnp,
which was and is to be seen in the boiler-house of the

British Commissioners. In that place the visitor will also

see an apparatus which wUl be interesting to him, not

only because it is the invention of one who is well known
to our readers, but because we believe it introduces and
exemphfies a principle in boiler arrangement which we
conceive of the greatest importance : we allude to the
" water-tube boiler" of the Messrs. Howard, of Bedford.

There was in the history of the steam-engine a long

period or era in which the attention of engineers was paid

to the perfecting of the engine, to the almost complete

exclusion of the construction of the boiler which was to

supply it with steam—so much so, that matters came to

this point, to quote the words of one authority, " that

while engine making had progressed, boiler making had

stood still;" and was indeed for long the disgrace of the

profession, " as it was a prolific source of danger to the

public who used boilers." Yet very little consideration

was required to show that the boiler was just as im-

portant a part of steam motive-machinery as was the

engine, proving, in fact, as it was then not inaptly

termed, " the lungs of the engine." From the efforts, how-

ever, made of late years by practical men, who have seen

the absurdity of directing all their attention to the per-

fecting of the engine which was to use, to the exclusion

of the apparatus which was to make or furnish the steam,

boiler engineering has taken a much higher status than it

has for many years back possessed ; although it is but

only just to say that there is yet a vast deal to be done

before boilers are, in point of efliiciency, up to the same

staitdard which regtdates the desigmng and constracti«u

of machinery. The Exhibition now being held at Paris

proves this pretty conclusively ; for while there is much

to be seen worthy of praise and of imitation in boiler

making, there is also much to be condemned and to be

avoided. We class the boiler mounted by j\Ir. Howard

under the first of these two categories, as be-

lieving that it is a real and a great advance

in the right direction. Previous, however, to de-

scribing it, it will be well to glance at the boiler of the

^Messrs. Galloway, of Manchester, which is also in the

British boiler-house along with that of INIr. Howard's,

and used to supply steam to the British section of the

machine gaUery ; not only because it is a boiler held in

high estimation, but because it exemplifies some points

bearing upon the principle which Mr. Howard has adopted.

For a long period the principle of allowing the heated

products to pass through tubes surrounded by water, which

had its first exemplification in the boiler of the locomo-

tive made by Stephenson for the Manchester and Liver-

pool Railway—although by the way it may here be named,

as giving honour where honour is due, that this principle

owed its introduction not to Stephenson, but to Booth,

the then secretary of the railway—was that to which

nearly all boiler makers and designers gave their attention

;

and it was not until some continental engineers took up

the subject that the value of a principle the very converse

of this was understood, namely, that in which heated air

surrounded the tubes, while the interior was filled with water.

The best exemplification of this principle, in this coun-

try, is in the boiler of the ^Messrs. Galloway above alluded

to' which is a combination of the large internal fined and

furnaced cylindrical boiler {a b, fig. 1), with the water-

(Kg- 1-)

tubes. These water-tubes {c d) connect the upper part of

the internal cylindrical flue with the lower, and are placed

in such position that the heated air and flame which pass

from the furnace to the chimney come in contact with the

outside of these tubes, and rapidly raise their contents to

the boiling point. These tubes are not parallel-sided, but

conical ; this form and arrangement of tubes are found

to facilitate very much the circulation of the water in

the tubes. In fig. 2 a section of boiler is shown at the

(Fig. 2.)

part where the two flues {a b in fig. 1) widen into one
at/y,

ff fff/ being the tubes, and h h part of the fur-

nace. Such have been and are the advantages of this

water-tube system, that Mr. Howard was led to con-

sider whether an extension of the principle so as to
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make water-tubes the feature and the only feature of

the boiler would not tend to an extension of the ad-

vantages. The result of his cogitations we now have

in the boiler, a specimen of which is at work in the

boilcr-liouse of the British Commissioners at the Paris

Exhibition, and in which the large outer shell or cylinder

which distinguishes almost every boiler yet introduced

is entirely done away with, and the whole is made up of

an aggregation of tubes arranged and put together in an

exceedingly ingeuious manner as follows, stretching across

the furnace and lying hoi-izontally. Mr. Howard places

a series of pipes, nine in number, and in groups of three,

as thus

:

and by a very ingenious yet simple joint he connects with

these a range of vertical pipes, six of which are given to

each horizontal pipe, as thus

:

These vertical pipes are not arranged in line, but are

placed so that the spaces of one row have placed

opposite to them the pipes of another row, as thus

:

o o o
so that the heated air and flame from the furnace is com-

pelled to pass as much as possible in contact with the

pipes. The vei'tical pipes are welded at top, being of

wrought-iron ; the horizontal ones are of cast-iron, and

the steam from each pipe is led as it is genei-ated by a

small pipe, which leads into a transverse pipe, running

along the heads of all the pipes in each row; which trans-

verse pipe leads again into a larger cast-iron pipe, running

along the top of the furnace from end to end, from which

the steam is taken to work the engine in the usual man-
ner. Inside of each vertical tube is placed a tube of gal-

vanised-iron, so much less in diameter than the vei'tical

outer tube as to admit of a space all round between them,

up which the water circulates. To admit of this cir-

culation within the galvanized-iron tube, angular spaces

are made at the lower part, where the lower end rests

upon the cross horizontal tube ; and at the upper end

slots are cuts. By this arrangement the water circulates

very freely down the interior of the galvanized tubes, and
up the annular space formed by their exterior and the in-

terior of the wrought-iron tubes which enclose them ; as

thus : up the spaces a and b outside, down the space c in

the inside of the galvanized tubes.

This arrangement has this further advantage, that the

slots in the upper end of the galvanized tubes admit of

the level of the water within the series of tubes to have

a very wide range of limit, so that in the event of the

water su]>ply not being kept up, the safety of the boiler is

ensured up to a point far beyoad that which would be the

case in an ordinary boiler. Further, as the vertical wrought-
iron tubes are extended above the upper end of the gal-

vanized tubes, and consequently above the normal level of

the water, spaces are given in the tubes, which are found
to act as superheaters, so that very dry steam is passed,

a very great advantage in practice. To promote the cir-

culation of the water thoroughly in the horizontal tubes,

to which the vertical ones are attached, they are con-

nected at their alternate ends by short pipes, as thus :

5-

f

d

The water is thus compelled to pass up in the direction

from a to b, then to cross over to the pipe c d, then from
c to d, then to cross from pipe c d to e, and from e to f,

and so on. Between each pair of pipes a cast-iron plate

is placed, resting upon flanges cast on the outside of each

pipe, which plate forms what may be called the floor of

the furnace, and is so arranged with relation to the sur-

face of the pipes that the heated air, &c., from the fur-

nace, which are made to pass under the floor, in the lower

flue, to the chimney, heat the under-part of the pipes, a

small portion only of the surfaces of the pipes being

above the level of the floor. The whole of the pipes,

vertical and horizontal, are enclosed in a brick chamber,

the upper part of which is formed of a series of cast-iron

plates, upon the upper or outside surface of which a layer

of sand is placed, forming a good non-conducting surface.

The front of the furnace is encased with a neat cast-iron

ornamental plate, to which the usual appliances can be

attached, and which forms a neat finish to the whole.

From the small diameter of the pipes, they can stand

very great pressures ; and they have, in fact, been worked
at pressures exceeding by several hundred pounds to the

square inch anything they will ever in practice be put to,

and without the slightest leakage ; while the steam is got

up with great rapidity—so great, indeed, that steam of

751bs. to the inch has been raised in twenty minutes,

from cold water. We would recommend the visitor to

the Exhibition to visit the Boiler House of the British

Commissioners, and inspect this boiler and the other ap-

pliances there to be met with. One thing only is want-
ing to make this place complete, and that is, working
drawings of each boiler, &c., &c., shown; and what would
be also good, full-sized specimens of the leading parts, in

detail. These are necessary, to explain to uninstrueted

visitors the peculiarities of the boilers, &c., exhibited ; for

nothing can be learned of these from the outside only.

And here, by the way, we may take the opportunity of

drawing the attention of the visitor to the fact that the

Boiler House is covered with an open roof, supported on
terra-cotta pUlars, which are designed to show the ap-

plicability of this material to various structures. We
may further remark that the chimney-stalk is the ugliest

in point of design to be seen in the Park, and contrasts

unfavourably with many of the others and of the models

and drawings of engine chinmey-stalks which are to be

met with in various departments, some of which are

amongst the finest, if not the finest, designs we have seen

in the department of architecture.

Those who carefully read at or about the period of the

opening of the Exhibition the official announcement of

the arrangements and the exhibition of stock and the trial

of implements, in connexion with the agricultural annexe,

at the Island of Billancourt, would, we think, be con-

Strained to feel that the whole promised great things—
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promised indeed, if realized, to be something, if not quite

what a Universal Agricultural Exposition should be, at once

comprehensive and cosmopolitan in character ; for not

only was every department directly connected with agri-

cultural practice well represented, but many others were

also so, which were less directly, but still practically

enough ; while the classification of each department

was well considered, and the period over which the trials

of implements and machines was to extend was of such an

extent, that trials something like what trials should be

were likely to be the residt. If those, however, who read

of all this managed, despite the difficulties of locomotion,

to find their way to Billancourt during the first weeks of

the opening, they would see, with feelings of con-

siderable regret—if, indeed, no stronger and harsher feel-

ings did not take possession of them—that all this

promise was not then realized, nor, indeed, was likely

at all to be realized, so far as any evidence of energetic

management on the part of the officials was concerned.

When we made our first visit, the island presented a con-

trast to the well-filled showyards of our societies, with

their splendid array of stock and implements, and their still

more remarkable crowds who assembled to inspect them, as

striking as could indeed be well conceived. At this distance

of time, we should not like to be positive as to the number
of visitors we counted, but we may safely say that they

did not number a dozen ; and of these, the most of them
had that appearance of bewilderment which people have

who find themselves in a place which had been reported to

them as very attractive, but which turned out to have no

attractions at all. But if there were few to look, there cer-

tainly was not much to look at—certainly not all the objects

which the official announcements somewhat pompously
proclaimed would be there to be looked at, many of them
being, in fact, conspicuous for their absence. What won-
ders, time then, has since worked, in inaugurating abetter

order of things, and what chance there is of the remaining

part of the programme of proceedings being carried out,

we shall see when next we take up the report of the doings

at Billancourt, at a time when the busiest part of the sea-

son comes on, and when the whole arrangements may be

said to be completed, using this term in its usually official

sense. ^Meanwhile, we shall give the reader a few notes

as to the whereabouts of the island, how it is to be reached,

and what are the general arrangements of the Exhibition

which occupies its surface.

The Island of Billancourt—with the pronunciation of

which, by the way, the most extraordinary liberties are

taken by English exhibitors : we may lengthen out the

parenthesis somewhat usefully if we say that the expression

B-ann-koor gives the French pronunciation as near as

English can give it.—Well, the Island is some four miles,

or thereabout, from the Champ de Mars, or site of the

Great Exposition Building : it is not very easily, cer-

tainly not quickly-reached. Steam-boats are the easiest

mode of conveyance : they are said to leave the quay at

the Exhibition every hour, and when caught on the point

of departure will tmm out to be the quickest way also of

reaching the Island—The railway-station at the Pont de

Jour, about three-fifths of a mile from the Champ de

Mars, will also take one down to the station Meudon,

which is about a mile-and-a-half or so from the Island ; but

the trains run very slowly, and the times of starting are

at pretty long intervals—an hour or so. Probably the

best way is to take the 'bus of the American Railway

or Tramway, which passes the end of the bridge leading

to the grand entrance of the Exhibition ; and which will

set down the passenger at the end of the road leading to

the Island, and which is an easy twenty minutes* walk

distant. This 'bus leaves the Place de La Concorde and

also passes the Palais Royal every hour. This tramway

'bus may be distingviisked from the crowd of other 'busses

which pass by or stay at the Palais Royal, not only by ita

great length, its dirty yellow colour, but by being drawn
by three horses. These directions seem trifles, but they

are not so as the reader may find out if he gets into the

wrong 'bus, or has to get into two 'buses—paying two
separate fares—in place of one, by getting into the proper
'bus.

The extent of the island is somewhere about 50 acres,

and it is divided into two parts by a road, which is a
continuation of the new steel bridge which has been
erected across the Seine for the special service of the Ex-
position, on the side of the island connecting it with the

left bank of the Seine, looking towards Paris. The
largest portion of the Island is given to examples of dif-

ferent modes of culture, and to an exposition of the im-
plements and machines used in connection therewith.

The entries in this department are not numerous, but
they are represented by names well known amongst
continental agricultural savans. Thus M. Decrom-
becque, of Lens, Pas de Calais, enters an exposi-

tion of his system of ridge cultivation—not by any
means new to us, but of which by the way a good
deal has been said on the continent, as if it was new

;

a collection of cultivating and seed-sowing machines are

also entered in connection with this system. MM. Vil-

morin and Cie also enter in this department different

systems of culture. M. Hary, of Oisy-le-Vergers, Pas
de Calais, also enters his mode or system of culture of

wheat and beet-root, and for using the refuse of distil-

leries as a liquid-manure in the way of irrigation. M.
VaUerand, of Moufflaye, near Vic-sur-Ausne, enters his

system of deep culture adapted for beet-roots, with deep-

soil ploughs adapted to the system. M. Bignon, of The-
neuille, enters a number of plans of farm-buildings, rui-al

constructions, and an exposition of his system of culture.

In addition to these systems or modes of culture adapted
to the ordinary farm crops, part of this division of the
Island is also devoted to the exposition of modes of cul-

tivating tobacco, hops, and vines, the entries are not
numerous, but give promise of being practically useful

and attractive. Of course, at this early part of the sea-

son, these expositions make no show. We may
probably return to this department, and try to
pick up some information in connection with
them which may be suggestive or useful to
our readers. The smaller portion of the island is

devoted chiefly to the sheds for the shelter of the stock
exhibited, and for that of the implements and machines

;

but a space near the entrance to the left, as you enter, is

devoted to specimens of difi"erent modes of cultivating and
training fruit trees : those being placed in front of the
Grand Restaurant, to which, as a beautifid specimen of
ornamental wood-work in the Chalet or Swiss style, we
would draw the particular attention of the reader. The
sheds for the exhibited stock are at the farthest end of the
ground, and are well worthy of attention as good and
economical specimens of timber constructions, well adapted
for many kinds of farm structures, and in localities where
home-grown timber is easily had. We were struck with
the mode adopted of giving an ornamental appearance to
the open gables of the roof, by using the branches of the
homegrown timber in their natural condition. In fig. 1,
we give a rough sketch of the arrangement adopted;
fig. 2 being part of the side view of the same. It
will be also worth the while of the visitor to take
a note of the modes of fitting up the stalls,

as some hints may be obtained by which to utilize

timber. The sheds for the shelter of the imple-
ments and machines occupy the spaces on each side

of the main alley or walk ; those containing the English
exhibits being on the right-hand side of the alley or walk
as you go torn the mala eutrance to the grooade, those of
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Fig. 1.

the French being on the left-hand side, although there are

one or two of theii- sheds on the English side. Spaces of

the ground in the open air and the sheds are devoted to

the exhibition of implements and machines which can

stand, or are supposed to be able to stand, exposure to the

air, those of a more delicate or costly construction being

sheltered under the sheds ; which in themselves, by the

way, afford a variety of excellent specimens of shed con-

struction worthy of notice. The nmnber of machines and
implements is not very considerable, as compared at least

with the grand displays of our Royal Society's shows

;

but they are interesting in many respects, not only as

being the best specimens of their kind, and as therefore

affording by this, and also by their near prox-

imity to each other, a good opportunity to make
comparative observations between the "makes" of

English and of continental manufacturers, but also as

exemplifying specimens of machines and modes of work-
ing, and arrangement of what are called " agricultural in-

dustries ;" and of which we have, as a rule, no exam2)le

in the practice of farming. Thus, in t his department

there are examples of beet-root sugar and distilling and
fecula-making apparatus, the entries being under the well-

known names of Leplay, Joly and Camus, Veillon, and
Egrot. To some of whom we shall hereafter return.

Our English makers are well represented, if not by the

mumber, at all events, by the excellence of their

implements. Prominent amongst these are : James
and Frederick Howard, of Bedford ; Samuelson and
Co., of Banbury; Hayes and Son, of Stamford ; the

Beverley Iron Works ; Smyth and Son, of Peasenhall

;

Bentall, of Heybridge ; Amies, Barford, and Co., of

Peterborough ; James, of Cheltenham ; Brigham and
Bickerton, of Berwick-upon-Tweed ; Coleman and Mor-
ton, of Chelmsford ; Picksley and Sims, of Leigh; Garrett,

of Saxmundham ; Ransomes and Sims, of Ipswich

;

Nicholson, of Newark-npon-Trent; Clayton, Shuttleworth,

and Co., of Lincoln ; Robey and Co., Lincoln ; Ashby and
Jeffrey, Stamford ; Burrows and Carmichael, Banbury

;

Marshall, Son, aud Co., Gainsborough ; Ruston, Proctor,

and Co, Lincoln. Under these well-known names are

entered a variety of those machines and implements for

which the makers are everywhere celebrated ; so that the

Continental visitor, not otherwise instructed as to what the

maker can do, will have for his examination, if a small,

yet a most satisfactory exposition of what are the

machines and implements concerned in the practical

carrying out of the daily work of British agriculture,

both in the field—as in all manner of cultivating imple-

ments—and in the steading, as in all manner of machines

Fig. 2.

for the preparation of food for stock, or of farm produce
for market.

In the French department, there are some very large

and valuable collections of implements and machines.

Amongst the entries made, we may notice that of the

leading makers, as Peltier, of Paris, of 10, RueFontaine-
-au-Roj, Paris ; Gamier et Cie., of Redon, Ille-et-Vilaine

;

Pernollet, 116, Rue Saint Maur-Popincourt, Paris; Paulve-

Millot-Troyes, and Rue de la Citie; Lejeune Gerard, 16,

Passage Briard, Paris ; Filter, 9, Rue Fenelon, Paris ; Vil-

cocq.Meaux, Seine-et-Marne; Ganneron, 56, Quai de Billy,

Paris. Amongst the exhibits of these and other makers we
noticed some novelties whichwe shall describe and illustrate

fi-om time to time. We have now only space to do this

office for an appliance which we came across in a very out-

of-the-way corner of the ground, but which is nevertheless

worthy of notice as promising to afford what is very

much wanted in farm practice, a ready means of making
a tight joint in a steam or water-pipe. It is the inven-

tion of MM. Normandy and Maruli, and, as shown in

fig. 3 aud 4, consists in the use of vulcanised India-

d cL J
Fig. 3.

rubber rings, in conjunction with iron bridles and collars.

In fig. 3, « « indicate the two pipes, between which a
good joint is required ; i (5 is a loose iron ring shown in

perspective at d in fig. 4, which is passed over the two
pipes, and is placed in position continually over their junc-

tion ; two india-rubber rings, c c fig. 3 b b fig. 4, bear up
against the outside of the ring b b, and the two bridles

d d fig. 3, B fig. 4, are secured together by means of the

screw bolts e e and nuts/"/", these screwed equally, so as to

secure an equal pressure upon the rings c c. A space is

left between the two pipes « a to admit of air expan-

sion. This form of joint has been largely used both ia
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Fig. 4.

public auil private works on the coutiuenf ; and is most

favourably reported ou by eminent authorities. The

exposition of various appliances connected with bees

(apiculture) and insects useful or noxious. And on the

side next the Seine and ranged along the bank there is a

very iuteresfiug collection of pumps and hydraulic appa-

ratus, in practical operation. Such is a general view of

the arrangements of the goods of the agricultural annexe

at the Island of Billaucourt, and what is or should be

showu there ; we shall return to the subject in a future

paper, and give the reader the result of our special exa-

mination of the most noticeable things there met with.

Meanwhile wc conclude by saying that, independent of

what is to be seen in the island, this is worth visiting in

virtue of its own attractions ; for it is beautifully situated,

and commands views of the rising grounds on both sides

of the Seine ; the restaurants arc numerous, as well as

other attractions, and the visit may be paid, without

much loss of time, as, after seeing what is to be seen, the

agent is M. Lurdet, Rue de Rivoli, at the corner of the
!

day may be finishedby going on by rail or by the American

Rue de I'Arbre Sec. - Railway to Versailles, which is at all times an attractive

Ou one side of the ground a space is devoted to the place to visitors to the gay city of Paris.

CALENDAR OF AGRICULTURE.

The sowing of turnips is finished without delay,

in the eastern counties. This month is preferred,

as being more free from the fly, and mildew is not

so frequent on late-sown turnips. Sow the turnips

as directed last month. Horse and hand-hoe
potatoes

; plough deeply in the intervals of the

drills with the one-horse miniature plough, at least

in two operations; afterwards the light scuffler will

destroy the weeds. The small plough is the most
effective of all scufflers, especially on stiff soils ;

the narrow-pointed share penetrates the sides of the

drills by two furrows in each interval, and though
more time is spent than by the scuffler, the true

economy of all work consists not in getting things

cheaply and quickly done, but in being well

executed. All drilled crops must be constantly

scarified and hand-hoed, and most beneficially in

dry weather, by raising moist evaporations to be
imbibed by the growing leaves. All tall-grown

weeds must be pulled by hand. Beetroot and the

earlier-sown Swedish turnips being grown on stiff

lands are scarified by ploughing in the same way,

by which the intervals will be thoroughly fallowed,

cleaned from weeds, and the soil very finely com-
minuted. When lime has been applied to the land

previous to the planting of the crop, a minute

blendiug of the soil and the' lime is produced by
the frequent movement of the earth by the horse

and hand hoes.

Plough, barrow, and roll the fallows of clay

lands, and remove from the surface of the ground
every stone and weed. A reduced surface of land

from lumps and clods must receive the dung and
lime, which is now got ready for application.

Draining of wet lands, in grass and in fallow,

will be advantageously done during this month.

The state of grass is the most preferable condition,

from the cleanness and neatness with which the

work can lie performed. The course of the drains

])eiDg marked out during wet weather, when every

wetness shows itself, the cavities can be cut to

half the depth, and the other part excavated and

the drains filled at this season, and the grassy turf

forms a ready and efficient covering to the stones

or tiles that are used as filling materials. On lands

in an arable condition, the work is often filthy

from wet weather, and a covering must be fetched.

Wean the latest lambs, and give them the best

encouragement in the pasture. Continue the

folding of store flocks on arable and grass lands :

it is a cheap and an effectual improvement.

Scatter over the carcase of the sheep the contents

of the dredging-box, to prevent the maggot fly

depositing its larvae. Dress . clean by scissors the

posterior parts of the animal from the adhesions

of excrements. The precaution of dredging is

required only within a few miles of the sea.

Thatched cots formed with stakes and thatch, and
low to the ground, are very usefully placed in

corners of the field, to shelter by retreat the animals

from excessive heats and stormy rains.

Attend that the cattle enjoy water in the pasture

grounds, and they also should have shelter. No gaps

must be allowed in fences ; but instantly repaired,

with all gates and wickets kept in the thorough

order of use. Not any neglect shows more clearly

the faulty arrangement and slovenly attention of

any occupier of land for the use of animals.

Put mares to the stallion regularly.

Vetches and clovers will nov/ be abundant. Cut
the herbage every forenoon, to be fresh for the

horses at noon ; and cut in the afternoon for the

cattle and milch cows in the yards. Vegetables lose

quality by separation from the earth, and must be

used as fresh as possible from exposure. Provide

ample littering for the sheds and yards : the quan-

tity of dung made will amply repay all expense and
trouble.

The hay harvest will be ended this month. Build

the dried herbage into long stacks or round ricks ;

lay it lightly together, and allow it to settle by hr.

own weight : it is a mistake to tread it closely to-

gether. Pull nothing from the sides of the ricks

till the state is settled, then dress the building into

a
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any form, and thatch it without delay. The
covering must be provided in readiness with ropes,

or other means of fastening the thatch on the rick.

For the purpose of getting up the hay to a high stack

when buiding, use a scaffold raised on four U[)right

posts, resting below on a four-wheeled platform,

and elevate or depress the scaffolding by means of

pulleys to any height that may be required. Lay
some loose straw on the extreme top of the rick till

it be thatched. When the hay is damaged by rains,

salt is beneficially strewed among the layers of

herbage. When the building of the ricks is in-

terrupted by the intervention of one or more
nights, spread over the rick a waterproof tarpaulin

cloth, which will defend it from ram, and remove
in the early morning to escape the sweating of the

grass. To defend the rick from day showers,
suspend over it a light sail-cloth, by means of a

rope passing the length of the rick, and attached
at each end to an upright pole.

Grain harvest will commence this month in early

localities of dry warm lands. Peas, barley, and
rye will be first cut. Tie the rye and barley into

sheaves, and set the bundles into shocks of twelve

sheaves; lay the peas in loose bundles, to be
turned over frequently. Carry the grains quickly

when dry; build on rick stands, or lodge in barns.

Peas must lie light, without any superincumbent
pressure.

An early application of lime to fallow lands is

most beneficially done by breaking the stones into

the size of a goose's egg, burnt as usual into

cinders, which are spread over the ground and
ploughed under. The cinders are dissolved by the

moisture of the soil, when damp heats and moist

exhalations are emitted, that penetrate the earthy

mass, and confer a very large benefit to the growth
of vegetation. The subsequent ploughings or

grubbings and harrowings of the land will mix the

lime with the land in a very superior manner—the

entire method forming a mode not yet equalled for

using the incinerated mineral ; of all substances

known, the most valuable for raising the tem-
perature of the land—a most essential condition to

the prosperity of vegetation.

CALENDAR OF GARDENING.
Kitchen Garden.

In the earliest days of the month sow peas again
—any short kinds—the crop may be fine, and
therefore acceptable in September; kidney beans,
endive

; and again the third week round-leaved
spinach (early), and the winter or prickly sort at

the close of the month ; turnip-radish, turnips, for

succession ; York cabbage—about the middle for

coleworts, and at th& close, in some situations, for

early-heai ting spring cabbage ; small onions to be
drawn young, and in poorish ground a few of the

large bulbers to stand the winter, and subsequently
to be transplanted for an autumn crop.

After the second week sow cabbage-seed for

coleworts, called " greens "—one of the sweetest of

our spring vegetables ; sow a full crop of turnips

(the early Dutch, white and yellow), to come late

in the year and through winter ; sow endive twice

in the month ; sow early the last crop of scarlet-

runners and French beans, a row or two of cos
lettuce, radish (white and red turnip varieties), a
sprinkUng of carrots, onions, and salading as re-

quired.

Transplant celery—the last crop : earth up the
plants carefully, and in doing this the first and
second times hold each plant compactly with one
hand, while the other applies fine earth close
around the lower part of the leaves, but not so
high as the growing heart; give water copiously
along the trenches if the weather be dry, for the
first good start is most important.

Transplant broccoli at various periods for early

and later spring supply, choosing if possible a
moist state of soil, otherwise if the weather be dry
every hole must be filled with water. The ground
ought to be rich in nitrogenous manure, and there-
fore some soot, mixed with spit-dung, would be
useful, as it contains salts of ammonia. May-sown
cauliflower may be treated in the same manner.

Transplant leeks : dig and manure richly a plot

for a row or two, and try with the dung 2 oz. of

sulphate of ammonia to the small barrow. Very
pure guano to the extent of a pint to the same bulk
would confer phosphates of ammonia and of lime,

several ammoniacal and nitrogenous compounds,
common salt, and neutral sulphate to the soil. It

is the comprehensiveness of pure guano which
stamps its value, and therefore we would always

add it to our more exhausted manure as a restora-

tive. In planting leeks, make deep, case-like holes,

and drop them in, applying water in a small stream,

so as to fix the roots of each. \^,

Transplant vegetable marrow and cucumber
plants rarely raised in heat. Dig a hole for each in

a warm, open spot of ground ; put in a barrow or

more of leafy, rich manure, and cover it with some
light, rich soil ; plant, water, and cover with hand-
glasses, till growth be established, and then gra-

dually train out the runners; stop the points

occasionally to obtain laterals.

Propagate herbs by slips, and collect camomile
flowers.

The following operations are required at all

seasons while crops are growing :

Stick peas, top them ; also broad and kidney

beans ; earth up legumens and potatoes ; train and
peg down the regular advancing shoots of vege-

table marrows, gourds, and cucumbers ; hoe and
move the surface among crops; give weak guano-

water to plants of the cabbage family and to all

broad leaves in thin sprinklings, frequently and
regularly applied.

Fruit Department.

At the end of the month plum and cherry trees

may be trained, removing all wild, ill-placed, and

superfluous wood. Apple and pear trees are un-

touched till next month.
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Budding is now performed on wall-fruit trees

when the bark rises freely, owing to the exudation
of proper juice between the new wood and bark.

If tlie operation be timely and skilfully performed
the fluids attract each other, solidify, and cause a

union between the two secreting surfaces. Tne
art is best learned by employing and watchmg the

mode practised by a jobbing gardener or workman,
of which there is one or more in most places of the

country.

Flower Gakden.
Take up bulbs, dry them ;

pipe and layer pinks
and carnations

; propagate geraniums by cuttings

in sand and leaty mould, plunging the plants in a

gentle hotbed ; they soon root, and may be trans-

ferred in larger pots to a richer soil— loam, sand,

and decayed dung of animals.

Budding of roses is soon acquired by observa-
tion of stock and scion being in a moist condition,

when the bark detaches freely from the wood.
Success depends on attraction between the vital

organizable juicy membrane, which exudes or is

deposited between the yearling wood and the inner
bark.

Layer strawberries at the first joint into small

pots of free loam ; they will root speedily in moist
weather or if watered when dry.

Keep all walks, flower borders, lawns, and
shrubberies in neat order, free from weeds, and
duly regulated.

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENE-
YOLENT INSTITUTION.

Tlie auuiial general meeting was lield at the Salisbury Hotel

on Wednesday, June 12, Mr. Meclii in the chair.

Mr. SnAW, the secretary, read the following report, which

was unanimously adopted :

" It is most gratifying to the couucU, at the close of a year
of great social distress and national alarm, to be able to re-

port the unabated prosperity of the Royal Agricultural Bene-
volent Institution. The number of pensioners on its books at

Christmas last was sixty-two ; and the total sum received by
them from its funds during the year amounted to £1,249 10s.

The number of pensioners on the list of the Institution, since

its establishment in 1860, including tliose uow about to be ad-

mitted, amounts to one hundred and four. The accounts for

the year ending the 31st December, 1866, show a balance of

receipts over expenditure of £3,236 9s. 4d., of which sum
£3,615 have been invested in Government securities, thereby

increasing the accumulated fund of the institution to £16,000.

And here the council desire to impress on the supporters of

the Institution the wisdom of investing capital, as a means
not only of imparting strength and efficiency to its position,

and enabling it to develope new and enlarged sources of relief,

but as a safeguard also against those contingencies to which
all societies deriving their income from uucertaiu and unre-

liable sources must necessarily be exposed. The council beg

to report that they have had under their consideration the all-

important subject of providing for the maintenance and edu-

cation of farmers' orphans ; and they hope to be able at the

next annual meeting to elect ten orphan children to the privi-

leges now proposed to be conferred by this Institution, iu ad-

dition to the granting of pensions. In thanking the contri-

hutors for the aid bestowed upon the Institution during the

past year, and the hon. local secretaries for their kind and
successful exertions, the council have thankfully to acknow-
ledge a legacy of £500 bequeathed to the Institution by their

late esteemed colleague, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, whose death, they

regret to adtl, has beeu preceded by that of Mr. Richard

Garrett, one of the earliest and most liberal supporters of the

Institution.— (Signed) Sfencer."
Lieutenant-Colonel Loyd Lindsay, M.I'., was elected a

member of the Council, in the room of Mr. Sandlc.

Messrs. Shackcl, Vivian, and Battcock, the retiring members
of the Council, were re-elected.

The thanks of the meeting were voted to Lord Spencer,

chairman of the executive council ; to Lieutenant-Colonel

Loyd Lindsay, M.P., president at the anniversary festival of

the lustitutiou ; and to Mr. Shaw, the secretary.

The council then proceeded to the election of pensioners

;

and the following is the list of the successful candidates :

Male Pe:nsio:ners at £26 tek A^•^•UM each.

Votes.

Heffer, Robert ... ... ... ... 471
franklin, James Harris ... ... ... 394)

Goodwin, George ... ... ... 386
Carrington, Matfen ... ... ... 363

Married Pe^'sio:sers at £40 per A>'?fUM each.

Thomas and Hannah Godfrey ... ... 990
James and Sara] I Ford ... ... ... 605

Female Pei«.sioners at £20 per An^jum each.

Fitch, Sophia ... ... ... ... 593
Hustwait, Hannah ... ... ... 585
Bryant, Sarah Anne ... ... ... 564
Pierce, Susannah Wolton... ... ... 523
Bartholomew, Ann ... ... ... 5U5
Ashlee, Harriott ... ... ... 458

THE MILK TRADE—A case of considerable importance

has recently beeu heard at the Manchester County Court. A
provision dealer named Thomas Rogers claimed to recover

£50 damages from Edward Broomliead, farmer, of Medlock
Vale Farm, near xishton-uuder-Lyne. The particulars of

claim stated that iu January the defendant sold to the plaintiff

a milk round, goodivill, and shop and appurtenances in Long
Millgate, Manchester, for £90, and agreed to supply him with

good new milk at 2d. per dozen quarts below the market price,

but had failed so to do, and had supplied instead thereof a

compound of milk and water, or other lluid or substance,

wliereby the plaintiff had lost the price paid by hira to the

defendant, together with the profits which he ought to have

derived from the business, and had otherwise beeu injured iu

his business and reputation. There were also two counts for

misrepresentation. Mr. Higgin, for the plaintiff, said that

soon after his client took the business complaints were made
by his customers of the quality of the milk. At length one

of the customers, named Travis, being possessed of an instru-

ment called a lactometer, tested a quantity ot the milk. The
process was to get the milk to a temperature of 60 degrees,

and to place in it this instrument, the index of which showed

the proportion of water iu the liquid. In the instance in

question the lactometer showed that there were three quarts

of water iu a dozen quarts of the liquid sold as milk. On
the plaintiff remonstrating, the defendant's wife said her hus-

band would not supply milk without water to the plaintiff

or any one else. The plaintiff confirmed his counsel's state-

ment, and added that, though at fiist he sold a daily average

of 36 dozen quarts, at the end of April he sold not more
than 14 dozen daily, and he finally sold for £20 the business

for which he had giveu £90. The wholesale profit was about

l^d. a quart, and the retail profit 2s. per dozen quarts.

Cross-examined by Mr. Leresche : When the milk came
from defeudant he (the plaintiff) added water in the propor-

tion of one quart to the dozen ; but he did so only to make
up the measure of 13 quarts to the dozen, which one of his

customers required. He also got milk from another farmer,

and in this he (witness) put three quarts of water to the dozen.

He did not add any water to the milk supplied to Travis.

Joseph Travis, mUkseller, Cross-street, Swan-street, proved

the testing of the defendant's milk. He at first denied that

he had heard of annatto; but afterwards inadvertently re-

marked that a druggist had told him that it was a colouring

matter, and on being questioned he said he had used it to

-JVC milk a rich cast. The dcfendaul, iu au,\\er to the judge,

2
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said he did not kuow \^liat was the usual proportion of

water in milk sold by farmers to milk dealers. Sometimes

they rinsed their cans, and then put a few quarts of water

in them. The Judge : What did you mean by agreeing to

supply good new milk ? Defendant : Milk to suit customers.

The Judge : The plaintiff was a wholesale customer of

yours, and you had no right to put in all the water
;
you

ought, you know, to have given him a chance. Defendant

:

He sliould have suited himself in that. I didn't tell

him to put in any water. The Judge : Then you put
in the same water for your wholesale customers as for

your retail customers, three quarts to the dozen? De-
fendant replied that he did not put in that quantity of

water, but he would not say that in his milk there

were not two quarts of water to the dozen. The defen-

dant's son said that when he had delivered the milk he

had seen the plaintiff take out a dozen canfuls, and then
put in their place a dozen quarts of water. The plain-

tiff's hite housekeeper gave similar evidence. Of the de-

fendant's milk, she added, the plaintiff used on every occa-

sion to take four dozen quarts, put it iu a churn, and tlien add
fifteen or sixteen quarts of water, a httle salt, and some an-

natto to colour it. Witness used to keep a milk-shop, and
when the milk was pale she used to add some annatto to it.

Mr. Leresche :
" That's my case, your honour." The Judge

:

" And a very nice case it is." In giving judgment, the Judge
said he had no doubt the plaintiff's real complaint was that

the defendant had put more water in his milk than he ought
to have done, and that thereby the plaintiff had not had a fair

cliance of making a further addition. As to the proportion,

from the experience he had Imd, he did not believe that four

quarts of water to the dozen was sufficient to prevent custo-

mers buying the milk. It was simply impossible to get at the

truth in the present case. If tlie plaintiff had come into

court with clean hands, he (the Judge) would have awarded
liim the £50 he claimed ; but this vras not the case, for, iu his

opinion, he put in the milk as much water as the defendant

put in it. By the contract " good new milk" was to be sup-

]died by the defendant, and he should consider the words to

mean pure milk. Mr. Leresche said the words only meant the

milk of com-nierce, which, he contended, tlie defendant had
supplied. Tlie Judge said he should not take it that there

was a recognized practice of supplying adulterated milk. The
result of his judgment would be that both parties would in

effect be fined. The plaintiff' had already lost considerably, as lie

only got £20 for what cost hini £90 ; and the defendant would
be a loser of £20, for which sum he now gave the plaintiff a

verdict. Each must pay his own costs. He (the Judge)
wished he had the power to fine the plaintiff and defendant

£100 each.

SMITHTIELD CLUB.
At a Special Council Meeting, held by order of the Presi-

dent, June 14, 1867
;
present, Major-General the Hon. A. jS^.

Hood (in the chair), Messrs. B. E. Bennett, J. Clayden,

Brandreth Gibbs (Hon. Sec.), C. Howard, J. Painter, H.

Thurnall, J. S. Turner, and Thos. TwitcheU.

The following report of the committee appointed to recom-
mended as to the proposed alterations at the Agricultural Hall

was received and adopted :
" The committee recommend that

the resolutions communicated by the Agricultural Hall Com-
pany be acceded to, with the following conditions : 1st. That
the whole of the space for the small (or supplemeutar)-) pig-

hall be covered over, to be used either for cattle or pigs. 2nd.

That in the event of the Agricultural Hall Company not being

able to finish the new pig-halls and dining-room in time for

the next Show, the present pig-hall shall not be interfered with

until the new haUs are ready."

The following are the resolutions of the Agricultural Hall

Company referred to : That the Smithfield Club be informed

that (subject to the consent of the shareholders of this Com-
pany) the directors are prepared to carry out alterations in the

huilding and arrangements, as set forth iu the following con-

ditions : 1st. That the Smithfield Club shall cede the present

pig-hall with the exception of ~j feet wide on the north side.

2nd. That the Agricultural Hall Company shall build to the

satisfaction of the Smithfield Club a new hall on the south side

of the arcade. 3rd. That a dining-room shall be erected over

the new hall, and that the Smithfield Club shall have the free

use of it for a dinner on such a day during the Show as the

Club sliall determine. 4th. That in the event of the new hall

not being large enough, an additional building shall be erected

by the Agricultural Hall Company on the spare ground, on
the north side of the arcade, sufficient to accommodate not

more than 50 extra pigs, and that there shall be access left to

it from the arcade and through the 25 feet left on the north
side of the jjresent pig-hall. 5th. That accommodation for

the food for animals belonging to exhibitors shall be built by
the Agricultural Hall Company to the satisfaction of the Club.

It is proposed to erect this on the vacant ground belonging to

the Company, on llie south side of the hall. Cth. That iu

consideration of the above, tlie Smithfield (;iuh shall pay the

Agricultural Hall Company £1,000, in order that the galleries

may be increased as proposed, for the exhibition of machinery,
&c. 7th. That the iilterations in the galleries shall be com-
pleted by the 30th November next ; tlie other alterations sliall

be carried ont by tlic Club in I8G8.

IIeport on Shows.—That 15 guineas be given for a report

on the animals exhibited at the Club's Show, and that the

President, Stewards, and Hon. Secretary be requested to select

a Reporter, and to arrange this matter.

His Grace the Duke of Marlborough was elected a ]\Iember

of the Club. His Grace the Duke of Marlborough and the

Right Hon. the Earl of Powis were elected Vice-Presidents in

place of Lord Peversham and C. T. Tower, Esq., deceased.

The thanks of the Meeting were voted to the President.

THE SALE OF THE MARQUIS OF HASTINGS'S
HUNTERS AT QUORN.—On Wednesday, June 12, a stud

of hunters that have been regularly hunted with the Quorn

hounds, the property of the Marquis of Hastings, were sub-

mitted to pubhc auction in a field adjoining the kennels,

Quorndon, Leicestershire, by Mr. J. Payne (^Messrs. Tatter-

saU), London. There was a large company, amongst them
heing Lord Yarborough, Lord E. Cavendish, Captain Barlow,
Mr. Tillotson, &e. The animals, which were in excellent con-

dition, were all sold, with the exception of two lots, for which
no bid was made. Mr. Oldacres was the principal purchaser,

five animals falling to his bids, for 1,085 guineas, or an ave-

rage of 217 guineas each. The total amount the stud realized

was 2,875 guineas, or an average of D9 guineas. The fol-

lowing is a list of the horses and purchasers, with the prices

:

Blue Beard (Mr. Oldacres), 175 guineas ; Emperor (Mr. Dod-
son), 68 guineas ; The Duffer (Mr. Oldacres), 300 guineas

;

Pilgrim (Lord E. Cavendish), 60 guineas; Canute (Lord
Yarborough), 260 guineas ; Will o' the AVisp (Captain Bar-
low), 70 guineas ; Magistrate (Mr. Ward), 40 guineas; Ellen

(Mr. W. Paget), 95 guineas ; Mystery (Captain Barlow), 51

guineas; Jezebel (Jlr. Beaumont), 82 guineas; Tipperary

(Mr. Old.acres), 260 guineas ; "Wanderer (Mr. Oldacres), 250
guineas ; Your Steel (Lord Comberniere), 56 guineas ; Bantam
(Lord Cavendish), 125 guineas ; Bird Lime (Mr. Oldacres),

100 guineas ; White Pace (Lord Curzon), 67 guineas ; Trapper
(Mr. Page), 155 guineas ; Achievement (Lord Comberniere),

110 guineas; Vaultress (Mr. W. Beaumont), Gl guineas;

Apollo (Lord Harrington), 85 guineas ; Shooting Star (Mr,
Dodson), 50 guineas ; Park Lane (Mr. Legard), 50 guineas;

Beacon (]\Ir, Siiields), 40 guineas ; Rocket (Lord Harrington),

59 guineas; Charnwood (Mr, T. Tillotson), 55 guineas;

liOcking-ton (Mr. Martin), 30 guineas ; Cockatoo (JMr. King),

36 guineas ; Yorkshire Lady (Captain Barlow), 40 guineas

;

Garry Owen, 48 guineas.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR JUNE.

The weather having been seasonably fiue, the wlieat crop

has made considerable progress towards maturity in all parts

of the L^uited Kingdom. In the southern and western coun-

ties the wheats are now in Ml ear, aud promise a most

abundant yieU ; indeed, we may say that we have never seen

them lookfmer. It is, of course, too early to judge of actual

returns to the growers, because the crop has yet to pass

through the blooming period, and because we have sudden

changes in the weather—such, in point of fact, as may greatly

interfere with both quantity and quality. As yet, however,

the wheats have suffered next to nothing from unseasonable

weather.

Barley is looking well ; while oats, now in ear, promise a

large return. Both lieans and peas, especially the former,

will, no dovibt, yield largely.

The stocks of wheat now held by our farmers are greatly

reduced. The supplies, therefore, brought forward have been

very limited, hence the transactions have been trifling at

about stationary prices. The imports of foreign and colonial

produce have been on a full average scale. The country

owing to the want of adequate home supplies, is now chiefly

dependent upon foreigners for a supply of grain. AVe have

very few changes to notice in the value of either barley, oats,

beans, or peas ; but flour has had a drooping tendency.

In our forward counties the cutting of hay has been

commenced, and abeady some quantity has been stacked.

The growth, this year, is enormous, and some quantity of old

hay still remains in stack. The trade, tiierefore, has con-

tinued in a sluggish state, and the quotations have been with

difficulty supported. Meadow hay has sold at from £3 to

£-i 5s., clover £l' to £5 10s., and straw £3 to £2 6s. per

load.

lu the early part of the month the hop bine suffered some-

what from frequent changes in the weather. Since then,

however, it has grown rapidly, and it now promises to give an

average quantity of hops. Holders have been very firm in

their demands, aud many of them have refused to sell except

on higher terms, wliich have not been realised. The quantity

of hops on sale is barely equal to last season.

Potatoes have come on rapidly. As yet, very few traces of

disease have been met with, and the general opinion is that

the crop will be a very large one. Por old potatoes, which

iiave appeared in average abundance, the demand has ruled

steady, at from 100s. to 180s. per ton. There is an

unusually large extent of land planted with potatoes this

season.

The wool trade has been in a most inactive state, on

rather lower terms. The public sales of colonial wool, though

well attended both by home and foreign buyers, have closed

slowly, at, compared wth the previous series, a decline in the

quotations of from Id. to 2d. per lb. About 55,000 bales

have been disposed of to Continental houses. The next sales

will be commenced in August, when very large supplies will

be brought fon^ard. Evidently the production of the world

lias overtaken consumiitioti.

The turnip crop is looking well, while swedes snd mangolds

promise a heavy return.

In Scotland the wheat trade has been in a most inactive

state, and prices have ruled in favour of buyers. For Spring

corn the demand has been somewhat heavy, at late rates.

The Irish markets have been moderately supplied with all

descriptions of produce, which have sold slowly at barely

stationary prices. The shipments to England have been

moderate.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE DURING THE
PAST MONTH.

The supplies of beasts ou sale in nearly the whole of the

leading markets having been ouly moderate, the demand for

most breeds has ruled steady, and the quotations have been

well supported. The weight of the English stock brought

forward has not equalled the previous mouth ; but the supply

from Scotland has come to hand in first-rate condition. lu

the Metropolitan Market the best Scots aud crosses have

realized 5s. M. to 5s. 6d. per 81bs.

The numbers of sheep brought forward have fallen off ; but

their general quality has been good. On the whole the

mutton trade has ruled firm at extreme rates to a slight

advance. The best downs and half-breds have produced

5s. 4d. per Bibs.

The sale for lambs have been far from active at from 6s. to

7s. per Bibs. The number has been ou tlie increase.

Calves have moved off slowly, with full average supplies on

offer. The top figure has been 5s. 6d. per 81bs.

Prime small pigs have moved off steadily ; large hogs

slowly, at about stationary prices.

It is satisfactory to find that the depastured stock has fared

remarkably well. In all parts of England the supply of

grass in the fields has been very large, and there is a most

abundant hay crop. In the forward districts it is being

rapidly secured in prime condition, whilst the prospect is that

the turnip and other heavy crops will prove very large.

The total supplies of stock exhibited in the Great Metro-

politan Cattle Market have been as follows

:

Head.

Beasts 16,270

Sheep and lambs 14.6,650

Calves 2,609

Pigs 2,048

CoJiFARisoN or Supplies.

Sheep and

June. Beasts. Cows. Lambs. Calves. Pigs.

1864. 25,890 550 1.38,430 2,786 3,280

1865 24,050 646 165,720 4,278 3,210

1866 18,820 130 139,880 1,864 1,782

The imports of foreign stock into the United Kingdom
have been ou a full average scale, as will be seen from the

annexed return, which refers to London only :

—

Head.

Beasts 5,489

Sheep and lambs 40,148

Calves 1,911

Pigs 960

Total 48,508

Total in June, 1866 47,425

1865 61,935

1864 38,029

1863 30,059

1862 22,841

1861 32.751
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Advices from IloUimd state that disease is still prevalent

amongst cattle. On other parts of the continent, however,

disease appears to have assumed a mild form. In Germany,

as well as in Denmark, fuU average numbers of stock are in

process of fattening for the English markets. France has

sent us some really good beasts ; but it is evident that our

importations from that country will gradually fall off, as the

supply of native breeds is wholly inadequate to meet con-

sumption. A few cases of disease have been reported in

England , fortunately, however, the losses have been trifling.

The comparison of the arrivals of English Scotch and Irish

breeds is as follows :

—

June. June. June.

From— 1865. 1860. 1867.

Norfolk, Suffolk, &c 8,400 9,000 5,570

Lincolnshire 2,000 — 400
Other parts of England 2,250 1,930 2,240

Scotland 2,215 59 737
Ireland 270 20 20

Beef has sold at from 3s. 4d. to 5s. 6d. ; mutton, 3s. 8d.

to 5s. 4d. ; lamb, 6s. to 7s. ; veal, 4s. to 5s. 6d.
;

pork, 8s.

4d. to 4s. 6d. per 81bs. to sink the offal.

COMPAKISON OF PrIOES.

June, 1863. June, 1864.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beeffrom 8 4 to 5 2 3 4 to 5

Mutton 3 8to5 3 3 6 to 5 2

Lamb 5 4 to 6 8 6 to 7

Veal 4 0to5 4 to 5

Pork 3 6 to 4 3 to 4

June, 1865. June, 1866.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beeffrom 3 6 to 5 2 3 10 to 6

Mutton 4 4to6 4 4 to 6

Lamb .8 to 7 8 8 to 8

Veal 4 0to5 4 5 4 to 6 4
Pork 3 6to4 10 4 to 5 2

Owing to the prevailing warm weather, the supplies of

country-killed meat on offer, in Newgate and Leadenhall

markets, have been very moderate ; whilst the quantities

received from Scotland and the Continent, have fallen off con-

siderably. The trade, therefore, has been steady, as follows :

Beef, from 8s. 4d. to 4s. lOd., mutton 3s. 6d. to 5s., lamb
5b. 4d. to 6s. 4d,, veal 4s. to 5s., pork 3s. 4d. to 4s. 6d. per

Slbs. by the carcase.

SOMERSETSHIRE.
We have now reached the commencement of hay harvest,

and the crops of grass are a fair average ; some have been

well secured, but it has been rather too cold for the feed pas-

tures, and the grass there has not been very abundant : the

same cause, such sudden changes in the weather, have kept

back the grazing stock. We do not hear of much complaint

of disease amongst the stock, either in cattle or sheep. Al-

together it has been a fair season for tlie mangel plant, but

complaints are made of the fly having attacked the early-sown

swedes. The early potatoes were cut down by the frost. It

is long since snow and ice characterised the latter end of May,
and this has made old potatoes dear, and put back tlie new
ones three or four weeks. Kidney-beans were cut down, and
many shrubs that used to stand our winters we have now ascer-

tained are about the full extent, much beyond average sea-

sons. I find some difficulty in reporting on the growing
wheat, but there are many good and promising pieces where
large crops with a fine season may be produced, but there are

also many pieces where it is hardly Hkely there will be an
average crop. The changes of the last ten days have been
unfavourable to the bloom, and the rain we last had will help

to increase the size of the ear, but I do not calculate under
the best circumstances more than an average per acre on a

less number grown this year. The spring crops of all kinds
progress well with very few exceptions. No doubt some of

the early winter beam- in bloom were a little injured by frost,

but the spring ones look very good indeed. A very small crop
of apples, in many cases a failure. Cheese has not sold so

well as it did some time since ; and all dairy produce is lower.
Poor stock at the market was not so high as last year, but
there is evidently a large number in this county ; of sheep
the same may be *aid, as prices have been coming down all

the spring a little, and they are now 6s. to 8s. per head lower

than last year, and a very large supply at fairs and markets.

Wool 15d. to 16d. per lb., and not mucli sought after at these

prices. Fat stock, not plentiful have sold quickly at 12s. to

13s. per 20 stone
;
prime mutton 72d., lamb lOd, and not over

well supplied, but we expect soon to have the markets better

filled. Pigs very low, 15s. to 20s. per head, worth 503. to

OOs. last year
;
pork, 6s. to 7s. by the pound ; iat pigs, 8s. 6d.

to 9s. per 201b. Very short supplies of wheat, whites went

up as high as 9s. to 9s. l^d. per 621b., now sell at 8s. 4Jd. to

8s. 7d., nursery 7s. 6d. to 8s. ; flour, 47s. to 48s. per sack,

with a very large consumption. Beans have advanced, and

are now worth 6s. to 6s. l^d., but very little corn of any kind

offering. Stock very nearly run out, more so than for many
years past. Harvest cannot now be early, and may be, with

the average heat as it has hitherto been, very late.—21st 6th

Month.

SUFFOLK.
The wheat crop promises to be an average one, and on every

description of soil the plant is coming into ear and looking

healthy and well ; upon a small extent of good land the wire-

worm has done harm, but with a suitable temperature theyield

vfiil be satisfactory. Barley also bids fair to be an average

crop, and on the mixed soils and better class of light lauds

looks specially well, but on the poor, thin-skinned, half-drained,

half-farmed, heavy lands the prospect is miserable to a degree
;

the plant is yellow and starved, and scarcely able to push itself

from its dwarfed state into the ear. Beans and peas are very

luxuriant, aie blossoming well, and if not injured by insects

promise to yield far beyond the average of years. The clover

and rye grass crops are unusually heavy, and both upland and
lowland grass will be abundant. Cutting has generally com-
menced, and some clover and hay have been carted in good
order. From the scarcity of labour, grass-mowing machines

are much more generally used this season. Mangold wurzel

are rather a thin plant, but swedes do better ; both have A
been late sown, the weather throughout the spring having *

been too wet and unfavourable for cleaning and preparing the

land ; a large breadth has even yet to be prepared and drilled

with swedes, and but few clean fallows have been made. Ewes
have lambed freely and done well, and we know of instances of

just thirty lambs to the score, which is satisfactory
;
good

lambs make 30s. each, which cannot be called low in price.

Sheep grazing has been a sad losing game, the heavy fall in

the price of mutton and wool having prevented any profit, and
in many cases the buying in and selling out prices have been

,

such that but a fraction has been paid for the food consumed.
j[

Beasts have paid better for fattening, especially those recently

sold at higher prices ; many have been sent to the metropoli-

tan auction sales, and great satisfaction has been generally ex-

pressed. Store beasts have increased considerably in prices,

and large numbers have been sold at Norwich Hill and else-

where for summer grazing. But a small quantity of wheat is

held in the county, and higher prices are looked for by such
holders. Great preparations arc being made to welcome the

Ptoyal Agricultural Society in the county, and a successful

meeting is anticipated.

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE,
FAIRS. &c.

ABINGDON FAIR.—The number of horses was not so

large as on several former occasions, but good animals fetched

their price. The sheep fair was larger than usual, and the

prices were much cheaper. For a fine pen of lambs several

dealers asked 30s. a head, but did not sell ; and from 40s. to

42s. were asked for some fine pens of sheep, but without

changing hands.

AYLESBURY FAIR was fully attended, notwithstanding^

haymaking has commenced. There was a good supply of

sheep, and considerable business was done. There were a

great, many horses, aiid good cart-horses fetched high prices.

BANBURY FORTNIGHTLY FAIR.—Supplies short,

and trade flat, tliough most of the stock was nevertheless

cleared off. Beef made from 4s. to 5s., and mutton from 4s.

Gd.to 5s, Cd. per Slbs.

BANNOCKBURN FAIR.—The cattle market was a large

one, and high prices were obtained, althoiitrh buyers were
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scarce. Of horses there was a moderate turn-out, some very

superior draught animals being shown. Sales on the whole,

however, were considered dull. Milcli cows sold at from £9
to £13. Mr. Duncan, Keir, sold a cow at £10. Fat cattle

sold at about 10s. 6d. per Dutch stone, sinking the offal.

Generally speaking, the market was not satisfactory.

BIGGAll FAIR.—There was a good turn-out of horses,

and a good demand in the earlier part of the day ; but towards
the close very Httle business was done. MUch cows brought
from £10 to £1.5. Draught horses, for which there was most
demand, brought from £10 to £35.
BOSTON SHEEP ]\IARKET.—A fair supply of fat sheep,

which met with a tolerably brisk demand at the previous week's

rates.

CHEPSTOW FAIR.—Such horses as were exhibited were
generally of an inferior quality, though high prices were com-
manded, and many horses exchanged hands. Buyers for good
animals were plentiful, and horses possessing merit were
quickly bought. Tidy hacks sold at 20/. to 25/. a head,

draught horses 25/. to 30/. each, full-size ponies from 10/. to

18/. The following were the prices for stock, which was
rather limited : Mutton from 7d. to TJd. per lb., lambs from
1/. to 1/. 10s. each, pigs from ISs. to 2/. each.

pONCASTER FORTNIGHTLY SIARKET.—Largely sup-

plied with sheep, which, pastures being good, came to market
in excellent condition. Trade, however, was very slow, little

business being done, and many lots being left over unsold.

Heavier weights may be quoted as making 7d. per lb., with
light weights at 6|d.'to 6fd. per lb.

INVERNESS MONTHLY MARKET. — Prices ruled

much the same as at the Muir of Ord on the previous day.

The chief demand was for fat, which was not to be had, and
the principal purchases were young store cattle, especially

Higlilanders, for hill grazing. At the close of the market a

large number of animals were left unsold.

KNIGHTON MONTHLY MARKET.—There was a large

quantity of animals. Cows and calves sold at good prices

;

barrens were dear.

LEDBL'RY FAIR.—Of sheep there were a good number
of fat and store, and many of them were sold by auction. The
price realised was about 7|d. per lb. Fat beef was scarce,

and the demand was not brisk ; store cattle was in better sup-

ply, and sold more freely. In the pig trade there was very

little business doing.

MAEDSTONT; horse fair.—The supply was large.

There were a few good-looking cart-horses, for which very

high prices were demanded. The trade was dull, at large

figures, namely, first-class (agricultural) from 40 to 50 guineas,

second class from 30 to 35 guineas.

MUIR OF ORD MARKET.—Blackfaced and half-bred

hoggs were more numerously represented ; and, indeed, for this

class the supply was greater than the demand ; and for any-

thing approaching to fat, particularly i a half-bred hoggs, o-nang

chiefly to a superior demand for their -wool, fair prices were
obtained. A good many lots remained unsold late in the

evening, but these consisted of ewes and lambs and shot hoggs.

Fat cattle were most in demand, and sold i'reely at from OSs.

to 70s. per cwt. For lean cattle there was no great demand,

principally owing to the fact that grass is cheaply occupied by

sheep. It was considered that this class, selling last year at

from £13 to £14, would bo about £2 do\m at this market, but

fat fuUy maintained last year's prices.

NEWARK FAT STOCK JMARKET.—The supply of .sheep

was nnnsually large, 1,025 being penned, notwithstanding

which there was a slight advance in price, demand being brisk.

Fully e^d. per lb. was the average. Lambs 26s. to 30s. each.

Only 1'9 beasts were penned, but the quality was remarkably

good, and there was an advance of nearly Is. per stone in

price : fuUy 9s. per stone was realised.

ROTHWELL FAIR.—There was a moderate supply of

Southdown, Lincoln, and Leicester sheep, and a brisk sale for

all store sheep, ewes, and lambs, also a fair demand for fat

wethers and lambs. Ewes made from 50s. to 55s. each, lambs

from 34s. to 40s. each, fat wether sheep "from 5s. to 5s. Sd.per

stone of 81bs., and fat lambs from 6s. to 7s. per stone. First-

rate three and four-year-old colts were sold at from 30 to 35

guineas each, second-rate do. at about 20 guineas, useful little

cobs from 20 to 25 ^ineas each, ponies from 9 to 13 guineas

each, and cart-horses ranging from 35 to 45 guineas each.

SALISBURY FORTNIGHTLY BIARKET.—Beasts were
again very short in number, and mostly of inferior quality.

For the be.st previous quotations were paid. In the sheep de-

partment there was a falling off as regards numbers, only

about 1,100 being penned, best qualities being a limited offer.

Generally speaking, sales were but slowly effected at an ave-

rage of from 7d. to 8d. per lb.

SOUTHMOLTON FAIR.-There were about the average

number of steers, cows and calves, and sheep. We do not
quote prices for anything except cows and calves, which
fetched from 10/. to 16/. ; besides, there were not transactions

sufficient to test prices, and l)ut few offers made for either

sheep or cattle.

TAUNTON FAIR was a tolerably good one. Fat sheep
fetched from 48s. to 50s. each, gTazing sheep 40s. to 45s.,

store lambs 20s. to 2Ss., ram lambs 45s. to 52s. 6d. The
horse fair was poorly attended, and reaUy-good animals were
scarce. Hunters fetched from 18/. to 40/. each, carriage-*

horses 40/. to 45/., ponies 12/. to 18/, A tolerably fair busi-

ness was transacted.

USK FAIR.—Not much business was transacted, there be-

ing no great show of either sheep or pigs, no fat or store stock

being allowed to be brought in. Sheep went off at a decline

in price.

IRISH FAIRS.—Navan : Grass fed beef was in small

supply, but in active demand, best quality reaching 70s. per
cwt., second best 60s., and inferior 55s. There was a very
large show of springers. The best descriptions were bought
up for exportation, as high as 20 gs. each : springer.s and
milch cows from £10 to £15 each ; three years old heifers

sold from £13 to £16 each, two years old ditto brought from
£8 to £11, and yearlings from £5 to £7. Bestwedder mutton
was a shade over 7d., and ewe 6d. per lb. Lambs rated from
25s. to 31s. 6d. each. The pig fair was small. Bacon sold at

fully 48s. per cwt.; stores and bonhams also sold well.

—

CoKK : Prices ranged as follows—Milcli cows £13 to £18,
yearlings £4 to £6 10s., and two years old £7 to £10. Coarse
beef from 50s. to 55s. per cwt., and fat beef about 70s. Store
hoggets from 30s. to 40s.; fat sheep 6d. to 7id. per lb.; lambs
14s. to 20s. each. Colts from 10 to 18 guineas each.

—

Stkoicistowts' : Prime stock and good prices. Beef ad-
vancing, and mutton receding in value. The following will

show the rates given : Three years old stores £13 to £16, two
years old £S 15s. to £12, one year old £5 15s. to £8, milch
cows £11 to £18 10s., springers £12 to £20, dry beasts £10
to £15, calves 60s. to 85s. each ; fat beasts £18 to £34, fat

wedders 54s. to 64s., ewes 50s. to 58s., lambs 24s. to SOs.,

hoggets 35s. to 41s. 6d.; a few fat hogs from 40s. to 41s. per
cwt., stores 30s. to 40s. each ; bonhams 20s. to 22s. per pair.

Camlough : All kinds of cattle, except those suited to the
butcher, were promptly sold at from 72s. 6d. to 75s. per cwt.

;

two and three-year-old heifers, of good quality, went at from
£13 to £15 10s. per head ; bullocks of the same age were
from £11 lis. to £15 15s.

;
yearlings from £4 10s. to £7 lOs.

Mutton sold at from 7|d. to 8|d. per lb. Lambs went freely

at from 20s. to 30s. per head. Horses from £12 to £25 each.—Newto:>jbarry : Prime beef was scarce. Sheep were in good
supply, and were bought principally for home consumption

;

demand dull. Prime beef OSs. per cwt., inferior 48s., three-
year-old bullocks brought from £10 10s. to £13 ; two-year-old
bullocks £7 10s. to £8 10s., yearlings £3 to £4 10s. ; three-

year-old heifers £11 5s. to £13 17s. 6d., two-year-old heifers

£8 to £9 5b., yearlings £4 to £5 10s. ; new milch cows £10
to £16, springers £11 to £14 10s., strippers £9 to £12 10s.

;

mutton 5d. to 6jd. per lb., store sheep 30s. to 35s. each,
lambs £1 to £1 2s. 6d. ; bacon pigs 54s. 6d. to 56s. per cwt.,

stores 30s. to 45s. each, bonhams 20s. to 30s. per couple.—MuLLAGHCEEvr : Top lots of beef, of good quality,

brought fully 68s. to 72s. per cwt., sinking offal ; one
lot fetched £26 per head. Well-conditioned store hei-
fers went off at late rates. Three - year - olds brought
from £11 10s. to £14 10s., two-year-olds £9 to £10 10s., year-
lings £4 to £7; two-year-old bullocks from £8 to £10, year-
lings (oft) £5 to £7 ; yearling calves £2 10s. to £4 each,
springers £9 lOs. to £15 10s. Wether mutton (clipped) 6d.
to 7d., ewe 5d. to 6d. per lb. per lb. Lambs 21s. to 80s.
Bacon 50s. per cwt.

—

Dukdalk: The supply of lambs was
the largest ever witnessed, and some good ones sold for SOs.

each, and the best bringing only 34s. There was also a large
supply of inferior mutton, which brought no higher than 5d.
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peril).
;
good full-growu aud well-fed wethers, liowever, fetched

7d. to 8d. Milch cows scarce, and not in demand. Young
stock rising two years old were rapidly purchased, but older

aud larger cattle were uot so readily sold. Beef in request,

ami the better class brought 7d. per lb. There were no bacou

pigs, but a very large quantity of suckers were sold as low as

15s. per pair—what used to be 30s,—Ballvhaisk was uot as

good as usual. Springers £8 to £14 10s.
; yearling bullock'^

£4. 5s. to £7 ; sheep 20s. to 35s. ; lambs oOs. to 50s. a-head.
Mutton id. to 5d. per lb. Six black-headed horned sheep sold
at 25s. apiece.

—

1'iddown : Young bulls brought from £8 to
£15 10s. ; milch mwa from £12 to £18, two aud three-year-
old stores £7 10s. to £13, yearlings £3 10s. to £6 15s. ; lambs
18s. to 34'S,, and hoggets 33s. to 4'3s.

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

The month of June has been tolerably dry,

though in the second week there were flying

showers and storms. The temperature has varied,

it having sometimes been so cold as to require fires

and to place the corn in danger of renewed frost.

Fair progress on the whole has been made by vege-

tation, though not rapidly. The usual influence

of such a time has therefore been felt, notwith-

.standing very limited supplies of English wheat,

and with foreign arrivals below our estimated ne-

cessities. The fact is that farmers fear a reduction

in prices after harvest in the anticipation of fine

weather, and have therefore generally been deter-

mined to sell out, notwithstanding the very limited

stores. The reduction in prices has scarcely ex-

ceeded 2s, per qr., and this would be more than
recovered in the event of any disasters in the time

of bloom or in the gatherings. Foreign countries

also, like ourselves, with small stores in granary,

have been willing to part with them for shipment
here, and yet with the best exertions they have
sent less than what we appeared to want. In Ger-
many the rye has generally suffered, and in

Southern Russia it is reported a total failure, while

many southern countries have partially suffered

from drought, and in Algeria very severely, so as

to make the necessity of large foreign imports

obvious. On the other hand, the Pacha of Egypt
has again turned the fertility of the Nile to account

in the reproduction of corn ; and the new crops are

gathered and of good quality, with arrivals increas-

ing at Alexandi'ia. In the Southern States of

America the wheat has been stacked, but will soon
be moving off for the Midland States and the

North, the high rates of New York stimulating

farmers to make the most of their transient oppor-
tunity. It must however be remembered that the

first impressions of the new harvest are generally

exaggerated. In France and Germany nothing
great is expected ; and if the reports were true as

regards this country as to the thinness and weak-
ness of much of the wheat, it is hardly reasonable

to look under any circumstances for more than an
average crop—perhaps not so much ; and when a

month or two has passed, and the true state of the

case is ascertained, the fears of low prices will pass
away; for all the world— California, ChiH, and
Australia excepted—will have begun the season
almost with an empty hand, and quite unprepared
for diminished supplies. One fact to be noted as

against very low rates exists already, and that is

the state of the rye crop on the Continent. The
yield of bf»y ip fair, nnd makinir well. I>nt- pot

rapidly. The following rates were recently paid at

the several places named : White wheat at Paris

was 64s, 6d., red G2s. 3d, ; at Louvain the price

was 65s. 6d, ; Liege quoted 64s, 9d., Rotterdam
67s, At Maestricht the price was 62s. ; Wahren
red at Hambro' 68s, 9d., Marks 65s, 6d., red from
the Danish Islands (freight included) 65s, per qr,

:

choice high-mixed Danzic, 6lTj-lbs. per bushel, was
worth 73s., freight and insurance included ; good
high-mixed 67s., free on board. At Frankfort red

wheat was quoted 6ls.; at Stettin 60s.; Cologne
56s, ; at Berlin 60s, ; at Manheim 6ls. At Algiers

new soft wheat was quoted 64s. 6d., hard 6ls. 2d.

Spring wheat at Kingston (Canada) 63s. 4d. per

448lbs. ; at Milwaukie, No, 2 55s, 6d. per

480lbs.; at Chicago, No. 2 48s. 3d.; the best

Ghirka wheat here has been sold afloat at 60s.

;

Banat at 50s. 6d, per qr,, and for autumn delivery

at 42s, 6d. per qr, f.o.b. New York, as Californian

shipments keep arriving, and there are expectations

of shortly seeing some new samples from the South,

has been in a panic, and prices constantly falling

heavily.

The first Monday in Mark Lane commenced on
a very small supply of EngHsh Wheat, but there was
a liberal arrival from abroad. Very few additional

samples were exhibited during the morning in the

Essex and Kentish stands ; but the growing weather
was against the trade, as well as the good foreign

supplies, and sales were slow, at the previous quo-
tations. There was no disposition to press foreign

on the market, which would have certainly made
some concession to buyers an absolute necessity.

With but few floating cargoes arrived, business

was very quiet. The weather subsequently proving
fine, there was a general dulness in the country
markets, and though a few were so scantily sup-

plied that holders here and there obtained Is. per

qr. more, there were more that submitted to a simi-

lar reduction, and at the end of the week the ten-

dency was decidedly downward. The first market
at Liverpool noted white wheat 3d. to 4d. per cental

lower, and a further dechne of 2d. was noted on
Friday. Edinburgh was very dull, and Glasgow
down Is, per qr. Dublin gave way 6d. per barrel

for foreign quahties ; and though native was scarce

it was not inquired for.

The second Monday had a better English supply,

though there was rather less foreign. Scarcely

any English samples appeared on the Kentish and

Essex stands during the morning. The weather

having become brilliant and forcing, factors were

willinfiftn tnkf^ Is. to '2s. per qr. less money, but
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found a very limited demand. Some sorts of Rus-
sian were inquired for, at the previous rates, but
to have forced sales generally would have lowered
prices Is. per qr. With few lloatinji; cargoes
arrived, there was very little disposition to do l)usi-

ness ; factors, however, held at former terras. The
influence of continued fine weather was everywhere
felt throuohout the week, Stockton-on-Tees,
Gloucester, and Frome were down '2s. Many were
as much lower as London, and among them were
Hull, Bury St. Edwards, Bristol, and Spalding ;

while Birmingham and several more were Is. per
qr. cheaper. Liverpool was 3d. per cental lower
on Tuesday, and dull on Fridaj', and the Satur-
day's markets varied from dulness to a decline of

Is, to 28. Glasgow was is. per qr., and Edinburgh
Is. to '2s, per qr, down. At Dublin the fine wea-
ther quite unhinged the market, and prices were
nominal.

On the third Monday there was another mo-
derate English and good foreign supply of wheat.
Very little was then seen on the Kentish and Essex
stands, and the weather having changed from Fri-

day to unseasonably cold, more tone was generally

evinced in the trade, and the previous rates were
fully maintained. With an arrival of fine white
wheat from Melbourne, some of the best coloured
realized 72s. ; other descriptions of foreign, though
not in lively demand, were held on previous terms.
There was also more confidence among the holders

of floating cargoes, not many being on offer. The
country advices this week, on the whole, exhibited

little change. Some places were dearer, Boston Is.

to 2s., Rotherhara and a few other places were Is. per

qr. higher, many were firm, but towards the close,

including several of Saturday's markets, rates were
more in favour of buyers. Liverpool was down 2d.

per cental on Tuesday, and recovered id. on Friday.

The Scotch markets slightly varied, Edinburgh
being rather higher, and Glasgow without change.
Dublin found a fair demand at unaltered rates.

The fourth Monday commenced on moderate
English and good foreign supplies. Scarcely any-
thing appeared on the Kentish stands, and but
little on the Essex; yet, with the weather more
genial and plenty of foreign offering, there was no
disposition to buy on the part of millers, and as

little on the part of factors to force sales. The
foreign inquiry was strictly retail, and limited by
actual necessity, but in the transactions passing

the previous currency was maintained. Floating

cargoes in some instances obtained rather more
money for fine quality wheat, there being but few

vessels off the coast.

The imports into London for the four weeks

of June were 14,947 qrs. English, 103,975 qrs.

foreign, against 14,554 qrs. English, 80,5 J 5 qrs.

foreign for the same period in 1866. The general

averages have varied little, commencing at 65s.

3d., and closing at 65s. 9d. London commenced
at 678. id., and closed at 6Ss. 5d., but this upward
movemont was wholly traceable to the better

quality of the samples sold. The exports from

London were 820 qrs. wheat 341 cwt. flour. The
imports into the kingom for four weeks ending on
the 15th June were 2,330,211 cwts, wheat,

370,603 flour.

The flour trade has been \ery heav}', with a

downward tendency, bakers holding ofl' as the wea-
ther became settled, but the positive decline has

not been quoted more than is, per sack on coun-
try made samples or foreign sacks. The stock of

barrels is too inconsiderable to make quotations

reliable : Norfolks closed at about 44s, per sack,

the best French and Spanish 5 Is., Australian 53s,

per sack. The imports into London for four weeks
were 69,977 sacks country-made, 20,643 sacks

foreign, against 63,882 sacks country, 8,977 sacks

foreign for the same time in 1866.

The barley trade, with some firmness at the com-
mencement of the month, as foreign arrivals after-

wards increased, and the weather improved, rather

gave way, say 6d. to Is, per qr. New barley has al-

ready appeared at market in Algeria, but prices there

have been high from the drought, as well as for

other corn. No quantity of foreign, however, can
be expected this side harvest, and we may yet re-

main comparatively dear, with a retail demand for

a month or so. Grinding foreign is now worth
32s., weighing 50lbs. per bushel. The imports into

London for four weeks were 2,075 qrs. British,

24,934 qrs. foreign, against 1,866 qrs. British

33,095 qrs. foreign in 1866.

The malt trade has been heavy through the

month, with a constant tendency to decline, the

actual reduction being about 2s, per qr.

Beans during the month have given way about
2s. per qr. in consequence of good foreign supplies.

The cultivation of corn in Egypt has been resumed
by the Pacha, from a reduction in the value of

cotton, and its probable further decline. Spring-
sown beans in this country are reported as pro-
mising in several places, but the winter beans were
cut up by successively severe frosts. We are

therefore likely to see prices yet lower as the de-

mand slackens in summer, and the new Egyptian
are of good quality. The imports for June into

London were 2,037 qrs. English, 7,924 qrs, foreign,

against 1,479 qrs. English, 1,334 qrs. foreign in

1866.

The supplies of maize have been liberal, amount-
ing in all to 17,660 qrs., and the value has fallen

fully 2s., useful corn being procurable at 38s. per
qr. In America also prices have given way, the
quotation at New York being only 29s. 6d. per qr.

There has been a very scanty supply of English
peas for the month, but a fair arrival from
Canada in the second week, which prevented any
advance, though there has been a fair demand for

old white for feeding purposes, and Montreal by
last advices noted higher rates; but importers here
are not likely to send orders under these circum-
stances. The June imports into London were only
294 qrs. English, 1,333 qrs. foreign, against 700
qrs. English, 6,840 qrs. foreign in 1866.
The linseed supplies have been very short ; but

the high rates of seed have very much hmited con-
sumption, and there has been no positive advance
during the month, reports being also favourable
as respects the crops in Russia. Cakes have moved
ofl' pretty freely for tlie time of year, there having
been so much cold weather.

The seed trade generally has been in abeyance,
neither the stocks of clover seed nor the qualities
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Ditto, black 21
BEANS, Mazagan ...38

Harrow 38
PBAS , white, boilers. .40

left over being considerable, or fine enough to

attract the attention of speculators. Venetian red

seed, of pale colour and dusty, is nominally worth

428. per cwt. Trefoil, not being well reported,

has been firm. Tares have only sold at low rates

for feeding purposes, 4s. to 48. 6d. per bushel.

Canary seed has continued vei'y heavy, as well as

mustardseed, without quotable change of value.

CURRENT PRICES OF BRITISH GRAIN AND FLOUR
IN MARK LANE.

Shillings per Quarter.
"WHEAT, Esses and Kent, white... old 67 75. ..new 60to71

„ „ red , 67 71... „ 60 71
Norfolk, Lincoln, and Yorkshire, red 62 69

BARLEY 31 to 34 OhevaUer, new 37 47
Grinding 32 31 Distilliug 34 41

MALT, Essex, Norfolk, and Suffolk new 66 70
Kingston, Ware, and town-made „ 66 70
Brown ,, 61 59

RYE 32 37
OATS, English, feed 25 to 31 Potato 28 84

Scotch, feed 22 30 Potato 27 34
Irish, feed, white 21 26 Fine 27 31

" 26 Potato 26 31
39 Ticks 33 39
44 Pigeon 43 48
43 Maple 40 to 44 Grey, new38 40

FLOUR, per sack of 2801bs., Town, Households 54 60
Country, on shore 42 to 45 ,, 46 49
Norfolk and Suffolk, on shore 42 44

FOREIGN GRAIN.
Shillings per Quarter

WHEAT, Dantzic, mixed 66 to 68 old, extra 70 to 75
Konigsberg 66 68 extra 69 69
Rostock 63 70 fine 69 71
Silesian, red 62 65 white.... 65 67
Pomera., Meckberg., and Uckermrk. ...red old... 63 67
Russian, hard, 57 to 63. ..St. Petersburg and Riga 59 64
Danish and Holstein, red 60 64
French, none Rhine and Belgium 62 67
Chilian, white 65... Californian 68 ... Australian 70 72

BARLEY, grinding 30 to 32 . . . .distilling and malting 33 37
OATS, Dutch, brewing and Polands 23 to 31 feed 19 25

Danish and Swedish, feed 23 to 30.... Stralsund... 23 26
Canada 23to25, Riga24to 26, Ai'ch.24to26, P'sbg. 25 29

TARES, Spring, per qr small 35 37... large ... 33 40
BEANS, Friesland and Holstein 37 43

Konigsberg 37 to 41. ..Egyptian 37 38
PEAS, feeding and maple.. .37 38. ..fine boilers 39 42
INDIAN CORN, white 38 41. ..yellow 38 41
FLOUR, per sack, Fi-each..41 50. ..Spanish, p. sack 45 50

American, per brl 27 30...extraand d'ble. 31 34

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
For the week ended June 15, 1867.

Wheat 39,767^ qrs. 65s. 9d.
Barley 1,012J ,, 36s. 2d.
Oats 1,8071 ,, 27s. 8d.

COMPARATIVE AYERAGES.
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET.
FRUIT.

E. d. 5. d.
Apples,^ bushel i to 8
Cherries, Vtt
Grapes, ^ lb 4
Lemons, ^ 100 10
Nuts, Cob, per lOOlbs. 75

Melons, foreign each
Oranges, per 100 4

Pears, 'y dozen
12 Pine Apples, per lb. 5

Strawberries, per 02. 1

VEGETABLES.
Artichokes, per dozen 2 to 4 Mushrooms, *^ pottle 1

Must. &Cress,^punn.

s. d.

Aspoi-agus, p. bundle.
Beans, Scar., ^ J sieve
Beet, per dozen 1

Broooli, per bundle ...

Cabbages, per dozen... 1 S
Carrots, per bunch ... G
French, per bunch,

Cauliflowers, per doz. 3
Celer}', per bundle ... 1 li

Cucumbers, each
Endive, per score 2
Garlic* Shallots, 131b. 8
Herbs, per bunch 3
Horseradish.fibundle 4 I'

Leeks, per bunch 2
Lettuces, per score ... 1

Mint,per bunch 4

Onions, ^ bushel 4
2 Pickling, per quart

OlPai-sley, perbunoh ... 6
2 Pai-snips, per dozen...

8 Peas, per quart
Potatoes, York Be-

ij Oj gents,perton 140
2 Oi Rocks, per ton 100
1 G

I
Flukes, per ton 150

3 ' Other sorts, per ton 75
Kidneys, percwt

4 Radishes, per 12 bund.
G , Savoys, per dozen

4 iSea Kale, per punn. ...

2 Spinach, per bushel... 3
6

1 Turnips, per bunch... 6

s. d.
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BREAD.
Wheaien Bkead, per 41bs. Loat 9jd. to lOd.

Household Bbkad, ,, 7d. to 9d.

CHICORY.
Dblivebable from Whabf in Bags, exclusive of Duti.
Harlingen *9 10 to £10 10 1 Antwerp £10 10 to £0
Bruges 9 5 10 15 | Hambm-gh... 10 11

WINES.
Poit, vei-y super, old, "iS pipe 65 80
Good old 50 60
Fair light 30 40
Do. young 20 25
1863's 50
1S65 45 50

Red Wines, from Oporto 15
Do. do., ,, Lisbon — —

White do., fine dry 28 36
Do do., „ rich , 32 38

Buoellas 36 44
Oareavellos 38 42
Piguera — —

Per butt.
Sherry, fine 100 180
Good 60 80
Common and fair 30 50

White wines from Cadiz
Bay — —

Per pipe.
Malaga, I&t quality — —
2nd quality 18 20
Lower do — —

Spanish, red, good and
fine M 18

Common and fair 10 12
White 11 13

£ £
Clarets, lstgrth.,'62's& 63's 65 75
2nd do 35 50
Other qualities 12 25
Cargo 5 10

Per 115.

Masdeu — —
Per pipe.

French, red 12 16
White 11 12

Per aum.
Hock, superior 45 60
Other qualities 6 30

MoseUe, fine 20 30
Other qualities 6 16

Per pipe.
Madeii-a, direct, good 75 105
Common 40 60

Marsala 16 17
Cape, white, good and fair ...

Common
Teneriffe, London particular 34 40
2nd quality — 25

Hambro', red 12 16
White 10 13

Per hhdS
Hungarian, red 7 18
White 7 18

HAY MARKETS.

MEADOW HAY, ... 60
CLOVER 80

Cumberland.

60
80
40

ao
110
46

Whitechapel.
s. d. e. d-
60 87 6
80 llu
40 46

FLAX, HEMP, COIR, &c.
£ s. £ 8.' £ s. £ s-

Hemp, Petersburgh Coir yarn 21 44 C

clean, per ton 35 Oto Junk
Outshot 33 Oi Fibre 29 45
Half-clean 31 Flax, Riga 40 61

Riga, Rhine 36 38 St. Petersburgh, 12
Manilla 48 10 90 head 37 40
East Indian, Sunn 15 19 9head 30 o

7 15 23 5 Egyptian

BARK, &c.

English, per load of
45 cwt. delivered in
London 16

Coppice 16
Dutch, per ton 5
Hambro' 5
Antwerp Tree 6
Do. Coppice 5

French
Mimosa Chopped 8
Do. Ground 9

Do. Long 6

£ s.l £ s. £ s-

Cork Tree, Barbary 6 Oto 6 10
Do. Sardinian 10 10 10

017 10 Valonia, Smyrna 16 20
17 10 Do. Camata 16 20
6 Do. Morea 15 18
6 Terra Japonica:—
7 Gambler in bales 17 15

7 5 Ditto free cubes 25
Cutch 43

DiviDivi 11

18 10
26
45
13
16 10

8 O! Sicily, Sumach, p. cwt. 25 27
10 OJMyrabolans 10

ENGLISH WOOL :MAKKETS.
CITY, Monday, June 24.—Tlic amount of business doiug

in English wool is very moderate. The flip being large, tlie

trade presents a soniewliat depressed a))pearance, and althougli

no actual fall lias taken place, the tendency of prices is

downwards.

CUEEENT PeICES OF ENGLISH WOOL. S. tl. S. Cl.

Fleeces—Southdown hoggets per lb. 1 4^tol 5
Half-bred ditto ,, 1 C 17
Kent fleeces „ 15 1 c
Southdown ewes and wethers ,, 13 14
Leicester ditto ,, 10 17

Soeis—Combing ,, 12 1 8>,

Clothing ,,121 (!i

JiRACKljEY AVOOL EATR.—The annual wool fair was

held yesterday. The amount of wool pitched was quite an

average, as will be seen by the following eiiuracratiou of the

number of fleeces : Mr. Bolton, Banbury, 1,!J40 ; Mr. Barllett,

Whitfield, 1,871; Mr. Ilopcraft, Brackley, 1,690; Mr. Mil-

lington, Ardky, 701 ; ]\Ir. llorwood, Steaue, .594 ; Mr. By-
<rrave, Aynho, 420; Mv. Chapman, Weslbury, 384; Mr.
:6aTford, Lnunton, :171 ; Mr. French, VMiilfiel'd, 299; JMr.

Ilolton, Er.icklev, 2.')8
; Mr. '1\ Chapmnn, Wcstbuvv, 2|.7 ;

Mr. Butterfield, liaise, 2G0. j\Ir. Rnsscll held llic usual sale,

when Mr. Nossiter of Birmingham bought the wool of 540
legs and 440 ewes, at an average price of 41s. a lod. Mr.
Bnttorworlh bouglit 1,910 tods of Mr. Bolton, at 40s, Other

wool fetched 39s. 6d., 38s., and 37s. 3d., the average being
38s. Tlie total number of fleeces was 14,000, but a good deal

was unsold.

BHADEORD WOOL MARKET, Thursday.— There is

hut little animation in our market to-day. Since last Thursday
the tendency of prices in the wool trade has been downwards ;

and, with the ascertained fact that the clip is very heavy and
that the stocks of last year's growth are partly unsold, staplers

and spinners have become vei^ cautious in their transactions.

—

Bradford Ohserrer.

UONCASTER WOOL MARKET, (Saturday last.)—An
immense quantity of AVool here to-day—the largest this season

—being 1,400 sheets. Business commenced slowly, and
buyers had the turn in their favour ; the best lots were worse

to sell, and parcels not well hogged were Gd. per stone lower,

aud some left over for next week. It is evident from the

quantity brought forward this year liefore the end of June
that Wool is passing rapidly out of the growers' hands. Ewes
and Wethers 18s. Cd. to 19s. Gd., mixed parcels 20s. 6d. to

21s. Gd., all Hogs 23s. to 23s. 9d. per stone of 14ilbs.

GLASGOW WOOL MARKET, (Saturday last.)—There
is no new feature to report in this market during the present

week. Lustre wools are still in active demand, and prices re-

main firm. Laid wools are stiU neglected, and buyers are pur-

chasing only for present requirements.—F. H. M'Leod.

LEEDS (E-\uLisu a>i) FoREIG^O AVOOL MARKETS,
(i'riday.)—The demand for English wool is confined to the

sorts going into consumption, and the market docs not show
great confidence in prices being fully maintained. The stock

of wool is greater than it has been for several years. The tone

of the market for colonial wool is better, and prices of some
sorts have improved at the pubUc sales.

BERLIN WOOL FAIR, June 20.—This fair, being the

last and most important as to quantity, has been generally

looked for with great interest, and proved by its result to have

surpassed all expectation. Business commenced already on tlic

18th, when considerable purchases had been eft'ected, both on

store and at the producers. It was briskly continued on the

19th instant, and completely concluded to-day, with a perfect

clearance of first-hand ilocks and large transactions at the

dealers. The sole purchasers were the manufacturers and
comliers from the ZoUverein ; foreign firms kept away. The
whole amount oftered for sale arose to about 157,000 cwls.,

more than three-quarters of which have been taken at an in-

crease of 15 to 20 thalers per cwt. above last year's June fair,

quotations being about 25 to 30 per cent. Good clothing

wools fetched at from 75 to 80 thalers, ditto combing wools 66

to 72 thalers, ditto good ordinary descriptions 60 to 64 thalers

per cwt. The demand is far from being satisfied, and a further

ively trade is universally expected.

—

Guxsblrg Bkothers.

MANURES.
PRICE CURRENT OF GUANO, &C.

Peruvian Guano direct from the importers' stores, £12 5s. to £12 10s.
per ton.

Bones, £0 to £C 5s. Ditto Crushed, £C 10s. per ton.
Animal Charcoal (70 per cent. Phosphate) £5 per ton.
Coprolite, Cambridge, whole £2 los., ground £3 to £3 2s. 6d. per ton.

Suffolk, whole £2 to £2 10s., ground £2 10s.
Nitrate of Suda, £12 5s. to £12 10s. per ton.
Gypsum, £1 10s. Superphosphates of Lime, £5 5s. to £6 5s. per ton.
Sulphuric Acid, concentrated 1'845 Id. per lb., brown 1'712 0%d.
Blood Manure, £0 5s. to £7 10s. Dissolved Bones, £6 15s. per ton.
Linseed Cakes, best American brl. £12 to £i:i, bag £11 to £12 10s.
Cotton Seed Cake, £6 15s. to £1 10s. per ton.

E. PuRSEB, London Manure Company,
116, Fencburch Street, E.C.

Guano, Peruvian £12 7 6 to £0 Linseed Cake, per ton-
Do. Upper do. 6 10 6 ir. Americ.,thin,bgs.£y 10 Oto £9 15

Maiden Island U OOj Do.inbrls 00
Bone Ash 4 2 6 4 5 0| English 10 10 10
Brimstone, 2d&3rd o: Cotsd.Cake,decort.
Saltpetre, Bengal, iLinsd.Bomby,p.qr.3 8 3 90
2 pel cent O O Rapeseed, Guzerat 2 15 2 17

Nitr. of Soda, p.ct.O 10 3 10 9 Niger 2 12 2 13

Cloverseed, N.Am. TaUow, Ist P.Y.C. 2 7 00
red, new per cwt. u 00 ,, super. Norths 2 4 2 46

SAMUEL DOWNES and CO., General Brokers,
Exchange Court, Liverpool.

AgricuUuval Chemical Woike, Stowmarket, Suffolk.
Hrentlee'sCVreal Manure for Corn Crops per rr.n £* ? [J

Mangold Manure
Pieniice's Turnip Manure
Prentice's Superphosphate of Lime

son
6 10 n
6 II

Printed by Rogerson nnd Tuxford, 24(;, Strand, London. W.C.



RAIL STORMS.
I IV s r » A nr c K s

OF WHEAT, BARLEY, OATS, BEANS, PEAS, RYE, TURNIPS, &c.,

AGAINST LOSS B7 HAIL STOEMS
CAN BE EFFECTED WITH

THE ROYAL FARMERS' COMPANY,
3, NORFOLK STKBET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C., AT

MODERATE BATES.

SEEDS and GLASS are also insured.

FIRE Insurances at rates as low as other well established offices.

LIFE Assurances of any description at equitable rates. Four-fifths of the profits divided every Fifth Year.

LOSSES'—Prompt and Liberal settlement of claime.

Further particulars may be had at the Chief OflSce, or of the Agents.

JOHN REDDISH, Secretary and Actuary.

AI>]>ITI01VJLli AOOIVTS "f^AHTfiD. Application to the Secretary.

IMPORTANT TO FLOCKMASTERS.

THOMAS BIGG, Agricultural and Veterinary
CHBVisT.by Appoindnent to His late Royal Highness The

Prince Consort, K.G., Leicester Houee, Great Dorer-street,
Borough, Londoa, begs to call the attention of Farmers and
Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB DIPPING COM-
POSITION, whi ch requires no Boiling, and may be used with
Warm or Cold Vater, for effectually destroying the Tick, Lice,
and all other insects injurious to the Floclc, preventing the
alarming attacks of Fly and Shab, and cleansing and purifying
the Skin, thereby greatly improving the Wool, both in quantity
and quality, and highly contributing to the general health of
the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Manufac-

tory as above, and sold as follows, although any other quantity
may be had, if required :

—

4 lb. for 20 sheep, price, j ar included £0 2
6 lb. SO „ „ „ 3
8 lb. 40 „ „ „ 4

10 1b. 50 „ „ „ 5
20 lb. 100 „ „ (cask and measure 10
SO lb. 150 „ „ included) 15

401b. 200 „ „ ,
10

SO lb. 260 „ „ „ 13 6
60 lb. SCO „ „ „ 17 6
801b. 400 „ „ „ 1 17 6
1001b. 600 „ „ „ 2 6

Should any Flockmaster prefer boiling the Composition, it will

be equally effective.

MOST IMPORTANT CERTIFICATE.
From Me. Herapath, tke celebrated Analytical Chemiit

:

—
Bristol Laboratory, Old Park, January 18th, 1861.

Sir,— I have submitted your Sheep-Dipping Composition to

analysis, and find that the ingredients are well blended, and the
mizttirs neutral. If it is used according to the directions given,

I feel satisfied, that while it effectually destroys vermin, it will

not injure the hair roots (or " yolk ") in the skin, the fleece, or
the carcase. I think it deserves the numerous testimonials pub-
lished; I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

WiLUAU Hbbapath, Sen., F.C.8., kc, tec,
To Mr. Thomas Bigg, Professor of Chemistry,

Lticeiter House, Great DoreT'Street, Borough, London.

He would also especially call attention to his SPECIFIC, or
LOTION, for the SCAB, or SHAB. which will be found a certain
remedy for eradicating that loathsome and ruinous disorder in
Sheep, and which may be safoly used in all climates, and at all

seasons of the year, and to all descriptions of sheep, even ewes
in lamb. Price FIVE SHILLINGS per gallon—sufllcient on an
average for thirty Sheep (according to the virulence of the
disease); also in wine quart bottles, Is. 3d. each.

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
"Scoulton, near Hingham, Norfolk, April 16th, 1855.

" Dear Sir,—In answer to yours of the 4th inst, which would
have been replied to before this had I been at home, I have
much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of your in-
valuable 'Specific for the cureof Scab in Sheep.' The 600 sheep
were all dressed in August last with 84 gallons of the ' Ifon-
Poisonoua Specific,' that was so highly recommended at the
Lincoln Show, and by their own dresser, the best attention
being paid to the flock by my shepherd after dressing according
to instructions left ; but notwithstanding the Scab continued
getting worse. Being determined to have the Scab cured if
possible, I wrote to you for a supply of your Specific, which
I received the following day ; and although the weather was
most severe in February during the dressing, your Specific
proved itself an invaluable remedy, for in three weeks the Sheep
were quite cured ; and I am happy to say the young lambs are
doing remarkably well at present. In conclusion, I believe it

to be the safest and best remedy now in use. " I remain, dear Sir,
your obedient servant, " For JOHN TINQEY, Esq.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg." •' R. EENNEY.

I^~ Flockmasters would do well to beware of such prepara-
tons as " Non-poisonous Compositions :" it is only necessary to

appeal to their good common sense and Judgment to be tho-

roughly convinced, that no " Non-poisonous" article can poison

or destroy insect vermin, particularly such as the Tick, Lice, and
Scab Parasites—creatures ^o temcious of life. Such advertised

preparations must be wholly usoleis, or they are not what they

are represented to be.

Pipping Apparatus e».,.£14, £b, £4,b £».
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RICHAEDSOFS : RUKAI' HAIMOOKS.

WHEAT : ITS HISTORY, CHARAC-
TERISTICS, OHBMIOAL COMPOSITION,

and NUTRITIVE PROPERTIES. By "The Old
NoKPOLK Farmer," Author of " Agriculture, Ancient

and Modern," &c., &o.

THE AGRICULTURIST'S WEATHER-
GUEDE AND MANUAL OF METEOROLOGY.

By Henry 0. Cbeswick, Assistant Observer in the

Magnetical and Meteorological Department of the

Royal Observatory at Greenwich, Author *i several

papers on Meteorology.

FLAX: ITS CULTIVATION AND PRE-
PARATION, and BEST MODE OF CON-

TBRSION.— By James Waw), Author of "The
World and its Workshops," &c.

RURAL ARCHITECTURE: a SERIES
XV OP DESIGNS FOR RURAL AND OTHER
DWELLINGS. The Ground Plans, Elevations, and
Specifications by James Sanderson, Burgh Engineers*

Office, Liverpool.

THE AGRICULTURAL INSTRUCTOR:
or, YOUNG FARMER'S CLASS BOOK.—By

EoMtna) MuRFHT, A.B.

DOMESTIC FOWL: THEIR NATURAL
HISTORY, BREEDING, AND GENERAL

MANAGEMENT.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.-
Glinnt, F.L.S., Author of

riowera," Ac.

HORSES: THEIR VARIETIES, BREED-
ING, AND MANAGEMENT.—Edited bj

M. M. MiLBUBN.

DOGS: THEIR ORIGIN AND VA-
RIETIES.

HGS: THEIR ORIGIN AND VARIE-
TIES.

COWS AND DAIRY HUSBANDRY.—
By M. M. MiLBURN, Author of "The Sheep,"

&c. The Dairy Department Revised by T. Horspaix.

SHEEP AND SHEPHERDING : embrac-
ing the History, Varieties, Rearing, Feeding,

and General Management of Sheep ; with Treatises on
Australian Sheep Farming, the Spanish and Saxon
Merinos, &c. By M. M. Milbukn, Author of " Tho
Cow," and various Agricultural Prize Essays.

XIII.

THE HIVE AND
BEE.

THE HONEY

ESTS OF THE FARM. A New Edition.

By M. M. Milbubn, Author of " The Sheep,", &c.

XV.

LAND DRAINAGE, EMBANKMENT,
AND IRRIGATION.—By James Donald,

Civil Engineer, Derby.

SOILS AND MANURES, with INSTRUC-
TIONS FOR THEIR IMPROVEMENT.—By

"Properties of John DoNAiiDSON, Government Land Drainage Su*-

veyor.

In the Press, in conUvAmtion of the same Series,

THE IMPLEMENTS OF THE FARM.—By E. Scott Burn, O.E.
THE POTATO: ITS HISTORY, CUL-

TURE, AND NATIONAL IMPORTANCE.—
Bt S; Copland.

London: Honlston & Wright, 65, Paternoster Row ; Rogerson & Tnxford, 246, Strand, W.C
Dnhlin : J. McGlashan, Uppe» Sackville Street. And all Booksellers.
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HOWARD'S
I FIOMM & CVIMITII
ON THE SINGLE ENGINE SYSTEM.

This Apparatus is adapted for hilly as well as flat land, and for irregularly shaped as well

as square fields. As the Engine and Windlass are stationary while in operation, the expense

of carting water is often avoided by digging a pond or well at convenient points ; and if set in

an adjoining field, which is recommended when practicable, the whole field can be cultivated,

headlands included, without the Engine being taken into it. As many as 40 or even 50 acres

of land can be advantageously cultivated without any removal of the Engine or Windlass.

From 7 to 10 acres a day can be broten up with an ordinary 8 or lO-horse Portable Engine.

The Engine requires no alteration whatever, and is of course available for thrashing, (fee, when
not required on the land.

HOWAEDS' STEAM PLOUGHING AND
CULTIVATING APPARATUS

ON THE DOUBLE ENGINE SYSTEM.

This Apparatus is adapted for Public Companies and large occupiers. Where the fields are

large and square a greater breadth of land can be ploughed in a day by this arrangement than

by any other, and less time is occupied in removing from field to field or place to place. The
Engines are equally well adapted for ploughing on the Single Engine system, being fitted with

two winding drums conveniently arranged upon the framework ; the whole apparatus can be

thus conveyed from field to field without the aid of horses, and the time occupied in setting

down is reduced to less than one-half, while the first cost is little more than that of an ordinary

self-propelling Engine and a detached Windlass.

More than 500 Steam Ploughs and Cultivators, manufactured by
J, and F. Howard, are in use, and can be seen at work in almost every County of

England. Messrs. Howards' Steam Cultivated Farms, which may also be seen at any time,

can be reached in an hour, by Midland Railway, from King's Cross, London.

CATALOGUES, WITH FULL PARTICULARS, SENT FREE ON APPLICATION TO

JAMES AND FREDERICK HOWARD,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD.

LONDON OFFICE: 4, Cheapside, three doors from St. Paul's.
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THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

AUGUST, 18G7,

PLATE I,

ACOTSWOLDRAM.
THE PROPERTY OP MR, J. KING TOMBS, OF LANaPORD, LECHLADE.

"The Cotswolds had the call of the sheep, and

Mr. King Tombs the call of the Cotswolds; his

first-prize old ram combining great size and

weight, and his second-prize shearling having yet

better looks than his sire, just mentioned. The
pride of the Langford flock, however, was in the

extra stock, where Mr.Tombs exhibited a ram 'bred

by Mr, Lane, of Broadfield, bought by his present

owner for 210 guineas, who has since refused 240

guineas for him, fed on vegetable food only since

the season.' This sheep had never previously

been exhibited ; nor is he entered for any of the

great meetings of the year. He was consequently

not in show condition ; but is, however, very hand-

some, though in no-ways a big sheep, but rather a

light, smart, compact animal, beginning with a

capital kindly head, and all over full of style and

fashion. By mere weight or inches, there are, no

doubt, many which would beat him, as, indeed,

Mr. Tombs' prize ram here measured more in his

girth ; and symmetry with quality, rather than size,

must tell the tale of the 240 guineas refused."

The above is from our own report of the recent

meeting of the Hants and Berks Agricultural

Society at Basingstoke, and there is but little to

add to it, except that the judges awarded the ram

an extra prize, and that Mr. Tombs might have

had 250 guineas for him on the ground—the

highest price ever offered for a Cotswold, or, in-

deed, as we believe, for any other sheep.

Mr. King Tombs has long been famous for hia

Cotswold flock, some of which, unlike other lead-

ing breeders, he is not above exhibiting.

PLATE II.

MY LADY'S HOBBY.

It is well that the lady and her cavalier are put

in a bygone costume ; for hawking is a sport that

has almost died out from amongst us. In these

breech-loading days and bags of hundreds and

thousands, the sportsman would be scarcely con-

tent with the doings of the best-trained falcons,

whilst the gradual inclospre of the country is of

OtD SSBIBS.]

itself inimical to the practice of such a pastime.

It has so happened that in place of being prized as

heretofore, the beautiful Peregrines and Merhns

have come to figure as vermin on the keeper's tree,

and the Grand Falconer of England, like the

Champion of England, is not over-burdened with

the business of his department.

H fVoi.. LXII.—No, ?,



90 THE FARMER'S MAaAZINE,

THE CLOVER CROP.

BY CUTHBEKT "W. JOHNSON, F.K.S.

Amongst the many difficult facts which the farmer has

to encounter must be included the failure of our clover

crops. It is well known, indeed, that on many soils

this plant, which not many years since could be pro-

fitably grown every fourth year, now needs an interval

of eight to twelve seasons before it can be again grown

with advantage. For this refusal of the soil to produce

a remunerative crop, various reasons have been assigned :

such as (the old one) that the land is " tired " of clover

—

that the youug plants are more injured by frost than

formerly—that the seed now used is procured from

warmer climates than our own—and that the plant has,

by repetition, deprived our soils of some essential con-

stituent, which needs to be restored before the clover-

plant can again be grown on the land with its former

luxuriance.

To aid the farmer in solving the last-named and ap-

parently reasonable suggestion. Professor Way, some time

since, analyzed specimens of red clover hay grown on a

siliceous sand, and also on a clay soil, {Jour. Boy. At/.

Soc, vol. ix, p. 139.)

He found that the amount per cent, of their mineral

matters, or ash, was as follows—viz.

:

Red Clover. White Clover.

In the clover grown on a siliceous sand soil

„ „ clay soil...

677
7-13

The next important question was to ascertain of what

these ashes consisted. Their composition was deter-

mined by the professor to be as follows—viz.: 100 parts

of the ashes of clover hay from the siliceous and clay

soils contained

—

From the two soils.



THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE. n
sulphate of potash, is a salt characterized by its slow

solubility in cold water. Bearinu; in mind that simul-

taneously with potash we present to the growing plant

chlorine in one of these salts, and sulphuric acid in the

other, and that chlorine, as well as sulphuric acid, are

normal and essential ash-constituents of plants, I desired,

if possible, to eluninatc in separate trials the share in the

manuring effects which the acid constituents of the two
potash salts used in the experiments might have. To this

end I recommended separate trials with chloride of

sodium, and with sulphate of lime. In cliloride of

sodium we possess a readily soluble salt, which compares

weU in this respect with chloride of potassium, whilst

the chlorine is united with soda, of which we know that

it does not produce any distinct fertilizing effect upon
vegetation. In order to eliminate the share of sulphuric

acid in the total manuring effect of sulphate of potash, I

might have suggested sulphate of soda for trial, but my
choice fell upon stilphate of lime, because in one of the

experiments soluble phosphate of lime was to be used,

which compound can only be practically used in conjunc-

tion with sulphate of lime, inasmuch as the preparation

of soluble phosphate of lime is necessarOy accompanied

by the production of much sulphate of lime. The experi-

ment with sulphate of lime thus answers the twofold pur-

pose of eliminating the share of sulphuric acid in the

total effect of sulphate of potash, and that of sulphuric

acid (used in combination with lime) in the total effect

which superphosphate of lime may be supposed to pro-

duce.

" Sulphate of ammonia favours in most marked degree

the growth of cereals ; and as clorer is commonly sown
together with Italian rye-grass, I was desirous to ascer-

tain, by experiment, whether the probable effects of potash

on clover were at all comparable with the well-known

effects which sulphate of ammonia produces on cereals,

and for this reason recommended a separate trial with

that salt.

" The manurial properties of nitrates in many respects

resemble those of ammonia salts. Although this is true

in a general way, some leguminous crops—for instance

beans—are decidedly stimulated in their growth by nitrate

of soda, whilst ammoniacal salts, in most seasons, either

produce no effect on them, or sometimes exert an in-

jurious influence. There are grounds for believing that

nitrate of soda in some cases may be usefully applied to

clover ; hence a trial with this salt was suggested.

" Believing that the effects of potash-salts would be most

perceptible on light sandy soils, I got the majority of

the experiments tried on such soils ; but, I regret to say,

both in 1864 and 1865, the clover seeds on the light-

land farms turned out more or less complete failures. It

affords me, therefore, particular pleasure to be able to

put on record at least one successful series of experiments,

which were carefully carried out by my friend Mr. Jacob

"Wilson, of Woodhorn Manor, Morpeth, in 1864.
" The field selected for the. experiments was thoroughly

drained four feet deep in the year 18.57, and otherwise in

a good state of cultivation. It grew a heavy crop of

wheat in 1863, upon which mixed clover and rye-grass

were sown by a broadcast driU, and horse-hoed in by

Garrett's horse-hoe. The whole field was one of 24

acres, and had a gentle slope towards the south-east.

From a part where the plant was most regular, half-an-

acre was measured out, and divided into ten equal plots of

l-20th of an acre each.
" The artificial manures were applied on the 23rd of

April, and the clover was cut on July 6th, 1864, and the

produce fi-om each of the ten plots was carefully weighed,

when the results contained in the subjoined table were

obtained

:

Plot;

10

Manure.

Nitrate of soda

Sulpliate of ammonia
Dissolved bone-ash (solu-

ble phosphate)

Common salt

Uuraanured
Muriate of potasli

Sulpliate of potash

Sulphate of lime

( Dissolved bone-asli

(_ Nitrate of soda

f Dissolved bone-ash

(^ Muriate of potash

Rate per

Acre.

Cwts
4
4

4
4

4
4
20

i]

Weight of

Clover

per Acre.

Tons, Cwts. Lbs.

110
20

C 7
5 7
7 3
G 7
6 12

7 1

9 6

10

1

91
84
1

96

36

"The preceding figures, in the accuracy of which every

confidence can be jjlaced, are curious in many respects.

They show, amongst other things

:

" 1. That neither muriate nor sulphate of potash gave

an increase ; on the contrary, both forms in which potash

was used appeared to have diminished, to some extent,

the produce.
" 2. That the unmamired plot (No. 5) gave about the

same produce as that to wliich sulphate of lime was applied.

" 3 . That mineral superphosphate, or dissolved bone-ash,

has had a less beneficial effect than sulphate of lime.

"4. That common salt diminished the produce to a con-

siderable extent.
" 5. That nitrate of soda alone, and still more sulphate

of ammonia, produced a very considerable increase in the

gi'ass-crop.

" 6. That the addition of soluble phosphate of lime

(mineral superphosphate) to nitrate of soda had a very

beneficial effect.

" 7. That the highest produce was obtained on plot 10,

on which mineral superphosphate and muriate of potasli

had been used. The produce of 10 tons 2i cwts. per

acre is large. It is remarkable that whilst plot 3, ma-

nured with mineral superphosphate, and plot 6, manured

with muriate of potash, gave precisely the same produce,

which was somewhat less than that on the unmanured

part of the field, the mixture of both manures on plot 10

gave the largest weight of mixed clover and grass per

acre of any of the 10 experimental plots."

These experiments were repeated by Mr. J. Wilson, in

the following season of 1865 : "The same top-dressings

which were used in 1864 were applied again in 1865, on

May 8th, to 10 plots of clover-seeds in precisely the same

quantities as before.
" In 1864, the crop was reaped on the 6th of July, when

it did not appear to make any further progress ; in 1865

it was left twelve days longer on the ground, as it was

all the while in a growing condition. The results ob-

tained are incorporated in the following table, which gives

per acre the manures employed and the green produce from

10 plots of clover-seeds of the second year's growth ;

—

Produce per Acre.

Plots. Manures. Tons. Cwts. Libs.

1. Nitrate of soda 8

2. Sulphate of ammonia 9

3. Mineral superphosphate (dissolved

boue-ash) 8

4. Common salt 6

5. Left unmanured 5

6. Muriate of potash 6

7. Sulphate of potash 6

8. Sulphate of lime 5

9. Mineral superphosphate and nitrate

of soda 9

10. Mineral superphosphate and muriate

of potash , 5

H
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"On looking over these results, the small produce on plot

10 must create considerable surprise. In the preceding-

year the heaviest crop was reaped from this plot, and the

result in 1S65 is the more remarkable. Mineral super-

])hos])hate alone applied to plot 3 gave nearly 2 tons and
() cwts. more per acre than the same quantity of super-

pliosphate and muriate of potash added to it. There is,

however, generally a good reason to be found for such

striking anomalies as this.

"In the case before us the anomalous result obtained on

plot 10 is entirely attributed by ^Ir. "Wilson to a bed of

coltsfoot, which sprung up at one end of the plot. The
tft'ect of the top-dressing was very marked at the other

end, where the crop to all appearances was very heavy.

It is much to be regretted tliat the failure occurred just

on plot 10, for there is strong presumptive evidence that

muriate of potash is most usefully apjolied to clover in

conjunction with superphosphate. Indeed the es])erience

of the previous year seems to afford a substantial evidence

for the correctness of this view.

" The effect ])roduced by muriate of potash, it will be

seen, was slightly better than that of sulphate of potash.

In either case, however, the increase over the unmanured
plot is not sufficiently great to repay for the outlay. It

will, moreover, be seen that chloride of sodium (com-

mon salt) gave nearly as great an increase as muriate of

potash, and slightly more clover than sulphate of potash.

" Nitrate of soda, and, in a still higher degree, sulphate

of ammonia, produced heavy crops ; but of the mixed
clover and rye-grass the latter predominated, and the

grass was coarse, as italwaysis when nitrogenous manures
are applied to it in considerable quantities.

"The most favourable result, it will be noticed, was ob-

tained by the mixture of nitrate of soda and superphos-

phate on plot 9.

"In comparing the weights of green clover-seeds in

1865 with those obtained in the preceding year, it ap-

pears that, excepting the anomalous result on plot 10, the

general experience gained in 1865 accords well with that

of the preceding year. The comparison, however, brings

out some differences, which appear to me to involve points

of practical interest.

" In the first place, the unmanured plot 5, as might have
been expected, produced a good deal less seeds in the

second than in the first year.

"' In accordance with the experience of the preceding
year, sulj)hate of lime (gypsum) had no beneficial effect

;

the actual weighings, indeed, showed a slight diminution
in both years on the plots to which it was applied. It is

possible that the employment of so large a dose of gyp-
sum as 1 ton per acre may have had some share in de-

pressing the produce
; but more likely that the differences

in the unmanured plots and plot 8 (gypsum) are not
greater than those which would have been exhibited on
two separate unmanured portions of the same field.

"At all events the experience with gypsum in both years
proves that on the soil of the experimental field it had
no beneficial effect. I mention this specially because
gyj)snni is frequently recommended as a manure for clover,

and because this is not a solitary instance in which I have
failed to get the least indication of its favourable action
on clover-seeds.

" In the next place I would direct attention to the much
better cfi'ect wliich superphosphate produced in the second
year tiiau in the first. This I believe is attributable to

the greater rainfall in 1805, especially in the early part
of summer."

Professor BucHnian, in another valuable paper "Ou
QJpvers," very justly planus the Te4 elovgr at th? heart of

all the ten varieties of agricultural clovers {Hid, p. 447).

He divides them into three sections, as follows

:
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is stunted, the more prolific will take possession of the

soil, and overpower its rivals ; while it may incline to

become an annual, and so, after awhile, leave the ground
to the dominion of weeds.

"There are, then, tliree desiderata with regard to

clover :

" 1st. A good sort or sorts.
" 2nd. Pure seed of the sort.

" 3rd. Seed from a known and suitable climate.

The remark of the Gloucestershire farmers, as to the

value of road dirt as a dressing for dov.ir, is sup-

ported by the practice in certain portions of Surrey. In

ray own neighbourhood (Croydon) we have a mixture of

strata—our soils resting on the London clay, the plastic

clay, and the chalk. The streets of Croydon are mostly

formed of broken flints, gathered from the fields of the

chalk formation ; the sweepings of the streets, therefore,

are chiefly composed of a mixture of fine siliceous dust

and horse droppings, with a small portion of chalk, soot,

&c., &c. Now these sweepings are largely used by the

holders of the land on the plastic and Loudon clays, as a

very beneficial dressing for their artificial grasses and pas-

tures. These facts might, perhaps, lead to the conclusion

that the finely divided silica, or the carbonate of lime, of

our soils, has more to do with the preservation or restora-

tion of the clover plant than we yet understand. We well

know the necessity of our commonly-cultivated plants

being supplied with silica—a fact which long puzzled the

owners of the deep peat-lands of Lincolnshire, who are in

the habit of di'essiug these soils with the clay on which

they rest.

From observations such as these, we may fairly con-

clude that there is far more Kscful information yet to

be obtained, with regard to the failure of our clover crops.

That " resting" the land, on which clover ceases to be

productive, is at present the only cure for " clover sick-

ness" is well understood, and this, in some degree, is a-

similar result to that experienced by deeply dlrniig the

land, as by the steam plough. Here wc open, as it were,

a new soil" to the deeply penetrating roots of the clover.

It is, after all, the most reasonable conclusion that tiie

plant exhausts the soil of some matter essential to its

growth ; but what that substance is, we are as yet unac-

quainted. It is probable that there arc certain substances,

either mineral or organic, living or dead, matters in our

soils in very minute proportions, whose presence has not

yet been ascertained, but which still exert a most impor-

tant influence upon our cultivated plants. Wc know full

well how minute arc the emanations which are the cause

of diseases—how small, yet how essential is the amount

of certain mineral substances existing in a plant. This

remark is of common application to other crops. It was

only towards the close of the last century that it was as-

certained that turnips required a supply of phosphate of

lime for their luxuriant growth ; this was long su])plied to

them in crushed bones ; another half-century elapsed be-

fore, at Liebig's suggestion, that salt was furnished to the

young turnips in a soluble form. It is still more recent

that the value of ammoniacal salts for cereals has been

well understood. Wc have every reason, therefore, to

hope| that by still more extended researches wc shall suc-

ceed in discovering, not only the origin of the clover

failure, but its prevention.

THE EDUCATION OF FARMERS' SONS.
BY A PRACTICAL FAR3l£ll.

It is indispensable to the maintenance of his position,

and his successful progress, th:.t every farmer's son should

receive a good, soimd, and satisfactory education. It is

not indispensable for him to devote much of his Valuable

time to the higher branches of learning, although that is

very commendable ; but he ought to be well grounded in

every department of a practical character

—

i. e., mathe-
matics, physiology, geology, entomology, botany, and
chemistry ; and if these can be combined with a plea-

sant smattering of classical lore, all the better. Why,
every Union-House boy is now receiving a good ele-

mentary education ! Farmers' sons must keep ahead of

them ; hence the necessity of the middle-class education

movement. There is also this further inducement to aid

in this movement : Parliament is endeavouring to estab-

lish a system of education for the children of our labour-

ing classes, based upon factory regulations. Quite right

in its object, the difficulty will be in carrying it out.

But it will ultimately be eftected, so that all classes of our

labouring population Avill become educated up to a certain

standard. If the middle classes are to keep their high

station iu the upholding and direction of our country's

affairs, and in preserving it from a dubious democracy,

the liberal education of their sons must be proceeded with

by aU possible means and celerity. It is upon the good

common sense and intelligence of the middle classes that

every Government must now rely for support. The
aristocracy, the country gentleman, and the great monied

and commercial interests have all to bow to the power of

public opinion as promulgated by the intelligent middle

classes. How important then that this public mind shall

be properly taught and directed I The Reform Bill will let

in a power for governing the country, which may be for

good or evil, according as intelligence and right principles

predominate. The transition will be an important and
doubtful one, and will require great watchfulness, and
also closely guarding against tiny hasty and impulsive

legislation. As the middle classes advance iu knowledge,

and power the result will doubtless be highly satisfactory,

and eminently conduce to promote the country's advance-

ment in every department of productive industry.
" Knowledge is power," and ever will be.

We hail, then, these praiseworthy movements for their

education. The Commission some time ago instituted for

inquiring into the condition and usefulness of the nume-
rous grammar-schools throughout the country are doing a

noble work. ^lany glaring evils and inconsistencies have
been brought to light, and their comparative ineflicicucy,

not to say uselessness, has been so manifest that it has

led to the idea of suppressing them, and from their many
charitable foundations to form a plan for building and
endowing a large number of middle-class schools—schools

capable of lodging from 300 to 500 boys, together with
masters' apartments, and all the necessary accessories for

carrying on first-class schools. No doubt each district,

possessing a sufficient number of schools and requisite

funds, will be entitled to one of these establishments ;

and if their present masters are competent, they will

doubtless have the first appointments in them. It will

not be requisite to efficient working that the income shall

be large. The pupils will be charged from £25 to £30
per annum each ; so that, if all is managed with moderatQ
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tare and ecoiioiii}', there will not be a large surplus, but

there will be suflicieuttosuiiplemeut the incomes of themas-

ters and to provide for the requirements of the buildings.

However happy may be the conception of a positive

good, however comprehensive and commendable may be

the eii'ort to carry it out, all may be marred by the work-
ing and management of the scheme. The plan is an ad-

mu-able one, worthy of all commendation and every
help.

Well, how is it to be properly and successfully worked ?

We say Government must appoint a permanent Board of

Education, having their office in London. To this board
shall appertain the power and direction of all that relates

to these schools and their management, in accordance with
the laws and regulations to be enacted by Parliament,

precisely as under similar regulations the Poor-law
Board Acts. To aid this board above, local boards should
be elected, consisting of equal numbers of churchmen
and dissenters, who shall have the general superintend-

ence and management of the schools, the endowments, the

management of the estates, the selection of masters, in-

deed all matters of detail and general direction, but all

subject to the approval of the board above, as provided by
act of Parliament. We say half the board shall be
chm'chmen, half dissenters, for this reason : the schools

ought and must be open to every class, without distinction

of creed: nothing sectarian must be known in the schools.

The only religion taught therein must be dii-ect from the

bible, which should be regularly read. The schools

should be opened every morning by pi'ayer, the form to

be chosen by the local boai-d. These local boards might
be elected in the same way that guardians are elected,

and at a cost regulated by the board of guardians, I. e.,

from the poor-rate : they might hold office for a course
of years. I shall not go further into petty details : they
are easily arranged. It may be objected that a Board
in London woidd have so little to do. That is

perhaps true, but I don't know with what other

department to combine it. Could it be divided

between commissioners selected equally from the
National and British and Foreign School Society ? I
repeat, these schools must be unsectarian ; if not, but
little good is done ; continuous strife and agitation will

otherwise be generated. In Protestant England we must
have the Bible—that is the sine qudnon—but what need
for catechisms ? Schoolmasters are not teachers of re-

ligion. These schools must all be founded or established

near to towns provided with churches and dissenting

chapels. Thither let the boys go for religious instruction,

according to the desire of the parents or guardians. It is

superfluous quite, to point out hardships and invidious

distinctions that might arise—everybody knows them.
Churchmen insist upon their catechism : let their sons

attend upon the clergymen of the locality near to their

schools as often as desirable, for the advantage of their

teaching. Dissenters

—

i.e., Presbyterians, Independents,

Baptists, Methodists, and all other bodies of dissenters

—

cannot truthfully repeat the Church catechism. Baptists

believe only in adult baptism, and that upon a profession

of faith : they never baptize their children. Nor do the

other bodies of dissenters, although in the simplicity of

Scripture teaching they practise infant baptism, adopt

godfathers and godmothers ; consequently, when their

children ai'c asked " Who gave you that name ?" what are

they to reply ?—not their catechetical answer, certainly

:

it is perfectly ridiculous. In a broad national question

like this, when a nation is to be taught, the Chm-ch of

England must only be one amongst the many ; she must
di'op her high pretensions in these schools, but not

by any means her religious teaching. This she must pro-

vide for in every school district, as named above, and
possibly in class, subject to small payment according

to number. Dissenters require only Bible classes. There
would be but little difficulty in arranging for such teach-

ing amongst themselves. For Roman Catholics I can

make no special provision. I cannot give up the Bible

—

the only true guide to heaven—the only correct rule of

faith and practice for all Christians.

THE NEW FARM.
Well, the proof has come ! The excellence of the

pudding is foimd in the eating. Although, some weeks
back I was apprehensive that I had erred in diverging

from the regular local practice of feeding down the young
clover in the autumn and spring, with a view to con-

solidating, as it is thought, the soil through the treading
of the stock, I am rejoiced to ascertain, now that harvest

has arrived, that no one in the neighbom-hood has any-
thing like such " seeds" to mow. The gang, strong men
as they were, fairly groaned under the weight of work,
the gaffer declaring that they should not get their 2s. per
day. One shrewd old neighbour, who is never above
learning, and by observation of whose excellent practice I

have certainly been greatly instructed, has determined to

follow in my wake for the future. All honour, however,
to him by whose hint I profited myself. Years ago, when
I first took a fancy to fanning, among the books I perused
was "Nesbit on Agricultiu'al Chemistry," an excellent

little volume of the sort. I must then have been struck with
the sentence, " Every leaflet upwards has a rootlet down-
wards ; and if the leaflet be taken off, the rootlet will not
grow," for the fact has stuck as a burr to my memory
ever since. I have to-day referred to the passage, which
I lind in its entirety so useful and interesting, that I
transcribe it for the use of those who may not have the

work itself to refer to, Mr. Nesbit wiites :
" Now what

does the clover do ? Evei-y little leaflet which it shoots

up into the air sends a rootlet downwards, so that in pro-

portion to the upward growth of the clover is the down-
ward growth of the root ; and when you have taken the

clover away, you retain, in the shape of roots, several

tons per acre of valuable vegetable mater which, by its

slow decomposition, affords nutriment for the narrow-leafed

wheat ; so that by employing in the first instance turnips

for the barley and clover for the wheat, you accumulate in

the soil a large quantity of material absorbed from the air,

for the benefit of the after-crops. This may be clearly

seen, if you consider the difference between cutting clover

and feeding it off. It is generally believed that a man
who feeds his clover off, with a little oilcake, &c., will get

a better crop than one who takes the hay. I know I am
here treading on tender ground ; but, at the risk of being

accused of heresy, I will aver that the man who spends

his money on oilcake, feeding it off upon clover, is com-

mitting an error, unless he can realize benefit in the shape

of mutton. If you cut clover at Midsimimer, and let it

grow again, and then take another cutting in the autumn,

you will afterwards obtain a far better crop of wheat than

you would secure by feeding with oilcake, unless you

choose to go to an enormous expense. Every leaflet up-

wards has a rootlet downwards, and if the leaflet be taken

0^ the rootlet will not grow ; so that if the sheep be fe4
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upon the surface, the under-production is diminished. In

exact proportion to the increase of the upper, is the in-

crease of the lower ; and if you arc always fceding-off the

former with sheep, you will have but few rootlets below,

and the small amount of nutriment you give in tlie shape

of oilcake will produce little or no elfect." ITg proceeds

to relate the issue of au experiment that was tried for him
by a friend iu Northamptonshire. " A iield of clover

was divided into two parts. The whole was cut at

Midsummer ; half was left to grow again, and the

other fed off. Iu October two pieces were staked

out as regularly as possible, all the roots dug up,

carefully cleaned and weighed. The result was, that

where the clover had been cut once and eateu once there

were 25 cwt. of roots per acre ; and where it had been

cut twice there were 75 cwt. per acre, being a difference

of 2 tons of roots per acre," which, containing so much
nitrogen as these roots do, constituted an exceedingly

good di'essing for the wheat crop to follow. The
whole of this little volume is full of the most valuable

information for the sucking agriculturist.

Tiilkiug of oilcake, the other evening, as I was watching

the gang busy cutting the " seeds," I happened to remark
how much the manure showed that came from the boxes

of the best fed auimals. One of them, who until

recently had been in the service of a notoriously cross-

grained farmer of the neighbourhood, who treats his ani-

mals as ill as he does his human attaches, said that if he

does ever get a ton of oilcake in, he gives his shepherd

out one piece daily to be divided amongst the flock. He
is of opinion that half-an-omice a day is plenty for a

sheep, and that if a portion of the lot should consume
more than their due proportion one day, it will only

make the rest nimbler at the troughs the next feeding

time.

Walking the wheat field yesterday on which T had

observed the rooks so busy in the spring, I find that the

stems have tillered out gloriously to cover the weak spots,

and that, in fact, the plant in that portion of the field

looks almost healthier than in any other. We had a

battue, however, of the young rooks the other day.

which, uuidc into tarts, were pronounced excellent by
those who ate them. It was surprising how quickly the

old birds moved off all their offspring that could fly, into

some elms across the river, beyond our reach. The very

day the firing ceased they seemed to comprehend how
matters stood, aud returned, notwithstanding that several

young scions of the noble family lay dead in the various

nests to which they had managed to fiutter when only

wounded by the shot. Pidey, in his interesting work oa
" Natural Theology," remarks upon the wonderful provision

of Nature, whereby the sounder a bird sleeps the faster

gripe his claws take of the perch. This seemed the case,

too, with the wounded rooklings.

There had been a small hawk about for some days,

which we desired to exterminate, seeing that the young
pheasant broods are abroad now. I fancied I saw him
alight on the topmost branch of a silver fir, fuUy eighty

yards oft'. Taking aim, without the least expectation of

success, I fired, and brought down, sad to relate, a lovely

turtle-dove, one peUet having piei'ced the brain. There

was, of course, much reprobation of this slaughter, in the

nm'scry ; and they were right too, although the time is

approaching when the pigeons will have to be warned oft'

the pea crops.

The rook-skins I have cured and stuffed, to be hung as

in terroreni over the ripening fields. One shrewd friend,

who is free to acknowledge the benefit these birds do by
destroying the grubs is rather " riled " that they

let alone eleven acres close to their and his abode, which

are alive with wireworm. My conclusion aud mode of

consoling him is, that the prudent colonists reserve that

nearest home against a rainy day, just as one keeps an

extra five pounds always in the house against diffieulties

unforeseen, thi'ough wife's bonnets, &c.

But I can write no more. A pet half-Alderney, a

magnificent milker, has, despite precautions taken, fallen

with milk fever, as her mother did before her. The ail-

ment is clearly constitutional. This implies retrenchment

of cream at the approaching strawberry period, no less

than immediate sorrow and sickness of heart.

Vigil,

THE SCYTHE AND THE SICKLE, MOWING AND REAPING MACHINES.

The familiar legend of Saint Swithin is of special im-

port to the agriculturist, who watches the atmospheric

phenomena of that day, or of anywhere about that time,

with anxious attention. The legend itself is exploded,

but the fact on which the philosophy of the story rests

is another affair altogether, and requires an explanation,

if indeed it be capable of a solution. The genial pertina-

city with "which the lachrymose saint continues to pour

down his flood of tears for the forty days, if we treat

with contempt the assumed cause, must have a na-

tural one. Certain it is, that, if at or about the middle

of the month of July, after a season of dry weather, a

sudden change should take place, the chance will be in

favour of a continued succession of wet, and that

for a period including the usual weeks of harvest. It is

this latter fact that gives such importance to the state of

the barometer on the loth July with the farmer, who
dreads (and well he may) the breaking up of the wea-

ther at that time; for, in five cases out of six, it is

followed up by continuous downfalls, more or less heavy,

of pitiless rain upon his ripened corn. We do not

pretend to account for this result ; but we have ourselves,

in numerous seasons, found it agree with the legend even

to a single day. The eventful rainfall is usually preceded

by a symptomatic distm-bance of the atmosphere, such as

the rapid fall of the barometer, a clouded and misty moon,

sudden squalls of wind from a southerly point, and fre-

quently thunderstorms; all indicating an impending change

in the weather, which, from experience, the farmer has rea-

son to fear, will be likely to blight his prospects for the

year. The six weeks, we say, include those of the har-

vest, and such a prospect is indeed a dreary one, and in

former times fi'equently a fatal one, when the utmost ef-

forts of the sickle and the scythe were insufficient to enable

him to house his crops in even tolerable condition. Many
seasons occur to our recollection in which the husbandman

has had the vexation, after cutting his corn, to see it re-

main in the field day after day, and week after week, sod-

den with moisture, with not a sulficieut cessation of rain

to bring it to a condition of dryness yet to allow of its

being carted to the barn or stack-yard. The process of

cutting the corn with the ancient implements is tedious,

and, if additional hands are taken on, it is at a great ex-

penditure of money, while even such extraneous aid fails to

remedy the evil occasioned, as the intervals of sunshine

are so transient as to be of little or no benefit.

But the days of the scythe aud the siclde are fast

passing away, and giving place to the mowing and reaping
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machines, which may be taken as a remedy, at least to

a certain extent for the evils entailed npon the farmer by

a wet St. Swithin's. The celerity with which a conple

of men and a boy can cut down from ten to thirty acres

of corn per day with these machines, according to their

size and power, afford the farmer the opportunity of avail-

in"- himself of those lucid intervals in the weeping Saint's

paroxysms to cut his ripe grain and cart it at the instant,

as this may be safely performed if he takes care to cut it

above the weeds or clover, otherwise the corn will require

a long time in a catching season to weather. The price of

these most useful implements is now brought within the

means of every small farmer ; and it is to be hoped that

to be without one will soon be the exception rather than

the ri'Ie. They will be found invaluable, either in a wet

or dry season, by the saving of time in either, and by the

quickness with which the ripened grain may be cleared

off the field in the short intervals to be made the most of

at unfavourable ingatherings. A single season will often

repay the outlay. In a wet season, as the present one

threatens to be, w'e would recommend not cutting either

wheat or other grain on wet days, but seize, as wc have

said already, the opportunity which from time to time

may occur. There will be some loss by shelling in the

case of wheat ; but this would be as nothing compared

with the injury it would sustain on the shock from

rain. Barley is not liable to be separated from the straw,

and may therefore, with still more propriety and safety,

be allowed to remain standing after it is ripe, until a dry

day allows of its being cut, when it may be carted at once,

if only free from weeds and clover. We once knew a

man who occupied about 500 acres of land, and who,

upon the occurrence of a wet St. Swithin's, would not

cut any of his corn until the forty days were expired.

His neighbours ridiculed him, but at the same time had

their crops of all kinds damaged by the rain. On the

contrary, the farmer in question began cutting his corn

at the end of the period of forty days, and housed it all

in good order. This was certainly an exceptional case,

while the employment of the modern machines renders it

unnecessary for any one to resort to so extreme a

measure for the safety of his crops, if he be but prompt in

availing himself of those chances which occur in even the

most rainy seasons, to put the whole force of the farm in

motion.

We referred a short time since to the American
plan of employing coverings of calico for ])reserving

hay or corn from rain after it is cut. In France the

farmers use the mai/ette for the same purpose. This

is nothing more than covering the shocks with sheaves

bound near the butt, and placed in a divided and reversed

state over the shocks, the ears hanging down on each side.

This saves the wheat to a great extent from the effects

of the rain ; but we apprehend that the American " caps"

would be more effectual, and would answer for all kinds

of corn crops ; while the expense would be trifling com-
pared with the benefit derived in saving the grain fi'om

the effects of the rain. We would remind our readers

that, with a possibility, if not a probability, of a fickle

harvest, there are means, if they choose to emjdoy them,

of at least, to a certain extent, neutralizing the eifccts of

the rain, and housing crops in good order.

T^e employment of machinery on thefiirm, in connec-

tion with or without steam power, is the great question of

the day ; and the prominence given to this department of

the Royal Agricultural Show at Bury St. Edmund's
proves that it is viewed in that light by the general body
of agriculturists. The small number of hands required

by machinery for performing the operations of husbandry
gives a man the opportunity of getting other work neces-

sarily executed by hand-labour far more efficiently done.

It is machinery that will enable the British farmer to com-
pete successfully with the foreigner in the markets of the

world, by increasing his produce without adding to the

expense of cultivation ; as such aid will make him compa-

ratively independent even of the elements.

THE BEST AND MOST ECONOMICAL MODE OF HARVESTING GRAIN.

Mr. Cunningham, of Sliields, recently read the follow-

ing paper at the Ayrshire Farmers' Club :—Tliis is a

subject which somewhat affects tlie general public, but is

specially interesting to the arable farmer, and all the more
so to us here iu the West, who have to contend with a

moist, precarious climate. The season of harvest varies some-

what in different years, according to the comparative back-

wardness or forwardness of spring and summer. Sometimes
it happens that the crops are matured and can be reaped in

regular succession, while sometimes the change is so rapid and

precipitate as to claim the most prompt and sweeping exer-

tions, and the season for any or all of tlie crops may either be

highly favourable to their being gathered iu fine condition or

so exceedingly adverse as to render tlie saving of them sur-

passingly dilficult. A farmer's cares, iu reference to harvest,

therefore, are many, and sometimes oppressive ; but of late

they have been wonderfully alleviated through the successful

operations of the reaping machine. INo invention in our day
h;is proved so beneficial to the agricultural world as this. I

look upon the time of their introduction as being rpiite provi-

dential. 1 mean the time when they became practically useful
;

for were wc still obliged to cut our grain exclusively by scythe
and sickle, there arc not half suificient hands in the laud to do
so iu the ajjiioiiitcd time for harvest. All honour, then, to the
rev. gentleman who is acknowledged as the inventor of tlie first

practical reaping machine. lie justly merits a rich reward
from agriculturists of every country. It liiis been said that
" when a man has cast the seed into prepared ground at the
proper season, he thenceforth leaves it to itself. He sleeps by
piglit and attends to other affairs by day ; often looking to it,

indeed, and ofteuer thinking of it, but never touching it till

harvest"

—

"The work is done, no more to man is given,
The prateful farmer trusts tlie rest to 'Heaven,
Yet oft, with anxious heart, lie looks around,
And marks the Urst green blade that breaks the ground."

This is so far true ; still man may and can do much, previous

to sowing, and also during the springing of the plants, tliat

will have an important bearing on the harvesting of the crops.

The land should he thoroughly dried before ploughing, and

should be ploughed dry ; much mischief is often done to land,

even dry land, by being wrought too wet. Then, I am afraid,

some heavy-land farmers have erred in laying their land too

flat, so as to be better adapted for reaping by machinery. The

best plot of wheat I had last season was on a piece of land not

too well drained, which was gathered up into ridges of 14 feet.

Doubtless it takes a little more time and trouble to reap it,

but better that than sacrifice part of the crop to aecommodafe

the machinery. We certainly ought to second tlie efforts of

makers by jiutting our land in the best possible state for reap-

ing, but there is httlc ditficulty in cutting over ridge and fur-

row with the small manual delivery machines, which are

mostly nsed in this country. Then, if the land is not maiiu-

rially rich through the droppings of sheep or cattle, a liberal

application of guanos or other substances would bring the crop

ten days earlier to cutting, which is something considerable in

this fickle climate of ours. Then, if the seed has been drilled

in (there is too little of that done in this country) the growth

of the plants may lie stimulated liy horse and hand hoeing.
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During the summer montlis, whilst tlie cereuls are progressing:

towards maturation, and the [ilouglimeu are not fully oceupicd
amongst the green erops, thatch should he prepared, ropes
made for the stacks, and, in fact, everything that can he should
he done beforehand, when wages are lower, and time is not so

valuable. Reaping machines should also be overhauled, and
put into the best possible order. We are very fortunate in

having local makers who spare neither time nor trouble in

turning out really useful machines with all the latest improve-
ments. I am a thorough free-trader, ready to acknowledge
and encourage every improvement in science or art from what-
ever quarter it comes ; still I think it of vast importance in tlio

case of reaping machines to have a good maker at no great

distance, where, in the event of breakages, repairs can he
executed efficiently with little loss of time. It is worthy of

observation here that I am afraid makers do not get justice at

our hands in the manner in which machines arc used while

working, but more especially the way they are kept afterwards.

While conversing with one of our makers lately on this topic,

he saul he had just been meditating addressing farmers tiirough

the Ai/r JJrerfiser on the careless manner in which they kept

tJieir machines wiien not at use. I cannot do better, gentle-

men, than read you a brief extract taken from an American
paper bearing on this point :

—

"mowers jv:vd reapers.
" The official report of the national trial of mowing and

reaping machines at Auburn, State of New York, contains the

following important directions :

—

" Durability of Maciiixes.—The report states that it

has been found, from examination, that the average duration

of Ufe of a mowing machine, as commonly used, is five years.

There is no doubt that this period might often be extended if

the owners would give them better care. It appears that a

sub-committee, on visiting farms after harvest, found several

machines with no otlier ]irotection than that afforded by the

lee side of a fence. One which had last cut on a marshy piece

of ground had indeed been placed under a shed, but portions

of the bog were still adhering to tlie points of the guards, and
the fingers and knives were covered with rust. In no case did

they find the journals and hearings carefully wiped, nor the

machine placed in the best situation for its preservation. The
committee think that carelessness in this respect is rather the

rule than the exception in New York and the Western States.

There is no question that this want of care is the most wasteful

course that the famrer could pursue, as a few minutes' labour

would prolong the durability of a costly machine, and greatly

lessen the force required to run it, by keeping it in order.

The work would also be done in a better manner, and the

waste of grain prevented. The report, in allusion to this

common carelessness, remarks—' It is unjust to the maker,

whose reputations suifers in consequence ; it is unjust to the

agricultural interest, l)ccause the rapid deterioration in the

value of the machine lessens the real economy in its use ; it is

unjust to the consumer, because everything that enhances the

production necessarily adds to the price of the product. We
therefore desire to avail ourselves of the circulation of this

report, to advise a reform in this respect. As soon as the last

work is done, the journals and bearings should he wiped, all

dust should be removed from the exterior, and the machine

should be placed under cover, in a level position, where no

part is subjected to strain. We are surprised thot such advice

should be needed ; hut as it clearly is, we can assure our readers

that they will profit greatly by taking heed to it."

The next point to be considered is when to commence reaping.

;My own opinion is, that, as a rule, we allow the crops to be

too far advanced before cutting. Last year I cut a few acres

of wheat in a greener state than usual (partly from having

nothing else quite ready, and partly from the fear of loss

through shedding, they being on the most exposed part of the

farm). After we had got the plot opened up, and fairly started,

I could not help thinking we were doing wrong, and wasting a

good crop ; so I took advantage of a good shower about mid-

afternoon to call a halt when there were -l- acres cut. J

thrashed this portion out of the stook, and was agreeably dis-

ajjpointed both with quantity and quality ; it weighed then

(52 lbs. per busliel. The greater portion of my wheat was cut

last year rawer than usual, from which cause I was a con-

siderable gainer in more ways than one. Perhaps som

^f you may have seen an interesting account of experiments

made by Mr. llannam, in Yorkshire, as to the proper

time to cut grain. He first cut a portion of wheat a month

before it was ripe ; he then cut a similar portion a fort-

night thereafter ; and a third portion when it had become,

ripe. The results shewed a gain of 'i per cent, in the portion

cut two weeks before being ripe over the ripe portion, and this

gain was all in the suporior quality of the grain—it being

thinner and clearer of the skin, while the ripe was thicker and

rougher, giving more bran and less Hour, In addition to this

benefit as regards the grain, Mr. Ilaunam alleged the following

additional advantages:— 1. Straw of a better quality; 2, a

better chance of securing the crop ; and 3, a saving in securing

it. I must say that I experienced all these advantages last

season in regard to my wheat crop. Having now fixed on the

time to commence reaping, and evcrytiiing being in readiness

for action, let us go to work (but it is worthy of observation

here, that personal superintendence of the master is essentially

requisite during harvest). The field is first opened up all

round with a scythe or sickle, so that we at once sec which is

the most suitable direction for the machine to go to do the

work best and speediest. We generally cut only one way, and

do the work with four bands of people—three in each band

—

two women to lift and strap the grain, and a man to bind and

set up. Where the straw is of sutficient length we do not make
straps, but simply bind with the one length. Care must be

taken to see that the stubble end is used in making the knot,

for, if the other, part of the grain would be stript off in the

operation. I find it more difficult to get machine-cut grain

set up to stand well than that cut with the sickle, the bottom

being square, so that when the tups of the sheaves arc brought

together they have but a very slight hold on the ground, and

are thus more easily toppled over by a passing breeze. I sup-

pose " hooding" would tend to keep the stooks better, but not

having practised that mode myself I wiU leave it to some one

else to speak of its properties. I also find that machine-cut

grain, especially oats, are worse to win or dry when once wet

than when cut by scythe or sickle, and all the more so if the

straw he short, so that it is of great importance to have the

sheaves made small and as little as possible cut damp. I also

found last season, when the crops were laid and twisted, great

benefit from having a man with a pole going along before the

machine, raising the heads of what was laid, and bending back

any stalks that were leaning the wrong way. Without this,

considerable loss would have been sustained from cutting the

heads olf what was lying in the wrong direction, and stoppages

from choking would have been unavoidable. The usual cost of

cutting with us is 4s. per imperial acre—that is, reckoning

the manual labour only. When everything is favourable, and

the crop mostly standing, we cut from 7 to 8 acres a day of

ten hours. Our land is mostly long, and we change horses

every quarter, so as to keep all doing a little and oppress

none. The next process is the getting of the grain stacked.

I do not know but we might with considerable advantage take

a leaf from the book of our brethren south of the Tweed on
this head. Doubtless it is a fine sight to see a large, neat,

well-filled stack-yard ; but I question very much whether it is

the best and most economical mode to collect all the grain

on the farm into one particular circumscribed place near (he

steading, and that place not the best adapted for having a free

circulation of air. In many parts of England the grain is

stacked on the field where it grew, or in some adjacent ground
where it is easily got at with the portable mill for thrashing.

By doing so, fewer hands would be required ; or tlie same
hands who are employed to carry it home to the barn-yard

would secure double the quantity in the field, which is often

of great consequence in fickle weather, and the grain would
come much sooner into condition for thrashing than when
crowded together in a close place, and yon get sooner quit

of any extra hands, thus lessening the expense. But you
may tell me that the work of taking home will have to be
done sometime. True ; but it may he done during a tack of
frosty weather, when there is little else to do for either men
or horses, while your roads will he in a better state of carting.

Had I taken time last season to cart my wheat crop liome

to the steading, it would have required three days longer

than it did to complete tlie operation, while the weather
broke a few hours after it was secured. The st.aeking in

the fields thus prevented a considerable loss from sprouting

and discoloration. I do not know that there is much else to

notice, unless this, that it i§ very essential to luivc a good
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supply of light wood at hauil, lo boss your slacks vvitli in the

eveut of the grain being in doubtful condition when carried.

I have no difficulty with wheat, but often considerable trouble

with the stacking of oats. The land in our district, being of

a weak sandy nature, is very liable to be overrun with couch-

grass ; and clean it as you may, when it is again broken up
and a crop of oats taken there is always more or less of that

pest to annoy you, so that we seldom now stack oats without

what we caU bossing, and it is rarely that anything goes
wrong when that is done. Our plan is this : The diameter
of stack being 12 feet, we erect a triangle of wood in the
centre, then lead a 6-iuch fire-clay pipe from the outside to

the centre of the triangle, and when the grain has reached
near the top of the wood, a sheaf of straw is set on end and
drawn up to the top of the stack, thus leaving a considerable

open space for the air to penetrate freely.

THE CENTRAL CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURE AND THE CATTLE PLAGUE.

A general meeting of the members of the Chambers of

Agriculture was held in the Athenseum at Bury St. Edmund's
on the Tuesday evening in the Show week. The meeting was
called for the purpose of urging the Legislature to enforce the

slaughtering, effectual separation, or quarantine, of aU im-

ported animals at tlie ports of landing ; as also for considering

what steps can be taken to obtain compensation for those

persons ^^ hose cattle were destroyed by order of inspectors

between Nov. 23, 1865, and February, 20, 1SG6.

Mr. Albert Pell, of Hazelbeach, Northampton, Chair-

man of the Central Chamber, presided, and the attendance in-

cluded representatives from Kent, Yorkshire, Leicestershire,

Staffordsliire, Warwickshire, Worcestershire, Suffolk, Norfolk,

Lincolnshire, Shropshire, Herefordshire, Middlesex, Esses,

and Hertfordshire.

The Chaikman said that, instead of making a speech, he

would lay before the meeting some materials which would be

useful to subsequent speakers. The members of the lloyal

Commission which sat on the subject of the Cattle Plague

were men of the first ability, and they had before them the

best evidence which a Royal Commission could command

;

and all that he himself asked, and aU that the gentlemen he-

fore him would require, was that the resolutions adopted by
them, and the measures which they tliought desirable and ad-

vantageous a year and a-half ago, shall be put in force by Par-

liament, instead of being left to the discretion of the Privy

Council or any other department of the State. The Chair-

man proceeded to quote from the Reports, and then called

npon
Mr. Clare Sewell Read, who moved the following re-

solution :
" That the Cattle Plague owes its introduction into

Great Britain from foreign sources, and that to guard against

its continuance or recurrence, all foreign animals imported for

slaughter should be killed at certain ports of landing in places

provided for their reception, sale, and slaughter, apart from
all other animals." He said that at the great meeting on the

subject of cattle plague, held at St. James's Hall, London, no
Member of Parliament was allowed to speak, and that was a

great success ; and such an impression was made by the meet-

ing on tjic House of Commons, that the measures which were
proposed for the suppression of the cattle plague were carried

by a majority of 80 against the Government of that day. He
had been told since he had been in this town that the present

meeting was surely unnecessary, for everyone knew the origin

of the cattle plague, and the Government would at once yield

to the just demands of the cattle-owners if they were placed

before them. He was sure there could not be a greater mis-

take. When he went to school he learnt in the catechism

that it was the duty of the Government to govern the people
;

but we learned in these days that it was the duty of the people

to govern the Government. The Government would yield to

pressure, and to pressure only. He said this advisedly, and
he did not apply the remark to one Cabinet or Privy Council
more than another. The last Privy CouncU were very much
blamed for the course they pursued ; but we must remember
how ignorant they were of the difficulties they had to contend
with. The present Government and Privy Council, with all

the popular feeling they had to back them, were very repre-

hensible in not giving the farmers their assistance in this

matter. They seemed to treat the cattle plague in tlie worst
possible manner, stopping certain markets and opening others

which were most dangerous. The absence of cattle from the
present Agricultural Show was a result of their action. The
Government seemed on tliis subject to do anything and every-
thing but what they ought to do. They were like a uervous

man with the toothache, who tried all sorts of dodges and

remedies to ease his pain, and thus injured liis health, when
he knew that the only effectual remedy was to have his tooth

out. The Government had imposed upon English farmers all

sorts of fetters and restrictions and inconveniences with regard

to native stock ; but they had not got rid of the cattle plague,

because there were no effective restrictions put upon the im-

portation of foreign animals. Within the last two mouths
the disease had occurred in London through imported stock.

At the present time the Metropolitan Cattle Market was a

great trap, into which our English cattle got, and from which
they could not get out. This caused loss to the grazier and
the consumer, and the only person who was benefited was the

butcher. It might be asked where the opposition to the just

demands of the English o^Tiers springs from? His answer
was that it came aLniost entirely from a few who had the

monopoly of the foreign trade. He believed they were mem-
bers of the Israelitish persuasion and the Cerporatiou of Lon-
don (laughter). The only proper course was to have a river-

side market for the sale, slaughter, and lairage of imported

animals. It was not advisable to kill them immediately on
their arrival before they had recovered from their sea-sickness

and the injuries received on the voyage. The English pro-

ducers were not seeking for " protection." They were content

to be free-traders ; but while they were subjected to the com-
petition of every country under heaven which liked to send

them cattle, they protested against being also subjected to the

importation of every foreign disease.

Mr. John Clayden seconded the resolution, and in doing

so urged the absolute necessity of the isolation of imported

cattle from English stock for the extermination of the cattle

plague. It was unfair to allow foreign animals to mix with
the English herds and decimate them. The loss to the gra-

zier was comparatively small, but to the breeder the loss was
inestimable. The slaughter of foreign fat animals at the

landing-place would be a great gain to the consumer, and it

would save the animals from exposure in the open market
either to a scorching sun or the freezing cold. If the scheme
urged in the resolution were once establislied the English

herds would be free. British farmers were fairly entitled to

receive from the Government those provisions which had been

recommended by the Royal Commissioners.

Mr. HiTcucocK agreed with the killing of fat cattle at the

port of disembarcation, and the making of others perform

quarantine. He had viitnessed the sort of inspection wliich

imported animals underwent at Harwich. A curious kind of

farrier went on board the boat, and examined the animals by

the light of a candle lantern. Was that the sort of inspection

to satisfy the English cattle owner ? He hoped that if a

quarantine were establislied it would be for a sufficiently long

period.

The resolution was carried unanimously.
Mr. Coreance, M.P., moved the next resolution, which

was—" That foreign store animals should be imported only at

ports or parts of ports appropriated to their reception, apart

from all other animals, and should not be removed thence except

after sufficient quarantine." He said he confessed that he was

not surprised at the tone in which this subject was discussed. He
regretted that it could be said with truth that neither by the

Government nor by Parliament had the subject of the cattle

plague been fairly met. On the 23rd of August, 18(>5, the

order of the Privy Council came out, making the slaughter of

animals compulsory, and no compensation was given. He
believed that that order was illegal and unjust (applause). He
looked back with some satisfaction to the fact that he was the
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first person in tlie county, and he believed in the kingdom, who
pointed out the monstrosity of that order for the slaughter of

the property of private i)ersons for the public good without
compensation. On the 23rd of November of the same year

there came out an order revoking tlio former one, and making
the slaughter of the animals permissive, instead of compul-
sory. There were few persons who knew the reason for that

order ; but from inquiries which he had made lie believed tliat

the second order was made because the Government had dis-

covered from their own law officer that the first order was un-

just and illegal. Adequate means were not taken to make the

second order known, and inspectors continued to go, under
the orders of the magistrates, into the cattle yards, and
.slaughter tlie cattle as under the first order, without any know-
ledge of the second order having been made, and the owners
of the animals submitted as before, they being equally igno-

rant of the altered state of the law. This continued until

February, but when in that month the Cattle Plague Act was
passed by Parliament it did not include compensation for cattle

slaughtered between November 23rd, 1865, and February,

1SG6. A Bill was now going through the House of Com-
mons, the 26th clause of which related to the importation of

cattle. The clause provided that the Privy Council might
from time to time regulate the importation into Great Britain

of foreign animals as regarded the ports or parts of ports at

which they should be disembarked, ,and the slaughter or re-

moval of the animals. This clause, as it stood, was unsatis-

factory, because the power was left at the discretion of tha

Privy CouncU, and tlie regulations would be open to continual

•alterations. It was obvious that if there w^ere to be certain

fixed ports for the landing and quarantine or slaughter of

cattle, there must be suitable provision made for isolation and
slaughter. Sheds would have to be erected for the purpose

;

and it was quite clear that persons would not erect the neces-

sary buildings for the accommodation required merely on the

guarantee contained in an order of the Privy Council, which
might be revoked at any moment (Hear, hear). He would
therefore recommend the adoption by the meeting of the re-

solution he had proposed.

Mr. Maspex, in seconding the resolution, said that the ar-

rangement it contained was a right one. The restrictions on
the English trade were a most grievous nuisance, and they

were the result of the importation of foreign cattle into this

country. Notliing would entirely eradicate the cattle disease

from this country but the establishment, by Parliamentary

enactment, of such a proposal coutaLued in the resolution.

The motion was unanimously adopted.

Mr. Hawley moved :
" That this meeting approves of the

amendment proposed by Mr. Ayrton,inthe Contagious Disease

Animals Bill, to the effect, that the slaughter of all foreign

animals at the port of landing shall be made imperative, and
shall not be left to the discretion of the Privy Council, as weD
as Mr. Ayrton's proposed new clause for establishing a river-

side market for the convenience of the metropolitan cattle

trade." The amendment of Mr. Ayrton referred to in the

resolution was as follows :
" That the Metropolitan Board of

Works shall be required with all possible dispatch, after the

passing of this x\.ct, to provide within the metropolitan dis-

trict a riverside market, with proper lair slaughter-houses and
other appliances, and that all animals, except as hereinafter

provided, imported from places out of the limits of the United

Kingdom, except from the Channel Islands, shall be taken

forthwith to the said market and slaughtered there. Provided

always that, untU the completion of the said market, slaughter-

houses and other appliances, the Privy Council may from time

to time, by order, license places for the slaughter of such ani-

mals in the district adjoining the said market. Provided also

that the Privy Council may, by order, in all cases in which

said animals are not intended for immediate slaughter, permit

the same, after having been submitted to a (luarantine of such

period as may be specified in the order, to be moved from the

said quarantine grounds." He felt that in adopting the reso-

lution the meeting would only be asking for themselves as

Englishmen what was accorded to others. At present when
they became possessed with animals they had to keep them 28

days, and hence there would be no unfairness in placing a

similar restriction on the importer of foreign stock. It was

certain tliat unless a quarantine was made a statutory enact-

ment it would not be taken any notice of. The resolution did

not ask for anything which would tend to raise the price of

meat. The English owners were only desirous to protect their

own stock from getting diseased by foreign cattle being sent

to the markets throughout this country, iUmost direct from dis-

eased places on the Continent. The demand was a just one,

which the Government ought to concede.

Mr. Wilson, from Leicestershire, seconded the resolution.

He said that he did so because he did not like anything per-

missive. A large amount of compensation would be lost

through the permissive order in force before February, 186G.

The resolution was carried.

Mr. Greene, M.P. for Bury, briefly moved :
" That copies

of the foregoing resolutions be sent to the metropolitan and
county members, witli a request that they will support the

same." He said he believed that the meeting had only to

make its voice heard in the House of Commons in order to

secure a response, and that if the House were divided on the

subject which had occupied attention that evening, the cattle

owners of England would get what they desired.

Mr. G. Smytuies, Herefordshire, seconded the resolution.

He said he believed they could only get what was wanted by
means of pressure on the Government, and the best way to

secure that was to show that it was the unanimous opinion of

the English farmers that the measures now advocated were de-

sirable. There was no chance of a consumer suffering any
damage by the fat stock being killed where they were disem-

barked, for it was well known that a large portion of the meat
sold in the metropolis arrived there in a dead state. With
regard to store animals, the guarantee afforded by a sufficient

quarantine would be most acceptable to purchasers.

The motion was unanimously agreed to.

The Chairman said that he and the Vicc-Chairman had
been asked to allow a resolution to be submitted on the sub-

ject of the compensation of ovraers for the slaughter of cattle

during the period when the order of Privy Council was not

provided for by legislation.

Mr. Moore then moved and briefly supported the following

resolution on that subject r

—" That the Central Cliamber

of Agriculture warmly sympathizes with those persons whoso
cattle were killed by order of inspectors between Nov. 23,

1865, and the passing of the Cattle Plague Act in Feb. 1866,

and fiom whom compensation is withheld ; and this Chamber
hereby respectfully invites Mr. Clare Sewell Read to take the

earliest opportunity to urge the claim of these sufferers upon
the attention of Parliament."

Mr. Herman Biddell seconded the motion. He said that

if the sufferers could convince the Magistrates that they were
exceeding the limits of their authority in ordering the slaughter

of cattle during'the'period named,in the resolution, the magis-
trates would soon find out the way in which compensation

could be obtained.

The Cii.URMAN asked Mr. Bead whether he would accept

the position to which the resolution invited him.

Mr. C. S. Bead said that he had no idea that he should

be called upon to fulfil such nn extremely arduous task as

that involved in the motion before the meeting. Why
should not their own member Mr. Corrance be asked to

perform it ?

Mr. Everett said, the resolution would emanate from the

Central Chamber which had no representative in the House
of Commons.

Mr. Read said it had a representative in Mr. Moore, He
(Mr. Read) should be very sorry to shirk any duty, but until

he was better informed on this subject he could not comply
with the invitation. The only thing which the persons con-

cerned had to do, was to ventilate the question during the

recess, and then appeal to the justice of Parliament in the next

session.

j\Ir. Corrance said that as he had been directly appealed
to by his friend Mr. Read he felt that he must offer a .reply.

There was no doubt hardslup in the case, but it arose from a
want of knowledge of the order of the Privy Council, and a

grievance could not be founded upon that. In addition to that,

the matter of compensation was fairly discussed before Parlia-

ment, but no action was taken as to the cases referred to by
the resolution. Nothing was included in the estimates for
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compeusatiou in sucli cases, and an interval of two years had

almost elapsed from tlie time the illegal acts Mere committed.

As a county representative he would undertake whatever duty

his constituents pleased to impose, but he did not wish to he

hereafter recognized as au impracticable man. He must leave

it to the discretion of the meeting to say whether he was to

perform the duty required in the resolution before them.
The motion was negatived.

A vote of thanks was then accorded to the^ chairman, and
the proceedings closed.

ON ARTIFICIAL MANURE.
Although artilicial manures are now extensively used by

the agriculturists of this kingdom, there is still abundant room
for their more extended application ; there being probably no

mode of investing capital on the culture of the laud,

that gives a speedier or more certain return than that which
is devoted to the purchase of the various tertilizers at present

imported or manufactured in this country.

AVhen used judiciously and regularly for a numher of years,

the poorest laud becomes enriched, and the crops heavier each

succeeding season. This permanent improvement does not, of

course, take place through the direct agency of the artifical

manure, but indirectly, inasmuch as it greatly increases the

bulk of the crop to which it has been applied, and with more
food and more litter the farmer has the opportunity of increasing

his supply of farm-yard manure to an almost unlimited ex-

tent.

Ilovi-ever rich land may be naturally, or however rich it may
have become through good management, a dressing of artificial

manure will always be productive of beneficial results, as it

starts the crop at once into active growth, and thereby mate-

rially shortens that period of its existence during which it

suffers from the attacks of insect enemies. Even with those

crops which do not usually suffer from such attacks, it is of

great consequence that the plants should have food placed

within their reach which they are capable of assimilating the

moment rootlets have been formed, as they thus obtain a good
start; and not being" permitted to languish, which uuder less

favourable circumstances they are apt to do for a short period

until strong enough to catch the manure, a good crop may
nearly always be reckoned on.

Their use in conjunction with farm-yard manure makes the

farmer in a great measure independent of the season, as unless

it is au unusually cold and backward one he can easily make
np for lost time in getting in his crop by giving a more liberal

dressing than he otherwise would, had the season been more
propitious and the seeds got in at the proper time..

All crops are benefited to a greater or less extent by arti-

ficial manure, and when it has been apphed at the time of

sowing tlie seed the young plants show its beneficial effects as

soon as they come over-ground. What a difference there is

between a field of turnips which has got nothing but manure
from the yards, and one which has perhaps got scarcely such a

liberal dressing, but has got a few hundred-weights of artificial

manure in addition ! While the one, particularly during such

a season as the present, is struggling for existence, the other

pushes rapidly a-head, and very soon gets into the rough leaf,

when it is to a great extent out of danger either from the in-

fluence of a protracted drought or the attacks of the fly. It

is most vexatious to have to watch and wait for weeks before

the slightest attempt can be made at thinning the crop, when
it is well known to the owner that every day's delay lessens

his chance of a full crop, first by stunting the plants, and
secondly by shortening the period of growth. On the other

hand, it is a real pleasure to watch the progress

made by plants when quickened by a little artificial manure.
The intense green of the leaf is the first indication of healthy

and vigorous growth, and forms a distinguished and marked
feature in all crops so treated. In the case of the turnip,

quick growth in the early stage is most essential, as the plant

is thereby carried out of the reach of the fly ; and so im-
portant is this, that if it were the only benefit to be derived

from their use, it would l)e well worth while to use them.
Give the plant a good start, bring it to the hoe with a broad
and healthy leaf, and the most trying and dangerous period of

its existence has been successfully surmounted.
A manure which possesses a considerable amount of am-

monia in addition to the phosphates is eminently suitable for

growing a lieavy and healthy crop of turnips ; and this com-

bination of properties can be had in the exact proportions

which science and practice have demonstrated as most suitable,

under the name of Phospho-guano.
A great many farmers now use Peruvian guano and super-

phosphate mixed together in the proportions of one-third

guano and two-thirds superphosphate, -which make a capital

turnip manure, costing about £10 a-ton. Pour cwt. of tliis

mixture to the statute acre, in addition to a dressing of farm-

yard manure of from twenty to tweuty-five tons, grows an ex-

cellent crop, of first-rate keeping quality, if the soil is a

healthy one for the turnip. This is a consideration not to be

overlooked, as, on the most favourable soils, this plant will not

bear to be forced beyond a certain extent, becoming spongy,

and many of them decaying long before the lifting season has

arrived. On land not favourable for the growth of sound
turnips, artificial manure must he used with great caution, its

application being generally more with the view of hastening

beyond the reach of the fly and the influence of dry weather,

than adding materially to the bulk of the crop.

To test the merits of the phospho-guano sold as such, and
the mixture of Peruviau guano and superphosphate, which
may be styled a phospho-guano also, although a home-made
one, we tried the two auxiliary manures in a field of seven

acres, about twenty-five tons of dung being used to each acre

in addition. The amount of each in money-value was the

same, viz., forty shillings; and the season (1863) being an

exceedingly favourable one for turnips, the plants came up
beautifully, and did not experience the slightest check during

the entire period of their growth. The bulbs were finely

shaped, and, in both lots, very equal in size and weight.

Several portions of each piece were carefully measured, and

the crop weighed, after bein g topped and tailed, and every

particle of earth removed. The result was as follows : phospho-

guano, 37 tous ; home-made do., 34 tons to the statute acre.

The difference was slight, but still it deserves to be noted, more
especially as the experiment was instituted with the full ex-

pectation of showing the superiority of the home-made. These
turnips kept remarkably well, having been pitted on the field,

with no covering but earth, and were not used until the mouth
of April.

It is a simple matter to find out the exact benefit a crop of

turnips has derived from the application of artificial manure
;

and every farmer ought to experiment with the different

varieties, until he has ascertained which is the most suitable

for the soil he cultivates and returns him most money.
Half-an-acre with nothing but dung, and an equal amount

with guano, phospho-guano, and super-phosphate, is amply
sufficient for experiment ; and when the different manures are

used with au equal money value, and the produce carefully

weighed, noted, and compared, the result forms in the mind of

the farmer a more convincing argument for or against any par-

ticular manure, than any published experiment could possibly

have the power of doing. The extra weight of roots secured

by the aid of the artificials is seen at a glance, and the cost of

each extra ton of turnips so grown can be calculated to almost

a single penny, the labour of screening, breaking, and spread-

ing being so little as to be scarcely worth calculating. The
most suitable and best-paying manure for a particular soil

being thus found by the most truthful and certain of all pro-

cesses, practical experiment, it remains with the farmer still

furtiier to find out the largest amount of artificials the soil will

bear, and whilst yielding an increased weight of crop, con-

tinue to produce roots of sound keeping qualil)', and the

valuable nutritive properties unimpaired.

This can also very easily be done, and a pretty certain con-

clusion arrived at in the course of even one season. To do

this correctly, two different fields are requisite": one manured

with the usual quantity of solid dung, assisted by the portable
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manure ; the other with the LUter alone. Orif a separate

field is not avaihible, a small portion of tlie otlu'r'can bo set,

aside for this purpose. A certain number of drills being

counted off, and the number of perches in each lot ascertained,

three c« ts. to the statute acre may be used for the first portion,

less being scarcely worth losing time with, especially if the

manure experimented with is pure sujierphosphate, or even the

mixture of guano and superphosphate already described. To
each succeeding lot of drills one cwt. to the acre can be added,

until it amounts to eight or nine cwts. for the one experiment
and from twelve to tliirteen on the other. It is not evei^ soil

that will perniit the turuip to be pushed thus far ; hut still tliere

are plenty that will carry a sound crop with such a dressing,

and well repay the outlay. During the most unfavourable

season for turnips, one cwt. of superphosphate, or its e(iuivalent

in money-value of Peruvian guano, or any other of the ap-

proved fertilizers used for green ctoj)s, will cause an increase

ot one ton of roots, which is therefore produced at an expense
of about seven shillings. Although we take this as the

minimum increase, it stiU well repays the farmer for his extra

trouble and outlay, as a ton of turnips is worth never less than
that amount when used in sheep and cattle feeding ; and when
sold otf the farm, three and often four times that—with this

disadvantage, however, that in the latter case nothing is re-

turned to the soil. Pastures that have for a long time been
earrjing dairy-cattle, liorses, and young stock, can stand a

large dressing of phospliatic manure, when broken up and put

under a system of alternate husbandry, and give a rich return

for the same. The green crop does not exhaust the benefit

derived from the liberal application of phosphates, the suc-

ceeding white crop being largely improved, both in corn and
straw ; so that a double advantage is gained, and both im-

portant ones in a pecuniary point of view.

Before leaving this part of our subject, we may notice a

point of great importance in the feeding properties of the

turnip, and to which sufficient attention is not paid by feeders

of cattle. Some lands produce turnips of greater specific gra-

vity than others, and consequently of greater feeding property
;

a given weight of the one containing a larger amount of nu-

tritive matter than the same weight of the other, the differ-

ence being considerably more than is generally believed. As
with land ia its natural state, so with manures, the specific

gravity of the turnip varying considerably according to the

manure that has been used in growing it.

Farm-yard dung grows the soundest crop, half dung and
half artificial next ; and when the crop is altogether grown
with portable manure, the nutritive properties of the roots de-

clines considerably. This feature in the character and nature

of the turnip ought never to be forgotten or lost sight of by

the feeder, and the difference made up to the animals by an

extra quantity of cake or corn. If this is neglected, both cat-

tle and sheep take a much longer time in getting ripe for the

butcher than they otherwise would, and a certain amount of

loss is the unavoidable result.

The mangold is a rare feeder, and differs from tlie turnip in

this most essential point, that it stands any amount of forcing.

Experiments Carried out in the same way as already described

for the turnip crop fully confirms this, and lead to the con-

clusion that there is but little danger of any one, however de-

voted to high farming, over-dosing his mangold crop with

manure.
We have in our own experience seen this exemplified both

ways; viz., first, the crop deteriorated by a good many tons per

acre, when moderate treatmeut was substituted for what had

previously been extremely liberal, and this on land of the best

quality, reclaimed from the sea, the permanent resources of

which were of the highest order. The second and most impor-

tant instance that came under our notice, illustrative of this sub-

ject, was on thinnish soil, resting on a poor and hungry limestone

gravel, capable of great improvement when liberally treated,

but relapsing almost into absolute sterility if for any time ne-

glected. With ordinary management the bulbs averaged from

four to seven pounds weight, and the crop from twenty-eight

to thirty-five tons to the statute acre when the season was

favourable. Many farmers would think this a very excellent

crop, and so it undoubtedly was ; but with a change in the

system of management, the mangold crop was nearly doubled

on the average of years, and ia an exceptionably lavourable

year for their growth more thau doubled, The chief points ia

th§ ehange \v-ere—first, the use of large quantities of oilcake

and crushed corn in feeding cattle, thereby enriching the ma-
nure to ;ui extent previously uukuovn, when turnips were the
principal portion of the food, and the consumption of cake and
cum but trifling ; second, discarding tlie plough altogether
in the spring working of the land, and substituting the
giubber, worked by four powerful horses—a change which, we
believe, exerts a great influence for good, not only on the
crop, for wliich it is the immediate preparation, but also

on succeeding ones. The tliird and last important change,
and the one, too, more immediately connected with our sub-
ject was a great increase in the quantity of portable manure
per acre. After the drills are almost filled with dung, from
10 to 12 cwt. of superphosphate, or its equivalent in value,

are sprinkled on the top of it, the diills closed, and the seed
sown. On coming to the hoe, the plants are thinned out to
the distance of from IGiu. to 20in., and even at that distance
apart tliey speedily cover the ground. The result of such
liberal treatment when autumn arrives is bulbs of immense
size, many of them weighing over I41bs., and the crop, as pre-
viously stated, running frequently up to GO tons to the acre.

Sixty tons of roots is an immense crop, and where 10 or 13
acres are grown creates great wealth of feeding, and an im-
mense amount of manure is returned to the soil from their

consumption. It is exceedingly difficult to conceive of any
jjlace not paying where such crops are grown, as a field libe-

rally treated for green crop shows its gratitude through every
crop in rotation. Again, liberal treatment in one department
of the farm leads quite naturally to liberality in all ; and, iu
farming, generous treatment iu feeding the animals and nourish-
ing the laud is a sure and certain road to success. If success

does not follow, the management must be otherwise defective.

The application of artificial manure to the cereals is produc-
tive of excellent results, and the profit accruing from their use
is sooner secured and easier calculated than when applied to
green crops. On light land, where there is no great danger of
the straw being too heavy, and so sustaining inj ury from get-

ting laid, no grain crops should be put iu without a dressing

of portable manure, greater or less according to the inanurial

condition of the soil. Whilst aU the grain crops well repay
the expense incurred by a considerable increase of both straw
and grain, wheat is probably the most grateful of all, and
gives the most overflowing return. The influence of the top-
dressing shows plainly at every stage of growth. Lumediately
on coming over ground the blade is stronger and the colour
richer—two points of excellence whicli it maintains up to the
period when the changing colour, which betokens approaching
harvest, destroys all such distinction. The crop litters stronger
and more abundantly, thereby increasing the strength and
quality of the straw ; the corn is sooner in ear, and the harvest
is hastened by several days—sometimes even a week—which
in this variable climate is a most important consideration, the
risk of injury being much lessened. IVFanures containing a
large amount of ammonia are very suitable for dressing wheat

;

and on this account Peruvian guano answers extremely well.

Special manures are manufactured for this purpose, most of
them containing a considerable per-centage of guano ; but a
very excellent dressing can be made by the farmer himself, by
mixing superphosphate and guano iri the proportions of two
of the guano to one of the superphosphate—the mixture cost-

ing about £11 a ton. Three cwt. to the statute acre will, in
most cases, prove sufficient, as if too much is put on there is

some danger of inducing too great a growth of straw, which,
particularly in a wet season, renders the application useless,

and the money to a great extent thrown away.
If anything over three cwt. is intended to be given, it is a

good plan to divide the dressing, giving half when the seed
is sown, and the other half about the end of March or begin-
ning of April, according to the character of the season and
the prevalence or otherwise of moist weather.
When the plant gets a good start it seldom fails to maintain

a vigorous growth on up to harvest ; but it is a good plan to
keep a portion of the top-dressing in reserve for spring use, as
at that period a little fresh manure with a stroke of the light
harrows, the whole finished off with the roller, tends greatly to
reinvigorate the young plants, and materially assists the
tillering. In this case, as well as in that of the turnip and
mangold crops, every farmer should experiment for himself,

by leaving a land in several portions of the field without
dressing, and afterwards carefully comparing the diiference iu

a,m9upt of pro(JuQe, with equal portions of that wbich Hr^
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been dressed. After this has been done for a few years in

succession, there is little farther occasion for taking this

trouble, as the results will by that time have been so successful

as to have convinced the most scrupulous.

Altliough artificial manures are valuable aids in growing

heavy crops in conjunction with farm-yard manure, it is not in

this respect alone that they are so ; as on fresh land excellent

crops are grov\Ti with portable fertilizers alone. Light land

is peculiarly well adapted for this purpose ; and the crop being

afterwards eaten off with sheep, the soil is not only enriched

by the droppings of the sheep, but improved in firmness and

body, and rendered much more suitable for the growth of the

succeeding white crop.

It is not alone to the upland or hill-farmer that this is a

boon, the lowland-farmer being also greatly benefited ; inas-

much as, if an extensive farmer, all the fields at a distance

from the homestead can be manured in this way at a great

saving of time and money. Every portion of the farm can

thus be kept under a systematic rotation, and no portion of

the green-crop break need be put out of hands without being

highly manured.
The leading fertilizers are guano, phospho-guano, super-

phosphate, and ground bones. Peruvian guano possessing a

large amount of ammonia induces a quick growth, and is con-

sidered by many practical men to be the cheapest manure

available to the British farmer at the present day. Allhough

this opinion is held by a large number, still there are plenty of

others who are rather sceptical on this point, and prefer the

nitrophosphate or blood manure for wheat, and ground bones,

pure superphosphate, or a mixture of it and guano, for turnips,

in preference to guano itself. In holding to this opinion, and

acting upon it, they are guided and sustained by the demon-

strations of science, as the analysis of all the leading manu-

factured manures show a considerably higher value than the

price charged to the farmer.

The most of these manures are guided in price by the re-

lative proportions of ammonia and phosphates they contain in

comparison with Peruvian guano ; it is therefore, we may say,

the standard of comparison. Supposing the price of ammonia

by this standard to be £56 a ton and phospliate £38, the

analysis of phospho-guano, which is sold at say £11 10s. a

ton will show a value to the farmer of probably 30s. or -iOs.

more. Superphosphate, whicti is now sold for £7 net cash,

almost invariably shows the comparative value to be at least

30s. more than the price charged by the manufacturer. This

fact has given a great impetus to the sale of these manures
;

and by many of the most celebrated houses now in

this trade much difficulty is frequently experienced in

fulfilling their orders in time to catch the season. "Wlien

guano is used alone it is necessary to mis it with some

weightier substance, so tliat it may not be blown away when

being sown upon the drill. Even a mixture of superphosphate

and guano, although not quite so liable to be carried off by the

wind, is all the better for having $ome weightier substance

mixed with it. Some recommend salt for this purpose, and
use it ; but salt being a very dangerous ingredient when placed

too near any kind of small seeds, often causing a very unequal
hit in carrots, mangolds, and turnips, something else should
be chosen instead.

Of all the substances used for mixing with guano, the best is

pure vegetable mould broken fine, and passed through a screen

previous to being mixed. If very damp when dug out of the

heap, a few hours' exposure to the sun will bring it to the re-

quired state of dryness. This mould not only incorporates

satisfactorily with the manure, absorbing the fine particles,

and enabling it to be spread on the drills, whatever the

state of the wind, vrithout the slightest loss, but it is an
excellent topdressiug itself, and if used in any percep-

tible quantity to the acre, assists the crop most mate-
rially. The ashes of weeds that have been burnt make
also an excellent material for mixing with portable ma-
nures, the earth that is unavoidably mixed with them helping

to swell the bulk, and forming in itself no mean fertilizer.

The presence of weeds, or roots of weeds, in such quantity as

to be convertible into a useful manure, argues such slovenly

and indifferent farming, that it may, however, be supposed tew
people in these days of improved husbandry are in a position

to avail themselves of its aid, however valuable it may be.

There is one point in the use of artificial manures which we
cannot close this paper without noticing, and that is the danger
of trusting too much to their efficacy, and raising crops liy

their aid alone, which are to be cleared off the field in which
they grew, and perhaps off the farm altogether. This is a
fruitfiil source of injury, and if continued for a few years en-

tails heavy loss, and often absolute ruin on him who thus

grossly transgresses the laws of good husbandry. It can be

done for a few years, more or less, according to the manurial

condition of the soil, and with some show of success and ap-

pearance of prosperity ; but by-and-bye the permanent re-

sources of the soil become impaired, and it no longer responds

to the action of stimulants ; the crops become worthless, and
the farmer is ruined. This is the dark side of the picture,

but true nevertheless, every succeeding year giving ample
evidence that Nature will not permit her laws to be transgressed

with impunity. On the other hand, when artificial manures
are used with judgment, prosperity seldom fails to crown the

labours of the husbandman ; his crops are invariably good,

and his home the abode of comfort and even elegance.

The most prosperous farmers in every district are tliose wiio

use most manure ; and as the most prosperous men are gene-

rally the most clever and far-seeing, the valuable aid which
science disclosed to them in the shape of modern fertilizers

was quickly taken advantage of, and used with immense success

in enriching and permanently improving the land, increasing

the weight of crops year after year, and enabling the farmer

to live in a style which without such aid could neither be

thought of nor attempted. J. S.

AGRICULTURE IN AUSTRIA AND DENMARK.

The exhibitions of the Imperial Agricultural Society of

Austria, and of the Royal Danish Agricultural Society, held

respectively at Vienna and Aarhuus during the summer of last

year, have been reported upon by Professor Wilson in a small

blue hook, which lias just been published, and will doubtless

be read with considerable interest by the agriculturists of this

country. The writer has not only given a minute and faithful

account of both exhibitions, but he has also collected a mass
of valuable information in reference to the leading physical

and economic features of the two countries in which they were
held. A few extracts from the two reports may not be out of

place.

The Vienna exhibition appears to have been upon a far

more comprehensive scale than that which we are accustomed
to in this country. It comprised not only machinery, live

stock of all sorts, including fish and agricultural and forest

products, but also specimens of industries based upon them.
The groups were arranged under nine different heads, viz.,

machines and implements used for field or forest cultivation
;

agricultural products and industries; products of forest-

management ; beverages, and fruit-tree cultivation ; illustrative

collections of agricultural construction aud engineering, and

of materials and appliances for agricultural teaching ; speci-

mens of the manufactures required for household purposes

;

farm stock, uicluding horses, cattle, sheep, swine, and fowls
;

fish and fish-breeding appliances, and dogs.

The machinery department was well illustrated, and com-
prised the manufactures of other countries besides Austria.

We are told that " the demand for first-class agricultural

machinery and implements has been for several years past

largely supplied by England, and the trade has been so en-

couraging as to induce some of our leading houses to establish

themselves regularly in Austria." The writer adds that much
dis.appointment was caused Ijy tlie fact that there were no

trials of the machines exhibited, as is always the case in this

country ; but, notwithstanding this omission, several of our
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English exhibitors carried off prizes. The as:ricuUural and
forest products and industries were also well represented. Be-
sides the grain, potato, and turnip crops, the vine is largely

cultivated iu Austria, the average annual produce being

40,000,000 eiraers (an eimer is 13.76 gallons) of wine.

Tobacco is also extensivclv cultivated, the annual produce
being 1,000,000 centners (r^3,000,0001b. English). The wood-
lands form more than one-fourtli of the entire productive area

of the country, and yield 30,000,000 Vienna fathoms. Besides

the timber, the forests produce annually about 500,000 centners

of gall nuts, 4,000,000 centners of tanning bark, 250,000
centners of resin and turpentine, and 100,000 centners of crude

potash. In addition to these inanimate productions the wild

game produce forms an item of considerable importance. The
average quantities returned annually amount to 50,000,000 of

hares, 50,000,000 of winged game, 5,000,000 of water-fowl,

60,000 roe-deer, 3,000 stags, and 10,000 wild hogs, giving a

dead-weight return of about 1,GOO,000 centners, and having a

money-value of about 50,000,000 florins.

Numerous specimens of the beverages and fruit-tree culti-

vation of Austria were exhibited.

In reference to the illustrative collections of agricultural

construction and engineering, and of means and appliances for

agricultural teaching, the \\Titer says :

—

" If there be one point connected with agriculture which,

more than another, excites the surprise of the intelligent

traveller, wliether he be one of our own countrymen visiting

the Continent, or one coming from the Continent to visit us,

it must be the great ditfereuce in the value placed upon agri-

cultural education, and the public estimation in which it is

held in the country he came from and in that which he is

visiting. In Austria neither the State nor the public can be

charged with indifference to this important claim. Throughout
the empire special institutions exist for agricultural education,

carefully adapted to the several grades of students, and also to

the different branches of rural economy. These are supported

chielly by liberal subsidies from the State—by the provinces

or districts in which they are located—and (to a small extent)

by private means. Publications bearing upon farming matters

have been promoted and supported by the Land-tags of the

several provinces; and premiums have been offered by the

State for treatises and text-books suited to the requirements of

the respective subjects. Agricultural societies were intro-

duced into Austria by the Empress Maria Theresa in 1763
;

and the first regular society M'as established in Carinthia in

the foUowiug year. There are at the present time in the dif-

ferent provinces of the empire 119 agricultural secieties and
unions, with about 80,000 regular members. Of these 53 are

specially devoted to liusbandry, 10 to forestry, 21 to garden,

fruit, aud vine culture, 10 to horse and cattle breeding and
management, 15 to silkworm breeding and management, 6 to

bees, and 5 to fish cultivation. There are at the present time

50 regular agricultural periodicals published, either monthly
or weekly ; about one-half of which are in German, and the

other half in the national language of the province in which
they are carried on."

Among the articles required for household purposes coal

seems to have been the most prominent item. Of farm stock

there was a large show, and Professor Wilson prefaces the in-

formation he furnishes on this subject with statistics which

show that at the beginning of 1865 the number of the several

descriptions of stock, exclusive of Venetia, were

:

Horses (of aU sorts) 3,389,876

Mules and asses 77,661
Cattle (of all sorts) 13,660,348

•Sheep do. 16,573,459

Swine do. 7,914,485

Goats do 1,458,591

The value of the stock thus enumerated is estimated at

1,000,000,000 florins, or £100,000,000, Their annual produce

is computed to average

—

Cows' milk 100,600,000 Elmers.

Goats' milk 9,013,000

Butter 2,410,386 Centiners.

Cheese 1,387,980 „
Wool 491,566 „

Of the horses shown we are told that the various classes

formed a good representative collection of the horseflesh of

the empire. The writer adds

;

" There do not appear to be any very distinct native breeds

in Austria ; the character and value of the horses exhibited

being maiuly derived from the foreign blood with which they

had been crossed, the most prominent being that from our own
country. Some of the agricultural horses greatly resembled

our Suffolks, both iu shape, size, and colour; with, however,

better feet."

The cattle classes were generally well represented. The
jirincipal breeds were those of Bohemia, Styria, Salzburg, the

Tyrol, Carinthia, Moravia, and Hungary. Of the latter it is

stated

:

" The oxen are esteemed everywhere for their hardiness and
working qualities ; they are quick walkers, and equal to heavy
draught. They are generally worked up to nine or ten years

old, and then put up to feed (!)
"

Of the sheep classes we are informed—
" That they constituted the chief object of attraction of all

the live stock to the higher class farmers and those directly

interested in the objects of the meeting. Sheep monopolise to

a great extent the attention of Austrian farming. The careful

manner in which the sheep were displayed, and their respective

pedigrees and good points made known, showed at once how
much they were valued, and clearly indicated the position they

occupied amongst the live stock of the farm. Although the

sheep stock of the empire is almost limited to a single breed,

the ' Merino,' still by attention to breeding and crossing with

the same sheep of other countries, a number of varieties have

been established, which are very distinct in their characters,

and are kept so by that attention to selection as regards purity

of breed, form, and constitution, that has led to such good re-

sults in our own flocks and herds. These good results have

not been wanting to Austria : for many years past she stood in

the first rank amongst the fine-wool producing countries on
the continent, and the specimens exhibited fully represented

the quality of her flocks, and showed how well they deserved

the high reputation they had achieved. Although no statistics

are given as to the relative numbers of the males, females, and
young sheep, it is estimated that the number of lambs dropped

is about 5,000,000 per annum. In Austria the value of the

sheep is centred in its wool produce, the flesh being but little

esteemed, and rarely used as an article of food. But a small

amount of attention is therefore paid to the shape and structure

of the animal ; a large loose skin well covered, even down to

the very hoofs, with wool is the desideratum, and that has

been satisfactorily obtained. Among the small farmers the

pernicious practice of regularly milking the ewes still prevails
;

this, wliile stinting the offspring, not only has a tendency to

check the physical development of the ewe, but also to dete-

riorate her wool produce in its quality as well as quantity."

The swine classes appear to have'been badly represented, and
to have been of an inferior character to our English pigs.

Fowls were also scarce. Fish and fish-breeding appliances

constituted an interesting portion of the exhibition. Of the

dogs little is said, except that the entries were numerous, and
that the animals were shown in three classes, viz., sporting,

useful, and fancy dogs. Among the conclusions drawn by the

writer from what he saw at the Vienna exhibition, we are told

that—
" Although, to one accustomed to the advanced farming of

this country, the exhibition presented no marked novelties or

improvements, either in the process of tillage or the practices

of breeding, still he could not but mark with satisfaction the

estimation in which agriculture is held in Austria by the

highest in the land, and be gratified by the encouragement that

is given to it by the State, not only as regards its practical de-

velopment, but also as regards the inculcation and diffusion of

the principle upon which a sound and successful practice can
alone be based."

The Danish exhibition, which is the subject of the second
report, is also dealt with at some length. It comprised five

departments, viz., machines, implements, and tools ; butter and
cheese ; seeds—agricultural and forest ; fish, and fishing ap-

pliances ; and live stock,
" The machines and implements department was well illus-

trated, the machines and implements generally being well con-

stnicted, of good materials, and evidencing a practical suita-

bility for the work they were intended for. The ' butter and
cheese' department was, as might be expected, upon a much
larger scale than we are accustomed to at ordinary agricultural

meetings. Both the larger and the smaller class of dairies
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were well represented ; auil the samples of their respective pro-

duce in butter and in cheese were so numerous as not only to

occupy much time, hut to give the judges considerable diffi-

culty in making their awards. In the third department, ' agri-

cultural and forest seeds,' tlie samples exhibited were too

limited in quantity to admit of any fair comparisons or judg-

ment of what their quality would be in bulk. The ' fish and

fishing appliances' exliibited were also of a very meagre de-

scription, certainly not equal to what a seagirt country like

Denmark was capable of furnishing. The ' live-stock' depart-

ment was, as usual, the great object of attraction of the meet-

ing. The several ' liorse' classes were very well represented,

and contained some very well-shaped useful animals, wlietlier

for road or purely agricultural work. Iq the ' cattle' classes

prominence was duly given to the breeds best suited for dairy

purposes, of which several excellent specimens were exhibited,

both of the native Jutland and the Slesvig breeds. The Jut-

land dairy breed is of a small size, generally black and white, or

of a dun colour, with coarse heads and muzzles, not at all pre-

possessing in appearance, but presenting great opportunities

for improvement by judicious selection in breeding or by cross-

ing with other suitable breeds. The Angel (Slesvig) breed is

darkish-red in colour, small in size, but well-shaped, with fine

symmetrical heads and necks, good quarters, and all the cha-

racteristics of good milkers. There does not appear to have

been at any time much infusion of foreign blood into the native

breeds of the country, neither did the stock exhibited indicate

that careful selection in breeding which we consider so im-

portant at home. The sheep classes contained nothing calling

for special notice."

THE AGRICULTURE OF CORNWALL.
At the dinner of the Penwith Society, Mr. Bolitho, the Chair-

man of the day and High Sheriff of the Couuty, said the Go-
vernment liad succeeded in obtaining statistics in England.

He need not tell them that this had been attended with great

difficulty, for the prejudices of the agriculturists were great.

He held in his hand returns, and they rather surprised him.

On looking to that part referring to Cornwall, he found that

on an average throughout the kingdom there were fifteen

bullocks to each hundred acres, excluding hill-pastures. Corn-
wall had thirty, which was exactly double the average of

England. Seeing this, he thouglit Cornwall must be behind
in sheep. In Great Britain, however, he found there was an
average of GS, and in Cornwall he found that there were the

very same numbers. Cornwall contained 873,000 acres, of

which nearly one-half was uncultivated. He believed that

these returns would be the means of exciting a spirit of im-
provement, and that a considerable quantity of what are now
called waste-lands would be brought under the plough. There
were many things flhicli ought to be corrected. Although
much had been done, the farm-buildings in Cornwall were not

what they ought to be. A tenant induced his landlord to put
up a large shed for the young cattle ; and when the landlord

next saw the tenant the latter told him that instead of using it

for the young cattle he had put his sheep in it. No one until

latterly had tliought of covering sheep, but. the day was
coming when all sheep would be housed. They must have im-
proved buildings, more draining, better fences, more sheep,

more artificial manure. Their dairy-cows were a disgrace.

On the first of May, if they went through the neighbourhood,
they would see that the poor cows that were then turned out
to grass were little better than bags of bones. The truth was
that many small farmers attempted to keep too much stock.

The emigration that was going on was a great misfortune.

How could it be remedied P It did not depend upon agricul-

ture altogether, but agriculturists might advantageously employ
many of the men who were going away—men who were the
bone and sinew of the country—in oiltivating waste lands.

Mr. IToDGE, one of the judges, said that some of the sheep
were very good. Mr. Rosewarne's Leicester ram was a very
superior animal, and if retained in the neighbourhood for
breeding purposes for some time they would be much indebted
to him. He remembered the exhibition thirty-five years since,

and he believed the show of pigs that day eclipsed anything
that had ever been seen before. Among the implements there
was a novelty in a drill for general purposes, exhibited by
Hawkes and Spencer, of Tiverton.

Mr. BuKGEsa, jn referring to the horso.^, said tliat the

duties of the judges in this class were not arduous, owing {&
the small number of horses exhibited, but the animals that
had taken prizes were good ones. In the course of his speech
he urged them to try to lireed horses in the county which
could, if required, travel fifty miles a day, and referred to the
insolence of the groom in charge of the thoroughbred stallion

which gained the second prize, who when he had the ticket

for that prize handed to him, threw it away, saying that he
would not take second prizes from him or anyone else. All he
could say was, that if grooms took more care of their master's

property thnu of giving insolence, it would be better. He
had on one occasion seen that very groom riding the horse on
the road from Truro, M'hcn, with his weight, he ought not to

have been on the horse's back.

Mr. Abbott, of Hayle, in responding, referred to the marks
of brutality on some of the colts' heads exhibited, and he
hoped that aU would join in putting a stop to it, for the
beauty of the horse, as well as his temper, was spoilt by such
enlargements and treatment.

[Stewards of the show should have at once ordered the ill-

conditioned fellow referred to off the ground.

—

Ed.]

RYEGRASS SEED.
The farmers of Ayrshire are indebted to Mr. Dalglish for

directing attention to a subject which ought to be of very
high importance in a county where the bulk of the agricul-
tural land is sown out for two or three years of pasture in

each rotation. Mr. Dalglish thinks it is a mistake to ripen
ryegrass before cutting it, with the view of making the seed
heavy. He has tried seed of 121bs. per bushel, and even of
less weight, and found that it sent up a good braird of grass.

If the immature be as good as the plump seed for growth, it

must be a waste to harden the hay and make it less palatable
and nutritious by ripening, and at the same time weaken the
grass root and injure it for subsequent production. If farmers,
as a rule, merely grow seed for their own use, they would soon
learn to take it at the most suitable stage ; but in Ayrshire
great quantities are raised for the general market of the
country, and the producer naturally looks for the most profit-

able return. iUthough it were a recognized fact that 121b.
seed is as good as 24'lb. seed, the grower would still have to
consider whether he can have as much to sell by taking it at

the lighter weight. And it is pretty clear that "he could not.
When the first part of the seed of a good crop reaches this

121b. stage, a large proportion of the seed is not filled at all.

He must therefore either allow it to come nearer maturity or
take a very small produce. There are other points which
should also be taken into consideration. Although 101b. or
121b. seed from Guelt did well with Mr. Dalglish, it does not
follow that light seed from a low country farm would do
equally well. Guelt is in a high district, and 121b. seed grown
upon it in a late season would be much nearer maturity than
121b. seed grown on a farm in the neighbourhood of Kilmar-
nock. Equality of weiglit under widely different circum-
stances of climate cannot be taken as indicating similar repro-
ductive power. But it is ascertained that thoroughly ma-
tured seed-wheat gives a larger proportion of weU-developed
stems than greenish wheat, and it may be regarded as pro-
bable that exhaustive experiments would lead to an analogous
result with the whole of our cereal plants. At the same time
there is reason for believing, with Mr. Dalglish, that in ordi-

nary practice the anxiety for heavy seed leads farmers to delay
cutting too long, and thus to incur loss by shedding of seed,

by the inferior quality of the hay, and by weakening grass
roots for the subsequent two or three years of pasture.

Unlike the other cereals, the weight of a bushel of ryegrass
seed is of no importance beyond the indication which it may
give of reproductive quality. "Wlieat and oats are grown for

food, and the heavy bushel gives most nourishment. But rye-
grass seed is gathered merely for growing grass again, and
the heaviest bushel may not produce plants" which give the
largest growth of blades and stems. It is well known that the
lieaviest varieties of wheat and oats do not produce so much
fodder as the longer and coarser kinds, and it is not improbable
that the longer and lighter varieties of perennial r3'egrass seed

may also give the largest growth of grass. It is rather a

curious thing if tlie desire to raise wliat, under a mistake, is

supposed to be tlie best seed, is leading gradually to the ev
tinction of the most valwi^ble varieties gf perenui«l ryegrass,
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THE FARMING OF THE SOUTHERN COUNTIES OF ENGLAND.

The following paper was read by Mr. E. P. Squakey, at

the Mayor's receptiou of the Bath and V.'est of England
Society, at SaUsbury, on the Wednesday evening in the

Salishnry Show week.
My object this evening will be to endeavour to place before

you a short sketch of the farming of the Southern Counties of

England (having especial reference to that of Wilts, Hants,
and Dorset), during the past 70 years ; to seek to measure the

advance, which, under present conditions, may be admitted to

be definitely fixed and accepted ; to take stock, as it were, of

the progress during these singularly eventful years. The
almost entire absence of any written sources of information on
the subject of this sketch is much to be regretted, and it is not
until this aid is sought, that the great dearth of anything like

farming literature becomes apparent. Xo doubt Arthur
Young's book, the clear and interesting essay on the agri-

culture of WUts by the late Mr. Davis, of Longleat, tlie

Jotmiah of the Society which now honours this city with its

presence, and other sources of cluarming and agreeable in-

formation are open to us ; but for the most part their object

is to describe what should be, not what is, and especially we
wish to know what u-as, that from a sound datum point may
be measured the advance from that past to this present. The
recent valuable essays in the Jonrnnh of the Bath and West
of England and the Royal Agricultural Societies, on the

farming of the various counties of England, meet this re-

quirement very perfectly for the present time, and yet an
agreeable and most useful addition to these essays may be
made in the shape of detail histories or descriptions of occa-

sional parishes in each county. There are doubtless many
present who would be interested in their various localities to

uote dovra the statistics of their parish ; into how many occu-

pations it is divided ; the general course of cropping ; the

number and character of cattle, sheep, and horses kept ; the

rate of wages, &c. : indeed, a minor sort of Doomsday Book.
This may be of little present interest ; hut place such a story

into the parish chest, and after the lapse of 100 years it

would (unless the English mind change its character) be

regarded as a treasure. So it is that which evei7body sees,

knows, and practises, though in tht truest sense history, fails

to be remarked or noted as such from its every-day presence.

Let me now try to bring before you an outline picture of

agriculture about the end of the last century. In the counties

of Wilts, Hants, and Dorset the farms were held for the most
part as copyholds or leaseholds for lives, under the large pro-

prietors. The area of the occupations ranged from 30 to 100

acres, and they remained for generations with singular uni-

formity in the same family. The renewal for comparatively

moderate fines took place at intervals, and the whole burden

of erecting and maintaining the dwelling-house and home-
steads fell with scarcely an exception upon the copyholder or

lessee. The cottages of the few labourers employed were

generally of a similar tenure, having too frequently been built

on waste spots for a nominal acknowledgment to the lord.

The land was for the most part farmed under the tenantry

or common-field system, of which a few instances yet remain

—a striking example being found in the wonderful Fordington

Field, near Dorchester. This tenantry or common-field system

appears to represent the earliest aggregation of lands for the

joint and yet separate use of the tenants of a manor. The entire

area of arable land in a manor thus came to be divided ac-

cording to its'character and quality into the three or four field

course of cropping according to the system adopted. To each

copyholder or freeholder belonged strips of arable and mea-

dow land of various areas, dispersed at irregular intervals over

the whole field, so as to retain as far as possible uniformity of

qualitj'. On the arable portion the occupier exercised his dis-

cretion in sowing wheat, barley, or oats. He took the hay

crop, and thereafter his lands were fed and folded over by the

sheep of the whole manor, whose numbers were regulated by

the old-established rights attached to each holding. To these

common fields were added a large dowTi pasturage, over which

the flocks of the manor fed during the whole summer. Fre-

quently, too, meadows formed part of this system, where each

occupier took the fore share, or first cut of the grass, whilst

the after-feed was consumed by the cows, horses, or oxen of

the manor. The roads of this period were, according to

tradition, scarcely useable for carriages, except in the imme-
diate vicinity of the larger towns. To illustrate this, it may
be mentioned to those who know the locality, that within the

last forty years the roads between the villages of Broadchalke

and Ebbesbourne were impassable except l)y market waggons,

and that the whole intercourse of that district was carried on
on horseback. It may interest some of my younger audience

to know that the bells which they still occasionally see on the

teams of horses were originally adopted for the purpose of

giving notice of the approach of a waggon, so as to warn ad-

vanciug waggoners to halt at a spot where a passing might be

efi'ected. A story is told of a carter in this neighbourhood,

who, specially proud of a nevv set of bells, harnessed his horses

before daylight to take a load of corn to Warminster, and so

occupied and cliarmed was he with the sweet music discoursed

by the bells, that it was not until dawn, when he had pro-

ceeded three miles on his journ'^y, that he discovered he had

started without the waggon. The sheep of the period in this

district was the Wiltshire Horn, although the Southdown had

just been introduced as fashionable novelties. It is a strange

but singular illustration of the rapid but silent changes which

occur in aU mundane matters, that of the breed of sheep

which fed over the wide pastures of this and the adjoining

counties not more than 70 years ago, there is now not one

single specimen left—nay, more than this, not even a single

picture or engraving exists, so far as I can ascertain, by which

its character and appearance can be handed down. Those of

my audience who have seen Sir Edwin Landseer's picture of

the ChiUingham cattle in this year's exhibition, will regret

that the humbler but scarcely less interesting sheep of these

counties should have failed to secure an artist's attention be-

fore they became extinct. It must not, however, be accepted

that these sheep were swept off before the advancing tide of

the Soiithdowns. As in most other cases, compromises

were efi'ected with the new comers, and some of the best

and most highly-reputed flocks of the Hampshire and

West Country Downs, now the successors of the South-

downs, doubtless owe a large portion of their size and hardi-

hood to a deccent from the old Wiltshire blood. The
horned Dorset ewe may be taken as the indigenous but

wonderfully improved sheep of that country. Doubtless in

some of its characteristics, like the old Wiltshire sheep, it has

through the care and skill of its breeders been improved into

its present high position. For the soil and climate of its home
it is specially adapted, and a nobler or more useful animal can

scarcely be found in England. The cattle, too, have under-

gone changes very analogous to those described amongst sheep.

The Longhorn was the dairy cow of the district. This breed

is still to be met with in isolated cases in the southern coun-

ties, and when the fine character and quality of good speci-

mens of this breed are considered, one is almost tempted to re-

gret that an imperfect adaptation of the Shorthorn, and other

mixed breeds, should so nearly have superseded it. The cha-

racter of labour and its remuneration is singularly interesting,

because at a period not long preceding that which I am at-

tempting to describe, the line between the copyholder or lease-

holder and the labourer was very faintly marked, and the

character of the holdings was such as to enable a thrifty

labourer to emerge from his condition into the small fanner.

At this period it was the custom to board and lodge the

younger men who were employed on the farm, and at certain

times, such as harvest, haymaking, shearing, the whole body of

labourers were fed by the farmer. But the altered condition

of the farmer and his family has tended to a complete abolition

of this practice, but not possibly without some loss of the good
feeUng which traditionally is stated to have existed between

the master and his men. It is not for us to discuss the policy

or otherwise which reduced a class so valuable as these

yeomen to u " qujisi" servile condition ; however much we may
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regret tliis couseqiteuce, and sympathise witli those afTectecl, I

cannot but believe that a largely increased power to produce

food for the whole population was developed by the action of

the circumstances which I have attempted to describe. It

was tlie painful but inevitable conclusion of a condition of

things riglit enough, it may be, for three or four preceding
centuries, but inapplicable to the wants of an increasing or
wealtliier population. The transition state was one of acute
suffering 'to the dispossessed yeoman and labourer, and agri-

cultural annals of the period are full of schemes for the relief

of the distress which prevailed amongst the labourers of the
agricultural disti'icts, or its prevention by emigration, or appli-

cation to new sources of industry. The wages were largely

subsidised by supplies of corn and other necessaries, at prices

generally below the market value. An examination of the
available sources of information led to the belief that during
the_ first decrease in prices of corn, S:c., incident to the war
which terminated by the peace of Amiens, the condition of
the labourer was worse than at any other period of our
history, and from its very desperation arose the
system of parish relief, which, until the recent just

and sound legislation, contributed much to the demoralised
and dependent condition of the present farm labourer.

The implements of this period were simple in the extreme,
and had but little advanced during the preceding century.

The plough with two wheels (to which principle, after a
multitude of trials and failures, we have now returned) the
drag, harrows, and a nine-share plough constituted the means
by which tillage was as perfectly, though possibly not so
rapidly, achieved by a good farmer as it is now. Waggons
and carts were built more heavily than at present, and the
use of iron for axles was quite unknown. But I have yet to
touch upon the great feature which revolutionised the farming
of this country. I refer to the system of enclosure, and the
consequent abolition of the common field system which has
been previously described at length. A reference to the
Journals of your society and other sources indicate that a few
parishes only were enclosed prior to 1780. It would seem
about that period that the advantages of enclosures, the
greater economy of management, the increased ([uantity of
stock which might be kept, and the individual benefit resulting
to the farmer from improvements which he personally eflected

were fully recognised, and stimulated by the increasing prices
of corn, they were puslied on with great energy. Up to 183G
tlie number of enclosures were—in Hampshire, 21 ; Dorset,
18 : and Wilts, 85 ; and it is probable that a )arge number of
parishes were enclosed by agreement, of which no record is

kept. The change in the character and position of the
occupier is indicated by the fact that the rentals of farms
after enclosures had taken place ranged generally from £100
to £400 per annum, whilst the rental of the lands held an-
teriorly varied from £15 to £40 per annum. It is obvious
from this that a wealthier class was found to rent the enclosed
lands, and it is equally obvious, as has been suggested, that
the dispossessed and smaU occupier sank generally to the
condition of the laljourer instead of migrating to other dis-

tricts to farm or otherwise apply his powers. During this
period and tlie subsequent 25 years the continuous high prices
of frrain stimulated the conversion of the down pasture into
arable land. In many cases this was most judicious, and
profitable alike to the farmer and the nation, but often the
selection of land for this purpose was indiscriminate and un-
wise. A terrilile reaction followed, for much of this type of
land, which for years remained uncultivated, until the' intro-
duction of bone dust, guano, artificial manures, and the like,

at length awakened a faith (resulting from practice) that these
previously ill-treated and starved lands might be usefully cul-
tivated. Of the produce per acre of the corn crops of this
period, and quantity of stock kept, there is no reliable infor-
mation whatever. But the experience of those with whom I
nave conversed on these subjects leads to the belief that tlie
yield per acre on tlie ordinary soils has increased very consider-
ably, while the greater production of corn and its consequently
decreased price has resulted in an equal extent from the larger
area under cultivation. Prom one point, however, there is little
doubt that on the stronger wheat lands whieli underlie the
chalk, the mode of cultivation for the staple commodity, wheat,
was as perfectly (probably more perfect) 60 years ago than at
the present time, and consequently the yield from these lands waS
equally large. It must, however, be borne in mind that the pro-

duce from this type of land in mutton, wool, and beef lias enor- .

mously increased, for, at the date referred to, the system of grow-
ing artificial food for stock was scarcely practised. Let us now
glance at what has been the progress out of the mass of
theories, inventions, and systems, successes and failures which,
more or less occupying men's mind's, have endured or disap-

peared according to the good that was in them. By progress

is meant those practices, those implemepts, and those breeds

of cattle, which, without claimiue for them finality,

are yet intimately and inseparably welded into and
bound up with the present modes of fanning. During
the interval which it has been attempted to bridge

over the most marked feature appears to be the enormously
increased production of stock, and this increase is not only nu-

merical, but in an equal if not larger proportion it consists in

the improved quality and earlier maturity of the individual

animal. Many of my audience can measure the wide difference

in the size and quality of the lambs brought to Britford and
Wilton fairs thirty years ago, with those which now occupy
their places. The far-seeing ability of a comparatively few
men, whose names \vill at once occur to the flockmasters of

these counties, has conduced to this national benefit. Conse-
quent upon the larger numbers and improved condition of
sheep is the increased production of grain. No means are

open of measuring what such increase really has been, but in

the collective form of larger produce and wider area it may be
estimated probably at something like 40 to 45 per cent, during
the last 60 years. The application of machinery to farming
operations during this period has been singularly extensive and
useful. At about the commencement of the century a Scotch
mechanic was struggling to develop the thrashing machine,
and it is marvellous to think that only thirty-five years ago this

neighbourhood was disquieted by riots arising from the intro-

duction of these implements. What an interval of time, human
thought, and invention lies between cattle treading the com
from the outspread sheaves in the far-ofi' Palestine, and the

locomotive engine one now meets, dragging its own complicated

but effective thrashing and winnowing machinery to the next

homestead ! Nor is this the only application of that giant

power in the service of agriculture. After years of laborious

thought and careful trials, and an immense expenditure of

money, as yet pecuniarily unrewarded, Fowler, Smith, Howard,
and other patient inventors, have brought into the domain of

practice and fact the dreams of thoughtfiil men—steam cultiva-

tion. Perhaps in no district has it been as yet more vndely ap-

plied than in Wilts ; for on the estate of one nobleman only,

no less than nine steam ploughing or cultivating apparatus

are in work. Those who have used them constantly concur in

one most valuable result, viz., that whatever doubt may exist in

the economy of these operations as compared with horse power,
there is no doubt of the superior excellence of their work. Every
reflective man must see in their application another source of
extending production for an increasing people. The legislation

of tlie past sixty years affecting agricultural matters has Ijeeu of

on exciting character. During that time arose, flourished, and
fell the system of protection to agriculture. More silently,

but provoking grave discussion emongst those interested, was
introduced and passed the Tithe Commutation Act, which
more largely conduced to the increased production of England
than any previous legislation, except possibly the Enclosure

Acts. Lastly came the gradual enfranchisement of agricul-

tural labour by the modifications of the law of settlement,

which, as a measure at once of justice and policy, may be

expected greatly to benefit the labourer himself, whilst its

operation will undoubtedly contribute to the development of

superior and more skilled labour for the farmer. A long post-

poned but certain result of the inclosure system has been the

erection of liomesteads and residences adapted for the enlarged

character of the farm and for their comparatively concentrated

arrangement. A similar action had also operated on the

wretched cottages which had grown up under the system before

referred to, and of which too many yet remain. Looking
round this neighbourhood, and seeing the immense improve-

ments eff'ected in these directions on various estates, it is in-

teresting to reflect that, large as the outlay has been, it is

fully represented in the annual improved value of the farms,

in the high character of the tenantry, and their liberal man-

agement of the laud, and lastly, by the increased comfort and

happiness which it has brought home to the labourer. Of the

great questions affecting the present, and to a possibly larger ex-
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tent the future of farmiii!*, that of the supply of manual labour

is almost paramount. The actiou of laws intorferinp: with the

natural and healthy distrihutiou of labour in the earlier period

under consideration, aggravated by other eanses before referred

to, tended to reduce the remuneration for farm labour to its

lowest known point in these southern and western counties.

This excessive supply of labour tended to a uniformity of

wafres, in which the value and capacitj- of the most unskilled

and inferior servant was too often the measure of payment to

the lest. The stimulants to energy, industry, aud skill were

thus neutralized : in too many cases a dead level of incapacity

resulted. But in the tide of advancing wages for hibour of

whatever character, no exception will be found in the future

remuneration of the farm labourer. Such advance will pro-

bably be less abrupt than in other types of wages, because a

good cottage and garden in the sweet country air, with a suffi-

ciency of plain food and no excessive exertion, is more at-

tractive than iron puddling or cotton-spinning, though the

money-wages may be double or treble ui the latter cases, Tho

inflnence of mother earth seems to operate alike on landlord,

tenant, or labourer. They each love what has been theii-

home—the field, the meadow, the breezy down in which they

have sported or worked ; and this insensil)le, but strong in-

fluence, is not to be omitted in considering the causes which

have governed, and will govern yet further, the future ques-

tion of wages. The capital reciuired for farming in those

days is in great contrast to the requirements of the present

day. Considering the value and number of stock of all de-

scriptions at that time, and tho mode of entry on the manage-

ment of farms, I am disposed to tliink that the increase of

capital now invested in farming (partly due, of course, to the

larger area under cultivation) is probably doubled. Let me
conclude this outline sketch of a grand subject with a regret

that its treatment has fallen into such incompetent hands.

I feel that if this paper has failed to interest yon, that it is

due to the incomplete manner in which it is put before you,

rather than from any lack of importance or charm attaching

to the subject.

THE EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN IN AGRICULTURE,

AND PROPOSED LEGISLATION CONNECTED THEREWITH,

A special meeting of the Central Chamber of Agriculture

was held at the Salisbury Hotel, Fleet-street, on Tuesday, June
18, for the transaction of the general business, and for the con-

sideration of the above subject.

The chairman of the Chamber, Mr. Albert Pell, pre-

sided, and the following " deputed members" from various

local chambers were present : Mr. Jasper More, M.P.,
vice-chainnan ; Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., East Norfolk

;

Mr. Banks Stanhope, M.P., North Lincolnshire ; Mr. A. L.
Goddard, M.P., Crieklade ; Mr. F. S. Corrance, M.P., East
Suffolk; Mr. G. Tomline, M.P., Lincolnshire; Sir George
Jenkinson, Bart. ; Mr. J. Smith, Herefordshire ; Mr. J.

Hemsley, Mr. W. E. Long, Kent ; Mr. W. R. Robinson, Essex
;

Mr. J. Bvron, Lincolnshire: Mr. T. Chandler, Wiltshire; Mr. R.
L. Everett, East Suffolk ; Mr. J. Ford, "Warwickshire ; Mr. E.
Smyth, Beds ; Major F. Maitland Wilson, West Suffolk ; Rev.

W. B. Garnett, Botfield, Shrojishire ; Mr. B. Swithin, Wor-
cestershire ; Mr. T. Triudor, Worcestershire ; !Mr. J. Buck,
Worcestershire ; Mr. Owen Wallis, ]Si'orthami)tonshire ; Mr.
H. J. Little, Northamptonshire ; Mr. J. Howard, Bed-
ford ; Mr. J. H. Burbery and Mr. J. Brown, Midland Farmers'
Club ; Mr. W. Gardner, Bekesboume, Kent ; Mr. J. R.
Evans, Hants ; and Mr. J. H. Hodsall, Kent.

Mr. Algernon Clauke, the secretary, having submitted a

statement of the financial position of the Chamber, which the

meeting approved,

The Chairm.vn called attention to the proposal for holding

a meeting of the Chamber at Bury St. Edmund's during the

Royal Agricultural Society's show in that town in July next,

and suggested that the members of local Chambers should be

invited to attend the gathering and speak thereat, though not

to vote. It would be in vain to call such a meeting, however,

without some particular object in view. He proposed, there-

fore, that it should consider and discuss the expediency of

landing aU foreign fat cattle at ports distinct from those ap-

pointed for the landing of foreign store cattle, and killing the

former and subjecting the latter to the laws of quarantine.

The assembling of a large number of farmers and agricul-

turists at Bury would afford a capital opportunity for bring-

ing forward the question, especially as there was now a bill on
the subject before Parliament, and he thought that with a

little legitimate pressure brought to bear upon the Govern-
ment, they might be induced to take steps for carrying out

such an arrangement. There were several gentlemen prepared to

sign a requisition for the meeting at Bury ; but they were
witling at the same time to waive their own individual opin-

ion in deference to the general feeling of the Chambers at

large.

Mr. Jasper More, M.P., observed that the only question

with him was whether that was the subject which had best be

discussed at thj meeting, In his judgment it would be pre-

ferable to seize such an occasion for making the principles and

objects of the Chamber more widely knowii.

Mr. R. L. E\t:eett (East Suffolk) urged that the meeting

should have some practical aim, and not be confined to mere

talk. The matter referred to by the Chairman was one to be

dealt with legislatively. The agricultural community was
unanimous in opinion respecting it ; and he would suggest

that the meeting might also consider the steps that should be

taken with the view of obtaining compensation for cattle de-

stroyed by the order of the inspectors in the interval between

the "24th of November and the 26th of February.

Mr. Jasper More : There had already been legislation on

the subject of compensation.

Mr. Tomline, M.P. : Yes, but the grievance remained.

Major Maitl.vnd Wilson (West Suffolk) saw no reason

why both subjects should not be discussed. As to the

slaughtering of foreign cattle at the port of entry, there was
but one opinion among agriculturists. It had lately been dis-

cussed at a meeting at Bury, and the conclusion arrived at was,

that foreign beasts ought to be slaughtered at the port of

entry, and that their slaughter should not be left to local

authorities, but entrusted to officers of the Government, for he

was sorry to say that at a great many ports the law was not

so strictly enforced by the local authorities as it ought to be.

It was then agreed that the meeting should be called to con-

sider aud discuss, inter alia, the importation and disposal of

foreign cattle, and the question of compensation referred to by

Mr. Everett.

Mr. Corrance, M.P., feared that the discussion of the

question of compensation would involve a sad waste of time.

Everything that was possible had already been said respecting

it, and he was convinced that they had no chance whatever of

getting their claim allowed.

Mr. Owen Wallis (Northamptonshire) then moved that

a petition in favour of slaughtering foreign fat animals at the

port of entry and quarantining foreign store animals under the

inspection of Government officers, should be drawn up for the

signature of the members of the various local Chambers, to be

afterwards transmitted to their county members for presenta-

tion to the House of Commons. He added that, in the opin-

ion of the breeders and graziers of cattle, such a law was
absolutely necessary for securing the health of the stock pro-

duced in our own country.

Mr. Swithin (Worcestershire) seconded the motion, which

was put from the chair, and agreed to imanimously.

The Chairman said his next duty was to refer shortly to

the work that had been done by the Chamber since it last

met ; and he should do so because questions had been put to

the secretary and letters written to himself which implied

that the Chamber had been lying on its oars, and that greater

i things were e-xpected from it "than were reasonable, considering
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that it was a very young institution, and not over-powerful

at present. Since its formation certain subjects had been

brought definitely and distinctly before it, to which he should

like to refer ; and first of all he would take those which were
perhaps of least interest. One of these was the assessment

of mines, woodlands, and plantations to local rates ; also the

assessment of game. But the latter part of the suhject they
had dropped, conceiving that it would be impossible to carry

such a measure, and that they could no more assess a hare
than they could a sheep. It remained for them, however, to

advocate the assessment of mines, woodlands, and plantations.

And, subsequently, though he would not say as the result of

their e.iertious, a biU had been brought into the House of
Commons by Mr. Percy Wyndham for the purpose of carrying
out that object. This bUl appeared on the whole to be a very
fair measure, excepting in one respect, namely, the proposal
to deduct from the assessment on a mine such a sum as

accumulating over the whole period of assessment was likely

to represent the loss which the fee simple had sustained from
the abstraction of the minerals ; in other words, if that

clause were carried it would amount to assessing mines at the

value of the surface land and nothing more ; but he could not
imagine that such a proposition would ever receive the
sanction of Parliament.

Mr. CoRR-VJiCE, M.P., said he had given notice that he
should move an amendment to that clause in committee on
the biU.

The Chairman: Anotlier question which the Chamber
had dealt with was that of turnpikes ; and on this they had
asked for legislation, because at conmion law, as the debts of

the trusts were paid off, the maintenance of the roads was
thrown upon the ratepayers of the district or parish through
which they ran. A bill introduced into the House of
Commons by Mr. Knatchbull-Hugessen and Mr. George
Clive proposed to a certain extent to meet that point, and had
gone to a select committee, where it had been so amended as

to have come out in a very different shape from that in which
it went in.

Mr. Jasper More : The committee were going to prepare
a report on the subject. They could not agree with respect to

fill the clauses of the bill. In fact, the bill originally con-
tained 22 clauses, and of these the committee had struck out
all but five !

The Chairman : Another matter which was discussed at

considerable length at the last meeting of the Chamber was
a Treasury Bill, brought in by Mr. Ward Hunt and Mr.
Secretary Walpole, intituled " A Bill to provide for a common
basis of valuation for the purposes of Government and local

taxation, and to provide uniformity in tlie assessment of rateable

property in England." As appeared from the minutes of that
meeting, he had seen Mr. Hunt with the view of tendering
the evidence of certain gentlemen connected with this

Chamber, because they were disappointed at some of the
clauses in the BiU, as indeed they still were, and meant to
oppose them as far as possible ; but Mr. Huut repHed that
there were twenty-one members of the House of Commons on
the committee, and he thought they had within their heads all

the information that was needed. So the long and the short
of it was that the committee declined to take evidence from
any persons out of doors, and the gentlemen who were named
by the Cliamber as willing to be examined would )iot be called
upon for that purpose. No doubt most of the gentlemen pre-
sent had seen Mr. Hunt's Bill. To his mind there was nothing
to lead them to alter the views they had expressed regarding
it, or to remove the objections they entertained to the 55th
clause, introducing the surveyor of taxes, and the clause
making rent the minimum of the gross annual value. Those
objectionable clauses were still retained in the Bill. The
measure had been modified, however, in one respect. Originally
it provided for an appellant barrister ; but in its altered form
the Judge of the County Court was substituted. The Bill was
to have come on for discussion in tlie House of Commons on
the previous night had there been time to deal witli it, which,
however, there was not, in consequence of the sitting being
almost entirely occupied with the debates on the Reform Bill.
Last of all, he came to tbe old recurring question of the cattle
plague. On this subject the House of Lords had passed a
Bill, which had lately gone down to the House of Commons
with certain amendments inserted in it. In the Bill as
originally drawn there was a clause to the effeci (l!!'t Hie I'livv

Council might from time to time, by order, regulate the landing
in Great Britain of foreign cattle—that was, cattle brought by
sea from any place out of the United Kingdom, either as re-

garded the port or ports, or the part or parts,

of the port or ports at which such foreign cattle

might be landed. A short time ago he accompanied
a deputation to the Duke of Marlborough on this sub-

ject, and the ground he took on the occasion was that the
word " cattle" was not the proper word to be used in that

clause, that a wider and more comprehensive one was wanted,
and that it should be expunged for the word " animals." In
order that the influence of the Chambers of A.griculture might
be effectual, he attended at the Privy Council-office

a little before the hour appointed for an interview

with the Minister, where he met Colonel North and the gentle-

men who had prepared the resolutions to be submitted to the

Duke of Marlborough. Tiiey had inserted the word " stock,"

which really implied nothing, for it was not used in any order

in Council or Act of Parliament. He (the Chairman) there-

fore suggested that the word "animals" should be substituted

for " stock." Colonel North and the other gtrntlemen were
good enough to accede to the suggestion ; and the result was
that they met the Minister with that important change. Since
that, the Duke of Marlborough liad stated that the Govern-
ment (it might have been prompted by their own intelligence,

and not influenced by the pressure of this Chamber) had de-

cided upon expunging that clause in favour of another ; and it

was in reference to this new clause that he had pressed upon
the Chamber the desirability of holding the Bury meeting, and
that a petition should be circulated throughout the country

for the signatures of the various local chambers. This new
clause was as follows :

—" Foreign animals : The Privy Council
may, from time to time, by order, regulate the landing, in

Great Britain, of foreign animals—that is to say, animals

brought by sea from any place out of the United Kingdom,
either as regards the port or ports, or as regards the part or

parts of the port or ports, at which such animals may be

landed ; and may from time to time" (which was all new matter),
" by order, prohibit or regulate tlie removal, and regulate the

disposal, by slaughter or otherwise, of such animals from or at

any such port, or any part thereof." If the bill were passed into

law in this shape, the Privy CouucU would liave the power, by
any order, to decide what ports, and what part of ports, foreign

cattle might come into. They might say fat cattle should go
there, and store cattle elsewhere. Moreover, they would have
power to say that fat beasts should not go out of the port alive.

Thus the Government had left the question in a position in

which the meeting at Bury, aud the petition agreed upon that

day, would be of exceeding value. Supposing, however, that

before the Bury Meeting the bill was passed with this 26th
clause as part of it, the effect of a good meeting at Bury
would be to encourage tlie Privy Council to acton the powers
so given them, and at once declare, upon any appearauce of
an increase of the cattle-plague, that foreign anim.als should
be slaughtered at the port of entry, wliich was just that which
the Chamber wanted. On the other hand, if tlie bOl were not
passed by that time, the meeting would afford it useful sup-

port ; and the petition could be placed in the hands of the

county and other members, with a request that they would
further its object. Such, then, was a narrative of the work (it

might not be much) which had been done by the Chamber.
He might add that there was one other question on which he
had been consulted, he presumed because he was their chair-

man, and, in that capacity, likely to know what were the

feelings of a great many farmers and landowners. It was in-

tended to re-introduce a bill into Parhament which was before

the Commons last session, for creating a national rate to meet
the losses which might arise hereafter from cattle-plague. The
bill was to be brought in by Mr. Laird, the member for Birken-

head, wdth whom he had had some conversation on the previous

day at the House of Commons, when he took occasion to express

to the lion, member what he believed to be the feelings of

the majority of those who were occupiers of land, namely,
that it would not be desirable to carry such a measure into

effect. Speaking for the midland counties, with which he was
best acquainted, he was sure they would be decidedly opposed
to it, aud on this ground—that whilst a rate of one penuy, or

something under tuopeuce, would meet all possible exigencies

in that district, in Cheshire and the four dairy counties two-

pence would be not jiiiig like sufljcieut ; consequently, the losses
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in tliose counties would have to be met by a burden laid upon
the otiier districts. He said, therefore, that he could not con-
sent to give sucli a measure his sanction ; and in so doing, he
believed he only echoed tlie sentiment which generally pre-

vailed in his part of the country.

The CuAiRM-VN then observed that the discussion which M-as

about to take place would relate not merely to tiie gang system,

but to the general question of the employment of women and
young children in agriculture, and to the bearing of such em-
ployment upon education. He should like, before the discus-

sion commenced, to be permitted to say a few words on that

question. With regard to the proposed legislation, he would
remark that there were two bills now before the House of
Commons, one of them having been introduced by Mr. Taw-
cett, the other by Mr. Bruce. Tlie bill of Mr. Bruce em-
braced a very wide view of the question ; that of Mr. Fawcett
was founded on a very narrow one ; and he did not think that

measure was destined to a very long life. The object

of Mr. Bruce's bill was to enable a union, or a parish

where there was no union, to raise a rate-in-aid for education.

It gave power to the ratepayers of a union to raise money
either to aid schools which were already established, or to

estabhsh, under certain regulations, schools of their own,
which the poor would have an opportunity of attending. There
was not a word in the bill as to making education compulsory.

All that was contemplated was the provision of an instrument,

or apparatus, by which education might be afforded to the poor
within a certain district. The bill of Mr. Fawcett was of a

very different nature. The fifth clause was, " That no child

whose age is less than thirteen years shall be permitted to be

employed in agriculture, unless a certificate can be produced
which shall certify that the child has attended the school

during one part of the j'ear on alternate days." Another
clause was as follows :

" If a parish with a population ex-

ceeding three hundred is unprovided with a school, or if the

school situated in this parish should be reported by one of

her Majesty's inspectors of schools to be in a condition so

unsatisfactory that the certificates of attendance at this school

cannot be received as vaUd or sufficient, the magistrates

sitting at petty sessions in the district in which this parish

is situated shall have the power to levy a rate either for

the building of a school-house or for the due maintenance

of a school. The rate wliich is so levied shall be collected from

each owner and occupier of property in the parish, in pro-

portion to the amount at which he or she may be assessed in

support of the poor." There was another clause, providing

that if any child should be emploxed contrary to the pro-

visions of the bill, the employer should be fined. Well, now,

the distinction between those two bUls was a very broad

one. The first bill would afford parents opportunities

ot sending their children to school where they did not already

exist—that is to say, it enabled the union or parish, with the

consent of a majority of the ratepayers, to provide the means
of education. That was a measure which deserved considera-

tion, and in favour of which a great deal might be said. As
to the other biU—that of Mr. Fawcett—it was almost synony-

mous with compulsory education, or, at all events, with an

education rate. Now, he should like to say one or two words

with respect to the state of education at the present moment
in England. Hitherto they had gone on under a system of

compromises and arrangements which appeared, after all, not

to have worked very badly. On looking at the figures con-

nected with that question, he found that in Prussia, where

education was said to be compulsory, one child in six remained

uneducated ; while in England, where education had been car-

ried on upon the voluntary system, aided by grants from the

Privy Council, acting under the authority of Parliament, about

one child in 7f remained uneducated. Thus, in Prussia,

the proportion of persons educated was only about IJ

per cent, increase of the proportion in England. But it must

farther be remembered that education had of late years been

progressing very rapidly in England, while the compulsory-

education of Prussia had probably done all that it could have

been expected to do. The instinctive feeling of EngHshmen
was strongly in favour of education ; their own selfish inte-

rests, if he might say so, in their respective districts would

lead them in the same direction ; and he thought Parliament

would not be far wrong in leaving it to the feelings of their

countrymen to carry out the existing system to a greater ex-

tent than it had been carried out up to the present time.

He believed there were certain gentlemen there who
would present resolutions from the Chambers whicli they re-

presented, in favour of compulsory education, or at aU events

of an education rate. Now, let it he borne in mind what the

efi'ect of an education rate would probably be. He would
not go into the theory of such a rate, but he thought the

eflect of it would obviously be to stop all voluntary contribu-

tions. He did not suppose anybody in that room could adduce
an instance of a person having given money to secure the
better management of a gaol or for the adornment .of a
police-court ; but, on the other hand, he imagined there

was not a person in that room who had not subscribed a

sovereign or a few shillings towards the support of a school

A prison was as necessary as a school ; why, then, did

persons give for the one and not for the other. Be-
cause in the one case the State took upon itself the whole
responsibility, and in the other it did not. The State said in

effect, " I will take care of the criminals in gaol ; but I will

leave the education of the poor to those who are most inti-

mately acquainted with them." Nor did he think that decision

was a very unwise one. Supposing that the Chambers were
on that occasion, or at some future meeting, to come to a re-

solution to the effect that it was desirable that a small rate-in-

aid should be levied for educational purposes, then would
arise the question Who or what was to be rated ? There was
in 1859 an income of £80,000,000 a year assessed for local

purposes, while the general income of the country that might
be assessed was about £500,000,000. The general income
contributed to the grants of the Privy Cotmcil. There was
not a pint of beer, a portion of the tax on which did not go
into the pockets of schoolmasters. As Mr. Senior remarked,

the working man could not smoke a pipe of tobacco without

a portion of the cost going towards defraying the expenses of

the education given in public schools. So that by adopting

what was proposed, ParHament would be abandoning the

taxation of an income of £500,000,000 a year, and adopting

instead the much smaller area over which local taxation is now
levied. Before sitting down, he should like to call the atten-

tion of the meeting to the peculiar position in which farm
labourers and their children were placed in reference to this

education question. There could be no doubt that the want
of a perfect education among the children of the poor bound
them to a certain extent to take employment in the parish or

occupation in which they were born. For example, if in the

little parish in which he lived he were instrumental in giviug

a higher class of education to the boys of that parish—an educa-

tion which would cause them to write that flowing hand which
Lorl Palmerston described as so like a series of park rail-

ings, and lead them on in arithmetic beyond the four

rules ; the effect of that would be that they would ultimately

abandon the plough-tail and farm, and go to some of those

towns where people were crying out for compulsory education,

there to receive increased wages as the result of the education

obtained at his cost. (Hear, hear.) He would not, indeed,

say one word against the advance of education, holding as he

did that they had no more right to oppose education than they

had to put letters on the limbs of the labouring population,

and reduce them to slavery ; but he believed that tenant

farmers and landowners could not justly be called upon
to advocate the levying upon their own property of a rate hi

support of education, especially as many employments
were left out of the Factories Act, and Jlr. Fawcett's Bill

provided only for the education of cliildren connected with

agriculture They might possibly assent to a measure
which embraced the education of all classes of the poor

;

but he did not see why they should advocate one which
hit them in the particular employments in which they were
engaged, and the property which they had to protect.

The llev. W. G. B. Botfield (Shropshire) said he would
at once move a resolution with regard to Mr. Fawcett's biU,

and he trusted it would meet with general concurrence. It

was :
•' The Chamber, whilst strongly sympathising with any

efforts for the improved and increased education of the

labouring classes engaged in agriculture, consider that Mr.
Fawcett's bill would not accomplish its object, is impracticable

in its details, and totally inapplicable to rural districts."

There were two or three points connected with the biU in

question to which he wished to invite attention. The first

had reference to the age of the children to whom the bill

applied. No child was to be employed on a farm while under
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13 years of age without :i certificate. That was iii reality a

retrograde movomcnt in relation to the Factories Act. That
Act provided tliat no child should be employed at all under
that age, whereas Mr. Eawcett's Bill simply prohibited tlie

employnieut of tlie cliild ou a farm. He might employ a boy
of any age in his garden, but he could not employ him on a
farm without a certificate. That was evidently an unfair
distinction. Theu, again, there was provision made in the
bill for the education of children on alternate days. That
was all very well where tliere was a mill, and the children
were all in cue place together, and could easily go to work
every other day or every otlier hour ; but on farms boys were
employed for jobs two or tliree days or two or tliree weeks
at a time, and on alternate days education would
be quite impracticable. And then, again, let them
consider how the proposed system would act upon the
school. There would be a great number of half-time boys
taken away, sometimes for a month, sometimes for two montlis,
and those boys would be perfect clogs upon the school to
which they belonged. Instead of progressing they would re-

cede, and great evils would arise from that source. It was
proposed that magistrates sitting in Petty Sessions should be
able to aUow two months' absence from scliool. That would
be a monstrous power to give to magistrates (Hear, hear). If
magistrates had the power to take two mouths at once away
from a boy's schooling, the result might be that the lad would
only be at school about half the year. In his opinion it would
be far better for boys, instead of being at school on alternate
days, to go to school till they were fit to go upon the farm ; it

would be far better to enact that no boy should be employed
until he was 10 years of age, than to fix the age of 13 with
such limitations (Hear, hear). Again, tliere were certain dis-

tricts where there were no schools that were under certificated

masters. He knew many gentlijmeu who would not allow tlie

school with which they were connected to be visited by an In-
spector on any account. Then, again,' the Bill seemed to him
rather to interfere with the management of the schools them-
selves.

^
For instance, it told them how long masters should

give religious instruction, and how long they should not give
it. Such things ought, in his opinion, to be left to those who
liad the management of the schools (Hear, hear). In fact,

he objected to this Bill entirely. There was one remark which
he wished to make that did not exactly bear upon the Bill
itself. He thought that education in the rural districts miglit
be put upon a greatly improved footing. A Bill of this de-
scription would interfere with the carrying of one whicli he
hoped to see some day passed. For twelve years he was con-
nected with a school in an agricultural district of Cheshire, a
school which was formed for aU classes, from the labourer to
the squire, and was an eminent success. With the exception
of a small endowment of £50 a year, that school was actually
self-supporting, and he believed it would be possible, jiy means
of a judicious measure, to make agricultural education gene-
rally self-supporting (Hear, hear). With regard to what the
chairman had said about boys being led by education to quit
agricultural employments, he must remark that in the school
to wliich he had alluded there were lads very highly educated—there were some lads who could have mapped out a farm,
and calculated the cost of draining it—and yet during the
twelve years that he was connected with the school, there was
not a single instance of a boy leaving his legitimate sphere of
agriculture ; the boys all went to the farms and woi-ked at tlie

plough-tail, and in other ways, just as if they had had no
education at all (Hear, hear). He thought that any education
short of a broad and liberal system, adapted not only for the
sons of labourers, but also for the sons of the bulk of far-

mers, who would be dehghted to secure such education as was
given in many of the national schools—anything, he said, that
would interfere with that would be a step in the wrong di-

tion.

Mr. Trijjder, in seconding the resolution of Mr. Botfield,
as a deputed member of the Worcestershire Chamber of Agri-
culture, wished to express the sentiments of that body, as enun-
ciated at a meeting held on Saturday last. The discussion on
that day turned more immediately on the point bearing upon
the education of tln^ children of agricultural laliourers as pro-
Ijosed by Mr. Fawcett's bill ; and it did so from the simple
tact—a fact to which he was only too hapjiy to testify—that
the employment of women and diildren in ;igricultural pur-
suits under what was denominated the " gang system" was

quite unknown in his district. That system, in his opinion,

was so pernicious in principle, and so demoralizing, that he
could only imagine some local cause to exist with which he
was unacquainted in the few counties where it was practised,

to justify its adoption and continuance, and to require any
legislative enactments for its suppression. It would be per-

ceived from the resolution which was passed, and which he
believed was in the chairman's possession, that the Worcester-
shire Chamber pronounced the most unequivocal condemna-
tion on Mr. Fawcett's bill. But although they did that, let it

not be inferred that they were opposed to the spread of know-
ledge ; on the contrary, it was with the most unmixed satis-

faction he witnessed that in that society, which had only been
established a month, yet comprised already upwards of 300
tenant-farmers, such a unanimous expression of opinion iu

favour of the sjjread of education amongst our farm labourers.

They felt that the interests of agriculture woidd not be pro-

moted )jy keeping in the bondage of ignorance those faculties

which were implanted by a " Great and Allwise Creator" in the

mind of man. They felt that the agricultural labourer oughf
no longer to remain behind in the march of intellect that was
taking place among all grades of society. They felt that, how-
ever valuable the strong body might l^e in the performance of

manual labour, yet that, when that labour was directed by an
intelligent mind, it became of greater value. They felt that

every child in the early days of its youth ought to have placed

within its reach the means of obtaining a good elementary edu-

cation. In short, they felt that the existence of the labouring

man was given him for something higher and better than
simply to work, eat, drink, and to " die ;" and that he formed
a link in the great chain of the community, the weakening or

strengthening of any part of which affected the whole. He
made these remarks lest it should be thought that, in opposing

the bill of Mr. Fati'cett, the tenantry of Worcestershire were
opposed to the education of their farm-labourers. There could

be little doubt that Mr. Faweett was actuated by kind motives

;

and that, seeing the good which had been effected in the manu-
facturing districts by the Factory Act, he hoped to ameliorate

the condition of the agricultural classes by the passing of his

bill. But in what way did he seek to effect that object ? Why,
the first clause iu the biU precluded the employment of any
child under the age of 13, unless a certificate could be produced

that the child had attended school on alternate days. Now
any one at all acquainted with the practical details of agricul-

ture must be aware that such an arrangement was totally im-

practicable, and that in effect it would prevent the child from
being ever employed in agricultural work at all ; for if not em-
ployed before the age of 13, he never would be afterwards.

And what must be the effect of such a clause on the parents ?

Only let them picture to themselves for a moment the ease of

a labourer with a wife, and, perhaps, a family of six, seven, or

eight cliildren all under the age of 13, and its being made a
penal offence for any of those children to be employed ! Such
an enactment must tend to an increase in t)ie poor-rates

throughout the country by pauperising the poor man, and
thereby destroying that spirit of independence it was so de-

sirable to foster. Then, again, the sixth clause empowered the

magistrates in petty sessions, in any parish with a population

exceeding 300, to erect schools and charge the cost of erection

and maintenance ou the ratepayers. Without wishing to cast

the slightest reflection on the magistrates of England, he felt

bound to confess that he was one of those who considered that

they had already sufficient power vested in them for taxing

the ratepayers, without having it increased; and as the clause

referred to was only the perpetuation of a system altogether re-

pugnant to the feelings of Englishmen, namely, that of taxa-

tion without representation, he entered his earnest protest

against it. But, in fact, the whole biU appeared to have been

so hastily drawn, and was so impracticable in its details, that

the Chamber, which he had the honour of representing in

part that day, had declared it to be alike prejudicial to the em-
ployer, and injurious to the employed.

Major M.UTLAND Wilson said they had heard in that

discusssion that tenant farmers would not liko to increase the

powers of magistr.'ltes, as it was proposed to increase them
under tliis Bill. As a magistrate, he was sure his brother

magistrates did not care for any such accession of power

It "appeared to him that Mr. Fawcett's ]5ill was wliolly

impracticable. Ue recognised most fidly the duty and im-

portance of promoting the education of agricultural labourers;
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but he thought that this Bill, instead of proniotiug, would
impede it. It was quite iiupossiblc to insist upon a boy's uot

being allowed to be employed in agriculture under 13 years

of age unless he attended school every day. Those who lived

in the country knew that the hardest part of a labourer's life

was when he had a large family under twelve years of age, and
the effect of such a restriction would be to pauperise the

labourer, and make him goud for nothing (Hear, hear).

Every farmer would testify that if lads were not put to fiirming

occupations when tliey were young, 1 hey would never learn

anything afterwards, llis practical experience had led him to

a conclusion that what was desirable was that the child should

be put to farming occupations while young, and when a little

older have opportunities atforded to him of attending a good
evening school, lie had seen lads of from twelve to twenty,

including some in a better station than that of labourer's child-

ren, attending an evening school regularly when they were
well able to appreciate the value of education, and they had
worked hard, and with the most beneficial results (Hear, hear.)

Mr. T. HoRLEY, jun. (Warwickshire), wished to say a few

words in support of the resolution. JNo doubt Mr. Fawcett

brought forward his Bill with the best intentions ; but though

an exceedingly clever man, he was not conversant with agri-

culture, or with the position of the rural population. There
was no class of men, notwithstanding that the reverse of this

was often asserted, who were more filive than the farmers of

England as regarded the value of education to the labourers

whom they employed. He could bear testimony to the great

advantages which were derived from evening schools. In the vil-

lage where he resided there was a very large attendance during

the wholeofthewinter,some ofthosewhoattended beingas much
iis forty years of age, and it was astonishing how much good
was done in that way (Hear, hear). He believed that not only

the farmers, but the labourers themselves, universally felt the

necessity of endeavouring, without any legislation on the

subject, to promote education during the time of youth ; but it

was perfectly impracticable for boys to be kept at school, or

prevented from ever going to work until they were thirteen

years of age. Every one present must feel that if lads did

not go to work at all before that, very few would ever be good
for anything after (Hear, hear). Moreover, it was certain that

the cost of compulsory education carried on in the mode pro-

posed under Mr. Fawcett's Bill would be levied only on a

very small amount of property ; whereas the grants now made
by the Privy CouncU came from the national Exchequer, to-

wards which even the poorest persons in England contributed

in some form or other. He also agreed with the Chairman
that the passing of Mr. Fawcett's Bill would have the effect

of stopping the donations and subscriptions raised for edu-

cation throughout the country. As soon as ever rates began

to be raised, the schools supported by voluntary contributions

would begin to droop. He believed that compulsory educa-

tion was not necessary at the present time as regarded agricul-

tural labourers ; he believed that the progress which had been

made in regard to education in the rural districts during the

last 15 or 20 years would continue to increase ; and he thought

that every one who paid attention to the subject would see

before long uot only that every one had a chance of being

educated, but that the vast majority were anxious to avail

themselves of the opportunities afforded (Hear, hear)

.

Mr. Braun (Midland Farmers' Club) thought they were

all agreed as to the desirability of their doing all they could to

promote the education of the labouring classes ; but they were, he

Believed, equally agreed that Mr. Fawcett's Bill was not the

best means that could be devised for accomplishing the object.

In the first place the daughter of a labouring man would be

absolutely prohibited from working in the fields.

The Chairma>' observed that in that respect the Bill had

no special reference to female labour, the words used being
" no child."

Mr. Braxjn continued : He knew agricultural districts where

farmers were in the habit of taking young boys into their

house, and feeding and lodging them, and that was certainly a

very desirable arrangement for the labouring man and his

family. He happened to have a friend who took a pecidiar

interest in boys of young age, and who had them with him in

his house ; and he had found that boys whom he had taken

under 13 years of age had been more useful to him,

because less difficult to manage and less rakish, if he might

use the expression, than boys who were older when first taken

in hand. He said that such boys would go through fire and
water for him, that he could do nothing with boys of that age

who were under his own management. He must admit that

he was a very good manager. If the Bill under consideration

were to pass, how would it be possible for a man like that to

take into his house boys of from 8 to 13, and send them to

school for half their time ? It might be an advantage to them
if the fanner could afford still to take them, b\it no one could

expect him to do so. He believed that such a Bill as Mr.
Fawcett's was as entirely inapplicable to agriculture. The
operations of the farmer must be carried on in accordance with

the seasons and the weather, and could not he carried on con-

tinuously, Uke those of factories, and hence the bill was
impracticable.

Mr. Barbery (Midland Farmers' Club) said he wished

to lay before the Chamber the resolutions come to at the last

meeting of the Club which he represented. They were as

follow :
" That the gang system is in practice most objection-

able ; and, with the exception of this, the employment of

women and children in the ordinary occupations of husbandry

does not require any specific legislation. That, whilst

admitting the desirability of extending the facilities for the

education of the children of agricultural labourers, this Club

cannot agree with the provisions of Mr. Fawcett's BUI, and dis-

approves of any hasty legislation on the subject. That in the'

opinion of this Club all children between the ages of five and

ten years should be required to attend school for a certain

period in each year. That, considering the national advan-

tages to be derived from educa^-ion, it is the opinion of this

Club that the expense of providing necessary school accommo-
dation ought in justice to be defrayed out of the public

purse."

The Chairman inquired of Mr. Burbery whether be wished

to move that the two last resolutions, or the substance of them,

be added to the resolution before the meeting.

Mr. Burbery said he merely wished to put the meeting in

possession of the resolutions. He dissented from the Chair-

man's opinion that the levying of rates for education would

put a stop to all voluntary contributions. He would rather

compare the case to that of rating for the relief of the poor

than to that of rating for the support of prisons. Rating for

the relief of the poor had by no means dried up private

benevolence (Hear, hear), and in his opinion rates-in-aid for

education would not have the effect of deterring people from

giving contributions for educational purposes.

Mr. Little (Northamptonshire) said he would ask why
any legislation at all was necessary in relation to that subject ?

Was it a fact that children were so much employed in the

fields that it was necessary to legislate for their protection ?

The statistics cited by the Chairman seemed to show that legis-

lation was not required. At the meeting which was held the

other day at Northampton it was stated that a travelling com-

mission had been appointed by the Government to inquire into

the state of education in the rural districts. If tiiat were the

case, surely it would be better for Parliament to wait until that

commission had reported.

The Chairjia:v, as a representative of Northamptonshire,

then read the resohition which was passed at the meeting re-

ferred to by Mr. Little. It was to the effect that there

seemed to the meeting to be no occasion for restricting the

hours of field labour generally ; that, as regarded education,

it was desirable to wait for the report of the Commission which

had just been appointed, before expressing any definite opinion

;

and, further, that the Chamber condemned the provisions of

Mr. Fawcett's Bill for the better education of children em-

ployed in agriculture."

Sir. J. Ford (Warwickshire) considered Mr. Fawcett's bill

one of the most crude, partial, and impracticable measures that

had r.er been framed. How Mr. Fawcett could have been in

ducc.l to bring forward such a bill he was at a loss to con-

ceive. In his opinion, there was no need to discuss the matter

any longer.

Sir G. Jenkinson, M.P. (Gloucestershire), said, as a de-

puted member of a local Chamber of Agriculture, he thought the

principal use of that Central Chamber was to be a reflex of

tilt; opinions entertained in the different counties of England;

and he would therefore read the resolutions which had been

passed recently at Gloucester, with a view to their lieing sent

up to that place. At a meeting of the Gloucestershire Chamber

of Agriculture, held at the Spread Eagle Hotel, Gloucester, on
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Saturday, the loth June, 1S67, Captain de Wintou iu the

chair, the following resolutions were carried unanimously

:

First, proposed by Mr. Higgins, seconded by Mr. Lawrence

—

"That the gang system, as practised in the northern and

eastern counties, where no sufficient attention is paid to keeping

the sexes separate, and where women and children have to

travel long distances, is, in the opinion of this chamber, highly

objectionable." Second, proposed by Mr. D. Long, seconded

by Mr. G. llobinson —"That, where proper precautious are

adopted, tlie employment of women and children—the latter of

not too tender an age—in acts of husbandry is desirable and
beneficial, not only to the farmer, but also to the farm labourer,

looking both to the health of the children and the maintenance
of the familj ; and that, at the present time, when manual
labonr is scarce, and steadily becoming more so, .such employ-
ment is almost indispensable." Third, proposed by Mr. T.

Morris, seconded by Mr. S. Friday—" That, in the opinion of

this chamber there is no necessity for any specific legislation

on the subject, inasmuch as most of tlie evUs complained of

in connection with this matter would be better remedied by the

erection by landlords of proper and sufJicient cottages for

accommodation of labourers on their estates." Fourth, pro-

posed by Mr. Cadle, seconded by Mr. John Drinkwater

—

" That, whilst admitting the desirability of extending the

facilities for the education of the children of agricultural

labourers, this chamber cannot agree to the provisions of Mr.
Fawcett's bill, and disapproves of any hasty legislation on the

subject." Fifth, proposed by Mr. AV. Capel, seconded by Mr.
H. Higgins—" That Sir George Jenkinson, Bart., be the

deputed member to represent the chamber at the council

meeting on the IStli instant." It seemed to him (Sir G. Jen-
kinson) that those resolutions met the feelings of the gentlemen
present, and embraced the main features of the resolution

which hud been proposed. Mr. Fawcett's bill could scarcely

have been drawn by any gentleman who was conversant with
agricultural pursuits or requirements. The machinery with
regard to certificates, harvesting, and so on, and the arrange-
ments as to magistrates doing this, that, and the other,

were so complicated and impracticable, that any at-

attempt to lick the bill into shape must entirely fail;

and he did hope that if they were to have any legislation on
this subject the Government would place the matter in the
hands of some gentleman who was conversant with the usages
and necessities of agricultural life, and would not for a moment
listen to such crude proposals as were now before the House
of Commons. He wished to allude to one other important
point that bore very much on the question of the education of
the labouring classes. At the present time there was great
difficulty in the rural districts in obtaining proper teachers for

schools. The Government gave, indeed, a grant ; but the way
in which they gave it greatly diminished its value and utility.

They said, " Unless, you have a certificated master or mistress,

certificated in accordance with our views, we wUl make no
grant." That arrangement might be very useful in the case
of large towns ; but in small rural parishes, where the schools

were entirely dependent perhaps on one gentleman who lived

in the neiglibourhood, aided by such grants as might be ex-
pected from the Government, if the appointment of a teacher
were not thrown open, the grants failed to do that which they
were intended to do, and even threw obstacles in the way of
education. He could state from personal knowledge of his

own locality that the effect of tying managers down to the em-
ployment of certificated masters was that the protection granted
to a particular class of men often made them uppish and con-
ceited, and useless for the purposes of sound education ; so

that the evils encountered by those who sought to avail them-
selves of a master's services exceeded the benefits to be de-
rived from them. All tins would be avoided if the Govern-
ment in giving grants would look only to results. If the Go-
vernment were to leave it open to the managers to obtain
school teachers wherever they could get them, whetjier they
were or were not certificated, looking ouly for certain results,
there would be free-trade in school-teaching as well as in other
matters, and the widening of tlie area from which school-
teachers miglit l)e selected would, in his opinion, be an ad-
vantage. He hoped that that particular aspect of the question
under discussion would not be lost sight of by the Chamber.

Mr. CiiA^JULER (Wiltshire) could not help saying, in refer-
ence to the remark that Mr. Fawcett could not understand
agricultural operations, that that gentleman's father was a

"Wiltshire farmer, and therefore he must know something
about them. The labourers of Wiltshire had taken up this

matter very warmly indeed.

The CiiAiuji.vN : In favour of the Bill or against it ?

Mr. Cii.vxDLER : Against it. The labourers said they really

could not go on if that Bill were carried.

Mr. B. SwiTHiN (Worcestershire) observed that at a recent

meeting of the Worcestershire Chamber of Agriculture the

following resolutions were adopted :
" That this Chamber,

while recognising the desirability of extending the facilities

for affording the children of agricultural labourers the means
of obtaining a good elementary education, is of opinion that

the employment of children in the ordinary occupations of

husbandry does not require any specific legislation (unless with

reference to the gang system, which is unknown in this

county), and that the legislative restrictions in the Bill of

Mr. Fawcett now before Parliament will be prejudicial to the

interest of the farmer, and productive of great hardship upon
the agricultural labourer and his family ; and this Chamber
deprecates any hasty legislation on the subject, and is further

of opinion that Mr. Fawcett's Bill should be opposed at every

stage." As regarded the provisions that children should only

be employed on alternate days, he must say that that appeared
to him quite incompatible with the employment of children at

all in agriculture. Children would during part of the year be
of no use on alternate days, farmers wanting them chiefly in

summer, while the winter might be left for school. If chil-

dren did not begin earlier than 13, they would not be able to

acquire any skill in husbandry afterwards ; a great deal of
valuable time would have been lost, and neither in

mind nor iu body would the children be likely to

make good agricultural labourers. Then, again, if the Bill

passed, it would, he thought, militate a good deal against the

operation of the poor-law system. As a guardian, he could

well imagine what would occur when a man applied for relief

after the passing of this Bill. On being asked whether he

was in health, the man would perhaps answer, " Yes ; but I

have six or seven children under 1-3 years of age, and I was
not allowed to employ any of them, and I cannot find bread

for them." All the Board of Guardians could do in such a

case was to reply, " Well, here is the house for you, that is all

we can offer." Thus, the Bill would tend to pauperise parents,

and to prevent the children from learning to earn an honest

living. By section 3, power was given to magistrates to issue

an order to suspend the education ; but he thought it was
not desirable that such power should be exercised. Clause 8

declared that if any child should be employed without a certi-

ficate, the employer should be fined not more than £10, and
not less than £2." A boy having a greater love for the fields

than for school might disregard the alternate days, and thus it

might happen that an employer vi'ould be fined £10 because

a lad had played truant. The Bill appeared to him from be-

ginning to end thoroughly impracticable, and he trusted that

the resolution which had been proposed would be passed
unanimously.

Mr. Ba>'kes St.ociiope, M.P , thought Mr. Fawcett's Bill

was impracticable and mischievous, and had no doubt that it

would be defeated. Mr. Little had alluded to the fact that

the Government had appointed a roving commission to go
over the whole of England, and especially over the eastern

counties, to inquire iuto the state of education among the

children in the agricultural districts, and see what could be
done to improve it. That fact was alone a sufficient reason

tor postponing legislation, and he thought it would be well to

make some allusion to it in the resolution about to be passed.

There was another point which he wished to touch upon, al-

though it was not strictly connected with Mr. Fawcett's bill.

There was a very strong feeling in the House of Commons
that if women and young females were employed in agricul-

ture, great precautions should be taken to prevent an improper

admixture of the sexes. It would be well for the House of

Commons to see that such points had not been neglected, and
that the Chamber was well aware of what was requisite for

the well-being of those who w^ere employed in agriculture

(Hear, hear).

The Chairman observed that that was very much the feel-

ing expres.sed in the resolutions which had been reported from

Northamptonshire. It was there felt that they did not re-

quire any general legislation, but that special legislation might

be called for in reference to particular districts.
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Mr. B. STAN'uorE, M.P., suid in parts of Lincolnsliirc,

Cambridgcsliire, and Norfolk there existed not only what were
called " public gangs," but also a system of private gangs,
under which a number of children were employed and paid

individually, overseers being placed over them. It was neces-

sary to distinguish between the two systems. He thought it

might be well to introduce into the resolution a few words
with regard to that subject.

Mr. Jasper Moke said it struck him that if Mr. Fawcett
were present he would say, " You all disapprove of my 15ill,

yet you assert that agriculturists recognize the advantage of

education. I shall therefore be obliged by your telling me
how the work is to be carried out." Before Mr. Banks Stan-

hope, spoke his own impression was that tiie Chamber should

frame a resolution expressing its own views as to the manner
in which the education of these children should be conducted

;

but if they followed the advice of Mr. Banks Stanhope to

withhold an opinion until the commissioners had reported on
the subject, perhaps the most judicious course would be to

agree to a motion for the adjournment of tiie discussion until

tliey had iiad an opportunity of considering that report. Then,
with the report in its hands, the Chamber itself might prepare

a scheme and embody it in a Bill, whicli would show that, as

agriculturists, they did take an interest in the question of

education, and that whilst anxious to destroy Mr. Fawcett's

Bill tliey were in favour of adopting a more reasonable and
practicable measure. With reference to the manner in which
the children should be educated, one gentleman had advocated
the system of night-schools, and he (Mr. Jasper More) had
always thought tliat, if practicable, night-schools would be the

best, because it was as desirable that they should be educated

after as before they were thirteen years of age, else by the

time they were twenty they forgot half they were taught, and
even the way to read. He had ascertained from several

farmers in his district that they could allow young children to

be absent from the farm three times a-week for the purpose of

receiving instruction. Of course night-schools would be in-

applicable to the case of girls.

Mr. Ba>"ks Sta^"iiope said he understood the commis-
sioners were likely to be three years in carrying on their

inquiries. Their duty was to inquire into the private gang
system, and how far the Factory Acts could be applied to the

employment of children in agriculture. The sub-commissioner,

who was a cousin of his own, would be occupied for one year

iu Lincolnshire, and for two years more he would have a sort

of roving commission throughout England. It was therefore

almost totally impossible for them to report in less than three

years. Under these circumstances hi agreed with Mr. Jasper

!JIore that the Chamljer should pronounce a clear opinion

against Mr. Fawcett's Bill, and that no legislation ought to be

proceeded with until the pubUcation of the commissioner's

report.

Mr. GoDDAED, M.P., entirely concurred with the views ex-

pressed by previous speakers on this interesting subject ; for

he sincerely believed that Mr. Fawcett's bQl would be both

impracticable and injurious to the cause of agriculture gene-

rally, as w ell as to the labouring classes themselves. He lived

in an agricultural district, and had ample knowledge of their

wants and requirements ; and whUst he was disposed to offer

every encouragement to the spread of education amongst them,

he felt that if it were attempted—as was proposed by the bill

—to place restrictions upon the parents with regard to the

employment of their children, such a course would be most

mischievous in its results. If the boys were not permitted to

labour until they were thirteen years old, it would not only be

adverse to the interests of themselves and their parents, but,

in all probability, they would not obtain the amount of in-

struction which would be essential to them in after-life. With
regard to nigbt-schools for boys, they would meet the difficulty

to a very great extent, and should be encouraged in every

rural parish. So far as he was concerned, then, he should

deem it to be his duty to oppose the bill wliich Mr. Fawcett

had introduced.

jMr. Smyth, as one of the largest employers of agricultural

machinery in Hertfordshire, was of opinion that for many
years past there had been a sufficiency ot education in the

rural districts, at any rate so far as reading and writing were

concerned. His own experience led him to this conclusion

—

that there were two classes of men who were good for ma-
cliinery, and a third that was very bad, The two first were

those who either had no education, or were merely able to

read and write—these were the best ; whilst the worst men
that could be put to machinery were those of superior edu-

cation, who were above their position, and did not know their

work. Let the philosophers in the House of Commons and
elsewhere take that to heart when they were employed in

raising these men above their proper level, and making fools

of them at the farmer's expense. The agricultural interest

was engaged in a world-wide competition, and one prop after

anotiicr was being taken from it. He maintained, therefore,

that all this extra education for the labourer was opposed alike

to the interests of the labourer himself, the farmer, and the

nation at large. He agreed with the Chairman that they

ought not to fetter the minds any more than the bodies of

men ; but machinery had torn off the fetters from the labourer,

and he knew well that men did not go through such ex-

hausting toil now as formerly, but went to their work more
cheerfully. W'ell, machinery had removed the fetters from

the body, and there was no desire to fetter the mind ; but

what he contended for was, that all this superfluous education

to the labouring-classes was more likely to prove a curse than

a hlessing to them. He hoped, then, that the philosophers

in the House of Commons, of whom Mr. Fawcett was one,

would understand that in promoting this bill they were offering

an insult to the agriculturists, which ought to be resented by

by all who had the welfare of the labourers themselves

at heart.

Mr. James Hodsoll (Maidstone Farmers' Club), as an
owner as well as occupier of land, was desirous that the

Chamber should know the mauner in which the education

of the poor was carried on in his district, the parish of Staple-

burst, Kent. In the first place it was conducted almost ex-

clusively by means of certificated masters and mistresses, aided

by the Governmentgrant. There wereabout 200 children of both

sexes in the schools, and last year £50 was received from the

Government, whilst liberal subscriptions were made by most
of the owners and occopiers of land in the parish, who also

exerted themselves to impress upon the minds of the labouring

classes the necessity of giving their children sufficient educa-

tion to enable them to read and write well, the girls moreover

receiving special instruction to fit them for their duties in after-

life. The result was that the parish was a model to many of

those around it, as regarded the education, the care, and the

well-being of the labouring classes. The certificated plan was
a good one, and he believed that wherever it was tried it would

be found to answer every useful purpose. The voluntary sub-

scriptions to the schools in his parish amounted to from £60 to

£80 a year, and a considerable sum was also received in pence

from the children. Being himself the secretary to the schools

as well as the teacher of a class in the Sunday-school, he had
ample opportunities of observing what the education was and
what were its effects ; and he had no hesitation in saying that

the system operated most beneficially for all classes of the

community, and without being accompanied by any of the mis-

chiefs which some persons appeared to apprehend. Mr. Hod-
soll added that in his district they avoided as much as possible

the employment of children under 10 years of age.

Mr. Little then moved by way of addendum to the resolu-

tion, " That no legislation on the education of children engaged
in agriculture should take place until the commission appointed

to inquire into the subject shall have made their report."

Mr. T. HOKLEY, jun., having seconded the proposal, Mr.
Botfield consented to the words being added to his motion.

Sir G. Jenkinson, speaking from personal experience, was
inclined to say, " Put not your trust in commissions, but rather

act upon the information before you." With reference to the

observations made by Mr. Hodsoll, as to the system pursued

in his district, that might do very well in places where there

was a large population. But the point he (Sir G. Jenkinson)

wished to impress upon the Chamber was, that in small rural

parishes they had not, as a rule, the means of paying for cer-

tificated masters. A good certificated master and his wife

could not be liad for less than from 60 to 70 guineas a-year

;

and when the number of children varied from 60 to 70, where,

he should like to know, were the funds to come from to meet
all the expenses ? As to night-schools, admitting that they

had their advantages, still he could not help thinking that,

after a hard day's work, until eight or nine o'clock perhaps,

in harvest time especially, the childreu were scarcely fit either

in mind or body to begin to receive instruction, and that in
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such circumstances the process must involve severe labour.

(A Membeu : Tlie night-schools should be held iu the mnter
onlj'). Even so, tliere were more difficulties iu the way—the

state of the weather, their clothing, and other drawbacks.

Although cordially approving of night-schools, theu, where

they could be established and kept in operation, he hardly

tliought they were sufficient to meet the difficulty of the case.

The CiiAiEMJLN : As to night-schools, they were of course

desirable institutions ; but they required a different class of

teachers to those employed in day-schools. Persons acquainted

viitli the parts of the country where large manufactures were
carried on, employing unregulated labour, such as the shoe

manufacture in Northampton, would tell them that a night-

school conducted by a mistress would be a scene of mere riot

;

that all attempts at instruction would be ineffectual, and that

the state of things would most probably be analogous to that

of the gang system. In those districts, therefore, there was
nothing like carrying on the business of instruction in the

broad light of day.

Mr. SiMJioiNS (of the Banbury Chamber of Agriculture)

said that at the meeting of that body held on the 31st of May,
they had passed the following resolution :

—

" That this meeting deplores the evils of the agricultural

gang system as it now exists, and approves of the course taken
by tlie Government in appointing inspectors to obtain more
information ^^dtll a view to sucii legislation as the circum-

stances require ; but at the same time this meeting considers

that there should be no unnecessary interference with the

freedom of agricultural labour."

Mr. Eartlett remarked that the resolution then before the

chamber offered no suggestion with regard to the employment
of women and ehUdren in agriculture.

The CiiAiRMAJV : True, ihey must wait for the report of
the commissioners before taking action on that subject.

Mr, Baktlett thought, however, that it would be useful

for the guidance of the local chambers if some expressions of
opinion on the question emanated from tliis Chamber as the
centre of agricultural opinion.

Mr. Jasper More did not mean to contravene the opinion
expressed by Mr. Banks Stanhope, but in speaking to Mr.
Fawcett on the subject of his bill, that gentleman always said

:

" The more my bill is objected to, the more I am convinced of
its necessity ; because I am certain that agriculturists are

opposed to the education of the poor working on their farms."
Mr. Fawcett had that idea in his head, and if he heard of this

meeting of the chamber it would only make him more obsti-

nate iu adhering to the conclusion. Such an impression
might be very easily removed by a simple resolution showing
that they were prepared to do something in favour of the edu-

cation of the laboiiring classes, and were ready to support a

bill on the subject which would embody the views of the agri-

cultural community generally, and not those of Mr, Fawcettin
particular.

Mr. Bartlett inquired whether the Chamber was prepared
to discuss any principle as a substitute for the Bills of Mr.
Fawcett and Sir. Bruce, so that the local Chambers might
take np the question to give it their consideration ?

The CiiAiRMAJS : There M'as nothing in the resolution be-

fore the meeting to prevent that. It only stated that legisla-

tion should not take place until the Commissioners had made
their report.

Mr. Bartlett : Education was a word of very extensive

signification. And he should be prepared to start with the

question, What was the sort of eduction which should be given
lo the working classes ? Were they to be taught what was be-

yond their position and requirements ?—any thing more, for

instance, than reading, writing, and arithmetic ?

The Chairman : It was open to Mr. Bartlett to move that
the Chamber should define what the education ought to be.

Mr. Bartlett had always been of opinion that the instruc-
tion given in national and union schools was amply sufficient

for the persons for whom it was intended, and that it should
not be superior to that which was considered good enough for
children of tlie persons who contributed to the support of the
schools, whether by taxation or voluntary subscription.

Mr. J. 11. EvA^s read the following resolution jjassed at

the Newbury Farmers' Club :
" That as the present system

of education is going on satisfactorily and surely, it is the
opinion of thia Club that compulsory education or a gene-
ral school rate would tend to over throw voluntary exer-

tions, and that it is inexpedient to interfere with the exist-

ing laws relating thereto. And further, that iu this neigh-
bourhood the employment of women and children in agricul-
tural work is not such as to require legislation thereon."
In his part of the country (Mr. Evans remarked) the system
adverted to by Mr. IlodsoU, as regarded the government grant
in aid, worked extremely well, the children receiving just that

amount of education which fitted them for the stations wliich

they had to fill. The Club which he had the honour of repre-

senting were clearly of opinion that there should be no move-
ment on the subject until the report of the Commissioners had
been presented, and pending the preparation of that report

they were perfectly satisfied with the existing arrangements.

Mr. HoDSOLL : The certificated system as carried out in

his parish just placed the sons of agricultural labourers in this

position—that if any of them showed particular talent that

required their further educational advancement, they received

the necessary instruction so that they might be qualified for

any employment that came legitimately within their reach.

The resolution moved by Mr. Boteield, with the rider

proposed by ]\Ir. Little attached, was then put from the

Chair, and agreed to unanimously iu these terms :
" That this

Chamber, while strongly sympathising with any efforts for the

improved and increased education of the laljouring classes

engaged in agriculture, considers that Mr. Fawcett's bill would
not accomplish this object ; that the measure is impracticable

in its details, and totally inapplicable to rural districts; and
that no legislation ou the education of children engaged in

agriculture should take place until the commission appointed

to inquire into the subject shall have given in their report."

Sir. George Jenkixson next moved the following resolu-

tion—the object of which, he said, was to remove the impression

referred to by Mr. Jasper More, that because the Chamber
disapproved of Mr. Fawcett's Bill it was therefore opposed to

all education of the poor—" That whilst this Central Cham-
ber expresses its disapproval of the public gang system as now
carried on in some of the eastern counties, and whilst it ap-

proves of the limited employment of women and children in

acts of husbandry under proper precautions, it desires at the

same time to record its opinion that the education of the

labouring classes is a subject which requires careful considera-

tion as being most important in its results to the general com-

munity, and it by no means wishes it to be imagined that be-

cause it disapproves of Mr. Fawcett's Bill, it is opposed to

any well-considered legislation on that subject when full in-

formation has been obtained."

The resolution finding no seconder fell to the ground, it

being considered that the motion of Mr. Botfield was a suffi-

cient vindication of the Chamber from such a charge.

A motion by Mr. T. Horlev, Jun., seconded by Mr.
Brawn, for the adjournment of the discussion in order to

give the local Chambers an opportunity of further considering

the educational question, was negatived by a considerable ma-
jority after some discussion.

The sitting then terminated, having lasted upwards of four

hours.

OLD ENGLISH RULES FOR PURCHASING LANDS.
By B.VIINABE GoOGE, 1596.

Whoso will be wise in piu'chaaing,
Let him consider those points following :

First see that the land be cleare,

In title of the seUar,

And that it stand in danger

Of no woman's dowrie.

See whether the tenure be bond or free.

And release of every feoffee.

See that the sellar be of age,

And that it lie not iu mortgage.
Whether a taile be thereof found,

And whether it stand in statute l)onud.

Consider what service longeth thereto,

And what quit rent thereout must go.

And if it come of a wedded woman.
Think thou of covert baron.

And if thou may in any wise.

Make thy charter with warrantise,

To thee, thine heires, assigues also,

Thus should a wise purchaser do.
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RATS.
Sir,—Has any one ever cslimatcJ the number of rats that

prey upon the farmer's property ? Allowing one to each acre,

we should thca have about GO millions iu the United King-
dom. As animals consume according to their weight, a full-

grown rat w'ould consume much grain in a year. But, unfor-

tunately, it is not only what they consume, but what they

destroy, that concerns ns. Said an old labourer's wife to me,
"A rat has taken away in one night eight of my brood of

young ducks, worth Sd. a piece. My neighbour, Mrs. B
,

a small farmer's widow, cannot raise any poultry, for under
her house is a honeycomb of rats' runs. She took them in a

hamper into her sleeping room last night, and even there they

tried to get them out."

I can testify to their destructive powers from experience.

When they have young they wiU carry away and store up
scores of young chickens, ducks, or turkeys in a single night,

much the same as a eat having kittens. A friend of mine who
had a Little rabbit warren opposite his windows, saw his cat

catch a young rabbit. He followed her, and found that she

already bad laid up 36 that morning near her kittens. I have
known of a brace of foxes taking 37 turkeys in a single night,

and burj-ing many of them up in some dung-heaps which were
upon an adjoming field ready for spreading.

When hard pressed for food for themselves or their young,
rats are very daring, and wiU attack large chickens or good-
sized rabbits. I know a ease where a youth was awoke in the

night by a rat beginning upon his ear. Wherever stock are

fed with meal or grain, there the rats will surely come, to share,

with tlie pigs especially, their barley-meal and poUard.
When dining at Vintners' Hall with the late excellent Mr.

Green, the great shipowner, he said to me :
—" Mr. Mechi, I

can beat you in pigs ; I make a thousand a year by my pigs."

I expressed my surprise, and said if I got their manure free

of cost I thought myself a lucky fellow. " Well," said he, " I

have only 60 pigs ; before I kept these pigs the rats used to

damage the sails of my ships to the extent of a thousand a

year, eating every greasy portion. They now dine with or

after the pigs, and never touch the saUs." This hint may be

useful to shipowners as well as to housekeepers, who find that

the mice destroy the greased or stained portions of table-cloths.

Rats migrate, and travel a long way in a night, in search

of food. A neighbour of mine told me that he one night met
a small army of them, some hundreds together. The care-

lessness of some farmers or their false econon^y causes

serious loss to their neighbours. They may be called rat-pre-

servers or rat-breeders. I used to pass frequently by two
wheat stacks wluch were completely honey-combed by the rats,

whose paths into and up the stacks were visible from the road.

Having consumed nearly aU the grain, they left the stack for

better quarters. When threslied there was plenty of straw,

but the corn was nearly " nil." Those who keep their corn

in stack for seven years (and I know of some who do so) had
need have an eye to the rats. I have used a dozen iron stack

frames (Garrett's patent) for the last 20 years, without any

rats. The fact is, they cannot do without water, so if one gets

into the stack, he must come down to drink, and cannot re-

ascend. It is too common a practice to leave carts, ladders, or

anything close to the stacks, thus affording access. As soon

as these are removed, ilr. Rat must come down for water and

cannot return. We always trim or shave our stacks (cost Is.

per stack) to cut off access from below, as well as for economy
of corn and neatness.

Mice are more difficult to expel than rats, for they get into

the sheaves at harvest time, and are thus carried on to the

stack. Unless poisoned by liquid immediately after putting up

the stack they soon find out that they can exist by tlie 12 per

cent, of water contained in straw and 11 per cent, in the grain.

They also learn to avail themselves of dew and rain. In the

spring and summer they will so multiply as to destroy or

damage a large quantity of the grain, especially if left over-year.

To show how the animals can exist by the water contained in

what is called dry grain and its straw, I will relate the case of

a horse at Cressing Temple, a few miles from me, where a

horse used for treading or consolidating the barley in the barn,

being left there all night, slipped down between the closely-

packed barley and the boarded sides of the barn. In vain was
search made for him in the morning, and it was concluded that

he had been stolen. On Christmas Day, as tiic ploughmen
came to attend to their horses, they heard the neighing of a

horse in the barn, and after removing the barley, they found

the lost horse as fat and as sleek as a mole. Thiuking he must

be very thirsty they ignorantly allowed him to go to the pond

and drink his fill, and in consequence he died. This is well

known to many persons now living. The horse had gradually

eaten his way into a comfortable space. But to return to

our rats. They are most industrious and destructive burrowers :

as they cannot destroy a solid brick wall they will burrow un-

der it, unless the foundation is well concreted ; where beams

enter the wall they will gnaw the wood. It requires a watch-

ful eye to keep them under. Every hole should be noted, and

plugged at once with a piece of tile or brick fixed with cement,

or a picee of hard wood dipped in gas tar. Their runs should

be tarred, and thus they will soon get disgusted with their

quarters. Wherever a small heap of earth is thrown up near

a wall, the run should be traced and at once stopped ; lime and

stones as a concrete conquers them. Loose lime they cannot

work in, it blinds and disgusts them. In every barn and shed

door there should be a round hole, about eight inches in dia-

meter, so that the eats can have free access in search of the

rats. It is at night they work, and they do so as much as pos-

sible under cover. They may be easily poisoned by strychnine,

mixed with ground barley or oats ; 'l)ut before trying this they

must be fed for several nights with the meal unmixed with poi-

son. Rats are very sagacious, and had I space I could relate

many instances of their cunning. It is a most dangerous thing

to spread poison on bread-and-butter, for they carry it away ;

and I know of too many instances where valuable dogs, fowls,

&c., liavc perished. Another inconvenience is, that when poi-

soned they die in their burrows, which are too frequently under

your drawing or dining-room, or iu the walls. Their decom-

position causes a most detestable and too durable stench.

There is nothing Uke plenty of cats. I find male cats cas-

trated when young by far the best rat-catchers, and by block-

ing the holes you give the cats a better chance of catching

them. Traps may also be set, but they are very wary of them.

Hollow walls are objectionable, so is thatch on buildings.

Water rats undermined the banks of my pond until I turned

in a few pike, which soon converted rats into fish. A pike of

3 lbs. will take a rat and swallow him at once. Beware of

pike where you have young ducks, for they enjoy them quite

as much as they do rats. I had imagined that there was a

chance of the rat biting the stomach of Mr. Pike ; but, as

au old angler, and examining the condition of the pike's stomach

with a bait in it, I found that there is no fear of tliat, for in-

stantly the stomach collapses like an elastic pitch-plaster, and

not a single breath could the rat or any living thing draw.

Pike always swallow their prey ahve and head foremost. They

are very fond of eels, and swallow them alive and head fore-

most. They always seize their prey across the middle, and,

unless very hungry, hold them so for some time.

Rats find abundant accommodation and concealment under

the old-fashioned wooden barn floors and dilapidated or thatched

farm buildings. The modern system of asplialting upon con-

crete is an efi'ectnal barrier : tlioy cannot gnaw it ; their only

chance is to burrow under between the ground and the con-

crete, and this, by a careful examination, may be easily pre-

vented. A very destmclive cunning old rat, that could never

be trapped, was taken as follows :—Every hole except one was

carefully stopped with gas-tar substances, and the trap set at

the remaining hole. For two days and nights he declined

coming out, but hunger and thirst at last compelled him to

face the traps, and he was taken.

I very much commend asphalted floors to my agricultural

brethren. It is so cheap and clean, and, above all, prevents

any damage to corn, by preventing damp arising from the

earth beneath it. Cats such as I have will not only kill rats,

but also weasels. The latter will destroy a brood of poultry iu

a night, if they have access to them. Of course every one

knows the value of ferrets and a good rat dog.

J. J. Mechi.
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THE SOUTHERN COUNTIES ASSOCIATION
MEETING AT BRIGHTON.

This Society, established, in acknowledged imitation of

the old West of England, " for the enconragement of

Agriculture, Arts, Science, Manufactures, and Commerce,"
has been looking somewhat longinglj' for its opening day.

The cattle-plague Orders interfered last year with the

arrangements for a meeting, but it was now determined
to go on, with the twelve classes and a hundred and
fifty entries of horned stock struck out. It would, how-
ever, have been far better to have retained the Sussex
beasts ; as these, like the Polled in Norfolk the other day,

would have no doubt fm'uished a very interesting feature

to an occasion that was by no means too strong in other

respects. Still, after the fashion of the West country,
there were divers collateral attractions, such as an Exhi-
bition of Arts, a grand Flower Show, and so forth. But
uufortunately these forces were not united, or the rather

they ran in direct opposition the one to another. Instead

of the agricultural, the artistic, and the horticultural

elements being all disposed upon the same show-ground,
where by-the-bye there was ample room, the Arts De-
partment was right at the other end of the town, and
the I'lower Show right at the other end of the week. As
these two companion sights were, moreover, very handy,
and the stock and implements comparatively a long way
off, it so happened there were a number of visitors to the
Pavilion who never went near Hove, without it was with
the double inducement of having a look at the cricket

match between Sussex and Kent, as well as at the horses
and Southdowns. It is not so that Mr. Jonathan Gray
and his friends manage matters with the Orders of the

Bath. In place of pulling all ways at once, like pigs

fighting, there is an ever-charming variety at a West
of England gathering, and you may turn in a moment
from Berkshires to geraniums, from landscapes to

clod- crushers, or from four - year - olds to sewing-
machines ; while the same half-crown or shilling franks

you through, and the military band discourses sweet
music, fair and square, alike to the connoisseurs in bacon,

camellias, or Honiton lace. At Hove, on Monday and
Tuesday, the Royal Marines played out the programme
pretty much for their own amusement, and "The General
Chair Company," at two-pence a seat, looked very like

winding-up long before I'riday night.

In fact, the direction was raw, the preliminary pro-

ceedings imperfect, the house divided against itself,

and the meeting, so far as we stayed it out, one
of the flattest ever celebrated. Not but that the stewards,

like Lord Portsmouth and Mr. Woodman for horses. Sir

Archibald MacUonald and Mr. Shackel for sheep and
pigs, and other gentlemen in the discharge of similar

duties, did all that could be done; but there was evidently

the want of some " head centre"—of some presiding genius
to answer questions, solve difficulties, and keep people
straight. The very beginning of the business was signal-
ised by an absurd mistake, the catalogues being kept back
until the judging was over, and the interest so far very
effectually destroyed. Certainly, through the kind offices

of some of the stewards and judges, we were enabled to
send off the prizes by telegram for our paper of the same
afternoon, though we much question whether this
" favour" would have been granted if we had not been
personally known to many on the ground. Is there any I

other Agricultural Society that now withholds the cata-

logues during the time the judges are at work ? Andean
a new Society, of all others, afford to go backwards ? As
to the complaints about subscribers' and exhibitors' ad-

mission tickets never having been issued, of the meeting

never having been properly announced, and so forth, we
must leave the administrative talent to settle these matters

amongst themselves, as to profit by experience that

would threaten at best to be a somewhat costly invest-

ment.

With the Sussex, the Shorthorns, and the other breeds

of cattle withdrawn, the mainstay of the meeting was
found natm-ally enough to be amongst the Southdown
sheep, to the entry of which all the chief flock-masters

of the county contributed. The Duke of Richmond, Lord
Chichester, !Mr. Rigden, the Heasmans, Mr. Waters, Mr.
Penfold, Mr. Hart, and others were all well represented

in this way, although the array of Downs was not alto-

gether so imposing as might have been expected. The
opening class for instance, of shearling rams, contained

nothing of remarkable excellence. Even Mv. Rigden's

fii'st, with his fine size, good back, loin, and leg, and true

touch, finishes off so badly behind as to be only half a

good one, though a son of the famous 170 gs. sheep pur-

chased by Sir Thomas Lennard at Babraham, and that, if

we remember aright, had no such defects as are here dis-

cernible in his produce. The Goodwood rams were not

so well prepared, or they might have run their old

opponents a little closer, his Grace's " reserve num-
ber " being a particularly neat smart sheep. Both,

indeed, of the High Commendatious went in this way,

none of the remainder being noticed but a sample of

the Motcomb flock. In the old class Mr. Rigden had
the honours still more to himself, taking not only the two
premiums, but the reserve also, and, at any rate so far as

his three-year-old first is concerned, with every justice.

This is a really noble sheep, beginning with an almost

pei-fect head, a full, clear, honest eye, and altogether ad-

mirable expression ; while he by no means belies this

grand point elsewhere, try him as you will either to meet
or to follow. He stands broad and square, has a good
round rib, a firm touch, and should sm-ely be heard of

again at Bury. Mr. Woods, in any case, had a fine op-

portunity of getting a line for ^lerton, as Mr. jMoore may
kno\v yet more of the merits of this ram, for he was let

last season to Lord Radnor. The second-prize, another

three-shear, showed a very white face, and was otherwise

of much the same character as the first-prize yearling

;

with the Duke of Richmond and Mr. Waters again

coming for some commendation. Mr. Rigden did

not bring in any ewes, although with his homestead almost

on the show-ground, and the Duke succeeded in turn

to first and second, but the Goodwood pens did not

strike us as being so especially handsome, blood-like, and

sorty as we have seen them. Two or three in the two
lots might have been readily drafted, and they won
against no great competition, the Heasmans, who came
out so promisingly some years since, having trained off

again, and Lord Chichester and Mr. Gorringc making no

head-way. Held as it were in the capital of the South-

downs, the show might have been better, and " bar one,"

Lord Walsingham looks well for another long lead at the

Royal Meeting.

The Messrs. Russell, of Farningham, and Mr. Lewis
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Loyd, of Croydon, were the only exhibitors of Hampshire
Do^ns, and both ilocks appear to have been cultivated

with care and judgment. Two years back, indeed, one
of the Farniugham sheep took the prize and medal as the

best single entry of any breed at the Smithfield Club,

although ilr. Loyd would have been first here but for his

best ram sliowing slugs, the head being otherwise a very

kind one, and the Hampshires were, we hear, originally

a horned breed. Mr. Loyd's old ram was also quite good
enough to take a tirst prize, if against no competition

whatever, and there was not an entry of ewes. The
Oxford Downs were in still less force, though the Duke of

Marlborough put in an appearance against Mr. Wallis,

whose best shearling ram was also first at Salisbury, and
his second old sheep first at Salisbury, the best at Brighton
not having been out before. The judges considered the

Salisbury old sheep too fat for use, and they called in a

higher authority ia this way, Mr. Newton, before they

gave, him the place over the commended ram from the

same flock, that in more workman-like trim was short of

quality. The Blenheim ewes were a big useful lot, but
there was nothing to beat, and the class ended in another

walk-over.

The Rents are a deal more useful than ornamental.

They clip a capital fleece of from thirteen to fourteen

pounds : they die well, and the butcher has no better

mutton during the summer months. The Messrs. Russell,

who can sell them at a year and four months old for 90s.

each, also speak to a very telling cross of the Cotswold
ram on to Kent ewes ; but Mr. Rigden, of Lyminge,
and Mr. Murton were the chief exhibitors of the sort at

Brighton, the light lathy Smeeth ewes only coming in

when they had the entry all to themselves, although this

flock has hitherto been pretty generally invincible. There
is no animal so easily pulled to pieces as a Kent sheep,

what with his plain head and his pot carcase, but then as

he grows good mutton and wool there may be reasons for

keeping to him as he came out of the Ark.
The horse show was wofuUy indifferent, and had not

Mr. Wyatt sent in Nutbourne, Mr. Gee his collection

of prize hunters, and Mr. Mannington a stallion or two,

in the way of extra stock, there would have been really

nothing to speak of. The great grand chesnut never

showed better, for he was just; at the very acme of prize

condition, with plenty of flesh, but not too big, and with

his rich coat shining in the sun like jeweller's gold. But
he had nothing to beat beyond Bedminster, as Durham
was changed for Rest, a crick-backed horse, that never-

theless gets race-horses ; and the other one, we believe,

was ejected, though whether or no, could be of little con-

sequence. But the sweetest horse of the whole show was

amongst the extras—little Merry Hart, a very model of

his inches, that the Duke of Beaufort, it is said, is going

to send into Breconshire to cross with the Welsh ponies

—

that is, if his Grace can ever let the little gentleman leave

Badminton. Mr. Mannington also introduced Master

Fenton, who is getting good hunting stock hereabouts,

and the prize mare's foal, a very neat one, is by him. The
mare herself is not so good, and the premium should cer-

tainly have gone to a short-legged chesnut—Marigold,

bred by Mr. Holmes at Beverley, but exhibited by Mr.

Gee. There was no more palpable mistake in the day's

proceedings, a very nice but rather lathy thorough-

bred mare exhibited by Mr. Gates, being also infinitely

preferable to the flash coacher they fixed on. Mr. Brown,
of Buckham Hill, who takes a deal of interest in the

horse-breeding of these parts, showed one from his stud,

as truth compels us to add, the old grey was a long way
the worst of the lot. As the best of the four hacks had

a broken-knee and a-half and a queer hock, the prize was
withheld. Then there was no entry of stallion ponies,

l)ut the one pony mare was clever, handsome, and

bloodlike, and the retm'u list testifies to her

excellence. In truth, amongst " the nags" there was no

competition but for the two hunter premiums, open for

all ages and any wcight-carryingcapabilities. Of the dozen

entries Mr. Gee furnished fom- from Wadhurst, viz.,

Buff'oon, Master of Arts, The General, and the black four-

year-old, Tom, all too familiar to our readers by this time

to require further description. Mr. Mannington, the

Veterinary Inspector, drew the attention of the judges to

the suspicious appearance of Tom's hocks, and the first

prize went accordingly to INlaster of Arts, though the

horse for our own money should have been the other

chestnut, The General. He has more blood and pace than

any of them, with plenty of power ; but he did not show
himself kindly, putting his back up, and never quite

settling down during the official inspection. About the

next best, though entered in the wrong class, was an

Irish horse, shown by Mr Tompkins, of Reading, that

went like oil, and that looked more like carrying a man
to hounds than anything tx'ied under a saddle. However,

the second place was claimed by Mr. Loder's old chest-

nut, a good, deep, useful animal in his box, but a wooden

horse out of it, and, if action be a point, with no pre-

tensions to a prize. The others were mostly common
and inferior, and Mr. Mannington and Mr. Brown have a

deal yet to do in teaching the Sussex farmers how to

breed a hunter.

They do not shine much more with a cart-horse,

although Lord Chichester gives them the opportunity of

a cross with the Suffolks. His Lordship's second-prize

stallion of this breed is only a moderate animal himself,

but the sire of a very clever clean fiUy, also second in her

class, where it took a really good one to beat her. This

is Mr. Atkins' filly, of which we said, when we saw her

at Basingstoke, that she " is so well-grown, so truly

shaped, and so full of fine points, that she is bound to

do well elsewhere, should her owner have only entered

her iov Salisbui-y or Bury St. Edmund's." He appears

to have so far preferred Brighton, where the best two-

year-old colt, Mr. Newman's Young Champion, was the

second at Salisbury, when we wrote of him as having

style enough for a carriage horse ; but he had only one

to beat on his own ground, and that of a very sorry sort.

The first-prize all-aged stallion, the property of Mr.
Summers, and not of Messrs. Stanford, is a neat compact

little horse with quick action, and a good dark brown in

colour, Buckinghamshire bred ; but the Duke of Rich-

mond's two prize mares are both Clydesdales, as of the

two we go all for the old brown put second. She has

better looks than the other, has better action than the

other, and is of a better colom- than the other, but at double

the bay mare's age she has gone a little in her back,

and so the choice went the other way. But eight

year ! hence, Violet, with her hind-legs drearily dragging

after her, does not promise to be half so good as

Smiler is at this date. Still the young one

had the pull with the fo;J, and if the prizes had been for

foals and not for mares the award would have been right

enough. There was only one pair of plough-horses,

two very serviceable but not nicely matched Clydes from
the Goodwood stable.

The entries of pigs were very limited, more particularly

in the Berkshire classes, where Mr. Bailey and Mr.
Clark of Maidenhead were Mr. Stewart's only opponents

;

but the Gloucester pigs are good enough to win in any

company, and "Royal" Duke, a one-year-old boar, long,

level, and well covered, should fairly earn his full title

hereafter. The pens of young breeding sows were also

very admirable for both quality and uniformity, and the

show of Berkshires, though small, was pretty generally

good. In Sussex they have a breed of their own : a long,

lightish, somewhat delicate-lookiug black, or almost grey.
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very thin in the cocat, aud some of them, such as Mr.

Gee's sort, with what a houndsmau would call narrow,

i)icked, " egg-sucking heads." The Duke of Eichraond's

entries were by far the best oftlie sort, and his Grace'sfirst-

prizc sow, a really good pig, with more depth and breadth,

and plenty of nice kindly hair on her back and sides.

She was good enough indeed to beat Mr. Duckering's

Lincolns, of which the Judges had the taste to prefer the

middle-size for second place ; the Duke's best boar also

defeating another of the Lincolns, that, however, in the

all-aged class had it pretty much to themselves, with two

premiums distributed over three entries. The young

breeding sows made up two pretty prize pens, all from

Goodwood, where, what with Southdown sheep, Clydes-

dale horses, and " improved" pigs, the present possessor

of the title clearly inherits all his lamented father's fond-

ness for agricultural pursuits.

Sussex has long been famous for its poultry, and Mr.

Bailey, of Mount-street, pays over to one salesman in the

county something like £4,000 a-year for chickens ; whilst

it is calculated that the trade in this way reaches to

at least £200,000 per annum. Nevertheless, carefully as

he is bred and reared, the Sussex is not precisely a show

bird, but tells more on the table than in the prize pen

;

and though the Dorkings have ])robably been improved

from the old four-toed Sussex, allthepremiumswentfurther

a-field. Dr. Campbell, of Brentwood, being the most suc-

cessful exhibitor, with some of his w^eU-known birds.

Mr. Matthew, from Suifolk, v,'as first for game with his

black-breasted reds and blue duck-wings ; while Sussex

came in for Spanish with Mr. Jenner's birds ; and Mr.
Mutton, of Brighton, for Polands. The other sorts were

brought in from all over the country, and the judges,

Mr. Bailey, ft'om London, and IMr. Loder, of Crawley,

spoke highly of the make-up of their department.

Therewas a tolerable show of implements in one long line,

and Ruston and Proctor, Eansome and Sims, the Reading

Company, Jackson of Brighton, and Mr. Sutton for

Clayton and Shuttleworth, set their steam-engines going;

but beyond this, there was not a trial even of a mower or

a hay-maker, and drowsy dulness reigned supreme. "With

Mr. Rigden's farm so handy, something more might surely

have been done to give an interest here ; thougli the

manufacturers who go against the prize system certainly

had their w'ill, as the occasion was made nothing more of

than a fair, and, as we should say, a very bad fair too.

PRIZE LIST.
SHEEP.

SOUTHDOWNS.
Judges.—(And for Hampsliire and Oxford Downs).

J. Eawlence, Bulbridije, Wilton.

H. Woods, Merton, Thetford.

Yearling Earns.—First prize, £20, W. Eigden, Hove,
Britfliton. Second of £10, W. Eigden. Highly commended :

The Duke of Richmond, Goodwood, Sussex ; and W. Eigden.

Commended : W. Eigden ; tlie Duke of Eichmond ; and B.
AVatcrs, Motcombe, Eastbourne.

Bams of any other age.—First prize, £20, W. Eigden, Hove.
Spf'ond of £10, W. Eigden. Highly commended : W. Eigden
(for two other rams) ; and the Duke of Eichmond. Com-
mended : The Duke of Eichmond (for two other rams) ; B.
Waters ; and the Earl of Chichester, Stanmer Park, Lewes.

Pens of Ave Yearling Ewes.—First prize, £20, the Duke of
Eichmond. Second of £10, the Duke of Eichmond. Highly
commended : Messrs. J. and A. Heasman, Angmeriug.

HAMPSHHIE DOWNS.
Yearling Earns.—First prize, £20, E. and J. Russell,

Farningham, Dartford. Second of £10, L. Loyd, Monk's
Orchard, Addington, Croydon. Highly commended : Messrs.
Russell, Farningham (for three other rams). Comuieuded :

Messrs, Russell.

Earns of any other age.—First prize, £20, L. Loyd. No
competition.

Pen of five Yearling Ewes.—No entry.

OXFOED DOWNS.
Yearling Rams.—First prize, £20, G. Wallis, Old Shifford, •

Bampton, Oxon. Second of £10, the Duke of Marlborough,

Blenheim, Woodstock, Oxon. Commended : G. Wallis.

Rams of anv other age.—First prize, £20, G. Wallis. Second

of £10, S. WaUis. Commended : G. WalUs.
Pens of five Yearling Ewes.—^First prize, £20, the Duke of

Marlborough. No competition.

KENT SHEEP.
Judges,—G. Jenner, XJdimore, Eye.

E. J. Newton, Campsfield, Woodstock.

Yearling Rams.—First prize, £20, H. Rigden, Lyminge,
Hythe. Second of £10, H. Rigden.

Rams of any other age.—First prize, £20, H. Rigden.

Second of £10, Col. W. Deedes, Saudling Park, Hythe.
Pens of five Yearling Ewes.—First prize, £20, F. Murton,

Sraeeth, Ashford, Kent. Second of £10, F. Murton. No
further competition.

HORSES.
AGRICULTURAL.

Judges.—J. Clayden, Littlebury, Saffron Walden.
G. Franks, Tonge, Gravesend.

Stallions above two years old.—First prize, £20, W. Sum-
ners. Park Corner, Rotherfield, Sussex (Young Matchless).

Second of £10, the Earl of Chichester (Emperor).

Mares and Foals or in Foal.—First prize, £15, the Duke of

Richmond (Violet). Second of £10, the Duke of Richmond ,

(Smiler). /)

Entire Colts, foaled in 1865.—First prize, £10, A. T. New-
man, West Dean, Chichester (Young Champion). Second of

£5, R. R. Verrall, Falnier, Brighton (Annandale). No further

competition.

Fillies, foaled in 1865.—First prize, £10, J.Atkins, Barton,

Bishopstoke, Hants. Second of £5, the Earl of Chichester.

Pairs of Mares or Geldings.—First prize, £15, the Duke of

Richmond (Clydesdale mares : Diamond and Tippler). No
further competition.

RIDING HORSES. -

Judges.—Colonel Thomas.
Lord Vivian.

Thorough-bred Stallions.—A Cup, value £50, J. Wyatt,
Nuthourue, Emsworth (Nuthourne).

Mares and Foals, or in-foal.—Prize of £15, H. Gorringe,

Southwick Green, Shoreham (Lady Kingston).

Hunting Mares or Geldings.—First prize, £20, T. Gee,
Dewhurst Lodge, Wadhurst (Master of Arts). Second of £10,
R. Loder, High Beeches, Crawley (Golden Hue). Com-
mended: T. Gee (Buffoon).

Hack IMares or Geldings.—No merit.

Pony Stallions not exceeding 14 hands high.—No entry.

Pony Mares not exceeding 14 hands high.—Prize of £5,
IMessrs. T. Barker and J. E. Elphick, Waterloo Mews, Hove,
Brighton (Miss Teddington). No competition.

PIGS.

BERKSHIRES.
Judges.—R. J. Newton.

G. Jenner.

Boars above one year, not exceeding two years old, on the

1st of June, 1867.—First prize, £5, A. Stewart, Saint Bridge,

Gloucester. Second prize not awarded.
Boars not exceeding one year old on the 1st of June, 1867.

—First prize, £5, A. Stewart. Second of £3, A. Stewart.

Commended : the Rev. H. G. Bailey, Swindon.
Breeding Sows in farrow, or that have farrowed witliin four

months of Juue 1st, 1867.—First prize, £5, A. Stewart. Se-

cond of £3, A. Stewart. Commended: J. H. Clark, Attwood
House, Maidenliead.

Pens of three Breeding Sows, not exceeding 12 niontlis old

on Juue 1st, 1867.—First prize, £5, A. Stewart. Second of

£3, J. U. Clark.

OTHER BREEDS.
Boars above one year, not exceeding two years old, on Juue

1st, 1867,—First prize, £5, Messrs, R, E. Duckeringaud Sous,
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Nortliorpe, Kirtou Liudsey (Liucoln). Second of £3, Ducker-
ing and Sous (Liucoln).

Boars not exceeding one year old on the 1st of June, 1867.
Krst prize, £5, tlie Duke of lliclimond (Sussex). Second of
£3, Messrs. Duckering (Liucoln).

Breeding Sows in farrow, or that have farrowed within four
mouths of June 1st, 18G7.—First prize, £5, the Duke of Rich-

raond (Sussex). Second of £3, Messrs. Duckering (Lincoln).

Highly commended : Messrs. Duckering (Lincoln).

Pens of tlirce Breeding Sows, not exceeding 12 months old
on June 1st, 18()7.—First prize, £5, tlio Puke of Richmond
(Sussex). Second of £3, J. Kent, Goodwood, Chichester
(Sussex).

Veteeinakv iNsrEcroE.—J. Mauningtou, Brighton.

THE GANG SYSTEM.
Sir,—The question of education for tlie agricultural popu-

ation, and in connexion tlierewith the aholition of the " gang

system," as it is properly called, in all its forms of injustice,

cruelty, and neglect, were the suhjects of discussion at the

special meeting of the Central Chamber of Agriculture.

The previous correspondence on the subject of the gang

system, addressed to you, reflects little credit upon those who
so strenuously defend that system, although I cannot suspect

them of a desire to sanction or perpetuate the flagrant abuses

or the dire consequences attending it. But what I blame and

deprecate in the communications of its advocates is, that they

wholly ignore, extenuate, or deny the existence of those evils

and confine themselves to an enumeration of the benefits accru-

ing from it, the former being as inevitable consequences of it

as the latter. The only jr.st way of viewing the question is

by showing if they can that moral degradation of the children

is not a necessary consequence, driven, as they are, like

infant slaves, to labour, at an age when Nature itself dictates

that, if work is to be extracted from tlrem, it should be in a

form that interferes neither with their moral, intellectual, nor

physical development.

Now, if there is any truth in the reports of those persons

who are well acquainted with the gang system, the children

who are thus daily driven to their labour are jeopardised in

all these respects. Their morals are inevitably debased by the

admixture of the sexes, their educational advancement ren-

dered impossible, and their physical powers weakened for life

by being thus prematurely forced into systematic and continu-

ous action.

Such I consider to be the inevitable evils attending the

gang system. That the morals of both the male and female

children are debased by it, is proved by the evidence given,

not only by those who have investigated the subject, but by

the more decent of the parents of the children, who, while

they deplore those evils, urge as their excuse the low rate of

their wages, and their consequent inability to support their

families without thus sending them out in gangs. This plea

is probably well-founded, the wages in those districts where

the system prevails being very low. That the education of

the children must be wholly neglected under the gang system,

is self-evident. And with regard to the physical effects of

thus prematurely drawing upon the—we can hardly call it

" bone and sinew," because these are scarcely formed in the

infants who are subjected and driven to it by the lash of their

brutal gangers, but—upon the tender and immature frame-

M'ork of children, whose only employment ought to be those

amusements which Nature dictates and humanity should

allow them. We read of children of four or five years of age

being roused from their beds at four or five o'clock in the

morning, and driven to their scene of ^«io;;>'—what a horrid

burlesque upon the word !—three, four, or five miles' distance,

there to be kept under the lash of the slave-driver until sis at

night, when they are at libertj" to drag their wearied limbs (if

they can) to the homes of their culpable parents, Will it be

asserted that such a course of treatment can have no delete-

rious eftect upon the pliysical constitution or framework of the

children P or that they are likely to grow up as strong,

healthy, and vigorous as they would if allowed to engage in

the sports or amusements suitable to their years, or were kept

at school part of their time P

The most remarkable and outspoken of the opponents of

agricultural education at the late meeting was Mr. Smith

from Hertfordshire, who boldly declared that in his experi-

ence the best-educated men were the worst machinists, and

were exceeded in efiiciency best by those who did not know
" Great A from the gable end of a house" (to use a homely

phrase), or next,thosewho kuewnot "the three R's" as Alderman

Curtis would have said, but only the two first, reading and riting

or writing. This is one of the most marvellous illustrations

of the saying of the poet, " If ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to

1)0 wise," that we ever heard or read of, and it ought to be a

lesson to those fathers who think of making their sous en-

gineers or machinists. Of what use is an expensive educa-

tion in such cases, when the less the boys learn the more they

will know ? In my senile ignorance, I have all along

thought that the employment of machinery on the farm would

necessitate a better education for tlie labourer in order to

qualify him lor its management ; but Mr. Smith has put new
ideas into my head, upsetting all my preconceived ones. Which
way, however, the balance of ideas will turn remains to be
seen. At any rate, Mr. Smith must have been astounded at

the confession of the next speaker, Mr. James Hodsoll, of the
Maidstone Farmers' Club, who on his own property at Staple-

hurst, in Kent, has obstinately gone counter to all Smithian
doctrine, and absolutely been foremost in the education of all

the children of the labouring class ; and moreover, he calls

that place " a model parish !" What presumption ! I am
surprised that Mr. Smith did not rise and protest against such
a point-blank departure from the principle he had laid down

;

but I conclude he was too much astonished to be able to do so.

In most parishes there are sturdy opponents of education for the

poor on any liberal basis, who ^vlll endeavour to prevent all

legislation on the subject if they can. I hope their endeavours
will not succeed, for it is clear that if they do, the agricultural

population in those districts will not be educated at all.

Referring again to the gang-system, I was happy to find tliat

at the meeting there was not one who advocated it as it is con-
ducted, and only one who approved it at all, with modifications.

But the system admits of nomodification,because whatever legis-

lation may do, if it sanctions it at all, the management of the

gangs will still be in the hands of a mercenary and probably
brutal manager—a drunken dissolute fellow, whose only ob-

ject will be to gain additional means of indulging his depraved
appetite for liquor. Such, as I understand, are the majority,

if not of all of the gangers, and such they will continue to

be ; nor do I believe that a more respectable class would under-
take the task, under any circumstances. The only remedy for

the crying and cruel evils it entails is, to prohibit it altogether

;

for whatever restrictions a legislative measure may impose on
the system, they would be evaded both by the cunning of the

gangers themselves, and by the counivers amongst the farmers

wlio believe that they profit by it. Yours, &c.,

An Oid NoKroLK Farmer.
London, June Z8th,
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TO SALISBUEY AND BACK.

BY A PRACTICAL TAEMEK.

It is not my intention to say much of the meet-

ing itself. I wish rather to give my impressions of

the agriculture of the districts through which I passed

on my way down and back, as also some idea of the pro-

babilities and prospects of the coming harvest. We left

London on the Saturday, not liking Sunday travelling.

The route down is through a country by no means po-

pular for great improvements manifest in its agriculture.

The soil for the most part is inferior, and in some locali-

ties positively not worth farming. "What strong steam-

grubbing might effect, no one can tell; nor could we di-

vine what to do with the large tracts of sands, not to say

sandy loams. Then, again, we were upon chalky subsoils,

with very thin strata of soil upon it, evidently soon burnt

through in dry summers. Only here and there
—"few

and far between"—did we find an Oasis. Occasionally

we exclaimed, on passing, "That's good! that farmer

buys his crops." " Artificial aids have made those look

so promising." Then the absence of flocks surprised us :

there is no good farming without cattle and sheep.

Upon the whole, the countiy does not manifest a fair

prospect for the coming harvest. The crops are thin,

backward, yellow, unpromising. We attended the Royal

Society's meeting in 1857, held at Salisbury. We then

complained highly of the bad farming and mismanage-

ment almost everywhere apparent. AVe now, with great

pleasure and sincerity, congratulate our Southern fi-iends

upon the great advances they have made within the past

ten years. This is patent to any one, on passing through

the country. The cleanliness, good order, and intelli-

gent management is evidenced by even a passing glance

by railway. There are, however, many minor matters, as

well as more important, that yet demand attention. The
haymaking is certainly on a bad system. It can't be

made too quickly, if the weather permits. More roots

and less corn would be advantageous. The judicious ex-

penditure in and liberal application of our best artificial

manures have done, and are doing, wonders elsewhere

:

why not on these soils ? We counsel oiu* Southern

friends to try them, along with fold-yard dung, to a

much greater extent. We use them profusely om-selves
;

and the more we use, the more profit we get. Every

crop in the counties now under oui* pen should be fed

with artificial aids

—

i. e., Peruvian guano or superphos-

phates, or other local manures, well approved.

We took our leave of Salisbm-y with the full persuasion

that such meetings as we had just witnessed could not

fail of being advantageous to the district, and as we sel-

dom travel the same road back from whence we came, we
resolved to take a circuit, via Brighton and Hastings, to

London. This gave us a favourable opportunity to view

the south-eastern part of our country. We found the

country much richer and better, and more beautiful too,

for a considerable distance along our route. Its capabili-

ties of production in some localities are great, and might
be turned to good account in potato or other root culture,

taking care to use plenty of artificial aids—yes ; not less

than from five to seven cwt. per acre, besides good fold-

yard dung. We found much more stock grazing along

this route than before, and were not long ere we came in

sight of " the wide, wide sea !" with its bays and in-

dentations of coast. Here and there grazing rattle and
sheep abounded, aud added much to the business-like

view of the country we were taking. The country

through which we are passing is beautifully wooded and

very pleasing, and some beautiful residences ai'e passed.

We come to Fareham, Botley, Havant, Chichester, Arundel,

Shoreham, Brighton. For the most part all is creditably

farmed, and many satisfactory crops are seen ; but still

we could not divest ourselves of the idea that a false

economy appeared prevalent. There was not that strength

and vigom' of plant which the nature of the soil would

indicate as possible to attain under a very liberal manage-

ment. Strong flinty loams certainly wei-e passed here

and there, and some inferior and unproductive soils ; but

all capable of much greater attainments imder modern

management. If medium loams will yield ample profit

by an outlay of from 50s. to 100s. per acre in artificial

manures for root crops—the very foundation itself—why
should not these loams and loamy clays be made to do

so ? We commend our Sussex and Hampshire farmers

to try them liberally, perseveriugly, and judiciously. We
can assure them, we again repeat, it is most profitably

done elsewhere—yes ; much of it in the adjoining county /
of Kent. Another remark we would malie upon folding

sheep. On our way we saw many folds containing many
sheep, and these so closely packed, as to be obligated to

snatch a blade of grass, sainfoin, or clover from under

each other's feet. Surely this cannot be first-class man-
agement either for the soil or the sheep. To one ac-

customed to see large flocks leisurely cropping their

herbage, and strolling over pasturage at their will, it

seemed a novel sight. We preferred our large cattle

fold-yards, our deep culture, our ample manuring, our

roller consolidation of soil, to sheep trotters and treadings.

We of com-se decided that our Sussex friends were wrong.

We did notice variations of culture and management,

which met our approval ; but in the main we venture

—

with all due deference to our southern brethren—to think

that a new era has yet to dawn upon them. The plough-

ing is most unprofitably done—four horses (three horses

the exception), six good Sussex oxen (in one instance

eight), respectively, to draw single ploughs. The eight

oxen were ploughing a farrow not larger or deeper than

9 inches by 4^ inches. Messrs. Howard's two Parisian

prize horses and plough would do an acre in about six

hours far more effectively, aud "laugh at it." After a

short stay at Brighton, we renewed our journey, via

Lewes, Hastings, Kyde, Romney Marsh, Ashford, Tun-
bridge, to London. The neighbourhood of Brighton is

not well adapted for superior farming, with partial ex-

ceptions. The soil is thin, and the country bleak and

open. Nearly adjoining the town it is commendable,
and some average crops are growiug. Potato crops,

too, are looking profitable, and are more abundantly

grown (this must be right amidst such a population)

;

but we missed the flocks, and did not come upon any
till we approach Lewes and the extensive Sussex Downs.
We could not avoid once more expressing our regret to

see lazy shepherds lolling on the plains, their dogs keeping

watch, aud the flocks huddled together, as if in a fold.

Surely, upon such broad pasturage they might graze un-

disturbed and at ease. Tlie arable culture and variety of

cropping is more to our mind. The saufoiu crojis scon

during our whole progress, as here, did not appear to be

very productive. In Hampshire, wc thought fhem very
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ludiflferent. Of course, we could uot see much of the

Sussex Downs, except iu the distance : some were lofty

—

all well grazed. Our ouly remark upon Uowu grazing
was this : Well, those Downs might be made to carry a

much larger quantity of sheep if put under a liberal

allowance of artificial foods of the most nutritious cha-

racter. It will in time come to this generally. The wide
world will ere long supply cheap articles of food. The
little island of Great Britain wLU know how profitably to

appropriate them in the feeding of stock. This is as it

should be. We presently fomid ourselves in the Pevensey
Marshes, an exceedingly fine and extensive tract of rich

pasturage, chiefly, if not exclusively, appropriated to the

grazing of cattle. We could neither admire the cattle,

although iu great and singular variety, nor the mode of

grazing pursued. The stock of cattle are made up from

nearly every breed known in the kingdom, except the best

kinds, of which scarcely any can be seen. The grazing

is rough in the extreme. Most of the fields are almost

kuce-deep in grass and rough pasturage—not weeds and
thistles : in this pai'ticular it is commendable. But grass

in such abundance is detrimental to profitable progress in

fatting stock : we are willing, however, to attribute such

abundance to the peculiarity of the season. Unquestion-

ably it is a grass season everywhere. Upon getting

through these marshes, we are at once at St. Leonards,

i.e. Hastings, a very pleasant and attractive watering-

place. The heights and hills behind abound with mag-
nificent views, not only seaward, but even much of Sussex

and the adjoining county of Kent, including Dover and
the outline of Eastern Kent ; and the price of land pos-

sessing any of these favourable sites is enormous. The
country from Hastings to Wiuchelsea is undulating fields,

small, but fairly farmed ; but there is evidently the same
inditference to high modern farming. They plough with

either four horses or six oxen. Bean crops are bad.

Upon approaching Ryde, we come upon a tine grazing

country, the western end of the celebrated Romney
Marshes. The abundance of sheep was gratifying to see,

and these of a profitable character : to us, they appeared to

be neither Leicesters, longwools, nor Kents, The Kents,

we have always known, are the most ill-shapen sheep in

the kingdom bearing long wool. These we are passing

are not ill-shapen—nice, compact, profitable sheep : if not

Leicesters, the Kents have lost their character, and are

greatly improved. This we decided, and so we passed

along. We were presently rolling through the broad
extent of Romney Marsh to the north-west of it. Such
grazing we have seldom seen—the land covered with

sheep ; no cattle ; not a blade of grass running to

bent or seed ; all level as a lawn, without thistle, rag-

wort, or nettles ; in fact, perfectly clean for hundreds of

acres together, and void of arable fields—all grass. We
could here and there discover the old Kents ; but not

having seen them since the Lewes Meeting, in 1853, we
again said they have greatly improved. We could

not credit such admirable grazing without cattle ; but

there it was. The Marsh looked bleak and cold—neither

hedge nor tree for miles. This must be a wretched place

in winter for the poor sheep ; and in lambing time (for

the Marsh abounds with ewes and lambs) how bad it

must be ! Can't good whitethorn hedges be made to grow
and shelter these fine pastures ? The fields are of com-
mendable size, but all fenced by ditches, which are sup-

plied by water fi-om the hills, &c. As we approach
Appledore, we come upon some arable farming land more
varied—some very good ; other rushy, and abounding with

buttercups. Romney Marsh would be much better appro-

priated if fattiug sheep, instead of breeding them, was
adopted. At Hamstreet station we get tothehills and woods,

hops and fruit trees. Hops do not present a satisfactory

appearance : cold weather has made them backward. The
bines look healthy. We notice a few corn stacks here and
there : quite a novelty, having seen so few along our

entire route. Coimtry unpromising and crops defective

;

land strong; four horses to a plough. Here we come upon
the old unwieldy Kentish plough. Hops everywhere in

sight ; various in growth and appearance ; for the most

part admirably cultivated and managed. Hop-growers

do not stick for manures. We were told they will use

fi'om 7 cwt. to 10 cwt. of rape-cake dust per acre freely,

and with capital returns. Why not follow up the like

liberality to many other crops ? From Ashford up to

Red-hill the country possesses no particular phases for

especial remark : the same order of culture prevails

throughout. The hops healthy ; but late corn crops by

no means good. Turnips, mangolds, &c., not abundant,

nor very promising. The farming as a whole not equal

to our ideas of what " The Garden of England" should

exhibit ; but it does excel in someraeasui'e that of Hamp-
shire and Wiltshire. We were deeply-interested with our

tour ; and if this poor outline of it shall be acceptable

and in any way suggestive to our readers, we shall be

abundanly gratified. Our impression as a whole is, that

the corn crops along our entire route are more than

usually defective—beans more especially : the whole looks

thin in plant, yellow, and backward. The root crops are

in the like condition—very backward in many places

:

abounding with weeds and stunted in growth. The grass

and hay crops are mostly heavy and good. Should the

season continue cold and damp, an average corn crop cannot

be reaped ; and be it never so fine, it cannot be a good one.

VISIT OF THE COUNCIL OF THE SMITHFIELD CLUB TO WINDSOR.

The President of the Club, Major-General the Hon. A. N.
Hood, having invited the Council to inspect Her Majesty's

farms at Windsor, on July 2nd, the following ' availed them-

selves of this handsome offer :—Lord Tredegar, Vice-President

;

Messrs. AV. Torr and S. Druce, Trustees ; Mr. Brandreth

Gibbs, Hon. Secretary, and Messrs. B. E.Bennett, J. Baldwin,

J. Clayden, J. Druce, T. Duckham, W. Farthing, J. Giblett,

C. Howard, R. Milward, E. W. Moore, E. Pope, J. Painter,

W. Rigden, R. Stratton, W. Sanday, J. Shuttleworth, H.
Thumall, T. TwitcheU, and J. S. Turner.

The party was met by General Hood, at the Windsor Sta-

tion, where carriages were in attendance. The visitors pro-

ceeded to inspect the Royal Dairy, Aviaries, The Shaw Farm,
with the herds of Shorthorns, and the white Pigs, the Royal

Kitchen Garden, &c. Thence to the Royal Flemish and Nor-

folk Farms, where the herds of Herefords and Devons are

kept, and also the Workshops erected by the late Prince Con-

sort, where all the carpentry for the estate is performed.

After a complete inspection of the stock and machinery, at

each of the farms, the party dined at General Hood's residence,

Cumberland Lodge.

The General, in proposing the health of Her Majesty, gra-

tified the company by stating that Her Majesty had expressed

her approbation of this visit of the Council.

The health of Lady Mary Hood (who was present at the

dinner) and that of the President himself were duly honoured.

Nothing could exceed the kind attention paid to the visitors

wlio returned highly gratified with so delightful and useful an

excursion.

It
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A DRAINAGE RETROSPECT.
Time tests many things. It is now more than 24 years

since my draining was completed on every acre of the farm

(170 acres) ; and, as I walk over every fleld and examine
every drain, I ask myself. Has this l)een a profitable operation,

and have those 24- years of observation given me additional

draining knowledge ? It will he satisfactory to drainers to

know that not a single drain is clioked, but in spite of 2-i

years' use every one is iu thorough working order, and all are

now discharging freely.

It will be remembered that about CO acres of my heavy
clay were drained in a peculiar manner with small stones and
a 2-inch pipe over them, to prevent the earth pressing in

among tlie stones. My good friend Mr. Morton objected to

the pipes being so placed, and I, after seeing Mr. Parkes's

4-feet pipe drainage, stated in my book that I thought I had
done wrong, and subsequently in some new drainage I adopted

the deep pipe principle, as less costly and more effective.

Twenty-four years have elapsed, and I am bound to say that

that pipe and stone drainage has been most eft'ective, the

furrow corn coming to ripeness equally with the rest, which
is a certain test of perfect draining.

My men also find that the land works earlier and more
friably in the spring than iu the deeper and wider drainage.

The drains were placed only 12 feet apart, and 2 feet 8 inches

deep, filled with stones and pipes, and cost £10 per acre.

But, although this has been very satisfactory, I should not do

it so again, but should adopt the deep pipe drainage at close

intervals. A good deal depends upon climate and rain-fall

;

where the climate is late, stones added to the pipes, and close

drainage, will very much forward the crop.

I drained 4-5 acres of very heavy land (which I rent),

with 1-inch pipes, at the following depths, distances, and
cost:

Chapel Land, 45 Acres, Drained in 1846.

9 acres, 42 feet apart, 5 feet deep, with 1-inch £ s. d.

pipes ; 04 rods of cutting, at 6d 1 13
1100 rods 1-iuch pipes, at 13s. per 1000 (144 allowed

for breakage) ... 14 6

Cartage of pipes ,,. ... 3

Per acre £3 9 6
13-acre field same as above.

11-acre field, at 28 feet apart per acre 3 3 6

7-acre field, drained 50 feet apart, and 5 feet

deep, as above ... ,,. ... ... „ 3
Wages were then much lower than now.

If thought desirable, it would be easy to cut a drain

between each of the others.

These have been done more than 30 years, and, although

so cheaply done, they have been sufficiently efi'ective to remove
stagnant water and to permit of excellent crops ; for I have
several times had 7 quarters of wheat, 7 quarters of beans,

and 11 quarters of black oats per acre, besides large crops of

mangel, clover, and tares.

The land does not work so well in early spring as my own
land, nor does the land walk so dry, but still the water flows

to the drains and leaves the land, although not so quickly as

the close drained. I can, therefore, confidently recommend
tenant farmers, who desire to economise their capital, to

adopt that system as an advantageous one under the circum-
stances. There will tjms be no just excuse for non-drainage.

In very humid climates, with a heavy rain and low tem-
perature, I must candidly admit that I believe the late Lord
"VVharncliffe's syst<>m of close and shallow drains, combined
with deep 4 or 5 feet leaders at reasonable distances (say 50
feet), would be most effective drainage under the circum-
Btances.

The shallow drains, not less than 3 feet, in tenacious soils

permit a more ready escape of the water, when you have
successicnal drains at short intervals ; the deeper ones drain
the whole area in time, but are longer about it. For instance,
as I have witnessed on a field of my own, in a very w'et winter

1 liave seen lioth deep and shallow drains discharging abun-
dantly, like two taps in a full cask, one above the other : the

upper drain stops running first, the lower one some time after,

and, of course, the lowest drain loA'ers the level of the water
in the soil to its owTi depth or level ; and, therefore, deep

drains should always be present, although shallow feeders may
come into request for frequent or continuous rainfalls. Water
will always pass a shallow drain and descend to a deep one,

until it acciunulates iu the soil, and thus rises to or above the

level of the shallow drain, and then both shallow and deep

drain will run, the shallow one conducting water to the leader

much quicker than it can filter through the soil. The great

object of drains is to prevent delay or stagnation near the

surface in winter, and thus prevent rotting of the winter roots

of wheat, tares, and clovers.

After a dry summer the rains wiU naturally pass down to

the deepest drains and flow away. It is only after the ground
becomes super-saturated that the sliallow drains are called

upon to act. All the foregoing remarks apply to tenacious,

bird-lime like clays, through which, when thoroughly soaked,

water filtrates very slowly. On fii.able soils it would ho
absurd to have either shallow or close drains. On my mixed
soil my drains are more than 4 feet deep, and 00 feet apart,

All these remarks apply to surface water.

In dealing with waters rising from below, drains should

never he shallower than 4 feet—5 feet is the better depth ;

with shallow drains capillarity would overcome gravity, and
so render the drains useless. There are certain soils where
the gridiron or uniform principle would be a partial failure,

and it is always desirable to lay drains in the old water-way.

Where there are sand -pots surrounded by walls of clay it is

necessary to cut through those walls, where a mixed spring

or sandy soil meets a stilY clay (as in some of my fields)

;

great care is required in laying the pipes at the junction,

surrounding them with a little hay, especially if the spring is

weak and occasional ; and even so, the sand, owing to the

drain being occasionally dry, will accumulate and harden in

the pipes, which must be taken up and cleared. There is no

such danger with a constantly and full running spring. I

have three very strong spring-drains discharging from 10 to

25 gallons per minute winter and summer. For 25 years

one has never choked, and they all discharge white sand

abundantly, especially duiijig winter ; therefore, take especial

care to have a clear outlet whence the sand can be frequently

removed, so that it never rises above the drain. One of my
spring-drains was originaUy 12 feet deep, the other two 6 feet

;

these latter have always been perfect, except where they come
into shallow ground near the outlet. In one case some
singular roots, like small brown cabbage leaves, choked it : the

other, passing through a neighbour's hedge, filled at that

point with roots from the fence, and his field being lower than

mine soon became a quagmire.

A very watchful eye is required for all drains, more espe-

cially spring-drains, for if not immediately attended to the

sand, &c., has time to settle in the pipes, and thus choke

them for a very long distance, and you are put to a great cost.

It is useless to put spring-drains anywhere near trees or

fences ; if they must pass through the latter the outlet pipes

should be of iron for many yards. It is a remarkable instance

of the instinct of plants and trees, that they will surely intro-

duce their roots into constantly running drains—the most

minute crevice will suffice—and then the roots multiply and

expand until they choke the drains, frequently in masses as

thick as one's wrist or ann, and some yards long. But they

take care never to enter a drain which is alternately wet and

dry for the passage of surface or rain-water. Thistles,

mangels, &c., will choke a spring-drain if near the surface.

Experience has taught nie to avoid open ditches as outlets

for single drains. I am letting my drains into leaders placed

a foot deeper than the drains, but connected with them by

stones, Ike.

Open ditches get dry in summer, and the capillarity of the
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dry sides heads back water in the soil ; besides, one outlet

well exposed to view is far less likely to be neglected or over-

looked than a number of them surrounded by or buried in

grass or other vegetation. Besides, we save land by abolishing

open ditches.

On putting in these leaders I observe that the land, to the

depth of the drains, has become more friable, but the extra

spit that we had taken out below the drain is like putty or

bird-lime, and most adhesive.

It is thus quite clear that depth of drainage, even iu the

very stiffest soils, is most important. Every additional foot

places 1,200 tons per acre of porous earth for the use of tlie

roots of plants ; and I know that AAlieat and most plants will

send down their roots four to five feet deep where the land

is drained. All open ditches, as well as drains, require close

supervision in dry weather : bunches of rushes, bushes, and
other obstructions, should then be removed. It is too late

when the flood conies, and your land gets carried away by
obstructed torrents.

I know of so much neglect in this matter of clear drainage-

way that it should be strictly enforced on leases.

When we have heavy rains I sally forth, in macintosh and
water-boots, and sec to these matters myself, having especial

regard to clear troughing round the buildings, and generally

clear water-ways. The projecting " cores" in ditches should

be removed in dry weather.

Beware whom you trust to place your draining-pipes, or see

to it yourself. A careless unprincipled fellow will put them
in anyhow to save liimsclf trouble, and tiius ruin your
drainage. The loss occasioned tlus very wet spring by non-
drainage is indeed serious. It far exceeds the largest

per-ceutage tliat could be charged for draining.

—

May, 1867.

The following letter from Mr. Bailey Denton—acknowledged
to be one of our very best authorities on drainage—is in-

structive and convincing

:

" Woodfield, Stevenage, June 3, 1867.

"My dear Meehi,—I have read with much interest your
letter, and those of other correspondents in the Times, as to

the present condition of the crops ; and if it be at all possible

to judge by appearances at this season, we may fairly conclude

that the advantage in favour of drained heavy lands, compared
with tlie same character of undrained lands, will quite equal

half the cost of draining them,
" Having taken some pains to esamjne into facts (as far as

one can form judgment now), I write you these lines, that you
may, if occasion arise, refer to them with some secunty.

" Going back as far as five years, I find the average cost of

parallel drainage, varying from 2-i to -tJ feet apart, has been

£6 5s. Gd, an acre. I am speaking of the works of the

General Land Drainage Company from 18C2 to 18C6 in-

clusive. The average charge of the Company to repay the

principal (/. <?., the £0 5s. 6d., which includes all expenses),

with interest, in 31 years, has been £6 Is. per cent, or about

7s. 6d. per acre.
" Now, the difference in the crops of this year—taking the

most moderate view of the matter—cannot be less in favour

of the drained lands than

—

1 quarter in wheat =£370
3 coomljs in beans =330
1 quarter in oats =17
1 quarter in barley =200

with seeds and tares to match, saying nothing as to roots,

whicli we shall know better of presently.

" The half of the average cost of draining being £3 2s. 9d.,

you will see, by comparing the figures I have quoted, that the

increase in the wheat and beans, which absorb the larger

part of the cropping of the heavy lands, quite ec^uals this

moiety, let alone the difference in the cost of tillage, which
has been very great.

" If we turn from this comparison to the fact that the cost

of draining is repaid by 7s. 6d. per acre, it is indeed diffieult

to understand how occupiers can withstand the advantage of

having their wet lauds drained with borrowed capital. But it

is true that many would rathe- lose their crops than pay tliis

small annual charge, because they cannot bear the thought of

their rents being raised (as they call it), and of submitting to

the obligation of maintaining outfalls and outlets under the
' orders of Government.' '

" All those who are obliged to grow barley on heavy land,

if they grow it at aU, will do well to study the different

condition of their fields. Wherever the land has been mauled
by sheep or plough, they may wisli in vain for a crop.

" Yours faithfully,

" J. B.ULEY Denton."

We should have the difference iu the Oat and Barley crop

at Is to 3f quarters per acre.

—

June, 1867.

J. J. ]\lEcnx.

THE ROYAL GUERNSEY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

This society held its annual Whitsuntide show of cattle at

the fair-field on the 11th of June—one of the finest days we
have had this year, tlie weather having been up to that date

very cold and variable, notwithstanding which the condition of

the cattle was excellent. As is always the case, the cattle

formed the principal part of the show : sheep are not generally

kept in the island, as owing to the demand for Guernsey cows
and heifers in England the rearing of horned cattle is more
profitable for the farmers. On this account the laws for keep-

ing the breed pure are very strict ; no buU is allowed to land

in the island, and all cows and heifers imported, even from

Jersey, are branded ; importers of such stock being bound
either to kill or re-export them within three months. This

is done in order that none other but pure Guernsey cattle may,
with ordinary precaution on their part, he sold as such to pur-

chasers.

The entries were numerous, consisting of 26 hulls, 32 cows,

83 heifers, besides horses, sheep, sows, teams, and butter. The
finest animals were to be found among the bulls and heifers,

some of which were remarkably handsome. In the first-class

bulls the judges had some difficulty in awarding the first prize,

the first two being so nearly equal in points ; but Mr.
Mahy's tddmately was declared the winner. Although as a

class the cows were very good, they could not show a first

prize equal to some that we have seen occupying the same
place in previous years. In both classes of heifers some very

handsome animals were to be seen, promising well when as

cows they have attained their full growth. The sheep and
sows had nothing remarkable about themj the teams for farm

purposes reflected great credit on their owners ; and the butte.

quite kept up its reputation for colour and richness.

BULLS, first class, over 2 years.

Judges.—Messrs. J. Bougier, Jas. Alexander, and T. Croft.

Mr. Mahy 1st prize, Mr. Cameron 2nd, Mr. Ogier 3rd.

BULLS, second class, over 1 year 3 months and under 2 years.

Judges.—Alessrs, Jas. James, John ManseU, and T. Le Page.

Mr. G, Torode 1st prize, Mr. Ozanne 2nd, and Mr. Parker

3rd.

COWS.
Judges,—Messrs. H. Quertier, P. Allez, W. Le Ray, and A.

Kellow.

Jlr. B. Kendell 1st prize, Mr. De Piition 2nd, and J. De
Garis 3rd.

HEIFERS, first class, over I year 3 months.

Judges.—Messrs. J . Hocart, N. R. Robin, and J Le Page.

Mr. P. Blampied Ist prize, Mr. T. Priaulx 2nd, and Mr. N.
Oranne 3rd.

HEIFERS, second class, over 10 and under 15 months.
Judges.—Messrs. Le Huray and Jehan.

Mr. Geo, Towde 1st prize, Mr, A. B. Le Page 2nd, and Mr,
J. Le Page 3rd.

COLTS, 2 years old.

Judges.—Messrs. J. Guerin and J. H. Parker.

Mr, Hocart 1st prize, Mr. Cane 2nd, and Mr. W. Frarapton

3rd.

Beyond the above, other prizes were awarded in each class,

also for sows, sheep, butter, and teams.

K 2
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"A WORD IN SEASON" ON BEHALF OF SMALL BIRDS.

BY THE REV. P. BE PUTRON, M.A., RECTOR OF RODMELL.

The mischief done by birds on a fine summer's morning is,

alas ! so visible and so irritating to farmers, gardeners, and

cottagers, and the good they do, early and late, so invisible

to the untutored eye, that their death-warrant is sealed at

once, without the hope of a reprieve or recommendation to

the majesty of mercy ;
yet experience proves that the presence

of birds in our corn-iields and gardens is highly to be desired.

We have only to cross from Newhaven to France to lament,

as all travellers do, the marked absence of small birds from

the landscape, and to learn from our companions how keen is

the regret which too late invokes the protection of the law for

the feathered guardians of the fields. The following testimony

to their value is taken from a public report which was laid

before tlie French senate, and will doubtless be read in Susses

with such interest as the case deserves :

—

" It is solely iu f/ie interests of (Kjricidtiirc le'mrj very

seriously endnnyercd, that they affirm that men ought not to

be allowed to continue to destroy the only auxiliaries which

can effectually stop the increase of insects—the bane of all

cultivation. Against such enemies, man is powerless ; and if

God, in His wisdom, had not provided a remedy, vegetation

would have disappeared from the fiice of the earth.
" This providential mission of birds was, for a long time,

considered an exaggeration—now it ranks as one of the best

proved truths of science. . Yet man, by a strange blindness,

shows himself the most terrible enemy of these gentle and

useful creatures.
" More cruel than the kite or hawk, who kill to feed, he

destroys them for the simple love of destruction. The gun is

not murderous enough : it is by all sorts of contrivances

—

such as nets, bird-lime, traps, &c.—that these charming and

indispensable little friends are persecuted by man, to whom
they were given by a wise Providence. The amount of mis-

chief done is incalculable. Let us look the matter in the

face : tlie evil is great, and, if we do not take care, it will be

beyond a remedy."
So speak our French neighbours, and add, that in one of

the eastern departements the value of grain destroyed by in-

sects in one year was estimated at four millions of francs, or

£100,000

!

With this warning before our eyes, wo shall do well to pause

in that wholesale destruction of birds in which the members of

sparrow-clubs so largely indulge. Still, it is only fair to say

that tliese relics of a barbarous age are gradually dwindling

.iway before the warm-hearted and growing intelligence of yeo-

men, and respectable newspapers are becoming ashamed to

chronicle these periodical massacres.

A country clergyman, who has written some very good
words for ))oor birds, states that " the sparrow probably bears

the worst character of all our common feathered friends, and
is consequently the most persecuted ; and yet a pair of spar-

rows have been known, during the time they were feeding
their young ones, to destroy every week 3,300 caterpillars!"

If this result could be achieved by two birds, let our young
readers estimate, if they can, the weekly work of the feathered
tribe. The goldfinch also stands in need of friends to protect

it fiom the treacherous bird-catcher. The seeds of dandelion,
groudsel, thistles, and other noxious weeds are its usual food,

and yet we hear of the enormous number of 13,8i8 goldfinches
being sent from Worthing in a single year

!

Who has not seen the starling perched on the back of a
sheep, devouring the insects which, to use a local word, terrify
tlie poor animals, and then finishing its meal on wireworms
turned up by the plough ? The services of rooks are now
more civilly recognised, and, instead of shooting them, as
of old, a small boy with a loud voice may be both seen and
heard discharging volleys of */;o«/i' not shuts, with marvellous
ettect, in defence of \\w. sprouting corn. Yet tliat atrocious
and cowardly modern invciitiun of poisoned wheat bids fair to
lessen these useful birds. Some years ago in Hampshire a
war of exterrainfttioii \\'ai5 Avaged against them, nnd the

rookeries were destroyed ; the natural consequence soon

showed itself in such an increase of various hurtful insects,

and especially of the cock-chafer (which is three years in the

grub state, and all that time does an immense amount of injury

to the roots of grass and corn), that women and children were
obliged to follow the plough to pick up these grubs, whidi the

rooks would have devoured had they not been murdered. This

practical proof of the utility of rooks opened the eyes of the

Hampshire farmers, and rookeries were again established, and
rooks protected. The same thing happened iu America, where
at one time the State oft'ercd rewards for their destruction, and
iu consequence they so much decreased, and noxious insects

so greatly increased, as to induce the State to ofier a counter-

reward for their protection.

Not one word only, but many earnest words of appeal and
remonstrance might be written, too, on behalf of the thrush

and blackbird, in spite of their persevering onslaught on our

tempting cherries and currants in summer. Are they to be
murdered for this, when an old net suffices to guard our garden

treasures ? and shall we plead in vain for the insect-eating

birds, such as swallows, martins, swifts, wrens, robins, and
blackcaps ? The list is by no means complete, but I hold a

brief on behalf of at least fifty families of feathered clients,

who either periodically visit or permanently make England
their home,

" Live and let live" should be our motto, and the lesson of

mercy and loving-kindness should be inscribed on the walls of

country schools, and engraven on the hearts of town and
country children among their earliest recollections. So different,

alas ! was the feeling not a century ago, that the cruelty of

taking nests and destroying the eggs and young was en-

couraged by many churchwardens, and liead-money for sparrows

not unfrequently figured as an item in their accounts.

Well may it be asked. How long will it take to unlearn this

cruelty, which has hardened the hearts of generations of

children, and to propagate the seeds of compassion and tender-

hearted kindness towards all God's creaturos P

Old traditions are not easily uprooted, as this single fact will

show, that during the late frost a party of three sportsmen (!)
from Brighton boasted that in one day they had killed 1,700
larks. My informant cries Shame! and thousands cry Shame

!

Nevertheless I have faith in the manliness of Englishmen, and
trust to the brighter intelligence of the 19th century to impose
an eternal veto on such unfair and unmanly dealing with harm-
less birds.

"Can we wonder," says Mr. Roach Smith, Mith undis-

guislied alarm, " at the increase of the insects which destroy

our fruits, and at the great loss sustained by those who liave

extensive orchards and gardens? The birds are the only

possible agents to counteract the deadly unseen insects which
are every hour being bred almost everywhere. Nature has

formed the bird's eye for detecting insects where the eye of

man is useless. Wholly destroy the birds, and the fruit is

wholly destroyed. At Hartlip, some years ago, in the face of

truths and facts, the sparrows were exterminated entirely

as being injurious. The orchards were immediately covered

with the webs and nests of innumerable caterpillars and
other insects; and in two years it was calculated that

over £1,000 was lost in consequence of this insane

slaughtering. JJut far more startling instances could be

adduced ; and yet we see no steps taking to stay the evil ! I,

sir, look more to youtli than to the hardened man, who has

steeled himself into erroneous convictions, and will never part

with them but with life. It is not so with boys : they are to

be reasoned with ; and if the clergy and schoolmasters would
make friends with them, and explain the nature and use of

birds, and tlieir importance in the great scheme of Providence,

I am assured they would soon be induced to be protectors in-

stead of destroyers of the birds ; and they would thus find

doing good much more grateful aud profitable t'lau working

eyil,"
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If our cause were as weak as itis strong, it could bcpropped up
triumphautly by recent intelligence from New Zealand, that

the colonists are ready to pay one pound sterling for every in-

sectivorous bird that is landed alive in the colony. And why is

this ? Why their anxiety to purchase for gold the little birds

whose value is so little understood in England ? The reason is

that Australia and New Zealand are becoming corn-growing
countries, and absolutely require the services of birds to de-

stroy the worms and insects which invariably appear wherever
wheat is grown. The eggs and grubs of these destructive

creatures are introduced into the colony with the seed, and
thus it is a wise provision of a merciful I'rovidence that birds

should find a home and justly claim protection in nil places

where they can benefit man, by obeying, for his good, their

natural instincts.

I commend this subject to the consideration of all parents,

teachers, and inspectors of schools, and am not without hope

that these remarks may tend directly or indirectly to encourage

the growth of the best feelings of the human heart whilst they

enlist tiie sympathy of all, iu holding sacred even the life of

a little bird.

" llow can I teach your children gentleness,

And mercy to the weak, and reverence

I'or life, which, iu its weakness or excess,

Is still a gleam of God's omnipotence.

Or death, which, seeming darkness, is no less

The self-same light although averted hence,

When by your laws, your actions, and your speech,

You contradict the very things 1 teach ?"

L0J<G FELLOW.

Mem.—A severe penalty has been made necessary to prevent

the destruction of these useful creatures iu France and Ger-

many.

DESTRUCTION OF BRITISH BIRDS.

The author of "British Birds' Eggs and Nests Popularly
Described" writes to the Yorlshire Cmxctic regarding the

destruction of British birds in the following terms :

—

There arc several things which church-goers pray against,

many people are guilty of, and nobody defends. Like these in

the latter points I have fancied rock-bird shooting had been,

until a correspondent of yours, with a logic and orthography
equally remarkable, lifted up liis voice in its favour. I had
always thought it tit to be characterized—stigmatized, if you
like to print it so—as cold-blooded barbarity in the act,

flavoured with wanton cruelty in the accompaniments. Per-

haps I am wrong ; and there is a difference between sparrows
and willocks in the sight of One who, we are told, notices the

fall of the former. Not unlike to rock-bird shooting is rook
shooting in many respects,, almost all those involving cruelty

included. Surely it is defended ; and the defence iu both its

parts is enough to amaze a man in his senses. But my object

now is not to expose a fallacy so much as to point out a folly.

This is the time of year for slaughtering young rooks in the

sight of their parents, and for shooting the old ones if they

can be come upon on the fields. One such, which was shot a

few days since, I wish to make mention of. My informant, a

respectable farmer, had noticed i( following his plough very

closely, and not idly. Unluckily, as he turned his horses at

the top of the field, it not only flew a few yards out of his way,

but into the way of a gunner on the other side of the hedge.

The poor bird was shot at, of course, and sorely wounded.
Flying with difficulty across the field, it was seen by a third

man, vomiting with the sickness of death upon it. Going to

the place, he found it had thrown up forty-nine wireworms,

and a large number besides of the fatty white grub, such as

the plough so often turns up at this season. My informant's

subject of discourse had been that " the corn was sairly

grubbed" in this neighbourhood; his reflection, " I thinks

the craws ower mich shot ;" and his illustration, what

I have just now given an account of. As a pendant

to the above, let me record that one of the ablest living Eng-

lish ornithologists told me a year or two since that, seeing a

gamekeeper carrying a kestrel lie had just shot, and being un-

able to convince him in any other way that it might be as

well sometimes to aUow a little inquiry to precede " giviugthe

dog a bad name" and summarily " hanging him," he requested

him to allow the craw of the bird, evidently well packed, to

be opened. The gamekeeper assented, and the ornithologist

himself took out a compact ball filling the entire cavity of the

craw. On being resolved into its component parts by a little

gentle manipulation, the ball was found to consist of 119 wire-

worms, and no otlier article of food whatever. So much for

the " mischief' done by the rook and the kestrel.

May I add, as a hint to any who, in the coming fruit sea-

son, may be desirous to save their strawberries and currants,

and yet spare the blackbirds and thrushes, that many years

ago I knew a large garden in Essex, situate almost close under

the walls of a park in which blackbirds and thrushes lived

utterly unmolested, and consequently greatly abounded, kept

utterly free from these plunderers throughout the fruit season.

The " dodge" was a very simple one. A cat which had two or

three kittens, about one-third grown, belonging to her, was

provided with a box to live in, placed in the garden, a collar

round her neck with a short light chain attached, and ter-

minating in a small ring. The ring traversed on a long stout

wire fixed between low posts some thirty or forty yards apart,

and so the cat, when disposed for exercise, padded herself a

path along the wire, and the kittens frisked about all over

the garden. All of them looked as happy and sleek and

jolly as possible, but the blackbirds and the thrushes unani-

mously voted the fruit in that garden " sour," They never

came near it.

AGRICTTLTURAL STATISTICS.

At the quarterly meeting of the Boroughbridge Agricultural

Society, the Rev. G. H. Saxe said the subject ho had to notice

was one which they would all admit was of considerable

importance, and it had been suggested to his mind because

he had had lately some papers to fiU up relative to agricultural

matters. Agricultural statistics was a question M'hich had
long been talked about, and it was one of great importance

not only to the farmers, but also the public at large. Sta-

tistics respecting agriculture would show the quantity of land

under cultivation, with various kinds of produce, the number
of cattle and stock in the country, and so on. By obtaining

accurate information in this way, the people would know what

stores there were in hand to meet their daily necessities as re-

garded food. By ascertaining, from the best information at

command, the breadth of land under cultivation iu every par-

ticular kind of crop, and the number of stock in the country,

they would only be doing as a nation what every household
ought to attend to, namely, to know what flour and meat and
vegetables they had for the week in the pantry and larder, so

that arrangements might be made accordingly, lie thought
it could not be denied that it was very desirable to know what
the food resources of the country were likely to be. The ques-

tion was one which aff'ected the whole nation. The prospects

of the harvest, whether good or bad, affected very considerably
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all our financial sclicmcs, and the prices iu the funds went up
and down just like a thermometer. According to the weatlicr

and the state of the crops, the funds eitlier went up or down,

and all our commercial and mercantile transactions were
greatly alfected. Wlien there was a favourable harvest and
good crops, there was great commercial activity, and certain

articles increased in price. It was exceedingly important
tlierefore that there should be a system of agricultural statis-

tics, Mhich would form a basis for all trade speculation and
dealing. To obtain agricultural statistics would be a diflicult

task without the hearty co-operation and assistance of the
farmer, and he must remark tliat farmers, as a body, had taken
agricultural statistics in anything but a kindly spirit. At iirst

they viewed the matter with very much aversion, for being a
new sclieme they had no wish to see it carried out. AgriciJtural
statistics were a new idea, and that was perhaps the reason why
the project was not liked. The agricultural mind did not
readily accept or appreciate new ideas, and he thought it well
tliat it was so, because it showed that farmers as a class were
not fond of new-fangled notions and change, and they must be
thoroughly convinced of tlie value and utility of any scheme
before they would give their approval to it. Notwithstanding
this, however, they all knew what great advances and im-
provements had been made in agriculture during the last thirty
or forty years, proving that farmers were not opposed to change,
if it was for the better (Hear, hear). A right tiling and a
good thing the farmers would adopt, but as the agricultural
mind was thoroughly English and pre-eminently practical,

farmers generally liked to know what they were about and
where tliey were going (Hear, hear). First, the farmers had
an objection to agricultural statistics because they considered
them to be of a dictatorial and inquisitorial character, and
they did not wish to state how much they grew of this or that
particular kind of crop. Tliis objection he thought would
vanish, as the statistics obtained were altogether voluntary.
Secondly, they objected because tlie statistics miglit be used
against them by their landlords. This objection, too, he be-
lieved would also vanish. Farmers were only asked to state
the acreage under particular kinds of cultivation, not to tell

the amount of produce. To supply statistics tlie farmers said
was against their interest, but that was really not so. Agri-
cultural statistics were ior the purpose of ascertaining what
was tlie amount of the corn and stock of the country gene-
rally, and this would have the effect of causing greater regu-
larity in prices. Farmers might say that they would rather
take their chance of the ignorance of the country as to the
quantity of corn and the range of prices. There might be
something iu this idea, but it was not a patriotic view to take
of the matter. When prices rose to a certain point for want
of adequate information, and the pressure became heavy, very
few farmers indeed gained any advantage. If wheat rose to
SOs. or 90s. per quarter, as a rule it was not the farmers who
benefited, but tlie speculators (Hear, hear). In the next place
he believed that if farmers had any advantage at the close of
the year before harvest, they lost it at the beginning just after
harvest (Hear, hear). Agricultural statistics would have a
tendency of equalizing prices throughout the year, and there-
fore a farmer who was obliged to sell liis com as soon as he
conveniently could after harvest would get the advantage of
increased prices at the beginning of the season (Hear, hear).
The general effect, he believed, of agricultural statistics would
be beneficial to all classes of farmers, and in his opinion the
average of price of corn throughout the year would rule higher,
and repletion and depletion of corn in the markets would be
avoided (Hear, hear).

Mr. OuTiiWAiTE said tliat he agreed with the general
tenour of the observations of the Rev. C. H. Sale, believing
that there was no doubt if the quantity of grain in the country
were known prices would be regulated." Agricultural statistics
would be beneficial to the nation at large, if taken properly.
There was a difficulty in ascertaining the quantities of grain
produced, as the crops varied in quantity from one year to
another, and a farmer who had a good crop just before harvest
might hav;e half of it destroyed by a thunderstorm just before
reaping, lie suggested as a good plan competent persons
visiting a district, extciuljng ten or twelve miles round, a fort-
night or three weeks Ijcfore the corn is cut, and preparing a
report as to the state of the crops generally and the probable
yield (Hear). He did not believe if the exact quantity of
gram grown by a farmer was known that it woidd do liim any

liarm, as iu his opinion when a tenant had a good crop it was
a pleasure to his landlord, and any feeling on the part of a
landlord to take advantage of it was to his mind now done
away with (Hear). Statistics would be to the advantage of
farmers, as they would more evenly regulate prices, and as he
sold his grain at the beginning of the year he should be a
gainer.

Mr. Jacob Smiin (the Chairman) said lio agreed in the
main that agricultural statistics might work well, and would
do no harm, or at least not much harm. Agricultural statistics

were taken in France, and yet there was no country in which
the fluctuations in the price of corn were greater than in

France. He believed that agricultural statistics would be ad-

vantageous so long as they were not made compulsory ; but he
shoulel object to such statistics being obtained under the orders

of Parliament.

Mr. Bainbridge was in favour of agricultural statistics

upon a proper basis. He showed that estimates were made at

Liverpool of the quantities of cotton, and he considered that

if the practice was good for cotton it would be good for wheat.

Mr. Steele remarked tliat the farmer was not obliged to

sell liis wheat because he had given liis statistics, and he be-

lieved that agricultural statistics in this country would prevent

those fluctuations in the price of corn which were experienced

iu France.

Mr. OuTiiWATTE stated that two friends of liis who were
manufacturers were always anxious to know about the extent
of the crops at harvest time. If he had a bad story to tcU,

they would say that their trade would be of no use, as they
depended upon the English harvest being favourable. If the

wlieat crop was good they knew how to speculate in cotton.

Mr. Afpleyaud said that he should be opposed to being
obliged to give an account of the produce of every acre of corn
on his farm, because such a system would have the effect of

putting bad farmers upon the same footing as good. A land-

lord might make the quantity of corn regulate his rents, and
he might say that if such and such a farmer could produce so

many bushels per acre he could afford to pay more rent, whereas
the bad fanner, although he might have better land, who grew
less corn per acre, woiUd not have his rent raised. He had no
objection whatever to give returns as to the acreage of his

crops, but as to the yield no adequate idea could be formed.

The Chairman said he agreed with Mr. Appleyard that

the acreage might be given, but it was difficult to arrive at an
average as to the yield. He approved of the suggestion of

Mr. Outhwaite that persons shoiild visit districts and make re-

ports of the crops, wliich reports might be published in the

newspapers. With respect to the remarks of Mr. Appleyard
about rents, he had no fears upon that head. Landlords now-
a-days knew the great value of good tenants, and they were
glad to see heavy crops iu preference to light. A landlord on
seeing bad crops on certain farms would be likely to discharge

tlie tenants, and obtain in their place intelligent and good
farmers. He did not see the point in the light that Mr.
Appleyard did, but there might be exceptional cases.

Mr. Lund thought that agricultural statistics to be of real

value should be made compulsory.

The Chairman considered that the main points to be ascer-

tained by agricultural statistics would be these—under an
average, an average, or over an average, as the case miglit be.

After some conversation, in which the Chairman, Mr. Outh-
waite, Mr. Appleyard, Mr, Steele, and the Rev. C. H. Sale

joined, it was unanimously resolved " that the Boroughbridge
Agricultural Society was of opinion that agricultural statistics

were desirable, and would co-operate with the Government in

filling up the returns issued by the Board of Trade."

HORSES' FEET REQUIRE MOISTURE.—Nine-tenthg
of the diseases which happen to the hoofs and ankles of the

horses are occasioned by standing on the dry, plank floors of

the stable. Many persons seem to think, from the way they
keep their liorscs, that tlie ibot of their horse was never made
for moisture, and that if possible, it Nvould be beneficial if they

liad cow-hide boots to put on every time they went out.

Nature designed the foot for moist ground—tlie earth of the

woods and valleys; at the same time that a covering was
given to protect it from stones and stumps.— 0/<ic» Farmer,
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THE ELDER TREE.

The coinmou cklcr (Samhucus n'xjm) is so decidedly a

household plant that auy attempt to describe it would be

useless. Its name Sambucus is said to be derived from

Sambuca, a musical instrument made of it. I can well

believe this; for, in my boyhood days, i(s hollow stems

were the unconverted limber, out of which our whistles

and pop-gims were made. The wood of the elder is very

hard, and so like that of the box that foot-rules are made
of it. la Scotland, it is called Bower Tree, pronounced
'* oortree," as in the old ballad :

—

" What care I for owlet's cry,

For bourtrce banks, or walls of Craigie ?''

t>wt in the Scottish ballad of the courtship of that doughty
iiM the " Laird of Cockpen," we lind the name of elder :

"Lady Jane she was making the clJer-llowcr wine."

I have tasted the cider-flower wine, but can say very

little in its favour; but elderberry wine is certainly a

very agreeable beverage when warmed and spiced. The
elder is a rapid grower at first, and survives for a long

time as a stunted bush or low tree, with a thick shady

top ; and, being a free flowering plant, it is generally

covered with blossom iu summer, and heavily laden with

berries iu autumn. It is a coarse feeder, and thrives best

where there is plenty of moisture : indeed, such a plant

must have a good supply of raw materials at hand, as it

will rush into such a rapidity of growth as is scarcely

known among woody plants, frequently pi'oducing a crop

of strong shoots six feet long in a season, when once it

gets established ; and it does not take a long time to get

that : only let it be planted in season -time—November,
December, or January, not later—and no failure need be

apprehended. "When the elder begins to grow, if one did

not kuow its character and history, it would easily be

taken for an herbaceous plant ; and its stinking foliage

and blackish-green colour would father it upon the worst

form of umbeUifersc, and, if not poisonous, at least so

ill-favoured and unimnting, that no one could think of

eating any part of such a plant, unless he had got sound
information beforehand on the sabject. But although the

elder has the lurid poisonous look and the hollow stem of

the hemlock-brood, it is not au umbelliferous plant, but

belongs to the honeysuckle tribe (caprifoliacea) ; and
although its stem be hollow, it is, after all, both woody
and perennial, forming one of those marvellous links

which we frequently find in botany uniting opposite cha-

racters. Had the elder been blest with foliage as sweet

as that of the walnut-tree, it would not have been half so

valuable to the farmer ; for it is very rarely indeed that

yon see the elder-tree touched by hares or rabbits. During
long and severe frosts, with snow, I have seen sticks of

aU kinds bitten, and branches that had been cut off where

trees had been feUed would be barked as clean as if the

woodman had stripped them for the tanner. But, as a

rule, hares and rabbits do not bark the elder ; and as for

the leaves, the smell is quite sufficient to warn either

cattle or coney from laying a tooth upon them.

This style of plant is called by planters a " nurse," and

they put in such by millions to shelter better trees.

Since the system of bedding-out greenhouse plants for

the flower garden in summer became a common practice,

everybody has become aware that such plants as the

geranium and the verbena are increased by cuttings of

the green wood with more or less of the leaves attached.

Now, although the elder is to be increased by cuttings, it

being a deciduous tree, it is not to be treated in this manner,

and it is not to be propagated in summer, or when grow-

ing, as is the case with geraniums, &c. The elder, the

willow, the gooseberry, and the vine, are mostly propa-

gated by truncheons of tlie stem of the wood of the cur-

rent year, taken ofl' the parent plant when tlie sap is

down, or wlien tlie leaves have fallen, and tlie plant is in

a dormant state. The truncheons of the elder may be

one or two feet long, and ought to have one joint in the

earth when planted, and one or more out ; the truncheons

should be cut below a joint with a clean cross-cut, not

slanting; the truncheons to be planted at once where

they are to remain, and should lie not less than 4j inches

deep in the ground, firmly planted in finely-pulverized

soil. It may not be desirable, for many reasons, to pur-

chase costly trees, and plant them at one's own expense

upon other people's laud, and yet the use and shelter of

trees must be had ; for stone walls, even if these could be

had, are not to compare with trees in breaking the force

of wind, for the walls produce eddies and often whirl the

wind with great violence against particular points, but

trees sift the wind and never gather it. A farmsteading

unsheltered by trees ought to be a terror to an in-coming

tenant, as it ever will be to those who have to do

battle with the stonu in such a place thus miserably left

to its mercy. When our ports and harbours were swept

by wind and tide, the breakers seriously interfered with

our shipping interests, and we had to erect costly break-

waters, behind which the stately craft could ride at anchor

unmolested by the storm. This was sterling wisdom and

forethought, well-founded upon dearly-bought experience ;

therefore let no one think lightly of masses of cheaply-

got trees to adorn the landscape and shelter man and

beast. But I have auothcr object in view with branches

of trees on the farm, for faggot-wood is calculated to do a

species of work that no other material can do so well.

In the kindling of fires, the heating of bread-ovens, and

in various other ways, the faggot-stack is essential to the

work ; but on a clay farm the faggot-wood, in immense

bulk, is particularly wanted to burn the clay with—for

there is no other process at all to compare wilh biu'ning

to bring the clay into good working order, for it is

chemically changed as well as mechanically when it has

passed through the fire ; and for want of fuel of the right

kind it never could be done. It is only such materials as

Pharaoh used in his brick. croft that the farmer can use

in burning clay—such as stubble and straw of all kinds,

and particularly bean-straw and wood-faggots—for coals,

however cheap, is no fuel for farmers to burn ridges of

wet clay with. There are only two ways in which elder

trees appear to me to be in character, and these are

circles and lines. No figure equals the circle, for it has

the same fi'ont on all sides, and the general appearance is

that of one vast bush. It is no waste of land to sacrifice

so much for the sake of shelter. Planted in lines as

hedgerows, the elder will be quite established in two

years, and form a fence
;
planted against a low stone wall,

hurdles, pales, &c., it forms an excellent fence by adding

one storey to make up for the deficiency of the wall ; aud,

as it never grows large, it does not rob the land like

timber trees. I remember a hedge made of elder-shoots

to screen a garden : it was about 100 feet long, and one

man cut the shoots from the bushes, carried them on his

back half-a-mHe, cut them into lengths, and planted them,

without any further cost than his own labour, and that

was for lialf-o,-day ! Cottagers and tenants-at-will should

take a lesson from this experiment, for it was a tall,

strong hedge in two years, and such a wind-guard would

be no small benefit to those who rear calves and poultry,

and, if they made no use of the elder-berries, the fowls

woidd eat them gi-eedily. Alex. Torsyth.
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CHIPS.

We finished our last paper by glancing at the relative

merits of high -crested and rectangular furrow-slices, and

promised to glance briefly at other points connected with

the working of the plough. That promise we now purpose

to redeem. There was in the wide— shall we say, too

wide ?—range of controversial subjects taken up from time

to time in the agricultural world none so hotly discvissed

as that of the relative merits of wheels and swing-ploughs.

In one sense, the point may be considered as settled in

favour of the wheel-plough, inasmuch as a very much
greater proportion of the ploughs of all kinds now made
is made up of wheel. At the same time, it is well to

look at the reason why in one place the swing-plough is

preferred to the wheel, and cice-versd. The author

of the paper from which we take our "chips" goes

pretty fully into this point, which it will be suggestive to

glauce at. He sets out by remarking that although in

some points settled, as we have said above, practically,

yet there are some considerations involved in the question

as between the two forms, which bear so on the economi-

cal use of all field implements that it will be well to glance

at them. If we analyze, by means of the parallelogram

of forces, the action of the draught of ploughs, it is found

that a wheel does add some 501bs. or so to the re-

sistance. But this result implies that the plough sub-

mitted to this analysis is working, or supposed to be

working, in soil of a perfectly uniform or homogeneous

character. But this, we know, is not so easily—if in-

deed at all, in general practice—obtained ; so that modi-

fying circumstances come into play, modifying very mate-

terially the action of the plough. These may be summed
up as follows : Where obstructions in the soil are met
with, they have a tendency to catch the point of the

share, cause it to dip, and to raise proportionately the

handles of the plough ; and it is worthy of note that, in

practice, this tendency of the share to dip is much in-

creased through the obliquity of the line of draught of

the plough. The progress, therefoi-e, of a jz^vw^-plough

is not uniform, but is made up, so to speak, of a series of

risings and fallings, in proportion to the nature of the ob-

structions met with. The ploughman, in practice, en-

deavours to modify these abnormal movements, and to

reduce them as much as possible, by pressing the handles,

or by " tempering" the share, so that it will "take more
earth " than is due to the depth of the fiuTow-slice which

the plough is adjusted to take. Now, this increase of

earth increases the necessity for the ploughman to press

with greater force upon the handles, and, of course, to

add to the friction of the active parts of the plough upon
the soil, and in proportion to the resistance which the

plough meets with. Here, then, in the case of the swing-

plough, are causes of loss of power ; and the question is,

Does the addition of wheels to it obviate these? If we
take the indication of the dynamometer—not always,

however, to be relied on, as it gives results which are not

easily read off—as a guide, we find that wheels do reduce

the loss ; and certainly the indications of theory woidd
show that to place wheels in the position they occupy in I !ie

plough must have a beneficial action, not only as jne-

venting the dipping of the share when it meets with ob-

struction, but as preventing—if not wholly, certainly to a
great degree—the vibration produced by the action of

the horses as they walk along, a vibration peculiarly

marked in the case of the swing-plough. Again, the
wheels must have a tendency to keep the plough-sole flat

on the ground, and, by consequence, the land-side of

the plough perpendicular, and thus ensure steadiness of

motion, this steadinesss being, in the swing-plough, often

secured by pressing the land-side so as to throw it a

little ofl" the perpendicular ; and these causes are of

course exaggerated by unskilful ploughmen. It must
be evident that the implement must be somewhere
defective, in which faults inseparable from its peculiar

action have to be corrected by other faults, or by the

exercise of much labour or skill on the part of the at-

tendant; and, on the other hand, that implement is the

best, which meets difficulties in or faults of operation

by means best adapted to overcome them. But it is not

a mere question as to whether the addition of wheels

to a plough increases or reduces the friction of its work-
ing. While experience proves that wheels reduce this,

the contrary might with ease be admitted, and yet the

wheelrjilough be maintained as the better plough of

the two—cheaper, as well as easier to work. " la

ploughing with a swing-plough, which is the most
difficult thing to arrive at—uniformity of depth, or uni-

formity of breadth of the furrow-slice ?" Uniformity of

depth, unquestionably. Straight furrows a ploughman
can make with comparative ease (with a swing-plough)

;

but uniformly deep furrows is a matter of great diffi-

culty. Now, it is admitted on all sides that a wheel-

plough gives uniformity of depth with ease. Skilled

ploughmen are therefore required to do good work with

a swing-plough ; and skilled ploughmen require, and

get, higher wages than unskilled who can work a

wheel-plough just as well as a skilled man. If,

then, the saving effected in the wages department is

greater than the loss occasioned by the increased

resistance which a wheel offers to the traction-power,

then the wheel-jdough is cheaper than the swing. But
we have seen that the wheel-plough offers less resistance

;

so that we arrive at the conclusion that it is easier

dragged, gives as good work, and is cheaper, because it is

better capable of being worked by unskilled labour than

the swing-plough. At the same time, while coming to

this conclusion, an author does not lose sight of the fact

—on the contrary, di'aws special attention to it—that this

conclusion will be very much modified by circumstances

of soil, and that the swing-plough will, in some soils, act

better than the wheel. This, in practice, is found to be the

case where soils are rough, and filled to a greater

or less degree with obstructions. It is in such soils

that the less-encumbered swing plough is found to be

better than the wheel, inasmuch as the ploughman can

give it all those adjustments which are, from time to time,

demanded by the ever-varying nature of the soil in

which it works. It is in fairly uniform soil that a wheel

plough best displays its advantages.

As may be supposed, the subject of steam cultivation

occupies no small space in the paper now under review.

To all the points opened up in this part, we are precluded

from lack of space even to allude. We think, however,

that a brief glance at what is said on the subject of rota-

tory culture will he suggestive and interesting. While
the plough works the soil by inverting it, the grubber by
tearing it up horizontally, the rotary cultivator tears

up slices or masses and grinds or rubs them down vertically.

Another distinction between the three systems is also

noticed : first the duty of the plough is to lay the slices

even in the position best calculated to enable the atmos-
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phcre and the harrow to roinplcte the pulveii/alion

;

second, the grubber partially pulverizes the soil by its

peculiar action, aud partially leaves the pulverization to be

completed by the action of the atmosplierc; while in the

third plan, or rotary culture, the turning over or throw-
ing up the pulverization of the soil effected by one
operation. The system proposed by 'Mr. Iloskyn, and
brought out by Mr. Romaine, had for its object the re-

ducing of the soil by what may be called a species

of grinding or rubbing down, so as to bring it into a gra-

uulatory condition. That rotary mechanism can be and
has been introduced to obtain this peculiar effect in certain

soils is true enough ; but it is another question how far

this condition of soil is the condition we require for a seed

bed. Wc believe that Mr. Algernon Clarke was the first

to draw attention to the importance of atteuding to this

condition of the soil, and to point out that there is a differ-

ence between soil comminuted or pulverized by the action of

the atmospheric influences in conjunction with the work of

tillage by spade or plough or grubber, and the same soil

comminuted or pidverized by mechanical agency. In the

case of pulverization by the united agency of tillage and
the atmosphere, the particles are independent of each

other, and are repellent of rather than adherent to each

other
; air, therefore, can have free or comparatively free

access between the particles, which is an immense advan-

tage ; while in the case of soil pulvei'ized, ground, or

rubbed down by mechanical agency, the particles, in place

of being repellent, are adherent, so that air cannot freely

pass between them, and rain increases this adherent pro-

perty. This point, so ingeniously mooted, should not

be lost sight of, in discussing the question of steam

culture, and deserves to be more completely investi-

gated. The practical suggestion drawn from this point

is, that the principle of having the rotary cultivator to

lift large or comparatively large masses of the soil,

leaving them to be afterwards pulverized by the action

of the air—not only the best but the cheapest of all pul-

verizers—would be better than that where the soil is rubbed

down or abraded by a peculiar mechanical action such as

Mr. Hoskyn proposed. Eotary cultivation, then, we
see may be divided, as in practice they are divided, into

two classes—those which lift the soil in masses like

Romaine's, and those which rub it down or abrade it like

Hoskjn's ; and as there are two principles, so there are

two methods of working out these principles. These are
" giving a rotatory motion to the cultivating cylinder or

cutter in a direction similar to the motion of the driving

wheels;" second, "giving the motion of revolution of

the cultivating cylinder or cutters in a direction opposite

to that of the driving wheels." It will be interesting to

trace the analyses of these two modes of operation as

given by the author. In the first of the above modes of

working, where the cutters work in a direction the same

as that of the driving wheels, they must enter the soil

from above ; while in the second of these modes, where

they run or revolve in a direction opposite to that of the

driving wheel, they must enter the soil from below. Let

us analyze the action of the first of these modes of work-

ing, and, first, let us suppose the case of a tine or flat bar

projecting from the periphery of a cylinder. Now, when

the cylinder revolves, the tine, when it comes in contact

with the soil, exercises simply a compressive power, and

this is increased by the flat face or side which we have

supposed it to possess. By making the face of the tine,

which comes in contact with the soil angular, we in-

crease the tendency to enter the soil, and if we make the

tine-knife edged we still more increase it ; but the mere

action of a thin knife-edged tine passing into the soil

would have little effect in stirring the soil. The tendency

then of a cutter or tine worked in the way we have ex-

plained is to compress the soil, and to drag down or into

it the weeds or herbage which arc on its surface ; and

where a cutter of this kind docs enter the soil, it is solely

in virtue of the power of the apparatus brought to bear

upon it : the softness of the soil has also of course a fa-

vourable influence. The compressive action of a cutter or

tine of this kind would be seen much more obviously if

it came in contact, say, with a piece of iron, which it

could not divide or cut asunder—the more the pressure

brought to bear upon the cutter, the more deeply only

would the iron be pressed into the soil, if, indeed, the

power of the engine was sufticient to press it in at all.

This compressive power of the tine worked in the way
under notice, is of course greatest when it first comes in

contact with the soil, with the surface of which it is at

this stage parallel ; but as it is worked deeper into the

soil by the revolution of the cylinder to which it is

attached, it assumes aji angular direction, and the com-

pressive force is changed into a lateral from a horizontal

direction ; and the trench or open cut behind, which we
suppose to exist in the working of the apparatus, enables

still less resistance to be given to the motion of the cutter,

as there is less soil towards the side of the trench : the

more angular the position of the tine or cutter, the more
easily will the mass of earth or of obstructing substances,

as stones, in it, be shoved into or towards the trench.

In very cohesive or sun-dried hard-surfaced soils, the

real difliculty is to get the tines to enter the soil,

when they work in the same direction as the driving-

wheels ; for it is at this point that the compressive

tendency of the tine is greatest, while its power

to enter into the soil is the least. To aid its en-

trance then, we curve the tine, and change it from a

flat bar to something like the curved arm of a pick, the

action of which it resembles, turning the earth towards the

machine, so to speak. In this way a change in the action

of the tine is brought about, making it from a compres-

sing vertical to a compressing lateral force, and a lateral

force fortunately acting in the line of least pressure

of soil, that is in the direction of the open trench behind.

Up to this point, in the analy.sis of this class of rotary

cultivators, we have supposed the cutter only to have a

motion of revolution, and independent of a motion of

progression given to it by the machine which works it.

But the moment we take into account the progressive

motion of the machine combined with the motion of revo-

lution of the cutter cylinder, we sea a very different state

of matters brought into existence, which are thus explained

:

If you notice a man working a pick-axe, you will observe

that his first operation is to fling it from him and bring it

down in a curve, so that the point enters the ground, and

being curved in a direction so that it comes toward him

:

up to this point there is no movement of, but only an

entrance obtained into the soil. The movement is made
by the man dragging the pick-axe toward him. If he has

taken such a forcible hold of the soil, and finds that he

must lift it up or sever the part above the pick from the

soil below it, he uses the under-soil as a fulcnun, and

pressing backwards, he raises the mass and liberates his

tool. These two movements arc obtained in the rotary

digging by the onward or progressive motion given to it.

The soil is dragged, so to speak, towards the working
machine, that is towards the open trench in which the

digger works by the revolutions of its tines, while the

tearing away of the mass is aided or effected by the for-

ward motion causing the tir.es to press upon the soil before

and below them, precisely in the same way we have shown
the workman handling the pick-axe does. We thus by

this arrangement not only get a tearing and moving action,

but we facilitate the fonvard progress of the whole appa-

ratus, the tines, as they enter the soil, dragging forward

the machine.

We shall now glance as briefly at the characteristics of
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the second mode of working the rotary cultivator, in

which the tines revolve in a direction the reverse of the

motion of the driving wheels. In this case the soil is

lifted from below, and has a tendency to be thrown over to

the back of the cutter cylinder. This renders it necessary

to have the diameter of the circle of cutting tines small,

for, if large, the soil would be lifted too high : this small

diameter, therefore, increases the difficulty of working, as

it is apt to get choked up with weeds. But, on the other

hand, the great advantage of entering the soil from below

is obtained, and tbe removal of obstructions such as stones

rendered much more easy, as also the breaking up of the

hard upper-crust. The action of cuttei's in this way re-

sembles very closely that of the spade as well as that of

the plough, both of which act by the wedge action. The
backwai-d motion of the tines has this defect, that it

brings about a movement antagonistic to the progressive

use of the machine, as they tend to press it back. This

loss of power will obviously be proportionate to the con-

dition of the soil, being greatest when the soil is hard and

impeding and least where the contrary condition exists.

The author inclines, after a due consideration of the whole

])oint, to think the backward motion of the tines the best

calculated to meet the mechanical and cultural requirements

of the case. " If," he says, " the objection is made, as indeed

it has been made, that the hard pan, or under-crust of the

soil, presents the same obstacle to the entrance of the

tines, it may be met by the statement tliat this is no

worse than the upper hard crust which the forward

cutters have to enter (we may remark, in passing, that

in the majority of cases it will be much easier to enter

from below than from above). And there is undoubtedly

less chance of the compressing action of the tines when
they are cutting backwards than when they are cutting

forwards—that is, in a line coincident with the motion of

the driving-wheels of the apparatus. There is, however,

another point in favour of the backward-motion of the

cutters, which has been over-looked as yet in the dis-

cussion of the relative merits of the two systems—and

that is, the superior mode in which it acts upon the

weeds. The compressible action of the cutters acting in

the forward direction tends to pull the w^eeds down-

wards—that is, in the direction the worst possible for

their easy extraction ; while the lifting-action of the back-

ward-motion of the tines tears the weeds upwards, as a

gardener does in working with his spade or his fork,

throwing them up to the surface." The author believes

that the best plan of working rotary cultivators would be

to have a double set of revolving cutters in a frame, these to

be placed in advance of each other, but not parallel, being

placed diagonally in the frame, but in opposite directions,

and so that the tines of one would work between the tines

of the other, and thus bring about a cleaning action. Al-

lusion is also made to the mode of working the cultiva-

tors over the lands, the defects being pointed out, of the v

system usually adopted, in which the heavy apparatus is ;

moved over the land to be cultivated, and on the other

hand the advantage of some such system of rope-traction,

like that of Tiskiu, so that nothing but the cultivating

implement or machine comes in contact with the ground.

Allusion is further made to the proposal of Mr. Atkins,

of Oxford, which is " to have a large fixed engine of 20

or even 30-horsc power set down in the centre of a

fann, driving by means of endless wire-ropes extending

to a great distance, and working at a high speed, so as to

diminish the weight of rope required, the rope being car-
•*

ried in standards at some height from the ground, like a

colliery rope." This idea was suggested to Mr. Atkin,

by seeing a rope manufactory at Bristol, where a rope of

two mQcs in length had been working constantly two

years, taking the power from a ten-horse engine, and

driving various machines down the length of a mile.

THE EXHAUSTION OF SOILS.

[translated teom the "l'eciio de l'agriculture."]

Practical agricidture differs in no way from every other

industrial enterprise. The artisan and the manufacturer

know that their establishing and working capital must not be

continually reduced if they would carry on tlicir business.

Thus, the cidtivator cannot continue to derive any profit ex-

cept by restoring to the soil, under the form of manure, what
has been taken from it under the form of products.

Such is the grave question which the publication of a book
by Baron Liebig, entitled " Les Lois Natiirelles de VAgricid-

turc " (" The Natural Laws of Agriculture "), has made the

order of the day.

The question is definitively, according to Liebig, Wliat will

be the course of events in Europe if the produce of the fields

diminishes year by year P for no one can reasonably think

that Providence condemned the European nations—now the

depositaries of civUization, as the Greeks and lloraans were

formerly—to fall into poverty and barbarism after the accom-
plishment of their mission, or that it is for that reason the

Creator implanted in the people the idea that land is in-

exhaustible in its gifts, and that the Divine laws watch over
the perpetuation of the human race.

That evil is always the greatest, according to Liebig, which
does not think itself to be an evil.

The history of all places and times furnishes us with nume-
rous examples of the exhaustion of soils ; and we could point
to provinces to-day com])letcly sterile, which formerly were
noted for their high fertility.

" How is it," said Liebig, " that the countries l)ordcring the
Jlediterranean have been gradually depopulated P and what
has caused the desolation of certain countries, such as Asia
Minor, Greece, Italy, &c.? The exhaustion of tlie soil."

Ignorant people, who are in the habit of attributing the

fluctuation of the popidation to peace and war, explain aU

these facts in that manner. But peace does not nourish a

population any more than war destroys it, for they only exer-

cise a passing influence over them ; but what really collects or

disperses human societies is, the fertility of land.

Columella and Varro attest the exhaustion of the soil put

into the hands of slaves, and render them responsible for the

proceeds of its cidture.

The cultivator is the free and independent man j^wr excel-

lence, when his fields are not too extensive for him to fivrm by

himself, with the aid of his children, and his laud is sufficiently

fertile to pay taxes, as well as procure his family a sure and

certain subsistence ; but when, in consequence of the ex-

haustion or impoverishment of his land, the free peasant dis-

appears, his patriotism subsides, aud he leaves the soil which

he cidtivated—the land which gave him birth.

The means employed by the Roman legislature for con-

tending with this evil, and which were constantly re-enacted in

the centuries following, are extremely instructive and in-

teresting ; but neither the division of the land, enforced under

Cains Gracchus, nor the efforts of Julius Caesar and Augustus

to re-establish the equilibrium disturbed between the wants of

the population aud the production of the soil, or between

hunger and the fields which could no longer satisfy it, were

productive of sensible results.

A similar phenomenon occurred in Spain, under the reign

of the lloinan emperors. Spain was one of the richest coun-

tries in the world. Titus Livius and Strabo speak of the

rich harvests of Andalusia, which yielded a hundred-fold.

Under the dominion of the Moors, Spain was the most thickly
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populated country in Europe. Tarran'oiia, wliicli was tlic

secoud city of the Ixomau empire, then iiuinhered upwards of

a million inhahitants ; and afterwards, under Abd Errahntan,

contained 350,000 ; but now, only 15,000, In several of the

Spanish provinces the laud only yields a crop once in two
years, while in Andalusia it is only every three years.

But, to come nearer our own times, liow is it that all the

old estates in the East of America, untrodden lands, wl\icli

have only been cultivated for a comparatively short period,

and which astonished Europe by their fertility—how is it, wo
repeat, that all these countries have become sterile, and yet

for all tliat, the climate has not become inclement, the air

which surrounds them, and the water which bathes tlicm, are

still the same ? It must be that the soil is deprived of a jirin-

ciple which the regulating operations of natural agents cannot
reinstate. They have been impoverished by culture.

But we must leave these considerations, bon-owed, for the

most part, from Baron Liebig's book, to the actual observation
of facts ; for the exploration of a natural phenomenon is at

once an all'air of science and observation.

Tiie doctrine of Liebig has been very learnedly treated by
JI. JIalaguti, senior member of the Eaculty of Science at

lleniies, who made it the subject of a course of lectures on
Agricultural Chemistry, 1S65.
By tl'.e fertility of a soil is meant the whole of those con-

ditions which result in an abundant crop ; and by the pro-

ductive faculty of a soil is meant the whole of those conditions

which ensure the continuance of a yield.

A soil is productive, when under its surface, as far as the
roots of vegetables extend themselves, it contains all the

elements necessary for the nourisliiug of such plants. It is

fertile when it gives a good crop.

Independently of the physical and geological composition of

the soil, we see first that a knowledge of the rooting of plants

is the basis of agriculture, and under that head it is necessary

to say very little is known in general. The working of a soil

ought, in fiict, to be exactly appropriate to the nature and pro-

perties of the roots of the plants you wish to- cultivate. Be-
sides, it is the nature o,f certain grains—such as wild oats,

couch-grass, &c., to preserve themselves under the arable bed
exhausted by the culture of cereals, and to appear at the sur-

face, there fUling the place of seeds to wliicli the soil no longer

offers nutritive substances.

Tliis is the cause of the invasion of weedy grasses in a great

number of fields abandoned to ruinous culture and a succes-

sion of cereals, especially those where the abuse of carbonate

of lime has already ruined the temperament of the arable bed.

Nevertheless, it was a conquest of the cultivator who dis-

covered the action of calcareous marl introduced into certain

soils, until then unproductive from the culture of several

plants, especially wheat.

Vast beds of carbonate of lime, under different names, were
discovered thirty years ago in Brittany. Eertility seemed re-

produced in certain districts. For instance, we may mention
that of Dinam, where Count de Lorgeril discovered the

slieUy basins of Saint Pivot, and brought it into use, under
the name of " Sandy chaik."

M. de Lorgeril took care to state that to the knowledge of

the inhabitants these beds had never been worked till then.

But from the appearance of certain parts, there were visible

traces of former openings ; and even tradition tells us that the

Romans, and perhaps our fathers the Gauls, had used car-

bonate of lime to a vast extent ; and no doubt the same
abuses now practised caused its abandoruneut then.

Sea-mud manures fiir more completely than sandy lime all

lands where a previous abuse of it has rendered the soil sterUe.

What must be done, then, to prevent tlus exhaustion of land?

We must put into it what has been taken from it; and if tlie

intensive culture, so extolled in the present day, is employed

in the art of impoverishing the soil, in order to avoid this

fatal consequence we must look beyond the products of

cultivation for the matters necessary to cover the deficiency

between the receipts and the annual expenses of the farm.

The method of restoring to the soil those elements taken

from it by cultivation is so simple that it is astonishing it was

not thought of in the last century ; but still, the knowledge

possessed by the farmer of the necessity for manuring land

proves that the idea of restitution existed, though only in the

germ.

As plants etiolate at once if removed from the action of

light and water, it was thought at first that these two elements

were necessary to the existence of them; afterwards it waS

believed that crops \vould never be deficient if the land was
properly manured.

Later on, it was imagined that tho clement of production

was humus ; and consequently, the cultivator who could pro-

duce the greatest quantity of that matter was the most
succcsstid.

It was remarked, however, that certain agents of a mineral

nature, such as marls, plaster, &c., increased the crops, from
which it was concliulcd tiiat these substances were stimulants.

As an element of production, humus stood first—it gave a
great development to the culture of fodder plants. Besides,

it was found that cereals attained to greater perfection after

fodder plants, from which fact people drew the conclusion that

cereals were exhausting to a soil ; while, on the contrary,

fodder plants helped to fertilize it.

At that time, practical men attnbutcd aU. to manure ; and,

exaggerating the notion of equivalents, they thought if grasses

were put into any kind of soil the result would be the same

—

it would produce an equal quantity of manure, while the con-

trary effect would be produced Ijy the cereals.

Thanks to these false theories, agriculttire was at a stand-

still, and alarm was felt everywhere, when the use of marl
and plaster once more gave good crops ; but the productive

faculty of the soil soon became extinct.

At that time, although the nature of air was known,
scientific men were ignorant of the fact that it is the source

or hydrogen and nitrogen.

By analyzing the elements introduced into organization,

it was found that the urine and solid excrements were com-
posed of the mineral elements of food, mixed with other

matter which did not add to alimentation. This discovery

led to some experiments of the action of manures upon veget-

ables, when it was soon found that dung put upon a soil could

not restore to it all the elements that had been taken from
it by cultivating cereals.

Now, it is generally admitted that all plants are of a mineral
nature. Some of their principles exist in the air—others in

the earth, while these two elements always exist in a solid

fonn in the ])lant. It will therefore be seen that it is only

through the decomposition of their mineral elements that

manures act upon vegetables.

According to the doctrine of M. de Sanssure, it was be-

lieved that wild plants derived their nourishment from the

carbon distributed in the atmosphere, and cultivated plants

from humus ; but Liebig taught us that all the carbon con-

tained in plants came from carbonic acid, and it was that idea

he expressed by the circulation of oxygen. The carbonic acid

is absorbed by plants, which exhale the oxygen and retain

the carbon.

Oxygen assists the respiration of animals, and, being ex-

haled l)y them, is again appropriated by plants. We also

learned from Liebig that plants derive all their nitrogen from
nitric acid ; consequently the circulation of that element is

produced in the same manner as oxygen. Carbonic acid

combined with nitric acid transforms itself into the economy
of urea ; while urea, in its turn, transforms itself into carbonic

acid combined with nitric acid.

Theodore de Sanssure knew that phosphate of lime was
necessary to plants, and it is the same with phosphate of

magnesia. Sprengel discovered the presence of alkalies in

the vegetable economy ; but, as they all admitted that plants

drew their nourislimcnt in the soil in a state of solution, it

was thought that these elements must enter into them,
whether they were needed or not. We see now the fallacy

of this opinion ; for the cellular tissue can only form itself

witli the aid of carbon. Without carbon, neither fecula nor
sugar could be formed; and without phosphate, albumen
could not be formed.

M. Malagnti, in his second lecture on agricultural che-

mistry, says :
" There exists in the remotest part of Asia a vast

country presenting the different climates comprised between
Central Germany and Lombardy." The land is of volcanic

origin. The mountains there are formed of a very stiff clay
;

the soil of the valleys is nearly sixteen feet deep, and rests

upon an impermeable subsoO, where some artificial feus are

formed.

Erora time immemorial, the fertility of.that country has

never been disputed, and that in spite of the absence of all
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agriculhiral societies, meetings, agricultural communities, &c.,

and, wliat is still more, without any cattle market, or the least

importation of artificial manures.

This country is Japan.

If these countries enjoy unparalleled richness, it is due to

the idea of restoring to the soil those elements which liave

been taken from it.

The Japanese has no cattle, because he could not sell his

milk ; and he does not eat meat, and therefore would get no
profit from his beasts. All the land belongs to the sovereign

and to some nobles of liigh degree, who give the lands in fiefs

to noljles of an inferior class. The latter, in their turn, farm
them out to peasants, in lots of five or seven acres or more.
As the properties are small, and divided by a great number of

canals for irrigation, they do not serve advantageously for

milch cattle : they, therefore, only keep sheep.

The Japanese farmer is ignorant of the aphorism, " Much
fodder, many cattle ; many cattle, much manure ; much ma-
nure, much corn."

But they say. The principles which constitute a crop pro-

ceed partly from the soil and partly from the air. The latter

are brought there by the force of natural laws, and the first

must be introduced into the soil. Human excrements only

represent the part wliich is derived from the soil ; and from
that they conclude that those who consume the crop become
the producers of manure.

It is, then, because they use human excrements that their

crops never fall off. No trace of the manure is ever found on
the laud ; but privies arc constructed in every street for the

purpose of collecting it.

It must not, however, be supposed that no other manure is

used by these people. As there is always some loss of fecal

matter in a crop, while respect for the dead deprives the soil

of part of its fertilising elements, they employ otlicr manures
;

and, as they use enormous quantities of fish, they put the de-

trifits into the soil. They also form a compost with chopped
straw, kitchen refuse, and the clearings of fields, which is co-

vered over with earth and cut straw, and moistened con-
stantly. After a certain time putrefaction commences, when
they break up the heap, and by that means obtain good
vegetable mould.

In order that it may be thoroughly used, they manure each
plant particularly—that is to say, they open furrows, sow tlie

seed, and cover it over with manure, thereby avoiding the
necessity of spreading it over the whole surface, as we do

;

and their fields never remain fallow. That is due to human
excrements ; and it is the same in China.

But let us leave these countries, and see what was passing
in Europe in the middle of last century; take France for

example:

About 1760, the cultivator had no other winter fodder than
carrots, turnips, and a little straw, from wheat or rye. Butter
and milk were both very bad in quality. They had to wait
till the spring before they could let their cattle into places

where the grass was at most only an inch high, and the ani-

mals returned as starved as they went out. This is what our
agriculture will come to if we do not take care.

About that time Schubert introduced the culture of clover
;

for a time, this supplied the loss of other fodder, but after a

while the yield diminished, till at length they could no longer
grow it upon the same land.

Then appeared guano as an artificial manure ; I shall not
speak of the animal black, the quantity of that used being

much too Small to influence the destiny of agriculture. But
thanks to the use of this manure, the crop of clover became
much larger ; France once more recovered her productive

faculties, but soon clover again began to diminish in yield,

when gypsum (thanks to its action, the nature of which we are

still ignorant of) rescued the farmer once more from loss by
increasing the crops of that leguminous plant.

Thus clover, potatoes, and guano have hitherto prevented

the ruin of agriculture, particularly the potato, as it will grow
upon a poor soil, and vegetate where wheat would not sprout.

It must not, however, be supposed that potatoes prevent the

exhaustion of soils, quite the contrary ; but as their roots force

themselves to a greater depth in the earth than wheat, they

find nourishment where the short roots of that cereal could not

reach.

But though the introduction of the potato has been benefi-

cial in some respects, it has also been the source of a great

evil on the continent, by favouring the exchange of its manure
for gold from England. Besides, the use of potatoes as the

sole aliment of certain populations is one great cause of the

decrease in stature of the human species. For instance, in

France the height of soldiers in 1789 was 5 ft. 6 in. ; in 1823
it was 5 ft. 3 in. ; and now, the regulation height is only

5 feet.

In Germany, says Liebig, where the people feed almost ex-

clusively upon potatoes, the diminution of height is stiU more
marked. In 1760 it was 1 m. 78, and now it is 1 m. 55. In
Saxony, out of 1,000 conscripts tliere were 716 unfit for ser-

vice, and 317 rejected as under height.

The bony substance of men has been exported in England
under the form of animal charcoal.

Another cause of the slow decline of agriculture is, the dis-

covery of guano. Let us suppose, said M. JIalaguti, that 1

cwt. of guano furnishes in five years 5 c\vt. of wheat more
than would have been obtained without the use of that

manure, the importation being about 2,200,000 tons in

fifteen years, the result would be that 1,800,000 individuals

would be well fefl, thanks to guano, for we might put any other
production as an equivalent in the place of wlicat.

But guano, too, will come to an end, for all that has been
discovered is in woiking, consequently the mass diminishes
more and more.

The discovery of fossil phosphates has also brought fresh

help to make up for the insufficiency of bones, but that source
will soon become exhausted ; and besides, phosphate alone will

not afford nourishment for plants, it must be mixed equally
with potash and soda.

" We must only attend to ourselves," said the poet ; and
when populations have become familiar witli the simple laws
of nature, respect to which will guarantee their future well-

being for all time, when they learn to know that each cultiva-

tor is capable of maintaining the fertility of his land without
importing manure, and that if that importation depends upon
foreigners, the actual state and increase of crops and subsist-

ences are subject to fortuitous events, over which populations
have no control ; when, in fact, it is proved by statistics that

under the most favourable circtmistances the importation of

manure must come to an end at no very distant period, they

will know how to solve the question of the sewage of

towns, upon which the preservation of the riches and well-

being of the state as well as the progress of civilization

depends. A. De La Morvonnais.

TEXTLESS NOTES,
BY A CKOTCUETI FAKMEB.

PAKIS AND AT ITS EXHIBITION OF 1867.

In tlic (irsl paper under present title which I sent be eliminated from them, if properly examined and rc

you, I took occasion to make a few remarks upon
cooking, and from thence very naturally adverted to the
exhibits of " food" which are to be found in this great,

if not grand, exhibition, and to the lessons which might

ported upon. Whether that examination be ever made,

remains to be seen : I make free to think that I am not

the man to make it, in the way it should be made, al-

though I may yet refer to some points connected with it
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Hot altogether devoid of practical utility. There is

doubtless one depaiimeut of this great " food" coUec-

tiou which is the most popular iu all the exhibitiou, aud
one to which visits arc being paid in continued aud
crowded succession—visits not urged on, bo it noted,

gentle reader, by a thirst for science or a hungering
after knowledge, but prosaically because physical wauts
necessitate, or seem to necessitate, repeated visits to

this department, which, without further phara-

phrasis, otherwise vulgarly rendered " beating about
the bush," is neither more nor less than the great

zone or circle which contains the Kestam-ants, Cafes, or

(not to put too line a point upon the matter) " beer and
baccy shops." I call this the great zone or belt—not
only because literally it is so, being the outside circle of

all the circles of that bewilderingly enchanting Palace of

the Arts ; but because it is the greatest attraction of the

Palace and the Park. Firmly persuaded am I iu my
mind that it is not a thirsting and hungering after know-
ledge, but after much more natural things, that brings by
far the larger proportion of tlie visitors to these Exhibitions.

Else how comes it that of all the " enchanted circles" this

is the one that finds its confines most crowded— its pre-

siding goddesses most adored ? And, by the way, talking

of goddesses, where did those come from who preside over
the altars erected by Spiers and Pond in the glittering

temple of Bass and treble X—in plain words, the English

refi'eshment-room crowded by these culinary aud thirsty

worthies ? I ask where do these goddesses come
from ? I mean those dashing young ladies—or, as

a friend at my elbow puts it, those appallingly stun-

ning girls—who, behind the counter, with its range

of glittering baubles and curiously-quaint or quaintly-

cui'ious " dabs" of sandwiches, dispense the good things

to the large crowds before them. Where do they come
from, and where have tliey " raised," as a Yankee
would sjiy, those wonderful crops of hair which crown
their forms ? Riiised is indeed the very word to use, for

what do adorn their heads are indeed stately edifices,

composed of most elaboi-ate aud intricate convolutions of

cm-Is and fierceness of frizzle. Very truly, if these young
ladies—there is no such thing uow-a-days as a yirl or a

lass, there is an honest old-world ring about these words
which one loves—have as much i.t their heads as they

have on them, they must be the very Prussian blues of

learned ladies. One has awful forebodings of the mys-
teries of their nightly toilets, and of the feverish

dreams which must haunt their after-sleep, for fear of de-

molishing those structures, which are really, or seem to

be, fearfully and wonderfully made. We believe that it

has been for some time " quite the thing" for Frenchmen
to do, to bring their wives, their sisters, or their sweet~

hearts to see those English ladies, who dispense

"pellell and portare," and who are considered—the gu'ls

I mean, not the two p's—as thoroughly English institu-

tions. Of course, if they come to look—shall I be con-

sidered very rude if I parenthetically remark that the

young ladies in question stand the looks very well

indeed?—they stay to drink, which result must be

in the whole a refreshing thing to the worthy
lessees, if not to the Prenchmeu aud their wives.

This zone or ring of restaurants is really a most diverting

place to walk round. It is thoroughly cosmopolitan in

character, embracing within its tremendous circle the

representatives of almost every nation under the sun. You
can drink everj- imaginable di-iuk which the genius of

thirst has concocted, from beer of all qualities, to cham-

pagne ditto ; aud eat all manner of edibles which the

genius of cookery ever devised, from the stale sandwich of

the Exhibition, to the bird's-nest soup of the Chinese—at

least we suppose that this delectable dish will be had when
these Celestials opeu their restaurant, which is not yet

ready for busiuess. Amusing, however, as is a walk
round this ring of restaurants, aud suggestive, in more
ways than one, as arc peeps into their interior, and exami-

nations of their presiding geniuses, and the crowds they

serve, it is uot altogether the object of a visit to the

Exhibitou to spend time tlius ; although, by the way, such

does seem to be the opinion of a large majority of those

who flock to it. Knowledge of a useful kind is not

picked up precisely iu the best of ways by lounging

at a counter, or by sitting iu lazy listlessness on one

of the seats outside ; although even there one may
pick up something wortli knowing, and see some-
thing suggestive if they look for it, especially iu the

direction of the Park. I remember at my first sitting out-

side the refreshmeut room of Spiers and Pond—which by
the way is called the English Refreshment Room, as if

there w as no other, which there is, kept by our ubiquitous

countrymen, I, looking towards the Park, saw a collection

of structures which will probably never be brought together

again : nearly opposite was the Emperor's Kiosk, which is

" beautiful exceedingly" in Interior fitting, if not in exte-

rior design, the style being very difficult to name, I have

heard it called " moonesque," although what that means
I do not know, unless indeed it has some uncomplimentary
reference to the state of mind in which the architect was

when he designed it, influenced by that lumiuaiy which

acts uot always in the best of ways on the minds of men.
Then, opposite to this, is the English cottage, and put ap-

parently there by way of giving another example of this

"moonesque" style; at all events, we may say with safety

that it is the "grotesque" style. Struck with the appearance

of this marvellous and mysterious structure, I walked overto

see if the arrangements of the interior were in keeping

with the design of the exterior, so far as the characteristic of

grotesqueness was concerned. And I am bound to say I

was not disappointed iu any conjecture that it would be

so, disappointed as I was and am, that any such absurdity

shovdd have been perpetrated iu the way of giving

foreign visitors to the Exhibition an idea of what au

English cottage is, which we will venture to say it

never docs nor will. I confess to having some slight

knowledge of what an English cottage is ; but I must
say I should have had some difficulty in giving a name to

the probable uses of such a structure had I been taken to

it in ignorance of what its designers and constructors

please to call it. It is simply a sham, and the only use I

see it can be is as a framework for displaying all the

varieties of building materials in use amongst us ; and if

this was the meaning of the structure arrived at

by the designers, they have succeeded in their aim

;

for over its walls, and the roof, and in it, are col-

lected a most remarkable selection of constructive

materials. And, by the way, the sight of oue

or more, or shall I say all of its interior fittings

—

cottage fittings—save the mark !—reminds one of the

department of the Exhibition upon which nmeh stress was
laid before it opened, as being one likely to afi'ord a vast

mass of practically useful and suggestive matter, namely,

that which was to comprise collections of cheap domestic

appliances. This cottage would surely have been an ap-

propriate place for exhibiting some of these. But as they

are not so exhibited, are we to suppose that they are not

in existence, and therefore cannot be exhibited ? We
would be disposed to come to this conclusion, more espe-

cially as in all our walks in the alleys and rings of the

building we came across but one or two collections of ap-

pliances likely to be useful, and at the same time econo-

mical, in the furnishing of the poor man's cottage,

and these we met with in the German and Belgian

department. There is, doubtless, a vast selection of ob-

jects connected with furniture, clothing, and food ; but

they are in no way to be looked upon as adapted to the
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poorer classes, which was the main object aimed at in

establishing the deijartment. There may be in some

out-of-the-way comer hitherto unexplored, or, just as

likely as not, in some cases yet unopened, a great many
objects which will really come under the head of cheap

appliances ; but as for anything like a wel^arranged and

complete collection, which is within the reach of the

ordinary visitor, I have not seen any trace of its existence.

The difficulty, however, in this department of social

economies, is to get the poor people to use cheap things if

there are new things. Their prejudices against anything

out of the ordinary track of their experience is something

wonderful. The same applies to new kinds of food or to

good, and new ways of cooking food, at present within

their reach. The Exhibition abounds in much, very

much, that is suggestive of the way of the feeding of

our poor population, as, indeed, I hinted at in -my first

paper ; but the result of all enquiries amongst the intro-

ducers of new and cheap things, either in the way of food

or of the appliances by which to cook it, as, indeed, the

result of ill experience, is that the difficulty is not to in-

troduce them, but to get them used after being introduced.

It is difticult to understand the force of prejudice in some

minds, or to conceive of people preferring to starve

rather than eat certain kinds of food when no other

food is obtainable ;
yet this is simply the truth, for in

various parts of the kingdom along the coast certain kinds

of fish are abundant, and yet the people will not partake

of them even in times of famine. And yet there is

enough, and far more than enough in the food

department of the Exhibition to prove that there

is a vast wealth of material abounding throughout

the world, and comparatively easily got at too, avail-

able as cheap food for the poor. Is there no way by

which these can be placed within the ¥eaeh of those people ?

and second, but not the least important question, how are

they to be induced to use them P These are most im-

portant questions. I wonder whether this Exhibition will

be allowed to pass away, with all its suggestiveness within

this very department, without something practical coming

out of it ! We are a practical people, so we say, and so

we believe, yet I am crotchety enough to say that in some

things this is quite a mistake ; we are, on the contrary,

essentially theoretical—never getting beyond the region of

discussing them, we are indeed, as respects them, always

in nuhibus, never on terrafmm.
And here I am very naturally reminded of a train of

thought which passed through my mind after I had seen

a poultry-house, in the annexe of the agricultural depart-

ment of* the Seine and Maine, near the entrance opposite

the Military School. How is it, I thought, that while

every inducement is held out to encourage the French

peasant to attend to the rearing of poultry, nothing is

done with our peasantry in this way. And yet it really

is difficult to over-estimate the importance of the branch

of industry tlius created in France—how important, let

the annals of the exportation of eggs to this country from

France tell, and what a soiu-ce of food to the peasantry

themselves and their neighbours. I heartily wish that

something could be done to have, throughout all our

rural districts, cottage poultry-keeping carried out : a

large result would soon come out of small effects if those

were only widely cai'ried out. How would cottage

poultry shows do, I wonder ? And what would be the

effect of prizes for the best efforts made by cottagers ? And
could there not something be done in this direction also

in increasing the supply of dairy produce ? I am induced

to ask the question by the consideration of certain cir-

cumstances arising out of the fact that in one part of the

French department there is a collection of cheeses, which

really make one think. How is it that we have such a

small variety, two or three, to set against the tens of

Continental dairy folks P Doubtless some of the Con-

tinental varieties are poor, but yet there is a vast deal to

be said in favour of the principle of " variety is charm-

ing." At all events, the very variety met with abroad

shows how large a part cheese plays in the food of the

people. Our readers, not otherwise acquainted with the

habits of French poor people, would be surprised to know
what a vast deal of bread is consum«d by them, helped

out by " morsels"—this is the very word they use—of

cheese. I do not say this is the best kind of diet for our

working people, very gladly would I see every means
thrown in their way to enable them to increase their allow-

ance of meat
;
yet at the same time I am equally dis-

posed to wish that they would use more bread—the

staff of life—and oh ! that I should have to write

the words, " "Waste less of it !" There must sm'ely be

something in Continental air that render large sup-

plies of bread necessary; certainly, not seldom have I

been sm-prised at the much, very much larger weight of

bread I use at meals abroad than I do at home—no com-
parison, indeed, between the two is to be made. No
doubt the bread abroad is, in the gi'eat majority of

instances, very good. And, by the way, I may here

name this, that if the visitor to the Exhibition wishes

to know what the perfection of bread is, or to know -i

what it will be like when perfection is reached, if ever

it is, let him go to the Austrian bakeiy, and then he
will say that he has for once partaken of bread exquisitely

fine. The Parisian bakers are celebrated, and justly cele-

brated, for their fine bread
;

yet, I am told, that the

produce of the Austrian bakery, above alluded to, has

made them quite envious, if it has not already given rise

to fi-antic hair-tearings and volleys of " sacres," in which
habits om- French neighbours are apt to indulge in times

of excitement.

So suggestive is this tndy wonderful exhibition,

that I could go oa in this crotchety vein to discuss, or, at

all events, to discourse about a variety of things not

altogether useless, but my rapidly-lessening paper-siirface

warns me that I must conclude ; for the present saying

no more. But I have space to say to those who have not

yet made out their visit to this Exhibition, by all means
do so now—do it quickly, " If it were done, then 'twere

well it were done quickly."

THE PARIS UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION OF 18G7.

We have in fonner papers given the reader some idea

of the extraordinary diversity of objects of interest in the

Park. When these papers were written, even at that

early period, it was ti-ue, to a certain extent, that the Park
in some aspects was more extraordinary and worth see-

ing than the main building itself. If true then, it is in-

lluitely more so now, when every department is completed,

or nearly so; for to the rule of completeness there are still

some exceptions—not, however, numerous or important.

Whether the Park and the various treasures in the build-

ings, which are studded thickly over its surface be not

the most attractive feature of this Great Exhibition, we

may not now attempt to determine ;
certainly it is the

most novel feature of the whole ; and that it is wonder-
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fully attractive is easily enougli seen from tlie euormous
crowds wliieli fi-equeut it, especially in some of the popu-
larly attractive quarters. Tlie least attractive quarter,

judgcil from this point of view, is, however, or should be,

for those nsitors who arc in any May eonuected with or

interested in agricultural pursuits; few iieople, as a rule,

traverse it; and of these few our countrynien, so far as we
have seen, form but a small minority. Tliis quarter is on

the side of the Park next the Military School, opposite to

that parallel to the Seine, and may be reached, if the Park
is entered ft-om the grand entrance, opposite the bridge

which crosses the Seine, by walking straight across the

building, and up the avenue at the entrance opposite the

Military School. Oi', if the visitor enters the Park by
this entrance, he should turn at once to his left-hand,

past the Kestaurant Omnibus, or Working Man's Re-

fresliment Room, and before this and on either side he

will find a great variety of interesting objects to attract his

attention ; of these we shall presently " take a note,"

meanwhile pointing out to our readers that if, while in

this quarter, and tii'cd by roaming about amongst its at-

tractions, he wishes refreshment, he cannot do better than

enter the Omnibus Restaurant above-named, if for no

other reason than to see whether the viands there dis-

pensed are as good as they are cheap. Everything is

charged separately ; as for instance, table-napkin five

centimes, or a sou (this luxury, which even the poorest

restaurants aftbrd to their visitors, is alas! unknown to our

eating-houses) ; bread, two sous (or a penny) ; soup, four

sous (twopence) ; if the ordinary " bouillon," or gravy-

soup, three sous; a chop, eight sous; ham, five sous;

fish, four sous and so on. You get a good glass of beer

for five sous, half-a-bottle of red ordinary wine for eight

sous (a sou is a half[)enny of our money). We cannot,

from experience, say what is the quality of the viands

here dispensed, as we have not yet, while there, had the

appetite wkich might otherwise have urged us to visit the

place, and, not having this, did not cai"e to give the time

;

but we have heard two opinions on the subject, which

our readers may take as a suggestive hint that the posi-

tion between the two is probably the true one. One
opinion was given us by a Parisian, and was to the effect

that everything was wretchedly bad : another by an Eng-
lishman, to the effect that everything; was so good, he had

dined as well as he had dined cheaply. Both were men
accustomed in their own countries to know what a good

dinner was; and the secret may be in this—that the

Frenchman, knowing what good French cookery was,

knew that that of the Omnibus was bad ; while to the

Englishman, with his limited knowledge of the subject,

the cookery would be good. So much on a subject which

is ever interesting, and not the less so to our readers, all

of whom we venture to class as, in the best ajid most

comprehensive sense of the term, " good livers."

Within a good stone's-throw of the central entrance to

the Omnibus Restaurant, straight forward, to the right

and to the left, a variety of buildings and objects are con-

gregated which are specially interesting to our readers.

A large annexe, or shed, contains the agricultural pro-

ducts of the various departements of France. Near it,

and in a smaller shed, a most interesting collection of

objects connected with the Imperial Agricultural School

at Grignon may be met with ; while outside are fac-

similes of the agricultural implements employed in the

cultivation of the farm. Near this, and on your right

hand, looking towards the Exhibition, there is a row of

sheds, in which there are small collections of Merino

sheep, and cattle of the race Tarentaise. Walking up

from there towards the Refreshment Omnibus, you come

upon the caves where the Roquefort cheese-making is

displayed—a most interesting and suggestive place, to

which presently we shall take our readers, Near this there

are, outside and ranged before the Restam-aut Omnibus, a
number of coliectionsof agricultural implements, the work of

such makers as Peltier, Gnilleilx, Fusellier, Renaud, &c., &c.
Tlicn furtlier on, towards the entrance opposite the Mili-
tary School, the visitor will find model poultry sheds

;

and on the left-hand side of the main avenue leading from
the entrance to the building, the annexe of the agricul-
tural dcpartement of the Seine et Marne, in which he
will find, in tlie stalls to the left of the entrance, some
^Merino sheep, aud sheep of the same breed crossed with
the Leicester ; and in the stalls to the left, cattle of various
breeds. In the court to the back lie will fiud a small but
interesting collection of agricultural produce and appli-
ances. Coming out of this annexe, and stQl going down
the main avenue, the visitor shoidd enter the large
Belgian annexe (he will know it by seeing a large steam
crane outside), in which he will find a few interesting

agricultural machines, some implements being ranged
outside along the length of the building. Inspecting
these, and going on towards the left-hand, he will come
to the workmen's houses, as erected in Bohemia ; and
near this, towards the building, the annexe of Prussia
and the Northern States of Germany, at the entrance of

which he will fiud a large model and explanatory drawings
of workmen's cottages erected in Pomerania, and which,
if uot fine, their arrangements are at least worth noticing
for the cheapness with which they are built. In the same
annexe will be found a few agricultural implements and
machines. Coming out of this annexe, and directing his

steps up the Park, in the direction of the Military School,

but keeping well to the right, the visitor should strike the
locale of the Spanish annexe, which is well worth ex-

amining, from the varied nature of its contents, many of

which have a direct bearing upon agricnltm-e. At the

back of this annexe, and ranging with the extreme
western barrier of the park, are placed a range of sheds
containing a very large collection of agricultural ma-
chinery and implements, from such well-known houses as

Alvaret, Corray, Pesant Freres, Gantreau, Cholet, Dufom-,
Freys, Daruey, Gerard, and Gumming. Coming out of

this annexe, and keeping then to the left-hand, the visitor,

walking onwards, wiU come to the Russian stables, oppo-
site to which is the Russian isba, or peasant's house, in

the lower part of which he will find a small, but veiy
suggestive, collection of agricultm-al machines and imple-

ments. We have thus indicated, briefly and roughly,
the various objects interesting to the agricul-

tural visitor in the quarter which happens to be the least

frequented of all. To examine the contents of all the
buildings we have noted will be no smaU task. Of course

the reader will suppose there are amongst these contents
a great many things which may well be passed over with-
out loss, while there are others which the visitor should
by all means examine. "What many of these are wc shall

take up in due course. Returning to the space nearly
opposite the central entrance to the Restaurant Omnibus,
the visitor wiU see a high square building in rough stone,

with the word " Roquefort" near the cornices in large

letters. In this building the caves of Roquefort, where
the celebrated cheese of that name is made, are illustrated,

and which arc well worthy of a visit. This favourite

cheese is made from the milk of ewes, and treated in a
peculiar manner in the natural caverns with which the
place abounds, and which treatment we shall briefly de-

scribe. A few of the race or breed of sheep are to be
seen in a small inclosure within the yard or com-t of the
buOding above alluded to. This race or breed, of which
the local name is " Larzac," originally belonged to the

plateau of that name and to the environs of Roquefort,

in the district of Avignon ; but are now met with iu

other districts, such as that of Saint-Affriquc, in Thilhau,

of Herault; and of Garde, aud are being daily bred iu
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other districts, although it is right to state that the

cheese made from the milk of the breeds in districts

other than that of Roquefort lacks the peculiar flavour

which the air of the caves of that place seems alone

capable of imparting. The breed in the neighbourhood

of Roquefort has of late been much improved. Not only

has its milking qualities been improved, but the wool

also. The general characteristics of the breed of ewes

from which the milk is obtained are as follows : the chest

narrow and not deep, large flank, heavy belly, shoulders

and thighs thin, the skin fine and elastic, and the udder

well developed. The height and bulk of the animal varies

according to the fertility of the soil—the sheep born

and reared on the plateau being smaller than those of the

valleys underneath, where food of a better quality is ob-

tained. The average weight of cheese obtained from

each ewe for a season varies from about 30 to GO lbs.,

the weight of the fleece of the sheep of the upper grounds

being averaged at four-and-a-half pounds—that of the

sheep of the valleys five to five-and-a-half pounds. The

breed even when placed under favourable circumstances of

feeding and shelter is very small in size. The ram is

capable of communicating the high milking qualities of

the race to the sheep of other breeds. The price of a

three-year-old ewe may be set down at twenty shillings

;

that of an old one, from seven to eight years of age, from

thirteen to fourteen shillings. The soil of the plateau of

Larzac is calcareous, on the oolitic formation. The

plateau is at an elevation of upwards of 2,700 feet, and

the soil is dry and arid. The pasturage is not abundant

;

but the grasses of which it is composed are good, and

keep the sheep in good health. The herbage improves

much upon the sides of the plateau and in the neighbour-

ing valleys, the soil of which is also calcareous, but rests

upon the lias formation. Of late years—from the com-

mencement of the century indeed—the food of the flocks

has been much increased by the cultivation of artificial

grasses—of clover, of sainfoin, and of lucerne, according

to the natm-e of the soil put under cultivation. Such Is

the ever-increasing demand for the cheese of Roquefort,

which has been called—rightly or wrongly we presume
not to say—the " king of cheeses," that every means
have been taken to increase the number of the sheep from
which the milk is obtained ; but the limit (from the nature

of the district) appears now to have been reached, the

numbers now standing at somewhere about 400,000, of

which 150,000 are rams, lambs, or fattening sheep, and

250,000 milch ewes. On the plateau the flocks have to

pick as best they can what the pasturages aff'ord ; but in

the valleys, where the artifical crops are grown, their

feeding is cai-ried out on a careful and systematic plan.

In winter they are housed, and fed from the rack upon
sainfoin or lucerne, to which is often added di'ink com-
posed of barley-meal and water, an addition to their food

which seems to have a good efl'ect upon the animals. If

the weather is good, they are turned out to enjoy the

pure air. In the summer they are pastured upon the

artificial meadows, being folded there, so that they eat

the crop regularly down, one part being allowed to grow
while they are feeding upon another part. Great care is

taken with the ewes to prevent their being fatigued, and
the water which they get to drink is well looked after,

the cold, fresh water from wells being avoided, and that

obtained from pools which can be warmed by the sun's

rays being preferred. In our next paper we shall briefly

describe the nature of the cheese-making process, mean-
while recommending our readers that if, by favour or

otherwise, they can obtain a portion of Roquefort cheese,

they should walk down to the Austrian Bakery, not far

from the Russian Cottage (the locale of which has been

already stated), and buy an Austrian roU. If they do

not agree with us that the cheese is the " King of

Cheeses," they will agree with us that the roll is of the

race of the " King of Breads," and ihat is saying a

good deal in Paris, the bread of which is as a rule truly

delicious.

THE PARIS EXHIBITION.
The following is a correct report of the awards for

agricultural machinery, the list published in some of the

daily papers not being altogether accurate :

CLASS 4.8.—GOLD MEDALS,
1. James and Prederick Howard, Bedford, ploughs and other

agricultural machines.

2. Albaret and Co., France, traction-engines and agricultural

machines.

3. Clayton, Shuttleworth, and Co., Lincoln, portable and

traction-engines and thrashing-machines.

4. J. Powler and Co., Loudon, steam-plough.

5. R. Garrett and Sons, Leiston Works, Suffolk, portable

engines and agricultural machines.

6. C. H. MacCormick, Chicago, America, mowers and

reapers.

7. Ransomes and Sims, Ipswich, portable engines and agri-

cultural machines.

8. Walter A. Wood, America, reapers and mowers.

9. H. F. Eckert, Prussia, agricultural machines.

10. C. Gerard, France, horse-gears, portable engines, and
thrashing-machines.

11. Usine d'Efverum, Sweden, agricultural machines.

12. J. Pinet and Sons, France, horse-gears and thrashing-

machines.
13. M. Camming, France, portable engines and agricultural

machines.

14. F. 11. Lotz and Sous, France, traction-engine and steam-
ploughs.

15. E. Homsby and Sous, Grantham, portable engine, thrash-

ing-mtwhine, and reaper,

SILVER MEDALS.
1. E. Vidaer, Austria, agricultural machines.

3. Aveling and Porter, Rochester, traction-engines.

3. E. H. Bentall, Heybridge, agricultural machines.
4. CoUins and Co., New York, ploughs.

5. Rouffet and Son, France, portable-engines.

6. Samuelson and Co., Banbury, agricultural machines.

7. Tilkin-Mentiou, Belgium, portable-engines.

8. Borrosch and Eichmann, Austria, hay-press and agricul-

tural machines.

9. A. Danney, France, portable-engines and thrashing-ma-
chines.

10. C. Leclercq, Belgium, portable engines and agricultural

machines.
11. Marshall, Sons, and Co. (Limited), Gainsborough, portable

engines and thrashing-machines.
,

12. 0. W. Palmaer, Sweden, ploughs.

13. P. Renaud Mantes, France, wine-press, portable engines,

and agricultural machines.

14. Richmond and Chandler, Salford, chaff machines and corn
crushers.

15. Robey and Co., Lincoln, portable engines and thrashing

machines.

16. E. R. and F. Turner, Ipswich, agricultural machines and
portable engines.

17. Bruel Brothers, France, agricultural machines.

18. Coleman and Morton, Chelmsford, agricultural machines.
19. Picksley, Sims, and Co., Leigh, agricultural machines.

20. Pinaquy, Sarry, and Co., Spain, agricultural machines.

21. Reading Iron Works, steam-engines and agricultural ma-

chines.

33. E. Van Maell, Belgium, agricultural machines.
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23.

24.

26.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

E. Farkas, Hungary, ploughs.

Lilpop and Ran, Poland, drill aud reaper.

Vemiey and Co., Lincoln, corn-screen.

J. Smyth and Sons, reasenhall, drills aud manure dis-

tributor

O. Desoer, Belgium, roller.

J. Keelhof, Belgium, corn measure.

A. Lecler, France, drainage works.
J. J. Marot, France, corn screen.

C. Peltier, jun., France, agricultural machines.

BRONZE MEDALS.
W. N. Nicholson, Newark, agricultural machines.
J. G. Perry, United States, mower.
Ruston, Proctor, and Co., Lincoln, portable engines,

thrashing machines, aud agricultural machinery.
W. Smith, Kettering, agricultural machines.
Wallis, Haslam, and Stceveus, Basingstoke, thrashing

machines.

Woods and Cocksedgo, Stowmarket, agricultural ma-
chines.

Asliby and JefTery, Stamford, agricultural machines.
A. C. Banilett, Thirsk, reaper aud mower.
M. Kearsley, Ripon, reaper and mower.

And 34 foreign exhibitors.

HONOURABLE MENTIONS.

Amies and Barford, Peterborough, agricidtural machines.

W. S. Uuderhill, Newport, agricultural machines.

W. Ball and Sons, Rothwell, agricultural machines.

Brown aud May, Devizes, portable engines and thrashing ma-
chiues.

Fox and Co., Bristol, portable engine.

Parkes and Co., Birmingham, agricultural instruments,

And 50 other foreign firms.

BRONZE MEDALS TO FOREMEN AND DIRECTORS
OF WORKS.

1. E. T. Bousfield, Bedford, at Messrs. J. and F. Howard.
2. G. Biddell, Ipswich, at Messrs. Ilansomes aud Sims.

3. D. Greig, Leeds, at Messrs. J. Fowler and Co.

4. George Wilkinson, Lincoln, at Messrs. Clayton, Shuttle-

worth, and Co.,

And 8 other Foremen of foreign manufacturers.

The awards at Billancourt will not be published until

October, the object of the French management being to

keep people in the dark and in Paris.

FARM NOTES.
The Labourer's Cott-vge.—If built of 4^ or 9-inch

brickwork it will be very hot in summer aud damp in winter.

The clay with which our Essex bricks are made is, when baked,

very porous and absorbent. Tliis remark applies to many
other counties, but not to all, for I have seen in Staffordshire

and elsewhere pipes and bricks so dense as to be nearly imper-

vious to water. But into porous hricks the winter rains wiU
enter, aud the moisture naturally draws towards the warm
room. I liave found that lime wash well worked into the sur-

face of the bricks closes the pores, and thus keeps the house dry.

It requires doing annually ; the cost is trifling. In summer it

liaa the effect of reflecting the sun's rays instead of absorbing

them, and thus keeps the house cool. I have before mentioned
that lime-washing slated roofs keeps the house cool. A w hitened

slate in the hottest summer's day feels cool, the heat being

reflected, but one can hardly bear cue's hand upon a non-
whitened slate. I wonder tliis is nut more often availed of in

our towns where attics as sleepiug rooms are almost unbear-

able in the summer heat. All cattle sheds should be so treated.

It is a curious fact that heavy rains will not detach or wash
off the Ume, but the winter's frosts remove it from the slates,

and not from the bricks. Where vegetation has begun to

establish itself on slated and tiled roofs, lime washing with hot

lime destroys it. Frosts remove the lime, .and old-looking

roofs then look quite new and fresh. The intenor of cattle

sheds and stables should be lime-washed at least once a year,

on the score of health. The land on which the labourer's

cottage stands should be always well drained, at least 4 feet

deep, with pipes, covered with loose stones. This prevents tiie

moisture of the ground rising up into the walls by capillarity.

Capillarity is overcome thus by gravity. Lirae-washing brick-

work before paintiug saves much paint.

Birds' Nests in Chimneys.—We were once a good

deal puzzled by a smoking chimney that had never smoked
before, and was perfectly clean. On opening the trap at the

angle or turn, we found half a bushel of birds'-nest materials,

completely filling the chimney ; what surprised us was that it

occurred at least 12 feet from the top, so that the birds must

have descended in the chimney. I believe that they were star-

lings. Swallows also build in chimneys occasionally, and spar-

rows in gutters, so that one has to take note of such matters,

or suffer discomfort. It is desirable to examine the flues before

winter.

Agriculture, a Naturally Slow Business.—Ar-

dent, ambitious, and impatient minds, anxious for speedy accu-

mulations of wealth, must not look to agriculture for a realisa-

tion of their desires. Nature will have its course. A wheat

crop is a nine months' cbUd, and another nine months is taken

in its realisation. One year for sheep and two years for bul-

locks are the very earliest returns that can be expected, and
then we have adverse seasons to contend with. Besides, there

is not the opportunity for credit, as in trade—where an honest,

industrious, and prudent young man may be trusted and en-

couraged by manufacturers ; fortunately this is so, or else who
would submit to the murky confineraent of a town life ! Ag-
riculture ought to be very iulellectual, for there is plenty of

time for study and reflection while the crops are growing. No
doubt pure country air is a more sleepy atmosphere than that

of a town—at least my town friends say so ; but, in my opi-

nion, much of this effect is due to the tranquillity of Nature

as compared w ith the noisy traftic, bustle, and flaring gaslights

of a crowded city—so we countrymen must be excused for being

somewhat dull aud stolid. I have remarked frequently how
ready my town friends are for an early bed when in the coun-

try, and how soundly they repose.

The Fattening of Young Growing Animals.—The
days of four and five-year-old beef and mutton are passing away
under the influence of modern agriculture, which requires a more
speedy realisation ; oue-year-old mutton and two-year-old beef

are becoming the order of the day. To arrive at a satisfactory

conclusion in this matter it is necessary to take a review of the

conditions required. Young growing auimals are like young
growing schoolboys—who, always in motion, rarely get fat

—

so it is with young growing auimals ; allow them to roam at

large, and vain will be your efforts to produce obesity. At
one year old my sIk ep are extremely fat, and at two years old

my bullocks are full of fat, the lean being everywhere well

mottled with intervening fat. The result is a rich mellow meat,

satisfactory to the butcher, because pleasing to his customers.

The flavour may be somewhat higher and the colour darker in

old meat, but the fibre is hard, aud not easy of digestion,

unless well hung in cool weather. Large joints, too,

are unsuited to small families. Good rich food from their

birth, and a limited area for exercise, are essentials for early

fattening. In addition to cake, corn, malt-combs, and bran, a

small quantity of crushed linseed and a little condimeutal food

are essential to early ripeness. I could never satisfy myself or

my butchers until I gave my young bullocks 1 lb. daily of

crushed linseed, and about 1 lb. of condimeutal food. I have

this year sold my bullocks (exactly two years old) at £23 each,

and my sheep (one year old) at £3 3s. (half-bred Dowu and

Lincoln). Linseed contains 25 per cent, of oil, and in that

form it appears to answer admirably as a fattening ingredient.

The stimulants in the condimeutal food, such as fenugreek,

ginger, and carraw ay, prevent flatulence, and facilitate diges-

tion. My bullocks rarely get more than one bushel of pulped
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or cut roots daJy. Although I have not used it myself, I

know of cases where liuseeil oil, mixed with bean-meal, has

heen most efl'cctive iu putting on fat. I again commend a

study of the late Mr. Horsfall's most valuable papers on " Fat-

tening and Dairy Management," in the ITtli and 18th vols, of

the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal. Our lambs, after

leaving the ewes, are generally folded ; our Imllocks kept in

sheds. Locusts, molasses, and sugar, being all soluble sac-

charine substances, promote early fattening.

The L\bourer's Food.—It is instructive to see how a

natural instinct has caused the labourer in South Britain to

select the most economical as well as the most nutritious food,

well adapted to climatic requirements, viz., bread and cheese—

•

much of the former, little of the latter ; at night for supper

some hot potatoes and a slice of fried fat pork, also some very

small beer provided by the farmer (one bushel of malt to the

hogshead). Said one of my labourers to me to-day, " There

are 11 of us (baby included), and we consume iu bread and
puddings 5 pecks of flour weekly, equal to 20 41b. loaves, and
we could eat more. As the price of flour is 3s. per peck, this

makes a large claim upon the man's average weekly wages of

lis. 6d. per week, and leaves little for rent, clothing, tiring,

cheese, butter, milk, and grocery. It is true his three eldest

children earn a trifle, for without this he could not go on.

How unfavourably a deficient harvest like the last tells upon
the agricultural labourer ! There is less corn to harvest,

thresh, dress, carry out ; less straw to cut up, and less manure
to cart ; in fact, with considerably dearer food, the demand for

his labour is diminished, and the farmer is no better off than
vidth an abundant harvest and a low price. But to return to

the food. We all agree that milk contains all the elements

necessary for the formation and support of the human frame,

and that before dentition it is the most suitable form of nourish-

ment. In the cheese we have all, or nearly all, the elements of

milk ; and so we have iu bread, though in a less-condensed

form ; so that we may safely rely upon bread and cheese as

strength-supporting food. As to economy, we must also give

for it a most favourable verdict. The price per lb. of meat
and cheese are about equal ; not so their nutritive pro))erties.

1 lb. of cheese contains only G oz. of water ; 1 lb. of meat about
12 oz, of water. In J\lr. Morton's admirable " Cycloptedia of

Agriculture," vol. i., p. 1, page 440, under the head " Cheese":—" It will be seen from the foregoing analysis that cheese is

an exceedingly nutritious substance, standing considerably
higher in tliis respect than butcher's meat. Dividing the con-
stituents into the principal nutritive groups, cheese is com-
posed as follows ;—

Flesh-foi-ming substances 31.02
Heat-giving substances 25.30
Mineral matter 4.90

Water 38.78

100.00"
The instinct of growing children attracts them to cheese, and
it is a great mistake not to allow them to indulge that instinct.

My children have always had free access to bread and cheese,

and the resvJt has been a most ample and vigorous develop-
ment and unobstructed health. W^e may leave out ofthe ques-

tion " curry powder," for the labourer will find a sufficient

stimulant in a strong raw onion : the needful salt he gets in

his cheese. Unfortunately, I fear that too many labourers'

children get a very short supply of cheese. Seeing that cheese
is so nutritious, we may reasonably expect that its exportation
from the soil is a heavy tax on its fertility. Cow farming re-

quires good natural soil, or very high farming, or we shall

grow little corn where cows are kept for cheese or milk.

Mat 2, 1866, and May 2, 18(57.—What a contrast

!

This day last year a heavy thunder and hail-storm, the ground
afterwards covered with snow. To-day, a genial temperature,
a lovely sunshine, the surface-soil dry and crisp and warm

;

smoke ascending vertically, light airs fluctuating from all points
of the compass. All this gives us hope of a better harvest
than last year, when we had severe frosts up to the end of May.
Spring crops plant admirably. Now is the time to judge
whether the wheat crops are " going to Ilalstead Fair," which
is on the 6th of May. It is a saying in Essex, when the wheats
look pale and bilious early in May, that they are going to
Halstead Fair, and will never return, How truly plants tea-
tify by their appearance to the condition oftheBubsoil in which
tbelr roQts ramify | On deeply and clean-cultivated. drained,

and well-manured land they have the colour and bloom of the

cucumber. On the contrary, without drainage, with foul aud
Bhallow cultivation, and insufficient manure, the thin, narrow,
pale, vertical leaf, with its yeUow tinge and slow growth,
almost reproaches man for his suicidal neglect. A palti-y

saving of a few shillings per acre, in not eradicating the weeds
at the right time, permits them not only to starve the \\heat

plant, and thus greatly diminish the crop, but also stocks the

soil with innumerable seeds of weeds for future and still more
injurious competition. When 2s. worth of labour wiU spud

out several hundred docks in a day, who would not readily

pay it P After all, it is in the subsoil, below the ploughed

land, where most of the mischief takes place, for that subsoil

is raw, unaiirated, and unmanured. The roots of our wheat
crops have already passed through the ploughed laud, aud as

they descend into the subsoil its unhealthy condition affects

their appearance aud growth. A rank old dock or thistle

will plunge its roots deep into this subsoil, without suffering

;

not so the corn plants. Beans are the most hardy in this

respect. Passing at railway speed, we can detect readily those

fields of corn that are suffering from the causes I have named.
Experience has taught me that the removal of the«e causes is

a profitable operation, and that neglect or want of means for

such a purpose results in heavy pecuniary loss. A high tem-
perature of the soil promotes the growth of plants. Drain-

age, deep and clean cultivation, raise the temperature of the

soil. I have in my conservatory a striking instance of the

advantage of warmth to the roots of plants, and consequently

to their general development. An ordinary bricked flue passes

(below the surface) near the roots of some camellia and other

trees, and raises the temperature of the soil ; the result is a

most vigorous development, and very numerous aud large

flowers at least two months before any are produced by those

on the other side of the conservatory. The temperature of

the atmosphere is alike for each ; but the temperature of the

soil being higher in one ease than in the other causes the

difference. It teaches us that we should by every means in

our power endeavour to increase the temperature of the soil.

Spring sown crops look remarkably well, and so do clovers,

on weU-raanaged farms. Many heavy-land fields of wheat
have been destroyed by slug, and are resown with oats or

barley. I have only lost about one acre in this way, including

a part of my peck an acre. May 14 ; Since writing the fore-

going we have had very hot weather, succeeded by thunder

storms and much rain, and the drains discharging abundantly.

A strong cold north-easter is now drying the land rapidly.

Altogether the crops present a most promising appearance on
all well-fanned land.

A Saturday New Moon.—It is a common saying

hereabout that a Saturday new moon is always a wet one, and
that it comes in harvest time once in seven years— which is

once too soon. A very old labourer tells me that he has inva-

riably found that a Saturday new moon is followed by a flood.

The Saturday new moon of the month of May was succeeded by
heavy rainfall and floods. Assuming that this tradition is

correct, we can shape our arrangements more in accordance

with it, for in 1865 much corn might have been secured earlier

and in good order had the tradition been attended to.

Diuifji Heaps are, in my opinion, breeding places for the

insect tribe ; not so shed manure, constantly trampled upon by
cattle—it is far too pungent for any living thing to exist or

breed in it.—3Iat/, 1867.

Adverfishiff.—It' is a singular fact that one rarely sees a

farmer's advertisement of what he has to sell and what he wants
to buy. The result is that he must either employ commission-

agents (called dealers), or sell his own stock at the neighbour-

ing market. Many dealers are very conscientious men, but I

have known some cases where 30 or 40 per cent, profit has

intervened between the seller and buyer. Besides, a single

market is a limited one, both for buyer and seller ; animals are

often worn down by travel from market to market, and too

frequently contract and bring home diseases. Advertisements

were once dear and heavily taxed ; now they are cheap, and
would be cheaper still were the farming advertisements more
numerous. A newspaper reaches a whole county, and pro-

bably beyond that. I And it by far the most ready way of

obtaining what stock I require, and at a moderate price, es-

pecially during the prohibition of cattle-raarkets caused by the

cattle plague.

—

May, 1867.

My Steam Unffvie.^Aitev 20 vears of heavy wear, I still
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fiad it as efficient as on its first purchase, and likely to last for

many years to come. Last year I litted it with u new Cornish

boiler, jireferring perfect safety, especially as we work at a

pressure of 70lb. per inch. The old boiler was allowed for in

exchange, and would still do a great deal of work at lOlb. per

inch, the water in it having always been kept at a proper

level ; for two years it was worked at 1201b. per inch. I also

fitted shakers instead of rakes to my old thrashing-machine,

and put all the machinery, engine, pumps, kc, into thorough
repair. The cost of this was ilJO. The new boiler is 1:3 ft.

long and 4 ft. in. in diameter ; the furnace is witiiin the Hue,

80 that all the radiating heat is applied to the boiler. There
is thus no briek-work immediately in connection with the

furnace, but merely for the flue. We have always au abund-

ance of steam for every purpose, without" nmch stokiug, and
use the dust-coal, wliich only costs us 10s. Od. per ton, and 3s.

per ton cartage from Slaldou. It is the screenings from the

best coal ; and, practically, we can keep up more steam with

this than with the large coal, because, being in such minute

pieces, it is quickly converted into flame when spread over the

surface of the fire. During the six whiter months, our engine

lias daily work iu thrashuig, grinding, pumping, chaff-cutting,

cake-breaking, working Bentall's piilper and Gardner's cutter,

pumping water, irrigating, and steaming for our cattle, which
vary from fifty to seventy head, young and old, besides two

hundred sheep. It also raises all the sacks of corn to the

upper floors. It earns a considerable sum annually hy grinding

for my neighbours, wlien wind or water-mills are at a stand-

still, for want of wind or water. Our engine (lised) is nomi-

nally of six-horse power; but with an eight- horse boiler, and

TOlbs. of steam, no sixteen horses could do its work, and they

would have been worn out. Its consumption of coal is from

eight to twelve cwts. per day, according to the severity of the

work, at a cost of about Cs. to 8s. Od. per day. We some-

times ask ourselves how it is possible for a famier of 170
acres (having a regard to profit) to do without an engine,

especially where much stock is kept. I paid £150 for the

engine and boiler twenty years ago ; of course, all the ma-
chines connected with, and worked by it, were an additional

cost. When barley was twenty shillings per quarter, our

millstones (four feet two inches in diameter) ground fifteen

hundred quarters in one year for our pigs. Barley is too dear

now for pig-feeding. One of our agricultural labourers has

driven the engine for twenty years. One can generally find

among one's men a handy labourer with mechanical tendencies.

The engine soon teaches him to be a handy man, who will

learn to dress the millstones, keep ';lie machinery in repair,

and do a number of mechanical job ., such as rough painting,

carpentering, smith's work, and even a little slating and
bricklaying. It certainly does astonish me that so many large

farmers, with means, are without suitable steam machinery.

I quite agree with the reporters on steam cultivation, in the

latest number of the Society's Journal, that the farmer should

himself know something about the steam-engine, to use it with

comfort and profit.—-l/ay, 186?.

TAe Difference between Plmighing and Cidtivahon.—
Deep-ploughing may be ruinous where deep cultivation would

be beneficial. This apparent paradox may be easily explained:

Where the land, just below the regular ploughed line, is un-

drained, panned down, and consequently has never been sub-

jected to the ameliorating influence of aeration by exposure, it

is, in too many instances, absolutely poisonous to young plants.

I know of some cases where, by at once ploughing up and

bringing to the surface 4 or 5 inches of raw subsoil, the land

has been rendered much less productive for several years ; and

I warn my amateur farming friends against committing such a

costly error. The young growing plants cannot thrive, in the

beginning of their growth, in such unprepared mass, and,

consequently, are enfeebled before their roots reach the good

buried top, soil. That able agriculturist, the late Mr. Smith

of Deanston, wisely recommended that the subsoil should be

allowed to dry a little after being drained before even subsoil-

ing was attempted ; and that kind and enhghtened man, the

Rev. Samuel Smith, of Lois-Weedon, ploughed his top soil to-

gether, and then worked his manure into the uncovered sub-

soil, leaving it bare for a time, and then recovering it with the

surface soil. When I deeply cultivate I plough the top soil,

and follow in the same track with another plough (minus its

breast or mould-hoard) : the next turn of the first plough then

covers up this raw subsoil. In thia operatiou a portion of the

subsoil gets gradually mixed with the surface soil, ai\d thus

my staple is gradually increased with benefit to the crops.

My experience teaches me that from ten to twenty years will

imrdly suftice to bring into a suitable condition some of our

tenacious plastic clay subsoils. It is on tliese grounds that I

should, iu the case of using steam-power, connuend the use of

the grubbers, or cultivators, that stir the soil deeply without

bringing much of it to the surface, and that it should be a

gradual deejiening instead of tearing up at once gi'cat masses

of the subsoil. I have never seen any implement so suited to

the purpose as that which steam-ploughed a portion of my
clover iu 185G, in the presence of a large company. That

deep cultivation showed its good eifect for several years.

Fowler's i)lough w^as supplemented by Cotgreave's subsoil

])lough. They were attached, so that as they moved along one

furrow-slice lay under the other, the top soil being laid on the

toj) of the other ; and yet, strange to say, I never have seen

this used since. The fact is that this double-ploughing takes

much power and cannot be hurried over, but it is the proper

and most profitable mode. Many farmers have been ruined

by rashly burying their best soil, and covering it with several

inches of raw subsoil. There may he some subsoils sufli-

ciently wholesome to permit of their being suddenly brought

to the surface. In many cases ploughing is objectionable,

leaving long unfilled spaces obnoxious to the roots of plants.

The cultivator has many advantages.

—

June, 1867.

Worlmff out a Farm.—1\\txe. are certain persons always

on the look-out for a farm that has been highly cultivated and

in first-rate condition, wiHi the intent of working it out, very

much to file ultimate injury ot the landlords. Such persons

are generally very bad farmers. They will, probably, offer a

higher rent than a known good farmer could afford to give '.

but, at the end of the term, the land wUl be in such a foul and

exhausted condition that the apparent gain in rent wiU have

been more than lost to the landlord, as he will find when he

attempts to relet it.

Jgrkv.ltural Sayings.—
" Saturday's moon,

And Sunday full,

Never was good,
And never wull,"

is as old an adage as the hills (in Suftblk). It appears by the

foregoing that a Sunday ^fuU moon is as likely to lie a wet

one as a Saturday new moon. " As May leaves the crops, so

harvest finds them," is another accepted belief.

—

June, 1867.

Arfii'ici'd Coiidilioii of Line Stock.—Ihe necessity for

producing a much larger quantity of meat and manure per

acre obliges us to obtain early development and maturity by

rich and varied food, combined with suitable shelter and tem-

perature, iat mutton at one year old and beef at two years is

the order of the day. This cannot be obtained by the natural

and ordinary system of out-of-door field feeding, unaided by

rich supplemental food and warm quarters. Therefore, from

the very beginning of its growth the animal should be highly

fed and well cared for. If we buy in lean stock, and attempt

to force them by a too sudden change to rich food, disease and

death will most likely follow ; and I am more and more con-

vinced that this is one of the main causes of pleuro-pneu-

monia in cattle. The too sudden increase in the richness and

quantity of blood causes irritation and inflammation in the

small and contracted blood-vessels : then suppuration follows.

In covered yards or boxes, beware of using long unbroken

straw too liberally. You will get fermentation and disease.

The straw must be short, and broken either by the chaff-cutter

or otherwise. When the bedding is in a hodge-podge con-

dition, without heat, health is safe.—/««tf, 1867.

Sprats v. Guano.—The necessity for comparative experi-

ments is well illustrated in this case. Several acres of barley

were manured with 30 bushels of sprats, at a cost of 9d. per

bushel and cartage. One acre was dressed with Peruvian

guano and salt at the same cost. Judging from present ap-

pearances, there will be at least one quarter more barley on the

spratted land. The soil is drained, light soil, intermixed with

various other kinds of soils. The barley is liigher, thicker, and

altogether visibly superior to the guanoed portion, although

they were both drilled and manured at the same time. On a

heavy land seven-acre field, the same comparative trial has been

made with black oats. Although the difference is by no means

so striking, the balance of advantage appears to be in favour of

the guauoed portion, I drill 6 pecks of barley and 8 pecks of
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oats per acre. The appearance of the crops, especially the

barley, couviuccs me how wrong it would be to have put

in 3 or 4 bushels of barley aud 5 or 6 bushels of oats,

which is too frequently done. This season such sowing on

good or highly-farmed lands will eause a too early laying of

the crop, and a very heavy loss. Sprats are much the best be-

fore spawning, which takes place at Christmas, or soon

after ; they then are only worth 7d. a bushel (about 561b.

weight), as they contain so many drops less of oil.—I shall try

the same comparative experiments with " five-fingers," as they

are called, better known as star-fish. These star-fish are very

destructive to oysters. I am also comparing sprats with guano
or mangel.

—

June, 18G7.

Advice to Butchers.—Hot summer weather, especially if

accompanied by thunder-storms, causes heavy losses to but-

chers. If the meat cannot be got cool aud stiff after slaughter-

ing, it soon becomes unacceptable to the consumer. A block

of A^'euham Lake ice, worth a few shillings, may save many
times its cost. When I gave my great agricultural gatherings,

tliere was cooking going on for some days previously. The
end of July was a time for flies and rapid decomposition. I

always, however, succeeded in keeping everything sweet aud
wholesome. A block of ice, weighing 00 to 1001b. was placed

in the larder. The caloric of the atmosphere \\2l& employed

and absorbed in melting it ; the consequence was a low tem-

perature, in which flies cared not to enter. The block of ice

disappeared gradually, and if necessary was replaced by an-

other. There were several advantages in this proceeding. The
fibre of meat got nicely broken down, rendering it tender,

while perfectly free from taint. Every alderman knows that

buck venison is in high season in tlie hottest part of July.

Nine times out of ten venison is then spoiled by taint ; the

very smell of it is disagreeable. A noble duke once sent me
lialf a buck in July. By the plan I recommend, it was kept

sweet and wholesome for nearly three weeks. Everyone
praised it, aud the fat was like marrow. I am induced to

make this suggestion because some of the best portions of

a fine fat bullock purchased of me were spoiled for want
of a little cool air. Blocks of ice travel cheaply

by rail (goods train) packed in sawdust aud old

sacking. If meat cannot be got cool enough to be-

come stiff before packing, sending it in that soft state to a

market is a ruinous affair. The same remark holds good for

meat that is to be salted. A number of my pigs, when ready,

were divided ; one-half I sold to a neighbouring butcher ; and
the other half, slaughtered at home, and placed in my larder,

got cool aud stiff; not so the others. My pigs realized in

London 12s. per head, or 30 per cent, more than those soft

flabby ones sent up by the butcher, who thus suffered a heavy
loss. I am informed that the Messrs. Harris, of Calne, in

WUtshire (who slaughter 500 fat hogs weekly, weighing from
2001b. each upwards), import a cargo of ice from Norway, in

order to get their meat properly cooled in hot weather, before

they salt and convert it into bacon.

—

June, 18G7.

Chaff Culling.—We are gradually arriving at the sound
conviction that we must, or rather our animals must eat our

straw, instead of wasting it in sopping up water in open fiirm-

yards. Science and practice liave taught us that a ton of

straw is worth much more as food than as litter. The only

ditlieulty is the preparation of it as food. The main point is

that it should be cut into very short lengths, say \ to ^ of an
inch, that it should be clean cut, without "slivers" or long
lengths or strips of .straw. There is no difticulty in doing this

if the knives are kept properly sharpened. Every hour and
half the knives sliould be roughed or sharpeued with a file.

Every day and half the knives should be ground. The work
is thus ettectually done, and there is diminished strain and
waste of power. Too often labourers go bluudering on with
dull edges, incurring useless cost aud waste.

Liutii S/uc/i, Lean Crops, Fat Sfoci, Fat Crops.—Ex-
perience has convinced me of the truth of this axiom ; there-
tore those who supjily us with lean or store stock must not
expect heavy crops, unless they donsume much cake, corn, &c.,
or use artificial manures abundantly. Dairy farming for cheese
or milk is exhaustive

; for butter mneli less so.

Italian Rj/c-t/rass Scwa(/ctl.—10th June. I am now
cutting for hay Italian rye-grass, 4- feet liigh, from which I

calculate on 3^ tons of hay per acre. Last year we cut it on
the 28th May, and on the 31st carted 15 tons off 5 acres. The
stubble of the grass is almost like that of corn. How 1 wish

that I had the command of a sewer ! How it would add to

the profits of my farm ! Sewaged Italian rye-grass hay sur-

passes in nutrition the very best grass or clover hay. Surely,

then, it is the duty as well as to the interest of every coTpora-

tion to apply all human voidances to the production of milk or

other food for the people. The law will no longer permit the

poisoning of our rivers.

Bunted Clay Ashes are true farmers' friends on heavy land ;

they descend gradually into the subsoil beneath the ploughed

lands, fertilizing it, and rendering it more porous and accept-

able to the roots of our plants. Twenty years of experience

have taught me that nothing pays better than burning our stiff

tile clays in dry weather, especially where it is mixed with a

hodge-podge of stones. From a state poisonous to plants, it

passes, by burning' into a fruitful condition. Worthless pas-

tures ploughed lightly and burned become fruitful and pro-

ductive fields. How remarkable is the change produced in

stiff clays by burning. Cold, wet, heavy, and adhesive or

slippery, according to weather, they at once become friable,

non-adhesive, warm, and dry.

Boohs.—How annoying it appears , to have an eighth or a

quarter of an acre of a field of white peas destroyed by clouds

of rooks ! and yet, if we reflect, how trivial is the cost, com-
pared with the advantage we, as farmers, derive from these

birds duriug the nine or ten months in the year when they

live upon grubs, insects, slugs, and worms, destructive to agri-

cultural produce ! Their presence at seed-time should teach

us to till our land well, so that the drill places the seed, espe-

cially on light land, below the reach of their bills. I measured
their beaks to-day, and found them to be about 2J inches long
to the eye ; so that if the corn is put in 3^ inches it would be

tolerably safe. Where farmers will sow three bushels of wheat,

and four of barley, and five to seven of oats, it would be a
great benefit if the rooks could take half of it. I am daily

more and more convinced that birds are the farmers' friends,

especially now that the broadcast system is nearly given up,

and that we are gradually resorting to deep steam tillage and
drill culture. It is only in extreme dry weather like the pre-

sent, when they are distressed for waut of worms, &c., that

they perseveringly attack the pea crops.

—

July, 1867.

Asphalted Floors.—Among the thousaud-and-one little mat-
ters that tend to make farming profitable, are asphalted floors.

In summer, when large quantities of green food, either tares,

green beans, or Italian rye-grass, are passed through the chaff

cutter, they require to be spread out thinly, or they will heat

aud spoil, and the cattle will not heat them, they can be
shovelled up clean and free from grit on the asphalted floor.

The steam-driven chaff-cutter will in two hours prepare food

enough for three days, and succulent food is improved by losing

some of its moisture, especially in wet weather. For dry chaff

and all kinds of corn the asphaltic floor presents the great ad-

vantage of perfect dryness ; not so with bricked or earthen

floor. Therefore all chaff bins and granaries should be as-

phalted when in contact with the ground. On the score of
oconomy the advantage is immensely in favour of asphalte, for

near the ground wooden floors will rot, and are a harbour for

rats aud mice. Rats cannot gnaw asphalte. One's poultry-

house floor is decidedly more cleanly and healthy when as-

phalted, and more secure from rats. All barn floors should be

asphalted. The cost with us is about 3s. per yard of nine feet

for one inch in thickness ; where heavy carts pass over it should

be at least two inches thick. One I have had in use for many
years, and very roughly used, is still in good order. Landlords

would find it most economical for new buildings. I have not

yet used it as a floor for cattle, &c., but hear that it answers

well for piggeries. Where sacks of corn are placed against

bricked walls, the walls should be smeared \vith asphalte to the

height of the sacks. Where good sifted gravel and some lime

are available, the cost of the concrete basis is trilling. Some
dry grit or road stuff is required to mix with the asphalte and
and give it substance, and to prevent its cracking or melting in

the sun. In our case about three barrows-full of road grit

are used to each copper of asphalte. The asphalte is, I be-

lieve, the produce from gas-making. Time seems to have no
effect upon asphalte, so far as weather is concerned. I once

made a dung-heap on my asphalted barn floor, to enable a

foreign gentleman to try his experiments. The mass heated

tremendously ; the floor, however, only suffered a partial abra-

sion of its surface, so that it would appear to be safe as an

ordinary basis for cattle dung. I presume we are all gra-
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(litrtlly arrividg at the conclusion that if we are to make meat
cheaply, it must be by commending our green and root crops,

and keeping our cattle and manure under cover.

—

Jidi/, ISO/.
T/ic Critical or Finishiiiy-up Time.—As the period of protu-

sion and final development of the ear approaches, t hen we per-
ceive the dilTerence between drained, deeply cultivated, well-

manured land, and otliers wlierc non-drainage, weediness,
shallow ploughing, and deficient manuring prevail. The money
contrast must now be estimated by pounds and not shillings per
acre, for this year tlie dilferenco is unusually great, owing to

the very wet and cold spring. There are seasons when the
difference between drainage and non-drainage is not so per-

ceptible—1 mean when a very dry summer cracks the tenacious
clays so widely and deeply tliattlie moisture from below escapes

by evaporation fro'n the sides of the fissures. The non-
cracking of heavy undrained clays this year is an unfortunate
occurrence. Saturated mud from the bolfom of a pond, when
spreiul out aud exposed to tlie sun, becomes full of wide fissures,

and gives one an illustration of tlie condition of undrained
clays aft«r a wet season.

—

July, 1867.
Af/riciiffi/ml Grenadiers and Rijlcmcii.

—
'\\'henever I notice

crops of grain on undrained, ill-cultivated, and over-seeded

fields, the irregular height of tlie stems reminds rae of an incon-

gruous admixture of stalwart bearskins and tiny rifiemeu.

This is a sure indication of imperfect farming. We see near
the furrows plants with short stems, small ears, and an nnconi-

fortable grcenish-l)rown colour. On well-drained and well-

cultivated lands the crops about this time (end of June) pre-

sent an even appearance, and when the ears are finally

developed one may almost lay a rule across them, so regular

are they in ample development. I am sorry to be obliged to

say that the admixture which I have described is far too

general and prevalent for the welfare of the country. In some
cases gigantic weeds overtop even the bearskins.

—

Jidi/, 1807.

Within 'SO feet of titc I'oidtnj House there is now growing
on my farm a wheat crop estimated at from to 7 quarters per

acre, produced by 1 bushel of seed per acre. A large number
of poultry have had free access to tliis field, as well as to my
others, from the time that it was drilled, and I quote the case

to verify what I have long ago stated, that birds of nearly

every kind are the farmer's friends, and that it is a great mis-

take to discourage them. This very field produced 7 quarters

of wheat in 1865, and 7 quarters 2 bushels of beans in 1860

—

pretty well for strong, plastic, Tiptree Heath clay. It is

strange that so little poultry is reared in this country, when
the price is Is. per lb. live weight, and the price of mutton and
beef, live weight, being only -lid. It is true that poultry, like

other live stock, require good food, '.are, and shelter, especially

in winter, and that the race or breer should be suitable to the

soil and climate ; but while we are importing and consuming
1,000,000 of foreign eggs daily (Sundays included) we need

not fear to overstock onr market with home produce. Poultry,

like sheep or other stock, manure where they go, and, in addi-

tion, clear off vermin.

—

Jid>/, 1807.

Wood's Mowiiii/ Mae/line.—I have just been inspecting the

working of this mower in cutting clover. My neighbour, a

young farmer, has worked it himself, and, unaided, has just

finished 50 acres of clover and grass, the machine appearing

none the worse for wear. It is a two-horse mower ; the

q\iantity cut, acres per day. Two pairs of Iiorses are re-

quired. My neighbour was accustomed to work these ma-
chines in the United States. He said tlie cost of the machine
was i:i2, or, if hired, lis. per day. It was, when I saw if,

working across the furrows aud stetehcs ; the ground, ayellow

clay, as hard as cast-iron ; aud as it dropped into a furrow

every 7 feet with a sudden dip or " bounce," the machine and
my young neighbour were " well shaken," to say nothing of

angular and deep water furrows. I have heard him complain

of being somewhat tender behind. The wonder to me was
that the machine could hold togetlier under such a repetition

of violent shocks, the horses walking fully four miles per hour.

The first thing my neighbour found out was that the tool-box

of the machine was not half large enougli, and that as it had
no lid the concussions sent the contents flying into the air.

These two defects he at once remedied. The maker should

take a note of this. The knives are of the same kind aud
action as Hnssey's reaper, which I used for 10 years until worn
out : the work was well done. The crop was not heavy. He
had cut some very heavy-laid crops. It was necessary to take

these in flank, or in an opposite direction to that in which
they were laid. The knives had to be ground at least once
a-day, so tliat the two sets oiJy lasted sharp one day. It

would be well to liave two extra sets. Tiling these up won't
do for grass. We can easily ajipreciate the importance of a

sharp edge for a clean cut : witness the constant sliarpening

of the scytlie to correct the loss of edge. It is a great mis-

take to go blundering on with a dull tool, causing severe work
to tlie horses, and an imperfect wasteful cut. The grindstone

should be of a fine grit, and a little management is required to

bring the knives to the edge of the stone. Great care is re-

quired to see frequently to tighten the nuts and screws that

have worked loose by the frequent concussions, or they will be
lost. In this, as in all machinery, intelligent observation and
attention are required. It certainly is most convenient to have
such a machine when your ordinary labourers are insufficient

for the work to be done. It also cheeks an exorbitant de-

mand of price for labour, and renders the farmer less de-

pendent in this respect. On level ground the work is easy,

and the wear trifling—a wonderful contrast to the rocking,

bumping, twisting, and jumping on the deep-furrowed, hard,

luidrained clays. The oil-can is frequently wanted.

J. J. Meciii.

THE PROGRESS OF AGRICULTURE.
The monthly meeting of the East Riding of Yorkshire

Chamber of Agriculture was held at Beverley, Mr. W. Baiuton

(the president) in the chair.

Tlie following paper on "The Progress of Agriculture"

was read by Mr. W. R. Pauk, of Catwick :

An extract from a document 'still extant throws some light

on the early state of this neighbourhood, which may perhaps

be worth observing. From Poulson we learn that King
William I. bestowed upon Odo de Campania the Castle of

Skipsea and the Isle of Holdemess. Iloldrrness is described

as a barren country, bearing no other grain but oats. As soon

as his wife had brought him a son, whom he named Stephen,

he entreated the king to give him some land that would bear

wheat, whereby he might be better able to nourish the king's

nephew. The king therefore granted him the lordship of

Bytham, in Lincolnshire. The following is an extract from an

old conveyance (without date) relating to the lordship of Eske :

" Know all men present and to come that I, Peter de Melsa,

have given and granted by this my present charter confirmed

to Patrick de Caudebeck and his heirs, for his liomage and

services, sis bovates of land in the territory of Eske. I have

also given to the same Patrick the services of John de Rus, of

Beverley, for three acres of turbary ; and the services of

Richard, son of Ralph, for three acres of turbary. Moreover,

I have given to the same Patrick de Caudebeck, Gilford on the

Hill, with his toft, sequels, and chattels, and Godfrey tlie

Pishennan, with his toft, sequels, and chattels." Probably

some of the present occupiers in this neighbourhood may
scarcely think it possible that only a few centuries ago the

labourer A\as sold with his wife and children and goods at the

will of the lord ; or exchanged for three or four acres of peat

moss. Yet such is the meaning of the above conveyance of

the several individuals by Peter de Melsa to Patrick de Caude-
beck. Villeins were not reckoned as members of the Com-
monwealth, but as part and parcel of the owner's substance.
" In 1428," writes Lord Macaulay, " slavery, and the evils by

which slavery is everywhere accompanied, were fast disappear-

ing. The civil war known as the Red and White Roses
finally (in this country) put an end to the property of man in

man." From the beginning of the reign of Henry VII. to

the end of Elizabeth's the great grievance was the practice of

laying arable land to pasture, and suffering the farm-houses to

fall to ruin. " Where in some towns (says the statute 4th Henry
VII., 1488) 200 persons were occupied and lived of their law.
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fill labours, now there arc occupied two or three herdsmen,

and the residue fall into idleness. Therefore it is ordained,

that houses which within three years have been let for farms,

with 20 acres of land lying in tillage, shall be upheld uuder

the penalty of half the protits to be forfeited to the King or

the Lord of the fee." Almost half a century afterwards the

practice had become still more alarming, and in 153i a new
act was tried, apparently with as little success :

" Some have
24,000 slieep, some 20,000, some 10,000, some G,000, and
some 4,000, and yet it is alleged the price of wool has nearly

doubled, sheep being come to a few persons' hands. A penalty

was therefore imposed on all who kept above 2,000 sheep, and
no person was to take in fann more than two tenements in

husbandry." By the 39th Elizabeth (1597) "Arable land
made pasture since the 1st of Elizabeth shall again be con-
verted into tillage, and what is arable shall not be converted
into pasture." One of the first writers on agriculture was
Fitzherbert, Judge of the Common Pleas. In the reign of
Henry VIII. (1539) cultivated herbage and edible roots were
nuknown. He says, " cart wheels were sometimes bound with
iron

;
ploughs were drawn by both horses and oxen." Beans

and peas seem to have been common crops. Rye and wheat
were usually shorn, and barley and oats cut with the scythe.
Com stacks were sometimes built on pUlars and frames. " It

is the wife's occupation," he says, " to winnow all manner of
corn, to make malt, to wash, to make hay, shere corn, and in

time of need to help her husband to fill the muck-wayn; to
drive the plough, to load hay and corn, and to go to market
and seU butter, cheese, mUk, eggs, capons, pigs, and geese."

Sir Richard Weston ^vrote a book in 1645 wherein he recom-
mends lOlbs. of white clover to be sown on an acre, and says
it will last five years. He also says he did feed swine on
turnips- They were first given boiled, but afterwards he gave
tliem raw. The swine would run after the carts and pull
them out when they were gathered." In a periodical work in

1694 we have the first notice of turnips having been eaten
by sheep. Some in Esses have their fallow after turnips,
which feed tlieir sheep in winter, by which means their
turnips are scooped, and so made capable of holding dews and
rain, which, by corrupting, imbibes the nitre from the atmos-
phere, and when the shell breaks it runs about and fertilizes.

Some i)lough the turnips in without feeding. A curious inci-

dent respecting draining may perhaps be here worth recording.
Arthur Young, in his tour ni Essex, in 1770, makes the fol-

lowing observation :
" Mr. Pool, of Hook, mentioned to me

that near 100 years ago a very large oak, upwards of 200
years old, was cut down at Hook. In digging a ditch through
the spot where the old stump was, on taking up the remains
of it, a drain was discovered under it, filled with .alder

branches ; and it is remarkable that the alder appeared per-
fectly sound. On taking them out they presently drop't to
powder." It is from hence very evident that underground
draining was practised 400 years ago in this kingdom. That
this branch of husbandry was common amongst the Romans
we learn from Columella. On the 25th of September, 1318,
Yorkshire being ravished by Sir James Douglas, a writ was
issued to Robert le Constable and others to raise in Holderness
all the men between 20 and 60. All persons here enumerated
who were not at the appointed rendezvous at the time fixed

upon, or should neglect to provide themselves with arras, were
to be punished—in the first place, nith the loss of a third
part of their goods ; in the second place, with the loss of the
remainder ; and in the third, their bodies were to be at the
king's disposal. The disastrous retreat of Edward, followed
by Bruce to the gates of York, occasioned another commission
to be issued to William de Twyre, to raise speedily aU the de-

fensible men in Holderness between the ages of 16 and 60.
At the end of the reign of Charles I. military tenure of the
land ceased. It had been originally created as a means of na-
tional defence ; but in the course of ages whatever was useful
in the institution had disappeared, and nothing was left but
ceremonies and grievances. A landed proprietor who had his
estate under the Crown by knight's service—and thus most of
the land in England was held—had to pay a large fine on
coming into his property. He could not alienate one acre
without purchasing a title. Wi\en he died, if his domains de-
scended to an infant, the Sovereign was guardian, and was not
only intituled to a great part of the rents during the minority,
but could require the ward, under heavy penalties, to marry
any person of suitable rank. These abuses perished with the

Monarchy. That they should not revive with it was the wislt

of every landed gentleman in the kingdom. They were there-

fore solemnly abolished by statute, and no relic of the ancient

tenures and cliivalry were suffered to remain, except those

honorary services which are stiU rendered to the person of the

Sovereign by some Lords of Manors. Could the England of

1686 be by some magical process set before our eyes, we should

not know one landscape from another. Such landmarks as

Beverley Minster, or some of our old churches, would be ob-

jects familiar to our eyes, but everything else would be
changed. The farmer would not recognise his own fields.

Many thousands of square miles, which are now rich corn-

land, intersected with green hedge-rows, and dotted with
vUlages and country-seats, would appear as moors overgrown
with furze, or fen abandoned to wild ducks. In the reign of

Charles U. the traces left by slaughter and pillage were still

distinctly perceptible many miles south of the Tweed. There
was stiU a large class of mosstroopers, whose calling was to

plunder dwellings, and drive away all herds of cattle. The
magistrates of Northumberland and Cumberland were au-

thorised to raise bands of armed men for the defence of pro-

perty and order ; and provision was made for meeting the ex-

pense of these levies by local taxation. The parishes were
ordered to keep bloodhounds for the purpose of hunting free-

booters. The geography of that wild country was very im-
perfectly known. Even after the accession of George III.,

the path over the fells from Borrowdale to Ravenglass was a
secret carefully kept by the dalesmen. Oxen were penned at

night beneath the overhanging battlements of the residence,

which was known by the name of the " Peel." The inmates
slept with arms by their sides. No traveller ventured into

that county without making his will. The judges on circuit,

with the whole body of barristers, attorneys, clerks, and
serving-men, rode on horseback from Newcastle to Carlisle

armed, and escorted by a strong guard under the command
of the sheriff. It was necessary to carry provisions, for

the country was a wilderness, which afforded no supplies.

The spot where the cavalcade was accustomed to dine,

under an immense oak, is not yet forgotten. The greatest

estates in the kingdom then verv little exceeded £20,000 a-

year. The Duke of Ormond had £22,000 a-year. The Duke
of Buckingham, before his extravagance, had £19,000 a-year.

The Duke of Albemarle had £15,000 a-year. These three

dukes were supposed to be the three richest subjects in Eng-
land. The average income of a temporal peer was estimated

by the best informed persons at about £3,000 a-year. The
average income of a Member of Parliament less than £800 a-

year. The average income of baronet £900 a-year. The fact

that the sum raised by taxation in England in a time not ex-

ceeding two long lives has been multiplied thirty-fold is strange.

But those who are alarmed at the increase of public burdens
may perhaps be re-assured when they have considered the in-

crease of public resources. In the year 1685 the value of the

produce of the soil far exceeded the value of all other fruits of

human industry. Yet agriculture was in what would now be
considered a very rude and imperfect state. The arable land

and pasture land were not supposed by the best political arith-

meticians of that age to amount to much more than half the

area of the Kingdom. The remainder was considered to con-

sist of moor, forest, and fen. These computations are strongly

confirmed by the road-books and maps of the seventeenth

century, from wiiich it appears that many routes which now
pass through an endless succession of orchards, corn-fields,

clover-fields, and turnip-fields,*then ran through nothing but

heath, swamp, and warren. In the drawings of English land-

scape made in that age, scarce a hedgerow is to be seen, and
numerous tracks now rich with cultivation appear as bare as

Salisbury Plain. At Enfield, hardly out of the sight of the

smoke of London, was a region of twenty-five miles in cir-

cumference, which contained only three houses, and scarcely

any enclosed fields. Deer, as free as in the American forest,

wandered there by thousands. The last wild boars, which
had been preserved for the royal diversion, and had been

allowed to ravage the cultivated lands with their tusks, had
been slaughtered by the exasperated rustics during the licence

of the Civil War. The last wolf that has roamed our island

had been slain in Scotland a short time before the close of the

reign of Charles II. The fox, whose life is in many counties

held almost as sacred as that ofa human being, was considered

a nuisance. Oliver St. John told the Long Parliament that
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Stafford was to be regarded not as a stag or a hare, to whom
some kuv was to be given, but to a fox, to be knocked on the
liead without pity. To shoot a female witli cub was considered

a feat which merited tlie gratitude of the neighbourhood.
The red deer were tlien as common in Gloucestershire and
Hampsliire as they arc now on the (Iranipian Hills. On one
occasion Queen Ann saw a herd of not less than oOO, on her
way to Portsmouth. The wild bull, witli his white nume,
was still to be found wandering in a few of the southern
forests. The badger made his dark and tortuous tole on the

side of ever}- hill where the copswood grew thick. The wild
cats were frequently heard by night wailing round the lodges

of the rangers of Whiltlebury and Needwood. The ycUow-
breasted marten was pursued on Cranbourne Chase for his fur,

r"itted inferior only to that of the sable. Fen eagles, mea-
suring more than nine feet between the extremity of the

vfings, preyed on fish along the coast of Norfolk. On all the

downs from the British Channel to the Yorkshire Wolds bus-

tstda strayed in troops of 50 and 60, and were often hunted by
RTojliounds. The marshes of Cambridgeshire and Lincolu-

T.y.xe were covered during several months in every year by im-

~.."use clouds of cranes. Some of these races the progress of

cultivation and drainage has extirpated. Of others the num-
bers are so much diminished that men crowd to gaze at a spe-

cimen as at a Bengal tiger or a Polar bear. The progress of this

great change can nowhere be more clearly traced than in the

statute book. The number of enclosure acts passed since

George II. came to the throne exceed 4,000. The area en-

closed under the authority of these acts exceed 10,000 square

miles. How many square miles which formerly lay waste

have during the same period been fenced and carefully tilled

by the proprietors, without any application to the legislature,

can only be conjectured. But it appears liighly probable that

a fourth part of England has been in the course of a century

turned from a wild into a garden. In 1848 an average crop

of wheat, rye, barley, oats, and beans was supposed to exceed

30 millions of quarters. A crop of wheat was thought poor
that did not exceed 12 millions of quarters. According to a

computation made in the year 1696, by Gregory King, the

whole quantify of wheat, rye, oats, barley, and beans was
something less than 10 million of quarters. "Wheat, which
was then cultivated only on the strongest clays, and consumed
only by those who were in easy cireiunstances, he estimated at

less than two miUion quarters. The rotation of crops was
very imperfectly understood. It was known that the turnip

afforded excellent nutriment in winter for sheep and oxen
;

but it was not the practice to feed cattle in this manner : it

Was, therefore, by no means easy ^o keep them alive in the

winter. They were killed in great lumbers and salted at the

beginning of cold weather, and during several months the

gentrj- tasted scarcely any fresh animal food, except game and
river fish. It appears from the Northumberland Household
Book that, in the reign of Henry VII., fresh meat was never

enten by the gentlemen attendant on the Great Earl, except

during the short interval between Midsummer and Michael-

mas. But in the course of two centuries an improvement had
taken place, and, under Charles II., it was not until the be-

ginning of November that families laid in their stock of salt

provisions, then called Martinmas beef. The sheep and the

ox at that time were diminutive when compared mth the sheep

and oxen which are now driven to market. Our native horses

were held in small esteem. Foreign breeds were greatly pre-

ferred. Spanish jennets were regarded as the finest chargers,

and were imported for the purposes of pageantry and war.

The coaches of the aristocracy were drawn by Flemish mares.

Neither the modern dray horse nor the modern race horse

was then known. At a much later period the ancestors of

the gigantic quadrupeds, which foreigners class among the

wonders of London, were brought from the marshes of Wal-

cberen—the ancestors of ChUders and Eclipse from the sands

of Arabia. Already, however, there was amongst our nobility

a passion for the amusements of the Turf, and a considerable

number of barbs had been imported into this country from

Tangier. Iron works had long existed in our island, but had

not prospered. It was then not the practice to employ coal

for smelting the ore. The rapid consumption of wood excited

the alarm of politicians. As early as the reign of Elizabeth

there had been loud complaints that whole forests had been

cut down for the purpose of feeding furnaces, and the Parlia-

ment had interfered to prohibit the manufacturers from burn-

ing timber. At the close of the reign of Charles II., a great

part of the iron which was used in this country was im-

ported from abroad. Whilst these great changes have been

in progress, (he rent of land, as might be expected, has been

almost constantly rising. In 1848, in some districts, it had

multiplied more "than tenfold. It had on an average more

than quadrupled, and, notwithstanding the free introduc-

tion of corn into this countiy, rents still continue increasing.

In Scotland it appears there has been an equally rapid progress

in agriculture. On referring to an observation made by Mr.
Henderson, at the Logic and Lecropt Farmers' Club, be says

it is curious to observe how laud rose in value about the end of

the last century, principally from the introduction of a crop

negatively forbidden by landlords. He spoke of the tenant-—

bound by lease to his course of cropping, with oats after oats

on his outfield, until they would grow no longer and oats,

peas, and here on his infield—doing a good stroke of business

in the turnip line, with a penalty of so much an acre banging

over liis head on every acre of turnips grown. One farm he

was aquainted with, and had seen the leases for 170 years

back. Previous to 1750 the farm was let at about 2s. Id. an

acre ; from 1750 to 176'J it was rented at about 3s. 5d. an acre;

from 1760 to. 1788 it was 8s. 4d. During the currency of this

lease turnip culture was introduced, and when it expired 15s.

an acre was the rent up to 1804, when it rose to 45s., at which

it has been ever since. Sheep husbandry, in Scotland, appears

to have been in no better favour with proprietors than the

turnip crop. In a lease, dated 1780, sheep, goats, swine, and

asses were strictly forbidden. It would appear it was a good

way into the present century before the tenants in general had

full power to crop with turnips. Parochial assessments perhaps

give only a vague idea of the actual rents ; in all probability,

formerly, they were much beneath the rent. • On referring to

the Calwick parish books, I find the assessment for the whole

parish, in the year 1722, amounted to £200. At the present

time tiie assessment amounts to £2,323. In the reign of

Charles II. there were no tramways in England, except a few

made with timber from the mouths of the Northumbrian coal

pits to the banks of the Tyne. Hardly a single navigable canal

had been projected. It was by highways both travellers and

goods generally passed from place to place, and they were far

worse than might have been expected from the degree of

wealth and civilization which the nation had then attained.

Ralph Thorcsby, the antiquary, was in danger of losing his

way on the great north road lietween Barmby Moor and Tux-

ford, and actually lost his way between Doncaster and York, it

being hardly possible to distinguish in the dusk the way from

the unenclosed heath and fen. His diary relates he was de-

tained at Stamford four days on account of the state of the

roads, and then ventured to proceed only because fourteen

members of the House of Commons, who were going up to

London in a body to Parliament, with guides and numerous

attendants, took him into their company. In some parts of

Kent and Sussex none but the strongest horses could in winter

get tlirougb the bog, in which at every step they sank deep.

The markets were often inaccessible during several months. It

is said the fruits of the earth were sometimes suffered to rot in

one place, while in another place, only a few miles distant, the

supply fell far short of the demand. When Prince George of

Denmark visited the stately mansion of Petworth he was six

hours in going nine miles, and it was necessary that a body of

sturdy hinds shou'd be on each side of the coach in order to

prop it. Of the carriages which conveyed his retinue several

were upset and injured. A letter from one of the gentlemen

in waiting has been preserved, in which the unfortunate courtier

complains that during fourteen hours he never once alighted,

except when the coach was overturned or stuck in the mud.

One chief cause of the badness of the roads seems to have

been the defective state of the law. Every parish was bound

to repair the highway that passed through it. The peasantry

were forced to give gratuitous labour six days in the year; if

this was not sufiicient, hired labour was employed, and the ex-

pense was met by a parochial rate. Indeed, it was not in the

power of the parishes of Huntingdonshire to mend a highway

worn by the constant passing and repassing of traffic between

the West Riding of Yorkshire and London. Soon after the

Restoration, the grievance attracted the notice of Parliament.

An Act—the first of our many Highway Acts—was passed,

imposing a small toll on travellers and goods. On the best

highways heavy articles were, in the time of Charles II., ge-
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n.>rallv convrved from place to place in stage waggons. From

LouJoii to Birmingham the charge was £7 a ton ; from Lou-

don to Exeter, £li a ton. This was about fil'teenpeuce a mile

for every ton—more by a third than was afterwards charged

on turnpike-roads, aud fifteen times what was demanded by

railway companies in 1848. Coal was never seen, except in

districts where it was produced, or to which it could be con-

veyed by sea. On bye-roads, generally, throughout the coun-

try nortli of York and west of Exeter, goods were carried by

long trains of pack-horses. A traveller of humble condition

often found it convenient to perform a journey mounted on a

pack-saddle between two baskets. The expense of this mode
of conveyance was small ; but tlie caravan moved at a foot-

pace, and in the winter the cold was often insupportable. A
coach-and-six is in our time never seen, except as part of some
pageant. Gentlemen, in the time of Charles II., travelled

with six horses, because with a smaller number there was
great danger of sticking fast in the mire. Vanbrugli, in the

succeeding generation, describes with great humour tlie way
in wliich a member of Parliament went up to London : all the

exertions of six beasts, two of which had been taken from the

plough, could not save the family coach from being imbedded
in a quagmire. At Bartou-upon-Humber the church-bells

still ring at dusk, instituted for tlie guidance of travellers.

The remains of a land light-liouse are still standing on Nocton
Heath, by the side of the road between Lincoln and Sleaford

(now one of the richest corn, clover, and turnip districts in

the kingdom), a memento of the great stride that has taken

place botli in travelling and agriculture. Willow-trees are

yet growing on the side of the road between liuU-bridge and
Beverley, planted to point out the road to travellers in time of

floods. The great criterion of the state of the labouring class

is the amount of their wages ; and, as four- fifths of the cora-

]non people were in the seventeenth century employed in agri-

culture, it is especially important to ascertain what were the

wages of agricultural industry. Sir William Petty, whose
mere assertion carries great weight, informs us that a labourer

was by no means in the lowest state who received for a day's

work fourpence with food, or eightpence without food. I'our

shillings a week was therefore, according to Petty's calcula-

tion, fair agricultural wages. In 1G85 the justices of War-
wickshire, in the exercise of a power entrusted to them by an
Act of Elizabeth, fixed at their Quarter-sessions a scale of

wages for the county, and notified that every employer tliat

gave more than the authorised sum, and every working man
wlio received more, would be liable to punishment. The
wages of the common agricultural labourer, from March
to September, were fixed at the precise sum mentioned
by Petty—viz., four shiDings a week, without food ; from
September to JIarch the wages were only 3s. 6d. a week.
The magistrates of Sussex met in the spring of 1683, to fix

a rate of wages, and resolved that where the labourer was
not boarded he should have five shillings a week in winter, and
six shiUings in summer. In 1061 the Justices of Chelmsford
had fixed the wages of the Essex labourer, who was not

boarded, at five shillings in winter and seven shillings in

summer. This seems to have been the highest remuneration
given in the kingdom for agricultural labour between the

Restoration and the Revolution. In the year in which this

order was made, the necessaries of life were immoderately dear
;

wheat was at 70s. a quarter. Beer was undoubtedly much
cheaper in that age than at preteiit ; meat was also cheaper,
but was still so dear that hundreds of thousands of families

scarcely knew the taste of it. In tlie cost of wheat there has
been very little change. The average price of a quarter during
the last twelve years of Charles II. was 50s. ; bread, therefore,

which is now given to the inmates of a workhouse, was seldom
seen, even on the trencher of a yeoman or shopkeeper. The
great majority of the nation li\ed almost entirely on Rye,
barley, and oats. Tlie produce of tropical countries—the pro-

duce of the mines—the produce of machinery, was positively

dearer than at present. Among the commodities for which
the labourer would have to pay higher in 1685 than his pos-

terity pays at present, are salt, sugar, candles, soap, shoes, and
generally all articles of clothing and bedding. It must be

remembered that tliose labourers wlio were able to maintain
themselves and their families by means of wages were not the

most necessitous members of the community. Beneath them
lay a large class whidi could not subsist witliout some aid from
tlie parish. In ISiS, says Lord Macaulay, the men, women,
aud children who receive relief were in liad years one-tenth of
the inhabitants of England, and in good years one-thirteenth,

Gregory, in his time, estimated them at one-quarter, and this

estimate, which will scarcely prevent us from calling it extrava-

gant, was pronounced by Davcuant as eminently judicious.

The poor-rate undoubtedly was the heaviest lax borne by our
ancestors ; it was computed in the days of Charles II. at

near £700,000—mncli more than the produce of either the
excise or of the customs, and little less than half the entire

revenue of tlie Crown. In one respect it must be admitted
that the progress of civilization and cultivation has diminished
the physical comforts of a portion of the poorest class. Many
thousands of square miles, now enclosed and cultivated, were
marsh, forest, and heath. Of this wild land much was by law
common, and much of what was not common by law, was
wortli so little that the proprietors suffered it to become com-
mon in fact. In such a tract squatters and trespassers were
tolerated to an extent now unknown. The peasant who dwelt
there could at little or no charge procure occasionally some
palatable addition to his hard fare, and provide himself with
fuel for the winter. He kept a flock of geese, snared wild-fowl

in tho fen, cut turf amongst the furze bushes on the moor.
Tlie progress of agriculture and the increase of population

necessarily deprived him of these privileges. But against

these disadvantages, advantages are to be set off. The market-
place, which the peasant can now reach with his horse and
cart in an hour, was 160 years ago a day's journey from him.
In case of accident, should he be fortunate enough to gain ad-
mittance into our infirmaries or hospitals, he can have his limbs

set and his wounds dressed free of expense, with a skill such
as 160 years ago all the wealth of a great lord like Ormond,
or a merchant prince like C'laton, could not have purchased.

He can now have his children educated in a manner the

yeoman of England could not have obtained in the time of
Charles II. Every class, doubtless, will have gained by this

great moral change ; but the class which have gained the
most s the poorest, the most dependent, and the most defence-

less.

HORSES versus OXEN FOR PURPOSES OF DRAUGHT.

The late meeting of the Cirencester Club, Mr. E. Bowley
in the chair, was attended by a number of students from the
R. A. College, the subject for discussion being "The relative

merits of horses and oxen for purposes of draught," introduced
by Professor Wrightson, of the College, in tlie following p:q)er :

This question is one which can be discussed better by this dub
than by any other which I know of. We have among us men u ho
have worked bullocks ever since they commenced business, and
who will continue to work them as long as they live. Others
have ceased to employ oxen for draught, aud are prepared to
argue in favour of horses ; while a third select circle have
gone beyond both tlie first-named, and have adopted the giant
jiower of steam. I believe I am right in considering tiiese
jneetings as iatcnded for discussion, and that the discussion

is the most important part of our proceedings, because in it

we liear the opinions of many practical men who have made
the question under consideration a study for years. I hope,

therefore, to introduce this subject to your notice, and to lay

before you certain facts concerning it, and some figures which
I think will be borne out by the experience of many here, and
then to leave the question in your liands. One of the most
important facts which may be urged against the working of

bullocks is that from being general throughout the country it

has become gradually restricted to a few localities. Another
general objection to bullocks is that they are slow, and that

tiiey impart a corresponding slowness to those who work them.

However true such objections may be, yet all must confess

that they are of a very general character—that it will be dijfi-
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cult with such arguments to convince men who have an oiiiuion

of a contrary character, or who find bullocks to answer their

purpose of animals of draught. If you show a business man
that he is using an inefficient implement, or that he might use

a portion of capital witli better effect if he adopted a more
economical method of working, he would listen to the advice,

and, if reasonable, he would follow it ; but merely to tell him
that he is wrong and yon are right—that all tlie world have
adopted horses instead of DuUocks, or steam instead of horses,

and therefore he must follow tlie fashion, would be more likely

to " set his back up" tlian to induce him to alter his practice.

Tiiis kind of objection to bullock laliour is well illustrated by
a remark of Mr. Wilson, of Edingtou Mains, who, in his ad-

mirable book on ' Britisli Farming," says, " We sec that duly

as agriculture reaches a certain stage of progress, ox labour
has been found inadequate to the more rapid and varied opera-

tions that are called for, and has been superseded by

that of horses." This is no doubt true witli regard to many
kinds of land, many kinds of farming, and many kinds of work.

Tew people, liowever, would argue in favour of bullocks being

used on every kind of soil, or even for their use to tiie exclu-

sion of liorses. Oxen are only used as supplementary to horses,

and there are always certain kinds of work better done by the

last named animal. The fact tliat oxen have been abandoned
over large areas of this country in favour of another kind of

power is not in itself a conclusive argument, because it is quite

possible to conceive such changes in markets, and the relative

v;ilue of animals, or the food required for their support, that

the tables might again be turned, and the discarded bullock

once more become the favourite. We have specially to do

with the wants of the district that this Club represents, and
we cannot pretend to lay down the law for tiie whole of Eng-
land. Here on the Cotswold hills we find many of our lead-

ing farmers, men not behind the times, men who have done
their part in advancing the agriculture of their county and of

tlieir country, employing bullocks, and convinced that they are

right in doing so. In order properly to consider this question

it will be necessary to compare oxen with horses in several

points. I propose to discuss first the amount and quality of

the work that can be got out of both kind of animals; secondly,

the cost of obtaining and maintaining them respectively, and,

lastly, the money value of the mature animal in both eases. In

an old book, entitled " Observations on Live Stock," by George
Culler, of Xorthuraberland, a well known man, we find some
statements made, the worth of which can hardly vary witli age.

Mr. C'ulley worked 150 bullocks besides many horses about the

beginning of this century, and gives his opinion after many
years' experience "that oxen wilt do several kinds of work
(such as ploughing, leading dung, corn, &c.) equally as well as

horses," but would recommend that both animals should be

kept, and the most suitable work apportioned to each. Mr.
CuUey used them " in carts singly," (the Northumberland carts

are much lighter than those used in the South), " and two in a

plough with cords, without a driver, where they go equally as well

as two horses, though not quite so swift." In the fifth volume
of the lloyal Agricultural Society's Journal there is a paper

upon the comparative merits of horses, and oxen in which the

conclusion come to is that horses are really the more econo-

mical animals to keep. I shall with the more pleasure there-

fore quote a few sentences from it about draught oxen. First,

when speaking of the quantity and relative value of the work

done by both animals, Mr. Cowie says " that except in frost,

when the laud cannot be ploughed, the amount and value of

the work performed by each are equal." Mr. Cowie worked two

oxen to a team, and relates that in a ploughing match where

upwards of 70 ploughs started, his oxen team was second off the

field. Mr. Cowie further says, " they work ten hours a-day

as steadily aU the year over, except in frost, as the horses, and

keep in perfectly good condition." Although this may be pos-

sible, it is a question whether it is wise, because oxen should

not be woiked so hard as to interfere witli their growth,

and a rest now and then is well repaid by an

increased development of frame. The usual practice of

this neighbourhood is based upon this principle, and we ac-

cordingly frequently find six oxen kept, four of which are

worked every day, or sixteen are kept and twelve of them

are yoked each day. Daily toil might not be injurious to five

and six years old cattle, but young buUocks broken in at t\^o

years old will grow much better if lightly worked. Four

9xen are usually seen in a plough, but it has been fully

proved in this neighbourhood that two will plough land of a

light description six inches deep in the spring, and that three

will do the winter ploughing. It is difiicult to arrive at a

correct conclusion as to the exact nuraher of bullocks which
will be equivalent to a certain number of horses. I think,

however, we may come to a jiretty near estimate of the rela-

tive power of the two animals. I have received letters from
some well-known agriculturists of this district informing me
upon this point, and 1 will now briefly give you the result of

their experience. Mr. I'layne, The Downs, Chalford, con-

siders two bullocks to he equivalent to one horse. Mr. Bur-
net, agent to Colonel Kingscotc, worked bullocks for many
years until steam power was introduced, and he informs me
that two bullocks will easily do the work of one horse. He
always worked the bullocks in double harness, two to a plough
for half a day (five hours), and they would do their half-an-
acre of ploughing in that time. Mr. Pluinbe, of Ashton-
fields, works Devons, and is of the opinion that this breed
steps faster, stands the heat better, and have shoulders pe-
culiarly adapted for draught. He says " a pair of good Devons
will do as much ploughing and as well as a pair of horses. I

took the prize at Down Arapney some years ago with a paii

(of oxen) in the horse class. I do not find the work hurt
them when kept properly." Mr. Plumbe works his bullocks
every day, and ploughs them in double harness with reins,

without a driver. On one of the best-managed farms in this

neighbourhood (Earl Bathurst's Home Farm) 16 bullocks and
8 liorses are kept. The horses receive 1^ bushels of oats and
hay in the winter, and one bushel of oats and green food in

the summer, and the bullocks ire out at grass all the summer,
and are fed entirely on hay and straw chaff mixed, without any
additional food in the winter. Here we find that two bullocks
arc reckoned as equal or rather superior to one horse. From
these data we may look upon the fact of two bullocks being
equal if not superior to one horse as established. The next
point to be settled is the relative cost of maintaining bullocks
and horses for one year. If both animals are bred upon the
farm where they arc subsequently to work, can there be any
doubt as to which can be bred and reared at the least cost?
I do not think this point needs discussion, and therefore con-
tent myself with stating that here the bullock has the advan-
tage over the horse. In the next place we may ask wlueli will

bring the most money at six years old? and I think here also

the answer will be in favour of the bullock. It is true that
horses occasionally will bring high prices, but how frequently we
find them going wrong in some way, which, although apparently
only slightly interfering with their usefulness, lowers their sell-

ing price considerably. We have all seen bullocks fetching
£30 at this age, and a farmer may look for an average price
of £26 if he keeps the right sort and works them judiciously.

There are so many estimates as to the cost of keeping a
farm-horse per annum, that we cannot get far wrong here.
Mr. Morton, in his " Farmers' Calendar," has taken pains to
collect together the methods of liorse-feeding in several parts
of England and Scotland, during both winter and summer, to-
gether with the cost per week of the diet, at a certain fixed

market-price. Hay is valued at 3s. per ewt., oats at 3s. per
bushel, beans at 5s. per bushel, turnips or mangold at -td. per
cwt., and carrots at 6d. per cwt. Straw is not charged. At
these prices we find the cost per week to vary between 6s. and
lis. throughout the year. I find the cost of horse-keeping is

thus given, upon two farms in this neighbourhood :'
(1) The

College Farm.—Here the horses are described as receiving in
winter Sllbs. of oats and lOlbs. of beans per week, and straw
and chaff nd lihitum, the cost being 7s. 3d. per week ; and in
summer 421bs. of oats, and cut clover or vetches (at 6d. per
cwt ), the expense being 6s. 6d. per week. (2) Mr. Rich's
Farm, at Didmarton.—The horses, according to the same
authority, received in winter lOSlbs. of hay, 631bs, of oats,
and 2 bushels of grains, witli straw ad libitum, at a cost of
10s. 9d. per week ; and in summer the food is valued at 7s.
6d. per week. The average cost per week through the year,
in the first case, may be tj>ken at 7s., and in the second
ca.se at 9s. The average of thirteen cases collected by Mr.
Morton gives the winter keep as costing 9s. 6d., and the
spring and summer keep as 9s., per week per horse. We can-
not be far wrong in taking 8s. per week as a very fair esti-

mate of the cost of the food of a farm-horse ; and we shall
add to this some other expenses connected with their manage.,
meut, which can hardly be overlooked

;
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£ s. d.

Cost of food, at 8s. per week, for 53 weeks ... 20 16

Shoeing: ... ... 12
Deterioration in value, losses from accident and

death (10 per cent.), and interest at 5 per cent.

on £30 4 10
riirnishing and repairing gear 15

±37 3

Many extensive farmers would not have considered the esti-

mate extravagant at £30 per annum ; hut we shall take it at

£27. Let us now try to find the cost of keeping a hiillock

for one year. Bullocks are sometimes fed on straw and hay-
chaff in the winter, and grass in the summer. In other cases
tliey receive meal and straw and a few roots in the winter,

and grass in tlie summer. Let us suppose the huUock to be
turned out from May 15th to October 15th, and to be ou
winter-keep for the remainder of the year :

£ s. d.

1^ acres of land, at £3 3
6 lbs. of crushed oats or barley meal per day,
from Oct. 15th to May 15th, 212 days at 6d. 5 6

Repairs of gear 10
Risk, losses, &c., 5 per cent., and interest at

5 per cent, on £30 3

10 16

In case these estimates are objected to, 1 have prepared
another upon a diiferent principle

:

COST OF MAIINTAINING A FARM HORSE.

From Oct. 1st to May 15th, 1| bushels of oats, £ s. d.

at 3s. per bushel (33 weeks) ... ... 7 4
From May 15th to Oct. 1st, 1 bushel of oats,

at 3s. (30 weeks) 3
Deterioration, interest, shoeing, &c., as before 5 15
Hay, straw, green food, &c., grown on the farm

not charged

15 19

COST OF MAINT.VINING A WORKI>'G BULLOCK.
6 lbs. of barley meal per day, from Oct. 15th £ s. d.

to May 16th, at 9s. per cwt., 6d. per day for

212 days 5 6
Risk, losses, &c., 5 per cent., and interest at

5 per cent, on £20 3
Hay, straw, grass, &c., not charged

7 6

In this case we have not estimated anything but market-
able produce, yet here, as in the first estimate, the cost

of keeping two bullocks is less than that of maintaining one
horse, yet in the last instance the bullocks would be fed better

than usual and the horses worse than usual, or in other words
the actual cost of the horse is under-rated and that of bul-
locks over-rated. We have before foimd tliat two bullocks are
usually kept to do the work of one horse ; we have, therefore,

in the first estimate, the cost of the horse £27, to set against
the expense connected with the bullocks of £31 12s., or taking
the second method of estimating, we have £16, the expense
of keeping a horse to set against £14 13s., the annual cost of
two bullocks. In both cases we have an advantage in em-
ploying bullocks. Lastly, we have to consider tlie relative

value of the animals after they have worked a year, or a series

of years. Some fortunate men by breeding young horses and
keeping tliem till they are six years old, may turn the usual
deterioration which horse stock is subject to, to a profit. Be
this as it may, I put it to this meeting whether horses should
be considered as a deteriorating stock, or one wliicli increases
in value. For my part, I feel confident that in a general way
horse stock deteriorates, and we know that various sums above
and below i5 per annum have been named as representing
this annual loss. This is a point I should like to hear dis-
cussed. There is, however, no doubt about the growth and
increase in value of an ox. I have heard this increase in
value placed at £5 or £0 per annum. I have heard it stated
to be such a sum tliat the ox labour is absolutely obtained for
nothing, and 1 believe this to lie the opinion of many clever
farmers who continue to work these animals. Bullocks may

be purchased at two years old for £14, and after working until
six years old, or four years, they may be sold for £28, or the
annual average increase will be £3 10s. or £7 the two. Un-
less a" similar sum can be deducted off the expenses of keeping
horses, we have a right to deduct £7 from the expense of
keeping two oxen one year, and this would reduce the
sum already named to £14 13s. or £7 13s., according to
the estimate employed. We should in this case have the ex-

pense of keeping one horse, £37 or £16^ and the cost of keep-
ing two bullocks, £14 13s. or £7 13s., leaving a balance in

favour of the bullocks of £13 8s. or £9 8s. I find then the
following points of the Bullock versus Horse question to be
brought out clearly : 1st. That the quality of work done by
buUocks is equal to that of horses. (N.B. In cases where
very deep ploughing is required, this statement may not hold
good). 3nd. That two bullocks are well able to do as much
work as one horse. 3rd. That the cost of keeping two bul-

locks well is considerably less than the cost of keeping one
horse well. 4tli. That bullocks may be reckoned upon as pro-

fitable stock, and the sale of three or four-year-old bullocks

every year will do much towards meeting that half-yearly call

to which farmers are generally liable. I have still to mention
two or three other points in connection with this question.

Bullocks are cheapest obtained by bringing them up from calf-

hood. Calves can be bred, or bought up for 35s. each, and
after having been grazed in the ordinary way for two years,

may be broke to harness. Thus draught animals will be ob-
tained cheaper, and with infinitely less risk than horses. Bul-
locks are valuable to the last—they work four years, and are

then sold to graziers and fatten into magnificent beef, which
fetches prime price in the market. Ou the other hand the
horse after working out his strength is consigned to the ken-
nels. It is true that some philanthropic individuals liave of
late years attempted to call attention to the excellence of ''

horse-beef, but I cannot help thinking that by working a larger

number ot oxen, a large increase in animal food might be ob-
tained, without outraging our present prejudices against that

other kind of flesh. Another important point connected with
working bullocks to which I would invite discussion is the

amount to which work influences the growth of oxen. I have
been often assured, and to a certain extent believe, that when
lightly worked they grow quicker than when idle. Work is

said to " rax them out," and I see no reason why a moderate
amount of work should not increase both bone and muscle. •,

If this could be proved, gentlemen, then it would be evident

that to keep bullocks itlle is prej udicial to the animals, and
tlie case of the buUock-worker over the horse-worker would
to my mind be as clear as the day. I have still another rea-

son why in this and otlier districts similarly situated, a propor-
tion of the tUlage should be done by bullocks. Tiiis is a sheep
district, as well as a corn growing one, and consequently straw
is apt to accumulate. Bullocks eat and tread down a great

quantity of straw, and hence are useful in a neighbourhood
in which there is a superabundance of that article. Horses
not only consume less straw, but the manure which they make
is of a dry and heating character, and not nearly so good as

that made by bullocks. Lastly, bullocks require less attention

and less costly accommodation than horses. AU kinds of bul-

locks may be worked. The best for draught are the Devons,
next the Herefords, but the Shorthorns will also do very well.

Why, tlien, gentlemen, do we find that liuUocks have been
given up throughout the country P How is it that almost

every man who writes on the subject at once condemns the

ox-team as antiquated, as an indication of medireval agricul-

ture, as a sure sign of stupid labourers, and a symptom of

farmers the reverse of a go-a-head? The statement that

oxen are slow seems to most men a sufficient answer
to the numerous arguments that can be adduced in their

favour, and yet T think the difference in speed between
liorses and oxen is measureable, and we find in prac-

tice that two oxen can be made to do the work of one horse.

Whether bullocks or horses are really the most economical
animals of draught is still a diflicult ouestion ; but I firmly

believe that the present generation of British farmers cannot
be said to have given up working oxen because tliey really

have found the horse to be a better servant. The great bulk

of them have never worked or seen anything worked but

horses, and therefore they cannot be quoted as showing by

practical demonstration that bullocks are inferior to Iiorses.

Their fathers, not they, made the change, and if ever bullock-
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labour again becomes gciipval it will have to force its way as a

new idea rather thau as a revived old one. It is quite possible,

although I do not say it is the case, that our fatliers may have
been right in changing from bullocks to horses, and that our
sons may be justitied in going back again to bullocks. Was
not fiie demand for horses during the long French war at the

commencement of the present centnry a great inducement for

farmers to increase this stock ? while beef at 5d. or o^d. per

lb. was no great attraction towards keeping horned stock. Ihc
following balance-sheet, which I have taken from Stone's
" Agricnltural Survey," published in ISOO, will show the rela-

tive value of the two animals at that time, first at three years

old and afterwards at six years old

:

Dr. HORSES. £ s, d.

Twelve horses at £20
Loss of one horse

Balance or profit ...

Cr. H0RSE8.
Eleven horses at £31 10s. ..

One sold out at £;J 3

Dr. liULLOCKS.
Eighteen oxen at £12
Extra manual labour

Cr. BULLOCKS.
Eighteen oxen sold at £18 ..,

Balance

.. 240 U

.. 20

.. Ill 10

£371 10

£ s. d,

.. 34G 10

.. 25

£371 10

£ s. d.

.. 216

.. 120

£336

£ s. d.

.. 324

.. 13

£336

The above is only useful as showing the relative value of

horses and buUoeks in the year 1800. The annual cost of

maintenance is considered the same in both eases, that is, that

eighteen buUoeks may be kept at the same cost as twelve

horses. I cannot help thinking that if this club had to draw
up a similar balance-sheet to-day the profit would appear on
the oxen rather than on the horse side. Since Mr. Stone lias

brought together more arguments against oxen than any other

writer I have met with, I wiU mention them to you in liis own
order : 1st, The ox is slow. 2nd, Ox-labour demands more
manual labour. This depends on the way they are worked

;

if in double-harness, one man wiU v ork two in the morning
and two in the afternoon ; if four a 'e worked in the plough,

then an extra lad to drive will be required. 3rd, That the

bullock eats so much more in quantity than the horse that, in

spite of liis provender being coarse, he costs the fanner as

much as a horse. 4th, That horses are not so expensive to

keep as many people make out, as they can he frequently kept

without corn. 5tli, That the breeding and rearing of horses

is much more profitable. This, no doubt, was the case then,

but I think times have changed. 6th, That upon the con-

elusion of the present unfortunate war (1800), from the enor-

mous destruction of horses which it has occasioned upon the

Continent, the demand for that animal is likely to increase to

a greater extent than at any other period. These arguments

are satisfactory to my mind when viewed in connection with

the times for which they were written, but I by no means see

the force of them now ; and, considering the question in all

its bearings, I cannot help leaning in favour of the ox for

light land, especially where the close proximity of the rock

precludes the possibility of deep ploughing.

The Chairman said they must be aU deeply indebted to

Mr. TVrightson for the very able and interesting manner in

wliich he had brought this subject before them. Mr. Wright-

son had sho^vn that two oxen could be kept for about £7
a-year less than one horse ; but the question was whether as

much work was got out of them. It was not a subject of

which he had any practical knowledge ; but there were gentle-

men present who had tried both horses and oxen, and he hoped
they would favour the meeting with their opinion of the

relative merits of those animals.

Mr. W. Smith (Bibury) concurred in the views of Mr.
Wrightson with regard to oxen. If anything, he had under-

rated the merits of oxen as compared with those of horses.

lie had stated that two oxen were equal to one horse ; but an

opinion was held by some farmers that an ox and a-half were

equiil to one horse, and he (Mr. Smith) himself believed that

three oxen could do as much work on light land as a pair of

horses. There was one point in favour of oxen which Mr.

Wrightson had not touched upon. Oxen could be bought and

reared at, comparatively, little expense, and if they did not

want to work them, or, the weather being unfavourable,

they could not go out, they could be lying by at a trifling cost,

whereas horses could not be kcj)! by except at a great expense.

Then the risks with horses were much greater tiian with oxen.

One fell with the spavin, anotKer went broken-winded, and so

on, and they oftener knocked down in value than oxen. Oxen,

if worked say from two years to five, would pay £4 a-year

towards their keep. The lighter they were worked the more
imijrovemeut they woidd make. He did not disapprove of

steam-cultivation on strong deep land, but his opinion was that

oxen would do ploughing upon light land cheaper than it could

be done by either steam or horses. Oxen were objected to on

accomit of their going slowly ; but he thought that if active

young oxen, not more than four years old, were sent into afield

for light-ploughing, they would not, if narrowly watched,

compare very unfavourably with horses, even in point of speed.

True, they might not toss their heads about and go in that

gallant style in which horses did, and they might at first sight

seem to go slow, but watch them carefully, and it would be

seen that they crept over the ground much faster than they

appeared to do. He was strongly in favour of oxen, and he

was surprised that they were not brought much more into re-

quisition for ploughing and other draught pui-poses. His

opinion was that, if they lived a few years longer, they would

see a great deal of the steam tackle thrown aside, and oxen

taking up their old position again (a laugh).

The Ciiairiia:v said Mr. Hulbert had tried both horses and

oxen, and perhaps he would state his opinion,

Mr. lltLBERT : Oxen for ever I

Mr. H. Ruck : Had worked oxen, and he thought much
was to be said in their favour. jNIr. Wrightson had made some

good remarks on the subject, and his address was weU worthy

the consideration of the club. While admitting this much,

however, he could not agree with Mr. Smith that they would

go back to oxen altogether. They would be more likely to

progress to steam. It might be that land could be ploughed

as cheaply by oxen, but then there was the after-work. Land
cultivated by steam required a less number of labourers for the

after-work.
Mr. C. HoBBS thought that oxen could do ploughing

cheaper than horses. Whether steam could do it cheaper thau

either remained to be proved.

The CnAiRJLv:x said the opinion of the meeting seemed to

be in favour of oxen for ploughing—after steam, he supposed.

He wished there had been a " steam-man" present. He was
never more gratified than when seeing, on Saturday, Messrs

Slatter and Porter's steam-plough at work. AVhat with the

smoke and the noise of the machinery, he seemed to have got

into a manufacturing district. The pace at which it went was
extraordinary. He should like ]\Ir. Smith to have seen it.

Mr. Smith : Last year I had a steam-plough to plough a

few acres on my farm. It began a field, and had to leave it

because it could not get on. After the steam-tackle was
taken away, my oxen went and did the work (Hear, hear, and

laughter).

Mr. Little said the great fault i u working oxen was that

they were not fed high enough. If they had food in propor-

tion to horses, three oxen would easily plough as much as a

pair of horses. Consequently, oxen had an advantage over

horses.

Professor Wrightson, in reply, said he had listened with

interest to the remarks that had been made. In making his

estimates, he purposely put the oxen at a moderate figure,

allowing two oxen to a horse, although he considered that one

and a-half oxen would be able to do the work of one horse.

The figures he had quoted must only be looked upon as ap-

proximative ; he had, however, endeavoured to keep them as

much n-ithin the ordinary practice as possible.

A vote of thanks having been passed to Professor Wright-

son on the motion of the Chairman, the meeting separated.

The next subject for discussion will have reference to' the

Poor Law, and will be introduced by G. Syinmons White, Esq.,

of Tairford.
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THE NORTHAMPTONSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT TOWCESTER.

The mauagement of this Society has had more than
ordinary difficulties to contend against in bringing off the

meeting at Towcester. Lord Pomfret, whose seat ad-

joins the town, and in whose park the show shonld have
been held, died after the locality had been determined
upon ; and it was only on a very narrow division that the
original fixture was adhered to. Then, the taint of the

cattle-plague has been still lingering about the county
;

and thus the imposing array of Shorthorns that might
have been made up from within the prescribed limits, from
Althorp, Shelbroke, and many other highly- bred herds,

was necessarily wanting. Even further, Towcester itself

isnot an inviting site, on any consideration. It is an out-

of-the-way place, while the accommodation is indilTerent,

the towns-people nearly as much so ; and one is inclined

to wonder how, after a visit had actually been made, this

ever came to be repeated. It would be well, indeed,

if the Northamptonshire Society adopted the plan that

has answered so successfully in Suifolk and Bedfordshire
—that is, to hold the Show every alternate year in the
county town, and only go abroad occasionally. People in

these times soon tire of the one over-crowded Inn, the
fighting for beds, the sleeping on sofas and shake-downs,
and the similar discomforts by way of finish to a hard
day's work.

The very prize-list did not adjust itself conveniently.
There were more premiums for sheep and pigs than the
most lenient of judges could ever find courage to award

;

whereas amongst the nag horses there was scarcely ever
any such other substantial compliment to bestow, and so
after the closest of contests all the money went to the
first, and nothing but empty honoiir to " the next best."
It is true that Lord Spencer offers the good round sum of
£20 for the best brood mare and foal. Lord Valentia an-
other £20 for a hunter of any age, as Mr. A'illiers the same
amount for a four-year-old, and that it might not sound
80 weU to cut up these handsome donations. The Society

must, however, in each of the classes just named, provide
a second prize of £5 from its own funds, or obtain per-
mission to distribute the twenties placed at its disposal

in fifteens and fives. £15, after all, is a very fair induce-
ment for a country gathering, and nothing stimulates

exhibitors more than the receipt of a little hard cash,

especially when this is deserved. The five-pound note
for expenses would not only induce many a man to try
and do better, but often induce his neighbour to try also.

Counting foals at foot, there were very near upon two
hundred entries of " nags," and these formed the one
great feature of the show. The country gentlemen,
as a rule, did not exhibit, but the Northamptonshire
farmers are all now pretty well on ilic right road;
and with one exception, the influence of the "thorough-
bred horse told its tale on the prize-list. In the
first-class, in fact, of brood marcs, there was an accom-
panying stipulation that the foal should be by a
thorough-bred stallion, and the services of such sires as
Baron Kothschild's Leopold, of General Hesse, Ducat,
Idler,^ Neville, Suburban, and Saxon have been available.
The Spring Show of stallions does not certainly seem to
come to much, as Irish Statesman and Idler 'were the
only two who comjjetcd in March, when Statesman won

;

but there is clearly a deal of other good blood handy,
and from what we saw and heard on Wednesday, in no

district is there a better foundation being laid. With so

much competition, the average was, in fact, unusually

good : at the same time, there was nothing of any

remarkable superiority about, for Lord Spencer has sold

Brown Stout, and Mr. Sanders Brayfield ; and second-

prize horses at All-England Meetings were good enough

to get first here.

Of the dozen and a-half or so of brood mares " for

hunting purposes," the majority had something of the

chai'acter required, though this is not so commonly the

case, as anything is considered good enough to breed

from. The commended mare, with hardly power enough
to get higher, is by Vortex, while on her dam's

side, she goes back to Mundig, and her foal is by Sub-

urban, a pedigree that should send the young one well over

the Shires. The Judges agreed to differ as to the first

place, which on a reference went to a big brown, fired all

round, the other highly commended mare being <ilso

badly blemished ; but they are both dowagers, and look

as if they had done some service in the field previous to

going to the stud. The All-England prize for the all-

aged hunter was still pretty much confined to the county,

about the best-known horse in the class being Thorpe
Malsor, who with Mr. Dick Webster's fine handling never

showed so well. He walked away with a loose rein, or

bent beautifully to his bridle in his canter, and in action

had all the best of it. But still he is split up a bit, while

his mealy coat looked anything but bright, and the one

prize went to a brown bay horse of Mr. Pretyman's, a

six-year old, in far finer condition, with good bone, a

capital back, and plenty of breeding. But he would not

show himself, and in none of his paces went really well,

though one of the crack men tried all he knew with him
on the second day. Mr. Blencowe's commended mare by
Ethelbert was much fancied, particularly by some outside

the ring, and there is certainly a deal of good about her,

though she looks as much, or more, like " a nice riding-

horse" than a hunter. The first prize four-year-old was
second in London, while Mr. Topham's success about

home has a bad moral, as his horse is by British States-

man, though the mare is very well descended, and this

may go to correct the want of blood in the sire. Mr.
Sanders had another by British Statesman, that looks like

growing into a coach-horse, though in price at something

over a hundred. One, however, of the most really

promising colts in the lot was Mr. Laxton's highly com-
mended son of Dagobert, a fine lengthy brown, that was
well worthy of some second prize.

Mr. Drage's best of the three-year-olds, only

commended at Birmingham, is own brother to Thorpe
jMalsor ; Mr. Isham's highly commended colt by Lovett

was the best two-year-old at Leicester ; and Mr. Pot-

terton's black, also by Lovett, Avas first in his class at

Birmingham and unnoticed at Towcester. These horses

have been so recently passed through our columns that it

is not necessary to dwell further on their merits here.

The ]?irmingham winner was certainly amongst the four or

five selected, but he was also one of the first drafted back

Jigain. The two-year-olds and yearlings furnislied sonic

very satisfactory pi-oofs of how far the iniproveniciit is

established, for there was some very likely-looking

stock amongst them. In fact, the first and second

two-year-olds and the three yearlings selected are ag
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handsome and well-bred as they need be, though

Mr. Scriven's colt lacks si/e, while his action is really

maguiticeut. The hack marcs were the weakest lot of the

day ; as, barriusj; Mr. Beasley's old Geraldine, there was
nothing to notice, and she, if we remember aright, was
commended in a hunter-class at Leicester last autumn.

Many of the hacks in work could really move well, and

Mr. Lynes' first, an own brother to his highly-commended
two-year, has much of the style and fashion we should

expect when we come to see that he was bred at Preston

Deanery, the native home of the lliiral Deans, the Preston

Deans, and other Deans so famous in the annals of the

show-ground. With anything passable under thirteen

hands and a-half, the ponies were a very incongruous

company, and sheer weight and size kept such a neat little

nag as Mr. Blencowe's grey out of the front rank ; but

he went like a steam-engine, and an extra prize having

been specially ordered for the best action, he was sold forth-

with, with many others of more inches, also in price, the

hunting horses being continually nibbled at.

The show of cart-horses was neither large nor impos-

ing, and we missed Mr. Owen "Wallis' Suflfolks, that have

generally given a smack of variety to tha Shire breeds.

Sir Charles Isham's second-best brood mare was first

at Birmingham, and Mr. Baker's first also first at North-

ampton two years since. They are both great weighty

animals, and far away the best of the heavy draught stock,

the younger things being of a very middling sample,

neither looking well bred nor well cared for. The un-

noticed of the three two-year-old fillies was certainly a

well-grown one, with some quality and a deal of liberty,

so that until you came to notice her hocks it was difllcult

to understand how either of the two other very moderate

things had ever beea placed above her. There was no

prize awarded for yearlings, where in two companion-

classes the competition extended to five entries for four

prizes ! By another year something may be surely spared

from this superfluity, though it is said that breeding cart

colts pays a deal better than breeding nags, if the Tow-
cester Meeting hardly maintained such an argument.

The prize sows, both whites, were both very good, with

capital heads and collars, and of a nice quality—a com-

pliment that could not be paid to Mr. Osborn's Berk-

shires, the prize boar being very coarse, and the sows,

with their long, lean, hungry heads, and reddish skins,

clearly having a cross of the Tamworths in them, and a

cross that has not told, either, Mr. Duckering made a

few entries that we could not find, and a boar of Mr.

Harrison's, with a pedigree as long as that of a race-

horse, had his throat cut to save his life, so soon as he

was landed on the show-ground. There were not, in all,

twenty entries of pigs ; and many of these were missing

when we went thi'ough the pens on the second day of

the meeting.

Such an " up-and-down" exhibition of sheep has seldom

been seen. Mr. Bradshaw's Leicester ewes, though small,

were full of quality and fine breeding, as altogether the

best pen on the ground, while Mr. Gillett's Cotswold

rams were as unmistakably the best single sheep, and

both of very high character. But, beyond these, it was

nearly all " leather and prunella." Mr. Treadwell certainly

sent in a good old Oxford Down that, at five years old, is

wearing wonderfully well, and who is now finishing his

useful career in public ; but the shearlings from the same

flock, and standing side by side with him, were often

enough as diff'erent as chalk from cheese, and there was

no unifonnity or fixity of type in many others of the Ox-

fords. Mr. Doig's lambs, for instance, were serviceable

enough for the butcher ; but there were white, brown,

and speckled faces in the same pen, and they would pass

for almost anything you please. Mr. Clark Hales' com-

mended Lincoln ram was second at Salisbury, where he

was not thought much of ; and Mr. Beasley's Leicester

tup, the only one in his class, was so very bad that it

was charitably concluded that the shepherd had drawn
the wrong sheep. " No vicrif by no means expresses

all the judges had to say of him. The other entries were
chiefly Leicester and Lincoln crosses ; and amongst the

best of these were Mr. Harris' wether lambs, of very

nice quality, which, as it is said, is obtained by going
right back agaiu to the pure blood, a fact that it would
be well to bear in mind. Crosses are all very well to a

certain point : but on the show-ground we must look for

something of a pedigree, alike in a horse, a sheep, or a

Shorthorn.

There was some talk of these famous cattle, if none
were to be seen ; and the bad luck of the Grand Duchesses

appears to be still following them. Captain Oliver's

850 gs. cow has been very bad with the lung-disease,

though she is now fast recovering; and his 710 gs. pur-

chase dropped a dead bull-calf soon after she reached her

new home. But, as we said at the time of the sale, the

condition of the Preston Hall herd was so generally bad,

that it could be scarcely surprising if the excitement of a

journey, however short, told upon their already too-

feverish temperament.

The four champion firms in this way were all at work
on the mowing ground, where the Hornsbys maintained

the success which has so far signalized their career during

the present season. Their agent, indeed, Mr. Peter Love,

was more than eloquent on the merits of the Grantham
mowing machine, characterizing it like the quality of

Mercy, as "twice blessed," and bound to make the

fortunes not oidy of those who sold, but of those who
bought it. Mr. Love, however, was not the only orator

of the day, for Mr. Litton delivered himself of morning
and evening discourses on the nice art of butter-making,

wherein he dwelt emphatically on the education of dairy-

maids and the policy of giving good weight. Mr.
Hewitt had still more to do amongst the poultry, where
he pronounced tha game fowls very good and the Spanish

very bad ; the Dorkings very excellent ; and some of the

partridge Cochins really grand. Many of our best

breeders of poultry were represented, and Mr. Fowler, of

Aylesbury, has his wonted lead with ducks and geese.

The dinner was dispensed with ; but there was a

flower-show on the second day, with the proper enjoy-

ment of which the heavy rain that fell at times must
have sadly interfered, as indeed it must have done with
" the take" of the Agricultural Society.

PRIZE LIST.
RIDING HORSES.

JuDGE.s.—H. Corbet, London.
J. Nix, Neatmore Hall, Norfolk.

Mares and foals for hunting purposes, the foal to be by a

thoroughbred stallion.—£20 to Captain Mildmay Clerk, Sprat-

ton Hall ; highly commended, T. Wilson, Parthinghoe ; com-
mended, T. Dexter Hensraan, Harlestone.

Mares or geldings, five years old and upwards, adapted for

liuutiiig purposes (open to all England).—£30 to Rev. H.
Pretyman, Lowick Rectory (sire St. Lawrence) ; highly com-
mended, J. Drage, Moulton Lodge (sire Ugly Buck) ; com-
mended, W. Blencowe, Brackley (Countess), and Lady Char-
lotte Pitz William (Dominie).

Mares or geldings above four and under five years old,

adapted for hunting purposes, bred within the county of Nor-
thampton.—£20 to J. Tophara Welford (sire British States-

man) ; highly commended, J.Laxton, Morborue by (Dagobert)

.

Colts or filhes above three and under four years old, adapted
for riding purposes.—£10 to J. Drage (sire Ugly Buck)

;

higlily commended, J. Hob.son, Isham (sire Lovett).

Colts or fillies above two and under three years old, adapted

for riding purposes.—£10 to G. Hitchcock, Hinton House
(sire Saxon) ; commended, G. B. Lynes, Preston Deanery
(Ethel, by King David).
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Colts or fillies aljove one aud under two years old, adapted

for riding inirposes.—£10 to C. W. Scriven, Willen House (sire

Idler) ; Tiig-hly commended, ^Y. West, Gayton (Gay Lad by

Coast Guard), and J. N. Beasly, Chapel Bramptou (Kiddley-

wink by Coastguard).

llackuey mares with foak at foot.—£10 to J. N. Beasley,

Brampton (Geraldiue).

Hackneys, mares or geldings.—£10 to Mr. G. B. Lynes

(Honeybun) ; £3, to J. D. Bletsoe, Grendon HaU (sire King

David) ; highly commended, J. W. Whitton, Potcote (sire

Harkaway) ; commended, J. N. Beasley, Brampton (Dolly).

Ponies not exceeding 13| hands high.—£5 to the rev. Dr.

Sedgwick, Great Houghton Rectory (bred in North Wales)

;

highly commeuded, W. Blencowe.

CART HOESES.

Judges— — Cox, Sandringbury, St. Albans.

— Plowright, Mauea, March.

Mares with foals at foot —£10 to T. Baker, Uarpola ; £3,

Sir Charles Isham, Lamport Hall ; highly commeuded, J. W.
Perridge, Adstone Lodge.

Two-year-old geldings.—£7 to T. Stokes, Caldecott, Rock-

ingham ; £3, T. W. D. Harris, Woottou ; commended, R.

Treadwell, Shalstone.

T«o-year.old iillies.—£7 to J. W. Whitton, Potcote ; £3,

W. Crow, Upton.
Yearling geldings.—Prize withheld.

YearUng tUlies.—£5 to T. Baker, Harpole; £3, J. W.
Whitton.

SHEEP.

Judges—C. Howard, Biddenhara, Bedford .

G. Murray, Elvaston Castle, Derby.

J. Shaw, Hunsbury HiU, Northampton.

Pens of ten long-woolied ewes, that have suckled lambs to

the 1st of June, 1867.—10 gs. to C. J. Bradshaw, Alstoe

House, Burley-on-the-Hill; 5 gs., J. T. Smith, Qiiiuton; £3
10s., Clarke Hales, ]\Ianor House, BassLngbourne, Roystou

;

Commended, J. T. Smith, Quiuton.

Pens of five long-wooUed theaves.—£5 to J. Gillett, Oak-

lands, Charlbury, Osou ; £2 10s., Clarke Hales ; highly com-

mended, W. Crow, Upton ; commended, J. N. Beasley,

Pens of five cross-bred ewes, that have suckled lambs to the

1st of June, 1867.—£2 10s. to R. Treadwell, Shalstone. First

prize withheld.

Pens of five cross-bred theaves.—£2 10s. to J . K. Shrimp-

ton, Basington, Thane, Oson.—First prize withheld.

Pens of three cross-bred shearhogs.—No award.

Pens of three long-wooUed shearhogs.—£3 to W. West,

Gayton ; £2 10s., W. Crow, Upton.

Shearling Leicester tups.—Prize ^\ithheld.

Shearling Lincoln tups.—£10 to Clarke Hales ; commended,

W. Collingwood, Ermine House, Fulbeck, Grantham.

Long-wooUed tups, of auy breed, two-shear and upwards,

that have proved stock-getters.—£10 to J. Gillett; very

highly commended, J. Gillett ; commended, J. Bradshaw aud

Clarke Hales.

Down tups of any age.—£10 to J. Treadwell, Upper Winch-

enden ; commended, J. Treadwell.

Five long-woolled wether lambs.—£3 to T. W. D. Harris,

Woottou ; £1 10s., T. W. D. Harris.

Five long-woolled ewe lambs.—£3 to T. W. D. Harris

;

£1 10s,, Clarke Hales ; commended, W. Crow.

Five short-wooUed or half-bred wether lambs.—£3 to R.

Doig, Lillingstone ; £1 10s., R. Doig.

Five short-wooUed or half-bred ewe lambs.—£3 to R. Doig

;

£1 10s., R. Doig; commended, J. Treadwell.

PIGS.

Judges.—C. Howard.
G. Murray.
J, Shaw.

Boars of any breed.—£5 to G, Osboru, Pattishall ; £2, E.

Grirasdick, Paulerspury.

Breeding or suckling sows of any breed.—£5 to T. H.
Ashton, Clitr Hall, Tamworth , £2, W. G. PhUlips, Nortliamp-

ton. Commended, E. Grimsdick, Paulerspury; T. Cooke,
Showsley.

Three fat pigs of one litter, of any breed or age, the age to

be Btat«d.—it;5 to J. Simpson, Potterspury.

Breeding pigs of one litter, exceeding three aud not ex-

ceeding six months old,—£5 to C. Richards, Glendon ; com-
mended, T. H. Ashton.

Extra Stock.
Highly commended,—Cooper, Wappenliam (for boar).

IMPLEMENTS.
Judges.—Wm. Shaw, Far Colon, Northampton,

C. H. Watts, Kisliugbury, Northampton,
J, Wood Sharmau, Wellingborough,

Mowing machines.—First prize of £10 Hornsby and Son,
Grantham (exhibited by P, Love, Northampton) ; second of

£5, Samuelson and Sou, Banbury. Highly commended, Burgess
and Key, Newgate-street (exhibited by Clarke aud Brackley)

;

Wood, Copper Thames-street (exhibited by Coleman, Brampton),
Waggons.—Prize of £10, Ball and Son, Rothwell.

Carts.—Prize of £5, Hayes and Son, Stamford.

Collections of agricultural implements.—First prize of £10,
Ball and Son, Rothwell ; second of £o, J. P, Barford, Ban-
bury.

BUTTER,
Judge,—T. Litton, Newgate-street, London.

121bs. of butter, made up in 21b. lumps, wholly or partially

the produce of Alderney cows.—£3 to the Ladies Wentworth
Fitzwilliam, Harrowden House ; £1, General Bouverie, Dela-
pre Abbey. Highly commended, J. Simpson, Potterspury.

121bs. of butter, made up in 21b. lumps.—£3 to W. Newitt,
Bradden ; £1, W. Abraham Linuell, Quinton. Highly com-
mended, T. Cooke, Showsley. Commeuded, the Ladies Went-
worth Fitzwilliam, Harrowden House, and J. Edwards, Wood
End, Blakesley,

61bs. of butt«r, made up in lib. rolls.—£3 to J. Chettle,

Paulerspury; £1, J. Robinson, Courteenhall Lodge, Highly
commended, J, M. Payne, Gayton.

Ten shillings each was given by the judge to Major Richard
Trevor Clarke's dairymaid, to Mr. George Osborn's dairymaid,

and to Mr. W. A, Liunell's dairymaid, for excellence.

THE PETERBORO' AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY,

The now annual show of this Society took place on July
9th, and was well attended, visitors being more numerous than
in former years. There was a remarkably good show of hunters,

and many of them first-class ; but the sheep and pigs were
very inferior. Messrs. Amies and Barford and Mr. G.
Vergette had stands of agricultural implements, and Mr,
Braiusby and Messrs. Hayes and Sou showed some carriages

and carts. Mr. Wells presided at the dinner. The following

were the awards

:

HORSES.
Judges.—Mr, C, Barnett, Stratton, Biggleswade,

Mr. J. Elliott, Ueathencote, Towcester.

(Open to aU England.) Hunters, geldings or mares, five

years old aud upwards.—A silver cup, value £20, T. Percival

;

a silver cup, value £10, Wm. Gilford.

Four-year-old hunters, geldings, or fillies.—£10, S. Gale
;

commended, J. Laxton.

Hackney mares or geldings.—A silver cup, value £7, T.
Percival ; commended, S. Searson.

Yearling colts or fillies,—£10, J. Odam ; commended, J.

Bird, juu.

Mares, with foal at foot.—A silver cup, value £10, H.
Joues; highly commendedj J, W. Moore; commended, W.
Sisman,

Cart geldings.—£•!•, J. Almond ; £2, Jas. Whitsed,

Cart tUlies.—£4, W. Mattley ; £2, J. W. Underwood.
Cart mares and foals at foot.—£5, 1. Cooke ; £2, H. Jones ;

commended, T, Wagstaff,

SHEEP,
Judges.—Mr. W. Looker, Wyton, Huntingdon,

Mr. W. Richardson, Uorncastle.

Long-woolled rams of any age.—£10, D. Webster.

Pens of ten long-wooUed two-shear ewes.—£3, b. Mul-

dletou.
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Peus of tea loUfr-woolled two-shear ewes.—£3, S. Middle-
ton ; £1 10s., D. Webster.

Pens of teu ewe laiubs.—£3, S. Middleton.
Pens of ten wether lainhs.—£3, D. Webster ; commended,

S. Middletou,

PIGS.

Judges.—Same as for sheep.

(Opeu to all England.) Boars of the large breed.—£3, J.

Turner; £1, E. Shrive.

(Open lo all Eu<^lauil.) Boars of the small breed.—£3, J.

W. Underwood ; £l, T. Wagstaif.

Breeding sows of the large breefl.—£3, T. Scoley.

Breeding sows of the small breed.—£•?., D. AVebster.

EAST-LOTHIAN AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S SHOW.

In all the departments of the show there was a good display

of stock on Wednesday, July 3. The cart-horses were generally

superior, and iu all the classes the competition was close.

Only a few roadsters competed for the ])remiuras. Cattle

were a small show, and almost entirely of the Shorthorn lireed.

The competition was confined to animals from the Costerton

and Whittinghara herds. Tlie Leicester rams were excellent,

but they were surpassed by the Blackfaeed.

Judges.—For Horses: Mr. St<'edman, Boghall, Currie,

and Mr. Coekburn, V.S., Glasgow. For Leicester Sheep

:

Mr. Hardie, Harrietfield, and Mr. Deans, Dalkeith Park. For
Cheviot and Blackfaeed : Mr. 'VMlsou, Crowhouse ; Mr.
Sir. Moffatt, Kinleith, and Mr. Archibald, Glengilt.

PRIZE LIST.

HORSES.

Brood Draught Mare—1, Mr. Tliomas Begbie, Queenston-
bank; 2, Mr. Smith, Stevenston Mains. Commended, Mr.
ilussell, Coalston Mains.

Draught Mare, not under four years, without produce iu

1867—1, Mr. Christie, Westbank ; 3, Mr. Smith. Com-
mended, Earl of Wemyss.

One-year-old Draught Entire Colt—T. S. M. Innes, Esq.,

ofPliantassie.

Two-year-old Draught FiUy—Mr. Thyne, Hoprigraains.

Commended, Mr. Innes, of Phautassie.

Two-year-old Draught Gelding—Mr. Smith, Castlemains.

Three-year-old Draught Filly—Mr. Jenkinson, Kidlaw.
Brood Mare for the Road—Mr. Jenkinson. Commended,

Mr. Patersou, Ewingston.

Brood Mare for the Field—Mr. Burnet, Seton,

Three-year-old Gelding or FiUy for the Field, bred by a

member—Mr. Burnet.

CATTLE.
Shorthomed Cow for Breeding—1, Mr. A. J. Balfour, of

Whittinghara ; 3, Mr. Ainslie, Costerton.

Shorthomed Quey, under three years old, for Breeding-
Mr. Balfour. Commended, Mr. AinsUe.

Shorthomed Quey, under two years old, for Breeding—Mr.
Ainslie.

Dairj' Cow, Mr. Stenliouse, Quarryford.

Cow belonging to a member's farm servant residing in the

county—Mr. Selkirk, Tester Mains.

SHEEP.
Shearling Leicester Ram—Mr. Hope, Fentonbams. Com-

mended, Mr. Ainslie.

Leicester Ram above one and under five years—Mr. Ainslie.

Commended, Mr. Smith.

Pen of Five Leicester Ewes, not more than four-shear, with

lambs at foot—1, Mr. Stevenson, Halls,

Pen of Five Leicester Gimmers or Shearling Ewes—1, Mr,
A. J. Balfonr ; 2, Mr. Ainslie.

Shearling Cheviot Ram—1, Mr. Wilson, Wolfstar.

Cheviot Ram, above one and under five years—1, Mr.
WUson. Commended, Mr, Dune.
Pen of Five Cheviot Ewes, with lambs at foot—Mr. Durie,

Barneymains.

Pen of Five Cheviot Gimmers or Sliearliag Ewes—1, Mr.
Tweedie, Deuchrie, Coramended, Mr. Durie.

Blackfaeed Ram, above one and under five years—Mr.
Clapperton, Garvald Grange. Commended—Mr. Caverhili,

Crichness.

Pen of Five Blackfaeed Giramers or Shearling Ewes—Mr.
Durie, Barnoymaius. Commended, Mr. Darling, Priestlaw.

Ram of Long-woolled Breed other than Leicester, under
five years—Mr. Reid, Drem. Commended, Mr. Skirving,
Lull'nessmains.

Ram of Sliort-woolled Breed oilier than Cheviot, under five

years—Mr. R. S. Skirving, Camptou,

THE NORTH-EAST OF IRELAND AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.

On the' 27th and 83th of June, the North-East Agricultural

Society held their annual show in Belfast, which, though not
equal in numbers to some former shows, was in Shorthorns
fully equal in quality to any which had gone before it. Ayr-
shire cattle were good, but are here fast losing size. Devon
cattle were more numerous and of better quality than usual.

There were some good polled Angus cattle, and some excellent

Kerries. Shrep were scarcely equal in numbers and quality to

those exhibited at former shows. Pigs were exceedingly good,
but comparatively few ; and if Lord Clermont had kept his

beautiful Berkshires at home, the show in this class would
liavc been nearly nil. However, lie got the £10 challenge cup
for the best boar ; and Mr. Holmes, Cloverdale, a similar cup
for the best sow. There was a fair sliow of horses as regards

numliers, but nothing amongst them beyond mediocrity, as

may be observed by the retention of the £35 cup from want
of merit.

In the amateur shorthomed classes there were seven aged
bulls exhibited, Mr. J. W. Ellison Macartney taking the first

honour iu the section, and also the £25 cup. The second
place was taken by Mr. J. Riphardson, Glenmore. A third

place was allotted to Messrs. F. and W. Smyth, Belmont,
Coleraine. Sir T. Bateson was commended.

In the section for two-year-old bulls there were eight com-
petitors. Colonel Leslie, M.P., Castle Leslie, leading off ; Mr.
J. Richardson, Springfield, coming in second. A third place

was given to J. B. Houston.
Iu yearling bulls there were five very handsome animals

competing for shorthorn honours, the first going to Colonel

Leslie, the second to Lord Templetown, and the third to

James Dugan, Castleaverry, Newtownards.
In the baby or calf section there were five entries, all very

promising. Colonel Leslie leading off; the second also to Col.

Leslie, and Mr. Charley came in a good third.

In the section for aged cows there were five entries, three

of which only came forward, and very fine they were, as may
be expected, when the first place was Colonel Leslie. The
second went to Mr. W. Charley, Seymour Hill, and the third

to Mr. J. W. E. Macartney.
There was but one entry in three-year-old heifers—Mr.

Charley's Danish Princess ; she took the first prize.

There was no entry in two-year-old heifers, and in yearlings

there were four brought forward. Colonel Leslie taking

first and second. The third place went to J. W. E. Macartney,
The Palace, Clogher : Sir T. Bateson was coramended.

The baby or heifer calf section numbered but two, from the

Glasslough or Castle Leslie herd. As a matter of course,

they had a walk over for the first and second places.

Amongst the tenant-farmers' Shorthorns there were no
buUs, but the cows, numbering five, were so good that the

judges highly commended tliem all. The first honour went to

Mr. Thomas Lindsay, Derryboy House, Killyleagh ; the second

to Mr. Adam, Kenning, Beech Park, Killyleagh; the third and
fourth also to Mr. Kenning respectively.

In three-year-old heifers there were three entries, Mr.
T. Lindsay taking the lead, followed by Mr. J. Stewart, Island

Pole, Killyleagh ; and the third to Mr. James Dugan, jun.

Mr. Dugan had the pluck to enter the lists with the ama-
teurs in the yearling bull section, and is the winner of the

third prize.

In the section for two-year-old heifers there were six en-

tries, aud all good, Mr. S. Smith, Maze, Lisburn, opened the
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ball, followed by Mr. Dugau, from tbe Straffan herd ; the third

went to Mr. Ferris Campbell, Coltowu, Ballygrainy ; and the

fourth to Hugh Hughes, Ballyculter.

lu yearling heifers there were six entries, Mr. T. Lindsay

taking first place, the second and third going to Jlr. A. Ken-
ning.

The farmers had also their baby or heifer-calf section, in

which were three entries, Mr. Dugan being first, Mr. S.

Phenix, Maze, Lisburn, second ; and the third to Mr. J.

Perry.

The other distinct breeds, viz., Devons, Ayrshires, polled

Angus, and Kerries exhibited in both classes (amateur's and
fanner's) were good and well-bred.—Abridged from the Irish

Farmers' Gazette.

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

Monthly Council: Wednesday, July 8, 1867.

—

Present Mr. Thompsou, President, in the Chair; the Earl

of Shrewsbury, Lord Beniers, Lord Chesham, Lord Tre-

de2;ar, Lord Yernon, Lord AValsingham, Major-General

the Hon. A. N. Hood, Sir J. Johnstone, Bart., M.P., Sir

A. Macdonald, Bart., Sir T. Western, Bart., M.P., Sir

Watkin Wvnn, Bart., M.P., Mr. Amos, Mr. Bamett,

Mr. Cantrell, Mr. Clive, M.P., Mr. Deut, M.P., Mr.

Druce, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Holland, M.P., Colonel

Kingscote, M.P., Mr. Milward, Mr. Pope, ]\Ir. Read,

M.P.,-.Mr. Sanday, Mr. Robert Smith, Mr. Torr, Mr.
James Webb, Professor Wilson, Mr. Frere, and Dr.

Voelker.

The following new Members were elected :

—

Alderson, Edward Samuel, Bury St. Edmund's.

Ashton, Thomas Mason, Deeping St. Nicholas, near Spalding.

Barnwell, Rev. L. Edward M., Deeping St. Nicholas, Spalding.

Barrett, Samuel, Hardwick, Bury St. Edmund's.
Bellyre, Edwin E., Chirk, Denbighshire.

Bond, Thomas, Pulham Mary, Harleston.

Cheere, Rev. Frederic, Ingham Rectory, Bury St. Edmund's.
Coleman, William J., Bury St. Edmund's.
Cooke, John, Bury St. Edmund's.
Cooper, Thomas White, Bury St. Edmund's.
Crawley, John, jun., Gosberton Fen, Spalding.

Dewing, Edward M., Northgate Street, Bury St. Edmund's,
Dudgeon, John, Peamlands, St. Hoatbly, East Grinstead.

Everard, Fr. Charles, 22, West Gate Street, Bury St. Edmund's.
Fardou, Joseph Ashby, Witton House, Droitwich.

Fisan, Albert James, Barningham, Ixworth, Suffolk.

Fison, Cornell Henry, Thetford, Norfolk.

Giraud,Rev.;Edw. A., 10, Northgate Street, Bury St. Edmund's.
Griffin, James Bowdon, Bury St. Edmund's.
Hamer, Charles M., Suitterfield, Stratford-on-Avon.

Hilliam, Captain Thomas, Willroby Hall, Spalding.

Hurrell, Henry, Horston, Cambridgeshire.

Jonas, George, Ickleton, Saffron Waldeu.
Limmer, James, Bury St. Edmund's.
Mellard, Ralph, Rugeley, Staffs.

Newcorabe, Samuel, Orsett, Romford.
Palmer, Geo., Hawstead, Bury St. Edmund's.

Phillips, J. South, Great Barton, Bury St. Edmund's.
Pulley, Joseph, Lower Eaton, Hereford.

Raven, John, St. Helen's, Maryport.

Rooke, John, Weldon Grange, Wansford, Northamptonshire.

Salmon, Charles E., Bury St. Edmund's.
Smith, Alfred Marshall, Cop House, Saltney, near Chester.

Smith, Alfred Thomas, Thurston, Bury St. Edmund's.
Sturge, Charles, Bewdley, Worcestershire.

Swinburne, George, Milbeck Hall, Keswick, Cumberland.
Thompson, George, Bury St. Edmund's.
Thompson, Harry, Great Whelwetham, Bury St. Edmund's.
Thompson, John, Bury St. Edmund's.
Tinsley, Henry, jun., Gedney Hill, Wisbeach, Cambs.
Tipper, Benjamin Clarke, Bristol Road, Birmingham.
Walter, Edward, Tangley, Wokingham, Berks.
Watling, John, jun.. Bury St. Edmund's.

FiNANCKS.—Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood,
Chairman, presented the report, from which it appeared
that the Secretary's receipts during the past month had
been duly examined by the Committee and by Messrs,

Quilter, Ball, and Co., the Society's accountants, and
found correct. The balance in the hands of the banker's

on the 30th June was £1,951 5s. The quarterly state-

ment of subscriptions and arrears to 30th June, and the

quarterly cash account, were laid on the table. On the

motion of General Hood, seconded by Mr. Pope, it was

resolved that the list of members in arrear be reprinted

and circulated among Members of Council, with a request

that they would give their assistance in obaining pay-

ment of the sums due. This report was adopted.

Prize Ess.vys.—Mr. Thompson, Chairman of the

Journal Committee, announced the awards of the Judges,

and the motto papers having been opened by the Chair-

man, the names of the successful competitors were de-

clared as follows :

—

i

Class I. Farming of Huntingdonshire. The prize of £25 to

Mr. Gilbert Murray, Elvaston Castle, Derby.

Class II. Farming of Westmoreland. The prize of £25 to

Mr. Crayston Webster, Land Agent and Surveyor, Kendal.

The Essay bearing the motto " Arvoiuni cultus pecorumque,"
is commended.

Class III. Farming Customs and Covenants. The prize of

£30 to Messrs. Cadle and Bubb, Land Agents, Gloucester.

Class V. Loans for Estate Improvements. The prize of £25
to the paper bearing tbe motto " Agricola."

Class VII. Farm Poultry. The prize of £10 to Mrs. Somer-
ville. Manor Farm, Rufford, Ollerton, Notts.

Class VIII. Disease in Sheep. The prize of £15 to Mr.
William Edward Litt, Veterinary Surgeon, Shewsbury.

Bury St. Edmund's Meeting. — Mr. Barnett re-

ported that the band of the Coldstream Guards being en-

gaged in London at the festivities consequent on the visit

of the Sultan, the Secretai-y had been instructed to secure

some other military band for the Showyard. A building

was to be constructed for the exhibition of the numerous
plans of labourers' cottages which had been sent in com-
petition for the prizes offered ; and accommodation pro-

vided for the police and manager of the Water Supply.

It was recommended that a free ticket be presented to

each member of the Local Committee. This report was
adopted.

Agricultural Education.—Mr. Holland, M.P.,

presented the following recommendations

:

1. That the first examination shall take place at the

Society's house in Hanover-square, during the week
commencing AprU 20, 1868.

2. That forms of entry be prepai-ed, which are to be

duly filled up and returned to the Secretary, together

with a certificate of general education, on or before the

29th of February, 1868.

3. That the examinations shall be conducted by means

of written papers, and by a vivil voce examination, at

which any member of the Society may be present.

4. That every candidate be required to satisfy the
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Examiners iu tlie Science and Practice of Agricnltnre,

and in Book-keeping, and also iu one of the two fol-

lowing subjects : Land Surveying, and Meehauics as ap-
plied to Agriculture.

5. That the successful candidates be placed in two
classes, and be arranged iu order of merit.

6. That Candidates, in order to be placed in the first

class, must satisfy the Examiners iu both the above-
named subjects—Land Surveying, and Mechanics as ap-
plied to Agriculture, and also in Chemistry.

7. That any Candidate may olfer himself An- examina-
tion in one or more of the following subjects : Botany,
Geology, Veterinary Science. Any knowledge which he
may show of these subjects will be counted to his credit
in the general dassilication, provided tliat he have ful-

filled the foregoing conditions, and proviiied that the
knowledge of the subjects do not fall below the standard
fixed as a minimum in each of these optional subjects.

8. Each successful Candidate obtaining a lirst-class

certificate shall thereby become a Life Member of the
Society.

9. That the following prizes be awarded to successful

Candidates placed in the first class for aggregate merit

:

First Prize ±30, Second Prize £20, Third PriEe £10.

10. That the following additional prizes be awarded to
the Candidates who shall show the highest merit in each
subject respectively

:

Science anil Practice of 1 -.r t> ^ t. a i /• mirv
A „>;,..,ii.,,., t Monev or Books to the value of £10AgricuUure J

Mechanics „ „ „ £10
Chemistry „ „ „ £10
Botany „ „ „ £10
Geology „ „ „ £5
Veterinary Science ... „ „ „ £10
Land Surveying „ „ ,, £5
Book-keeping

,, „ „ £5
11. That certificates, to be termed first and second

class certificates, be granted to candidates placed iu the

first and second classes ; such certificates to specify the

subjects in which the candidate sliall have satisfied the

examiners. Tliis report was adopted.

The following noblemen and gentlemen were appointed
to serve on the General Leicester Commit tee : Mr.
Thompson, Chairman, His Grace the Duke of llutland,

K.G., the Earl of Powis, Lord Chesham, Lord Tredegar,

Lord Vernon, Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood, Sir

Edward Kerrison, Bart., the Right Hon. Sir John Trol-

lope, Bart., M.P., Sir W. Wms. Wynn, Bart., M.P., the

Mayor of Leicester, Mr. Barnett, Mr. Barthro])p, Mr.
Bowlv, Mr. Cantrell, Colonel Challoner, Mr. Clayden,

Mr. bent, M.P., Mr. Braudreth Gibbs, ]\lr. Holland,

MP., Mr. llorusby, J\lr. "VVren Hoskyns, Mr. Milward,
Mr. Pain, Mr. RaAdell, Mr. Head, M.P., Mr. Shuttle-

worth, Mr. Stone, Mr. Wallis, Mr. AVebb, Mr. Torr,

Major Wilson, Mr. Jacob WiUon.

MEETING AT BURY ST. EDMUNDS.

It is becoming only more and more apparent that the

vitality of this Society depends upon the summer show.

A more practical commentary, iu fact, on the other pro-

ceedings could not be desired than the financial results of

the last year or two. Old members have been going off,

and new members have not been coming on. The agri-

cultural world was gradually losing all interest iu the

Council, the Chai'ter, and the Journal, and had the July

meeting been again adjourned, there is really no saying for

how much longer the concern could have paid its way. But
with another country gathering, with a little more fresh

air let iu, there came renewed hope and life. Once more
the list of the elected lengthened out, and once again the

public began to give some attention to the business of

what should be so national an institution.

Not that this i-evival was celebrated under the most en-

couraging auspices. The cattle classes had to be withdrawn,

and the site of the show was pretty generally considered

to be amongst the least eligible that had ever been deter-

mined upon. With, then, the chief attraction wanting,

and a small out-of-the-way town to travel to, it is scarcely

surprising that many a hitherto regular visitor was ab-

sent. In truth, Bury was anything but over-crowded,

and putting the weather out of the question, nothing could

have been much flatter than the two or three opening

days of this once great festival.

The exhibition, even as far as it went, was not gene-

rally well supported by the exhibitors. It would be idle,

for instance, to attempt to compare the horse-show,

which was advertised as the great feature of the occa-

sion, with the Yorkshire or the Islington entries in

this way. The eatalogixe often read more like au

Eastern Counties than au AU-England Meeting; for

a great majority of the heavy draught horses were

Suffolks, and, beyond a few more famous prize-winners,

the competition amongst the nags was confined mainly to

the same locality—Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex. Yet,

with such aid so handy, the classes were not numerically

well filled, for there have actually been more horses

of all sorts sent to the Suffolk county meeting;
and never, perhaps, was so much money offered

in vain. But then people who go for cock-tail

stallions, and provide no class whatever for the middle-
weight, high-bred hunter, can have little idea of the taste

of the times, as possibly none of the failure they are

courting. The entries, again, in many of the classes of

pigs were very small ; and for strength and excellence,

for a really good front, there was little worthy of a royal

meeting beyond the sheep and the machinery. The im-
plement makers are, after all, more loyal in their alle-

giance than the stock-breeders, although the stock should

be the more popular inducement at the paying places.

The sheep, as we have said, were in noticeable excep-

tion to the weakness apparent amongst many other sec-

tions of animals. Nearly every variety was well repre-

sented
; while the Leicesters, the Southdown s, and the

Shropshires were often of very remarkable merit, not
merely for individual specimens, but with whole classes

commended. Most of the leading flock-masters sent on
something ; and in the opening, as the oldest-established,

breed of Leicesters, Mr. Borton, Mr. CresweU, Colonel
Inge, Mr. Riley, and Mr. Gould came once more into

competition ; whilst Mr. Sanday and Mr. George Turner
would appear to have retired from public life in favour of

their sons, both of whom are striving to uphold the

family fame. Indeed, young Mr. Turner, who has pre-

viously been to the fore on a show-ground, is following

iu his father's footsteps with very decided success, for he
had by far the best Leicester at Bury, which deservedly

took the first prize in a class generally commended. This

was a three-shear, showing all the breeding but none of

the delicacy of the improved Leicester. He begins with

a capital ram's head, well-shaped and blood-like, but su

ficiently masculine, has a firm touch, a good back, and is

M
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well sprung in his rib ; while the credit, not only of exhi-

bitin"-, but also of breeding of him, is due to Mr. Turner.

Even the second-best sheep goes to make the repute of

the other ; for Mr. Borton's Blair Atholl, who is wearing

wonderfully well after being freely used, was the first

shearling at Pljanouth in 18G5, and the best old sheep at

York in 1866. Then, again, Mr. Creswell's lii'st shear-

ling at York last year finishes now without a place,

though the second on that occasion, another of Mr. Borton's

rams, takes the third prize at Buiy, with public opinion

all in favour of the judgment reversed. Mr. Creswell

does better amongst the shearlings, where he is first and

third, though with two very dift'erent aniu\als. The first

is a great handsome broad, well-grown sheep, only a little

bare about his head ; whereas the other is a light, poor

plaiu thing, that does not say much for those behind him.

Mr. Borton gets second again with a neat stylish one ; but

his younger sheep rather lack size, and he would seem to

have been picking out the smaller rams for the South
Country Show, where they are rather apt to criticize

" those Yorkshire Leicesters." Colonel Inge's are, again,

only pretty little sheep ; while Mr. Gould is highly com-
mended for a son of Mr. Sanday's Black-knee—a com-
pliment not extended to the present sample of the Hobne
Pien'epont flock, which would appear to have terribly

trained off. Weak in their necks, bad in their shoulders,

and shabby behind, these rams had no business at Bury.
There was but little competition amongst the Leicester

ewes, where the Messrs. Tindall won with just a fair pen,

but nothing more.

With, questionable policy, the Games, the Lanes, the

Hewers, and the Fletchers have given over exhibiting

Cotswolds, so that all the prizes for this breed went away
from their own country. This is the first Royal

Show at which the Norfolk men have entered

their long-wools as Cotswolds ; but they carried every-

thing before them, notwithstanding that Mr. King
Tombs, Mr. Gillett, and Mr. Beale Browne were in com-
jietition. Some years since Mr. Aylmer's and Mr.
Marham Brown's sheep were styled Leicesters ; then they

were known as Long-wools, and now they have arrived

at the dignity of Cotswolds. Mr. Brown's sheep are

certainly by Mr. R. Game's rams, with ewes from the
hiUs also sent to Mai'ham ; but still by clipping them a

little closer, and colouring them a little higher, Mr.
Aylmer can still show some of his flock amongst the

Other Long-wools. The honours, however, were all with
his more immediate rival, as Mr. Browne took the first

prize in every class of Cotswolds, with the second also

in the two classes of rams. His first shearling, which
has not been out before, is of capital quality, with a great

back, good wool, and high-bred character, while the se-

cond was first at Fakenham. Amongst the old sheep,

however, the single-handed judging did not prove so well,

as Mr, Aylmer's Champion Cup sheep in Norfolk now
took nothing beyond a commendation ; whereas Mr.
Browne's then second was now placed first, as he was in the

previous year in the All-England classes at Eppingand Ely,

so that the Fakenham award was no doubt a mistake. Mr.
Brown's first-prize ewes were very admirable, and well

backed by Mr. Aylmer's two prize lots, all stiU to the credit

of Norfolk. The result, indeed, should fairly rouse the
Hill men to anus again, for Mr. Tomb's first-prize sliearling

and first-prize old ram at Salisbury were both passed here
unnoticed, and Mr. Gillett's prize rams and ewes could
get no higher than commendations. The Norfolks, whose
great value as a cross for the black-faced ewes, is properly
appreciated, are clearly making great headway, for they
come to the front again amongst the other long-wools,
despite the opposition of the Branston Liucolus, which
of late years have generally had the best of this class.

In fact, with the exception of Mr. Aylmer's sheep, which

he here writes as " West Derehams," all the other

entries of Longwools were Lincolns, and many of them
of a very good sort. Mr. Wright's old four-shear is an
especially grand sheep, as he is fui-ther proved by his

produce, four of Mr. Clarke Hales' first-prize ewes, the
fi]-st also at Salisbury, being by the Nocton ram. The
Dereham ewes in this class were disqualified as not fairly

shorn, and a similar protest against the Fakenham Cup
ram has stiU to be decided, although, strange to say, the

prize has been handed over. But then the conduct

of the Norfolk Show is peculiar. Mr. Wallis still

holds his lead with the Oxford Down rams ; but his

first shearling, a sheep of fine size, and the first

also at Salisbury and Brighton, naturally does not look

nor handle any better for his travels. There was some
competition in this class, where Mr. Charles Howard,
Mr. Bryan, and the Duke of Marlborough had all

honourable mention, if not more substantial reward ; while

amongst the old rams Mr. WaUis had it pretty much to

himself, with sheep that we have previously encountered

this season in Wiltshire and Sussex. But the proof and

pride of the Oxfordshire Downs were to be found amongst
the ewes, where Mr. Charles Howard showed two pens

all like as peas, and full of quality, with good mutton and
good wool. If they can only go on breeding the Oxfords

as sorty and handsome as these Biddenham ewes, they are

sure to take, and with a new breed we must always turn

to the ewes for stamp and uniformity. Most men can get

up a show ram or two, but it is something to match two
pens of prize ewes, and we believe we might have shifted j

any of these ten without doing any damage to either lot. /

As had been anticipated. Lord Walsingham held his

lead with the Southdowns ; but this was by no means so

decided a superiority as has been the case at some pre-

vious meetings. A very formidable opponent is coming
on in Sir William Throckmorton, who divided the Merton
sheep in both classes of rams, and fairly beat them for

ewes. Had the Buckland ewes been all equally good, this

would have been perhaps the best pen of Southdowns ever

exhibited, as two or three of them are of especially sweet

pure Down character, with little of the alloy introduced

into the improved Downs, but stiU with fair size, lively,

nicely - tinted countenances, and just the active carriage

that we would fancy a Southdown should have. They
trace this excellence to a Babraham ram, called Bunker's
Hill, a purchase during the late Sir William Throck-
morton's time ; for the second-prize old sheep, an extra-

ordinary animal at five years old, is by Buckland's
Bunker's Hill, and the third prize, a two-shear, capitally

turned out, was first at Salisbuiy. Lord Walsingham's
best old sheep is a very good one, compact in his frame,

with a great back, a firm touch, and his body nicely

ribbed up ; while his neighbour. Lord Sondes, is highly

commended for a sheep of great size, but Mr. Rigden's

old ram that did so well at Brighton now commanded no

attention whatever, as he has clearly gone off since

—

let alone the good company he was in. The Merton
shearlings were in more force, as they took first and third,

as well as sundry commendations, though the best looks

to lack size. He was, however, as his mouth shows, a

very late lamb, but in other respects a very promising

one, for he is good all over, especially about his head, back,

and carcase ; while he would have shown even smarter

if they had docked him a little closer, though it is

not often that Mr. Woods and his man John Day make a

mistake of this kind. Their third-prize sheep is a very

grand one forward, but slack in his back, or he might

have been higher in the return list ; and Sir Wilh'am

Throckmorton's second we spoke of as a very neat weU-

bred ram when we met with him as the best of his class

in the West of England, Lord Sondes' first at Fakenham

received a high-commendation ; and with the exception
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of Lord Eatluov, who made no sign, almost all tlie famons

Southdown flocks were in competition at Buiy. The
Duke of Riclimond's young rams looked better than they

touched, nor were either of his Grace's pens of prize ewes

quite so good as we have seen them ; while ];ord Walsiug-

ham's were small and mean, and Mr. Joliu Clayden's so

badly trimmed that it was not nntil you had another

glance over them that you became aware of their merit,

both for symmetry and quality. Hut slovens never tell

in public, as Mr, Clayden should surely know by this

time.

Some of the Shropshire men had done rather too much,
or, perhaps, rather too little, in the shearing and clipping

way, and sundry sheep were disqualified accordingly. But
it was altogether a capital show of the sort, more par-

ticularly of shearling rams, in which class Mr. Evans of

lifliugtou, who has been cultivating his flock very care-

fully for the last five-and-tweuty years, made a great

stand, for he took first and second prizes with the Reserve

also, in a class reaching to thirty-nine entries—the very

strongest, we should say, without going through the cata-

logue, ou the ground. And the Ufllugton sheep really de-

serve their distinction, as four, at least, out of tliese five

rams were very uniform, and just of the stamp of what a

Shropshire should be. Of good size, but active and healthy,

with compact frames and nice darkish conntenanees, they

have really a character of their own, neither refining into

the Southdown, nor " loosening" out into almost any-

thing you like to call them. Sheer size and coarseness

should be no more thepoints of the Shropshire than any very

particular neatness or style shoidd be aimed at. They should

the rather unite with their Down character a certain

hardiness of constitution, and ability to rough it, that,

without sacrificing quality, Mr. Evans appears to have

very happily preserved in his truly prize sheep. The
Adcott Plall flock just contrived to come in with a

serviceable shearling that was the best at Salisbury

;

while Mr. Pryce Bowen was commended for something

like mere size, and Mr. Smith, of Sutton Maddock, for a

certain smartness that smacks of the Southdown. The
Messrs. Crane, also noticed for a yearling ram, get more
to their jiroper fonn and place amongst the old sheep with

a very clever short-legged, well-ri'ibed sheep ; while it

must have been a verj"^ near thing for second between Mr.
Mansell and Mr. Evans, the Adcott sheep being very

deep in his girth, and altogether good forward, but

pulled down again by a slack back. There were not

many other commendable rams amongst the elders, Mr.
Bowen's being very bad indeed, Mr. Holland still training

off, and ilr. May's reserve showing something of the

Hampsbire Down character. If Mr. Henry Smith's ewes

have a fault, it is that we have already referred to ; but

they are so generally good-looking, and four out of the

five so perfect, that any man may feel proud of

them, even if he has gone away from home for a taste

of the quality. There are some very good amongst Mr.
Horton's second-best pen, as Mr. Beach's are small and

pretty, and Mr. Matthew's third with little to fancy about

them on any account, for they have no distinct character,

and might pass for almost anything. Some handsome

ewes of Lord Chesham's were disqualified as not being

fairly shown ; and Mr. Holland in most of the classes

seems shy of sending the sheep he had entered.

The other Shoi-twools were all Hampshire or West
Country Downs, with but twelve entries in all for the

twelve prizes of three classes. But these were the pick

of the recent Salisbury Show, with Mr. Coles' grand

shearling, now placed second to a ram of Mr. Eawlence's

that he beat when nearer home ; but we altogether prefer

the former reading, for, as we have previously said, the

Norton Bavant ram is about the best Hampshire

ever shown. Mr. Rawlence himself was also out

of luck, as he could not send his best old sheep,

and this let in Mr. Canning for both first and se-

cond ; the best of all, a four-shear, being a really wonder-
ful animal for his age, with a good back, a iiue carriage,

and every sign of a still vigorous constitution. There was
nothing in the show more admired thau the Bnlbridge
ewes, it they were not all equally meritorious ; but still,

as the connoisseurs looked over and handled them, the
talk was of lean meat, prime mutton, and so forth. " A
very good class," wrote the judges, thougli sworn to se-

crecy, if not a very large one ; and this was the general

character of the West Country dcpartmeut.

i\lr. Green's first prize ram was supjjosed to be the
best Blackface ever seen, though one of Mr. Dobito's sheep
would have stood higher had his couutenauce been dark
enough. But with their long necks, open shoulders, and
slack backs these are animals it is hard to appreciate,

saving as a cross with something else, like the Norfolk
lougwools, when it is said the lambs come early and sell

well. According to the old precept, one should not trust

to outside appearances, and possibly the Blackface has that

within him which "passeth show."
Considering the money given iu prizes for thorough-

breds, hunters, and hacks, there was anything but a strong

muster of horses, and with the exception of some dozen
or so of well-known performers in the ring, there were
very few of any very remarkable merit. The accommoda-
tion for the horses was as good as usual, and there was a
capital ring for trying the nags in all their paces ; but a
wooden railing, as customary in Yorkshire, to divide the

ring when two sets of judges ai'e at work, would be less

liable to lead to accidents than a rope, especially where
there are a lot of badly-mouthed young skittish horses,

middling jockeys, and frightened foals. Of several

entries in the hack and pony classes we did not get a
glimpse of on the first day, as our attention was taken up
with the other set of judges, so we waited anxiously to

see them out on the second, when, to our surprise, although

there were several stewards and such-like officials in the

ring, many of the entries were allowed to comeiu without

numbers ; while the telegram board, with its ladder, and
bill sticker, paste brush, "pots and all" was something
so original as to well deserve one of the Society's medals.

There was also a most dismal-sounding bell that tolled

the classes on to parade on the second day, and which con-

tinually reminded one of some departed fi'iend, a great

many of the visitors having had quite enough of it at the

first asking.

The judges commenced their duties about eight ; the

first lot put upon their trial being the thorough-bred

stallions for general stud purposes, with only six com-
petitors for the three prizes of £100, £50, and £25. The
first went to False Alann, by Trumpeter out of

Treacherous by Pantaloon, the prize horse at Islington

this year, and again in Essex, but afterwards, accord-

ing to the summing up of a solitary gentleman in

bag wig and ermine at the late Norwich assizes, not so
'

good as that commonest of country stallions, Mr.
Stiggins ! This verdict was upset before the Lords
Justices, at Bury, who not only consider him better

than Mr. Stiggins, but superior to the well-known Scot-

tish Chief by Lord of the Isles, out of Miss Ann by
The |Little Known, now grown into one of the hand-

somest and best-formed blood horses in the kingdom.

He has a grand top with plenty of length, good ends

and thighs, with hocks beautifully placed, capital limbs

neither too long nor too shoi-t—a great desideratum

in a thorough-bred for general stud pm-poses— and

which show ample signs of the severity of the work
that our thorough-bred stock are put through in their

infancy. Moreover, the Chief has a capital constitu-

tion and fine action, bending his knee nicely in his

M 2
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trot. Ratcatcher was i)laced third, but the prize was

withheld according to coudition, viz., " No third prize

will be given unless at least ten animals be exhibited, ex-

cept on the special recommendation of the judges." Such

a recommendation would have been well warranted here,

as Ratcatcher by Rataplan, out of Lady Alice by Mel-

bourne, standing barely fifteen two, is very compact and

well formed, a fair mover and a model of power, with legs

of iron, which below the knee appear to us to be as much
bigger than False Alarm's, as False Alarm's ai'e to the

Scottish Chief's, a difiTerencc that is very trifling, the Scot

having a nice flat tendonous leg. Of the others, Costa by

the Baron, out of Catherine Hayes by Lanercost is a deep

level-topped horse of not much substance nor the best

formed fore-legs, and decidedly not a model for general

stud purposes, although with a good deal of race-horse

character about him. Tom Tit by King Tom, out of

Sprightly by Gladiator, is, ou the contrary, a really

wretched specimen of the thorough-bred ; and Bacchus,

though hardy-looking, is not well put togethei-, being short,

heapy and leggy, and long from the knee to the ground.

The Council, going backwards, was actually weak enough

to revive the cocktail class, and to oft'er eighty-five pounds

in prizes for half-bred sires calculated to get hunters, and

a pretty mess they made of it ; the judges having the

pluck aud wisdom to order the class oft', after a brief sm'-

vey, without awarding one of the prizes. What are the

thorough-bred stallions "for general stud purposes" but

to get hunters ? and what better proof does the manage-

ment want, of what the thorough-bred can do, than the

first prize in the mares suitable for breeding hunters?

We refer to that fine, upstanding mare, with plenty

of bone and full of hunting character, Silverlock by Robin-

son, about twice the size of her dam—the old, long, low

little Gipsy, in the hackney class, of about fourteen—two

or three, and that, after the condemned had left the ring,

should have been led round with her daughter for at

least an hour, while the dismal-toned bell tolled the knell

of the last of the half-bred stallion hunter classes

!

Of hunting brood-mares, out of seventeen entries

thirteen went for the money, four being merely appari-

tions in black and white, the first prize, as we have just

said, going to Silverlock, a known good one in the field,

and the second to a lengthy, short-legged, powerful mare,

by that neatest of hunting stallions, Theon—no half-bred

one, and at whose death his owner, for we had it from

him, not only put up the shutters, but wept over him as

a dear friend. Mr. Harvey's, the third prize, another

nameless brown, was hunting-like, with a very neat deep

top and good ends, but rather light of bone. Mr.
Easterton's Rainbow was deep, compact, and clever-

looking; whilst Mr. H. Biddell's Breeze showed some
breed and form, and Mr. Grout's Alice was light and
hunting-like, if a little stiff in her forelegs. Mr. Mum-
ford had two—a chestnut of some character, but with a

bad shoulder ; aud, Lady Southampton, useful-looking,

but with nothing of the characteristics of the nobility,

or rather " the quality," as we should say, that her name
would indicate. Major Wilson also had two in, the one a

rather neat, light, wiry, short-jointed, thoroughbred-

looking chestnut. These were all from Suffolk.

All the prizes in the hunting classes were for weight
carriers, but the weight was not specified, which no doubt

kept away many a good horse, aud disappointed many a

light weight, as we are not all long big-boned welters, or

heavy-carcased, potato-fingered sons of luxury. Seventeen
entered the lists for the five-year-old and all-aged class,

including Voyageur, the prize horse at Islington in '6G,

who has fined a great deal since. It would be to his ad-

vantage, or rather to his owner's, if some one else were
put up occasionally, as he would not show any the

worse for being well ridden. The more we see of Master

of Arts the more are we satisfied that he is another

Beechwood—a glutton for prizes, and nothing but a show

horse after all. He is very well strutting round a circus,

but his gallop is nothing like the strong, bold stride of a

hunter, but short and scratchy, as if his knees were tied

together. He wants a lesson from Mountain Dew, the

third here and second to A'^oyageur at Salisbury, or from

one of the two Irish horses, Mr. Pretty's Baron, a stout

useful horse, neatly fired in both hocks—a thing they

seem to excel in in Ireland—or from Mr. G. S. Hall's (Ely)

Double First, a long, low chesnut with good ends, but

slack back, remarkable for his hunting stride, and that has

been a frequent prize winner. Sir Harry, belonging to

Mr. Jacob Wilson had a grand top, and could move,

but was small jointed, light-limbed, and not wear-

ing-looking. Mr. E. Green's Jack Hinton is another

Irishman, shoii and thick, with a drooping quarter, but

too much in a heap ; whilst Harkaway is a hunter to look

at, with length, good ends, and short limbs. Bulion, an

old stager, is a fine horse, but better standing still, as his

going reminds one of the convicted vagabond who told the

magistrate he " could do a little lot on his head." Mr.
Osborne, of Colchester, had a nice made one in Game-
cock, and Charlie is a very neat, quick little cob hunter,

suitable for a woodland country, the property of Mr.
W. E. A. Colville, of Bury ; whilst another Charlie from

Cheltenham, by Charles XII., is a slashing going horse,

with bone. Fourteen four-year-olds came on from an entry

of fifteen, the well-known black brown Tom being first,

and the equally well-known General, a chesnut, third,

being two more of Mr. Gee's cavalry. The second prize,

Denmark, not so much made up, is a good-limbed, fine-

grown horse; and Mr. Clarke, of Howden, had a chesnut,

out of Old Marigold, the dam of Sprig of Nobility, the

prize at Islington this year, by Sir John Barleycorn. But
although this colt bears strong characteristics of both, with

niauy good points, the cross has not been a happy one, as

he is anything but symmetrical. To Mr. Mumford's

Spot we put a cypher for something good, but it was

washed away by the rain ; and perhaps one or two more
may have met with the like fate. Mr. Jacob Wilson's

Ironsides is a neat deep -barrelled grey, but not up to any

great weight. Tom and the General, or " Gineral," as

a horsey little man persisted in calling the latter, as he

came round the ring, bringing back to life old Jem Bland,

the quondam post-boy and then betting-man, in his broad-

brimmed white hat tm-ned up at the sides, half-di'ess coat

with brass buttons, cords and tops, and old General

Grosvenor, with his wrinkled face, peering eyes, and high

shoulders, in the long frock coat
—

" Here comes the

Gineral," as Jem Bland would say. Tom and the General

we have often described before, the hocks of the former

being a general topic for discussion with veterinarians,

sportsmen, and others, at this as at former meetings. It

is only fair however to say Tom was not only passed by
Professor Varnell, but, as it is said, Professor Spoouer has

also examined him since the Sussex show, and pronounced

him sound. If a horse's hocks be only " suspicious," the

point becomes one more for the consideration of the judges

than the Professors.

We have, however, often heard it whispered about as a

secret, that such and such a horse would have had the

prize if he had been sound. But why whisper it ? for if

a horse is unsound he has no business in a show-

yard. Nothing tends more to do harm than award-

ing prizes to well-nursed or patched-up cripples that

a little real work would send limping to the infirmary

again. Then, if we understand the thing in its proper

light, these shows are got up, and prizes given as rewards

of merit to exhibitors, and also as lessons to teach the

public something about form, and the sound and the stout,

wjjfit |9 cJioQse and what to refuse, aud how to discern
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good from bad. If so, let us have uo " trimmed samples,"
but genuiue ones ; aud if a man chose to send in an un-
sound horse, let it be proclaimed on the house-top, that

the public may see and learn something as well as the

judges, unless the Council intends following the fashion of

the day, by making a secret Society of tlieirs.

The hackney stallions showed in stroug force, and in-

cluded the first and second roadsters at Islington this

year ; the first there, Quicksilver Shales, a nice horse, only
coming in for a commendation, whilst the second. Sports-

man, who has thickened aud has capitiil action, kept his

place here, being second to Ambition, the champion-cup
horse at Fakeuhani—a thick-topped i^owerful roan, with a

rather heavy forehand, but a good mover, bending his knee
famously. Trotaway was third, a second-prize cob at

Islington in '66, where he met with an accident ; he is a

horse of fine character and a nice goer, of great power and
length, with good ends aud short limbs. Captain Bar-
low's Lucifer, the prize cob at Birmingham, was also

a competitor, as well as Hue and Cry Shales, a

rather good-looking one from Mr. G. Coy, of Ely,

and Rapid Roan, a very taking horse, came in for

a commendation, though disqualified as over the spe-

cified height. Jenny Liud, a plaiu, useful marc, was
first amongst the hackney mares not under fourteen-two

and not over fifteen-one, suitable for breeding hack-

neys. Bury Belle, showing a deal of breed with good
limbs, being second ; whilst a flea-bitten grey of Mr.
Richardson's, of Willoughby, Lincoln, though of fine

form and limbs, somewhat reminded one of green lanes

and gipsy encampments ; and Mr. Greene, M.P., had a

mare of great character and breed, but sunk in her

back. Major was the first for five-year-old roadsters

and upwards, a deep-topped well-known show hack, as

white as milk, who, with his owner up, came in for an

extra share of admiration from the Viceroy of Egypt, as

indeed did the second prize, a leggy, narrow half-Arab,

with marching action. Mr. Grout had three fair-shaped

ones, and good movers here ; and amongst the others that

took our eye were Jlr. Pitfield's Silverhair, Mr.
Taylor's Bury Charley, and Mr. Milward's Nora.

For the three and four-year-olds there were two prizes

and two competitors, the first being a light cobby hack.

There were but nine carriage-horses, in four classes, and

anything but a glorious nine, the exception being Carlton,

a remarkably fine-grown colt, and a grand mover, bred by

the late ^Ir. Richard Garrett, and hence his name. Hawk
is of quite a different stamp, but with some style ; and

a brown two-year-old, of Mr. Kersey Cooper's, has im-

mense size aud bone ; but a nice though small two-year-

old of Mr. Badham's was more fitted for a hunting class.

There were two entries for the .£30 for three-year-olds,

but both absentees. Among the ponies were a few only

really good: Brun Lin we do not recollect, but Black Per-

former was nothing to look at ; and these two had it all to

themselves in the stallion class. Countess is a strong, usefxil

cob, and Bertha has length and breed ; while the stallion

under thirteen-two, with nothing to oppose him, is an old

favourite hack of Mr. Farrer's, well known on Newmarket

Heath. The pony mares, numbering seven, are good ; Mr.

"VVallis' chesnut and Captain Barlow's Piccadilly being

very neat and clever little hacks, while Mr. Branwhite's

third, though of good form and with more power, is plain

about her head, but a prize-winner before to-day.

Steward is a very clever hack, with plenty of style

and a fine mover, and a pony that every one may be

proud of; but Dunbar, brother to Dunstan, a raw four-

year-old cob, something like a young elephant, must im-

prove vastly in looks and manners before he can rank

with the Thm-garton troop. Mr. Kersey Cooper has a

very neat, light, and corky pony, that can go across coun-

try ; and Mr. Ransome's high-priced Exmoor is strong

and a good mover, but very slack in his back. The first-

prize small pony. Tomtit, is so good-looking and power-

ful, that he found a customer forthwith, being bought as

a match for Lady Hastings' pony that was exhibited at

Islington.

As has been already intimated, the show of cart horses

was composed chiefly of SufTolks, and even of the chesnuts

we have often seen far better entries, either for numbers or

merits, at a county show than the Royal Society could

get together. The sensation here, in fact, was over a

protest which was put about, although, we believe, never

presented, to the effect that many of the so-called Suffolk

horses were only so bred on one side of their heads.

They were known to claim kindred with bays and browns,

aud it is a nice point for further consideration whether

the sort is worth maintaining precisely in its purity ? At
present anything with a clean leg and red coat would seem

to pass muster. If it be resolved that the chesnuts are

worth preserving, the next step must be the establishment

of a Siicd Book, with the condition of there being so

many crosses, or rather strains of the recognised blood,

to warrant an entry in its pages. The very first horse in

the lot of all-aged stallions is Hero, a dark chesnut, with

little or no Sufl'olk character, and by Heart of Oak, a bay

stallion that travelled in Essex. But he was passed over

in a short class, and Mr. Biby's Conqueror, who has

before obtained one or two second prizes at the Royal

Meeting, is declared by the judges to be the best of them.

He is certainly a grand-looking one, and quite overpowers

you in his box, but he is bad about his thighs ; and the

second-prize horse is more of the Suffolk mould, being

very short, thick, and active. This is Duke's first appear-

ance as a candidate for a prize, though shown here

last summer as extra stock, and he is pretty sure to

be heard of again. Mr. Thompson's Garibaldi at Epping,

last year took the eye of the judges, and we like him
still ; while Mr. Surtees shows a useful horse who gets

commended. The two-year-old entire colts muster in

some force ; but we cannot compliment Mr. Badham on
his Prince, and doubt whether the Royal George blood

will nick well with that of Chester Emperor, as up to the

present time the samples exhibited have not shown much
promise. Mr. W. Wilson's President carries everything

before him, having won in Essex when a yearling, and

this is the third time this year of his taking first class

honours. We have already spoken to his merits, so that

nothing now remains to be said of him further than that

if he continue improving on his present form, he will be a

very troublesome customer in many a show-yard. Mr. Crisp

is again second with the same colt lie had in Essex and Nor-

folk this year, with the promise of doing better still, as he is

very backward; while Mr. M. Biddell gets a commendation

for a useful colt, without much style about him, but Mr.
Clayden's Executors show a very neat son of Chester Empe-
ror, that has the third prize. Major Wilson's The Colonel,

the prize yearling of last year, we did not see, as he was

taken ill, and removed from the ground ; and the re-

mainder of this class were no credit to the breed. The
mares with foal at foot were mostly well known in the

ring. Mr. D. Scwell's splendid Brag, which has taken

several prizes, was this year obliged to bow to the entries

of the Messrs. Wolton, but she is nevertheless a great

favourite, having good size with grand free action. Mr.
Wolton, senior, was consoled for his two disappointments

by turning the tables on Mr. Sewell's mare with his old

Moggy, that looked remarkably fresh and well at her age,

having never been beaten excepting by Brag. Moggy is

indeed as near perfection in form as possible, combining

great power in a small compass, with lots of quality, al-

though rather too dark in colour to please those who go
for the cherry reds. Violet, the property of Mr. Wolton,

jun., is a very clever mare, and beautifully bred, being by
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Cautcrbury Pilgriiiij dam by Corcly's Marquis, and slie here

takes the second prize, whilst Darby, a frequent winner,

the jH-operty of Mr. Tomline, M.P., has the third, having

previously never been so low ou the prize-list.

In the three-year-old filly class there is a very good
one shown by Sii' Edward Kerrison, which was protested

against as not being pure Suffolk ; but be what she

may, she is a very superior animal : and there are several

very clever fillies shown by Mr. King, who takes the
second prize, by Mr. Wolton, and others. Seven two-year-
old fillies compose the next class, and a very good one it

is. Mr. Cross has a fine slashing mare by Harwich
Emperor, out of the dam of Sir Edward Kerrison's three-

year-old, and that stands first, and ilr. W. Wilson is next
with a very moderate one, there being two or three better

in the class.

In the entry for the special prizes offered by the Suffolk

Society and the 13my Local Committee there are foiu"

three-year-old stallions, first and foremost of which is Mr.
Crisp's Cupbearer, with his terribly-faulty forelegs, although
his owner will have it that they wiU wear better than some
of a more perfect form ! Otherwise this is certainly a

grand colt, with capital action—a point frequently over-

looked by Suffolk breeders. Mr. Crisp also shows a half-

brother to Cupbearer, a horse with immense bone, but
wanting the requisite amount of quality. Mr. Biddell

has a well-named Punch, and Mr. Wolton a son of old

Moggy, that has a good back, but is rather leggy, and not
of so good a mould as his dam. Sir Edward Kerrison sends

in a pail" of famous mares, with which he is lucky in

heating Mr. W. Thompson, who shows Uco, but not ^])air
;

one of them, Scott, is as good as anything, but the other
is not up to the same high standard, Sir. F. Keer takes

the first prize for the best gast mare, and a clever one she
is, of a good old-fashioned sort ; aud Sir Edward is

again successful with a nice mare of his own breeding
;

while the Marquis of Bristol exhibits two very taking
mares, one of which is commended. The Duke oi' Grafton
shows a pair of geldings, bred by himself, one an especially

good one ; but there was here no competition whatever,
and with the p revious pairs it was only a question of first

and second.

The one-year-old entire colts mustered in more force,

with some very nice young things amongst them, and
others that certainly should never again find their way
into public. The best of all, bred and exhibited by jNIr.

Wolton, jun., is a capital colt, aud soon found a customer
in Lord Hill ; but the second prize goes to a light-limbed

colt of jNIr. Tomline, that is no credit to either sire or dam
;

while a good bay colt is shown by Mr. Salmon, but, of

course, his colom* put him out of any chance of a prize.

Mr. Sawyer, of TunstaD, has a smart red colt that will

grow into a fine horse, and the less said about the re-

mainder the better. There were five yeai'ling iillies

shown, Mr. Rist taking both first and second prizes, for

two fine fillies got by his own horse, Harwich Emperor,
whose stock have been very successful at this meeting ; and
the fii-st of these was bought by Major Wilson, who ap-
peal's determined to possess some good stock.

The other classes in this section naturally excited a
considerable amount of interest amongst the critical

natives — that is to say, the Agricidtm-al Horses
not qualified to compete as Suffolks. Of the AU-Aged
Stallions there was one decidedly plain, another of
grand promise, but irregular in liis fomiatiou ; while the
first-prize horse, Mr. Coy's Matchless, was a real good
one, and the next best, a Royal Clydesdale, a breed re-

mai-kable, so far as this meeting is concerned, for combin-
ing active movement with hair about the legs, for having
a grand strong back and loins, and beautiful head, with
the drawback of a withered but otherwise shapely fore-leg
and thigh. lu the next class, of Stidlions foaled in 18G5,

there was a horse belonging to the shrewd Mr. Hcm'y Over-
man, that was terribly leggy and wanting as regai'ded his

middle piece, with another of the Cumberland Lodge
Clydesdales of not much merit, and a thick but only tolerable

brown of Mr. Battcocks, to which the second prize was
awarded. ^Honest Tom, the first-prize colt, is a smart

rather gaudy bay, with a white face, a good back and top,

and nicely turned neck, but somewhat light in his girth.

There were a few other Shire horses exhibited, but for

actual competition amongst the other agricultural horses

there has often been a deal more to see at a local meet-

ing, and Mr. Holland's famous old Matchless had as usual

a long lead with the mares and foals. The veterinarian,

however, in the first instance rejected her for side-bones

;

but a very strong remonstrance being made, he was in-

duced to look again, and eventually a prize was awarded.

The show of pigs was not large, the competition in

many classes being very limited, often running to no more
than three or fom- entries. The quality, however, was very

good, never indeed better ; and here again the Suffolk

breeders played a prominent part, and they did so with good
cause. Highly as the chesnut Punches may be appreciated

about home, they are seldom thought much of elsewhere

;

whereas Mr. Sexton's and Mr. Steam's pigs have a world-

wide reputation, and many a man apparently came to

Bury St. Edmunds with the especial object of buying an

improved Suffolk, black or white, according to the colour

he might fancy. Almost every litter bore the blue or red

ruddle mark of sold, and even Lord Wenlock finds that he

cannot get ou without a little fresh blood from Brandestone.

But it was not Suffolk that aloue was famous, for York-
shire, Lincolnshire, and Berkshire were as well repre-

sented, and in the opening class of large white boars Mr.
Crisp was fairly beaten. But the Messrs. Howard go

further, and though their prize boar was bred by Mr. Duck-
ering, he showed to far greater advantage than the

Northorpe pigs. With all his size the Hero has quality

that a big boar seldom shows, a coat that a large white

pig as rarely brings with him to the show-ground, and

altogether an absence of that over-done condition, in

which many a Yorkshireman looks as if he was about to

die the death of a martyr. There is some fiu-ther proof

about the Britannia boar, for the first-prize white

sow is by him, as well as another in a companion
pen; and he looks as if he were of some service

still. The Messrs. Howard's pigs are evidently

managed with much judgment, but it is only right

to remember that many of Mr. Duckering's have been for

the last month or two on their travels, aud a show pig,

like a show sheep or a Shorthorn, is not often the better

for such continual excitement. To Bury, moreover, the

journey was a very trying ordeal, at least if we are to

judge by Mr. Sexton's experience, whose pigs were six-

and-thirty hours on the road from Ipswich ! In the other

pigs of a white breed, a new exhibitor, Mr. Peter Eden,
of Salford, received some well-earned distinction ; and
though his middle-size boar had nothing but one of Mr.
Duckering's against him, Mr. Eden'swas still about the best

pig on the ground. He is compact, but broad and deep iu

his frame, with a good head, a famous collar and fore-hand,

and plenty of nice curly hair. He was, in truth, the happy
medium his entry implied, and his portrait was ordered

forthwith for the Farmer's Magazine. This boar was
bred by Mr. Gamon, of Chester ; but Mr. Eden has also

jmrchased the pigs of the late Mr. Hindsou, of Liverpool,

who was iu his time a very successful exhibitor. Of the

small white boars there was a larger entry, and the North
Comitry, with Mr. Hatton, Mr. Duckering, Lord Wen-
lock, and Mr. Eden as its champions, crossed swords with

the Sextons, Mr. Crisp, and the Royal Windsors.

Butley reached to second with a neat long well-covered

pig, but the chief honours went to a still better from
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Lectls, and Mr. Edcu stood in for llie reserve. Eumour
had previously put it about that the Windsors would
uot be so formidable as heretofore ; and the Sex-

ton blacks are, as a rule, far better than the

whites; for Wherstead had it all its own way.
in the two classes of small black boars aud sows, taking

every one of the four prizes otfered. And they are cer-

tainly of a very taking sort—long, deep, and handsome,
with dainty rather than delicate heads, good skins and
coats, and looking as if they would grow fat by instinct.

If there is nothing more terrible than a great long-

snouted, razor-backed, flat-sided monster of a pig, there

is nothing sweeter than these pretty round, almost dim-
pled, blacks, so full of nice breeding and savoury sug-

gestions. But with small white sows, again, your Sex-

tons and Stearns have no such strength, for the award is

Lincolnshire first, Northumberland second, and Lanca-

A«'iie next. It struck us, however, that the north coun-

trymen are going more for quality, particularly in their

middle and small breeds, or Lord AVenlock, so often in-

vincible in this way, would have been scarcely without a

place. In the pens of thi'ce breeding sows of even a

large breed, Mr. Duckering's, at seven months aud a-half

old, are very nice, with better heads and collars than

these big sorts often have ; but neither of the two prize

pens of three small sows are of such merit, ]Mr. Aylmer's

being but moderate, and Mr. Sawyer's no match. In

these said pens of three, there was often no competition
;

and Mr. Duckering took his two premiums—the second "of

any other breed," with a very middling pen—and IMr.

Sexton his first prize with some pretty blackamoors,

modestly termed, " These-are- Stunners," without any en-

tries against them.

The Berkshires are very fairly representedby Mr. Stewart,

Mr. King Tombs, Mr. Smith of Henley-in-Arden, and Mr.
Bailey of Swindon; but Sir "William Throckmorton's

sort are clearly not improved, being coarse and com-
mon. The entries of Mr. Smith and Mr. Yells are, on

the conti-aiy, rather too fine in their character, while

Mr. Tombs' great good sow, that was first at Salisbmy, is

first again here, beating even Mr. Stewart, whose Berk-

shires for the last few years, for either style, symmetry
or true breed properly cultivated. Lave been far among
the best to be seen about. His first-prize boar is in his

way as good as Mr. Eden's white, while we should cer-

tainly prefer Mr. BaUey's second-prize pen of three to Mr.
Yell's first, that are surely too delicate to ever realize the

ideal of a Berkshire. Mr. Sexton has also for the last

two years been trying his hand on this breed, which he

must be careful to keep clear of his own small blacks,

or they will soon decline into something else. The
special prizes for pigs went on the Hereford cattle prin-

ciple of boar, sow, and offspring, to be judged as oue lot,

and with some capital family parties made up by Mr.

Sexton, Mr. Eden, and Mr. Steam. But the Brandeston

boar had wasted sadly, and it will be seen that Mr.

Steam was not by any means in his pristine force.

To be sure, he had misconstrued the conditions, which went

to declare that no pigs should be colom-ed or oiled on the

ground, whereas many had been very liberally dressed over

just previous to their entering the show. On Mr. Stearn

seeing his mistake, and preparing to anoint his pigs also,

he was promptly informed that he would be dismissed the

Society if he did, though it was not quite cleai" that the

framers of the rule knew exactly what they intended to

enact. Both the first prize sows had liberal litters, and

although an old judge did not fancy some of them, they

were selling out fast during the week, more business as

we should say having been done amongst the pigs than

with any other description of live stock.

" It was said of the Bourbons when they returned to

France after the first revolution, that they had, during

their long exile, learned notliing, aud forgotten nothing.

The same may be saidof the roullry Committee of the Royal

Agricultural Society. The vexatious and troublesome

regulations which formerly rendered a most liberal prize

incapable of attracting exhibitors are followed on the

present occasion, aud we consequently have the extra-

ordinary anomaly of a very small entry, amounting to

less than 350 pens, with a prize-list of over £200." So
writes the Bioy Post, and we are afraid that the title

will stick to the " Royal" l:iraily in Hanover-Square.

"Whether it be about hunter-stallions or hens and chickens,

THE Bourbons "learn nothing, and forget nothing."

T/ie Field, again, is " sorry to say that a worse-managed
poultry show or a more unsuccessful exhibition it has

rarely been our fortune to meet with." This is strong

language, but it is not ours, for poultry is, we admit,

hardly in our line, and so we are happy to take the

opinions of higher authorities, as we would recommend
the Council to forthwith. "We give, however, the prize-

list in full, while it may be added that the chief features

of this section were the Bramahs and French varieties,

which are said to be almost as well suited to the farm as

the Doi-kings. There were also some creditable Cochins,

but the Spanish were indifferent, and the game fowl,

though so handy Newmarket, in no force; while the

geese were sadly out of condition. The Aylesbury

and Rouen ducks, on the contrary, were well represented,

as, in fact, quite at home, for the rain at times deluged

the pens, and perhaps the unhappiest creature in existence

is a piizc chicken in wet weather. But it woiddbe really

ungenerous to repeat all oiu' contemporaries say of that

revived element in the Royal Meetings, the great Poultry

Show.

PRIZE LIST.
HORSES.

THOROUGHBEED HORSES AND HUNTERS.
Judges.—F. Oldacre, Rugby.

W. Smith, MDkington, Coldstream.
H. Thurnall, Royston.

Thorough-bred Stud Horses Ijest calculated to improve and
pei-petuate the breed of the sound and stout Thorough-bred
Horse for General Stud Purposes.—Fii-st prize, £100, Captain
Barlow, Hasketon, Woodbridge (False Alarm). Second of

£50, W. Donald, Stud Farm, East Acton (Scottish Chief).

Reserve : The Rev. J. "W. King, Ashby-de-la-Launde, Sleaford

(Ratcatcher)

.

Stallions, ^\'ith not less than four Thorough-lired crosses,

supposed to be suitable for getting Hunters, and whose
regular charge for serving half-bred Slares diu-ing the season
1867 has not exceeded Five Guineas.—A'b award—no merit.

Hares, in foal, or \vith foals at foot, suitable for breeding
Hunters.—First prize, JE30, Captain Barlow (Silverlock).

Second of £20, H. HuiTell, Harston, Cambridge. Third of

£10, W. Harvey, Timworth, Bui-y St. Edmimd's. Beserve

;

J. Grout, Woodbridge (Alice).

HACKNEYS.
Judges.—H. Beevor, Blyth, Worksop.

Hon. G. Lascellcs, Moor Hill, Harewood.
C. M. Nainby, Bamoldby-le-Beck, Grimsbj-.

Stallion, not less than 1-1 hands 3 inches nor exceeding 15

hands 2 inches.—First prize, £40, C. Beart, Stow Bardolph,
Downham Market (Ambit.on). Second of £20, J. Grout,
AVoodbridge (Sportsman). Third of £10, T. L. Reed, Down-
ham Market (Trotaw.iy). Commended: B. Jolley, Banham,
Attlcborough (Rapid Roan) ; J. Grout, (Quicksilver Shales).

Marcs not less than 14 hands 2 inches nor exceeding 15

hands 1 inch, in foal, or with foal at foot.—First prize, £30,

W. Overman, AVeaseuham, Brandon (Jenny Lmd). Second
of £20, H. Bidden, Playford, Ipswich (Bury Belle). Com-
mended: Captain Barlow (Gipsy)

.

PONIES.
Judges as for Hackneys.

Stallions, above 13 hands 2 inches and under 14 hands 3

inches.—First prize, £20, J. M. Tharp, Chippenham, Soham
(Brun Lein). Second of £15, D. Lister, Westwood, Ilkley,

Leeds (Black Performer)

.

Mares, above 13 hand.s2inchesandunder 14 hands 2 inches.

—First prizoi £15, J. Reed Cooper, Manor House, Bui-y St.
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Kilinunds (Countes.-;.). Second of £10, G. Cardinall, Sudbury
(Bertha). Third of £5, T. Fulcher, Elmbam, Thetford

(Jessie).
Stallions under 13 hands 2 inches.—First prize, £15, E.

Farrer, Sporle, Swaffham.
Mare under 13 hands 2 inches.—First prize, £10, T. Wallis,

Witchford, Ely. Second of £5, Captain Barlow (PiccadiUy).
Third of £3, F. Branwhite, Chapel House, Lonp Melford,
Sudbury. Commended : C. Groucock, Phuristcad Hall, Nor-
wich (Puss).

AGRICULTURAL HORSES.
SUFFOLK S.

Judges.—H. Crosse, Stowmarket.
J. Wood, Humberstono, Grimsby.
D. Wright, Beale, Northumberland.

Stallions foaled before the 1st of Januarj-, 1865.—Fii-st

prize, £25, C. Boby, Alton Hall, Stutton, Ipswich (Conqueror).
Second of £15, T. Crisp, Butley Abbey, Wickham Market
(Duke.) Commended: H. E. Surtees, M.P., Dane End, Ware
(Bounce).

Stallions fcaled in the year 18C5.—First prize, £20, W.
WUson, BayUiam Hall, Ipswich (President). Second of £10,
T. Crisp. Third of £5, the Executors of the late S. Clayden,
Little Linton, Cambridge. HigMy commended: J. Grout
(YounR Marquis), and M. Biddell, Playford, Ipswich. The
class commended.
Mares and Foals.—-First prize, £20, S. Wolton, New-

bourn Hall, Woodbridge (Moggy). Second of £10, S. Wolton,
Kesgrave, Woodliridge (Violet). Third of £5, G. Tomline,
M.r*., Nacton, Ipswich (Darby).

Thi-ee-year-old Fillies.—First prize, £15, Sir E. Kerrison,
Bart., Brome Hall, Scole, Second of £10, T. King, Preston,
Bildeston, Suffolk (Matchet).
Two-year-old FiUles.—First prize, £15, T. Cross, Holbrook,

Ipswich. Secondof £10, AV. Wilson, Baylham (Scott). Third
of £5, S. Wolton, Kesgrave (Empress). The class commended.

AGRICULTURAL HORSES.
(Not quaUfled to compete as Suflfolks).

Judges as for Suffolks.

Stallions foaled before the 1st of January, 1865.—First prize,
£25, G. Coy, Downham, Ely (Matchless). Second of £15,
Major-General the Hon. A. H. Hood, Cumberland Lodge,
Windsor (The Don, Clydesdale). Commended: H. Overman,
Weasenhara, Brandon (The Norfolk Lion).

Stallions foaled in the year 1865.—First prize, £20, W.
Welcher, Upwell, Cambridgeshire (Honest Tom). Second of
£10, F. Battcock, Hemingford Abljots, St. Ives (Drayman
2nd). Thh-d of £5, J. Tingey, Elinlgham. Attleborough
(Young Glory). Ilighhj commended: 3. Warth, Sutton, Ely
(Emiieror) . The class commended.
Mares and Foals.—First prize, £20, E.Holland, M.P., Dum-

bleton, Evesham.
Threc-ycar-old Fillies.—iVo competition.
Two-year-old Fillies.—First prize, £15, J. Warth (Beautv).

Second of £10, E. Fyson, Higham Green, Bury St. Edmim'ds.
Heserve : E. Fy.son.

S H E E P.

LEICESTER S.

Judges.—J. Biickley, Loughborough.
C. Clarke, Scopwicke, Sleaford.
G. Mami, Scawsliy, Doncaster.

Shearling Rams.—First prize, £20, R. W. Creswell, Raven-
stone, Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Second of £10, J. Borton, Bar-
ton House, "Malton. Third of £5, B.. \\. Creswell. Hiyhly
commended; J. Gould, Poltimore, E.xeter. Commended: G.
Turner, jun., Alexton Hall, Uppingham; J. Borton; and
Colonel Inge, Thoriie Hall, Tamworth.
Rams of any age.—PMrst prize, £20, G. Turner, jun. Second

of £10, J. Borton. Third of £5, J. Borton. Xesc'rved : R. W

.

Cresswell. The class commended.
Pens of Five ShearUng Ewes of the same flock.—First

prize, £1.5, J. and E. Tindall, Knapton Hall, Killington,
York. Second of £10, W. Browne, High Gate, Holme on
Spalding Moor. Hiljhhj commended : J. Gould. Commended :

G. Turner, jun.

COTSWOLDS.
Judges.—W. Bartholomew, Waddington, Lincoln.

E. Little, Lanhill, Chiiipcnhani.
R. J. Newton, Canipsfield, Woodscock.

First prize, £20, T. Browne, Marham, Do^mham M.irket.
Second of £10, T. Brownie. Third of £5, H. Ayhner, West
Dereham Aliliey, Stoke Ferry, Norfolk. Ilir/hly commended :

J. Gillett, Oaklands, Charlbury. Commended: H. Aylmer,
for three other sheep.

Ram.s of any other age.—First prize, £20, T. Browne.
Second of £10, T. Browne. Third of £5, H. Aylmer. Jliffhli/
commended : II. Aylmer. The class commended.
Pens of Five Shearling Ewes of the same flock.—First prize,

.£15, T. Browne. Second of £10, H. Aylmer. Third of £5,
M. Aylmer, Commended; J , Gdlcii, for 'tiro 2>ens,

LINCOLNS AND OTHER LONGWOOLS.
(Not ((ualilied to compete as Lcicostcvs or Cotswolds).

Judges as for Cotswolds.
Shearling Rams.—First prize, £20, H. Aylmer. Second of

£10, W. F. Marshall, Branston, Lincoln. Third of £5, R.
Wright, Nocton Heath, Nocton. Sighh/ commended : R.
Wright. Commended: W. F. Marshall, and J. H. Caswell,
Laughton, Folkingham.
Rams of any other ago.—First prize, £20, R. Wright.

Second of £10, C. Williams, Carlton-le-Moorland, Newark.
Third of £5, C. Williams. Reserve : J. W. Richardson,
WUloughton, Kii'ton-in-Llndsay.
Pens of Five Shearling Ewes of the same flock.—First prize,

£15, Clarke Hales, Manor House, Bassingbom-ne, Royston.
Second of £10, C. Lister, Coleby Heath, Lincohi. Seserve .-

C. Lister.

SOUTHDOWNS.
Judges.—F. Budd, Hatch Wan-en, Basingstoke.

H. Fookes, Whitchurch, Blandford.
J. S. Turner, Chynton, Seaford.

Shearling Rams.—First prize, £20, Lord Walsinghani,
Morton Hall, Thetford. Second of £10, Sir William Throck-
morton, Bart., Buckland, Parringdon. Third of £5, Lord
Walsingham. Highh/ commended: Lord Walsingham; and
Lord Sondes, Ehnham Hall, Thetford (SJ.
Rams of any other age.—First prize, £20, Lord Walsing-

ham. Second of £10, Sir William Throckmorton. Third of

£5, Sir W. Throckmorton. Jlii/hly mmmrndrd: Lord Wal-
singham (li.) ; Lord Braybrooko, Audlcy End, Saffron AValden;
and Lord Sondes.
Pens of Five Shearling Ewes of the same flock.—First jirize,

£15, Sir William Throckmorton. Second of £10, The Duke of
Richmond, K.G., Goodwood, Chichester. Third of £5, The
Duke of Richmond. lligMy commended: Lord Sondes (R).
Commended : Lord Walsingham, and J. and A. Heasman,
Angmering, Arundel.

OXFORDSHIRE DOWNS.
Judges.—A. Edmond.Longworth, Farringdon.

C. Hoblis, Maisey Hampton, Cricklade.
R. H. Masfen, Pcndeford, Wolverhampton.

Shearling Rams.—First prize, £20, G. WalUs, Old Shifford,
Farringdon. Second of £10, C. Howard, Biddeioham, Bed-
ford. Third of £5, J. Bryan, Southleigh, Witney. Com-
mended: The Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim, Woodstock.
Rams of any other age.—Fu-st prize, £20, G. Wallis.

Second of £10, G. Wallis.
Pens of Five Shearling Ewes of the same flock.—First prize,

£15. C. Howard. Second of £10, C. Howard. Thii-d of £5,
H. Overman.

SHROPSHIRES.
Judges as for Oxfordshire Downs.

Shearling Rams.—Fii-st prize, £20, J. Evans, Uffington,
Shrewsbury. Second of £10, J. Evans. Third of £5, T.
Mansel, Adcot Hall, Baschurch, Salop. Ifir/hli/ commended

;

J. Evans CRJ ; J. and E. Crane, Shrawardme and Forton,
Shrcwsliurj' ; and H. Smith, Sutton Maddock, Shiffnal.
Commended : J. and E. Crane ; and P. W. Bowen, Shrawardine
Castle, Shrewsbury.
Bams of any other ago.—First prize, £20, J. and E. Crane.

Second of £10, T. Mansell. Third of £5, J. Evans. Highly
commended : G. A. May, Elford Park, Tamworth.
Pens of Five Shearling Ewes of the .?ame flock,—First

prize, £15, H. Smith. Second of £10, T. Horton, Hamage
Grange, Shrewsbmy. Third of £5, H. ^Matthews, Montford,
Shrewsbury, Highlu commended: J. Beach, The Hattons,
Brewood, Dudley. Commended : T. Horton.

HAMPSHIRES AND OTHER SHORTWOOLS.
(Not quaUfied to compete as Southdowns or Shropshu'es).

Judges as for Southdownis.

Shearling Rams,—First prize, £20, J. Rawlence, Bulbridge,
Wilton, Salisbury. Second of £10, R. Coles, Norton Bavant,
Warminster. Ilighly commended : A. Morrison, Fonthill
House, Tisbury, Wiltshire. Commended : J. Rawlence.
Rams of any other age.—First prize, £20, W. B. Canning,

Elston, Devizes. Second of £10, W. B. Canning. Highly
commended: J. Rawlence. Commended: J. Rawlence.
Pens of Five Shearling Ewes of the .same flock.—First

prize, £15, J. Rawlence. Second of £10, J. Rawlence.
Specially commended: A. Morrison. Highly commended: W,
B. Canning. A very good class.

PIGS.
Judges.—S. Druce, Eynston.

J. B. Slater, Cannoringham, Lincoln.
T. Trotter, Bywell, Stocksfield-on-Tyuc.

Boars of a large white breed.—First prize, £10, J. and F.
Howard, Rritamiia Farms, Bedford. Second of £5, R. E.
Duckering, Northorpe, Kirton-Lindsey. Reserve : T. Crisp,
Butley.
Boars of a small white breed.—First prize, £10, W. Hatton,

Addingham, Leeds. Second of £5, T. Crisp. Commended ;

P. Eden, Cross Laue, Salford, Manchester,
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Boars of a small black breetl.—First prize, JCIO, G. M.
Sextou, Wliersted Hall, Ipswich. Second of £5, G. M. Sexton.
Commended : P. Bennet, Routjham Hall, Bury St. Edmimds.
Boars of the Berkshire breed.—First prize, £10, A. Stewart,

Saint Bridge Hotise, Gloiicostcr. Second of £5, J. Smith,
Henley-in-^Vrden. Commended ; G. M. Sextou.
Boars of a breed not eliRiblo for the precedincf classes.

—

First prize, £10, P. Eden. Second of £5, R. E. Duckcrinji.
Breeding Sows of a larsfo white breed.—Fii-st in-ize, £10, J.

and F. Howard. Second of £5, R. B. Duckcrint?. Cum-
mended : E. E. Duckering.
Breeding Sows of a small white breed.—First prize, £10,

R. E. Duckeruig. Second of £5, J. Wilson, Woodhoi-u ^lanor,
Morpeth. Hiyhly commended : P.Eden. The ehns hujhly com-
mended.
Breeding Sows of a smaU black breed.—First prize, £10,

G. M. Sexton. Second of £5, G. M. Sexton. JtigMy com-
molded : T. Crisp.
Breeding Sows of the Bei'kshiro breed.—First prize, £10,

J. K. Tombs, Langford, Lechlade. Second of £5, A. Stewart.
Commended : A. Stewai't.
Breeding Sows of a breed not eligilile for the preeeding

classes.—First prize, £10, R. E. Duckering. Second of £5,
J. Sagar, Lister Hills, Bradford. Commended : J. Wilson.
Pens of three Breeding Sow Pigs of a large wliite breed, of

the same litter, above i and under 8 months old.—First prize,

£10, R. E. Duckering.
Pens of three Breeding Sow Pigs of a small white breed, of

the same litter, above 4 and under 8 mouths old.—First prize,

£10, H. Aylmer. Second of £5, J. Sawj'er, Tuustall, Wick-
ham Market. Commended: S. G. Steam, Brandeston, Wick-
ham Market.
Pens of three Breeding Sow Pigs of a small black breed, of

the same litter, above 4 and under 8 months old.—First prize,

£10, G. M. Sexton.
Pens of three Breeding Sow Pigs of the Berkshire breed, of

the same litter, above i and under 8 months old.—First prize,

£10, W. Yells, Roimd Robin Farm, Highworth. Second of

£5, Rev. H. G. Baily, Swindon. Commended : Major J. E.
RUey, Elm House, W'inkfield, Windsor.
Pens of tliree Breeding Sow Pigs, of a breed not eligible for

the preceding classes, of the same litter, above 4 and under 8

months old.—First prize, £10, R. E. Duckering.

SPECIAL PRIZES
Offered by the Suffolk Agricultural Society, the
Local Committee of Burt St. Edmund's, and the Rotal
Ageicltltubal Society of England.

SUFFOLK CART HORSES.
Three-year-old entu-e Colts.—First prize, £20, T. Crisp

(Cupbearer). Second of £10, M. Biddell (Punch).
Pairs of Marcs.—Fiist prize, £20, Sir E. Kerrison (Depper

and Dandy). Second of £10, W.Thompson, jun., Thorpe,
Colchester (Scott and Blossom).
Mares not having had foals in 1867.—First prize, £15, F.

Keer, Raydon, Orford, Wickham Market. Second of £10, Sir
E. Kerrison (Bonny). Highh/ commended: The Marquis of

Bristol, Ickworth Park, Bm'j- St. Edmund's (Diamond). The
class commended.
Pairs of Geldings.—First prize, £15, The Duke of Grafton,

Euston Hall, Thetford (Smiler and Punch). JVo competition.

One-year-old entire Colts.—First prize, £15, S. Wolton,
Newbo'um Hall. Second of £10, G. Tomline, M.P. The class

commended.
One-year-old Fillies.—First prize, £10, I. Rist, Tatting-

stone, Ipswich (Smart). Second of £5, I. Rist (Videt).

Hifjhly commended : S. Wolton. The class commended.
Foals.— First prize, £10, Sir E. Kerrison. Second of £5,

A. Frewer, Debenham, Ijiswich.

HUNTERS.
Weight-carrying Mares or Geldings, 5 years old and up-

wards.—First prize, £"5, T. Gee, Dewhurst Lodge, Wadhurst
(Master of Arts). Second of £50, T. Sutton, Alwent Hall,

Darlington (Voyageur). Third of £25, E. N. Heygate, Buck-
land, Leominster (Mountain Dew) . Seserve : T. Taylor, Bury
St. Edmimd's (Harkaway)

.

Weight-carrying Mares or Geldings, 4 years old.— First

prize, £4f), T. Gee (Tom). Second of £20, E. N. Heygate
(Denmark). Third of £10, T. Gee (The General). Reserve:

W. H. Clark, Hook, Howden.
Weight-carrying Mares or Geldings, 3 years old.—TA« prizes

withheld.
ROADSTERS.

Mares or Geldings, 5 years old and upwards, not less than
li and not exceeding 15 hands.—First prize, £30, G. D. Bad-
ham, Bulmer, Sudbury (Major). Second of £20, R. J. H.
Harvey, M.P. , Crown Point, Norwich (Favourite). Third of

£10, j! Grout (Black Bess). Commended : J. Grout (Alice).

Mares or Geldings, 3 or 4 years old, not less than 14 and
not exceeiling 15 hands.—First prize, £20, .1. W. Scriven,

Throstlenest, Otley (Lotti). Second of £10, W, Wright, Dod-
dington, (Cambridge (Queen of the Seas.)

CARRIAGE HORSES.
Mares or Geldings, 4 years old, not loss than 16 hands.

—

First prize, £30, J. Grout (Carlton). Second of £20, G. Tur-

ner, Barnliam, Thetford (Hawk).
Fillies or Geldings, 3 years old.—A^o entry

.

Fillies or Geldings, 3 years old.—First prize, £10, G. K.
Cooper, Euston, Thetford. Second of £5, T. Easterson, tho

Red House, Bawdsey, Woodbridgo (Fitz-AVcatherbit).

PONIES.
Mares or Geldings, not less than 13 and not exceeding 14

hands.—First prize, £10, R. Milward, Thnrgarton Priory,

Southwell, Nottingham (Steward). Second of £5, 11. Mil-

ward (Dunbar). Commended : 3. A. Ransoine, Ipswich (Sir

Harry).
Mares or Geldings, not exceeding 13 hands.—First prize,

£10, H. R. Wade, Little Waldingfleld, Sudbiu-y (Tom Tit).

Second of £5, R. Gitters, West Row, Soham (Tommy). Com-
mended: G. M. Sexton.

PIGS.
Small white Boars and Sows, with their Offspring, not to

exceed 12 weeks old on July 1st, 1867.—First prize, £10, G.

M. Sexton. Second of £5, P. Eden. Meserce : J. Sawyer.
Small black Boars and Sows, with their Offspring, not to

exceed 12 weeks old on July Ist, 1867.—First prize, £10, G.
M. Sexton. Second of £5, S. G. Steam. Reserve: S. G.

Steam.

SHEEP.
BLACK-FACED SUFFOLKS.

Shearling Rams.—First prize, £10, J. M. Greene, Stradis-

hall Old House, NewTnarket. Second of £5. G. Dobito, Lid-

gate, Newmarket. Highly commended: J. M. Greene. Com-
mended : G. Dobito.
Rams of any age.—First prize, £10, G. Dobito. Second of

£5, G. Dobito. Seserre : W. H.arvey, Timworth.
Pens of Five Shearling Ewes.—First prize, £10, W. Har-

vey. Second of £5, W. Harvey. Highly commended : Major
Fuller Maitland Wilson, Stowlangtoft Hall, Bury St. Ed-
mund's.

BUTTER.
Judges.—J. Denovan, Bury St. Edmunds.

G. J. Oliver, Bury St. Edmunds.

Six Pounds of Fresh Butter, in One Poimd Lumps.—First
prize, £6, Lady Caroline Kerrison, Brome Hall, Scole, Suffolk.

Second of £2, T. Sawyer, Hill House, Thwaite, Stonham,
Suffolk.

SUFFOLK CHEESE.
Judges.—Same as for Butter.

Six New Milk Cheeses.

—

Nothing worthy nf a prize.

POULTRY.
Judges.—J. Bailey, sen.. Mount Street, London.

E. Hewitt, Sparsbrook, Birmingham.
W. Trotter, South Acomb, Stocksfield-on-Tj-ne,

DORKINGS.
Colom-ed, Cock and Hen, any age.—First prize, £5, J. D.

Hewson, Coton Hill, Stafford. Second of £3, P. Parlett,

Leathereats Lodge, Great Baddow, Chelmsford. Third of £2,

H. Lingwood, Barking. Highly commended : J. Griggs, Oak-
lands, Romford ; J. Le\\Ty, Bolney ; and J. F. Bott, Card-
fields, Hatfield Peveril, Chelmsford. Commended : Messrs.
Gunson and Jefferson, Whitehaven ; and J. Frost, Parham,
Wickham Market.
Coloured, Cock and Hen (Chickens).—First prize, £5, J.

Lewry, Bolney, Cuckfield. Second of £3, D. C. Campbell,
M.D., County Lunatic Asylum, Brentwood. Third of £2, M.
Seamons, Heartwell, Aylesbury. Highly commended : D. C.

Campbell, M.D. (fur two pens), and J. Lewry. Commended:
H. Savile, Rufford Aljljey, Ollerton.
White, Cock and Hen, any age.—First prize, £5, H. Ling-

wood. Second of £3, H. Lingwood.
BRAHMA POOTRAS.

Dai'k, Cock and Hen, any age.—First prize, £6, R. W.
Boyle, GaUrim House, Bray, Co. Wicklow, Ireland. Second
of '£i, K. Jopp, Aberdeen. Third of £2, H. Lacy, Lacy
House, Hebden Bridge. Highly commended: J. K. Fowler,
Aylesbury; W. Hargreaves, Bacup, Lancashire; and J. Ken-
nis. Wharf Cottage, Chelmsford. Commended : F. Sabin, Bull
Street, Birmingham.
Light, Cock and Hen, any age.—First prize, £5, J. Pares,

Postford House, Guildford. Second of £4, H. Dowsctt, Park
Farm, Pleshey, Chelmsford. Third of £2, F. Crook, Vino
Cottage, Forest Hill. Highly commended: G. Anns, High
Street, Clapham, Surrey.

COCHIN CHINAS.
Buffs, Cock and Hen, any age.—First prize, £5, R. White,

Broomhall Park, Sheffield. Second of £4, H. Maplebeck,
Woodfield. Third of £2, H. Lingwood. Highly commended

:

H. P. Leech, Woolpit, Bury St. Edmund's. Commended: H.
Lingwood and H. Maplebeck.
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Aaj' other Colom-, Cock and Hen, any age.—Fii-st prize, Si,

J. Stephens, Bradford Street, Walsall. Second of £3, C. W.
Brierley, Rhodes House, Mlddleton, Manchester. Third of

£2, E. Tuilman, Ash Grove, "Whitechiu'ch. Highly commended:
¥. M, Shaw, Rougham Rectory, Bury St. Edmund's.

CREVECCEURS.
Cock and Hen, any age.—First prize, £5, Colonel S. Wort-

ley, Rosslyn House, Grove-end Road, London. Second of £3,
Colonel S. Wortley. Higkly commended : The Rov. C. Gilbert,
Strumpingshaw Hall, Norwich.

LA FLECHE.
Cock and Hen, any age.—Fii-st prize, £4, Colonel S. Wort-

Icy. Second of £3, the Rev. C. Gilbert. Highly commended

:

Colonel S. Wortley.
HOUDANS.

Cock and Hen, any age.—First prize, £4, F. B. Heald,
^Tiitemore, Nottingham. Second of £2, the Rev. C. Gilbert.
Highly commended : S. A. Wj^llie, Hampton Villa, East Moul-
sey. Commended : Colonel S. Wortley and E. Pigeon, Lymj)-
stone, Devon.

SPANISH.
Cock and Hen, any age.—Fh-st prize, £5, J. Thresh, Man-

chester Road, Bradford. Second of £4, H. Beldon, Goitstock
Biugley, Torkshh-e. Thii-d of £2, J. Walker, Ash Street,
Mcrridale Road, Wolverhampton. Highly commended: C. H.
Brown, the Manor House, Lower Edmonton.

GAME,
Blackbreasted and other Reds, Cock and Hen, any age.

—

First prize, £5, W, Chui-ch and J. W, Houlding, Hospital
Street, Nantwich. Second of £3, S. Matthew, Chilton Farm,
Stowmarket. Third of £2, J. Wood, Moat House, Wigan.
Highly commended: S. Matthew and C. W. Brierly, Rhodes
House, Middleton, Manchester. Commended: W. Boyes,
Butcher Row, Beverley,
Any other Colom-, Cock and Hen, any age.—First prize, £5,

S.Matthew, Second of £3, W. Boyes, Third of £2, P, Wat-
sou, Messing HUl House, Kelvedon. Highly commended: 0.
W. Brierly.

PENCILLED HAMBURGH,
Golden, Cock and Hen, any age.—First prize, £4, T, Wrig-

ley, jun., Tonge, Middleton, Manchester. Second of £2, F.
D. Mort, Moss Pit Hoiise, Stafford. Third of £1, F, Pittis,
jim., NewiJort, Isle of Wight. Highly commended : F. Pittis,
jiui.

Silver, Cock and Hen, any age.—First prize, £4, H, Beldon,
Second of £2, H, Pickles, jun., Earby. Third prize tvitkheld.

SPANGLED HAMBURGH,
Golden, Cock and Hen, any age.—First prize, £4, H. Bel-

don. Second of £2, N, Marlor, Denton, Manchester, Thh-d
of£l, J, Roe, Hadfield, Derby, Highly commended: T, Wal-
ker, jim., Wilton Lodge, Denton, Manchester,

Silver, Cock and Hen, any age.—First prize, £4, H. Beldon,
Second of £2, H. Pickles, jim. Third of £1, T. L. Fellowes,
Vicarage, Honingham, Norwich. Highly commended: The
Rev. C. H. Crosse, Jesus Lane, Cambridge.

BANTAMS.
Sebright Golden and Silver, Cock and Hen, any age.—

First prize, £3, H, Draycott, Humberstone, Leicester,
Game, Cock and Hen, any age.—First prize, £3, D. Canser,

Erdington, Wanvick, Second of £2, F. Pittis. Highly com-
mended: E. S. Tiddeman, Ohilderditch Vicarage, Brentwood;
and J. F. Bott, Uardfields, Hatfield Peverell, Chelmsford,
Commended .- The Rev. C. H. Crosse, and J. Frost, Parham,
Wickham Market, Suffolk.
Any other Breed, Cock and Hen, a,ny ago.—Fii'st prize, £4,

H. Beldon. Second of £3, B. Pigeon, Third of £1, N. Mar-
lor, Highly commended : Sir E. Kerrison (for two pens) . Com-
mended: Miss K. Charlton, Chapelthori^e, Wakefield; and
Miss M. E, Lamb, Redhill House, Compton, Wolverhampton,

TURKEYS,
Cock and Hen, any age.—First prize, £5, J. Smith, Breeder

Hills, Grantham. Second of £4, E. Leach, Greave House,
Rochdale. Third of £2, Lady M. Macdonald, Woolmer, Lip-
hook. Fourth of £1, T. Morton, Ofibrd D'Arcey. Highly
commended: T, L, Fellowes, Commended: W. Wright, Hall
Farm, Fulbome, Cambridge,

GEESE,
Gander and Goose, any age.—First prize, £5, M. Seamons.

Second of £3, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury, Third of £2, M, Sea-
mons, Fourth of £1, Mrs. W, T. Brackenbury, Thorpe Hall
Farm, Downham. Highly commended : The Rev, G. Hustler,
Stillingfleet Vicarage, York,

DUCKS
Aylesbury, Drake and Duck.—First prize, £4, M, Seamons.

Second of £2, M. Seamons. Third of £1, J. Bovroian and E,
Fearon, Whitehaven, Highly commended : M. Seamons. Com-
mended : J. K. Fowler.
Rouen, pra,ko and Duck.—First prize, £4, E. Tudman, Ash

Grove, Whitchurch. Second of £2, Messrs. J. Gunson and S.
Joffcrson. Third of £1, H. Dowsott, Park Farm, Pleshy,
Chelmsford. Highly commended .- J. K. Fowler (for two pens),
ti
Any other Breed, Drake and Duck.—First prize, £2, S. A.

Wyllie, Ham]3ton Villa, East Moulsey, Kingston, Sm-rey.
Second of £1, E. W, Greene, Bury St. Edmimd's. Highly
commended : E, W, Greene.

Stewards of Lite Stock.
Mr. Randell, Chadljury, Evesham.
Mr. Bowly, Siddington House, Cirencester,
Mr. Wells, Holmewood, Peterborough.

Steward of Poultbt, ,
Mr. Barthropp, Hacheston, Wickham Market.

Inspectobs of Sheep-Sheaeiwg.
H. Bone, Avon, Ringwood,
J, B. Workman, Rider Pershore.

Veterinaet Inspectobs.
Professor Siinonds, London.
Professor Varnell, London.

Assistant.—R. L. Hunt, Bir-mingham.

PRIZES FOR IMPLEMENTS.
STEAM-ENGINES.

Judges,—F. J, Bramwell, Great George-street, London.
J. V. Gooch, Reform Club, London.
O, William, Rotherliam,

FIXED STEAM-ENGINES.
First prize, £20, Clayton Shuttleworth and Co., Lincoln.

Second of £10, Tuxford and Sons, Boston,
IfifjJdy Commended: Reading Iron Company,
Commended: Rawliiigs, Melbourn, Royston ; S, Kinsey,

Nottingham ; Deacon and Wood, Reading.

PORTABLE STEAM-ENGINES
(With Two Cylinders, above lO-Horse-power),

First prize, £35, Clayton, Shuttleworth and Co. Second of
£15, Ransome and Sims, Ipswich,

Highly Commended : Tuxford and Sons ; Brown and May,
DcvizGs

PORTABLE STEAMS
(With One CyUnder, not exceeding 10-IIorse-power).

First prize, £25, Clayton, Shuttlewortli and Co. Second of
£15, Tuxford and Sons.

Hif/hly Commended : Reading Iron Company ; Brown and
May.

Commended : Ruston, Proctor, and Co., Lincoln.

THRASHING-MACHINES.
Judges.—J. Bratnett, HLlboro' Lodge, Brandon.

H, B. CaldweU, Bath.
J. Coleman, Escrick, York,
T. Scott, Broom, Borobridge,

Portable Tlirasliing-macliines, not'exceeding 8 horse-power;
wliich prepare for the Finishing Dressing-machine.—First
prize, £20, Ransomes and Sims, Second of £12, E. Hum-
phries, Pershore. Third of £8, Naldcr and Nalder, Wantage.

Portable Thrashing-macliines to be worked by horse-power
not exceeding that of 4 horses. First Prize, £12, Wallis,
Haslam and Steevens, Basingstoke. Second of £8, Tasker
and Sons, Andover.

Thrashing and Finishing Jlachines.—First prize, £20,
Holmes and Sons, Norwich. Second of £15, Clayton and
Shuttleworth, Tliird of £5, Marshall and Sons^ Gainsborougli.

CHAFF-CUTTERS,
Judges.—J. Hicken, Dunchurch, ">

J, Martin, Wainfleet, Boston, j

H. Cantrell, Bayliss Court, Slougli. >
E. Wortley, Ridlington, Uppingham. )

Chaff-cutters by steam or liorse-power.—First prize, £10,
Richmond and Chandler, Salford. Second of £6, E. H, Ben-
tall, Heybridge, Maldon, Third of £4, Picksley, Sims and
Co., Leigh.

Highly Commended : Carson and Toone, Warminster,
Chaff-cutters by hand-power.—First prize, £6, Richmond

and Chandler. Second of £4, E. H, Bentall.

Highly Commended: Smith and Grace, Thrapston,
Commended : J , Comes, Barbage, Nantwich ; E. Page and

Co,, Bedford ; and J, Cornes, for anotlier Machine,

CRUSHING-MILLS.
First prize of £8, AVoods and Cocksedge, Sto\nnarket. Se-

cond of £7, E. R. and F. Turner, Ipswicli. Third of £6, E.

II. Bentall. Fourth of £ i, E. R. and F. Turner,

Commended : Woods and Cocksedge,
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HAND DRESSING-IMACHINES.
Coru-dressing Machines.—First Prize £12, Tasker and

Sons. Second of £8, Corbett and Son, AVellington, Salop.

Commended : K. and J . Reeves, Westbury ; and Ransomes
and Sims.

TURNIP-CUTTERS.
Judges.-—As for Chaff-cutters.

First prize £10, Ilorushy and Son, Grantham. Second of

£5, Ransomcs and Sims.

Turnip-piilpcr.—Prize of £5, Hornshy and Son.

Root-pulper by steam-power.—First prize, £6, Hornsby
and Son. Second of £4', E. II. 13cnt;ill.

Commended: E. H, Bcutall, for Turnip-cutter and Turnip-
pulper ; and Picksley and Sims, for Turnip-pulper.

OILCAKE-BREAKERS,
By Steam-power.—First prize, £10, Amies and Barford,

Peterborough. Second of £5, E. II. Bentall.

By Hand-power.—Prize of £5, R. and R. Hunt, Earl's

Colnc, and Prize of £5, E. H. Bentall.

Commended : E. R. and F. Turner.

CORN-SCREENS.
Prize of £10, Hornsby and Son.

Commended : 11. Boby, Bury St. Edmunds ; Penny and Co.,

Lincoln ; and Ransomes and Sims.

BARLEY HUMjMELLERS.
Prize of £5, Holmes and Son.

MILLS.
Griuding-mill witli metal grinders by steam.—Prize of £30,

Amies and Barford.

Grinding-mills.—First prize, £6, Smith and Grace. Se-

cond of £i, S. Corbett and Son.

Bone-mills.—First prize, £10, Beverley Iron and Waggon
Company. Second of £6, Beverley Iron Company. Third of

£1, Beverley Iron Company.
Stone-mills.—First prize, £9, E. R. and F. Turner. Se-

cond of £6, 1. Tye and Co., Lincoln.

Commended: Ruston, Proctor and Co., for Stone Grind-

ing-mill.

mON GATES.
Keld-gates.—Prize of £10 to J. Braggius, Banbury.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Judges.—J. Thompson, Badminton, Chippenham.

J. Wlieatley, Neswick, Driffield.

Silver Medals to Woods and Cocksedge, for horse-gear

;

Bumey and Co., Poplar, for strong wrought-iron cattle-

troughs and cisterns ; Webb and Son, Stowmarket, for assort-

ment of leather machine-bands ; Warner and Son, Jewin-

street, London, for chain-pump for lif]^uid manure ; Boby,
Clarke and Co., Bury St. Edmunds, for draining tools and
forks ; A. B. Child, Oxford-street, London, for patent aspira-

tor ; Tangye Brothers and llolraan, Laurence Pountney-lane,

London,forfour-inch double-suction pump; A.Wriucli, Ipswich,

for assortment of garden spring-chairs, and collection ; Mus-
grave Brothers, Belfast, for stable-fittings, cow-house fittings,

and piggeries ; and Clayton, Shuttleworth and Co., for adjust-

ing blocks for fijiing engines and thrasliing-machines.

Commended : J. Baker, Wisbeach, for elastic rake ; Ilawkes

and Spencer, Tiverton, for chain-driU ; J. and F. Howard,
Bedford, for hay-maker ; Hornsby and Son, for improvements

in mower ; Burgess and Key, Newgate-street, London, for im-

provement in mower ; Wilkinson and Son, Ely, for improved

horse-hoe ; Ransomcs and Sims, for turn-wrest plough ; J.

Grant, Bankside, London, for portable railway and turntable

;

Ransomes and .Sims, for guard for preventing accidents by

drum or thrashing-machine ; Ransomes and Sims, for lawn-

mowers ; J. D. Young, Clapham-road, for iron gate ; F. Mor-

ton and Co., Liverpool, for iron gate ; Bayliss and Jones,

Wolverhampton, for iron gate ; St. Pancras Iron Works Com-
pany, for iron gate.

Stewauds of Implements :

Earl Cathcart, Thornton-le-Street, Thirsk.

Mr. Sanday, Hohne Pierrepont, Nottingham.
Sir E, C. Kerrison, Bart.

Steward Elect :

Sir A. K. Macdonald, Bart., Woolmer Lodge, Liphook, Hants.

Consulting Engineeus :

Messrs. Easton, Amos, and Sons, Grove, Great Guildford-

strcet, S.E,

Director of the Siioav :

Mr. B. T. Braudreth Gibbs, Half Moon-street, Piccadilly,

London.

THE IMPLEMENT TRIALS AND NOVELTIES.

A journey through good pastures and thin wheats, and
lastly through a sharp thirsty country, landed us

iu Bury, embosomed in trees on a sloping site, and
looking somewhat like Salisbury with a chalk soil around,

and a taper spire, and a cluster of churches rising

above the town itself. The Angel Hotel, with flags

flying, and a couple of big mottoes about " Agriculture"

and " Ilorticultiu'e" mounted in front, did all it could

in the way of acconimodation ; and the antique Abbey-

Gate on the other side the " HiH," or market place, the

Botanic Gardens, the Abbot's Parlour, the Dove House,

the Mui-al Bridge, the Abbey Wall, the Vineyard, the

Ruins, the Norman Tower, St. James's Church, St.

Mary's Church, Mary Tudor's Tomb, St. John's Church,

and the Guildhall, in turn receive attention of a call;

while the Royal Show-yard is a few hundred yards up

East Gate-street. The Society has put on a new face,

and built a new architectm'al front to its gathering-ground,

that is a move in the right direction, well carried out

by the contractor.

Following om' nose, or rather our ear, we proceeded

toward that quarter on the right where a loud humming
told lis that something was going on, and under a lofty

shed we discovered Messrs. H. B. Caldwell, John Coleman,

Thomas Scott, and James Brasnett at the arduous and

dusty duty of putting steam thrashing-machines through

trial. A couple of Burrell's engines were at work driving

the machines, Mr. Amos Junior Jsuperintending the rotary

dynamometer, which registers the power applied. Each,

machine is allowed 100 sheaves of wheat, and if the first

run be satisfactory, then a second tm-n is taken with

barley ; the state of the straw and other products

being examined and judged of by hand and eye.

The machines are classified thus :
" Class A, portable

thrashing-machines to be worked by horse-power,

not exceeding that of four horses," has four entries

for trial—WaUis and Haslam, Ransomes and Sims,

Catchpool and Thompson, and Tasker. These were

not likely to be touched by the judges before the close

of the trial week. In " Class B, portable thrashing-

machines, not exceeding eight-horse power, to be

worked by steam, including any variety that does not

profess to do more than prepare the corn for the

finishing dressing - machine," the entries for trial

are Boby, Marshall, Tuxford, Huston, Ilmnphries,

Wallis and Haslam (not arrived). Turner, Dayey
and Co., Robey, Nalder, Burrell, Crowe, Holmes,

Ransomes and Sims, Underhill, Tasker, Catchpool

and Thompson, and Clayton and Shuttleworth. In
" Class C, portable combined steam, thrashing and

finishing machines," the entries for trial are Bar-

.lows and Cannichael, Marshall, Tuxford, Ruston and
Proctoi", Humphries, Riches and Watts, Clayton and
Shuttleworth, Wallis and Haslam, Robey, Bun-ell, Holmes,

Ransomes and Sims, Underhill, Turner, and Gibbons

—

in all thirty-six machines.

A little further on we found Messrs. John Hicken and

James Martin testing root-cutters and pulpers for horse

or steam power, the machines being driven through a

registering dynamometer by one of Ruston and Proctor's

eight-horse engines. And in the same neighbourhood

were Messrs. Edward Wortley and II. Cantrell trying the

same sort of machines for hand power.
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The judges for " Miscellaneous awards" are Messrs.

John Thompson and J. Wheatley.

Over the great steam-engine trials we expected to find

a deal of interest apparent ; but up to Wednesday night

in the first week nothing was done beyond selecting

engines, arranging preliminary points, testing some of

the boilers by hydraulic pressure, testing the steam-
gauges by one of AVilkins' five-horse portables, fixing

the friction-brakes, and getting some of the fixed engines
into position for trial. The " order of trial" posted up in

the long shed was for "fixed engines" in this wise :

—

1, Ransomes and Sims (by an error in the
catalogue, for this firm never entered a fixed engine at
all); 2, Kinsey; 3, Tuxford; 4, Davey and Co.; 5,
Humphries ; 6, Riches and "Watts ; 7, Wilkins ; 8, The
Reading Company ; 9, Ruston and Proctor ; 10,
Deacon and "Wood; 11, Robey ; 13, Picksley and
Sims; 13, Turner; 14, "Whitmore ; 15, Rawlings ; 16,
Richmond and Chandler ; 17, Woods and Cocksedge ; 18,
Garrett (not arrived) ; 19, Clayton and Shuttleworth

;

20, Holmes. " Portable engines (single cylinder), not
exceeding 10 horse power," are ordered as follows : 1,

Holmes ; 2, Wallis and Haslam ; 3, Savage ; 4, Brown
and May ; 5, Clayton and Shuttleworth ; 6, Burrell ; 7,

Riches and Watts ; 8, Wilkins ; 9, Wilson ; 10, Tuxford
;

11, Rawlings; 12, Gibbons; 13, Brown and Lock; 14,
Aveling and Porter ; 15, Williamson; 16, Oldham and
Booth; 17, Tasker; 18, Barrows and Carmichael ; 19,
Ruston and Proctor; 20, Marshall; 21, Davey and Co.

;

22, Underbill ; 23, Fowler ; 24, Garrett (not for com-
petition) ; 25, Turner ; 26, The Reading Corajjany ; 27,
Ashby and Jeffery; 28, Marsden; 29, Whitmore; 30,
Picksley and Sims ; 31, Catchpool and Thompson ; 32,
Allchin ; 33, Robey ; 34, Ransomes and Sims ; 35, Ed-
dington

; 36, (Blank) ; 37, Nalder. " Portable engines
with two cylinders, above 10-horse power," were arranged
for trial as follows : 1, Ruston and Proctor (not arrived)

;

2, Clayton and Shuttleworth ; 3, Brown and May ; 4,
(Blank); 5, Tuxford; 6, The Reading Company; 1,
Burrell ; 8, Fowler; 9, Ransomes and Sims ; 10, Robey;
11, Garrett (not for competition). These in all amount
to sixty eugines to be tested by the judges, Messrs.
Gooch and Bramwell.

Everybody expected that, as the eugines were to have
been in position by 8 o'clock on the Tuesday, in accordance
with the stipulations of the prize-sheet, and that as the
public were admitted to the yard at noon on Wednesday to™w the trials, a good beginning at any rate would be made
on the Wednesday with some of them. However, the whole
day passed away without any engine being run. Some of
the friction-brakes were out of order, the Society's boiler
had " a screw loose," and the upshot was that the first

fixed engine started at a little before nine o'clock on
Thursday ; while the first two portables got to work about
eleven o'clock. With such wonderful deliberation in the
proceedings it was odd enough for the Stewards and Judges
to stick up a notice to the eff'ect that," on the score of lime,"
the second trials of portable eugines would not be pro-
ceeded with until the whole of the first trials were
terminated. Sixty engines at, say, three hours a-piece,
and two running at once, looked like a job cut out for ten
or twelve days ; but on Friday many of the engines were
scratched, leaving less than half to be put through the
ordeal.

Tuxford and Sons have this year brought out a fixed
10-horse-powcr engine, which opened the" performances
with a run of 2 hours 2H minutes, mechanical time.
The Reading Company's 10-horse-power fixed engine

took the next turn, and ran 2 hours 26^ minutes me-
chanical time, the pressure of steam in all cases being
501bs. on the square inch ; but then this engine has a
third valve, in addition to the usual second and expansion

valve
;
and towards the close of the run, when the fuel

was exhausted and the pressure of steam began to sink,
this valve came into play, admitting more steam, and so
enabling the engine to run a few minutes longer than its

rival.

Clayton and Shuttleworth's 15 -horse-power double-
cylinder portable started at about half-past ten on Thurs-
day morning ; but the brake proved out of order, and it

was three o'clock in the afternoon before the real run
began. This engine did wonderful duty—that is, 4 hours
42i minutes, mechanical time ; steam at a pressure of
801bs. per square inch, the coal burnt being l41bs. for

each nominal horse-power. Up to Thursday night only
three portable and three fixed engines had been tried.

The thrashing-machine judges got on well, indeed rather
too briskly to suit some of the exhibitors. Following up
the good day's work of Wednesday, they "did" two ma-
chines before breakfast on Thursday morning, and by the
middle of the day had put all the steam machines through
the preliminary trial, and had selected the following for
final competition : Of " Preparers," the machiues of Mar-
shall, Humphries, Ransomes and Sims, Clayton and Shut-
tleworth, Burrell, Holmes, Wallis and Haslam, Nalder,
and Robey ; and of " Finishers," the machines of Mar-
shall, Ransomes and Sims, Gibbons, Clayton and Shut-
tleworth, Holmes, and Tasker. It was observed that
among those thrown out were several very bad machines,
consuming an unreasonable amount of motive power; and
the rotary elevator, which was all the rage at Worcester,
has been in most cases abandoned for the old cup-elevator
again. Sundry peculiarities of construction in the
thrashing-machines of 1867 are worthy of attention.
Clayton and Shuttleworth's machine has Goucher drum-
beatcrs of rolled steel made by a machine patented for the
purpose. The shaker consists of boxes, half of which are
supported upon rocking-bars at the outer end, while the
alternate half are supported upon rocking-bars at the inner
end of the shaker, all being driven by cranks upon a cross
shaft in the middle, so that in action the boxes cross each
other like a letter X laid on its side. The caving middle
is of wood, perforated with round counter-sunk holes,
placed so as not to track—that is, they are not in line.
The chaff is blown into a hojiper on the vibrating-board,
and impinges against a perforated screen above, which
permits the dust and air to pass through, while the chaff
returns over a fine screen which allows seeds to drop
through; the dressed chafl' being then elevated by a
sucking aud blowing fan into spouts for bagging. Any
light grains that may be blown along with the chaff are
caught in a separate bag. The corn is carried up by a
cup elevator into a barley awner, a self-regulating valve
and weight always keeping in a sufficient charge to be well
awned. Hence the corn falls upon riddles, acted upon
by a small blast, and finally drops into a Penny's revolving
adjustable screen, wires of differing thicknesses presenting
apertures of different sizes, so as to separate the gi-aiu
into samples of different quality.

Tuxford and Sons' machine has an improved form of
the Goucher drum-beater. Tlie shaker, of remarkably
smooth yet perfect action, consists of four boxes mounted
upon two shafts with 4-throw cranks, these being so
placed as to render unnecessary the parallel connecting-
rod used in very many machines. The caving riddle is

of wood, with round liolcs, and these are countersunk
eccentrically, so that short straws and cars glance over
them without liability of dropping through.

"
The chaff

is blown through side spouts fixed to the vibrating board,
these spouts being placed at an acute angle, so as to divert
the chaff from its ordinary straight course into bags dis-

tended with hoops, which are hung on each side the
machine, and alternately removed for emptying. A
conical white-coater, formerly on the top of tJic machine,
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is now placed below, considerably reducing the altitude of

the whole. A special feature is that when thrashing

barley p. portion of the blast from the siuf^le fan is em-

ployed to blow up through the caving riddle, to separate

and keep dancing the mass of cavings and awns, thus

facilitating the passage of the grain through the holes.

The corn is finally separated in a revolving screen made
of small square steel bars, longitudinally arranged ; and

these can be set to form apertm'es of different degrees of

fineness, by a very pretty and simple motion, while the

screen is i-otating. The whitecoats from the fiual

dressing are returned upou the vibrating board, to find

their way in the first dressing part and the conical

white-coater.

Ruston aud Proctor's machine has a Goncher ilrum, a

five-box shaker, and a caving riddle of mahogany, the

surface cross-grooved or fluted, and perforated with

circular holes. The chaff blown out is raised by a small

rotary elevator for bagging. All the corn and whitecoats

are elevated together into a smutter ; and this smutter,

with a rotary elevator and a fan, are all on one trans-

verse shaft ; the corn, as it leaves the smutter, being

tossed by the centrifugal elevator on to a screen, then

acted upon by the blast, and lastly let fall into a revolving

screen, in which the adjustment takes place by shifting

the place of the screw-blade partitions.

Holmes' machine is built low aud long. The drum is

a Goucher, somewhat altered ; the shake-boxes carry

" edge-beaters," which improve the action by holding the

weight of straw off the slat-surface of the boxes ; the

caviug riddle is the common wood one, with counterwork

holes ; the dressing part is placed across the top of the

machine ; a cup elevator is used for the corn, and the

chaff falls of its own accord into a bag.

Gibbons' machine has the dressing part arranged

crosswise below the caving riddle and vibrating

board, at the shaker end of the machine,

which is thus very low and portable. Marshall's has a

slightly altered Goucher drum; a 4-box shaker, with

crank-shaft at the outer end, and spring hangers at the

inner end ; a perforated wood middle ; the chaff is raised

ly a little fan through a spout to a aag at the side of the

machine, being previously cleared by being blown up

against a dust screen, and jogged back again over a dirt

and seed screen. The corn passes by two riddles to a cup

elevator, which conveys it to a barley-awner or smutter,

and it then falls into a rotary Nalder screen. A pecu-

liarity is that the " seconds" wheat or barley from this

screen is ground in a small mill consisting of a single

stone upon a horizontal axis.

Tasker's machine has Couches beaters. The shaker is

of 5-boxes, with crank at the outer end, and a semi-rotary

shaft at the inner end, which by rocking-bars balances

and tosses forward the boxes alternately ; and as the shaft

must have a slight swinging motion, it is hung in bear-

ings attached to spring ^hangers. The caving-riddle is of

wood, with cross flutes and round holes. A peculiarity

is that one fan does all the blowing required throughout

the machine ; and this, without any rapid speed, is con-

ducting the wind about in pipes and elbows. It chaffs in

the ordinary manner—another part of the blast blowing

the dust through a screen, and raising the chaff into a

bag ; while a third portion of the blast is led off from

the back of the fan-casing to the finishing riddles. The

caving-riddle is under the drum; and the finishing

dressing-riddles are fixed to the other end of the

vibrating board; being thus in a direct line for

the action of the blast. The corn is raised to

these riddles by a Bruckshaw rotary elevator, which

is at the same time a barley-awner. After leaving

the riddles, the com js carried by a cup elevator to a

Kansomcs' revolving screen at the drum end of the

machine.

Kausomes and Sims' machine also presents some novel

features. The " month" over the drum is surrounded by

a safety feeding-hopper—a fence, in fact, to prevent any

person from accidentally slipping in ; while, shoidd any

one fidl over the fence, a moveable grate or flap is designed

to fall and shut the mouth at tht^ same time, and this flap

can always be folded down when the feeder leaves oft'

working. The beaters are of malleable iron, somewhat re-

sembling Goucher's ; the shaker is en tirely unlike any other,

consisting as it does of a number of small revolving forked

rollers arranged transversely up an incline, their action

tossing the straw, and at the same time conveying

the corn, chaiF, and cavings down an immoveable

sloping board to the caving riddle, which is under

the drum. This riddle is of wood, fluted, and perforated

with conical holes, largest underneath, the riddle having

the merit also of sufficient length. A peculiarity is that

before the chaft" and grain are separated, the dust, dirt,

and seeds of weeds are removed, this being effected by

passing chafi' and corn together over a finely perforated

zinc riddle, and next on to a coarse screen, which lets the

grain drop through, while a blast blowing upward

through the screen keeps the chaff from passing too,

aud instead blows it into a chaff bag. Any light

grains blown over fall upon anoLher riddle. The corn is

raised by a cup elevator to the finishing dressing apparatus,

which is placed across the drum end of the machine, and

here to avoid extra working parts, the fan consists of

screw blades on an axis parallel with all the other rotary

motions in the machine, the blast of course being im-

pelled toward one side. The final sepai'ation is effected

by a revolving screen, formed of two cylinders, the wires

of one interspacing those of the other, so that the size of

the apertures can be altered by moving the centres nearer

together or closer apart.

Up to Saturday night late no official decisions were

an-ived at. The whole, of the steam thrashing machines

were through ; and the horse-powers were placed in

position ready for action on Monday (this day), the

plan of trial being to measure the horse-walk, and count

the number of times round in doing a certain amount of

work.

Root-pulpers, corn-crushers, oilcake-breakers, grinding

mills, and chaff machines, have found laborious work for

the judges, Messrs. Hicken and J. Martin, who took the

class of machines for horse or steam-power, and Messrs.

Wortley and Cantrell, who took those for hand-power.

And here, again, so multitudinous are these articles for the

barn and feeding-house, that only a few minutes' run

could be allotted to each. A misunderstanding arose be-

tween exhibitors and judges, owing to an obscurity or an
omission in the Society's prize-sheet. Naturally enough,

the judges wanted mills to cut beans as well as mills to

crush other corn, and took for granted that as these in-

dispensable articles are not named in the prize-sheet, they

were to be included among the " corn crushers." How-
ever, makers have taken the Society as mean-
ing what it said and no more ; and we shall

therefore have no official opinion as to the best mill for

bean-splitting. One of the wonderful things at the Show
is a mill which gi'inds by the sheer force of velocity—

a

number of flat steel arms revolving at a very high speed

dash the grain against a ribbed concave, and so break up

the grain into meal. At least such appears to be the

action ; but the mill did not come on for trial on Satur-

day.

The following is a list of the steam-engines tried up to

Saturday night. The fixed engines were those of Tux-

ford, the Reading Company, Rawlings, Kinsey, Deacon

and Wood, and Clayton and Shuttleworth. The Lincolji
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engine made the most duty, running 3 hours 9 minutes.

This completed the testing of the cLiss ; hut the award of

prizes was not made known. All the douhle-cyliuder

portables were put tlu'ough a first trial, working at 801bs.

and working the steam expansively. The figures came

out as follows:—Clayton and Shuttleworth, 4 houi's

42i miuutes ; Brown and May, 3 hours 18^ minutes;

Ransomes and Sims, 8 hours 43 minutes ; Tuxford and

Sons, 3 hours 28 minutes. Clayton and Shuttleworth

and Tuxfords made use of separate water-heaters ; Ran-

somes' engine has a copper water-heater in the smoke-

box ; Brown and May's differs from the others in having

no separate expansion valve. Of the single-cylinder

portables, worked with 501bs. of steam per square inch,

the following were tried up to Saturday night ;—Holmes,

2 hours 43 f minutes ; Clayton and Shuttleworth, 4 hom-s

29 minutes ; Brown and May, 3 hours 48i minutes

;

the Reading Comimny, 3 hours lOi minutes ; Savage

(a traction engine tried before a decisiou had been

come to not to admit this class of engines) ; Burrell; Wallis

and Haslam (trial interrupted, to be repeated on Monday)

;

Wilkins ; Barrows and Carmichael ; Riches and Watts

;

Turner, Gibbons, Ruston and Proctor, Marshall, Under-

hiU, Catchpool and Thompson (interrupted, to be repeated

on Monday) ; and the engines of Tuxford, Ransomes and

Sims, Nalder, and AUchin have also to be run on Monday
(this day). It is clear that to give all these engines

another turn at the brakes must occupy some days ; never-

theless, a meeting of the exhibitors, convened by the

stewards at 5 o'clock on Saturday, decided to keep on.

DiiFerence of opinion existed as to whether the first trials

should not be held final, and an early announcement of

the prizes be available, as a help to business ; but the

sensible course has been pursued, and after four years'

intermission of these engine tests, we are to have trials

thoroughly carried through. One of the judges being

compelled to leave for other duties, a substitute has to be

found ; but who it is we cannot yet say.

Steam-ploughs are to be at work in fields conveniently

situated. Fowler's programme is, for Monday 12 to 3

o'clock, performance of a new double-drum engine and
anchorage ; Tuesday, 10 to 3 o'clock, the same engine

worked on the stationary principle ; Wednesday, 10 to 3

o'clock, two engines working a 12-feet wide cultivator,

or 6 -furrow plough, harrows, and other implements

;

Thursday, 10 to 3 o'clock, two double-drum engines

working two implements at once. This to be on the

Greene's farm, up Westgate-road.

Howard's steam-ploughing and cultivating, both with

the ordinary set ploughing, cultivating, and harrowing,

and also vdth the new traction-engines, working two im-

plements at once, will be closer at hand, in Mr. Guy's

fields near the Show-yard.

The splendid weather of the first three days gave way
to a storm on Saturday, followed by renewed thunder,

heavy rain, and big hail in the middle of Sunday ; this

cleared the close hot atmosphere, and moistened the

Show-ground.

To say that we had carefully searched through the two
hundi-ed and eighty-two stands, most of them very exten-

sive indeed, and crowded with articles of which few are

duplicates—to affinn that we had examined the 4,804
pieces of mechanism, tools, articles, and collections of

seeds, and specimen produce, with a view of discovering

all the novelties in invention, improvements in construc-

tion, and soon, furnished by the two hundred and fifty-one

exhibitors at Bury, would be simply stating what noneof our
readers would credit. In fact, the show of implements has
become so vast and unwieldy, as far as inspection and de-

scription are concerned, that no classified and comprehen-
sive report can be reasonably expected either by the public

or by the exhibitors ; and aJl that we can do is just to

offer a few notes on those particular objects that we
chanced to pitch upon under the Society's gridiron-plan

collection of sheds, or stationed about the huge open show-
ground.

The first thing we picked up was a bit of information

concerning the trials, not given in our last week's account.

Of the single-cylinder portable engines, Clayton and
Shuttleworth's ran longest, namely, 4 hours 29 minutes,

mechanical time ; Tuxford and Son's ran 3 hours 56 mi-

nutes, and Ransomes and Sims' ran 3 hours 4:j minutes.

The horse-power thrashing machines were tested by means
of a band-rigger on the drum axis, driven by a belt from

a steam engine, and the horse-works being connected in

the usual manner, but being driven round instead ofthem-

selves employed to drive. A hundred sheaves of wheat
were put through the machines with the following results

in time and power:—Turner and Fardon, 4| minutes,

power number on the dynamometer 137.1 ; Tasker, ISj
minutes, power number 143.1 ; Ransomes and Sims, 14J
miuutes, power number 135.5 ; Wallis and Haslam, 12|
minutes, power number 90.8. The power turnip pulpers

were tried with one to two hundredweights of globe man-
gold to each machine, the quantity being arbitrary, ac-

cording to the size of the machine, aud the exhibitors

"fed" as they liked. The hand-power machines were

allowed one hundredweight of roots to a " slicer," and half

a hundredweight of roots to a pulper. The hand-power

oilcake breakers were tried with 14 lbs. broken coarse,

and 14 lbs. broken fine. The corn- dressing machines

were tested with two bushels of mixed corn and chaft',

from the thrashing machine trials. The metal crushing-

miUs for steam power were tried with 28 lbs. of linseed

and 84 lbs. of oats to each machine. The judges put

56 lbs. of beans to some machines ; but this was discon-

tinued when it was found that bean cutting does not ap-

pear in the Society's prize sheet. The metal griuding-

mills for power gave results as follows :

—

4 bush. Barley. 4 bush. Maize,

rain. sec. rain. sec.

Amies & Barford's American Mill 3 5 ... 2 15

Riches and Watt's American Mill 4 17 ... 3 50

Turner and Fardon 5 48 ... 2
Ilunt and Pickering 5 ... 8 42
Corbett 11 10 ... 8 20

Power chaflTcutters were tried with 561bs. of straw to

each machine, and to prove that the length of cut was

3-8ths of an inch, as prescribed by the conditions,

sti'ips of hat-box (or " band-box") were put through; the

selected machines being afterwards tried with 701bs. of

hay a-piece.

The cwts. of straw were cut by the several machines

in the following time :

min. sec.

BeutaU 3 20
Warren 3 30
Richmond and Chandler ... 3 35

Comes 3 56
Picksley and Sims 3 20
Carson aud Toone 4 13

Page 4 40
Ashby and Jeifery 5 13

Amies and Barford 5 25

Hunt and Pickering 5 55

AUcock 7
Holmes failed.

Millard failed.

In the after-trial, cutting 701bs. of hay occupied Bentall

4 9 seconds, and Richmond and Chandler 64 seconds.

Before leaving this subject of tbe trials, we may men-

tion certain complaints that we overheard fi'om sundry

competitors. " Is it fair," they said, " that though all

sorts of implements and machines take turns in coming

up to the Society's triennial 'scratch,' the personahty
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of the umpires remains so very uearly llic same?" The
agent of one exhibitor declared his innvillinguess to sub-

mit his productions, whether field implenieiils or iecding-

house machines, year after year to the same individual

;

which is, in fact, having the mechanical and agricultural

world ruled and guided for yeai's by the opinion of one

or two men, instead of by the combined judgment of a

sufficient jury. Other persons threw out hints in a

signiiicant manner as to the impropriety of having judges

who might be at the same time commission agents of

some of the makers. Possibly the Council chooses

a good many old judges, although it had a longish list to

select from, because it knew them to be sound and trust-

worthy men, and complaints of the inefficiency of novices

would not sound well. But it is worth while con-

sidering whether a change could not be made for the

better in the treatment of the patriotic persons who devote

so much time and labour to the public service ; and when
we get trials lasting more than a few minutes lor each

machine, we should also have honours and distinctions

making it worth while for our most eminent men to take

ollice, and fullil the laborious and responsible duties of

a judge.

One anomaly about the trials is that, though the port-

able steam-engines were run twice, that is, first with the

usual load on the brake, and then with this resistance

increased 50 per cent., no separate statement of the re-

sults has been issued. We ought to have the first " runs"

and the second " runs" clearly stated in separate tabular

forms ; but instead of this simple and straightforward

procedure being adopted, the official information gives us

the " mean" of the two " runs," a muddling together of

experiments that we can neither understand nor appre-

ciate. The following are the Society's figures :

—

SINGLE-CYLINDER PORTABLE STEAM-ENGINES.
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Among the novelties that di-ew our attention was, of

course, Blake's patent stone-breaker and ore-crushing

machine, exhibited by Marsden, of Leeds. A vertieallj

suspended jaw, having angular indentations in its face, is

forced against a similar but fixed jaw, by means of au

elbow-joint leverage like that of a printing-press, worked

by a connecting-rod from an eccentric or a fly-wheel

shaft. As the two jaws form a hopper, widest at the top,

a stone thrown in between them is cracked smaller and

smaller until it finally drops out in minute pieces and dust,

which are separated by a rotating screen. With only 3-

horse power applied, a machine with a vibrating jaw 10

inches long by 7 inches wide is declared to break up

Macadam road metal for 3d. per ton, no matter how hard

the stone may be ; and it is able to crush 40 tons of

granite in a day. It will crush quartz, and is used for

making concrete and asphalting ; and the ease and rapidity

with which it " chawed up" big or little flints in the

showyard were wonderful.

On one of Ruston and Proctor's portable engines we
saw a pretty and valuable contrivance, consisting of a
" variable eccentric," which can be easily adjusted so as to

cut off steam at any point of the stroke, and yet preserve

"the lead of the slide-valve constant," the advantage

being that, without any additional parts, link motion, or

separate valve, the steam can be worked expansively or

not, just as desired, and an eight or ten-horse engine be

employed, when wanted, in one or two-hoi'se work, with-

out waste of fuel.

Tuxford& Sons, whose new thrashing-machine we alluded

to last week, have brought out a new straw-carrier, on

the very simplest and best principle we have yet seen,

conveying the straw to any distance or any reasonable

altitude, with a perfect safeguard against wind, and this

peculiar advantage, that it raises itself as the straw stack

gi'ows in height, without any stoppage or refixing—a per-

fectly automatic machine, that will be as valuable as it is

ingenious.

We remember having seen, in the spring of 1842, a

steam thrashing machine, made by the Tuxfords, in

which a thrashing drum was mounted upon the carriage

frame of a 5 -horse power portable engine, the weight of

the whole being 3i tons. At the present meeting, a

curiosity is a literally " combined " steam thrashing

machine, made by D. Crowe, of Gaywood, near Lynn.

It looks like a thrashing machine, with big travelling

wheels towards one end, and a pair of steerage-wheels at

the other end—able to turn completely round underneath

the machine—for going round sharp corners ; and the

boiler, and, indeed, the whole working parts of the engine

too, are so inserted into one end of the wooden " barn-

work," and underneath it, that one could scarcely believe

a 7-horse engine to be there enclosed, were it not for the

lofty and slender chimney rising from behind the feeder's

box. The weight is 7 tons 1 cwt. There are several

clever points about the machine. The belt from the engine

flywheel drives a rigger on the vibrating-board crank-

shaft ; another belt from this di'iving the drum ; so that, by
riggers of diftereut sizes, the drum can be driven at dif-

ferent speeds, according to the condition of the corn, without

altering the speed, and so disarranging the action of the

dressing-part. One strap drives both dressing-pai-t and
shakers, and a V groove friction-wheel motion is employed
to drive the fan. All the driving-straps are under cover,

so that wind or rain does not hinder working. The machine
can remove itself from one corn stack to another iu five

minutes, a most important consideration to everybody
who knows by experience the fearful waste of time which
always occurs in shifting and placing an engine and ma-
chine in a rick-yard, to say nothing of the bother and
expense of breaking otf the operations of the teams for the

purpose, This machine travelled along the high road

from Towcestcr, in Northamptonshire, to Bury St. Ed-
mund's, a distance of 84 miles ; consuming, it is stated,

IGlbs. of coal per mile. It obtained the Norfolk Agri-

cultural Society's prize medal at Fakenham last mouth.
The selling price appears to be fixed much too low ; but
then, iu construction and especially in the traction-wheel

gearing, it is excessively light, and, if the principle be
worth anything, the machine should be put together in a

first-class style of workmanship likely to last.

Amies and Barford exhibited a new straw-elevator,

constructed with fewer working parts than any we have
yet seen ; and, on tmniing the crank-handle, we found the

motion so easy that we arc quite sure a man would rather

work it than carry fork-loads up a ladder. Of course it is

fitted with a rigger, for attachment to a thrashing-machine

;

but it is always being purchased in considerable numbers
for lifting hay, barley, and so forth, up the stack. The
maker affirms that the smallness of the separate portions of

straw or hay, and the rapidity with which they are carried

up by the ascending rakes (for the straw does not wait to

go up in bunches), enable them to evade the force

of the wind ; and a couple of light rods at the upper part

of the elevator, lying upon the straw, are sufficient to

hold it down before delivered on the stack. The Peter-

borough firm have also applied a neat chaff'-carricr to a

chafl'-cutter : a little fan below the knife-wheel blows
the chaft" along a pipe ; and they tell us that one of these

contrivances is at work for a well-known Yorkshire

fai-mer, delivering chaft' in a storehouse no less than sixty

feet from the cutter.

Hornsby's rotary corn-screen is a very pretty inven-

tion. The wires (in ring form round the cylinder) are

attached to inner wires, which have a spiral direction,

and by drawing out or closing up one end of the cylinder,

the wires open out or close up, altering the size of the

apertures, whUe strictly preserving equality of distance

between the wires throughout the length of the screen,

or rather throughout certain sections of the length of the

screen. The spiral wires inside tend to stir up and to

assist the passage of the grain from end to end, and the

freedom of the exterior from protuberances enables a

wire brush to perfectly clear the interstices of wedged
grain. The weak point in the screen, as at present con-

structed, is in the fastenings, the ring wires being bound
to the spiral rib wii'es by pieces of thin wire, which will

])robably soon wear out.

Ransomes and Sims' water-heater in the smoke-box of

their portable engine is what many persons were anxious

to see ; but we did not chance to be present when the

padlock was oft' the smoke-box door. Two copper pipes

between two pumps, worked by a forked connecting-rod

from one eccentric, convey cold water to the heater and

hot water away from it ; a jet of the exhaust steam being

so employed that the pump takes water at fully boiling-

point temperature, and injects it into the boiler, while the

heating leaves sufficient draught in the chimney to draw
up a bright fire and make any reasonable quantity of

steam. Eansomes' new grinding-mill is also worthy
of attention. It has three-feet French burr stones;

the under one moving, the upper one fixed ; the

speciality of construction being that, instead of leaving

the upper stone to grind by the pressure of its weight, the

bottom stone is pressed upwards by a nicely-contrived

wheel and screw motion, the stones being employed merely

for the sake of obtaining the best grinding surface. Driven

at a speed of 250 to 300 revolutions per minute, the mill

grinds 28 or 30 bushels of barley into the softest meal,

and not over-heated, because the velocity and the pecu-

liarity of " the draught" has the effect of drawing in a

current of air which keeps it cool.

Whitmore and Son have adopted au appai-ently most

sensible arrangement for driving mills ;
for they have, so
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to speak, laid a horizontal fixed-engine "on its side;" so

that the crank-shaft is vertical, and belts from tlie broad

fly-wheel jnst drive directly the riggers on th<! npright

spindles of the mill-stones without any of the heavy

toothed gearing nsnally seen. The saving of friction and
power must be great.

One of the prettiest inventions we have seen is the new
self-raking reaper, now shown for the first time, by
Messrs. Howard. AYe do not mean the one-horse sheaf-

delivery machine, in which a rake revolves with a
" shillelagh" motion, bnt the Anglo-American combined
reaper and mower. The " March" self-rake is a surpris-

ingly simple contrivance, yet quite novel in idea, doing

away with the cumbrous parts commonly seen in self-

rakers, and taking np the least possible amount of room.
How it may work in the field, of course, we had no op-

portunity of proving at Bury. Of the apparatus for

steam-tillage which we saw among many splendidly got-

up implements on the Bedford stand, and of the steam

performances in the field, space forbids us to speak in the

present report. For the same reason we must postpone

any account of ^Ir. Fowler's new machinery and its

steam-plough and cultivating in the field ; whilst drawings

exhibited by ]\Ir. Phillips Smith, of Hereford, elucidating

a novel system of steam-culture, must also remain to be

noticed at a future time.

A singular apparatus is Creasy's "drying or desic-

cating" machine— a large revolving cylinder, with hot air

from a stove passing through, to dry malt and brewers'

grains, and fitted internally with blades for polishing

corn and giving it a bright Colour,

Davey, Paxman, and Davey have fitted a steam-jacket

round a barley-hummeller ; a pipe leading steam from the

boiler of the engine, which drives the thrashing-machine,

and at the same time they pass a cm-rent of hot air through

thecentre of the hummeller,fromastove. Thejudgesmois-
tened three bushels of corn with three gallons of water,

letting it soak all night, and the machine turned out this

grain dry and hot. In practice, of com-se, the corn has

to be spread out on a floor to cool before being bagged.

We are much mistaken if Gooday's " multiple needle
"

thatch-making machine is not likely to be of great service.

It is an advance upon the machine formerly exhibited by
Maggs and Hindley, as it works w'th a lock-stitch ; and
celerity of execution is not of such importance as perma-

nence of the thatch when woven together.

THE GENERAL MEETING OF THE MEMBERS

Was held at ten o'clock on the Friday morning, on tlie Show-

ground ; Mr. H. S. Thompson, President of the Society, in the

chair. There were about twenty others present, including

members of the Council, the Editor, Director, and Secretary.

The President said : The authorities of the town and

the neighbours around Bury set themselves to work, and

have done everji;hing that could be done. They

have shown us every hospitality—they have spared

neither their time nor their purses in striving to make

this Meeting worthy of the great county of Suffolk. As

to the result of this Meeting, there are some very favoura-

ble features, and some that, as far as our exchequer is con-

cerned, are not quite so favourable ; but looking at the Show
itself, I may say that so far as implements are concerned, it is

the largest and best show that the Society has ever col-

lected, and I believe the largest and best that ever was

collected. There have been some little difficulties in

carrying out the trials because of the large increase m the

number of implements exhibited in certain classes, in

consequence of the length of time that has elapsed since

those classes were tried before. In steam engines especially,

the number was so large that it has been extremely difficult

—

and has involved great labour—to carry through the trials

before the end of this meeting. In that case it was impossible

to do more, because the whole of the implements in that class

must be tried by tlie same set of judges. If it liad been pos-

sible to divide these labours by appointing additional judges,

of course it would have been ; but, like a jury hearing a ease,

tiu' \\hoU^ of tlic evidence must go before tlie same men : we
therefore found that tlicy must work through, and they did

work throngli most gallantly. Upon another occasion au
alteration must be made, in order to have more time given for

the trial of such an important class of iini)lemcnls, which liave

so much increased of late, tlie use of steam in ajjricultural

pursuits having extended so much in other operations beside.s

thrashing. With reference to the horses, sheep, and pigs, we
have liad a very creditable show ; and tliough the number of

visitors who have been admitted has not been so large as

we have had when we have met in the neighbourhood of

large manufacturing towns, I can say, from having watched
very closely the way in which those visitors seemed to

examine the implements and the stock, and the great

interest that they took in the whole, that I never saw
a more intelligent gathering of visitors, or any who
were more likely to profit by what they saw, than we have had
at Bury. I now have very great pleasure in moving the best

thanks of the meeting to the Mayor and to the local authori-

ties, including the local committee of Bury, and also to the

railway authorities. Mr. Thompson concluded by formally

proposing the vote of thanks.

Earl Cathcaet seconded the resolution.

The Presiden't having inquired whether any member had
any suggestion to make,

Mr. T. Wilson (Rugby) suggested that the general meet-

ing of the members should in future be held earlier in the

week|; for, having free admission, they generally attended early

in tlie meeting, and seldom remained to the close.

The President said that was a question tjiat might be con-

sidered by the Council, and they would have also the opinion

of the local committee in the place where the meeting was
to be held.

Mr. Apthokpe said he wished to suggest the desirability of

altering the prizes, or putting in another in the liorse depart-

ment. They now gave a prize for the best roadster, and it

was a question whether it would not be better to alter that, or

to add another prize for the best hack. He alluded to the sort

of animal that was generally shown, and was considered a gen-

tleman's or a lady's hack.

The President said this suggestion also should be submitted

to the Council for their consideration.

The meeting closed with the usual vote of thanks to tlie

Chairman.

THE ATTENDANCE AND RECEIPTS AT THE
BURY ST. EDMUND'S MEETING OF THE ROYAL
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—The following statements

give the numbers and totals at the Plymouth meeting in 1865,

and of the Bury meeting in 1867 :

—

Bury St. Edmi^nd's
No. £ s.

Monday (5s.) 910 227 15

Tuesday (2s. 6d.)... 4465 557 11

Wednesday (2s. 6d.) 7886 985 8

Tliursday (Is.) 33126 1657 15

Friday (Is.) 15113 752 8

This gives a balance on the week, against Bury St. Edmund's,

of more than £2,000 ! This is as near as possible, altliough

the attendances on the last day do not quite tally with the

receipts.
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l)uilders, tliey liave ascertained that in many cases the estimated

cost is far below what tlie actual outlay would be in erecting

the same. The Committee, after a close investigation, have

unanimously arrived at the conclusion that the plan bearing

the motto " Suitability," and costing £170 3s. 8d., should

have the first prize of £25 ; and that the second prize of £15

should be awarded to the plan bearing the motto " Level,"

and costing £190 5s. The former the Couimittee consider

would be improved by continuing the roof so as to fonn

gable ends ; also by placing fire-places where the dressers

are, in each of the scidleries, instead of that in the

bakery. la both plans more shedding outside is desirable.

In the second-prize plan a pair more rafters at each end

are required, and sliding casements would be preferable

;

a fire-place is wanted in the scullery ; also a mndow in

the pantries, for ventilation. The committee, in coming

to their decisions, have kept in view the three main points

—viz,, lowness of cost, durability, and efficiency—laid

down in the schedule of prizes issued to intending com-

petitors. Beyond awarding the prizes they have refrained

from commending any plans in particular, although there

are many highly deserving of it. In the publicity given

to the plans by their exhibition at the Royal Show, they
are confident that the public will duly appreciate the skill

and exertions of the exhibitors. In conclusion, they
woidd suggest that some of the best jilans be published.

Signed, W. Biddell (chairman), E. Greene, S. Newman,
H. T. Turner, G. H. Nunn, K. Cooper, L. Jackman."
The following is the award : 1st prize of £25, Messrs.

Conder and Laslett, 1, Park-lane West, London ; 2nd
prize of £15, T. Shaw, 29, Bridge-street, Birkenhead.

THE CIRENCESTER AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE CLUB.

The annual dinner of the former Professors and pupils of
the Cirencester Agricultural College, now constituting the
College Club, was held on the Wednesday evening, in the
Royal Show week, at the Angel Hotel, Bury St. Edmunds.
Dr. Voelcker, in the chair.

The CnAiKMA::^ proposed in succession the toasts of " Her
Majesty the Queen," and " The Prince and Princess of Wales
and the rest of the royal family."

Mr. CvrLDWELL then gave prosperity to the Cirencester
College, and the health of Professor Wrightson, who said that
he was very pleased to have to return thauks on behalf of the
College, more especially as he had been there as a student as

well as a teacher. As a former student he might be, perhaps,
allowed to speak with pride of the institution and of the ad-
vantages which he there enjoyed, though as a teacher he felt

some diffidence in speaking its praises. He, as well as others
present, owed very much to the instruction imparted by the
Chairman and others who had been formerly Professors there.

He trusted that the same high standard of education which
prevailed during their term of office might still be preserved,
although it was difficult to maintain the standard established
by such able men (applause).

Mr. ToRR gave the health of the Chairman, who having
duly responded, proposed, in a highly eulogistic speech, the
health of Professor Coleman, the Secretary of the College
Club, and expressed a hope that that gentleman M'ould not
resign his office, as he had intimated he must do, for the Club
cculi not afford to lose his services.

Mr. CoLEiiAX, in reply to the compliment, said that he
must carry out his intention of resigning unless the members
of the Club would give him more support. The Club had two
great objects in view ; one was the promotion of a social and
sympathetic influence, and the other was the extension of
scientific knowledge. It was his desire to see the Society
prosperous, and the intention which he announced was in no
way due to any abatement of his interest in the Club.

LORD KINNAIRD ON THE GAME-LAWS.
Deae Me. Mois'CRElFr,—I observe that you have got a

committee appointed, to wluch Lord Elcho's and Mr. Fordyce's

Game BiUs have been referred, and hope that the committee

wiU come to the conclusion that there is no use " cobbling at

the Game-laws," as no amendment will satisfy those tenants

who complain of thera vrithout at the same time giving

encouragement to those gangs of poachers which exist in all

the towns, and are well known to the police.

The only course to adopt, as it appears to me, would be to

abolish the Game-laws altogether, and make game property.

Mr. Pordyce's biU is so contradictory in its provisions that it

wotild be tmworkable. Clause 3, for instance, declares hares

and rabbits to be vermin (so considered by many already),

while clause 6 makes the proprietor liable for damage by such
vermin. Wliy not then also by!wood pigeons, rats, and such
like, destructive to crops P Clause 7, again, makes an
exception where shootings are at present let, in which case

hares and rabbits are not vermin ; but why should they in any
case be vermin in Scotland and not in England? The
declaring them to be so \i ould, after all, be only abohshing

the Game-laws by a side wind, as no one in his senses would
think of keeping up a staff of keepers to look after a few
pheasants and partridges, when every vagabond could trespass

with impunity.

I have heard it proposed that a more stringent trespass law
should be enacted, placing the unfortunate tourists, artists,

the seekers of fresh air in the country, the botanists, and
geologists, in the same category as the poacher.

But even if hares and rabbits are declared to be vermin,

and the farmers, notwithstanding their leases, allowed to

destroy these, which but for their leases they can do at

present, they could not in many cases protect themselves,

unless they had the liberty to enter the woods and plantations

for the purpose ; and even then, as I find, it is a very difficult

matter, though I keep men for the express object. Moreover,

the county police would have to be doubled, as I know from
experience. I at one time gave up preserving, discharging

all my keepers, except one to supply the house, and I con-

tinued to do so for two years, but resimied it at the request of

several of my tenants, and one of the reasons they assigned

was the losses they sustained by trespassers, damage to their

fences, and the clearing out of their poultry-yards, in which
particular I also was a sufferer. Before this I preserved

largely, but then I paid damages when crops were injured, and
I could state many gratifying instances of the good feeling

which existed on the part of my tenants with regard to game.
The instructions to my keepers now are—Let me have no
complaints, and the tenants may have game when they require

it : they are, moreover, asked to join the shooting parties. As
I myself farm largely, I can quite understand how dis-

heartening it is to a farmer, after all the expense, trouble, and
anxiety incurred in raising his crops, to see them destroyed.

And yet is it not strange that the great preserving landlords,

with the mostjstringent clauses in their leases, to the extent of

preventing the tenant from carrying a gun, and providing

that, whatever legislative acts may pass, the provisions of the

lease with regard to the game are not to be affected, get as

many offers for their farms as the moderate or non-preserving

landlords ?

I again repeat that I hope the committee wiU come to the

conclusion that the Game-laws should be abolished ; and if

game is made property, it becomes- a mere matter of arrange-

ment between landlord and tenant. If the shootings are let,

or any excessive quantity of game kept up, the tenant should

be entitled to payment for feeding them ; and it would be
desirable if some equitable plan could be devised to ascertain

the latter point, though I see the difficulty—as, in the case of

bad farming, or in seasons like the present, when the grub and
wireworm are prevalent, the blame wiU often be thrown on
the game. The increase during the leases is also a difficult

question to ascertain. I do not believe that, generally

speaking, the farmers of Scotland would wish encouragement

to be given to poachers, or game entirely to be cleared off,

thougli it is natural they should wish to see it kept in mode-

ration. KlNNAIHP.

June 24, 1867.
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CALENDAR OF AGRICULTURE.

This is the general month over three-fourths of

the kingdom—in the northern parts the next

month is the busy time—for securing the crops. Cut
all grains full ten days before a dead ripeness has

taken place, and before the green has been wholly

changed : the straw will be more juicy, and the

flour be whiter and more doughy, than in the con-

dition of a flinty hardness with a brown colour.

Wheat is cut by hand-sickle or by machinery, tied

into sheaves, placed in shocks of twelve sheaves,

and, when dried by sun and wind, the crop is built

into ricks or lodged in barns. Barley and oats are

cut by sickle or by the scythe, tied into sheaves

after some days' exposure, carried and built into

ricks, or placed in mows under a roof. Peas are

cut by hand-sickle, and laid into small heaps, which
are turned over at times to dry the under-side. In

fine weather exert every activity in securing the

crops by the unsparing use of labour and allowance

to the agents of work—a true economy adapts the

means to the end.

The expense and trouble of thatching ricks of

hay and grain, and the risk of damage from heavy
rains to the ricks before being covered, will soon
be removed by the entire farmery being roofed over

like the terminus of a railway, or by the ricks

standing in two rows alongside a railway, and pro-

tected by a roof of corrugated iron supported by
cast-iron pillars. A light iron waggon conveys the

sheaves of unthrashed grain along the railway to

the end of the thrashing barn, where a travelling

carrier raises the sheaves to the third floor of the

scutching machinery, and the grain falls to the

ground floor in a dressed condition, to be measured
for the market. The grain is separated from the

straw and chaff on the third or upper floor, is

riddled on the middle floor, and fitted for use on
the ground floor. These improvements will be
adopted after the usual delay and constant repe-

tition.

In late climates the sheaves of grain crops must
be made small in size, and are very beneficially

built into small ricks of three or four shocks in the

field, to stand there till sufficiently dry to be
carried.

Root crops are thoroughly cleaned of weeds by
scuffling and hoeing, continued so long as any

weeds appear, and till the intervals of the drills are

fallowed into a clean pulverization. Earth-up

potatoes by a deep furrow of the double mould-
board plough, drawn by two horses walking abreast

in distant furrows, with a maintree of five feet

stretching between them. Repeat the operation in

ten or fourteen days, and pull by hand any weeds
that may afterwards arise.

Lay pulverized lime on clay fallows ; harrow or

plough it into the land lightly, or scatter the cinders

on the surface of the land, and plough them under,

when the moisture will burst the body into

powder, and the subsequent ploughings and har-

rowings will mix the lime and the soil. The
evolution of caloric from cinders will confer much
benefit to the land from the damp exhalations, and
raise the temperature of the ground to promote
vegetation.

Lay farm-yard dung on wheat fallows, spread
it evenly over the surface, and plough it under
without delay ; or drill the land with one furrow of

the common plough, spread the dung along the

furrows, cover it by splitting and reversing the

drills by one furrow. A cross harrowing may be
necessary to level the drills for the land to be seed-

furrowed. A plough in going out opens a drill,

and in returning covers a drill over the dung,
quicker done than by ploughing, and covers the

dung more completely from exposure. But the

loss from evaporation is doubtful, if not wholly
overturned, as fresh dung only half-covered in the

land is best for wheat, to decompose on the surface

among the roots of the plants. This fact is fully

established. A better application of the dung may
be made to the young wheats in March as a top-

dressing, in a condition of fresh faeces mixed with

straws cut into short lengths, carried from the

cattle-yards to the field by steam carriages on
moveable railways. The time is not very distant

when the carriage-work of the farm will be per-

formed by steam and rail.

Supply to horses and cattle, or cows in the yards,

ample stores of vetches, which will now be very

full of seeded pods. Provide litter in abundance
—the manure produced will be large in quantity

to pay all cost.

Fold sheep on bare spots of thin pastures ; go
on with draining ; burn into ashes for manure by
drill all vegetable, earthy, and peat substances ; keep

the liquid tank filled with vegetable earths and
all refuse matters, to be saturated with urinary

excrements.

Keep the draft ewes on good pasture, in order

to get them fattened. Put ewes to the ram for

early lambs. The lambs of the year must have a

good maintenance. The draft ewes and the lambs
are now sold, where winter food does not provide

the means of fattening.

Sow on beds of well-prepared lands, in warm
situations of aspect and shelter, the seeds of drum-
head cabbage, savoys, and broccoli, for plants to

be used next spring as a field crop. Sow rye and
winter vetches for early spring use. Apply dung
to the vetches, or on poor lands in backward
situations ; summer-fallow the land, using dung at

the same time, thus adopting every known possible

means to secure so very valuable a crop in the spring

as green herbage.

Gather dung of all kinds : earths for composts,

and vegetables for the tanks. No man will ever

do much in farming, who does not apply manure
with a constant, a lavish, and an unsparing hand,

N 2
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CALENDAR OF GARDENING,

Kitchen Garden.
Sow in the first week the main crop of next

year's early cabbage : about London and its latitude

from the 10th into the second week, and a week
earlier for colder and more northern localities.

Water the drills before sowing, if the weather be
dry — " winter spinach" and endive twice.

Choose mellow soil moderately rich, like that after

fresh-dug early potatoes. " Nitrate of soda"
has been proved to be a most fertilizing dressing,
particularly in binding gritty loams : half-a-pound
spread over a pole (30^ square yards) dug in, and
the rows a yard apart, sown as the digging proceeds.
Sow also a sprinkling of horn carrots and onions

and turnips, the early-stone or Dutch; salads,
radish, lettuce, the hardy sorts early, and again
after the second week. Cauliflowers about the
twentieth day, under glasses or in frames.
Dig up the early potatoes ; let some of the

medium-sized tubers of the ash-leaved kidney lie

exposed, to become "green" for seed store.

Turnips seldom thrive inside a garden, and are
best grown on open ground outside, and in drills

over rotten dung with bone dust. I'he plants are
hoed and thinned as they arise, in the distance of
nine inches apart, and the rows two feet distant.

Transplant at various times, according to their
size, the stout, well-formed plants of cabbage,
broccol', savoys, and Brussels sprouts. Incorpo-
rate a quantity of good manure with the soil, to
which has been added sulphate of ammonia, half-
a-pound to the square pole. " Coleworts" for
" greens," in the same manner, twelve inches
apart ;

" celery" for the latest crop, before the
20th. If the weather be dry, water liberally.

Never mutilate the plants by cutting the leaves.
" Earth-up" former plantings timely and carefully.
The spade may be used when the plants are strong,
and have already been twice earthed. Propagate
sweet herbs by slips and cuttings. Take up
garlic, shallots, and onions that are ripe.

Destroy weeds : leave none to spread the evil by
seeding, and a most careful attention is now
required.

Cut vegetable marrows and cucumbers as they
come on, leaving none to become ripe. Be parti-

cular to gather French beans and runners, for if

pods ripen, the bearing of eatable pods becomes
checked at once. " Gather beans and have beans,"
says the old rule.

Fruit Department.
Raspberries : Attend first to cut out the brown

canes that have borne fruit ; then take away
slender supernumerary young shoots—air and sun
will thus act upon those six or seven good canes
which are left to ripen. Burn the dry canes that
are pruned out, and scatter the ashes over the rasp-
berry beds. Some condemn this burning ; but we
like to let the earth receive back as soon as possible
the inorganic salts thus developed by fire.

"Spur-bearing" trees, or espaliers, should be re-
gulated very early by cutting back or snapping the
wandering breast or spur wood one-third of their
length. By snapping, the sap is checked and
diverted to the lower buds, while its course is not
«c. fully and suddenly arrested as it is by amputa-

tion. The trees are for a time rendered unsightly

;

but as all must be cut lower back in a few weeks,
that is a mere trifle, if the benefit which we allude

to be taken as a " set-off." The spring or

summer growths of apples, pears, &c., being
thus curtailed, always excepting the leading

shoots, the swelling is produced of the fruitful

buds at the base, the source of the benefit that

has been mentioned.
Strawberries : Make fresh plantations of this

plant, and choose wet weather, or use much
watering.

Flower Garden.
Place seedlings in pots, and repot and dress the

auricula plants. At the end of the month trans-

plant, or introduce evergreens, particularly if the

weather be moist.

Espalier fruit-trees are the only standards
that suit the garden of the farmer, by occupy-
ing little room and covering a small shade
underneath the foliage. Wide-spreading trees

cover a large unfruitful space beneath the shade,

and substract the moisture from the neighbouring
vegetation. The common fruit-trees of apples,

pears, plums, and cherries are most properly placed

in a small orchard ground adjoining the kitchen

garden, in which the fruit-bearing shrubs of berries

must be placed by themselves in a separate ground
from the vegetables, and all grown separately,

according to the kind and quality of the vegetation.

Even a row of bushes along the sides of walks is

hurtful to vegetables, both from the spreading of

the roots and the shade of the foliage. Trees of

all kinds and shrubs should be wholly excluded

from the kitchen garden, or confined into a corner

separately by the kinds and habits.

All weeds of a tall growth, with succulent stems

and broad widely-spreading leaves, must be care-

fully collected by the cheap labour of boys and
girls, from plantations, road sides, roots of hedges,

and all places of growth, before the seeds are

matured, cut into short lengths by a hand-knife
fixed on a timber block, and thrown into the pit of

collected materials, to form a moistened compost
manure of the most potent constitution. The
earthy residuum of the vegetable decomposition
forms a most valuable addition to the land in an
article of very durable eflFect. Animal exuvisp, as

bones and guano, are quick in power, but not
lasting, from want of the future decomposition in

the soil ; but no manure yet known can be com-
pared with vegetable substances that lie in the land

and are gradually decomposed. Hence the great

value of the mixture of animal and vegetable

matters—the former to act quickly, and the latter

to leave a residual decomposition.

Any farmer can be gardener to supply an
abundance of excellent vegetables for the dining-

room and the kitchen by the application of deep

digging of the land, a very ample manuring, and
the sowing of the crops at the proper seasons, and
all done by the common labourer of the farm,

directed Ijy a generous intelligence. The use of

fruits and the higher vegetables under glass, with

flowers in pots, may require the jobbing gardener
;

but not constantly, and only to direct for the future.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR JULY.

Notwithstanding that the weather has been chanfje-

able, and that we have had a succession of strong

gales of wind, the accounts from most parts of Eughmd,
in rcfereuce to the appearance of the wheat crops are

favourable. In some districts the wlicat promises a

larger return than last year ; in others, the yield will, in all

probability, be nearly or quite an average. ]3arley looks well,

but we doubt much whether it will come up to the most
favoured season. The yield of oats, beans, and peas will, no
doubt, be quite equal to last year.

The cutting of wheat wiU not be commenced so early as in

1S66 ; but there appears to be a fuU average amount of labour

to secure the crops rapidly.

The sale for wheat, owing to the limited stocks now held in

this country, has ruled steady, and piiccs have had an upward
tendency, although the importations from various quarters

have been on a very extensive scale. Barley and most other

articles—which have come forward slowly—have ruled quite

as dear as in the previous month.
The turnip crop is looking remarkably he;ilthy. Beets,

mangolds, &c., promise a very' large return, and, altogether

there is every prospect of a large supply of food for winter use.

The whole of the crop of hay has not yet been secured in

the Northern counties ; but in the South and West it has been
carried iu excellent condition. Last year there was a full

average crowth ; this year it is very extensive.

The sale for nearly all descriptions of spring corn has been

far from active, arising from the numerous importations from
abroad, yet prices generally have shown a hardening tendency.

The stocks of English barley, oats, beans, and peas are almost

wholly exhausted.

The value of hay and straw in the Metropolitan markets

has beeu : Meadow hay, £3 10s. to £4 10s.; clover, £3 to

£5 15s.; and straw, £2 to £2 63. per load. There is still

some quantity of old meadow hay in stack in this country.

Very large supplies of both English and foreign potatoes

have come to hand in excellent condition. They have mostly

found a steady sale, at iair quotations. Our advices from most
parts of the country state that, with some few exceptions, the

potato crop is wholly free from disease, and that a heavy crop

may be safely calculated upon.
The crop of fruit is turning out weU. In the cider districts

the supply of apples will not, perhaps, be quite equal to last

season
;
yet there is not the slightest indication of scarcity.

Great inactivity, arising from excessive importations from
our colonies—the quantity of colonial wool in warehouse in

London only being about 120,000 bales—has been apparent

in the demand for all kinds of wool, and last month's decline

in tlie quotations has been with difficulty supported. English

wool, however, has suffered less in value than colonial. Even
the low rate for money in the discount market has not encou-

raged buyers to operate to any extent, and the heaviness in

the demand for wooUen goods for export to tlie United States

has completely checked speculation. Between this and the

close of the year, about 200,000 bales will be offered at

public sale. The fact appears to be that production

has overtaken the demand, and that, as a consequence, we
shall have a very moderate range in prices for some time.

Our own clip has turned out well.

Judging from the accounts from Sussex and Kent, there is

every prospect of a very deficient growth of hops tliis year.

It is admitted that there is an abundance of bine ; on the

other hand, it is argued that such is its state, caused by vermin,

that it cannot produce more than half a crop. Prices, there-

fore, have advanced about 20s. per cwt., at which amount
of improvement holders are by no means willing sellers.

The crops in Scotland are looking well, and it is stated

that the yield of wheat will be considerably in excess of last

season. The potato crop is likely to be very abundant.

In Ireland potatoes are coming on well, and the growth of

cereals, especially wheat, is well represented. The various

markets, however, have continued firm.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE DURING THE
PAST MONTH.

Compared with the corresponding 'period in 1866, the sup-

plies of both English and foreign beasts on sale in the iletro-

politan Market have been only moderate, and in but middling

condition. Por good and prime stock, there has beeu a fair

demaiul at full quotations ; but inferior breeds have moved off

slowly at barely stationary prices. The range in the value of

the best Scots and crosses has been 5s. to os. 4d. per 81bs.,

whilst some very superior beasts have produced 5s. 6d. per

Slbs.

The supplies of sheep have fallen short of last season ; never-

theless the sale for them has been far from active, at about

stationary prices. The best Downs and half-breds have pro-

duced 5s. to 5s. 2d. per Slbs. In the quality of most breeds

we have noticed a deiiciency.

Lambs have come freely to hand from various parts of Eng-
land. The inquiry for them has fallen otf, and the currencies

have had a drooping tendency. They have ranged from 5s.

6d. to 6s. 8d. per 8ibs. This year the production of lambs

appears to have been large.

We have very little alteration to notice in the value of

calves. The number brought foivvard has been only moderate.

The quotations have been 4s. to 5s. 6d. per Slbs. The foreign

calves have not equalled last season in quality. Prime small

pigs have moved otf steadily at full prices, but large hogs have

commanded very little attention. The top figure has been

is. 6d. per Slbs.

Depastured stock has fared remarkably well, whilst the

quantity of grass in the fields is very large. The hay crop has

turned out well, and there is every indication of a large growth

of beet, turnips, Sec. The supply of food for winter consump-

tion, therefore, is likely to be very extensive.

The total supplies of stock exhibited in the jNIetropolitan

Market has been as follows :

—

Head.
Beasts 18,870

Sheep and lambs .,, ... 136,480
Calves 3,117
Pigs 1,755

Comparison of Supplies.
Sheep and

July. Beasts. Cows. Lambs. Calves. Pigs.

1866 21,710 120 158,990 3,778 2,420
1865 26,010 580 149,960 5,757 2,480

1864 27,394 560 147,890 4,658 3,140
1863 24,070 525 169,870 3,822 2,682
1862 22,393 508 151,060 2,339 2,637

1861 19,740 560 156,140 3,533 3,240
1860 19,870 490 153,600 3,133 3,428
1839 19,600 476 166,632 3,609 3,430

1858 20,468 547 154,922 4,262 3,390
1857 19,558 530 143,280 3,830 2,395
1856 18,589 500 135,650 3,407 3,325

1855 16,703 535 149,470 2,747 4,000

The imports of foreign stock into London have been as

under :

—

Head.
Beasts 8,308

Sheep and lambs 26,718
Calves 1,456

Total
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The comparison of the arrivals of English, Scotch, and Irish

breeds is as follows :

—

July. July. July.
* Prom— 1865. 1866. 1867.

^'orthern counties 5,900 2,800 3,8G0

Norfolk, &c 900 3,700 2,500
Other parts of England 2,320 2,400 3,370
Scotland 894 149 324
Ireland 200 193 SO

CoMPAEisoN OF Prices.

July, 1864. JiJy, 1865.

s. d. s. d, s. d. s. d.

Beef from 3 2 to 5 4 to 5 4
Mutton 3 6to5 4 4 4 to 6 4
Lamb 6 to 7 6 to 7 4
Yeal 3 8 to 4 10 4 2 to 5 2

Pork 3 6 to 4 6 3 8 to 4 10

July, 1866. July, 1867.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beeffrom 3 6 to 5 4 3 4 to 5 4
Mutton 3 8to5 3 4 to 5 2
Lamb 6 8 to 8 5 6 to 6 8

Veal 4 0to5 8 4 to 5 6

Pork 4 Oto5 3 4 to 4 6

FuU average supplies of meat have been on sale in Newgate
and Leadenhall Markets, for which there has been a moderate
demand, as follows :—Beef, from 3s. to 4s. 6d., mutton 3s. 2d.

to 4s. 8d., lamb 4s. to 5s. 6d,, veal 4s. to 5s., pork 3s. to 4s.

4d. per 81bs. by the carcase. The imports of foreign meat
have been seasonably good.

SOUTH LINCOLNSHIRE,

The past week, and especially the last two days, have fa-

vourably brought on the growing crops. The wheat has been
along time in ear, and the oats in " shag ;" but as yet but
small indications of ripening appear. No doubt, a few days'

hot, sunny weather would speedily make a great alteration,

and harvest would come on fast, and almost all crops would
become ripe together. Be this as it may, we are pretty nearly
ready for it. The fallow crops are all sown, and most of them
hoed and singled out. The corn crops have sutfered consider-
ably from the heavy rains and stormy winds of the past
month. AU the heavy crops are laid, and the light ones sadly
storm-broken. It will be a tedious harvest, on that account.
Now for the reapers : if any of them can cut our crops in a
business-like way this season, they will prove themselves Ib-
valuable. Some of the very strongly-built ones may do to-

lerably in some of our crops ; but woe to the light ones, the
self-deliverers, or the sheaf-gatherers, in our heavy crops

!

Both wheat and oat crops have long, strong straw—in many
cases six feet in length—and mostly lying along the ground,
or twisted about in all directions. We shall have to make the
attempt, as labourers will be unusually scarce, and we cannot
prevail upon them to execute all the worst work, and leave
the reapers the best at present, not even by the offer of extra-
vagant prices. Reaping macliines are not general ; so our la-
bourers can please themselves in choice of masters or work.
(5uite right : we like them to be independent, if they only act
justly. We now incline to tliink our crops will present an
average yield. This was not our opinion some weeks ago ; but
this cool and yet growing weather has brought up all the
lower and backward stems, which will tell in the produce.
The quality of wheat cannot be very good. We opine it will
be coarse and heavy, with tine harvest weather. Our mangold
crops improve satisfactorily , and we have every prospect of a
good crop. A large breadth is sown. Swedes, where forward,
also grow luxuriantly ; but the backward sowings progress
slowly. Common sorts are only just fairly up for the hoe, but
grovv well : very few thinly-planted fields. Potatoes look ex-
ceedingly well at present ; but rumours are abroad of diseased
ones being found in cottage-gardens, &c. Our pastures are
somewhat better than of late ; and the stock are doing better.
We had, however, in the past week, considerable excitement,
not to say alarm, throughout the district, the cattle-plague in-
spector at Long Sutton having reported a case of cattle-plague
at that place, and ordered the slaughter of three other steers
that had been in contact with the diseased one. This was
done, and all that was done : therefore the paragi-aph in the

Times and other papers is incorrect in stating that twenty-two
liad been slaughtered in consequence. Of course, the graziers

and dealers were very anxious that every investigation as to

the certainty of the disease should take place. Accordingly,
the head, thorax, and viscera of the diseased animal were sent

to the Royal Veterinary College for examination ; and there

the disease could not be detected. Another competent prac-

titioner, after examination by direction of a magistrate, pro-

nounced it to have died from other causes. The alarm has

therefore subsided ; but the report of the local inspector has

been entered at the Privy Council Office, and Long Sutton is

therefore, for the time, under tlie ban. We have no desire to

censure the inspector ; but we must say that, as the district

has been exempt from this pest for some eighteen to twenty

months, it would have been far more prudent to have taken

other testimony before hastily declaring it to be a positive

case of cattle-plague ; moreover, the animal being dead before

seen at all.—July 26.

SURREY.
The rain of last week has had a beneficial effect on the root

crops, and the young mangold, which was getting stinted, and
swede turnips inclining to club, are retrieved, and started into

vigorous growth, and farmers who were fortunate enough to

get round-turnip seed into the ground are well compensated.
The potato crops are partial and late this year, and few fields

are fit for raising for market purposes. There ^e still isolated

patches of unfinished haymaking, and spoiled grass lying in

swathe ; but the'greater, part of the grass crops is converted into

weU-made hay. There are no prominent signs of harvest yet,

either in weather or operation, and the corn country, although

tinged with a brown hue, yet wears a verdant aspect, and the

crops will be fully a fortnight later than usual; the cold nights

and east winds have militated against maturing and ripening of

corn, and with the exception of highly-cultivated and drained

land, the crops of wheat, barley, and oats will be short in

the strav;, while the probable yield is yet too speculative to

notice. There is a good promise for a second cut of clover,

and grass feed is abundant; but grazing lands are short of

horned stock ; and there is little hope at present of being able

to stock meadow land. The hop plantations in this county are

looking healthy, the late rains having washed the bine and

cleared off insects ; there is the old cry by hop growers of the

attack of aphides and other vermin ; but writing fairly, the

hop gardens in Surrey present a favourable aspect. Flock-

masters disposed of wool more freely last week, and ac-

cepted current rates. The sheep folds are perfectly healthy.—
July 20th.

WEST SUSSEX.
St. Swithin has often been called an old deceiver, but so far

he has kept true to his text this year. In this district we had
very fine seasonable weather until the 14th. On that evening
tliere were signs of rain, and the 15th came in rough, wet, and
windy, and it has rained more or less ever since. I never in

my recollection saw the crops improve more than they have
done this year until the wet weather came, but now a great

change has taken place. Much of the wheat is laid ; some of

the heaviest crops are as flat as if a roller had been over them.
As is generally the case at this time of year, there is a difference

of opinion as to the wheat crop. Some farmers incline to the

opinion that there is a fair average crop ; I did not think so,

even before tlie rain came, and now I am quite satisfied we
shall be under an average in this division of the county. Barley
and oats are, I believe, a good crop generally, but there can be

no teUing at present what damage may be done by the weather.

The oats are gone down very green, and tliere must lie a quan-
tity of thin corn. It has been raining now (Friday, 4 o'clock,

p.m.) since eleven o'clock last night, Mithout intermission
;

and it has the appearance of a general rain. The opinion

seems to be general that there never was so small a quantity of

wheat held by the farmers at this time of year. After the low
years we have had, all have been inclined to snap at a fair

price. A good crop of hay lias been secured in the district,

and in the best possible condition. Until the rain came, it

seemed doubtful whether the root-crops would not be a partial

failure, but this is all changed now. The mangold, however,

came up badly in many places, and will be an uneven crop.

At our late fairs sheep and lambs have sold from 6s, to 7s. per

head under the high prices of last year.—July 36,
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AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE,

FAIRS. &c.

ALRESFORD PAUL—The supply was in excess of the

two last fairs, but trade exceedingly dull for the better class

of lambs, and not quite equal to the late Overton Fair for

any description of stock ; ewes were by far the most in

demand. The gencril run of prices for average lambs was
from 25s. to 30s. ; extra lots from 3Cs. to 37s. per head. One
superior pen fetched lis. each. Other pens realized from 34s.

to 37s. ; about 10s. per head under last year's prices. Wether
sheep sold at a reduction of 8s. to 9s. per head, obtaining

from 37s, to 45s. for store stock. Ewes sold from 40s. to

50s., only a few pens, however, reaching above 45s., being a

reduction of from (is. to 8s. per head.

BEWDLEY FAIR..—There was a short supply of sheep,

wliich sold at 7fd. to 8d. per lb.

EARL SOHAM fair was above an average, there being
altogether some 13,000 sheep and lambs. Mr. Yince showed
1,600 sheep and lambs, the latter fetcliing 41s. each. There
was also a large show of horses ot different breeds. The
attendance was by no means so large as the show merited

;

prices ruled somewhat high, but the trade was limited.

DfVERARY SHEEP MAltKET.—A good number of

blackfaced wedders were sold at 2~s. 6d., and some prime ewes
for 25s. Gd. Crock ewes sold at lis. to 15s., by far the greater

number being under 14s. Top ewe lambs fetched 9s. 6d., but

few of them were otfered.

INVERNESS 3I0NTHLY BIARKET.—The sudden, and
we may say unlooked for, advance in prices which prevailed at

Muir of Ord was fuUy sustained at this market, aud sellers

realized to the full the expectations in regard to prices which
they had entertained. Consequent on the fine appearance of

grass in all parts of the countrj', cattle for grazing were in

good demand, which induced sellers to adhere to, if not go
beyond, the prices of the foimer day. All the cattle on the

ground changed hands, Nrith, it may be, the exception of a few

lots of inferior quality. There were not many fat cattle on

the stance, but they were soon picked up. Two-year-olds sold

at from £11 to £18 a-head, according to condition ; one-year-

olds from £G 10s. to £9 10s. ; cows from £10 to £20.
KINROSS FAIR.—The attendance of dealers and farmers

was good, but the number of cattle brought forward was con-

siderably under the average of former years. Sales were

effected slowly, but good prices maintained. The sheep market
was well stocked, but prices generally had a downward
tendency.

KIRRIEilUm JIARKET.—The number of cattle was
limited, especially in good fat, and what of that class was on
the ground sold readily at 12s. per stone. Irish grazing cattle

sold all the way from £2 to £12. Two bullocks fetched £34
;

and a lot of ten stots sold at £22 each. There were very few

sheep in the market. Lambs sold from 12s. to 25s.
;
queys

from 22s. 6d. to 36s. There was a large display of horses, and

fair animals met a ready sale ; a stud of nine splendid horses

varying in price from £20 to £45.

MUCH WENLOCK FAIR.—The supply of sheep and pigs

was small. For the few sheep penned there were not many
purchasers, and what were sold were disposed of at lowering

prices. In the pig market those offered were at reduced rates,

and most had to be taken home.

MUIR OF ORD FAIR.—Some half-bred gi-azing hoggs

were sold at 26s. each, and lambs at 15s. to 20s. A fine lot

of Cheviot wedders : four years old shotts from former sales

were sold at 36s. A lot of yeld ewes, prime fat at 35s. a-

head. A lot of half-bred yeld ewes, prime fat at 41s. a-head.

A lot of half-bred Dinmonts at 29s. A lot of half-bred lambs

at 37s. 6d. Many of the sheep and lambs brought to the

market returned unsold. Fat cattle were especially sought

after, at very full rates. Beasts in medium condition were

next in command, and after these good grazing stock were

most in favour. Yearlings of best quality made best terms
;

but beasts of inferior quality were difficult of disposal, at or-

dinary rates. Everjthing good was readily sold at full rates,

but secondary and third-rate sorts were sticking on hand, and

had to wait for the return call of the customers. We append

a few transactions : A lot of two years old cross queys sold at

£16 10s., another lot at £13 7s. 6d., and a third lot of cross

stots at £20 each ; a lot of cross stirks at £11 55., and another

lot at £9 5s. ; a lot of two years old stots aud queys at £10
7s. 6d., and a lot of three years old Highlanders at £7 15s.,

and of queys at £6 10s., Highlanders varying from £6 Os.

to £8 10s.

OVERTON FAIR.—ADout 70,000 sheep and lambs were

penned, and sold at about 8s. per head lower than last year.

Ewes 40s. to 53s., second quality 32s. to 40s. each ; lambs

realised 30s. to 42s., secondary 24s. to 30s. each, and were

nearly all sold.

PENRITH FORTNIGHTLY FAIR.—Good fat lambs met

with an active demand ; but generally speaking, notwith-

standing there was an average attendance of dealers and

others, white stock did not diminish rapidly in numbers, the

supply far exceeding the requirements of purchasers. Lambs
brought from 6d. to 7d., and sheep about the rates ruling at

last market. There were not so many beasts shown as at two

or three previous markets ; but fat beasts mustered in pretty

fair force. The demand for this class was pretty brisk, the

ruling figures being 7d. to 8d. per lb. ; but for geld stock there

was not an active demand, and a great proportion of those on

offer remained unsold.

RETFORD LAMB FAIR.—The niunber of lambs on offer

was 2,300, with plenty of buyers. Trade had a cheerful ap-

pearance, as the lambs were of very good quality. One pen,

picked for killing, sold at 35s. each, but the general prices

were 2l8. to 28s. 6d. A few cattle and horses were exhibited.

ST. BOSA^^ELL'S FAIR.—The prices from last year would

be down from 8s. to 12s., but the lots generally were not in

such good condition. One of the principal lots, fhat belonging

to Mr. Fairbairn, Grizzlefield, Wus 10s. 9d. down from last

year, that gentleman having sold at 38s. last year, while this

year he only got 37s. 3d. At the close of the market a good

number of lots were driven out unsold. In the cow market

there was a good show of shorthorns and Ayrshires. Busi-

ness was dull, aud prices ranged from £10 to £20. There

were a number of Irish and home-bred stirks in the market,

and a few lots changed hands at from £7 to £9, aud two years

old from £8 to £13. A number were sold for the London
market. Draught horses were selling at from £15 to £45,

and hunters and riding horses at from £20 to £70.

SANQUHAR LAMB FAIR.—Holders of Cheviots were

offered figures one-half of those they sold at last year, but

sales could not be made at less than a third under last year's

prices. The business done among this description of stock

was, in consequence, a mere tithe of what is usually transacted.

The demand for Cheviot-cast ewes was very trifling, aud prices

sustained a great reduction. There was no inquiry whatever

for half-bred lambs, and late in the afternoon we had not heard

of a single bondfide sale of that class of stock. Cross lambs

were extremely diificult to get quit of, and few sales were re-

ported. The best demand was for blackfaced lambs, particu-

larly ewe lambs ; and on wethers the reduction in value would

be a third under that of last year ; on ewe lambs it was scarcely

so much. The heaviest fall was on blackfaced ewes, which

would be back a full half from last year. Altogether, the

market was an uncommonly bad one. Cheviot wether lambs

would be down 10s. to 12s. from last year, Cheviot ewes 12s.

to 15s., crosses 10s. to 12s., blackfaced wether lambs from 5s.

to 6s., blackfaced ewe lambs 7s. to 8s., and blackfaced ewes

12s. to 15s.

SWAFFHAM FAIR.—The show of lambs was probably

the largest and best ever seen at Swaffham, and, though the

company was not so large as we have seen, there were plenty

of buyers, aud they were exceedingly spirited, so that prices

were good. Mr. Hudson showed five or six score of half-bred

lambs, which he had no difficulty in disposing of at 36s. 6d.

each. They were very superior lambs, as was also a pen of

half-breds shown by Mr. Coleman, of Hampton, which realized

34s. 6d. each. Mr. John SeweU, of Pickenham, showed a

score of splendid shearlings, which realized 60s. a piece. The
sale in lambs throughout was very brisk, and good prices were

realized.

IRISH FAIRS.—BiU.Li^'GARRY : There was an excellent

show of milch cows, and a reasonable number of store cattle,

sheep, and pigs exhibited, and sellers seemed well satisfied with

the figures obtained. Mutton sold quickly at from 5d. to 6^d.

per lb. ; hoggets 24s. to 37s., lambs 15s. to 23s., first-class

yearling heifers £6 to £7 5s., two-year-olds £6 10s. to

£9 15s., and three-year-olds and heavy springers £11 to £14.

10 to 14 guineas were paid for prime milch cows, second-class
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beasts £7 10s. to £9.

—

Ukli^gfobu : Lambs, for exportation,

were iu demand, but the supply \\ as small, selling from 21s. to

26s. each.—LISBUR^' : The supply of animals was large, and
the buyers were numerous. Beef 60s. to 75s. per cwt., sinking

offal. MUch cows £'J to £18 each; store cattle, bullocks and
heifers, £5 to £13 each. Sheep and lambs—Mutton 6d. to 6jd.
per lb., lambs 15s. to 2-is. each.

—

Ballyragget : There was a

small supply of stock generally, but store ajiimals in anything
like good condition, or of promising form, sold well. Very few
fat beasts were to be seen. The attendance of buyers was small,

particularly for sheep. Lambs wereof rather inferior quality.

—

Clo:ves : Horses, of which there was a good display, rated at

from £10 to £50 a head. Black cattle were enhanced in

price, selling at, for springers near their time, from £8 to £17
10s. a head. Yearling bullocks and heifer calves of the same
age (yearlings off) were in good demand, and sold at from £4
10s. to £7 10s. apiece. Sheep, of which there were a good
number, were not in demand. They sold at from £1 5s. to

£3 5s. each, leaving mutton on the foot at from Ski. to 4d.

per lb-, sinking offal.

—

Leia'ster Great Fair: The horse
fair is famed for the large number and superior quality ofthose
exhibited. At an early hour the fair opened with the sheep.
Mutton sold freely at from 6d. to 7d. per lb. Beef fully Gos.

per cwt., au evident advance being visible in those commodi-
ties. Store cattle and sheep were slow of sale, and but few
transactions came under our notice but were of an unim-
portant cliaracter. The horse fair was very large

;
prices ranged

from £58 to £170, according to quality, for good horses.
BOYEE : Supplies large, demand brisk, and prices satisfactory

iu every class, save sheep, which were still further decreased in

value. Beef was worth from 50s. per cwt. for inferior, to 61s.
for best : supply was very limited. Good three-year-old stores
sold well, and brought from £13 5s. to £17 per head ; two
years and one year old from £5 to £11 15s. each ; milkers and
springers from £15 to £20 each ; dry and stripper cows, £12
£13 ; calves from £2 to £3 15s. each. Wether mutton was
worth about 6d. ; ewe, 5d. to 6^d. per lb. ; lambs sold well at

from 21s. to 28s. 6d. for prime ewes ; hoggets could be had
of excellent quality at from 30s. to 40s. a-piece. Store pigs
were worth from -lOs. to 56s. for heavy ones ; bonhams nume-
rous at from 17s. 6d. to 28s. per pair. A large show of horses,
and some sales as high as £40 took place ; but the general
value lav between £12 and £20.

GLASGOW CHEESE MARKET, (Wednesday last.)—
There was a very large arrival of new cheese. Very little

business done, and prices in favour of buyers. About twelve
tons passed the weigh-house scales. New Cheddars 50s. to
56s., new Duulops 48s. to 52s., fine old Dunlops 65s. to 70s.,
Skims 24s.

MESSRS. CORDEROY'S CHEESE CIRCULAR, (Thurs-
day last.)—The cheese trade is in a somewhat depressed con-
dition. While something exceptionally fine iu old or new
cheese is saleable at fair prices, the tendency of the market
generally is decidedly downwards. Middling and common
new Cheshire (of which we are now receiving a little) cannot
possibly be sold, unless at exceedingly low rates, to compete
with American. Scotch cheese are coming in pretty freely,
and West Country cheese are in good supply. Prime Scotch
have been sold at 60s., and Cheddars have declined in price.
American cheese are arriving in very large quantities. Really
prime quality small-size Cheddar-shape are offering at 54s. to
56s., and are only taken iu retail, buyers evidently looking for
lower rates yet. The importations are likely to exceed those
of any previous season. The arrivals of American cheese
since our last are 30,308 boxes.

HOP MARKETS.
BOROUGH, Mor^DAY, July 29.—Our market is very

active, at an advance of 10s. per cwt. ; but trade is much re-
stricted by the extremely limited stock of hops on olfer, hold-
ers looking for higher rates before long, as reports of the rapid
development of blight continue to arrive from all i)arts of the
country. The late heavy rains have not been productive of
improvement ev(m in the few favoured grounds, whilst many
of the plantations arc so severely blighted as to leave no hope
of recovery. Continental accounts continue very favourable
from all the principal grounds in Bavaria and Belgium ; the
Alost district, liowever, is still infested with vermin. New

York advices to the 16th inst. report an increase of lice and
honeydew throughout the principal hop sections.

Mid and East Kent £9 £9 15 £11
Weald of Kent 9 9 10 10
Susses 9 9 5 9 10
Farnham 9 9 15 10 10
Yearlings 6 6 6 7
Olds 2 10 3 10 4 4

MAIDSTONE, July 25.—Our reports this morning from

the various parishes are almost without exception bad. There
are plantations where something likehalf-a-crop may be grown
should we get seasonable weather, but it must be a top growth.

Generally speaking the bine is fuU of vermin, and tliis is espe-

cially the case with lower and more sheltered grounds, while on
the hiU the plant is in much better condition. We cannot ex-

pect anything like a crop of hops this year. There is a little

burr at places.

WORCESTER HOP MARKET, (Saturday last.)—The
hop grounds of this district are in a more unsatisfactory con-

dition than when we last wrote you. Our very worst-blighted

grounds look freshened by the rain, but there is no decrease of

vermin, and we fear that the hopes of the planters to grow
hops in these gardens wiU not be realized ; for if clean, there

now remains scarcely time to make sufficient recovery to grow
fruit. Some districts are less foul than others, and we also

have a few favoured spots ; hut all are less promising than a

week ago, unmistakably exhibiting the injurious efi'ects of the

cold nights and the wind. From a careful survey of Worcester-

shire and Herefordshire, we are led to estimate the yield at

only one-third of a crop ; but should the low temperature, with

showery weather, continue, it will fall much below this. A
considerable business has been done on this market to-day, at

a further advance of 10s. to 12s. per cwt. on the extreme

values of last market, no hops remaining on sale at the day's

currency.

ENGLISH WOOL MARKETS.
CITY", Monday, July 29.—There is a slight improvement

in the demand for most kinds of wool for home use, liut for

export purposes very little is doing. In prices we have no
change to report. The quantity of colonial wool now iu

warehouse in London is about 140,000 bales.

CUEBENT PkICBS OF ENGLISH WoOL. S. cl. B, d.

FtBECES—Southdown hoggets per lb. 1 4^tol 5
Half-bred ditto „ 16 17
Kent fleeces ,, 15 16
Southdown ewes and wethers ,, 13 14
Leicester ditto „ 16 17

SOBIB—Combing ,, 12 18^
Clothing ,, 12 1 6^

iU^NWlCK WOOL MARKET.—Hogg wool sold from
38s. to 39s., prime lots 40s. ; mixed lots, according to quahty,

35s. to 37s. ; bred ewes, 32s. to 33s. ; Cheviot wool, 30s. to

33s. per stone of 241bs.

BERWICK WOOL MARKET.—The following prices were
obtained for fleeces : allhogg 39s. to 40s. ; a few superior lots

obtained 41s., and even 42s., but these were exceptional cases,

and not the ruling prices in the market ; all-ewe 32s. to 33s.

;

one-half hogg and one-half ewe 35s. to 36s., and a few lots

were sold at 34s. ; three-fourths hogg and one-fourth ewe 37s.

6d. to 38s., and some only at 37s.

BRADFORD AYOOL MARKET, (Thursday last.)—There
is a little better tone in the wool market to-day. The return

of fine weather and the further reduction in discount have
something to do witli it ; but there is a feeling among
many that wool has nearly reached a safe basis of price, and
the result of this feehng has been seen in an increased inquiry

on the part of many consumers, and more firmness, or at least

less wiUingness to sacrifice, on the part of some holders. The
change, however, is not material, and is not believed in by
many ; but certain it is that prices, though in no instance im-

proved, have kept their ground better this week than for many
weeks previous. Stocks in the hands of staplers are unusually

light for the time of year.

—

Bnid/'urd Observer.

DONCASTER WOOL MARKET, (Saturday last.)—There

was a less suj)ply of wool here to-day, in fact tlie least supply

here this season, only 150 to 200 sheets altogether. The
downward movement appears stopped at present, and sellers

to-day made the prices of last week, with a pretty good

clearance made. Ewes and wethers 16s. 6d. to 18s., mixed

parcels 18s, to I9s., all hoggs 30s. to 21s. 6d. per H^lbs.
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GLASGOAV WOOL MAEKET, (Saturday last.)—In this

market, csiiecially towards the close ol" the week, a better feel-

ing has prevailed. Quotations are not in any way improved,

but more inquiries have been made for laid and white High-

land, and in both classes a fair amount of business has been

done. In lustre wools the transactions have been limited,

and laid cheviots have been wholly neglected.

—

F. If. M'leod.

HAWICK WOOL SALES.—The quotations were : half-

bred hogg 3-ts. 6d. to iOs., the top price being got for a lot

from Simlawshill ; half-bred wether 30s. 6d. to 33s. 6d.
;

Cheviot hogg 3-is. 6d. to 36s. 6d. ; Cheviot wether 30s. to

32s., the greater proportion at the highest quotation ; Cheviot

mixed hogg and wether 27s. 6d. to 32s., several lots at 30s.

6d. ; black-faced 16s. 6d. to 17s. 6d. ; crossed 23s. 6d. to 33s.

per stone of 2-ilbs.

JEDBURGH (RINK) WOOL FAIR.—Cheviot wool

brought from 32s. Gd. to 35s., being about 3s. or 4s. lower

than last year ; and half-bred clips, with the usual proportions,

brought from Sis. to 37s., being about 5s. to 6s. below last

year.

LEEDS (ExGLisii .v.\D Eokeigx) WOOL MARKET,
(Friday last.)—The prospect of a good harvest and the cheap-

ness of money tend to give a little firmness to the price of

English wool, but so long as the demand for yarn and pieces

in the worsted districts does not greatly improve, wools are not

likely to be permanently higher. The absence from various

causes of so many large buyers who used formerly to purchase

in the hope of selling to a profit towards winter, throws much

more wool upon the manufacturers and operates against prices.

The demand in price for colonial wool has undergone no notice-

able change, and the consumption of clothing wool generally

is not above the average.

LEWES AYOOL EAIR.—At this important fair an abun-

dant and excellent dinner was provided, and the chair was

taken by Charles Beard, Esq., of Rottingdean. About 150 sat

down to dinner. Mr. Turner, Trcyford, sold 250 ewes, 100

tegs, and 80 lambs at 17d., Mr. Woodhams sold 640 ewes and

210 tegs at 17d. Mr. R. 11. Ellmau sold his wool at iSs. per

tod. Mr. Hudson, Kingston, oflered 1,350 fleeces, one-quarter

tegs, at .4Ss. Mr. Tompsett, of Piddinghoe, sold his wool at

17d. Mr. Hart sold 544 ewes, 108 hoggets, and 24 rams at

48s. per tod. Mr. Breton, Westham, sold 4G0 ewes, 200 tegs,

and 18 rams at 18d. Mr. Homewood, sen., sold his wool at

17id. Mr. Starnes, Laughtou, offered 300 ewes, 190 tegs at

18d. Mr. Hale, steward to the Earl of Shefheld, sold his wool,

477 Heeces, viz., 217 ewes, 99 wethers, 157 tegs.'aud 4 rams,

at IT^d. Mr. Arkcoll had sold his v. ool at 18d. Mr. Colgate

sold the wool of the hen. H. Brand, of Glynde-place, 700 fleeces

at 18d. Mr. Cowley, Rype, sold 300 ewes and 200 tegs at 17id.,

Mr. L. Martin sold 414 ewes and 170 tegs at 17id., Mr. A.

Hillman, Iford, sold 620 ewes and 212 tegs at 48s. a tod, Mr.

Ashby, Eastdean, sold 460 ewes and 166 tegs at 47s., Mr.

Mannington, Isfield, sold 360 half-tegs and ewes at 4Ss. Mr.

Scrace, Manor Earm, Ditchling, announced that he had sold

liis wool at 18d. Mr. Verral, Swanborough, sold his wool at

18d. per lb. The following fleeces were also sold: Mr.

Hodson 1,350 at 4Ss. per tod, Mr. Scrace 700 at 48s., Mr.

Botting 1,984 at 48s., Mr. Noakes 760 at 47s., Mr. Noakes

800 at 45s. 4d., Mr. Madgwick 794 at 46s., Mr. Cooper 850 at

45s 4d., Mr. Humphrey 800 at 45s. 4d., Mr. Tanner 800

at 45s. 4d., Mr. J. Brown 1,370 at 45s. 4d., Mr. W. Saxby

574 at 45s. 4d., R. Brown 2,000 at 46s., Mr. E. Tompsett 700

at 45s. 4d., Mr. J. Hards 500 at 46s., Mr. Colgate 680 at 48s.,

Mr. W. P. Goringe 800 at 45s. 4d.

ST. BOSWELLS WOOL FAIR—Business began dull, but

about midday it became brisker, and a good many clips changed

hands at prices similar toDunse and Kelso market. All-hogg

sold at from 41s. to 42s., half-ewe and half-hogg at 37s. to

38s., two-third hogg at 39s. to 40s., all-ewe at 32s. to 33s.

SANQUHAR WOOL FAHl.—There was a numerous at-

tendance of wool merchants, commission agents, and others

interested in the wool trade, but the amount of business done

was very limited. Half-bred wool may be quoted from 38s. to

40s., white Cheviot ewe and hogg 26s. to 29s. 6d., white

blackfaeed 14s. 6d. to 15s. 6d. for Nithsdale, and 15s. 6d. to

16s. for Galloway clips. Little blackfaeed laid was offered.

Prices 10s. 6d. to lis. per 241bs.

YORK WOOL MARKET, (Thursday last.)—The number

of sheets of wool on offer was about 550, as per weigh-ofiice

return. There was a very limited number of buyers in

attendance, and tliey operated slowly, leaving fully one-half ou

hand. Sellers held out very firm, so that for good-bred wools

prices did not go down so much as was expected ; but not so

with cross-bred and moor wools, which had dull sale. Moor

wools sold at 7s. to 9s. 6d. per stone.

—

Yorkskira Ga-~eiie.

BRESLAU WOOL REPORT, July 25.—There has been a

slight improvement in the demand for middle-fine descriptions,

of which about 1,500 cwt. have been purchased for the manu-

facture of military cloth and fancy articles, prices ruling

between 65 and 75 thalers per cwt. Fine qualities, though

very steadily maintained, are not yet required, but will before

long, undoubtedly, meet a ready sale, as many foreign buyers

arc expected to re-appear in the market. In general very

much confidence is prevailing among dealers, who are looking

for an early revival of trade.—Gu.vsuuiiG Brothers.

THE BRANCHES SHORTHORN SALE.—It is to

be hoped that Lady Pigot was not disappointed with the

result of her draft sale, on the Thursday in the Bury Show

week. From the preparations made it was to be inferred

a large company was expected. Such, however, was not the

case. There seemed not more than a dozen buyers pre-

sent amidst a bucolic assembly of six score. The consequence

was that the average made for the cows and heifers sold was

only about twenty-four guineas. The bulls, one a good one,

for which, with Victoria Alba, her Ladyship refused three

hundred guineas after the sale, were all bought in, with the

exception of two calves, which fetched sjx guineas and eight

guineas respectively, if we remember well. The last of the

reserve-price bull-calves was a wealthy-coated grand young

animal. The conjunction of her Ladyship's cattle with Mr.

Jolly's, however, seemed to have done the sale no good. Ad-

miring throughout her Ladyship's shorthorn career, her enter-

prise and thorough pluck, we sadly regret that she is not better

advised in the selection of her Short-horn stock, if such as

were shown on Thursday last are a fair sample of tlic herd.

Victoria Alba, bought in at two hundred guineas, was cer-

tainly a beauty, and it her Ladyship had all such she might

fairly claim position as a leading breeder. Perfume retains

much of the exquisite beauty that made her the object of

ardent competition at the Towneley sale ; but she was sold only

as having ceased to breed since she met with an accidental

hurt from falling into a deep ditch in the meadow. Mr. Carr

was the auctioneer.

MR. C. HOWARD'S SALE OF OXFORD DOWNS AND
SHORTHORNS.—This sale took place on Friday at Bidden-

ham,and although the weather was most unpropitious, a large

company from the adjoining counties, and even several from

Worcestershire, Cornwall, and others a long distance, attended.

The rams were considered a better lot than has hitherto been of-

fered ; the ewes also contained several very even and level pens.

About 200 sat down to luncheon, presided over by Mr. Henry

Trethewv of Silsoe. Mr. Strafford first dispose4 of a few

short-horned bulls, the highest price being 76 gs. for a year-

ling to go to Major Whitmore in New Zealand. The sheep

were then brought out, and made capital prices. The five

were first let at an average of £11 each, and the remaining

sixty-one were sold at sums from 6 to 25 guineas each, ave-

raging £12 5s. 6d. The sixty ewes realised £196 5s., or

£3 5s. 6d. a-piece. Colonel Barnes of Charleswood bought the

highest priced ram for 25 gs., and the highest pen of ewes at

£4 per head, as well as five otherllots. Lord Penrhyn, Messrs.

A. J. Robarts, Overman, Z. Phillips, J. Clayden, E. Emsou,

Hine, Smith (Worcester), Robinson, Waters, Walter, Hens-

man,' J. A. Piggot (Essex), Goldsworthy (Cornwall), Street,

Strange, York, W. Little, Cranfield, A. F. Milton Druce, Rayn-

bird, Thompson, Franklin, W. Purser, J. Longland, R. Mum-
ford, and Skevington were amongst the other chief buyers.

The pig trade was not good, and although some very fine ones

were offered no high prices were realised ; 8 gs. was the top

sum for a boar, and £10 for a sow. The downpour of rain

did not, however, prevent the company from inspecting the

Short-liorns, which were shown in an adjoining field, the herd

being very healthy and doing well. Fawsley 4th, the 270 gs.

heifer at the Havering sale, has dropped a red heifer calf; and

Faustina Gwynne, the dam of one of the yearling bulls which

made 40 gs., has also just produced a roan heifer calf.
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THE BEST MEANS OF HARVESTING
CROPS.

SiR^—In the report of the concluding monthly meeting of the

Farmers' Club for the season, seeing allusion made to 1816,

and liaving some experience of tliat uufavourahle year, will

you kindly insert in your Journal the following remarks?

I took a farm between Ross and Ledbury, Herefordshire,

and the crops at a valuation, in June ; commenced mowing the

first week in the month—nine acres fit to carry ; in the

second week loaded up two loads, but rain came on, and the

remaining part was not carried for a month. I carried some

other in the time, which was not injured so much ; but I was

three months making one hundred acres. So much for hay-

making.

A neighbour had taken a second farm in the same spring
;

and he had a large quantity of wheat on both farms. In the

second week of September he commenced cutting ; and ano-

ther farmer on another side of my farm commenced on the

same day. I thought I would no't be a latter Lammas man,

and I l)egan the next day ; and we secured a large portion

very fairly—myself, forty-one acres out of fifty. "We found

the milk was set in the corn, but the straw was very green
;

while tliat we had not cut in time was very bad. Our
neighbours, who did not begin until the straw was turned,

were in a very bad state ; and as Mr. Tuxford says, wheat rose

to a fabulous price : I sold a load of eighty bushels of Halifex

white wheat at £1 per bushel, to make mincepies, &c.

The barley could not be touched on the 20th October. As
I rode to Hereford fair, through the farm, I could not see

anytliing of it, being all quite covered vidth snow. On the

22nd, it blew quite a hurricane. In three days I cut and

carried twenty acres—fortunately there were no grass seeds

sovra in it
;
put fifteen acres in a long and narrow rick,

which stood to July, 1817, in which year there was no
barley ripe until late that season. Tlie malt was very scarce,

and maltsters were compelled to use old barley. I sold the

contents of the rick to a maltster at Ross, Herefordshire, at

five shillings per bushel, who informed me he never made so

much out of a rick before in his life.

With regard to harvesting barley, in the generality of

moderate and favourable seasons, particularly where grasses

are pretty strong, I think it advisable to adopt the system of

my old friend Mr. C. CressweU, of Barnesly HaU, near

Bromsgrove, Worcestershire, which was to cut, as soon as the

corn was up, into strong red row ; and he always obtained the

top price at Birmingham and Bromsgrove.

When I was in Herefordshire, and attended Worcester

market, there was a maltster of the name of Maun, who
always, in good seasons, took my barley ; and, as I met him
in market, after looking at the sample, he would say, " The
best price you can hear of to-day I will give you for yours."

Should it be a wet season, I think it advisable to let barley

stand until ripe, and cut and carry ; although last season, where

it was cut for some time, and not turned, it still grew very

little : I suppose it was from the weather being so cold ; but

this is not generally the case in wet seasons.

I think wheat may be cut as soon as the milk as I call it, or

the moisture in the corn, is fixed ; for it does not signify about

the state of the straw, particularly in wet seasons. It \\ill be

a great preventive 'of mildew if it be tied up, on cutting, in

small sheaves ; and I think the system adopted in Worcester-

shire, of hackling (setting up) four sheaves, and covering

them with two, saves the colour in stormy weather, and

hastens the drying.

In 1822, a remarkably fine harvest year, I took up into

Herefordshire eight men to cut my last crop of wheat. I had

seventeen acres of cone wheat, whichwas very green in the straw.

I had the men on carrying ; but they could not stand the

Herefordshire men at the cyder bottle, which quite upset all

regular work. I looked at the wheat, and found the milk

was set, and put theni on next day cutting ; and the result

turned out well ; for wlien I thrashed out, and took a sample

to Gloucester market, which I showed to Mr. Biddle, a miller

of Stroud, a practical man, universally known for miles

round, his observation was, " Had I not known you, I should

have said it was a sample of the best Odessa wheat I ever

saw ifi. my life," So that, merely by these two accidents, I

have adopted very early cutting of wheat ; and many friends

have followed the plan.

I think that if either cut by machines or hand, it is a good
practice, as mentioned by Mr. Little, to measure out the land

when the wheat is in grass in the spring of the year, and the

labour of tying, &c., can be tasked, as men work much more
freely when at piece-work than when employed by the day.

lours respectfully,

Isaac Neate.
Bis7iopsf)-ov)f Warminster, July 2&th,

TRIAL OF MOWING MACHINES
AT NEWCASTLE-ON-TTNE.

Atrial of mowing machines, arranged under the auspices of

the Newcastle Farmers' Club, took place on Friday, July 5,

on old land grass, in fields between Scotswopd
and Swalwell. For some time back the trial had been
looked forward to with much interest, and most of the prin-

cipal machine-makers entered their names in the competition.

There were three prizes, of £10, £5, and £3. The weather
was clear and dry, and the grass in good condition. A large

number of agriculturists witnessed the trial, which commenced
at ten o'clock, and did not finish tiU nearly five. Machines
from the foUomng makers competed, mowing lots marked off

according to numbers : Brigham and Bickerton, Berwick ; W.
Trotter, Stocksfield ; Wood's American ; Joseph Sim, New-
ton, Stocksfield ; Burgess and Key London ; Scott, Felton

;

Lihe, Goodlet, Elder, and Co., Berwick ; Stothart, Merton,
North Shields; J. Sim, mower and reaper combined ; Brown,
Eachwick, Ponteland ; Geo. Gillies, Haydon Bridge ; Hornsby
and Co., Grantham, with their " Plymouth " and their
" Paragon ;" Kearsley, Ripon ; Bamlett, Thirsk ; Lilie, Good-
let, Elder, and Co., combined action ; Brigham and Bickerton,

combined action ; Wood's American, exhibited by the agent

;

Samuelson's, and Gillies. Twenty-six macliines were origi-

nally entered, so that only five failed to compete. The judges

were Messrs. John Angus, jun., Whitefield, near Morpeth

;

Hugh Stephenson, ThrockJey ; and J. A. Armstrong, Wylam.
The task of selection was one of exceeding difficulty, inasmuch

as after every macliine had been tried, as many as seven were

chosen for trial in a fresh and more difficult field. The first

fields mown were two adjoining Swalwell Bridge, belonging to

Mr. Hedley and Mr. Hauuington, in which the nine machines

first named were worked, the remainder being set apart to cut

a large field in AxweU Park, the property of Mr. R. O. Lamb.
The lots measured about an acre each ; and the ground being

level and the grass firm, were, for the most part, mowed cleanly

and with ease, an even stubble remaining, and comparatively

few hitches taking place. The seven machines considered

worthy of a final trial were Sim's, Burgess and Key's,

Brown's, and Hornsby and Co.'s (two machines). The con-

cluding trial took place at Scotswood Bridge, in a heavy ridge

and furrow field, belonging to Mr. Ramsay. After a long con-

test, the principal prize lay between one of the Messrs.

Hornsby's machines and the one exhibited by Messrs. Burgess
and Key, which despite the unevenness of the ground, cleared

the grass in a surprisingly quick and skilful manner. Eventu-

Uy the judges gave their decision in favour of the last-men-

tioned, being seemingly guided by the object aimed at by the

committee of the club, which was that attention should be

directed to the excellence of the work performed, to the con-

struction and capacity of the macliine, and tc the cost. The
official award, wliich gave general satisfaction, was as

under : 1st prize, £10, Messrs. Burgess and Key, price of

machine £20, with two knives ; 2nd, £5, the Paragon, Messrs.

Hornsby, £22, two knives ; 3rd, £3, Mr. Sim, £22 10s., two

knives. Messrs. Hornsby's, price £23 10s., and Bamlett's,

price £27 10s., were highly commended, and Brown's

commended. A number of the members of the Farmer's Club

were present during the day, and afterwards dined together,

when a sparring match occurred between Mr. Rix, who had

the management of Burgess and Key's machine, and Mr.

Hornsby as to the merits of " the original" and its rival.

Since the above trial the first and second prizes have been

awarded to two of Burgess iind Key's Mowers by the Melksham

Society.
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FOREIGN AGEICULTUEAL GOSSIP.

TheJournal d' AgricnUure Pnitiq>ie\\as opened a subscription

for the organizatiouof aplougbiug competition, at BiUancourt,

iu wliich the various steam-tillage systems wiU be exlubiteil.

The eompetitiou is to take place on a farm in the neighbour-

hood of Paris, during the last few days of August or t lie first

few days of September. The subscription wiU l)e applied to

the payment of the expenses attending the coiiveyaucc ol

machines exhibited at BiUancourt and in the Champ dc Mars

to the trial ground. A special commission will adjust, lor the

rest, the other expenses attending the trial, and will publish a

financial statement of the whole affair. The Imperial Com-

mission has authorised the temporary removal, Irom the great

show, of the machines required for the trials. In consequence

of the unfavourable state of the land, a trial of reaping-macluncs,

which was to have taken place on the Imperial larm ot louU-

leuse, has been postponed. It was to come off, however, on

Friday, July 26, and Saturday, July 27. We have not yet quite

done with the French district State agricultural shows. Let

us take that held at Aurillac, for example, for the seven de-

partments of the Cantal, the Aveyron, the Puy-de-Dome, the

Creuse, the Correze, the Lot, and the Tarn. .Ul the prepara-

tions for the meeting appear to have been carefuUy conceived

and systematically carried out ; but the weather was unlavour-

able, the sun sliowing himseU' but sparingly, while the rain-

faU was excessive. The number of cattle inscril^ed in tlie

catalogue was 393, of which 152 belonged to the pure Sabers

breed 51 to the Aubrac breed, 45 to the Limousine breed

and 23 to the JIarchoise breed; the remaining 12^

were miscellaneous beasts, pure or cross-bred, fhe balers

breed is the most numerous and important ot the district.

Ic was shown, besides, on its own ground, so tliat

it was the duty of the Cantal breeders to make a

suitable display—a duty in which they were not found wanting.

The continued progress established in connection with the

grazin-' of Salers cattle, remarked aunuaUy at Poissy and in-

dicated in the State district shows of late years, was once more

BTOclaimed at the Aurillac show. Most of the animals exhi-

bited presented that oisemble of qualities which renders the

Salers breed a precious and useful type among the best Irench

breeds It is sufficient, in order to show the utility ot this

breed and the esteem which it enjoys, to state that the annual

total of the exports for the department of the Cantal alone

amounts to 40,000 head. Breeders are sometimes seduced liy

the high prices offered into seUing their finest bulls
;
this is

rec'arded by some as a misfortune, as it is urged that they

ouKht to be absolutely kept in the district. The Central Agri-

cultural Society, of the department of the Cantal, knowing

the resources of the locaUty, aimed at giving strangers a com-

plete idea of the indigenous breed by holding an exhibition ot

a o-reat number of animals taken from farms, and quite tree

from the exceptional conditions on which animals bred ex-

pressly for exhibition are reared. With this object the Society

offered twenty-three prizes and as many medals for working

oxen and milking cows, iu strings of six to ten head each.

The Alinister of Agriculture sought to patronize this measure

bv -ranting gold and sUver medals to the two first aureats ot

each series! About 300 mUking cows and 200 working beasts

were entered for exhibition. This show, which was exclusively

made up of the Salers breed, proved the greatest success ot the

meeting, as it indicated that the progress for choice

animals, presented at various exhibitions extended

the generaUty of the breed. The cows exhibited especially

excited admiration; there was but one voice respecting

them, even on the part of proprietors in departments

producing rival breeds to that of the Salers, which combines

excellent milking qualities with beauty of conformation. A
striking fact remarked in connection with this breed was the

perfection of form in some cows which received prizes at the

show. This perfection was enhanced by that agreeable deli-

cacy of tissue which indicates that the genealogy of a race has

attained a high degree of excellence, while it has been kept

pure. Upon the whole, success crowned the attempt ot the

Agricultural Society of the Cantal-a result which v.nil be an

encouragement to it as well as to all proprietors of stock.

Tine specimens of the Aubrac, Limousin, and Marche breeds,

which were brought forward for exhibition, al tcst>l^ed he

progress which sUmulates breeders 111 all parts oj ^^le distr ct.

Sheep were much better represented at AuriUac tl"« /^ar than

at the previous competition held at the same J=e"^^^-
y^^^a

Thisbranch of rural economy necessitatesinthe <i'f
'f^
™^

efforts from those which brought about the tY^'^P'^"' ;/"';/'','^

breed • the experimental crossings which have been pursued

V e becoming'attendcd with fixed results, and it ib expected

hat t pes WiU now be secured which will prove adapted to

^^^^

various' local cantons. In pigs, as in ^l^^n^tore'Sn breed

have penetrated into all parts of the district, and attention wa.

micdidire ted at Aurillac to the EngUsh breed shown by a

CorJ-z on proprietor. It is said that M. Toucher of Tudeil
,

ha haTrboa of this breed which weighed more than 10 cvvt

The breecl, which made a l-'l 1-ginning m the district has now

become admirably acclimatized "The A^sh of these

animals" (that is the English), says a J^'ench vvn er

- scarcely sustains itself, perhaps, on a comparison with that

of the Limousin and Perigourden breeds ;
but the difference m

quaSy is largely compensated for by the difference in weight

'n e adminLtmtion of haras or breeding studs brought its con-

tinent of nterest to the show by holding at the same time an

eStion of horses. More than 150 colts or A";- of one, two

or three years old were exhibited, and competed tor >35 Pre-

mi ims A great number were ref^ised in consequence of not

bavrngbeVn entered within the prescribed time. Tl^e^how of

horses^va3 relatively as remarkaUe, and Reserved as muhat^

tention as that of milking cows, the success of which it shared

The inspector-general of haras x^-as much struck wi h the

liorse breed of Anvergne, which is bo h ^^rong and hgM. It

was observed that the youngest animals ^ee upon the whole

the most distinguished i>\their conformation ; and although

account must be taken of the influence of "Sf °^^^tJ«/^"^^^°

horses the tendency of the young animals towards improve

ment was none thJ less marked. The production of horse-

flesh slems a matter deserving of serious
^-^^^^^^^^^f^^^^

Auvero-ue • but the commercial value of mules is a great ele-

mentof competition. We must not pass over in silence a

Sure of the'programme, which is
of

<^^r;^-l
^P^th^'c'anM

the prize of honour devoted to the department ot tlie Cantal

for 18(57. This prize has been attributed to the estate of La

Sousifer , situated at the foot of the Monts du Can al. The

principal merit of M. Rechaud, the proprietor of this estate

Fs^ hiving by means of iarra,^ converted a Portio^f^f^

property into irrigated prairies, the
"-^f

^
"J/^^f ^^f^wo ver?

n consequence considerably incieased. ,|'^'^'^^^^ V^j^/^^^^

distinct districts in the departement of the Cantal, tbe one

only occupied with forage cultures, while m the oth« he ci^

tivation of cereals is in the ascendant. Itis the nature

the soil which has established these distinctions 1 lie progress

owed in the consumption of meat "^^^es the neces. y for

foraa-e everywhere felt ; but in consequence ot the natural con-

Sns of t^^soil the kruggle is too
--""T' Cl£^t

between producers in diflerent districts. In the districts in

wlch the cultivation of cereals prevails, an application

Hme appears to be required. These district's are now traversed

bTa ra Iway, which makes good lime available for use at IDs.

per ton a rate sufficiently low to enable the farmers of the

Cantal to drive from the departement the unwholesome black

breed on which a portion of its population is ted.

IMPORTANT SALE OF STOCK.—One of the most im-

portant sales of stock that have taken place in Dorsetshire ot

fate was entrusted to the care of Mr. J. T. Ensor auctioneer,

of Dorchester, on Wednesday, when upwards of 1,000 pure-

bred Sussex Down ewes, lambs, and rams, from the flock ot

Mr. James Harding, were submitted to pubhc competition.

The sale commenced with the working oxen, reahzing from

£42 to £45 a pair. The six-tooth ewes reahzed from 43s. to

45s. each, the four-tooth ewes 44s. to 50s., two-tooth ewes

41s. to 59s., chiher hoggs 44s. to 52s., chilver lambs averaged

25s., ram lambs from £3 to £5 5s., hogg rams £3 10^- to £5

10s.; one two-year-old ram fetched £14 10s., and two thiec

year-olds made £10 and £11 respectively.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

July has been anything but a hot month, though
reckoned the hottest in the year. Nothing has yet

come up to that sudden fiery glow we had early in

May for four days. Cold and easterly winds in-

troduced the month ; then it became more genial ;

till on the 12th storms raged for a week, and
threatened a gloomy harvest; but the weather took
up on the 19th, and was moderately fair till the

26th, when there came a drenching rain from the

east. Much damage was done in France by the

storms referred to, and prices were sent up ; but
here, notwithstanding many fears and the partial

laying of some of the heaviest fields, we were for-

tunately too late to be hurt, and the first rain supply
has, on the whole, been rather beneficial than
detrimental. The ears have filled better and will

be more kindly, and the ripening process be has-

tened, both of the wheat and barley ; while beans
and peas will have their pods better filled, and the

root crops grow apace ; though where the disease

has appeared among potatoes we rather fear harm
than benefit. The peculiarity of the season has
been its approach to exhaustion beyond what we
have experienced for many years, and though
prices would seem to have been enticing to foreign

countries, much less has been freighted to our
shores than expected. Yet we have strangely held

out. Prices have gone on as equally as though
Europe and ourselves were in the lap of plenty.

Sunshine was reckoned equal to well-stored

granaries, and during the week of storms prices

only advanced about 2s. per qr. and a further Is.

afterwards, which has been the total gain of the

month. The past is the most important time:
the period of bloo.Ti passed oflf well. Providence
then favoured us ; and had it not been so, there

would have been a prospective year of high rates

—

oppressive to the poor and injurious to the country.

We have therefore passed through one crisis well,

after the most pecuhar winter, followed by as fickle

and protracted a spring; and the only period of trial

remaining is the gathering into the barn, which we
hope will be equally favourable, and inspire our
harvest songs with abounding gratitude. As
respects foreign countries, scarcely an average is

expected in France, and not more in any part of

Europe; but in America, where rates have ruled

extravagantly high, the present prospects are so

generally good, notwithstanding the recent appre-

hensions from violent storms, that a period of free

export is generally looked forward to with confi-

dence.
The following were the prices recently noted

in the several places named : The best native

white at Paris was worth 6f)s. 6d., red 66s. 6d.

per qr. Fine home-grown wheat at Brussels and
Liege were quoted 66s. Gd. ; Polish, at Amsterdam,
69s. ; Zealand, at Rotterdam, 59. ; native wheat at

Cologne 64s., at Stettin 62s. 6d. The best high-
mixed at Dantzic being very scarce was worth 76s.

6d., cost, freight, and insurance included. Wheat
at Berlin 57s. 6d. per qr. Frankfort quoted 62s.,

Mayence the same. The best Ghirka from Odessa
has brought 59s., and is now held at 60s. ; Sando-
mirka 63s. Quotations at Alexandria were 36s.

3d. to 39s. 3d. for the new crop. Spring wheat at

Montreal to 55s. per 480lbs. ; at Kingston, inferior

ditto, 47s. Chicago quoted 47s. 6d., Milwaukie
49s. 6d. per 480lbs. New York prices, in the

midst of a rapid decline, were unsettled. Califor-

nian, lately bought in Liverpool at 70s., was there

worth 60s.

The first Monday in Mark-lane commenced on
a moderate arrival of English wheat, with a good
supply of foreign. But very few fresh samples were
exhibited on the Kentish and Essex stands during
the morning, but the weather being fine and forc-

ing there was little disposition to buy on the part

of millers. The foreign trade varied : there being
a great scarcity of fine Danzig qualities, they were
much in request and rather higher; while Russian
sorts, of which the foreign supply mostly consisted,

were sold at Is. per qr. less money. With good
arrivals off the coast, buyers were trying to obtain

some concession, but holders were firm. With a

continuance of fine weather through the week and
occasional showers, there was a remarkable firm-

ness in the country trade ; indeed, some markets
had so little oflFering that sellers obtained improved
rates : among these were Hull, Birmingham, and
Bury St. Edmund's. Edinburgh was Is. per qr.

dearer for native wheat ; but at Glasgow, where
importations had been liberal, Ghirka wheat was
down 6d. per boll. The price of native wheat at

Dublin was well supported, but with a fair quantity
of foreign on oflfer the millers hung back for some
decline.

The second Monday had a short supply both of

English and foreign wheat, the latter especially.

There was another scanty show of fresh samples
from Kent and Essex, and this served to support
prices. The falling oflf in foreign rather stimulated

needy purchasers, who consequently had to pay
fully the previous Monday's quotations. Floating

cargoes being numerous, sellers found they could

only do business by accepting Is. per quarter

less money, the demand not being active at that

reduction. Fine weather again being the rule

throughout the country, farmers who had any stock

left, despairing of doing better or even so well after

harvest, exerted themselves to make the most of

their opportunity; still their contributions were so

generally scanty that the brightest sunshine ap-

peared to have no eft'ect upon the markets, which
rather hardened than evinced any disposition to

give way in prices. This was so generally the case

that we have no special markets to quote. Scotch

wheat was again another Is. per qr. dearer at

Edinburgh, there being so httle on ofFer ;
but

the foreign importations continuing liberal atGlas-
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gow, Russian sorts were once more reported Is. per

qr. down. Dublin noticed no change of value, in

spite of the scantiness of Irish supplies.

On the third Monday there was a moderate in-

crease in the English supplies of wheat ; while

foreign sorts were in plenty. The Essex and
Kentish stands through all the morning looked
bare for want of samples, and with heavy storms
since the previous market, prices obtained a rise

of Is. per qr., but it was paid reluctantly, The
general want of home produce forced millers to

turn their attention to foreign, and there was rather

more doing, but no advance of price was realised.

Fine heavy white Australian was in chief request.

The change of weather enabled holders of floating

cargoes to obtain Is. per qr. advance. The weather
continuing rough and boisterous for the whole
week, the country markets more than followed

Monday's London advance. Some of the earlier

markets were only about Is. per qr. dearer, among
which were Hull, Sheffield, Spalding, Stockton,

Croydon, and Birmingham ; but an advance of Is.

to 2s. was noted at Bury St. Edmund's, Chichester,

Newark, Leeds, Lynn, St. Ives, and Boston ; and
nearly all those of Saturday were equally raised,

while a few were up 3s. per qr. Liverpool was
dearer at both markets ; Glasgow was also firm,

but Edinburgh dull. Dubhn advanced 6d. per

barrel on wheat, with a fair business.

On the fourth Monday the English returns were

the smallest of the month ; but those from abroad
were much the heaviest, being nearly 67,000 qrs.

Very little English wheat appeared during the

morning, and, in spite of the large foreign arrivals,

and an improvement in the weather since the pre-

vious Friday, with indications of its being settled

and warm, Friday's advance was maintained— say,

Is. per qr. The large arrivals of foreign did not

exempt it from this benefit, sales being made at

equal rates ; but the demand was not so extensive

as on the previous day, when apprehensions were

entertained. Floating cargoes were more buoyant,

at a greater rise, sales being made at 2s. per qr.

over the previous week. Though subsequently

for a time the weather was fair, the country mar-
kets were generally dearer—some from Is. to 3s.

per qr., and the return of much rain on Friday the

26th sent up prices Is., with a prospect of a further

advance on Monday.
The imports into London for four weeks were

in English qualities 9,635 qrs., in foreign 118,022

qrs., against 10,960 qrs. English, 136,9-10 qrs.

foreign in 1866. The general average commenced
at 65s. 8d., and closed at 64s. 7d. Those of

London began at 68s. 2d., and closed at 69s. id.

The imports into the kingdom for four weeks to

ISlhJuiy were 777,594 qrs. wheat, 50,717 cwt.

flour.

As with wheat, so it has been with flour—buyers

have kept their stocks at the lowest point, both

from fear of the weather damaging the condition

as well as lowering the market. This has been

done to that degree, that with less ample supplies

from the country, in consequence of the manufac-

ture not paying, prices have been gradually rising

till the bestV.arks have risen 2s. to 3s. per sack,

nnd foreign has also improved Is, to 2s., being

aided by accounts from Paris, where prices have

risen from their lowest point about 5s. per sack.

Nothing has arrived from America, and, indeed,

nothing was expected ; but since a great reduc-

tion at New York, in anticipation of a fine har-

vest, some shipments of lowquality have been sent

on speculation to Scotland, where they may find a

vent for manufactories or dog biscuits. No change
has been made in the top price of town qualities,

which was relatively high at 60s. at the beginning

of the month, but now seems more likely to rise

than fall should the weather prove unpropitious.

The imports into London for four weeks were in

country sorts 59,975 sacks, with 8,634 sacks

foreign, against 56,431 sacks country, 6,655 sacks

foreign for the same time last year.

The barley trade, as is usual at this period, has

been on a small scale ; but with stocks exceedingly

limited, and a reduction in foreign imports has

been gradually advancing. The crop appears not

80 promising in quantity or quality, as was a little

while ago expected. The late rains have, however,

done much good, and some fine samples of new
will no doubt be forthcoming. As almost nothing

is expected from abroad till the new crop comes

in, prices till then seem likely to be maintained.

Good grinding, which a little while ago was worth

only 31s. 6d., is now saleable at 33s. The chief

demand has been for this quality, but other sorts

have about improved equally. The imports into

London for four weeks in British sorts were only

1,029 qrs,, in foreign 12,555 qrs., against 793 qrs,

British, 38,820 qrs. foreign in 1866; so that our

foreign imports then tripled the present quantity.

The malt trade, with less favourable accounts of

the barley crop, ceased from its downward ten-

dency, and a fair business was done, at rates pre-

viously realised with difficulty.

Our dependence for oats has been almost exclu-

sively in the foreign supplies, which have been in

demand for the country and export to France,

where this grain has been very scarce and dear.

Prices have slightly fluctuated with the arrivals :

first 6d. upwards, then on the third Monday 6d.

downwards, and on the fourth upwards again,

leaving the balance about 6d. per qr. in favour of

prices. Russian sorts have not appeared in such

quantities as expected, owing to the sad loss of

many vessels in the ice at Archangel, which had
been chartered for that port. They will, however,

eventually come forward ; but we do not look for

a permanent decline this side harvest, there being

so few left in the country. The crop of early hay
has fortunately been very good, or we might have
been in straights. Rigas, 38lbs. per bush., are

now held at 25s. per qr. The imports into London
in four weeks were 1,934 qrs. English, 216 qrs.

Scotch, 110 qrs. Irish, 208,736 qrs. foreign, against

1,555 qrs. English, 300 qrs. Scotch, 1,090 qrs.

Irish, 191,437 qrs. foreign in 1866. Exports
3,924 qrs.

The bean trade has been remarkably quiet, not

so much from large arrivals as from a limited de-

mand, and the fear of better supplies shortly from
Egypt, where the crop is said to have turned out

well ; and prices had fallen to 28s., with good ar-

rivals at Alexandria, Our own, crop, too, though
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short in the haulm, appears to have bloomed well,

and let us hope will be kept from the fly. Prices,

from the limited quantity on show, have been firm.

Imports into London for four weeks : English 966
qrs., foreign 2,149 qrs., against 1,014 qrs. English,

1,409 qrs. foreign last year.

Our supplies of peas of home growth have been
exceedingly scanty ; and as old white foreign seem
lately to have been preferred for feeding purposes
to beans, they, notwithstanding large imports from
Canada, have well maintained their value, being
worth 39s. to 43s., but as boilers they have been
in little request. It was expected these Canadian
arrivals would have lowered prices, and they doubt-
less would, had English supplies been of any im-
portance. The imports into London for four weeks
of this grain were—in English qualities 231 qrs.,

in foreign 22,382 qrs., against 152 qrs. English,
8,822 qrs. foreign in 1866.

The linseed supplies have continued to be on a
very small scale, and prices have therefore been
maintained, though reports of the crop in Russia
this year have been favourable. Cakes of all sorts

have been in demand at 5s. to 10s. per ton advance.
The seed trade has been in a state of suspense, all

eyes being turned to the growing crops. Clover-
seed as yet looks well; but trefoil is reckoned a
partial failure. Mustard seed, canary, and other
seed, have ruled dull.

CURRENT PRICES OF BRITISH GRAIN AND FLOUR
IN MARK LANE.

__„_ ,
Shillings per Quarter.

WHEAT, Essex and Kent, white... old 68 77...new 62to74
,, „ red „ 68 73... „ 62 73

Norfolk, Lincoln, and Yorkshire, red 61 72
BARLEY 32 to 35 Chevalier, new 38 48

Grinding 33 35 Distilling 35 42
MALT, Essex, Norfolk, and Suffolk new 66 70

Kingston, Ware, and town-made „ 66 70
Brown

, 51 59
RYE 34 38
OATS, English, feed 25 to 31 Potato 28 84

Scotch, feed 22 30 Potato 27 34
Irish, feed, white 21 26 Fine 27 31
Ditto, black 21 26 Potato 26 31

BEANS, Mazagan ...38 39 Ticks 38 39
Harrow 38 44 Pigeon 43 48

PEAS, white, boilers..40 43 Maple 40 to 44 Grey, new38 40
FLOUR, per sack of 2801bs., Town, Households 64 60

Country, on shore 46 to 48 „ 49 51
Norfolk and Suffolk, on shore 45 48

FOREIGN GRAIN.
TiTTT-,, . _ ^ , . . , Shillings per Quarter

.

WHEAT, Dantzic, mixed 67 to 69 old, extra 71 to 76
Konigsberg 67 69 extra 70 7
Rostock 69 71 fine 70 71
Silesian, red 63 66 white.... 66 68
Pomera., Meckberg., and Uckermrk. ...red old... 61 68
Russian, hard, 58 to 61. .. St. Petersburg and Riga 60 63
Danish and Holstein, red 61 66
French, none Rhine and Belgium 63 70
Chilian, white 65... Californian 68 ... Australian 70 72

BARLEY, grinding 31 to 33 ....distilling and malting 34 38
OATS, Dutch, brewing and Polands 23 to 32 feed 20 26
FLOUR, per sack, French. .46 62...Spanish, p. sack 47 62

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
For the week ended July 20, 1867.

Wheat 27,393J qrs. 65s. Id.
Barley 637^ „ 35s. Id.
Oats 1,459^ „ 28s. 4d.

COMPARATIVE AVERAGES.
WHEAT.

Years. Qrs. s
1883... 35,375|
1864... 69, 729

i

1865... 62,131
1866... 32,481|
1867... 27,393i

d.
46 7
42 6
43
64
65 1

BARLEY.
Qrs.
6231

l,254i

690J
3441

637i

d.
28 10
27 10
28 3
83 6
36 1

OATS.
Qrs.

1,968|
3,390i

2,6041

1,191J
l,459i

s. d.
22 6
21 7
23 2
26 2
28 4

Foe thb lAST Six
"Wbekb:

June 15, 1867
June 22, 1867
June 29, 1867
July 6, 1867
July 13, 1867
July 20, 1867
Aggregate of the above ..

The same week in 1866

RAGE
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M
PICKSLEY, SIMS, AND CO. (LIMITED),

BEDFORD FOUNDRY, LEIGH, LANCASHIRE,
ANUFACTUEERS of CHAFF CUTTERS, CORN GRINDING and CRUSHING MILLS,

TURNIP CUTTERS, PULPERS, CAKE BREAKERS, Etc., Etc.

In addition to the ordinar^^ sizes of Chaff Cutters, P., S., and Co. have introduced a now Macliine, specially adapted for
the London Market, fitted with a larj,'e Fly Wheel and wide Mouthpiece, at a low cost.

P., S., and Co. also make a new Combined Machine for Slicing Turnips and for Pulping and Cutting Fin'^er Pieces
for Sheep. This Machine is entii-ely new, of treble action, and requires little power to work it.

e, ^

P., S., and Co., manufacturers of STEAM ENGINES, BONE-GRINDING and RASPING MILLS, REAPING andMOWING MACHINES, HYDRAULIC and SCREW PRESSES and PUMPS of eveiy description. COTTON GINS, etc., etc.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE PER POST ON APPLICATION.

PRICE HALF-A-CROWN,

WQTIH] QLL[y)§T[^i^TQ@[F^§j

TALES AND TRAITS

BY HENRY CORBET.

CONTENTS:
The Profit and Loss—The Thistle Dowu, or the Economy of a Training Stable—John Gully—The Farmer's

Story—A Modern Hunting Song—The Hard-up, or a Rational Evening's Amusement—Old John Day—The
Private Pupil—The Fate of Actseon—A Coper's Confession— Fulwar Craven, or " A Bit of a Character "—The
Great Handicap Race—Goodwood in the Days of the late Duke—The Banished Maid—A Deceiving Horse
The Great Horse and Hound Show—A Second Fox—A Desperate Man—The Love Bird—The Belles
of Swindon—The Favourite—The Last of the Chifneys—The Breeding of Hunters and Hacks, and how
Farmers should set about such a Business.

ROGERSON & TUXFORD, 246, STRAND, and all Booksellers.

A Treatise on English and Foreign Boats ; descriptive of the various forms of Boats and Sails of Every Nation,
with Practical Directions for Sailing, Management, &c.

BY H. C. F O L K A R D, E S Q.,

Author op "The Wild-Fowler," &c. THIRD EDITION, considerably enlarged.

London : Longman, Green, & Co, Paternoster Row.

NEW WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF "MANHOOD."
Post Free from the Author, 12 stamps ; Sealed Ends, 16 stamps.

DE. CURTIS'S MEDICAL GUIDE TO MARRIAGE : a Practical Treatise on its
Physical and Personal Obligations. With instructions to the Married and Unmarried of

both Sexes, for removing the special disqualifications and impediments which destroy the happiness of wedded
life, founded on the result of a successful practice of 30 years,—By Dr. J. L. Curtis, M.D., 15, Albemarle
Street, Piccadillx, London, W.

Also, by the same Author, a New and Revised Edition of

MANHOOD : A MEDICAL ESSAY on the Causes and Cure of Premature Decline in
Man ; the Treatment of Nervous Debility, Spermatorrhoea, Impotence, and those peculiar infirmities

which result from youthful abuses, adult excesses, tropical climates and other causes ; with Instructions for the
Cure of Infection without Mercury, and its Prevention by the Author's Prescription (his infallible Lotion).

REVIEWS OF THE WORK.
"Manhood.—This is truly a valuable work, and should be in the hands of young and o\d."-^Sundny

Times, 23rd March, 1868.

"The book under review is one calculated to warn and instruct the erring, without imparting one idea that

can vitiate the mind not already tutored by the vices of which it treats."

—

Naval and Military Gazette,
1st Feb., 1856,
"We feel no hesitation in saying that there is no member of society by whom the book will not be found use-

ful, whether such person hold the relation of a Parent, Preceptor, or Clergyman"—S'mw, Evening Paptr,
Manhood.—" Dr. Curtis has conferred a great boon by publishing this little work, in which is described

the source of those diseases which j)roduce decline in youth, or more frequently, premature old age."—
Daily Telegraph, March 27, 1856.
London: I'ublislud by Allen, 11, Ave Maria Lane, Paternoster-row; and Mann, 39, Cornhill ; and sent

free by Book Post from the Author or Publishers for 13 Po.xtage Stamps, or in sealed envelopes, 20 Stamps.

CpnsHltations dai)y, Jio n 10 to n and to 8, 15, Albemaplf Stbtft, Vxcvathj^j^y, W



HAIL STORMS.

I nr s v » A w c K s

OF WHEAT, BARLEY, OATS, BEANS, PEAS, RYE, TURNIPS, &c.

AGAINST LOSS BY HAIL STORMS
CAN BE EFFECTED WITH

THE ROYAL FARMERS' COMPANY,
3, NORFOLK STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C, AT

MODERATE RATES.

SEEDS and Q-LASS are also insured.

FIRE Insurances at rates as low as other well established offices.

LIFE Assurances of any description at equitable rates. Four-fifths of the proBts divided every Fifth Year.

LOSSES-—Prompt and Liberal settlement of claims.

Further particulars may be had at the Chief Office, or of the Agents.

JOHN REDDISH, Secretary and Actuary.

^]>]>]:XIOIVAIi AOEHfTS TTAWTJEl*. Application to the Secretary.

IMPORTANT TO FLOCKMASTERS.

THOMAS BIGG, Agricultural and Veterinary

Chemist, by Appointment to His late Royal Highness The

Prince Consort, K.Q., Leicester House. Great Dorer-streef,

Borough, London, begs to call the attention of Farmers and

Graziers to his yaluable SHEEP and LAMB DIPPING COM-
POSITION, which requires no Boiling, and may be used with

Warm or Cold Vater, for effectually destroying the Ticli, Lice,

and all other insects injurious to the Flock, preventing the

alarming attacks of Fly and Shab, and cleansing and purifying

the Skin, tiiereby greatly improving the Wool, both in quantity

and quality, and highly contributing to the general health of

the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Manufac-

tory as above, and sold as follows, although any other quantity

may be had, if required :

—

4 lb. for 20 sheep, price, j ar included £0 2

6 1b.

8 1b.

10 1b.

20 1b.

SO lb.

40 1b.

501b.
eoib.
80 1b.

100 lb.

so
40
50
100
150
200
260
SOO
400
500

(cask and measure
included)

10
15

1

1 3
1 7

1 17
2 5

Should any Flockmaster prefer boiling the Composition, it will

be equally effective.

MOST IMPORTANT CERTIFICATE.

From Me. Hbbapath, tke celebrated Analytical ChemUt :—
Bristol Laboratory, Old Park, January 18th, 1861.

Sir,— I have submitted your Sheep-Dipping Composition to

analysis, and find that the ingredients are well blended, and the

miitue neutral. If It is used according to the directions given,

I feel satisfied, that while it effectually destroys vermin, it will

not Injure the hair roots (or " yolk ") in the skin, the fleece, or

the carcase. 1 think it deserves the numerous testimonials pub-

Ufbed; I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

William Hkbapath, Sen., P.C.8., &c., Sec,

To Mr. Thomas Bigg, Professor of Chemistry.

Leicester House, Great Dover-street, Borough, London.

He would also especially call attention to his SPECIFIC, or

LOTION, for the SCAB, or SHAB, which will be found a certain

remedy for eradicating that loathsome and ruinous disorder In

Sheep, and which may be safi^ly used in all climates, and at all

seasons of the year, and to all descriptions of sheep, even ewes

in lamb. Price FIVE SHILLINGS per gallon—sufficient on an

average for thirty Sheep (according to the virulence of the

disease); also in wine quart bottles. Is. 8d. each.

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
"Scoulton, near Hingham, Norfolk, April 16th, 1855.

" Dear Sir,—In answer to yours of the 4th inst, which would

have been replied to before this had I been at home, I have

much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of your in-

valuable ' Specific for the cure o f Scab in Sheep .' The 600 sheep

were all dressed in August last with 84 gallons of the ' Non-

Poisonous Specific,' that was so highly recommended at the

Lincoln Show, and by their own dresser, the best attention

being paid to the flock by my shepherd after dressing according

to instructions left ; but notwithstanding the Scab continued

getting worse. Being determined to have the Scab cured If

possible, I wrote to you for a supply of your Specific, which

I received the following day; and although the weather was
most severe in February during the dressing, your Specific

proved itself an invaluable remedy, for in three weeks the Sheep

were quite cured ; and I am happy to say the young lambs are

doing remarkably well at present. In conclusion, I believe it

to be the safest and best remedy now in use. " I remain, dear Sir,

your obedient servant, " For JOHN TINQEY, Esq.,

" To Mr. Thomas Bigg." " R. RENNEY.

B^ Flockmasters would do well to beware of such prepara-

ions as "Non-poisonous Compositions:" it is only necessary to

appeal to their good common sense and judgment to be tho-

roughly convinced, that no " Non-poisonous" article can poison

or destroy insect vermin, particularly such as the Tick, Lice, and

Scab Parasites—creatures so tenicious of life. Such advertised

preparations must be wholly usolesB, or they are not what they

are represented to be.

Dipping Apparatus..,. •!( >t..£U, £5, £4, & £9,



antj laogal dFamili) ^^^^^^^^ ^^ ®^^^^ iSritain,

tlj? seberal Sobfteifins €^^^^^^3 anti Courts oC (SBurope.

and universally HELD IN HIGH ESTEEM.

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL
l9 universally known as the only article that really promotes the GROWTH, RESTORES and PRESERVES
the HUMAN HAIR. It prevents Hair from falling off or turning grey, strengthens weak HAIR, cleanses it

from Scurf and Dandriff, and makes it

b«:autifui:.i.y soft, m-iabi-e, ai¥]> ch^ossy.
In the growth of the BEARD, WHISKERS, and MUSTACHIOS, it is unfailing in its stimulative operation.

For CHILDREN it is especially recommended as forming the basis of a BEAUTIFUL HEAD OF HAIR

;

•while its introduction into the Nursery of Royalty, and the numerous Testimonials constantly received of its

efficacy, afford the best and surest proofs of its merits.

^fVOIVI>£RFUIi RE:eOT£»Y OF HAIR.
" A striking instance of the power of scientific art to remedy the defects of nature has lately occurred in the case of a Mr. Y.

Balls, a gentleman residing at Wortham, in Norfolk, who, some years since, on returning from Harleston Market to Weybrei,
where he then resided, sustained so severe a fall from his horse, as to bring on an illness of several months' duration, during whi<b
period his hair continued to come off, till he became, to use his own terms, ' as perfectly bald as if his head had been shaved ;' and
the Rev. J. E. Daniel, then clergyman of the parish, offered him a wig as a substitute for his lost hair. Under these circum-
stances he was lately induced to try the effect of Rowlavds' Maoassak Oil, and it is gratifying to add with the most happy
results. As soon as part of a bottle was used the growth commenced, and he has now to boast of a very thick and luxuriant head
of hair, which presents this peculiarity, that though prior to losing his hair it evinced no tendency to curl, the new growth it curly
and strong. The fact speaks too strongly for itself to require observation."

—

Bell's Messenger.

Price 3s. 6d., 7fl. Family Bottles (equal to four small), lOs. 6d.; and doi\ble that size, 2l8.

ROWLANDS^ KALYDOR,
AIV ORIEWTAIi BOTAHflCAIi PREPARATIOlSr,

^©^ 01R^lF>^@^Q[M(g I^m® ^^l^^YWYm© TlMlli (g©IRiillPL[l^fl©[f^ ^IM© §GC(liM.
This Royally-patronized and Ladies'-esteemed Specific exerts the most soothing, cooling, and purifying action on
the Skin, eradicates Freckles, Tan, Pimples, Spots, Discoloration, and other Cutaneous Visitations, and renders

TtlK ^H:I]¥ ^OFX, €1.E:AII, A1V» SliOO^IlV^.
During the heat and dust of Summer, the frost and bleak winds of Winter, and in cases of sunburn, stings of

insects, or incidental inflammation, its virtues are universally acknowledged.—Price 4s. 6d. and Ss. 6d. per bottle

.

~WIIITX: AND SOUNB TEETH
Are indispensable to PERSONAL ATTRACTION, and to health and longevity by the proper mastication of food.

ROWLANDS' ODONTO,
OR PEARL DENTIFRICE,

Compounded of ORIENTAL INGREDIENTS is of inestimable value in

PRESERVING AND BEAUTIFYING THE TEETH,
STRENGTHENING THE GUMS,

and in giving a

PLEASING FRAGRANCE TO THE BREATH.
It eradicates Tartar from the Teeth, removes spots of incipient decay, and polishes and preserves the enamel,

to which it imparts a PEARL- LIKE WHITENESS.
As the most efficient and fragrant aromatic purifier of the Breath, Teeth, and Gums ever known, ROW-

LANDS' ODONTO has, for a long series of years, occupied a distinguished place at the Toilets of the Sove-

reigns and the Nobility throughout Europe ; while the general demand for it at once announces the favour in
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PLATE I.

THE DEAN; a Prize Cob.

THE PROPERTY OF THE EARL OF ROSSLYN.

Although The Dean did not take the extra
Medal as the best " weight-carrying" cob at the
last Islington Show, we consider him to be alto-

gether so nouch the best of his year that we have
had no hesitation in giving him the place of

honour in the Magazine. There are some people
who are only fit for water-carriage or the Goods
Train, and with such of course the sixteen or seven-

teen stone capability will always have its weight.
" The Dean, a dark brown cob, of great charac-

ter and good action, that many an elderly gentle-

man would like to get hold of, trotted off with the

first prize at his ease, the second being taken by a

good goer up to weight; while there were seventeen

other entries, with one or two good-looking things

amongst them." It was thus that we wrote at the

time ; and Lord Rosslyn speaks to the merits of

his little horse in this wise :
" The Dean is a

brown cob, six years old, bought by me from Mr.
Charles Symonds, of Holywell-street, Oxford, who
averred that this was one of the best hunters he
ever possessed, and I must say that I never saw
or had in my stable a finer or more resolute fencer

;

but from his high round action he tires himself in

deep ground, although he can for a cob gallop re-

markably fast. He is particularly intelligent and
good-tempered, but full of fire and spirit, and will

always help you out of a difficulty in harness, as

once happened to me when a strap broke, and
though he was very fresh, and had just started, he
at once looked round, and stood stock still. Lady
Rosslyn drives him anywhere. I understand from
Mr. Symonds that he bought The Dean from a
farmer in the county of Durham. He stands ex-

actly fourteen hands and an inch, but girths like a

horse, and is as big to sit on as any of my sixteen-

hands horses. With the exception of a slight corn,

he is the soundest animal in the world, and can trot

fourteen miles an hour without an effort." Never
was there stronger confirmation of an award.

There is little to add to this, but we may say

that The Dean has a rather Roman, knowing-
looking head, with a full kindly eye, a nicely

crested neck and beautifully laid shoulders. His
middle is good, and his somewhat drooping quar-

ters set off by a varmint bit of a tail. He has well-

proportioned wearing-looking legs, and is altogether

a very gentlemanly-looking hack, with breed,

power, and fashion, as, in fact, entirely free from the

beefy vulgarity and lumber much too common with

what are called weight-carrying cobs. The Dean
was regulai'ly hunted in Leicestershire last season,

and if we had a fault to find, it would be that so clever

a nag should ever have had a collar put over his head.

PLATE 11.

ON THE RIPPLE.
" Of late years the owners of rivers have found

their revenues largely increased by their endeavours
to preserve the rivers in good fishing condition, not

only by guarding them from poaching, but by care

in stocking and replenishing them from other

sources. Indeed, the ownership of a river, or of

a considerable tract of one, is equal to a good for-

tune ; for even if the market value of the fish is

not very large, the rentals demanded and obtained

from sportsmen is something fabulous. Twenty-
five years ago the rentals produced from the Tweed
amounted to £18,000 a year. They afterwards fell

off owing to want of suflScient supervision of the

river. But since legislative influence, aided by
Old Series,]

scientific experiments, has been brought to bear

upon them, the Tweed, the Tay, the Spey, Find-

born, Isla, Tummel, Oykel, Shin, Beauly, Lockey,

cum multis aliis, have enormously improved in their

yields, and are the means of greatly enriching the

country."

We take the above from Murray's New Hand
Book for Scotland, one of the most perfect works
of the kind ever pubhshed, and that must be
equally useful to the tourist, the sportsman, or the

traveller who goes North with more business-like

intentions. Our very extract, in fact, tends to show
how much profit may be made out of our plea-

sures.

• [Vol. LXII.—No, 3.
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INSTINCT.
BY CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON, F.B.S.

Every reader of tliis magazine must have noted, on
many occasions, certain phenomena in animals, as well as

vejjetahles, which evince a power that we commonly in

animals call " instinct." Tliese facts are not only very in-

teresting, hut instructive. Instinct has heen defined hv
Bain (The Senses ami ihe InteUeef, p. 256) as " The
unianyht ability to perform actions of all kinds, and more
especially such as aie necessarj' or useful to the animal

;"

it is, therefore, opposed to education, or experience.

We have many instances of this around us. A bird,

artificially hatched, as in an oven, makes her nest, lays

her eggs, and sits upon them, just in the same manner as

a bird produced in tlie ordinary way ; and, yet, as the

celebrated William Paley remarked, " What should induce

a bird thus hatched to prepai-e a nest before she lays her
eggs ?" It is in vain to suppose her to be possessed with

the faculty of reasoning, for no reasoning will reach the

case. The growth and solidity of the egg within her

could not possibly inform her that she was about to pro-

duce something which, when produced, was to be pre-

sei'ved and taken care of. The annlof/!/ was all against it,

for, in every other instance, what issued from the body
was cast out and rejected.

These evidences of what we call instinct early attracted

the attention of mankind. It is now long since that an
earnest searcher after truth took a newly-dropped kid

and placed it by itself in a room in which were placed

three vessels, containing, 1 water, 2 wine, 3 milk. He
found that the kid only smelt at the water and the wine,

but drank the milk. Every newly-dropped calf finds its

way to the udder of the cow ; it does not attempt to

extract nutriment from any other portion of her body.
There is, no doubt, however, as it is well remarked by

Darwin (Origia of Species, p. 215), that " natural

instincts are, to at least a considerable extent, lost under
domestication." As he observes, an instance of this is seen
in those breeds of fowls which rarely become "broody,"
that is never wish to sit on their eggs. Familiarity,

indeed, alone prevents our seeing how universally and
largely the minds of our domestic animals have been
modified by domestication. All wolves, foxes, and species

of the cat genus, when kept tame, are most eager to attack
poultry, sheep, and pigs ; and this propensity has been
found incurable in dogs which have been brought home as

puppies from Tierra del Fuego and Australia, where the
savages do not keep these domestic animals. How rarely,

on the other hand, do our civilized dogs require to be
taught, even when quite young, not to attack poultry, sheep
and pigs ! No doubt they do occasionally make an attack,

and are then beaten ; and if not cured, they are destroyed
;

80 that habit, with some degree of selection, has probably
concurred in civilizing by inheritance our dogs. On the
other hand, young chickens have lost, wholly by habit, that
fear of the dog and cat, which, no doubt, was originally
instinctive in them, in the same way as it is so plainly
instinctive in young pheasants though reared under a hen.
It is not that chickens have lost all fear, but fear only of
doss and cats ; for if the hen gives the danger-chuckle, they
will (more especially young 'turkeys) run from under her,
and conceal themselves in the surrounding grass or thickets

;

and this is evidently done for the instinctive purpose of
allowing, as we see in wild ground-birds, their mother to
fly away. But this instinct retained by our chickens has
become useless under domestication, for the mother then

has almost lost by disuse the power of flight ;
" hence,'

adds Mr. Darwin, "we may conclude that domestic in-

stincts have been acquired, and natural instincts have been

lost, partly by habit and partly by man selecting and
accumulating, during successive generations, peculiar

mental habits and actions, which at first appeared from •

what we must in our ignorance call an accident."

When we turn to the vegetable world, we meet with

other cmious facts which seem to indicate a kind of

instinct.

I have noted in my own garden, at Croydon, extraor-

dinary cITorts made by the roots of timber-trees to reach

rich soil. By the side of a timber plantation, for instance,

we have constructed, of bricks carefully set in compo, so

as to exclude the roots of the adjoining trees, a root-tight

case for a bed of roses. The sides of this lining are raised

just to the surface-level of the outside earth. Now we find

that the roots of the adjacent wych elm and sycamore-trees

creep over the eriye of the brick lining, and dive into the

rich soil in which the roses are growing ; and, although

these are cut away, they continue to extend themselves in

the same direction. Another curious instance of the roots

of plants coming to the surface in search of food is shown
in our sewage-irrigated meads at Norwood. The soil of c,

these is composed of the London-basin clay, and we had
considerable doubt whether the sewage would penetrate

with sufficient rapidity to the roots of the grasses to enable

the plants to purify the sewage. But here another curious

fact presented itself—the roots of these grasses to a con-

siderable amount have extended themselves on the surface,

forming a matting on the top of the soil. The luxuriant

produce of these crops, I may add, is most remarkable.

We need hardly search for the object of these deviations

from Nature's habits ;
" for," as Dr. Carpenter remarks f

(" Principles of Physiology," page 653), "there are evi-

dent limits to the supply of alimentary materials to the

roots of plants, as long as they remain in the same spot,

and some change must take place to ensure its continu-

ance. As the plant cannot remove itself to a new situa-

tion, its wants are provided for by the simple elongation

of its radical "fibres ; and their extension takes place, not

by increase throughout their whole length, but by ad-

dition of fresh tissue to their points. This addition, being

made in the direction of least resistance, enables the

fibrils to insinuate themselves into the firmest soil, and
even to overcome the obstacle presented by solid masonry

;

for, however narrow the crevice may be into whicli the

filament enters, the subsequent expansion of the tissue by
the infiltration of fluid is so great as to enlarge the open-

ing considerably, and even to rupture masses of stone.

This tendency to increase in the direction of least

resistance will also evidently cause the root to grow
towards a moist situation; and, by keeping this

in view, many of the facts regarding the so-called

instinct of plants, which at first sight appears so remark-

able, may be satisfactorily explained. Thus it was no-

ticed, when the water of the New Eiver was conveyed

through wooden pipes, that if these pipes were carried

within thirty yards of trees, they were very likely to be

in time obstructed by their roots, which ' found' the

joints, and then spread out in ' foxtails' of fibres two or

three feet long."

In other cases we must attribute the result to the

dispersion of vapour through the atmosphere in a par-
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licular direction. Thus, in a case which fell under Dr.

Carpenter's cognizance, a lime-tree, which grew at the

distance of about fifteen feet from the shaft of a well,

Bent a single long root through tlie soil in a direct line

towards a point of the shaft at which there was a small

aperture left by the deficiency of a brick. This aperture

was at a height of eleven feet above the usual level of the

water in the well, and, having passed througli it, the root

divided into a brush-like mass of fibres, which descended

into the water, and formed a large mass in the lower part

of the well.

Again, in a peculiar case known to Dr. Carpenter, in

which one tree grew upon the trunk of another, h:iving

originated from a seed deposited at about twelve feet

above the ground, one of tlie large roots which it sent

down sub-divided about two feet above the surface of tlie

ground, instead of proceeding directly down to it, as did

all the rest. Now this subdivision took place above a

large stone, on the centre of which the root would have

impinged, if it had continued to grow directly down-
wards ; and it would api)ear as if its division, half pro-

ceeding to one side and half to the other, was due to the

direction given to its growth by the ascent of vapour
from the soil beneath. On the same principle we are

probably to explain the following case. Near the water-

fall at the head of the River Leven, in the "Western High-
lands, is the trunk of a decayed oak, rotten within, but
alive on some parts of the outside. From one of these

a shoot grows out, about fifteen feet from the ground, and
tliis shoot has protruded from its lower part a root, which,

after having reached the ground (a bare rock), runs along

the rock in a horizontal position about thirty feet further,

till it reaches a bank of earth, in which it has embedded
itself.

I have in another place had occasion to remark, when
speaking of these curious root extensions, that when we
were, a little time since, employed in tracing the burrow-
ings of the common earth-worm—were marking, in the

excavations of the Surrey claypits and of the Suffolk crag,

his deep and useful labour, we noted that he did not pos-

sess the subsoil all to himself ; we found that there were
other living things, plants, whose roots seemed to keep

pace with his almost unnoticed borings.*^ If the worm
had deeply penetrated close to the surface of the water-

line beneath the soil, and when that water-line was by
improved drainage lowered, if the worm by this operation

was able to deepen his borings, so side by side, and some-
times even within these borings, the roots of the other

tenants of the soil to an equal extent increased and kept

their way. But in noting these facts, another and equally

interesting question arises, For what purpose are these

roots extended into soils apparently so poor, so barren ?

and why do they seem to follow as it were the retiring

water ? We may perhaps usefully remember, before we
dive down into these pits, for the purpose of tracing the

long roots which the gently caving in of the earth has

nncovered, that through these roots, more than one, by
us little understood, operation is going on ; that through

them are absorbed, not only the substances soluble in

water, which the plant requires, but the silica, the alumina,

and other matters which are not so easily dissolved. It is

evident, however, that these roots in some mystic way
accomplish these things ; and when we notice, as in the

pits to which I have been referring, the roots of the

wheat plant extending to a depth of four or five feet, and

those of some of the common field grasses nearly as far,

we can hardly escape the conviction that there must be

something in the soil
—" some good," as the ploughman

says, in these apparently inert snbsoils, of which these

rootlets are in search, ify examination of these roots

were chiefly confined, on the occasions to which I have

alluded, to those of the cereal and other grasses. Other

persons have noticed the great and interesting extensions

of the roots of plants of a larger class, and of the way in

which they occasionally obstruct the farmers' drains. It

was when' speaking of the deep drains made by the late

Duke of Portland, at Clipstonc, that :Mr. J. E. Denison

had occasion to notice the considerable depth to which the

roots of certain trees will penetrate in search of food.

When alluding to these works he remarked {Jour. Boi/.

J;/. Snc, vol. i., p. 3G4) that great care must be takea

not to carry these deep drains within a very consider.nble

distance of trees. Their roots seem to be attracted in a

wonderful manner by the moisture of the drains ; and if

they once find their way into the tiles, they throw out

bunches of fibres, which soon mat together and stop the

drains. " It is astonishing," Mr. Denison continues,

" that the depth of the roots even of the smaller vegeta-

bles will descend after the water. A deep drain outside

the garden wall at Welbeck was entirely stopped by the

roots^of some horse-radish plants, at the depth of seven

feet in the ground. At Thoresby park a drain fourteen

feet deep was entirely stopped by the roots of gorse,

growing at a distance of six feet from the drain. At

Sancethorpe, in Lincolnshire, a drain nine feet deep was

filled up by the roots of an elm tree, growing more thau

fifty yards from the drain. But then it was under these

peculiar circumstances : the elm grew at the end of a

sunk fence, the wall of which was formed of turf; the

root of the elm got between the turf wall and the solid

bank, and worked its way along until it got into the drain,

which it soon filled up. The roots of all trees wiU stop

drains, but especially of soft-wooded trees, such as willow,

alder, poplar, &c. Ash trees, too, are very dangerous

neighbours to deep drains. In one case the roots of grass

stopped a drain two feet deep, in the parish of Mansfield

Woodhouse : the drain had beeu carried across a field of

old turf, to convey water for cattle from a higher level."

The explanation of this disposition of the roots, both of

vegetables and trees, to strike deeper than ordinary in pur-

suit of drains, appears to Mr. Denison to be this : in dig-

ging the drains, the sides are cut down straight, and the

ground left like walls on each side, while over the drain

the earth is all moved ; between the solid and the moved

soil, for a long time something like a fissure or crevice re-

mains ; when the roots in their progress through the solid

land reach this fissure, they pass down it, and so follow

its course into the di-ains.
'
This, however, I take as only

a partial and too mechanical an explanation of the pheno-

mena ; it only tells us that the roots penetrate because

their progress is facilitated by loosening the soil, but it

leaves imnoticed the exciting object, viz., what the roots

are in search of. It is probable, from the later researchc*

of the chemist, that the almost insoluble substances of

plants may be absorbed by the roots of plants in combi-

nation with lime, ammonia, or other substances, silica for

instance being when thus combined slightly soluble in

water. Way and Paine, when recording their observa-

tions on the silica strata of the lower chalk, did not omit

to notice this property of the silicates ; they determined

{Jour. Jlvj. A(j. Soc, vol. xiv., p. 241) that a gallon of

water will dissolve about 20 grains of the silicate of lime,

of which 1.5 are silica. We can mark, then, one sub-

stance which the roots of the wheat-plant, for instance,

are in search of, to supply the abounding silica of its straw.

Neither are the subsoils of many a farm so devoid of even

nitrogenous matters, as we are too often content to believe.

The source indeed from whence plants derive their

nitrogen has for some little time engaged the attention of

the cliemist : and it was when dwelling at considerable

length on this important question, that ]Mr. Way had occa-^

sion to remark {Jonr. Hoy. Aij. Soc, vol. xvi., p. 262)

:

" That plants do absorb nitrogen in some form from the

air, seema evident, Becent examinations of the ammonia

3
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Oontniucd In soils, some of them taken at considerable

depths, and long ont of the reach of cultivation, have

shown a large quantity of this substance to exist in them.

Wlience was this ammonia derived? Not from manure,

nor for rain, for in one case I examined a clay of the

plastic clay formation, dug twenty feet from the surface :

it was physically impossible, one would think, that either

air or water could in any quantity at least get access to

this depth, iu so close and tenacious a material, yet I

found more than one part of ammonia in 1,000 parts of

this clay, and I asci'ibed its origin, as it appears to me it

shonld be ascribed, to the waters of the seas or lakes from

which the clay was first deposited, and from which, by its

absorptive powers of ammonia, it had removed this alkali

iu an insoluble form." The existence of ammonia in a

soil seems an inherent and inseparable result of the pre-

sence of clay in the soil, aud we may well question whether
all ordinary soils in a state of nature do not contain within

reach of the roots of plants, especially of large trees,

sufficient ammonia to account for any accuirivilation of

vegetable matters.

The tracings of these curious underground operations
lead ns to still more certain views as to the advantages de-

rived from deepening the soil and lowering the level of

the permanent water-line. We again see, in even the
extensions of the roots of plants, and those of the
borings of " the common earthworm," that Nature's hints

are ever the most certain and the most valuable.

We trace, then, the underground movements of the

roots of our plants, and we find them extending the

most vigorously into the richest or moist portions of

the soil with which they come into contact. In such
cases we see reason to conclude that they do so because

their roots are rendered more vigorous and powerful than
roots which are extending into poorer or drier soils. But
this does not explain why a plant extends its roots through
a poor soil, and even leaving the soil aud extending them
through the atmosphere, to reach adjoining or even dis-

tant sources for a supply of nutriment. We must here,

indeed, be content to endeavour to conceal our ignorance

from ourselves by e.rplahhir/ the phenomena as " kinds

of instinct."

TEXTLESS NOTES.
BY A CROTCHETY FARMER.

Following up the train of thought suggested by one or

two points reached in the course of my last note, I would
ask why it is that political subjects are ignored at the

majority—I might almost say, without fear of contra-

diction, the whole—of our farmers' clubs and agricultural

societies ? It would be very curious—undoubtedly very

suggestive—to trace the reason for this general tabooing

of this class of subjects for discussion. Reason assuredly

there is for it, just as there is in the roasting of eggs, to

compare small things with great, if, indeed, the case

should not be reversed, and put thus to compare great

things with small ; for much more important does the

roasting of eggs, or any other kind of roasting, seem to

many of our community, than the discussion of subjects

which do concern them most intimately, political as they

are, else how comes it that these subjects are so deter-

minately ignored and set aside ? To my mind, there is

something positively childish in the fear expressed by our

farmers at their meetings at anything approaching a

political character. Now, good reader (all my readers

are good—fancy any bad fellow reading the 3Iark Lane
Express ! the idea is, in fact, deliciously absurd), confess,

does not the whole matter remind you of a little one
desperately afraid at a squib, or some explosive firework,

lying sputtering on the ground, aud yet as eager and
anxious to get at it and set it off? You can fancy the

expression of the gosoon's face—dread and desire most
comically mixed up in it : now a step forward to get

hold of it ; then another backward, iu fear of its fairly

firing ofl' its last great volley while iu the act of catching

at it ; and then the notion finally getting the upper hand
that "discretion is the better part of valour," and that i(

will be best to let it alone. The little fellow knows all

the while that his companions are looking on, and would
ai)|)laud him if he had the courage to grasp the fizzing

afiair and launch it into air boldly forth from his own
hand, in place of allowing it inglorionsly to lie on the
" cold earth," and expend its fire and fury there. Just
so with the farmer at these meetings : a latent notion has
'each one there—that is, if lie has any spark of intel-

lectual vitality Icit in him, and is not a mere dead brick-

wall pf 9, waa-^that it wotUd be a good thing to take the

subject directly up, and fire it off himself. For we know
that, despite all that is said to the contrary, political

subjects are full of interest to them—that upon them, and
upon the way in which they are met, discussed, and
decided rests very much indeed the question of their

position in the community ; and yet, notwithstanding

this, they allow themselves to be talked out of this their

opinion, and suffer the most important things that can

concern them to be quietly shoved out of sight, if not out

of mind. I say they know all this, and yet it is right

that I should justify myself in making this statement, for

apparently it is in the face of a good deal of our daily ex-

perience, by qualifying it in so far that they can know it

if they like—that is, if they choose to think about it, for

assuredly with our thinking will come the knowing ; and
here, to a large extent, is it where the shoe pinches. The
members of our farmers' clubs will not think about it.

ilarvellously strange it is how readily and easily men
allow themselves to run in the same groove from year to

year, thinking the same thoughts, or, to put it more cor-

rectly, living without having any thought at all, doing the

same from day to day, because and api)arently for no other

reason than that they have done it so long ; or because

they are induced by somebody, or advised by somebody to

do it, and to continue to do it ; and these latter words of

mine remind me of another remarkable phase iu men's
characters—the ease with which they are led to adopt a

certain course, and to continue in it. There seems a

gregariousness of thought in men, if I may be allowed the

expression, similar to the gregariousness in sheep, which
prompts ihem to foUow' the leader of the flock ; and let

the reader mark that the following is done just as readily

whether the leader takes them into a rich pasture-field or

into a ditch where they are smothered. Any old fool of a

bell wether can make his " silly sheep" go where he likes.

I therefore come back to the question asked at the

beginning of this article—IIow comes it that polilical

subjects are so feared ? And feared they are, or they would

be more ettectually handled th.au they arc. Truth conipcls

me to say, by the way, that they are not handled at all,

for a very little consideration would show that (here is no

class pf men whose interests would be niorc thoroughly
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benefited by tiie proper acljustineut of polilical subjects

than the larniing-chiss, for ai;ri('ulliirc is really what the

ancients called it, the mother of all the arts; and what,

concerns the interests of agriculture, concerns consequently

the interests of all classes of the conminnity. So that in

place of a divided there is the closest of all interests in

jrolitical subjects, as discussed, or rather as they should be

discussed by farmers and those connected with agricul-

tiu'e. Apart from another consideration, which may or

may not be named in the course of this note—^just, in-

deed, as I am in the vein ; for a crotchety man like my-
self must not be tied by any rules of the press : the /Vtv-

cloM of the press, in its largest and widest sense, is what
men of wy kidney claim—apart, I say, from another con-

sideration, it is just possible that the cause of political

subjects being ignored in the discussions of farmers'

clubs is, a false notion prevalent as to what is the mean-
ing of the terra " political." "With many members of

these clubs, the term w'ould seem to convey something
awful aud mysterious, as involving a power which if once

invoked, would spread devastation and misery around

—

as if, indeed, to put the matter strongly, it were an un-

lucky thing to have anything to do with it, a thing not

to be either touched, tasted, or handled, or what our

friends north of the Tweed would designate as " a thing

that's no canny." Doubtless, to a certain extent, this

feeling is excusable, if the notion of what is involved in

discussions political is gathered from what is shown of

them in connexion with certain schools of politicians, and
which of late liave given some remarkable manifestations

of what political discussions should not be, in which the

great features are, a complete ignoring of the fact that

there are men who are good, and who are yet of difl'ereut

opinions from these declaiming demagogues. There are

such things, good reader, as aristocratic demagogues

—

they are not all democratic ones—who show a com-
plete forgetfnlness of the charity which believeth all

things and hopeth all things, and indulge perpetually

in bandying about of terms, epithets, and aspersions

of all notions that are not " of the heavens, heavenly."

These men, good reader, do certainly belong to a poli-

tical school—not one to which I have any desire to

belong ; but then it is to the school of political sca-

vengers, who love to rake amongst the dirt of men's

motives, who do not search to look for jewels, and

would not know how to value them if they found

them. The reader will do me the justice to believe that

I do not here draw the above picture of a political class

as on one side of the house. On whatever side it is, it is

hateful ; and whether its adherents sport a liandlc to their

name, as Sir This or My Lord That, or have no handle,

but rejoice in plain John or Jack, as the case may
be, I still call them what I have above called them, and

will call them till they turn from the error of their ways,

and " live cleanly" as becomes gentlemen. But this is

not political life, neither is it political discussion ; to be

abusive is not to be clever, to be scold is not to convince,

and farmers therefore who have, as I fear too many of

them have, the notion that political discussion brings

these things into existence are really mistaken. Political

subjects can be discussed, ought to be discussed calmly,

and only when they are so discussed are they convincing

and powerful in residts. The political subject concerning

which farmers are interested—say they what they may, or

whatever may be said for them—are subjects which con-

cern them closely, and one not deserving of being tabooed

as they are, but on the contrary, of being welcomed by

all, discussed by all.

As for the other consideration which I have above

alluded to, aud which I will name before I conclude : Is

it the fact that political subjects are tabooed at farmers'

clubs and agricultural societies, because at the time of

their constitution a pressure, quietly or not quietly exer-

cised, was brought to bear upon them to prevent theii-

discussion for fear subjects might be discussed which

would touch the interests or prejudices of some great

folks or folks in no sense great, and which " my dear

fellow, you need not trouble yourself about, for you know
nothing about them, and in point of fact, they do not

concern you." Is this consideration a mere crotchet

of mine I wondei', or is it true ? Suggestive it is at all

events.

HAEVEST TIME.
On the eve of harvest and with the didiculties of hist sea-

son still fresh in our memory, wc are induced to shortly re-

view tlie most popular modes of cutting, maturing, and safely

storing corn, so that it shall not only be fit for reproductive

purposes and bring the highest price of the day on which it

is disposed of, but also be a credit to the producer when he
comes to offer it for sale.

During August, September, and a portion of October last

year, when most farmers were at their wits' end about the

broken state of the weather and consequent precarious con-

dition of their crops, and were exerting themselves to the

utmost to get the outstanding corn in some degree of safety

aud thereby avert heavy loss, there were numerous suggestions

offered through the medium of the press as to the best and
most expeditious modes of doing so. Some of these were
wholly visionary ; and the remainder, altliough at first sight

sensible enough, were yet, so far as the majority of

agriculturists were concerned, and to tenant farmers

more especially, totally impracticable. Amongst the most
prominent and apparently most feasible of these suggestions

was the proposal to cut off the ears short by the head, and
storing at once in airy lofts or other suitable buildings, the

value of the straw being looked upon as a mere secondary

consideration, and to be attended to only when the grain was
aU secured. However well this plan might look in theory, it

is totally incompatible with the practice of an old settled

country like Great Britain. In the first place, labour is both

dear and scarce, and aliy project that necessitates additional

labour and expense receives but little favour in the eyes of the

British farmer of the present day. Under the most favour-

able circumstances this plan would unavoidably entail addi-

tional labour, the ground having to be gone over twice, and
the labourers moreover being unable from want of practice

and proper implements to make much progress in severing the

ears from the straw. The very waste of st?aw woidd ever

form a second and powerful reason against the intro-

duction of such a system of harvesting into this country.

No care could prevent an excessive amount of waste in this

valuable part of the year's crop, second only in importance

to the corn itself, as by its aid the fertility of the land is kept

up and a sure foundation laid for the growth of future crops.

Kiln-drying was another of the suggestions offered, and not

without some appearance of feasibility, yet it is highly prob-

able that no one in this country has ever acted upon this sug-

gestion, unless a maltster or miller, who has his kiln ready

made. Neither of these suggestions, in our opinion, will ever

be acted upon to such an extent as to have buildings erected

for the purpose ; indeed, most farmers would find some diffi-

culty in persuading their landlord to expend capital on such
erections.

To save corn and mature it, so as to enable it to be put to-

gether without injury, we must still depend on the sun and
wind, two excellent although old-fashioned servants, and when
used judiciously, and every opportunity seized on, they are the
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best assistants yet discovered iu preparing the fruits of tlie

earth for tlio use of man.
Tliere is gcuerally with most farmers, and with young men

more particularly, a considerable amount of anxiety as to the
proper period of commcnciug to cut, and every season a good
(leal is written on the subject. A more important question
could scarcely be discussed, as a very slight mistake is often

the cause of very heavy loss. The loss from over-ripening
becomes especially serious, when the cutting is ftirtiier delayed
by bad weather, and as every one's eyes get opened almost
immediately after the harvest has begun, familiarity with a
matter that has been laid aside for a year and partially for-

gotten begetting confidence, excessive loss from shedding be-
comes a source of the most intense annoyance.
Few men suffer loss by cutting too green, yet it is the safest

side to err on, as even if there was a slight loss from shrink-
ing in the portion first cut, every succeeding day is improving
it, and the probability is, that before the field so begun is

finislred, the state of the grain is all that could be desired by
even the most cautious. It is astonishing how much corn
ripens after being cut, and tliat too not the sort of ripen-
ing which consists iu merely diying off, but regular fill-

ing, the grain retaining its weight and substance, and the
skin clear, delicate, and thin, totally difterent from the thick
and rather rough-looking skin of graiu that has stood too
long. The natural juices of the straw are apparently sufficient

to carry on the ripening process after severance from the
ground has been effected.

Since the extensive introduction of the scythe and mowing
machine into the harvest-field, it is much more necessary to

cut early than it was previously, the crop being considerably
more knocked about, and subjected in every way to what for-

merly would be counted very rough usage.
Even in the handling of the sheaves there is a great differ-

ence to what there was at the time when the hook was in
general use. Men were plentiful then, and not so expensive

;

and if the corn did happen to be a little over-ripe, the extreme
care and tenderness with which the sheaves were handled
tended in a very great measure to prevent waste by shedding.
It is quite impossible to exercise such excessive care at the
present day, every operation being performed in a hurry ; and
the very implements now used in the harvest-field have a ten-
dency to shake out the corn, if at all ripe.

Wheat should invariably be cut a few days before it reaches
the period of full ripeness, and never, if possible, permitted to
stand until tlie ear bends, as, if it does so, great loss will be
the inevitable result, not alone from shedding, but from the
ears breaking ofl" close by the Jiead ; and the straw even be-
comes so brittle as to lose much of its usefulness. It is pitiful

to see good grain dropping out on the ground at every move-
ment of the sheaves, from the stook to tlie waggon, and then
again on being pitched to the stack, wiien the whole could
have been prevented by a little foresight and the exercise of a
little eomraoii-sense. A fair criterion for wheat is, when the
straw has become of a yellow colour up to within six or eight
inches of the ear, and the grain so firm that it requires mode-
rate pressure between the finger and thumb to flatten it.

When it comes to this stage of its growth, the sooner it is cut
dowu the better. The grain will get firm and hard in the
stook ; tlie sample will be clear and bright ; and the loss from
shedding or breaking off by the head wiU, under ordinarily fa-

vourable circumstances, be scarcely vvforth a moment's consi-
deration.

Oats are all the better for being cut a little early, and ripen
wonderfully well in the stook ; and the straw, whou so cut,
makes excellent winter provender for cattle, equal—nay, in
many cases superior—to ordinary hay. It is ahuost impos-
sible to permit this crop, the black varieties more particularly,
to stand until fully ripe, it being then an impossibility to save
the top grains, the most valuable portion of the entire crop.
When a field of this corn is much laid, it is very easy to make
the mistake of being too late in cutting, as there is generally
a kind of second growth, which, being later and consequently
shorter, remains erect, while tlie bulk of the crop is stretched
on the ground. The green colour of this growth is very liable
to deceive, unless the crop is carefully gone tlirough, and its

ripeness ascertained by lifting from tlie ground. It is very
disheartening for a farmer to see his stubbles, a few weeks
after harvest, covered with a luxuriant growth of corn, the
uropped seed wluck caused this amounting to probably twice

the amount per acre which was required to seed it in the first

instance. Very few farmers escaped loss of this sort, more or
less, during last harvest, the bulk of it, of course, being occa-
sioned by the extremely inclement weather that prevailed over
such an extended period

;
yet a great deal of it might have

been saved, had cutting commenced a few days earlier.

Barley requires more care as to the ))roper period for cutting

than either wlieat or oats, as, if cut before having suirtciently

ripened, it will not have thfe plump appearance so necessary

for malting barley ; and if the cutting is delayed after the

state of ripeness has been attained, it is liable, from the ex-

treme brittleness of the straw, to break off at the head, and so

occasion considerable loss. This grain is so susceptible of in-

jury from a variety of causes—sprouting, shaking, and discolo-

ration—tliat it becomes a fruitful source of anxiety to the

fanner, from the ripening period until finally disposed of to

the maltster.

Tlie crop having arrived at the period of cutting, the best

imiilement for the purpose requires to be decided on, which,
however, to be the best, must suit the means of the farmer,

and the number of hands he can command. There is at the

present day a considerable variety to choose from ; but they
iniiy be simply stated as the hook, reaping machine, and
scythe. The reaping-hook is becoming every year less and
less used ; still it does not appear as if it was in any danger
of becoming altogether obsolete, many farmers reaping a por-

tion at least of each year's crop with this old-fashioned imple-

ment. The smooth-edged hook, wielded by a powerful and
practised arm, does splendid work ; and when the operator is

an adept at shearing, striking-in, and scutching, the ground
gone over in a day is considerable, and the quality of

the work done all that could be desired by the most fasti-

dious. High-priced labour, and that in many instances diffi-

cult to be had, has, however, compelled mauy farmers to throw
it aside, who would not otherwise have done so ; and its use is

now in a great measure confined to farmers who have a good
deal of labour within themselves, such as quarterly or half-

yearly servants and members of their own family.

The reaping-machine now claims our attention ; and we
must say for it that, thanks to the persevering industry of the

mechanical engineers of the present day, it has been brought

as near to perfection as could well be conceived. Reaping-
machines, as now turned out by the different makers, do the

work in capital style, when the surface of the ground has been
cleared of stones, and rendered as even as possible.

The great drawback to the use of the machine is the
tendency of the corn to lodge, and become, in many seasons,

so broken down as to be almost on a level with the surface.

In cases of this kind the machine is useless, and the crop

must be severed with the hook or scythe. On soils deficient

in silica the straw of the corn-crops is unable, from the want
of mechanical firmness, to withstand even a moderate amount
of severe weather ; and they are, on this account, nearly

always laid. On such farms it is but of Uttle use to introduce

the reaping-maeliine, as even if it can be partially used, it

requires so much assistance from the scythe as to render its

services of comparatively small amount.
On extensive farms, with large enclosures, and the crops

standing moderately well, its services are invaluable, the work
being done quickly and well, and the men released from the
fatiguing labour of the scythe—in itself no slight ^considera-

tion to a feeling employer.

One grand feature of the reaping-machine is, that it is not
easily injured by rough usage, nor easily put out of working
order by jolting, meeting stones, or other obstacles. It re-

quires, iu the first place, to be well-horsed, as unless the pro-

pelling power is continuous and well sustained, the machine
will get choked, and have to stop frequently for tlie purpose

of getting the knives cleared. Stopping frequently is a very

serious injury to the farmer, as not only is the time of the

machine lost, but the whole of tlie hands are, for the time
being, thrown idle. One-horse machines arc, for this very

reason, worse than useless, as one horse is not able to keep up
sufticicut speed to do the work effectively. Two horses are

the least that should be attached to any macliiue ;
and they

ought to be accustomed to each other, stepping well together,

and also accustomed to the driver.

Some of the machines have a different pinion for harvest-

work than that used in hay-cutting, and which communicates

a slower motion to the connecting-rod. It is a mistake to
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alter tho motiou, at least io make it slower, as the liigher tlie

rate of speed maintaiued the better will the sieklo clear itself,

and tiie fewer will be the stoppages. it is of tlie utmost im-

portance to change the sickle frequently, as if tlie knives are

at all blunt tiic machine will not do the work witli the

smoothness and precision that it otherwise would. Often

when things arc not going on sweetly, and the machine luiving

to be stopped up vcxatiously often, it will be found that a

change of sickles has an almost magical clfect, and the

working goes on at once, without the si'glitest interruption.

So perfect are the machines now made, that if anytiiiug is

wrong, and the cutting cousetiuently defective, tlie cause will

be ue^irly always lr;u;cable to carelessues in management, or

some other cause purely local, such as unevcnncss of surface,

foul stubbles, or moist clover, the latter being a fruitful source

of annoyance.

We now proceed to a description of the scythe as a harvest

implement; and we have reserved it for tlie last, believing it

to be the most important, and most generally and extensively

used at the present day for tlie severance of the corn crops.

Being so eniiueutly useful and of such general applicability in

the harvest-tield, and withal so cheap and easy to be Jiad by

the very poorest, it is astonishing this implement did not su-

persede the hook much sooner than it did. On the Contiucut

it was introduced at a much earlier period than in this king-

dom ; and the labourers were adepts at cutting tlie lodged

crops witii it, liowever twisted and tossed about they may liave

been, at a period when the farmers and labourers of this coun-
try considered the hook the only lit or available instiument

for such a purpose. Its use is, however, well understood now
;

and there is no crop so badly laid as to prevent its being cut

neatly and without injury by the scythe. It is essentially the

farmer's implement, who is unable to purchase a machine, or

whose farm is not extensive enough to warrant his doing so,

and, moreover, is indispensable even on farms where the bulk

of the crop is cut by machine. It has this advantage over the

latter—that a field can be cleared, by its aid alone, from be-

ginning to end ; whereas the machine, even under the most
favourable circumstances, must have the aid of the scythe to

cut a way for it, clear the laid spots, and round oif the

comers.
Although scythes with peciiliarly-coustruetcd handles are

made for harvest-work, tliere is still not the slightest necessity

for any other form than just the ordinary hay-scythe. It re-

quires no elaborate mounting. A hazel-switch or bit of wire,

two feet in length, bent so as to form the segment of a circle,

answers the purpose of throwing the corn tidily together re-

markably well. Some men attach a rack, or cradle, to the
head of the scythe, which, grasping tht corn, permits none of
it to straggle, and so enables the workman to lay it with as

much regularity and quite as neatly as if done by the hook.

Instead of the swathe being thrown out from the standing corn

in the manner of hay, it makes much better work to throw it

in, more particularly when the crop is a heavy one, or even
moderately so. The advantage of this method is more appa-

rent when the crop is laid and twisted, as, when thrown out,

the jerk required to separate the cut com from the uncut, al-

most invarialjly drags off a portion of the grain, however care-

folly the mower may endeavour to do it. When struck in,

the swathe is left standing straight against the uneut corn, a

smart lad or girl following, to lay it out in preparation for

binding. To any one not accustomed to this mode of laying

the cut corn it appears tedious, roundabout, and expensive
;

but in reality it is not so, as, when carefully gathered and laid

out by the person following the scythe, one binder can do as

much work as two can the other way, and that with compara-

tive ease. Jloreover, if the person laying it out is instructed

to lily it down in quantities sutlicient to make a slieaf,

or, what is better, just such quantity as will require dou-

bling to form a sheaf, tlie work of the binder is greatly

lessened, and the crop must be verj" heavy indeed when three

smart binders will not prove sufficient to keep two scythes

going. The presence of thistles wll liinderthe binding much
more than a weiglity crop, and add to the expense very con-

siderably. Not ordy self-interest but the cause of humanity
should induce every farmer to keep his corn-fields clear of

tliistles, and if they are present in the growing crop they

sliould be pulled out previous to the period of ripening. This

practice was more general formerly than it is now, probably

because the necessity for it was more general, but still wliei«

necessary it ought never to be neglected. Thistle weeding in

connection with agriculture, and growing coru more especially,

has been immortalized by the national poet of Scotland in a

few spirit-stirring lines

—

" The rough burr thistle spreading wide

Amang the bearded here,

I turned the wecder clips aside,

And spared tlie symbol dear."

Ill cutting down wheat willi the scythe it will generally be

found very diflicult to do it well by throwing it out, the straw

being so strong, the least resistance pu'ting it out of position

and causing it to be laid irregularly, in spite of all efforts to

the contrary on the part of the workman. When wheat is a

heavy crop, and standing fair, the scythe makes capital work

by striking it in : to do it to perfection the operator must not

swing tlie scythe round, but strike straiglit across: by so doing

he will leave the cut corn standing as straight and even as

when growing, with scarcely a straw out of its place.

Barley and oats may, however, when the crop is not over-

heavy, and standing nicely, with great propriety be tlirown out

from tiie standing corn, and when cut a little green can be

h'ft (weather permitting) for a few days on the swathe. Ex-

posure to the sun and wind in this way has not only the effect

of hardening and maturing the grain, but by winnowing the

straw more quickly the time required to tit the crop for re-

moval to the stack-yard is very materially shortened, which in

itself is a matter of the utmost importance.

A strong man accustomed to scythe work, and an expert in

tiie management of his implement, can clear a great quantity

of ground in the course of a day, doing it at tlia same time in

flic best possible manner, leaving a scarcely perceptible stub-

IjIc, if the ground has been rolled at the time of sowing the

crop, and is free from large stones.

Tiiree acres of liglit crop have been cleared by one man in

a day by great exertion ; two acres to each scythe is not at all

unusual, and from an acre to an acre and a-half is the average

amount of work usually performed when the crop presents no

unusual difficulties. Every man working a scythe ought to be

well treated by his employer, and liberal treatment is actually

more economical in the end than ill-judged parsimony. A
draught of ale or porter is peculiarly grateful between meals

to a man engaged at such hard and coutinuous work as this :

it refreshes and puts spirit in him, and he endeavours by extra

effort to repay in increased labour what he himself has re-

ceived in kindness. The scythe doing such a large amount of

work on the harvest field, and doing it so well, it has become

universally adopted, and suiting the means and conveniences

of such a large section of the farming community, it is

likely to hold a leading position, if not the foremost

place in the harvest-field for many years to come. When the

tendency of the corn croj) to lodge and get broken and twisted

about is taken into consideration, and the fact that in few years

it escapes without more or less damage, it is difficult to conceive

that the scythe will ever be superseded or foil into disuse.

Under tlie most favourable circumstances, for an ordinary

t)ack-delivery machine, six men with scythes wiU close its

work so tight as to leave scarcely the slightest margin in its

favour ; but when difficulties present themselves in the shape

of large breadths of lodged corn, the balance is a long way on

the side of the scythe, and against the machine.

However anxious a farmer may be to get his crop saved, and

however delayed by broken weather, it serves no useful pur-

pose whatsoever to cut when wet, as much time is un-

avoidably lost by turning and re-turning to get it in a fit state

to bind. When cut wet, and the weather for a few consecu-

tive days continues broken, the grain chips and catches hold

of the ground with marvellous celerity, and when this happens

the most careful management will not recover the quality of

the sample. There is no time corn dries so quickly as when
standing uncut. It is much better, therefore, to exercise a

little patience, and watch every available opportunity to cut

and bind the moment it becomes dry enough, stooking at

once, and thus placing it in a position of comparative security.

In some districts the stooks are not capped, particularly when
the weather has a settled appearance, and thus saving a few

days in the field, as, when the stooks are uncovered, the sun

and w iud are admitted more freely into the body of the stook. In

inland counties, and also those situated on the east coast, this

can be done with greater safety than on the west coast of this
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kiii;;Jiiiii, the laiii-tall being so very muoli less. In Cuiubei--

laud, for instance, tiie rain-fall in a year is considerably more
than double what it is in Lincolnshire; a great dilference

surely, occurring within a compass of little over two hundred

miles", counting from even the extreme verge of the two
counties. Such a niiitcrial difference in the amount of rain-

fall existing indifferent localities, an amount of confidence in

flic weather on the one hand, and caution and distrust on the

other, cannot fail to be engendered, and the general practice

of a district will mostly be found conformable to the character

it has for dryness or otherwise. During a troublesome season

it is much better to cap or hood the stooks as the work goes

on, and the crop is then comparatively safe. When a heavy
and continuous raiu-fall occurs, while the stooks ;u'e un-

covered, and a large breadth out, it requires a Herculean
effort to get the stooks covered, and, even with all the speed

that can possibly be made, a great portion is often so wet
before finishing that it might be as well left undone.

We now proceed to notice what is ]irobably the most im-

portant, and, at the same time, most dillicult task that devolves

upon the farmer in connection with harvesting corn, viz., the

management of the crop after it has been successfully cut and
stooked. Let the weather be ever so fiivourable there

is some diliiculty in hitting the right time, and some
danger of its heating in the stack ; how much greater

must the difficulty then be, when the weather continues

broken for weeks, giving scarcely an opportuntity of touching
it at all ? Excess of anxiety and over-zeal are not requisite

;

neither is it good to be over-cautious, as, in the first case, the

corn is abuost certain to be put together before being properly

matured ; and in the second, it may possibly be left out until

overtaken by bad weather, and a portion of it spoiled. Under
any circumstances, corn should never be finally stacked until

properly won, this state being arrived at after a period of

exposure in the stook, greater or less, according to the state

of the weather and the state of ripeness at which it was cut.

This last point is one of primary importance, and ought on
no account to be overlooked, as corn cut greenish will require

double the time to hhh. than is required when fully ripe before

being cut. There is more danger of heating, from the life not
having been killed in the straw by proper maturing in the
field, than there is from its having been exposed to a great
deal of bad weather.

Pew people will stack in a wet, or even moist, state ; but
very many vvill do so while the sheaves are heavy with the

natural sap, being deceived by their apparent dryness. An
excellent criterion is to insert the hand into the centre of the

sheaf; and if it has a dry, warm feel, and the whole field

being of the same character, it may safely be led. AVheat,
being so strong in the straw, and generally free of weeds, may
be put in any sized stack, after a week's exposure in the stook,

without the slightest danger. Oats and barley, unless dead
ripe when cut, will, in general, require a clear fortnight to

enable them to be carried and stacked without risk.

Although stooking is undoubtedly the best method of ma-
turing corn in the field, there are seasons when, on account
of the broken state of the weather, it becomes a matter of

serious consideration with the farmer whether corn, a pro-

perty on which so much of his year's success depends, and
which is of an exceedingly perishable nature, is safe in such
an exposed position. Could he depend on the weather, he
would be at once relieved of all anxiety ; but, as the climate

of this country is, at best, but fickle and uncertain, it behoves
Jiim to take precautionary measures for the safety of his pro-

perty. Despite the objection most extensive farmers have to

field stacks, they are an admirable aid in a fickle season, and,

when properly built, stand almost any amount of bad weather,

and, on that account, can be left in the field until it has be-

come settled, and an opportunity afforded for removal to the

stackyard.

It is excellent policy to stack corn containing a good deal

of clover in the bottom of the sheaves, as the sun and wind
get at it, and win it in much less time than it would do in

stook, with the clover resting on the damp ground. In a bad
season, there is almost no other way left open for getting

sheaves dried, the bottoms of which have got wet ; and it is

surprising the system of stacking is not more generally fol-

lowed out. The extra labour is not much : the stacks being
wnall, the sheaves require only to be carried by women or

children to the stagk, when a careful mau hand;) them to the

builder. A dozen hands will secure nearly as many acres of
good crop in a day, putting so much of the year's croj) com-
pletely out of danger, and conveying a sense of security and
peace of mind to the owner, which, under other circumstances,

lie might in vain have looked for. In Ireland this system is

very general, and the crop is stacked in the field whatever the
character of the year ; and, although there are seasons when
such caution is unnecessary, the habit is nevertheless kept up,

and in the majority of years there is little doubt but it proves

excellent policy. In upland districts in Scotland this system

also prevails, farmers there being compelled to adopt it ; as

much, however, from the lateness of the harvest often throw-

ing them into dangerous proximity to the winter, as from any
other reason. They are styled liutts, and, as the name would
imply, arc square, and not in the stack-form so general in the

sister-country. No later than last year much corn was saved

of excellent quality in the upland portion of llenfrewshirc

and Ayrshire by those who had the foresight to place their

corn thus safely, whilst their less fortunate neighbours had it

in stook at the mercy of the elements, and who in the end lost

heavily both in quantity and quality.

Corn that has been put up in the field in either stacks or

hutts will not be so thoroughly matured as when left in stooks,

and caution must be exercised when building in large stacks,

lest heating should take place. It is much easier to manage
corn in the field, whether in stook or stack, and preserve it

from injury, than it is after being put together in large quan-

tity, as the least turn discolours the grain, and gives it a smell

which unfits it for any purijose but that of cattle-feeding.

We consider it a disgraceful thing to see a line of stacks

smoking, and a man is placed in a most unpleasant position in

the eyes of his own servants and labourers when he has to

order them to take down a stack, or it may be several, and
draw out again to the field. The men did their part of the

business well, and very likely with a hearty good-will, doing

their utmost to get all finished in good time, and very probably

exercising the greatest amount of care and skill they vcere

capable of, to have the stacks safe and neat—a credit to them-
selves and employer ; when, after all is done, they find that,

through an error of judgment on his part, they have the

whole to do over again. Apart altogether from the monetary

loss, the removal of corn to the fields after having been built

up is a source of infinite chagrin and unpleasantness—the

more so as it is just as likely to happen in a good year as in a

bad oue, and the farmer having no one to blame but himself,

the whole thing, especially in a good year, having been brought

on by his own injudicious haste. The unpleasantness is not,

however, past in a hurry", as the corn must be disposed of in

some way, and the merchant to whom such corn is offered is

not slow to give his opinion as to its quality, and either re-

fuses to purchase, or offers such a low price as to make it an
impossibility to come to terms. How different the feelings of

the man who, at the end of a favourable season, on offering

his corn for sale, is told that it has been badly saved, and that

he must submit to a reduction in price on that account ; and
of him who, after a troublesome and dilficult season, is compli-

mented by the merchant on the quality of his produce, and
receives the highest price of the day on which it is sold !

These extremes are of yearly occurrence, some men never

having a particle of heated corn in their possession, and some
others being very seldom without it.

In stacking corn, by far the safest method is to have
the stacks small, the danger of injury from heating being

thereljy greatly obviated. Ten feet for barley, twelve

for oats, and fourteen for wheat being very good sizes

and very handy. It is a capital plan to have the centres

hollow, as if there is the slightest tendency to heating the

warm air is attracted to and carried upwards through the

shaft, and there will be no perceptible injury to the contents of

the stack. The oat crop being such a valuable oue in Scot-

land for mealing purposes, and the least heating in the stack

lessening the value of the meal very considerably, the farmers

of that country exercise a great amount of caution in the

erection of their stacks. In most districts they have a cross-

shaft two or three feet in height, with an upright one in con-

nection with it, running nearly to the toji of the stack, a pre-

cautionary measure which serves the purpose admirably, and

effectually secures the farmer from loss by lieating.

Bean stacks are also carefully ventilated in the same way,

the lute period of the scasoa at wliicli this crop is reaped amj
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the succidenoc of the stalks cumpelliug an extia amount of

cautiou. Wlirii tlie stack is built upon iron iiillais, and coii-

sequently a free current of air admitted underneath, there is

no .use lor going to the trouble of constructing timber ven-
tilators or bosses, as a Hour barrel placed on the centre of tlic

stand, and pulled up with the rising of the stack, forms an ex-

cellent shaft and answers the purpose of ventilation admirab^.
The weeks of harvest form the most ditlieult and trying period

of the farmer's year, anxiety being inseparable from his very

existence; yet it is nut good to be over-an.xious, or over-

hasty—uot cutting the corn or delaying it because others are

doing so, nor carrying it to the stack-yard for the same reason
;

but doing every day, while there is a sheaf exposed, exactly

what one's own observation and experience dictate as the best

course to be adopted under existing circumstances, and, above

all, not putting the crop into the slack-yard until convinced

of its thorough maturity.

J. S.

THE LABOURER AND THE COTTAGE.
The following paper was read by Jlr. W. Brown, of

Beach Lodge, Tring, before the members of the Central

Bucks Agricultural Association : — Mr. Cos, in a paper
recently read by him l)efore a society in Gloucester-

shire, referring to the physical condition of the agricul-

tural labourer and to certain advantages which miglit be
conferred, said :

" There is one thing in which the farmer
is particularly interested—namely, the actual material used in

building up that most noble of all the works of creation, an
upright, honest man." So fiir as my experience extends, the

labouring classes are not good managers in this respect ; they

do not economise as they ought to do, nor do they understand

the properties of the various kinds of food which contain most
nourishment. For instance, they buy white bread from the

baker's, which before hungry children melts away fast, instead

of having a bushel of llour with the bran at a less expense,

and, if possible, baking at "home. Again : potatoes, which
have much degenerated within the last few years, form a con-

siderable portion of the food of the labourer ; but, although

desirable with other food, they do but little towards forming
the bone and muscle. Animal food is at the present time too

dear for the labourer to have to any extent ; but there are por-

tions of the carcase less costly, and equally nutritious, which a

good housewife may, if she knows her duty, prepare for the

good man at the end of his day's work, llice is also cheap.

Oatmeal and peas are very nutritious, but very little used by
the labouring classes. Milk in the dairy districts is a great

advantage to a man ; and I am happy to find that in some
parts of the country a liberal allowance is made to those having
the charge of the eattla, In certain districts and in large

occupations the foreman is allowed the use of a cow. Dr.

Lankester says :
" The question of focd lies at the foundation

of all other questions. There is no mind, no work, no health,

no life, without food ; and just as we are fed, defectively or

improperly, so are our frames developed in a way unfitted to

secure that greatest of all eartlily blessings—a sound mind in

a sound body." Before quitting this subject, allow me to call

the attention of the managers of this society to the benefits

which they could confer upon the labouring classes by devoting

a small portion of their funds to the publication and distribu-

tion of advice and information through the members of the

society to the labourers they employ, in the hope and belief

that it wo<ild have fruit, and take the place of the trash to be

found in many dwellings of the poor. I will give you one

illustration by a pamphlet now lying before me, and which

I have perused with much pleasure and interest. It is the re-

sult of a prize offered by one of the members of the East Kent

Association for the best essay " On the Condition and Improve-

ment of the Farm Labourer, which shall be addressed to him in

a concise, simple, and pointed manner, with a view to his So-

cial, Moral, and Religious Advancement." The prize was won
by a physician. In connection with the food of the people

the labourer's cottage and garden seem naturally to follow, and

on these I can speak with more confidence than upon other

matters ; but first, I would observe that this point has not

been treated as it deserves. Does not every good farmer at

the present day demand more and better shelter for his cattle,

and conveniences for preparing their food, and does he not

insist that they are absolutely necessary to the proper cultiva-

tion of the soil ? If this be so, is it not right that the man
who is to till the soil and look after these cattle should be

treated equally well ? In fact, are not the dwellings of the

labourers part and parcel of the manufactory of the farm, and

should not the investments for each be the same ? If this is

so, whose duty is it to provide these cottages, and how can

they pay ? My opinion is that this must be met by the co-

operation or mutual sacrifice of the three parties—the landlord,

the farmer, and his labourer ; first the land necessary for the

cottage and garden, say not less than a quarter of an acre,

should be given up by the farmer, who should also pay the

rates ; second, the landlord should build the cottages in pairs,

or in threes, at the entrance, or some convenient part of the

farm. These should have good drainage, water supply, and
ready means for cooking and washing ; and last, but not least,

a convenient well-arranged closet, not only for the purposes of

the family, but for preserving, by the liberal use of fresh earth,

every particle of solid excrement and refuse in order to enrich

the garden at the proper time, instead, as at present, of be-

coming a nuisance and unhealthy to the occupants. These
cottages cannot be erected in this neighljourhood at a cost of

less than £250 the pair, which, at 4^ per cent., treated as farm
buildings, would make the rent £5 per annum, or say 3s. per

week ; and this tlie labourer, with such conveniences, and a
garden at the rear of his house, can well alford to pay—in-

deed, better than half the sum for a miserable cottage with a
scanty garden. I approve of the allotment system near towns
and villages ; but half the quantity of laud at the rear of the

cottage is of as much value as double the quantity at a distance.

The spare minutes of himself, his wife, and family, can be
better devoted to the cultivation under such circumstances.

The advantage of having three cottages together is that the

centre one may be built with two bedrooms only, for aged per-

sons and newly-married couples, and the end cottages with three

bedrooms each, which are essential for a growing family to divide

the sexes. I now come to the important question of wages.

I have received many communications from gentlemen

with whom I am acquainted in various districts,

giving me an account of the wages paid in their

difi'ereut localities, which I will endeavour to lay

before you, for the purpose of comparison, in as concise a form
as possible, beginning witii the south of England. The Ilev.

Canon Girdlestoue has published letters in the Times, stating

that in his parish of Ilalberton, Devonshire, the rate of wages
has been only 7s. or Ss. per week, and even this not always
paid in cash. Out of this miserable pittance, with but few
exceptions, the labourer has to pay house-rent, and the re-

mainder was supposed to furnish him with fuel, food, and
clothing. Now, does any man in this room believe this ?

(" No.") The Times, in one of its leaders, echoes this state-

ment, and says :
" How could independence, or self-respect, or

even industry be expected from the father of a young family,

each of whom perhaps has less than a shilling's-worth of food
in the course of the week ? The labourer on such wages is a
mere animal." Ilou will observe that nothing is said about
perquisites or the earnings of the wife and family. Further on
we are informed that Mr. Girdlestoue set to work to get 50 of
his parishioners to the better-paid districts in the eastern and
northern counties. Of these 16 were married men with
families, and the remainder single men. The married men are
in no case earning less than 12s. a-week. Our energetic friend
Mr. Smith, of Wolverhampton, has written to the Times, and
congratulated the men of Ilalberton on getting better wages
elsewhere, and so relieving the parish of such surplus labour.

The Times winds up this great case by observing :
" In one

way or another a labourer and bis family must receive enough
to live on. But even if the farmer pays actually nwre, he will
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still bo better oM', for lie will ^ct a better return for iiis uiuiiey.

A li;ill-starviiijj man lias iiciliier the will nor the power to

\\ ork and there can be uo doubt that the proverbial sleepiness

and sloth of agricultural work are, in a great degree, due to

sheer lack of vital force." I have no connexion with Devon-

siiire, therefore I cannot give you any information ; but in my
native county of Dorset wages are supposed to be equally

low, and I have lately seen it announced that a general rise in

\vages will be demanded this year in that county. I have re-

([ucsted a worthy and excellent Dorsetshire frieud to furnish

rac with his statement, from whicii you will see how necessary

it is to ascertain surrounding circumstances before prejudging

the systems adopted in other counties. He says : '"All my
labourers have houses and gardens, and extra land cultivated

all free, and the crop hauled home for them. Also fuel. The
wages paid every Monday evening are : Shepherds, lis. per

week, and a penny for every lamb bred ; half a hogshead of

liquor (cider) for the lambing season ; £1 and a hogshead of

liquor for his assistance during the hay and corn season.

Carters, 10s. per week, and £1 and a hogshead of liquor for

the summer. Other meu (many of whom have piece-work a

great portion of their time) 8s. per week ; women, 4'S. ; boys

from ~s. to 6s." He then gives the prices of various piece-

work, hay-work, cutting corn, &,c., and adds : "AU my labour-

ers have their liquor sent to their houses at the commencement
of the summer, so that they can use it as tliey like. I have

done this for twenty years, and have never seen more than one
or two cases of any abuse of the system. I don't think,

geucrally speaking, they are as good as tliey used to be, or do

as much labour ; and whether education has anything to do

with it I know not ; but this I do know, tiieir great desire is

to try and raise the price of piece-work, not to earn more
money, but to do less of it for the same sum. How people

manage that have no cottages on their farms I am at a loss to

know. Dileu are by no means as plentiful as formerly, and
numbers from this and otlier counties are gone to the coal-

mines ; hut some have returned again, not liking the work,
however good tlie pay." My next communication is from a

gentleman in Wiltsliirc, well known to many in this room.
His farm contains grass and down land 143 acres, arable 375.

Wages 10s. per week, stock men Is. extra, with cottages rent-

free, potato ground, and other perquisites. The summer work
is done by the piece, the women engaging largely in it. Fe-
male labour helps to lessen expenses. Total amount paid for

labour on an average, £550 per annum. This gentleman
states that in his neiglibourhood sainfoin is grown to some
extent, which is kept down some years, as well as a good pro-

portion of artificial grasses. This also reduces the labour

;

but still they are short of hands, and all would employ more
if tliey had it. Our friend seems to have settled in a place

with great privileges attached—amongst others the right to

fish three leagues into the sea all round tlie kingdom, also tlie

right to use any fair or market in the kingdom toll-free. The
former is seldom exercised ; the latter may probably be some
day at Aylesbury, but 1 hope it wiU not depreciate the shares

of the Jlarket Company to any serious extent (laughter).

The next is from one of the most careful and practical men in

Bcrksliire. His farm is 547 acres, nearly all arable. Wages
paid from Michaelmas to Lady Day—Carters and shepherds

13s., cowman and general labourers 12s. The cowman has
in addition a cottage rent-free, firing, vegetables, and table-

beer, equal to 18s. per week all the year round. Taking an
average of several years, his labour, including hay-time and
harvest, wiU amount to 35s. per acre. I now come nearer

home, and will refer to the case whicli has figured so much of

late iu the prints—that of Gawcott, in this county, where
what is called a strike has takerh place. A letter has recently

appeared from J\Ir. Barge, who lives in the adjoining hamlet
of Hillesden, which, like the Devonshire case, puts a very

different face upon the matter. I shall not trouble you by
reading it, as most of you have probably done so previously,

but will give you the information I have obtained from an in-

dependent but reliable source, quite confirming Mr. Barge's
statement. " Wages of carters, shepherds, and cowmen, gene-
rally 12s. per week ; in some cases where there is great re-

sponsibility, 13s. and 14s. ; these of course have Sunday duty.

The ordinary men lis. per week, and if at piece-work they are
enabled, in fine weather, to ensure 2s. 3d. to 2s. 6d. per day.
Boys go to work at nine or ten years old ; the girls to service

or laeework. On an average, a man witli live children would

have two fit for work, who would earn 5s. to 7s. per week,
thus making au aggregate income of from 16s. to 30s. per
week. In the dairy farms, milk is boiled in the morning for
the men, and on Saturday evenings they generally have some
given them to take home for Sunday. The rents of cot-
tages vary ; several have a cottage and a good piece of garden
ground at 50s. per annum ; whereas, other's have to pay 60s,
without a garden." Subscriptions have been collected to re-

lieve tliese men on strike ; and in the Bucks Herald, of Satur-
day last, I observe it stated " that the secretary is endeavouring
not only to procure more remunerative employment for the
men of Bucks in other parts of the country, b^t also to assist

others out of the funds at the disposal of the strike committee
to emigrate to Canada and other colonies." We can have no
objection to men trying to better themselves by removing from
places where there is surplus labour, to districts where labour

is more in request, at hotter wages ; but I doubt if strikes are

necessary for this purpose, or if the advice and assistance to

emigrate are either promoting the happiness of the labourer,

or beneliting his native country. In the more soutliern part

of this county, amidst liills and stones, the labour per acre is

much beyonil that of the districts I have quoted. One gentle-

man, who holds a farm of 320 acres arable and 33 of grass on
the border of the county, states that his regular number of men
and boys employed yearly (exclusive of haymaking, turnip hoe-
ing, and harvest) are three men at 13s. each ; eight at 12s.

each ; and six boys at 4s. 6d. each ; the hoeing, mowing, and
harvesting being nearly all piece work. The earnings of the

men would not be less than £40 per annum. The women and
children are principally occupied in straw plaiting, and wiU earn
on an average from 8s. to 10s. per week. Cottage rents are

about £3 per annum. He adds, " The moral and social habits

of the men generally are far from what I could wish, owing, in

a great measure, to the number of beer-shops and public-houses,

which I consider the curse of the neighbourhood, tempting
not only the men, but, I am sorry to say, the boys also." The
labour of this farm averages about 3os. per acre (exclusive of

Ijeer). In my own immediate neighbourhood the labourers

with their families are probably earning as much as in any
part of the county, instances having heen furnished to me of

tiie children earning more than the father by making straw

plait ; indeed many girls pay their parents from 3s. to 5s. per

week for their board, and have something left, which, unfortu-

nately, tliey spend liberally in dress, instead of looking to the

future. I have solicited information from a few of the best

farmers in my own parish, and find that the average wages now
paid are, for shepherds, cowmen, and carters 12s. to 14s., and
ordinary labourers 9s. to 12s. per week. One farmer pays over

£40 per annum for steam thrashing. I also find that their

labour, including haytime and harvest, averages from 34s. to

40s. per acre, but there are many other cases where tliis average
is exceeded. I cannot tire your patience hy quoting the wages
from many other counties, but two cases claim special atten-

tion, the first being from the vicinity of Doncaster ; size of

farm—grass 30 acres, arable 300 acres ; wages of plough-
men, from £10 to £15 per annum, Ijoarding with the foreman
at a cost of about £24 each ; shepherds, 16s. per week, two
bushels of malt, and houses rent free ; other labourers, 15s.

per week ; total paid, including foreman, harvest wages, corn-

thrashing, and hay-getting, £500 per annum. This gentle-

man, who formerly resided in Lincolnshire, adds that he finds

a great ditference between the two counties, the manual labour

here being rather over 30s. per acre, and even this is smaller

than some others in the same district. The last is from a
thoroughly practical farmer in the county above alluded to

(Lincolnshire). He was formerly a tenant, but I am liappy

to say is now the owner of his farm, containing about 800
acres, whigh I wish was the case with many I am now address-

ing. I cannot omit one fact : there is neither a public-house

nor a beer-shop in this parish of 3,000 acres. My friend's

letter is so business-like that I prefer giving it to you in his

own words :
" The general wages since last harvest have been

15s. per week for labourers, the men paying their own rents,

varying from £3 to £4 per annum, according to the accommo-
dation. We find it more and more desirable to provide as

much good cottage and garden accommodation for our la-

bourers as possible, with not less than two and some three

bed-rooms, and to pay them as liberal wages as times and cir-

cumstances will afibrd, in order to ensure a good feeling

amongst them and to secure a sufficient supply of the rising
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generation. There is no fear of losiuij: tlio old lueu, but il is

very clear that the young- agricultural men are being very

mnch drawn by the higher wages they can procure in a variety

of otiier branches. There is not so nineh work done by the

piece ^vs formerly, owing to most of the land having been
drained and the old hedges removed or plaslicd ; also the corn
being thrashed by steam. The reainug-machincs are getting

into more general use, and steam-eiUiivalion partially so. We
have companies in ditferent localities who have sullicieut sets

of tackle to cultivate by the acre, charging according to depth
and strength of soil, i'owlcr's cultivator and tackle, worked
by two traction-engines, are the most approved, and require

no horse to move them. It was the cnstom in this county to

board the servants, but the farmers' wives prefer their being

boarded with the foreTian, which is becoming more general.

Schools and proper masters are generally provided for the edu-

cation of the children. Tlie boys begin work at 10 years old,

and the giils can go out to service at 13 or 1-k We don't

think the men do more work than formerly, but we have not

much to complain of, and 1 must say their general habits have

improved. The young men now think more about dress and less

about beer." The labour now amounts to near 30s. per acre. I

will not trouble you with any more letters or extracts, but pro-

ceed to ask : Why da I advocate education ? I will not say

better education, because some do get it, and, I regret to add,

abuse it afterwards ; but what I am contending for is a suitable

education, that a youth when he approaches manhood may know
how to read and write, that his spare time may be devoted to the

improvement of his mind, and comprehend why he does cer-

tain things, and not move about very often with less sagacity

than a shepherd's dog. You cannot fail to sec that better

stock, better implements, and extensive machinery are being

kept; and to whom aie these to be entrusted? An ignorant

labourer may ruin an animal or spoil an implement in a

very short space. Again, why do I advocate good cottages and

gardens upon or near to the farms ? It is to encourage the

respectable, honest, indnstrious man, to prevent his having to

pass a beer shop every time he goes to his home, or to a

crowded town or village, where " evil communications corrupt

good manners." And here let me ask what are the great, I

m.ay say the crying evils of the present day? The gin palaces

in towns, and the beer-shops in the rural districts. Talk about

reform of the reprcocutation of the people—suppose we leave

out a portion of these words by way of amendment, and let it

read " Keform of the people." " Know thyself" was the

golden rule of the men of Greece, and this motto was placed

over one of their great temples for all men who entered to

study. It would be well if we would investigate this a little

more. We daily Te.9'\ of deputations from depressed trades,

poor law unions, gnevances of taxation, including the malt-

'ax ; but I do not remember a dcpuiatiou going to AVhitehall

to represent the ruinous and dcnioialisiiig cH'ccts of these gin-

palaces and beer-shops, and asking for their suppression, which
have caused more dishonesty, crime, and misery, than all other

things put together. Then I suppose I shall be told that this

is impracticable, and the words " vested interests" will be
pointed to ; but when the beer-duty was abolished, and beer-

shojis were established, this w'as not regarded very much.
Again, I may be asked, would you deprive the labourer of the
means of getting his pint of beer ? Certainly not ; but I

would have public or licensed houses restored to their original

purpose for the accommodation of the i}ublic, which 1 am sorry

to say is not the case. Let beer be sold like other commodities,
over the counter, and taken home for consiunption. It is pro-

bable that many present know cases amongst the upper and
middle classes of their getting what is called " tight" at their

own houses ; but who has heard of a similar occurrence at the

home of the artisan or labourer ? If I may be allovred to pro-

phesy to those who are strong advocates for the repeal of the

malt-tax, I should say this is the road that will lead to that

result. Numerous persons very fairly argue that under the

present system the repeal would increase drunkenness. W'hy
have I troubled you at length about wages? It is because I

believe it to be a pressing matter, and that you will have to

use greater discrimination upon this point. A good, honest,

industrious labourer, who does a fair day's work and interests

himself in his master's welfare, must be treated dilfercntly to

those who get through the day as easily as they can, and care

but little about the result. From what I have read to you, the

highest wages are not the most costly per acre ; and, from my
own experience, good men at good wages are cheaper in the

end. I have lately seen it stated that in certain localities the
farmers, unsolicited, have agreed to raise the rate of wages Is.

per week all round ; but I submit to yon that this is a mistake,

ancWrong in principle. You cannot make alterations all at

once, or reduce some men's pay to what they are actually

worth ; but you can increase the wages of the deserving,

whether he be a married or a single man. I strongly advocate

paying men by piece-work, wherever practicable. I believe the

farmer gets more for his money, and the industrious the ad-

vantage to which he is entitled over the indolent. Steam has
equalised the price for corn and cattle throughout the kingdom,
and I believe it will do the same for labour. Steam has done
wonders in manufactures, although doubts and dilficulties

occurred at first, and I believe every succeeding year will

witness its further appliances in agriciilture. W'hen I see the

ponderous engine and tender traversing the road up and down
the steep hills of Ashton Clinton, I arrive at the conclusion

that before many years they will become as common and for

many purposes take the place of a waggon and horses.

THE PROGRESS OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.
[translated froji the "jourxal d'agriculture pratique."]

To attempt in this paper a long demonstration of the ser-

vices rendered to agriculture by chemistry would be simply to

expose ourselves—on the part of the enlightened public, to

whom the Journal d'Agricvll'ire Pralique particularly addresses

itself—to the reproach of falling into repetition. In fact, none
of ottr readers are ignorant of the great progress realized by
the application of chemical knowledge to the study of soils,

improvements, and manures ; nor of the valuable assistance

rendered by chemical analysis in the determination of mineral
and organic matters extracted from the soil by different vege-

tables, as well as a correct appreciation of the relative value of

substances the cultivator must restore to his land if he would
preserve its fertility. It is precisely because we know before-

hand that our readers are well instructed upon the utility of

chemical researches applied to agriculture, that we are assured

of seeing them receive favourably an expose of recent works
on agricultural chemistrj-.

Part of the duty we purpose taking upon ourselves is to

aualize the papers on agricultural chemistry published in

I'rance or elsewhere, and thereby show wliat important results

spring from it ; wc also hope to render true service to French
agriculture by m.aking known, with all the details that interest-

ing subject admits of, the organization, aim, and success of the
institutions which, in Germany and England, have for the last

ten years implanted such a fertUe impulse in agricultural

science amongst our neighbours. In consequence of our un-
fortunate ignorance of foreign languages, many of the best
works published in Germany and England pass unobserved or
remain a dead-letter to us. We have at our doors some excel-

lent institutions, worked successfully for the last ten or fifteen

years, of which many do not even suspect the existence. AVe
should use every effort to fill up this blank ; and, trusting to

the good-nature of our readers, we shrink from no labour to

attain an end which appears to us to add so much to the pro-
gress of agriculture in our country.

The illustrious chemist of Munich has traced in the com-
mencement of his admirable work entitled " Les Lois naturclles

de rAgriculture" a retrospective picture of agriculture from
the beginning of this century up to the present day. We shall

borrow from these pages—too little known, and the words
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quoti'il will serve as ;ui iutroduction to the rccitw we iuaiigu-

latc to-day—some fragment from nature, to point out the aid

of chemistry to agnculture, and to rccal on a grand sciile tlie

claim of the chemical sciences to the knowledge of agricul-

turists. We could not better point out the actual bearings of

science and the art we wish to serve tlian by sliowing, in tlie

most precise and clear terms from the example of the past,

\\hat agriculture should claim and obtain from chemistry iu

future.

" During the latter part of the past century," said Baron
Liebig, " the agricultural world was in complete ignorance of

the cause of fertility in cultivated lands, as well as that of tlieir

exhaustion. Apart from their need of sun, dew, or rain, the

cultivator knew, so to speak, nothing of the conditions neces-

sary to the development of plants." As to the soil, he attributed

to that the one part only—that of support.

lie thought that stable-dung owed its ttfects to one par-

ticular incompreliensible property, which art was incapable of

producing. That property was communicated to tlie food of

men and animals during its passage into the body. He
thought that with a sufficient quantity of cattle, and a certain

variation in cultures, he could always procure as much manure
as he needed, for as long a time as he wished ; and as lie often

remarked that those crops were finest where the farmer was
intelligent and clever in tlie execution of field-work, he re-

mained persuaded that the yield of a crop depended upon the

will of man, and that if he possessed tliat art he could trans-

form the most barren sandy plains into fertile meadows.
He supposed that the power which produced the fruits of

the earth resided in the seeds and soil, and that the field

needed repose to restore itself, just as men and auiraals when
fatigued by work. The power that the land had given out
during the production of its fruits might, they thought, be re-

stored to it by manure and rest.

Later it was imagined that the peculiar power of the soil

must reside in a vehicle, and that vehicle was liumus ; and
it was thought that the yield, more or less, of the fields was
in direct proportion to the greater or less quantity of humus
put into it. The only truth in that supposition is, that upon
a fertile field the farmer grew more plants than upon a poor
one, and in that way accumulated much more organic debris in

the first than in the second.

Wlicn it w^as thought the vehicle of the fertility of the soil

was discovered in humus, it was natural to attribute the want
of fertility in fields to the absence of tliat substance. Perceiv-
ing that certain mineral substances, such as marl, gypsum,
and lime, increased the yield of crops, a stimulating action in
the soil was attributed to them, nearly resembling that exer-
cised upon man Ijy salt and spices, by favouring certain phe-
nomena of digestion and the circulation of the iluids.

All practical operations aimed at producing manure, believ-

ing that the latter was tlie only means of restoring to the soil

tlie power expended, and of making it produce the same crops.

When on account of being cultivated consecutively in the same
field tlie cereals no longer gave remunerative crops, it was said
that the field was exhausted ; but when other plants, such as

clover or roots, did not prosper, it was said the land was had.
At that time (said Liebig) tlie cultivator practised his art

as tlie shoemaker does his trade : but he did not perceive, like

the latter on seeing his supply of leatlier diminishing, that the
fertile matter was insensibly drawing to an end. In Germany
tlie farmer worked his fields as if he were dealing with an
endless piece of leather which, while cut at one end, grew at

the other. Manure was to him the means of lengthening
and softening the leather for cutting. As the man made his

crops like the shoemaker his shoes, the situation of the works
was of little importance, and in the s;ime manner as a shoe-
maker of St. Petersburg could profit from the counsel and ex
perience of a Parisian slioemaker, a farmer of Ilotiiamsted or
Saxony might give good advice upon the treatment of lands to
a cultivator of Yorkshire or Bavaria.

In the advice given mutually by agriculturists, in the im-
provements tliey proposed, the degree of latitude, elevation
above the level of the sea, the quantity of water annually, the
frequency of rain in dill'crent seasons, the average number
of fine and rainy days, the average temperatuie of spring,
summer, and autumn, as well as the variations of the
temperature in dilferent seasons, the chemical, physical,
and geognostic nature of the soil, were circumstances of which
tlicy took little notice.

Surli were tlic notions that guided practical agriculture be-
fore ISIO. At that period chemistry had acquired by the
natural sciences sutlicieut independence to enable it to compete
with tlie development of other sciences ; and when the chemists
directed their works towards searching out the conditions of
existence in plants and animals, they evidently touched on
agriculture. Vegetable physiology knew already at that time
the modifications that plants during their life experience from
atmospheric air, as well as the influence of carbonic acid upon
the increase of carbonized matters in vegetablijs, and the pro-

perty of the green parts of exhaling oxygen under the influence

of solar light. They thought that certain saline and earthy

substances which remained as a residu after incineration were
found in plants accidentally, and varied according to the situa-

tion of the place and geognostic nature of the soil. The
chemist then submitted the vegetables in all its parts to

rigorous methods of investigation ; he searched out the compo-
sition of the leaves, stalks, roots, and fruits, studied the phe-

nomena of nutrition in animals, and the modifications that

aliments undergo in the body, and analyzed the arable soil of

different countries of the globe.

It was then discovered that the seeds, roots, and leaves

absorb from the soil certain mineral elements identical in all

lands; tliat these elements were not accidental compounds,
varying according to the locality, but were necessary for the

growth of the vegetable ; consequently mineral matters played
the same part in alimentation of plants as bread and meat do
in man, or fodder in cattle ; that a fertile soil is liberally pro-

vided with these nutritive substances, whilst a sterile soil con-
tains but little, and that by increasing the quantity in a poor
soil they might render it fertile.

The natural result of this discovery was to show that a soil

must insensibly lost, its fertility in proportion as the plants

cultivated diminished the supply of nutritive elements it con-

tained. Therefore, in order to keep land in a fruitful con-

dition, it is necessary to restore to it the full amount of nutri-

tive strengtli taken from it ; for, if the restitution be only

partial, the farmer cannot hope for profitable crops ; and the

oiili/ means of increasing the yield is by adding to the quan-
tity of nourishing elements a soil contains.

The chemist afterwards proved that the nourishment ab-

sorbed by man acts—if we may Ije allowed a vulgar com-
parison—like the fuel in our stoves. The urine and solid

excrements represent the ashes of the food, mixed with soot

and other parts partially burnt. Thanks to these discoveries,

the action of manure is easily comprehended. It restores to

the soil matters of which it has been robbed by the crops ; but
we may also draw this inference from it—that stable-dung,

even produced on the same farm, is not sufficient to ensure

the lasting fertility of lands, as it does not restore to them
the elements exported from the farm in the form of wheat
and meat.

We therefore learn from these facts that if the farmer
desires to ensure continued and abundant crops, he must
endeavour to supply the nutritive qualities that are wanting in

stable-dung by putting in matter obtained from other sources,

when land is not sulficiently provided with them. Chemistry
having established this truth in a peremptory manner, it

would be irrational to act as though a soil were inexhaustible

;

and if the cultivator is not careful to replace the substances

absorbed, his fields wiU undoubtedly become barren and un-
fruitful.

A moment's reflection cannot fail to convince our readers

tliat the power of man to make a field fertile is simply pre-

sumption ; intelligence and skUl are incapable of producing
good crops, no matter what the land is, when the composition
of the soil docs not suit the plant.

Apparently a man has no choice in his cultures, for it is not
he, but the soil, that chooses the plants suited to it. But
science does not set itself iu opposition to practice; on the con-

trary, it stands in the midst, approving when it does well, and
guarding the farmer against evils which may do him injury.

It shows him what is wanting in bis fields, and what is found

there in abundance, besides iiointing out to him the means of

realizing the most useful jiart of the riches his lands contain.

Under the auspices of Baron Liebig, we have endeavoured

to throw a rapid glance at the services rendered by cliemistry

to agricuKure. Tlie good that science has already done shows

how much more extensive its help may be iu future. What
has been said will, wc hope, amply justify us in the eyes of our
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readers for tlie importance wc atlacli to works on ap-ricultural

chemistry. Tlial science wliicli has at its liead, and amongst
its distinguished representatives, Boussingault, Liebig, Way,
Thompson, Iluxtable, Voelcker, Lawes, Corcnwinder, Theuard,
Schla>sing, Payen, and many otliers, deserves a large place in

n work specially devoted to agricultnre.

We careruUy record in our irrieivs the important facts dis-

covered in France and elsewhere, endeavouring to keep before

the eyes of our readers tlie progress of the application of

clieniistry to agriculture. Want of space compels us to defer

to a future time the ([uestion of agricultural stations in Ger-

many. The organisation of tlmt excellent iustitution, which

has already been established ten years, and the numerous ser-

vices it has rendered, deserve au attentive examination, which

we hope at some other time to give it.

h. Grandeau, M.D.

FARMYARD MANURE—WHAT IS IT?

Farmyard manure, as generally understood, consists of the

excrements of horses, cattle, swine, and poultry, with that of

any other domesticated animal which may be ke])t or housed
witliin the farmyard or steading, together with all the straw

and otlier refuse which may have been used as litter in con-

nection with the housing of tliese auimals ; and the mode of

collecting and preparing these, so as to be applied to the land

with as little loss as possible, together with some hints as to

its mauurial composition and value, form the subject of our
present article.

Ever since the day of the ancient Romans, down to that of
the present age, tlie value of animal excrement as a manure
appears to have been well known, and various modes of col-

lecting and applying it to the soil observed with the nicest

attention. Even before the Christian era the excrement of

animals was known to act as an agent in the production of

crops from the soil ; but down to a comparatively recent date

notions regarding the preparation and application of farmyard
manure were crude enough, and at the present time its manage-
ment is either not sufficiently attended to, or not sufficiently

understood.

A most important consideration for determining both the

method of collecting farmyard manure and the circumstances

under which it is collected, is to prevent the escape of am-
monia. Not only is nitrogen one of the most important
elements in all valuable manures, and in all plants which are

valuable as food, but it constitutes the fermentive virus of all

putrefactive or fermenting manures, and is the power on which
the solubility and digestion of both the animal and vegetable

ingredients of these manures depend. Nitrogen is at all times

ready to rush into combination with any aqueous matter, so as

to form ammonia—that volatile alkali, that pungent-smelling
gas, which rises invisibly, but with sensible eiiect, upon the

nasal organs, while in the vicinity of recent dung or urine, or

any putrefactive or decomposing body. It may be worth
while to know that every pound of nitrogen escaping iu this

way forms two and a half pounds of ammonia ; and wlien not
arrested in the process of evolution, and fixed as an alkaline

salt, it wiU escape into the atmosphere, and be carried irre-

trievably away, bearing with it the best virtues of the manure.
A simple and efticacious means of preventing yie escape of

this valuable gas is by the free use of gypsum on all dunghills,

stables, byres, dung-courts, Sec.

The manurial properties of farmyard manure are so depen-

dent upon the proper management of the dung-heap as to

affect its value from 50 to 70 per cent. ; and when combus-
tion or fire-fanging, as it is called, has been allowed to take

place, it may be rendered all but worthless. It is also well

known that farmyard manure made from poorly-fed young
cattle may not be equal to that made from feeding cattle by

30 to GO per cent., depending much upon tlie quantity of

straw or litter which is allowed to pass into the dung-heap :

tlie actual excrement might differ to even a greater extent than

that named ; but we are here taking extreme cases, as no such

difference will be found where young stock are well managed,

although manure from young stock will always be less valuable

tlian that from old and matured auimals, feeding in both cases

being the same ; and if fed on highly nutritious food, sucli as

grain and cake, the manure will be considerably more valuable.

Stable-dung, or tliat made from horses, is much more nitro-

genous, and consequently more valualjle, than that made from

cattle ; but as stable-dung frequently contains a much greater

proportion of straw or litter, the difference may not unfre-

([uently be the other way.

It will be found most advantageous to thoroughly intermix

the stable-dung with that from the other stock. The stable-

dung being much more fermentative, it is not unfrequently

allowed to heat prematurely, which must occasion a con-

siderable loss in its most valuable constituents.

It is of the highest importance, in collecting and making
farmyard manure, that there should be a thorough commixture
of all the different kinds and qualities of dung, together with

all the scrapings which may be daily collected .about a farm-

steading, and are fit to form part of the dung-heap, so that

the whole may be trampled and incorporated together before

any part is carted to the field. And the longer it can be al-

lowed to remain in a well-constructed dung-court the better

;

but if while there it receives all the roof-water of the steading,

or is allowed to lie in loose fermenting heaps, the sooner it is

carted to the field, and properly covered up, the better, and
less loss will assuredly be sustained.

Some courts—indeed a great many—are constructed so as

to receive the whole roof-water of the steading, and a good
deal besides that might be directed past them. The dung is

carelessly levelled down into this water, which is frequently

upwards of a foot in depth, and with any continuance of rain-

fall an overflow takes place. All are so familiar with this,

and its poisonous effects on the surrounding atmosphere and
adjoining streams, that it need not be noticed farther. But
to return to the dung-heap. We have already said that

nitrogen forms the great power of solubility in all manures—
that it has a strong affinity for hydrogen or any aqueous mat-

ter ; and we can be at no loss to see that this, the most
powerful mauurial ingredient contained iu the manure, will be

entirely lost by any continuance of this washing process. And
allowing dung to lie exposed in a loose heap is scarcely less

reprehensible ; for then the loss by evaporation is seriously

great, and which, if not always to be seen by the eyes, may
readily be detected by tlie nostrils ; but all have become so

familiar with this state of matters, that it is seldom or ever

thought of. What a pity farmers and their servants cannot

see this daily loss as they would the departure of so many
bags of Peruvian guano of the same value !—a remedy would
then speedily be found, for farmers generally are quite as

sensible of a haul upon their pocfcets as any other class of men.

To give an approximate estimate of the loss which must be

sustained by such want of attention as we know prevails iu

the management of farmyard manure, we need only say that,

besides its more remote manurial principles, farmyard manure
contains various gaseous or proximate principles, the most
valuable of which is nitrogen. One ton of farmyard manure,
of average quality, will contain lOlb. of nitrogen, which, as

we have already noticed, is equivalent to 251b. of ammonia,
which, at Gd. per lb., its commercial value, would be 13s. Gd.

—that is, upon the supposition of no loss in nitrogen having
taken place ; but we know that it is impossible to apply farm-

yard manure to the soil without some loss of this manurial

agent, and that with the very best of management. Farm-
yard manure contains much less than the above quantity of

ammonia at the time it is covered into the soil, and with bad
management perhaps not one-twentieth part of it.

We hold that the proper management of dung-heaps, al-

though one of the most simple and easily-performed operations

of the iiirm, does nevertheless require a little daily attention,

and a knowledge of the chemical change induced by any de-

gree of fermentation.

The process of fermentation is precisely that which gene-

rates the heat in the manure, setting free its most important

elements, which combine and escape as gases.

It is impossible to prevent all escape of tliese valuable

volatile elements without the occasional use of gypsum in the

dung-heap ; but although these gases will become fixed in
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their combination with gypsum, forming sulphates and alka-

line salts, still the gj'psii"! '^^ ^^ "° ^'^y check or prevent

fermentation, wliich ought not to he induced in the least de-

gree until withiu a short time of the dung being applied to

the soil.

Dang should be carefully spread out in the courts daily as

it is carried from the byres or stable, and there sufficiently

trodden by young cattle having the full range of the courts.

The dung-courts should be so constructed that the dung may
receive the urine from the byres throughout its entire mass as

uniformly as possible, and the wliole packed and moistened to

such extent as will thoroughly incorporate the mass, which

ought to accumulate in this way, in as much seclusion fi-om

rain, aeration, and heat as possible, until the time arrive for

removing it to the field.

This operation must be performed on many farms during

frosty weather, or at such other times as the courts may be-

come inconveniently full ; but wluitever time tlie removal of

dung from the courts to tlie fields takes place, each heap

ought, if possible, to be finished in one operation ; or should

a change in the weather intervene, the heap, in whatever

state of completion it may be at the time, ought to be at once

covered over with earth abounding in humus, and trimmed up,

so as to prevent as much as possible its being washed by rain,

dried by winds, or abused by crows.

In making n]) dung-heaps in the field, they ought neither

to be narrow nor high, should be carted upon, thoroughly and

uniformly packed, and properly mixed, if the dung vary either

in quality or condition ; and while being made up to be seve-

ral times strewn over witli gypsum, and when finislied to re-

ceive an additional sprinkling on the top, and afterwards well

covered over with mould abounding in humus, sucli as dry and

well-pulverised peat, and the whole heap trimmed and clapped

up, so as to protect it in every way as mueli as possible.

In this state it ought to remain, and fermentation neither

induced nor permitted until about a fortnight before the

manure is required for the turnip crop; then the heap should

be trenched over, and in so doing tlie dung ta te tlioroughly

broken up and intermixed, every trencli wlien turned to receive

a sprinkling of gypsum, and afterwards covered and clapped

up. Fennentatiou will then take place, imiformly and quite

sufficiently to destroy the vitality of all noxious seeds, and

bring the whole mass into a state of excellent preparation for

being applied to the crop.

A mixture of salt, at the rate of about 201b. to the cubic

yard, applied to tlie heap when trenched, will be found most

beneficial for laud lying at a considerable distance from the

sea ; and in any case it increases the sapidity of tlie manure
;

and when dung may appear to be scorched and dried by the

sun before it is got covered in, M'liich is too often the case,

Bait will in some measure reproduce moisture, wliich in some

soils is attended with the most beneficial effects.

We have thus recommended a little extra attention, hut

every operation is simple ; and we venture to say that dung-

lieaps so prepared, if originally of average quality, will be

found not less than 35 per cent, of more manurial value than

the average of dung-heaps tliroughout the country—certainly

no inconsiderable item. The loss of ammonia and other fer-

tilising gases, from bad methods of collecting aud preparing

farmyard manure, forms an aggregate of waste highly discre-

ditable to the present advanced condition of agricvUtural know-

ledge, more especially when considered in connection with
the enormous sum now paid annually for light or artificial

manures.
We know tliere are fanners who will maintain that dung

ought to be applied in a more rotten state than that prepared
as we have recommended. Gardeners will also say tlie same.
And there is no doubt that thoroughly rotted dung is more
available for rapid or concentrated manurial action, but it is

obtained at the expense of losing all that has been dissipated

in the fermentative process, aud of foregoing the advantages
upon future years' crops.

But there is sometliing beyond the actual loss of the manu-
rial elements thus dissipated. We are not ignorant of the

action of these gases wliile being evolved from active or fer-

menting manure, apart from their true manurial value.
" J?or," says a very clever writer on agricultural questions,
" the evolution of tlie carbonic acid, the evolution of the

ammonia, aud the generation of the heat, all play a powerful

part in the intricate process of fertilisation. The carbonic

acid divides and reduces the eartliy constituents of the soil,

and thus produces the same effects upon them as the combined
action of air, rain, and frost ; and it also eliminates from them
their potash aud other alkalies, and contributes its carbon to

the nourishing of young plants up to the time of their exfo-

liation, aud thus both extracts saliue food for the plants out of

the soil, and assists to rear them up to the condition in which
tliey become able to feed themselves with carbouaceous matter

from the atmosphere. The anunonia acts as the chief solvent

power in the digestion of tlie food of plants within the soil

;

it exerts a force upon the stores of crude nutrient matter for

plants, analogous to that whicli a pair of bellows exerts upon
iguited fuel in a grate, kindling up and accelerating the com-
bustion of the slow smouldering fire ; it expands its alkalinity

in the same efllcient direction as potash and soda ; it combines

with tlie free acids, or with an acid evolved out of the decaying

manure itself, to form a powerfully-acting salt, closely akin in

nature to saltpetre ; and it surrenders its nitrogen to the secre-

tion or constitutional formation within the seeds, the roots,

and the other esculent parts of phmts, of those azotised prox-

imate principles which render them proper or nourishing food

for animals."

Farmers are now less dependent upon tlie immediate or

rapid action of farmyard manure, seeing that turnips are

seldom laid down without auxiliary manures in the shape of

guano, or other higlily conccutrated substances ; and witlr

such to start away the crop, the study ought to be to supply

farmyard manure in all its entirety.

Tlie great regret is, that it is impossible to apply farmyard

manure, or any other manures liolding their manurial elements

ill a volatile state, to the soil without very considerable loss,

wliich ought to induce farmers to use gypsum freely to aU
damp and bulky manures, and sulphuric acid to aU dry ma-
nures, such as Peruvian guauo, &c.

Gypsum may be prepared by any ordinary labourer, and
kept in quantity in a corner of any dry shed, and ought to be

so kept about every farm-steading. It is the hydrous sulphate

of lime, aud consists of sulphuric acid, quicklime, and water

iu the following proportions—viz., 801b. sulphuric acid, about

571b. lime, and SOlb. water. If the sulphuric acid be suffi-

ciently strong, the mixture will be pure gypsum ; if not so, the

substance will of course be partly quicklime.

—

Joun.oJ Ayri,

TURNIPS V. RAPE.

Hecent excursions have brought under review tlie present

prospect of root crops, which we find are not, in too many
places, iu a state of forwardness at all satisfactory. Some fields

of turnips are barely up and out of reach of the devastations

of the fly; others are just coming up ; but much the greater

portion had been only sown, or the land prepariug for the

crop • in fact, in one instance, and that a pretty large field

too, a portion was ready for the seed, and a large portion was
just iu the act of cross-ploughing, with no less than three

ploughs at work, thus making all possible haste to get in tlie

crop.

It is quite true that the common soft white-fleshed varieties

may be successfully sown up to \\w middle of July, hut it is

far beyond tlie period for sowing swedes ; and we would liesi-

tate recoramendiug Aberdeens or yellow bullock turnips being

sown so late in Ireland. We know tliat the iuclenicut, cold,

aud wet spring debarred farmers from performing the nsu.al

necessary routine tillages ; that the saturated soil prevented it

at a later period, and that the baked-up liardencd condition of

it at a later has considerably retarded successful cultivation.

These are things tliat must be borne with, and put the farmer

to unusual shifts to recover lost ground, and compel liiui at

the last moment to substitute other crops for those originally

intended,
, , i * r

It is too late, therefore, to tliiuk of any of the best sorts ot

turnips ; and iu order to make provision for tlie winter sitste-
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Jiflncc of stock the more inferior sorts must be sown, so as to

ensure any degree of success, the best of which are the okl

white globe or the grey stone turnip. Tliese are good varie-

ties, but tl\eir keejiing qualities are not good ; and they don't

store ^vell like the harder sorts, seldom being good after the

middle of Fcbruarj'.

Amongst the most suitable substitutes for turnips, rape stands

prominently forward, which, when properly cultivated, is one
of the most valuable and important species of the Brassica

family of plants for feeding purposes, and its cultivation too

much neglected in this country. It is true it is very generally

sowu broadcast in burned bog land in August in several dis-

tricts, but merely for the purpose of producing a crop of seed

in the following summer, which, though valuable and profit-

able in itself, leaves nothing to be restored to the land from
which it was gathered.

Our object in this short essay is to impress upon the agri-

cultural community its great value as a feeding crop. It is

hardy and of quick growtli, and if sown last monlli insufllcient

quantity, flue strong plants would be ready for (ransphuiting

after early potatoes or vetches, or after the corn is cut. In
these two latter eases manure is requisite, producing a heavy

crop of the best possible green food from November to March,
invaluable for milch ccws, producing superior condition in the

animal, rich milk, and communicating no unpleasant llavour

to either milk or butter. It fattens animals in the stalls as

well as sheep on the grass, and is the best possible succulent;

green food that can be given to ewes in-larab or in-milk. But
the best and most profitable mode of cultivating rape for win-

ter aud spring feeding is to prepare and manure the land as if

for turnips, and drOl in the seed at the rate of i or 51bs. to

the Irish acre.

Rape is a rapid grower, and when sown in July and thinned

out to U or 15 inches apart in the rows, the rows being from
26 to 28 inches apart, it grows up with thick st;dks, with an
abundant clothing of heads and foliage, which may be cut

repeatedly, and given the animals in the stalls or on the grass.

When the heads are cut off, and the leaves from the sides,

fresh sprouts and shoots soon proceed from the stems, and thus

furnish repeated gatherings of tlie crop ; but to ensure aU this

a liberal supply of farm-yard manure is requisite, and the addi-

tion of artificial manures, as in the turnip crops, materially

adds to the fertilizing power of the soil, and prevents its dete-

rioration ; and in all cases the appUcatiou of common salt vriU

be of paramount advantage, as it is in the cultivation of every
member of the Brassica family.

It must not be forgotten that rape, like the rest of its family,

is liable to the attacks of the fly (Haltica nemorum), but sel-

dom with such fatal effects ; for being an erect-stemmed plant

in its first development, and not like the turnip, a bulb squatted

on the ground, it soon gets up beyond its ravages, and escapes
;

but the same remedies, useful in the turnip crop, are applied

with the best results to rape, such as dusting with fine dry lime

and soot at night, when the green seed lobes (cotyledons) have
bur§t open. The late Mr, Ksher Hobbs used the following

for many years with the best results :—1 bushel fresh gas lime,

1 bushel caustic lime, Gibs, sulphur, and lOlbs. soot, all made
as fine as possible, and well mixed together. The quantity

was snfllcient for two statute acres, and applied early in the

morning while the dew was on the leaf.

The practical value of rape for niilk-iiroducing, fattening,

aud for growing animals, is well known to those who have
used it ; in fact, those who have, have said that they never

would be without it. To those who have not, we append the

following analysis, in order to encourage them to its cultiva-

tion. Dr. Voclcker gives the foUomng analysis of its organic

constituents :

—

Compounds containing nitrogen (flesh-formers).. S.133
Compounds not containing nitrogen (lieat-giving

and fat-forming) ..'. 8.209
Ash (inorganic or mineral matters) ... ... 1.G03

Water 87.050

100.000
The ash contains

—
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led of the Atlantic cable. By the way, I wonder what
will be the fashion of farming when the period arrives

that this Atlantic lime-bed shall be upheaved in solid

mountain shape. Of course I expect Shorthorns will

be in vogue, an ample special palace having been
erected at the nation's expense for the accumulated
volumes of the Herd Book ! To return, however : on
the clay flat they grow fine crops of wheat and beans,
the turnips being a continual failure. Is it credible that

the idea of burning their foul, weedy headlands has
never occurred to anyone in the neighbourhood. I saw
twenty good store pigs of the improved Lancashire sort,

that will make 18 score a-piece at Christmas, being fed
ad Uhittim in a yard, upon peas fresh carted from the
field, with no litter whatever under them, and a waggon-
load of round pebbles just brought up from the shore
for the purpose of being strewn iu the wet places.

Common charity impelled my pointing out to him, and
he was very grateful, the expediency of burning clay

and keeping his pigs upon it within doors, instead of

paying good coin in great quantity annually for question-
able superphosphate.

In returning home, I crossed a grand field of swedes,
grown by a gentleman of advanced ideas (he has a herd
of Yorkshire Shorthorns) upon clay. The field was
well mucked, and was shaded by high woods on two
sides. This last circumstance may have contributed
a dampness to the soil, that would be agreeable to a root
crop. Around the fence bristled, however, in full

flower, a most disgraceful array of the perennial thistle.

E)i passant, I just mention here, for the benefit of the
beginner, that he may readily get clear of the common
tall thistle by industrious spudding, it being an annual,
whereas the small common thistle with running roots
is^ perennial, and consequently most difficult to exter-

minate
; the best plan being, probably, to mow the beds

when the cut stems are sufficiently big to hold water,
which speedily rots and destroys the plant. I have
been lately promised a capital instrument for drawing up
docks, which, (if a novelty) when received, I will

describe. To hark back once again : I was struck by my
companion's remark that all the Welsh farmers are at
last going in for "a bit of breed" in all their stock.
The wild mountain ewe is crossed with the pure South-
down or the Shropshire Down. He showed me a tidy

flock of the sort. He also stated that until lately having
had a cheese dairy (which he gave up for the good
reason that new milk commands such a price at the

neighbouring watering-place), he crossed all his Welsh
cattle with a Shorthorn, finding (I was astonished) the
cross-bred cow give a more abundant sui)])ly of a richer

character than the blue yield on which the old Welsh
nurseries were wont to depend. The milk of other days
IS gone. In one respect I don't think they have taken
a right step in their projected improvement of farm
horses. You miss the plucky, round-quartered, cob-
like carter that, when a lad, I remember to have seen
often unhooked from the plough or harrows, to carry
her master after the hoimds when they came across his

farm. One of this sort I saw this morning galloped
by a lad along the shingle, single-handed to draw up
a bathing-machine that had got stuck fast, and which
two of the improved carters had failed to move under

persuasion of words both kind and stern, and an

ultimate application of the whip. Had she been

yoimger and a trille better-shaped T should have bid

for her to take home. T have i'orgotten to note that

the cross-bred Welsh and Shorthorn heifer is found to

do on quite as hard diet as the pure native. She
rcipiires, however, shelter in the bad winter weather.
I saw sonic rare young bullocks brindled, (mark ye!

shades of Booth and Bates !) with quite mossy coats and

thickfleshed, picking happily at a pasture that waS
half-clothed with rushes.

The half-bred sheep, he told me, do well the winter
Ihrough on the marsh, which at once rots the Shropsliire
Downs of a neighbour. It also does as well as, or even
better than the pure native sheep upon the summer hill-

pasture. The ewes they obtain about October, when
they are di'iven down from the lofty Carnarvonshire
mountains, on account of the snow, and are to be bought
at about 15s. each. A large number are kept for the
mountain farmers from October till March, when they
can return to the hill-side, for about Is. 6d. a head,
being turned upon the roughest lowland pasture and
the more sheltered rocks, where the snow quickly
disappears. The lambs of the cross, although very late,

make about £1 each, although this year there has been
a strange slackness of demand. In fact the butcher
can now buy almost anything he pleases at about 7d.,

although in Llandudno a leg of mutton fetches lOd. per
lb. and the best beef joints Is.

A large breadth of potatoes is grown on the farm iu

the sandiest part of it, the manure being ploughed-iu in

autumn, the seed deposited in the spring. Here, again,

he was not alive to local advantages. He made no count
of the abundant fern upon the hill-side, which yields an
excellent dressing for this esculent. The labourers are

paid 8s. per week each, and have, beside, their meals,

viz., bread and milk for breakfast, with as much bread
and butter as they please to foUow, a meat dinner (a few
years since they dried for the purpose beef, &c., viz. a

bull a year and other animals; now they take the

butcher's coarse pieces) and bread-and-milk with bread-

and butter afterwards for supper. During harvest time
they have an extra meal of bread-and-cheese and beer.

The regular wages for the unboarded labourer is 15s. the

week. The boarded labourers are considered to make
through temporary job-work £2 10s. per month during

the harvest period. The land is rented at fi'om 20 to

35 shillings per acre. Wheat is now worth 8s. the

bushel, oats 4s., barley about 5s. 6d. They burn their own
lime for 83. the cartload, and use it extensively on the

peat and blue clay with success. Turnip hoeing and
thinning costs 8s. per acre, reaping &c. 13s., mowing
3s. 3d. without drink. I omitted to mention that this

year he proposes to use as a new cross an Ayrshire bull,

out of a pure Ayrshire cow, which must have been well

bred, so thoroughbred does he look, with his rounded,
fleshy thigh and his bright eye and short shai'p horn

—

but my sands are run. Goodnight. Vigil.

THE THIRSK PIG SHOW.—Sir George AVombwell lias

written to a contemporary denying that his prize pen of pigs

were exhibited at the Christmas Show at York, and adding

that as " this statement is so directly at variance with the truth

of the case, I must ask you to give it immediate contradiction,

for fear of ray being warned off all the show-yards in the

county. Tlie pigs to which your reporter alludes as being

sliowii at York were disposed of by me to Mr. ^Yhitaker, a

most respectable butcher in York, by whom tliey were no
doubt distributed to the general public." Sir George says,

further, tliat " Professor Spooner was on the ground, ready to

examine any animal as to a^c, &c. ; and altliough my pigs were

admired and looked at by all, not one single protest was ever

entered a[;ainst them as to their age, or any supposed disqua-

lification." We of course think it only right to give this cor-

rection, the more especially as these pigs were so superior to

all tlie others of the class in growth and development.

IRISH AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.—Total acreage

under flax in Ireland in 1806, 2fi3,507 acres; in 18C7,

253,105 acres; decrease in 1807, 10,403. Of these, Ulster

grew 3.34,401 acres sigaiust 245,356 acres in 1866, showing a

falling off iu that province of 10,865 acres. This is not a proof

of prosperity !
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A G E I C U L T U R AL STATISTICS.
Sir,—I hail early, and have long taken a warm interest in

the necessity of procuring complete and correct returns of the

statistics of aa;rieuluire, which I trust may be considered a

suflicieut apology for requesting space in your valuable columns
to make a few remarks on this important subject.

I believe I was tlie first, so long ago as ISii, to direct the

attention of the Highland Society of Scotland to tliis matter,

through whose exertions the Government Mcie induced subse-

quently to take action, in so far as the experiment of obtaining

agricultural returns was successfully attempted in Scotland.

On tliat occasion I had no sliglit share in preparing the sche-

dules, and in devising the machinery by which tliese returns

and the requisite estimates were procured. It is therefore

with much gratitication I have seen the measure now extended

to England, and I must say I feel very desirous every facility

should be given—no exertions spared—to ensure its complete

success.

I have not yet lieard how, in the present season, tlie demand
for these returns has been met. Tliere has, no doubt, been
liitherto much iudilfcrence, and perhaps some latent suspicion

on the part of the tenantry to prevent a ready compliance with

the desire of the Government ; but if tliose who have the most

abiding interest in this matter would rightly assume their share

of the duty, I cannot help thinking there would be less occa-

sion for many of the strictures which some leading journals

have, perhaps too exclusively, made on the farmers as to the

obstacles which, in some quarters, have interfered with tlie

success of this enquiry. The cause of reluctance to comply
with the request of the Government appears to me to rest

more upon the lukewarmuess and inattention generally to the

due development of tlie resources of the land on the part of

the proprietors than to the ignorance of the occcupiers. Hence
it will be found that the hesitation to give the necessary re-

turns prevails ordinarily in the greatest degree, where the least

interest is shown on the part of the landlord to the profitable

u se of his property, and where, as a consequence, agricultural

improvement is most deficient. The farmer is not so ignorant,

and of such limited observation as is commonly supposed, nor
is he so wedded to the customs and appliances of his fore-

fathers as to neglect altogether, as is too often said, what is

taking place aronud him. The obstacle to progress it will be

found arises, in a backward district, more from the narrow
sphere of the experience of the tenant ; and until tliose who
possess a wider field of observation aud superior opportunities

of information assume the duty incumbent on them—use their

influence and endeavours to obtain and extend information,

and to encourage the spread of approved means and processes,

we cannot expect due exertion will be made to obtain such a

knowledge of our agricultural position and resources as is re-

quired, nor shall we be enabled to make the full and speedy

application of such information, when obtained, as is so desi-

rable ; for after all, those engaged in agriculture have the most
direct, and above all the proprietor of the soil has the deepest

and most permanent interest iu the realization of a complete

record of our agricultural wealth, and of the means of its pro-

duction. When our returns are perfected, and something of a

reliable estimate of our comparative annual cereal produce ob-

tained, such information may no doubt be of use to regulate

in some measure the proceedings of the merchant ; but to the

agriculturist a view of the distribution of the land in the culti-

vation of the various crops, with an estimate of their produce,

and of the number as well as the species of cattle and sheep

maintained in the different districts of the country, cannot fail

to be immediately available and of great practical use. It is

earnestly to be desired then, even for his own sake, that every

one concerned in agriculture would give every assistance, and

afford all facility to the correct filling up of the forms required

by the Board of Trade, as forming the beginning of a good

work.
But these returns are far from being all that for (he sake

of the more speedy and due development of our agricultural

resources ought to be furnished, and that cheerfully. It is

4eeir«bl^ tpp information «liould be of aiich a ilatme Hd that

the farmer in one part of the country should not only be made
aei|iuiintcd with the different species of crops euUivated in

another part, and be enabled to see how and at what compara-

tive expense they are produced ; but it is essential that the

returns, besides containing an estimate of the weight and pro-

duce of roots and cereals, should as regards live stock specify

the precise age and variety of breed. The Government cannot

faU to be aware, and every statistician knows that for any

practical purpose to the limited extent to wliich these returns

are being given, they are comparatively useless. Before any

reliable estimate of the value of our agricultural wealth can be

made, it will be necessary, as in Scotland in ISol'-S-G, that we
should have an estimate of the weight aud produce of our root

and cereal crops (as ascertained by the average in these re-

turns) given by practical men acquainted with the capabilities

of the soil of the district, and not returnable by them until

they have had an opportunity by the yield of their own crops

for the year to check in some measure their opinion.

As regards live stock again, it is essential, in order to arrive

at any correct, even proximate, amount of the worth of our

cattle and sheep, that the returns specify not only the number,

but the precise age and species of the difl'erent varieties. It

is clear no appreciable estimate can be made by number and

age alone, when the difference of value according to breed

varies not less than as 3 to 10. Besides, what a lesson would

a comparison of varieties of breed thence exhibited convey to

agriculturists, where iu some districts they may, as often hap-

pens, be maintaining a breed inferior, they will then discover,

to wliat is reared successfully on land iu no way superior to

their own. The weight of beef and mutton produced in this

country has wonderfully increased of late years, in great mea-

sure caused by the extension of improved breeds, and in no re-

spect is the want of agricultural statistics in former years to be

more deeply lamented than that, with the advantage of such

informatiou, an infinitely more rapid improvement coidd not

fail to have been carried out, while we should have been fur-

nished with data to mark the striking progress which, within

a given time, has been efl'ected in so many parts of the country,

so valuable for instruction and imitation- i3esides, had we pos-

sessed the advantage of correct agricultural statistics in the

earlier years of the century, they would have revealed a fact

which would have gone far to dispel the too-currently received

notion, which has militated in many respects against agricul-

ture, that it has lagged behind the other industrial interests of

the country. The truth is, it has not received the full public

interest and attention which it so well deserves. Something

more must be done for agriculture, and we must no longer

grudge the expense. Why should we not have a Minister and

Board of Agriculture as well as of Trade ? The returns ob-

tained, imperfect as they are, have shown that agriculture is

not the least, if not the greatest, source of our national wealth.

Perhaps it may be as well that in the first instance, in the in-

fancy of the inquiry, no more has been demanded than what

is indicated by the forms now issued ; but having felt our way,

it is essential, in order that wc may possess such informatiou

as is necessary to arrive at the precise amount of our agricul-

tural resources, that we should have schedules framed and

issued of a more distinct and extensive character. It seems a

mistake to suppose that opposition will be increased by any

further minute inquiry as regards stock—which, at present, is

especially deficient. It is as easy, it may be said, to fill up

fifteen columns as five, when these are distinctly headed ; and,

as it is, to accomplish this it only requires that the occupier

should take the trouble to fill as many columns in relation to

cattle and sheep as is now required of him as regards crops.

But I trust the time is not far distant when it shall not be

deemed irksome or inquisitorial that we go even further than

this ; and that for the sake of agriculture espfcially, we shall

not be contented with returns alone of the soil, but that we
shall have such full statistical information, periodically, as shall

make us acquainted with the precise proportion of the popula-

tion directly employed iu the cultivation of the soil, the uun*.-

bpr of h'jrses U5ed in tillagf^j aridr,ther\visc rai-od and snpportod
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on agriculture iu different districts, the nature and endurance

of holdings, the extent of land thoroughly drained, and the

quantity of special or foreign manures applied in those years iu

which sucli more extended returns are made. These special

returns need not be made more frequently than at intervals of

five or ten years, when they would be invaluable to agricultu-

rists for practical economical instruction, as marking the perio-

dical progress of agriculture in any specified district ; and on a
comparative view, exliibiting the advantage of improved sys-

tems of management and rates of employment, in order to

adoption when available. Thus those deeply interested iu the
improvement of the land and the success of rural industry,

where progress has hitherto been slow, and hence opportunities

of information limited, will be enabled immediately to discover
where skill and enterprise has been most successftilly applied,

and seek to extend the beneficent band to their own immediate

requirements. The green spots will become earlier visible,

and thus prejudice and igiiorance will sooner disappear.
Undoubtedly the machinery hitherto applied for obtaining

our agricultural returns is not at all adequate to effect fully the
whole object desired, and to give that confidence in their accu-
racy and completeness which is so essential to all practical pur-
poses. A more liberal expenditure to accomplish satisfactorily

so great an end must not be grudged. Little expenses which
come short of the object are the worst o? all economy. One
of great political authority (Burke) has said, " Expense
and great expense may be an essential part in true eco-
nomy. It consists not in saving, but in selection of the right
objects on which expenditure is bestowed. No state, since the
foundation of society, has been impoverished by that species of
profusion." I am. Sir, your obedient humble servant,

Pearcelands, West Hoathli/. John Dupgeon.

SCARBRO', HACKDTESS, AND NORTH AND EAST RIDINGS
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

This Society held its fifth exhibition of stock and implements
at Scarbro' on Friday, July 19. The display of horses constituted
the prominent feature of the show. The exhibition was the
best that the Society has ever had, as relating to quality,

although numerically short of the show of 1865. The entry of
sheep and pigs was most satisfactory in every respect, the
shearling rams, wethers, and gimmers more especially being in
the^ primest condition possible. There was an extensive ex-
hibition of poultry and pigeons, as well as implements.

PRIZE LIST.
Judges :

Sheep and Pigs.—W. Abraham, Bametby-le-Wold, Ulceby

;

G. Smart, Woodhouse Grange, Aberford.

Htjntixg and Nag Horses.—TV. J. Atkinson, Barrowhy
Hall, Woodlesford, Leeds ; Maynard, Skinningrove Hall,

, Redcar ; and J. Sraitli, Humburton, Boroughbridge.

Coaching and Agricultueal Horses. — A. Turnbull,

Middle Ord, Berwick, N.B. ; W. Gooodson, Norraanby-
hy-Stow, Gainsborough ; and R. Robson, Deighton.

Implements.—R. EUerby, Salton, Oswaldkirk; and Enoch
Scruton.

LEICESTERS.
Two-shear or aged ram, £5, J. Borton, Barton House,

Malton ; second, £2, J. Borton.
Shearling rams, £7, J. Borton ; second, £3, J. Borton.
Three shearling rams, £5, J. J. Simpson, Pillmore House,

Hunmauby ; second, £2, J. Borton.

Five shearling gimmers, £3, E. Tyndall, Knapton Hall,
Malton.

Five Leicester ewes, £2, G. Wright, Broughton ; second, £1,
G. Watson, Newbegin.
Ten Leicester gimmer lambs, £3, T. Darrell, West Ayton

;

second, £1 10s., J. Darrell, West Ayton.

MOOR OR MOUNTAIN SHEEP.
Rams adapted to a mountain district, £2, W, Rudsdale,

Danby Lodge, Danby End ; second, £1, Mrs. W. Rudsdale,
Danby Lodge.

Three ewes, £2, W. Rudsdale ; second £1, R. Ward, Lang-
dale End.

LINCOLN OR OTHER LONG WOOL SHEEP.
Shearling Rams, £5, J. J. Simpson ; second, £3, J. J.

Simpson.

PIGS.

Boars of large breed, £2, J . Dyson, Adelphi Hotel, Leeds
;

second, £1, G. Chapman, Seamer.
Sows of large breed, in pig or milk, £2, J. Dyson ; second,

£1, D. Hart, Seamer.
Boars of small breed, £2, J. Dyson ; second, £1, G. Gra-

ham, Blackburn's-buildings, Leeds.
Sows of small breed, in pig or milk, £2, J. Dyson : second,

£1,W. Linton, Sheriff Hutton.
'

Boars of large blood breed, £3, J. Dyson ; second, £1, G,
Chapman, Seamer.
Sows of large blood breed, in pig or milk, £2, J. Dyson

;

second, £1, W. Robinson, Market-street, Scarborough.

Three store pigs, of any breed of the same litter, and from
four to nine months old, £1, J, Dyson; second, 10s., F. Prince,

West Ayton.
Boars of large breed, not exceeding twelve months old, £1;

G. Chapman ; second, 10s., J. Dyson.
Sows of large breed, not exceeding twelve months old, £1,

J. Dy.son ; second, 10s., G. Chapman, ^

Boars of small breed, not exceeding twelve months old, £1,
J. Dyson ; second, 10s., W. Linton.

Sows of small breed, not exceeding twelve months old, £1,

J. Dyson ; second, 10s., G. Hutchinson, Prospect House, York.

Cottager's store pig, £2, R. Atkinson, Seamer ; second, £1,
T. Rudsdale.

HORSES,
Thoroughbred stallions for hunting, £7, Sir George Cholm-

ley, Bart., Boynton, Bridlington (Angelus) ; second, £3, J.

Webster, Allerston, Pickering (Strathern),

Hunting brood mares and foals, £5, W. and B. Muzeen,
South Holme, Slingsby ; second, £3, J. B. Booth, Killerby,

Catterick.

Hunting yearling geldings, £2, Ringrose, Flixtou, Scarbo-

rough ; second, £1, J. Dayrell, West Ayton, Scarborough.
Hunting yearling fillies, £2, Rev. H. Blane, Folkton Rec-

tory, Scarborough.

Hunting two-year-old geldings, £3, Sir G. Cholmley, Bart.

;

second, £1, F. Dickenson, Ling Holme, Filey.

Two years old hunting fillies, £3, J. B. Booth ; second, £1,
R. Wyse, Sewerhy, Bridlingtou.

Three years old hunting geldings, £4, J. Fielden, Dobroyd
Castle, Todmorden ; second, £2, Sir George Cholmley, Bart.

Three years old hunting fillies, £4<, Sir G. Cholmley, Bart.
;

second, £3, J. Robson, Gauton.

COACHING HORSES.
Stallions, £5, R. Clowton, Great Kelk, Lowthorpe.
Coaching mares and foals, £-i, W. and F. Colson, Gaterly

Farm, Castle Howard ; second, £2, F. Dickinson, Lingholme,

Filey.

Yearling coaching geldings, or fillies, £1, S. Baker, Wilton,

Pickering; second, 10s., Miles, Lebberston, Filey.

Two years old coaching geldings or fillies, £2, Messrs. CouU
son ; second, £1, J. B. Baker, Throxenby, Scarborough.

Three years old coachiug geldings, £3, J. Tautoii, Sewerhy,

Bridlington, second, £1, R. Wyse.

Three years old coachiug fillies, £3, W. Stephenson, Bushy
Hill, Newbald, Brough ; second, £1, R. Myers, Ilamm Mil),

Nawton.
ROADSTERS.

Stallions, £5, J. Cook, Nafferton, Driffield ; second, £3 10s.

J. Cromptoii, Thome Holme, Lowthorpe
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Roadster mares and foals, £4, W. IMajor, Sledraerc Grange,
Maltou ; second, £2, Mrs. Cook, Huggate, York

Roadster yearling geldings or fillies, £1, J. Darrell, West
Aytou, Scarbro'

Two year old roadster geldings or fillies, £2, G. Boak, Yed-
inghara ; second, £1, J Hardy, Seamer, Scarbro'

Three year old roadsters, geldings, or fillies, £3, J. Crompton;
second, £1, J. Smith, Risebro', Pickering.

Roadster mares or geldings of any age, £4-, II. R. W. Hart,
Dunnington ; second, £2, W. Green, Leeds.

AGRICULTURAL HORSES.
Stallions, £5, Mr Simpkin, juu., Bnrtou Agues (Nonpareil);

second, £2 10s., E. Armison, Malton (Young Matchless)

Mares and foals, £i, T. and J. Upton, Pollalhorpe, Tad-
caster

Yearling geldings or fillies, £1, J. Biu-das, Thwing, Brid-

lington

Two year old geldings or fillies, £2, T. and J. Upton, Polla-

thorpe, Tadcaster ; second, £1, J. Burdas, Tlnviug, Bridlington

Three year old geldings or fillies, £3, T. North, Eske,

Beverley ; second, £1, D. Cockerill, Burniston, Scarborough
Pairs of horses, either ses, £4-, T. Darrell, AVest Aytou,

Scarborough ; second, £1, T. Shaw, Mustou Cottage, Filey

Ponies, £3, Simpkin, jun., Burton Agnes, Bridlington

;

second, £2, Wm. Coatcs, Ingleby Barwick, Yarm
Extra, £3, H. Smith, Brompton Grange, Northallerton,

(chesnnt gelding) ; second, £2, Sir II. Trafford, Bart, Espla-

nade, Scarborough
SPECIAL PRIZES.

Hunting geldings or mares of any age by a thorough-bred
horse, a piece of plate, F. P. Newton, Norton, Malton ; second,

£5, H. Jewison, Raisthorpe, York
Hunting geldings or mares, four years old, and with not less

than three crosses of blood, and up to thirteen stones, a piece

of plate, E. Hornby, Flotmanby, Bridlington; second, £5, J.

Robsou, Widdlebeck, Ganton, York
Hunting mares or geldings, open to the whole county of

York, a piece of plate, J. Robson, Windlebeck, Gunton, York
;

second, £5, C. Rose, Malton
Hunting geldings or mares, of any age, by a thorough-bred

liorse,tlic property of a tenant farmer, a piece of plate, S. B,

Roberts, Aniotherby, Malton ; second, £5, J. Cattle, Barton-

le-Street, Malton
Harness gelding or mares, not less than 15 hands 2 inches

higli, or above 16 hands, and not less than 4? but under 8 years

of age, by a thorough-bred horse, first, G. Watson, Newbegin,

Filey ; second, £5, R. Cross, M.D., Esplanade, Scarborough

Ladies' hackney, gelding, or mare, not to exceed 15 hands

2 inches liigli, not less than 4 but under 8 years of age, a piece

of plate, AV. and B. Muzzeeu, South Holme, Slingsby, York

LEAPING PRIZE.—Horses of any age, sex, or breed, £5,

W. and B. Muzzeen, Slingsby, York (The Novice) ; second,

£2 10s., J. Darrell, West Ayton, Scarborough (brown gelding),

4? years old

IMPLEMENTS.

Messrs. Maun, carriage builders, Scarbro', £2, for an eco-

nomic carriage ; W. Waters, Scarbro', £1, for a patent portable

farmer's or laundry boiler, requiring no fixing—also £1 for a

patent portable American cooking range ; Sarauelson and Co.,

Banbury (per H. Bushell, York), £3, for a patent self-raking

reaper, with side delivery in sheaf—also £2 10s. for a patent

meadow mower, with flexible beam ; W. Sawney's trustees,

Beverley, £2 10s., for a horse rake ; J. Weighill, Pickering,

£3, for the best assortment of implements ; M. Dale, Brid-

lington, £3, for an improved 9-row corn drill ; H. and G.

Kearsley, Ripon, £5, for a gTass mower, to cut four feet ; W.
Mattison, Leeming Bar, Bedale, £3, for a one-horse reaping

machine ; J. Baker, Bainton, Drilfield, £3, for an improved

three-horse reaper—also £2 10s. for a prize waggon, wheels

3ft. Sin. and 4ft. 6in. high, tires Sin. wide, to carry 3 tons
;

Smith, Foston Lowthorpe, £1, for a self-feeding sheep rack,

12ft. long ; W. Spink, Filey, £1, for a liquid manure drill for

turnips and mangolds ; W. Waide, Hunslet-lane, Leeds, £1,

for a barrel churn, to make 3 to 151bs,of butter.

THE BRIDLINQTON AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

This old-established Society held its thirty-second show of
stock and implements on Wednesday last. The classes for

sheep were exceedingly well represented. Mr. Borton, of
Barton, sent in some of his Leicest rs, which, for sym-
metry, pure blood, and abundance of wool and mutton could
not be surpassed. He, as a matter of course, carried off

the principal prizes. The sheep exliibited by the other com-
petitors were fully up to the mark, more particularly the

animals belonging to Mr. Riley, of Kipling Cotes, and to Mr.
Simpson, of Hunmanby. The array of all kinds of horses
excelled the display of last year. The two-years-old and year-

ling hunters were deserving of all the praise that could be
bestowed upon them. The president of the society. Sir George
Cholmley, Bart., was successful in the class for two-year-

olds, obtaining both the first and second prizes. The hon.

baronet also secured first honours in the class for three-year-

old hunters, and likewise the first place for three-year-olds

and yearlings. The coaching and roadster classes were
well represented, no less than fifteen animals putting in an
appearance for the prizes for roadsters of any age. Some of

the finest agricultural horses to be found in Yorkshire were
exhibited ; but the most numerous class amongst horses was
that for nag or mare ponies not exceeding 14 hands high, the

entries maiking nineteen, and the competition very severe.

There was a limited but choice entry of pigs.

PRIZE LIST.
JUDGES.

Horses.—T. Ellerby, Wliitwell, York ; B. Nicholson, Stour-

tou Grange, Garforth ; H. Lambert, Wauldby, Brough.
Sheep a>.d Pigs.—W. Abraham, Barnetby-le-Wold; W.

Kirby, Skirpenbeck, York ; J. Smith, Risebro', Kirbynioor-
side.

Implements.—^T. Boynton, Ulrome Grange ; G. S. Simpson,
North Burton; R. Lowish, Haisthorpe ; F. Danby, Kilham.

SHEEP.
Shearling Leicester ram, £5, J. Borton, Barton House, Mal-

ton ; second, £2, J. Borton.

Five shearling rams adapted to the district, £5, E. Riley,

Kiphng Cotes Farm, Beverley ; second, £2, J. J. Simpson,

Pilmore House, Hunmanby.
Aged ram, £4, J. Borton ; -second, £1, J. Borton.

Five breeding ewes that had suckled rams up to 6th July,

£4, G. Wright, Broughton ; second, £1, Mrs. Smith, Bempton.
Five shearling gimmers, £4, J. and E. Tindall, Knapton Hall,

Rillington.

Fat wether, ewe, orgimmer, £2, J. W. Sharp, Ulrome.
Extra Stock.—10s. to G. Wright.

HORSES.
Hunting mares and foals, £4, J. Smith, Marton Lodge,

Bridlington ; second, £1, R., Goodlass, Skerne.

Three years old hunting geldings, £4, Sir G. Cholmley,
Boyuton; second, £1, J. HoUiday, Barmston.
Two years old hunting geldings or fillies, £3, Sir G. Cholm-

ley; second, £1, Sir G. Cholmley.
One year old lumting geldings or fillies, £2, Sir G. Cholm-

ley ; second, T. Reed, Upton.
Three years old hunting fillies, £3, Sir G. Cholmley ; second,

£1, E. S. Brett, Bridlington.

Coaching mares and foals, £4, J. Johnson, Brigham ; se-

cond, £1, G. Richardson, Moor Town.
Three years old coaching geldings, £4, R. Wise, Sewerby

Field : second, £1, G. Walmsley, Rudston House.
Two years old coaching geldings or fillies, £3, G. Walmsley;

second, £1, W. MiUer, Lissett.

One year old coaching geldings or fillies, £2, J. Jackson",

Buckton Hall.

Three years old coaching fillies, £2, W. Stephenson, Bushey
HiU ; second, £1, M. Thompson, BiackeudaleFarni.

s 2
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lloadster uags or mares of any age, £4', T. Cordtier, East

Uesleitou ; second, £1, G. "VValmsley.

lk)adster mares and foals, £4, J. Major, Sledmere Grange

;

second, £1, Mrs. A. Cook, lluggate.

Two years old roadster geldings or fillies, £2, R. Mook, Lis-

sett ; second, J. Steplienson.

Mares and foals for agricultural purposes, £4, Mrs. Smith,

Bempton ; second, £1, J. Clarke, Carnaby.

Horses or mares for agricultural purposes, £3, G. Simpson,

Marton ; second, £1, J. Preston, Flambro'.

Two years old agricultural geldings or fillies, £3, Mrs. Smith

;

second, £1, G. Walmsley.

One year old agricultural geldings or fillies, £2, T. Crans-

wick, Rudston ; second, J. Burdass, Thwing.
Pairs of horses of either sex for agricultural purposes, £4,

Mrs. Smith ; second, £1, T. Shaw, Mustou.

Nags or mare ponies, not exceeding 14 hands high, £3, W.
Sinipkin, jun , Burton Agnes.

IS'ags or mare ponies not exceeding 12 hands high, £2, T.

Smith, Ulrome.

Stallions for hunters, £4, W. Hudson, Brigham (Cathedral)
;

second, £1, Sir George Cholmley, Bart. (Angelus).

Stallions for roadsters, £4, J. Crompton, Thornholme (St.

Ives) ; second, £1, H. R. W. Hart, Dunnington Lodge, York
(All Fours).

StalUons for coach horses, £4, J. Johnson, Brigham (Prince

Arthur) ; second, £1, J. Stockdale, Skere (Valiant).

Stallions for agricultural purposes, £4, E. lugilby, Market

Rasen (Young Cljampiou) ; second, £1, R. Cole, Gembling
(Pride of the East).

Eour years old hunting mares or geldings, £5, E. Hornby,

Flotmanby ; second, £2, J. HoUiday, Barmton,

Hunting mares or geldings, four years old or upwards, £7,
W. Johnson, Lowthorpc ; second, £3, U. Jewison, Raiathorpe.

PIGS.

Boars, large breed, £2, J. Dyson, Adelphi Hotel, Leeds.

Sows or gilts, large breed, £2, J. Dyson.
Boars, small breed, £2, J. Dyson.

Sows or gilts, small breed, £2, J. Dyson,

IMPLEMENTS.

J. Chapman, Boynton, 15s. for a pole waggon ; J. York,

Bridlington, 10s. for new Whitechapel cart ; J. Teal, Holme-
on-the-Wolds, 10s. for two improved drag harrows ; T. Rob-
son, Grindale, 10s. for a straw elevator, 10s. for an improved

3-horse reaping machine, and 10s. for Thompson and Stather's

patent corn crusher ; P. and W. Smithson, Bridlington, 10s.

lor a double-shaft waggon, with patent arms, and 10s. for as-

sortment ; J. Baker, Bainton, £1 for an improved three-horse

reaper, £1 for prize waggon wheels, 10s. for a one-horse cart,

and £1 for a market cart ; H. Dickson, Carnaby, 5s. for a set

of iron harrows, and 10s. for assortment of implements ; J. J.

Burbery, Bridlington Quey, £1 for assortment of implements
;

Samuelson and Co., Y'ork, £1 for reapers ; W. Smith, Eoston,

5s. for a self-feeding sheep rack ; M. Dale, Bridlington, £1
for six wood and six iron ploughs, £1 for an improved 2-

rowed turnip drill, 10s. for a patent mill by Paterson for

bruismg agricultural produce, for horse or steam power ; £1
for a patent swathe delivery self-raking reaping machine, 10s.

for a patent grass mower, and £3 for an assortment of hames,

scythes, forks, and shovels.

THE NORTHUMBERLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT NEAVCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.

This show was held on Thursday, July 18, and, considering the

circumstances which militated against it, may be pronounced to

have been very successful. Undoubtedly the great feature

was the horses. The entries were not only large numerically,

but were surpassingly good in quality. Amongst the agri-

cultural horses many of real merit had to be passed over un-
noticed, and the average exhibited was very good. The
horses for the field occupied a very large space in the

show, and the judges were kept in employment in the
discharge of their duties from the time the classes got
together in the morning, until within about half-an-hour of

the closing of the show. Tiiey were the great attraction of the

day, aiid the bulk of the visitors might always be seen crowded
round the railed-in space, or circulating up and down the rows
of stands. The show of sheep was not large, but the animals

on the ground were of a very fair class. The smallness of the

entries admits of an easy explanation from the stringency of

the cattle-plague regulations rendering it difilcult to get sheep
forwarded and returned from a distance. Thus the sheep from
Scotland could not be sent back across the Border until they

had been a certain number of days in England ; and so by
sending animals to compete here, breeders would be giving up
chances of victory at the Highland Society's show next week.
The pigs were excellent, the small breed in particular really

splendid, and a sow which had graduated with the highest
honours at the Royal Agricultural Exhibition was here only

awarded the second prize in her section. The implements
were a large and excellent show ; but there was uotliing

strikingly novel amongst them.

JUDGES.

Leicester Sueep.—W. Smith, Melkington, Coldstream;— Bell, Scale Hall, Penrith ; J. Wood, Stanwick Park,
Darlington.

Cheviots and Black-faced Siieef.—A. Borthwick, Kil-

ham, Wooler ; G. Rea, Middleton, AVooler.

Horses kor Agricui-turai, Purposes.—T. Gibbons, Burn-
foct, J,oni{towr. ; J. Outhwait*!, Bainessc, Catterick.

Horses for the Field.—T. Parrington, York ; W. Forst^r,

jun., Burradon, Rothbury.

Pigs aud Implements. — J. A. Waller, Ammerside Law,
Belford ; J. Henderson, Housley Hill, South Shields ; T. P.

Dods, Anick Grange, Hexham.

PRIZE LIST.

SHEEP.

Border Leicesters.—Rams, of any age, £6, the Rev, R.
W. Bosanquet, Rock ; second, £4, the Rev. R. W.Bosanquet.
Shearling rams, £0, J. C. Bolam, Low Trewhitt, Rothbury

;

second, £4, the Rev. R. W. Bosanquet. Pens of 5 ewes, £4,
J.Angus, Whitefield, Morpeth ; second, £2, J. Wilson, Wood-
horn Manor, Morpeth. Four pens of 5 giinmers, £4, Messrs.

Dinning, Nilston Ridge, Haydon Bridge ; second, £2, J. Angus.

Blue-faced Leicesters.—Rams of any age, £6, J. Bor-
ton. Barton House, Malton ; second, £4, J. Borton. Shear-

ling rams, £6, J. Borton ; second, £4, J. Borton. Pens of 5

ewes, £4, J. Simpson, Spofforth Park, Wetherby ; second, £3,
R. Jefferson, Preston Howes, \Miitehaven. Pens of 5 gim-
mers, £4, R. Jefferson.

Cheviots.—Rams of any age, £6, T. EUiott, Hindhope,
Jedburgh ; second, £4, R. Shortreed, Attonbum, Kelso. Pen
of 2 two-year-old rams, £4, T. Elliott ; second, £2, T. El-

liott. Pens of 2 shearling rams, £4, R. Shortreed ; second,

£2, T. Elliott. Pen of 5 ewes, £4, T. Elliott ; second, £2, R.
Shortreed. Pens of 5 gimmers, £4, T. Elliott ; second, £2,
R. Shortreed.

Black-faced Mountain Sheep.—Rams of any age, £6,
T. A. Stephenson, Newbiggin, Blanchland; second, £4, C.

Smith, Westerdale, Yarm. Pens of 2 two-year-old rams : No
competition. Pens of 2 shearling rams, £4, F. Wilson, Snape

Gate, Stanhope, Durham ; second, £2, T. A. Stephenson. Pena

of 5 ewes, £4, C. Smith ; second, £2, C. Armstrong, Ashgill

Side, Garrigill, Alston. Pen of 5 gimraers, £4, C, Armstrong;

Berond, £2, T, A, Stephenson,
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HOUSES.
For Agricultural TuurosEs.—Brood mares, £10, G.

H. Head, Kickerby, Carlisle ; second, £5, G, Linton, Low
Street Brewery, Kirby Fleet House, Bedale. Tliree-ycar-

old colts or fiUies, £5, G. Atkinson, Hall Farm, Seaham ; se-

cond, £3, J. Atkinson, roiut Pleasant, Newcastle. Two-
years-old colts or fillies, £5,L Fa^\kcs, Smalmstown, Lougtown,
Carlisle ; second, £3, Messrs. Hills, North Charlton, Chathill.

One-year-old colts or fillies, £5, J. Joicey, llrpetii House,
Gateshead; second, £3, J. Joicey. Brood mares, £10, J. B.

Booth, Killerby, Catterick ; second, £5, 11. O. Lamb, Axwell
Park, Gateshead. Three-year-old colts or iillics, £5, J.

Ficlden, Uobroyd, Todmorden, York ; second, £3, 11, Emerson,
inn., Over Dinsdale, Darlington. Two-year-old colts or fil-

lies for the field, £5, J. B. Booth, Killerby, Catterick ; second,

£3, T. Gibbons, Burnfoot, Longtown, Carlisle. One-year-

old colts or fillies, £5, J. Moffatt, Kirkhiutou Fark, Carlisle

;

second, £3, G. Emerson, j»in.

HuXTERS.—Five years old and under ten, a silver cup of

£•20, and £10, also a sweepstakes of 10s. each, Jacob Wilson
(five years old, by Goblin) ; second, £5, T. Gee, Dewhurst
Ix)dge, AVadhurst (BuU'oon). Four years old, a silver cup of

£10, and £10, also a sweepstakes of 10s. each, J. Newton,
Chollerford, Hexham (Gambler) ; second, £5, T. Gee (The
General). Not exceeding 15.C hands high, a silver cup of

£10, with £10, also a sweepstakes of 10s., T. E. Smith,

Gosforth House, Newcastle; second, £5, J. Snowball, Seatou
Burn House, Dudley.

Poxizs.—Not exceeding 14 hands, £-4, to which is added a

sweepstakes of 5s. each, Dr. Shield, Chester-le-street, Fence

Houses; second, £2, J. Liimsdeii, jun ,
Mousen, Beltbrd

;

third, £1, 0. II. Ramsay, Derwent Villa, Newcastle. Stallions,

for agricultural purposes, £10, Messrs. Hills, North Charlton,

Chathill (Emperor) ; second, £5, J. Brown, lied Lion Inn,

Woolcr (Young England).

Pigs.—Boars of the large hreed, £3, J. Dyson, Adelplii

Hotel, Leeds; second, £1, 11. E. Duckcring, Nortliorpc,

Kirton Lindscy. Boars of the small breed, £3, G. Mangles

Givendalc, Kipou ; second, £1, 11. E. Duckering. Sows of

the large breed, £3, 11. E. IJuckering; second, £1, J. Dyson.

Sows of the small breed, £3, Jacob Wilson ; second, £1, 11.

E. Duckcring. Sows of a l)reed not eligible for the preceding

classes, £3, R. E. Duckering; second, £1, Jacob Wilson.

Pens of three sow pigs of the large 1)reed, £2, Jacob Wilson.

Pens of three sow pigs of the small breed, £;J, J. Dyson.

Imi'lements.—J. Weighell, Pickering, steam engines, 10s.

;

AV. Thompson, AVaterside House, Alnwick, reapers and mowers,

£1 ; G. Wright, jun., Belford, reaping and mowing machines,

£1 ; J. Gregory, Wcstoe, South Sliields, mowers, £3 ;
W. H.

AValkcr and Sons, Percy Iron AVorks, Newcastle, model cottage

kifclicn stoves, £1 ; E. Scott and Son, Felton, Ackliugton,

mowing machines, &c., £1 ; J. Spencer, 5, Euston-road, King's

Cross, London, model of straining pillar, 10s. ; Brighani and

Bickciton, Berwick-on-Tweed, reapers, £1 ; J. Stohard, Mor-
ton, Earsdon, combined reaping and mowing machine, 10s. ; T.

E. Colegravc, Newcastle-upon-Tyne and Stockton-on-Tees,

Samuelson's combined reaping and mowing machine, £4 ; J.

Symn, Newton, Stocksficld-on-Tyne, endless band sawing

machine, £1 ; W. Trotter, South Acomb, Stocksfield-on-Tyne,

combined reaping and mowing machine, lOs.

DURHAM AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT STOCKTON-ON-TEES.

The 2 Mil annual meeting of the Durham County Agricultural

Society was held on July 24th at Stockton-on-Tces. Last year,

on account of the cattle-plague, the show was not held. The

present exliibition was a most encouraging one ; the entries

for horses far exceeded any previous year, and the sheep and

pigs were also tolerably well represented. The special prize

given by the Durham Hunt for the bes^ hunter not more than

nine years old was won by Mr. Sutton's Voyageur, who took

the second prize at the Royal Agricultural Show at Bury St.

Edmunds. The following arc some of the chief prizes

awarded :

—

Judges.—Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs—J.Wood, Stanwick Park;

J. B. Booth, Killerby ; T. Smurthwaite, Holme House,

Piercebridge. Horses—B. Wilson, Brawith, Thirsk; J.

AA'Ukinson, Twinsburn ; and — Hodgson, Bramper.

LEICESTER OR LONG-AA'OOLLED SHEEP.

Rams of any age, £5, J. Smipson, Spofforth Park, AA'ethcrby
;

second, £3, J. Heugh, Mudd Fields, Bedale. Shearling rams,

£5, T. H. Hutchinson, Manor House, Catterick ; second, £2,

T. H. Hutchinson. Pens of five ewes, having reared lambs
this year, £3, J. Simpson.

PIGS.

Boars, large breed, £1, J. Dyson, Adelphi Hotel, Leeds

;

hoars, small breed, £1, J. Dyson. Sows, large breed, £2, J.

Dyson ; sows, small breed, J. Dyson.

HORSES.
Hunters, not more than nine years old, and warranted sound

at the time of entry, £20, T. Sutton, Alwent, Darlington

(Voyageur) ; second, £5, G. Robinson, Martou, Middles-

borough. Leaping prize for hunters of all ages, warranted
sound at the time of entry, £7, J. Harrison, Sedburgh, Dar-
lington. Saddle mares, £5, J. Parrington, Brancepeth ; second,

£2, J. B. Booth, Killerby, Catterick. Harness mares, £5, W.
and F. Coulson, Gaterley Farm, Castle Howard ; second, £2,
J. Featherstone, Marton-road, Middlesborough. Cart mares,

£5, G. Linton, Kirkby Fleetham, Bedale. Sweepstakes of .5s.

each, with £2°added, for the best foal for harness, J. Donald-
son, Great Ayton, Northallerton. Tiiree-year-old fillies for

the field, £5, T. Hodgson, Broughton ; second, £1, 1. Scarth,

Mount Pleasant, West Rounton, Northallerton. Three-year-

old colt for harness, £5, AA^ Mewburn, Ingleby Hall, Y'arni.

Three-year-old fillies for harness, £5, J. Easby, Orrasby
;

second, £1, J. Hutchinson, Seamer, Y'arm. Three-year-old

cart tillies, £5, R. I. Hopkinson, Grey Tower, Nunthorpe,
Northallerton. Two-year-old colt for the field, £4, AV. AA'ise,

Great Bronghton, Stokesley. Two-year-old fillies for the field,

£4, J. B. Booth ; second, £1, T, Blackburn, Great Broughton,
Northallerton. Two-year-old colts for harness, £4, M. Basile,

Osmotlierly ; second, £1, AV. Garbutt, Tunstall, Great Ayton.
Two-year-old fillies for harness, £4, AA'. L. Robinson, Tlior-

manby ; second, £1, T. Clarke, Newby. Yearling fillies for

harness, £3, J. Donaldson, Great Ayton ; second, £1, J. Dods-
worth. Great Stainton. Yearling cart fillies, £3, J. Kitchen,
AVhorlton.

IMPLEMENTS.
J. AA'eighill, Albert Foundry, Pickering, £2; J. Waller,"

implement-maker, Seamcr, Yarm, £1 10s. ; W. AA'ray and Son,
Leeming-lane Ironworks, near Bedale, £1 10s, for collections.
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INTENSIVE AND EXTENSIVE CULTURE.

[translated from the " JOURNAL D'AGRICOLTURE PRATIQUE."]

In reading a paper by M. Lecouteux, upon the Economical
Position of Agriculture in 1865 {Journal d^Agriculture

Pratique, Feb 5, 1865), I was struck with the thought that it

nught discourage many cultivators ; a second and more atten-

tive reading only confirmed my first impression, and I there-

fore now submit my observations to the reader.

The extremely low price of cereals at that time caused much
suffering amongst agriculturists, and these sufferings were
renewed pretty often. One remedy for tliis position has been
pointed out (said M. Lecouteux), and that is inte/mve culture

;

then, after liaving said a few words upon the advantages at-

tending that method, he raises great objections without ex-

plaining them. I hoped tliat at the end of the paper I should

find some better remedy than intensive culture pointed out,

but only encountered the hope of a larger application of

public money in the country—a most excellent and desirable

thing undoubtedly, but one we shall still have a long time

to wait for.

Nevertheless M. Lecouteux is not an enemy to intensive

culture, and certainly had no intention of deterring agricul-

turists from practising it. His paper, read before the Central

Society of Agriculture, is sheltered from all criticism because

it aims principally at pointing out the means for favouring

agricultural progress ; but, presented to the generality of

farmers, it might perhaps cause xmcertainty and discourage-

ment.
" How is it then," said M. Lecouteux, " that this mode of

culture, which appears so advantageous, is not more generally

adopted in this country ? Can it be that there is land from
whicli a good produce and remunerative price can be obtained

from small crops ?" It is not to be wondered at, for the great

majority of farmers possess neither the knowledge nor capital

necessary to practise it, and above all to establish it success-

fully ; on the other hand, intensive culture, having for its

result, aud even for its base, a large increase to the fertility

of the soil, could not be adopted by a farmer without his

making special agreements with his landlord, very different

from tlie ordinary terms of a lease. The difficulty of regu-

lating these agreements, so as to guard equally the interests of

both parties, is one great obstacle to enterprises for improve-
ment through the medium of the farmers. Even the slow
progress of agriculture, considered in general, and particularly

from the adoption of intensive culture, is in re;{lity a great

benefit ; for, if agricultural productions could be suddenly in-

creased to a considerable degree, the consumption not being in

the same proportion, the result would evidently be a disastrous

obstruction.

It must not be inferred from this that it is wrong to plead

the cause of progress ; the distance to go is so great, that pro-

gressive agriculturists need not fear that by uniting their

efforts they wUl arrive at their end too quickly.

Can small crops give remunerative produce to agriculture ?

That depends upon what is understood by the word remunera-
tive. In districts which yield small crops the farmers are

poor, and accustomed to privation, as M. Lecouteux justly re-

marked, which proves to me that the produce they obtain is

not remunerative. The emigration from the country to towns
is the principal reason why farmers have more trouble and
less profit than the artisan, tradesman, or manufacturer.

Agriculture with small crops subsists, and, it is true, can
even struggle against intensive culture ; but at a distance, and
on condition of living on black bread, and paying only a small
Tent. With equal advantages, and on the same land, extensive
culture would not support the competition.

Laud, capital, aud labour are three essential elements of
agricultural produce, but they may be einployed in different

proportions. Let us look at the influence of these three
elements ijpon the choice made between extensive or iiitensice

culture. The former employs a greal deal of land, small capital,

and little labour ; it is therefore necessary, first of aU, to obtain
the land cheap, that it may make up for the scarcity of capital

and labour. Intensive culture uses less land, but more capital

and labour ; the result of which is, that it can pay a higher

rent, and must have abundance of capital, as well as hand-

labour, at a moderate rate. It demands, besides, an advantageous

market for its animal produce. I am therefore led to the con-

clusion that extensice culture is suitable for countries where
land is of little value, capital rare, and the population small, as

is the case in new colonies ; whilst iutensive culture can only

be practised in rich thickly-populated countries, where there

is plenty of capital, hand-labour, and good markets.

M. Lecouteux says land is rented at 2|- per cent., wliilst

money is lent to agriculture at the rate of 6 or 7 per cent.

;

and from that he seems to conclude that land is cheaper than

capital. I do not myself concur in this opinion.

The capitaUst who purchases a property consents to place

his money at 2^^ or 3 per cent, for the sake of the security of

the investment, and the continual increase in the value of land

:

the price of a domain often rises according to its appearance
or convenience. Now, the farmer has uotliing to do with these

considerations : he cannot, and ought not, to pay more than

its agricultural value—that is to say, the advantage which he
procures from the possession of the land. The rate of sale is

partly ruled by its teuantable value, but the rent is never ruled

by the price of sale or venal value of the estate.

The amount of rent is established by competition ; but it may
differ from the true agricultural value, based upon tlie fertility

of the soil and commercial situation of the domain. Land is

cheap when the rent is decidedly below its agricultural value
;

land at a loiv price and cheap land are two essentially different

things.

The rate of capital is the same aU over France. Labour
varies in different localities, but is ranch less than might be

supposed ; the true price of labour is not the mere day-wages

of a man, nor the annual cost of a farm servant— it is the

ciuantity of work executed for a certain sum of money. Now
it happens in some localities, where food is coarse and wages
low, that labour in reality is dearer than it appears to be, from
want of energy and slowness of the labourers.

In the present state of circumstances, with the price of land,

capital, labour, and agricultural produce such as it is now,
which is most advantageous

—

intensive or extensive culture ?

That question can only be solved by an examination of facts.

M. Lecouteux states that our cattle market is good, because
foreigners delight in contributing to it : that is essential. But
on the other hand, I see that in countries where extensive cul-

ture is adopted, the farmers are poor, badly clothed, and ill-

fed ; wlulst in parts where intensive culture is practised, they

are leasy, and even sometimes rich, well dressed, and well fed.

The results might appear to be the effect of local circumstances,

but the success obtained in aU the departments, by intensive

culture, at the time of the meeting for the prize of honour,

proves that tliere is nothing in it. I therefore feel justified in

concluding that intensive culture gives far more advantageous
results than extensive ; nevertheless the latter subsists, and will

continue for a long time yet—until, in fact, intensive culture

comes into close competition with it.

I do not mean to say that intensive culture is to be recom-

mended everywhere, and always without rule or measure, for

it exists in many degrees, and may be practised under different

forms : it is not indissolubly bound to permanent stalmlalion,

weeded crops, and yields of from 30 to 40 hectolitres per hec-

tare ; all culture which tends to raise a soil to the highest de-

gree of fertility in the shortest possible time should be con-

sidered intensive.

In a poor soil it is generally a great mistake to introduce

weeded crops and permanent stabulntion all at once : in that

case intensive culture would not be incompatible with the fal-

low and pasturage, at least at first, and it would be well under

most circumstances for some years to practise the mode of

culture recommended by M. Lecouteux, uuder the title of

mixed system, to confine the extent cultivated to just so much
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as can be well manured, and to lake the rest ol' the land in

pasturage, reducing it little by little in proportion as the pro-

duction of manure will permit.

To conclude, the true resource of agriculture now is, in

iiiiensive culture, and in the predominance of fodder produce.

Let us endeavour to produce abundance of fodder, and the

best market possible ; then by using them well and choosing

them wisely, they will be found most advantageous ; the outlet

for our animal produce will never fail us, and by means of

copious manurings we shall obtain the highest returns, which
alone can give large profits.

A. De Villiers de Lisle-Adam,

Sarge, near Le Mans (Sartlie),

BE GENTLE WITH YOUR STOCK.
I presume that no man of experience or of observation will

disagree with rae, when I assert that a quiet or gentle disposi-

tion can be ciiltivafed as well as bred in most if not all domestic

animals. Point me to a man wlio loves his horses, cattle,

sheep, hogs, and poultry, and I will show you a gentle, quiet,

orderly stock. On the contrary, show me a bad-tempered, un-

feeling farmer or herdsman, and I will ensure you kicking

runaway horses, hooking unruly cattle, wild and unquiet sheep

and hogs. Tliis is the rule. There may be exceptions, but

they are few and far between. There are undoubtedly

cases in the management of horses and cattle, where sharp and
decided discipline may be necessary and proper ; but the cases

are rare, and should he treated witli coolness and judgment,

and not, as is generally the case, when under the influence of

passioH. Tlie model horseman or herdsman, when he goes into

the stable, always lias a kind word for his horse, a gentle pat
for his neck, or a stroke over liis head or nose. If a horse is

fond of his keeper, he likes to smell him and to eat out of his

hand When he goes to catch a horse from the pasture, he
takes an ear of com or a handful of oats. He never goes into

the field where his aauuals run, without liaving a talk with

tliem. Perhaps you do not believe, doubting reader, that dumb
animals can understand human language. Still they can, and
you may laugh at me if you are so inclined, when I assure you
that I find vastly more enjoyment in talking with an intelligent

Iwrse than in conversation with a human ninny. I am not

alone in the indulgence of these " beastly" tastes. Some of

the wisest and best of our race have at times reckoned it

among their greatest enjoyments to mingle with tlieir flocks

and herds. One of the greatest minds the world ever produced,

the " Godlike Daniel Webster," was njver so happy as when
sauntering among liis Alderneys and his Devons. Who doubts

that his animals were quiet and peaceable ? I have somewhat
wandered from my test ; but my aim has been to show that if

we really love our domestic animals, we shall be kind and
gentle with them, and that such treatment rjenerally begets a

like disposition in them. On the contrary, a man who rarely

goes near Ms horse or cow without an angry word or a kick,

generally has bad-tempered and unruly animals. It is easy to

show that such treatment is unprofitable, as well as inhuman.
All dairymen will bear me out in the assertion that a quiet,

gentle milker gets on^-third more milk than one who kicks and
pounds his cows about. A kind and humane teamster, who
loves and takes good care of his team, wiU do more work in

the long run, with much less of wear-and-tear, than the ill-

tempered cur who over-drives and abuses his horses. How
mean and unmanly, as well as unwise, to let our bad temper
have vent upon the poor innocent creatures whom God in liis

providence has placed under our control. When He decreed

that man should " have dominion over the fish of the sea and
over the fowls of the air and over the cattle and over aU the

earth," He did not design that he should play the tyrant, or

(ihvse the responsibility thus imposed upon him ; but that he

should so act as to hasten the happy period when " the wolf

also shall dwell with the larnb, and the leopard shall lie down
with the kid, and the calf and the young lion and the fattling

together, and a little child shall lead them." If this peaceable

epoch shall ever be brought about, it wUl be through human
instrumentality, when men shall ctiltivate peace, not only

among nations, states, and communities, but in their own
households and farm-yards.—American Country Gentleman,

EIXED FACTS IN AGRICULTURE.
These may bo assumed as fixed facts in Agi-iculture :

1

.

jUl lands, on which clover or the grasses are gl•o^vn, must
either have lime in them naturally, or it must be artificially

supplied. It matters but little whether it be supplied in the

form of stone lime, oyster-shell lime, or marl.

2. All permanent improvement of lands must look to lime
as its basis.

3. Lands which have been long in culture vriU be benefited

by appUcations in the form of bone-dust, guano, native phos-
phate of lime, composts offish, ashe«—or in oyster-shell lime

—or marl—if the land needs luning also.

4. No lauds can bo preserved in a liigh state of fertility, un-

less clover and the grasses are cultivated in the course of ro-

tation.

5. Mould is indispensable in every soil, and a healthy supply

can alone be preserved tlu-ough the cultivation of clover and
the grasses, the turning in of green crops, or by the applica-

tion of composts rich in the elements of mould.

6. AU highly concentrated animal manures are increased in

value, and their benefit prolonged, by admixtni-e with plaster,

or pulverized charcoal.

7. Deep ploughing gi'eatly improves the productive powers
of a variety of soil, that is not wet.

8. SubsoUing sotmd land, that is, land that is not wet is

eminently conducive to increased production.

9. All wet land should be drained.

10. AU grain crops should be harvested several days before

the grain is thoroughly ripe.

11. Clover, as weU as other grasses, intended for hay,
should be mown when in bloom.

12. Sandy lands can bo most effectually improved by clay.

When such lands reqiiu'e hming, or marling, the lime or marl
is most beneficiaUy applied when made into compost with
clay. In slacking Ume, salt brine is better than water.

13. "The chopping or grinding of grain, to be fed to stock,

operates as a saving of at least twenty-five per cent.

- 14. Draining of wet lands and marshes adds to their value,

by making them produce more and better crops—by pro-
diicing them earUer—and by improving the health of neigh-
bom-hoods.

15. To manure or Ume wet lands, is to throw manm-e, Ume,
and labour away.

16. ShaUow ploughing operates to impoverish the soU,
while decreasing production.

17. By stabling and shedding stock during the winter, a
saving of one-fourth of the food may be effected—that is, one-
foui'th less food wiU answer, than when such stock may be
exposed to the inclemency of the weather.

18. A bushel of plaster per acre, 80\vn broadcast over clover,

will add one hundred per cent, to its produce.

19. Periodical appUcations of ashes tend to keep up the in-

tegi-ity of soUs, by supplying most, if not aU, of the inorganic
substances.

20. Thorough preparation of land is absolutely necessary to

the successful and luxuriant growth of crops.

21. Abundant crops cannot be gi-own for a succession, un-
less care be taken to provide and apply an equivalent for the
substances carried off the land in the products grown thereon.

22. To preserve meadows in their productiveness, it is ne-
cessary to harrow them every second autumn, apply top-
dressings, and roU them.—'North Carolina Farmer.

HOW TO HAVE MEALY POTATOES.—It is a very

common thing in the spring to find strong, watery potatoes on
the table, unless care has been taken to select and preserve

them. A poor potato is the poorest article of food that can
be had ; and as soon as they begin to sprout they wLU begin

to grow poor and watery, the better part of the root going to

the support of sprouts ; hence, to have mealy, nice potatoes,

it is necessary to keep them from exhausting themselves in

this way. An exchange gives the following method of pre-

venting the potatoes from sprouting, which we hope wiU be

tried and approved : Take good, sound potatoes and place

them in a tub or barrel, and pour boiling water over them,

letting them remain in the water until the eyes are scalded, so

that they will not sprout ; dry the potatoes thoroughly in the

sun, and put them away in a box or barrel in a cool dry place.

This wUl give good mealy potatoes aU the time.

—

Germantown
Telegraph.
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NOVELTIES L\ THE IMPLEMENT DEPARTMENT
AT BURY ST. EDMUND'S.

[supplementary notice.]

Among the good things in the showyard was a rotary

corn-screen of Coleman and Morton. Twelve rows of

wires of triangular section are arranged upon longitudinal

bars, in such a way that tiie sliding of alternate bars by
means of an adjusting screw alters the position of the

parallel wires, aud thus opens or doses the apertures be-

tween them. The contrivance can hardly be understood

without a diagram ; but perhaps our meaning will be made
plaia if wc compare each longitudinal bar to the back-

bone of a fish, and the cross wires to the ribs of the fish

—if the ends of the ribs be lixed, a longitudinal motion of

the back-bone will alter the position of the ribs to a more
or less acute angle with the back-bone, and so widen or

narrow the spaces between the ribs. The shortness of

the wires and this triangular section give a strength w hieh

can be found in no other screen. An oilcake " cutter"

exhibited by this firm is worthy the attention of all per-

sons who feel their "cake-bill" to be expensive, for this

machine cuts instead of breaking, and thus makes very
much less waste in dust than any other cake mill docs.

Messrs. Coleman and Morton's steam-cultivating ap-

paratus we did not see, though it was announced to be

at work near the showyard.

Another good " notion " is Boby's field water-cart,

fitted with a filter, likely to be uncommonly useful in the

many districts where water for stock and water of steam-
engiues can be obtained only very impure.

One of the simplest, strongest, and most efficient hay-
making machines we have seen is that made by Le Butt,

of Bury St. Edmund's, and which he has christened not
vain-gloriously, " the Champion."

Another admirable tool, quite new, and only just

patented, is the horse-hoe of "\Vilkinson and Sou, of Ely.

Each hoe is fixed to a lever resting upon a small travelling-

wheel, so that each lever and hoe can rise or fall inde-

pendently of the others, and while each lever may be
loaded with sufficient weight to keep the hoe down in

hard or weedy ground, the wheel prevents the hoe dipping

in too deeply where the land is lighter or clearer. This
is a far better plan than merely lowering the coulter-bar

in front, to dip the hoc points when encountering plots

of extra hard work. The steerage also is easy and well

arranged.

An invention possessing remarkable merit was observ-

able upon the stand of ploughs, and haymakers,
whose beautiful workmanship proclaimed thcui to be
from Bedford. Messrs. Howard's steam-boiler, con-

sisting of a number of upright water-tubes, ap-

pears to combine every possible advantage in safety

(for it has been proved up to an enormous pres-

sure per square inch), in economy of fuel (for the peculiar

position of the tubes, and the impinging of the hot air

upon them at right angles, seem precisely adapted to obtain

the greatest amount of calorie for converting water into

steam) in freedom from " scale" (for the up and down
cuiTcnt established in each tube is of itself almost a safe-

guard against hard deposit).

In a field not far from the show-yard, Messrs. Howard
exhibited in operation two forms of steam tillag#apparatus.
One was the well-known "roundabout" set, with a
stationary engine—working with plough or cultivator.

The other consisted of two engines sclf-trnvelliug along the

headlands, and hauling two cultivators at once. The gain

by this plan is that fully one-half more work is done

in a day than by the same two engines hauling a single

implement to and fro. The two 7-feet cultivators were

worked not from end to end, but meeting mid-way

;

the track of one being a little in advance of the track of the

other, so that the cultivators passed each other for a few

feet, thus preventing any strip of ground from being left

unbroken. The Bedford engine has the boiler placed

crosswise upon a frame, thus enabling it to ascend or de-

scend without liability to " prime." The rope-drums are

upon horizontal axes, enabling them to coil the rope per-

fectly, although they have not so much advantage as

drums on vertical axes for working with the ropes in an

angular direction. The arrangepients for throwing the

drums in and out of gear for steerage, &e., are very in-

genious, and well under the command of the engine-man.

It is not necessary to say that the work done by Mr.
Howard's plough, with the stationary-engine tackle, was
first-rate. ^Yhat we would call special attention to is, the

great breadth of cultivating which can be accomplished

by this new system of driving two implements at once.

In a field about a mile and a-half out of Bury, Messrs.

Fowler's steam tilling apparatus was in action during

several days of the Show week. Like Messrs. Howard,
they have come to the conclusion that one form of tackle

is not the best for all purposes and for every district, and
therefore they showed at Bury five different forms of ap-

paratus. First, there was the ordinary arrangement of a

headland engine with clip-drum, travelling machinery,

aud rope slack-gear on the implement. Second, there

was a set having two engines, each with a winding-drum,

working one inrplement to and fro. Third, there

was a new arrangement, of one engine having two
winding-dj-ums : this will work as a headland

engine, in conjunction with a travelling an-

chorage, or it may be worked as a, stationary

engine, set down in a corner of a field, the ropes being

led round two ordinary anchored snatch-blocks, and a

travelling anchorage. Fourth, two of these double-drum
engines are employed to drive two implements at onee.

And fifth, there was a cheap tackle, consisting of a sepa-

rate winding drimi upon two wheels, to be worked by
a portable engine. The peculiarity of this apparatus is

that there is a compensatory arrangement by which the

power lost in the brake is given back to the other drum, and
the implement is so made as to act either as plough or

cultivator. For use on light land, or for any case where
a great breadth of work per day is desired, Mr. Fowler

has brought out a cultivator that will work at any width

from y to 15 feet; and in the field at Bury, this imple-

ment, taking 12 ffet breadth, and hauled by two engines,

accomplished the largest area of performance per hour that

we have hitherto heard of.

la the show-yard wc saw a new eight-horse portable

traction engine, which, for its combination of strength

with lightness, its simplicity of arrangement, and general

handiness as a steam-horse, is likely to command more
attention than appears to have been given to it [at the

show.

We began our report by reflecting upon the manner of

conducting certain of the trials : we must conclude with

another complaint. Why were successful competitors in

certain compartments deprived of much of the benefit
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ilciivable froirt tiic awtiiil of jirizcs, by a strange delay iu

revealing (lie decision of (lie judges?

We believe (hat ]\Icssrs. Clayton and Shuttleworth took

a posidou totally unexampled as regards prize-wiuning

for steam-engines. There was no dispute as to the just-

ness of the awards, there was no cause of hindrance (hat

we are aware of, and yet it is a fact that (his firm

were not in a posidon (o publish the result of the trials

until (he middle of the day on the Friday—the last day

of the show week ! Surely, if trials are worth conducting

at all, sui'li arrangements should be made as would enable

(hem (o be despa(chedin time to be of service to the com-

petitors and to (he public visiling (he Socie(y's grca(

emporium, in which comparisons arc made and purchases

decided on.

The following new Members were clecled at an adjourned

Mon(hIy Council held July 5th :

—

Cooper, llober(, The Bank, Bury St. Edmund's.
Graliam, J. W. H., 'Worliiam Hall, near Diss, Norfolk.

Uarlock, Henry, Great Tlnirlow, Newmarket.
Harper, Thomas, Bury St. Edmund's.
Hawkins, Chas. Sidney, Over Norton House, Chipping Norton.

Mitchell, William, Northwold, Brandon.
Palmer, Walter 0., Bradtield, Bury St. Edmund's.
Peacey, William, Chcdglow, Tetbury.

Phipps.the Hon. and Eev. Augustus, Euston Hectorv, Thetford.

Scott, Charles S., The Hill, Thorpe Moneux, Bildestone, Suffolk.

Sparkc, James, 15ury St. Edmund's.

AN .ALPHABETICAL LIST OE THE EXHIBITOKS
OP

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS,
AT THE

UUllY ST. EDMUNDS MEETING, in 1867.

AfiKICULTURAi AND HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION, 2C»

Parliament-street, Westminster.— Hornsby's swing plough
wi(h steel breast

;
portable steam engine of Fox, Walker, and

Co., and Richmond and Chandler's chaffcutter.

AiDERTON, T. W., Ipswich.—Four-horse horizontal en-

gine, lockstitch sewing and embroidery machines.
Allcock, TnoMAS, llatcliff - on - Trent, Notts.—Chaff-

cu((ers, horse hoes, horse rakes, liftiiig jack, rake wheel, and
end.

Allchix AND Son, Northampton.—Eight-horse power
single cylinder portable steam engine

;
portable corn-grinding

mill ; eight-horse power mild steel-boiler portable steam en-

gine ; three-horse portable steam engine, and iron screw-

jacks.

. Allen, E. E., 40, Parliament-street, London.—Seven,

eight, ten, and fourteen-liorse double expansive portable en-

gines ; adjusting com screen.

Amies, Barford, and Co., Peterborough.— Portable

metal com grinding and kibbling mills, chaifcutters, oilcake

mills, portable straw elevators, Clayton and Shuttleworth's

portable steam engine, vertical four-horse power engine, ditto

one-and-a-half-horse power, farmer's steam cooking apparatus,

portable boiler, sack barrow and elevator, water ballast and
other roUs, clodcrushers, and self-acting field stiles.

Andrewes, Alfred, Bury St. Edmimds.—Sociable landau

and miniature brougham.
Armitage, John .vnd James, Chatteris, Cambs.—Com-

bined liquid manure, corn, and seed drills, eloverseed sheller,

dressing and blowing machine, brick and tile maker, and iron

plough.

AsHBY AND Jefeeuy, Stamford.—Haymakers, horserakes,

handrakes, chaffcutters, crank shields, five and eight-horse

portable steam engines, stone grinding mills, one-horse gear

work, oilcake breakers, flax-breaking, scutching, and rippling

machines, and portable saw bench.

AvELiNG AND PoRTER, Rochester.—Eight and ten-horse

locomotive engines, and travelling rope porter,

AvsiiroRD, T. B., Walham Green, Fulham.—Village and

Stanhope phaetons, Middlesex dog cart, gentleman's safely

cart, and waggonette.

Bagshaw, J., Belstcad, Suffolk.—Stuffed sheep to show

the cures from scab and footrot accomplished by exhibiter's

dressing.

Baker, John, Wisbech, Cambs.—Corn dressing machine,

and combined blowing and dressing machines ; self-raking

reaper, and new patent reaping-machine rake.

Baker, T., Conipton, Newbury, Berks.—Por(able iron

li(l\iid manure cart, cast iron pump with suction, and manure
distributor.

Ball and Son, Rothwell, Northamptonshire.— Prize

ploughs, waggons, carls, scarifiers, diagonal harrows, horse

hoes and rakes with steel teeth.

Barnard, Bishop, and Barnards, Norwich.—Noiseless

lawn mowers, garden rollers, chairs, stools, and tables ; wire

netting, pig troughs, sack barrow, lifting jacks, field and car-

riage gates, sheepfold hurdles, staples, fencing wire, straining

tools, and wire fencing.

Barrows and Carmichael, Banbury, Oxon.—Seven-

horse portable steam engine, thrashing and finishing machine,

lever lifting and screw jack, leather and indiambber driving

band.

Bavliss, Jones, and Bayliss, Wolverhampton.—Various

field gates, self-shutting entrance gates, sheep and cattle hur-

dles and continuous fencing, wicket and footpath gates, deer

hurdles, wire netting, treeguards, garden rollers, wheelbarrow,

sack and heating barrows, chain harrows, vermin proof rick-

stands, carriage jack, palisading, and line posts (galvanized

iron).

Beach, Joseph, Dudley.—Fprinaceous food for stock.

Bear, T. M., Bury St. Edmunds.—Lawn fountains, garden

chairs, arbour tables, fire and thief proof safes, sewing ma-

chines, churus, sets of croquet, and ornamental hat and coat

rack.

Bear, Wm., Sudbury.—French burr millstones.

Bennett and Botwood, Ipswicli.—Landaus, phaetons,

broughams, dog-carts, pony-cart and sets of harness.

Bentall, E. H., Maldon, Essex.—Variety of chaff-cutters,

seed-crushers, oilcake mills, root cutters and pulpers, bean

kibblers, horse gears, Goldhanger and other ploughs, ridge hoe,

potato raiser, harrows, and cattle-troughs.

Beverley Iron and Waggon Co.—Corn and bone mills,

three and two-horse reapers, clod-crushers, carts, waggons,

manure and water carts, pumps, root washers, portable farm

railway and trucks, wheels and axles.

BoBY, Clarke, and Co., Bury St. Edmund's.— Circular-

fronted kitchen range, hot closet, steam kettles, and roasting

screen ; draining tools, digging and other forks, spades, shovels,

and axes.

BOBY, Robert, Bury St. Edmund's.—Corn-dressing ma-
chines, com and barley screens, barley extractor, malt and

lime screens, haymakers, chaff sifter, bailey haveller, water

and manure carts, horse rakes, young stock feeder, portable

steam engine, combined single blast thrashing machine, rollers,

wort pump, harrows, stock troughs, ploughs and plough wheels,

whippletrees, lifting jacks and water-tank.

BouLTON, W. S., Norwich.—Galvanized wire netting, liquid

manure carts, swing water barrows, garden chairs, and stools,

and portable pump.
BR.iBEORD AND Co., Cathedral Steps, Manchester.—Large

assortment of " vowel" washing, wringing, and mangling
machines, vertical steam engine, butter maker, riddler, and
cinder sifter.

Braggins, James, Banbury.—Park gates and posts ; lodge,

entrance, field, and bridle road gates, with iron work com-
plete.

Branford and Son, March, Cambs.—Barley hummellers,

diamond horse-hoe, Tweedside hoe, draining plough, and wash-
ing, wringing, and mangling macliines.

Bridges, Harry, Stowraarket. — Broughams, dogcart

phaeton, waggonettes. Stanhopes, Oxford carts, gig, and St.

Edmund's car.

Brigham and Bickerton, Ber^vick-on-Tweed.—Excelsior

self-delivery reaper, and Buckeye Junior combined reaping and
mowing machines.

Brown and Lock, Shrewsbury, Salop.—Eight-horse port-

able engine, and portable combined thrashing and finishing

machines.

Brown and May, Devizes.—Ten-horse, two eight-horse,
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and a two-aud-a-lialf-horse power portable steam engine
;

combined thiashing machine ; and combined tlirashing,

winnowing, and ridtlling machine.

Bkown, B., 39, Cliarlotte-street, Blackfriars-road, London.
Steel-spring lever oil feeders, and vermin exterminator.

Brown Brothers, 43, Cranboume-street, London.

—

freezing machines, wine coolers, refrigerating decanters, iron-

ing stove, and kitchen-range.

Burgess and Key, 95, Newgate-street, London.—Reaping
machines with screw swathe, sheaf, and back self-delivery

;

mowing machine for natural and artificial grasses, and com-
bined reaper and mower ; American churn and wrought iron

cornbin.

BuRNEY xsj) Co., Millwall.—Large house cisterns, water
cart bodies, troughs and cornbins.

BuRRELL, Charles, Thetford, Norfolk.—Fowler's steam

ploughing machinery without implements ; four-furrow balance

plough and digger, without slack gear ; seven-lined balance

cultivator, without slack gear ; ten-horse power single cylinder

traction engine ; two eight-horse power single cylinder

traction engines ; three eight-liorse and one seven-horse port-

able steam-engines ; ten-horse and twelve-horse power double-

cylinder engines ; one combined portable double-blast and
three combined portable single blast thrashing machines

;

straw elevators ; one-horse gear
;

portable mill for grinding

coprolites ; machine for shelling and dressing clover and tre-

foil seed ; and steam pump or donkey engine.

Bury and Pollard, Southwark.—Model of self-regulating

farm vrind engines, for obtaining motive power on farms to

work barn machinery ; double acting pump to throw 2,500
gallons per hour ; conical boiler, portable iron rack, iron

wine bin.

Canadian Washing Machine Co., Worcester.—^Washing

machines, wringers, mangles, clothes dryers, and umbrella

tent.

Carson and Toone, Warminster.—Chaff cutters for steam,

horse, and hand power ; turnip cutters, horse hoes, cheese

presses, curd mill, and safety iron horse gear.

Carson and Sons, La Bella Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill.

—Anti-corrosive paint and accessories.

Catchpool and Thompson, Colchester. — Eight-horse

portable steam engine, single blast thrasliing machine, dressing

machine, water cart, four-horse gear work, thrashing machine
and intermediate motion for horse works.
Catt and Son, Ipswich.—Barouche waggonette, brougham,

phaeton, tandem dogcart and phaeton.

Chapman, William, Apethorpe, Northamptonshire. —
Light two-horse waggon, light spring dray, superior single-

horse prize cart, and improved general purpose prize two-horse

cart.

Cheavin, G., Boston.—Self-cleaning water filters.

Childs, a. B., -iSl, Oxford-street.—Patent aspirators, for

dressing com and seeds ; self-feeding hand circular saw bench
;

iron pivot hand boring machine; iron carriage lifting jack,

polished and mounted towel rack,_broadcast seed sower, post-

hole auger, and champion carpet sweeper.

Clarke and Son, Brackley, Northampton. — Adjustable

garden scythes, and improved kitchen range.

Clarke and Wallace, Bury St. Edmunds.—Photographs
of various subjects.

Clarke, Robert, Bury St. Edmunds.—Miniature broug:h-

ham, waggonette, park pliaeton, pony car, village cart, gig,

dogcart, and Stanhope phaeton.

Clarke, W. G., Bury St. Edmunds.—Collections of grasses

in pots and seed, farinaceous food for cattle, sheep, and pigs,

and condiment for horses.

Clay, Charles, Wakefield.—Cultivators and eradicators,

horsehoes, grubber, and chain harrows.
Clayton, Shuttleworth, and Co., Lincoln.—Teii-horse

power horizontal fixed steam engine, twelve-horse double-

cylinder patent portable steam engine, eight-horse single-

cylinder portable engine ; combined single-blast thrashing ma-
chine, combined portable double-blast finishing tlirashing ma-
chine ; eight-horse single-cylinder portable steam engine,

twelve-horse double-cyhnder traction engine; double-blast

combined thrashing machine to finish corn for market, fitted

with patent elevator and Penney's adjustable corn-screen

;

six-horse combined double-blast finishing thrashing machine

;

portable straw elevators; self-acting circular-saw benches;
patent combined two-row revolving liquid manure and drop

drill for turnips and other seeds, and improved sack -lilting

barrow.

Coleman and Morton, Chelmsford, Essex.—Adjustable
rotary cornscreen and general seed separator, patent oilcake
cutters, steam cultivating apparatus, three-furrow steam plougli,

cultivators with five and seven tines, clod crusher and wheat
presser, potato digger, street watering cart, liquid manure
cart, one and two-horse gear, samples of shares for Coleman's
cultivators.

CoRBETT AND SoN, Wellington, Salop.—Combined corn-

dresser fitted with oscillating screen ; blower and screener,

metallic mUls, oilcake breakers for hand and steam power,
turnip cutter, root pulpers, scuffles and grubl)ers.

CoRNES, James, Nantwich, Cheshire.—Chaff machines
with two and three knives, and Cheshire cheese press.

CoTTAM AND Co., Winsley-street, London.—Sides of stable

stalls, loose boxes, and a variety of stable fittings ; model of
patent cow trough ; effluvium interceptor, fitting for two cows,

corn bins, saddle and harness brackets, &c.

Corcoran and Co., 48, Mark-lane, London.—French run-

ner millstones and bedstones, smut cleaner, flour dresser, corn

measures, stone proof, jack stick with spirit level, mUl bUls,

malt kiln floor of woven wire, silk and wire work, seed cleaner,

mineral sieve, needle lubricators, sack truck, shovels, and
leather belting.

CouLTAS, J., Spittlegate, Grantham.—General purpose,

turnip, mangold, manure, corn, small seed, and ryegrass drill

;

manure distributor ; self-acting swathe -delivery reaper.

Cranston, James, Birmingham. — Patent conservatory,

glazed without putty, thoroughly dry and air-tight, though
tlioroughly ventilated.

Creasy, Wm., Wickham Market.—Desiccating machine for

drying malt and Ijrewers' grains, and grain cleaner and
brightener.

Crosskill and Sons, Beverley.— Clod-crushers, carts,

waggons, manure or water carts, portable pumps, wheels and
axle, Archimedian root washer

;
portable railway, turntable

and truck, reaping machines, portable and fixture pig troughs,

and single roller bone mUl.
Crowe, D., Gaywood, Norfolk. — Portable seven-horse

thrashing machine.

CuTLACK, H. AND J., Ely, Cambs. — Iron ploughs

(Howard's), Beverley reaper, Hornsby's self-raking reaper,

cattle troughs, and revolving churns.

Darby, T. C, Little Waltham, Essex,—Horse hoe and

scarifier, agricultural boiler, and cattle crib.

Davey, Paxman, and Davey, Colchester.—Four-horse hori-

zontal and eiglit-horse portable steam engines, thrashing ma-
chine, corndrying apparatus, and clod crusher.

DA\as, E. J., Globe Wharf, Mile End.—Compressed forage,

and " new cattle food" prepared from brewers' grains.

Day, Son, and Hewett, 22, Dorset-street, Baker-street,

London.—Stock-breeder's medicine chest, with appropriate me-
dicines and works affecting the stock breeder.

Deacon and Wood, Reading.—Oscillating steam engine.

Denton, Henry, Wolverhampton.—Various chain harrows

and haymaker.
Dixon, A., 11, Adam-street, Adelphi, London.—Steam

gauges and driving pulleys.

Dodge, G. P., 79, Upper Thames-street, London.—Rolls of

vulcanized Indiarubl)er and cotton machine bands, garden

hose, van or engine cover, waterproof horse-loin and other

covers, knee rug for driving, and gulta percha driving baud

for thrashing machines.

DoDMAN, A., King's Lynn, Norfolk.—Side and end tip

vi'aggons, and earth barrows.

IJuFFiELD, J., 2 A, Dean-street, Cxford-street.—Variety

of churns, milk yokes, pails, and sundry dairy utensils.

Eastby, Reuben, Stowmarket.—Waggonette ; Frencli,

Oxford, and Swiss carts.

Eastwood, James, Blackburn.—Variety of compound
action churns.

Eddington, a. and W., Chelmsford.—" Paragon " port-

able steam engines of ten-horse power with single cylinder;

American grist mill, cloverseed sheller, wrought iron water

cart, combined portable thrashing macliine, and patent straw

elevator.

FiRMiN and Co., Grove-street, Retford, Notts.—Two
sporting carts.
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FisoN, C. O., Stowiuarket.—Iinpvoved pautiles, red ami
white ; best white bricks.

FisON, J., Ipswich.—Specimens of manures.
Fowler and Co., Leeds.—Single and double engine sets

of tackle for steam cultivating machinery, with l-t-horsc power
self-moving engine and patent windlass combined, six disc

anchors, 800 yards of best hard steel rope, and 20 rope por-

ters; also one of 10-horse power stationary engine, 1,~00 yards

steel rope, and 24 rope porters ; also two 10-horse power self-

moving engines, with 1,600 yards of steel rope and 30 rope

porters ; 8-horse seK-propelling agricultural engine, three,

four, six, and eight-furrow patent balance p iDughs ; steam

harrows with steerage, balance cultivator, Norwegian iiarrow,

subsoil plough, water cart, and draining plough.

Garrett and Son, Saxmundhara. — Ten horse power
portable steam engine, with double expansion cylinder ; eight-

horse power portable steam engine ; eight-horse self-moving

steam thrashing engine ; eight-horse patent road locomotive

traction engine ; ten, eight, and five-horse power portable

Steam engines ; twenty and fourteen-horse horizontal high-

pressure fixed steam engines ; combined single and double

blast thrashing and finisliing machines
;
patent staw elevators

;

mills for grinding coprolites and corn ; Suffolk, corn, seed, and
manure, and gener;vl purpose drills, artificial manure dis-

tributors, horse hoes, forecarriage steerage, and rick and corn

ventilators.

Gedge, C. J., Bury St. Edmund's.—File of " The Bury
Post" newspaper.

Gibbons, P. .vnu H. P., Wantage, Berks.—Portable steam

engine, and combined thrashing iiiachiiies.

GiBBS AND Co., Half-moon Street, Piccadilly.—Collections

of grasses, grain, agricultural and other seeds, and of agricul-

tural roots.

Goldsmith, T. and H., Bury St. Edmund's.—Samples of

Howard's ploughs, harrows, plough sledge, turnip cutters and
pulpers, chafi^ cutters, feeding troughs, turnip drill, gathering

and loading forks, washing macliiues, hurdles, and sundries.

GooDAY, G. O., Great Leigh, Essex.—Patent multiple-

needle thatch-making machine.
Goss, J., Plymouth.—Stencil plate letters for marking

millers' sacks ; branding figures for marking sheep's wool with

paint ; branding irons and other letters.

GoucHEK, John, Worksop, Notts.—Portable thrashing

machine, sets of beater plates, drum ends and hoops, drum
without spindle fitted with Gouclier's beaters.

GowER AND Son, Market Drayton.—Cora and seed drill,

two-furrow drill presser, manure drills for ridge and flat, drills

for turnips and mangold, as well as beans ; clover and ryegrass

sower, being a double-box barrow ; also a single-box sower

;

broadcast com sowers for horse and hand power ; and patch-

ing drill.

Grant, J., Love-lane, Bankside, London.—Portable railway,

turntable, ballast truck, and side truck, for clearing root crops

off the land and runnkig out manure.
Grayson, A., Ipswich.—Samples of French burr millstones.

Greening and Co., Manchester. — Machine-made wire

sheep and lamb-proof fence, ox and sheepfold fence, game-
proof and other wire fence, with wrought-lron supports

;

strained continuous fencing, with Scotch pillars for supports
;

wrought-iron hurdles, gates, palisading, tree guards, garden

seats, wire pheasantry, poultry coop, and flower stands, garden

rollers, lawn mowers, tubular boUer for heating conservatories,

portable forge, garden pumps, vases, and roofing felt.

Gro\'er .vnd Baker Sewing JLvchine Co., 150, Regent-

street.—Lock-stitch sewing machines and samples of work.

Hancock, J. and F., Tipton, Staffs.—Pairs of light and

heavy wheels, anatomical mattress, butter purifiers, carriage

spring seats, garden seat and cinder sifter.

Hardon, E., Strangeways, Lancashire.—Bx)yal patent cake,

and condimental food.

Hare and Co., 31, Essex-street, Strand.—Specimen illus-

trations of implements and machines, and illustrations of

British and foreign prize medals.

Harwood, W., 36, King William Street, London Bridge.

—

Gauge glasses, steam fittings of all descriptions, weighing
scales, articles for sharpening cutlery, &c.

Hawkes and Spencer, Tiverton.—Chain corn-drills, and

com, seed, and manure drill.

Hayes antj Son, Elton, Hunts.—Straw elevator, portable

and patented.

Hayes and Son, Stamford.—Waggons, lorrie, harvest,

builders', and Plymouth prize carts, and an improved Alder-

shot dog-cart.

IlAYWAra», Tyler, and Co., 85, Upper Whitecross-street,

London.—Farm fire-engine, pumps of various sorts, garden

engine, well eugine-frames, hose, water-barrow, syringes,

fouutaiu jets, branch pipes, suction roses, coupling unions for

hose, and one-and-a-half-horse engine and boiler.

Headley and Son, Cambridge.—Horse drag-rakes ;
cattle,

pig, and water troughs ; cultivators, water-cart, Samuelson's

and Ilornsby's reapers, weather vanes, garden chairs, garden

vases and archways.

Hepburn and Sons, Long Lane, Southwark.—Double-

leather belting, millband, strapping, hose pipe, and miscel-

laneous articles.

HiLL and Smith, Dudley.— Chaff-cutters, field-gates,

horsehoes, stubble-paring skims, light land roller, vermin-proof

rickstands, sheep racks and troughs, rotary gravel screen,

wheelbarrows, varnish, wire netting, garden seats, entrance

gates, pillars and posts, sheep and cattle hurdles, continuous

fence, stable fittings, and wicket gate.

Hirst and Sons, Halifax.—Waterfall washing machines,

wringers and mangles, and lawn mowers.

Hitchcock, T. P., Bury St. Edmund's.—Leather machine-

driving l)ands, four convex thrashing machine-driving pulleys,

composition for leather bands, white leather thongs, tanned

leather sheep leggings, strap butt pieces, and sundry dressed

skins.

Hodgson, John, Louth, Lincolnshire.—Bundles of steel

hay and pitch-forks, sets of duck-foot harrows and hedging

tools, and collection of hand tools for draining.

Holmes .vnd Sons, Norwich.—Ten-horse fixed steam en-

gine, six to nine horse traction and portable engines, combined

thrashing machines, straw elevators, corndressers, barley hum-

raeUers, chaffcutters, horsegear, millstones, cakebreakers, cir-

cular-saw tables, cloverseed sheller, Beverley and Eclipse

reapers, horse lever rake, seed and corn drills, manure and

turnip drills, ridge roUer drill, manure distrilmtors, horse hoes,

rollers, ploughs, harrows, and turnip mender.

lioRNSBY AND SoNS, Grantham.—Hand dressing machine,

adjustable corn screen, oilcake breakers, turnip cutters and

root pulpers, corn and seed drills, horse hoe for general pur-

poses, "paragon" mower, "paragon" combined mower and

reaper, improved mower for natural and artificial grasses, and

combined reaper and mower ditto, one-horse reaper, reaper

with grated drop sheaf apparatus, " universal harvester," self-

acting swathe delivery reaper, " governor" self-raking reaper,

and reaper with semi-manual delivery ; "champion" and other

ploughs, twelve-horse traction engine, washing machines and

clothes wringers.

Howard, James and Frederick, Bedford.—Steam-culti-

vating machinery, including a pair of fourteen-horse self-pro-

pelling engines, winding drums, and double-action cultivators;

two, three, and four-furrow steam ploughs ; traction waggon ;

cultivating apparatus for single engine, side harrow, steam

harrows, water carts, ridging bodies and subsoil tines, snatch-

block slings, iron ploughs of various descriptions, harrow

carriage, plough sledge, harrows, double action haymakers,

horse rakes, whippletrees, dynamometers, single and combined

reapers and mowers, safety steam boiler and superheater of

forty-horse power.

Howell, T. and E., Poole, Dorset.—Gardner's turnip

cutter, and self-acting spring horserakes.

Ho^VES AND Sons, JMorwich.—Landau, barouche, wag-

gonette, and Norwich car.

Hughes and Son, Mark-lane, London.—Cement and

French runner and bed millstones, smut maclune, flour dresser,

prober stone staff, pulley blocks, machine brushes, mill brooms

and bills, corn measures, sack barrows, socket screws, kiln wire,

'

lard oil, tube brushes, and sundries.

Humphries, Edward, Pershore, Worcestershire.—Com-
bined portable double blast finishing machine, and a combined

portable thrashing, shaking, riddling, winnowing, and sacking

machine ; and a seven-horse portable steam engine.

Humphries, G. T., Walton-on-Tharaes.—Double barrel

lift and force pump, high lift piunp with patent gear, double

bucket continuous-acting pump.

Hunt and Pickering, Leicester.—Chaffcutters, corn

crushers, kibblers, oilcake breakers, turnip cutters, sheers, and

root pulpers, cheese presses, sack barrows, twitch rakes, iron and
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wood beam ploughs, liorselioes, scarifiers, harrows, ami vvhij)-

pletrees, drills, self-lubricatiu!; field rollers, grass mower, new
patent kuife bar for mowiug and reaping machines, side-

delivery reaper, one-horse power, flower vases, lawn mowers,

garden seats, tables, and footboard.

Hunt, R. and R., Halsted, Essex.—Corn and seed-dressing

machines, corn blower, oilcake breakers, double and single

action turnip cutters, disc root pulpers, root graters, cloverseed

drawing machine, sets of one and two-horse gear, brush and
cup drills, barrow seed drill, iron horserake, harrows, garden

and land rollers, Cambridge presswheel roller, steerage and
furrow hoes, sheep folding hurdles, round hog and pig

troughs, cylinder reaping machine, three-horse reaper, and
sack barrow.

James, Isaac, Cheltenham.—Liquid manure distributors

and pumps, clodcrusher, water carts, gapping drills, mortar
tempering machine, American clothes dryer, washing and
mangling machine, and gas tar cart.

Johnston, G. J., Ashley Cambs.—Two field gates.

Jones, John Milton, 21, Westgate-street, Gloucester.

—

Composition for softening and preserving leather, aud specific

for foot-root in sheep.

JosLiN, H. AND J., Colchester.—Three-horse reaping

machine to work on eight-furrow stetches.

KiNSEY, II., Nottingham.—Horizontal steam engines with

metallic base, of three, four, and ten-horse power ; combined
vertical steam engine aud boiler of four-horse, two-horse,

and one-and-a-half-horse power, requiring no brickwork.

KiTTMER, Benjamin, Fulston, Lincolnshire.—Combined
corn dressing and blowing machines.

Larkwortiiy and Co., Worcester.—"Excelsior" iron

ploughs, scufile drags, harrows, and whippletrees.

Layton, C. and E., 150, Fleet-street, London.—Copies of
" The Farmer," " Journal of Agriculture," and " Illustrated

Farmers' and Gardeners' Almanac."
Le Butt, Josiaii, Bury St. Edmunds. — Haymakers,

screens, reapers, manures, beer casks, zinc, corrugated iron,

malt kiln plates, wine bins, sash bars, netting, garden stakes,

salad washer, skcp, cinder sifter, poultry trough, iron tank,

hay rack, lion-head gutter, rain water pipe, roofing felt,

chimney top, lobster-back cowl, and meat safe.

Lee and Co., Leicester.—Combined vertical engine and
boiler.

LoDER, John, Woodbridge.—Freeman's Farmers' Account
Book.
Lyon, Arthur, 32, "Windmill-street, Finsbury.—Machines

for mincing meat, for making sausages, for assisting digestion,

for shelling greeu peas, for mixing hounds' food, for pulping

roots, for slicing cucumbers, potatoes, and onions, for paring,

coring, and slicing apples, and for chopping suet and parsley
;

whipping can, chopping board, coffee mills, shop or kitchen

knives, aud sundries.

M'Neill and Co., Bunhill Row, London.— Asphalted

roofing felt, inodorous bituminous felt, dry hair felt, with

models showing plans of framing and fixing.

Major, II. J., Bridgwater, Somerset.—Construction for

exhibiting roofing and other tiles.

Marsden, II. R., Leeds.—Stone breaker and ore crusher,

and six-horse portable engine on wheels.

Marshall and Co., Gainsboro'.—Eight and nine horse

portable steam engines, thrashing and dressing machines,

straw elevator, and circular-saw bencli.

Mason, Roisert, Alford, Lincolnshire. — Collection of

weighing machines for cattle and agricultural produce, har-

rows, pumps, turnip cutters, trucks, barrows, garden chairs,

lawn mower, and sack lifter.

Maynard, Robert, Cambridge.— Portable sifting chaff

engines, oilcake crushers, six-horse portable engines, self-

acting horse rakes, corn and general purpose drills, bean and
seed barrow drills, three-row steerage horse hoe and weighing

machines.
Meadows, C. J., Ijjswich.— Roasting range, broiling

stove, smoke-jack, steam-closet, cradle spit, kitchen requisites,

kitcliencrs, garden seats, fire engines, and churns.

Mellard and Co., Rugeley. — Cliaff-cutters, oilcake-

breakers, root cutters and pulpers, food-preparing macbire,
seed drills, ridging plough, root grubber, horse drag rakes.

haymakers, clieese-pressscs, curd mills, carriage jackb, garden
chairs, sack barrow, pig and poultry troughs.
Milford and Son, Thorverton, Devon. Two-horse

waggon and oue-horse cart, aud lifting-jack.

Moore and Co., 54, Upper Marylebone-street, London.

—

Weighing scales, scythe-sharpeners, and various domestic
articles.

IMoRLEY, J. R., Woodbridge.—Portable stand and office

desk.

Morton and Co., Liverpool.—Self-acting winding strain-

ing pillars, tie and angle posts, straining brackets, patent

galvanized iron fence and telegraph; indestructible v^'ire cable

strand fence, and variety of deer, sheep, aud ox strained fences
;

field, bridle, aud wicket gales ; lightning conductor, sheep

netting, liay-barn roof, galvanized corrugated iron cottage,

cotton-ginning and fire-proof iron buildings, model of farm-

yard wholly covered with galvanized corrugated iron fire-

resisting roof, roofing tiles, and iron church.

Moule's Patent Earth Closet Co., 29, Bedford-street,

Strand.—Earth closets in plain deal, with pail, to act by
handle, apparatus for distributing the earth, and drying stove.

MuDEORD, George, Retford, Notts.—Waterproof covers for

stack, cart, waggon, truck, machine, or engine ; tents and
marquees, waterproof coats, capes, horse covers and caps ; sack,

bag, waggon, cart, and block ropes ; fish, game, sheep, and
fence netting.

MuRTON AND TURNER, Kenninghall, Norfolk.—Dressing-

machines for hand and steam-power, steerage corn and
mangold and turnip drills, eclipse reaper, and vowel washing
machines.

MusGRAVE Brothers, Belfast.—Horsestalls and necessary

fittings, cowhouse accessories, piggery, dog kennel, encaustic

and conservatory stoves, slow-combustion stove for shops, and
ornamental lamp pillar for gas.

Nalder and NjU/DER, Wantage, Berks.—Seven-horse

outside single-cylinder patent portable steam-engine, portable

compensation thrashing and dressing machine, noiseless

winnower and dresser, Berkshire winnower, and graduated

corn screens.

Nicholson,Wm.Newzam, Newark.—Two-and-a-half-horse

steam engine, winnowers, oilcake breakers, haymakers, clipper

mowing machine and clipper combined mower and reaper
;

tubular-shafted horse rakes ; hand rollers, sack lifters, com-
bined sack lifter and weighing machine, direct-action steam

hoist, garden rollers, maltster's implements, wine and bottle

racks, and Baker's patent anti-incrustator.

Norfolk, Thomas, Bury St Edmunds.—Central fire double

guns, and the same combined with pin cartridge, or on the

latter principle only.

Nye and Co, 373, Oxford-street, London.—Sausage
makers, miUs, coffee roasters, knife cleaners, aud sundries.

Oldham and Booth, Kingston-upon-IIull.—Six- horse
bone mill, single roller bone mill, four-horse bonedust mill,

six-horse single cylinder patent portable steam engine.

Owens and Co., Whitefriars-street, Loudon.—Large as-

sortment of pumps of every description, fire engines, hydraulic

rams, aud requisite fittings.

Packard and Co., Ipswich.—Samples of raw materials

used in the manufacture of artificial manure.
Page and Co., of Bedford.—Chaff cutters, linseed cake

mills, pulpers, horserakes, pipe and tile machines, pugging
mill, turnip and mangold horse hoes, field rollers, ploughs,

harrows, scufflcrs, whippletrees, and sheep and pig troughs.

Page and Girling, Melton, Suffolk.—Strong and light

waggons, agricultural carts, flax thrashing machine, corn

dresser, chall' engine, root pnlpers, universal harvesters, horse

hoe, jointed field roller, self-acting counterbalance lever horse-

rake, and wrought iron scarifier.

Pashley, a. W., Ilarlcston, Norfolk.—Samples of various

manures.
Peikce, a. E., 109, IIatton-g.arden, London.—Ten-feet

" nonpareil" field gate, garden engine ; cattle, sheep, and pig

troughs ; wheelbarrows, sack trucks, pumps, garden engines
;

sliepherd's house or portable granary, barn shovels, aquapults,

stiles, cornbius, milk pails, buckets, bowls, waterpots, skips,

washing tubs, cisterns, and fire extinguishers.

Penney and Co., Lincoln.—Adjustable rotary corn sepa-

rators; screens with stone separator attached; sack lifters
;
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gravel, sand, lime, coal, and malt screens; wire meat safes

and game netting ; washing, wringing, and mangling machine
;

garden stools and chairs, rat trap, lime and foundry riddles,

and flour dressing machine wire.

Phillips, Samuel, Iladleigh, SiilVolk.—Hand-dressing corn
screen witli reverse top screen, and malt screen.

PicKSLEY, Sims, axd Co., Leigh, Lancashire.—Chaff-

cutters, variety of mills, oilcake breaker, bone rasper, turnip

slicers and pulpers, six-horse portable steam-engine, two-

horse gear, mowing machine, combined reaper and mower,
one-horse reaper, two-horse reaper, lawn mowers, garden

rollers, horse-rakes, garden chairs, wringing and mangling
macliiues, drag rakes, hay-forks, and feeding troughs.

Porter and Co., Lincobi.—Comstock's rotary spader
;

apparatus for producing gas from coal ; and corrugated iron

shed.

Powis A^D Co., 51, Gracechurcli-street, London.—Mortis-

ing machine, b.ind sawing machine, joiner's saw bench,

universal saw bench, moulding machines.

Prentice axd Co., Stowmarket. — Cereal and other

manures, gun-cotton cartridges for breech-loaders, and for

mining and quarrying.

Priest and Woolxovgh, Kingston, Surrey.—Lever corn

drills, drills for turnips and manure, dry or damp manure
distributors, and lever horse-hoes.

Rands, Josiah, Ipswich. — Hick-cloth with poles and
pulleys, larab-«heltering cloths, sheep-fold tarred netting,

waggon-cover, thrashing cloth, and miscellaneous articles.

Ra^i'ds, George, Ipswich.—Waterproof rick and waggon
cloths, and for sheltering sheep and lambs, and sheep netting.

Raasome and Co., 10, Esses-street, Strand.—Differential

pulleys, lifting jacks, spanners, ratchet brace, shears, tube

cutters, grindstone, punch machine, steam gauges, clitograpli,

forges, fire-bars, pumps, churns, breaks, sausage machines, knife

cleaners, cask stands and bottle racks, boot cleaners, wringers,

cornbins, hydropneumatic pump, mousetraps, scales, salt

graters, and other miscellaneous articles.

Ransomes and Sims, Ipswich.—Two fifteen-horse power
double-cylinder expansion portable steam engines ; two ten-

horse and an eight-horse single-cylinder ditto ; ten-horse,

eight-horse, six-horse, and four-horse single-cylinder portable

steam engines ; horse-power thrashing machine ; single and
double-blast steam thrashing machines ; straw elevator,

dressing macliines ; self-cleaning rotary corn screens, Poyser's

Burton barley screens, chaff-cutters, fixed and portable corn

mills, linseed and corn crusher, smooth roller bruising mills,

" universal" and other mills, oilcake breakers, Gardner's turnip

cutters, root cutters aud pulpers, iron beam ploughs with steel

breasts ; double -furrow, turnwrest, and other ploughs ; iron

plough sledge, whippletrees, pommeltrees, grubbers, harrows,

horse-hoes, double-action haymakers, horse-rakes, lawn
mowers, two-horse iron gear with intermediate motion, feeding

troughs, water pans, eight aud ten-horse power traction steam

engines.

Rawlijigs, J. J., Melbourn, Cambs.—Eight-horse fixed and
portable steam engines

;
portable stone grinding mill, and im-

proved land roll and horserake.

Raynbird and Co., 89, Seed Market, ilark-lane.—Col-

lections of cereals, grasses, and forage plants.

Reading Iron Works Co.—^Ten-horse fixed, and ten and
fourteen-horse single and double cylinder portable, steam en-

gines ; hummeller, chaff cutters, grinding mill, oilcake breaker,

ten-horse corless valve engine, thrashing machine and horse-

gear, circular-saw bench, haymaker, and lever horserake.

Reeves, Robert and John, Westbury, Wilts—Corn-

dressing machine, com screen ; corn, manure, and seed drills
;

broadcast manure distributor, water carts, barrow pump, and

delivering pipe for water barrels.

Reynolds, J., Corapton-street, Soho.—Lengths of poultry

fence, lattice-folding coops, seed protectors, pea-training

trellises, croquet fence
;
poultry, game, and sheep netting,

aviary lattice, garden seats, and flower stands.

Riches and W.vtts, Xorwich.—Eight-horse portable steam

engine, and portable combined steam thrashing and finishing

machine ; American and Eureka grist mills, " nonpareil" chaff

cutters, Maryland horse drag rake, American heated air

engines, two-horse portable steam engine, and portable steam
drilling machine.

R.ICIIMQN!) AXi) ChaNBJjER, Splford,— V'ari'-ty ef c'n»ff.

cutters and corn crushers, horse gears, root washers, turuip

cutters, steaming apparatus, sack holder, bread-kneading ma-
chines, and four-horse steam engine.

Rivers and Son, Sawbridgworth, Herts.—Specimens of

a new species of grass in a growing state.

Robertson, Cook, and Co., Bromley-by-Bow.—"Non-
pareil" and other washing machines, clotlies wringers, and
mangles.

RoBEY and Co., Lincoln.—Nine and six-horse portable

steam engines
;

portable single-dresser thrashing machine,

and combined double-blast thrashing aud finishing machine
;

ten-horse-power double-cylinder jiortable engine, aud six-horse

vertical engine; straw elevator, and self-acting circular-saw

bench.

Rollins, John G., Old Swan Lane London.—Anti-freez-

ing cistern pump, garden engine, rotary barrel and other pumps
and hydraulic ram ; collection of American hay and manure
forks aud rakes ; axes, hatchets, and screw wrenches ; weigh-

ing machines, shovels, and spades ; broadcast seed sower and
rotary parallel vice.

RujiBELOw AND Kendall, Bury St. Edmund's Suffolk.

—

Pig troughs with hopper and centre cone.

llusTON, Proctor, and Co., Lincoln.—Portable six and
eight-horse power steam engines, horizontal fixed engine of

ten-horse power, thrashing and finishing dressing machines,

circular-saw benches, portable corn grinding mill, single

blast thrashing and dressing machine, and patent centrifugal

pumps.

St. Pancras Iron Work Company, London. — Field

gates, stable-paving bricks, stable fittings, sheep and cattle

hurdles, stiles, field gates, tree guards, and garden chairs.

Sainty, John, Burnhani Market, Norfolk.—Field gate

fastenings and gate posts, Gardner's turnip cutter, sheep hurdles,

portable bullock yard, sheep and game fencing, sheep troughs,

bullock bin, horseshoe fixed without uails, combined corn drill

and horsehoe, iron tap for water cart, aud wood stake for fixing

sheep netting.

Salmon, Tomlin, and Co., Kettering, Northamptonshire.

—Excentric treadle press, strong rollers for leather, wrinkling

press, screw press, pricking or marking machine, machines
for cutting split lifts and for skiving, beading machine, and
variety of miscellaneous articles.

Samuelson and Co., Britannia Works, Banbury, Oxon.

—

Self-raking reapers, one-horse reapers, grass mowers, and com-
bined reapers and mowers, single and double-action turnip

cutters, lawn mowers, and chaff cutters.

Sanders, Frewer, and Co., Bury St. Edmund's.—Model
of farm buildings.

Sawney, W., Beverley.—Winnowers, corn screens, sheep

racks, sack lifter, hay collector, grindstones, and riddling ma-
chine.

Savage, F., Kings Lynn, Norfolk.—Two eight and ten

horse portable engines, thrashing and dressing machine, uni-

versal joiner, chaffcutter, root pulper.

ScoTciiER, J. A., Bury St. Edmund's. — Collection of
modern firearms, and case of Day's game paste.

Shand, Mason, and Co., 75, Upper Ground-street, Lon-
don.—London brigade steam fire engines.

Singer Manuiacturing Company, li?, Cheapsidc.

—

Variety of sewinjj machines.
Smith and Grace, Thrapstone, Northamptonshire.—Chaff-

cutters, gristmill for hand or horse power, double oilcake and
bean mills, improved horserake.

Smith, J. P., Hereford.—Drawings of agricultural imple-
ments.

Smith, Thomas, Ipswich.—Horserakes, cultivators, hay-
makers, harrows, and Scotch carts.

Smith, W., 22, Arthur-street, Oxford-street, London. —
Plates in zinc and brass for marking corn sacks, iron and steel

brands for marking cattle and agricultural implements, steel

letters in alphabets, stamps and blocks for marking dairy
cloths, and " miscellaneous articles for agricultural purposes.'>

Smith, Wm., Kettering.—Improved winnower and blower,
and various horsehoes.

Smyth and Sons, Peasenhall, Suffolk.—" Eclipse" and
other corn and clover-seed drills, manure distributor ; turnip,
mangold, and manure drill, and general purpose drill.

Smyth, Joshva, Saxmundham,—Mangold, turnip, clover*
seed, p.nd corn drill?,
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Spong and ,^Co., 104, Fulham Road, Loudon.—Minciug

machines, egg boiler, and cucumber slicer.

Stalker, Jonathan, Penrith, Cumberland.—Horsehoe for

strong land, stetch grubber, horsehoe and grubber combined

for light land, grubber for working between the rows, stetch

harrow, and double plough steel breasts.

Stutter, Cawston, Woolpit, Suffolk, — Specimens of

bricks, pipes, and tiles.

Sutton and Sons, Reading.—Extensive collection of tlie

most approved kinds of horticultural, floricultural, aud agri-

cultural seeds ; one hundred and fifty sorts of natural grasses,

growing specimens in pots, aud agricultural roots.

Syrett, Wii., Bury St. Edmunds.—Water pressure turbine

wheel, blast aud compound fan, aud double-armed outside

movement smoke jack.

Tangte Brothers and Holman, Lawrence Pountney

Lane, London.—Variety of pumps, fire engines, lifting jacks,

pulley block, hydraulic shears, gauge, pulling jack, blocks,

lifting jacks, pails, and hose pipes.

Tanned Leather Company, 81, Mark Lane.—RoUs of

tanned leather driving straps, strap laces, and samples of

leather.

Tasker and Sons, Andover.—Eight-horse portable steam

engine, four-horse thrashing machine, combined portable

thrashing machine, combined finishing machine, corn dresser.

Taylor and Co., London Bridge.—Chaffcutters, corn-

crushers, carts, harness, pumps, weighing machines, field

gates, boiler, grindstones, forge and bellows, portable bench,

corn and ilour bins, churns, dams, lawn mowers, garden seats

and tables, arches, flower baskets, scytlie, shoebrush, cask stand,

and hencoop.
Taylor, H. J., Bury St. Edmunds.—Rick, thrashing, ele-

vator, sheep, machine, and waggou cloths ; and four-bushel

sacks.

Thomas, Charles, Stratford, Warwickshire—Flexible and

improved side saddles and hunting saddles, safety stirrup, curb

gag roller Pelham, Weymouth and other bridles, various bitts,

headstalls, &c.

Thompson and Stather, Kingston, Yorkshire.—Grinding

and crushing mills.

Thomson, Henry, Buckden, Hunts.— Combined steam

thrashing and finishing machine.

Thorn, Charles, Norwich.—lliniature brougham, wag-
gonette, dogcart phaeton ; Norwich car, shooting and dog-

carts.

Tinkler, Robt., Penrith, Cumberland.— Assortment of

revolving and other churns.

Topham, C, 4, Ducksfoot Lane, London.—Sausage ma-
chines aud " assortment of domestic inventions."

Trundle, J. S., Ipswich.—Au assortment of saddles, har-

ness, and stable requisites.

Turner, E. R. and F., Ipswich.—Pour to ten horse port-

able steam engines, thrashing and dressing machines, chaff

cutters, grinding, crushing, and kibbling miUs, malt mill and

screen, oilcake breakers, horsegears, circular-saw beuch, tur-

bines, centrifugal pump, aud cast iron tank.

Turner and Allen, 201, Upper Thames-street, London.
—Field gate and posts, straining post, pair of ornamental cast

iron gates and pillars, dwarf gas pillars, copper globe lamps,

and cast iron fountain.

Turner and Fardon, Leighton Buzzard, Beds.—Four-
Iiorse power bolting thrashing machine and gear works, two-

horse and one-horse Vandyke thrashing machines and gear

works, corn mills, six and three horse portable engines, self-

acting sheaf delivery reaper, independent-steerage corn aud
seed drills (the ten-row with press levers), cultivators, horse-

hoes, dragrakes, mowing machines, and oilcake mills.

TuxFOUD and Sons, Boston, Lincolnshire.— First-prize

eight-horse power portable steam engine, eight-horse power
improved horizontal portable steam engine, fourteen -horse

povrer improved horizontal portable steam engine, one, two,

and three horse power improved horizontal portable steam
engine, ten-horse ])ower fixed steam engine, eiglit-horse power
bteeple engine, combined portable siugle blast thrashing,

shaking, and winnowing machine, combined portable thrasli-

ing, shaking, and winnowing machine, combined thrash-
ing, shaking, and perfecting machine, ten-liorse power
farmer's locomotive, nine-horse power steam engine and boiler,

Tuxford's patent straw elevator, double grinding mill, portable

grinding mill, Appold's centrifugal pump, improved circular-
saw table, mechanical hand or adjustable biudin" spring for
holding deals to the parallel fence plate of saw table.

Tye, John, Lincoln.—Corn-grinding mills, pearl barley
mill, French millstone, crane, prover, and mill chisels.

Underbill, W. S., Newport, Salop.—Six-horse portable
steam aud traction engines, thrashing machines, and combined
thrashing, dressing, riddling, and finishing ; blast elevator,

barley homer, and wheat cleaner ; zigzag traction wheels

;

Sketchley's universal joiner, cultivators, horserakes, ploughs,

drills, harrows, sheep racks, cheese press, poultry fence and
tree guards.

Unite, J., 130, Edgeware Road.—Rick "cloths, nosebags,

waggon cloth, loin cloths for tlull and trace horses, and " mis-

cellaneous articles."

Varty, Nathan, Royston, Cambs.—Eight-liorse portable

steam engine, self-cleaning and root horsehoes.

Waide, William, Leeds.—Collection of revolving barrel

churns of various sizes.

Wallace, A., Colchester.—Colleetiou of silkworms.

Wallis, Haslam, and Stee\t:ns, Basingstoke.—Eight
aud four-liorse portable steam engines, horse power thrashing

machine, combined single blast and also flnisliing thrashing
machines.

AYard and Silver, Long Melford, Suffolk.—Thrasliing

and dressing machines, chaff cutters, oilcake breakers, turnip

cutters, root graters, lever purchase, horseworks, Scotch cart,

scarifiers, rolls, harrows, liorserakes, stubble gatherers, drag
rakes, wiunower, baud drill, weighing machine, weights

;

cattle, sheep, and pig troughs
;
garden seats, and omameutal

flower stand.

Warner and Sons, 8 Crescent, Cripplegate, London.—

A

variety of pumps, lift and force, with connected apparatus

;

horsegear frame with wheel and pinion, liydraulic ram, chain

pumps, fire engines, garden engines, swing watering barrows,

acpiajects, syringes, hose reel and canvas suction, fountain jets,

sheep and cattle bells, fire buckets and alarm bells.

Warren, Joseph, Maldon.—Chaff macliines, horseworks

;

turnip cutters, pulpcrs, and shredders ; oilcake and bean mills,

Esses aud double-tom ploughs, mangel and surface-paring

ploughs, cultivators, zigzag harrows, and horserake.

Webb, John, Hawkedon, Suffolk.—Combined mincer and
turnip cutter, cattle troughs, adjustable beam ploughs, and
ornamental iron foot-gate and pillars.

Weir, Edward, 142, High Holborn.—Washing, wringing,

and mangling machines
;

gofferers and crimpers, clotlies'

horse, churns, butter carriers and forcers, squegee for wet
floors, bread maker aud cutter ; sausage, pork pie, and potted

meat minciug machines ; coffee and other mills, fruit press

and cutter, levels, vice, sealing wax raelters, garden and
dairy sabots.

Wheeler and Wilson Company, 139, Regent-street,

Loudon.—A collection of sewing macliines.

AVhight and JIann, Ipsvrich.—Collection of sewing

machines.

White, Algernon Holt, Hawkwell, Essex.—Double X
field gate, adjusting hangings, aud puzzle chain ; and farm

gate of oak aud fir.

Whitehead, John, Preston.—Drain pipe, tile, and brick-

making machiues, for steam and manual power ; brick presser,

aud Newcastle prize solid brickmaker.

WiiiTMEE AND Co., 101, St. Johu-strcet, Clerkenwell.—

Corncrushers ; and corn, flour, malt, linseed, and bean mills.

WiiniORE AND Son, Wickham Market.—Portable and

horizontal fixed steam engines from six to ten-horse power,

aud teu-horse direct-acting fixed steam engine ; fixed hurst

for two pairs of stones, set of endless band conveyors and

elev.ators, continuous hurst, grinding mills, French burr mill-

stones, flour dressers, portable turntable, millstone crane,

circular-saw table, and misceUaueous articles.

WiLKiNS, W. P., Ipswich, Suffolk.—Five and eight-horse

portable engine, five and ten-horse horizontal engine, patent

grinding mills, feeding hopper, patent straw cutter.

Wilkinson and Son, Ely, Cambs. — Self-regulating

horsehoe, three-cylinder roll, chatfcutters, and two-horse gear,

Williamson Brothers, Kendal, Westmoreland.—Six-

horse power portable steam engine, whirlpool centrifugal-

pumps, vortex turbine wheel, footvalve, and whirlpool blowing

fan.
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WiLSOX Jon) Co., 5, Lime-street, Loudou.—Vertical port-

able steam engine with one cylinder ; horse or cattle power
gear for four animals.

WiLSOX, J. Penrith, Cumberland.—Preservative sheep

bathing, the "perfect cure," concentrated tobacco juice, and

two sheepskins that had been bathed in exhibitor's "Pre-
servative."

AViXDOVER, C. S., Huntingdon.—Dogcarts, phaetons, wag-

gonette, and broughams.
WiNKEi,, Joiix, Norwich.—Seven-horse power combined

thrasliing, chaff-cutting, and bagging machine.

Words and Cocksedge, Stowmarket.—Three to eiglit

horse vertical steam-engines, portable com miUs, crushing

mills, turnip cutters, root pulpers, and oilcake breakers, chatT-

cutters, barley hummellers, corn blowers and dressers, thrash-

ing machines, cattle byre fittings, pumps, horseworks, circular-

saw benches, carts and waggons, mowers and reapers, rollers,

weed extirpators, horse rakes, hay gatlierers, harrows, asphalle

apparatus, shafting mills, three and four horse vertical steam

engines, chaff-cutters, root pulpers, and circular-saw bench.

Wood, Walter A., 77, Upper Thames-street, London.—
Royal first prize grass mowing and corn reaping macliines, and

combined reapers and mowers.
Wright icsd Son, Great Bentley, Essex.—Grass specimens

and seeds, agricultural seeds and roots.

Wrincii, Alfred, Ipswich.—Garden seats, tables, and

chairs ; bronze hall tables, wrought-iron footstools, winebin,

washing machines and mangles, wTingers and clothes horse,

lawn mowers, sets of croquet, garden arches, refrigerators,

pumps, barrows, weather vanes, sewing machines, garden

border, flower stands, and various other articles.

Young, J. D., Portland-place, Clapham-road,—Self-shutting

tee iron field-gate ten feet long.

THE SUFFOLK HORSE.
THE BURY PROTEST, and WHAT BECAME OF IT.

Sir,—In your remarks oa the Suffolk horses at the

Bury meeting, you mention a protest " talked about, but

not presented," or words to that effect. The protest

you allude to was properly entered, and the case as it came
before the stewards was a very simple one. The objection

was urged by Mr. King, of Preston a gentleman well-

known as an occasional exhibitor of Suffolk horses, and

also as a judge at the local shows in the eastern counties.

The animal against which the protest was lodged belonged

to Sir Edward Kerrison, the president of the Suffolk

Agricultural Association, and of late years one of the

most successful exhibitors of Suffolk horses. The marc

was bred by Mr. Cross, of Holbrook, near Ipswich, and

the ground of the objection was that she was not a Suf-

folk, her dam being a grey, as was also her grandam.

The stewards who heard the case were Messrs. Randell

and Bowly. They did not dispute the facts alleged by

Mr. King, nor call upon him to produce evidence in sup-

port of his objection : they decided the case on the brief

statement I have given ; and what was the decision they

arrived at ? Their award was in favour- of the exhibitor,

on the ground that as there was no stud-book to refer to,

pedigree had nothing to do with the case, and thereupon

ruled that any horse of a chesnut colour, with clean legs,

and having the shape and appearance of a Suffolk, should

be eligible to take a prize offered for the breed. In other

words, let the sire or dam be black, brown, or grey, let

either of them be a Clydesdale, Lincoln, or Leicester

black, as long as the produce has the colour and character

of a Suffolk, no objection can be raised against its entry

in a class appropriated exclusively to Suffolk horses.

On learning fi-om Mr. King what had passed, I imme-

diately accompanied him to hear fi'om the stewards if

there w^ould be any opportunity of further consideration

of the question, and also whether the decision would be

made public. To this Mr. Randell replied, in few but

decisive words, that the matter was finally settled;

that there would be no public report of the protest, and

that we should hear no more about the matter. Now,
I do not for a moment suppose any such definition of

a Suffolk horse, as given by these gentlemen, will be

accepted by the Crisps, Woltons, Badhams, and other

breeders of the county ; and though the actual upsettiug

of the judges' award in this case is of little interest even

to tlie gentleman who made the protest, there is a wide-

spread feeling of dissatisfaction at the way in which the

matter has been dealt with by the stcvvards.

Mr. Bowly may be, and probably is, a first-rate judge of

Shorthorns, and his colleague may be great in greyhounds

and Shropshire Downs ; they may, for aught I know,

both be excellent judges of cart-horses ; but that either

the one or the other is a competent person to define what

constitutes a Suffolk horse is a bit beyond my belief.

The decision thus given will engender endless mischief.

The Council should take the matter up, aud deal with the

question in a more business-like way, and if it is worth

their while to ofler prizes for Suffolk horses as a separate

class, surely it is folly to repudiate their claim to a dis-

tinct breed.

No blame whatever is attributed to the exhibitor : he

may not even have known what the dam of the animal

in question was ; but I ask the Council to look at the facts

of the case as their stewards have decided, and say what

kind of position the breeders of Suffolk horses are thus

placed in. The Royal Society offers a prize for a class

exclusively Suffolks. One to which a prize is awarded is

proved to come of a mare not a Suffolk : the case is

brought before the stewards, the facts in support of the

objection are not questioned, but the decision is, that aa

the animal looks like a Suffolk, it matters not what its

parents were, and without further inquiry the stewards so

settle the matter.

It is not disputed that a cross between a Suffolk horse

and a mare of another breed may produce a better far-

mer's horse than either of the parent stocks ; we have

fair evidence of this in one of the Bury prize animals,

against which no protest was entered, although his owner

openly quotes an Essex pedigree, and shows him in a

Suffolk class. But this is not the question. Sir Edward
Kerrison has long been a breeder of Suftblk horses, and

knows well the Suffolk farmers have hitherto carried on

a brisk trade in exportation of horses to all parts of the

world ; but I would ask him, I would ask Mr. RandeU

and Mr. Bowly, I would ask the Suftblk breeders them-

selves, whether the buyers who come from Australia,

from New Zealand, America, or the continent, will con-

tinue to come here for Suffolk horses if we show, award

prizes to, and sell as such what we know come of other

bred mares ? These are awkward questions, but one day

or other they wUl be answered.

I do not profess to believe that ours is a breed of pm-er

origin than other kinds of English horses. They may be

the result of a cross from the Flemish horse into the

native stock : an infusion of Dutch blood may have been

resorted to within the last 20 or 25 years ; but that does

not invalidate their claim to a distinct breed, any more
than the GaUoway stain does the " Herd Book" Short-

horn.

I hope other breeders will say something on this point,

and perhaps some one will offer an explanation to the fact

that the association which has for its motto " Practice

with Science" is foremost in allowing a cross-bred animal

to compete in a pure-breed class.

Yours faithfully,

Herman Biddeli,.

JPlmjford, .h'.Jij Uth, 1867.'
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THE NEW FARM
The author of the " New Farm," in quest of fresh ideas

for the improvement of his practice and the enrichment of

his pocket, set off duly for a week's hot study amidst the

stock and machinery of the Bury show-yard. It was, in-

deed, hard sidtry work ; and if it had not heen for the

repeated pleasure of falling in with old friends, and a

frequent drain of the sherry and claret flasks that kind-

hearted exhibitors kept for the encouragement of customers'

wearied spirits, it might have heen hard times with our

excellent self. The absence of the cattle classes took

away much of the interest that usually attaches to the

bucolic part of the sceue. The pigs were cubic in form,

and fragrant as ever, alongside their sticky meal troughs.

The Black Diamonds were forward as their best friends

could wish upou the prize list. Of sheep, the Southdown

classes were superb ; at the same time I protest against

Lord Walsingham's sort being considered to have the true

character that Ellman loved about the head. The nose

he approved was straight—Grecian, if we may borrow an

illustration from the human feature, rather than lloman.

The Goodwood ewes, with their oval frames, long lashes

that gave their grey eyes a dreamy look, and gentle faces

all thickly nightcapped with soft wool, are beautiful to

behold, as their flesh is delicious to eat beyond all other.

To enjoy it, however, in its sweetest, juiciest state, it

is the meat of a three years old maiden ewe that you

should kill for the table. " It will eat like a pheasant,"

was the description given to me by an old breeder of the

sort. You direct your butcher to send you wether mutton

as a precaution against being served with joints of a tough

old matron ewe. The three years old maiden is quite

another thing.

It was a great treat to saunter through the machinery

department, having beforehand marked upou my catalogue

the articles I desired to inspect ; the consequence of which

is that I have akeady arranged several altei-ations for the

improvement of my inipleraenis, which will ensure a con-

siderable saving in time and power.

I was amused to see the heterogenous geological speci-

mens that under the attractive name of " coprolites"

were tastefully arranged on the specimen stalls of the

artificial-manure makers. It gave me a considerably

stronger idea of the value of the limestone road mud, which

undoubtedly contains very many elements quite as manurial

as those crushed materials can furnish. By the way, one

more proof of the value that any burnt stuff has, in ensuring

a good clover crop. It had been said that, if a building

were burnt down and left, white clover will soon

spring up and clothe the ruins. Anyhow, this last spring I

had the wilderness adjoining our pleasure grounds up-

rooted of its nettle and rubbish growth, all which was

bui'nt in a heap upon the outskirt. The surface of the

cleared ground was worked fine, and sown with Dutch
clover. Scarcely a plant, however, has come up, proba-

bly owing to the overhanging shade, except alongside the

ash heap of the burnt weeds, where there is an abundant

crop. I shall, consequently, redouble my efforts to accu-

mulate ashes to mix with the bone-manure on my tur-

nip land, having an eye especially to the clover that will

foUiSw in regular successign,

How murderous hot it is ! There must be thunder
somewhere, and it is felt with its effects in more ways
than one. Just now, taking my usual nocturnal nursery
rounds, I came upon the boy juveniles in the broiling

bed-room. Yet they were boiling over with boisterous

fun and larking in all sorts of ways. Just arrayed in a

sheet each, they lay and tossed and chaffed, and frolicked

one with the other, and were " cheeky" above measure, as

their elder brother observed confidentially to his mother,
whose pony-carriage whip I finding opportunely in the

hall, I made my silent way up the back stairs to their

room, the door of which being open. I found them
rolling in their respective sheets upon their

elder's bed. Catch a weasel asleep you won't,

nor will you readily fiud our young French friend

oft" his guard. One eye out somewhere he must have
had ; for immediately, when I aimed at them a quiet

cut, as much to awe as to afflict them, the sharp

youngster, by an effort getting undermost, upturned his

brother's—not his head—so as to intercept the flick, and
then rolled, roaring with delight, oft" the bed and under-

neath, there enjoying to the uttermost the juvenile's dis-

comfiture and astonishment. The youngster squalled, of

course ; whilst underneath the bed crowed our French

friend.

The wail has, however, caught the doting mother's

ear ; so, while little Benjamin's hurt is being looked to,

we have urgent private affairs with the bailiff', to whom
we confide our earnest feeling that a fall of rain, if it do

damage to the corn crop, would be of inestimable service

to the roots.

The swedes I find a splendid crop, on my return home,

upon that land which I described to have been pared

after harvest last autumn, the couch being then allowed

to grow into a thick surface-mat that was the laughing-

stock of my neighbours. When it came to be worked,

as I had calculated, no rootlets had pierced beyond the

cut sod ; while, through takiug care to work the land in

favourable weather, I secured no less than nine waggon-
loads of ashes, which, having been soaked in their thirsty

state, before rain fell, with liquid manure from the tank

in the foldyard, I drilled in along with the seed (Sutton's

Champion), over and above a good dressing of muck, also

ploughed-in wet.

How singular, however, in the management of a root-

crop is the value even of a single day ! AVhether the

weather be more favourable at one time than another, or

whatever it may have been, anyhow it is astonishing to

view the difference in the growth of two breadths upon

land equally well dressed, the only difference being that a

few hours intervened between the sowing of the one aud

the other.

The value of water to the flock must be greater than I

ever suspected. A friend has a flock of sheep running

upon a withered, bare trefoil stubble, where, to the naked

eye, there would seem to be little or nothing to eat ; still

they are in excellent condition, aud merry enough. The
way he accounts for it is, that they have access to a brook

at the bottom. Just opposite to where I am writing

now, too, there is a large herd of Hereford cattle in

capital trim upon a very naked pasture, besides that half

their time is spent standing in the river. I shall at once

order some nice low tanks on wheels, which were exhibited

at Bury by Burney and Company, and hope by con-

sequence henceforth to render my dry side-lands more
prolific of mutton,
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THE HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND.

MEETLNG AT GLASGOW.

A city of stone fronts, broad pavements, direct

thoroughfares, busy quays, and tall-chimucyed mills and
works, is too huge and too iire-occupied to disturb the

sober cui-rent of its life about the visit of an agricultural

society. Such vanities as flower festoons and banners,

and triumphal erections of poles, lath-work, and ever-

greens, have not entered into the preparations made for

welcoming the biggest show that has been held in Scotland,

and one that has not been held in Glasgow for ten years

jjast. Even the Society itself appears to deprecate colour

and excitement ; and, instead of advertising itself by
means of (laming posters arresting the eye with a

pictorial heading, or a big total of prize money, it has

placarded the railway-stations with extremely modest and
medium-type announcements upon bills measuring less than

three feet by two. But then, in such a thickly-populated

neighbourhood the Meeting is sure of its money ; and so

it has not curried for the favour of holiday-folk, beyond
providing a little music—namely, a humble but meritorious

brass band from the Blind Asylum, and another more pre-

tentious band of thii-ty-one white-coated military per-

formers, that seemed to blow resolutely, but without feeling

the pathos or to the merriment of their owu melodies.

Mr. Menzies may be complimented on the success of

his first show ; iu a business-like and courteous manner
he conducts both office and field business, and most
of the arraugements have been thoroughly well contrived

and etfectively carried out. But never before were we so

bothered to find out what the judges were doing ; for

there were no numbers on the animals ; and when a lot

of horses were being walked and trotted out—and rather

too freely did the grooms career with their heavy stallions

among throngs of people without fence of rail or rope,

instead of being strictly limited to the parading, which
took place at stated hours in the one large ring—it was
impossible to tell what horse it was that had such a rare

neck and head, and what that other was with the lum-
bering " go" and slouching manner.

But it was a grand show of horses : not of thorough-

breds and hunters, for when we want to see

these we don't travel liigher up than York-
shire ; but of the bone and muscle and vigour

constituting the draught animals " for agricultural pur-

poses." Here was Mr. Riddell's Campsie, the prize

Clydesdale stallion in lbC3, and again Mr. Logan's Lord
Clyde, a grand old horse that was first in 1864, but both

surpassed for power and quality by Mr. Samuel Clark's

Young Lofty, a six-years-old, light brown, with black

legs and white feet ; a model draught-horse, with

splendid shoulders, middle, and quarters, superb head,

and in rare condition, without being over-fat ; not, how-
ever, exactly answering to his name, as " lofty" he

is not, in the sense of standing on long legs
;

for fi'om his withers down through his heart is half-

way to the ground, and these more like Suffolk

proportions than we sometimes see in a breed that

occasionally turns out giants. Mr. Galbraith's second-

prize horse in the same class, a four-year-old, has also

very great substance, but not the beauty or the action of

the other. The entire colts were a magnificent class

:

Mr. Rigg's three-year-old Young Victor, that took the

first prize as a yearling, but was not shown as a two-

year-old, having been nearly dead with strangles, is a

wonder : thick through at both ends, and yet not wanting

in middle-piece, with much bone, and an active pace, and a

neck and shoulders charming to look at. And one of the

best Clydesdales we have ever seen is Sir W. S. Maxwell's

two-year-old colt Pollock, by Baronet. Large and well-

filled " sections", as they call them here, of mares and

fillies made up altogether the priniest lot of this noble

native breed that has ever been got together iu a show-yard.

The cattle were arranged in double rows of stalls,

head to head ; the two rows separated by a close board

partition; the stalls divided by openyn//t'* of board, and
still further closed in behind each animal by two or three-

boards fitting in slots. Each beast was tied to a ring,

excepting only the Highlanders, and each of these had two
ropes round his horns, fastened to the top of the stall-

partition ; one right and the other left—a precaution

deemed necessary, but certainly not very ornamental,

for this spirited breed. The Ayrshii-cs were very nu-

merous, and, generally speaking, of unusual merit.

The bulls of Mr. John l)ick and Mr. John Fleming

would be good anywhere. The great classes of

cows and heifers were, of course, the chief attrac-

tion ; and when once you get over your antipathy to

thin necks not well united to the shoulder, your ob-

jection to drooping rumps that leave the tails set on too

liigh, to a few other defects iu symmetry, and to the

stag's horns polished as if they were to be sawn ott' and
sold for the adornment of an entrance-hall, you can

admire the deep full udders, the milk-veins, and twists

properly haired, which indicate great milking capacity.

Of course they would have shown far better at any other

season. The Shorthorns are of moderate excellence

—

rather disappointing to a visitor who may have expected

great things of North Britain, and by no means to be

compared with what Yorkshire and Lancashire, and some
more southern shows, commonly produce. Sir Thomas
Buchan Hepburn's bull Comet, bred by Mr. Marshall, of

Howes, is a very fine animal, but for quality and beauty is

surpassed by Sir W. Maxwell's bull Keir Butterfly I. in

the two-yeaa-old class. j\Ir. Lawrence Drew's yearling

bull Keir Butterfly 4th has also very considerable merit.

In a fair cow class there is nothing extraordinary, even

Mr. Francis Brown's Lady Hay uot coming up to our

idea of a first-rater. The prettiest shorthorns we have

seen for some time are Lord Kinnaird's heifers, Royal
Helena and Baroness, which have won the two first

prizes, and Mr. David Ehnslie's heifer Thistledown ; these,

with the Duke of Buccleuch's Young Cherry, and the

Duke of ^Montrose's Pride of the Morning, being the pick

of two not vei'y large but capital classes of heifers.

The Polls formed onlyamoderate show. Mr. M'Combie
wasnot an exhibitor,and there werelotsofgapsin classes not
particularly full of entries. The Earl of Sonthesk's Jupiter

is a very fine beast, of rare shape and quality, and weigh-

ing probably 112 stone. His dam was second at

Kelso, and his sire " Windsor" is a Highland Society's

prize bull. Mr. James Leslie's Aberdeen bull " Tiilyfour"

shows the M'Combie blood. There were several exceed-

ingly fine Galloways—as Mr. James Cunningham's bull

"Robert Bruce," Mr. William Clark's bull "Marks-
man," his heifer " Maggie," and his yearling heifer
" Daisy," a wonderfully pretty thing, of course first in

her class.

We have seen a better show of Highland cattle, but

some of the specimens in pretty well-filled classes were

Q
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exceedingly fine—a3 Mr. Peter's bull, Mr. Maclareu's,

and tlie i)uke of Athole's two-year-old biill ; and also the

Duke's brindled bull " Oscar," having great length, extra-

ordinary neck-vein, short head, and ])lucky eye, but which
ouly got commended. The cream of this i)art of the show
was in the three-year-old heifer class, namely, IMr. John
Stewart's superb little heifer from Pertree, the only one

in the yard having the splendid hair that should distin-

guish the breed. And her herdsman pointed out that her

horns had not been sand-papered ; that she had " no had
bit nor bite, nor seen the inside o' a barn or byre" since

her tirsl winter as a calf; and this bit of a " character"

from the Isle of Skye ventured to tell the "jidges," " Ef
ye no gev that the preeze I'll just expose ye : ye've naw
skell,"

In the small classes of fat oxen, the best were the

shorthorn crosses; but the majority were merely good
"tlesliers"—beasts not overdone with quality.

Of Leicesters, " after the Scotch manner," big-framed,

broad-backed, but tucked-up, leggy, and uecky sheep, car-

rying their mutton a long way otl' the ground, the show
was great and weU-sustained. The Duke of Buccleuch

and Queensberry and Mr. David Ainslie showed one or

two pens having something like quality. The Cheviots

were uncommonly good ; but the pride of the sheep classes

was the famous show of Blackfaces ; which were even

superior to the extraordinary show of this breed at Perth

a few years ago. Mr. James Brigdon, j\Ir. John Watson,

Mr. John Archibald, and Mr. John Malcolm won first

prizes for magnificent specimens, and but few ordinary

pens pulled down the high standard of general excellence

thoughout the class.

The few South Downs were not worth talking about,

being moderately good animals and nothing more.

In the long-wool class was a good C!otswold, and, to our

mind, a still better Lincoln tup, of Mr. J. B. Marshall's

breeding, and the ewes wei-e specially good. A few Shrop-
shires were put in by Mr. Gibson, of Woolmet, and by the

Earl of Strathmore; but were scarcely ofaverage excellence.

The Extra stock consisted of two entries of shockingly

bad Blackfaces, and four entries of the black four-homed
St. Kilda sheep.

The Pigs were pretty good, but not up to the standard of

om- best south-country shows ; and a prize-winning pen

was generally very superior to anything else in a class.

The chief honours were di\aded between Mr. Duckering,

Sir Thomas Jliles Riddell, Mr. George Mangles, Mr.
Thomas D. Pindlay, Mr. Lawrence Drew, and Mr.
M'Gibbon. The small-breed sows were good enough to

be first anywhere.

The poultry show was small, numbering but 150 entries

;

but the quality of some of the classes was exceedingly

good. Thus we have seldom seen such magnificent silver-

grey Dorkings ; and the Brahmas and Ilamburghs were
also of considerable merit. A singularity in the show
consisted of the " Scotch Greys," or, as they might be
called, Cuckoo Dorkings devoid of the fifth claw. But
really they would knock up better pens than those make-
shift wood-and-wire concerns, which have no merit but

that of being roomy.

There was a large collection of butter in earthenware

pippins, most of it presumed to be of exceedingly fine

quality, and in splendid condition ; and of Dunlop and
other cheese the show was decidedly " select," the sam-
ples being few, but first-rate in taste and make.

The implement department has been gradually creeping
up into importance. Just forty years ago the firat ad-
raiasion of implements brought 11 entries; four years
later there were only 4 entries ; in 184? there were but

49 entries ; however, we had this year at Glasgow no
fewer than 1,344 articles, shown by l08 exhibitors.

Proceeding, as in all things, upon the economical
system, the Society is accustomed to present us with the
old higgledy-piggledy arrangement of stands, each con-
sisting of 90 much area of green grass, with a roof of
blue sky or pouring rain-cloud, as the case may be, and a
small card announcing to those visitors who may be lucky
enough to catch sight of it what is the number of the
stand in the catalogue. But in exhibiting implements at

a Highland meeting, you come under much the same rule

as that of a convivial club that we know of—in which
the regulation is, that " you may have what you like, if

you pay for it " ; and, accordingly, some of the exhibitors

pay extra for the accommodation of shedding. The con-

sequence is, a most iiupicturesque prospect of bits of

board-roofed hovels ])opping up in various parts of the
show-ground, and a classification of the contents of the

catalogue certainly one of the most original, if not scien-

tific, that we remember to have met with—the sections

being thus entitled :
" Implements and other articles under

cover,"
—

" Implements partly under cover," and " Imjile-

meuts not under cover." What we Avere to imderstand
by implements "partly" under cover, we could not for

the life of us imagine, till we chanced to remember
in old-fashioned waggon-shed, in which the body and
wheels of a vehicle are taken care of, while the shafts

are left out under the drip of the eave-tiles. As fair wea-
ther happened to smile upon the scene through all four

days of the Show, luckily the shedding was hardly wanted

;

but had " the rain descended and the floods come," as

they know how in North British latitudes, Avhat a mess
would have been made of all the open-air machinery !

what a plight the polished metal-work and the barn

mechanism would have beeniu ! Unless, indeed, the whole

display had been wrapped np in tarpanlins and water-

proofs, and then, of coiu'se, it woidd not have been very

instructive to the inquiring miud, or very convenient to

purchasers.

The largest and most important assortments of imple-

ments were those of A. and J. Main and Co., of Glasgow

;

John Pringle, of Edinburgh ; John Gray and Co., of

Uddingston ; Picksley and Sims, of Legh ; Bentall, of

Heybridge ; Hill and Smith, of Brierley Hill ; Hornsby
and Sons, of Grantham ; Richmond and Chandler, of

Salford ; Kemp, Murray, and Nicholson, of Stirling

;

Morton and Co., of Liverpool ; Eastwood, of Blackburn

;

Childs, of New Oxford-street ; Bradford, of Manchester

;

Robey and Co., of Lincoln ; and The Beverley Iron and
Waggon Company, Some of Ransomes and Sims' ma-
chinery was shown on the stand of Main and Co., and
some of Messrs. Howard's implements on the stand of J,

Pringle. The chief novelties observed were among
reaping-machines and potato-raisers ; and, in accordance

with the practice of the Society, judges have been ap-

pointed to subject selected implements and machines to

trial at fitting seasons after the meeting. A public

trial, however, was made with W. B. Dick and Co.'s
" Extincteur," which, by emission of a flame-stifling gas,

put out an artificial conflagration in a marvcUously-rapid

and the easiest possible manner.

T/ie Sco/smri/i says: " This exhibition, so far as monetary
consideratinus are concerned, has been a brilliant success, no
less than .43,830 having been taken at the gates, exclusive of

about £190 in catatogucs—in all, upwards of .£3,000. This
is the largest sum that has ever been collected at any show of

tlio society, and is £G00 more than was realized at Glasgow
ten years ago. At the Inverness show, in 1865, £833 was
collected for admission ; a( Stirling, in 18(J]<, £1,580 ; at

Kelso, in 1803, £1.304; and at Perth, in 1801, £1,311 ; so

that this exhibition, in necnniary affairs, is nearly doubly

better than any that have oeen held since 1860."
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PRIZE LIST.
AYRSimiE CATTLE.

Judges.—A. Biichanaii, Garsciulden Plains, East Kilpatrick
;

J. IMacadani, Blairovcr, Drymcn ; J. rollock, Haws, Kil-

marnock.

Bulls calved before tlic 1st of January, 1865.—1, R. Wil-
son, Forehouse, Kilbarchau (General Grant) ; 2, AV. A. Mac
Laehlan, of Auchentroif^, Balfron ; 3, AV. Buchanan, Coxit-

hill, Stirling (l^rince Charlie). Commended : J. Stewart,

Buvnside, Stratliavon (Norval) ; breeder of best Bull, 11, Kerr,

AA''attieston.

Bulls calved after 1st January, 1SC5.— 1, J. Dick, Shirrel,

BellshiU ; 3, R. AA'ilson, Forehouse ; 3, J. Parker, Broom-
lauds, Irvine. Commended : J. Craig', Jellyhill, Bishoiibrigg's.

Bulls calved after the 1st January, 180(1.— 1, J. Fleming-,

Meadowbauk-cottajje, Strathaven ; 3, D. Forrester, AA'octd-

cockdale-cottaire, Linlitbijow ; 3, J. Fleming. Commended:
A. GnU, Bentiiall, East Kilbride.

First Prize Cows at former Shows.—The Medium Gold

IMedal, Tlie Duchess-Dowajior of Atliole, Dunkeld (Premium).
Cows in ]\rilk calved before 1st January, 18CI.— 1, .). Jack-

son, Barnhill, Blantvre (Pride) ; 2,3. Cleland, BellshiU, Botli-

well (Toddle Bonny) ; 3, AV. AVilson, South Biggart, Beilh

(Masgie). Commended : R. AVilso)\ (Jess).

Cows in Milk calvedafter 1st January, ISG-i.—l, J.Polloek,

Blackhouse, Mearns; 2, L. Drew, Merryton Home Farm,
Hamilton; 3, R. AA'^ilson (Favourite). Commended : L.

Drew.
Cows in Calf, of any Age.—1, R. \A'ilson (Kate) ; 2, D.

Forrester, W'oodcockdiile Cottage, Linlithgow ; 3, J. Pender,

Spriughill, Motherwell (Murley). Commended: J. Stewart,

Buruside, Strathaven.

Heifers calved after 1st January, 1865.—1, L. Drew ; 2, J.

Muir, llardington Mains, Biggar (Cowslip) ; 3, A. Campbell,

Crosshill, Bishopbriggs. Commended : L. Drew.
Heifers calved after 1st January, 1860.—1, ,1. Meikle, Sea-

iSeld, Bathgate ; 2, J. Mitcliell, Blackhouse, Newton Mearns
;

3, L, Drew. Commended : L. Drew.

SHORTHORNS.
Judges.—J. Gray, Lcsswood House, Haydonbridge ; R.

Ilardie, Harrietfield, Kelso ; T. Harris, Stoneylane, Brooms-
grove.

Bulls calved before 1st January, 1865.—1, Sir T. Buchan,
Hepburn, Bart., Prestonkirk (Comet) ; 2, J. AVhyte, Little

Clinterty, Blackburn (Prince of AA^arlaby) ; 3, Lord Kinnaird,

K.T., Rossie Priory (Oxford Louis). Ccmmended : The Duke
of Montrose (Scottish Chief). Breeder of best Bull : T. Mar-
shall, The Howes, Annan.

Bulls calved after 1st January, 1865.—1, Sir AV. S. Max-
well, Bart., M.P. (Keir Butterfly 1st) ; 2, G. Robertson Bar-

clay, Keavil, Dunfermline (Heir of Euglishmau) ; 3, Lord
Kinnaird, Rossie Priory, Inchture (Royalist).

Bulls calved after 1st January, 1806.— 1, L. Drew (Keir

Butterfly 4th) ; 2, J. Geddes, OrbUston, Fochabers (Cachar)
;

3, AV. Scott, Glendronach, Huntly (Amfiteur). Commended

:

A. Bell, Linton, Kelso (Duke of Edinburgh).

First-prize Cows of former Shows, The Medium Gold
Medal.—Viscount Strathallan, Strathallau Castle (Rosa Bon-
heur).

Cows of any Age.—1, F. Brown, Mains of Leslie, Inch,

Aberdeen (L.ady Hay) ; 2, D. M'Gibbon, Inveravon, Polmont

(Anna) ; 3, A. Longmore, Rettie, Banff (Camilla). Com-
mended : A. Longmore, Reiiie, Banff (Star of the Gloamin').

Heifers calved after 1st January, 1865.—1, Lord Kinnaird;

2, Viscount Strathallan (Rose o' Strathallan) ; 3, D. Ainslie,

Costerton, Blackshiels (Zoe). Commended: A. Buchanan,

AVhitehouse, Stirling (Lady Stewart).

Heifers calved after 1st January, 1866.—1, Lord Kinnaird

(Baroness) ; 2, D. Ainslie (Thistledown) ; 3, Duke of Buc-

cleuch and Queensherry, Dalkeith (Young Cherry). Com-
mended : Duke of Montrose, Buchanan Castle (Pride of the

Morning).

POLLED (ANGUS OR ABERDEEN)

.

Judges—G. Brown, AVesterton, Fochabers ; J. Graham,
Shaw, Lockerbie.

Bulls calved before 1st January, 1865.—1, the Earl of

Southesk, Kionaird Cf«tle, Brechiu (Jupiter) ; 2, R, Walker,

Hillside House, Portletheu, Aberdeen (Jehu). Breeder of best

Ijiill, the Earl of Southesk.

Bulls calved after 1st January, 1865.—1, J. Leslie, The
Thorn, Blairgowrie (Tillyfour) ; 2, J. Leslie (President 5th)

;

3, J. Anderson, Newbiggin, Dundee (Cromwell).

Cows of any age.— 1, Colonel FVaser, Castle Fraser, Aber-
deen (Mina) ; 2, J. Leslie, The Thorn, Blairgowrie (Farnell)

;

3, R. AValker (Alice Maud).
Heifers calved after 1st January, 1865.-r-l, Colonel Eraser,

Castle Eraser, Aberdeen (Lilly).

Heifers calved after 1st January, 1860.—1, J. Leslie (Young
Farnell).

POLLED (GALLOAVAY).
Judges—(As for Angus).

Bulls calved before 1st January, 1865.—1, J. Cunningham,
Tarbreoch, D.albcattie (Robert Bruce) ; 2, AV. and R. Cal-

lander, Dalquhain, Dumfries (Prince), Breeder of best bull,

J. Underwood Crofts, Castle Douglas.

Bulls calved after 1st January, 1865.—1, AA''. Clark, Corra,

Kirkgun/.eon, Dumfries (Marksman) ; 2, J. Thomson, Blaiket,

Croeketford, Dumfries (Brigadier) ; 3, J. Graham, Parcels-

town, West Linton, Carlisle (Sir John the Graham).
Bulls calved after 1st January, 1866.— 1, J. Graham,

Braidlee, Newcastleton ; 3, J , Craik, East Gleuarm, Crocket-

ford.

First-prize Cows of former shows, the Medium Gold Medal,

—J. Cunningham, AVhiteairn, Dalbeattie (Kate).

Cows of any age.— 1, J. Graham (Modesty) ; 3, J. Cun-
ningham, Tarbreoch, Dalbeattie (Miss llanning) ; 3, J. Cun-
ninghiim, AVhitecairn, D.albeattie (Lizzie).

Heifers calved after 1st January, 1865.— 1 and 3, J. Cnn-
uingbara, Tarbreoch (Maggie and Nina) ; 3, J. Graham (Mary
o' Leven).

Heifers calved after 1st January, 1866.—1, 2, and 3, J.

Cunningham (Daisy, Louisa, and Nelly), Commended ; J.

Cunningham (Nanny),

HIGHLAND.
Judges—J, Maefarlane, Easlane Helensburgh ; D. Stewart,

Achallader, Tyndrum ; J- Lorn Stewart, Coll, Campbel-
town,

First Prize BuUs of former shows, the Medium Gold Medal,

—The Duke of Athole, Blair Castle (Donald).

BuUs calved before 1st January, 1864'.—1, R. Peter, Urlar,

Aberfeldy ; 2, A. Clark, Garvie, Colintraive (Gillie Dulih) ; 3,

J. Malcolm, Poltalloch, Callton Mor, Lochgilphead. Com-
mended: The Duke of Athol, Blair Castle (Oscar).

Bulls calved after 1st January, 1864.—1, Donald M'Laren,

Corrychroue, Callender ; 2, The Duke of Athole (Tormaid)
;

3, J. Slert-art, Flodigary, Portree (Syke). Commended: J.

Malcolm, Poltalloch, Lochgilphead.

Bulls calved after 1st January, 1805.—1, The Duke of

Athole (FearaBhaile) ; 3, The Duke of Athole (Rob Ruadh)

;

3, D. M'Arthur, Achadunau, Cairndow. Commended : 1).

M'Laren.
First Prize Cows at former Shows, the Medium Gold Medal.

—J. Malcolm, Poltalloch, Lochgilphead (Newrach).

Cows of any Age.— 1, J, Malcolm (Reochoig) ; 2, The
Duke of Athole (Proisag Odhar) ; 3, J, Malcolm (Mola-

chach). Commended: A Pollok, Ronadian, Clachau, Kin-

tyre (Seonaid).

Heifers calved after 1st January, 1864.—1, J. Stewart,

Flodigary, Portree (Targeal Gig) ; 2, D. M'Laren ; 3, J. Mai-,

colra. Commended: A. Pollok (Lily).

Heifers calved after 1st January, 1865.— 1, 2, and 3, J.

Malcolm, Commended : The Hon. Lady Menzies, of Meu-
zies,

FAT STOCK.
Judges.—J. Bell, Argyle-.str6et, Glasgow ; J. Geddes, Orblis-

ton, Fochabers.

Oxen of any Pure or Cross Breed, calved after 1st January,

1864.— 1, A. J. Balfour, AVittingham, Prestonkirk; 3, R.
Heath, Harris, EarnhiU, Forres ; o, H. L. L. Morrison,

Guise, AAliitehouse, Aberdeen.

Oxen of any Pure or Cross Breed, calved after 1st January,

1865.— 1, G. Syme, Couston, Aberdour, Fife ; 3, G. Syme ; 3,

The Duke of Montrose. Commended : A. J. Balfour.

Highland Oxen calved after 1st January, 1863,—J, Stewart,

Newnarket, Aberdeen.

^ 2
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lli^'liland Oxen calved after 1st January, ISSi.—1, the

Duke of Atliole ;
'2, tlic Duke of Athole.

Cross Heifers calved after 1st January, 1863.—A. Bruce,

Keig, AMiiteliouse, Aberdeen.

EXTE.V CATTLE.

lliglily commended; Cow and calf (Athole breed), Sir J. P.
Orde, Bart., Kilmory, Lochgilphead.
Commended : Bull (Indian breed), Sir J. P. Orde. Cow

and calf (Indian breed), Sir J. P. Orde. Cow (Jersey), W.
Wingate, Nether Croy, Kilsyth.

HOUSES.
rOR AGllICrLTVRAL PURfOSES.

Judges—Stallions and Colts.—J. Crawford,'Thirdpart, Green-
ock ; J. GuUand, TuUygartb, Clackmannan ; J. Steedman,
Boghall, Roslin.

]\Iares and Fillies.—J. Curror, Comiston, Lothian Burn;
R. Findlay, Springhill, Baillieston, Glasgow.

Extra Horses.— Major A. Gillon, Wallhouse, Bathgate

;

Alex. Kinloch, Gilmcrton.

First Prize Stallions at former Shows, the Medium Gold
Medal.—D. Riddell, Kilbowie, Duutocher (Campsie).

Stallions foaled before 1st January, 18G4.— 1, S. Clark,
Manswrae, Kilbarchau (Young Lofty) ; 2, A. Galbraith, Croy,
Cunningham, KiUearu ; 3, J. M'Douald, Duutocher (Em-
peror). Commended : R. Brewster, Barnbeth, Kilbarchan
(Young- Garibaldi).

Entire Colts, foaled after 1st January, 1SG4—1, W. Bigg,
Banks, Kirkcudbright (Young Victor) ; 2, AV. Moll'at, Shirva,

Kirkintilloch (President) ; 3, R. Arkley, Philipstown, Linlith-

gow (Rantin' Robin). Commended: A. Galbraith, Croy,
Cunningham,

Entire Colts, foaled after 1st January, 1865.—1, Sir W.
Stirling Maxwell, Keir (PoUok) ; 2, S. Clark, Manswrae, Kil-

barchan , 3, R. Andrew, Allans, Paisley. Commended : R.
M'Kean, Lumloch, Bishopbriggs.

Entire Cohs, foaled after 1st January, 1866.—1,D. Riddell,
Kilbowie, Duntocher ; 2, J. N. Fleming, Keil, Campbeltown

;

3, T. Muir,Bowhouse, Lanark. Commended: W.Kerr, New-
house, Dairy.

Mares with Foal at foot, foaled after 1st January, 1864.—1, J.

Watson, jun., Glencairn House, Motherwell (Rosie) ; 2, J.

Findlay, Boturich Castle, Dumbarton (Bessy Bell); 3, L.
Drew.

Mares in Foal, foaled before 1st January, 1864.—1, L. Drew
;

2, J. Hendrie, Kirkwood, Coatbridge (Brisk) ; 3, The Duchess
Dowager of Athole (Dandie). Comnvnded : W. Moffatt.
Shirva, Kirkintilloch (Bell).

Fillies foaled after 1st January, 1864.—], L. Drew; 2, A.
Buchanan, Coldrach, Drymen ; 3, R. Weir, Browhill, Carn-
wath. Commended: W. Veitch, Castlehill, Houston.

Fillies foaled after 1st January, 1865.— 1, A. Buchanan,
Garscadden Mains, East Kilpatri'ck ; 2, L. Drew ; 3, M.
Steven, Bellahouston, Glasgow. Commended : 11. M. Bu-
chanan, Livingston Mill.

Fillies foaled after 1st January, 1866—1, P. Crawford,
Duragoyack, Strathblane; 2, D. M'Gibbon, Inveravon, Pol-
niont ; 3, A. B. YuiOe, Darleith, Cardross. Commended :

A. Kerr, Castle Hill, Durrisdeer.

EXTRA.
Mares or Geldings foaled before 1st January, 1863, suitable

for the Field.—1, L. Drew (Hawk) ; 2, A. Hunter, Cleveland-
street, Glasgow (Fox) ; 3, J. Mackie, Bargaly, M.P., Castle
Douglas.

Mares or Geldings foaled between 1st January, 18G3,and 1st
January, 1864,;suitable;for.the Field.—1,G. Stodart, Netherton,
Newton Mearns ; 2, J. Newton, ChoUerton, Hexham ; 3. J.
Hepburn, Pitcairn, Lochgelly.

I\Iare or Gelding foaled before 1st January, 1863, for Har-
ness.— 1, A. J. II. Somerville, Bothwell; 2, M. Clark, Crof-
tengea, Alexandria ; 3, W. Whyte, Nether Arthurlie, Barr-
head.

Draught Mares or Geldings in Harness.— 1, A. Wallace,
West Burn, Cambuslang

; 2, D. M'Gibbon, luveravon, Pol-
mont

; 3, J. Wallace, Stonclaw, Rutherglen. Commended:
J. (^lark, Flcnder, Busby.

I\Iares or Geldings, not exceeding 15 Hands, for Milk-carts
of heavy Draught.—], R. Wilson, Forehousc, Kilbarchan ; 2,

J. Y'oung, Duncanridge, East Kilbride; 3, A. Bulloch, Milli-

kcn, East Kilpatrick.

Mares or Geldings, not exceeding 14| hands high, for Milk-
carts of light draught.—1 and 3, J. Robertson, Maryhill,
Glasgow; 3, AV. Cockburn, jun., Glasgow. Commended: J.

Mackie, Springbank, Glasgow.
Commended : A. A. Spiers, Elderslie (Arabian stalUon) ; J.

Macarthur, Inverary (Highland stallion) ; J. Black, Fern Bank,
Bishopbriggs (pony mare) ; T. Coults Trotter, Bilston Lodge,
Loanhead (pony gelding).

LEICESTER SHEEP.
Judges.—J. H. Buckley, The Cottage, Loughborough ; A.

Geekie, Baldowrie, Coupar-Angus ; W. Smith, East Lear-

mouth, Coldstream.

Tups not above 4 Shear.—1, D. Ainslie, Costerton, Blaek-

shiels ; 2, AV. Ruxton, Farnell, Brechin ; 3, T. Fergusson,

Kinnochtry, Coupar-Angiis. Commended : D. M'Gibbon,
Inveravon, Polmont.

Dinmont or Shearling Tups.—1 and 2, the Duke of Buc-
cleuch and Queensbury ; 3, D. Ainslie. Commended : G.
Hope, Fentonbarns, Drem.
Ewes not above 4 Shear.—1,G, Simson,Courthill, Kelso;

2, J. Angus, jun., AA'hitefield, Morpeth ; 3, G. Hope, Fenton-
barns. Commended : The Duke of Buccleuch.

Shearling Ewes or Gimmers.— 1, G. Simson, Courthill,

Kelso ; 2, W. Purves, Linton, Burnfoot, Kelsoe ; 3, D. Ainsle.

Commended : L. Drew.

CHEVIOTS.
Judges.—J. Oliver, Howpasley, Hawick ; R. Paterson, Big-

house, Thurso.

Tups not above 4 Shear.—I, J. Brydon, Kinnelhead, Moffat

;

2, H. Brydon, Thirlstaue Hope, Selkirk ; 3, J. Brydon, jun.,

Appin, Tynron. Commended : T. AA'elsh, Ericstane, Motlat.

l)inmont or Shearhng Tups.—1 and 2, J. Brydon ; 3, C.

Alexander, Easterkuowes, Stobo, Peebles. Commended : J.

M'Gregor, BeUridding, Dumfries.

Ewes not above 4 Shear.—1, J. Brydon ; 3, J. Archibald,

Glengelt, Lauder ; 3, Sir Graham G. Montgomery Stanhope,

Bart., M.l'. Commended : R. Shortreed, Attouburn, Kelso
;

J. Brydon.
Pen of Lambs.— I, J. Archibald, Glengelt, Lauder.

Shearling Ewes or Gimmers.—1, J. Brydon ; 2, J. M'Gregor,
BeUridding, Dumfries; 3, T. Elliot, llindhope, Jedburgh.

Commended : AA'. G. Hunter, Dumfedling, Langholm.

BLACKFACED.
Judges.—R. Elliott, Laighwood, Dunkeld ; AA'. Mofl'att, Kin-

leith, Curne.

Tups not above 4 Shear.— 1, T. Aitken, Listonshielsi

Balerno ; 2, J. Archibald, Overshiels, Stow ; 3, J . Malcolmi
Poltalloch, Callton Mor, Lochgilphead. Commended : T.
Murray, Eastside, Penicuik.

Dinmont ur Shearling Tups.— 1, J. AA'atson, Culterallers,

Biggar; 2, J. Archibald, Overshiels, Stow; 3, T. Aitken,
Listonshiels, Balerno. Commended: J. Craig, Polquheys,
New Cumnock.
Ewes not above four-shear.— 1, J. Archibald ; 2, J. M'La-

reu, Corrie, Drymen ; 3, T. Murray, Eastside, Penicuik.

Commended : J . Malcolm, Poltalloch, Lochgilphead ; T.

Murray, Eastside, Penicuik.

Pens of Lambs.—J. Archibald, Overshiels.

Shearling Ewes and Gimmers.— 1, J. Malcolm; 2, J.

Archibald ; 3, T. Murray. Commended : J. Craig.

SOUTHDOWNS.
JuDciEs.—J. H. Buckley, The Cottage, Loughborough ; T.

Harris, Stoneylane, Broomsgrove; and AA^ Goodlet, Bol-

shan, Arbroath.

Tups not above four-shear.—1 and 2, J.Bruce, Burnside,

Fochabers; 3, R. S. Skirving, Caraptown, Drem. Cora-

mended: R. S. Skirving.

Ewes not above four-shear, or Gimmers.— 1, J. Bruce,

Burnside, Fochabers ; 2, A. Kinloch, jun., Gilmcrton, Droiu
;

3, R. S. Skirving.

LONGWOOLS NOT LEICESTERS.
Tups not above four-shear.— 1, AA'. Reid, Drem ; 2, J. B.
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Irving, Wliiteliill, Lockerbie ; 3, J. Gibsou, Woolmet, Ual-

keitli. Commended: J. B. Irving.

Enes not above four-shear, or Gimniers—1, J. Gibson,

Woolniet, Dalkeith; -2, 3. B. Irving; 3, W. Kcid. Com-
mended : J. B. Irving.

SIIOIITWOOLS NOT SOUTIIDOWNS.
Tiijis not above four-shear.— 1, J. Gibson, Woohuet, Dal-

keith; :J, Earl of Strathmore, Glamis Castle, Eorfar ; 3, J.

Gibson, Woolniet, Dalkeith. Commended : J. Gibson.

Ewes not above four-shear, or Gimmers.—J. Gibson.

EXTRA.
Commended: Sir J. P. Orde, of Kilmory, Bart, (for shear-

ling tup, four ewes and lambs, and two sliearliug ewes, all of

the St. Kilda breed).

TIGS.

Jl"D(;es—J. Dudgeon, Almondhill ; D. B. Sadler, Balmuick,

Crieff; A. Young, Keir Plains, Bridge of Allan.

Boars, large breed.— 1, Sir T. Riddell, Bart., Sunart ; 2,

R. E. Duckeriug and Sous, Korthorpe, Kirtoa Lindsay,

Lincolu.

Boars, small lirerd.— 1, G. Mangles, Giveudale, llipou
; 2,

T. I). Eindlay, Easterhill, Glasgow ; 3, R. E. Duckering and

Sous. Commended : L. Drew.

Boars of a breed not eligible for preceding classes.—1, R.

E, Duckering and Sons ; 2, T. M'Gibbon, luveravon, rdmont

;

3, L. Drew.
Sows, large breed.—1, R. E. Duckeriug and Sons ; 2, T.

D. Fin.Uay ; 3, I,. Drew. Commended: T. D. Findlay.

Sows, small breed.— 1, R. E. Duckering and Sons ; 3, T.

D. Eindlay ; 3, \j. Drew. Commended : J. Wilson, "Wood-

horn Manor, Morpeth.

Sows of a breed not eligible for preceding classes.— 1, R. E.

Duckering and Sous ; 2, L. Drew; 3, T. D. Findlay. Com-

mended : J. Wilson.

Tens of three Tigs not exceeding eight months old, large,

breed.— 1, T. D. Findlay ; 2, L. Drew.

Bens of three Tigs not exceeding eight months old, small

breed.— 1, G. Mangles; 2, 11. Thilip, Royal Hotel, Ikidge of

Allan; 3, T. D. Findlay. Commended: J. Fleming, East

Castleton, Carmunnock.
Tens of three I'igs not exceeding eight months old, of a

breed not eligible for the preceding classes.—1, G. Mangles;

2, L. Drew ; 3, J . M'Kay, Cross Arthurlic, Barrhead.

DORCHESTER xVGRIC ULTU R AL SOCIETY.

S

The annual exliibition of stock in connection with this old-

estabUshed society took place on Saturday, August 3, when the

show of horses, sheep, and pigs was held in the fair-field, near

the Great Western Railway-station.

The following gentlemen acted as judges : For Down
sheep and pigs—Mr. II. Bone, of Avon ; Mr. John Ford,

Rushton, ucar Blandford ; and Mr. T. Dowdcn, Koke Farm,
near Bere R^gis. For horn sheep and horses—Mr. V. B.
AVatts, of Mcleombe Horsey ; Mr. T. Bcvis, Sydling ; and
Mr. A\'. C. Spooner, Eling Southampton. The following is a

LIST OF PRIZES.
PIECES OE PLATE.

Value £3, offered by the president, Mr. John Brymer, to

the owner (being the breeder) of the best twenty Hampshire
Down ewes, under two years old, Mr. Jpuies Chick, Cerue.

Value io, offered by the Earl of Ikhester, to the owner
(being the breeder) of the best three Southdown rams, under
two years, the executors of the late Mr. G. J. AVood, Athel-

lampton.

A'alue ij, offered by the Lord Digby, to the owner of the

three bcft breeding sow s, of any breed, every one of which must
have had a litter, and been in the possessioji of the owner six

months previous to the exhibition, Mr. J. A. Smith, Brad-
ford TevereU.

Value £5, offered by the Lord Poltimore, to the owner
(being the breeder) of the best twenty chilver Down lambs,

Mr. John Fookes, Cerne.

Value £5, offered by Mr. Gerard Sturt, M.P., to the owner
(being the breeder) of the best tweuty Dorset full-mouthed

ewes, Mr. J. A. Smith.

Value £.5, offered by the Hon. AV. U. B. Portman, M.P.,

to the owner (being the breeder) of the best twenty chilver

Dorset lambs, Mr. H. Mayo ; highly commended, Mr. G. F. A.

Flower, Stafford.

A'alue £5, offered by Mr. John Floyer, M.P., to the owner
(being the breeder) of the best twenty Dorset ewes, under two

years old, Mr. H. ilayo, Coker's Frome.
A'alue £5, offered by Colonel Sturt, M.P., to the owner

(being the breeder) of the best twenty Hampshire Down full-

mouthed ewes, Mr. T. U. Saunders, Watercombe.
A'alue £5, offered by Mr. AVinglield Digby, to the owner

(being the breeder) of the 20 best Southdown full-mouthed

ewes, the executors of the late Mr. J. G. AA'ood.

A'alue £5, offered by Mr. C. W. Digby, to the owner of the

best cart mare and her foal, Mr. J. A. Smith ; commended,
Mr. W,Paull,Puddletown.

Value £5, offered by Mr. Hastings N. Middleton, to the

owner (being the breeder) of the best 20 Southdown ewes,

under two years old, Mr. Henry Fookes, AAlnterborne, AAHiite-

church.

Value £5, offered by Mr. Herbert AVillianis, to the owner of

the best hackney colt or filly uuder four years old, Mr. AV.

PauU ; highly commended, Mr. Levi Groves, Bingham's Mel-

combe ; commended, Mr. L. Groves, Bingham's Melcombc.

A'alue £5, offered by Mr. AVilliam Eliot, to the owner of

tiie best cart colt or filly under three years old,Mr.AA^ Hooper;

commended, Mr. J. Chick.

A^alue £5, offered by Dr. Bisset Hawkins, to the owner of

the best pair of cart horses, not exceeding seven years of age,

Mr. J. G. Homer, Martinstown ; highly commended, Mr. J.

H. Saunders, F'orston.

Value £5, offered by Mr. T. H. Saunders, to the owner of

the best 20 chilver lambs, whose sire was hired or purchased of

him, Mr. H. AV. Hawkins, Martinstown.

SHEEP.
Best Southdown ram, £2, Mr. Henry I'ookes, A\'^interborne,

AA'hitchurch.

Best Short-woolled ram, otherwise than horned or South-

down, £2, Mr. J. Chick.

Best one-year-old Dorset ram, £2, Mr. Henry Mayo, Coker's

Frome.
Best one-year-old Southdown ram, £2, the executors of the

late Mr. G. J. AA'ood, Athelhampton.
Best one-year-year Short-woolled ram, otherwise than horned

or Southdown, £2, Mr. J. Chick.

Best pair of Dorset ram lambs, £1, Mr. Henry Mayo.
Best pair of Southdown ram lambs, £l,the executors of the

late Mr. G. J. AVood.

Best pair of Short-woolled ram lambs, otherwise than

horned or Southdown, £1, Mr. J. Chick.

Best pen of 12 Dorset ewes, viz., four of four years old,

four of three years old, and four of two years, £2, Mr. J. A.
Smith, Jiradford I'everell.

Best pen of 12 Southdown ewes, viz., four of four years old,

four of three years old, and four of two years old, £2, Mr.
Henry i'ookes.

Best pen of 12 Short-wooUed ewes, otherwise than horned
or Southdown, viz., four of four years old, four of three years

old, and four of two years old, £2, Mr. John Fookes, Ceme
Abbas.

PIGS.

Best boar, £1, and best breeding sow, £1, Jlr, AA', Manfield,
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DRIFFIELD AND EAST RIDING AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

JIEETING AT DRIFFIELD.

The entries at this, the fourteenth annual show, were as

follows : Horses, 286 ; sheep, 39 ; pigs, 17 ;
poultry, 332

;

implements, 155 ; making a total of 709, being an increase
over last year's entries of Si.

The horses constituted a magnificent lot, and in quality were
never surpassed at any previous show of the society. The
entire horses for hunters, coachers, roadsters, and carters nuni-
hered 4^2 ; the hunters were 10:3 in number, the coachers 37,
the roadsters 38, the draught horses 16, the ponies 33, and
extra stock horses 18.

Sheep and pigs were of fine quality, and the poultry pens
contained biids in prime condition, and well feathered. The
array of implements was more extensive than tliat of last

year, although on this occasion there were no prizes offered to

tempt exhibitors, the Society having discontinued giving pre-

miums in this department.

JUDGES.
Sheef, Pigs, and Cart Horses.—S. Robson, Louth, Lin-

cohishire ; T. Wordsworth, Dirtcar House, Wakefield ; Mr.
W. F. Barwick, Lund Head, Nawton.

Hunters.—Captain Barlow, Castle Donington, Derby; S.
Slater, North Carlton, Lincoln ; and W. E. Colton, Eagle
Hall, Newark.

PRIZE LIST.
SHEEP.

Shearling rams, £10, J. Borton, Barton House, Malton;
second, £5, J. Borton.

Pens of three shearling rams, £5, E. RUey, Kippling Cotes,
Beverley ; second, £3, E. Riley.

Aged rams, £5, J. 15orton ; second, £3, J. Borton.
Pens of five breeding ewes bred in the riding, having had

lambs in 1867, and suckled them up to the time of showing,
the lambs shown with the ewes, £3, W. Jackson, Gartou,
Driffield.

Pens of five shearhng gimmers, bred in the riding, silver

cup, W. Brown, Holme-on-Spalding-Moor.
Extra Stock.—30s., J. W. Sharp^ Ulrome, Lowthorpe,

and 10s., J. Allanson, Kendale, Driffield.

HORSES.

Thorough-bred stallions for hunters, £6, Sir G. Cholmley,
Bart., Boynton (Angelus) ; second, £3, W. Hudson, Brigham,
Driffield (Cathedral).

Stallions for coach horses, £6, J. Johnson, Brigham, Drif-
field (Prince Arthur) ; second, £3, Messrs. Lazenby, Hayton
(Splendour).

StaUions for roadsters, £6, W. Richardson, Beeford (Wild
Harry) ; second, £3, J. Webster, Allerthorpe, Pocklington
(President Giles),

Stallions for agricultural purposes, £6, E. IngUby, Market
Rasen (Young Champion) ; second, £3, R. Cole, Gembliug,
Lowthorpe (Pride of the East).

Mares and foals for hunting, £5, J. Smith, Bridlington

;

second, £3, W. Hudson.
Two-year-old hunting geldings or fillies, £3, R. Botterill,

Garton, Driffield.

Yearling hunting geldings or fillies, £3, Sir G. Cholmley.
Mares and foals for coaching, £5, G. Holmes, Beverley.

Coaching mares without a foal, £3, P. Dunn, Sigglesthorne,

Hull.

Three-year-old coaching geldings, £5, G. Holmes ; second,

£3, Wm. Piercy, Driffield.

Two-year-old coaching geldings, £3, R. Taylor, Siggles-

thorne Manor, Hull.

Coaching fillies under four years old, £10, W. Stephenson,
Bushy Hill, Newbald, Brough.

Roadster marcs and foals, £5, Mrs. Ann Cook, Huggate,
Pocklnigton.

Roadsters, £5, T. Cordiner, Ileslcrton, Scarbro' ; second,

£3, the Executors of the late F. Jordan, Eastburn.

Tliree-year-old roadsters, £3, G. Scott, Market Weighton.
Mares and foals for agricultural purposes, £5, the Executive

of the late F. Jordan.

Three years old geldings or fillies for agricultural purposes,

£5, A. AValker, Arram, Beverley ; second, £3, Mr. J. Turner,

Sewerby, Bridlington.

Two years old gehlings or fillies for agricultural purposes,

£3, G. Chatterton, Coniston, Hull.

l^earling geldings or fiUies for agricultural purposes, £3, the

Executors of the late F. Jordan.

Lady's ponies under li hands, £3, W. Simpkin, jnn.. Burton
Agnes.

Ponies not exceeding 13 hands, £1, J. E. Moore, Cowden

;

second, a whip, W. Coleman, Fraisthorpe.

Four years old hunting mares or geldings, a silver cup, value

£35, E. Hornby, Flotmanby.
The best hunting mares or geldings, open to all England, a

silver cup, value £25, T. Gee, Dewhurst Lodge, Wadhnrst.
The best three years old hunting geldings or fillies, open to

all Yorkshire, a silver cup, value £10, Sir 6. Cholmley.

PIGS.

Boars, large breed, £3, J. Dyson, Leeds.

Sows, large breed, £3, J. Dyson.
Boars, small breed, £2, J. Dyson.
Sows, small breed, £3, J. Dyson.
Store pigs (age and quality considered), the property of a

labourer or working mechanic, £3, J. Story, Warter.

Extra Stock.—£1 to J. Dyson (for three pigs), 10s. to

II. Adams, Beverley (for a boar).

THE LEICESTERSHIRE AND WALTHAM AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The annual Show in connection with this Society took place

on the Leicester Race Course, on Wednesday and Thursday,
August 1 and 3. It was a most successful meeting. The fol-

lowing is a list of tlic prizes :

HORSES.
Hunters.

Judges. — Mr. Clowes, Mr. Nainby, and Captain Percy
Williams.

For the best hunter, gelding, or mare, not less than five

years old, and imdcr ten, open to all England, first prize, £30,
W. G. Coleman, Great Glen ; second (by C. Brook, Esq.), £5 J.
Drag»^ Moulton Lodge, near Brixmorth,

By W. A. Pochin, Esq., J. E. Bennett, Esq., and the Society.

—I'or the best gelding or filly (four years old) , adapted for hunt
ing purposes, first, £15, F. CUfford, Keyliam ; second (liy W.
W. Tailby, Esq.), £5, J. Wilders, Croxton Kerrial.

By the Right Hon. Lord Berners.—For the best gelding or

filly (three years old), adapted for hunting purposes, first, .£10,

J. Hobson, Isham ; second, £5, J . Drage, Moulton Lodge, near

Brixworth. Commended: W. II. Pofterton, Boughton Grange.
By Captain Baillie.—For the ))est gelding or filly (two years

old), adapted for hunting purposes, £5, Right Hon. Lord
Berners, Keythorp Hall. Commended : J . Bennett, Husbands
Bosworth Grange.

By his Grace the Duke of Rutland.—^For the best mare,
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calciilated to breed hunters, that shall have suckled a I'oal up
to the 1st of July, or is now iu foal, £10, 11. L. llcaley, llam-
bleton.

By T. Frcwen, Est^.—for the best mare and foal, adapted
for liuuting purposes, a Silver Cup, value £10, J. B. Tibbits,

Barton Scagrave. Commended : Right lion. Lord Berncre.

By the Bight lion. Viscount Iiigostrc.—For the best luiek,

not less than fourteen hands and a-half, and not exceeding fifteen

hands one inch high, a Silver Cup, or money, value £7, first,

J. Webster, Peckleton ; second, Right lion. Lord Berners.

Commended : J. Webster, I'eckleton.

By the Right Hon. F. AV. C. Villiers.—For the best cob,

not exceeding fourteen hands and a-half, a Silver Cup, or

money, value £5, first R.Mil\vard,Thurgarton Priory ; second,

£5 (by the Society), W. Cook, juu.. Manor House, llothwell.

By C. W. Backe, ]M.l'.—For the gelding or filly (two years

old), best adapted to the gcner;il purposes of agricultiuT, a Sil-

ver Cup, or money, value £5, first, T. Men, Thurmaston
;

second £2 (by the Society), T. W. D. Harris, AVoottou. Highly
commended : Anu Bass, Aylestone ; commended, W. Sauudcr,

Somerby.
Cakt IIoeses.

Judges (and for Sheep and Pigs).—Mr. AV. Daniels, Mr. J.

Painter, and Mr. J . Tophara.

For tlic gelding or filly (one year old), best adapted to the

general purposes of agriculture, a Silver Cup, or money, value

£3, Mrs. Ann Bass, Ayleston. Highly commended: W. Selby,

Hlston-on-the-Hill.

By tlie Right Hon. Earl llowe.—For the in-foal mare, best

adapted to the general purposes of agriculture, first, £5, J. E.
Bennett, Husbands Boswortli Grange ; second, £3 (by the So-
ciety), L. Richards, Glendon Lodge, Commended : J. AA'hat-

toff, Laddington.

By H. L. Powys-Kcck, Esq.—For the foal best adapted to

the general purposes of agriculture, £5, E. T. Heap, RoUe-
stone. Commended : L. Richards, Glendon Lodge.

SHEEP.
By the Right Hon. Lord Berners.—For the best pen (of

five) under twenty months old, oflong-wooUcd, fat wether sheep,

open to all counties, first prize, £5, Lord Berners, Keythorpe
Hall ; second, £2, AV. Shipman, Eaton Lodge.

By the Right Hon. Lord Berners.—For the best pen (of

five) under twenty months old, of sliort-woolled or cross-bred

fat wether sheep, open to all counties, £3, S. C. Pilgrim,

Burbage.
For the best pen (of five) long-woollcd ewes, wliieh have

suckled lambs to the 20th of July, 1807, open to all England,

first prize, £5, Lord Berners ; second (by the Right Hon.

Lord Berners), for the next best ditto, £3, C. J. Bradshaw,

Burley-on-thc-Ilill. Commended; T. Allen, Thurmaston;

and Ijord Berners.

By the Right lion. Lord Howe.—For the best pen (of five)

long-wooUed theaves, under twenty months old, open to all

England, £5, AA''. Shipman, Eaton Lodge.

For the best pen (of i\\c) short-woolled theaves, under

twenty months old, open to all counties, £3, S. C. Pilgrim,

Burbage.
For the best pen (of five) long-woolled ewe lambs, open to

.ill counties, £!•, T. Allen, Thurmaston. Commended : T. AV^.

1). Harris, Wootton, near Northampton.

For the best pure-bred Leicester shearling ram, the pro-

perty of or hired by the exhibitor, £3, G. Turner, Allextou

IlaU. Commended : G. Turner.

For the best long-woolled shearling ram, the properly of or

hired by the exhibitor, £3, T. Biirdclt, Pytchlcy.

EXTRA STOCK.

By C. AV. Packe, Esq., M.P.—For the best pen (of five)

Leicester or long-woollcd sheep, shown .is extra stock, a Silver

Cup, value £5, G. Turner, AUexton Hall. Highly com-

mended : Lord Berners, Keythorpe Hall ; and C. J. Bradshaw,

Burley-on-the-Hill.

PIGS.

For the best boar, breeding open to all counties, to serve

sows the next nine mouths, £3, AV. Carver and Sons, In-

garsby.

For the best in-pigged or suckling sow, or gilt, breeding

open to all counties, £3, AA'. Carver and Sons, lugarsby.

Highly commended : T. H. Ashton, Cliff' Hall.

For the best fat pig, under twelve months old, open to aU

counties, £3, AV. Carver and Sons, lugarsby.

For the best fat pig, under eighteen months old, open to

all counties, £3, AV. Carver and Sons, Ingarsby. Highly

commended ; W. Carver and Sons.

THE BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The usual monthly meeting of the council of this Society

was held at Taunton on Tuesday last, under the presidency

of Sir J. T. B. Duckworth, hart. There were also present

—

Messrs. H. G. xVndrews, Edward Archer, 11. Bremridge,
AV. A. Bruce, C. Bush, J. H. Cotterell, Thos. Danger, E. S.

Drewe, T. Duekham, F. AV. Dymond, Mark Farrant, H.
Fookes, John Frv, Charles Gordon, John Gould, John D.
Hancock, W. R." Hicks, R. K. M. King, J. E. KnoUys,
H. A. F. LuttreU, Rev. T. PluUpotts, Messrs. S. Pitman,

G. S. Poole, J . C. Moore Stevens, and J. Goodwin (Secretary

and Editor.)

The Fin.vxce Committee presented their quarterly

statement, and cheques were ordered to be drawn for all

accounts received by the Secretary on or before the 5th of

July, and therefore in time for audit, as required by the

Society's rules.

The Foreign Cattle Trade.—After a long discussion,

originated by 3Ir. H. Genge Andrews, the following memorial

to the Privy Council was unauimously adopted :

" The humble Memorial of the Council of the Bath and AVest of

England Society, for the Encouragement of Agriculture, Arts,

Manufactures, and Commerce, to the Most Honourable the

Lords of her Majesty's Privy Council in CouneU assembled,
" SHE'WETH

—

" That inspection of Foreign Cattle on landing does not pre-

vent the passing of infected animals into the English markets.
" That the sale and slaughter of all foreign animals in-

tended for slaughter should be confined to enclosed markets,

as near the water side as practicable, at all places where
foreign cattle are landed ; and that no port or places should

be licensed for the entry of foreign animals except such as

are provided with a suitable enclosed market with the neces-

sary lairs and slaughter houses to the satisfaction of the

Privy Council.

"That stringent regulations for the quarantine of all

Foreign Store Animals should be established, to prevent

the further introduction of disease.

" Therefore we pray your lordships to consider the pro-

priety of cutbrcing the establishment of separate markets

of a permanent character, for the sale and slaughter of

foreign Fat Cattle at all ports licensed for debarkation, and

an efficient permanent system of quarantine for foreign Store

Animals."
New LiiE Governor.—Mr. C. H. M. Finch, Bemerton

Lodge, Bemerton, Salisbury.

New Members.—Sir AV. Throckmorton, bart., Buckland,

Faringdon, Berks ; Mr. J. Froude Bellew, Stockleigh Court,

Crediton; Mr. Bower, Iwerne, uear Blandford ; Mr. J. M.
Broad, Batli ; Mr. Henry Butler, Tyning Farm, Kilmersdon,

Batii ; Professor Church, M.A., F.C.S., Royal Agricultural

College, Cirencester ; ]Mr. AValter Clapperton, Salisbury

;

Mr. Wm. Ffooks, Sherborne; Mr. AA'alter Flower, Netton,

Salisbury ; Mr. W. E. George, Downside, Stoke Bishop;

Bristol; Mr. Benj. Love, Springfield, Hinton St. George,

Mr. Robt. Geo. Luxton, Brushford, AVembworthy, Devon

;

Mr. Thomas Pouting, AA^amiiuster ; Messrs. Praugley and

Co., Salisbury; Mr. Charles Raikes, Netheravou House,

Amesbury ; Mr. George Rawlence, Bulbridge, AVilton, Salis-

bury ; Mr. Alfred Sauudcrs, Market Laviugton, Devizes
;

Mr. Samuel Saunders, Market Laviugton, Devizes; Mr.

Thomas Smith, Stratford-sub-Castle, Salisbury ; Mr. George T.

Townsend, Siilisbury; and Mr. C. M. C.AVTiatman, Salisbury,
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MILLS AND MILLING.
ON THE ITjNCTIONS OP AIR IN GRINDING,

BOLTING, Sic.

We liave goue more at length into tlie details of hot-grinding

than we at first thought it would have been necessary, and in

the present article we propose extending our inquiries a little

farther into the details of aeration, both in the grinding and
dressing departments of the mill. The reason for tlins going
deeper into details is one in both cases, viz., a manifest lack

of scientific and practical familiarity amongst millers and
patentees with the facts of the case at issue. This was plainly

indicated in a recent infringement case, the evidence on both
sides being of a very stultifying and anomalous character, and
on going over several other reported infringement cases in-

volving the heating and aerating processes, the same lack of

scientific and practical knowledge manifested itself. It is not

to be inferred from tiiis that we are accusing either party of

gross ignorance ; for the lack of knowledge appears to us to

be rather an oversight than otherwise, so that all which we
have got to do is to turn the attention of millers and patentees

into the scientific and practical course of inquiry. And be-

sides the above reason there is another, and not the less im-
portant one of the two, viz., it is absolutely necessary to go
into tlie details in question before we could enter upon the
details of the simple proposition of cool-grinding with any
prospects of successfully furthering the cause of progress, the

grand object which has throughout this long series of papers
on " Slills and Milling" stimulated our pen. Trom the outset

we have advocated cool-grinding; but in the patent-office, as in

the mill, we have from first to last only met with hot-grinding
and "hotter grinding !" The "bone of contention" in the

courts of law af present being the liottest system of grinding
ever yet reduced to practice, although it produces at the same
time the coldest flour? as if purposely to exemplify jEsop's

Fable of " Blowing cold and hot at the same breath !" But
before we can explain the philosophy of the Fable, or of hot
grinding v. cold-grinding, it will be necessary to examine the

peculiar nature of the atmosphere and its function in milling,

quoting the substance of our remarks from acknowledged
authorities old and recent.

T/ie comjiressio// of air between milk/ones evolves heat. In
other words, if air is forced in between millstones and there

compressed by the rapid rotation of the runner and reduction

of the grain, by the flour occupying more space than the un-
ground corn, the air thus compressed will give off a portion of
its heat to the millstones and grain being ground.

Although many difficulties may stand in the way of estima-
ting the amount of heat thus produced in grinding, that can-
not be received as an objection to the truth of the proposition

itself, PS the following experiments prove. "Thus," says

Henry in his " Elements of Experimental Chemistry," nmth
edition, a.d. 18:^3, vol. I., page 137 :

" If air be suddenly compressed in the ball of an air-gun,
the quantity of caloric liberated by the first stroke of the pis-

ton is sufficient to set fire to a piece of tlie tinder called amadou.
A flash of light is said, also, to be perceptible at the moment
of condensation. This fact has been applied to the con-
struction of a portable instrument for lighting a candle. It

consists of a common syringe, concealed in a walking stick.

At the lower extremity the syringe is furnished with a cap,
which receives the substance intended to be fired, and which is

attached to the instrument by a male and female screw. The
rapid depression of the piston condenses the air, and evolves

sufficient heat to set the tinder on fire."

To those of our readers wlio may wish to follow up the
details of the above two experiments we may add that Dr.
Henry refers to the Philosopldcal Magazine, vol. xiv., 363,
and xl., 4;i4' ; for the former, the air-gun, and for the latter,

ibid, vol. xxxi , 130. .

" When, on the contrary," quoting the same authority
(Henry, vol. i., p. 137), " air is suddenly rarefied to many
times its volume, its temjieraturc falls sufficiently to sink a
very sensible thermometer fifty degrees of Fahrenheit, its

sensible lieat passing, in this case, instantly into a latent
form (see " Gay Lussac, Ann. de Chim. et de Phys., ix., 303 ").

At the meeting of the " British Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science," in 18o'J, J. P. Joule, LL.D., F.R.S.,
reported experiments which he had made on the heat developed
by friction in air, and the following are the results at which
he arrived, which we quote from the " Transactions of tlie

Sections" (Report, xxix., 1800, pages \'l and 13)

:

" 1st. The law of the thermal effect was, as obtained with the

ether thermometer, proportional to the scjuare of the velocity."
" 2nd. The rise of the temperature was independent of the

thickness of the wire which fixed the thermo-electric junction,

which was whirled. This was decided by experiments on
wires of various diameters, ranging from one-hundredth to

one-eighth of an inch diameter. The rise of temperature
was, in any, the same as that obtained with the ether ther-

mometer, the air-bulb of which was nearly half-an-inch in

diameter."
" 3rd. Tlie thermal effect appeared to be independent of

the shape of tlie whirled body, little difference happening in

whatever direction the wire was placed."
" itli. The average result was that the wire was warmed

one degree by moving at the velocity of 175 feet per second."
" The highest velocity obtained was 373 feet per second,

which gave a rise of 5.3 degs
"

" A disc of zinc or cardboard was attached to the revolving

axis. An ether thermometer was attached to the disc, the
bulb being near the circumference, and describing a circle

with a radius of about one and a-half feet. On rotating the
disc at the velocity of one and three-fmirths feet per second,

as much as one-thirtieth of a degree of heat was developed."

In a former paper it was stated that the modern plan of
forcing in a current of air between the millstones by me-
chanical means, instead of cooling the grinding surfaces and
materials being ground, in accordance with the common popular
notion, produced, in the first place, the contrary effect ; and it

was farther stated that the runner running empty would pro-

duce heat ; and the above two quotations—the first from
" Henry's Chemistry," and the second from the Report of the
" British Association for the Advancement of Science "—will

show the experimental data from which such conclusions were
deduced. In the two sets of experiments, the facts of the case

at issue in each may be left to speak for themselves as to their

general application to milling, not only as to the modern
method of aerating the grinding surfaces of millstones, but
also as to the rotary turmoil and heat-evolving processes to

which the flour is subjected in bolting machines and the
wheat in scouring mills. But while millers may be safely left

to read the facts of the case as they appear before them each
in his own mill, it may be as well to assist the general reader
in iiilotiiig his way through the intricate channel in question.

Returning to jEsop's Fable (an experiment which any one
may easily perforin), in blowing cold, as against the hand, the
air from the chest is of the same temperature as in blowing
hot, but by being compressed in the mouth and forced out at a
narrow opening, part of its heat is absorbed by the tissue of
the moutli and lips. The moment, however, it strikes tho
hand it rapidly expands, thereby absorbing heat from the

hand, thus producing the sensation termed " cold." And if the

experimenter will pay close attention to the facts of the case,

he will find that this sensation extends over a much greater

surface area of his hand than the opening of his mouth, or a
transverse section of the cold blast therefrom, and that the
centre of the part of his hand struck by the cold blast feels

warmer than the portion or ring which surrounds it ; thus
proving that it is the expanding air that is carrying off the

heat from the liand in a latent form, and not the condensed
air. On the contrary, in blowing hot the air from the chest

expands in the month, and by so doing extracts heat therefrom,

and as it is blown against the hand with the mouth wide open
little or no condensation takes place, consequently it is of a
higher temperature than the hand, or hotter ; hence the warm
sensation felt ; i. e., it gives off part of its heat to the hand.

In the modern system of aerating millstones we have a
practical illustration of jEsop's fable. Thus, in blowing a

current of air in between the stones ther? is a condensation of
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the air iu the pipe that leads from the bhibt-fan, and lience an
escape of lieat, wliich is obviously in favour of tlic ]nartiee,

but agaiast the soundness of some of the conclusious deduwd
therefrom bj' those who advocate or adopt them as will be
shown iu a subsequent paragraph, the millstones being thus
fed with air of a lower temperature than tlic atmosphere in the

mill.

In practice there are several ways of supplying the mill-

stones with air, each differing in some respects from the others,

so that it will be necessary to notice them separately.

In the unpatented examples introduced into this country
from America, France, Denmark, and ll(dland, tliere is both a

blast and cxhaust-fau, the air from the blast -fan being forced

ill and coutined between the grinding surfaces, tlie closing of

the eye of the upper-stone, as it has been termed, being essen-

tially necessary to render the action of the exhaust-fan

etTective.

In this example the conJined and compressed air must
suffer a still further condensation between the stones, partly

owing to the flour occupying a greater space than the whole
grain, and partly owing to the grinding surfaces being closer

towards tiie periphery thm the eye. On the old and common
plan of natural supply, the air being drawn iu along with tlie

grain, it must be less or more condensed between the stones,

according to the latter of the above causes ; while the heat

between the stones under the hot-grinding system would
greatly add to the compression, especially when the air from
the blast-fau was confined by the closed eye and prevented

from escaping backwards up through the eye of the upper-

stone, carrying along with it a spreading cloud of stive.

Under such conditions the compressed air between the stones

must exert a powerful action iu forcing its way through to

the miUstone-ease, carrying along with it much flour, which
may thereby prevent heating, killing, and damage, as will sub-

sequently be shewn iu detail in another jiaper.

Tlie functions thus performed between the grinding surfaces

by the compressed air is purely a mechau'cal one, which may
not inaptly be compared to a two-edgpd sword, as it cuts its

way in every direction outwards to the millstone-case, and
therefore it ought not to be confounded, as it too frequently

is, with the chemical function of cooling the flour. That the

compressed air is thus a powerfully etTective agent, and an

immense improvement upon the hot-grinding system, is a

question too self-evident to permit of a formal proof; but for

ail this, it does not prove it cooler grinding, but the contrary
;

for the greater the compression of the air, and the keener its

cutting-edge outwards, the hotter is the grinding.

In another class of examples the air is forced through
pipes inserted in various parts of the bedstone between the

eye and the circumference, the bedstone sometimes being up-

permost and sometimes lowermost. In cases of this kind, the

air is blown down or up against the face of the runner in lesser

currents continuously as it revolves, the small current from
each pipe thus forming a circle or ring upon the face of the

runner. At each revolution of the runner there is thus one or

more circular streams of cool air left upon its grinding sur-

face, and from its centrifugal and fanning action this tliin cir-

cular stream of air is worked outwards to the circumference
;

so that by this plan more air is supplied in a given time, and
consequently a greater compression and outward force effected.

The next plan we have to notice is the influent current be-

tween the stones when an exhaust-fan only is worked. In the

other examples there are exhaust-fans for the influent currents,

but the influent current of each has an additional pressure of

four or live pounds to the stjuarc inch besides, which makes a

considerable difference to the action of the air between the

millstones, especially when there is a tendency to soft grinding

or " glasiug," &c. ; but when " grinding lively" the effect of

the exhaust-fan will greatly increase the velocity of the in-

fluent current of air, w hether it is drawn in along with the

grain at the eye of the upper stone, by fanning action, as if by
the runner or bedstone, or in at the holes between the eye and
th° circumference, according to other propositions. According
to an American patent of 18-ti, the grain is fed in at holes in the

upper stone between the eye and the circumference, and not in

the centre of the stone at the eye. In at these holes the in-

fluent currents of air also pa.ss, so that under the example in

question the influent currents of air are exhausted down through
these holes in the upper and fixed stone, as it would be in the

examples of hprns upon the runner. Again, in some of the

progressive grinding mills of this country, in wliich tlie stones

consist of a scries of rings, the inner pair lieing above the

outer pair, and of less diameter, &>-., as formerly described,

an exhaust-fan applied to tlic outer and lowest pair would
have a tendency to make the fanning sctlon of this ring

draw in the rough meal and air, not at the mill eye, but at the

inner edge of tlie tine grinding surface of the runner, or about

eight or nine inches from the perijihery or millstone case.

Now, in all these examples, the function which the air per-

forms is a mechanical one ; but the etfect which it produces

from the force of compressions, and the central and
fanning actions of the runners, must from the facts of the case

be very much diversified, the etfect in each ease difl'ering from
the effects in the others, according to the great diversity of

physical data which we have very briefly but imperfectly noticed

above, but to which we shall return with the arrears of de-

tails in a subsequent article.

So much for " blowing cold" on the face of the millstones.

We now come to the application of the other half of the fable,

if we may so speak—" blowing hot" in the millstone-case, /. e.,

the " hot-breath," with which millers, young and old, are prac-

tically familiar. Tlie question under solution, therefore, is

more of a chemical than a mechanical nature, and in the in-

vestigation of the subject, this difference cannot be too closely

borne in mind.

As the thin sheet of air issues from between the millstones

it rapidly expands in the millstone-case to many times the

volume which it occupied immediately before its effluence

from the grinding and compressing surfaces, and in its expan-
sion it rapidly absorbsMirat from tlic flour with which it is mixed
in the eflluent stream. In the experiment quoted from " Henry's
Chemistry," in a previous paragraph, in which the thermome-
ter sank 50 degrees of Fahrenheit, the suddenly rarefied air

abstracted the 30 degrees of heat from the instrument. The
steam which issues from between the stones along with the

air is subject to the same law of expansion and absorption of

heat, and the greater the quantity of air and steam, and the

thinner the fine sheet with which it is compressed, the greater

the expanding volumes and quantity of heat absorbed from
the flour, provided the hot-breath thus evolved is removed from
the millstone-case by the exhaust-fan, so as not to check the

process of expansion ; for if the hot-breath is not removed as

fast as generated, condensation in the millstone-case will be
the inevitable result, with blowing cold out at the shute, and
so forth, along with heated^flour, pasting, ice. AH this is so

plain th.at we need not go further into detail in this place.

The function which the effluent current of air from between
the millstones performs is thus a very important one, when it

is successfully drawn off by an exhaust-fan, so as to prevent

subsequent condensation ; and this applies with equal, if not
greater force, to vapour. With such data before him, the

youngest tyro in the mill need be at no loss how to account

for the difference in the temperature of the flour, pcr-centage

of moisture which it contains, with the pasting and so forth,

under the different examples of hot grinding now in opera-
tion.

Applying the above data to the Deptford Government expe-
riments formerly alluded to, it will readily be seen how unsa-
tisfactory most of the conclusions officially deduced from them
are, relative to heating and aeration under the two systems on
Irial, not one of the comparisons being correct. Government
officials arc proverbial for their blundering in the performance
of all public experiments ; and in this case, which extended
over several years, the patentee and those acting with him ap-
pear not to be more than qualified to set them right ; any-
thing like a formal criticism of reports of experiments, extend-
ing over such a period of time, is out of the question ; in point
of fact, so far as air, vapour, and heat are involved, there is not
a correct statement in the blue-hook before us.

When a current of air is forced into the scouring-mill or
bolting-cylinder, a certain degree of compression takes place in
the air-tubes leading from the blast-fan ; so that on entering
either the former or latter, expansion will take place, provided
the air has a free egress from the mill or cylinder, so that it

will both force the flour and dust outward, and carry off

heat. But if confined, so that the condensation is greater
than in the air-tube from the blast-fan, the cooling of
the flour is a problematical question. In cases where the
flour has been thoroughly cooled before bolting, its tem-
perature may bo increased by the compressed air and the
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friction of tlie Ijruslies and other apparatus working in the

cylinder.

Tlin general conclusion, therefore, is in favour of blast and
exluiust-fans in aerating millBtones, at least under the hot-

grinding system. Although the compression of the air tends

to produce heating in the first place, yet from its powerful me-
elianical action in clearing out the flour, which is thereby a

much shorter period between the stones, the extra heat

evolved is more rapitUy carried ofl' into the millstone-casc than
under the old system. In the millstone-ease, again, the carry-

ing off of the expanding air and steam removes the heat from
the flour in the most effective manner, hence the general

patronage the system has received,

COOL GRINDING, AND HAND-MILL AND ASS-MILL
SYSTEMS.

Although hot-grinding lias become the modern rule, there

are nevertheless a few isolated exceptions to it, comparatively

•peaking, here and there throughout the kingdom, which
must not be overlooked altogether. Why this should be the

position of the milling trade is not very easily accounted for,

unless it be admitted that the force of circumstances in the

commercial department has carried before it the more im-
jiortaut branch of tlie trade, i. e., the art of cool-grinding it-

self. But the plea cannot be admitted, either on scientific or

practical grounds ; for if the exceptionl practice has become
uusuited to the demands of the trade, then millers ought to go
back to tfie period wheu cool-grinding was the rule, and from
that point commence the great work of progress, as formerly

stated, thus laying the foundation on a sound and satisfactory

basis.

The starting poiut for the pioneering work of progress is

that happy period in the history of milling when the art was
in the hands of the fair sex

—

" Who warbled as tJiey ground their parched corn—"
according to the description of the art given by an ancient

jioet, the work being then done the first thing every morning.
Fifty pairs of millstones and as many happy hands grinding
every morning for the royal establishment of the ancient

Iviug of Corfu is no inconsiderate point from which to start

(Je novo, as the facts of the case involve practical data which
silence, or ought to silence, objections that have been raised by
millers, as to the possibility of grinding on the plan in

question ; for if steam has been taught to actuate spinning-

wheels by thousands in a mill, why not train the same motive-
power to actuate as many cool-grinding mills constructed on
the hand-mill principle P

Tliere are, however, other examples of cool-grinding ahead
of that of the ancient hand-mill of Alcinous, or the British

(jueru, in use in the northern isles in the time of Pennant.
We allude to the ass-mills, the flour from which was preferred by
tlic ecclesiastics' of some of our old religious establishments
fonnerly mentioned. These mills had evidently a very slow
rotary movement, the runner probably not making more than
three or four revolutions per minute, the diameter of the

stones being less than those at the present time, which make a
hundred revolutions per minute and upwards, or from sixty to

two-hundred-and-fifty revolutions per minute, taking in the

whole variations in the range of the velocity of the runner at

the present time, while the mode of grinding was also difl'erent.

The Arabs, again, are said to prefer flour ground with a

rolling-spindle—the principle of whose action closely resembles
that of the pestle-and-mortar and edge-runner—the three
plans of grinding thus brought together indicating as many
different lines of direction, any one of which may be assumed
as another line of progress in cool-grinding. In point of fact

they have all three already been assumed as such by the
pioneers of progress.

Counting the previous examples four lines of progression,

the edge-grinding mills of Mortimer have been proposed as a
fifth example, one which was at an early period reduced to

practice ; Williams's mill, which obtained a premium from the

Society of Arts, in 18M, being constructed on this plan.

Tlie various propositions of progressive grinding have been
enumerated for the express purpose of cool grinding, so that
tlic principle of their action also calls for notice as a sixth line
of progression. While to these six plans, tlic various combi-
nulious which may be constructed out of them may be viewed
as a new wrics of examples in the march of progress.

It will thus bo seen that millers have ample materials in
overflowing abundance, from which to selcct|the best and most
promising plan of cool grinding. In a former paper, No.
xxvi., three difl'erent sources of heat were noticed—viz., 1st,
the atmosphere

; 3nd, the friction of the grinding surfaces^
and 3rd, the breaking up of the grain into flour ; and, in.

making a choice of the best principle of grinding, these three
sources of heat must be kept closely in mind. Also, the
function which air performs in grinding, noted in our last

paper.

In the quern and early ass mills, the runner rode upon tlie

graiu ; but, in the latter, necessity soon gave birth to the

invention of the runner revolving on a pivot fixed in flic bed-

stone, the top of this pivot working in a socket, as in the mills

dug from the ruins of Pompeii. The reader will bear in mind
that we are just novv discussing the principles of construction

with a view to illustrate the elements of future progress, and
not the peculiar mechanism of the quern or ass mill, such me-
chanisms having already been described in previous papers.

What necessitated the supporting of the runner by means of a

socket working on the top of a pivot, was the greater weight
of the runner of the ass mill, as compared with the hand mill.

Before the draught bar, to which the ass was yoked, was in-

serted in the runner, the runner would be equipoised on the top

of the pivot ; but when only a single draught bar was inserted,

its weight would press down the stone on that side, and the

draught of the ass would still further add to the gilnding

action of the runner on the same side. Two asses in the mill

yoked opposite each other, as in the mills of Pompeii, would,
to a certain extent, counteract each other's motive-powers in

this respect ; but, however well they might be driven, the

runner would have less or more oscillation, which would affect

both the grinding and aerating processes.

Millers wiU readily perceive the peculiar principle thus in-

volved in all cattle-miUs so long as the draught-bar was fixed in

the runner, and they will also be able to account for the man-
ner it promoted cool grinding. They will, at the same time,

observe how slow the motion of the runner of the ass-niill must
have been, even in the smallest mill-courses ; the velocity of

the grinding surface being only a fraction of that of the ass,

whicli also greatly favoured cool grinding. And, in the third

place, it must be borne in mind that, as the flour and air issued

out from between the stones, any heat or vapour evolved

would rise upwards out of the flour, owing to the stones not

being confined within a close ease, while the flour would fall

downwards in the opposite direction.

As the above three principles in question involve important

practical considerations when applied to future progress, this

being the grand object in turning attention to them, it may
be as well to review them separately, somewhat more in their

working details. Thus :

—

1. Ilowever small may be the oscillation of the runner

upon the top of the fixed pivot in the bedstone, however evenly

the corn may be fed into the stones, and however uniformly

the ass or ass-team may be driven, there would be an excess

of grinding action, so to speak, on one side, and a dimi-

niitiou on the other—in other words, more grinding on one
side than on the other. This was the case, and still is the

case, in the East, in grinding with the quern or hand-mills,

there being always a greater pressure upon the handle-side of

the runner than upon the opposite one. This would affect

the influent current of grain and air, and also the effluent cur-

rent of meal, air, and vapour in the grinding of undried corn.

In the grinding of parched corn, or corn that had been de-

prived of its moisture by sun-drying, there would be almost

no vapour ; but there would be an increase of heat from each

of the three thermal sources—the atmosphere, the friction of

the stones, and the breaking up of the grain. But the slight

oscillation of the stones, and their slow velocity, would reduce

the compression of the air and the evolution of caloric, under

each of these sources, to a minimum ; while the discharge of

the evaporation and air, and the removal of the heat thereby,

would be increased to a maximum, llcnce the cool flour.

2. The process of hand-mill or ass-mill grinding, when
examined in its minute details, will be found to resemble more

closely the principle of griiuling with the pestle and mortar,

or the rolling spindle of the Arabs, or the grinding of medi-

cinal plants or drugs, than the modern system of grinding

wheat into fine flour, in which the runner grinds equaUy all

round the face of the stones. Wc can see a hundred and
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fifty o1)joctions (o tlie ruiiucr only ^liiuling- on one sido, or

grinding mori- closely on one side tlum on the ojniosite one
;

but objections of this kind go for nothing in the discnssiou of

the principle in question, such being mauifest, and therefore

proof to all objeclions, whatever tlicy may be ; for, as the

days of impossibilities are gone by, all tlic objections thus

raised may in; obviated by future improvements in carrying

out the peculiar principle in question of cool-grinding, should
no better principle of cool-grinding be discovered. The
reader must bear iu miud that we have gone backward to

patriarchal times purposely to bring up the practice of cool-

grinding, or at least the principles of that iiracliee then in

general use, with the view of adapting them to the exigencies

of modern times, thereby turning the present hot-grinding

system, with all its injurious consequences, (as previousy

noticed), out of the mill. AMth a four-feet diameter runner,

for example, making one liundred and twenty revolutions per

minute, it were dilticult to trace the path of a grain of wheat
between tlie eye of the millstone, where it enters between the

grinding surfaces, and the periphery or lips of the stones,

from which it is discharged into the millstone-case iu tlie form

of llour ; and likewise to trace the path of each particle of

llour round the millstone-case, until it is finally thrown out at

the shute into tlie trough or creeper below. Yet this path must
be ascertained before the heating process, and the actual

damage done by it, can be determined, experimentaUy ; for

when the heat evolved iu the grinding is not quickly carried

otf by tlic air and flour, it accuuiiilates, being absorbed not

only by the flour between the stones, but also by the stones

themselves—hence the chief reason why they get so hot at

times. The llour and stones, again, will absorb the heat more
rapidly the closer the flour lies upon the grinding surfaces

;

for when it lies loose, or, iu the technical phraseology of the

mUl, when it passes lively through between the stoiu^s, less

heat is generated per bushel of grain ground, while that heat

is removed in less time ; whereas, iu the other case, the flour,

after it has been reduced to a suilicient degree of fineness, is

kept between the stones for probably twice or thrice the

length of time it was in being ground, thus producing an
accumulation of heat from the second thermal source, viz.,

friction against the grinding surfaces of the stones.

(3.) The third and last principle that demands special at-

tention in reference to future improvement is the freedom with
which the air and any vapour that may be produced are allowed

to expaud and carry off heat the moment they issue from be-

tween the stones, the heated air and steam rising upwards, the

flour falling downwards. The gi'and object which our modern
stive-rooms and exhaust processes have in view is the carrying

out of this principle into practice ; but in doing so our pioneers

of progress have, up to this date at least, fallen into the

anomalous mistake of first producing an extra degree of tem-
perature, and a still greater amount of damage to the flour

;

and when ;ill this mischief is done, it is problematical if the

modern practice is as perfect and complete as the old one. In-

deed, the odds against the modern plan are sufficiently manifest

to warrant the conclusion that the old plan is the best of the

two in this respect. It is not, however, to be inferred from
this conclusion that, were the old practice of cool grinding to

become the modern rule, the principle of the modern ex-

haust processes would not then be an improvement upon the

old practice, the contrary being manifest. As questions of fact,

the old system of cool grinding and the modem blast and
exliaust processes are one and all subject to vast improve-

ments.

Such is a very general review of the principles involved in

the first line of progression, viz., the hand-mill or quern and

old ass-null. During the last fourteen years several patents

have been obtained for given an oscUlating movement to the

millstones, but they are all wide departures from the above.

In short, the peculiar oscillating movement and uneven pres-

sure of the grinding surface of the runner of the hand-miU as

it rode upon the grain being ground, and that of the aas-miU

supported in the centre by a socket working on the top of a

fixed pivot, but hauled down on one side by tlie ass, are each

only adapted for a slow motion ; while a slow motion is also

essentially necessary for the grinding of parched and kilndried

corn, or grain of any kind deprived of its moistui'c.

In the parching and kUn-drying the gluten and other pro-

perties of the com thus dried, oi rather roasted, undergo

clianges which in the opinion of some are favourable to the

(lieleiic economy of the Hour. This topic has already been

discussed at some length, and therefore wc do not return to it;

but besides this chemical change, corn thus roasted undergoes

a mecluuiical change by which it becomes more easily ground,

and this hitter view of the subject has not yet been discussed,

and therefore it requires investigation in this place.

This mechanical change raises three practical questions for

solution, the first having reference to the small diameter of the

millstones, the second to the slow rotary motion of the runner,

and the third to tlic crushing, grinding, and aijrating cen-

trifugal action of the runner. In the form of interrogatories,

they may hr put thus : Does the cool grinding of parched corn

recpiire millstones of a small diameter ? Is it necessary that

sucii millstones should rotate at a velocity not greater than did

the old liand-niills or ass-mills iu whidi the ass made as many
revolutions as the runuor to which it was yoked P And must
the runner be pressed down upon one side so as to produce a

proper crushing, grinding, and aerating centrifugal action, so

as to clear the grinding surfaces of made flour ?

These are questions which are obviously pregnant with

much that concerns future improvement, so as successfully to

effect cool grinding on the old iiaud-mill and ass-mill plans.

They arc questions, too, which are not exclusively confined to

the grinding of kiln-dried and parched corn, for they apply to

the grinding of all sorts of corn, whatever may be the torrefied

and hygrometric condition of the grain. No doubt they apply

with greater force to dry hard corn than to soft corn, contain-

ing,say, for the sake of 'argument, from 15 to 2U per cent, of

moisfture.

In reference to the first, it has already been shown that the

present diameter of millstones is less than it was at one time,

and that the progress of things appears to indicate a still farther

decrease for the future. Some considerable time ago, a Mr.
Bennington, from Alabama, U. S. A., put millstones in St.

Thomas's Mills, Staffordshire, only 17 inches diameter, and
these were at the time reported as doing more work than the

old large ones did. They were differently dressed, but into

details of special mechanism, we need not go further, as a small

diameter is only one of the three-joint co-operative conditions

at issue.

As to the second, viz , velocity, that has been shown to be
greatly on the increase, i. e., hot and hotter grinding having
become the general rule ; and what calls for special notice is

tlie fact that in grinding kiln-dried corn aud sun-dried corn,

the runner is driven at the same velocity as in grinding soft

corn.

Aud, with regard to the latter, thepeculiar mode of(jrimling
hy hand-mills and ass-mills, although once the rule in this

country, and the exception so late as the middle of the last

century, we must now send our pioneers to Arabia Felix, or

some other happy corner of Oriental climes, to see it iu suc-

cessful operation. True, there are a few querns to be found
in the far North, aud in the sister country, Ireland, kept as

lieir-looras, and which are occasionally used by way of experi-

mental teaching. But the more practical way of solving the
miller's question, is to construct a small hand-mill and asa-

mill, and thus learn experimentaUy the true practical philoso-

phy, or the practice with science, which they teach, as this

would enable experimentalists to make what improvements the

experience thus learned might suggest. Under such a course
of tuition millers will find that the hand-mill aud ass-mill

modes of grinding arc somewhat different from each other,

and that both difl"er still more widely from the hot-grinding
plan, which they now use, and in favour of which a very

strong prejudice may exist. A bias of this kind is natural

;

but it invariably gives way to the force of experimental evi-

dence, such as that which we propose.

The three modes of grinding we shall compare under the
pestle-and-raortar plan in our next paper. At present all we
shall say is, that the ass-mill approaches the nearest to the
plan of grinding medicinal plants , and, therefore, that it will

be found to preserve the odorous and sapid properties, or " the

life" or strength of the flour, better than the quern, and the
quern better than the modern hot-grinding plan. The centri-

fugal, fanning, aud aerating action of the ass-mill and hand-
miU will also be found superior to those in use, the rationale of

which wiU be given in a subsequent paper, to avoid repetition.
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COOL-GRINDI.XG : ARAB- SPINDLE AND TROUGH-
PESTLE AND MORTAR—EDGE-RUNNER MILLS.

Ill tlie preceding paper the principle of grinding witli

liand-mills and ass-mills—the latter actuated on the plan

of tliose dug from the ruins of Pompeii—were discussed

with the view of improving old mechanisms, so as to adapt
tliem to the demands of the future. The two plans ditfer

considerably from each other in tlicir working details, and,
idthough lieat is evolved in botli, they may nevertheless be
termed cool-grinders, comparatively speaking. It follows,

therefore, lliat the fust departure from the principles involved'

in their construction was a step in the wrong direction, i. c,
an increase of heat in grinding. It is too far in the after-

noon of progress for any miller to raise the practical objection
that neither plan nor both plans could supply the English
market with flour at the present day—prejudices of this kind
being unworthy of a formal refutation. But tliere are many
other plans of grinding corn, and three of these form the

heading of our present article ; and what demands a special

introductory notice is the fact that the three plans thus under
discussion are those adopted in tlie grinding of medicinal
plants, so as not to destroy their active properties. The fact

thus briefly stated raises at once the practical question for

solution—Why should corn be ground on a different principle

from medicinal seeds, plants, {cc ? Why do millers continue
to use the hot-system of grinding, less or more destroying the
active principles

—

alias, the life of the flour—when the im-
provement of anyone of the old plans still in use in Arabia and
other parts—and in this country in grinding cattle foods, drugs,

&c.—could be easily substituted in its place ?

It would be easy returning practical answers to the above
questions, but that such a course is foreign from our purpose.
It is a well-known fact in the milling trade tiiat a large
number of intelligent millers are sick to the heart witli the
present system of hot-grinding, and anything but in favour of
blast-fans and exhaust-fans, with the cooling apparatus and
modes to which they give rise, could they only see their way
clearly to cool-grinding on any profitable plan. Plain prac-
tical men, they are waiting, as it were, for the discovery of the
improvements in question—a discovery which may not inaptly
be said to be already looming in the distance to many of them,
who are not insensible to the fact that the recent improvements
made on the hot-grinding system are all leading them farther
and fiirther from the old accredited maxim of the art—tiiat
" cooler (/rinding''' meant in the mill " dricinrj the runner at a
less velocity."

The principle of grinding of the three plans under considera-
tion, viz., the Arab spindle and trough, the pestle and mortar,
and the edge-runner, liave a close similarity to each other in
many respects, as has already been stated, more especially the
former two. But of the working of the spindle and trough
we have no experience ; while the account given by Niebuhr
of tiie modus operandi of using it is by far too limited and
general in character to determine its details. For example,
Beckman, in his " History of Inventions " (vol. i. p. 149),
says, " Niebuhr found in Arabia, besides hand-mills, some
grinding stones, whicli differed from those used by us in their
consisting, not of a flat, but of an oblong liollow stone or
trough, with a pestle, which was not conical, but shaped like

a spindle—thick in the middle, and pointed at both eiuls. In
this stone the corn, after being soaked in water, was ground
to meal, and then nuide into cakes." Now, the reader cannot
fail to perceive liow meagre and imperfect this description is

of details for the purpose we want them. The original
(Niebuhr's "Description de I'Arabie"), although much more
explicit, is nearly as defective in illustrating practical detail,

being merely a foot-note, with a drawing of the spindle
and trough mill, under his description of the dietary of
the Arabs.

According to the above description, the soaking of the corn
was obviously for the purpose of loosening the husk ; and
most probably the wet husk was first sci)arated from the dry
kernel within by a gentle to-and-fro working of tlie spindle
from end to end of the trough, so as to effect, as com-
pletely as possible the decortication of the corn. The empty
husk or bran would then be removed by the hand, as in the
parallel case of hulling wheat, barley, &c. This done, the
operator, seated on the ground with the trough between his
V"i\ or standing at one end of it, or kneeling, would lay hold

of the spindle, one axis or extremity in each hand, and then,

by a half or quadrantal rotation of the spindle, accompanied
with a grinding action, he would work it forward and back-
ward—or from end to end—until the whole was reduced to

the required degree of fineness, when the trough would be
emptied, and a fresh supply of soaked grain put under the
action of the spindle. When the milling was over, and the

meal sifted, the trough and spindle would then serve the

former for a table, and tlie latter for a rolling-pin for rolling

out the dough into their unleavened cakes, such as are used

by the Araljs.

The pestle- and-mortar ptactice of grinding is very similar

in principle to the above, the corn being first soaked and then

hulled, before it is ground into meal, the principle of action

being a rotating, grinding, and pounding of the grain.

The above two examples apply chiefly to the grinding of un-
parched corn, which is much more difficult to pound and grind,

without being first decorticated, than parched corn. Parched
corn is often pounded and ground in troughs and mortars
without being soaked in water ; but Niebuhr and other travel-

lers in the East, so far as our inquiries extend, do not go into

working details of this kind.

Niebuhr also found the Arabs working edge-runners in

crushing oily seeds, &c., by means of oxen, and expresses his

surprise that they did not yoke the ox to the grinding of corn.

With the mode of using mills of this kind, and their prin-

ciple of action in grinding, little requires to be said, as our
readers generally are familiar with tliera. Although generally

termed " crushing mills," they have, nevertheless, a grinding

action ; while various plans have been proposed for increasing

the amount of their grinding powers, so as to adapt them
for the manufacture of wheatcn flour.

We now come to the question of progress involved in tlie

general appUcation of the principles of such mills and the

grinding of wheaten-flour, with a view to supersede the plan
of hot-grinding at present in use. In their present form no
end of objections could be raised to their introduction into the
mill ; but form and principle are often two very different things,

and they are so in the case in question. The grinding by
small quantities at a time, as in the spindle and pestle mills

for example, would be fatal to their use in large manufactures

;

but this can be obviated so as to produce continuous grinding

on the spindle and pestle piinciple ; so can the objectionable

half or quarter rotation given to both in hulling and grinding.

There are doubtless many unseen difficulties in the way of
successful profitable practice, but tliose that are cognisant to

the miller's organs of vision need not stand one hour in the
way of progress, and those that arc unseen yet will doubtless

become subject to the same rule as fast as they are discovered
in the mill. In short, a continuous stream of flour of any
degree of fineness, and of any volume or magnitude required,

can be made to flow from mills constructed on the principle of
the spindle and pestle plans of grinding; so that the final ques-
tion for solution is. Why then not have them ?

The present form of edge-runners, although less objection-

able than the spindle and pestle, is nevertheless un suited for

flour mills, and when brought up to the requirements of flour

manufacture it is more tlian probable that they will merge
into the improvement of the previous two plans, the improved
spindle and pestle systems of grinding ; the grain being decor-
ticated by separate processes. Indeed, the successful removal
of the husk withthe downy flocculent coveringthatsurroundsthe
kernel inside appears to be one of the cardinal desiderata

which the pioneers of progress are just now in search of; for

the moment this discovery is made, the grinding on the above
or some of the other cool-grinding plans at issue may not
inaptly be said to be a won cause. In otiier words, the moment
such a discovery is made, there is an end to hot-grinding as

now generally practised.

In the preceding article it was proposed to institute com-
parisons in this paper, between hand-mills and drug-mills,

and the mills now in use, in order to avoid repetition : such
comparisons we shall now proceed to notice

SPINDLE, rr.STLE, ANT) EDGE-UtlNNEU MILLS.

First. Spindle, pestle, and cdge-ruuncr, mills break up the
grain into flour between smooth surfaces, with a comparatively
equal but slow rotary crushing and grinding action.

Second. The spindle, pestle, and edge-ruuuer, as they crush
and grind in the trough, mortar, and on the bed-plate, ar^
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each coatinuously changing from one part of the grinding

surface to another, thereby obviating one of the chief ionrces

of heating (viz., the friction of hot-grinding surfaces) and the

accumulation of heat thereby jn-odueed.

Third. There is comparatively no conipressiou of air be-

tween the grinding surfaces of the spindle, pestle, and edge-

runner mills ; and what little there is, together witli tlie heat

and vapour evolved in the operation of grinding, inuncdiatcly

escapes, as tlie rotating grinding surface passes on to a fresh

portion of the fixed grinding surface ; so that the latter,

M'itli the broken meal upon it, has time to cool before the

former returns.

HAXD-MILLS AND ASS-MILLS, THE HUXXER AND MOTIVE

POWER MAKING EQUAL REVOLUTIONS.

First. Mills of this class have rough grinding surfaces, the

runner liaving an unequal but slow rotary grinding action from

the eye to tlie periphery ; the hand and ass, or motive power,

making equal revolutions with the runner.

Second. Tlie grinding portion of the runner of the hand-

mill or ass-miU, as it rotates on tlie bedstone, is continuously

changing from one part of tlie bedstone to another, there

being more pressure on one side than upon the otlier ; but tlie

active part of the runner itself does not so change place, it

beiug continuously in operation, so that the grinding portion

of the runner has a tendency to generate and accumulate heat

;

but it is otherwise with tlie bedstone and flour, as they have

time to cool before the return of the more active grinding

portion of the runner.

Third. There being a considerable pqrtion of the grinding

surface of the runner continuously in active operation, with a

corresponding area of the bedstone, there is a certain degree

of compression of air experienced ; bnt the partial relief on one

side of both stones produces a more powerful centrifugal and

fanning action on the part of the runner than were there no

such partial relief involved, so that the compressed air, tlour,

and vapour are a shorter time between the grinding surfaces,

while the expansion of the compressed air and steam, as they

issue from tlie lips of the stones, carries off heat, the flour,

from these several causes, being prevented from carrying ofl'

accumulated heat, from over-grinding.

Fourth. There is, comparatively, no adhesion of the flour

to the surface of the bedstone, in hand and ass-mills, the

broken grain being kept continuously moving outwards in a

"lively state," as it is technically termed, so that tiiere is

little or no overgrinding experienced, and consequent accumu-
lation of heat ; the tendency being in the contrary direction

of over-grinding, considerable attention and artistic skill in

the driving of the runner being required, in order to prevent

coarse meal being thrown out before it is ground sufficiently

fine.

Fifth. In hand-mills, the runner rides upon the grain being

ground, thereby drawing it in between the stones, so that the

distance between the grinding surfaces is regulated by the

amount of feed, coupled with the quality of the grain, tiie

fineness of the tlour, and the velocity of the runner, the work
of grinding coranieueing the moment a grain of corn enters

between the stones, when first the runner is started.

Sixth. In the ass-mill the runner is supported in the centre,

on a pivot fixed in the bedstone ; but towards the outside, or

periphery, or the flour-grinding portion of the runner, it rides

upon the grain being ground, being only kept from tiie bed-

stone by the flour, immediately before the latter issues from

the lips" of the two stones. But the work of grinding does not

commence until the space between the stones is filled up.

Seventh. The effluent current of flour from the lips of the

stones, in hand-mills and ass-miUs, is unequal, being greatest

at the handle-side of tiie former and the draught-pin iide of

the latter, and least on the opposite or comparatively free and

non-grinding side ; while there is no generation and accumu-

lation of heat from the millstone-case.

Eir/hth. When running empty, the runner of the hand-mill

grinds upon the bedstone, all round, towards the periphery.

Ninth. 'Olien running empty, the runner of the ass-raiU, if

actuated horizontally, will revolve free upon its socket and

pivot ; but if hauled down by the draught of an ass, it will

then touch the bedstone on the draught-pin side, but revolve

free on the opposite side.

MODERN MILLS.—RUNNER MOVING AT A IIIGII VELOCITY,

(ditIS HOT GRINDING.

Finl. Mills of this class have rough grinding and cutting

surfaces, the runner having an unequal but rapid, rotary,

clipping or cutting action from the eye to liie periphery ;
and

tlie runner, in the case of ass-mills, making a greater nnmlier

of revolutions tlian the ass, and the like for otiier motive

powers.

Second.—^The action of tiie grinding surfiices is equal and

continuous, so that heat is evolved from the three sources

formerly noticed, viz., the atmosphere, the friction of the grind-

ing surfaces, and the breaking-up of thegrain.

Third.—Air when forced in is compressed between the

grinding surfaces, vapour also is condensed, and unless both

are exhausted from the millstone case, expansion and the re-

moval of heat are counteracted, the caloric and moisture thus

passing off with the flour. If not so forced in between the

grinding surfaces, the natural tendency of this class of mills is

to grind with an insufficient supply.

Fourth.—The flour, unless a suitable supply of air is forced,

has a strong tendency to adhere to the grinding surface of both

stones, more especially the fixed one. This arises from the

condensation of vapour, the partial exclusion of air, the de-

crease of centrifugal and fanning action, and the accumu-

lation of heat, from over-grinding that follows, producing an

increase of steam, condensation, pasting therefrom, and so

forth.

Fifth.—The amount of feed and distance between the

grinding surfaces are regulated, but when once so regulated

they are arbitrary, so that the grain has to be worked into the

grinding surfaces by furrows and other contrivances thereon,

so as to keep tiie arbitrary space sufficiently tilled for the

clipping or shaving process of breaking up the grain into

flour.

Sixth.—The effluent current of flour from tiie lips of the

stones is equal all round, but, being less or more confined in a

case, generates and accumulates heat.

Seventh.—Wiien running empty tiie runner does not touch

the bedstone, and tiie arbitrary space between the stones

must be sufficiently filled up before tiie process of grinding

commences.

Such are some of tiie principal conclusions deduced from

the facts of the case under each of the three systems of

gi'inding in question. Each of the three series of proposi-

tions might be greatly extended ; but the above, we aver, will

be sufficient for the purposes required, viz., a comparison of

principle. The reader need hardly be advised that tlie several

propositions are deduced from tlie different kinds of mills, the

former two as they were used in the olden time, and the latter

as it is now generally used in tliis country, and not from the

three kinds of millsafter they have been improved. All three are

doubtless subject to improvement ; and in carrying out; this,

the force of principle may some future day merge tliem into a

common system. But the discussion of this is not our present

subject. Under the third kind of mills, the distances between

the grinding sui faces have been assumed as arbitrary ; but

there have been exceptions to this rule, by giving a certain

degree of oscillation to the stones, but such with a rapid velo-

city is objectionable. Millers may best be left to make their

own comparisons between tlie different systems of grinding.

That which will first arrest tiie attention of the non-profes-

sional reader is the laying aside of smooth surfaces in tiie

manufacture of vviiealen flour, and the retention of them in

grinding vegetable powders for the famUy doctor ; and the

second thing which will attract his notice is the departure

from principles of cool grinding, comparatively speaking, to

those of hot-grinding; and the third thing is tiie wide
field for improvement wiiich the several antagonistic proposi-

tions suggest to the pioneer of progress. Common conversa-

tion admits of much gossip in discussing the minor details of

political life, and doubtless in many a mill the practical and
scientific data involved iu the above propositions will give rise

to questions which up to this date have never received a satis-

factory solution, owing it may be to the prevalence of popular

error, or some other kindred cause which has come down to

the present day, from tiie darker ages of tlie world, when tiie

old familiar " rule of thumb" was the practical philosophy of

every mill. " What," for example, " is the function of a

master-furrow?" and
"

"V^lifit the philosophy of crossing the
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furrows of iUo runner and bedstone, seeing they do not touch

pacli otlier like the blades of scissors, so as to clip ? " Off

hand there is hardly a " Dusty Coat" iu the kingdom who
would not have a ready-made answer to both these and many
other questions involved ; and yet when further tjuestioued on
tlu! minor details of milling, such ready-made answers will iu

the majority of cases be found to cross each other, like the

master-furrows themselves on the grinding surfaces. The art

of milling is one of the highest order in a national sense, and
it is certainly high time aU such preconceived cross-clipping

notions were blown out of the mill, for facts iu physical science

reconcile tliemselves to each other without crossing.

COOL-GRINDING—(5) CYLINDER MILLS— (C) PRO-
GRESSIVE GRINDING-MILLS.

The fifth and sixth kinds of mills, although proposed to

effect cool-grinding, have not, up to tliis date, realized the

good wishes of their inventors and patrons ; but, as the prin-

ciples upon which they are both constructed have not lieen

discussed iu the preceding papers, they will form the subject

of this, witli a view to ascertain how far they coincide, or

rather can be made to coincide, with cool-grinding, compara-

tively speaking, or may form part of future combinations.

In mills of the fifth kind, or cylindrical grindiug-mills, the

velocity of the grinding surface of tlie runner is uniform, and
the area of this grinding surface is somewhat less tlian that

of the bedstone, or " breaststone," as it lias been technically

termed.

The grinding surface of the runner is that of a perfect

cylinder ; but the surface of the breaststone—which forms from
a quadrant to rather more than a quadrant of the circle, and
against which the runner acts—is a departure from the circle,

the grinding surfaces being further apart where the grain

enters than where the flour is discharged ; so that the proper

curvature of the breaststone is a very nice professional ques-

tion—one, we aver, which has not yet been satisfactorily

solved by any of the examples which have been reduced to

practice.

Tlie distance between tlie grinding surfaces is arbitrary, or

rather was arbitrary or fixed, in those examples which have
been reduced to practice, so far as they have come under our
notice.

In WUliams's example (which we formerly described),

whicli obtained a premium from tlie Society of Arts in 18l4,

tlie distance between the stones was arbitrary when working.
The breaststone, whieli was about a quadrant of the circle, could

be regulated so as to set it closer or further apart ; but, when
once so regulated and fixed, the intervening space between
the two grinding surfaces, whatever it might be, remained the

same.

Tliis arbitrary or fixed distance between the grinding sur-

faces necessitates in this class of mills the rotating of the

runner at a high velocity, in order to make the rough edges

of the two approaching surfaces cut, or, as it is commonly
termed in mill phrase, " grind." In other words, Williams's

mill was constructed on the hot-grinding principle.

In the old Hebrew hand-mills and ass-raills, as in the

querns and ass-mills of this country, and iu the common mills

of the present day, the velocity of the grinding surface is un-

equal, being least at the eye where the graiu enters, and
greatest towards the periphery where the flonr is discharged,

whOe the distance between the grinding surfaces is inversely

as the velocity.

In Rustall's miU, another family mill which obtained a prize

from the Society of Arts in 1800—also noticed in a pre-

vious paper, and also in the French military mills—the

velocity of the grinding surface of the runner is the same as

in the common liorizontal mUls ; but the vertical position of

the grinding surfaces gives a very marked diversity to the

modus operandi of grinding and principles involved—differ-

ences that require to be carefully noticed when examined vvitli

a view to future improvements.
In tlie common mills and French military mills the runner

has not a velocity sufllcient to grind at the eye ; and for half-

way outwards to the lips of the stones the action of the two
surfaces may not inaptly be said to be only a rougli process of
hulling or decorticating. Beyond the half-way circle the
grinding, or rather cutting, begins—the velocity of the last

four or five inches, wlien a four-feet fctoue is vunuing at up-
wards of ft hundrd revolutions per minute, producing the

superfine shaving process, more especially in horizontal mills,
the gravitation of the broken grain and flour downwards in
vertical mills liaving a tendency to prevent over-grindiu"'.

In edge-grinding mills, on the other hand, the velocity of
the grinding surface of the runner has a cutting action over
tlie whole quadrantal surface of the breast-slone, the velocity
being as great where the graiu enters as where the flour is

discharged, the force of gravitation being more directly in

co-operation with the centrifugal and fanning action of the
runner than in either of the other two examples.

We need not go farther into the details of working prin-

ciples of cylinder mills, as enough has already been said to

show that the general conclusion is not in their favour in the

mauTifacture of fine flour, as they manifestly have a tendency
to ])roduce " grays," by cutting up the Ijran into coarse flour,

which cannot be separated iu the bolting, and also to produce
lieating and its consequences.

Two objections to this conclusion may, however, be raised,

and in point of fact have been raised—the first, that in

grindiu";- decorticated grain, the cutting up of the offal into

grays falls to the ground as inapplicable ; and second, the
grinding surfaces may be so constructed as to work on the

eool-grinding principle, i.e., grind when the runner is only

making three or four revolutions per minute.
In both these offsets we are evidently getting upon untrod-

den ground, more especially under the latter of the two pro-

positions—viz., eool-grinding ; and therefore some degree of

premeditated caution is necessary ; but to a practical and pro-

fessional reader a simple hint on this head is better than a

thousand volumes of unmeaning amplification or book-rule

routine.

Although grinding at a high or rapid velocity is still the

fashion of the day—or rather the necessity of the modern
))ractice of a fixed distance between the grinding surfaces—it

is objectionable ; and therefore tlie future proposition of

grinding decorticated grain in cylinder mills is out of date and
untenable, even at the present day. The first offset, therefore,

must be thi«wn overboard without a hearing, as it cau never

form ail element of cool-grinding in any mill.

The second offset, or ])roj)osition, may with greater pro-

priety be enunciated in the form of an interrogatory—thus :

As the middle or acting portion of the spindle of the Arab-

spindle mill bears a close resemblance to the runner of the

cylinder mill, and the trough of the former to the breaststone

of the latter, can future discovery make a cool-grinding mill

out of the two ?

The practical answer to this question of course lielongs to

the future, and the discussion of the combiuatious of prin-

ciples which it involves to the seventh or last head of this

division of our subject

—

i. e., to our next paper. The pro-

priety of this course will appear all the more necessary, if not

imperative, when it is borne iu mind that the combination in

question is inseparably connected with the pestle-aud-mortar

and edge-runner mills noticed in the previous article.

Not a few combinations of two or more of the six

kinds of mills under consideration have already lieen tried,

while other combinations have been proposed ; so that the

more commendable plan is to discuss the whole under one

heading.

G.

—

Progressive Mills, as they have been termed, form the

next or sixth kind of mills whichhavebeen tried as eoid-grinders;

but, like the last (/.«'., cylinder mills), all the examples which we
have seen in operation or in scientific works, English, French or

American, are hot-grinders—the runner moving at a rapid and

cutting velocity, owing to the distance between it and tlu^ bed-

stone beiug a fixed distance when at work. At one time the pro-

position was a very popular one amongst the pioneers of pro-

gress ; and, accordingly, we find many patented examples in

the publications of the Patent-office, and those of patent

agents, of this kind of mill. In a former paper the

peculiar mechanism and object they had in view were

noticed from a patent-office point of view. In this place the

principles of their mechauism and working will bo discussed,

with a view to their improvement individually or in combina-

tion with some of the other five kinds of mills.

" Practice with science" being our motto, we sliaU take the

following examples to illustrate principle:

1. The old plan of putting the wheat first through a pair

of hulling stones ; second, a pair of stones set bo as to grind

coftrse meal ; and third, a pair of stones to grind this coar?e
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meal iuto fine flour. In small mills with only one pair of

stoues, tliey were first si-t for hulling ; secoiul, for grinding

coarse meal ; and third, for malcina; fine Hour.

In tlie former two processes little heating was experienced
;

but in the grinding of meal into llour the heating is excessive

and damaging in the extreme. Hence the reason why the

practice was publicly prohibited by the French Government,
several centuries ago. To obviate the damage done from

overgriuding or grinding a second time, the tine Hour tluil

always largely exists amongst tlic coarse meal was sifted out

;

but the plan, although an improvement, does not ajjpear to

have been crowned w ith complete success. Aiul why ?

This is just that particular ((uestion in the practice which
calls for our special investigation, with a view to progress. In

the form of an interrogatory, it may be put thus : If very

coarse meal can be made with the runner moving at a slow

velocity, so as to produce comjiaratively little heating, ai\d as

this coarse meal always contains much line Hour, which can

be easily silted or bolted out, why cannot the grits remaining

be ground cool ? In grinding with the quern, it was a com-

mon practice to put the grits through the mill a second time
;

and there have been numerous patented propositions reduced

to practice for grinding the ollal, in order to separate the flour

that adheres to the bran—a view of the subject which brings

us to tlie next example. 15nt almost all these attomi)ts to

economise flour from the bran have been on the hot-grinding

principle, the runuer being fixed on the spindle, and driven at

a velocity sutllcient to cut ; wliereas the practical question

raised for solution implies the moving at the slow pace of the

ass, or rather making an equal number of revolutions per mi-

nute. In point of fact, the hand-mill and ass-mill were not

driven faster to make finer flour, but, on the contrary, slower
,

and in this lies the whole secret of cool grinding, practically

speaking.

2. The object of the second example which we shall quote

for the illustration of principle is the ])raciical solution of the

above question, thus : Two or three pairs of stones are driven

by the same spindle, together with one or two disc-sieves

between them, each pair downwards being a step lower than

tlie pair above. If we assume two pairs of stones, then the

lowest pair were what have been termed by some patentees
" ring millstones ;" and if three pairs, then two pairs were

ringstones. Assuming three pairs, for an example, then the

first and uppermost pair would be small hulling stones of the

usual kind. The hulled corn from these stones would pass

over a screen, the portion next tlie hulling bedstone having

fine meshes, or holes, for taking out dust, &c., by means of

brushes. Outside this, the hulled grain would pass tlirough

into the middle pair of stones, forming a ring of from

six to twelve inches in breadth, which would grind

it into coarse round meal. This meal would pass

over a fine disc-sieve for taking out the fine flour, a

coarse one for sifting out the bran and allowing the

grits to pass through to the third pair of stones, which also

form a narrow ring set sulTiciently close to reduce the whole

to fine flour, such being removed and bolted in the usual way-

Several mills, constructed with a progressive series of three pairs

of stoues as above, were in use long ago, and, for aught that

we know to the contrary, may be working still ; but the meal

pair and flour pair were both driven at a hot grinding pace,

so that justice was not done to the principle involved in this

progressive series. In other words, it was used as a hot-

grinding progressive series. Query, Can any of our go-aliead

millers work it as a cool-grinding progressive series ? To the

non-professional reader we may add that the dust, bran, and

different qualities of flour are removed to their respective

places by creepers or travelling bands, or both, in the usual

way ; while blast and exhaust fans, &:c., may be applied to

the fine-flour ring pair of millstones, should such apparatus

be required in the practical solution of the question. We
must here, however, further add that it is very problematical

if either blast or exhaust fans will be included in the solution

of the problem of cool-griuding ; for all such are great con-

sumers of motive-power, as is also the driving of the runner

at a high velocity. It has long been a growing conviction in

the minds of many successful practical millers that the extra

power consumed in actuating blast and exhaust fans, with the

other new-fangled elements of the hot-grinding syste'm of late

years, would drive as many adtUtional millstones as would do

the work of grinding better and more economically. Hence

the reason why they continue the old plan of driving at from
one-third to one-half the velocity, or from thirty to sixty

revolutions per minute ; but of this more afterwards, under a

dilVerent heading.

There is an objection to the principle of the large diameter

of the fine-flour pair of ring-millstones in this progressive

series that re(iuires to bo pointed out in this ]ilaee, viz , the

greater length of the tangential path which the flour has to

travel outwards in being ground ; the greater length of time
it is thus between the grinding surfaces, and tlie greater

liability of the flour to adhere to the grinding surfaces, so as

to lie carried round, and thus be over-ground to heating, and
so forth. It has already been shown that for some time past

millstones have been greatly reduced in diameter—the old

notion that the grinding powers of millstones increased with
the increase of r.adius having been found to be a fallacious

one ; the reverse, in point of fact, being true. No doubt the

breadth of the ring could be narrowed so as to obviate to a

certain extent tlie objection raised ; but we have never heard
of such being realized in practice ; for, with narrow rings,

ofiier objections arise—hence the finale.

3. A third progressive series is to decorticate and bruise the

grain prior to grinding it into flour, the series being thus—

a

decorticating mill, a bruising or crushing mill, and a grinding

mill. In other examples there are only two in the series, a
bruising mill and a grinding mill. Some ten years ago an ex-

ample of this latter kind was extensively worked in Glasgow,
the grinding mill being a pair of ring-millstones, a blast-fan

working in the eye of the stones for aeration; but the method
of aiJration is as objectionable ns the ring plan of grinding, so

there are more reasons than one why it has not won its way
into general use.

4. A fourth series comprises an infinite variety of cones and
cylinders rotating on vertical spindles. A 'great mauy exam-
ples of this kind belong to what are termed steel mills, the

majority of which are frustrums of cones, rotating on horizon-

tal spindles, or on spindles only making a small inchnation

with the plane of the horizon. A large number of mills of

this class have, however, been made with French burrs—small

mills for family use, and also large mills for public service.

It is not so easy to define the members of this series so as to

illustrate principle, but generally speaking the work they per-

form is—first, hulling ; second, making meal ; and third, flour,

the sifting and bolting being performed as in the preceding

examples ; but to this general view of the series there are

many exceptions. These exceptions, however, have reference

rather to differences of special mechanism, or of mechanical

details in doing the work, than to new principles, and there-

fore it will be unnecessary to go into such for illustration.

Allien two frustrums of two cones are joined base to base, the

greatest velocity is at the middle, or where the two bases join
;

and the least where the corn enters, and flour is discharged.

In some cases the two pairs of frustrums are not joined, the

uppermost or meal-grinding pair being small, and the lowest,

or flour-grinding pair large, there being a horizontal sieve be-

tween them. In other examples the corn enters at the base of

the upper cone, and is discharged at the base of the lower cone,

so that in this ease the velocities are the reverse of what they

were in the preceding examples. In the above examples, tlie

axes of the conical stones are both vertical, but in some cases

they are placed at certain angles, the ujiper pair of stones

always feeding the lower pair. In one very old example there

is a small pair of conical stones on the top of a verticle spindle,

with a cylinder ring stone working between two bedstones be-

low the runner of the cylinder, being on the same spindle as

the cone, the two thus forming a combination.

In all the vast variety of examples of this class there is a
sameness of principle throughout, too manifest to require fur-

ther pointing out in detail.

COOL-GRINDING : (7) VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OP
MILLS.

(7). The principles on which (1) hand mills and ass mills,

(2) spindle and trough mills, (.3) pestle-and-mortar mills, (-i)

edge nmner mills, (5) cylinder mUls, and (C) progressive

grinding mills are constructed and work, have been noticed, and
found wanting in several respects to meet the demands of

future improvement ; and the question for discussion in this

paper is, Can successful combinations be formed out of two or
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more of tliese six kinds of mills, so as practically to solve the

general problem of cool-grinding: ?

"W'e shall have to claim the professional reader's closest at-

tention to the combination of principles, inasmuch as not one
miller in five hundred has had any experience in grinding
wheat with any of the above six kinds of mills. The con-
struction of querns, ass mills, spindle and pestle mills, with
the other varieties for experimental inquiry, have already been
suggested in a previous article, the opinions of practical men,
however eminent in their profession they tliemselves may be,

being no longer admitted in the investigation of questions of
this kind, aud, indeed, in any questions in physical science.

Experiment, aud experiment alone, must therefore lead the
way iu the march of improvement, and to this general rule

progreis in the mill will be found no exception.

Having made a French-burr quern, the miller or experi-

mentalist will find a short apprenticeship necessary, to master
the successful working of it ; the pressure upon the handle,
tiie velocity, or number of revolutions per minute rec|uired,

and the feediug-in of the grain with the other liand—being all

mechanical questions that cannot otherwise be taught. A
great many patents have been obtained for peculiar modes of

balancing the runner on the hot-grinding system, and a great
many plans carried out tliat were never patented ; but iu the
hand mill and ass mill it is the grain being ground that

balances tlie runner ; and to keep it tiuis successfully balanced
iu the grinding process, so as not to touch the bedstone,
requires a keen eye to the inliuent and effluent currents, an
acute ear to the sound of the mill, and a pair of trained and
attentive hands to the two respective functions they have to

perform, viz., the feeding aud driving. Hence the principles

involved.

As to the etfects produced, viz., the fineness and quality of
the flour. In 1ms already been stated that fine quern-made
flour was obtained by sifting and bolting, and that the round
meal which did not pass through the sieve or bolting cloth

was ground a second time, in order to reduce it to fine flour,

there being no objection to grinding a second time with the
quern. And we may add, tliese results also apply to ass mills

on the slow movement or cool-grinding principle.

The reader will thus perceive that the principles involved in

the last two paragraphs are neither more nor less than those
of cool-progressive grinding, or of cool-grinding on the pro-
gressive principle, so that the combination which such suggests
is no less manifest than simple, viz., two or three, or any
requisite number of quern or ass mills with sifting apparatus
between each pair of stones, until the grain is reduced to any
degree of fineness of flour. First, for example, the grain is

fed in at the eye of the upper pair of millstones, the round
meal sifted or bolted out being fed in at the eye of the second
aud third pairs of millstones ; and so on, as formerly explained
under progressive grinding.

All this is plain enough, the feeding and driving being done
by manual labour. But tiers of fair millers" warbUnc/" in the
mill are, we fear, out of date; and when either steam, wind, or

water is ."applied as a motive-power to feed and actuate tlie

stones, additional mechanical appliances are absolutely neces-

sary. Other questions also arise—such as the following : Will
the meal from the first pair of stones keep the second pair of
stones going ? and the second pair the third ? and so on.

Questions of this kind may all be tossed to the winds toge-

ther ; for at the bar of discoverk they are solved as fast as

they arise. In point of fact, the solution of such common-
place problems hardly deserves the name of discovery, the
greater number of them having already been solved. And this

is not all ; for in future practice, cool-progressive grinding
will, in all likelihood, embrace a much more comprehensive
combination tlian two or three pairs of small stones grinding
on tlie principle of the quern or ass mill, for at the present
time tlie fiuger of discovery is obviously pointing to the
moist decortication of wheat, with a subsequent process of
drying and another of scouring, the better to remove the floccu-

lent downy matter that covers the kernel. Thus, from the
granary the wheat umy first pass through a scouring mill;

second, through a damping or moistening mill, as by steam
moist endless bands, &c. ; third, tlirough a decorticating mill

;

/oKr///, through a drying mill
; fifth, ^ cooling and crushing mill

;

and then *wM, through the first pair of grinding stones, the meal
from which would pass through the second pair of stones, as the
sc-".:'ti member or mill in thr combination. This latter pair,

the seventh in the series, may grind the meal from two of
three pairs of corn-grinding stones, whether the corn is decor-
ticated or not, and so on ; such details being detennined by the
quality of the corn, the lineness of the flour, and the like prac-
tical data at issue involving principle.

In the above series we have coupled the quern and ass mill
together, altiiough there is a wide difference between them in

one respect, the runner of the latter being supported on a pivot

in the centre ; and it hardly requires a grain of inventiv*

power to perceive that the pivot plan is most iu favour of the

application of inanimate power, as steam, wind, or water, in

driving the runner, although this favour is at the sacrifice of

other principles, as subsequently noticed.

A second combination which the facts of the case suggest is

the grinding of the meal from the first pair of stones in a

spindle and trough mill ; a third combination, the grinding of

the meal in a pestle aud mortar mill ; and a fourth combina-
tion the grinding of the meal in edge-runner mill—the round
meal in these three examples being ground iiito fine flour be-

tween comparatively smooth surfaces.

In these combinations it must be borne iu mind that the
spindle aud pestle have a pounding action as well as a grinding

;

while the edge-runner crushes by its weight, aud grinds by the

ditference in the volocities of different parts of its periphery or

grinding surface.

A\'e do not recollect having met with an example em-
bracing a pounding action in any English patent for the

common kind of flour mills ; but "jumping bars," and like

devices to make the runner pound, have been patented in the

United States of America ofteuer than once. Sliould a pound-
ing action therefore be considered necessary by any of our
readers, no difficulty can be experienced in applying cams to

eflect this purpose, whether the spindle and pestle rotata

around the central pair of miUstoues, or whether they rotate on
fixed fulcra, the circular troughs and mortars being made to

rotate under them, the pounded and ground flour being swept
out of the trough or mortar by brushes set obliquely for tliat

purpose. But when once the wheat is broken into meal, little

or no pounding, we aver, would be required, a not very heavy

spindle or pestle being sufllcient to grind, conditions which
would greatly simplify tlie details of mechanism. It must
likewise be borne in mind tliat in working the spindle in the

trough and the pestle in tlie mortar the rotation is opposed to

the course of horizontal progression, from end to end of the

trough and around the mortar, the grinding action in this

respect being very different from that of the edge-runner ; and
the principle of this peculiar mode of spindle aud pestle

grinding must be preserved in the combination in question, in

order to make them grind.

To pass the meal from Ihe disc sieve on to the bed plate of

an edge-runner would be a very simple contrivance, the

crushed and ground meal being swept on to a second sieve,

and so any number of runners and sieves retiuired being added
to the series. But, like our millstones, our edge-runners are

driven at by far too rapid a pace for cool-grinding ; while the

grinding course must be narrower than is contemplated in the

above hypotheses of runners working outside central grind-

ing millstones with disc sieves, &c. And the" same practical

objection would apply to the combination of spindle and jiestle

mills, if the latter were driven at a rapid pace around the

central millstones.

From the nature of the above objections, it follows that the

meal from the first pair of small millstones would have to be

collected and ground separately in either of the above kind of
smooth-surface grinding-mills, aud this collecting of the meal
could be more readily done from bolting cylinders and reels

than from disc sieves—results that would give rise to various

modifications in the details of mechanism in the construction

of such mills. Such modifications, however, would be more
in favour of the combinations than against them, as they

would be more simple and effective, and, we may add, less ex-

pensive, both in the construction aud in the working.
Cylinder mills would have to be constructed on cool-grinding

principles before they could be admitted into combination with

either quern or ass mill for the purpose of grinding the meal
from them. Various plans have already been patented, and
adopted without patent, for effecting this ; while others might
be suggested so as to crush and grind the meal into fine flour

with a reduced velocity. These in some cases are combina-

tions of edge-runner mills and cylinder mills, and these latter
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agaiu with disc-grinJiug' mills, although iu all these eoinbiua-

tioiis the velocities wore by far too great for cool grinding,

always bearing iu luiud that the expression " cool grinding"
is used in a comparative sense. Tims Mortimer, who first

proposed the cylinder mill about a hundred and lit'ty years ago,

suggested also iu his work on agriculture two cylinders mov-
ing at dilferent velocities, which would produce a grinding as

well as a crushing action between them. This he proposed
for bruising malt; indeed, he made a mill of this kind for his

own use, and he says it had this advantage, that it did not

grind the mult to powder, but only bruised it Hat. Tliis, how-
ever, lie adds, depends upon the size of the rollers and liow

they are set and driven ; for it is a well-known fact that large

cylinders set close, and moving at dilferent velocities, have a

grinding action, w hether they arc both driven the same way,
or in opposite directions. Now between t«o grinding

cylinders, working vertically, a rotary disc-grinder on a

horizontal axis lias been made to work, for the purpose of iu-

creasing the grinding action, the disc having also a compara-
tively smooth surface ; and iu such a mill, or series of such

mills, working at a slow velocity, the meal from the first pair

of stones might be ground into llour of any degree of fineness

required, any heat evolved iu the process of breaking up the

meal, kc, being permitted to escape, while heat from over-

griudiug, or from grinding a second time, and from tiie cou-

tiuuous rubbing of the grinding surfaces against the Hour,

would be ahnost wholly obviated.

It does not take a very great expenditure of motive power
to reduce meal to flue flour between smooth-grinding surfaces,

and the less power that is wasted iu the process of grinding

so much the better, both as to the quality of the llour and the

expense of manufacture, and the wear and tear upon the mill.

The grinding with rough surfaces at a high velocity, as in

the present practice of milling, involves au incredible expendi-

ture of motive power, while the heat evolved corresponds with

this enormous sacrifice. As already stated on several previous

occasions, experiments are mucii needed to determine, accord-

ing to the rules of applied science, both these questions. In

a subsequent paper some American experiments will be quoted,

showing that to grind twice the quantity of wheat with double

speed requires four times the expenditure of motive power
;

or, in the words of the report in the Franliiii Journal, " To
grind in equal times twice the quantity of wheat by grinding

it at double the velocity, requirers four times the power."

Aud from experiments made to determine the degree of heat

evolved by friction, the general rule is, thut ike heat evoh-ed is

as the square of the velocity— /. e., if a given number of revo-

lutions of the millstone, for example, produce 1 deg. of lieat,

twice that number of revolutions will produce 4 deg., and three

times that number of revolutions 9 deg. But the experiments

from which tills startling rule is deduced were not from the

friction of millstones in grinding wheat, the friction of the

latter being manifestly exceptional. Hence the objection, aud
the experiments needed to settle the question. Into both

these questions—the expenditure of motive power and the

evolution of heat from grinding at high velocities—we shall

go at greater length iu a subsequent paper, quoting experi-

mental authority, vdth a view to induce further experiment.

At present our object in drawing attention to them is to enable

the reader to form a proper estimate of the preceding com-

binations, compared with those that follow.

Iu the preceding combinations the wheat, either decorti-

cated or not, is broken or ground into fine flour aud round

meal, iu mills constructed ou the principle of hand-mills or

ass-mUls actuated by steam, wind, or water, the fine flour being

sifted or bolted out from the round meal preparatory to its

being ground in a second mill. But the practical question

arises, Is this the best plan of breaking-up the wheat ? Or
would any of the other kind of mills be better ? Many prac-

tised millers have proposed crushing and bruising, &c.

In the two examples of queru and ass-mill it has beeu said

that the principle of the runner of the latter, /. e. of tlie pivot

working in a socket, would be more easily actuated by iuani-

nuite power than the runner of the former, owing to its ec-

centric rotation ; but this gain in the simplicity of mechanism

w ill readily be seen to be at a certain sacrifice of effective

action in the process of grinding. Between the two the dif-

("erence may not be very great, but whatever it may be, it re-

quires to be closely borne in mindiu the solution of the ques-

tion now raised as to wliich of the various principles is the

best for the primary one iu any combination. We must here

remind the reader tli.at the inquiry is truly an experimental

one, as formerly stated ; aud in the experimental investigations

of grinding with the various kinds of mills in question, there

can be no greater mistake than to overlook small differences of

the above description.

In breaking-up wheal into coarse meal by auy of the above

three mills with smooth grinding surfaces, the work is done

partly by percussive force or by grinding, and partly by crush-

ing or bruising. Betweeu smooth-surfaced cylinders—mills

with rollers of considerable diameter, and moving at different

velocities or in opposite directions—the action is partly bruis-

ing and partly grinding, very little pounding action being in-

volved. The Arabs, for example, first break up their wheat

and dhurra into coarse meal by pounding before they grind into

flour.

Percussion is another source of heat to the three already

mentioned (No. xxvi.) ; but although it is possible to give a

pounding action to the spindle and pestle sufficient to break up

the hardest flinty wheat, the proposition can hardly be enter-

tained in any other light than speculation. On the contrary,

bruising wheat under edge runners and between cylinders pre-

paratory to grinding, has had many advocates for upwards of a

century ; and, besides, numerous examples of both have been

extensively used with uudecorticated wheat ; but in neither

case was the wheat so reduced as to yield a small proportion

of fine flour ; so that they rather form an additional member or

mill to tlie combination of mills than a substitute for either

the quern or ass-mill. The object, however, may be over-

rated, as both mills are subject to improvement, while hitherto

they were worked at too high a velocity. Moreover, their

merits with decorticated wheat deprived of its moisture have

not, to the best of our information, been tested at the bar of

Experiment : hence the practical conclusion.

AVhen kiln-dried wheat, or wheat deprived of its moisture by

sun-drying, or by heated air, &c., is crushed by passing an

edge-runner over it, the kernel is at once reduced to such a

finely subdivided state that were it put through a small hand-

mill, moving at a slow velocity, the greater portion of it

would be ground into fine flour, yielding very little rough meal

from the bolting cylinder for the second pair of stones or

grinding surfaces. It may also be assumed that thus reduced

to flour a minimim degree of heat would be evolved in the pro-

cess ; while that little could be removed from the millstone

case, so as to obviate its beiug absorbed by the flour, from

which the greater proportion of it had been evolved, assuming

that all the mills iu the combination are closely covered in,

each in its respective case, and ventilated by artificial means
;

for although very little heat and floating stive would be pro-

duced, that little ofboth would require to be removed, or rather

prevented, as shown in a suljsequent paper on hydrothermal

improvements, itc, otherwise they would accumulate in a large

manufactory and do harm.

The reader will thus perceive that a great many combinations

could thus be formed out of the ^w^ or sis kinds of miUs in

question. Farther into the details of these combinations we
need not go, as they all lielong to the province of the future.

Enough has been said to give a general idea of how they can

be formed, so as to comply with tlie demands of cool grinding,

this being the simple object of their discussion. EiNGiNEER.

THE ROYAL AaRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

Monthly Council : Wednesday, August 7, 1867.

—

Present, his Grace the Duke of Richmond, K.G. (president),

in the chair ; the Earl of Powis, Lord Chesham, Major-

Geueral the Hon. A. N. Hood, Mr. Amos, Mr. Barnett,

Mr. Cantrell, Colonel Challoner, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs,

Mr, Hassall, Mr. Horasby, Colonel Kingscote, M.P.,

B
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Mr. Raudell, Mr. RigJeii, Mr. Thompson, Mr. Robert

Smith, Mr. 'stone, Mr. Torr, Mr. Wells, Major Wilson,

Professor Wilson, IMr. Frere, and Dr. ^'oelcker.

The following new members were elected :

Abbotts, R.W., Burtou-ou-Trent

Amcotts, Colonel W. C, Ilackthorn Hall, Lincoln

Beard, C, Bury St. Edmunds
Beman, Thomas, Weston-sub-Edge, Broadway, Worcestershire

Bevan, William Robeit, Bury St. Edmunds
Bowstead, James Cooper, Hackthorpe Ilall, Penrith

Brownsmitli, Joseph, Bury St. Edmunds
Davey, Charles M., Witham, Esses

Davey, H. M., North-street, Colchester

Denton, Edward H., Great Barton, Bury St. Edmunds
Dowsett, Herbert, Park Farm, Pleshey, Chelmsford

Edwards, Thomas Foster, Eye, Peterborough

Fothergill, William, Cefnrliyclidir, Tredegar, Monmouth
Freer, F. Hubert, Hampton, Evesham
Hammond, Edward, Gesnys, Newmarket
Henniker-Major, the Hon. J. M., M.P., Woodlands, Ipswich

Holme, John, Parkside, Miluthorpe

Hortou, William, Livermere Park, Bury St. Edmunds
Howard, Wm. N., Bury St. Edmunds
Ion, John Watling, Bury St. Edmunds
Kemp, Francis, Spalding

Kerry, T. R., Lockford, Bury St. Edmunds
Land, B. II., Bury St. Edmunds
Lofts, Jacob, Great Barton, Bury St. Edmunds
Nuuu, Jolni, Foruham All Saints', Bury St. Edmunds
Pain, George John, Risby, Bury St. Edmunds
Partridge, C., Clyro Court, Hay, Radnorshire

Paxman, James, Bank Buildings, Colchester

Penny, Thomas, Tauntou
Pettitt, Edward, 18, St. Jolin Street, Bury St. Edmund's

Poyser, Josiah T., Burton-on-Trent

Pr.att, W. B., Stradishall, Newmarket
Ravensliaw, James, Bridleway Gate, Shrewsbury

Roberts, M. Henry, Alrashoe Bury, Ilitchin

Robinson, James Charles, Stevington, Bedford

Rodwell, John, Bury St. Edmunds
Rolfe, James, Bury St. Edmunds
Scott, Thomas, Great Barton, Bury St. Ednrunds

Sims, Reuben, Grove House, Moor Park, Preston, Lancaster

Talbot, John, Jane House, Burton, Westmoreland
Thomas, Edward Charles, Bury St. Edmunds
Turner, Jabez, Haddon Grange, Peterborougli, Hunts
Webb, G. B., Stanfudd, Clare, Suflblk

Webster, Crayston, Kcudal

WooUard, Josepli, Broxted Lodge, Haveiliill, Suffolk

Finance.— Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood,

Chairman of the Committee, presented the Report, from

which it appeared that the Secretary's receipts during the

])ast month had been examined by the Committee, and by

Messrs. QuUter, Ball, and Co., the Society's account-

ants, and were found correct. The balance in the

hands of the bankers on July 31 was £5,278 12s.

3d. Cheqnes to the amount of .^6,551 8s. 9d. were

ordered to be drawn, and the Committee recom-

mended that £2,000 stock be sold out of the Funds.

This report was adopted. The half-yearly audit of the

Society's accounts to the 30th June, 1SG7, took place on

the 6th iust.

Journal.—Mr. Thompson, chainnan, announced that

the prize of £25 in class X., on the " Rise and Progress

of Herefords," had been awarded to H. H. Dixon, Esq.,

10, Kensington Square, VI.

The Committee recommended that the application of

"Agricola," the winner of the prize in class V., to re-

main incor/iiito, and that the money should be paid in

another person's name to the Agricultural Benevolent

Institution, be declined.

They recommended that the pamphlet on '"' Steam Cul-

tivation" be sold at 23. 6d.

The following list of wbiects was recommended for

prize essays, for 1868 •

(1.) Farming of Middlese.T, £30.

(2.) Improvement of grass-land, £20.

(.3.) For the best report embodying the experience of those

who are at work on the edges of cultivation on moun-
tains, moors, and wastes, £20.

(!•.) The domestic economy of the agricultural labourer, witli

reference to his food and its cooking, £15.

(5.) The preservation of timber by painting, steeping, or other

methods, £10.

(6.) Comparative statement of the outlay and returns on 100

acres of arable and grass land respectively, £20.

(7-) The retention of moisture in the soil of arable lands in

dry climates, £10.

(8.) The best mode of providing a continuous succession of

green crops, including roots, £15.

(9.) History of the Devon breed of cattle, £25.

(10.) History of the Leicester breed of sheep, £20.

(11.) Any other agricultural subject, £10.

This report was adopted.

On the motion of Mr. Thompson, it was resolved that

information of the visits of distinguished personages

to the showyard shovUd be sent to all Members of

Council.

Bury Committee.—The Earl of Powis reported the

recommendation of the committee that for the future the

price of the catalogues should be reduced to 6d. on the

days when the admission is at Is., in order to prevent

loss by their remaining unsold ; and that in consequence

of a suggestion from some of the implement makers, a

limited number of implement catalogues be bound at 2s.

6d. The Secretary to communicate with makers, to see

what number will bo bespoken. That the Secretary

ascertain from Messrs. Clowes on what terms they would

print the judges' aw^ards at Leicester.

This report was adopted.

Leicester Committee.—Mr. Thompson, chairman,

reported that the draft agreement with the Corporation

of Leicester having been read and considered, the Com-
mittee had resolved on recommending the Council to ap-

prove it and order it to be sealed, subject to the accept-

ance by the contractor of the clause stating the time at

which he can take possession of the show-ground. This

report was adopted, and the common seal of the Society

was then affixed to tlie agreement.

Show-yard Contract.—Mr. Randell presented the

following report from Mr. Hunt, the Society's Sur-

veyor :

—

I beg to report that the wliole of the works comprised in

the contract with Mr. Penny were completed and ready for

use by tlie time specified, viz., the 30th June ; and I am
pleased to add tliat everything, both as regards the time for

completion of the various works and tlieir construction, was
carried out in strict accordance with the specification and
contract-agreement to my entire satisfaction.

Tiic works included in flie contract to be doue after tlie

close of the exhibition comjirise the collt'ction of tbe whole

of the Society's plant and portable buildings ; the packing,

carting, and loading of the same into railway-trucks for

transit ; the carting and depositing thereof at Leicester ; also

the removal of tlie contractor's material and plant from Bury,

and the filling-in of all holes and all reparation to the ground.

These works are to be completed on or before the last day of

August ; and I will report thereon on the final winding-up of

the account, according to the contract, on the first Wednesday
in November. The cost of these works is included in the

account now delivered.

The Society's original plant has been compared with the

inventory, repaired, and the inventory corrected ; and the

whole of the portable buildings purchased of Mr. Manning
requiring it have also been repaired ; and these, togetlier with

the new entrances and nmv ladies' cloak-room, are now in the

possession of the contractor.

The cost of new buildings, the repairs to those purchased

of Mr. Manning, and the repairs to plant, will he charged on

a separate account.
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The fourtli payment on account of the showyard works is

now due— 15 per cent. : I therefore Ijeg to hand in my certifi-

ciite for the same.

As the (piestiou of the contiaa;iucc of the contract with the

l)resent coutructor will no doubt occupy your attention, I have

for your information compared the cost of the show-yard works

as executed by Mr. Penny with the average prices of the five

others who tendered for the work.
The total cost of Bury show-yard will be £3,G1S 2s. 9d.

;

according to the above average it would have been .£t,5G5 7s.

L'uder these circumstances I strongly recommend the Com-
mittee fa continue the present contractor for tiie remainder of

tile full term of five years, subject to his agreeing to any alte-

rations of time for taking possession of the ground, commencing
and completion of the work to meet the re(piireraeiits of the

Local Committee at Leicester or elsewliere, the mode of pay-

ment, and such other additions and alterations to the contract

as the Committee or surveyor may think desirable.

The Committee recommend tliat, subject to these cou-

ditions and agrecmeut, tlie contract with Mr. Penny be

continued for the full term—viz., foui' years from the pre-

.sent time.

The Committee recommend the following alterations

and additions to the show-yard, plant, and works

:

1. Ladies'' Cloal: Room.—Accommodation to be increased.

3. Parcels Office.—Erect temporary shed, and charge for

care of parcels,

3. Slewnrdi and Judges' Befreshment iJoo;«.—Add 13 feet

ia leugtli, to form an oltice for their use.

4. Exit Gales.—Provide padlock and cliains to each.

5. Portable Crane or Crab.—Referred to Mr, Amos,
C. Council Room at Main Entrance.—Fix counter across

Council room, and form a lobby near entrance door to prevent

other tliau Members of Council having access to table ; form a

small private room out of the present lavatory with door out

of Secretary's oHice ; remove the present outer door leading to

Show-yard out of the Council room, and fiU iu the opening

with similar framing to other compartments.

7. Catalogue Bo.res.—Better method of fixing signboard, and
iron barriers restored.

S. Veterinary Oflice.—A second door leading to lungiug-

yard out of office ; a better table, and half-a-dozen hat -pins ;

the yard for examining horses to be large enough for tvvo

rings.

9. Horse 7?/'//y,—Siiould bo 30 yards longer than at Bury
;

rope and posts to bo used instead of rail and posts.

lU. llursc Bo.ies.—The double horse boxes should l)e 3 feet

longer and 1 foot narrower ; roof same height, covered with

stout canvas instead of boards; all mangers in left-hand

corners; tlie boardeddivisionsof single boxes one board higher;

in both an iron rod substituted for the present top rail, and a

3-inch pipe-drain to carry off water from front eaves; an open

gutter at back.

11. Open Horse Stalls.—A cattle shed is used for these

stalls ; the boarding of tlie back should be under the wall

plate.

13. Men^s Sleeping Rooms should be discontinued.

13. Class Boards—Sheet iron should be substituted.

II', Directors' Ojjlce.—More shelves in each compartment,

and additional keys to locks.

15. Yard Meiis Room should have boarded floor, and the

lock-up should adjoin the building.

16. Machinery in. Motion.—Tlie Society should erect the

whole of the sheds required by exhilntors, and place them to-

gether in lines.

17. Trial Yard.—An officer required at each end of tria

shed, and water-closet for judges,

18. Threshing Shed.—One centre post instead of two.

19. Traction Engines should he confined to certain spaces

set apart for the purpose.

30. Water Tanks in trial yards for steam engines to be at

an elevation of 10 feet.

21, Implement E.rhibitors and Purveyors of Hefreshmenls

to liave copy of so much of ihe Show-yard contract as con-

cerns them.

This report was adopted.

House,—Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood stated

that the Committee renommended that the new rooms in

the roof and two servant's rooms at the back of the house

be papered, at a cost not exceeding £10, and the kitchen

and basement whitewashed. This report was adopted.

A despatch from H.M.'s Consul at Nantes on a system

lately patented on the preservation of wheat and the de-

struction of v«ecvil was read, and referred to the .Journal

Committee.

The Council having granted the usual leave of absence

to the Staff, adjourned to their Moutlily Meeting on the

6th November.

THE YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,

MEETING AT THIRSK,

Notwithstanding that this must he considered as the
very home of the Shorthorn, there are few gatherings
which would seem to suffer less from the withdrawal of
the cattle classes than that of the ^Vll-Yorkshire Society.

The reason is sufficiently obvious. The Show depends
upon no one certain section for its success ; or, if it did,

the horses furnish a far more material element than any
other kind of live stock. Even further, there is some-
thing really enjoyable in the management of such a
meeting. Instead of anticipating, as it were, a failure

with a set of half-sulky, half-saucy officials, who can be
brought to do little or nothing save upon compulsion,
everyone appears to take his tone from the Secretary and
Director, ^Ir. Tom Parringtou; and there is, consequently,

an energy and alacrity or positive enthusiasm in putting
and keeping things "to rights" that is rarely seen in any
agricultural exhibition of similar dimensions. The Tliirsk,

for the actual strength of the entries either of horses or
sheep, was by no means the strongest show we have
known in the North ; but with plenty still to see, people

were more than satisfied, and the continual commentary
was, " How capitally everythiuit is done !" After the

blundering business they made of the horses at Bury, in

comparison with the stuffy boxes, heated atmosphere, and
absurdities of the Islington Circus, a place by the side

of the Thirsk Ring was,soniething like living in another

hemisphere. There were certainly no mounted stewards

exhibiting themselves as the very centres of attraction,

and doing nothing with the most sedulous apathy ; no
Lords, or would-be Lords intruding where they had no
right to be, on the strength of their titles or their self-

assumed importance ; and no fussy orders and counter-

orders, twice cursed, as hound to bother alike him that

takes and him that gives them. Never was the ar.t celare

arteni more happily illustrated. Class after class came
regularly into the ring as it was called for by the judges

;

and yet these gentlemen, beyond one single attendant to

either set, were left, as they ever should be, entirely to

themselves the whole day through. Once or twice, per-

haps, Mr. Parringtou just flitted across to see that all was
going smoothly ; but the very President of the Society,

Sir George Wombwell, looked on from afar ; and others,

.
like the IJuke of Grafton, Lord Wenlock, Lord Maccles-

field, and Sir .Tohu Trollope, took their chance at the sides
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of the rails, in the exercise of the best possible taste.

Then, beyouJ the roomy boxes, there was a range

of stabling, with a broadway i)roinenade running

through, "that reminded one of the long stable

at Qiioru ; and two companion-rings, wliich only

required an avenue, by way of division, to have

been quite perfect. For it must be understood that all

possible elbow room was required, as more people visited

the show at the little town of Thirsk on Thursday than

when this was held last year in the city of York, and

under the countenance of his Royal Highness the Priuee

of Wales. It would be idle to say the charm of these

occasions is dying out—that is, if they be only done

justice to by those into whose hands their fortunes have

fallen.

The show of horses was a credit to the county, although

some of the principal classes have been much better tilled.

The judges commenced at ten o'clockon theWednesday, and

did not finish till late on Thm'sday ; as it was the general

opinion that a slower and more undecided trio had never

entered a ring. It was, indeed, quite laughable at first,

when they got between a couple of horses, of something

like equal merit, to watch the way in which they turned

from one to the other, time after time, without coming

to a decision ; but, as the day grew on, this sort of thing

became most tedious and tantalizing. The thorough-bred

stallions for getting weight-carrying hunters were the

first to come out, and anything but an All-England eleven

they were, although amongst them there were the first,

second, and highly-commended at York, last year. En-

gineer by Voltigeur headed the lot, an animal with no-

thing in his appearance to commend him as a getter of

weight-carrying hunters. Antwerp was the next, a hand-

some muscular wiry horse when at Howden a year or two

back, but now reduced to a shadow of what he was, and

disfigured by a broken tail. His stock have been any-

thing but good ; and his late owner, Mr. R. AV. Drax, of

Selby, got out of him, for eight sovereigns ! Grand Master,

who was ueai'ly getting a third prize at York last year,

and now a four-year-old, does not seem to have improved,

although neat, fair-sized, and the truest-made horse of

the eleven. But then he has thrown out a good-sized

splent or two, and a cataract has shut out the light

from one eye. Angelus by Orpheus, the York prize

horse, and the chosen of Thirsk, though a powerful and

hunting-like stallion, is coarse, and a middling mover

;

while the bloodlike little Motley, by Touchstone, who
had the second honours, is a very taking horse, with

lots of good about him, but a long way from per-

fection in form. He has, however, a name as a prize-

taker throughout the country, as well as for a getter

of very handsome and useful stock, and is now con-

sequently returning his owner good interest for the

trifle laid out in his purchase. Volturuo, by Codriugton,

was placed next to him ; a rather good-looking horse of

power, but not quite right in his shoulders or ankles,

as he turns his toes a little too much out, has puft'y-

looking hocks and cowish hind-leg action. Yorkshire

Grey by Chanticleer, a small, neat, lathy good-limbed

one, and a fair race-horse in his time, has no chance of

going to the front in a class for getting weight-carriers

;

nor the light hollow-backed I;ance\vo()d by Lancelot ; nor

the gig-horse. Ballot, by Underhand, who, with the round
thickset Cain by Spenser, and the tall big-limbed Tippler

by Tumbler, the second at Birmingham this summer, are

joodged,

" And fly like chidden Mercury from Jove."

Tlic roadster stallions, always a favourite class with

Yorkshiremen, were very I'airly rcpresculed by a bakers'

dozen. Wild Harry is a good-looking brown four-year-

old of power; and a very handsome gentleraanl.y cob,

Young Pretender, with more breed and symmetry, were
proclaimed first and second, after a deal of pottering;

although great unanimity had been displayed in dismissing

All-fours, a well-known prize cob, before he could get

round the ring. This little " sensation business" was
also put in force, '," with a bridegroom's fresh alacrity,"

upon old INIarigold, a noted hunting brood mare, and taker

of plenty of prizes, she being the first sent away out of

nineteen ! Prince Charley, of Mr. Cook's of Thexendale,

is a fair-going cob, but overtopped ; Mr. Pease's of Dar-

lington " Norfolk Cob" is of a good old-fashioned sort,

rather out of date ; and Mr. Moor of Di'ilfield had a

neatish tlu'ee years old cob of character, while Pre-

tender of Mr. StiUiorn's of Darlington is a rare

stamp of former days, but a wooden goer. The hunting

brood—but we will give the heading—the " Brood mares

for breeding hunters, with foals s/ickli/ff"—with or with-

out the sucking, were an excellent class ; but, as good as

they were, the banished Marigold, looking more blooming

than ever, was a long, long way from being the worst.

They stood in the ring such a time, waiting for the verdict,

and during several growing showers, that it was almost a

miracle that they did not take root. However, as the sun

was sinking in the West, and the mares' shadows growing

in length, the judges ultimately woke up, and decided on

Slippers, by Little Known, with a foal by Voltigeur—

a

very compact mare, with breed, but nothing extraordi-

nary ; and Lady Dalkeith, a lengthy, short-jointed mare,

but light in her thighs, that, nevertheless, was put first.

The prize-mare at the Royal show at Newcastle, by Galaor,

a one-eyed bay, is full of hunting character on a short

leg ; and Mr. Booth's Becky Sharpe, a prize-taker and a

dam of prize-winners, including Bird of Passage, has

length and size, with breed and good short-jointed

limbs. An old flea-bitten grey of Ms. R. Pinkney,

Borrowby, is a neat mare, fuU of hunting points, and so is

Go-a-head, from Mr. Robinson, of Thirsk. Mr. Muezzin's

Slingsby, Lady Audley, is of a good stamp on a short leg

with bone, and Mr. A. Swarbeck's Stella, of Sowerby,

hunting-like. Old Crafty scored her fifty-ninth prize

with the twelve roadster brood mares; a heavy-shouldered

deformity, Polly, with hammering action, but a previous

prize-taker, being second ; whilst a very neat hackney,

Favourite, of Ann Cook, Pocklington, and Scullery Maid, a

long, low, showy mover of Mr. Hart, of York, were passed

over ; as was also Mr. Hawell's The Maid of Thirsk, neat,

with action, but short in her quarters. Owston, placed

at the head of the fifteen two-year-old hunting geldings,

has a plain head, but length and short big limbs, and with

a foot off his tail would look much better ; tlie second,

Don Juan, was a nice-topped horse, with breed, but very

high from the ground, and his fore-legs anything but

models for a hunter. But by far the most taking colt in

this class was Mr. Booth's Birdseye, with plenty of breed,

a nice clean head and neck, good ends, and capitally

placed well-formed limbs. Roulette, the Birmingham
colt, was exhibited, and Mr. Preston's (York) Good Friday,

is a colt of fair shape. Mr. Pottiuger, of Easingwold, had

a black, of breed and form, and Mr. Thompson, of Thirsk,

another commendable one in the class. British Queen,

a well-known winner of Mr. Booth's, took the fillies'

prize ; Eleanor, a good grown chcsnut, a little heavy

at her shoulder-points, being second, and a chesnnt

filly by Cain, of Mr. Mansfield, Thirsk, was well

formed, with big limbs ; while there was but one other.

The three-year-old hunting geldings were a very good

class, numbering seventeen, the first prize going to

Coburg, who also won the cup for the best two and

three-year-old colt or filly. He has a good hunting

forehand, back, and quarters, but is weak-looking in his

hocks, which are not well placed ; whereas the second.

Collegian, is very handsome, with breed and form, but n9tj
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a good mover ; Mr. Harrison's, Bawtry, Prospect is a well

made one, with action ; and Mr. Buekworlli's, BrouLcli,

Jcw's-eye, Mv. Emniersou's, Darlington, Marksman, Mr.
Johnson's, Newton-le-AVillows, The Sqnire all are good-

framed horses. Mv. Mnrccn's Ilardicanutc is short,

powertul, and hunting-like, and Mr. Clarke's, llowden,

Rival very neat, but lame. The Bird of Passage has

greatly improved since Birmingham, and is now the pro-

perty of Mr. I'ieldeu, of Todmordcn. The three-year-

old hunting fillies were poor, with the exception of the

winner, Eurydicc by Orpheus ; the second, Silkstone,

being just a neat wiry bay.

There was only an entry of three for the

three-year-old roadsters—the first being a thick cob,

up to weight ; the second a neatish bay. The nineteen

hunting four-year-olds were a fair class. Tom being

a long way the best ; and with a good open level ring,

the black galloped away in first-rate form, carrying

off the cup as the best of all the hunting horses of

all ages. Ilis stable-companion—that wooden animal,

Master of .\rts, with his short choppy action, labouring

away by the side of Tom, was the most ridiculous thing

seen for many a long day, the chesnut boring away with his

head, his back reached, and his tail going like a pump-
handle. " The elephant hi^h joints ; but his legs are legs

for necessity, not Hexure,' says Shakspcre, who, we feel

sure, would have passed over The Master for want of

merit, or have refused to countenance him, as did those

com-ageons judges at Driffield a week or two since. The
General, another stable-companion of Tom's, and much
fancied, was the next best four-year-old ; and Tom him-

self, if temperate in the field, is too good for a mere show
horse ; and as he has been passed as sound by Mr. Holmes
of Beverley and ilr. Spooner of London, he ought to meet

with a purchaser at almost any figure. Othello, a horse

of Mr. Constable's, of Hidl, was very hunting-looking,

with good ends ; Mr. R. Green, Bedale, had a useful

chesnut that could move ; Mr. S. L. Lane, a fair one, and

Mr. C. Rose's, Malton, Septo is long and low% with great

character ; while Mr. J. Robson's (York) Gayladisa useful

horse, with too much carcase ; and Mr. Boye's, of Slingsby,

a corky brown. There were five four-year-old fillies, the

onlygood-looking one being Spri>igwater,awell-formedwiry

mare, and a fair goer. For five-year-old hunters, geldings

or mares by a thorough-bred horse, up to 14 stone and
upw^ards," to which was added, "the winner to be cer-

tified sound by the veterinary inspector ;" but to no other

class was this condition affixed. The five-year-olds up to

14 stone were but a poor class of thirteen entries ; the

best-looking horse, as a hunter, being First Might, a

very gentlemanly brown, with white heels, of Mr. Har-

rison, HuU. Master of Arts was first ; and we would
willingly

" Have skipped from sixteen years of age to sixty,

To have turned our leaping time into a crutch,

Than have seen this."

Black Bess, the second to Master of Arts, was a fair-made

one ; of the others, Mr. J. P .Foster's Wigton, Crofton was

a handsome charger, with power ; Mr. Foden's (Ripon)

The Conductor, very useful looking; Mr. Borton's

(Malton) St. Patrick, a compact hunter; and Mr. Viner's

(Ripon) Humbarton, a good-looking chesnut, with appa-

rently a slight inclination to be master pig. Then the

five-year-olds, up to 12 stone, were vevy poor, the second.

The Doctor, being a better-shaped one, though a Tcry

hanging, sluggish goer ; nnd The Greek, a short horse

with a drooping quarter, nothing too look at. The
six-year-olds and upwards, mares or geldings, were

a very good-looking class of fifteen, containing the

first and second prize horses of this and last year.

namely, Sprig of Nobility and Voyageur, but with

two worst; horsemen uj) we never saw. Voyageur's

rider took him over the rail that separated the

rings, ofabout three feet high, which he accomplished with

great effort ; this, we understand, and a canter round the

ring, being his greatest achievements. Jlr. Jewisson,

Raithorpe, showed The Moor, the most hunting horse of the

lot, and a nice oily goer, but said to be nothing more than

a shopkeeper. Mr. SeweU's (York) Damascus is a very

stylish corky chesnut, with a little too much weight at the

poiut of his shoulder, and with such forelegs and toes

should have been sent to the Orthopotdic Hospital in his

infancy. Mr. W. Robinson, Easiugwold, had a bay ser-

vant's horse, a strong, rough going, unmannerly fellow that

would be cheap at ilOO to any one troubled with Soapey

Sponges or Hunting Correspondents. i\Ir. Brown, Wigton,

showedabigchesnutchargerkindofhorse,butaslashinggoer

in his gallop, though a quick shuffling walker, and not quite

right in his shape. In the hackneys of any age or sex, a

veiy good class, Mr. W. Pease came off victorious with

Whitefoot, an old hand, beating eleven others, and some

better goers than himself, the second being a good lengthy

cobby brown. Sir G. Wombwell showed a very light,

rather leggy thorough-bred-looking hack, that some called

a scarecrow, but who bent his knee nicely, and went so

easily that we have no doubt that he is a very ])leasant

horse to ride. In the twlve-stone class, in which there

were many very nice ones, out of the one or two and

twenty, the first prize went to a beautiful cob. Garibaldi,

with breed, action, and grand colour, being a very rich

chesnut ; and the second, Corkey, was a very neat cob, and

a good mover. Mr. Muzeen had a neat hack in The Nun
;

Mr. W. Green, Leeds, a cob, in form to suit an old gen-

tleman, but a little too lively in his movements ; jNIr.

Cooper's Brown Bess is a nice six-year-old mare, and Mr.

W. Plummer's, a clever hack ; while Mr. Harrison's

Duchess, Mr. Smithson's Brown Stout, Mr. Holmes's

Harkaway, the Hon. G. E. Lascelles's Chance, with some

others noticeable for good looks and character, we have

not space to describe. The ladies' hacks were good, but

nothing grand in look or manners ; the first going to

Belinda, by Orpheus ; the second to Seaboy, a thorough-

bred, by Mildew, out of Merry Sunshine, ilr. Brown's

Poodle showed good form and breed ; Mr. Arrowsmith's,

of Sowerby, was well made ; and Mr. Barwick's Elastic

is a very neat one, of good form, with a switch tail.

There was a large entry of coaching stallions, but, with

few exceptions, nothing of peculiar merit, there appearing

to be no recognized type amongst them ; one horse, Tot-

tenham, looking like a hunter sire, with plenty of blood,

and several being more fit to go to plough than bowl

along with a carriage. The first prize went to a grand

old-fashioned sort of coach-horse, called Governor, very

like his sire Inkerman Hero ; and the second to Burland,

a good-looking one, showing more blood, 'Mr. Johnson's

compact Prince Arthur being the reserve number. There

were ten mares for breeding coach-horses, the well-known

old favourite Venus winning easily, with Mr. Johnson's

long-backed mare for second. Yenus is losing some of

her bloom ; though she is, nevertheless, a beautiful animal,

and really worthy of her name ; but several mares in this

lot were far too light of bone. The three-year-old

geldings were a good class, the winner being a very

handsome colt, showing some little breeding, and got by
Aiuderby; the second prize going to a backward, but

very coach-horsc-likc colt of Mr. Mansfield's, and the

reserve number one of Mr. Holmes', a plain-headed but

otherwise nice horse. There was also a brown colt, about

which there was a deal to fancy as he stood still, but his

action spoilt him ; and a good style of grey belonging to

Mr. Flood. The two-year geldings and fillies do not re-

quire any particular mention ; but the first prize three-
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year-old (illy was a very iiiic marCj ILe jirojierty of Mr.
.Stcplieiisoii, of liusliy Hill.

Although the class of agricultural horses were not imme-
rically stroiio:, there were several animals shown possessing

very great merit ; while, as we have frequently remarked,
this sort of horse is not well represented at the Royal
Shows ; though it is surprising that the owners of such
animals as were here met with should not be sufficiently

proud of them as to exhibit their stock whenever and wher-
ever there may be an opportunity. The class of aged stal-

lions was the worst, however, and the judges had some diffi-

culty in finding two good-looking sound horses to take the

premiums otfered. There was an otherwise nice short-

legged chesnut, that had a spavin as large as a man's fist

;

and a bay horse which was at first selected for a place, but
whose pipes were sadly out of order. The chief prize went
to a great roan thi-ee years old, with nasty, coarse-looking

hocks : and an old grey, looking much the worse for wear,

took the second place. The two-year-old stallions were an
improvement on the older class, the winner being

a fine brown colt, with good action and clean legs

;

a grand-looking grey, with faulty fore-legs, but a good
mover, being put second. The best brood mare
was a fine bay, fi-om the neighbourhood of Ponte-
fraet ; and the second, a rare, thick, short -legged

chesnut of Mr. Upton's, with, as the reserve nmnbcr,
^Ir. Linton's grey, Jewell, backed by a good foal. ]Mr.

I pton shows a clever chesnut two-year-old filly from his

old mare, that is worthy of her dam, and takes the first

prize ; the second going to a light-legged upstaiing grey
of Mr. Tennant's. There w"ere six pairs of mares or

geldings of four years old and i;pwards, and a grand lot

they were, the winners being such a pair of black geld-

ings as seldom or ever have been seen. They were as

active as ponies, but still with enormous weight and
power, and with plenty of what the Sufi'olk men call
" quality," and well may their owners, Messrs. AV. and R.
Jewitt, be proud of such cattle. A pair of grey Clydes-
dales get the second honours, and nice short-legged horses
they are, with good action, but not the power of the
blacks. In the next class for mares or geldings, two
black mares are shown, that are worthy of any showyard,
being nearly as heavj- as the prize geldings, and really much
like them. Mr. Tennant gets the one prize olTered, for

his eleven-year-old marc Jet, although we altogether pre-
ferred Mr. Thompson's Diamond. There were three pairs

of caiTiage-horses shown in harness, Mr. Cole, of Thirsk,
winning with a pair of fine-looking blacks, while the
others entered were not worthy of^the county. The
class for ponies above twelve and not exceeding four-
teen hands w\as one of the strongest ever out, there
being no less than 23 entered, though several of the
larger sort could scarcely be called ponies, and it coixld

have been no easy task to select the winners, which
however eventually tiumed up in the same pair that
took similar positions of first and second at the Royal
show at Bury. Mr. Milward's Stewai-d is a very smart
showy little horse, and Captain Barlow's black, lately

rechristened, a beautiful mover, and just the sort

of hack for a summer afternoon. Mr. Simi)kin had
a very nice one, which was made the reserve number, and
the whole class wasdeservingofcommendation. The judges,
however, quite missed Mr. Wood's (of Clipstone) Fanny,
that only a few days since took the first place from
Steward at the Thorne Meeting. The JMarquis of Hast-
ings won the first prize with his stallion Bobby, who
goes fast and well, in the class for ponies not exceeding
twelve hands, in which nothing else of ])articnlar merit
was shown.

\\ilh the exception of the Leiceslcrs, the show of sheep
was not strong, the competition amongst the shortwools
bemg veiy limited. There was, in fact, but one exhibi-

tor of Southdowns, and it was arranged accordingly to

award one prize in each class and no more. Lord \Val-

singham's prize shearliug ram, amongst the commended
of Bury, is a sheep of some size, and he was consequently

able to hold his own against the Shropshires when the

two classes came together for the Cup. The Merton old

sheep, a three-shear, took no place at the Royal Meeting;

but there were one or two of the second-prize ewes in

the pen sent North, by no means an extraordinary lot,

lacking weight and size, and with not much counterpoise

in the way of looks or quality. The Shropshires, again,

were very poorly represented, and, w ith one or two en-

tries picked out, there was not a prize sheep amongst
them, the class of shearlings being just saved by IMr.

Hortou's ram, who has some character and size, with a

very good back, but a weak, bad neck. Lord Weulock's

second was very moderate, and his next best perhaps the

worst sheep that ever took a prize. He was so bad all

over, either to touch or to look upon, that the chief

wonder was that he should ever have been entered, or,

at any rate, ever have been sent ; and the thir-d prize

should certainly have been withheld. However, as some-

body said there were yet worse going to the Bingley Hall

sale, this ram was possibly brought out on the principle

that " bad is the best," Two very poor old sheep fi-om

Escrick were also so exhibited, and of very dill'erent

stamp and appearance, there being no uniformity about

them, so that his Lordship's fiock would seem to be

going back, that is if the Shropshire Shrops be no better

than the Yorkshires. StiU, they were good enough to

get first amongst the few pens of ewes ; but the award was
pretty generally admitted to be ilte mistake of the meet-

ing, two or three of the five being wretchedly bad about

their necks, and for spread, use, style, or match, IMr.

Horton's pen was infinitely preferable—at least, to the eye

of the general customer. ^Ir. Davies' three-shear ram is a

compact, true stamp of sheep, wearing very well ; but

the two pens of ewes all by him were by no means so

good, and fairly enough passed over in a class which ex-

tended no fmiher than to the two prize lots to which we
have just referred. Mr. Peel's old blackfaeed moutaineer

is quite a picture in his way for icild nobility of charac-

ter, what with his finely-twisted horn, his grand air, and
his ample robe of rough wool ; but the Knowlmere flock

was beaten for once amongst the shearlings, by INIr.

Rudsdale from Grosmont, with a veiy hardy-looking, as

perhaps a more rough-and-ready soii than usually find

favour on the prize-list. But when a moimtain sheep docs

earn his own living on the hill-side, he must "prove" in

all kinds of ways, and in none more so than in the short-

bite, dark, dripping haunch, " about the finest eating

out," as one connoisseur would have such mutton to be.

Mr. Borton is this year scarcely maintaining his place

amongst the Leicesters ; and yet his sheep never indivi-

dually looked better, or never went more generally to the

type he woidd seem to have been aiming at. lu each

class of rams he had eight or nine all of a row, as like

as peas, and combining size and constitution with blood

and symmetry. These sheep are wonderfully good for-

ward, very grand to meet, with neat heads, and especially

good masculine necks—points that are sure to tell in the

flock, as we believe there are no show sheep which are

more thoroughly used during the season. In the class of

all-aged rams Mr. Borton had two very remarkable en-

tries in two own-brothers, the one being the three-shear

Blair Athol, a still-famous prize sheep, and the other the

six-year-old Sir Tatton Sykes, the Royal fii-st at New-
castle, and a ram that never escaped notice until he came

to 'i'liirsk. For the last three or four seasons, liowevcr.

Sir Tatton has been with Mr. Tremaine down in Corn-

wall, while his owner confidently expects that the dam
will still drop him another Iamb or two. These older rams
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were placed very luuih as at Bury, the secoiul and third

in Suffolk bciuj;- iirst aud sci'Oiiil here ; ami, indeed, lor

the matter of thai, the second-prize shearling was also

the Royal second, although the Thirsk award created
some considerable discussion. At Scarborough, a few days
back, Mr. Borton's sheep was Iirst, aud ^Mr. Stam])er's

second ; but their placing was now reversed, although Mr.
ilann held out as long as he could against his two fellows,

on the possible plea, perhaps, of giving some representation

to the minorities. 13ul the two-to-one ultimately prevailed,

aud the best Leicester shearling came, of course, also to

be declared the best of all the long-wool shearlings, and
so won the cup offered on these conditions. 3Ir. Stamper's
ram, bred from Sir Tat ton's sort on one side of his head, and
from the Brandsby Hock on the other, is to be particularly

distinguished for his style and fashion. It is seldom, iu

fact, that a smarter sheep has been seen, or a truer ; for

Lis touch is capital, and his frame admirable, bciug good
in his back, aud beautifully ribbed up, while his head is

as thorough-bred as that of a race-horse, and the quality

of his wool as clear- a proof of his high breeding. On
the contrary, there is no doubt that he carries himself

badly, being especially weak behind, as some went so far

as to say that he was already broken down. Ileucc the

argument over "theexquisitc" and^Ir. Borton'sthoroughly

serviceable, straight, square sheep, that if really as well de-

scended docs not quite carry this in his a])pearauce, and
hence upon a division the former judgment was revised.

But for pure pretty sheep, the strain to go to when you
mean to improve again, there are none like Mr. Wiley's,

though they have not, w^hen left alone, size for the show-
yard, aud so a cross with something else comes continu-

ally to defeat them. Mr. Riley has always some credit-

able entries, if not quite strong enough for " the best of

all good company," and the Messrs. Tindall won again

with their Royal ewes, that looked even better than they

did at Bury ; but these pens of ewes are all good, Mr.
Wiley getting second with a veiy blood-like sorty lot,

and Mr. Stamper's two smart pens houestly sharing the

general commendation of the class, for they arc all quite

good enough to win in their turn.

The other long-wools were made up of Lincolns aud
Cotswolds, which the judges were anxious to put into

two distinct sections, but as this would have necessarily

involved another set of piizes, the management w^as

not prepared to act upon such a suggestion, while the

extent or quality of the entries would have hardly war-
ranted any additional outlay. The shearlings were only

a moderate lot, Mr. ilarshall carrying off everything

with liis Bury Lincolns bred by his late brother, that are

far- better for wool than anything else. The Iirst prize sheep

was very weak in his neck, and the other two as it

seemed rather overdone in their preparation ; but the

judges here went all one way, and 5lr. King Tombs'
couple of Cotswolds and Mr. Abraham's Leicester crosses

were quite out of it. In the older and better class

they did better, Mr. Abraham winning with quite

a magnificent capital-woolled ram, and Mr. King
Tombs taking second with his big Cotswold, that has been

out so often this year, and that by this time must be as

well known about the country as Mr. Thurnall himself.

Mr. Wiight, of Xocton, aud the Barrowbys, of Thirsk,

had also entries in these classes ; but Mr. Richai'dson, of

Kirton Lindsey, withdrew^ all his sheep, and Mr. Charles

Lister's nice blood-like ewes were consequeutly indulged

with a walk over.

The show of pigs, or of " swine" as they love to write

it a little further North, was either for entries or excel-

lence really admirable. Of course, with the exception of

a so-called Berkshire or two, it was confined to whites,

large, small, and middle-size. The chief objections to a

big Yorkshire pig hitherto have been that he is veiy

coarse in his quality, and very bare in his coat. The
weak point iu truth with show-pigs, as we have continu-

ally insisted, is that they get very bare, with so little pro-

tcctiou cither against heat or cold as to be able to thrive

only under an artificial state of existence. There appears

to be some amendment coming about, that the judges, if

they so choose, can do much to encourage. And cer-

tainly at Thirsk some considerable advancement was ob-

servable. The big jiigs were big without being horrible;

aud Mr. Dyson's famous Hero, for instance, the first-

prize old boar, is a really handsome animal of his sort,

with great length and dejjtli, a good head and collar, aud

by no manner of means in that emphatic slate of distress

iu which it is too often the custom to exhibit a breeding

animal. 3Ir. Duckcring's Bm-y boar was quite i)lain by
comparison ; and 3Ir. Chapman's should never have had

a prize iu such company. Amongst the sowsof a lai'gc breed,

again, Mr. Duckeriug was but third, although three finer

sows have seldom been seen together, or we might say foui;

and take iu one of ilr. Dyson's, which was, or should have

been, commended. Mr. Lakeland's two sows are even better

than the Leeds boar, as we should say of better quality, with

immense size, aud quite a line of beauty from their tails to

their shoulders. But whatever could the Reverend James
Charles Wharton, of Gillinge X'icarage, intend to illustrate

when he sent in such a wretched razor-backed hungry-

headed beast as his white Who'-lton, without it might be by

way of a joke ? Mr. Johnson had also auother bad one from

close by, and the merits of the class rested with the foiu'

extraordinary sows we have already named.

Over the small boars there was another sensation,

aud some of the exhibitors went so far as to say

that a judge of Southdown sheep had no business

amongst Yorkshire pigs. But it so happens that Mr.

Turner is engaged quite as often in one way as the other,

or if anything during the humlred occasions on which he

has acted it has been more frequently amongst pigs than

sheep. Moreover, there was very little cause for com-

plaint. In the stye where you see nothing beyond his good

coat and head, Mr. Maugles no doubt had the better pig

;

but up and out Lord Wenlock fairly won for style aud

symmetry, the Ripou boar being very faulty behind, so

much so that the long pull in favom* of his good hair was

more than told oil'. Mr. Duckering was'stUl behind with

one of liis previous winners, and Mr. Hattou next with a

nice curly-coated smart pig bred by Colonel Towneley.

Some of the small sows were unusually good, and Mr.

Dyson's little sow, for her " inches," about the most per-

fect ever exhibited. She was so deep, rouud, level, aud

fine, that she had only onefaidt, and that was her want of

size. Some people certainly took exception to her ears as

being too large and prominent ; but a small ear is gene-

rally a sign of delicacy, and we could scarcely have

fashioned Purity otherwise than she is. There were few

prettier sights than when all the first-prize pigs, boars,

and sows, little and big, were brought together in compe-

tition for the President's Cup for " the best pig in any

of the classes," aud which the little lady won. The
judges in the first instance divided, Mr. Buckley and Mr.
Turner going for the small sow, Mr. Rigby for one of the

middle breed, and the other two judges for one of their

own large size. Mr. Rigby then came over to his col-

league, and the decree was received with as much satisfac-

tion as when Tom's slashing action won him the hunter's

cup. Lord AVcnlock's second was here also short of coat,

Mr. Duckering oUce more third, and Sir George Womb-
well nowhere, with a very middling sow. In truth,

the Newburgh Park pigs seem to have trained

off, as with the exception of the prize pen of

three there was nothing extraordinary sent, though

so handy home. But the real merit of the class

may be more properly estimated by Mr. Mangles'
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five capital sows, which could still get uo higher than a

special commendatiou for cue of them. Of the other

sorts there were but two small entries of boars

and sows, but some of these were particularly good ; as,

for example, Mr. Dyson's curly-coated boar, Mr. Wright
Sagar's lengthy sow, Mr. Akroyd's clever second , or Mr.
Dyson's almost equally excelleut third. Mr. Kcyworth's

sow was also good enough to have gained some notice,

and Mr. Duckering gave a certain tone to the companion

class of boars where he was second.

The pens of three store pigs generally show well, but

Sir George Wombwell's lot eclipsed all previous doings

in this way, and for growth, development, feeding,

and so forth, quite ran away from j\lr. Dyson's good

sizeable lot, and Mr. Mangles' neat but younger pigs, as

well as from Mr. Duckering and others. So remarkable,

in fact, was tins early maturity, that a rumom- straight-

way arose that the prize pen was considerably over the

ninth month's limit as to age, that they had been ex-

hibited more than eight months since, though entered as

only just over eight months old, and so forth ! Then
came the question as to veterinary examination. Does
Professor Spooner deign to look iuto a pig's as well as a

horse's mouth ? Or, if not, can exhibitors enter at a York-

shire show at any age they please to put their animals r

Amongst the younger pigs Mr. Duckering got more to

his old form with the large breed, taking two prizes out

of the four, his first-prize boar at eleven months old being

quite a wouder for his age. In the young small breed

the sows were only a moderate though a very even lot,

and another set of judges would most likely have changed

the placing, as they most assuredly would that of the first

and second small boars, Mr. Sagai''s at almost every point

for length, symmetry, and coat, being better than Lord
Wenlock's weak, bare, and by no means happily-named

Brutus. But the pigs took a deal of "joodging," and it

would be quite as well if for the future the pig-men had

this section to themselves. Is there any logical sequence

in a man being qualified to place a big boar because he

can a long-wool ram ? Or why, putting Mr. Turner out of

court, should a Southdown breeder be necessarily as well

up in small pigs ?

There was a very good and very well-arranged show of

machinery ; most of the leading firms, with the excep-

tion of the Howards and the Garretts, putting in an ap-

pearance, although declining to go into competition, which

was chiefly confined to the more local makers. The im-

plements put this year upon trial were those fitted for

cultivation in the field, such as ploughs, harrows, scari-

fiers, scufilers, drags, and drills, and the prize list will

speak pretty much for itself. The Messrs. Cooke, how-
ever, had the advantage of a capital ploughman—a great

point in these matches, and it was reported on the ground

that the liornsbys had again borrowed Howard's best

man ; so that the wars of the White and Red Roses,

otherwise of the rival houses of Spittlegate and Orwell,

may be expected to rage with all their pristine intensity

during the autumn.

The hound show was a pretty sight, an original obser-

vation made by many of the spectators, with kennelling

and flags, for judging the hounds, nicely laid out, and the

huntsmen in full canonicals, all but the cap, excepting

Orvis, of the York and Ainsty, who we think should

have had an extra prize, not only for setting so good an

example—for a huntsman in a hat and scarlet to us is

quite as oi'lrc as a grenadier would be in one—but

as being one of the best built and most varmint and

workmanlike of the seven and-a-half couple in scarlet.

Then, there was a catalogue very well arranged, contain-

ing the names and pedigrees of every hound, of the packs,

Master and himtsman ; but there were no numbers on
the hounds, which made the guide all but useless. This could

be easily done, and make it a really pleasant and interest-

ing exhibition, which under the present system is not,

for without you play the eaves-dropper to a Master of

Hounds, or some one that hunts with one
of the packs, yoix stand as much chance of

getting at the name of a hound yon fancy as

you would of a child in the Foundling Hospital. " That's

Lounger," said one in our circle, pointing out a rather

light flashy nonnd—" that's Lounger ;" then, after a

while, " or INIerlin." " I think yon are wrong," said

another ;
" 1 fancy it must be Seaman." " Of course,"

it's Seaman," said the first speaker ;
" I meant Seaman."

And it turned out at last to be Rallywood ! There was a

capital entry of hounds—considered to be the best they

have ever had.

The Cottesmore.—Sir John TroUope's : Sending two couple

of entered bitches, a couple of unentered dogs, an unentered

bitch, a stallion hound, and a brood bitch ; J. West is their

buntsmau.
The Bramham Moor.—Mr. George Lane Fox's : Sent two

couple of entered dogs, two couple of entered bitches, a

couple of unentered dogs, a couple of unentered bitches, and
a stallion liound ; F. Turpin.

Mr. Scratton's.—Sent two couple of entered dogs, two
couple of entered bitches, an unentered dog, an unentered

bitch, and a stallion hound ; H. Bees.

The Y'ork and Ainsty.—Sir C. Slingsby's : Two couple

of entered bitches, an imentered dog, an unentered bitch, a

couple of stallion hounds, and a brood bitch ; the Master
;

W. Orvis, kennel huntsman.
The Cheshire.—Mr. R. Corbett's : Two couple of entered

dogs, two couple of entered bitches, a couple of unentered dogs,

a couple of unentered bitches, a couple of stallion hounds, and
a couple of brood bitches ; P. CoUinson.

Lord Yarborough's.—Two couple of entered dogs, two
couple of entered bitches, a couple of unentered dogs, one
unentered bitch, a couple of stallion hounds, and a brood

bitch ; N. Long.
The Quoru.—Marquis of Hastings : Two couple of entered

bitches, a couple of unentered dogs, a couple of unentered

bitches, a couple stallion hounds, and a brood bitch ; T. Wjlson.

The Shropshire.—The Hon. R. C. Hill's : Two couple of

entered bitches, a couple of unentered dogs, a couple of unen-

tered bitches, and a couple of brood bitches ; J. M'Bride.

The Durham.—Mr. J. Henderson's: A couple of unentered

dogs, a couple of imentered bitches, a stallion hound, and a

brood bitch ; T. DowdesweD.
The Badsworth.—Lord Hawke's : A couple of unentered

bitches, and a couple of stallion hounds ; E. Owen.
LordPitzwilliam's: A couple of unentured dogs ; J. Orbell.

The Snainton.—Mr. Harcourt Johnstone's : A couple of

unentered dogs and an unentered bitch ; the Master, C.

Barwick.
The Burton.—Mr. H. Chaplin's: A couple of unentered

dogs, a couple of imentered bitches, and a couple of stallion

houuds ; C. Hawtiu.

The Duke of Grafton, Captain Percy Williams, and Mr.
W. H. Wilhamsou judged the two couples of entered

bitches and the unentered dogs ; and Lord Macclesfield,

Lord Poltimore, and Mr. Mark IMilbauk, the others.

The Bi'amham Moor, Lord Y'arborough's, the Cottesmore,

and the York and Auisty were the most admired ; but

the others came in for their tair share, as they were all

very good. The bitches, it was thought by the judges,

had a trifling advantage over the dog hounds on the whole.

Such is fashion, or what the eye accustoms itself to, that

Lord Pitzwilliam's couple, with their ears in a state of

nature, looked quite Frenchified among the others, and
were the subject of many remarks.

PRIZE LIST.
HORSES.

Judges fou IIuntees A:Nr) Roadsters.

J. E. Bennett, Husbands' Bosworth Grange, Rugby.
E. H. MaxweU, Teviot Bank, Hawick, N.B.
11. Thurnall, Royston, Cambridge,
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Judges for Coachixg x^v AGiuriLTrKAi, Hoitsr.s

AKD Pomes.

N. G. B:ir(hr()in),naelicstoii, AVickluim IMarket.

S. Kobson, Wrstgatc, Loiitli.

E. W;ildy, Bariuptou, Darlingtou.

Thormigli-ljred stallions for getting weight-carrying hunters

—First prize, £30, Sir G. Cholmlcy, York (Angelus). Second,

£30, J. Casson, Carlisle (Motley). Third, £10, C. W. Strick-

land, Maltou (Voltiirno). ///y/z/y Commended, W. Nixon,
Stockton-on-Tees (Lancewood).

Stallions lor getting coach horses.—l''irst prize, £30, 1'.

Whitehead, llowtlen (Governor). Second, £5, E. S. Bell,

Howden (Burland), Highly Comended,3. Johnson, Driffield

(Prince Arthur).

Stallions I'or getting roadsters.—Eirst prize, £20, W. Richard-

son, Beeford (Wild Harry). Second, £5, T. A. Jackson,

Brainley (Young Pretender).

Stallions for getting Agricultural horses.—First prize, £30,
W. Johnson, Hat!ield (Active), Second, £5, 11. Gibson, New-
castlc-ou-Tyne (Youug Blythe).

Entire two-years colts for getting agricultural horses.—First

prize, £30, J. Henderson, South Shields. Second, £5, II.

Morris, Selby, AVarsvick. Highly Commended, 11. L. MoiTett,

Gateshead (Dusty Miller).

Brood mares for breeding hunters, with foals sucking.

—

First prize, £30, T. Cordiner, I'ork (Lady Dalkeith). Second,

£10, C. C. Preston, York (Slippers). Third, J. Brown,
Wigton. Commended, A. Swarbeck, Tliirsk (StcUa) ; J. B.
Booth, Catterick (Beckey Sharpe).

Brood mares for breeding coach horses, with foals sucking.

—First prize, £10 W. and F. Coulsou, Castle Howard (Venus).

Second, £5, J. Johnson, Dritlield. Highly Commended, J.

Mason, Thirsk (Betty).

Brood mares for breeding roadsters, with foals sucking.

—

k First prize, £10, H. J. Percy, Cumberland (Crafty). Second,
' £5, W. Major, Malton (I'oUy). Commended, Ann Cook,

Pocklington (Favourite).

Brood mares for breeding agricultural horses, with foals

sucking.—First prize, £30, Elizabeth Emmcrson, Pontefract

(Star). Second, £10, T. Upton, Tadcaster (Diamond).
Highly Commended, G. Linton, Kirkby Fleethara (Jewel)

Two-year-old hunting geldings.—First prize, £10, W. K.
Goodbarne, Tadcaster (Owston). Second, £5, Sir G. Cholm-
ley (Don Juan). Highly Commended, Viscountess Downe.
Thirsk. Commended, C. C. Preston, York (Good Friday)

;

J. B. Booth, Catterick (Bird's Eye).

Two-year-old hunting fillies.—First prize, £7, J. B. Booth,
(British Queen). Second, £3, H. Wise, Sewerby, Bridling-

ton (Eleanor). Commended, T. Manfteld, Tliirsk.

Two-year-old coaching geldings.—First prize, £10, G. Leng,
Highclitfe Hall, Staindrop (Carbineer). Second, £5, M. and
W. Boville, Osmotherly. Highly Commended, T. Plumraer,

Birdforth.

Two-year-old coaching fillies.—i'irst prize, £7, W. Robin-
son, Easingwold. Second, £3, E. Thompson, Northallerton.

Two-year-old agricultural geldings or tilUes.—First prize,

£7, T. Upton, Tadcaster. Second, £3, W. Tennant, Selby

(Trip).

Three-year-old hunting geldings.—First prize, £15, and
silver cup, value £20, for the best hunting colt or filly. Sir G.

Chobnley (Coburg). Second, £5, G. W. Appleyard, Easing-

wold (Collegian). Highly Commended, G. Harrison, Bawtry
(Ashbury Lad) ; R. Emmerson, jun., Darlington (Marksman).

Three-year-old hunting fillies.—First prize, £7, Sir G.

Cholmley (Eurydice). Second, £3, A. Swarbeck, Thirsk

(Silkstone). HigJdy Commended, T. Hodgson, Stokesley

(Jess).

Three-year-old coaching geldings.—First prize, £10, W.
Clarke, Thirsk. Second, £5, T. Mansfield, Thirsk.

Three-year-old coaching fillies.—First prize, £7, W. Ste-

phenson, Brough. Second, £3, R. Myers, Helmsley (Maid of

the MUl).
Three-year-old roadsters, geldings or fiUies.—First prize, £7,

A. Perkins, Darlington. Second, £3, J. Smith, Catterick.

Three-year-old Agricultural Geldings or Fillies.—First prize,

£7, S. Thompson, Selby (Rose). Second of £3, W. Tennant,

Selby (Spark).

Pairs of four-year-old and upwards Agricultural Geldings

or Mares.—First prize, £10, W. and R. Jewitt, Howden (Tom

and Jack). Second of £5, Major Stapylton, Borouglibridge

(Charlie and Dick).

Agricultural Geldings or Jlares, four years old and upwards,

tlie propertv of tenant farmers lor at least six months previous

to August S, 1367.—Prize, £10, W. Tennant, Selby (Jet).

Four-year-old Hunting Geldings.— First prize, £30, and a

siver cup, value £35, for tin- best lluntiiin- Gelding or Mare,

T. Gee, Sussex (Tom). Seeoiul of £10, T. t!ee Oriie General).

Hiijlily commended: T. C. Constable, Hull (Othello).

Four-year-old Hunting Fillies.—F'irst prize, £10, J. Robson,

Ganton (Springwater). Second of £5, J. Smith, Borough-

bride (Bondmaid). Highly commended : J.Mason, Borough-

bridge (Shifty).

Pairs of Carriage Horses, four to six years old, shown driven

in harness.—Prize, £35, T. Cole, Thirsk (Undertaker and

Midnight).

Five-year-old Hunters, Geldings or Mares, by thorough-

bred Horse, up to 14 stones and upwards.—First prize, £35,

T. Gee (Master of 7\.rts). Second of £10, G. Robinson, Mid-

dlesborongh (Black Bess). Highly commended: T. Gee (Buf-

foon).

F"ive-year-old Hunters, Geldings or Mares, by a tliorough-

bred Horse, up to 13 stones and upwards.—First prize, £35,

J. Smith (The Greek). Second of £10, H. Jewisou, Rais-

tliorpe (The Doctor). Commended: S. B. Robson, Malton

(Emigrant).

Hunters, six years old and upwards, Geldings or Mares.

—

First prize, £35, T. Sutton, Darlington (Voyagcur). Second

of £10, J. Sanderson, Pontetract (St. Clare). Highly com-

mended: H. Jewson (The Moor). Commended: J.Brown,

Wigton (British Yeoman).
Gentlemen's Hackneys, of any age or sex, up to 14 stones

and upwards.—First prize, £15, J. W. Pease, M.P., Darlington

(Whitcfoot). Second of £5, F. P. Newton, Malton.

Gentlemen's Hackneys, of any age or sex, up to 13 stones

and upwards.—First prize, £10, H. IMilner, Harrogate (Gari-

baldi). Second of £5, J. Gresham, Bradford (Cockney.

Highly commended: W. and B. Muzeen, Slingsby (The Nun).

Ladies' Hackneys, of any age or sex.—F'irst prize, £10,

Sir G. Cholmley, (Belinda). Second of £5, H. Beutley,

Woodlesford (Scaboy). Highly commended : Sir G. Cholmley

(Jemima).
Ponies above 13 and not exceeding 14 hands high.—First

prize, £10, R. Milward, Southwell (Steward), Second of £5,

F. Barlow, Donnington (Jet).

Ponies not exceeding 13 hands high.—First prize, £7, Mar-
quis of Hastings, Donnington (Bobby). Second of £3, W.
A. Mawson, Tadcaster (Pont-y-Capel).

Extra Stock.— First-class Silver Medal, R. Hunter,

Stockton-on-Tees (Carbine, two years old, hunting colt). Se-

cond, A. Macbean, Tliirsk (two years old, roadster).

SHEEP.
Judges (for Long-wools).

J. Buckley, The Cottage, Lougliborough.

G. Mann, Scausby, Doucaster.

M. Stephenson, Fourstones, Hexham.

Judges (for Short-wools).

T. Rigby, DarnhaU, Over, Winsford.

J. S. Turner, Chyngton, Seaford.

LEICESTERS.
Shearling Rams.—First prize, £15, and cup value £10, as

best of all the long-wool shearling rams, T. Stamper, Oswald-
kirk. Second of £7, J. Borton, Barton, Malton. Third of

£3, J. Borton. Highly commended : J. Boston. Commended :

S. Wiley, Y'ork.

Rams of any age.—First prize, £10, J. Borton. Second of

£5, J. Borton. Highly commended : J. Borton. Commended

:

J. Borton. The class commended.
Pens of Five Shearling Gimmers.—First prize, £15, J. and

E, Tindall, Malton. Second of £5, S. Wiley, York. The
class highly commended.

LINCOLN OR OTHER LONG-WOOLS (not tiualified to

compete as Leicesters).

Shearling Rams.—First prize, £15, W. F. Marshall, Rise-

holme, Lincoln. Second of £7, W. F. Marshall. Third of

£3, W. F. Marshall. Highly commended : J. K. Tombs,
Lechlade.
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Rains of ;iuy oilier age.—First, prize, £10, W. Abruliani,

Ulceby. Second of £5, J. K. Tombs.

Pens of I'ive Shearling Gimmers.—First prize, £15, C.

Lister, Lincoln.

SOUTHDOWNS.
Shearling Rams.—First prize, £15, and cup value £10, as

best of all the sliort-wool shearling rams, Lord Walsingham,
Merton, Thetford.

Rams of any other age.—First jirize, £10, Lord Walsing-

luini. Commended : Lord Walsingham.
Pens of Five Shearling Gimmers.—First prize, £15, Lord

Walsingham.
SHROPSHIRE DOWNS.

Shearling Rams.—First prize, £15, T. Hortbn, Shrewsbury.

Second of £7, Lord AVenlock, Escrick, York. Third of £3,
Lord AVcnlock.

Rams of any other age.—First prize, £10, D. R. Davies,

Kniitsford. Second of £5, T. Hortou.
Pens of Five Shearling Gimmers.—First prize, £15, Lord

Wculock. Second of £5, T. Horton.

MOUNTAIN OR BLACKFACED SHEEP.
Shearling Rams.—First prize, £10, W. Rudsdalc, Gros-

niont. Second of £3, J. Peel, Clitheroc.

Rams of any other age.—First prize, £5, J. Peel.

Pens of Five Ewes certiiied to have reared lambs in 1867.

First prize, £5, J. Peel.

EXTRA STOCK.
First-class Silver Medal, G. Wright, Malton (two four-shear

Leicester ewes). Second-class Silver Medul, W. lludsdale

(three blatkfaccd shearling gimmers).

WOOL.
Judge.—T. Clayton, Stainley House, Ripley.

Five Hogg Fleeces (long-wool) .—First prize, £5, C. Bar-

roby, Thirsk. Second of £2, R. Harrison, Pond D;ile, near

Richmond. Commended : T. Marris, Ulceby.

live Hogg Fleeces (short-wool).—First prize, £5, T. Hor-
ton, Shrewsbury. Second of £3, T. Mansell, Shrewslniry.

Commended : D. R. Davies, EJiutsford.

PIGS.
JuBGES (for Large Breeds).—J. Buckley.

G. Mann.
M. Stephehson.

Judges (for Small Breeds).—T. Rigby.

J. S. Turner.

Boars of a large breed.—First prize, £5, J. Dyson, Leeds.

Second of £3, R. E. Duckering, Kirton Lindsay. Third of

£1, G. Chapman, Scarborough.
Sows of a large breed, in pig or milk.—First prize, £5, J.

Lakeland, East Retford. Second of £2, J. Lakeland. Third

of £1, R. E. Duckering.

Boars of a small breed.—First prize, £5, Lord Wenlock.
Second of £2, G. Mangles, Ripon. Third of £1, R. E.

Duckering. liigMy commended : W. Hatton, Leeds.

Sows of a small breed, in pig or milk.—First prize, £5, and
cup value £5, as " best pig in the show," J. Dyson. Second

of £3, Lord Wenlock. Third of £1, R. E. Duckering.

Highly commended • G. Mangles.

Boars of any breed.—First prize, £5, J. Dyson. Second of

£3, R. E. Duckering. Third of £1, J. Leeming, Bradford.

Highly commended : W. Sagar, Bradford. Commended : T.

Eden, Barnsley.

Sows of any breed, in-pig or milk.—First prize, £5, W.
Sagar. Second of £3, E. Akroyd, M.P., HaHfax. Third of

£1, J. Dyson. Highly commended : J. Lakeland.

Three Store Pigs of any breed, and of the same litter, from
four to nine months old.—First prize, £5, Sir G. 0. Wombwell,
Bart., Easingwold. Second of £3, J. Dyson. Third of £1,
G. Mangles.

Pigs not exceeding Twelve Months Old.

Boars of large breed.—First prize, £3, R. E. Duckering.

Second of £1, H. Whittakcr, York.

Sows of large breed.—First prize, £3, J. Dyson. Second of

£1, R. E. Duckering.
Boars of small lireed.—First prize, £3, Lord 'Wenlock.

Second of £1, W. Sagar. Commended: W. Linton, York;
J. Dyson, Lord Wenlock, and W. Sagar.

Sows of small breed.—First prize, £3, W. Hatton. Second
of £1, Lord Wenlock. Highly comtnendcd : Lord Wenlock.
Commended : H. Wliittaker.

EXTRA STOCK.
First-class silver medal, Lord Wenlock (two sows). Second-

class silver medal, J. Dyson (six young pigs).

DAIRY PRODUCE.
Judges.—J. Dixon, Norili Park, Bradford.

J. Douglas, Clumber, Worksop.

Cheese, not less than 1 cwt. in (juantity, made since October
1st, 1360, the produce of one dairy.—First prize, £5, J. Peir-

son, Northallerton. Second of £3, J. Hcwgill, Wensleydale.
Commended : E. Wells, Thirsk.

Butter, fresh, 61bs., in single ll)s.—First prize, £3, A. T.

Attwood, Thirsk. Second of £3, J. £. Routledge, Northaller-

ton. Third of £1, J. Nightingale, Guisborough. Com-
mended : M. Gregg, Thirsk.

IMPLEMENTS.
Judges.—J. Wilson, Woodhouse Manor, Morpeth.

E. Wortlcy, Ridliugton, Oakham.

Ploughs for light ploughing.—First prize, £10, Cooke and
Co., Lincoln. Second of £5, Cuthbert and Co., Leeming,
Bcdale.

Ploughs for deep ploughing.—First prize, £10, Cooke and
Co. Second of £5, C. Busby, Newton-le-Willows, Bedale.

Ploughs for digging.—Prize, £5, Cuthbert and Co. Highly
commended : A. Ogle, Catterick, Richmond.

Double Mould-board Ploughs.—Prize, £5, C. Busby. Com-
mendcd : Ord and Maddison, Darlington.

Scarifiers or Stubble Parers.—Prize, £5, E. H. Beutall,

Maldon, Essex.

Cultivators.—Prize, £5, Coleman and Morton, Chehiisford.

Drags for three or more horses.—Prize, £5, Coleman and
Morton.

Scufilers, to work between rows of roots or plants.—Prize,

£3, W. Jacque, Baldersby, Thiisk.

Grubbers, to work between row of roots or plants.—Prize,

£3, B. Stead, Barnsley.

Heavy harrows.—Prize, £3, W. Jacques. Highly com-

mended : T,. Thompson, Bagby, Thirk.

Light harrows.—Prize, £3,; C. Busby.
Corn drills.—Prize, £10, J. Coultas, Grantham, Highly

commended: J. Teasdale, Burneston, Bedale.

Turnip drills, with manure, on the flat.—Prize, £10, J.

Coultas. Highly commended : R. and J. Reeves, Westbury.
Turnip drills, with manure, on the ridge.—Prize, £10, R.

and J. Reeves.

AVater drills.—Prize, £5, J. Coultas.

First-class medals.—To Clayton, Shuttleworth, and Co. Lin-

coln, for a two-row revolving liquid manure and drop drill

(GiUyatt's patent) ; to Hornsby Sons, Grantham, for a corn

screen, and also for a turnip cutter and a turnip pulper ; to

Richmond and Chandler, Salford, for chaff cutter ; to John
Fowler and Co,, Leeds and London, for anew steam cultivator;

to Ruston, Proctor, and Co., London, for a new variable ec-

centric iu portable steam engine.

Second-class medals.—To Ransome and Sims, Ipswich, for

a double active turnip cutter ; to G. Russell, Elstone, for an

improved coulter fastener ; to Reeves, for a water cart

;

to T. Harrison, Lincoln, for a barrel drill ; to A. Ogle, for a

plough-coulter clearer ; to Vickers, Snowden, and Morris,

Doucaster and Sheflield, for a scufiler, for working between

root drills ; to Ord and Maddison, for patent chain corn drill

;

to R. Puckering and Co., Beverley, for market cart ; to Cole-

man and Morton, for a corn screen.

HOUNDS.
Judges.—The Duke of Grafton.

Mr. W. H. Williamson.

Captain Percy Williams.

The Earl of Macclesfield.

Lord Poltimore.

Mr. M. Milbaiik.

Two couple of entered Dog Hounds, not being older than

seven-season huuters, a piece of plate value £30, and a gra-

tuity of £5 to tlie huntsman ; second prize, a piece of plate
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valuo i-10, and a cjratuity of £3 to tlic lumtsmau.—l''irst

prize, Mr. Gcoigc Lane l'o\ (ISiaiiiham Moor) ; liuutsiuan,

i\ Tiirpiu. Second prize, Earl of Yarljorougli (Brocklcsby)
;

huntsman, Nimrod Long.
Two couples of entered Bitches, not being older than seven-

season lumtcrs, a piece of plate value £30, and n gratuity of

£5 to the huntsman ; second prize, a piece of plate value .410,

and a gratuity of £3 to the huntsman.—First prize. Earl of

Yarborough ; huntsman, Ninirod Long. Second prize. Sir

John Troilope, Eart., M.P. (Cottesmore) ; huntsman, J. West.
Single uu-entered Uog Hounds pupped since Ueecmlier 1,

1865, a piece of plate value £10, and a gratuity of £5 to the

huntsman ; second prize, a piece of plate value £5, and a

gratuity of £2 to the huntsman.—First prize. Sir John Troi-

lope ; huntsman, J. West. Second prize, Sir Charles Slingshy

(York and Ainsty) ; kennel huntsman, W. Orvis.

Single un-entered Bitches, pupped since the 1st December,
1865, a piece of plate value £10, and a gratuity of £5 to the

huntsman ; second prize, a piece of plate value £5, and a

gratuity of £2 to the huntsman.—First prize, Lord llawke
(Badsworth) ; huntsman, E. Owen. Second prize, Mr. G.
Lane Fox ; huntsman, F. Turpin.

Stallion Hounds, not less than three-season liunters, and
certified to be the sires of living puppies, a piece of plate

value £10, and a gratuity of £3 to the huntsman.—Prize,

Sir John Troilope : huntsman, J. West.

Brood Bitches, having reared litters since the 1st of De-
cember, 1866, a piece of plate value £10, and a gratuity of

£3 to the huntsman.—Prize, Hon. R. C. Hill (Shropshire)

;

huntsman, J. M'Bride.

COUNCIL MEETING.

The Council of the Society met on the Ground to receive

the deputations from Leeds, Wetherby, and Ripon, inviting

the Society to hold its next meeting at these towns. Sir

» <5corge 0. Wombvvell, Bart., President of the Socictj',

was in the chair. The Wetherby deputation was first

introduced. Captain Gunter, their spokesman, said that,

in addition to the £250 required by the Society, they

were prepared to give £500 or £600 in special prizes.

Two grass fields of thirty acres each were available for the

show ground. They were close to the spot where the Wetherby
Agricultural Society held their show. Mr. Moorsom, agent to

the Earl of Harewood, mentioned that on 'the occasion of

holding the Grand National Steeple Chases at Wetherby,
100,000 people were conveyed thither from Leeds by horses in

one day, in addition to those taken by rail. That could be

done again. Tlic Eml of Uarewoud stated that there were

only ten subscribers to the Society in Leeds and neighbourhood;

while at Wetlierby there were forty, and most of them were

tenant-farmers. Seven members of the Council belonged to

the neighbourhood of Wetherby. This deputation then retired,

and that from Leeds v as introduced. The Town Clerk said

tliey were there to invite the Society to hold the next year's

show in Leeds. The Royal Agricultural Society held their

show in Leeds in 1861, and it was the most successful meeting

they had had. As many as 72,000 persons visited it in one

day. He was authorized to say that they had secured for the

pui-poses of the show the greater portion ef the piece of land

in Kirkstall Road, occupied by the show of tlie Royal Agri-

eidtural Society in 1S61. There was a railway siding at

Burley, close to the show ground. In ease the Society ac-

cepted this invitation, the people of Leeds were prep ared to

comply with all the requirements of the Society, and a sub-

scription list would be opened to raise a sum to be awarded in

spesial prizes. At present £3,000 had been subscribed tor the

necessary expenses, and he had no doubt £6,1)00 cuuld be

obtained if required. The proposed show groimd was 26

acres in extent, was in grass, and was all fenced in. There

was another advantage in holding tlie show at Leeds next year,

which he vi'as sure could scarcely be over-rated. The Fine

Arts Exhibition would be opened in the new Infirmary, and no

doubt a great number of people would come to Leeds on

account of it, and most of them were certain to visit the show,

so that one would naturally support the other. The Leeds

deputation then retired, and that from Ripon was introduced.

The Mayor of Ripon said it was thirteen years since the show
was last' held at Ripon. It was a most successful show, and if.

this invitation were accepted they should spare no exertion to

contribute to its success. They proposed holding it on the

new race- course close to the water works. He thought they

could guarantee £100 for special prizes in addition to the

£250 required by the Society. The deputation then retired.

The Earl of Harewood proposed that they hold the show at

Wetherby next year. Mr. Jordan seconded the motion. Earl

Cathcart proposed, as a matter of form, that they should go

to Leeds next year. The Society had been put to great expense

by the Royal visit to York last year, and that might be consi-

dered in taking it to Leeds. Mr. J. Wells (Boothfcrry)

seconded the motion. A show of hands was then taken for

Wetherby and Leeds, when 10 were held up for the former and

none for the latter. Wetherby has consequently secured the

show for next year.

ROYAL NORTHERN SHOW.
PRIZE LIST.

CATTLE.
SHOKTHORXS.

Judges.—John 31'Kessack, Balnaferrj', Forres.

Jolm Gorrie, Inverdunning, Perth.

Charles Lyall, Old Montrose, Bridge of Dun.

Bulls of any age.—First prize, Robert Bruce, Johnston

;

second, A. Cruicksbank, Sittyton ; third, Gilbert Mitchell,

Meikle, Haddo. James \^"hite. Little Clinterty, highly com-

mended; Alexander Ronaldson, Little Gight, commended.

Two-year-old btUls.—First prize, Alex. Souter, Strocherie
;

second, W. S. Marr, UppermiU.
One-year-old buRs.—First prize, A. Cruicksbank, Sittyton

;

second, Walter Scott, Glendronach.

Cows of any age.—First prize, Francis Brown, Mains of

LesKe ; second and third, A. Cruicksbank, ^Sittyton. Henry
A. Rannic, Mill of Boyndie, liighly commended ; Silvester

Campbell, Kinellar, and William S. Marr, UppermiU, Tarves,

commended.
Pairs of breeding cows.—First prize, A. Cruicksbank,

Sittyton ; second, Jas. Cochran, Little Haddo ; third, George

Milne, of Kinaldie. WUliam S. Marr, UppermiU, Tarves,

higlily commended ; Silvester CampbeO, commended.
Two-year-old heifers.—First prize, John Gordon, of Cluny

;

second, A. Cruicksbank, Sittyton ; third, George Milne, of

Kinaldie. William S. Marr, UppermiU, Tarves, highly com-
mended ; A. W. Collie, LairshiU, commended.

Pairs of heifers, two years old.—First prize, A. Cruick-
sbank, Sittyton.

One-year-old heifers.—First prize, A. Cruicksbank, Sitty-

ton ; second, SUvester Campbell, KineUar ; third, Henry A.
Rannie, IMUl of Boyndie.

Pairs of heifers, one-year-old.—First prize, A. Cruicksbank,
Sittyton ; second, Silvester CarapbeU, KineUar.

POLLED.
Judges.—WiUiam FuUarton, Ardestie, IMonifieth.

George Brown, Westerton, Fochabers.

George PhUip Boynds, Keith HaU.

Bulls of any age.—First prize, A. Morison, Bognie ; second,

Robert Walker, HiUside House ; third, D. R. L. Grant, of

Kingsford.

Two-year-old bulls.—First prize, James Scott, East Tul-
loch ; second, WiUiam M'Combie, of Easter Skene ; third,

James Scott, East TuUocb.
One-year-oil bulls.—First prize, James M'Knight, Pitcaple

;

second, W. M'Combie, of Easter Skene ; third, Robt. Walker,
HiUside House.
Cows of any age.—First prize. Colonel I'razer, of Castle

Frazer ; second and third, Wm. M'Combie, of Tillyfour. Wm.
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M'Combie, liiglily commended ; 11. Walker, Montbletton, com-

mended.
Fairs of breeding cows.—First prize, Wra. M'Combie, of

Easter Skene , second, Robert "Walker, Montbletton.

Two-year-old heifers.—I'irst prize. Colonel Frazer, of Castle

Frazer ; second, Wm. M'Combie, Tillyfour ; third, William

Walker, Ardhunkart. James Stephen, Conglass, highly com-

mended ; Robert Walker, Hillside House, commended.

Pairs of heifers, two years old.—First prize, W. M'Combie,

Easter Skene ; second, Robert Walker, Montbletton. Robert

Walker, Hillside House, commended.
One-year-old heifers.—i'irst prize, Wm. ]\I'Combie, Tilly-

four ; second, D. R. L. Grant, Kingsford ; third, Robert Wal-

ker, Montbletton.

Fairs of lieifers, one-year-old.—First prize, Wm. M'Combie,

Tillyfour ; se cond, Robert Walker, Hillside House.

IIIGIIL.VND.

Cows.—First prize, J. Reid, Graystone, Alford; second,

H. L.L. Morrison, of Blair, Guise.

CROSSES.

Judges.—Messrs. George Milne, Haddo, Methlic ; George

Cruickshank, Comisty,Forgue ; Richard H. Harris, Earnhill,

Forres.

Cows of any age.—First prize, Gilbert Mitchell, Meikle

Haddo ; second, R. and W. Matthew, Mil of Sclattie.

Pairs of Breeding Cows.—First prize, H. L. L. Morrison,

of Blair, Guise ; second, R. and W. Matthew, MiU of Sclattie.

Two-year-old Heifers.—First prize, Robert Bruce, Johnston

;

second, John Gordon, of Cluny.

Pairs two-year-old Heifers.—First prize, J. Reid, Graystone,

Alford ; second, Thomas Knowles, Aberdeen.

One-year-old Heifers.—I'irst prize, H. L. L. Morrison, of

Blair, Guise ; second, Roberi Bruce, Johnstone.

Pairs of Heifers, one year old.—Prize, IMajor Ramsay, of

Barra.
SHOKTIIOEXS OK CROSSES.

Oxen, four years old.—Prize, J. and W. Martin, Aberdeen.

Oxen, three years old.—I'irst and second prizes, J. and W.
Martin, Aberdeen ; third. Walter Scott, Glendronach ; com-

mended, H. L. L. Morrison, of Blair, Guise.

Oxen, two years old.—First and second prizes, Alexander

Cowie, Cromblybank ; third, Walter Scott, Glendronach ; com-

jnended, Thomas Knowles, Aberdeen.

Oxen, one year old.—First prize, Thomas Knowles, Aber-

deen ; second, Alexander Cowie, Cromblybank ; third, John
Gordon, of Cluny.

TOLLED.

Oxen, four years old.—First prize, William M'Combie,

Tillyfour ; second, J. and W. Martin, Aberdeen ; third,

Thomas Knowles, Aberdeen.

Oxen, three years old.—First prize, James Stephen, Con-

glass ; second, Thomas Knowles, Aberdeen.

Oxen, two years old.—First prize, James Stephen, Conglass

;

second, William M'Combie, of Easter Skene.

Oxen, one year old.—First prize, William M'Combie, of

Easter Skene ; second, Robert Bruce, Johnston.

ABERDEENSHIRE IIOR>'£D.

Oxen of any age.—Prize, Thomas Knowles, Aberdeen.

HIGHLAND.

Oxen of any age.—First and second prizes, James Stewart,

Aberdeen.
DAIRY cows.

Cows of any age.—First and second prizes, R. and W-
Matthew, Sclattie ; third, James Sangster, Shielhill.

EXTRA STOCK.

Heifers showing most symmetry, fat, and weight, of any age

and breed.—Prize, Henry A. Rannie, Mill of Boyndie.

BuU, Cow, or Heifer, without any restriction.—Prize, Sil-

vester Campbell, Kinellar (Shorthorned bull).

CHALLENGE CUPS.

Best animal in tlie breeding sections of the shortliorned

breed.—A. Cruickshank, Sittyton.

Best animal in the breeding sections of the polled breed.

—

Colonel I'raser, of Castle Fraser.

Best fat ox or heifer of any breed.—Wm, M'Combie, Tilly-

four.

HORSES.

Judges.—Robert Copland, Mill of Ardlethen, Ellon.

William Lawson, Lessendrmn, Drumbladc.
John Valentine, Aiilocb, Skene.

Draught stallions.—First and second prize, John Thomson,
Newton, of Skene.

Draught (entire) colts, three years old.—First prize, John
Nixon, Scotston ; second, WiUiam Henderson, Rebog ; third,

James Scott, East TuUoch.
Draught (entire) colts, two years old.—First prize, William

Alexander, Airyhillock ; second, Peter Beattie, Dunnydeer

;

third, Alexander Sim, Fawells.

Draught breeding mares.—First prize, James Cochrane,
Little Haddo ; second, James Sangster, Shielhill ; third, C.

P. Gordon, of Wardhouse.
Draught mares.—First prize, A. Cruickshank, Sittyton

;

second, A. Y. Williamson, Caskieben ; third, A. Pirie and
Sons, Watertou.

Draught fillies, three years old.—First prize, John Gordon,
of Cluny ; second, A. Cruickshank, Sittyton ; third, William
S. JLarr, IlppermiU, Tarves.

Draught fillies, two years old.—First prize, Thomas Cum-
ming, Upper Buckie ; second, John Wattie, Ladybank ; third,

William S. Marr, Cove, Nigg.
Draught geldings, three years old.—First prize, A Cruick-

shank, Sittyton ; second. Major Ramsay, of Barra ; third,

John Gray, East Fingask.

Draught geldings, two years old.—John Gordon, of Cluny.

Roadsters, under 13 hands.—First prize, James Turnbull,

Ash-hiU; second, Alexander Sim, Fawells ; third, John Smart,
Glasgoforcst.

Roadsters above 13 hands.—First prize, AViUiam Wilson,

Balquharn ; second, John Ritchie, Pettens ; third, John R^
Trail, M.D., Tombeg.

Draught horses or mares in harness.—First prize, Gilbert

Mitchell, Meikle Haddo ; second, Alexander Pirie and Sons, 1

Waterton ; third, John Grey, East Fingask.

Extra horses.—First prize, Robert Thomson, Terrievale,

Skene ; second, Alexander Pirie and Sons, Waterton.

SHEEP.

leicesters.

Tups of any age.—First prize, Henry A. Rannie, IMill of

Boyndie ; second, George Thompson, of Pitmedden. Highly
commended : Henry A. Rannie, Mill of Boyndie. Com-
mended: John Bruce, Lightnot.

Shearling tups. — First prize, Jolin Garland, Cairnton

;

second, George Thompson, of Pitmedden. Highly com-
mended : Ben. L. Reid, Balcairn.

Ewes.—First prize, John Garland, Cairnton ; second, Henry
A. Rannie, Mill of Boyndie. Highly commended: John
Garland, Cairnton.

Gimmers.—First prize, George Thompson, of Pitmedden

;

second, Ben. L. Reid, Balcairn. Highly commended : John
Garland, Cairnton.

AVedders.—First prize, J. Bruce, Burnside; second, John
Garland, Cairnton,

CHEVIOTS.

Shearling tups.—Archer Fortescue, of Kingcausie.

Ewes.—Ben. L. Reid, Balcairn.

SOUTHDOWNS,

Tups of any age.—First and second prize, James Bruce,
Burnside. Highly commended : John Garland, Cairnton.

Shearling tups.—First prize, John Gordon, of ParkhiU
;

second, James Bruce, Burnside. Highly commended : Jolm
Gordon, of ParkhiU.

Ewes.—First and second prize, James Bruce, Burnside.

Gimmers.—First and second prize, Johu Gordon, of Park-
hill.

COTSWOLDS.

Tups of any age.—Wm. Johnston, Cairnbeg.

Shearling tups.—Wm. Johnston.

Ewes.—Wm. Johnston.

Gimmers.—AYm. Johnston.

BLACK-EACED BREEDS.

Wedders.—First prize, James Stewart, Aberdeen; second,

J. and W. Martin, Aberdeen.
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CROSS BKEEBS.
Wedders. — First prize, J. ;md AV. M;trtiu, Aberdeeu

;

Becond, James Stewart, Aberdeeu.

PIGS.
Boars.—First and second prize, Edward Savage, Royal

Lunatic Asylum ; tliird, Alex. Davidson, 72, George-street.

Highly eorameuded : John Davidson, 72, Sliiprow. Com-
mended ; Ales. Davidson, 72, George-street.

Sows.—First prize, Edward Savage, lloyal Lunatic Asylum
;

second, James Dow, llegent Quay ; tliird, Edward Savage,

lloyal Lunatic Asylum. Highly commended : George Isaac,

Alexander. Commended : Alex. Davidson, 72, George-street,

Tens of two })igs.—First and second prize, Edward Savage,

lloyal Lunatic Asylum. Highly commended : Edward Savage,

Royal Lunatic Asylum. Commended : George Isaac, Aber-
deen.

REVIEWS.
CATTLE AND CATTLE-BREEDERS; by William

M'CoMBiE, Tillyfour. Blackn'ood and Sons, Edhihuryli

and London.

It does not require that a man should have travelled

" All along the lowlands fair.

And through the pleasant shire of Ayr,

And far as Aberdeeu,"

to know the name of William ^rCombie. He has been

for many a year " a standing menace to the vegetarians"

at Poissy and our own Christmas shows and fat markets

;

while his Charlotte and his Pride of Aberdeeu have been

famous at the Highland Society. Even the late Hugh
Watson, of Keillor, did not come up to him in his prizes

for polled Angus. Besides his store and fat prize

beasts, he ties up more than three hundred " com-

mercials" a-year ; and his "heavy blacks and greys"

have long formed a brigade of their own on the

Big Monday at Smithfield. The keenness of that

practised eye, which was first educated at the Falkirk

trysts, has not failed him with years. It was but the

other week that a four-year-old poll Angus of his own
breeding took the fat cup at Aberdeeu ; and on the same
day he united precept with practice by speaking with his

pen on the subject which has been his life-study. W'hile

his laurels are still green, he is open to tell how they have

been acquired, and to show to our young cup and medal

aspirants " how fields were won."
The kernel of the present work is a lecture on the

feeding of cattle, which he delivered about a year since

before the Scottish Chamber of Agriculture. It is

re-written and enlarged into a pleasant pastoral theme,

under the five heads of (1) Cattle l^eeding; (2) Reminis-

cences
; (3). The Cattle Trade then and now

; (4) Angus
Polls, Galloways, and Shorthorns ; and (5) Hints on the

Breeding and Care of Cattle. The style is quiet and un-

affected : instead of dogmatising, he merely tells his ex-

perience, and makes the confession, which can never be

wrung from the Ei/o school, " I am learning something

new every day." The bits of character are given in quite

a colloquial fashion ; as, for instance, where a big bad

beast is called " a great, big buffalo dog." He does not

trouble himself with scenery and word pictures ; but the

language comes, as it were, hot from the lips, and has lots

of grapple in consequence. The author is virtually talk-

ing to you about himself, his old comrades, their hits and

reverses, and experience in selling and breeding cattle

—

with his feet on the fender, and a pleasant pipe in aid.

W'e hear, at the outset, of the author's father, who was

iu the lean-cattle trade, and could sell his fifteen hundred

beasts at a Falkirk tryst. He did not wish to sec his son

in the same line, but the lad would not be denied. Two
years at college had not given him any airs : doffing the

gown and the trencher-cap, he took to the hoddan grey, and

not only worked with the servants, but shared their diet.

It was in such a smithy that the future leader of the

porthera cattle-feeders wa? fashioned. Jlis first specu-

lation was a £12 grass field, in which an old servant went
him shares, and they divided £15 of profit the first year.

His maiden beast-bargain did not turn out trumps.
Money was given him to buy half-a-dozeu beasts ; but he

went in for credit and fifteen. Being a bachelor, he
could not sufl'er in the spirit as Bobby Banks did, when
he was returning from Keswick market to his Betty, with
the egg and " butter brass," and without his cart

:

" For Bobby lad, thu's hur to f^ace,

She'll m'appen change thy sang ;"

but, at all events, his father told him that his purchases
had " not the countenance of beasts," and he was glad to

have his first bargain forgotten until now. Under such a

Mentor his eye soon acquired all the education it needed,

and he became able to hold his own with the experienced

but " impulsive " William Thorn on the stance. They
set each other, like cocks for a crown, when it was their

interest to do so ; and, when it suited them and they

had the buyers in their grip, they stood shoulder to

shoulder.

The secrets of the trade are very freely treated of in

the first chapter. We have, inter alia, sage hints as to

who shoidd not be the divider when a cut of cattle—say,

20 out of 60—are bought from a dealer ; on the positions

and the number in which cattle look best on the stance

;

and on the desire of the dealer to show the cattle on the

off-side, aud to keep stirring them cleverly up, so that

the biggest should be always in the buyer's eye. These
little pieces of high art in selling may have made lean

cattle-jobbing a " fascinating business "
; but, according

to Mr. M'Combie's own admission, it was a most difficult

and dangerous one, and at times he would be almost up
to the knees in mud at Hallow Fair, and without food for

twelve houi's. The science of feeding in field and stall

will not bear extracting, except as a whole. Suffice it

to say that you must never lose your calf-flesh, never

give your cattle unripe tares, and that, " with turnips,

one ignorant man may inflict more injury on the cattle

than they will recover in the course of the season."

Mr. M'Combie's remarks apply principally to the

Angus and the Shorthorn crosses, many of which, in

Aberdeenshire, would satisfy the "Herd Book" quali-

fication. Still, while he allows that the latter are good
rent-payers, he maintains that for " the same value of

ksep no other breed of cattle will pay the grazier more in

the North than the Angus." As for their degenerate

cousins, the " Highland hummlies," they " can be made
older, but it takes more ability than ever I had to make
them bigger." The feeding of show bullocks he calculates

at £40 a year. Six weeks is his cake or corn limit for

'commercial beasts,' and he generally gets £.35 a head
for all but the culls of the winterers, calculating about

25s. to .30s. a month for every one he had them."
The " Reminiscences " principally concern his old

brother-craftsmen, beginning from nearly half-a-century

ago, when there were no Shorthorns in the North, and

very few turnips gi-own or catfle fed. Now Aberdeenshire
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nloue caa claim nearly 500 jobbers, butchers, and dealers

;

and in 1S65 no less" than 13,58'J cattle were sent away

from "Bon Accord " by sea or rail, and 10,135 Ions of

dead meal, lu early days Messrs. Williamson and lleid

were the butcher-monopolists of the Aberdonian beast

market, and breeders were obliged to deal with them or

send the beasts a mouth's journey, ou hay, to Barnet.

The Williamsons had a great spring trade, and acted

on the principle of "bidding little and lying far back."

\Vhen beef was going down, they would sometimes buy

up all the cattle ou sale to arrest it ; but the north and

the south rallied, with the elder M'Gombie at their head,

and eventually held theii- own at all seasons. These pages

recall James Anderson, learned in Acts of Parliament, and

James Milner, with his hair powder and saddle-bags, and
" a pretty naan but for these ugly skulks of feet of miue."

The latter stood him in bad stead once, as a rival driver,

wlio wanted to have the first otfer of a lot, boiled his shoes to

pieces over night at an inn ; and as there was no last in the

place big enough, he had to wait some days for new ones.

We hear, too, "of ready-witted and deep-tougued Allar-

dyce, from the " Kingdom of Forguc ;" of the Armstrongs,

once Border-kings in their way, and yet only good for 3s.

Gd. in the pound at last ; and of John Geddes, who could

sit twenty-four hours at a stretch over the punch-bowl,

and whose black-horned cattle bore down all before them

as they advanced with steady tramp, led by the owner, in

the long blue coat and worsted overalls, to their wonted

place iu Old Keith market. There are divers other stories

of Alexander Davidson, the poacher, who was almost " as

baiiy as an ox," and shot in a straight line from Braemar

to Aberdeen ; of James lunes, who always would have

pace, and fairly kept his teams ou the gallop each leading

day; aud of George Bruce, who could beat four good

average reapers, single-handed, with only a little girl to

tie for him.

" The Black Polled and Shorthorns" is a resuyne of the

leading herds in the north of Scotland, and very useful

for reference. One curious fact is mentioned in it of

Captain Barclay's love for size, that he did not like to

have his cattle in a field, " where they can see each other

every day." Perhaps, after all, there is no chapter of the

five so characteristic of the writer as the one in which he

lays down the canons of taste aud practice in the

" Breeding and Care of Cattle," They have always been

his delight, " and butter and even corn are secondary to

them." Space forbids us to dwell longer on this text-

book of the sledding. It has no pictures, no preface, no

table of contents, and no index ; but it is on this account

all the more in keeping with the man who wrote it, aud

Avho was not tied by any of the rules of bookcraft. Be
that as it may, he has achieved a success, and we can

only trust that this appearance as a man of letters will be

followed up ere long by the M.P. addition to his own
good name, for the county whose beef resources he has

done so much to develope.

A mACTICAL TREATISE ON THE CULTIVATION

OF THE GRAPE VINE, By W, Thomson. 5th edition,

enlarged. W. BlacJcwood and Sons, Edinburgh and Loinlu/i,

18G7.

Tliere is not a doubt that tlic grape vino was cultivated to

a large extent in tlie " open" iu England in former times ; but

we nnich r|UPstion whether iu any part of the kiugdom it

would now succeed except when sheltered and supported by a

wall with a southern aspect. Prom hence it is argued that

the climate of England has midergoue a change for the

worse. In neither Scotland nor Ireland can the grape, under
any circumstances, be ripeued in the open air, and we suspect

that, such is the general coldness of our nioderu English

summers, except iu very sheltered situations, the same
will be the case here. Mr. Thomson's work refers chiefly to

tlie artificial culture of the grape vine ; aud the circumstance

of its having gone through foiu- previous editions is itself a

proof of the estimation of it eutertaiued by the public. But
iu the last section he treats on the " open-air cultivation" of

the vine, which, to be successful, must be dealt with as an

exotic, and protected, both in the autumn and spring, from tlie

late frosts when the wood is ripening, and the early ones

when the flower is forming. The work is a complete and

\aluable vade menim on the treatment of the vine in its

artificial culture, whether by amateurs or professional Horti-

culturists.

RAISING TURKEYS.
A correspondent of the Gerniunlowii TeJer/raph gives the

following as his experience in raising turkeys :—My first expe-
riments with the turkey were all unsuccessful, ami most of my
good neighbours, when they heard of ray failure, were prompt
to exclaim, " I told you so." But the loss of my eggs the
first year, aud but little better success the nest, did not con-
vince me that turkeys could uot be raised ; aud for two or

three years past I succeeded so well that I feel some confidence

iu saying that others will run no risk iu adopting my plan.

He who would succeed well in this business must, during
the winter, feed his fiock well and familiarly. By the middle
of March or first of April they will probably commence lay-

ing. If they are quite tame, as they can readily be made to be,

they will be likely, if allowed to run at large, to lay about the
farm or outbuildings ; but the best way is to drive them into

some shed every morning and let them out at noon. They will

lay in the corners of the room, and when they come to sit

they will be content to be taken care of, and by closing the
door at night they are free from harm. i

I never feed the turkey on the nest, and am decidedly

opposed to the practice of so feeding them. It is well enough
to place food where they can get at it ; but if the turkeys are

hardy and in good condition this is not necessary.

Most turkeys are good sitters, and will commence hatching
in twenty-eight days. They should be kept ou the nest until

the young are dry and able to stand. The hen may then be
put with a coop iu a warm, dry place, and the chicks be per-

mitted to ruu out, but should uot be fed for twenty-four hours,

or for even a louger period, I am very particular on this

point, as I think many youug turkeys are destroyed by ovct--

fceding soon after they are hatched.

After the first day a little curd or hard boiled egg may be
scattered upon a board or flat stone. If the weatlier is cold

or wet, it is well to season their food with pepper. I have ex-

perimented with giving young turkeys food very highly
peppered, aud have seen no bad elfeets from it, but have
frequently noticed cases where I was quite sure that the use of

it produced much good.
After the first two or three weeks, it is well to let the old

turkey out some four or five hours each pleasant day, if you
have pasture or other suitable grounds. There is much
danger in leaving them out at nights, as they are disposed to

wander about while the dew is ou the grass. ,

I would also again caution all who hope for success not to

feed too high for the first week or two ; afterward feed often,

but sparingly.

If during the first four or five weeks any of them should

droop and decline eating iu the morning, give them pepper Ijy

taking a smaU quantity of their regidar food and about an
equal quantity of pepper ; mix it, and give to each one as much
as a healthy one of the same size would eat.

One of the most important points is to prevent the turkeys

from getting wet during the first six weeks or two months of

tiieir lil^e, for during this period a good soaking will generally

prove fatal to a large majority of tlie flock. Nor should they,

for this reason, be turned out too soon iu the morning—not

until the dew is entirely dried off tlie grass.

For feed during tlie first week I use common cottage

cheese with a small amount of pepper, aud to prevent the old

lien from eating it, feed her on whole corn, wliich the young
chicks cannot eat.

Others have found the food best adapted to young turkcvs

was a mixture of curds and bran.
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A SOJOURN IN NORTHERN GERMANY AND IN SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN.

"When, a lew years ago, Europe was conccnied iu the

troubles brought about by Sehleswig-Holsteiu affairs,

which, by the way, uo one is said to nuilerstaud—neither

Bismarck '" nor any other man "—we little thought that

the whirligig of time would bring rouud about to us a

jouniey through this—shall we call it?

—

venj debateable

hnd ; and yet it was so ; for, finding ourselves iu the

busy town of Hamburg, on the very day the Austriaus

crossed the Elbe fi-om Altoua, on their way through

Hanover, and immediately, therefore, blocked up therein,

through the breaking out of the war, which speedily fol-

lowed, and which made travelling in the direction we in-

tended to follow, if not dangerous, certainly inconvihient,

with the usual "impedimenta" of a family travelling, we

had only two courses open to us—either to return home

again from Hamburg, or spend the weeks or months we

had set aside for the piirposcs of travel in travelling

north, through Schleswig-Holstein. The first course by

no means suited " our book :" we had no idea of

returning home so soon with—to use a very expressive

phrase—" the finger in our mouth," after all the trouble

we had had in preparing for a somewhat lengthened

absence from liomc, and in crossing what the Irishman

graphically called the " troubled shees "—troubled in

more senses than one, as it turned out to be for at least

the " famalye part of the community," oa board the good

ship we went by.

Approaching the Elbe, we see, that is, wind and wea-

ther permitting, the Island of Heligoland, the red cliffs

of which rise abruptly from the sea, and on one side of

which, nearest to Great Britain, is a curiously- detached

portion of rock. The island is a favourite resort in sum-

mer of the Hamburghers, who are fond of sea-bathing,

and have a relish for a kind of life which is made up of

a quaint admixture of old-world fishermen and of a

fashionable style of existence, which altogether makes up

what we have authority for saying, a very charming

change for men of business. The island belongs to

this coimtry, and was the depot of the recruits ob-

tained in the north of Europe for the Foreign

Legion enrolled during the Crimean war. Heli-

goland is famous also for its rabbit-warrens, the

inhabitants of which are, we believe, so veiy numerous
that grave apprehensions are entertained, or at least ex-

pressed, as to the stability of a large portion of the island,

which has been, or is said to be, almost entirely under-

mined by their bun'ows. The island is very small, and
must—surrounded by the eternal waste of waters, and
away from the sight of the mainland—be, we should fancy,

as gloomy a place of residence in winter as it is said to be

gay and gladsome in the time of summer. Further on

towards Hambiu-g we see Cuxhaven, lying on a low,

flat coast, the shoals of which are particularly

dangerous to vessels entering the Elbe, many of Avhich

strike on and are lost upon them. The sail up the Elbe
is tame and uninteresting, resembliug very much in its

flat aud monotonous character of its banks those of the

Scheldt leading to Antwerp ; although every now and
theu a ((uaiut old town, with its red-tiled roofs aud its

invariable church or clinrches with heaven-kissing spires,

is met with ; or no less quaint aud comfortable-looking

farm-hamlets, with their huge barus aud tree-embosomed
cottages. Km-al quietness and peacefidness are the pre-

vaOing characteristics of the sceuery ; and where these

are, although the scenery may be tame aud monotonous,

it cannot be said to be uninteresting, possessing as it thus

does that human interest to which, at all events, our

readers cannot be thought to be indifferent. On what
vxis—but thanks or uo thanks, as the case may be, or as

the opinions of our readers may decide, but what no
longer is—the Hanoverian side of the Elbe, we see the

queer old town of Freiburg. Before we left this part of

Germany we paid a visit to this place, the neighbourhood of

which is celebrated for its wheat crops, and also for its fine

pastures aud the making of butter and cheese, which arc

the results of these. We spent a day or two in the dis-

trict, and, living as we did at one of the houses of an old-

fashioued hamlet, we had an opportunity of seeing much
of the real inuer-life of the Germans. The ride from
Freibm'g to Krumeuteich is through a road much more
famous for the number of farmhouses and rows and
clumps of fruit trees which are to be met with on its

borders, than for the excellence of its surface, which
much more resembled a hilly or undulating country
than a level plain—a characteristic by uo means plea-

sant when the rough nature ot the carriage, or cart,

for to give an exact name to so nondescript a vehicle

we made our joui'uey in. Krumenteich can scarcely be
called a village ; it is rather a hamlet, made up of a row of

houses, with their quaint old-fashioned gables on the road,

and each provided with a spacious garden at the back.

The house we put up at, for it could not be called an inn,

was a capital specimen of a German house, with its some-
what rude but in every sense comfortable and thoroughly

clean fittings. The upper part was formed into a large

room or hall, round which were very old-fashioned tin

sconces for caudles or lamps, used to light up the " gay
and festive scene," for the room was the assembly-room
of the hamlet. At one end of this, and entering from it,

was our bedroom. Our accommodation, although primi-

tive in its appobitments, was unexceptionable iu respect

to cleanliness, and the providing of all appliances to insure

comfort ; and our living—that is, our meals—was such as

almost to satisfy the most fastidious, not only as regarded
the dishes of which they were composed, but the way in

which they were served, at once quaint and comfortable.

It was not difficult to tell that we were in a district where
the past'ii-es were superb, and the management of the
dairy thoroughly understood, so fine was the quality of the

butter and the cream ; and so cheap withal, that we re-

ceived a large supply of the fomier to bring home with
us, and in connection with which supply we had only,

aud still have only, one regret, that we did not treble or

quadruple the quantity. Krumenteich is separated from
the Elbe by a wide belt of low flat land, reclaimed from
the river, and the inner edge of which, within a few yards

of the house, is bordered by a high embankment. This
runs for many a mile down the river, indeed as far, we
believe, as Cuxhaven ; and for a considerable distance np,

towards Hamburg. The land on the river-side is laid out

iu pastures; and where cultivated, the crop is chiefly rape-

seed, although wheat and rve are taken also. We
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saw the tlirashiiig-out of the rapeseed iu the open air.

A laixe square space being enclosed with stakes, between

which rough sail-cloth was stretched, forming a fence

some three feet high. The ground within this was also

covered with cloth, and on which the rape was laid,

thrashed out by men with the flail, and cleaned by women
with brushes or brooms. The stalks and refuse are taken

generally at once to the manure-heap. The sides of the

embankment, covered with goodish grass, are used chiefly

for the feeding of sheep, of which every cottager has one

or more, and of which the milk is used for household pur-

poses. The farm-steadings are large, chiefly composed of

brick, although much wood is also employed in their con-

struction. The large barn is always an imposing feature.

The buildings are generally arranged on the two sides of

a court-yard, the dunghill being between them, and

almost—we may, indeed, say—always exposed to the at-

mosphere.

Some three or four hours' drive from Krumenteich is

a very favourite resort of the Hanoverians, or Prussians

as we suppose we must now call them: it is called the

German Mount Olympus, and is a somewhat high hill

rising out from a beautifully undulating country, and
furnished at top with a high tower, from the summit of

which a really splendid view is obtained. The name of

the place in which this resort is, is Dalbrook, but there

is no village or town near it, at least that we saw or heard

of. A house with stabling is erected, the former kept

by an old crone who lets out coffee-pots and cups, and
finds all materials with which an al fresco entertainment

may be had iu the woods ; these are very beautifully

laid out, and seats, &c., are numerous and judiciously

planted near the house, tea-garden fashion : tables and
seats are jilaced at one end of a raised platform, crowned
with fine trees. Altogether the attractions of the place

are such that we do not wonder at its being so much fre-

quented, as was indeed evidenced by a most portentous

array of coffee-pots and cups and saucers ready for visitors.

It is the fashion for parties going to take their own provi-

sions, which we did. The afternoon we spent there was
exceedingly pleasant, and as we were the only Englishmen
of the party, we had an excellent opportunity of witnessing

how much more rationally the Germans contrive to enjoy

themselves than we do. There was nothing partaken of

but coftee, the more potent liquor being taken solely out of

compliment to us, who were supposed, iu virtue of being

Englishmen, to require strong waters, but nothing could

exceed the joyous hilarity and natural joyousness of the

whole of our German friends. Other parties we saw also,

mixed indeed freely with them, who belonged to the class

on a level with our working-classes; but it was impossible

to refrain from making the contrast with their joyous but

still quiet conduct with what under similar circumstances

would have been the boisterous, rude, and coarse conduct

of our working men. Not but what, when occasion serves

—and iu many cases it serves much more frequently

than some wovild allow—the Germans drink beer, and

plenty of it too ; but, nevertheless, in their cups they are

courteous, never coarse ; and we have seen not a little of

them.

The drive from Krumenteich to Duberche was very

interesting in an agricultural view, for plodding steadily

along we had ample time to observe and take down notes.

The road for many a mile was an excellent example of

what we have never iu this country, namely, a brick-

paved road. The bricks are laid on edge, well rammed
down, and the retaining sides are carefully made. No-
thing can be better than this material in a co)intry or

district where stone is scarce, and we could not help con-

trasting it with the too often wretched state of the roads

in some other parts we have travelled in, not to name
some districts in our own country, It i?, of course,

scarcely necessary to say that the bricks used were
thoroughly well burnt, and not of the wretchedly soft

character we too often meet with amongst us. We have,
iudeed, no hesitation in saying that we scarcely know
what bricks and brickwork are, if we compare them with
what are to be met with abroad, especially iu some parts

of Italy, and nearly throughout the whole of Northern
Germany, of which more hereafter.

The crops met with as we drove along were good, the

wheat and beans specially so. Flax is grown to some
extent, and many of the cottages had little patches of

it, and at several places we saw the cottagers preparing

it. The German housewives are all really deserving of

the name, and during the winter months they are most
industrious in all manner of work, and the spinning-

wheel, both for flax and wool, is seldom nor for long

idle.

The fallow plays an important part in much of German
farming, and considerable care is taken in its preparation

;

manure is pretty freely used, and the furrow in ploughing
is deep and broad ; in one field we saw six horses, two
abreast, dragging along a plough with two wheels, and
with only one handle, as frequently met with on the Con-
tinent, and which was taking a furrow of at least 14
inches iu depth. We crossed the river Oosted, which
runs into the Elbe ; at this point- it was both broad and
deep, and vessels of considerable burden came up. Bridges

over many of the Continental rivers iu country districts are

conveniences not often to be met with, and the boat-bridge,

capable of taking over two or three carriages at a time,

is substituted.

Leaving the Hanoverian district and taking the steamer

once more on the Elbe, and proceeding upwards towards
Hamburgh, we find the scenery increase in interest as

we approach that celebrated and busy seat of shipping

and of commerce. Within the distance of some eight

or ten miles from it, the scenery on the left bank becomes
picturesque and romantic ; the monotonous level plain

is succeeded by abrupt risings of sand-hills, until at a

place called Blankenese, and all the way up from there

until we reach Altona we find the scenery, fine in itself,

has a higher interest attached to it, from the number of

cottages romantically situated on the picturesque and
pretty banks, and the villas and mansions of a more
I)retentious order, which give esidence of the existence of

ample means and fine taste, and tell us that we
are approaching a wealthy and important city

;

for this, and nothing less is Hamburgh, with its

stately streets, the fine shops, the lovely gardens, the

attractiveC?) cafe's, restaurants, singing saloons, and
pleasure gardens, of all which we say little or nothing,

although, did space aud fitting opportunity permit, we
might say much. We shall, therefore, proceed at once to

detail the course of our journey, and what we saw in it

likely to be more especially interesting to our readers

;

only here informing the reader that if disposed to spend

a week in this fine city, he may spend it very pleasantly

and agreeably. The gardens and pleasure places are both

fine and numerous, and in the part of the city near the

large sheet of water called the Alster Basin, and the

Exchange, he will find fine noble streets, with magnificent

shops, filled with the rarest aud most expensive goods,

which London, Liverpool, or even Paris may match, but

not excel. The Exchange should be visited by all means,

it is " high change" between half-past one and two, and

this is a sight to see. Viewed from the gallei-ies, which

are easily accessible, the vast area below, filled with a

moving mass of people—4,000 have standing, or shall we
say crushing, room in it— is something Avonderful : we
might have called it "high tide or water," for the hum
of the vast number of voices more resembles the noise of

many waves than the aggregation of hupian voices.
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Leaving Hamburgh, we took rail to Lubeck. Tiiis is a

fine old town, the chief—the only city of the free state of

the sanie name. It is a charming place in every way,

fitted for a pleasant sojourn during the heat of the sum-
mer months. Living is cheap ; lodgings, in private resi-

dence or hotel, easily obtained ; the walks and gardens

beautiful in the extreme, and most extensive, and the town
itself rich to a degree in quaint streets and still (inainlcr

houses in tliem. Wo have already mentioned the fact that

the brickwork of Xorthcru Germany is remarkably fine,

and nowhere can evidences of the truth of this be more
strikingly displayed than in this fine old city. A magni-

ficent example of brick-work, so far as size goes, is to be

met with in the Marine Kirehe, and for the matter of

that in many of its details, which are remarkably fine,

considering the nature of the material in which they are

constructed, which does not admit of cutting and carving

like stone, but the value of which consists almost entirely

in the setting of the bricks. The interior of this church

is grand audimposing: the style is the pointed Gothic.

It possesses two organs, of which one for stateliness and

magnitude and fine decoration, is about the finest we have

seen. A clock with curious mechanism is also to be seen

here, and at the hour of twelve a procession of the Twelve
Apostles come out from a door at the side, turn round and
make obeisance to the Saviour in the centre, after which
they disappear at another and opposite door. The move-
ments of these figures are more curious than elegant.

Still, the toy is worth looking at if you happen to

be passing at the time it is at work—scarcely worth
waiting an hour or so to see, as some we
believe do wait. There are a few good paintings to be

seen in the church. Those of Overbeck's are worthy of

notice, and the celebrated picture, with its quaint and
crowded panels, of the " Dance of Death" should be ex-

amined. The panels go right round a pretty large room.

The " dance" begins with the tiny baby puking in its

mother's arms, and ends with the lean and slippered

pantaloon. It is a suggestive series. The side chapel

should be sought out, from the centre of the floor of

which springs a single and graceful pillar, which joins the

groined roof far above. The Cathedral should also be

visited. It contains some fine and very old carvings in

wood, some fine brasses or tablets, and some paintings

which are good specimens of mediteval art. The Rath-haus

or town-hall presents also a fine specimen of brickwork

and picturesque balconies and woodwork, It contains a

fine hall, in which in olden times the representatives of no

fewer than eighty-five cities of the Confederation used to

meet. But it is perhaps in the streets that the finest

specimens of brickwork and domestic carved work are to

be met with, because on a much smaller scale, and con-

sequently demanding a higher degree of care in designing

and in workmanship. The town stands on a somewhat
high ridge, and is surrounded with water. Two rivers or

streams, the Trave and the Wackenitz, encircle it. These

rivers give rise to some most picturesque combinations of

town, tree, and water scenery ; one particularly worthy of

notice is to be met with looking from the Ti-avemiinde

Road ; another is near the cathedral. What were once

the extensive ramparts—evideaces of the importance of

the town in olden times—are now laid out with a range of

most beautiful gardens. Altogether, the fine old town is

worthy of a visit, and of a few days' sojourn in it. While

staying there, an excursion down the Trave to the little

village of Travemiinde should be made. The river is not

broad, but so deep from bank to bank that large steamers

can sail with safety. Many large steamers leave Lubeck

for ports in the Baltic, such as Copenhagen, &c., &c.

Travemiinde is a fashionable bathing-place, and sports a

kursaal and gambling-table. This certainly does not at-

tempt to rival the splendid establishments met with in

other parts of Germany wliich we have visited, such as

llomburg, Ems, or Wiesbaden; but it is well-arranged

and conducted, the gardens are pretty, the music good,

and the green-covered "table" quite large enough, and

the play at it high enough to ruin very quickly

any "green" fellow who plays at it, and who
is possessed of more money than wit, of more bank notes

than brains. The village, almost wholly made up of hotels

and lodging houses, some of them very elegant, aud all

moderate in price, is situated close to the mouth of the

Trave, where it debouches upon the Baltic. Our first ac-

quaintance with the waters of this famous sea was in a

small row-boat, and on a lovely moonlight evening; so

delightfully calm was it, that we rowed far out, and ex-

tended our trip till morning was approaching. In re-

turning to Lubeck from Travemiinde, the traveller should

come by laud, taking either the well-appointed and rapid

four-horse omnibus, or the more easy-going, but com-

fortable " post" coach. The river Trave is crossed by a

floating bridge. The road from Travemiinde to Lubeck

throughout is first-class, presenting in many of its

featm'cs more the drive in a nobleman's park than a pub-

lic road. Seats here aud there are provided for weary

wayfarers, a point which displays more kindness in the

people than might at first be thought of. The cultivation

on both sides of the road is in many respects good. Near

the Trave there is much swampy land, and the borders

of the river for some considerable breadth inland are co-

vered with long and strong reed grass; this is often cut down
green, for the forage and bedding of cattle. The farm houses

and buildings arc large, and comfortable-looking, aud iu

nearly all cases are built substantially of brick. Theorchard-

garden, well cultivated, and abounding in fruit-trees and in

gay flowers, is a feature attached to nearly every farm house,

and, indeed, almost to every cottage. Dairy farming and

sheep farming are both extensively carried out ; the sheep

are, we believe, always brought to the steading at night

and folded. Approaching Lubeck, a magnificent avenue

of elm trees, each of them large enough to be the monarch
of the forest, is entered ; this is nearly two if not more
than two miles in length, and leads up to the " Burg
Gate," which is a fine specimen of medieval brick-

work. On each side of the avenue beautiful villas

spring up, characterized with all the light grace and

elegance of continental villa architecture. Near the town
the cemetery is passed, which in the style of laying out

and grand elegance of the monuments is, perhaps, as good

as any we have met with, considering the flat, aud by no

means otherwise picturesque character of its site.

Lubeck is, perhaps, as good a starting point as any for

a run through Schelswig-Holstein; we took the diligence

to Plon, which is within a short ride by railway, only re-

cently opened, to the celebrated town and harbour of Kiel,

and from Kiel we went further on into various districts of

this interesting country. And here wiU, perhaps, be the

most fitting opportunity to glance at its general character-

istics. Schleswig-Holstein is situated behind two seas, the

Baltic and the North or German Ocean, and is divided trans-

versfely by a canal which runs across from the North Sea

to the Baltic, passing by the important town of Rends-
burg. The part on the side of the canal towards Ham-
burg is called the Province of Holstein ; the part on the

other or north side of the canal, towards Flensbnrg, is

called the Province of Schleswig. The province of

Holstein has an area of 155 geographical square miles,

with a population of over half-a-million, of which by far

the largest proportion live in rural districts. The Pro-

vince of Schleswig has an area of 167 geographical square

miles, with a population of 395,795, of which 325,000
live in rural districts.

The towns in Schleswig are—Haderslove, Apeni'ade,

Tondcrn, Sonderberg, Aroes, KjiJbing, Flensbnrg, Scliles-

S
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wig, Husiun, Tonning, Garding, Friedrichstadt, Eckem-
forde, Friedi-ichsort, Burg. Divided into 9 Amter or

Landschaften (districts).

The towns in Holstein are—Altoua, Crempe, Gluck-
stadt, Heiligenhafan, Itzehoe, Kiel,'Liijtenburg, Oldenbm-g,
Neiistadt, Oldesloe, Plon, Rendsburg, Segeburg, Wilster.

Divided into 21 Amter or Landschaften, and into 11
Adelige districts.

In Schleavs^ig there were, according to the last published
report, arable land (ackerland) 786,040 tonnen,* wheat,
pasture, and grass land, 195,995 tonnen ; land under
forest, excepting royal lands, 47,605 tonnen. Of stock,

there were horses and foals, 54,781 ; milk cows, 152,194;
horned or fattening cattle, 127,775; sows, 43,817;
Sheep, 183,827; goats, 571. The land under culture

was occupied as follows : Rapeseed, 71,390 tonnen; wheat,
173,040 tonnen ; rye, 404,160 tonnen ; barley, 420,290
tonnen; oats, 834,090 tonnen; peas, 41,470 tonnen;
beans, 40,000 tonnen; buckwheat, 186,400 tonnen;
clover, 1,000 tonnen ; the yearly value being 605,030
marks. The population was 362,900, of which 125,382
were occupied in agricultural pursuits.

In Holstein, according to the last published report,

there were of lands (ackerland), 850,000 tonnen ; wheat,
pasture, and grass land, 187,840 tonnen ; land under
wood, 66,135 tonnen ; lakes and moor, 201,780 tonnen.
Of stock, horses and foals, 70,612 ; milch cows, 169,256;
fattening cattle, 79,278 ; sows, 67,814 ; sheep, 139,287;
goats, 5,274. The land under culture—Rapeseed, 121,780
tonnen; wheat, 350,000 tonnen ; rye, 532,165 tonnen;
barley, 423,260 tonnen ; oats, 1,230,140, tonnen; peas,

77,920 tonnen; beans, 80,000tonnen; buckwheat, 175,995
tonnen; clover, 1,867 tonnen. The population was
479,364, of which 127,976 were engaged in farming.

In fiir Oeide Herzothiimer there are 1,"636,040 (ackei--

land) tonnen ; wheat, pasture, and grass land, 383,835
tonnen

; laud under wood, including the royal forests,

166,503 tonnen; and imverantes cereal, 440,580 tonnen.
Of stock, horses and foals, 125,397 ; milk cows, 321,750;
fattening cattle, 207,033; sows, 111,631; sheep,
327,064

;
goats, 5,845. Of land under culture there

were rapeseed, 193,170 tonnen ; wheat, 523,650 tonnen
;

rye, 936,325 tonnen ; barley, 843,550 tonnen; oats,

2,064,230 tonnen; peas, 119,.S90 tonnen ; beans, 120,000
tamen; buckwheat, 362,395 tonnen; clover, 2,867
tonnen.

One of the peculiarities of the Duchies of Schleswig and
Holstein is the number of large pieces of water inland.
These are termed seas, of which the most beautiful, if not
the largest, is that of Plon. The following is nearly a

complete list of these inland seas or lakes : (1) The See-
lentur See at Seelent, (2) Post See at Pohnsdorf, (3)
lanker See at Preetz, (4) Tresterfer See at Tresterfer,

(5) Doberstoben See at Tekendorf, (6) Varen See at

Varen. Nothing can surpass the exquisite loveliness of
some of these pieces of water, and the scenery which sur-
rounds them. The visitor to Kiel or Liibeck should not
omit to go to Plon (pronounced Ploen, or Ploin), where
he will And as much beauty of natural scenery compressed
into little space as he can well wish for, Plon is by no
means a large town—little more, indeed, than what we
would call a large village ; but, like most of the old towns
of Germany, it is quaint in general appearance, and pos-
sesses some rich tit-bits for the tourist with architectural
or antiquarian tastes. It is almost surrounded with
water, the Great Ploner See being on one side, and the
Little See on the other ; but these take such bends and
curves and picturesque windings, that upon looking down
upon the district, the town looks as if it was in reality
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sm-rounded by water. This bird's-eye view can be ob-
tained from the terrace of the towers of the Schloss, a
castle which surmounts an elevation of considerable height,

and faces the Great See. This castle belongs, or belonged,
to the King of Denmark. The rooms in it are veiy
numerous, some of them very large, and the great haU is

a fine apartment. They are all unoccupied, and, with the

exception of one suite of apartments, unfurnished ; the

whole calling up feelings of melancholy. Nothing can

surpass the beauty of the walks of the Schloss garden,

laid out mth all the taste everywliere met with on the

continent. They are made to take in the loveliest

glimpses of the lake, or of forest scenery. The avenues

are peculiarly fine.

The marsh and moorlands are very extensive The
former lie on the side nearest the North Sea, and are

almost exclusively confined to the province of Schleswig,

although there are some but not extensive in Holstein.

The following are the general rotations of Schleswig-

Holstein

:

(1) Six-Year Course.—1st year, potatoes or turnips

;

2nd, barley ; 3rd, clover (miihklee) ; 4th, wheat or rye

;

5th, peas or beans ; 6th, oats.

(2) Ten-Year Course.—1st year, oats (dreschhafer)
;

2nd, fallow, dunged; 3rd, rapeseed; 4th, wheat; 5th,

peas and rauhfatter.; 6th, bai'lcy
;

7th, clover and gi'ass
;

8th, wheat, v^ilh clover; 9th, pasture; 10th to lltli,

ditto.

(3) Eight-Year Course.—1st year, wicken; 2nd, rape-

seed : 3rd, wheat ; 4th, potatoes or turni])s ; 5th, barley,

with clover ; 6th, miihklee ; 7th, wheat ; 8th, oats.

(4) Another Eight-Year Course.—1st year, buckwheat

;

2nd, rye ; 3'rd, peas ; 4th, oats, with clover ; 5th, miihklee

;

6th, pasture
;

7th, ditto ; 8th, ditto.

(5) Eleven-Year Course.—1st year, clover fallow,

manured ; 2nd, rapeseed or turnips ; 3rs!, wheat or rye

;

4th, barley ; 5th, oats ; 6th, oats, with clover and grass,

manured; 7th, miihklee ; 8th, pasture; 9th, ditto; 10th,

ditto; 11th, ditto.

(6) Second Eleven-Year Course.—1st year, manured
fallow ; 2nd, wheat or rye ; 3rd, barley ; 4th, oats ; 5th,

rye, manured ; 6th, oats, with clover and grass ; 7th,

miihklee or pasture; 8th, pasture; 9th, ditto; 10th,

ditto ; 11th, ditto.

(7) Third Eleven-Y'ear Course.—1st year, maum'ed
fallow ; 2nd, wheat ; 3rd, barley, with clover ; 4th,

miihklee, ploughed in ; 5th, wheat or rye ; 6th, oats

;

7th, oats, with clover and grass ; 8th, pasture ; 9th, ditto

;

10th, ditto; 11th, ditto.

On the Baltic side of the country there are many fine

harbours—especially those of Kiel and Flensburg ; but the

whole coast is cut up into numerous bays or fiords, which
give ample and secure shelter for shipping. The coast on
the north side is quite of an opposite character, and has

no harbours worth calling such—that of Tonning, from
which so many cattle are exported to England, being very

insignificant, and approached by a tortuous and narrow
river channel.

The climate of Schleswig-Holstein is somewhat damp
and remarkably changeable, although there is a fineness

and freshness and purity in the atmosphere which make
it, as we find it to be, healthy and bracing withal. Nothing,

indeed, surprised us more than the rapidity with which
changes came on, from the extremes of clear blue and
cloudless skies to that of heavy and portentous clouds,

which threw down their burdens in no contemptible

showers. The prevailing wind is the south-west, the

west, and the north-west ; but in spring, as with us, the

east and north-east winds blow pretty frequently.
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THE FARMERS OF ENGLAND.
liY A PBACTIC'Ari FARMER.

The Fanners of England have jjeculiar grievances,

and heavy and cxclnsive bnrtheus to bear—burthens and

responsibilities which were all right enough in a normal

state of society ; but which are ijuite incompatible in an

age of Great Cities and wondrous commercial and

manufacturing prosperity. "Why are The i''armers of

England to be so heavily bnrtliened with the support of

the church, the poor, the county cess, liighways, and land

tax, in this age of The Kingdoms, when llie popidations

of other interests and other depai'tments of British

iudustiy and skill are predominant? Why ai"e The
Farmers of England to provide for and to pay for the

religious instruction of these pojjnlations? or to maintain

their poor ? The Land—the Land is yet called upon to

pay for all and everything, i. p., all assessments are yet

made upon land or buildings thereon, according to assess-

ments, ^lanufacturers may employ their thousands, and

become millionaires ; but how comparatively trilling are

their poor rates ! They only pay for the support of their

poor according to the annual value of their manufactures

and dwellings, and nothing, or next to nothing, for their

religious instruction. Is this in accordance with the

growth and importance of our wonderful country ? We
say, by no means. We say that all classes of the com-

munity ought to bear a fair and equitable share of the

public burthens, and not fatten upon the industry of their

fellow countrymen.

W^e do not quarrel with the institution of tithes. It

might be very proper in the early periods of British

history ; but what an astonishing change has come over

our country in the past three hundred years, and more par-

ticularly in this nineteenth century ! Surely, if the Chm-ch
is to be upheld in its efficiency, some other source of

income should be sought than titheable lands where-

with to instinct our immense populations. Nobody would
desire to deprive the clergy of their incomes, and many of

these incomes are derived from real ])roperties, which in

some perverting age of the Churcli were converted from life

holdings to real properties. Nothing coidd be more un-

just than to take these ecclesiastical properties away from

their present holders. These iAmWy 'lii inf/s" are their

own property, and under any change must be held to be

inviolable and entitled to the fullest compensation. But
this is not the ease with the great majority of livings

:

they are merely life holdings—many of them may be gifts

at the caprice or favour of individuals, brit only for the

life of the incumbent. The privilege of these donors of

Church lir'tnys is, however, valuable, and in any change

that may ultimately occur would be taken into consi-

deration. In all eases where such privileges were at-

tached to "the estate," if such estate is in some

measure to be relieved from the exclusive burthen of

tithe, the compensation Avould be nil, or rather it would

be on the other side—it would be called upon to con-

tribute to the Church Income Fund. In these and all

other eases all titheable property must undergo an

equitable supervision and valuation, so that according

to my scheme every department of British pro-

perty, industry, and skill, shall bear their fair and

equitable share of the public burthens. And let me
observe that it is very important that these momentous
questions should ere long be taken up and fairly settled in

accordance with the present state and requirements of the

country, or it may be too long deferred, to the just injury

of the Church Establishment.

Tiie support of the aged, the infirm, the imbecile, the

dissolute, the impoverished of the poor, witli the thou-

sands of orphans and homeless, together with the prisons,

union -houses, asylums, and official establishments thereof

is for the most part thrown upon the land. It all comes

from the assessed annual value of I'eal property. This

subject, like that of tithes, must ultimately undergo a

thorough investigation, and other than farming interests

must be made to bear their fair share in their mainte-

nance, and the expensive management of such vast esta-

blishments. Land and other real property has no right

to bear exclusively these bm'thens. The general commu-

nity incur them ; but when any portion of this general

community become pauperized, they are passed over to

the real-property-holders for them to take care of. This,

I say, is uujust.' The burthen should be universally dis-

tributed. Those who have employed either men, women,

or children as aids to the acquisition of wealth, or in the

conduct of their business, are the very parties on whom
their maintenanee should devolve when incapacitated for

labour. Why are they to be passed over to the real pro-

perty holders? This exceedingly important question

then must ere long be also fully inquired into, and all

payments for these just and necessary purposes he also

so imposed and justly regulated, that, as I have above

stated, every department of British property, industry,

and skill shall bear their fair share of the public burthens.

The highway is another of the exclusive bur-

thens I complain of, but it has the appearance of greater

equity than those above named, inasmuch as real-property-

holders make more use of highways than the general

public, but that is no reason why they should bear all the

cost of maintenance. It must be borne in mind that

the land was burthened with the formation of these high-

ways, with all their bridges and materials of construction

and maintenance. The only relief or aid has been the

collection of tolls from passengers over the main roads,

I. p., turnpikes ; these have in many districts now ceased,

and the repairs are from the highway-rate. This also is

a proper subject for inquiry and equitable regulation. The

land-tax is not very important ; but it is unjust. Why
is land with all its burthens to be subjected to a " tax." in

addition ? surely it has enough to bear.

I name these four items of exclusive burtlieus upon

land or real property ; hut there are others which press

very heavily : the worst of these is the malt-tax ; then the

income-tax; income or no income the farmer must pay

;

many a farmer is so circumstanced as to be gradually

losing his property ; but as an occupier of land he must

pay income-tax till he fails. There are many minor

matters coming under legislative control and interference,

which afl'ect a farmer's interest, which I need not parti-

cularly notice, hut which influence his prosperity, i. n.,

cattle plague regulations, corn returns, agricultural sta-

tistics, game-laws, road reforms, uniformity of weights

and measures, equitable tenant-right, county-rate,

expenditure, education of labourers' children, women and

children employed in field labour, the gang system,

besides private bills affecting the agriculture of various

localities. Having enumerated these many items of

Parliamentary subjects connected with agriculture, I

would wish further to give my views upon the present

position of The Farmers of England in property and

])nblic usefulness, and what I deem to be their future

course under the new Reform Bill.

fi 2
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TRIAL OF REAPING MACHINES AT THORNEY.

" If you can cut the Fen crops, you can cut anytliing ; and

\vlien we say ' cut' we mean cut and deliver too" : tliis is a

maxim of the lieavy wheat-growers on the rich alluvial lands

of the Bedford Level. And the proposition will be disputed

by nobody who is acquainted with the tremendous weight of

the wheat and oat crops there : often having straw 5 and even

6 feet long (we ourselves have measured oat-straws more than

8 feet in leugth), generally laid by wind and wet as if a roller had

crushed all down flat, or twisted and " shocked up" in all posi-

tions, often " thorough-grown"; sometimes matted together by

bindweed and other vegetation. This kind of crop, in which

neither .scythemcu nor sicklemen can make straightforward

work, but have to drive " breeds" in all directions (according

as they can get the scythepoint under, or can get at the back

of the straws for a handfull), has been supposed to be beyond

the power of any reaping-machine ; and the makers them-

selves admit that crops may be found presenting difficulties too

great to be overcome by the " horse-power scythe." The fen-men

do employ these mechanical reapers to some extent; but there has

hitherto been no public exhibition of what the various Tuachines

now before the world really can accomplish in excessively-laid

and " touselled" crops ; and accordingly a number of gentlemeu

on the Duke of Bedford's estate, at Thorney, near Peter-

borough, have just provided an occasion for bringing the

matter to a test, handsome prizes being given by the Duke and

jjy his tenantry.

The trial came off upon Mr. Alexander Goodman's WiUow
Hall Farm, about three miles from Thorney railway-station

;

not, liowever, upon Fen peat soil, altliough upon perfectly flat

land, the soil being a gravelly loam ; and the crop was
not exactly the heaviest aud roughest that could have

been procured had the contest been postjioned for a week
or ten days, till the black-land wheats were ripe. How-
ever, the time had been publicly advertised, the

weather kept back the ripening later tliau was expected, and
the managing committee could not do better than accept the

spirited offer of Mr. Goodman, who placed a field of 65 acres

of wheat at their disposal, and himself opened out the crop in

2-acre and 3-acre plots by his own CrosskiU machine. The crop

was of nursery-wheat, with 3.^ to i feet straw, heavy enough
to yield 40 bushels per acre, remarkably free from weeds and
without clover, prostrated so that nearly all was flat, the

ears lying within a few inches of the ground, the " lay" being

so far in one direction that about oue-fourth of the straws

overlaid other straws in cross bunches, while only occasional

bunches leaned in the opposite direction. To describe the

condition and posture of the crop is not very easy ; but it will

be understood when we say that the machines could "throat,"

that is meet the stuff one way, without finding very much corn

sloping away from them, and the chief difficulty was in " divi-

ding" the cut stuff at the side from what we may call (by

courtesy) "the standing." The crop being laid out in rect-

angular, long, and narrow plots, all the machines were obliged

to work one side only, returning empty after each " breed,"

or half-bout. The land was quite level, smooth, with a few
small stones, and owing to the thunder-stonn and rain of

Thursday, moist and, for part of the time, " soapy,"

quite wet enough for the machines to work on, and the crop

was damp and clammy, and by no means in a good condition of

slipping easily off the rakes or platforms. In fact, the state

of the crop may be judged from the circumstance that pouring
rain on Thursday (the first day of the trial) prevented anything
further than a false start, in which several of the machines cut

a woeful figure trying to deliver stuff wet as thatch ; and the

crop being so flattened, was only just dry enough for

the renewal of proceeding at noon on Friday. The judges

were Mr. William Shepperson, of March ; Mr. George Martin,

of Hubbert's Bridge, near Boston; Mr. Searson, of Deeping St.

James ; and Mr. Edwards, of Eye, near Thorney ; and the prizes

they had to award were as follows: Class 1. For the best

self-side delivery reaper, first pri2e, £20 (offered by his Grace
the Duke of Bedford) ; second prize, £10 (offered by the
tenantry). Class 3. For the best manual })ack-delivery reaper,

£5. Class 3. For the best manual side-delivery reaper, £5.
Semi-manual machines were not allowed to compete in these

classes ; but an extra prize was placed in the hands
of the judges to be awarded if they found sufficient

merit. It will be seen that " swathers" and " sheafers"

were classed together, thus oWiging the judges to

decide between " sheafing" and " swathing" for such crops as

that at Willow Hall, as well as to pronounce upon the rela-

tive performances of the different machines. " Class I," con-

sisted of five swathers, namely, those of Bamlett, Hornsby,
Burgess and Key, the Beverley Company, and Mr. Goodman's
" CrosskiU," and four sheafers, namely, those of Hornsby,
Samuelson, Baker, and Brigham and Bickerton. Turner and
Fardon had entered a new machine, but it could not be completed
in time. IMessrs. Howard did not make an entry. After each
machine had been worked on its " preliminary" plot, it was
set to a plot of three acres ; but time did not allow of the
whole being cut ; one day having been completely lost through
the wet weather, and it being of importance to wind up the trials

on Friday night, the machines were tested for a few bouts, and
then all were made to follow one another along one side of a

plot.

Hornsby's swathing machine is worked by two horses with
a pole (which is placed outside the main wheel) ; it takes a

five-feet cut, measures 8^ feet from out to out, and weighs
about 14 cwt. The main wheel is in advance of the knife-bar,

and the small off-side wheel follows the knife-bar. The plat-

form is inclined at an angle of about 45 degrees, and delivers

the swathe by endless chains ; and the reel of 8 feet diameter

has six blades or " fans." A peculiarity is in the fingers, and
the smooth-edged knives pointing more downward than in other

machines. Tliis machine made a beautiful cut, and deposited

what we thought was, upon the whole, the best-laid swathe

;

hut the reel occasionally carried over, and littered considerable

quantities of corn.

Burgess and Key's improved screw-reaper (the machine
which won the Cup at the Peterborough trial last year) is

worked by two horses with a pole, which is placed outside the

main wheel ; it takes a cut of 5 feet 4 inches, measures

85 feet from out to out ; it has smooth-edged knives, the

delivery-screws are driven directly by spur-gearing, and its

four-bladed reel is driven by a chain. A peculiarity is that

the knife-bar is a line with the main-wheel axis (the oft'-side

small wheel following the knife-bar) ; so that the main-wheel
and the cutting-bar rise over elevations or sink into hollows

together. The driver's seat is placed so as to nearly balance the
platform, and thus relieve the off-side small wheel of weight.
This machine cut splendidly, delivered a very good swathe con-
sidering the awk\Aard state of the crop, and the reel carried

over very little stuff; and the revolving conical divider

(recently improved) effected a perfect separation of the stuff,

appearing to pick up the lodged and twisted corn in a won-
derful manner ; but this machine showed a somewhat greater

amount of side-draught than the others.

The Beverley Company's machine is worked by three horses
following behind ; it takes a cut of 7^ feet, measures 8f feet

from out to out, and weighs about 16 cwt. It has a six-bladed

reel, and delivers by means of a chain and t\^o studded belts

on a slanting platform. It had sickle-edged knives, but works
with plain-edged knives when there is green stuff amongthe crop.

In the trial, this machine delivered particularly well, but
it worked at great disadvantage, because the plot, being only
22 yards wide, did not allow the machine to work in such a
direction as to cut both in going and returniug— a peculiarity

of the machine being its ability to deliver the swathe from
either side of the platform.

Mr. Goodman's macliine is an old CrosskiU, worked by
two horses following behind, and Mr. Goodman has added a
dividing-roller to each side of the slanting platform. That
this machine is quite capable of dealing with almost any crop,

no matter how rough, was fully shown by its having " set

out" the work iu all directions on the day before tlje trialj

but the cutting was not supervexcellent.
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A novelty was Bamk-tt's uew swathe-delivery machine ; re-

markably light in construction ; but the platform (delivery by
a chaiu and two belts) too short and set too upright for deal-

ing with long-st rawed crops.

The slieafing-machines included Hornsby's " Governor"
self-raker, taking 5^ feet cut, and measuring about S feet

breadth from out to out, and weighs about Hi cwt. It deli-

vers by two rakes, revolving on a centre, placed IS inches in

advance of the cutter-bar, so that the far-end of each rake en-

ters tlie stuff first, and, the axis being vertical, the rakc-tceth

are always vertical also. Tliis machine cuts exceeding well,

and made an admirable division ; but the sheaf-buudies were

so spread as to measure 9 feet in length upon the ground.

Samuelson's self-raking reaper takes a cut of five feet, weighs

about 10.V cwt., and it delivers by two rakes and two gathering-

hoards, balanced. The cutting was good, but the sheaf bunches
was open to the same objection as those of the preceding ma-
chines—a man would be longer in tying thera than he would
be in gathering and tying a swathe.

Baker, of Wisbeach, competed with a Samuelson's self-raker,

improved in sundry details of dividing-irons, and so on, and
fitted witli Baker's patent elastic rakes, which arc constructed

with springs, allowing the teeth to bend backward upon en-

countering an immoveable obstacle upon the platform. The
work done was very fair, with the exception of the shapeless

form of tlic delivered bunches.

The other machine in this class was Brigham and Bicker-

ton's " Excelsior " self-raking reaper, which also cut and
divided pretty well.

The judges could not possibly sanction such untidy delivery

as all the sheating machines made of this crop ; and the two
awards to the swat hers it was not ditficult to foretell ; Burgess

and Key's " improved screw" swathe delivery reaper obtained

ihe.jirsf prize, and Hornby's swather took the second prize.

The manual back-delivery machines were those of liornsby

(\rith tipping slat platform) ; Cuthbert (improved in detail of

gearing and framework, a remarkably strong and service-

able machine) ; Kearsley (with wrought-iron framing

and tipping platform) ; Samuelson's " Eclipse" (with sin-

gle lever-gear motion for driving the crnnk) ; Bamlett's

(with drop slat platform) ; Brigham and Bickerton's " Buck-

eye Junior" (with tipping platform) ; and Wood's left-

handed machine, with tipping slat platform. The plots of

work had been so laid out, that this machine found the lay of

the corn entirely the wrong way for it, and good work was

not made until the latter part of its trial. Cuthbert, in our

opinion, did the best work, taking a full live-feet breadth at

once, and the bunches were well laid for tying. Hornsby's

machine took 4| feet breadth at once—the cutting exceedingly

well done, and the sheaf bunches well laid. The Judges

awarded the prize to Hornsby, and highly commended Cuth-

bert.

In the class of manual side-delivery machines, the

prize was awarded to Hornsby's " Universal Harvester,"

which has a tipping skew-shaped platform, and a

sort of mould-board for shunting the cut stuflF to the

side behind the horses. A high commendation was given to

Cuthbert's machine iitted with quadrant platform.

An extra prize of £2 10s. was awarded to Messrs. Hornsby's
" semi-manual" reaper(which has a tipping slat-platform, and

also chains for delivering the sheaf-bunches at the side) as

being a good machine for its purpose.

The trial may be taken as conclusive in favour of " swathing

and against sheaving machines, for heavy and flat-laid crops
;

for though the swathers were not of the neatest description, the

sheaf-bunches were not business-like, cither for tying or lying

to be weatiiered. And the mauval- delivery machines left their

work in better trim, and easier for binding than did any of the

self-delivery machines.

The contest is to be held again next year, when even greater

prizes and a more important trial may be " got up" by the

energetic tenantry at Thorney.

LOSmG MONEY BY FARMING, AND HOW TO PREVENT IT.

Sir,—I see so many painful instances around me where an
extensive acreage of arable land (over 2,000 acres, in farms
varying from 100 to 500 acres,) has been causing a loss to the

occupiers annually of more than £1 per acre, besides interest

of capital, that I am induced to point out the causes, and sug-
gest a remedy. I wish to show how it is that I, on the con-
trary, realize on a similar soil the improved rent of 40s. per
acre, and, in addition, a farmer's profit of 35s. per acre.

It becomes time that I should speak out on this matter, for

I have submitted long and patiently enough to tlie cuckoo cry,
" Mr. Mechi, it is the business in town that supports the

farm," which implied that the practice 1 pursued was a wrong
and fanciful one, and therefore unfitted for a practical farmer.

The rent of these lands varies from ~3s. to 30s. per acre, the

former of the same natural quality as my own, the latter very

much better than mine. It is not a question of too high a
rent, for 3s. or 4s. more or less per acre will never fjreak or

make a farmer, although, of course, every man has a right to

try and get his farm on the cheapest terms. The immediate
cause of loss is that the crops are too small, and in money
value less than the expenses.

How is this to be altered ? Clearly only by making the

crops large and more valuable. You can't reduce or avoid

certain fixed expenses, however poor the crop may be. Rent,

rates, tithes, taxes, tradesmen's bills, depreciation of horses

and machinery, liorse labour, manual labour, must be paid,

and the farmer can't live witliout a profit to purchase his food

and clothing. Therefore witli such minimum crops he loses

his money, and leaves his farm too often a ruined man.
The only remedy for this disagreeable state of things is in-

creased crops of much greater value, and how are tiiese to be

obtained? Only by increased manure, aided by drainage where
required, and deeper and cleaner cultivation. But how is this

greatly increased quantity of manure to be got ? Principally

and most economically by keeping a much larger quantity of

live stock, and by feeding them with a good deal of something
that did not grow on your own farm, in addition to your own

consumable produce. Don't be afraid to put your hands in

your pockets for the wherewithal to purchase cattle food and

manure. " But then, Mr. Mechi, suppose that there is no

money in the pocket, but is already in the land, what shall we
do then ?" My answer would immediately be. Get rid of yOur

farm, and take one of half or one-third its size. It is your

only chance ; and this brings me to the testing-point of the

question—why I succeed, while some of my neighbours fail, in

making a profit.

My farming capital is fully £13 per acre, theirs probably

less tlian half that amount. £G of my capital per acre is in-

vested as an average in live stock, all well-fed, growing, and

fattening, and of course I make three times as much manure
as those who only have £3 per acre so invested ; and as a logi-

cal consequence my crops must be proportionately larger than
theirs, wliile the only increase in my expenditure is a somewhat
higher rental and the additional labour required for so much
more stock and produce. This is the main weakness of heavy
land arable farming—too much land in proportion to capital

;

and it will never be generally altered until landlords and
tenants bring themselves to believe that £15 per acre is a
much more profitable investment on ordinary land than £5
per acre.

I say £5 per acre, because 1 am informed by a gentleman of
great practical valuing knowledge in this county that the
average capital of farmers of 100 to 200 acres in tliis county is

only £5 per acre. Taking the average farm capital of the
United Kingdom, I believe it to be only £4 per acre, and the
produce £3 12s. per acre.

Those who do not believe in this necessity for a larger acre*-

able capital, and wUl not adapt themselves to the new condi-*

tions of agricultural progress, must pass rapidly to the wall,

for they have to compete with many British farmers who are

keenly alive to the altered state of things, and are employing a
capital in many instances of nearly £20 per acre.

It also becomes necessary to believe that an increased rental

(15s, per acre in my case) for paved and covered yards, steam
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power, well-draiued laud, good roads, aud few trees andfeuces,

aad better general aceoiiimodatioii for man and beast, is profit-

able ; for ;ill these things have a most material influence on

farm profits ; but I will not go into details in this paper.

The fact is that agriculture is in a transitional condition : we
are passing from a large area aud a small population to a large

population and a consequently small comparative area. Our
population was only 10 millions in ISOO, now it is 30 millions.

The change is rapid from pastoral to arable, and the greatly

increased competition for laud arising from the greater popu-

lation has naturally heightened the item of rent, which, at its

present high rate, will uot permit of cheap and natural, or

primitive farming, as in former times.

I know of several instances where farmers have passed from
a small to a large farm, aud have been ruined by this thinner

spreading of their capital. How can they hope to compete
successfully with men who I know, on. a tarm of 1,200 acres

in Norfolk, buy £3,000 worth of liaseed cake annually to be

consumed upon the farm, aud thus fill it with fertility ?

In another instance, of about the same extent, £130,000, or

£100 per acre, has, during a tenure of ~5 years, been expended

in purchased food and artificial manures. The farmers who
only consume what they grow upon their own farms have no
chance with such competitors.

My £15 per acre capital is at Christmas stock-taking gene-

rally employed as follows

:

Livestock £6
Horses 10
Tillages (including nianurings) ... ... 2 10
Implements and machinery ... ... 2 10
Hay, com, &c., unsold ... ... ... 3

£15

I find the capital of £15 per acre insufficient, and that £18
per acre would be more advantageous in many ways.

We should never forget that when we take our corn or stock

to market, every" other farmer is our competitor, and if he is a

cheaper producer than ourselves, we must sufl'er by the compe-
tition as mucli so as any tradesman or manufacturer who is

undersold by his more successful competitor. Yours, &c.,

J. J. Mechi.

SMALL FARMERS.
Siiuill Farmers Jiave no Chance noiv .'—I am often told this,

but I deny the correctness of the proposition. 'Tis true that

if a farmer holds 150 to 200 acres of inferior land with an

insufficient capital of £5 or £6 per acre, he is likely to suc-

cumb to competition ; but if a capital of £15 per acre is judi-

ciously invested on such a farm, he may hold his own against

the largest occupier. I speak practically on this point, for

my own farm is only of 170 acres, and my rent is 40s. per

acre on 130 acres of it. The fact is, we are only just awakening
to the absolute necessity for intensifying farming, both by the

landlord and tenant. It is not uow so much a question of

rent as of manure ; that is the great want of British agricul-

ture, and it is that want that keeps agricultural produce

at a minimum, aud agriculture poor and humble. Seeing that

our farmers multiply rapidly and that our acres have no chil-

dren, the question of diminishing the size of our holdings

should be entertained and commended by landowners. I know
so many instances where tenants have been ruined by changing
from a small farm to a large one, that it is to me a painful

subject. Their capital, barely sufficient for tlie smaller, be-

came so thinly spread upon the larger farm, that care, anxiety,

and ruin speedily followed. I am afraid we are not at all

agreed as to what is sufficient capital for the proper and pro-

fitable farming of poor heavy land. Tliis, surely, might be
worth the consideration of our landowners, and no doubt does

in many cases receive it ; but a great mass of attachments to

old customs must be broken down, and new ideas prevail, ere

the ))roper figure per acre is arrived at cither by tenant or

landlord. 1 am not so Utopian as to suppose that all tiiis ne-

cessary change can take place at once. A nation cannot give
up its former and established notions except by slow degrees,
and after much examination and discussion. But mighty
Bteasi has so changed the general circumstances of the country

that agriculture must really niove on a little faster, or it will

be, as it has been already, left in tlie rear of the forward rush
of steam-excited progression. I need hardly advert to the
necessity for a concurrent action, as between landlord and
tenant, on the question of draining, leases, &c.

London Horses.—The value of straw as a feeding substance

was never better proved than by the following fact. A firm

having a large uuml}er of heavy waggon horses had frequent

occasion for the veterinarian until tliey were recommended to

mix a certain portion of fine cut straw with the clover hay.

This has been practised uow for some years, and their bill for

horse-doctoring is at a minimum. The partner of the firm

who told me this said how advantageous it was not to be de-

prived, as they fonnerly were, of the use of several horses—to

say nothing of the saving in expense and loss. The fact is,

the food was too rich or too mucilaginous, for I have often

been told that fine-cut hay, unmixed by straw chaff, balls in

the stomach, and thus is, I suppose, deprived of the action of the

gastric juices. We know that too succulent or rich grasses are

injurious, and no doubt straw chaif mixed with it acts me-
chanically, if not chemically, with advantage. It would be

well for our agricultural friends to know that for several thou-

sand horses belonging to the London General Omuibus Com-
pany the food is all passed through the chaft'-cutter, with, I

Ijelieve, a certain proportion of straw. While spring grazing

our buUocks on tares, we mix straw %\itli it in their early

growth ; but as they advance to flowering and podding this is

not required, because there is much wheat and oats grown
witli this, whicli gets intermixed on passing through the chaff

machine. J. J. Mechi.

Jii/i/, 1S67.

MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

THE CENTENAHY SHOW, AUG. 10.

PRIZES FOE. BEST CULTIVATED FAEMS.

for e.vrms situate ly the low-lying portion of the
society's district.

To the tenant and occupier of not less than 150 acres, £10,

the Executors of the late Thomas 11. Birch, Netherton, near

Liverpool.

To the tenant and occupier of not less than 100 acres and

under 150 acres, £8, Mr. Johu Birch, Orrel, near Liverpool.

To the tenant and occupier of not less than 50 acres and

under 100 acres, £6, Mr. 11. J. Owdeu, Halewood, near Liver-

pool.

To the tenant and occupier of not less than 25 acres and

under 50 acres, £4, Mr. John Southern, Colchester, near War-
rington.

dairy or C4RAZtXC4 FARMS.

The best-managed dairy and grazing farm of not less than

200 acres, £10, Mr. R. Lowe, Calverley Hall, nearllandley.

The best-managed dairy and grazing farm of not less than

100 acres and under 200 acres, £8, Mr. Thomas Finchett,

Rushtou, near Tarporley.

FOR FARMS IN THE IIIGII-LYING PORTION.

To the tenant and occupier of not less than 100 acres and

under 150 acres, £8, Mr. S. Doming, Swinton, near Man-
chester.

To the tenant and occupier of not less than 50 acres and

under 100 acres, £6, Mr. John Hulme, Pilsworth, near Bury.

Special prizes for best arable farms awarded in the low-

lying portions of the district : £20 to Mr. Thomas Atherton,

.Spekc, near Liverpool ; two medals, one to Mr. John Griffiths,

Rake, near llawarden, and one to Mr. John Fairhurst, Wood-
lauds, near Ormskirk. In the high-lyiug portions : £15 to Mr.

H. Neild, Worsley, JManchester ; medal to I\Ir. George Bal-

lautine, 'of Belford, near Leigh ; best dairy or grazing farm,

medal to Mr. Joseph Robinson, Lea Green Hallj Middlewich.
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CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORELAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Oil Wednesday, Aug. U, the nineteenth annual meeting of

this Society was lield at Barton Lows, Wigton. The present

Show was looked forward to with unusual interest, and in every

respect may be termed a complete success. The show of all

classes was so good th.it it becomes a rather ditlicult task to

select any one class for special reference. The show of luint-

ing horses was splendid. The show of cart horses embraced
some good specimens. A divided opinion prevailed respect-

ing the show of sheep; but the exhibition was very good.

Tiie foUowiug gentlemen acted as Judges :

—

Light Uorses.—Mr. Usher, Stone Rigg, Kelso ; Mr.
McCuliiam, Crackmoor, Stranraer ; Mr. Jacob Smith, Hom-
berton, Borough Bridge.

C.VRT Houses.—Mr. Carr, The Blooms, Midcalder ; Mr. D.
Dobie, Tindal Parks, Dumfries ; Mr. Marshall, The Ilaws,

Annan.
Sheep, Leicester Long Wools, Dow>'s, and Pigs.—

Mr. Ashburne, Scales, Ulverstone ; Mr. Bell, Irving, White
Hill, Ecelefcchan ; Mr. Wilkinson, Gift Hall, Garstang.

Herdwick and Black-Faced Sheep.—Mr. T. Nelson,

Bewaldeth, Cockermouth ; Mr. W. Noble, Bampton.

PRIZES.

Class L—HORSES.
The best mare with foal at her foot for breeding hunters,

£3 ; second, £1 ; also a cup of the value of £10 to the owner.

—First, Mr. J. Brown, Wiggonby. Commended : Mr. H.
J. Percy, Howsenrigg, Aspatria ; and Sir R. Brisco, Bart.,

Crofton HaU.
The best mare in foal for breeding hunters, £3, Mr. G.

Smitli, Papcastle ; second, £1, Sir Wilfred Lawson, Bart.,

Brayton.
The best four-year-old gelding for hunting, £3, Mr. J. Cas-

son, Burgh-by-Sands ; second, £1, Messrs. Norman and Son,

High Close. Commended : Messrs. Norman and Son, High
Close.

The best three-year-old gelding for hunting, £3, and also a
cup of the value of £10, Mr. J. Steel, Southerfield ; second,

£1, Mr. J. Pearson, Langrigg. Commended : Mr. T. Mil-
burn, Grinsdale.

The best three-year-old filly for huntiag, £3, Mr. H. Percy,

Eskrigg ; second, £1, Messrs. Norman ind Son, High Close.

Commended : Sir R. Brisco, Bart.

The best two-year-old gelding for hunting, £3, Mr. T. Gib-

bons, Burufoot ; second, £1, Mr H. Percy, Howsenrigg.
Commended : Mr. T. Hodgson, Higli Plat.

The best two-3-ear-old filly for hunting, £3, Mr. Pattinson,

Broomfleld Hall; second, £1, Mr. T. Chambers, Pelutho.

Commended : Messrs. Norman and Son, High Close.

The best one-year-old colt for hunting, £1, and second, 10s.,

Messrs. Norman and Son, High Close. Commended : Mr. J.

P. Foster, Kilhow.

The best one-year-old lilly for hunting, £1, Mr. Brockbank,
Burgh-by-Sands ; second, 10s., Mr. H. J. Percy, Howsenngg.
Commended : Mr. TordifF, Wolsty Stangs.

The best mare with foal at her foot, for breeding carriage

horses, £3, Mr. John Jennings, Thornby Villa ; second, £1,
Messrs. Norman and .Son, High Close.

The best mare in foal for breeding carriage horses, £3, and
second, £1, Mr. W. Battey, Blennerhasset.

The best four-year-old gelding for harness, £3, Mr. Stamper,

Waverton; second, £1, Mr. Carrick, Wigton. Commended:
Mr. Donald, Sandon House.
The best three-year-old gelding suitable for harness, £3, Mr.

Stamper, Waverton; second, £1, Mr. Pearson, Langrigg.
Commended : Sir R. Brisco, Bart., Crofton.

The best three-year-old filly suitable for harness, £3, Mr.
Ellwood, Cannonby Hall ; second, £1, Mr. Geo. Moore, White
HaU.
The best two-year-old gelding suitable for harness, £3, Mr.

Wm. Thompson, Eagle Gill ; second, £1, Mr. Baxter, Broom-
field, Commended : Mr. Moffat, Kirklinton Park.

The best two-year-old filly suitable for harness, £3, and se-

cond £1, Mr. Tyson, Low Moor House, Kirkbampton.

The best one-year-old colt suitable for harness, £1, Sir W.
Lawson, Bart., Brayton ; second, 10s., Mr. Tinuiswood, Grey-

stoke. Commended : Mr. Pearson, Langrigg.

The best one-year-old filly, suitable for harness, £1, Mr.

Bewley, Warthole Guards ; second, 10s., Mr. J. P. Forster,

Kilhow.

The best marc with foal at her foot for breeding agricul-

tural horses, £3, Mr. G. 11. Head, Rickerby ; second, £ 1 , Mr.

H. Railton, Snitllegarth. Commended: Mr, Wm. Lawson,

Blennerhasset.

The best mare in foal for breeding agricultural horses, £3,

Mr. G. H. Head, Rickerby; second, £1, Mr. Brockbank,

Burgh-by-Sands. Commended : Mr, S. Blaylock, Wormanby.
The best three-year-old gelding' for agricultural purposes,

£3, Mr. Blamire, Cumdivock, Carhsle ; second, £1, Mr. Black,

LoDgburgh. Commended : Mr. Blackstock, Hayton Castle.

The best three-year-old filly for agricultural purposes, £3,
Messrs W. and A. Skelton, Drumsburgh; second, £1, Mr,
Fawkes, Smalmstown,
The best two-year-old gelding for agricultural purposes, £3,

Mv. Barnes, Greenrigg; second, £1, Mr. Hodgson, Holly
Bush. Commended: Mr. Redmond.
The best two-year-old filly for agricultural purposes, £3,

Mr. Fawkes, Smalmstown ; second, £1, Mr. Joseph Woof,
Poke Mills, Penrith. Commended : Mr. Frank Mcller, Kirk-

bride.

The best one-year-old colt for agricultural purposes, £1,
Mr. Redmond, Spittal ; second, 10s., Mr. Henderson, Moor-
house.

The best one-year-old filly for agricultural purposes, £1,
Mr. S. Blaylock, Wormanby; second, 10s.,]Mr. Shudwick, Moor-
house-haU.
The best pair of horses for agricultural purposes, both to

belong to the exhibitor, £3 ; second, £1 10s., Mr. H. Railton,

Snittlegarth.

For the best pony, not exceeding li hands, £3, Mr. Bell,

Inglewood House ; second, 10s., Mr. Cassou, Burgh-by-Sands.

Commended : Mr. Bell, Inglewood.

For the best pony, not exceeding 13 hands, £3, Mr. Graham,
Wliitrigg ; second, 10s., Mr. Carrick, Wigton. Commended :

Mr. Battey, Blennerhasset.

For the best colt foal by a blood horse, £3 10s., Mr. J.

Stirling, Bridekirk, Cockermouth ; second, £1 15s., Mr. Brown,
Wiggonby. Commended : Mr. Steel, Lathes.

i'or the best filly foal by a blood horse, £3 15s., and
second £1 13s. 6d., Mr. Steel, Southerfield.

For the best colt foal for agricultural purposes, £1 15s.,

Mr. II. Railton, Snittlegarth ;' second, 17s. Gd., Mr. Cowx,
Ireby. Commended, Mr. Stamper, Waverton.

For the best filly foal for agricultural purposes, £1 los.,

Mr. Barnes, Laythes ; second, 17s. 6d., Mr. lletheringtoa,

Park Head. Commended : Mr. Robinson, Low Hooses.

For the best hunter, T. H. Parker, Esq., Warwick Hall
;

second, Messrs. Thompson, Kirkhouse; thiid, Messrs. Nor-
man and Son, High Close.

For the best hackney, £8 10s., Mr. Casson, Burgh-by-
Sands ; second, £3 15s., Mr. AVm. Postletliwaite, Tiic Oaks

;

third, Mr. Graham, Wliitrigg. Commended : Mr. Blackstock,

Hayton Castle.

GEORGE 310011E, ESQ.'s, PREMIUM.

Tiie best saddle horse (mare or gelding), up to seven years

of age, and of any size, £1-, Mr. J. Casson, Burgh-by-Sands;
second, £3, Mr. Moffat, Kirklinton Park.

J. r. FOSTER, ESQ.'s, PREMIUM.

The best harness liorse (mare or gelding), up to seven years
of age, and of any size, £i, Mr. Stamper, Waverton

; second^

£3, Mr. Carrock, Wigton.

R. n. -WATSON, ESQ.'s (bOLTON PARK), PREMIUM.

For the best foal, got )jy his horse Reviver, £1, Mr. Pear-
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sou, Lorton ; second, 10s., Mr. Brown, Lorton ; third, 5s.,

R. H. Watson, Esq., Bolton Park.

SHEEP,

The best Leicester tup, £3, and second, £1, Mr. Jefferson,

Preston Hows. Commended : Mr. Watson, Gelt Hall, Castle

Carrick.

The best shearling Leicester tup, £3, second, £1, and highly

commended, Mr. Jefferson, Preston Hows ; commended, Mr.
Bell, Townfoot Farm.
The best pen of three Leicester ewes which have reared

lambs tliis year, £2, and second, £1, Mr. Jefferson, Preston

Hows. Commended : Mr. Watson, Gelt Hall, Castle Carrock.
The best pen of three Leicester gimmer shearlings, £2, and

second, £1, Mr. Jefferson, Preston Hows. Conunended: Mr.
Watson, Gelt Hall, Castle Carrock.

The best Leicester tup lamb, £1, Mr. Jefferson, Preston

Hows ; second, 10s., Mr. Parkin, Leegate. Commended : Mr.
Jefferson, Preston Hows.
The best Leicester gimmer lamb, £1, and second, 10s., Mr.

Jefferson, Preston Hows. Commended: Mi. Parkin, Leegate.

The best long-wool tup, not being a Leicester, £3, second

£1, Messrs. Norman and Son, High Close. Commended

:

Major Sanderson, Eden Lacy.

The best shearling long-wool tup, not being a Leicester, £3,
second £1, Messrs. Norman and Son, High Close. Com-
mended : Mr. Jefferson, Preston Hows.
The best pen of three long-wool ewes not being Leicesters,

which have reared lambs this year, £2 ; second £1, Messrs.

Norman and Son, High Close. Commended : Mr. Crosby,

Kirkbythore.

The best pen of three long-wool gimmer shearlings, not
being Leicesters £2, second £1, Messrs. Norman and Son,

High Close. Commended : C. R. Saunders, Nunwick Hall.

The best long-wool tup lamb, not being a Leicester, £1,
second 10s., and commended, Messrs. Norman and Son,

High Close.

The best long-wool gimmer lamb, not being a Leicester, £1,
second 10s., and commended, Messrs. Norman and Son,
High Close.

Tlie best Down tup, of any age, £2, second £1, and com-
mended, Mr. Eothergill, Uldale Hall, Wigton.

The best pen of three Down ewes or gimmers, £2, Mr. W.
Parker, Carlton Hill, Penrith ; second £1, and commended,
Sir. Fotliergill, Uldale, Wigton.

The best Herdwick tup, £2, Mr. E. Nelson, Gatesgarth,
' The Cup" ; second £1, Mr. R. Brown, Troutbeck, Winder-
mere ; third 10s., Mr. G. Irving, Wythop Hall, Cockermouth.

The best shearling Herdwick tup, £2, Mr. E. Nelson, Gates-
gartli. Boggle ; second £1, Mr. Geo. Irving, Wythop Hall,

Cockermouth ; third 10s., Mr. Geo. Brown, Troutbeck, Win-
dermere.

The best pen of five Herdwick ewes, which have reared

lambs this year, selected from one stock, bred in the district,

£2, Mr. E. Nelson, Gatesgarth ; second £1, Mr, Geo. Irving,

Wythop Hall.

Tlie best pen of five Herdwick gimmer shearlings, selected

from one stock, bred in the district, £2, -Mr. A. Parker, Nether
Row, Caldbecic ; second £1, Mr. £. Nelson, Gatesgarth

;

third 10s., Mr. J. Smith, Brantliwaite.

The best Herdwick tup laml), £1, Mr. G. Brown, Troutbeck,
Windermere; second 10s., Mr. Harrison, Augertree, Ireby;
third 5s., Mr. G. Browm, Troutbeck, Windermere.

The best black-faced tup, £2, second, £1, Mr. Irving,

Shap Abbey.

The best pen of five black-faced ewes, which have reared

lambs this year, selected from one stock, bred in the district,

£2, second, £1, Mr. Irving.

The best pen of five black-faced gimmer shearlings, se-

lected from one stock, bred in the district, £2 ; second, £1,
Mr. Irving.

The best black-faced tup lamb, £1, first and second, Mr.
Irving.

PIGS.

The best Boar of the large breed, £2, Mr. C. Wills, Burgli-
by-Sands ; second £1, Mr. Jonah Taylor, Ireby Mill.

The liest Sow Pig of the large breed, of any age, in pig o
milk, £2, Mr. Brown, Kirkbarapfon ; second2£l, Mr. Millican,

Newton Arloch, Wigton.

The best Sow Pig of the small breed, of any age, in pig or
milk, £2 ; second, £1, Mr. Thomas Moffat, Red Dial.

AGRICULTURAL GANGS
The following is a copy of a Bill introduced into the House

df Lords by the Lord Chancellor, entitled an Act for the Regu-
lation of Agricultural Gangs :

" Whereas in certain counties in England certain persons
known as gangmasters hirj children, young persons, and
women, with a view to contracting with farmers and otliers

for the execution, on their lands, of various kinds of agricul-

tural work ; and whereas it is expedient to make regulations
with respect to the employment of children, young persons,
and women, by gangmasters: Be it enacted by the Queen's
most excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of
the Lords spiritual and temporal, and Commons, in this pre-
sent Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same,
as follows

:

" This Act may be cited for all purposes ' The Agricultural
Gangs Act, 1867.'
" 2. Tliis Act shall come into operation on the 1st of

January, 1869.
" 3. The following words and expressions shall in this Act

have the meanings hereby assigned to them, unless there is

something in the context inconsistent witli such meanings

—

that is to say, ' child' sliall mean a child under the age of thir-

teen years ;
' young person' shall mean a person of the age of

thirteen years and under the age of eighteen years ; ' woman'
sliall mean a female of the age of eighteen years or upwards

;

' gangmaster' shall mean any person who hires children, young
persons, or women, with a view to their being employed in

agricultural labour on lands not in his own occupation ; and,
until tlie contrary is proved, any children, young persons, or
women employed in agricultural labour on lands not in the oc-
tupation of the person wlio hired them shall be deemed to

have been hired with the aforesaid view ;
* agricultural gang'

shall mean a body of children, young persons, and women, or

any of them, under the control of a gangmaster.

" 4. The following regulations shall be observed by every

gangmaster with respect to the employment of children, young
persons, and women : (1) No child under the age of eight

years sliall be employed in any agricultural gang
; (2) No

females sliall be employed in the same agricultural gang with

males, or under a male person acting as gangmaster ; and any
gangmaster employing any child, young person, or woman, iu

contravention of this section, and any occupier of land on
which such employment takes place, unless he proves that it

took place without his knowledge, shall respectively be liable

to a penalty not exceeding 20s. for each child, young person,

or woman so employed.
" 5. No person shall act. as gangmaster unless he has ob-

tained a licence to act as such under this Act. Any person

acting as gangmaster without a licence under this Act sliall

incur a penalty not exceeding 20s. for every day during which
he so acts.

" 6. No licence shall be granted to any person who is licensed

to sell beer, spirits, or any other excisable liquor.

" 7. Licences to gangmasters shall lie granted by the jus-

tices in petty sessions, on due proof to the satisfaction of such

justices that the applicant for a licence is a good character,

and a fit person to be entrusted with the management of an

agricultural gang. Any person aggrieved by the refusal of

the justices to grant him a licence to act as gangmaster may
appeal to the next practicable court of general or quarter

sessions ; and it shall be lawful for sucli court, if they see

cause, to graut a licence to the applicant, which shall be of the
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same validity as if it had been granted by the justices iu petty

sessions.

" 8. Licences under tliis Act shaO be in force for one year
only, and may be annually renewed on the same proof on
wliich an original licence is granted.

"9. There shall be charged iu respect of each grant or re-

newal of licence a fee of Is., and such fee shall be accounted
for and applied in manner iu which the fees ordinarily re-

ceived by the authority granting the licence are applicable.
" 10. On any conviction of a gangraaster of any otfence

against this Act, the justices who convict him shall endorse

on his hcencc the fact of such conviction ; and on any con-

viction of such gaugmastcr of a second offence against this Act,

the justices may, iu addition to any other penalty, suspend his

licence for a period not exceeding six months ; and on any
conviction of any gangraaster of a third offence against this

Act, the justices may, in addition to any other penalty, sus-

pend his licence for a period not exceeding two years ; and after

a fourth conviction for an oifence against this Act, the gang-

master shall be disqualified from holding or receiving a licence

under this Act.
"11. All penalties under this Act may be recovered sum-

marily before two or more justices in manner directed by an

act passed in the session holden in the 11th and 12th years of

the reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, cap. 4-3, intituled

' An Act to facilitate the performance of the duties of the

justices of the peace out of sessions within England and Wales

with respect to summary convictions and orders,' or any act

amending the same.
" 12. This Act shall not apply to Scotland or Ireland."

The Bill was read a third time in the House of Commons on

Aug. 10.

THE GANG SYSTEM AND THE CLERGY.
At the West Dereham ram letting last week the following

somewhat sensational discussion occurred :

—

Mr. R. C. AVixEARLS, the Chairman, said there w^as one
subject which more particularly was exciting attention

—

namely, the Bill to prevent the employment of women and
children in agriculture. This was an ellbrt to strike a blow
at the eniploymeut of gangs and companies in agriculture. He
did not see how the younger branches were to be employed
in those operations which went to secure the good cultivation

of the soil. He knew it had been said that good domestic
servants were rare, in consequence of the employment of

women in the field, and also that domestic servants no longer

sened an apprenticeship in farm-houses. He fancied that the

next imposition which would be enforced was that they would
have to provide training institutions for domestic servants

that they might be forwarded to town " ready made" and " to

order." He thought also that perhaps it would be as well to

enforce a further regulation—that no young lady should un-
dertake the state of matrimony who was not fiilly cognizant with
household duties, and could then give to those raw girls from
the country a domestic education. He knew that Agriculture
was charged with great immorahty, arising from the employ-
ment of women in the fields ; but if they looked to the towns
they found that there vice was great, with all its concomitants
of poverty and privation. They heard in the crowded cities

of the overworked sempstress, in whom the lamp of life

scarcely ilickered. They heard of telegraph clerks dying in

iU-ventilated offices ; but seldom did it happen that illness

seized the English peasantry from overwork, or excessive

bodily fatigue (cheers). It was too common amongst those

who were large employers of labour, that the weekly expendi-

ture was not adequately represented by the work performed.

The combination of labour against capital and the effect of

trades unions had done much to discourage the industry of the

rural classes.

Mr. John HtDSOJf, of Castleaere, said he had been an

employer of that class for forty years and more, and he did

not know how he was to conduct his business without their

assistance. They were industrious and, he believed, moral,

just as much as the classes above them ; so that, with care and

attention, he did not see why they should not be enabled to

earn their daily bread at weeding corn, and that sort of

work, as well as others gained their livelihood at the needle.

The consuming class of England could not afford to have poor

and weedy crops, for farmers knew that if there was half

a crop of weeds there would only be half a crop of corn,

which the consumers would not put up with. For the next

month the country woidd be dependent upon foreigners to

supply it with corn, there not being enough in England to sup-

port the people for five weeks before the new wheat was
brought into the market. He feared that he sat between two

fires (alluding to his position between tlieRevs. E. J.HowTnan
and T. AThite) as the parochial clergy of England liad been

working against the farmers. (Cries of " No, no," and " Yes,

yes"). He lived in a parish where the first move was made
against the gangs. A book was published by the present Vicar

pf Castleaere, who conld not pay a compliment to the occupiers

of the land twenty or twenty-five years ago without having a

fling at the gangs, which was an unfortunate name. He did

not call tlieni " gangs," but " companies." If the clergy would

go at noon into the field and give the young people a few

words of good advice, it would do more good than depriving

them of their daily bread. If those young people were deprived

of their work, where were they to go to ? Join a class of a

higher grade ? Not long ago he wns taken a round by a young
man,when he saw elegant young ladies—educated young ladies

—leading an immoral life. If they wanted female servants

let them go to that class for them ! He was told the other

day that there were not only scores but hundreds of the

daughters of the poor clergy in that class. (Expressions of

disapprobation). He would answer for what he said. The
farmers had been assailed, and he would tell the clergy to their

face that they were doing more to drive the people from the

churches than- John Wesley did. Let us alone, gentlemen,

Mr. Hudson added ; let us employ the poor as we think proper

;

we will take care of tiiem and contribute to their education.

Let us alone and nor interfere with us too much ; if you do, you
will have empty churches, and the chapels will be full.

Mr. Ayljier said he could not allow the remarks of Mr.
Hudson to pass unnoticed. He was convinced that the clergy

were as well aware as the farmers themselves, that the gangs

of this county (if they chose to call them gangs) were as moral

as any class of people that existed. Most of tbem were over-

looked by old and respectable men. He was quite satisfied

that the clergy were the best friends the farmers had. He
had found it so in his neighbourhood, and he would be very

sorry to have any remarks passed at his board to their detri-

ment. Mr. Hudson, in his kindly feeling towards the poor,

rather too much intermixed the clergy, perhaps, with his re-

marks on the gang system.

The Rev. T. White said he had not intended to speak a sin-

gle word on this occasion ; but with all the burning soul of a

Briton, he protested against such a firebrand as had been
thrown down. The clergy and the farmers were one ; they

were united together heart and soul, mind and tongue ; and
they knew perfectly well that Mr. Aylmer had expressed the

feeling of every man on this point, when he said that if there

were any evils in the farming system or in the gang system, he
had never yet known a clergyman, who if he went to the chief

farmer in his neighbourhood, and would talk and consult

with him, would not find a friend in need and a friend indeed

(cheers). Perish the atrocious doctrine (for it ought to be

only hatched in the darkness of midnight and buried in the

tomb of the illegitimate) that the clergy wanted to do anything
contrary to the broad common sense and good feeling of the

farmers of England (cheers). He did not and would not believe

it. He always had maintained, and always should while he
had the power of speaking, that there never lived a clergyman
true to his calling, who wished to do good in his profession,

but he would find the laymen to rally round him and defend
the altar, the church, and the throne (cheers).

Sir W. Bagge said he happened not to be in the house the
evening Professor Eawcett brought forward his motion about
agricultural gangs, or else, little as be was ^willing to intrude
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on the House of Coiniiious, he should luivc bcou moved to

make some observations upon his violent attack, not only upon
tlie clergy of the English church, but also upon the squires

and landowners. It was a violent attack, not only upon them,
but upon the farmers—to the clfect that they cared nothing
for what ^the poor people had or what they did, but only for

the work they^got out of them. From his experience of the

farmers of West Norfolk, he was perfectly convinced that it

was not their wish to oppress the poor, but to give them every
facility for improvement. But the question was (and it was
an important one) how were you going to deprive these poor
people of their legitimate right ? They knew well the diffi-

culty (he had seen it even in his small parish) of getting the
poor people to send their children to school at the proper
times, even the Sunday school. They knew well that their

children could earn something, and what right had you to

prevent a man earning sixpence or a shilling by his children
if he could do it ? Professor Eawcett and John Stuart Mill,

and all those of liis school—were they prepared to go down to

the House and propose that so many millions of taxation

should be voted not only to provide these children with educa-
tion, but to pay for the deficit caused by their going to school ?

Iftheydid, he told them frankly they would not get it; and

he for one should vote against it. But they must go further.
His friend there (Mr. Hudson) had always voted for free
trade, and how were they going to carry out that principle, if

they did not begin with the children themselves? They had
as much right to free trade as any one, and you had no right
to stop them earning their money. It was the principle of
free trade that you should earn what you could ; but then down
came these philosophers upon you, and tflld you that yon
should educate your children till they were thirteen years old.

Then, he answered, " Give us the money, and they shall stop
at home." But where was the money to come from? It was
the old story—the breeches pocket (laughter). As long as

yOu had plenty of money you could do a good many things,

and that was the whole secret. His friend (Mr. Hudson)
had mistaken tlie matter. He had, probably, come across a
clergj-man who rode a hobby very hard ; but let him not say
as the old proverb said, " Ex 1/110 disce omnesr He (Sir

William) said that that clergyman was the exception, and the
exception did not prove the rule. He (Sir William) had seen
the evil of these gangs, and heard the language used by these

boys and girls, and he said it was most disgraceful ; but let

them not make sweeping allegations, but have some proposition

by which they should come to something definite on the subject.

THE PARIS EXHIBITION.
TRIAL OF MOILING AND REAPING MACHINES AT EOUILLEUSE.

Never did the advantages oipunctuality in public festivities

receive more striking an illustration than in connexion with the
event it is now our duty to relate. We must observe, however,
that this demonstration was by no means of a positive charac-

ter, but on the contrary evidently negative ; that is to say, the
advantages of punctuality were in this instance set forth by all

the drawbacks, all the failings, ill-luck, and grumblings which
invariably attend any celebration that has once been put off.

The trials of the mowers, reapers, and hay-makers, which
were exhibited in "that terra incogmta rejoicing in the name
of Billancourt, and which turns out to be an island somewhere
down the River Seine, and the bearings of which must be dili-

gently searched for on the map, if any one wants to find where
it is—these trials, we say, were duly announced to take place

at his Majesty's imperial farm of Fouilleuse, on Monday and
Tuesday, the 22nd and 23rd July. This announcement was
the more to be relied upon as authentic and official, that it ap-
peared in the 3Ioiiitcur, and consequently great was the stir,

intense were the preparations of the Tarious competitors, Eng-
lish, American, French, and Spanish. All the machines were
duly sent to the trial-ground, of course at the expense of the
exhibitors ; and the morning of that auspicious Monday, wliich,

strange to say, happened to be as fine and favourable as could
be wished in this unusually wet season, shone bright and smiling
upon a good assemblage of visitors and exhibitors. The plots

had been set out and divided; the machines were at their

stations ; the horses brought to the place at great ex-
pense and no small trouble, were duly harnessed ; and every-
thing was ready for a start, only awaiting the arrival of the
commissioners and jury.

Even the English judge, as fair a specimen of our stal-

wart Yorkshire yeomen as could have been selected

to represent English agriculture on this auspicious oc-

casion, was on the spot ready to enter upon his arduous
duties, and may-be he had travelled all the previous
Monday to be in good time that morning. Everything,
then, and everybody were on the tiptoe of expectation,
all eyes being strained towards the road leading from Paris to

the farm. But, alas ! all were doomed to disappointment and
dismay. After some time of tedious waiting, scarcely relieved
by a faint attempt at chailing, down came a messenger bearing
the astounding announcement that, owing to the bad state of
the weather (the sun was then shining beautifully, and there
had been no rain for the last two days) the trials had been put
off till the ensuing Friday and Saturday. Was it not strange
that the Jfonitciir, which had duly announced the trials, did not
deign to give equal publicity to their postponement ? It was
evident that the same fatality of mismanagement, want of or-

ganisation, and impotency which have hitherto too promi-
nently characterized all the doings of the Imperial Commis-
sioners in regard to the Agricultural Department of the Paris

Exhibition, was again busUy at work. But there was uo help

for it, and horses were speedily unharnessed, the machines
taken back, and the exhibitors, together with the forlorn Eng-
lish juryman, whose adventures have proved ludicrous in the

extreme, as will be presently seen, left the Imperial farm won-
dering and bewildered.

AVhat earthly reasons the Imperial Commissioners had to

think that the weather would be more propitious at the end
than at the beginning of the week is best known to them-
selves ; however, if such were their computations, they were
only doomed to be greatly disappointed. Friday morning
came, but lo ! the rain-— it did rain, the torrents did pour!
Those whose ill luck led them to be present can alone form an
idea. It seemed as if, in bitter irony, all the clouds of heaven
had combined to punish the Imperial Commissioners and over-

timid jurymen for their blunder in pixtting off the trials on
the score of bad weather, by pouring on that devoted spot aU
the watery contents of their huge reservoirs. However, this

time all were at their post, except the English juryman, who
thought that in such an emergency discretion is the better

part of valour, and who wisely stayed at home. Nor could we
succeed in discovering the honorary English Commissioner,
Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, who never turned up, although his

presence, not to mention his great experience, would have
been extremely useful to protect the interests of English ex-

hibitors. The absence from his duty of the English Com-
missioner is the more strange that no one better than Mr.
Brandreth Gibbs knows how to acquit himself in the diligence

and zeal of the duties he assumes, however Iwnorary they may
be. Another circumstance rendered Jiis attendance on that

occasion still more imperative, and that was the attend-

ance of American Commissioners and officials. These were in

full force and full activity, and we think that it will be found
that the results of these trials will pretty weU run in the

groove which American cuteness, and diligence have so strenu-

ously set them a going. We do not make the observation in

reproach, but, on the contrary, in sincere commendation : the

Americans stuck manfully to their colours by diligently watcli-

iug over the interests of those competitors who were their

countrymen.
Useless to say that this so-called piihlic trial was totaUy

destitute of the element which could give it that character,

that is the puhVw. There were, during the whole day, barely

a score of uncomfortable-looking visitors, completely hidden

under their dripping umbrellas. However, that wretched day
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was destined to witness the trial of mowers aiul luiyiiuikiug

niucliiues. The jilots, wliich consisted in a thin crop of clover

and lucern on a liglit soil, rendered awfully sticky by the

down-pour of rain, were set out, and each luachinc placed in

front of its task. In order to expedite the trials the C'uni-

missioners had the strange idea of drojiping o;/c juryman to

each machine, and at a given signal all started. The
Americans were in full force. Blr. Wood had no less than iivc

of his machines at work, presented by himself and his agents :

there were besides ^h. JlcCormick and Mr. Terry. Among
tlie English exhibitors we remarked Samuelson, whose
excellent uiower did its work beautifully, and appeared to

elicit great admiration among the whole assemlilage, jurymen
and exhibitors included. Tiiere were also the Messrs. Howard
with their new Anglo-Anun'ican mower. It was with great

regret we missed the well-known machines of Messrs. Burgess
and Key : this was an absence, both on that day and tlie next,

wlien the reaping machines were tried, which is to be regretted-

Notwit]\standing tlie drawbacks of the wretched weather,

the unevenness of a light soil wliich evidently had never been
rolled in the spring, and the frequent occurrence of large ant

hills, all tlie mowers did their work beautifully ; especially

those of Woods, Samuelson, Perry, and others. Alessrs.

Howard's new Anglo-American mower, also, did its work
admirably ; but owing to the restiveucss of the horses, after

the third round, this mower came to an untimely end, the rack

board suddenly broke, and tliis accident unfortunately put an
end to its competition. There were one or two otlier accidents

of the same nature with other machines ; but on the whole
the work was capitally done ; and the result of this trial,

accomplished as it was in the midst of the most untoward cir-

cumstances of weather, soil, and crops, will at least convince

continental agriculturists that the problem of mowing forage

crops by machinery is at last practically solved, a fact in

which few of them were inclined to believe.

Au attempt was made Later in the afternoon to try tlie hay-

makers. Among the competitors were the Messrs. Howard,
who had two machines, one being their new implement,

presenting the novel improvement of the barrel revolving on a

central axis. Mr. Nicholson, Messrs. Smith and Ashby were
also at work. There were besides a host of others, most
clumsily imitated from English models by foreign makers.

At the time we write tlie awards are not oflicially known
;

but as regards the mowers, we should be surprised if the

American element, which, as we have already remarked, was
so strongly represented, does not carry the principal honours

of the day.

The morrow of that wretclied Friday broke out a little more
encouragingly as regards the weather, and early in the morning
every one was at his post ; exhibitors, commissioners, and
jurymen were in full force, and visitors oliowed a little more
respectable appearance, although their number certainly did

not at any time reach one hundred. Even the English jury-

man turned up at last, but only to sutfer the affront of being

disowned by hisErench and American colleagues. They would

not recognize liim in any sliape or form : the unfortunate

Yorksliireman had come without his credentials, and owing to

this unlucky omission he was most unceremoniously turned out

of the body of men which he liad been especially sent all the

way from Yorkshire to grace by his presence and illuminate by

his judgment and practical intellect. This poor man hung

about the place the whole day, forlorn and dismayed, like a

haunted spirit. The last we saw of him was in the congenial

barn, sheltering from the pitiless rain, and consolingly quatfing

champagne.
There were some sixteen or seventeen mowers to be tried on

a crop of wheat, the like of which we have seldom seen abroad

and never in England. It was a thin crop as regards the

wheat element, but a heavy one in reality, owing to a perfect

matting of tlie most heterogeneous growth of weeds we ever

saw. Anything so foul we defy our readers to imagine. We
heard au Enghsh farmer who was present say there was more

dirt and uastiness in one of tlie small plots devoted to each

machine than in his whole farm of 600 acres. Add to this

the condition of the whole crop, which the heavy rain of the

previous day had completely laid flat down, so much so that

some of the mowers passed over whole tracts of several yards

in extent without even touching a single stem of wheat. There

was, however, a great ditference in the condition of the various

plots. There was, for instance, Plot No. 1, which was allotted

to Samuclson's reaper. Tiiis was next to the hedge, and it

would be almost impossible to imagine a piece more unpro-

mising. Let the reader fancy a strip of wheat first trampled

downby one of C'rosskill's heavy clod-crushers, then smartly

workcdby the American rotary harrow, and then, as a finisher,

carefully rolled down again with Amies and Barford's water-

ballast roller, and he will form au idea of the condition

of the crop which fortune had allotted to Mr. Samuelsou's

machine. Tliis was most unfortunate, inasmuch as Mr.

.Samuclson's reaper is certainly one of tlie very best ; but owing

to tlie nature of the crop it had to cut, no justice could be done

to its qualities.

The next plot, wliich was infinitely better, fell to the lot of

McConnick's reaper, with Burgess and Key's improvement.

This machine cut very clean and very close, but the raking

apparatus is by far too energetic In its action, as it flings and

tosses about tlie corn, and in very dry weather would be apt to

thrash a great deal of the grain. Such a defect might no

doubt be very easily remedied, and then this implement would

be almost perfect.

Next to M'Cormick came a small one-horse mower, which

did its work remarkably well, although cutting too high, and

leaving a great deal of laid wheat untouched. The draught

appeared also very heavy for one horse.

Some ten or eleven mowers, English and foreign, \yerc then

tried with various success, but more generally with failure ; and

complete collapse attended their efforts to wade through the

entangled mass of weeds and laid corn they had to encounter.

No. li plot was allotted to Messrs. Howard's Anglo-

American reaper. Considerable curiosity was excited by this

new machine, which did its work admirably. There was no

plot more closely or more evenly cut. We do not know what

the decision of the judges will be, but we can aflirni that no

machine tliat was tried at Fouillcuse last Saturday aecomphshed

its task to the greater satisfaction of the bystanders.

In the first part of the day the weather was propitious

enough ; but as the afternoon wore on, ominous clouds began

to gather on the horizon, and before tlic trials were half over,

the rain began to fall again in torrents. Notwithstanding

thi.s, tlie jury at first manfully remained at their post, hoping

the weather might clear ; but hope was in vain, and the rain

continued with pitiless abundance and penetrating intensity,

until it fairly drove everybody out of the field. The jurymen

ran away to their tent, and the exhibitors, visitors, and others

adjourned to the Imperial farm, where an enterprising French-

man had displayed a good array of eatables, to which the

English portion of the assemblage seemed to do great justice.

This was a most unfortunate y/««fe to a trial, which, notwith-

standing all the difficulties which men and nature had so

painfully combined to create, offered many points of great in-

terest.

There was, for instance, an excellent machine exhibited by

Messrs. Brigham and Bickerton, which did its work beauti-

fully, but which, owing to the pelting rain, was obliged to

stop before its task was accomplished. The raking apparatus

of tliis machine is very cleverly contrived ;
but it seems to us

very similar to that of Samuclson's. We remarked also that

the draught is very heavy, for the stout horses that pulled it

seemed awfully distressed.

Just as we left the field we saw the three-horse Beverley

reaper hopelessly waiting to begin its work. " Skedaddle !"

was then the order of the day ; and we returned to Paris, wet

and hungry, without being able to ascertain whether these

unfortunate trials will be renevv-cd or not.

The very unsatisfactory nature of the trials at FouiUeuse on

the 26th and 27th of July, in the midst of a storm of rain

such as is not often witnessed iii France, and with a crop trod-

den down, as if a host had passed over it, led, as a necessary

result, to another adjournment. Early on the Monday, notice

was given that on Tuesday, the 30tli of July, a selection of

reaping machines should undergo a fresh trial on the Imperial

farm of Vincennes. This was au improvement indeed in every

respect. Vincennes, in the first place, is much easier of access

than FouiUeuse. Then on that Tuesday the sun was shining,

and the crop of oats allotted to the work of the competing

machines was upstanding and of fair average.

The soil of the Vincennes farm is extremely light and

naturally dry. Judging from a good crop of barley we saw

near to the field of oats W'liere the machines were to be tried,

we should think that with plenty of manure, of which the camp
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aud garrison close by must give a good and plentiful supply,

fair crops of spring cereals may be grown on that soil. We
saw also some good mangolds, but no turnips, although we
should think that swedes would thrive better than mangolds.
The homestead at Vinccnncs is well worth visiting. It is

plain, but well built, and to the purpose. Only the buUdings
are too far apart, too straggling, so that the whole farmstead,

including sheepcotes, barns, liorse and cattle stalls, piggeries,

dwellings, &c., cover two or three times as ranch ground as

necessary.

We saw some niaguificeut specimens of the large while
breed of pigs in the piggery—a building, the arrangements of

which are excellent in every respect. We never visited any
breeding establishment so beautifully kept. The boxes are sweet
and clean, filled up with nice dry litter. At the back, there

is a gangway for the attendants, and in front there is a large

court-yard, well paved, and kept very clean. Through this court-

yard runs a stream of pure spring water, with a kind of wallow
bath, in which the pigs may bathe and wallow at pleasure.

It is at this farm that the Emperor keeps his flock of South-

downs. We saw this year's lambs, but we were not greatly

impressed with their merits. The shepherd, in reply to our
questions, said that they were just ^^eaned, and therefore in

low condition. It appears that ill-judged economy prevails at

Vincenues, and no other food but green fodder is given to the

flock—no cake nor pulse of any kind ! Even the rams are

kept on that eco/iomiarlf.'J diet. The result of such a parsi-

monious penny-wise-and-pound-foolish system is, that v\ith the

exception of one or two good animals, the whole lot cut a very

poor iignre.

Leaving the farmstead, we were directed to the trial-field

some good distance away towards the celebrated Vincenues
butts, wliere a large number of soldiers were practising the

new Chassepot rifle. Only the road divided the two experi-

mental fields. But what a contrast between the tvio ! On
the one were tried machines, the object of which is to

save labour, lighten the lot of man, spare the sweat of

his brow, and by a cheaper and more rapid process

render the harvest of his crops safer because more speedily se-

cured. On the other, so near that the smoke of powdor as

wafted by the wind creeps over the harvest field, a weapon of

terrible power is being tried—not to aid production, but to

compass destruction with fearful rapidity. Both implements
are intended to save work and time, but there stops their

point of resemblance ; in all else how diametrically they are

opposed ! The aim of the one is to preserve mankind, that of
the other to destroy it. No one could help being struck with
this strange proximity of two trials so opposite in their nature.

It appears that this international jury, of which our coun-
tryman had as much a right to be one as any Frenchman, or
American, or Spaniard present, had even the bad taste to walk
coolly into their tent, where a sumptuous lunch was laid

and champagne corks flying, and leave their English colleague

at the entrance, without asking him to join their party. We
really think that some explanation should be required by our
authorities for the sake of the dignity of our commissioners,
and an apology ought to be demanded.

This time our countryman was ornamented with* a piece of
green ribbon, similar to the one whieli graced the button-hole
of the jury. Wliat was the object of that distinction

we are at a loss to understand, for this badge did not in any
way admit the Englishman to the deliberations of the jury

;

and although we understand that they condescended so far as

to invite him to lunch, au invitatiou which he very properly
declined, his exclusion was as rigorously enforced as on the

previous occasion. We cannot help thinking our countryman
would have best consulted his own dignity and that of the
body who delegated him, by withdrawing altogether after his

first snubbing.

Who were the men that composed that jury ? With the
exception of two or three gentlemen well known, and in a high
position, nobody could tell us. There was a host of American
gentlemen conspicuous for their activity, and quite a crowd of
young gentlemen with eye-glasses stuck up in their eyes, looking
very much impressed with the importance of the duties they
had to perform. We \\ere informed that most of them be-
longed to the Imperial Commission, and were actually in-

trusted with the supreme management of the Great Exhibition
in the Champ de Mars. This accounted in our mind for the
scandalous shortcomings and mismanagement of that huge

political speculation, which, however great its attractions may
be, will remain in tlie records of history as a lamentable mo-
nument of a great idea wrecked upon the narrow spirit and
rapacious imbecility of those who were intrusted with its ma-
nagement.
We know not whether the favourable circumstances of this

adjourned trial had attracted the full attendance of the judges,

but it seemed to us that the staff was much more numerous
than at Fouilleuse.

There had been twelve maehiues selected from those that

were tried on the previous Saturday for further trial at Vin-

cenues, where they were placed in the following order :

1st, Wood ; 2nd, Peltier (French) ; 3rd, Crosskill ; 4th

Howard ; 5th, Seymour and Morgan of New York, presented

by Durand of Paris ; Cith, Pinaquy and Jarvi (Spanish) : 7th,

Samuelson ; 8th, Brigham and Bickerton ; 9th, Kiersley
;

10th, Massey ; lltli, M'Cormick, with Burgess and Key's im-
provements ; 12th, Lallier (French).

Each plot measured about three-quarters of an acre, and
the time spent liy each machine was as follows

:

Wood 32 minutes.

Peltier 60 „
Crosskill 50 „
Howard 30 „
Seymour and Morgan 33 „
Samuelson 24i „
Brigham and Bickerton —
Kiersley 8S „
Massey 2G „

M'Cormick (Burgess and Key) 25 „
Lallier „ „

Unfortunately for Messrs. Brigham and Bickerton's

machine, it broke down, and could not accomplish its work.
The heavy furrows and bad condition of the surface were
evidently against tliat otherwise good machine. This shows
how important it is to give all lands intended for the work of

:nowers and reapers a good rolling in the spring. Had such

an operation taken place at Vincenues, no doubt Jlessrs.

Brigham and Bickerton's machine would have been more suc-

cessful.

At the time we write this report, the award of the Judges is

not officially known, but there seems little doubt but

Jl'Cormick's machine, with Burgess and Key's improvements,

takes the first prize, and this, we must say, most deservedly,

not only on account of the excellence of its performance, but

also as a well-earned tribute to the two names connected with

this machine. M'Cormick maybe considered as one of the first

inventors of reaping machines, and the firm of Burgess and
Key is perhaps more closely identified than any other with the

improvements and manufacture of that class of agricultural

machinery. Indeed, the absence of that firm from the trials

at Viucennes was again much regretted by the heads of the

jury, who expressed to the writer of this report, in reply to

his explanation of the reason which had prevented the Messrs.

Burgess aiid Key from cxliibiting in Paris, the high opinion

they entertained of their machines, and the regret they felt at

their absence from the trial field on that day.

It is obvious that the policy of the French jury in making
their award is perhaps more to recompense the men who have
made themselves most conspicuous by their efforts to bring any
class of machines to perfectiou than tiie merits of the machine
itself. This, after all, is a just aud proper spirit, which every

sensible man must commend, especially when the trials are,

like the one under o\ir notice, in connexion with a great inter-

national exhibition. AV'e must not be understood, however, to

say that M'Cormick's machines did not do its work satisfac-

torily, but no one who is able to judge will cavil with us

wheu we affirm that a few other machines—such, for instance,

as Samuelson's, Howard's, and one or two others—did their

work, not better certainly, but equally well, and yet the award
must be acknowledged as a just one and the only one which the

Judges could make consistently with justice. We take this

opportunity of qualifying here the remarks we made in our
last report respecting the action of the rakes in M'Cormick's
machine, wliich at Fouilleuse we thought too energetic. This
must have been caused by the bad condition of the crop, because

at the Vincenues trial we observed nought of that jerking

motion wc liad remarked at Fouilleuse. At Vincennes the

machiups worked beautifully, cutting clean and even, and laying

down the sheaves as gently as can be done mechanicaUy.
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After the trials were over, a gangway was cleared right

across the work done Ijy the machines, and when the jndges

had retired we were enabled to make a careful survey of the

various plots. We were particularly struck with the evenness

and regularity of the work done by Samuelsou's machine.

It will be seen, by referring to the account we have given of the

time each machine took in doing its work, that Samuelson's

did it in tlie shortest time. In point of excellence tlie work
done by that machine was surpassed by no otiicr in tiic Held.

Tiie next plot had been worked by the very ingenious machine

of Messrs. Seymour and Morgan, the raking apparatus of

which consists in a mechanical arm most cleverly contrived.

This machine cuts very clean, and lays tiie sheaves evenly, but

we remarked that the raking apparatus cuts and wastes many
cars of corn. The only fault of this machine is that it is too

favourable to the gleaners at the expense of the fanner.

Then we came to Messrs. Howard's plot, which looked

really splendid. In no other were the bundles more regularly

and smoothly laid down on the stubble- The gathering was

also complete, as no stray corn could be detected. In one

spot only was the stubble irregularly shorn. It was explained

to us that this was owing to the breaking of one linger. The
way these machines crossed the furrows was the subject of won-

dering remarks on the part of the bystanders, many of whom,
uo doubt, had thought such a feat almost impossible. As re-

gards the straightness of driving we think the palm of merit

must go to Messrs. Howards' machine ; and this will create no

wonder when we state that our old friend John llullatt, the

ploughman, that hero of so many competing trials, had charge

of the Bedford horses—a splendid team, by the way—^vho,

like their skilful conductor, seemed to know what they had to

do, and did it with a will.

The Beverley machine came next, but we must say it was no
favourite with the French judges and public. It was first

propelled by a miserable French team, not only unused to the

novelty of the draught, but unequal to its heaviness. Had it not

been for the loan of the Bedford team we doubt very much
whether Mr. Usher would have been able to accomplish the

work allotted to him. After all, this machine worked well and
the swathe was beautifidly laid, but it was of no use ; neither

the judges nor the public would look at it. The thing is evi-

dently too unwisely and clumsy for continental agriculture.

Mr. Wood's machine is too viell known to need a description,

and its work was very good.

As regards the trials at Vincennes, we may conscientiously

state that nothing could exceed their fairness and complete-

ness. The circumstances in this instance were as favour-

able as they were the reverse at Fouilleuse, with one
exception, however, and that was the commissariat de-

partment, which at Vincennes was sadly deficient. Like
the cavalry at Uounslow, the mere public at Vincennes
were totally unprovided with victuals. The enterpiising

Frenchman who at b'ouillenss had so bountifully provided,

in the Imperial barn, for a public who were conspicu-

ous by their absence, had unfortunately received no notice

of the adjournment to Vincennes, and consequently did not

come, to the great dismay of the spectators. The only miser-

able substitute for the well-garnished tables of Fouilleuse was
provided by a poor woman who fixed a small table by the road-

side, on which she displayed a few loaves, a bit of cheese, and a

string of dry sausages, wiiich had certainly the colour, and

seemingly the consistency, ot mahogany. Wretched as this

fare was, it soon vanished under the attack of the first comers,

and the bulk of the public had to return to Paris literally

starving.

The staff, among whom we noticed many of our American

friends, adjourned to the homestead, where M. Tisserand, of

the Imperial household, entertained them.

Late in the afternoon the trial took place of the new
American machine called the rolurij spader. It is a kind of dig-

ging machine drawn by horses, and said to accomplish the

work of the spade. We know not what impression it produced

on the mind of the jury, but it seemed to us of little practical

use in its present shape. The draught is very great, and its

really most ingenious contrivances and mechanism by far too

delicate for the rough work of the field. If the digging sys-

tem of cultivation as advocated by Mr. Wren Hoskyns is

ever to be realized, it is evident that mighty Steam alone can

be the motive power.
' As §oon as we can ascertain the official award of the judges

we will communicate it to our readers; but although our

American friends, who seem to know every thing beforehand,

most confidently circulate a prize list of their own, we think

it more advisable to wait patiently for the oilicial announce-

ment. Useless is it to say that in the American list all the

American machiues are far aliead of the English, nor should

we be surprised if such were really the case.

AWVIIDS OF THE JURY UPON FIELD TRIALS
OF INlOWINCx AND REAPING MACHINES AND
HAYMAKERS.
The following list has been published since our correspond-

ent's report was received;

QRASS-MOMING MACHINES.
First prize to W. A. Wood, New York and London.

Second jirize to M. Perry, Kingston, Rliode Island, America.

Third prize to C. II. M'Cormick, Chicago, Illinois, America.

Honourable Mention.—Samuelsou and Co , Banbury, Eng-

land.

REAPING MACHINES.
First prize to C. II. M'Cormick (Burgess and Key).

Second prize to M. Durand, a Lignieres.

Third prizes to Samuelson and Co., and W. A. Wood.

Honourable Mention.—J. and F. Howard, Bedford, Eng-

land, and M. Massey, Canada.

HAYMAKING MACHINES.
First prize to N. Nicholson, Newark, England.

Second prizes to J. and F. Howard, Bedford ; and Smith

and Ashby, Stamford, England.

Third prize to M. Heylandt, a Colraar.

Honourable Mention.—Silas Herring, New York.

BiLLANCOURT AND ITS MANAGEMENT.

THE DOG SHOW.
Some surprise has been felt to find that the Messrs. Howard

only came second in the award of prizes for haymakers at the

Fouilleuse trials, on the 26th of July last, Mr. Nicholson ob-

taining the first prize. This is only another instance of the

same policy on the part of the Commissioners, to which we al-

luded last week, and which consists rather in rewarding men
than implements. Mr. Nicholson is considered~here as the first

inventor of the haymaker, or rather the one manufacturer

whose name has the longest been connected with the manufac-

ture of haymakers ; and to him the first prize was awarded.

After all, there is something in that policy which one can un-

derstand ; but the question will naturally be asked. Why, then,

try the implements at all, with the view of testing their re-

spective merits, if the award is to be so directly influenced Ijy

the more or less time an exhibitor has been in the trade P

That is the incomprehensible part of this fresh instance of

the extraordinary inconsistency and bungling infatuation

which have hitherto characterised all the doings of this pre-

cious Imperial Commission. It is, however, with great plea-

sure we come at last to something more creditable, as a result

of their efforts to draw visitors to the lonely shores of that

forlorn island of Billancourt, and this is the Dog Show.
Our readers are aware that it was imagined by the Imperial

Commission, and regarded by them as a most luminous
idea, from which great results would flow and plenty of

money be realised, to shift a portion of the agricultural de-

partment of the Great Exhibition to a lonely island, some
three miles away from the Champ de Mars, down the nver
Seine. The selection was most unfortunate, as there is no
railway communication to that spot, to which the only access

is by a dusty road, and over a bridge where toll is levied on
every man and beast that crosses it ; or by the crazy boats

which slowly ply on the river. People say that this precious

scheme of Billancourt originated with the enterprising ownersof
the island and lessees of the bridge. However this may be, never

was a scheme ushered into existence with greater expectations

on the part of its sanguine originators. This deserted spot

was not only to be set up with agricultural implements, ex-

hibited under ornamental sheds, built of course at the expense

of the grateful exhibitors who would have the privilege of dis-

playing their goods and their ingenuity on that favoured spot;

but the place was to be rendered eyeu more ftttr^ctive by ^
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serial round of cattle aud other esliibitious, where sales by

auction -n'ould take place, to which, exhibitors were told, great

crowds of anxious buyers from all parts of the world would

eagei'ly flock.

So great were the expectations raised, that enterprising

men were found to bid very large sums of money for the va-

rious privileges attending sucli a scheme. We are almost

afraid to quote the sum paid for the privilege of advertising.

Equally large sums viere paid by a poor fellow for the boon of

erecting all kinds of sheds for refreshment, so unbounded was
to be the amount of creature-comforts that would be sold to

crowds of hungry visitors. A very handsome aud costly

buildiug caUed a " kiosque" was erected, at an enormous out-

lay, on the river-side, with dining-rooms, and cabinets, &c.

In one word, every preparation which ingenuity stimulated by
speculation could devise was made, regardless of expense ; and
it was with great self-satisl;ictiou that the Imperial Commis-
sioners fixed their turnstiles and prepared their cash-boxes, on
every available spot of this highly-favoured island.

The whole space of time during wliich the Great Exhibition

would remain open—tliat is, from April to October—was di-

vided into fourteen periods of a fortnight each, during which
the various shows were to be held. Thus the first fortnight

of April was allotted to what is called in the official catalogue
" Races ovines de boucherie (reproducteurs)," which we can
only translate thus :

" Various meat-producing breeds of sheep

(breeding stock)." The second half of that month was de-

voted to a fat-cattle show.

The merry month of May saw first a show of milk-produeiug

bovine breeds, and, secondly, one of wool-producing breeds of

sheep.

In June we had first a show of draught horses, and then
one of poultry.

In July there was a show of draught cattle breeds, and in

the second fortnight one of carriage and saddle-horses.

In August we have just had the dog show we are about to

describe ; and afterwards we are to have one of draught oxen,

in pairs, the prizes to be given to the strongest and best-

trained with yoke or collar.

In September there will be a pig show, and then one of

asses and mules.

In October there will be another show for meat-producing
breeds of cattle in fat and breeding conditions ; and, lastly,

one of divers animals already acclimatized, or snscentiUe of
heing acclimaiized.

Those who planned this comprehensive scheme must have
thought that farmers and breeders are a class of men who
have plenty of idle time ou their hands and a vast amount of

money in their pocket. Suppose a breeder wants to exhibit

his sheep, he must send his animals and the necessary at-

tendants to the island of Blllancourt early in April ; and
suppose he is also an exhibitor of cattle, he must send again in

July and September. If lie has good horses to show, or else

poultry; oxen, pigs, or dogs, as most breeders have, he must
either send every time the particular show takes place, or else

keep a regular staff ou the island, and himself take a sot of

rooms in tlie Kiosque. Tliis for the exhibitor. But what
about the unfortunate visitor? Suppose a man wants to study

the various Ereueh breeds of sheep, cattle, horses, poultry,

and dogs : to satisfy his desire he must either make as many
journeys as there are shows that may interest him, or else

remain in Paris the whole of the seven months.
Tiie natural consequence of such an incongruous scheme

has been a most lamentable faihire. Every expectation has

been doomed to disappointment. The refreshment sheds have
remained tenantless ; the Kiosque silent and empty ; the

usual solitude of the island only disturbed by a few perseveriug

exliiliitors, hoping against hope to receive the visit of a stray

customer. The turnstile-keepers sleep over their forsaken

barrier, and tlie natural desolation of the spot is only rendered

more desolate by the vain attempts made to galvanize it into

something like animation and activity.

On one of the extremities of the island a small area has
been set apart for the trials of ploughs and otlier implements,
tlio same space being tilled over and over again, until the

soil, naturally sandy, has been reduced to the condition of

ashes. It is on that spot tliat the Imperial Commissioners
wished Messrs. Fowler and Howards to work tlieir steam
ploughs : about three acres were offered to each, and they were
bid to work on that space over aud over again (at their own

expense) the first week in every month. We have no need to
say that these gentlemen peremptorily declined that privilege.

Last week was devoted to the dog show, and we thought we
would once more risk our lives on one of the river boats aud
make another voyage to the islands. When we landed we
were immediately impressed that an unusual stir was
disturbing the wonted solitude of tlie place, or rather breaking
the silence that usually sits upon it like a gloom. But this

was not indeed owing to the throng of visitors, for they were
as few as ever : but to the barkiug of a multitude of dogs,

which, from the deep growl of the St. Bernard to the shrill

squeaking of tlie Havanese lap-dog, filled the air with such a
chaotic noise as can be seldom heard, especially at Billaucourt.

There was, besides, Messrs. Ransomes and Sims' thrashing
machine in full activity, the representatives of that extensive
firm having, as we were told, improved the occasion by
thrashing the wheat crop of a neighbouring farmer to turn iu
an honest penny. In the trial field there was a Bedford plough
at work, with no other witnesses of its achievements than a
solitary Frenchman and the man that held it.

A first glance at the show couviuced us at once that it was
one of no ordinary merit, aud we inquired immediately where
a catalogue could be obtained ; but no such thing was to be
had ; the one published by the Imperial Commission was so

inaccurate and incomplete that only a very small number were
printed, and the jury were actually obliged to make a fresh

catalogue of their own, and have it printed at their own
expense. Tluit edition was also exhausted ; but we were
coolly told that on the Monday following—that is, on the day
after the last one of the show—parcels of new catalogues

were expected, and would then be available to visitors !

By dint of begging we obtained at last a fragment of a
catalogue, fortunately containing a list of the French breeds of
dogs. These alone we shall examine here, as any account of
the English and other breeds well knowm in England would
possess no interest for our readers. Suflice it to state

that beyond one or two English dealers in dogs who are

settled in Paris, there were no other English exhibitors besides

the Messrs. Howard, of Bedford, aud a Mr. Green, hailing

from St. Pierre-les-Calais, near Calais. The Messrs. Howard
obtain a great many prizes. They exhibit some very fine

Spaniels, and carry the first prize for retrievers, and
also for greyhounds. We may also notice the other classes

not indigenous to France—such as Newfoundland, Danish,
Pomeranian, and Great St. Bernard—all well known In

England, by saying that better specimens of these breeds we
never saw. Of the English breeds there was a numerous ex-

hibition. An English dealer who had exhibited a wonderful
pen of King Charles's dogs, which he described as the best in

England, was very wroth at having only the second prize ; and
we must say that in comparing his dogs with those to whom
the first prize had been awarded, bis anger was somewhat
justified. There was a wonderful lot of Skyeand bull terriers,

breeds which seem to be great favourites with the French.
The sliow of lap-dogs, little tilings with white curly hair and
blue ribbons, resting on crimson-satin cushions made of the

softest down, aud attended by smart French maids, was most
extraordinary. These dogs, which we never saw before so

numerously nor so carefully exhibited, were described in the

catalogue as Havanese. The pugs were also in great force

;

but having no particular liking for all those fancy breeds, or

what the angry English exhibitor called salons breeds, we
speedily entered the sheds where tlie sporting breeds of France
were exhibited.

France has always been conspicuous for the sporting cha-
racter of its inhabitants

; not, indeed, iu the same sense as is

understood iu England, for French taste lies rather in the

pursuit of game tlian iu fox-hunting, and such like thorough
English sports. On the other liand, game is not so plentiful

in France as it is in England, owing to the difficulty of pre-

serving on higlily-divided properties, such as they arc in

France. This relative scarcity has naturally led to the rearing

of various breed of dogs suitable to tlie peculiarities of each
district. We may particularly remark the Vendean Griffon dogs
as a breed well adapted to that marshy and wooded country. It

is a kind of half-spaniel half-sheepdog breed, with a most in-

telligent head, sliaggy hair, and a very distinct and well-

defined character. There is also a breed called Bracpies, com-
prising wonderful pointers, in which class there wore many
splendid dogs.
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The Grifon breeds comprise, Ijesides the Veudeau tribe

above described, all the various breeds of setters ; while

the hound tribes are divided into what are called large and

small hriqi'cls. Bassets, and Bassets Gnfl'oii—i\\e. latter chielly

used for liare hunting, and tlie former for deer, wolf, and wild

boar. Some of the larger breed of Briquets are grand animals,

with beautiful heads, and great nmscular power.

We remarked also the Pyreunees breed of dogs used for

boar-hunting. Their size is immense, and their heads very

large, with formidable fangs, and great jiower.

Among tlie many varieties of hounds, we were also very

much struck with a breed called the Langnedoc. They are of

middle size, white, with black and tan spots, long-lapped ears,

and a tan spot over either eye, which gives them the appear-

ance of wearing a pair of spectacles. In the same class was

exhiljited another breed called (he St. Hubert, and belonging

also to the South of France. Like the Langucdoc hounds,

these have a very peculiar head, with a long curved nose, and

long ears hanging down almost to their knees, the very hound,

in fact, that Shakespeare describes so truly.

On the whole, this was a fine show, and had it been held

in a more favourable spot and under better auspices, it would

have attracted the attention of every sportsman in Europe.

SALES OF STOCK,

SALE OF LORD FEVERSHAJPS SHORTHORNS.—
On Tuesday, August (5th, at the Grift" Farm. Puncombe Park,

Helmsley, Mr. Stratford sold some of the Shorthorns bred by

the late Lord Feversham. Almost all the better animals

were retained by the present Lord Feversham, and those sold

made very poor prices. Cows and heifers : Mint, in-calf, Mr.

T. Dawson, Poundsworth, 32 gs. ; Laurel Leaf (winner of 27
prizes), Mr. .T. Borton, Barton, 19 gs. ; Saucebox, in-calf, I\Ir.

Hawthorne, 21 gs. ; Yaletta, in-calf, ]\Ir. Stamper, Highfield,

05 gs. ; Bilberry, in-calf, Mr. Waynman, Pannal, 4.3 gs.

;

Pride of Southwick (winner of 27 prizes"). Major Stapvlton,

61 gs. ; Charity, in-calf, Mr. Cattley, Stearsby, 38 gs. ; Fancy

Lady, in-calf, Mr. "Wilkinson, "U'hitby, 30gs. ; Lucia, in-calf,

Mr. Fenwick, Kirbymoorside, 27 gs. ; Calcutta, in-calf, Mr.
"W. J. Robson, Ouseburn, 25 gs. ; Gertrude, in-calf, Mr. J. H.
Phillips, 40 gs. ; Camellia, newly calved, Mr. Ashton, "^'orksop,

36 gs. ; Magdalen, in-calf, Mr. Dawson, Otley, 52 gs. ; Cherry

Blossom, in-calf, Mr. Waynman, 40 gs.; Gwendoline, in-calf,

IMr. Dennis Peacock, 13 gs. ; China Rose, in-calf, Major W.
C. Worsley, 25 gs. ; Susannah, in-calf, Mr. Watson, Seaton

Ross, 26 gs. ; Cowslip, in-calf, Mrs. Pierce, Bedale, 23 gs.

;

Princess 3rd, Mr. Bolton. 20 gs.; Gera, Mr. J. H. Phillips,

27 gs. ; Lioness, Mr. Cattley, Stearsby, 31 gs. ; Crimson, Capt.

Challoner, 26 gs. ; Georgina, Sir G. O. WombweU, 30 gs.

Bulls : Vesuvius, by Vice-Chancellor, Mr. S. Loy, Pickering,

38 gs. ; Veteran, by Vesuvius, Mr. Stamper, 28 gs. ; Cliftou

Down, Mr. Jas. Hopper, Kirby Grindalyth, 45 gs. ; Cherry
Duke, by Vesuvius, Major Stap}'lton, 26 gs. ; St. Albyn, by
Orestes, Mr. Chapman, Laughton, 40 gs. ; St. Michael's

Mount, by Vesuvius, Lord Herries, 3C gs. ; Grand Duke
"Vladimir, by Orestes, Major W. C. Worsley, 43 gs. ; Cecil, by

Orestes, Mr. Phillips, 115 gs. ; Columbus, by "Vesuvius, Mr.
Fox, Lutton, 31 gs. ; Marquis, by Lord Lyon, Mr. Dawson,
Otley, 30 gs. ; Launcelot, by Lord Lyon, Mr. Brooksbank,

Tickhill, 25 gs.; bull calf, by Orestes, Mr. Danby, Routh,

22 gs. ; bull calf, by Orestes, Mr. Hawthorne, 11 gs. ; bull

calf, by Veteran, Mr. G. B. Hall, Birch, Oswaldkirk, 8 gs.

Several Alderney cows were also sold, at prices varying from

15 gs. to 25 gs. each.

SALE OF MR. J. RA"VVLENCE'S HAMPSHIRE
DOWN RAMS AT BULBRIDGE.—The business com-

menced with the letting of 18 ram lambs. Lot 6 was let to

Mr. A. Morrison, of FonthiU, for £63, and lot 3 was let to

the same gentleman for £42 ; lot 14 was let to ]\Ir. Moore, of

Littlecot, at £37 16s., and lot 16 to Mr. Budd, of Hatch-

warren, at £23 2s. ; lot 4 was let to Mr. Brovm, of Avebury, at

£21 ; lot 15 was let to Mr. Lewis, of Chilton Candover,

Hampshire, at £31 10s. ; and lot 18 to Mr. Fleetwood, of

Coombe, also at £31 10s. The letting of these 18 lambs

averaged £24 3s. per head. The next class consisted of ram

lambs for sale, singly and in pairs. Lot 27, a single ram
lamb, was sold to Mr. Moore, of Littlecot, for £37 16s. ; and

lot 25, also a single lamb, to Jlr. Russell, of Faminghara
Court, Kent, for £26 5s. There were sis 2-tooth rams for

letting, and eight for sale. There were also five 4-tooth rams

for letting, and five for sale. The biddings concluded with the

sale of three 6-tooth rams. The whole of the stock offered,

rams and ram lambs, for sale and letting, averaged £14 os. 5d.

per head. The total amount realized on the 107 lots was
£1,954 Is.

SALE OF MR. BENNETT'S HAMPSHIRE DOWN
RAM LAMBS.—The sale and letting of about 100 ram
lambs, the property of ]\Ir. W. F. Bennett, took place at

Chilraark. Messrs. Ewer and Winstanlcy were the
auctioneers. Business commenced with the letting of 12 very
superior Hampshire Downi ram lambs. These realised 16 gs.,

12Jgs., IHgs., llgs., 9igs., 8igs., 8gs.,7igs., 7gs., and

6| gs. A two-tooth ram was let for 14 gs., another for 9 gs.,

and a third for 7 gs. The ram lambs were sold in singles and
pairs. The prices for singles were 10 gs., 9jgs., 9gs., 8gs.,
7gs., 6gs., and 5gs. Pairs realised 14 gs., 13 gs., 12 gs.,

11 gs., 10 gs., 9 gs., and 7 gs. One of the two-tooth rams sold

for 9j gs., and the rest at from 5 to 6 gs.

SHEEP SALES AND RAM LETTING.—Mr. Sexton's
sale : The upset price was in all cases 5 gs. and only three
of the 1 am lambs for letting were passed. Mr. Newson con-
ducted the business with his accustomed address, and knocked
down the first sheep to Mr. St. George Burke for £6 10s.
The second lot was bought by the Hon. C. G. Talbot for £8

;

and the same gentleman subsequently bought three otjier sheep
for £7 15s., £8 5s., and £6 10s. The top price realized for
two-shear sheep was £10 10s., given by Mr. Hawkins, who
also bought another for £9 ; and Mr. Brightwell gave £9 for
the last of the two-shear sheep. The first shearling brousrht
a smart competition, and eventually was knocked down to Mr.
Luck for £14, and the next was bought by Mr. G. Wood for
£16. The fifty rams sold averaged over £7 each. The ram
lambs for letting were then taken, and only three were passed.
The prices ranged from £5 10s. to £7 5s. ; the average was
nearly £6. The two-shear sheep came next, and the first was
hired by Mr. G. K. Cooper for £18 10s., and the next bv IMr.

Ranson for £10. The shearlings brought from £5 15s. to
£15. The average of the two-shear and shearlin? sheep was
as nearly as possible £8.—The flock of long-woolled Norfolk
rams of Mr. Hugh Aylmer, ofWest Dereham, was let by Messrs.
S.alter, Simpson, and Bacon, on Thursday, at the Abbey Farm,
and attracted a number of the leading flockniasters in Europe.
The prices realized were in advance of all Mr. Aylmer's pre-
vious lettings. One hundred lambs were let for £044 7s. 6d.,
01 an average of £6 8s. lOd.

; one realized £12 10s., that being
the hisjbest price of the lambs. Eightv shearlings were let
for £839

; one was secured for £31 10s. by M. Amyot for his
Imperial Majesty the Emperor of the French ; the first

fifty averaged £10s. lOs. Id. each, and the whole eighty
£10 9s. 9d. Ten two-shear sheep realized £99 5s., or an
average of £9 18s. 6d., the highest-priced one being hired by
]Mr. Symonds, ofAuckland, New Zealand, the price being £24.

THE MARHAIM NORFOLK RAMS.—The annual sliow
and letting of Mr. T. Brown's, took place at Marbam,
and was the most successful ever known here. Messrs. Lane
Game, and Fletcher, from Gloucestershire, Mr. ADen, Monks-
hall, and other noted ram-breeders were present, and' the most
valuable animal offered. No. 34, was secured by Mr. Game
of Oldsworth, Gloucestershire, for £30. Jloonham and
Allen

,
also secured rams. The eighty shearlings realized

£896 3s., being an average of £11 4s. 6d."; the eighty lambs
realized £508 14s. Gd., or an average of £6 7s. 8d. ; nine two-
shear sheep let for £80 17s., and a three-shear sheep letf or
£8 8s., and the total result of the letting was £1,494 2s. 6d.
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SALE OP MR. TREADWELL'S RAMS, Ijy Mr. Mum-
ford, auctioueer.—The following are the prices realized for

the different lots with the purchasers :—No. 1 was a two-

year-old shear sheep, knocked down to Mr. Bryan, of Southley,

iiear Wituey, for 15^ guineas. No. 2, also a two-shear, was
let for the season to Mr. Pell, near Wellinghorougli, for

7 guineas. No. 3, a shearling, was let for the season at 11

guineas, to INIr. Roberts, of Casswell, near Wituey. These
geutlemeu are two of the most eminent Oxfordshire Down
breeders, and the iiiring of these tujjs by such good judges

must have been gratifying to Mr. Treadwell. No. 4 fell to

tlie bid of the auctioneer for 11 guineas, who is starting an
Oxfordshire flock. No. 5 went for 12|^ guineas, to Mr. Smith,

uear llickmansworth. No. G, for Gj guineas. No. 7, for 8

guineas. No. 8, for 9h guineas. No. 9 fell to the bid of Mr.
Sanders, of Bletchley, for 12 guineas. AA'ith No. 10 in the

ring, it soon became evident that high prices would now be

the order of the day, and he was quickly knocked down to Mr.
Day, of Brickhill, "for 20 guineas. This was the first of 10

very large grand heavy wooUed Shearlings for which Oxford-

shire, Sussex, Bucks, Beds, Herts, and Northamptonshire

breeders spiritedly competed. The other lots fetched the fol-

lowing prices:—11, Warr (Lenborough) 20 guineas; 12,

Bennett (Hillesden), IGi guineas ; 13, Stilgoe (Adderbury

Grounds), 20 guineas ;
1-1. Wright (Sussex), I5h guineas

;

15, R. Mumford (Chilton), 18 guineas ; 16, Edey (near North-

ampton), 16^ guineas, 17, Edey, 14 guineas; 18, Everett,

13i^ guineas ; 19, Edey, 20 guineas ; 20, Warr, 18^ guineas
;

21, Day, Ul guineas; 22, Brett (Waddon), 14 guineas; 23,

Claske (Iver), 16^ guineas; 24, LinneU (near Towcester), 14
guineas; 25, Kimble (Wormiughall), 15 guineas; 2C, Bennett

(Dr. Lawford, Linslade), 12 guineas; 27, Attenborough
(Wing), 12^ guineas ; 28, Day, 13^ guineas ; 29, Day, 10^
guineas; 30, Lines, 12 guineas ; 31, Perkins (Winchendon),
12 guineas; 32, Watts, 11 guineas; 33, Maydou (Salden),

11 guineas ; 34, Guy (Wliitchurch,) 9^ guineas ; 35, Watts

11^ guineas ; 3G, Newitt, (Wappingham), 8 guineas

;

87, H. Parrott (Whitchurch), 10 guineas. The whole
37 sheep averaged £14 each withiu a fraction, a iigure

never before obtained we believe in Bucks. The 12 ram
lambs were soon disposed of at au average of about 5 guineas

each—they being in only store condition, in fact only the draft

lambs from the flock. The following is a list of the prices

:

Ram Lambs—Lot 38, Partridge (near Luton), 5 guineas ; 39,

Jones, 4J guineas ; 40, Horwood (Drayton I3eauchamp), 3|
guineas; 41, Stevens, (Lodge HiU), 4 guineas; 42, Day, 6^
guineas; 43, Saunders, 4 guineas; 44, Cooper (Milton), 5

guineas; 45, F. Denchfield (Aston Abbotts), 4^ guineas; 46,

Hickshaw, 5^ guineas ; 47, Partridge, 4^ guineas ; 48, Thorn,
4 guineas ; 49, Smith, 5 guineas.

MR. G. A. MAY'S SALE OF THE ELFORD PAKK
FLOCK.—The three-shear ram " Great Eastern" was let at

thirty-five guineas to Mr. German. Mr. Negus secured No. 4,

a shearling ram, at twenty-nine guineas. No. 9, another

shearling, was sold to Mr. Webb at twenty-three guineas

;

and Jlr. German bought at thirty another, others following

at eighteen, sixteen, fifteen, down to six guineas. The average

for the forty was close upon £12 15s. The ewes were sold at

very low prices, ruling from 45s. to G3s., the average being

about 54s. Three old rams, the property of the late Mr.
Thacker, were sold at 15, 8, and 5J^ guineas respectively. Mr.
John B. Lythall, of Birmingham, conducted the sale.

THE BINGLEY HALL SALE.—The sale opened with
Mr. E. Lythall's rams, the first a three-shear, " Double X,"
bred by Mr. G. A. May, being let at 25 guineas, the others

following at from 6^ to 13 guineas.—Mr. W. Yates' rams were
very young, and the prices were from 5 J to 11 guineas.—Mr.
I'ilgrim's lot were in low condition : an average of 7 guineas
only was obtained.—Mr. Nock, who has recently risen into

notoriety as a Shropshire breeder, let to Mr. Eyke of Stanton,

tlie first at nine guineas, and others went at from ten to twenty-
five guineas, the average being over £15.—Lord Wenlock's
rams were extremely moderate, ranging from five to twelve
guineas.—Mr. Yates's yearling ewes made from 42s. to 50s.

;

Mr. Lort's, 42s. to 70s. ; Mr. Nock's 52s. to 82s., the highest
price given for ewes ; Mr. Briscoe's, 40s. to 40s. ; Mr. Pil-

grim's, 55s. to 57s. ; Mr. Coleman's, 36s. to 44s. ; Mr. P.
Lowe's, 50s. ; Mr. Steedman's, 4I3, to 49s. ; and Mr. Osborne's,
378.

MR. EDWARD WATERS' ANNUAL SALE OF
IMPROVED HAMPSHIRE DOWN RAM STOCK AT
STRATFORD-SUB- CASTLE.— This sale took place on
Aug. 14th, under the hammer of Mr. John Waters, of Salis-

bury, and attracted a large and influential company of agri-

culturists. The biddings were exceedingly quick and spirited,

and prices ranged as under : Mr. Thomas Ferris (who also

bid 40 guineas for the two-teeth ram bought by Mr. Blake)
hired a single lamb for the season at 40 gs. ; Mr. F. Long
hired another lamb at 20 gs., Mr. Olding, Mr. Luuu (Whit-

church), Mr. W. Taunton, and Mr. W. Melsome taking the

other let lambs. Nine of the single lambs sold for 26, 25, 23,

222, 21 (two), and 20 (three) guineas respectively, the pur-

chasers being Mr. J. Long, Mr. Lyne (of Compton), Mr.
Melsome, Mr. Olding, Mr. Rawlence, Mr. Ford, and Mr.
Luuu. The remaining single lambs realized 1S|, 18, 17h, 17,
IGi, 16, 14, 131, 13, I2i,^12 guineas, &c. For pairs the

prices reached were 33 gs., Mr. Hayter ; 33 gs., Mr. Courtney,

for Mr. Cordery ; 21 gs., Mr. Phillips ; 30 gs., Mr. Stubb
;

two at 28 gs., Mr. Robertson and Mr. Allen ; 25| gs., Mr.
Hoddinott; 24gs., Mr. Fookes ; 23,^ gs., Mr. Brake ; 22 gs.,

Mr. Line ; three at 20 gs., Mr. Robertson, Mr. Porter, and
Mr. Parnnam; (two) 19J, 18J, 18, and 15 guineas; 16^ gs.,

Mr. Earle, S:c. The two-teeth rams realized as under: 42
gs., Mr. Brake; 17 gs., Mr. Rooke; two at 13 gs., IMr.

Fookes and Mr. Lunn ; and 11 gs., Mr. Nockolds. The
average of ram lambs was £14 8s. lOd. per head, and of the

whole stock £14 15s. 3d. per head.

THE YEW-TREE FARM ANNUAL SALE.—Mr. W.
G. Preece disposed of thirty-three rams and eighty ewes, the

property of Mr. C. R. Keeling. The first ram was secured by
Mr. C. Stubbs at twenty guineas, from which figure prices

ranged for the shearlings down to sis guineas. 'J'he interest

of the day centred in Cliadbury, a splendid two-shear used last

year by Mr. C. Randell, and which, after a brisk competition

between Mr. Lythall, Mr. C. Byrd, and others, was secured by
the last-named gentleman at thirty-four guineas. One other

two-shear concluded the rams, the thirty-three averaging £13
5s. each. The ewes followed, and though low in condition

realized from 65s. to 105s. each, the average being about 73s.

THE LEESE FARM SALE.—Mr. Sampson Byrd's sale

was held on Tuesday, Aug. 6 ; Mr. J. B. Lythall auctioneer.

Twenty ram lambs, being very young, and having been brought
direct from their pasture, without the assistance of any otlier

food to develope their points, showed to much disadvantage,

and realized but low prices, the average being £3 15s. each.

The rams followed, commencing with jModel Patentee. He
was let for the season, .ifter a sharp competition, at the (we
believe) unprecedented sum for a Shropshire of £90 6s., the
hirer being Mr. Allen, who last year secured the same sheep

at £47 5s. ; four other rams were then let for the season at from
eight to twelve guineas each, and a shearling by Pride of

Weston, from a Patentee ewe, was offered for half the season,

and realized forty-five guineas, to W. O. Foster, Esq., M.P.
The sale of shearlings foUowed, and, though low in condition,

readily commanded buyers at prices ranging from six to

tweuty-five guineas, the general average being £15 8s. A few
pens of choice old ewes were offered, which made from lOOs.

down to G2s. Gd. each.

THE LITTYWOOD FARM SALE.—Mr. Charles Byrd's

first sale was held at Littywood, near Stafford, on Monday,
Aug. 5. Mr. Peake, of Lammascote, purchased the best at thirty

guineas, and hired the other at twenty guineas. The shear-

lings, though strong and as a rule with good fleeces and colour,

went low, ten guineas l)eing the highest price given, and a few
were unsold. The average was £9 12s. Od. Some very useful

breeding ewes followed, which r;tnged from 70s. downwards
;

and the wethers and wether lambs realized satisfactory prices.

Mr. Preece, of Shrewsbury, conducted the sale.

MR. COTHER'S RAM SALE.—The thirty-seventh an-

nual auction of Mr. Cother's Cotswold rams cinie otf on Tues-
Aug. 6. The sheep were of the usual Middle Aston quality aud
condition—strong of constitutiou, heavy of fleece, and, with-

out being over-fed, in thoroughly good working order. There
were 80 in all, either for sale or letting, and they realized an

average price of £10 17s. 6d., the highest being £25,
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HOW AGRICULTURE MIGHT PAY.
Before the war, cattle and sheep were raised, and tliough

for the last three years meat and dairy iiroducc liave made
three times the price of the preceding time, yet there are

gentlemen with large tracts of laud who do not inake interest

ou the capital invested. Are good accounts kept? There
should be ; each lield ought to have one against it—the crops

should be every bushel entered and charged to the particular

stock consumiug it, and the ditferent kiuds of animals should
have set against them the pasture, hay, feed and roots they
eat, as alsQ the attendance they receive, not forgetting to

credit themwitii the manure they make. A journal correctly

kept, witli remarks ou the seedings, mode of culture and
luirvesting, stating at least once a week how the crops are

prospering, and what condition the live stock is in, giving

reasons for either good or ill progress, recording continually

where the stock is lying in summer, and the food they are

eating in the winter, wiU, with the figures in the regular

account books, soon discover where the cause of failure lies.

But instead of thoroughly investigating the system and going
into tiie M'orkiug of every branch and department of husbandry,
one gentleman will blame his stock, when it is his own fault

in not selecting and managing better ; a second will think his

foreman to blame, when he has made nought but a machine of
him, giving him no discretionary power; others will condemn
the land, which has only become exhausted through their own
want of knowledge in renovating, by timely applications and
proper rotation of cropping, and a few acknowledge in their

own minds that they have proceeded without any fixed purpose
in view, have followed no course of cropping and consumption
of food, or adopted any judicious system, with the object of

improving the land and increasing its fertility, thus proving
there must be a clear perception and certainty as to results, for

the hand-to-mouth method won't do. An intelligent, pros-

perous farmer will look forward for years, seeing his way
through succeeding seasons, and calculating correctly on
cause and eiTect, &c.

How does the English tenant farmer pay annually a rent

equal to the purcliase of some good land in this country, and
then live in an independent, jolly kind of way, taking wine
with his dinner, having sold his grain by samples, to be
delivered by liis teams at a future day ? For you never see an
English " rackrenter" toiling with his produce to the place of

sale ; and his sheep and other live stock is driven to the fairs

and great markets by his shepherd and other workmen, while

he canters along, in company with neighbours, &c., on their

saddle horses, on which probably they see as much sport in the

winter, after the fox-hounds, as their landlords do. All the

gates on the farms have latches, which are opened with a

slight pull with the hook of their riding whip (or oftener,

stick), as they ride on horseback continually among their

labourers, using the teams, the men and boys to such advantage,

that their oversight in this way is often of more consequence

than the labour of several hands without it. By this it is not

intended to insinuate that the English farmer is generally an

educated, polished man ; but those who retain the old John
Bull in their manner have brains enough to set their sons up

in business and portion their daughters, without drudging in

any way.

Butter, wool, beef and mutton are the chief dependence of

the midland county farmers, hence the breed of all animals is

being constantly improved, and more particular attention to

the raising of good live stock would be of infinite importance

here, and doubtless if farmers who now complain of inade-

quate returns would spend more of their time in supervision,

instead of laying such stress on the amount of manual labour

they can perform, they would find it to their lienefit, and by

particularly watching their cattle and sheep that they continue

thriving in one uniform growth in frame and ilesh from their

birth to the day of sale, they would be amply recompensed.

The mismanagement in winter, and miserable preparation for

it, have a great deal to do with the lack of success ; for with hay

made from grass cut young, and liberal supplies of good roots,

the whole herd and flock will keep on growing into money ;

whUe with the dried-up old grass cut and carried into the barn,

as also some cornstalks, moulded and spoiled in harvesting,

young stock will stand still, or what is worse, go back. The
mowing land gets so thin in the bottom, and the finer grasses

die out so through late cutting and not being pastured with

sheep, that light crops of hay is auother cause for there being
no profits. Then with old withered-looking hay come old worn-
out cows and ewes ; for it is customary to see numbers of aged
animals w hich will cat half as much more food as young ones,

and though old age does not lessen the flow of milk, the
quality is depreciated, and six quarts from a heifer will often

raise as much cream as twelve from on ancient dame. Then
there is a singular lack of preparation for forthcoming seasons ;

scarcely any forecast, for instance. Although there is leisure

time in autumn, there is little ploughing and cultivating done
ready for spring, and the dung from the stables, cow sheds, and
pig pens is seldom hauled out to the fields where it has to bo
applied, and which might be done in winter when the ground
is frozen and the cattle have need of exercise. It is generally

showery and hindering at seed time, so that any one must
acknowledge what a setforward it would be to have the land in

readiness for the seed, and the manure on the spot. Then by
getting all the grain and corn in early, there would be time to

grow roots, which are the mainstay and sheet anchor of stock

farming.

Stoc-k raising, dairying, and sheep husbandry are going to be

more renumerating than any corn or grain grown for sale,

and horse breeding also. But it is of no use for men of small

hearts and timid, shaking nerves, to enter on anything of the

kind. It is likely prices for common animals will be lower

;

therefore whoever commences to farm with the object of breed-

ing and selling ofl' the increase must throw away all parsi-

mony in purciiasing the parent stock, for it will cost no more to

feed and attend the stock selling at renumerative prices, than

common, low-figured creatures.

The kind of horses, the breed of cows, and particular sort of

sheep can be determined on, according to a man's judgment.

G. G. in American. " Coniilry Geiilleman.'''

AN INGENIOUS INVENTION FOR COBN AND
MALT-DRYING.—It was noticed in the report of the

recent show at Hartlepool of the Castle Eden District Agri-

cultural Society that among the " implements " exhibited

was one that had the merits of being new in principle, ex-

hibited for a first time, and the production both of a local

inventor and a local artificer. The machine referred to was
exhibited by Mr. John S. Williamson, farmer, of Long Hill,

West Hartlepool, the inventor, who has obtained provisional

protection for the patent, and had been constructed, to the

drawings of the patentee, by Mr. Alexander Campbell, ma-
chinist. West Hartlepool. Whatever modifications time may
introduce into the details of this design, to adapt it more per-

fectly to the accomplishment of its work, there can be no doubt

whatever as to the necessity for such an invention, nor as to

the boldness and originality with which that necessity has

been met. Those who are acquainted with tlic present pro-

cess of kiln-drying of grain need not to be informed of the

enormous amount of labour, delay, and inconvenience with

which it is attended. After loading, carting to the kiln, and

unloading again, the wheat has to be thrown ou a heated

floor, while one or more attendants recjuire to constantly turn

over the grain until it has been sufficiently dried. If it escapes

being scorched, it seldom escapes being afiected by the gases

escaping from the fires with which the kiln is heated ; and the

slowness of the process renders it unavoidably expensive. Mr.

Williamson's attention appears to have been directed to this

subject by the great losses consequent upon a wet season

some ten years ago, when his substitute for the present dilatory

method made some progress in his mind ; but the extremely

damp autumn of last year stimulated him to the completion of

an undertaking which, step by step, he had, during the inter-

vening years, gradually matured and improved. Tiie kiln

which he has invented is a machine so simple in structure

that it may be easily supplied to every separate farm in the

kingdom, and at a cost which a very short period of use will

amply repay. All loss of time by carriage is thus at once

secured ; and kilning is made, as it ought to be, one of the

ordinary expeditious processes of farm-labour. On a strong

four-wheeled frame, in a form at once compact and neat in

appearance, and as portable as any wheeled implement used on

field or farm, tlie whole apparatus occupies but little space.

To describe it in detail, without the help of a diagram, is not

easy ; but we may mention some principal features. On the

T
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framework of the vphicle, \\hich is of iron, lies an arched

tube, liaving a plane l)ottom, two feet six iuclies in diameter

inside, and some seven feet in length. The bottom is an in-

clined plane. Surrounding the whole of this tube is a hot-air

cliainber, communicated with from a small furnace which is

fed below, and also with a funnel, which carries oif the smoke,

&c., above. The whole of the lieat of this furnace thus passes

througli the chambered and partitioned enclosing walls of the

tube without the slightest possibility of smoke or gas coming
near its contents. Through this tube the grain is passed in

nn atmosphere the temperature of which can be regulated to

the greatest nicety, and at a rate of speed that can also be

regulated to suit the state of the grain as admitted : a selj

acting apparatus receives it at the other end, and carries it

back in tlie open air, cooled and ready for the bag, into which
the self-acting belts on which it is carried finally deliver it.

The process is not only quick, but efficient, and is thoroughly

under the control of the operator ; and, as tried on the Hartle-

pool show-ground, it appeared that, for an expenditure of one

hundredweight of coals, from fifteen to twenty quarters of

wheat, of the average humidify of wheat that requires to be

kihulried, could thus be elTectuidly dried in a period of twelve

hours.

CHEESE FACTORY IN AMERICA.
Mr. D. Kirkwood, of Rockside, sends the following account

of a cheese factory recently established in that neighbourhood.

The factory is situated on lot No. G, 10th con.. Township of

Erin, county of Wellington. Tlie proprietors are the Messrs.

Townsend, who have had considerable experience in the trade

in Canada, besides having in their employ a gentleman lately

from England, who has been long in the business in some of

the best dairies in Cheshire and Devonshire. The terms of

manufacturing are those adopted by the factory men of the

counties of Peel and Ilalton, viz., the manufacturer to be paid

two eents per gallon, for manufacturing and furnishing hoops,

bandages, colouring, &c., the patrons supplying one rennet, or

20 cts. instead, for each cow's milk manufactured. Parties

living in the vicinity of the factory deliver their own milk.

The proprietors have, as yet, but one team engaged in drawing
milk, which is done for an additional cent per gallon. AVhcy
is sold for one half-eent per gallon. Tlic owners of the factory

commenced operations on the 11th of June, making about
1501bs. per day at first, but have been daily increasing until

they are now making 3501bs. or more; and in a few days they

intend starting another team, when they will not make less

than 4001bs. per day. At a meeting of the patrons, held pre-

vious to beginning manufacturing, a committee was appointed

to act with the proprietors in the general management and
disposal of cheese; eacli patron to be paid from the monthly
average made.

Haldim.vnd Union Cheese Manufacturing Com-
pany.—A new cheese factory under this name has been
started on the second concession of Haldimand, by the fanners

in that neighbourhood, and is now in full operation. They
have two vats capable of holding GOO gallons each, and can
work up the milk of from 300 to 400 cows ; their buildings

are pleasantly situated on the side of a hill, where they have a
plentiful supply of pure cold water, with descent enough to

carry their slops to a distance for the purpose of feeding pigs.

Prohuction of Cream.—Experiment has proved that if

we take two equal quantities of milk, and place one in pans
to the depth of six inches, and the other to the depth of only

two-and-a-half inches, the latter will yield from seven to eight

per cent, more cream than the former. This is the case more
particularly in cold and damp weather, and at this time the mis-
take is most commonly committed. The temperature of the
surrounding air has also a great effect upon the time re(|uired for

the rising ofthe cream ; experiment 1ms demonstrated that the
process is more rapid in warm than iu cold weather. With the
thermometer at

80 degrees, all the cream will rise in 10 hours
77 « « 13 «

68 " " 18 «

55 " " U "

50 " « 36 "

45 « " 43 «

Sprengel found that if milk was kept at a temperature as low

as 37 degrees, but little cream would rise in three weeks. In
order to avoid the trouble of keeping the cream at the proper
temperature, it is customary in some dairies to churn the
whole milk. The advantages claimed by those who follovif

this plan may be briefly stated thus : The proper temperature
can be readily obtained botli in summer and winter ; live per
cent, more butter can be obtained from the same milk ; the
butter is not only of the same quality while fresh, but if pro-
perly managed will keep much better.

—

Germwilown Teler/raph,

SLUG AND WIREWORM.
Sir,—If an accurate sum total could be made of all the dam-

age and loss occasioned by those two pests to British agricul-

ture, it would be a frightful amount. The moist season of 18GG
produced slugs in abundance, and now another showery season

threatens still further to multiply their number. They swarm
in our Tare ground and Clovers, therefore we should take

steps for protecting our future Wheat crops. As soon as my
Clovers are folded off, I shall night lime them—that is, sow
4 bushels of fresh-slaked lime at night, and if the first dose

does not kill them shall repeat the operation—taking care to

sow the lime against the wind to prevent them hearing you
advance. I found this a certain remedy in the early spring.

The lantern will show you that the lime falling on the slug at

once turns him up and kills him. It is of no use liming by

daylight, for then tliey are all safely ensconced under ground

having feasted on your crops during the night. I presume,

they have a sense of danger, for they either die or depart after

tlie night-sowing of lime. As to wireworra, they are also

easily got rid of. Sow G bushels of salt per acre broadcast on

the surface, and they will either die or depart, I cannot say

which. It is a certain cure. In some cases of very light

land it may be necessary to repeat the dose ; but I have always

found that quantity sufficient—wireworms never infest heavy

lands. As soon as you miss a few blades of Wheat or Barley,

sow the salt at once, or you will be too late, for the plants

only show that their stem has been destroyed after a day or

two. Tlie early spring is generally the time of danger and

mischief. Some of our light Tiptree lands are especially sub-

ject to the wireworm pest, but I never fear them now. Salt is a

certain cure ; so is Bape-cake—or the two combined.

July, 1867. J. J. Meohi.

P.S. Slugs only come out of the ground in mild moist

nights. On this subject I cannot do better than quote from
Mr. John Large's valuable book, " Secrets of Farming." At
page 40 he says, " When you are troubled with many slugs get

some good fresh lime (it ought to be in damp weather if

possible), and sow it the same night, at about 3 bushels per

acre. If the M'ind is in the west, which very likely it will be

if the weather is damp, begin sowing the east side. Sow up
and down from north to south, and finish the west, or they will

scent the lime before it reaches them strong enough to

destroy them. If there are many slugs on your Clover ley

intended for Wheat, you should sow the lime before you plough

it, and sow again before you put in your Wheat if there are

many left."

A VALUABLE INVENTION.—Slate rock is ground to a

fine powder, and mixed with mastic or any bituminous

substance to the consistency of a thick paint, in which con-

dition it is applied to canvas, cloth, paper, felt, or any similar

substance, for roofing and other purposes. This is doubtlass

the " elastic slate" of which we have heard from A-merica. It

soon hardens, and by the action of the elements, or by means
of chemical action within itself, becomes, it is said, almost as

impervious to the action of fire or water as slate itself, though
considerably less brittle. It has been applied as cement for

cisterns, tanks, cellar -floors, leaky hydrants, pipes, and pumps.
Inkstands have been made of it while in a plastic state, which
have become as hard as stone, It has also been applied as a

cheap paint to out-buildings and fences.

—

Builder.

TO DESTROY THE TURNIP ELY.—Take road-dust,

soot, and a small proportion of guano, mix them together, and

sow them along the rows in the middle of the day ; in a short

time the flies will disappear. A little sulplinr may be used

instead of guano. Some persons prefer ap])]ying it in the

night when the ground is wet with dew.
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FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL GOSSIP.
The cattle plague appears to be still lingering in Holland^

although it had been fondly hoped that it had died out alto-

gether. Ill the week ending July 27tli, tlie last Ijy which we

had any return, seven cases were reported, six iu Southern

Holland and one in the Gueldro district. The Dutch appear

to have been at last aroused to the necessity of a policy of

slaughter, SO beasts having been killed iu consequence of the

outbreak indicated. If this policy is still persevered in, it may
be hoped that the disease will be kept down in Holland as it

happily has been in England. According to correspondence

from Frankfort, published ijy the Jfandc/sb/ad of Amsterdani,

the disease, which was supposed to have been extinguished in

Germany, still lingers in the Duchy of Saxe-Coburg. No
more cases liave been noted in Belgium since those which were

observed at Contich, and which it appears were indirectly

associated with the last irruption of the disease at Leonde, a

commune in Northern Braljant.—The " laureate" of the prize

of honour for the department of the Pas-de-Calais has just

purchased one of Howard's steam-cultivating apparatus. The

Emperor Napoleon has purchased three of McCormick's

reaping machines, after seeing one at work at the Camp at

Chalons. One of Samuelson's reapers, which has yielded ex-

cellent results on the estate of the Comte de Guitant, has been

working very well on the farm of M. Decrombecque at Lens.

In consequence of apprehensions of epizootic disease, the

French jMinister of Agriculture postponed for two months the

date of the district show at Colmar. The meeting, however,

commenced on Saturday, and will continue till Sunday,

September 1. The entries comprise 398 head of cattle,

121 sheep, 49 pigs, 73 lots of poultry, 400 implements,

and 107 lots of agricultural products. It is worthy of

remark that as Napoleon I. dated a decree regulating the Paris

opera from the smoking ruins of Moscow, so Napoleon III.

found time amid the pre-occupations of liis recent visit to tlie

camp at Chalons to address to M. de la Valette, Minister of

the Interior, a letter on the establishment of vicinal roads,

which his Majesty appears disposed to press on by all prac-

ticable means.—The steam-plough'ng trials which it is pro-

posed to be held at Billancourt are postponed to Sept. 10.

—

The Imperial and Central Agricultural Society of France has

returned some interesting answers to questions addressed to it

in connexion with the official inquiry into the state of French
agriculture. The first question put was: "What has been

the influence of the changes which have taken place during

the last thirty years in tlie division of property—that is, what
has been the influence which those changes have exerted on
the conditions of production ?" To this the Society replied :

" The division of property causing more personal work and

inspection on a limited extent of land has given rise to a more
considerable production." The next question was :

" What
are, for the difl'erent descriptions of property and for the dif-

ferent descriptions of workings, the sale prices of lands accord-

ing to their quality, the variations which those prices have

undergone during a certain time (going back thirty years at

least), and the causes of those variations ?" To this the an-

swer was :
" In a great part of France for the last twenty

years the price of land has declined ; we may estimate this

declension at one-fourth. As to other points, the opening of

new outlets has given rise to an advance in prices." Another

question :
" What is the amount of first installation

capital in a working of a given importance, and what

is the amount of the floating capital ?" The answer

:

" Nothing is more variable than the amounts of first

installation capital and floating capital, which it is rather dif-

ficult to distinguish, unless we occupy ourselves with opera-

tions of working properly so called, into which building

expenses do not enter. According as culture is more or less

intensive the amount of the capital ntilized per acre varies

generally in rich and enlightened departemeuts from £4 to £20
jier acre ; iu many others the total of £4 per acre is far from
being attained

;
great imporiance is, nevertheless, attached to

the augmentation of this fruitful element of production in the

greater part of France." Question :
" Does the amount of

capital employed meet the vvants of cultivation, the perfecting

of agricultural processes, and the improvement of lands ?"

Answer: " The previous response jjrejudges this question iu

the negative sense. The relative inferiority of French agri-

culture is attributaljle in great part to the insuflicient re-

sources which it has at its disposal. But, in order to arrive at a

seriousresult,wemust recognize the fact that French agriculture

cannot expect to procure funds on more favourable conditions

than those imposed on other industries. Efforts must be
made to bring it on a level with the latter, and if we arrive at

this result we may regard all possiljle reforms as virtually

accomplished." Question: "If capital does not exist or is

not found in sufficient amounts in the hands of those who
possess and work rural properties, how can they procure it ?

What facilities or obstacles will they meet witli in this

respect?" Answer: "The mass of available capital increases

in a rapid progression ; but it is diverted, in great part, from the

cultivation of land by investments in moveable values (shares

stocks, obligations, &:c.) which—especially before acquired expe-

rience had dissipated great illusions—seemed to promise easy

and rapidly, collected profits. This mirage appears to be

passing away, and consequently the moment seems to have

arrived for increasing the insuflicient facilities offered to agri-

cultural credit, and lor overcoming the obstacles with which
it has to deal. If local savings in each district ceased

to be dissipated by speculation, or if they were employed in

more considerable suras in improved cultivation on a less ex-

tended space, instead of being absorbed in the constaut

acquisition of new parcels of land, we should soon organize,

through the medium of local institutions or branches of power-

ful establishments, the collection and distribution of a dispos-

able capital really supplied by the thrift of neighbourhoods.

The too prompt and too general transformation of acquired

resources into capital devoted to a fixed investment is one of

the special difficulties of France." Question :
" At what rate

is the money which agriculturists require habitually furnished

to them ?" Answer: "The rate of iiiterest varies enormously

according to the position, presumed solvability, and wants of

the borrowers. Economical intelligent men find money at 5

per cent, under ordinary circumstances ; but these rarely have

recourse to credit, under the influence of the idea too generally

spread that whoever borrows ruins himself. In this respect,

we may regard appeals to the capital of others rather as a

means of responding to a pre-existing charge than as an

element of production. When we come to needy

men not presenting a sufficient margin of security,

there are no limits to the demands of lenders, which
rise rapidly to fabulous rates. In order to modify this state

of affairs we must create or strengthen agricultural security

;

the rate of interest will then regiilatc itself according to the

advantages derived from the employment of capital, in the same
manner as is observed in all other branches of human industry."

We have referred already to the interest taken by the Emperor
Napoleon in the question of vicinal roads in France. It ap-

pears from a report by the Marquis de la Valette, Minister of

the Interior, that the outlay required—and to some extent in

contemplation—for the next ten years for these works is

£32,000,000. This total is made up m follows: Expenses

of maintenance, £12,000,000 ; expenses of construction,

£20,000,000—total, £32,000,000. This amount, which in-

cludes the expenses attending Wvi personnel emiiloyed, is pro-

posed to be provided as follows : Present dotation of the or-

dinary vicinal roads, £1,040,000 per annum, or for ten years

£10,400,000 ; exceptional resources to be created by com-
munes, and amounting for ten years f o £8,000,000 ; sum to be

furnisbed by departemeuts, £4,000,00(J ; and sulncntion, to be

furnished by the state, at the rate of t lOO/iuO per annum for

ten years, £4,000,000—total, 32,400,000.

T 2
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CALENDAR OF AGRICULTURE.
The cutting and carrying of grain crops are

generally concluded by the middle of this month,
except in the most northern parts, where the

harvest is protracted into the first part of October.
Beans will be the latest crop, which is tied into

sheaves with straw ropes, »vhen cut by hand-sickle,

or with tarred twine, which may be preserved for

several years. Thatch and ropes must be ready to

get the ricks covered from rains, especially the

leguminous herbage of beans and peas, which im-

bibe and retain much moisture. These crops are

well lodged over an open shed to have fresh air

from beneath, or to form the upper part of ricks of

oats, where no heavy pressure is incurred. These
crops will be very readily secured under a covered
rick-yard, as has been already mentioned, and
must soon be adopted into practice.

Finish the dunging of wheat fallows, and at the

end of the month begin to seed. Furrow the lands

to be the first sown. Lay well-prepared earthy
composts on inferior grass-lands eaten bare, to be
bush-harrowed after exposure, in a very level

spreading over the surface of the gound, and then
rolled with a heavy pressure. Scarify the surface

of lucerne, and spread very evenly over it a top-

dressing of very fine compost, to be bush-harrowed
after exposure, and then heavily rolled. This pre-

paration raises the first spring crop.

Gather fruits, as pears and apples ; sow winter

vetches on good lands, with a mixture of beans
and winter barley, to afford a variety of food, and
the bean stems to support the clinging vetches.

Plough the stubble lands intended for next
year's green crops. Fallow the grounds by work-
ing, if the season be favourable. The dung may
be placed in the drills, and a fresh furrow of soil

thrown over the ridglets, to receive the seeds of
the root crop. This autumnal preparation very
much facilitates and expedites the spring opera-
tions ; but early climates only admit the application.

Scuflfle with duck-foot scarifier, as Coleman's,
the grattans of pea and bean lands ; harrow, col-

lect, burn, and remove all rubbish, and, if necessary,

repeat the scarifying across the first operation, in

order that the surface may be wholly cleaned.

Apply an allowance, although small, of farm -yard
dung, and sow wheat on one furrow of ploughing.
The best quality of pea lands will produce wheat
by this treatment. The weaker soils will be scari-

fied for a spring crop of grain. The best bean
lands are scarified or ploughed for wheat, as the
surface may be clean or foul with weeds.

Plough grass leys for wheat in the end of the
month, when rains have fallen to moisten the
ground, of which the ploughed surface will derive
benefit by an exposure before sowing. This use of
wheat is not very prevalent, as wheat before and
after the fallowing j)roces8 are too near in suc-
cession.

Pick hops, by cutting with scissors the flowers
into sack-bins; the payment at a fixed rate per
bushel ; then carried to the oast, and dried by a
fire of coke, and in some cases with a little sulphur.

to impart a yellowish tinge. The heat must be
gentle and well regulated. The haulm is used for

litter, and the poles are set upright into a conical

stack, with a thatch on the top, to preserve for the

next year.

Towards the end of the month sow rye for a

seed crop, and also for being consumed on the

land in the spring. The latter use makes a good
preparation for a catch crop of wheat on stiflP

lands, and on light soils for a crop of turnips,

sown with bones or guano. Scour road-sides,

clean out open ditches, to be ready for the winter
floods. Enlarge the courses of brooks, and mix
the excavated materials with lime for an earthy

compost, and the vegetable substances to be burnt
into ashes. Omit no opportunity of collecting

manures of all kinds.

The next year's potato-ground may be fallowed

from a grain stubble in the end of the month,
the dun^ laid in the drills, and the potatoes planted,

or early in next month. The autumn jjlanting

produces an earlier and a larger crop than in the

spring, and the sets of the tubers are safe from
frosts by a heavy covering of earth, in drills 30
inches wide, and deeply cloven and reversed over

the dung by a deep furrow of the plough. The
drills remain over the winter, in the rough raised

condition, and are harrowed in the first dry weather

of the spring, when a rapid growth of shoots will

take place. Cabbages will be best grown from the

autumn planting, where game quadrupeds do not
abound to destroy the plants during winter. Such
cases require a most special regulation on the vexed
question of game between landlord and tenant.

When the surface of the ground, after the re-

moval of the ripened crop of peas, is seen to be
foul, with an abundance of weeds, with a maturity

of growth, the necessity is most apparent that the

crop of peas should have been ploughed down in

the early period of growth, and the land fallowed

and sown with turnips, or the herbage consumed
on the ground by sheep, and followed by turnips,

with bones or guano. The thinness of the spring

growth of the herbage will quickly show the eligi-

bility of maturing the crop or of fallowing the

ground; for unless the plants be thickly planted,

to lock together by the tendrils and, with the leaves,

completely cover the ground, the vacant places are

quickly occupied by weeds, which grow into a

maturity of growth and of seeds, being placed

wholly beyond the reach of destruction by the

hoe or scuffler. Thin crops of beans or peas are

most pernicious to the land from this encourage-
ment of weeds, and on poor lands these plants

should not be sown. Peas require a loam that is

deep, waxy, and warm, under an early climate ; the

use is needless under other circumstances. The
crop is very valuable both in grain and straw, in

smothering weeds and in mellowing the ground,

when the success is fair : when indifferent or fail-

ing, no crop is more pernicious to the soil, in pro-

ducing weeds and an arid surface of ground. Strag-

gling crops must ever be changed into root fallows.
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CALENDAR OF GARDENING,

Kitchen Garden.
Mushroom beds are now prepared. This is the

season for those produced naturally, especially if

the month be showery. And we are led to ask,

why are mushrooms always cultivated in the

dark, when nature proves that they prosper in

full daylight ?

Sow corn-salads, mustard and cress, twice

;

radish and lettuce in frames ; and transplant let-

tuce to stand on ridges all the winter. Or may be
sown early for winter, and as soon as fit for trans-

plantation ought to be pricked out into a roomy
frame, where they will prosper and stand the win-

ter. Some of the hardier brown varieties may,
perhaps, endure the frost, but in general the other

sorts perish.

Cabbage for spring : Plant the main stock in an
open situation, the soil rich with manure, unless it

be a new loam. All the hrassicas prosper

amazingly in fresh earth, and, indeed, far better

than in old garden soil.

Spinach : The plants raised from seed should be

thinned out to regular distances of two or three

inches; the plants will then become stocky, and
may be thinned again, and the plants so removed
used for the table.

Turnips : Thiq out and hoe the spaces between

the rows, the crop being always sown in drills.

Sow salads again if required.

Continual attentioa to weeding is required, for

now the garden is liable to be quickly filled with

groundsel and chickweed. Exterminate every

weed, and bring each plot to that neatness and
order which render a garden a quiet sober picture

during winter—more beautiful, perhaps, than that

of the rampant luxuriance of summer.
Trench, ridge, and dig spare ground. Manure

and prepare plots for artichokes, asparagus, sea-

kale, and rhubarb. Carry off and clear the garden

of haulm, and take all to the rotting compost heap.

Dig potatoes carefully, picking out the worth-

less, but which are not to be wholly discarded, for

it is uncertain if tainted tubers extend the disease
;

therefore if the eyes be full and starting, such may
be reserved and be sprinkled with lime, and here-

after planted in fresh lands. Observed facts have

shown that infected sets do not infallibly extend the

disease, and that the land which has produced a

perfectly tainted crop is not hurtful to the potato

plants of a following year. These facts will be

modified by the climate of the yearly changes, but

they mark a general direction.

Fbcit Department.
Prune back to within three or four eyes the pro-

jecting shoots of apple, pear, plum, and cherry

trees, so far as to aid the sweihng of fruitful buds.

At the end of the month plant young fruit-trees in

nicely-wrought fresh loam or turfy soil ; nothing

keeps trees in health so high as such ground.

Mulch them freely over the site of their roots.

Protect grapes and other fruits by muslin or

gauze covers.

Pot strawberries for forcing, and make fresh

plantations in deeply-worked new land. Well-

rooted young plants will rarely fail, but the best

method is to be j)rovided with young stock raised

in pots, and now transplanted with entire bulbs.

Place nets in front of the wall fruit-trees to catch

falling fruit. If wasps abound, suspend bottles

half- filled with treacle water among the branches;

thus thousands may be destroyed.

Flower Garden.

Repot the choice greenhouse plants, and remove

all to their winter quarters. Plant slips of herba-

ceous flowering plants. Finish the chipping of

box edgings. Hawthorn and other fences may yet

be clipped, box edgings planted or renewed, and

lawns mown and rolled, with walks in damp
weather.

Transplant some hardy herbaceous plants, and

pinks raised from pipings. Then rough-dig or

fork all the vacant pares of borders.

The autumn application of dung, composed of

animal and vegetable matters, collected and pre-

pared in a heap or pit, as has been directed, affords

the best opportunity of enriching the soil by the

gradual decomposition of the substances in the

winter months. The vegetable matters of juicy

leaves and succulent stems have been completely

saturated with urinary liquids, soapy waters, and

dirty washings, gathered in a cask at the manor
house, and apphed at different times for the proper

purpose. The dung formed of plants cut green,

fine earths, droppings of animals, with all refuse

and organized matters, must he completely mois-

tened without much dropping of water, and placed

in thin layers on the breast of the trenches after

digging of the ground, which lies in rough condi-

tion of surface during winter. The uneven surface

is exposed in three of four parts to the vicissitudes

of the weather, which induces a crumbling allu-

vium of earth that is far superior to any act of culti-

vation in the finely comminuted state. The under-

digging of the ground is in contact with the dung,

which decomposes into humus, or vegetable mould,

of which a necessary quantity changes the two
general descriptions of soils of clay and sand into

a loam or an earthy mixture. These two kinds of

soil in clayey and sandy loams comprehend all

lands under an extensive designation. The slow

decay underground will be turned up by the spring

diggings in a humified condition, wanting air and
caloric to form an active agent of fertility. This

purpose will be very powerfully promoted by
placing small cinders of lime in the soil with the

early spring diggings, of which the dissolution into

jiowder will evoke much heat into damp exhala-

tions, raising the temperature of the ground, to the

great advancement of fertility. These directions

imply the deep diggings of all kinds of upper or

under grounds, all wet grounds being previously

drained of superfluous water. Any grounds can

be fertilized into rich gardens by these processes,
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

AUGUST.
The weather, though somewhat hrokou, having been favour-

ahle, considerable progress lias been made in tlie cutting and
carrying of wheat in tlie whole of our forward districts. In
the northern counties very little wheat lias as yet been secured,

lu order to take advantage of the present state of the markets,
farmers have thrashed out largely ; hence some of the leading
markets have been well supplied with new produce in fiiU ave-

rage condition. Our advices are conclusive on one important
point, viz., that the yield of both red and white qualities is a

fair average. Prices, therefore, Iiave given way fully 3s. to 3s.

per qr. ; but we believe that there is no room for any serious

decline iu the quotations. Our old stocks of produce are

nearly exliaustcd ; consequently our chief reliance must be
placed upon the new crop and the importations from abroad.
The Frencli and American growers appear jireparcd to supply
us with vast quantities of food during the winter mouths, and
there is still an immense quantity of grain on passage from
ports eastward of Gibraltar ; stiU we believe tliat the whole of
our importations will be required for consumption.

New barley has made its appearance at JIark Lane, and
been disposed of at -lOs. per qr. The crop is well represented
in most counties. In some quarters tliere is scarcely a bushel
of old barley to be met with. The value of that description of
produce has, therefore, tended upwards. Malt and flour have
met a dull inquiry ; but the value of oats, beans, and peas has
beeu well supported.

The crops in France and America appear to have been
secured in fair average condition, and it is stated that the sur-
plus yield of wheat in the latter country is aljout 8,000,000
quarters. If this statement is correct, we may anticipate
heavy importations from New York. Already new American
wheats have arrived at Liverpool.

It is gratifying to ol)scrve that the potato crop is progressing
well. Very few traces of disease are to be met witli, and the
general opinion is that the growth will be a very large one.

Turnips, swedes, and mangolds are highly promising; so
that the supply of food for winter use will be extensive.

The fruit crop has turned out well, with the exception of
apples, which in some counties have been a partial failure.

The public sales of colonial wool commenced iu Loudon
liave beeu fairly attended by home buyers, but the attendance
from tlie continent has been limited. On the whole the bid-
dings have ruled steady, at the decline iu tlie quotations re-

ported during the previous scries. The quantity to be brought
forward exceeds 150,000 bales. The enormous importations of
wool from our colonies prove beyond a doubt that production
has overtaken the powers of consumption in Europe. English
wool has maintained its value tolerably well, although the sup-
plies brought forward have been ratiier extensive. The un-
usually low value of money in the discount market has tended
to give confidence to the buyers of wool, notwithstanding that
the exports of woollen goods to the United States have fallen

off when compared with last year.

Tlic crop of hay has turned out very large, and nearly the
whole of it has been secured in prime condition. Tlie supplies
of hay and straw on sale iu the Metropolitan Market have
been moderately good, and fair quantities have changed hands
as follows :—Old meadow hay £3 to£-i 10s., new ditto £2 15s.
to 43 15s., old clover £i to £o 15s., new ditto £3 to £i 10s.,
and straw £1 16s. to £3 6s. per load.

In Ireland much progress has been made in securing the
crops, and some of the markets have been fairly supplied witli
new produce. The yield of wheat is certainly larger than in
1S6G ; wliilst all other grain is nearly or quite a full average.
Wheat, meal, and Hour have changed hands slowly, at barely
s1;dionary prices

; but spring corn has realized extreme rates.
Tiic Scotch markets have been very scantily supplied with

most kinds of grain
; nevertheless sales liave progressed slowly,

at prices nearly equal to the previous montli. . Potatoes pro-
mise a very large return.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE DURING TILE

PAST MONTH.
Tlie imports of foreign stock into Loudon having fallen off,

when compared with the corresponding period in 18(56, there

has been an improved feeling in the demand for beasts, and
prices have had an upward tendency. The arrivals from the

northern districts, as well as from Scotland, have been in fair

average condition, and some remarkably good llerefords,

Devons, and North Devons have been on olfer. The Irish and
foreign beasts, but more especially the latter, have made their

appearance iu but midtUing condition. The best Scots, &c.,

have changed hands at 5s. 2d. per 8 lbs.

Only moderate su])plies of sheep have come to hand ; whilst

there has been a falling off in the weight of most English

breeds. The foreign sheep, however, have greatly improved
in condition. A few superior Downs and half-breds have real-

ized 5s. 4d. per 8 lbs.

For the time of year, lambs have come freely to hand. The
lamb trade has .therefore been in a most inactive state, at

almost mutton prices.

Calves have sold slowly, and prices have not been supported.

Foreign calves continue to " die" well.

We have to report a slow inquiry for pigs. On the whole,

however, the quotations have been fairly supported.

Depastured stock, from the great abundance of grass, has

fared remarkably well ; and it is anticipated that London will

be well sujiplied with meat during the winter months, as very

few losses have beeu sustained by disease in any part of the

United Kingdom.
The importations of foreign stock into {he Metropolis during

the month were as follows :

—

Head.
Beasts 8,741

Sheep and lambs ... ... 23,943

Calves 1,057

Pigs 6,736

Total 3i),167

Comparison of Ijipouts.
Aug. Beasts. Sheep. Lambs. Calves.

1866 1-1,927 37,390 7,176 3,960
1865 16,536 54.,333 6,727 3,387
1861. 11,475 39,114 3,716 3,786
1863 9,503 34,937 4,125 4,337
1862 5,630 30,653 5,204 2,060
1861 6,581 32,210 3,176 1,874
1860 6,647 38,249 1,856 3,530
1859 6,503 39,175 3,308 3,354
1858 8,393 19,500 2,764 3,512

1857 4,692 31,215 1,760 2,661

1856 5,677 17,801 1,271 3,301
1855 5,341 23,605 984 2,484

The total supplies of stock exhibited and disposed of

Metropolitan markets were :

—

Head.
Beasts 30,030
Sheep and lambs 124,190
Calves 2,653

Pigs 2,205

Comparison of Supplies.
Aug. Beasts. Sheep & Lambs. Calves.

1866 26,840 153,720 2,620
1865 29,600 147,520 3,828 -.

1864 29,420 154,300 3,426
1863 26,264 149,430 3,070
1862 34,072 154,920 2,354
1861 ....... 23,420 159,740 3,953

1860 22,290 151,500 3,346

1859 33,170 165,090 3,332

1858 36,915 151,530 3,137

1857 20,695 143,758 3,173

1856 31,271 147,250 3,354

1855 20,816 151,870 3,356

Pigs.

4,087
8,251

4,326

4,108

3,297

3,718

4,075
1,805

3,935

2,322

1,901

3,476
iu the

Pigs

2,560

3,175

3,046
2,623
3,013
3,320

2,070
2,320

3,510
2,450

2,875

*,273
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The supplies of home stock tims compaieil with the thveo
previous years :—

Aug. Aug. Aug. Aug.
.From— 1861'. 1865. 1860. 1867.

Lincolnsliire, Leicestershire,

and Nortliamptoushire .... 12,500 9,830 5,000 7,200
Other parts of Enghuid 3,700 3,000 2,000 2,500
Scothmd 133 730 80 70
Irclaud 397 520 102 310

Beasts have sold from 3s. M. to 5s. 2d ; sheep, 3s. 3d. to
5s. id. ; lambs, Is. Gd. to 5s. 6d. ; calves, 4s, to 5s. Id.

;
pigs,

3s. 4d. to Is. -M. per 8 lbs. to sink the olTal.

The Comparison of PracEs is as follows :

—

Aug., 1861.

s. d. s. d.

Beef from . 2 10 to -i 10
Mutton ... 3 2 to 5 1.

Lamb 5 to

Veal 3 4. to 4 6

Aug., 1802. Aug., 1803.

s, d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

3 4 to '1 10 3 4 to 4 10
3 8 to 5 4 3 to 5 2
5 to 4 5 to 6 8

4 to 5 3 4 to 4 8

Aug., 1864. Aug., 1865.

s. d. s. d.

Beef from .3 4 to 5
Mutton .... 3 10 to 5 4
Lamb 5 8 to 6 8
Veal 4 to 5
Pork 3 6 to 4 6

s. d. s. d.

Pork 3 10 to 4 8 3 8 to 4 10 3 6 to 4 6

Aug., 1860.

. d. s. d.

3 to 5 6 3 8 to 5 6

4 4 to 8 3 10 to

to 7 5 8 to 7 4
4 2 to 5 4 4 to 5 4
4 to 5 4 to 5

Very little foreign meat—under 500 tons—has reached New-
gate and Leadeuhall ; but tlie supplies of English and Scotch
have been tolerably good. A fair average business has beeu
transacted, at about previous quotations. Beef, from 3s. 2d.

to 4s. 8d. ; mutton, 3s. 4d. to 4s. 8d. ; lamb, 3s. lOd. to 5s.

;

veal, 3s. 8d. to 4s. 8d. ; and pork, 3s. 6d. to 4s. 6d. per 8 lbs.

by the carcase.

WEALD OF KENT.

Since ray last report the weather has been of a character

not only to alarm the growers of corn, but a large majority of

the consumers to a great exteat ; and up to the 20th of the

present month but little progress was made in the cutting of
corn. Since that date harvest operations have been carried on
uninterruptedly, and many pieces of wheat have been thrashed
in the iield ; and, thus far, the crop does not come up to our
expectations. Both the quantity and quality will vary con-
siderably ; one-third of tlie wlieat crop wll be very tliiu, not
yielding more than 15 bushels pei acre ; one-third may be
estimated at 28 bushels, of medium quality ; and the remaining
third will prove to be of first-rate quality, with a yield of
aljout 36 busliels. Therefore, on the whole, the crop will fall

considerably below an average. A great portion of the barley

crop was planted late, and, until the recent rains, looked
very unpromising ; they have mucli improved, altliough

the crop will not be au average one. Beans are much
blighted ; some farms will scarcely get their seed. Peas are

very platty, and their quality not equal to last year. Oats

promise a good average yield. The hay and clover crops on
dry soils are better tlian for many years past. Tlie hops are

in a most pitiable plight, with but few exceptions : on some
grounds they will not pay for their cultivation. The bUght is

very partial. Some parishes will not average 1 cwt. per acre :

the best parishes will no doubt come out at from 5 to 6 cwt.

The apple and pear crops are also very partial. The potatoes

are very sadly diseased. The root crops, mangolds and swedes

are promising, but white globes liave taken very badly. Tlie

duU sale for wool has tended to lower prices for sheep, wliich

are fuU 10s. per head, and in some cases more, under last year.

A few samples of old wheat have been brought on the market.

The crop of last year is nearly exhausted ; we cannot expect

prices to range much lower for some time to come.—Aug. 24.

SURREY.
The old adage of " After a stonn comes a calm," has been

fuUy exemplified by the weather of this week, for the heavy

fall of rain on Monday night almost threatened destruction to

harvest operations, hut the subsequent fine weather restored

coiirulcnce to fanners, and brighter pro.spects loomed for tlu;

future. Tlu; storm frust rated work and progress in the corn-

fields, and where the crops did stand up, which was rare, they

were laid by the rain ; but fortunately sun and wind set in,

and the corn soon dried, and the serious api)rchensions enter-

tained that miUlevv and rust woukl follow were soon dispelled,

and harvest ojierations vigorously resumed. On the hills and

in the vales east, to the extremity of this county west, many
thousand acres of corn have been cut. Tlie barley and oats

lie every way, and have to be hacked rather tlian mown
with the scythe, and an irregular svrathc is brought out. The
straw is dark and full of young clover, where seeds were sown,

and requires sun to dry and prevent the straw from being

mow-burnt, but which amply repays farmers for patience,

as if got up well it will make txcellent winter fodder;

and as regards the yield, oats and barley will come
up to a fair average. Beans, botli winter and spring,

\vill bring out a heavy crop ; but they are foul with weeds.

The wheat has cut out better than was anticipated by many
farmers, and on good land and well-drained farms the crop

will average well ; but on wet and heavy land much of the

young crop was mauled by slugs, and the results are now
quite manifest. Around Ilorley, Merstham, Sclsdon, God-

stone, and adjacent localities, many fields of wheat and other

corn are already safely housed, and at Ewell, Maiden, and on

to Guildford, and surrounding districts, a large extent of corn

land is reduced to stubbles. There is some ditliculty in pro-

curmg sufficient harvest labourers, and the general price paid

is lis. to 14s. per acre for cutting of wheat. The straw is

broken, and the cars of corn are straggled about, and mucli of

it is tied into the butts of the sheaves ; and divesting my mind

of isolated instances, and adopting my own opinion from an

impartial inspection of the corn crops, I am able to aflirm that

the harvest of this year (assuming a continuance of fine

weather) will, for both quality and yield, be fully up to an

average of the last seven years. The roots crops arc making

good progress. The hop plantations are in an uncertain, and

far from very promising condition. There is a good demand
for the right of shooting over land this season, and from Is. to

Is. 6d. per acre is given
;
partridges are plentiful, but much of

the coru will be in the fields on the opening day (next Monday),

the 2ud of September.—August 24.

SHROPSHIRE.
As we anticipated in our last coramunicatiou, the harvest

in tliis county has beeu greatly accelerated by the use of the

reaping machines. A great many of the farmers are this evening

celebrating the harvest home ; but only those who have fur-

nished themselves with improved means of hastening the cut-

ting. The wheat is of a fine quality, judging from the sam-

ples shown to-day at market ; and we have only one complaint

of yield ; and that growl was that " it did not yield according

to the straw." On inquiry we found that this farmer has this

year growu thirty-five sheaves to the acre. Althougli.as above

stated, some farmers have finished harvest, on casting a bird's-

eye view over the county, the bulk still appears uncut—either

through want of hands or reaping machines. The barley is a

great crop, and Mr. Mathews of Montford exhibited a magni-

ficent sample, such as would make the mouths of the lovers of

bitter-beer water. Oats are not grown to any great extent in

this part of the county, and peas are nearly a failure. Tur-

nips that were sown early are doing well ; but the later sown

are suft'ering from drought. INIangolds are making rapid pro-

gress, and potatoes arc at present free from disease.—Aug, 24.

W I C K L O W.

The weather for the last week has Ijcen unsettled ; a good

deal of rain has fallen, but not autlicient to do much injury to

the growing crops, lleaping of oats has partially commenced
in this neighbourhood. On light soils oats will be only a mid-

dling crop, but on good soils it will be heavy. Barley also

wiU be a fair average crop ; but the wheat crop best of all

—

in this county it never looked better. Potatoes also are doing

well and not much complaint of disease. This weather is

very favourable for the mangolds and turnips. No new grain

coming to market, nor do we expect any for another week or

two.—Aug. 22.
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AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE,
FAIRS, &c.

BOSTON SHEEP MARKET.—Not a large supply of fat

Sheep penned, and prices were a trifle in advance of last week.

Store Sheep were plentiful, but trade was slow.

BRIDGNORTH FAIR.—There was a good attendance, but

a very limited show of sheep. Muttou sold at from 6|d. to

7jd. per lb. Fat lambs sold readily, at 7d. per lb. Pigs

plentiful, and went cheap. The horse-fair was exceedingly

dull, and few purchases were effected.

DUNFERMLINE MARKET.—The weather being un-

favoural)le, there were few dealers present. The stock con-

sisted principally of Irish cattle, a good number of which re-

mained unsold. Two-year-olds brought £10 to i.li 10s.

each, and one-year-olds from £i 10s. to £9 each. MUch
co\\s were in slow demand. At the sales there was a good

deal of business. Best cattle sold from £10 to £31, and

small beasts brought from £7 to £10, making from 10s. to

lis. per Dutch stone. Sheep from 33s. to 39s. each, and

lambs from 8s. to 33s. each. Tlierc were a few good beasts

shown, but no sales of importance effected.

FOCHABERS AUGUST JMARKET.—The show of cattle

was not nearly so large as at recent markets, on account of

the superabundance of keep in possession of farmers, and con-

sequent unwillingness to dispose of stock. The sales were,

therefore, stiflf ; and a number of animals returned home un-

sold. Mr. Geddes, Smerick, sold a lot of four queys at £64'

:

Mr. Campbell, Newfield, sold two one-year-olds at £3-i 10s.

;

Mr. Gordon, Station, Orton, sold a cow at £13 10s.; Mr.
M'Donell, Tulloch, sold a stot at £17 10s.

HEREFORD FAIR was very well attended, and a fair

amount of business was transacted. The supply of sheep was
large. Store ewes ranged from 35s. to 45s., and store lambs

36s. to 37s. each. Wethers sold at 7d. to l^A. jier lb., and
ewes 7d. per lb. Beef sold at from 7id. to 8d. The supply

of cattle was not very large. Store jjigs changed bauds at the

prices which have ruled of late. In the horse-fair a brisk

trade was done in cart-horses. The Rana Sales : The number
of rams in the pens was the largest we have seen for a long

time in Hereford. The supply, indeed, exceeded the demand.
Mr. Pye sold a fine lot of grey-faced rams, the property of

]Mr. Druce, of Eynsham, Oxfordshire, at an average of £5 13s.

(Id. Nine grand sliearling rams from Mr. Davies's, of Web-
ton, were sold at an average of seven guineas. The highest

bid was eight guineas. Mr. Pye also offered twenty-two

choice yearling rams from the well-known Penalt flock, the

property of Mr. Price. These sold at an average of [£7.

Messrs. Russell and Sou disposed of a lot of twelve Ryelaiid

lambs, the property of Mr. J. B. Downing, of Holm Lacy, at

an average of £9 5s. ; and a lot of seven yearling rams, from
the same celebrated flock, at an average of £9 10s. The lot

of twelve Ryeland rams, the property of Mr. J. T. Pinches,

were sold at an average of £9 •is. ; aud a lot of Cotswold
rams from the flock of Mr. John Barton, of Fairford, at an
average of £9 7s. Mr. Nathaniel Taylor, of Worcester, had
upwards of fifty first-class rams from the flocks of some of the

celebrated dealers of the day. A lot of Oxfordshire Down
rams, the property of Mr. Cbas. Gillctt, of Cote House,
Buiiipton, Faringtou, were sold at an average of eight guineas

;

and a lot of grey-faced Cotswold rams, the property of Mr.
John GiUett, of Oaklands, near Charlbury, averaged £7 13s.

6d. Several other lots were disposed of, at prices ranging
from five guineas to seven guineas. Mr. Dowle, of Rosse,
Ijrought under the hammer a lot of twenty-two grey-faced

Cotswold rams, from the widely-known flock of ilr. Smith, of

Bibury, Gloucestershire, at an average of 8^ guineas. Mr.
Dowle also disposed of four rams, the property of Mr. John
Wigmore, at an average of ten guineas. Mr. Alfred Edwards
sold a lot of twenty-two Cotswold rams, the property of Mr.
Ycomans, of Stretton, at au average of £8 15s. 6d. One ram
fetched fifteen guineas.

HORNCASTLE HORSE FAIR, which has extended over
ten days, has conchuled. The great demand for high-class
liorscs and the remuiicrative ])rices obtained by colt-breeders
were productive of a fresh sui)ply of horses to tlu; sliow on its

Tesnmption each day, and ail horses of superior stamp in the
various classes readily obtained purchasers. The London

dealers bought very largely of high-class riding and harness

horses, and many of them bad strings of valuable horses con-

sisting of from 40 to 60 head consigned to their stables.

Nuinerous studs of young Irish-bred horses were sold for

foreign exportation, and horses for heavy draught purposes

have realized from 10 to 15 per cent, above prices of last year's

fair. There has been a fair show of Belgian cart-horses, but

among which the business was inactive.

IPSWICH FAIR.—The day was fine, and there was a very

large attendance of farmers and flockmasters. The fair is said

to have been the largest for some years, there being upwards

of 34,000 sheep and lambs penned. Trade was very dull aud

prices high. A few pens of lambs were sold at 33s. to 34s. a

bead, but the prices ranged from 3Is. to 30s., and even 32s.

A few good ewes made 53s. 6d., and the prices varied from

35s. to 50s. There were a few fat sheep, some of which

fetched 47s. per head. The entire absence of cattle of course

detracts very mu(Oi from the interest in this fair.

KINGUSSIE ANNUAL LAMB MARKET.—The result

was very discouraging to breeders. Prices ruled very low.

The best lot of wedder lambs on the stance were bought for

10s. Gd. The second-best lot were bought for 9s., the same

stock last year having been sold at 16s. The average price

for wedder lambs was 5s. to 8s. ; but as low as 3s. 6d. was

accepted, and a number left the stance unsold. Of ewe lambs

the best lots fetched from lOs. to lis. 6d., the average price

of the lots sold being from 6s. to 8s. On the whole, ewe lambs

sold at from 5s. to 7s. below last year's prices.

LANARK LAMB FAIR.—The show of stock was far in

excess of the demand, and at the close of the market it was
calculated that about the half of it remained unsold. There

was a very large disjday of blackfaced stock from Ayrshire,

Wigtonshire, and the borders of Dumfriesshire. The best lots

of top lambs came from these parts, and many of them con-

tained no fewer than from 30 to 35 score. There was a i

numerous turn-out of the secondary descriptions ; indeed, of '

every kind of stock there was a much greater number than has

been seen for a long series of years. The best sale was for top

blackfaced wether lambs ; btit still prices were back from 3s.

6d. to 3s. from those current at the fair held in Lanark a fort-

night ago, or from lis. to 13s. down from last year. Black-

faced ewe lambs were fully 10s. apiece back from last year,

Cheviot wether lambs 10s. to 13s., aud crosses 10s. to 13s.

There was no sale for Cheviot ewe lambs. The following

may be accepted as the general run of prices : Blackfaced

wether lambs, lops, from 7s. 6d. to Ss. Gd. ; secondary kinds, i

from 2s. Ud. to 5s. 6d. ; ewe lambs from 12s. to 18s. ; Cheviot
wether lambs, from 5s. 6d. to 7s., with the exception of one
or two lots, which fetched 9s. Gd. ; and crosses from lis.

to 18s.

LINCOLN FAT STOCK MARKET.—The supply of sheep
was small, but the quality was decidedly better than at the
previous market, and realized from 3s. to 4s. a head more
money. Wethers fetched 7d., and ewes 6jd. A clearance

was effected.

LUDLOW FAIR—Little business was done. The de-

mand for store sheep was small, and the prices quite 10s. per
head lower than this time last year. Mutton realised about
7d. per lb. Pigs were very low in price, and but few sales

were effected. There was a fair supply of horses, tlie most use-

ful of which fetched tolerably good prices.

SETTLE FAIR.—There was an extremely heavy show of
lambs, but a dull market. Prices for half-bred lambs, ISs. to

IGs. each, better bred 17s. to 31s. The sheep brought into

the fair were very few, and principally aged ones, which were
disposed of at prices much lower than last year.

SHEFFIELD FAT STOCK.—Beef from Ss. 6d. to 9s. 3d.
per 141bs., mutton 6d. to 7d., lamb 6id. to 7.id. per lb. The
market has been well sustained throughout, and all has been
cleared off at previous rates. The pig trade was again dull.

Stores sold at 10s. to 40s. each. PorkGs. Gd. to Cs. lOd. per
stone.

WARMINSTER FAIR.—Cheese found a very dull sale, at

3s. to 58. per cwt. below late market prices, and as much as

16s. per cwt. lower than at the corresponding fair' last year.

With a few exceptions only, all the samples pitched were sold.

IRISH I'AIRS.

—

Ballyiiuan : There was a good supply

of horned cattle, but buyers were not numerous. Slicep and
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lambs were also well lepioseuteil. The tone of the lair was
moderate. Three-year-old bullocks and heifers ranged from
£9 to £15, two-year-old from £0 10s. to £9, and yearlings

from £3 to £b. In the sheep department very few sales were
made. Hoggets ranged—ewes from £1 to iiOs. for breeding
purposes, all others from ~0s. to ~5s, fat sheep from oos. to

45s., lambs from 7s. Gd. to 15s. Jlr. Wm. Gibl)ons sold a
lot of 100 at 17s. Horses for farming and other works were
looked after; a demand perceptible. Good strong liorses

ranged from £12 to £~0, other class liorses from £7 to £10.
Springers and milchers were looked after at from £8 to £16.

—

MoYvoRK (Westmeath) : There was stock enough, and at a
cheap rate, but very little buying. Slieep were in great quan-
tities, and elieaper than they have been for many years.

Aethers for victuallers stood about (id. per lb., ewes about 5d.;

some very iiue lambs were worth 26s. top price, 20s. to 2-ls.

mean rates : hoggets of a fair class 30s. to 3 is., prime 35s. to

3Ss. A great many s-jjringcr cows worth from .49 to £17
each; some two years old stores £9 to £11, yearlings £5 to

£7, weanlings £2 2s. to £3 5s., dry cows £8 to £12 each ; fat

heifers (a few) and worth £15 10s. to £18 per head, say 56s.

to 59s. per cwt.
;
pigs worth from i50s. to 45s. for stores,

16s. 6d. to 19s. 6d. per pair for bonhams.

—

Dund.vlk : The fair,

though pretty well supplied with stock, could not be considered
above the average as regards business, which was languid.

Prime beef, oi\ the average, did not realise more than from Gd.

to Gid. per lb., or about 63s. per ewt., second quality 5d. to

to 6d. per lb. Mutton, on a certain calculation, did not bring
more than from 5d. to 6d. per lb. in sink. Lambs are so for-

ward at this season that there was no perceptible ditference

in price per lb. between them and sheep. Bacon pigs were
entirely absent, but there were some hardy stores and a nu-
merous supply of small pigs, which went olf well, cheap feed-

ing being now easily obtainable. There was a larger supply
of horses than usual, but though there were many serviceable

animals and smart ponies for sale, their mediocre character
did not tempt buyers.

—

Akuee (Co. Louth) : The show of
stock was fully equal to that of previous years, and the de-

mand was pretty brisk, with the exeeptiou of that in sheep, iu

which tlierc was a very noticeable decline. Prime beef may
quoted as realising 7d. to 72d. per lb., or from 63s. to G5s. per
cwt. Mutton may be said to have realised from Gd. to 7d.

per lb., and lamb about the same price. There were no pigs,

but a very good display of serviceable horses, but business in

this department did not appear to be very active—
Navan : The supply of prime beef was not very extensive, and
for good top lots stiff prices were received. Best beef rated

from 63s. to 65s. per cwt., second class from 54s. to 58s., in-

ferior not looked after. The department of store cattle was
extensively supplied, more particularly witli bullocks, while-

young stock was unusually abundant. Three-year-old heifers

from £12 10s. to £15, two-year-olds from £9 to £12, yearlings

from £4 to £7 each, two-year-old buUoeks from £8 10s. to

£11, yearlings from £4 to £6 each, dry cows from .£8 to £12
lOs., strippers from £9 to £15 per head. The springer fair

was well supplied. The best springers from £15 to £18 10s.,

and inferior springers and milch cows from £10 to £14 each.

There was a tolerably large show of sheep and lambs ; the best

lots of wethers rated from 53s. to 58s. each, or 6d. to 7d. per

lb. Ewes from 45s. to 4Ss., or S^d. to 6d. per lb. The
highest iignre given for lambs was 28s. each. Inferior lambs

sold from ISs. upwards. The swine fair was characterised by
the absence of heavy pigs. Store pigs experienced an advance

in price, and also bonnives. Stores requiring a month's fat-

tening went as high as 50s. each. Bonnives from 10s. to 15s.

each. There was a considerable number of horses. Colts

sold from £18 to £25, farmers' nags from £10 to £16 each.

Camlougii : There were some very valuable lots of beef,

which fetched about Gd. to 72d. per lb., top figure 7d. Store

cattle and good strippers met a very fair buying ; the latter

rated from £8 10s. to £13 10s. per head. Three-year-old

heifers advanced from £13 to £15 each, two-year-olds from £9
to £13 each, yearlings from £5 to £7 each. Calves from 30s.

to 40s. a-piece. Bullocks, two-year-old and two-and-a-lialf,

from £8 to £13 each : springers of superior quality £16 to

£22 each, in a few instances £24 and £25 were given. Aged
cattle, near their calving, ranged from £9 to £14 a-piece, and
milch cows from £8 to £14, according to age and quality.

Wethers varied from £2 15s. to 60s. for top lots, inferior ones

from 48s. to 58s. each ; hoggets from Sis. to 38s. per head,

lamlis fnim IGs. lo 25s. each. Best mutton 6d.to7d., iiderior

and ewe from 5d. to Gd. per lb. Store pigs rather advanced,

and small weanlings rated from 10s. to 16s. each. There was
a considerable show of horses, the highest figure being £25.

Fanners' nags sold slowly, from .£10 to £l6 each.

—

Tagh-
mOKK : Buyers were numerous, and there was a brisk demand
for good animals amongst foreign stock. Tliere was but a

small supply of general stock. Three-year-old bullocks 10 gs.

to £14, two-year-olds £7 10s. to £10, three-year-old heifers

£11 to £15, two-year-olds £9 to £11, yearlings from £3 10s.

to £6, new milch cows £11 to £15, springers £10 to £12 10s.,

stripjjcrs .£9 to £11. There was a good supply of sheep ; de-

mand dull. Mutton from 4^d. to 5.\d. per lb., hoggets 28s. to

36s. per head, lambs from 16s. to 21s. 6d. Bacon 48s. to 50s.

per cwt.

ENGLISH WOOL MARKET.
CITY, Monday, Aug. 26.—We liavc very little change to

notice in the value of any kind of wool compared with Slon-

day last. On the whole, however, the trade is steady. The
(juantity of wool on oiler is moderately extensive. The ex-

port trade is heavy.

Cdbbent Peices of ENaLISH AVOOL. 8. d. s. cl.

Flbbcbs—Southdown hoggets per lb. 1 d^tol 5
Half-bred ditto 16 17
Kent fleeces ,, 15 16
Southdown ewes and wethers ,, 13 14
Leicester ditto ,, 16 17

SoETS—Combing
, 12 1 8^

Clothing
, 12 1 6J

BllADFOUD WOOL MARKET, (Thursday last.)—The
improved tone of last Thursday is about maintained to-day,

and no more. The increasing firmness of growers, who just

now care more for corn than wool, helps to keep up the price

here. The amount of wool which has changed hands during
the past week has not been so large as in the preceding one,
but spinners buy what they require without hesitation, and
with no expectation of lower prices. The large auction sale

of wool announced for this afternoon may do something to
indicate the tendency of prices, but the wool to be offered

is of a class which cannot form any sure criterion.

—

Bradford
Observer.

YORK WOOL MARKET, (Thursday last.) — At this
market, which is now held fortnightly, there were 350 sheets
offering, of which 150 were left over from the previous mar-
Tvet. Good-bred wools, for which there appeared to be more
buyers, maintained full prices, viz., from 2C)s. to 22s. per stone.
First-class ewe wool 16s. 6d. to 17s. per stone, cross-bred 13s.
to 15s., poorer wool (for which the market was heavy and
lower) 7s. to 9s. 6d., and locks and cots lis. to 12s. per
stone.

GLASGOW WOOL MARKET, (Friday last.)—There is

nothing of importance to note in this market. There is still

a fair demand for most classes, and rates keep pretty station-
ary. In laid Highland especially some good clips have
changed hands

;
but in white wools, although sales have beeu

effected to some extent, still the demand is not on the in-
crease.

—

From F. II. j\tLead's Report.

BRESLAU WOOL REPORT, August 22.—Our trade
continues exceedingly quiet, transactions being very limited
and prices decidedly in favour of the buyers. The whole
amount of sales during the last fortnight arises to only- about
1500 cwts., whereas more than 5000 cwts. have arrived
at the same period from I'oland, Russia, and Hungary.
Most business has been done in the middle-fine descriptions of
clothing-wool at from 70 to 80 thalers, home manufacturers
and Rhenish commissioners being the buyers. Some flocks
of refuse, slipes and skin-wool in bundles realized at from 60
to 70 thalers per ewt. and list-wool unwashed 21 to 22 thalers.
As to lambs-wool, there is nothing like the briskness to be
remarked which characterised last year's trade in this article,
and only best and finest qualities are picked out for English
and French account at comparatively remunerative prices, the
choicest of them being sold at from 105 to 125 thalers' per
cwt.—GU^^SJIUHG, Broxheks.
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REVIEW OE THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

The first of August was very unpromisinj? as to

temperature, being as cold as November; but on
the whole we have had a glowing sultry month,
which reached its height on the 14th, when the

thermometer was 85 degrees in the shade, and at

a tropical height in the sun. Such a high tempera-

ture was pretty sure to bring storms, and we have

had them about once a week, with heavy rain, and
electrical displays truly awful; but the fine intervals

between have enabled farmers to secure a large

portion of their wheat in the southern districts,

and a fair quantity has already appeared at mar-
ket. The quality is generally thin, and millers think

little can be done with it, without a fair admixture
of old ; so a liberal resort must be had to foreign,

for perhaps never was the country more bare of

native stores. So it would seem our granaries will

soon be cleared ; and as the Continent, in respect

of stocks, is like ourselves, we must get on as well

as we can with less mellow- flour than our bakers

have been accustomed to use. The yield has in

very few cases given satisfaction. We have, in-

deed, seen some 63lbs. per buskel wheat, but much
more not over 6 libs. What the Baltic will be
able to do we have yet to learn, as their gather-

ings must dip deeply into September, even with

fine weather, which, for our own sakes as well as

theirs, let us hope they will enjoy. With no de-

pendence anywhere for old wheat in quantity, our
prospects for new as yet rest on Hungary, Russia,

and America. The former country can do but

little, from its limited area, and the latter will only

ship in large quantities when winter is over. But
there are other claimants for corn as well as oui-

selves : Algeria is a terrible failure; so is Portu-
gal partly ; so is Spain ; and the yield of France
this season is very deficient again,. Therefore we
find the vast population of the world quite in con-
dition to require all this year's produce, with a

doubt as to whether any stores will be left on
hand as a provision against future calamities.

Such being the case, it is not to be expected that

the low prices of 1866 will again return, though
the first gatherings may temporarily oppress the

market, and occasion some further decline ; already

a reduction of 5s, has to be noted, and much will

in future depend on the disposition of the mone-
tary interest, as to whether speculation shall ap-

pear, and give an elasticity to business. Foul
weather, either here or on the Continent, would
even now soon change the face of things, and with
the changes experienced throughout this remarka-
ble year, who can reckon on the future ? The fol-

lowing prices were recently quoted at the several

l)laces noted : White wheat at Paris was worth
69s., red 6Gs. The average quotations in Belgium
were about 658., Zealand white at Rotterdam
GOs., Hambro' prices were 669. 6d. for Marks and
Saalered; at Stettin red wheat was quoted 628.;

at Cologne the price was 61s, ; at Pesth (in Hun-
gary) Banat red was worth 3Ss, 6d., a large busi-

ness being done with France and Germany by rail.

The stock of fine wheat at Dautzig was well nigh

exhausted, and 68s. quoted free on board; Frank-

fort quoted 54s. ; Ghirka wheat from Odessa afloat,

to 61s, 6d,, Polish 60s,, Sandomirka 64s., new
amber wheat at NewYork 6 Is. per 480lbs.

The first Monday in Mark-lane commenced on
a small supply of English wheat; but the foreign

arrival was heavy. The show of samjiles this

morning from Kent and Essex was very limited ;

but the return of fine ripening weather made mil-

lers very cautious, and the few sales noted were at

the previous rates. Much of the foreign supply

being Russian, this description of wheat was Is,

per qr. lower, but the finer sorts of Baltic were held

at unaltered rates. Floating cargoes were un-

changed in value, but the demand was slack.

The country markets this week had a firmer aspect

than that of London, being more dependent on the

English supplies. These being very short at Ro-
chester they were Is. to 2s. per qr, higher, and the

same advance was realized at Boston, Bristol, and
some other places, while other towns were dull as

approaching the new harvest, and Sleaford re-

ported Is, per qr. decline. Liverpool was rather

dearer on the Tuesday's market. Edinburgh and
Glasgow noted no change in the value of wheat,

and similar advices come from Dublin and other

parts of Ireland.

On the second Monday there was only about

half the former limited supply of home-grown
'wheat, but this was more than made up by a still

larger arrival from abroad. There were scarcely

any fresh samples of old on the Kentish or Essex
stands ; but a few of the new crop appeared, which,

considering the splendid character of the wea-
ther, brought extreme prices, say 70s. to 76s. per

qr., while the quality and weight were both com-
plained of; these purchases, therefore, must have

been made to test the character of the new flour.

Scarcely anything was passing in foreign, which

holders would have been glad to place at a reduc-

tion of fully Is. to 2s. per qr. Buyers of floating

cargoes were holding 'off in expectation of lower

rates. The weather being tropically fine up to

Wednesday night, and harvest work in many
places very active, there was hardly enough show
of samples in th6 country markets to reduce the

rates of home-growth; but prices became unsettled,

and any sign of anxiety to sell on the part of farmers

lowered prices. After Wednesday night's storm

there was rather more firmness in the country; but

no increase of price. The greatest calm for wheat

ruled, both at Edinburgh and Glasgow. The same

reserve on the part of millers was evinced at Dub-
lin and the other Irish markets, but without any

positive decline, the fate of the crop, being yet in
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the balance from the doubtful character of the
weather.

On the third Monday there was another very
short^supply of home-growth, but a great faUing-oii'

as regarded foreign was noted. Expectation was
greatly disappointed this morning as to the receipt

of new samples, there being so few exhibited from
Kent and Essex, and scarcely any old appeared.
There was, however, no more disposition to take

the new exhibited, at extravagant rates ; and, in-

deed, the quality then oHered was more inferior.

Good runs of red were worth about C6s., of white
GSs., Talavera and extra (|ua]ities bringing more.
With less foreign arrived and so little English on
sale, there was no disposition on the part of holders

to force-off from on board ship, so extremely little

was done, and that at about the decline of the

previous Monday. Floating cargoes could only

be sold on the acceptance of less money. Monday
night oj)ening with a tremendous storm, which
lasted till daylight on Tuesday morning, with a

deluge of rain, had the effect to somewhat check
the downward tendency of prices in the country,

more esjjecially the early markets, there then

being the appearance of unsettled weather; but
as the week wore on, it again became splendidly

fine, and Saturday's markets were mostly down 2s.

per qr., Norwich advices noting a fall of 4s. to 5s.

In Scotland there was calm, without any positive

decline as reported at Edinburgh and Glasgow.
Dublin found a fair consumptive demand, without

quotable ditFerence of value.

The fourth Monday opened with small English
supplies, but there was a good arrival of foreign.

There was only a moderate show of samples this

morning on the Kentish and Essex stands, chiefly

of new white, the weight and quality below that of

last year, though the little red exhibited was better,

and partly taken off by French orders for seed.

Sales on the whole progressed but slowly, at a re-

duction of '28. to 33. per qr. on new, and fully l.s.

on old. There was a French demand for some
Polish-Odessa at full prices, in bond ; but the

trade for home-consumption was extremely limited

at a reduction of quite Is. per qr. Floating

cargoes were also Is. per qr. lower.

The imports into London for four weeks were
ll,437qrs. English and 13G,.53C) qrs. foreign, against

21,417 qrs. English and 73,611 qrs. foreign in 1866.

The general averages commenced at G5s. 8d. and
closed at 6Ss. 4d. ; those of London began at 70s.

5d, and closed at 69s. 5(1. per qr. The imports

into the kingdom for four weeks ending 1 7th Aug.
were 2,896,397 cwts. wheat, 169,610 cwts, flour.

The exports during the month from London were

1,170 qrs. wheat.

The flour trade, influenced by wheat, has been

dull and declining, Norfolks having cheapened

during the month about 2s. per sack, the best

commencing at 48s. and closing at 46s. per sack.

Foreign of all kinds has also given way about as

much, the best French or Spanish not being worth

over 51s.; and a recent importation of American
barrels shows that some may now be expected

from New York, though the last arrivals prove

inferior, and were perhaps only sent on from their

unsalcablenesQ at home. Town millers have no'

as yet lowered the top price, but this is soon

expected, there being an outcry in the daily journals

that the decline on wheat of 5s. per qr. has made
no difference to bread consumers. The imports

into London for the month were 57,960 sacks

Engbsh, 10,697 sacks and 10,090 brls. foreign,

against 57,197 sacks English, 4,569 sacks and 7,988

brls. foreign in 1866.

Old barley of home growth being exhausted,

and the imports from abroad very light, the prices

of this grain have been gradually hardening under

a retail demand. A few samples of new malting

have appeared, and the finest have brought 468.

to 47s. per qr. ; but these prices can hardly be

considered as indicative of the future, and we must
wait for good supplies to settle them. Very
probably, however, fine qualities will be in small

compass and rule high through the season. The
imports into London for the four weeks were only

919 qrs. British; 3,515 qrs. foreign, against 869

qrs. British ; 13,994 qrs. foreign last year.

The malt trade through the month has been in

a state of suspense, with prices declining, just in

proportion as the barley crop improved in ap-

pearance.

Our dependence for oats through the month
has been almost exclusively on continental supplies,

chiefly Russian. The wants of France and other

neighbouring countries have produced a constant

ex])ort demand, so that rates have, after some
fluctuations, rath.er gained on the whole — say,

about 6d. per qr. ; fair 361bs. per bushel Russian

being worth nearly 24s. per qr. The crop in

France this year is again said to be so short that,

in the midst of harvest they have been rising, and
unless our own produce, including Scotch and
Irish supplies, should turn out belter than now
expected, this grain will likely rule comparatively

dear through the season, and at all events there

must be a great want of old corn this side

Christmas. In Germany reports were more favour-

able, so we may have much new pressed upon us

before the closing of the Baltic. The imports for

four weeks into London were in English sorts

3,085 qrs., Scotch 110 qrs., Irish 83 qrs., foreign

228,855 qrs., against 936 qrs. English, 163 Scotch,

250 qrs. Irish, 467,057 qrs. foreign in 1866. The
exports this month were 1 1,240 qrs.

The supply of beans has been fair for the time

of year, foreign imports having steadily improved
since the resumption of exports from Egypt. The
trade has been in calm with a downward tendency,

as prices were lately reported easier in Alexandria.

The English imports in August were 2,0''j6 qrs.;

foreign, 6,777 qrs., against 6l6 qrs. English, 5,325

qrs. foreign in 1866.

Very few peas of English growth have appeared
on the London market; but the Canadian arrivals

have been liberal, with an upward tendency, in

consequence of a good foreign demand, the crops

of rye running short in Norway and Sweden and
these being used as substitutes. The new, as yet

exhiljited on the market, have been of poor colour

as regarded white qualities, and the grey in small

quantities were held at 40s, to 41s. per qr. The
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month's imports into London were 883 qrs. Eng-
lish, 15,047 qrs. foreign, against 884 qrs. Enghsh,
10,360 qrs. foreign in 1S66. The exports were

3,910 qrs.

Of maize there have been fair arrivals — say,

14,577 qrs., and since the reduced price this grain

has met with more inquiry, being relatively cheaper
than barley or peas.

Linseed has continued to arrive only in mode-
rate quantities ; but there has been less exported
than formerly, probably owing to the high range of

prices. Rates have kept pretty firm through the

month, and there has been a very good sale for

cakes, at 5s. to 10s. per ton advance.
The little cloverseed left over has been in steady

hands. During the rains more money was asked ;

but since it has become steadily fine and warm,
and the reports from France have been more
favourable to the growing crops, there has been
less disposition to buy. New rapeseed has ap-

peared of fair quality, worth about G3s. per qr.,

and a little new mustard, rather low, for which
15s. per bushel was asked.

CURRENT PRICES OF BRITISH GRAIN AND FLOUR
IN MARK LANE.

Shillings per Quarter.
WHEAT, Essex and Kent, white... old 63 70...new 60to,66

,, „ red „ 62 66... „ 60 63
Norfolk, Lincoln, and Yorkshire, red 60

BARLEY 32 to 35 Chevalier, new 35
Grinding 33 35 Distilling 35

MALT, Essex, Norfolk, and Suffolk new
Kingston, Ware, and town-made
Bro^v^l

RYE
OATS, English, feed 25 to 31 Potato.

Scotch, feed 22 30 Potato.
Irish, feed, white 21
Ditto, black 21

BEANS, Mazagan ...38

Harrow 38
PEAS, white, boiler8..40

66
61

,34
.28
,27
,27
, 26
38
43

26 Fine
26 Potato..
39 Ticks...

4i Pigeon
43 Maple 40 to 44 Grey, new38 40

FLOUR, per sack of 2801bs., Town, Households 64 60
Country, on shore 46 to 48 ,, 49 51
Norfolk and Suffolk, on shore 45 46

FOREIGN GRAIN.
Shillings per Quarter-

WHEAT, Dantzic, mixed 65 to 66 old, extra 70 to74
Konigsberg 65 67 extra 68 69
Rostock 67 69 fine 68 69
Silesian, red 61 64 white.... 64 65
Pomera., Meckberg., and Uckermrk. ...red old... 62 64
Russian, hard, 55 to 60... St. Petersburg and Riga 56 58
Danish and Holstein, red 60 63
French, none Rhine and Belgium 61 66
Ohiliau, white 61... Califomian 66 ... Australian 68 70

BARLKY, grinding 31 to 34 ....distilling and malting 35 38
OATS, Dutch, brewing and Polands 24 to 32 feed 21 26

Dani.sh and Swedish, feed 25 to 30.... Stralsund... 25 27
Canada24to25, Riga21to 25,Arch.23to24, P'sbg. 25 28

TARES, Spring, per qr small 35 37... large ... 38 40
BEANS, Fricsland and Holstein 37 42

Kiiuigsberg 37 to 41. ..Egyptian 37 38
PEAS, feeding and maple.. .37 38.. .fine boilers 39 42
INDIAN CORN, white 33 40.. .yellow 37 40
FLOUR, per sack, French. .46 51. ..Spanish, p. sack 47 61

American, per brl 27 32...extraand d'ble.33 36

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
For the week ended August 17, 1867.

Wheat 24,8561 qrs. 683. 4d.
Barley 976J „ 36s. 7d.
Data 1,375| „ 29s. 7d.

COMPARATIVE AVERAGES.
Years, Qrs.
18(13... 49,6735 ,

1804... ei,702i ,

1865... 45,752J ,

18H6... 53,532|
1867... 24,8501

BARLEY,
8. d.
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HOP MARKETS.
BOROUGH, MoxuvY, August 26. — Our miirket is

very quiet, aud owiug to the improving prospects of the

coming crop, quotations are merely nominal. The wea-
ther during the past week has been extremely favoura-

ble to the growtii of tlie bine, and all sound and healthy

gardens in every district of the plantations have made satisfac-

tory progress ; the grounds in some parts have also improved
slightly ; but the change of weather has arrived too late to be

of any material service to them, so far as the coming yield is

concerned. Bavaria aud Bohemian Accounts are hardly so

favourable as last week. Alost, however, is reported to be im-

proving. New York advices to tiie 12th instant report the

market as very strong, with scarcely any Hops on oiler

;

blight is rapidly s])reading throughout the sections, and has

now extended to AViscousin, which hitherto has been quite

free.

Mid and East Kent £11 £11 11 £13
Weald of Kent 10 10 11 13
Sussex 10 10 10 15 11

Faruham 11 11 11 13

Yearlings 10 7 8

Olds 3 4. 10 5 12

PRICES of BUTTER, CHEESE, HAMS, &c.
BUTTER, p. cwt.— 8.

Friesland 92 to
8.

I

CHEESE, per cwt.— s. 8.

96 Cheshire 78 to 88
Jersey 76 88
Dorset 110 \U
Carlow — —
Waterford — —
Cork — —
Limerick — —
Sligo — —
Fbese, per doz., lis. Od. to

13s. Od.

Dble. Gloucester 74
Cheddar 80
American new 56

HAMS: York new80
Cumberland ... ,, 80
Irish , 80

BACON:—
Wiltshire 74
Irish, green 64

ENGLISH BUTTER MARKET.
LONDON, Monday, Aug. 26.—We note an improved de-

mand for newly-made Butters of good quality, at rather more
money ; but stale and inferior parcels are left without inquiry.

Dorset, fine 112s. to 114s. per cwt.

Devon 9Ss. to 102s. „

Fresh 12s. to 14s. per doz.

GLASGOW CHEESE MARKET.—The arrivals of home
cheese were very large ; but the demand is gradually falling

otf, owiug to the large shipments of American cheese, and to

etfect sales less money had to be taken. About 25 tons

passed the weigh-house scales. New Dunlops 44s. to 50s.,

ditto Cheddars 46s. to 54s., fine old Cheddars 68s., ditto Dun-
lops 60s. to 66s., Skims 24s.

POULTRY MARKETS.—Surrey Chickens 3s. to 3s. 6d.,

Fowls 5s. 6d., Barudoor Fowls 2s. 6d. to 3s., Irish 2s., Ducks
2s. 6d. to 3s., Pigeons 7d. to 9d., Geese 5s. to 6s , tame

Rabbits Is. 6d., wild ditto Is. to Is. 2d., Grouse 2s. to 4s.,

Leverets 3s. to 4s. 6d ; Venison £4 10s. to £5 per buck.

BOROUGH AND SPITALFIELDS.
LONT)ON, Monday, Aug. 26.—These markets are fairly

supplied with home-grown Potatoes, but scantily with foreign

produce. The trade is moderately active, at our quotations.

There were no imports last week.

English Shaws 60s. to 100s. per ton

Regents 60s. to 120s.

TIMBER.

COUNTRY 'POTATO MARKETS.—Manchesteh (Sa-

turday last) : New potatoes 7s. to 12s. per 2521bs.—Ponte-

FRACT (Saturday last) : Potatoes lOd. to Is. per weigh.

—

York
(Saturday last) : There was an increased quantity of potatoes,

and again a reduction of price took place. Round ones were

from 6d. to 7d. per score of 211bs., and from 7d. to 8d. per

peck retail. Kidney potatoes, which are now very scarce, were

the same as before.

BREAD.
LONDON, SiTtTEDAT, Aug. 24.—The prices in the Metro-

polis are, for

Wheatkn Bbkad, per 41b3. Loaf 9Jd. to lOd.

HotrsBHOLD Bbbad, ,, 7d, to 9d,

BALTIC FIR TIMBKR.
Pel' loud 30 cubic feet.

8. d. 8. d.
Klga 57 to 53
Dantzic and Memel,
Crown 75 85
Best middling Co 73
Good middling &
second 43 59

Common middling 35 45
Small, short, and
irregular 30 iO

Stettin 35 50

Swedish 36 42
Small 33 34

Swedish & Norway
balks 23 32

AMERICAN PITCH PINE.
United States „

£ s.

BALTIC OAK TIMBER.
Memel, crown 110 130

Bi-aok bO 90
Dantzic and Stettin,
Crown 73 105

Bi'ack&unsquur'd 40 55

WAINSCOT.
Per log is cubic feet.

Riga, crown 90 93

Brack 57 6 C2

Uemol and Dantzic,
Crown 75 95
Brack 55 65

DEALS AND BATTENS.
Per Petersburg standard hundred.

£ s. £ 8.

Archangel 10 10 12
Seconds 8 10 9

Petersburg 9 10 11

Wyburg 8 10 9

Finland and hand-
sawn Swedish 7 8

Petersburg St Riga
white deals 8 9 10

Memel and Dantzic,
Crown red deals... 12 13

Brack 8 9

Christiana & Sanne-
sund deals, white
andyeUow 12 to 13

Second do 9 10 10

Dram & Frederiok-
stadt battens, do. 8 5 8 15

DramGViinchdo. ... C 15 7 15

Gothenb'g.gd stocks 9 9 10

Common 8 8 10

Gefle and Swedish
U-feet deals 9 10

Swedish deals and
battens, long mill-
sawn 8 10 9 10

Dantzic, cr'wn deck,
per 40-feet 3-inoh 10 10
Brack 12 10

LATHWOOD.
Per cubic fathom.

Petersburg 7 10 8
Riga, Dant., Mcmol,
and Swedish 4 10 C 10

FIREWOOD.
Per cubic fathom.

Swedish, red deal
ends 3 15 4

Norway, red & white
boards 3 3 10

Rounds and slabs 2 10 2 15

OAK STAVES
Per mllle pipe.

Memel, crown 140 155

First brack 120 130

Dantzic, Stettin, Ik,

Hambro' full-siz'd

crown 100 130
Canada, stand, pipe 75
Puncheon, ^ 1,200

pieces 22 10 24
Bosnia, single brl.,

^1,200 pieces 21 22
United States, pipe 30 55
Hogshead, heavy
and extra 25 30
Slieht 19 22

LEADENHALL LEATHER MARKET.
CROP HIDES.

ENGLISH.
lbs.
28 to 35

d. d.
llVutolS

17

BUTTS.
ENGLISH.

d.
5 _.... 12V2

12Wi 20
13V2 24

11 Vi 22
llVs 23

1214

14Mi

OFFAL.
d. d.

EngUsh Shoulders 11 14Vi
Do. Cheeks and Faces. 7(4 10

Do. Bellies 8Mj 11

Do. Middlesdo 11 12^2
Foreign Shoulders 10 12
Do. Necks 8 10

Do. Bellies 7Vii 9(6
Do. Middlesdo 10 12

Dressing Hide Shoulders. 10 12
Do. do. Bellies 7 9

Kip Shoulders 5 8

Do. Bellies 5 7

DRESSING HIDES.
lbs. lbs. d. d.

Common 20 to 24 ... 11 tol3

Do 25 28 ... 11 13

Do 30 34 ... 11 13

Do 35 " 40 ... 12 15

Saddlers' 30 35 ... 13 15

Do 36 60 ... 14 10

Bulls 10 12

Shaved U IC ... 14 16

Do 17

Do.
Do. ..24

Scotch do 16

19 ... 13M; 15^2
23 ... 121/2 14!4
24 ... 121.2 14

13'/2 16

15

HORSE HIDES.
lbs. lbs. d.

English 13 18 ... Ill

„ without butts 9 14 ... 11

Spanish, salted,
without butts, B. d. s. d.

per hide 6 9 ... 9 6 15

Do. do. do... 9 12 ...11 6 17

do. inferior ... 7 10do.
dry
do.
do.

do.. .80110
.10 14

do. inferior... 6 8

CALF SKINS.
Av. weight, lbs. lbs.

perdozcB 20to30 ...-
30 35 ...

.35 40

.50 60 ... 20 28

.60 75 ... 18 26

Welsh, unrounded.
Av. wght., p.doz.25 35

Do. 35 50 ... 17 22

Coach, per hide 23s. to

;

HORSE BUTTS. SHAVED.
d. d.

English 10

Spanish 10

KIPS.
lbs. lbs. d. d

Petersburgh 4 7 ... 16 19
Do 7 9 ... 10 19

Do 9 10 ... 15 18
Do 11 13 ... 14 16

E. I.drysalted... 5 7 ... 19 22
Do. do. ... 7 9 ... 18 20
Do. seconds 16 18
Do. thirds 12 15
Do. inferior 7 13

SHEEP SKINS.
Basils, unstrained, per lb. 11 21
Do. strained, per lb. ... 10 21
Do. facing, per doz 7s. 243.

White Sheep & Lambs „ 4 10
Do. strained „ 10 24
Do. aprons ,, 10 27

Tan Sheep and Lambs „ 10 34
Sumach roans „ IG 35
DO. skivers , 10 28

Bark skivers „ 10 30

• SUNDRIES.
s. s.

Hog Skins, best each 7 to 13

Do. seconds ,,5 7
Seal Skins, split, per dozen 40 70
Do. for bindings „ 35 75

Calf Skins.Sumach-
tauned
Do. white „ 30 50

Horse Hides, white, each... 8 IS
Hide Splits, per lb 7d. to U(J
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WINES.
£ £

Port, very super, old, %J pipe 65 80

Good old BO eo

Fall- light 30 40

Do. young 20 25

1863's 50 55
18G5'.s 45 50

Rod Winos, from Oporto — —
Do. do., ,, Lisbon — —

White do., fine dry 28 30
Do do., „ rich , 32 38

Buoellas 36 44
Caroavellos 38 42
Figuera — —

Per butt.
Sherry, fine 100 180
Good 60 80
Common and fair 20 50

White wines from Cadiz
Bay — —

Per pipe.
Malaga, 1st quality — —
2nd quality 18 20
Lower do — —

Spanish, red, good and
fine 13 17

Common and fair 10 12
White 11

Clarets, latgrth.,'8a'B& G3's 65 75
2nd do 35 50
Other qualities 12 25
Cargo 5 10

Per 115.

Masdcu — —
Per pipe.

French, red 12 16
Wliite 11 12

Per aum.
Hook, superior 45 60
Otiier qualities 6 30

Moselle, fine 20 30
Other qualities 16

Per pipe.
Madeira, direct, good 75 105
Common 40 60

Marsala 16 17
Cape, white, good and fair ...

Common
Teneriffe, London particular 34 40
2nd quality — 25

Hambro', red 12 16
White 10 13

Per hhd.
Hungarian, red 7 18
Wliite 7 18

Matthew Claek and Sons.

SPIRITS.

As regards values the market for rum has been very firm,

but no extensive transactions have taken place. Brandy
supports its former quotations, and British spitit is offered at

12s. 6d. per gallon.
s. d. s. d.

E. India proof, per gal. t 5\^ 1 6
Leewards, do. .„ 16 18
Penang X 5
Mauritius 15
Demera, ord.togd., pf. 1 8 110

„ Choice marks 1 10

Shipped by
Martell.

s. d, s. d
Jamaica, 2Gto29 0.P.... 2 W 3

Do. 30to35O.P.... 3 1 3 10
Bettor quality, 32 to 36
over proof 3 4

Superior Marks, 32 to
38 over proof 4 3 5

Shipped by
Shipped by Shipped by
Henuessy. Otard.

s. d. 8. d.
8
7
6

Vineyard
Proprietors'
Company.
B. d. B. d.
8
6
SO

MEADOW HAY, ..

CLOVEB
New ....

8TKAW .

Whiteohapel
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PICKSLEY, SIMS, AND CO. (LIMITED),
BEDFORD FOUNDRY, LEIGH, LANCASHIRE,

MANUFACTUEERS of CHAFF CUTTERS, CORN GRINDING and CRUSHING MILLS,
TURNIP CUTTERS, PULPERS, CAKE BREAKERS, Etc., Etc.

In addition to the ordinary sizes of Chaff Cutters, P., S., and Co. have introduced a new Machine, specially adapted for

the London Market, fitted with a large Fly Wheel and wide Mouthpiece, at a low cost.

P., S., and Co. also make a new Combined Machine for Slicing Turnips and for Pulping and Cutting Finger Piecs
for Sheep. This Machine is entirely new, of treble action, and requires little ]iower to work it.

P , S , and Co., manufacturers of STEAM ENGINES, BONE-GRINDING and RASPING MILLS, REAPING and
MOWING MACHINES, HYDRAULIC and SCREW PRESSES and PUMPS of every description, COTTON GINS, etc., etc.

ILLUSTK.VTED CATALOGUES FREE PER POST ON APPLICATION.

PRICE HALF-A-CROWN,
WBTIMI QILlUtyigTtSATBOIMIgg

TALES AND TRAITS
1 II I 111 ^
BY HENRY CORBET.

CONTENTS:
The Profit and Loss—The Thistle Down, or the Economy of a Training Stable—John Gully—The Farmer's

Story—A Modern Hunting Song—The Hard-up, or a Rational Evening's Amusement—Old John Day—The
Private Pupil—The Fate of Actaeon—A Coper's Confession— Fulwar Craven, or " A Bit of a Character "—The
Great Handicap Race—Goodwood in the Days of the late Duke—The Banished Maid—A Deceiving Horse

—

The Great Horse and Hound Show—A Second Fox—A Desperate Man—The Love Bird—The Belles

of Swindon—The Favourite—The Last of the Chifneys—The Breeding of Hunters and Hacks, and how
Farmers should set about such a Business.

ROGERSON & TUXFORD, 246, STRAND, and all Booksellers.

BEAUTIFULLY EMBELLISHED WITH HIGHLY FINISHED STEEL ENGRAVINGS,

PORTRAITS OF THE NOBILITY, ETC.
Published Monthly—Price One Shilling.

PUBLISHED BY ROGERSON & TUXFORD, 246, STRAND, LONDON.
May be had of all Booksellers.

NEW WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF "MANHOOD."
Post Free from the Author, 12 stamps ; Sealed Ends, 16 stamps.

DR. CURTIS'S MEDICAL GUIDE TO MARRIAGE : a Practical Treatise on its
Physical and Personai. Obligations. With instructions to the Married and Unmarried of

both Sexes, for removing the special disqualifications and impediments which destroy the happiness of wedded
life, founded on the result of a successful practice of 30 years.—By Dr. J. L. Curtis, M.D., 15, Albemarle
Stbeet, Piccadilly, London, W.

Also, by the same Author, a New and Revised Edition of

MANHOOD : A MEDICAL ESSAY on the Causes and Cure of Premature Decline in
Man ; the Treatment of Nervous Debility, Spermatorrhoea, Impotence, and those peculiar infirmities

which result from youthful abuses, adult excesses, tropical climates and other causes ; with Instructions for the

Cure of Infection without Mercury, and its Prevention by the Author's Prescription (his infallible Lotion).

REVIEWS OF THE WORK.
* Manhood.—This is truly a valuable work, and should be in the hands of young and old."

—

Sunday
Times, 23rd March, 1858.
"The book under reuew is one calculated to warn and instruct the erring, without imparling one idea that

can vitiate the mind not already tutored by the vices of which it treats."

—

Naial and Military Gazette,

1st Feb., 1856.
"We feel no hesitation i.n saying that there is no member of society by whom the book will not be found use-

ful, whether such person hold the relation of a Pakent, Preceptor, or Clergyman"—^Smw, Evening Paper,
Manhood.—" Dr. Curtis has conferred a great boon by publishing this little work, in which is described
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AIL STORMS.

OF WHEAT, BARLEY, OATS, BEANS, PEAS, RYE, TURNIPS, &o.,

AGAINST LOSS BY HAIL STORMS
CAN BE EFFECTED WITH

THE ROYAL FARMERS' COMPANY,
3, NORFOLK STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C, AT

MODERATE RATES.

SEEDS and GLASS are also insured.

FIRE Insurances at rates as low as other well established offices.

LIFE Assurances of any description at equitable rates. Four-fifths of the profits divided every Fifth Year.

LOSSES'—Prompt and Liberal settlement of claims.

Further particulars may be had at the Chief Oflice, or of the Agents.

JOHN REDDISH, Secretary and Actuary.

AI>]>ITIO]¥A]:4 A€}E]¥T8 IfVAWTKO. Application to the Secretary.

/pHOAIAS BIGG, Agricultural and Veterinary
I Chemist, by Appointment to His late Royal Highness The

Prince Consort, K.G., Leicester Houfe, Great Dorer-streer,

Dorough, London, begs to call the attention of Farmers and
Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and IAMB DIPPING COM-
POSITION, which requires ao Boiling, and may be used with
Warm or CoW Vater, for effectually destroying the Tick, Lice,

d all other insects injurious to the Flock, preventing the

miing attacks of Fly and Shab, and cleansing and purifying

ne Skin, thereby greatly improving the Wool, both in quantity

and quality, and highly contributing to the general health of

the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c,, at his Manufac-

tory as above, and sold as follows, although any other quantity

may be had, if required :

—

4 lb. for 20 sheep, price, jar included £0 2
6 1b. 80 „ „ „ 8

8 1b. 40 „ „ „ 4

10 1b. 50 „ ,, „ 5
20 lb. 100 „ ,, (cask and measure 10

80 lb. 160 „ „ included) 15

40 1b. 200 ,, „ „ 10
50 1b. 250 ,, ,, ,, 1 3 6
60 lb. 800 „ „ „ 17 6
80 lb. 400 „ „ „ I 17 G

ICO lb. 500 „ „ „ 2 6
Should any Flockmaster prefer boiling the Composition, it will

be equally effective.

MOST IMPORTANT CERTIFICATE.
From Ma. Hekapath, the celebrated Analytical Chemitt:—

Bristol Laboratory, Old Park, January 18th, 1861.

Sir,— I have submitted your Sheep-Dipping Composition to

analysis, and find that the ingredients are well blended, and the

mixtire neutral. If it is used according to the directions given,

1 feel satisfied, that while it efl'ectually destroys vermin, it will

not injure the hair roots (or " yolk ") in the skin, the fleece, or

the carcsse. I think it deserves the n'tmerous testimouials pub-
lished, I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

WiixiAU BSBAPATH, Sen., 7.C.S., Jcc, Jcc,

To Mr. Thomas Bigg, Professor of Chemistry,
t-elcester House, Great Oovei'ttreet, Borough, London

,

He would also especially ciall attention to his SPECIFIC, or

LOTION, for the SCAB, or SHAB, which will be found a certain

remedy for eradicating that loathsome and ruinous disorder In

Sheep, and which may be safi'ly used in all climates, and at all

seasons of the year, and to all descriptions of sheep, even ewes
in lamb. Price FIVE SHILLINGS per gallon—sufficient on an
average for thirty Sheep (according to the virulence of the

disease); also in wine quart bottles. Is. 3d. each.

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
"Scoulton, near Hingham, Norfolk, April Iflth, 1855.

" Dear Sir,—In answer to yours of the 4lh inst, which would
have been replied to before this had I been at home, I have
much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of your in-

valuable 'Specific for the cureof Scab in Sheep.' The GOO sheep
were all dressed in August last with 84 gallons ol the ' Non-
Poisonous Specific,' that was so highly recommended at the
Lincoln Show, and by their own dresser, the best attention

being paid to the flock by my shepherd after dressing according
to instructions left ; but notwithstanding the Scab continued
getting worse. Being determined to have the Scab cured i

possible, I wrote to you for a supply of your Specific, which
I received the following day; and although the weather was
most severe in February during the dressing, your Spcciji

proved itself an invaluable remtdy, for in three weeks the Sheep
were quite cured; and I am happy to say the young lambs aie

doing remarkably well at present. In conclusion, I believe it

to be the safest and best remeJy now in use. "I remain, dear Sir,

your obedient servant, " For JOHN TINGEY, Esq.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg." " R. RENNEY.

B^ Flockmasters would do well to beware of such prepara-

ions M " Non-poi»onou8 Compositions :" it is only necessary to

appeal to their good common sense and judgment to be tho-

roughly convinced, that no " Non-poisonous" article can poison

or destroy insect vermin, particularly such as the Tick, Lice, and

Scab Parasites—creatures so tenicious of life. Such advertised

preparations must be wholly uieleti, or they are not what they

are represented to be.

Dipping Apparkttti r „..£\4, £5, £4,& £9.
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WHEAT : ITS HISTORY, CHARAC-
TEEISTICS, CHEMICAL COMPOSITION,

and NUTRITIVE PROPERTIES. By "The Oi-d

NoHPOLK rARMEE," Author of " AgricultuTC, Ancient

*nd Modern," Ac, &c.

THE AGRICULTURIST'S WEATHER-
GUIDE AND MANUAL OF METEOROLOGY.

By Henky C. Ceeswick, Assistant Observer in the

Magnetical and Meteorological Departm»Rt of the

Royal Observatory at GveenTvich, Authw «{ several

papers on Meteorology.

FLAX : ITS CULTIVATION AND PRE-
PARATION, and BEST MODE OF CON-

«TSRSION.— By James Ward, Author of "The
World and its Workshops," &c.

RURAL ARCHITECTURE : a SERIES
OP DESIGNS FOR RURAL AND OTHER

DWELLINGS. The Ground Plans, Elevations, and
Specifications by James Sanderson, Burgh Engineers'
Office, Liverpool.

THE AGRICULTURAL INSTRUCTOR:
or, YOUNG FARMER'S CLASS BOOK.—By

Edmund Murpht, A.B.

DOMESTIC FOWL: THEIR NATURAL
HISTORY, BREEDING, AND GENERAL

MANAGEMENT.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.—By George
QjLiNNY, F.L.S., Author of "Properties of
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M. M. MlIyBUEN.
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By M. M. MiLBUEN, Author of "The Sheep,"

Ac. The Dairy Department Revised by T. Hokspall.

SHEEP AND SHEPHERDING : embrac-
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and General Management of Sheep ; with Treatises on
Australian Sheep Farming, the Spanish and Saxon
Merinos, &c. By M. M. Milbuen, Author of " The
Cow," and various Agricultural Prize Essays.
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By M. M. Milbuen, Author of " The Sheep,", Ao.
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F. HOll^ARD,
BEITANNIA IRON WOBES, BEDFORD,

PATENTEES AND MANUEACTURERS OE

CHAMPION PLOUGHS,

STEAM CUIiTIVATORS,
STEAM PLOUGHS,

HARROWS, HORSE RAKES,
HAYMAKERS,

AND OTHEE AGKICULTUBAL IMPLEMENTS.

From their long* experience and great manufacturing- facilities, J. and F. Howard are in

a position to supply Ag'iicultural Machinery, not only of the best desig-n, but of the best

workmanship it is possible to produce. Their aim for many years has been to manufacture

Implements which, whilst most efficient in work, should prove economical and durable in

use. Being- extensive Farmers themselves, they have full opportunities of testing every

machine before offering- it to the public.

J. & F. HOWARD have long devoted attention to the Manufacture of

IMPLEMENTS FOR ALL PARTS OP THE WORLD,
AND BEING THE LARGEST EXPORTERS IN ENGLAND OF

PLOUGHS, HAREOWS, AND HORSE RAKES,
they are fully acquainted with the kind of Implements adapted for various countries. Their

Implements are made principally of WROUGHT and MALLEABLE IRON, and are not

only constructed so as to take to pieces and pack in the smallest compass to save freight, but

are so simply arranged as to leave no difficulty in putting them together.

Packing Cases and Packing charged Cost Price.

CATALOGUES, with fall Particulars, sent POST FREE on application.

London OflBLce-4, Cheapside, three doors from St. Paul's.
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PLATE I.

KING LEAR; a Prize Boar of the middle breed.

THE PROPERTY OF MR. PETER EDEN, OF CROSSLANE, SALFORD, MANCHESTER.

King Lear, bred by Mr. Joseph Hintlson, of
Barton House, Everton, Liverpool, is by Wel-
come Guest out of Perfection 5th, by Volunteer;
and Welcome Guest by Wetherby Hero.
King Lear took the first prize at the Bury St.

Edmunds Meeting of the Royal Agricultural So-
ciety of England, the first prize at Burnley, the
first at Worsley, and the first prize at the Man-
chester Meeting of the Manchester and Liverpool
Society, the only occasions upon which he has
been exhibited.

At the Bury Show we thus wrote of King Lear

:

" In the other pigs of a white breed, a new ex-

hibitor, Mr. Peter Eden, of Salford, received some

well-earned distinction ; and though his middle-
size boar had nothing but one of Mr. Duckering's
against him, Mr. Eden's was still about the best
pig on the ground. He is compact, but broad and
deep in his frame, with a good head, a famous
collar and forehand, and plenty of nice curly hair.

He was, in truth, the happy medium his entry im-
plied, and his portrait was ordered forthwith for

the Farmer's Magacine."
Mr. Hindson, the breeder of King Lear, has

been himself a very successful breeder and ex-
hibitor of pigs, but latterly he has been compelled
to decline competing, being called upon so fre-

quently to act as a judge.

PLATE II.

THE HERMIT; a Thoroughbred Colt.

THE PROPERTY OF MR. HENRY CHAPLIN, OF BLANKNEY, LINCOLN.

The Hermit, bred by Mr. Blenkiron in 1864, is

by Newminster out of Seclusion, by Tadmor, her

dam Miss Sellon, by Cowl— Belle Dame, by Bel-

shazzar—Ellen, by Starch— Cuirass, by Oiseau.
Newminster, bred by the late Mr. Orde in 1848,

is by Touchstone out of Beeswing, by Doctor
Syntax, about the very best pedigree in the Stud
Book. Newminster, a very handsome horse, was
a good runner, and, like his father before him, a

winner of the St. Leger; while at the stud he

ranks as only second to Stockwell. Newminster's

stock first came out in 1S5S as two-year-olds, and

this first batch included Actceon, Ariadne, New-
castle, Rosabel, and others. In the year following

Musjid won the Derby in the first season that

Newminster's three-year-olds were ever out, while

that magnificent horse. Lord Clifden, credited him
with the St. Leger in 1863. Newminster is also

Oi.D Serip.s.]

the sire of Aurora, Contadina, Neophyte, Con-
fusion, Joey Jones, Lovebird, York Minster,
Blackcock, Imaus, Kildonan, Stanton, Cerintha,
Limosina, Muezzin, Onesander, Pratique, Borealis,

Adventurer, Beadle, Cambuscan, Midnight Mass,
Newmarket, Oldminster, Oscar, Saragossa, Spen-
cer, Bedminster, Doctor Syntax, Lady Egidia,

Lady Florence, Lady Hylda, Oppressor, Peeress,

Victorious, Archimedes, Balder, Cathedral, Crown
Prince, Strathconan, Ulphus, Vespasian, Beeswing,
Bertie, Cellina, Ines, Problem, Pericles, and Offer-

ing. Newminster is the sire of upwards of one
hundred and sixty winners, while his subscription

at Rawcliflfe, where he still continues, is generally

full long before the season commences.
Seclusion, bred by Mr. Simpson, in 1857, was a

very good performer at two-year-olds, and as a

consequence started a strong favourite for the

TJ [Voi. LXII.—No. 4.
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Oaks, but she gradually trained ofF, and " Mr. E.

Hall," at the close of 1861, transferred the filly to

Mr. Blenkiron. She was put to Marsyas in 1862,

and the produce. The Novice, was knocked down,

at the Middle Park sale of yearlings in 1864, to

Mr. F. Fisher for 240 guineas, but she was never

afterwards worth the money. The Hermit followed

in 1864, but the mare slipped her foal to Weather-

bit in 1S65 ; had an own sister to Hermit in 1866,

that was sold at Middle Park in July last for 1,0.50

guineas ; while she has another filly by Newminster
just weaned.

Hermit is a yellowish chesnut, a somewhat
curious-colouved coat that, as we fancy, will never

look so bright as some of the blood chesnuts show
out in. He stands fifteen hands two inches and a-

half high, has a long lean head, not quite elegantly

set on to his straight clean neck, with nicely-laid

shoulders, muscular and blood-hke, and a good

middle, if a trifle too long. He has fine loins,

great haunches, and big but rather short thighs,

with powerful arms, first-rate joints, and short

wearing legs, his marked peculiarity being the

point of the quarter coming down in a line with

the point of the hock. Being a capital-tempered

horse he saunters along with a rather listless in-

different air, that at Epsom went at once to con-

demn him, although he was by no means so unfit

as some people were ready to declare. Hermit is

altogether a very stylish horse, as one of the hand-
somest yearlings we ever saw, when we hung to

him at the Middle Park sale, and said, in print,

" We shall wager Mr. Chaplin he will be worth

more than the other grand chesnut by this time

two years." That other grand chesnut was Peda-

gogue, a son of Stockwell and Governess, also

booked to Mr. Chaplin for 1,500 guineas. Hermit
making 1,000 guineas.

Hermit's two-year-old running proved him to be

about the best colt of his year, and up to a very

short time before starting he was a leading favourite

for the Derby. He, however, broke a blood-vessel

in a gallop a few days before running, and so went

right out of the betting, winning with 100 to 1

against him. Hermit ran second to Achievement

for the St. Leger and the Doncaster Cup, and the

filly has beaten hira on the three occasions of their

meeting,

THE NOETH SHORE OF CORNWALL.
BY CUTHBEKT W, JOHNSON, T.R.S.

In visiting the very interesting county of Cornwall, the

tourist must be prepared for a system of cultivation dif-

fering widely from that of our eastern shores. Such a

traveller must remember its peculiar soils, its mountainous

character, and its climate, warmer in winter, and far more

moist at all seasons than that of our eastern and southern

counties. The south-westerly position, too, of the laud,

its narrow form, surrounded on three sides by the Atlan-

tic, must also be taken into account.

If the tourist bears these facts in remembrance, he wiU

be prepared to meet in Cornwall with a district in which

there is far more grass than cereal crops. From the very

hiUy nature of the county, the mountains and valleys in

many places having their slopes far too rapid and broken

to admit of the formation of any but small enclosures, he

will also anticipate small farms, and these, as frequently

is the case wath small holdings, often highly rented.

Amongst the farmers of Cornwall, however, both large

and small, there appears to be an air of comfort and in-

dependence. Their cows, their bullocks, their white-

faced sheep, their pigs, all appear in good condition, and

like their owners quite inclined to be on the most friendly

terms with straugers. The great majority of the farms

are small, being of such an extent that all the labour

required is performed by the tenant and his family.

There is certainly more than three-fourths of the acreage

of these farms in grass, the remainder being cereals and

roots. Corn crops are taken after a two or three years'

ley. Beans do not succeed in this district. Peas are

little grown. The mode of letting their farms does not

appear to be conducive to good farming ; but although

long since denounced, it still continues to be practised.

"When a quarter of a century since the late Mr. W. F.

Karkeek, of Truro, was so well and energetically address-

ing himself to the obstacles which exist to the improve-
ment of Conaish agriculture, he had occasion to remark
{Toir,-. Hoy. Ag. Sor., vol. vi., p. 436) " that farms are gene-
Tally let for terms of 7, 14, and 21 years. The first is objec-

tionable in every respect, and is a very great defect in the

Cornish system of husbandry, which, combined as it was

formerly, and is now occasionally practised, with the sys-

tem of letting estates by ' tender' to the highest bidder,

forms the very acme of folly. The effect of this system is

to introduce a class of tenantry on estates without either

skill or capital, such persons being always ready to enter

on a farm at an extravagant rental, and ' contriving to

shuffle through their term,' hjractif/f/ the estates in every

possible way."
The system, however, still continues, for while I am

writing this a Plymouth newspaper is lying before me,

containing a list of several farms, " to be let by tender."

Two of the great formations of Cornwall are the slate,

or grauwacke, and the granite, whose decomposed rocks

form the surface soils. The soils of the grauwacke form-

ation extend from the neighbourhood of Boscastle, down
the north side of the county, to beyond St. Ive's Bay, one

of the great stations of the pilchard fishermen, and then

commences the granite formation, of which the Land's

End district is composed. On the granite the soils, as

Mr. Karkeek observed, are exceedingly good, and the rent

of the laud, from the peeuliar nature of the little farmers,

very high. These small cultivators are a hardworking
race of men, who keep many milch cows, breed a large

number of pigs, and grow large quantities of potatoes.

They live chiefly, it seems, on barley bread, fish, pork, and
potatoes. The larger farmers keep numbers of the old

black dairy cows, which are supposed to be the aboriginal

breed of the county. And by these the Dorsetshire sys-

tem is often followed, that of letting the cows to dairy-

men, who pay £S per annum to the owner for each cow.

For this sum, however, they have a quarter of an acre of

potato ground, 2 loads of turnips, 9 cwt. of straw, 72 fag-

gots of furze, 100 turf, and \\ acres of land for the keep

of the cow. A renter of five cows has a dwclliug-house,

pig houses, and potato houses provided in addition. The
calves belong to the dairymau,
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But ns poor Karkeek remarked, wlicn speakino; of tlic

graiiwaokc gron]) of soils, in liis able and fearless paper on

the farming of Cornwall {ihi/l, vol. vi., p. 408) .
" The

country lying on the slate rocks is widely contrasted with

that on the granite. The hills are smooth, as if by art,

and are so irregularly disposed that they have not un-

aptly been compared to the waves of the sea, from their

undulating cliaraeter. Tender the term ' slate' we in-

clude all kinds of rocks, commonly so called, that are com-
posed of sedimentary deposits, varying from the rooting

slate even to a loose brown rubble, or becoming hardened,

and so forming pudding-stones of great size. The colours

are various—light grey, bluish grey, brown, whitish yel-

low, red, and variegated, the red and variegated being

generally considered the most productive. "Within these

argillaceous masses are discovered products of fire in

various places. In districts adjoining the granite, felspar

porphyritic rocks (provincially termed EIrans) traverse

the slates in the form of dykes, varying from a few to

400 feet in breadth. The land where these elvans prevail

is frequently covered by a thin layer of quartz fragments

(provincially called spar), which abundantly traverse the

slates in these districts. la other parts of the area

we have igneous products which may properly be

termed sedimentary, since ' they appear to have been de-

posited in beds among the slates during their formation by
the agency of water, after being ejected from fissures or

craters in the shape of ashes or cinders, precisely as we
might expect would happen at the present day with ashes

or cinders discharged ft'om volcanoes into the sea.' These

accumulations are termed 'sedimentary ash' (provincially

'dun stone,' or, when blistery, 'honeycomb dun').

Their presence among the slates is a certain evidence of

the fertility of the soil. In districts where these abound
are discovered beds of greenstone and other solid trappean

rocks, ' which seem to have formed sheets or streams

of melted rock, amid the mud, silt, sand, or gravel

then in the course of accumulation, and which now
constitute associated beds of slate, sandstone, and con-

glomerates.' Wherever these products of fire are dis-

covered, the soil proves exceedingly productive. Again,

in other portions of the slates we have accumulations of

calcareous matters, and although never in sufficient breadth

to give a character to the soil, yet tli^y also are certain

evidences of fertility. It is also observed that the cha-

racter of the soil on the slates is affected by their inclina-

tion or dip. Where the underlie is considerable and the

subsoil shallow, the surface- soil is light and hungry, the

soluble manures passing rapidly through the slaty fis-

sures ; and even where the slates lie horizontally, and are

of an indurated character, with the soil of little depth,

such land will scorch or burn readily in the summer. We
have a great deal of cliff-land of this description."

But upon either the granite or the grauwacke for-

mations, as I have before remarked, in even the very

smallest farm-houses of Cornwall (and the same remark

applies in general to the cottage of the labourer) there

are marks of comfort and self-dependence. It is rarely

that a beggar is seen, or any evidences of poverty, even in

this trying time for Cornwall. Their mines, their fisheries,

and their agriculture usually find them ample employment.

Their fisheries are chiefly confined to the more westerly

and southerly portions of the county. About Tintagel

and Boscastle I have seen only lobster fishing. On this

coast, however, in the deep caves of its cliffs, numbers

of seals are occasionally secured. These repay the fisher-

men by their skins, and by their oil, a seal commonly
yielding about three or four gallons. This year, however,

the seals have been unusually scarce.

It was early in September of the present year that I

located myself at the little port of Boscastle, one of

those picturesque little Cornish coves that the wild waves

of the western ocean have worn out of the grauwacke

rlifls, at the mouth of a little mountain stream. Here

tiic inhabitants have formed, by means of a very small

breakwater, a snug little harbour where two or three

little coasters can lay secure in all storms. They thus

manage to carry on a considerable wholesale trade in

coals," slates, and other heavy articles of merchandise.

Here, too, the agriculturist will remark with some in-

terest bevies of farmers' carts busily employed in carrying

away the sea-weeds and the sea-sand, which are employed

to an enormous extent in this county as manures. The

reader must be reminded that the grauwacke, which so

very extensively forms the soils of this county, is almost

entirely devoid of carbonate of lime. Now, the best sea-

sand, which has been for ages employed by the Cornish

cultivators, is very largely composed of finely divided

shells, and these are chiefly formed of carbonate of lime,

with a very small portion of phosphate of lime. This

sand, therefore, adds to the soils of the grauwacke the

very salts of lime of which they are deficient. Grauwacke

is composed of pieces of quartz, flinty slate, felspar, and

clay-slate cemented together with a basis of clay-slate.

100 parts of clay-slate contain

Silica 48.6

Alumina 23.5

Magnesia 1-6

Per-oxide of iron 11.3

Potash 5.2

Carbon and sulphur 0.4

Water 7.6

Loss •. 1.8

But there is something else in these sands that fertilizes

the soil, for they are often harsh-looking sands', evidently

devoid of calcareous matter, and would seem unlikely to

become available as food for plants. The farmers, too,

prefer the sand, which, being daily covered by the tide,

is quite saturated with sea-water. They will send to a

considerable distance for this salt-water sand, although

they might get the same sand, above the influence of the

sea, with far less labour. The carting of these sands is

indeed a much more laborious operation than our neigh-

bours in lowland districts would believe. While I am
writing this, a string of sand-loaded carts are passing up

a steep road before my windows. This incline is cer-

tainly near a mile in length: it has been well and skilfully

made by the Boscastleites, but it needs three horses to

d]-ag about a cubic yard and a-half of sea-sand up the

hill.' So highly valued is this sand that it is fi-equently

drawn from the sea-shore up apparently impossible in-

clines, and over such rough roads that none but the active

little Cornish cart-horses could surmoimt. And in places

where the clifi's are so steep that only pathways exist,

they carry the sand from the shore to the top of the

cliffs in bags on the backs of donkeys, from whence it is

carted on to the land.

About from five to ten loads of sand per acre are

mixed with heaps of turf gathered from under the hedges,

collections of weeds, and some farmyard manure, and

this forms a good dressing for the soil, 'i'hc sand it

appears is more valued in the interior of the comity than

by the farmers in the immediate vicinity of the sea

shore.

The long-continued use of this sea-sand was sometime

since described by Sir Henry de la Bechc {Jour. Tloij.Arj,

Soc, vol. iii., p. 21) in a report which f need not attempt

to do more than abridge. " The sands thus employed," he

observes, " are partly thrown up by the sea, and partly

an accumulation at various points when the relative

levels of sea and land were difl'erent from those we now

find—the land having been apparently raised. Sand Avas

employed as now for agricultural purposes 205 years

since, as apnears hv ' Carew's Survey of Coniwall

'
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(a.d. lC>0-2). Ill ISll Mr. Worgaii ("View of the

Agriculture of Coruwall," p. 128) estimated the expense

incurred for tlie whole county in laud-carrian-e for this

sand at upwards of £30,000 per annum. The late Dr.
Paris informs us ("Trans. Geo. Soc. of Cornwall," vol. i.

p. 193) that 4,000 horse-loads of it have been taken

from Bude haven in one day. Not only is it carried from
that ])lace by the Bude and Launceston Canal with its

branch extending to llolsworthy (the chief commerce of

which is the conveyance of this sand), but it is conveyed
overland abundantly in carts ; so that a considerable

extent of the adjoining- portions of Cornwall and Devon
are supplied with it from Bude. A good road has been
also constructed on the coast near Camelford, purposely

for conveying the sea-sand into the interior."

Large quantities of sand are obtained fi'om the Dun-
bar in Padstow harbour, employing constantly about 80
men in several barges. The amount of sand taken from
this harbour was long since estimated at about 100,000
tons per annum—a large proportion of which is conveyed
into the interior from Wade Bridge by the Bodmin Rail-

way and its branch up the Camel Valley to "Wineford.

Sand, indeed, for agricultural i)urposes is obtained in

numei'ous bays and creeks on the north coast of Corn-
wall, from Trevose Head to the Laud's End, and is

valued in proportion to the shelly matter it contains.

Of the few places whence sand is carried on the south of

Cornwall, that from Falmouth harbour, composed of little

else than corals, shells, and their fragments, is mostly
esteemed. "If," adds Sir Henry de la Beclie, "we con-
sider that Padstow harbour furnishes one-fourth of the

sand employed in Cornwall and Bevon for agricultural

purposes, ajid estimate the ton to contain about 14 cubic

feet, we should have 5,000,000 cubic feet of sand, chieJly

composed of comminuted sea-shells, annually conveyed
from the coast and spread over the land in the interior as

mineral manure. If we take the produce of Padstow
harbour as only a fifth, then we should have 7,000,000
cubic feet thus distributed."

As may be conceived, numerous local causes tend to

diminish or increase the value of the sand along the coast

;

generally speaking, the harder the coast and the less the

detritus that can be worn from it, the greater the propor-
tion of the comminuted shells in a given portion of sand.

The easier also the streams flowing towards the shelly

sands can deposit the sandy detritus they bring down in

floods before they reach the shelly banks, the finer the
sand. We have found the sands considered worth re-

moval for agricultural purposes to vary from 40 to 70
per cent, in their calcareous contents. Dr. Paris found
in the sands usually employed from 60 to 64 per cent, of

carbonate of lime. This may probably be taken as a fair

average proportion. As I have remarked, Dr. Paris also

suggested that, though unquestionably the beneficial effects

of this mineral manure depend on the presence of calca-

reous matter, yet the sea-salt with which it is impreg-
nated contributes materially to its fertilizing powers;
citing, as a fact bearing strongly in favour of this opinion,
that the farmers send several miles to the harbour of
Padstow for the sand, which is drifted, void of sea-water,

close to their lands ; and, as Borlase remarks (" Nat.
Hist. Cornwall," p. S3), "Blown sand which has been
long exposed to the air is good for little, its salts are so

wasted by wind and rain." The farmers certainly appear
to prefer the sand which the tide has just left, and which
niust tlierefoH! contain much saline matter. It then often
contains fragments of seaweed, and occasionally fresh ani-
mal mattci- derived from dead marine creatures, amongst
which are the tenants of microscopic sh(!lls slill litUe
decomposed."

But after every allowance is made for the fertilizing
properties of the calcareous, organic, and saline matters

found in the sea-sand, I am inclined to believe that there
is yet some, either mechanical or chemical action in these
sands, with which at present we are not acquainted. The
sand which the Cornish farmers collect from the beach is,

as I have already remarked, in some instances devoid of

calcai'cous matter ; for instance, the sand largely carried

from the beach at Craekington Cove is a clean mixture of

fine fragments of quartz and slate, and yet this sand is

carried in bags up the long, steep path, leading from this

beautiful and romantic inlet, on the backs of donkeys, at

an expense of nearly three-pence per donkey load. The
v^alue of certain varieties of sand, as manures, indeed, well

needs a closer examination than it has hitherto received
;

the use of the silver sand by the gardener for mixing with

the soil in which he strikes his plants, the good cft'ecfs

produced on the grass-lands of Surrey by dressing them
with the sand collected from our fiint-repaired roads,

appear to indicate that we are not yet fidly aware of the

mode in which these sands operate so advantageously.

When the tourist is on these shores, he will be well repaid

by a visit to Crackingtou. He will view from the hills

around the Cove (some 800 feet above the sea) extensive

scenery, deeply interesting. On the top of the hiU he
will note considerable barrows and other ancient eartli-

works, and after a long and steep descent down a winding
path, he will find himself surrounded by magnificent

dark-slate clift's, and an open sea, whose brilliant water
and glorious waves will not fail to excite his admiration.

The traveller will, indeed, find no lack of deeply-

interesting objects, both natui'al and histoi'ical, on these

shores. About two miles to the westward of Boscastle he
will reach a " Rocky VaUey," whose deep-black closely-

a])proaching cliffs rival in grandeur, especially where the

valley opens into the sea, anything of the kind I ever

visited. It is down this beautiful little valley that a

bright stream of water flows, and here, under an ivy-

covered crag, a picturesque water-mill with an overshot

wheel is so beautifully placed, that, as the miller's wife

iuformed us, " hundreds come to paint it." She has lived,

it seems, at that mill forty-seven years ; and, indeed, the

spot appears to make everybody adhere to it; for her maid,

she told us, had lived with her ten years, and the journey-

man miller fully as long.

Two miles beyond the Rocky Valley, partly on the

verge of some dark slaty cliffs and partly on an island

rock, once united by a drawbridge, are the remains of

Tintagel Castle, a fortress of unknown antiquity. Here
is indeed a wild coast, from whose cliffs the slates are

ship])ed with great care and some risk, by inclined

portable tramways which reach from the cliff to the ship's

deck. Even the boats are lowered here from the rock
into the sea (for there is no beach) by means of a crane

;

and it is into this little wild Cove of Tintagel that, when
we were there, the bright blue waters of the Western
Ocean were grandly rolling. In this castle, tradition has

from a remote period placed the birth and seat of King-

Arthur, the renowned chief who so long and successfully

withstood the iu-roads into Wales and Cornwall of our Saxon
forefathers. In his age the only military road into Corn-
wall was along its north shores, and hence the great im-
])ortance of this then impregnable castle. It was at a

short distance from Tintagel that at flic baftlc-field of

Camlan (the modern Camelford) Arthur is said to have

received his mortal wound.
The tourist will easily get into this district by the

Tavistock and Launcestou Railway, and if when at

Tavistock he spares a day to visit Endsleigh, a seat of the

Russell family, he will there find on the steep banks of

the Taniar, some noble, wood-covered mnuntain sides,

and exfensive lovely gardens interspersed (all kept in the

highest order by JVlr. C(n-nclius, llie able aud courteous

head-gardener) that, he will not speedily forget.
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DERBYSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
MEETING AT l^KHUY.

Derb_\ >Iiiir, I'luiicd more lor its iii;uiut';ic(urcs and luiius

than I'ur ai;riciiUure, has Ibllowcil in the wake of other

comities, ami is not without its show, which has been hcKl

lor the hist seven or cigiit years in the cattlc-niarkct ami
lloInies-u;rouml—a site ailmivably suited for the exhibition

in every way, being almost in tlic town, with excellent

shedding round tlu'ee sides of the market, and on tlie other

gates leading into some nice level meadow-land. With
everytliing almost cut and dried for them, the Society is

annually Increasing, and now musters some tivc or six

hundred strong; who, with the Duke of Devonshire at

tlieir head, ought to stride onwards in the right direction.

With a little better management, and a few rules and
regulations strictly carried out, this might easily be made
into quite a little model of a sliow-ground. In the lirst

instance, as it is none too spacious, carriages of all de-

nominations— common things uow-a-days— should be

prohibited from entering tlic yard, for ou Wednesday they

crowded the ai)proachcs to tlie jumping, and the only side

open to the general public, to the great annoyance, in-

conveuieuce, and even danger of many, besides depriving

numbers of oven a glimpse of what was going on, whilst

others were in fear of being knocked over or trampled on.

Theu, instead of judging the horses in the road or between
the standings, a ring—one of the greatest attractions in a

show-ground—should have been formed where the leaping

took place, as a fair-sized one could have been made by

placing the reserved seats on the bank or high ground
;

drafting marquees containing sewing-machines, and such-

like, for they have little to do with agriculture ; shifting

the dining-booth nearer the implements and machinery, if

it is absolutely necessary to have this on the ground at all

;

and putting up the hurdles for leaping after the judging,

which might have been done in a quarter of an hotir. The
fact of the horses being without numbers was a great over-

sight, which, as we have often said, ought to be on each

side of the head, in figm-es as large as those nailed on their

stalls, so that a piu'chaser of the shilling catalogue would
be able to ascertain to -whom and what class they be-

long, without having to run down each one to his stand-

ing. Theu, if the Society wish their show to continue

populai", they must leave the ring all round to the public,

and admit visitors directly the judges are ready to com-
mence, as is now customary at all the shows, so many
people caring little to see horses standing still, the cry of
" Can he go ?" having become almost universal. The
cattle could be judged in the market.

There was an average show, the £300 odd offered in

prizes for cattle, horses, sheep, and pigs bringing something

like a hundred and thirty to forty of dairy-cows, heifers,

stirks, bulls, and calves ; and over a hundred horses, includ-

ing cart-horses, hunters, hacks, and ponies ; a great many
sheep, and a few pigs. Then there were other prizes for

poultry, prizes for roots, cheese, butter, wheat, barley,

wool, agricultural implements, shoeing-smiths, ploughing,

hedge-cutting, growing crops, servants in husbandry, best-

managed farms, and for canaries and other singing birds.

Adding to this a very good horticultural display and a

band playing all the favourite airs of the day, from the

"highly respectable John Jones" down to that most
popular of cads " Champagne Charley, " there was

plenty to keep one awake. The classes opened with the

cattle, most of them being of the Shorthorn breed or of

crosses from him. The dairy cows were very good, and

formed one of the great features of the show, Derbyshire

being strong in the Milky May. There were some grand

matrons ami comely dames amongst thciu, a few com-
bining form, quality, and milk, and a cow with these

leqnisitcs never looks much better than when in fair

dairy trim. The silver cup for the four best Dairy Cows
w'ent to Mr. J. Hodgkinson, of AUstree, in a capital

class ; the second prize, to a nice lot of Mr. Tomlinson,

of the same place ; the third being Mr. J. Bryer, of

Markcaton. If Mr. llodgkiuson's cows had been bred

by himself he would have had an extra prize of £5 ;

but as the breeders of all were unknown the " liver" is

reserved for another day. The pairs of dairy cows, be-

longing to members not keeping more than twenty, were

not so good as the previous class. Mr. Foster's tirst

prize were fair, with good bags ; Mr. Hancock's, of Dale

Abbott, and ISlr. C. Smith's, of Langley—second and
third prizes—being rather common. In the Shorthorn

cows, combining the most milking and grazing qualities

and having had a calf between January and July 1867,

Mr. Hodgkinson was again pioclaimed the .winner with

a good milker; while the second and third, of Mrs.

Packman's, of Tupton Hall, though nice things, especially

the red, looked more like beef. The .€5 for the best

Dairy Cow, to be tested by the quality and quantity of

one meal of milk, with any aptitude she may have to

fatten also, to be taken into consideration, was awarded

to a cow of Dr. Hitchman's—a deep-framed one of the

Shorthorn sort, and about the best in the yard, the

Doctor having five others, all very useful-looking, in the

class. Mr. Brough, of Kirk Langley, sent a venerable

dame that had produced eight calves, the last in January

186?. Mr. Monkin was first with a pair of heifers, one,

a white, being good ; and the other, light, for the £5, in

those under three years old ; Mr. Thacker, of Ambaston,

being second with one good-looking and the other useful

:

while Mr. Smith's (Langley), third prize, were anything

but a match. Eor a pair of Dairy Heifers, belonging to a

dairying tenant-farmer, £3 was awarded to Mr. Smedley,

of Holliugton, for a couple all milk and very little quality
;

Mr. Byer, of Markeaton, coming in for £3, with a neat

pair, and Mr. Hancock getting a £1 with two fair-looking

ones. The pairs of Stirks, imder two years old, best

adapted for dairy purposes and belonging to a tenant-

farmer, were very fairly represented, £3 going to

Mr. Tomlinson, of Allstree, one of his pair show-

ing a deal of breed, the second being Mr. Foster,

of Thurlston ; Mr. Thacker, of Ambaston, third

;

and j\Ir. F. Rowley, Quorndon, commended.
The cup for Shorthorn Bulls of two years old and up-

wards was taken by Mr. Radcliffe with a very good-looking-

roan, two years and ten months old, bred by Mr. Fletcher

—

a bull of quality and symmetry, and full at all points.

The second was an ordinary uneven thixc-year-old of Mr,
Mitchell's, of Newton Solney ; the third prize, belonging

to Mr. Hancock, of Dale Abbey, being harsh in quality,

with coarse bad hair. Mrs. Packman had rather a neat

two-year-old, and Lord Scarsdalc a good lean bull that

was not entered for competition. The £5 for the best

pure Shorthorn Bull, not exceeding two years old, was
taken by ^lessrs. Arnold and Wakefield, of Catton, with

a red twenty-three mouths' old bull, by Duke of Geneva,

dam by Duchess of Lancaster—a lengthy, rather well-p-owu

beast, but too high on the leg. The second, a sixteen

months old one, of Mr. Stevenson, of Aston, was very

neat indeed. Mrs. Packman sent a very pretty one

—

in,
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fact, all from Tajiton Hall were reinaikable for beauty

aud breed. The L5 for the best four rearing calves (with

a long- proviso attached to it, winding np witli " the calves

must not have had any oilcake after weaning," &c.)

brought together anything but a good lot, which we heard
one man describe as " Derbyshire all over." Mr. Brough
had three feeding Shorthorn heifers in the extra stock

;

aud in the fat stock Mr. Wright had a very neat Short-
horn, aud Mr. Cox, M.P., a couple of Loughorns. Then
Mr. Cox, with a good-looking Longhorn, took £6 for the

fat heifer or cow of any breed ; jNIrs. Packman being

second with a good-looldug Shorthorn, aud Mr. Marbrow
third with a cross-bred animal.

Thence we get on to the horses, which were not stroug

in any of the classes. There were only two stallions on
the ground, the Society not offering anything for sires

likely to get hunters, hacks, or roadsters. Beginning
with the agricultm-al stallions, Mr. Hasard, of Melbourne
was first with a light, active horse, with good shoulders,

but high on the leg; the second prize-horse, aud only

competitor, beiug a small yellow chesnut, two years old,

with a cross of the Suifolk in him. In the brood-mares
aud foals there was an entry of seven, Mr. Bryer being

first with a lengthy, active, and powerful mare, aud third

with a nsefid-lookiug one with more hair; the second
money going to a nice one of IMr. Hewitt's, of Burton,
while Captain Levett, of the same place, had a very neat
small cart-mare of a capital stamp. The £5 for the best

two-year-old gelding or filly was awarded to Mr. BnU, of

Eggiugton, for a fine-grown colt, but faulty in his

shoulders; Mr. Hall, of Wilne, coming in for second
and thii-d prizes, the second being a very good-look-
ing one. Mrs. Tatam was first in the yearlings with
anything but a beauty; the third being powerful,
while the second we could not discover, as perhaps like

some of the cows and sheep he had a taste for pasteboard,
aud literally lived on his honours. The pairs of agri-

cultural horses were v/ell represented : the £5 going to a
couple of greys of Mr. Porter's, a trifle lono; on the leo;;

the second of £3 to JNIr. T. Wiugfield, of Dale Abbey,
while the third pair had been playing tricks with their

card, if they ever had one ; but IMr. Byers' neat pair

appeared worthy of some notice. The mares for breed-
ing hunters and hacks were poor, with the exception of
the first and second prize, some beiug the light cart mares
of the county. The first prize was a long powerful mare
on short big limbs, and the only himting-like mai-e in the
class ; the second being a chesnut hackney mare of some
character, but short and upright in her shoulders. For
hacks and roadsters, with half-a-dozen very fair ones out

.

of an entry of eleven, Mr. "Worthington was first Math a
neat, clever, little bay, with white heels; the second being
a nice-sized mare, with character, on a short leg, with
plenty of blood and hardy looks, and bred by the late

Lord Chesterfield. Then the present Lord Chesterfield

offers £5 for a half-bred gelding or filly, rising four, of

the value of £50, aud the property of a member of the
Society, which went to a light lengthy animal by Mr.
Sykes, with the Sir Tatton head, or even a worse one.
Mr. Mitchell had a neat stout chesnut hack, of about
fourteen two, by Gilbert de Gaunt, and j\Ir. Hawkesworth,
of Barton, a fair-made chesnut, with his toes iij. There
were two or three other useM animals, that their owners,
no doubt, would like to turn into fifty-pound notes. The
five pounds for half-bred geldings or fillies, rising liree,

went to one of some form and breed of Mr. Audeuwood's,
of Weston, and the second to a strongish colt of Mr.
'j^^^cker's. There was only one entry for the Tradesmen's
£5 for cobs, a uscfiil animal, if he could go, but we did
not see him out. A couple of fairly-made mare ponies,
with foals, one of the foals by Stockbrook by Stockwell,
and nearly as big as his dam at three months old, had not '

been awarded anything when we left the yard. The next
were the four-year-old huuters and upwards, following

Mr. Musters', Lord Harrington's, or the High Peak
Harriers, with tlu-ec prizes—£10 from the gentlemen of

the Hunt, with a silver cup of the value of £5 added by
the Duke of llutland for the first ; a silver cup of the

value of £5 given by Lord Harrington, and £2 by the

Society as a third. There were twelve or thirteen on
the ground, two beiug disqualified fi-om not having been
hunted with any of the packs named. Out of the thirteen

tliere were half-a-dozen clever light-weight looking

hunters, but nothing extraordinary. They were all

walked and trotted in the yard, and then taken over some
hurdles ; the first prize going to JMr. Sale's bay, five

year old, a clever good-shaped horse—if anything a

little weak behind—who, with a quiet horseman, took

the hurdles in his stride, aud was away again as

quietly as if they had not been there. The
second was a lengthy, powerful, raw, lumbering horse,

that we did not fancy as much as some of the others,

though up to more weight, Mr. Thacker's third being

of the right material, a black hardy-looking little

horse, who could move and fence, and proved well when
standing still ; though when set going he doubled his head

into his chest like a portable boot-jack, that much dis-

figured him, and made him look as if there was nothing

before the rider. Mr. Nowell of Sheen and Mr. Hardy's

were both good-shaped goers and fencers ; aud Mr.
Russell's bay, though not the best -mannered, looked like

going a pace. The half-dozen we have named were pretty

equally matched.

The sheep were anything but good ; in fact, the long-

wool classes, principally Leiccsters, were as poor a lot,

with few exceptions, as were ever seen on a show-ground.

Mr. Bosworth of Dishling was lii'st in pens of five long-

wool breeding ewes, and in the five long-wool pens of

theaves with some decent sheep a little too closely bred.

The lambs were miserable. jMr. Foster had a fair Cots-

wold in the rams of any age above a shearling, which was
also first at Lichfield the other day ; and Mr. Johnson's

first shearling ram was a tidy half-Lincoln. The short-

wools were chiefly Shropshires, with some fair sheep

among them, but nothing out of the common. In the

pens of five breeding ewes Mr. Rose of Ash was first with

some useful ones with plenty of wool ; while the second

of the Hon. E. W. Coke lacked alike wool aud substance.

Mr. Rose was again first in the pens of theaves, and Mr.
Hall second with some plain things. Mr. Smith had
some fair ewe lambs, though not matching ; ilr. Rose's,

the second pen, beiug more even. In the rams of any

age, Mr. Wood of Hollybauk was first with two good
sheep, aud Sir. C. Smith first in the shearling rams with

a small common one, while IMr. Ironmonger's second and

third were big and coarse. The ram lambs were not

worth noting; and of Mr. Hall's fat wethers one pen

were butchers' sheep, and the other leggy.

The pigs were poor in numbers, and few of any quality.

The boars of a large breed were not worthy of the uamc
of a class. The first prize went to one of Mr. Tomlin-

sou's; while the second, Mr. Hawkeswoi-th's, though a

nicer pig, was more of the middle bi-eed. The sows were

better, Mr. M. Walker of Stokeley Park being first with

a couple of white ones, with farrows of 10 and 11 each.

Dr. Hitchmau showed some good-looking Berkshires in

this class, but not for competition. Mr. J\I. Walker was
first and second, without opposition, with some nice

breeding pigs under seven months old, and first again in

the small boars with a white pig bred by Mr. Sexton,

Mr. Faulkner of Bretby being second. Then for sows of

any age, Mr. Faulkner was first with a neat little pig,

but without hair, Mr. George of Littlegrove being second.

For a pig, bond fide the property of an agricultural la-
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bourcr who does uot get move tliau ril'lecn shillings a-wcelv,

£2 went to George Marsh ol" Qtiorudou I'or a very ueat

little white one, quite a geullcuiau's pig.

There was a good show of cheese, Messrs. Walker,
Hewitt, and Ilawkesworth taking the prizes, and the Kev.

W. Leeke of Holbrooke Hall the £5 oltered by a few

frieuds of the Derbyshire Society for Promoting the Ob-
servance of the Lord's-day, to members of the Society

who shall not have made any cheese on a Sunday after

the 10th of June, 1SG7 ; Mrs. Laban—a name familiar to

most of us, or that ought to be, as an owner of Hocks and
herds iu the olden tunc—being the good dairymaid who

came in for a pound sterling. The weather was fine and

the attendance numerous, the yard being crammed in

every part during the afternoon.

The judges were, for cattle: Mr. Chas. Hellaby, Bram-
cote ; Mr. A. Govan, Burton-on-Trcnt. Horses : Agricul-

tural—Mr. Bland, Newark ; IMr. Ladkin, Lutterworth

:

Hunters and Hacks— Mr. Greaves, Bakevvell ; Mr.
Wright, Waiilip. Sheep : Long-wools— Mr. Buckley,

Normanton Hill ; Mr. Johnson, Westbrow, Grantham

:

Short-wools—Mr. May, Elford Park; Mr. 15yrd, Lees

Parm, Stafford. Pigs : Mr. Whitworth, Measham ; Mr.
May.

THE CARMAETHEN SHOWS,
Bound down by strong restrictive covenants not to

grow more than four corn crops in succession, the Car-

marthenshire farmers still employ themselves more upon
the production of beef than of bread. In doing so they

rely chiefly on the hiU-side and such pasture as they

have, for the cultivation of roots " does not pay ;" and
the black cattle and white-faced sheep thrive well enough
ou their accustomed fare. Lord Cawdor and other land-

owners are certainly iutroduciug the improved breeds

;

and here and there a goodly herd of shorthorns is

to be seen on the banks of the Towy. The Aja'-

shires we believe have also been occasionally ti'ans-

planted, while in the show-yard of the Carmarthen-
shire Agricultural Society on Tuesday, the Hereford

made some stand against the more native breed of the

district. With the tenants generally, however, we must
repeat that these black beasts are the favourites, and

really good animals they are, as many an English grazier

and butcher knows to his profit. With thick coats, fine

quality, active and hardy, they are born to the place, and

the show, more particularly, as it is said, at some of the

stock fans, is often remarkable for its average excellence.

Still the experiment of a cross with the Shorthorn is being

tried, while the sheep of the country are getting more
size from the Shropshires and other sorts now to be

found about. But as this kind of thing goes ou, there

must necessarily be some proportionate improvement in the

cultivation of the laud. The prime bullock will sigh for

his cake and mangel, and the half-bred flock look for

something more than the sweet bite of the mountain top.

As a rule, the Welsh pig is by no means so commendable,

but a gaunt narrow leggy " varmint," more noticeable for

his personal activity than any especial propensity to put

on flesh. jNIany of the cart mares are light, quick, and

clever ; but the famous cob of these parts was altogether

wanting, and the few ponies proper in no ways extraordi-

nary for their merit.

It was thus that the show of the Agi'icultural Society

was made np ; but this, alas ! was utterly eclipsed by the

United Counties Hunter Show, held on the same day and

on the opposite side of the way. There were seven or

eight classes, with handsome premiums of £30, £20,

and £15 ; with £10 and £5 for seconds, and

equally good entries ; for there were close upon

a hundi'ed and twenty well-bred riding-horses, ranged iu

the first instance in the Market Place, and then sent class

for class into an adjoining field, where the awards were

settled. And this United Hunter Show, embracing the

counties of Carmarthen, Pembroke, and Cardigan, is a

fast-grooving institution, as it well deserves to be, for it is

admirably grounded. Air. Gwyfl and his fellows know
there is but one way to breed the modern hunter, and

consequently the leading condition is that every animal

exhibited as a hunting horse must be by a thorough-bred

sire. The result is already sufficiently apparent, for there

were horses sent in on Tuesday that for pace and

fashion were fit for Leicestershire, and many of them
go olT through the agency of Messrs. Barnes, Painter,

and other dealers, at long prices for the swell countries.

A horse was recently sold out of the neighbourhood for

three hundred, and they were askiug one and two hundred

each for winners and losers on Tuesday. In fact, there

was a deal of " character" about the entry, and although

the jumping business was vety properly dispensed with,

many of the best horses were extended, and a good notion

obtained of their capabilities. A ilner goer, indeed,

than Mr. Philips' The Admiral by Pontifex, the first

prize in the five-year-old class, has seldom been seen,

backed as his action was by a handsome blood-like

frame and a pedigree on either side of his head. The
winner amongst the welter weight again, Baron de Rut-

zcn's Langton by Laugton, is a long-reached, showy nag,

with i^lenty of power, aud fast enough for any " Shire
;"

while the best of the 12 st. division, and also "the best

mare in the show," Mr. W. H. Lewis' Magic by Touch-

wood, was equally clever to stand alongside of, or to fairly

set going. She impi'oved upon you the more you looked

at her ; and we have no hesitation iu saying that the

three hunters we have just named would have earned some

distinction in almost any company, with, moreover-,

all three, as we are giv^cu to understand, bred within

the limits of the show. The four-year-old class

was not so good, but the two three-year-olds, be-

tween which the two prizes were equally divided,

had each his own merit, though they were essentially dif-

ferent in their appearance. Mr. W. R. H. Powell's The

Professor, by the Confessor (a son of Cowl), is a lathy,

speedy, stylish nag ; and Mr. Davis's Hermit, by Artful,

a powerful, but coarse colt, like most of his sire's get.

INlr. D. Thomas' best two-year-old, by Langton, is a very

level, deep animal ; but the hacks w^ere only moderate,

and Lord Cawdor's prize for the best five-year-old bred

within the three counties was withheld for want of

merit. No previous winner, however, could compete,

and thus the best horses bred in the district were dis-

qualified. But these united counties are manifestly going

a-head in the breeding of hunters, and we have

seen much worse shows in more favoured locali-

ties. This was the veiy general opinion of the

judges, who were chiefly from a distance :—Sir Thomas

Gresley, from Leicestershire, and Mr. H. Corbet, fi-om

London, as originally appointed, and coupled with them

Mr. Chambers, from Hafod, and Mr. Meiklem, from Ox-

fordshire; the entries being so mimerous that it had been

intended to constitute two "sets," although this plan was

not carried out. The himter show has become so established

a success, or, in other words, its attractions interfere so.

much with the Agricultm-al Society's own exhibition, that

it is proposed next year to hold these meetings at different

dates, ^ith a month or so between the two tixtm-es.
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EGGS.
We kuow of no article of coiisumptiori in the import ac-

counts of the Board of Trade, upon ^^ hich we can place our
finger, that will sliow a greater or more continuous increase
than the simple unit of the egg. Unimportant as it might
liave appeared some years ago, it has gone on from thousands
to hundreds of thousands, and then to millions, until the

quantity seems incredible, and could only he realised in extent

by the measurement of tons' weight. All this represents so

mucli food required by the necessities of one portion of the po-
pulation or the luxuries of another—for the frugal and soli-

tary breakfast of the man of letters, or to mix on the table

with the more numerous viands of the social family party, or

to be called into sudden requisition in aid of the housewife,

when the casual visitor steps in. These are the ostensible

signs of consumption ; but the egg appears everywhere, and
yields to every turn of the culinary .art—in pastry of all kinds,

in confectionery, in the making of ices, sometimes in medi-
cine

; and when in a state unfit for the table, it refiues our
sugar, or softens the leather that preserves whiteness to the
delicate hands of the fair sex. All descriptions are eatable
and nourisliiug ; but, it is only the egg of the domestic fowl
that enters iuto general use. In some of the villages along
the rocky portions of our coast, the season when the sea-gulls

hover in swarms about the ledges of the rocks is for tliem a
time of plenty ; and there is danger and romance about the
mode of their collection quite unknown to, or even dreamed
of by, the farmyard peas.ant or the serv.ant of the commercial
incubating establishments. Our home producers, as a class,

are probably not much given to the study of figures, or they
might be struck with the vastness of the importations, of a

demand that never relaxes, and a supjily from abroad that
continu.ally increases—so much, indeed, that our cgg-mcr-
chauts look upon the home source as a mere trifie iu the scale
in satisfying tlie wants of their customers. We have no ac-
counts of the numbers brouglit to the markets of Leadenhall
and Newgate, and only the rougli estimate of a French au-
thority, who gives the value of the poultry of the United
Kingdom at less than one year's supply of eggs from abroad.
Thus the annual import of eggs from the Continent averaged
73,000,000 from 184^3 to 1847; it aver.iged 103,000,000
during the next five years, 147,000,000 for the next five years,
and 163,000,000 for the next five years. In 18G1 we re-
ceived from abroad 203,313,360 ; in 1861,335,298,340; and
in 1866 438,878,880 ; being in excess of one million a day, and
valued at £1,007,197 .'sterling. Tliese are facts tli.at might
vyell astonish the agricultural mind. The Royal Agricultural
Society is evidently alive to tlieir importance ; for at the
meeting for the Eastern Counties, held at 13ury St. Edmunds
in July of the present year, the farmyard poultry formed a
prominent department. Prizes were ofl'ered for the best de-
scriptions of fowls, varying from £5 downwards. No similar
inducements had been given by the Society since their show
at Chester in the year 1858.

At the present time, although there is much attention
devoted to the subject, it is principally confined to the fanciers,
and upon the best description of birds, so that poultry, and
their product, the egg, have not gained any general popularity
amougst persons engaged in agriculture. Wlictlier this arises
from a disbelief iu the profitableness of the occupatif)n, or the
difference between the tenure of the soil in England and that
of France, from whence we derive our great supply, is a
matter beyond our purpose here to attempt an elucidation.
It is evident that more than one million sterling in value of
eggs were landed on our shores that could have been raised
with the greatest case at home ; and the question naturally
arises, " How do foreigners thus take possession of our own
markets, with all the disadvantages of liaviiig to convey a
pcnshable cargo through the hands of shippers and commission
agents, witli all the risks and attendant expenses ?" There has
been no want of inducement in the matter of prices, as in tlie
year 1854 the Custom-house computed the real value of eggs
as low as 4s. Cd. per 10 dozen; but during the last six years
OS. per 120 has been reckoned, which is also the wholesale

price in France. Amongst the arrangements uuder the French
treaty was the abolition of the duty charged on eggs. On
August 8, 1854, there M-as a reduction of 4d. per 120, and
from that time to March 6, 1860, they were entered by the

cubic foot at the rate of 8d. This mode was found less con-

venient, and the previous'system was adopted—tliatof number,
called great hundreds, or 120, as a unit ; and eggs were placed

amongst free articles.

The countries from which we derive our principal supplies

will be seen by the following table, with the exception of the

year 1866, where the total alone has yet been ascertained :

—

From
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persons fulled coi'jwiii-i, orlr.ilcliei\s. 'J'lie lieu is sckloni allowed
to lead the chickens after being hatched ; the coiipcnrn entrust
this cilice to capons or turkeys, the hen being more valuable for
laying eggs tlian rearing the brood. If u similar attention to

details were given in this country, the stock of fowls
wiiicli roam about the farmyard, and gatlier corn from the
thrashing, instead of being a mere adjunct and perquisite
of the servants, would return sufficient to discliarge the rental
of many a small occupation. Sucli, wc have understood, has
beeutJic case where the experiment has been fairly tried; and
once this becomes an established notion, our home supplies
will increase in a greater ratio than they do at ])reseut. Ac-
cording to a competent authority, at this time, what with im-
proved native, and imported varieties, we possess the best stock
of egg-layers, hatchers, and table-fowl in the world. In no
country is the management of our best poultry-yards excelled.

These should serve as a model for the rest ; and, to bring up
the wholesale results to their true national importance, all we
i-equire is an extension of the taste for bird-farming amongst
those who earn their living on the land.

To show the seasons in whicli the laying is most active, and
the variations that take place, we give the following figures
from our import tables :
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in the provinces tlian at I'aris, it may be fairly set at rather

more tlian half as great. The eggs, which at Paris are worth

60 francs per 1,OUO, average 40 francs per 1,000 in the coun-

try. We tlius obtain a total of 100,000,000 francs, or, with

the export, 142,000,000 francs (£5,680,000), as the annual

value of i'reuch eggs. At this rate the consumption amounts
to 2s. per head of the whole population. One of tlie Prencli

writers on this subject gives 7,000,000 eggs as the annual pro-

duce ; and if we average 60 eggs as the number that each lion

would lay, tliere would be at least 117,000,000 fowls, and
these, at 3 francs api(?ce, would give £14,625,000 sterling as

the value of the poultry stock of France. Tor the past year,

on the same ratio of 60 per head, the eggs imported into this

country represent the laying of no less than 7,300,000 eggs.

From a pamphlet published by M. de la Fosse, at Goussain-

ville, near Houdah, we select a few statistics of the trade in

that immediate neighbourhood, which will give a correct idea

of its importance. At the markets of Houdau, Dreux, and

Nogent le Roi there are sold annually up^A'ards of 6,000,000

head of fat poultry, viz. :

—

Per Week, Per Mouth. Per Year.
Houdaoi 40,000 160,000 1,920,000
Dreux 60,000 200,000 2,400,000
KogentloRoi 35,000 110,000 1,680,000

Total 6,000,000

This does not include the sale of chickens, poultry, and
eggs, which forms a separate trade. Every village, says an
cyc-witncss, has its weekly markets, where farmers and their

wives bring their produce for sale, in preference to seUing at

tlie farmyard. The police regulations in tlie markets are

strictly enforced. The various products are classified before

the market begins. Eacli person is bound to keep his assignep

l)lace, and not allowed even to uncover his goods, much lest

to sell, before the bell lings, under the fine of 5 francs. As
the ringing of the beU, the bustle to uncover, the rush of

buyers, and the chattering are worth wliile to witness. The
dealers and mercliants take up tlieir stand outside the market,
where they send all the products they purchase. The seller

has a ticket given him, with tlie purchase price on it, and is

paid on delivery of the goods at tlie dealers' stand. It Eeeras

almost incredible that even in some village markets, within
two hours, such a vast amount of business can be transacted,

with the greatest order and decorum. Some merchants will

purchase from 2,000 to 3,0001bs. of butter ; others 20,000 to

30,000 eggs, or 1,000 heads of poultry, &e., aU of which are

taken to their wareliouse to be sorted, packed, and perhaps
forwarded the same day to London or Paris. The current
price for every commodity is fixed and known immediately
after the market opens, and depends entirely on the demand
and supply. At the wholesale poultry market. La Vallee, in

Paris, where the poultry, dead or alive, is forwarded from all

parts of France, there are a number of licensed agents, who
sell by auction to the liighest bidder ; this market is a curious

scene from four till nine in the morning, when thousands of
crates of all descript ions of poultry are cleared out and dis-

posed of.

The eggs are sold in the markets of Paris in baskets,
wliich ought to contain 1,040 good, valuable eggs.
These are counted, at the wish of the buyer, by the
official agent, who verifies the decliet, or loss ; also the size, by
jiassing tliem through a ring. For such there are charges
from 25 cents, per ynil for counting, 60 cents, for examination,
and 15 cents, for passing the ring ; besides these charges there
are the duties collected by the Municipahty of Paris. The pro-
duction of eggs in France is, to a certain point, unlimited ; and
the attention of breeders has been drawn to the improvement
of the breed by foreign additions, and modes of preservation
also for long voyages. In consequence of the success which
had attended the exhibition of the poultry of La Bresse (in

Burgandy), a stir was created, and, on the representation made
to him, tlie Minister of Agriculture instituted a special show
for fat poidtry at Paris. The fowls were distril)uted into five

classes—La Bresse, Houdau, La Flcche, Normandy, and all

her breeds. La Bresse kept the lead, gaining, after a strug-

g c with La Flcche, the gold medal for the best fowls of any
Class. Much of tliis success was due to the strenuous exer-
ti ons of the Count Le Hon, as no region liad greater ditticulties
to surmount than La Bresse, which constitutes the arrondis-

sement of Bourg, in the department of Ain, and extends from
the banks of the Saunc eastward to the spurs of the Jura.
The fowls have certain features to distinguish them, and the
hen begins to lay in February, and for a month or six weeks
lays daily, then three or four times a week, till she has laid

about 160 eggs, besides rearing two or three broods. On every
farm poultry is fattened to a certain extent, and until lately was
little known or appreciated at Paris, though for 40 years it

has been exported to St. Petersburg.

The price of eggs per 1,000 have been at ditferent periods

as follows in the Paris market :

—

1S04
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ABSORPTION IN PLANTS.
As a plaut has no oac organ similar to tlic inoutli of an

animal, it might seem to a superlicial observer to be incapable

of reeeiviug nourishmcut, mill was formerly regarded by even

botanists as nourished by methods which were comprehensible

only in theory, and could not be subjected to the test of obser-

vation. Yet leaves and llowcrs have always been observed to

be refreshed by the access of air and moisture, and must, in

consequence, be nourished by means of inhaling and absorb-

ing ; and entire plants have iilways been known to grow and
accumulate substance when rooted in the soil, and, in con-

sequence, must be nourished by some process of feeding through
the roots. The total want of any individual organ of the

nature of a mouth simply evinces that all vegetable nourish-

mcut must be obtained in the form of gas or liquid, and
received or drunk up through umuerous minute stomata or

pores.

The epidermis or outer bark of plants was described by
some of the earlier vegetable physiologists as of so compact a
texture that no eye, even when aided by the best microscopes,

could discover in it any pore or aperture
;
yet it was clearly

discovered by the celebrated naturalists, Hcdwig and De Can-
doUe, to abound in pores ; and it discloses its profusely i)orous

character to the most common observer who uses a microscope
of sufiieieut power. K a plant of any species of moss,

so far dried as to have shrunk oj shrivelled, be im-

mersed in water, it will immediately begin to imbibe the

moisture, and will speedily reacquire its original plumpness
and verdure ; and it obviously receives the aliment wbieb re-

vives it only through the medium of the pores of its epidermis.

If the bulb of a hyacinth be placed in such a manner upon a

glass vessel nearly filled with water that only the lower parts

ofthe radical fibres shall be immersed, it sends up the elements

of a stem, or veiy evidently begins to grow, and, at the same
time, occasions a perceptible diminution in the volimie of the

water; so that it obviously absorbs liquid through minute
tubes of the radical fibres, and elaborates this into the increase

of substance which constitute its growth. All roots terminate

in a greater or less number, most of them in a great multitude,

and many of them in literal myriads of minute, absorbing,

drinking spougioles, or spongelets, siutated at the ends of fine,

fUiform, terminal, radical fibres. These countless and micro-

scopically small organs are pulpy and bibulous, and bear the

name of spongioles, or spongelets, in consequence of their drink-

ing up moisture from the soil as if they were little sponges.

They consist severally of one or more central ducts or vessels,

enveloped liy a celhdar tissue, but without any epidermis ; and
they constitute the grand apparatus by which plants obtain

from the soil, and from its aerial, saline, and aqueous accom-
paniments, the chief materials of their growth and substance.

A knowledge of their existence, and of the nature and import-

ance of their functions, explains the reason of the scientific

gardener's care to preserve the extremities and minutest fibres

of the roots of an choice plants which he is transplanting ; it

explains also the advantageousness of lifting, with as full a ball

of adhering soil as possible, all such garden plants as are de-

signed to be potted, transported to a distance, or otherwise

kept alive ; it shows also why damage is inflicted upon a trans-

planted shrub or tree by cutting away a considerable portion

of its roots, or by not assigning it in its new position a soft,

wide bed for easy, rapid, and extensive formation of new radi-

cles and spongioles ; and to every gardener and farmer of or-

dinary reflection, it will suggest a crowd of valuable hints as to

the most beneficial method of conducting hoeing, transplant-

ing, and all other operations which afi'ect the roots of plants.

The spongioles, it must be understood, are not distributed

over the whole of a plant's roots, but are situated only at the

extrmitics of the small hairy radicles or fibres. All such por-

tions of a root as possess an epidermis, or have acquired a

certain degree of consistency, are destitute of spongioles
;
yet

all tlic roots and rootlets fairly beneath the soil are continually

lengthening and ramify ing, and in the whole of their growth
they provide and and almost lothe themselves with new series

of the filiform radicles, which terminate in spongioles. Va-

rious cxperiuients were instil uted by Uales, to show the absorb-

ing power of roots, and the force witli which it acts ; but as

llicy were made chiclly on the sections of roots laid bare and
immersed in water, they all'ordcd no direct illustration of the

natural aeliou of spougioles, coUectiug nourishment at

ten thousand dili'creut points, appropriating it with a

nicety resembling uistiuct, and drinking it up in a
manner, and with a power, akin to aiiinial vitality.

The power which the spongioles possess and exer-

cise, in drawiug liquid from the soil and pumping it

into the interior of trees or of other plants, cannot be very

accurately calculated; yet it has been ascertained with sufficient

approximation to be distinctly understood, and to be made the

subject of comparison ; and when the minuteness of the

spongioles is taken into accoiuit, this power must be pro-

noimced perfectly stupendous, and is seen to resolve itself, not

into any mechanical principle, no matter how magnificent, but

into the mysterious and indefinable principle of life.

The action of the spongioles, however, is far from being

uniform in different descriptions of impregnated soil or hquid,

but is materially modified by the mechanical character of the

ingredients which it holds in solution. If a plant; be placed in

water, mixed with gum, sugar, or any other similarly viscous

substance, it will absorb a larger proportion of the water itself

than of the accompanying ingredient ; if placed in water,

mixed with any substance which does not sensibly thicken it,

but wliich exerts a noxious influence on vegetable growth, it

will absorb a full proportion of the accompanying ingredient

;

and if placed in water mixed with a substance which very sen-

sibly thickens it, yet wliich exerts a nutritive and benign in-

fluence on the vegetable economy, it will refuse to take up a
fair proportion of the accompanying ingredient. Plants, for

example, which are placed in water holding in solution some
sulphate of copper—a substance of very noxious character

—

will absorb the liquid abnost as freely as if it were pure water

;

plants which are placed in solutions of gum, of various pro-

portions of thickness or viscosity, will absorb some proportion,

though not a due one, of the least viscous solution, and will

absorb a less proportion of the more viscous solution, and will

absolutely perish in such solutions as are highly viscous ; and
plants which are placed in the drainings of dunghills, or in

such waters as hold in solution or suspension the liquefied

or minutely divided product of the decomposition of

organic substances, absorb smaller quantities of these liquids

than they would of pure water, and, at the same time, derive

from them a larger proportion of the elements of nutrition and
growth. The spongioles thus appear to be controlled, to a
great degree, by the mechanical condition of the liquids mixed
with the soil ; and are probably obstructed by various sub-

stances, especially by such as arc viscous, in the pores, cells, or
passages of their exceedingly minute tubes. One experimenter,

Jiowcver—M. Pollini—found that plants which he used ab-
sorbed diiferent kinds of solutions without much seeming
regard to their respective degrees of viscosity, and that they
absorbed more of sugar than of gum, and more of potass or of
common salt than of the acetate or the nitrate of lime. This
experimenter found also that, when the extremities of the
roots were cut away, so as to divest a plant of its spongioles, and
when the mere stumps of the roots or horizontal sections of the
absorbing tubes were plunged in various solutions, absorption
ceased to be modified by the same mechanical conditions as be-
fore, and took up indifferently all the kinds of salts which the
several solutions contained. The spongioles of one set of
plants would, in consequence, seem to be very differently

organized from the spougioles of other sets of plants—those

of some more readily admitting certain substances than those
of others ; those of the smaller proportion of plants affected

only in a small degree by the mechanical condition of Liquids
;

and those of the larger proportion affected, for the most part,

in a very great degree ; and the spongioles, in all cases

—

though far more markedly in the latter cases than in the
former— would seem to afford a far more qualified,

hesitating, and elective admission of many substances
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iu solulioii tlum is teiinjorarily aiibrdeJ by the liorizoutal

sections of the absorhiug tubes. A pkiut can live only

two or three days iu a solutiou of sulphate of copper, but will

live eigiit or leu days iu a solutiou of gum
;
yet, as has beeu

already stated, it absorbs comparatively much of the sulphate

aud comparatively little of the gum.
The absorbing power of the leaves of plauts was long a

more obscure topic than the absorbing power of the roots

;

but it was investigated with considerable success by the natu-

ralists Duhamel and Marriotte, and very distinctly ascertained

by the experiments of M. Bonnet, of Geneva. The main ob-

ject of M. liouuet's experiments assumed that a leaf possesses

an absorbing power, aud sought to determine whether it

exerts this power alike on both of its surfaces. " With this

view," says Keith, " he placed a number of leaves over water,

so us that they lloated on it, but wei'c not immersed, some

with the upper surface and others will) the under surface ap-

plied to the water. If the leaf retained its verdure longest

with the upper surface on the water, the absorbing power of

the upper surface was to be regarded as the greatest ; but if

it retained its verdure longest with the under surface on the

water, then the absorbing power of the imder surface was to

be regarded as the greatest. Some leaves were ibuiul to re-

tain tlieir verdure the longest when moistened hy the upper

surface, and some when moistened by the under surface ; and

some were altogether inditfercnt to the mode in which they

were applied to the water. But the inference deducible from

the whole, and deduced accordingly by Bonnet, was that the

leaves of herbs absorbed moisture chiefly hy the upper surface,

and the leaves of trees chietly by the under surface. Wliat is

the cause of this singular disparity between the absorbing sur-

faces of the leaf of the herb and of the tree ? The physical

cause might be the existence of a greater or of a smaller nimi-

her of pores found in the leaves of the herb aud tree respec-

tively. The chemical cause would be the peculiar degree of

affinity -existing between the absorbing organs and the lluid

absorbed. Duhamel seems to have been content to look to

the physical cause merely, regarding the lower surface of the

leaf of the tree as being endowed with the greater capacity of

absorbing moisture, chiefly for the purpose of catching the

ascending exhalations, which must necessarily come in contact

with it as they rise, but which might possibly have escaped it,

if absorbable only by the upper surface, owing to the increased

rapidity of their ascent at an increased elevation, and regard-

ing the upper surface of the leaf of the herb as being endowed
with greater absorbing power, owing to its low stature, aud to

the slow ascent of exhalations near the earth. This did not

throw mueh light upon the subject ; and the experiments were

stiU deemed insuttleient, as not representing to us the actual

phenomena of vegetation, though the fact of the absorption of

moisture by the surface of the leaf is fully confirmed by such

phenomena." The absorbing power of the leaf, however,

does not require to be proved or illustrated by experiment

and argument, but is clearly evinced by three classes of facts

which occur under almost every person's observation, aud
are perfectly intelligible to the humblest understanding

—

the fall of thick vapours, the fall of rain, aud the artificial

watering of plants. Wlien a fog or a heavy dew occurs

after a long drought, and previous to the fall of rain,

drooping and sickly plants begin to revive and to re-

sume their verdure, in the total absence of any penetra-

tion of moisture to the soil around their roots ; and

when gently rain descends, or a light artificial watering is

given, they in the same way exldbit obvious appearances of

fresliening and invigoration, before the moisture has time to

affect them otherwise than through the leaves, or, at the ut-

most, through the epidermis of the branches and the stem.

The sudden arresting of exudation or transpiration of the

j uiccs within the plant by the stopping up of the pores or

stonuita of the leaves might probably be assigned by some
jicrsons as an explanation of the refreshing or revival

;
yet,

though both this and some degree of absorption through the

pores of the epidermis may be admitted to operate, they clearly

cannot possess sullicient force to produce the whole breadth of

tile phenomena ; aud the main cause must be sought, where
even a careless onlooker may almost imagine himself to see it,

in the absorption of the leaves.

The moisture, then, which a plant requires for its nourish-
ment is received partly through the pores of the epidermis of
the stem, the branches, the fruit, and (he hard parts of the

root, partly through the spongioles at the extremities of the
radicles, and partly through the stomata or little mouths of
the leaves and the flowers. The quantity of liquid taken up
from the soil, or drank in from the atmosphere, very widely
varies iu different conditions of the weather, at different sea-

sons of the year, aud at different stages iu the life of the
plant ; but its varying amount seems much less closely con-
nected with the process of absorption than with that called

tlie ascent of the sap. The quantity of liquid absorbed is

much greater during the play of light aud heat than during
tlie period of darkness ; much greater during the succulency

of both soil and plant than during the prevalence of aridity
;

much greater in spring than in autumn ; incalculably greater

in spring than in winter ; much greater during the evolution

and vigour of the leaves than during their ripeness and mel-
lowing ; aud much greater during the period of the whole
plant's most rapid growth than during the period of its old

age and incipient decay. The vast preponderance of a very

few ingredients in constituting the body or bulk of all

vegetables proves that absorption, as to the substances which
it takes in, is nearly uniform throughout the vegetable king-

dom ; aud yet the diversified action of manures, tlie widely-

different respects in which different plants exhaust the soil,

and the capabilities which all land possesses of bearing differ-

ent plants in succession after being sickened with each pre-

ceding one in the series, evince a degree of differences in

absorption of the highest importance to the purposes of cul-

tivation.

A phenomenon, closely resembling absorption, yet so far

differing from it as to he more properly termed imbibition, is

exhibited by cut plants, whether soft or hard, fleshy or fibrous,

but particularly the woody. AVheu the cut extremity of the

cut branch of a tree is placed in water, it drinks up, through
the tissues or tubes of the wood, a sufficient quantity of water

to preserve, for a considerable time, the life and freslmness of

the whole plant ; and though it will not renew itself or main-
taiu its own health like a root, but will alter and rot under the

action of the water, yet it can again and again l)e artificially

renewed by the simple slicing away of as much of it as alters

and rots, and, at each artificial renovation, it will present an
active surface to the water, and will begin to imbibe the

water with nearly as refreshing an effect to the whole l)ranck

as at the beginning of the experiment. If a small shrubby
plant be lifted out of the ground, and cut into three

parts, respectively roots, stem, and head, each of these

parts, when its lower extremities are placed in water,

will drink up a certain quantity of the liquid, and the

head, or branched aud leafy section, will drink up the most.
If the cut extremities of two cut branches of raspberry, the

one free or open over its section and the other covered with
wax, be placed in water and exposed to the sun's rays, the
former will imbibe one hundred and fifty grains of the liquid,

while the latter will imbibe ouly eight ; aud if the one whose
section is covered with wax first have only its extremity placed

iu the water, aud nest be totally plunged or immersed, it wiU
imbibe no more by immersion than by mere contact, thus ren-

dering it probable that, in some cases, absorption through the

pores of the epidermis is very inconsiderable. A branch of a

tree, first severed from the stem aud then deprived of its own
top, will imbibe water at either end—either when placed iu-

vertedly in the water, or when placed in its upright or natural

position
;
yet it imbibes rather more freely, aud lifts the water

a little higher, iu the latter position than iu the former.

The phenomena of imbibition are obviously those of the

rooting or propagating of the woody sorts of plants by cut-

tings or slips. A proper cutting requires to have a clean sec-

tion, that tlie tubes or tissue may be fully in contact with the

liquid nourishment in the soil ; it requires also to have one or

more eyes or joints for the development of roots below the

surface of the soil, aud one or more for the development of

leaves and branches above it ; aud if it be a prime cutting, it

will be a twig of new wood upon a knee of older wood, so as

to have the portion for development as soft as possible, and
the section for imbibition in as hard wood as possible ; and its

success or failure iu being converted into a living aud distinct

plant—[irovided the requisite conditions as to soil, season, and
situation are attended to—will entirely depend on its power of

maintaining imbibition till new organs are formed. If the

extremity rot before rootlets arc formed, the whole cutting will

perish '>' 't if the extremity drink up nourishment till rootlctsj
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have bceu suflieieiitly evolved to succeed tliem iu driukins>- it up,
the cutting necessarily becomes a living' plant. Imhibitioii,
though not a strictly natural process, and tliough contlned
within limits and subject to a eomparativelv speedy termination,
thus accomplishes, for a time, all the purposes of absorption,
and even carries tliem out to the results of propagation.
The power of imljibitiou by the reversed end of a doubly

cut twig is familiar to many a youth, who amuses himself witli
sticking- pieces of willows and poplars in all sorts of wavs in
the ground, and observing how they will grow ; and tlie in-
feriority of the power in tlie reversed end to that iu the true
end is familiar to gardeners, who know tliat a cutting set in
its natural position will usually develope the higher buds, while
a cutting set iu the reversed position will frequently develoi)e
only the lower buds. An experimenter, who doubted wlietlier
the superior imbibition by the right end of a cutting, in all the
instances iu which vegetable physiologists had recorded it,

might not have been occasioned by intrinsic though unob-
served superiority in the cutting itself, provided liimself with
two branches of willow as nearly equal to each other in every
property as be could determine ; and, liaving placed them in
water, tlie one witli its riglit cud and the other with its in-
verted end in the water, he found that the inverted branch
pushed its roots a little more slowly than the direct one. But
wood imbibes water, not only through its tissues when trans-
versely cut, but also through its side pores or tissues when de-
nuded of the bark. A cut "branch of willow, for example, which
has all its transverse section closed up with gum mastic or with
a thick coat of wax, and which is anywhere stripped of a
ring of its bark about an inch in length, will, when immersed
lengthwise iu the water, imbibe nourishment through the side
tissues of its denuded portion, and will gradually form rootlets
and buds, iu exactlv the same manner as a branch inserted in
water by its free ciit end.
Akin to (he last of these phenomena, though essentially

different from it in principle, is the hygrometric capacity of
timber, or its powers to take up and retain certain quantities
of moisture. So great and constant is tliis hygrometric capa-
eity, that every specimen of wood, wlien exposed to the air,

will keep itself moist, and, when kept iu the shade, will main-
maintain its moisture throughout an indefinite period. A
piece of wood was taken by Count llumford from the inner
part of a beam whicli had been about 150 years iu a buildiug,
and, on being dried by him in an oven, was found to lose about
10 per cent, of its weight ; and that specimen was thought by
the Count to have attained the greatest degree of dryness
which any piece of timber is ever capable of acquiring iu the
climate of France. An oaken faggot, after being exposed
eighteen months to the air, and becoming as thoroughly dry
as the most suitable billets of any kind for fuel, was found, on
subjection to high oven he.at, to lose 24 per cent, of its weight.
Even chips of wood which have been dried in a stove to a state

of complete exsiccation, vrill afterwards very freely imbibe
water. A thoroughly dried chip of Lomliardy poplar 5 inches
long and G lines broad, wiU, if placed twenty-four hours in a
room, imbibe upwards of three-fourths of a grain of moisture

;

a chip of thoroughly dried oak, of the same size, and in the
same conditions and situation, will imbibe one grain and two-
fifths ; and these chips, if afterwards exposed during eight

days to tlie open air, will not increase in weight under a con-

tinuance of the same temperature, but, on the other hand, will

lose a portion of their weight if the temperature should rise.

The imbibing power of wood is thus proved to be at once per-

vading, rapid, and retentive ; and both this power in timber,

and the analogous but higher power of absorption in living or

standing plants, appear to co-exists with the duration of the

vegetable tissues, or to be modified or destroyed only as these

tissues suffer decay, distemper, or dissolution.

Another power of living plants, closely resembling that of

absoqition, yet so far differing from it as to he more properly

termed inhalation, is the power by which they take in gaseous

fluids. The atmosphere has ([uite as much to do as soil and
water with the nourishing of plants ; and in particular, it

furnislies matter for tlie formation of a very large proportion

of the bulk or substance of them all, in the form of carbonic

acid gas, and matter for the formation of a considerable and
very valuable proportion of tlie substance of many iu the form
of nitrogenous or amraoniacal gases. Since water and other

non-elastic fluids have been proved to penetrate leaves, roots,

and 'epidermis, no difficulty can exist in understandint; that

gases may penetrate them, with equal or even superior facility.
" It might lie asked, however," observes Keith, " wjicliier the
water and the gases enter by the same pores, where pores are
found to exist. i5ut though there appears to be nothing absurd
iu the assertion of the allirmative, yet it seems probable that each
has its own peculiar j)ores or stomata. At least, it is known
that some surfaces w^liich repel moisture exhibit no evidence
leading us to suppose that they repel the common air. TJiis
is well exemplified in the case of cabbage-leaves, in the time of
rains and dews, when tlie drops roll along the upper surface
of the leaf witliout wetting it, or lodge in its folds, like glo-
bules of quicksilver. So also in the case of fruits covered
with bloom. It is probable, therefore, that all such leaves
and vegetable surfaces as repel moisture arc fitted rather for
the inhalation of air, which they have long been regarded as
capable of effecting

; and in times in which U was fashionable
to look for analogies between the plant and animal in every-
thing whatever, leaves were even regarded as being the lungs
of plants. Grew thought he had discovered in the leaves a
number of little bags, or bladders, tilled with air. The air
was supposed to have entered by inhalation ; and the bags, or
bladders, were supposed to be analogous in tlieir function to
the cells of the lungs of animals. M. Papin introduced into
tJic receiver of an air-pump an entire plant—root, stem, and
leaf; but the consequence was, that it very soon died. He
then introduced a plant by tiic root and stem only, the
leaves being still exposed to the influence of the air. The
plant lived for a considerable length of time ; and Jience he
concluded that leaves are lungs. But these facts art; far from
being sullicient to settle the point in question ; and we intro-
duce them, not so much with a view to show their inadequacy,
as to show that the doctrine, even if founded in truth, could
not have been satisfactorily demonstrated by any experiments
that were practicable at that time. It is to the modern im-
provements in pneumatic chemistry, and to them alone, that
we are indebted for our knowledge of the real functions of the
leaves of plants, and of their analogical resemblance to the
lungs of animals, it being now proved indisputably that the
leaves of plants not only contain air, but do both inhale and
respire it. It was the opinion of Priestley that they inhale it

chiefly by the upper surface ; and it has been shown by Saus-
sure that their inhaling power depends entirely upon the in-
tegrity of their organization. A bough of Cadus opnnlia, de-
tached from the plant and placed iu an atmosphere of common
air, inhaled in the course of a night four' cubic inches of
oxygen ; but when placed in a similar atmosphere,after being cut
to pieces and pounded in a mortar, no inhalation took place."
M. Adolphe Brongniart, iu a memoir upon the structure of

leaves, and on their relation with the respiration of vegetables
in air and water, read before the Academy of Science in Paris,
in 1830, states that the leaves of plants that live in the air
have a totally different structure from those that arc com-
pletely submerged, and that this difference iu the structure of
organs is in direct relation to the two particular functions of
leaves—respiration and transpiration. In leaves exposed to
air, the surface of the leaf is covered by an epider mis of un-
eertaiu thickness, formed of one or more layers of colourless
cellules, closely packed together. Tliis membrane is pierced
with the pores usually known Ijy the name of stomata.
The doubts that have been entertained upon the existence of
perforations iu these stomata, M. Brongniart thinks he has re-
moved, and that it is certain that in the centre of each stoma
is an opening by which the outer air communicates with the
parenchyma. This parenchyma is evidently the seat of
respiration

; for it is the part that changes colour in exercising
this function, which becomes green by the absorbtion of the
carbon of the carbonic acid of the atmosphere, and which is

discoloured again in darkness by the combination of tlie carbon
of its juices with the oxygen of tiie air. This parenchyma
differs entirely from tliat of other organs by the numerous
irregular cavities that it contains, which communicate with
each other and the outer air liy means of openings of the
stomata. It is into these cavities in cavernous parenchyma of
aerial leaves that the atmosplieric air penetrates when it is

absorbed by the surface of the utricles of theparencliymn that
are distended with the fluids which seem to nourish the plant.
According to M. Brongniart, aquatic leaves, if submerged,
differ, in being completely destitute of epidermis. It is not
alone stomata tliat they want, as lias long been known, but
be epidermis also, having no need of protection from rapid
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evaporation. There are none of the cavities that abonncl in

the parenchyma of aerial leaves, hut, on the contrary, ihe

cellules of the tissue are compactly fastened togetlier without

any interstice, and the air dissolved in the water can only act

on their outer surface. For this reason the proportion home
hy this surface to the wliole mass of the leaf is unusually

great ; the leaves, from want of epidermis, dry up quickly

when exposed to the air, and can only exist in water or a very

luiniid atmosphere. Hence the author concludes that tlie

epidermis is destined to protect aerial leaves against too rapid

evaporation, and the stomata or pores of tliis epidermis

become necessary to maintain a commnnicatiou between the

atmosphere and the parenchyma.

Tlie e.\isteuee of pores, eyew in the mipute orifices called

stomata, is questioned by some very distinguished botanists

;

and the existence of stomata themselves is seldom detected m
tlie epidermis of roots, bulbs, flowers, and fleshy fruits which
require free exposure to the air, or at least a free inftltratiou

of it, in order to their continuing liealthy or an'iving at maturity.
Some recent experimenters and physiologists, however, liave

attempted to prove that gases may be inhaled and moisture
imbibed, through cither the vegetable or the animal membrane,
without the intervention of any visible pores, or that gases

may be inhaled and moisture imbibed by either an exceedingly

powerful organic infiltration of the molecules or incom-
prehensibly small ultimate atoms of matter, or by the inward
rush of a less dense to a more dense fluid, excited by electricity.

—Sural Cyclopedic.

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER AT HOME.

The harvest-home of the parish and manor of Hughenden
vras celebrated on Sept. 19th hy a thanksgivins service in the

parish church, and by a dinner and dance m Hughenden Park
in the afternoon. An additional attraction was the presence

of the Eight Hon. B. Disraeli, the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, who had announced his intention of presiding at the

dinner.

After the cloth was removed, and the nsnal toasts given,

the Rev. C. Lloyd proposed the health of the Chancellor of

the Exchequer—" Tlie Squire of Hughenden."
The CiiANCELLOr. of the Exr iieqtek said : I am extremely

sensible for your kindness in drinking my health to-day and
for the manner in which you have received it. I am not quite

up to politics in the month of September, and tlierefore you will

excuse my not dilating on the theme which my excellent

friend the rector of Chalfont has so delicately alluded to. I

have no doubt that his opinions are perfectly sound, but on
the present occasion I will merely say that nothing gratifies

me more than presiding at the harvest home of Hughenden.
On tlie present occasion I am the more gratified because I

think I can congratulate all around me upon the results of this

harvest. At the present, as there always is, there is a very

great controversy going on as to the character and result of

the general han-est of the world, not merely of England, not

merely of Europe, not merely of America, but we hear contrary

accounts and conflicting calculation on that all-important

subject. On the present occasion I am satisfied with the

limited horizon in which we live, and I think T can say this

without exaggeration, that when we met in church this morn-
ing to return thanks to the Giver of all Goodness, we might
sincerely return tlianks for a most satisfactory and
plenteous harvest in the parish of Hughenden. Whatever
may be the accounts that may reach us from other quarters

—

whatever may be the criticisms which others may have arrived

at, I think there is no doubt that in the parish of Hughenden
we ought to be content with tlie ingathering we have just accom-
plished. With regard to our wheat harvest, I think that the

experiments whieli have been made even in onr wheat harvests,

of which in other places we have heard such contrary accounts,

we have realized an average. As regards our barley, it has
that lirightness which brewers love ; and as for our oats, rarely

have I seen such a prolific and golden ingathering. Well,
then, these are very great results under all circumstances, and
alone would constitute a good harvest ; but when I look around
me I remember and observe that these results have been ob-
tained in these varieties of grain in a district where the root
crops are equally distinguished. Kor ought we to forget, my
friends, at this moment, that this satisfactory and prolific

liarvest has followed one of the finest hay harvests that can
bo remembered on the Chiltern Hills—so great and plentiful
that even the aftermath will exhibit almost as ferlile a condi-
tion as our pastures, have in less favoured yciirs in the month
of .June. Well, then, my friends, I think we have a right to
be satisfied, and we ought to be grateful for the harvest that
we have just ingathered in this district and parish. At this
moinont I am speaking only of this parish, with whose inte-
rests I (1111 so intimalely >,onneeted, and witli wliose feelings
I so deeply sympathize. But T think, as far as T enn take an

impartial survey of our rural world, there are other things in

this parish of not less importance upon which I think we may
equally congratulate ourselves. In the first place I think it is

a matter of great satisfaction that, at this moment, in the parish

of Hughenden there is no able-bodied labourer who is not em-
ployed at good wages. We are indebted, no doubt, for this

result to the happy circumstance in some degree of that rural

manufacture, and the prosperity of that rural manufacture,

which converts tlie raw material of our beechen woods into

the convenient form of chairs for the accommodation not only

of England, but even of the colonies and foreign parts. But
I am glad to say that we are indebted for that satisfactory re-

sult to another and not less efficient cause, and that is, the

highly-improved husbandry of this district and this parish.

It is on account of the skilful rotation of crops—it is on ac-

count of the various and often costly manures in which onr
lands are now dressed, and the great head of stock that is now
maintained on the farms of this parish, that that result of the

population being well employed, and employed at high and
satisfactory wages, is equally at least to be ascribed. And
these are very satisfactory results. Well, then, there is

another circumstance in our rural life in this parish in which
I think we may find congratulation, and it refers to a subject

which I have more than once brought under your considera-

tion, and that is the dwellings of those to whom we are pecu-
liarly indebted for the labour which cultivates our fields and
gathers in our crops. There has been for some time a con-
tinuous improvement, I am glad to say, in the residences of
the peasantry—of the labourers on the soil of this parish.

Some time ago I mentioned tliis subject, and, indeed, more
than once I have dwelt upon it in your presence. These are

legitimate and proper occasions on whicli we ought to touch
upon these subjects. I am myself very much in favour of
building new cottages for the labouring population, but at the
same time I know that that is a process wliieh can only he
very gradually carried out. I won't enter into any controversy
upon tliat subject, because this is not a moment for contro-

versy, further than to repeat what I have often said—that

tliose take a very limited and too contracted view of the case

who, in building cottages for the labouring population, look

only to the immediate return in the shape of rent. There is

an immediate return far more valuable than rent, which is to

be acquired by giving the labouring population dvi'ellings

which conduce to their health, their strengtli, and to their

happiness. But I would make this remark, because it is one
essentially practical, and applicable to tliis parish—that you
may do a great deal to improve the dwellings and increase the

comforts of the labouring class without absolutely buildinpf

new cottages. Yon may improve those that exist. Now I

believe there are three things which a labourer in the Chiltern

Hills most desires—Ihe first is a porch, Ihe second an oven,

and the third is a tank. I have for some time been extremely

anxious that every labouring man on my estate should have
these three sources of comfort and hn])])iueps—a porch, an
oven, and a tnnk ; and I am very f^lad Id see that ihe cxain])le

I have set is spreading, and I hojie when we hold onr next

liarvest -liome that we shall find that it is a custom of very

general adopt ion. But whether I look to our harvest, or
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wlietlier I look to tlie goiipval condition of those wlio are
mainly associated in its iugatlieriiif;, I think I can cou^Tatiilate

tlie proprietors, the cultivators, tlie fanners, the occupiers, and
the iahourers of tliis parish on its general prosperity ; and I

am sure, from what I have seen this morning-, that I am ad-
dressing a society who, in the possession of these great advan-
tages, arc deeply crrateiul to the Giver of all goodness to wlioni

W'e are indebted for these blessings. I trust that the prospe-
rity of Hughendeu may long continue. It is founded on sound
principles, and, under the blessing of Providence, ought not
to be sul)ject, or at least to be superior, to most of the vicis-

situdes that interfere with human occupation. I am obliged

to you very sincerely for drinking my health on an occasion

like the present. Your kind feelings I greatly appreciate, and
your good opinion vn\l always be my best reward. I thank
you heartily. The riglit hon. gentleman resumed liis seat

nmid great cheering.

At this stage of the proceedings a figure representing the

goddess Ceres was brought into the tent by some of the farm
children and presented to Mr. Disraeli, by whom it was exhi-

bited to the company. The goddess wore a blue robe, and her

head was composed of ears of oats, while barley and wheat
did duty for her arms and feet.

The Chancellor of the ExcnEQiiEK, in giving tlie next
toast, said : I was for a moment a little dashed and daunted,

for I feared that one of the most ancient customs of England
had been forgotten on this occasion. I believe that I hold in

my hand a representation of the goddess Ceres. For centu-

ries this figure, thus dressed up or in robes ot similar manu-
facture, has been brought forward. She is represented on this

occasion mainly by that golden harvest of oats for which, in

this parish, we are particularly grateful. I need not say that

this reminds me—for my mind is full of the subject—of those

who perhaps are more interested in the success of the harvest

than even other classes intimately connected with it. We are

in this parish favoured, I believe, with the presence of a body
of farmers who, take them altogether, may equal—T believe,

perhaps, more than equal—those of any parish in the county

of Buckingham. It is not merely that they are skilful farm-

ers, and bring to the cultivation of the soil a knowledge of the

country and of all those artificial adjuncts which develope its

qualities, but they are men who are sensible of their social

duties as farmers and as the great tUlers of the soil. They
look upon their occupation not merely as one of a com-
mercial character, but they remember and they fulfil their

duties to those who are dependent on them. Indeed, I

have generally found that the skilful farmer is a man who
most appreciates the good qualities of the labouring man
under him. He knows the value of such a character, and he
is the person who is always found the best master. I must
congratulate the farmers of Hughenden on their great success

and prosperity this year, and I now propose that you drink

their healths, and I trust that they may have many and happy
returns of seasons like the present.

After Mr. Coates, a tenant-farmer, had briefly responded.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said : I now propose

to you the health of another order in the agricultural liier-

archy, inferior in importance and utility to none of those whose
healths have already been drunk. It is the health of those to

whom we are peculiarly indebted for the ingathering of the

crop, and for the preceding process of agriculture which has

brought about that result. So far as I can form an opinion of

my neighbours—and I am happy to say I live, when I am here,

much among them—the labouring class in this parish is one

of which we may be proud. They are skilful husbandmen,

and they are influenced, generally speaking, by a great sense

of duty. In proposing the health of the labourers, I should

like to connect with the toast the name of one who has been

long working on my own estate, and in the occupation of a

tenant of mine, who, I think, represents in his own person

many of the best qualities of the English husbandman, and

that is Hatt, who, I believe, is now working with Mr. James

Leigh. In drinking the health of the labourers of Hughenden
parish I shall connect with the toast the name of Hatt, who
has long worked on the soil, and who has always been a model

of what a skilful, independent, and excellent husbandman

ought to be.

Mr. Hatt, a venerable farm labourer, briefly responded.

He said he was much obliged to Mr. Disraeli and to all the

gentlemen present for drinking his health, but in replying he

scarcely knew wlicre to begin. He thought it was best, liow-

evor, to begin nearest home, and that was with his masters,

under whom he had served for many years, and by whom he
had always been kindly treated. He thanked them for tlie

manner in which they had used him, and he thanked Mr.
Disraeli and the gentry and farmers present for the privilege

wliicii had been accorded to liimself and fellow-labourers on
that occasion of associating with them. As for Mr. Disraeli,

tlieir squire, he could not be too grateful for the testimony he
had borne to tlie conduct and character of the farm labourers.

He hoped the labourers themsplves would not forget the ad-
vice which tlie minister gave them thai morning, but before

they entered on their duty every day would consider in whose
hands they were going to fall. He hoped the Lord would
bless them all, and that they would all meet hereafter to enjoy

the full glories of the heavens above.

THE GRASS.
The grass, the grass, the beautiful grass, .

That brightens this land of ours,

Oh, why do we rudely lot it pass.

And only praise the flowers ?

The blossom of spring small joys would bring,

And the summer-bloom look sad.

Were the earth not green, and the distant scene

In its emerald robe not clad.

Then sing the grass, the beautiful grass,

That brightens this land of ours

;

For there is not a blade by nature made
Less perfect than the flowers.

The grass, the grass, the feathery grass,

That waves in the summer wind,

That stays when the flowers all fade and pass,

Like a dear old friend, beliind
;

That clothes the hills, and the valley fills,

When the trees are stripped and hare
;

Oh, the land would be like a wintry sea

Did the grass not linger there.

Then sing the grass, the bonny green grass,

Tliat to all such a charm can lend
;

For 'tis staunch and true the whole year through,

And to all a faithful friend.

The grass, the grass, the bountiful grass,

Oh, well may the gift endure.

That never was meant for creed or class.

But grows for both rich and poor.

Long may the land be great and grand

Where the emerald turf is spread ;

May the bright green grass, when from earth we pass,

Lie lightly o'er each head.

Then sing the grass, the bountiful grass.

That stays like a dear old friend
;

For whatever our fates, it kindly waits,

And it serves us to the end.

CREAM IN COLD WEATHER.—A mistake very often

made is that of putting too much milk in the pans. Experi-

ment has proved that if we take two equal quantities of milk,

and place one in pans to the depth of six inches, and the

other to the depth of only two-and-a-half inches, the latter

\rill yield from seven to eight per cent, more cream than the

former. This is the case more particularly in cold and damp
weather, and at this time the mistake is most commonly com-

mitted. The temperature of the surrounding air has also a

great effect upon the time required for the rising of the

cream ; experiment has demonstrated that the process is more

rapid in warm than in cold weather. With the thermometer

at 80 degrees, all the cream will rise in 10 hours.

/ / » )> )> -** 51

68 „ „ „ 18 „
55 „ „ „ 2* „
50 „ „ „ 36 „
45 „ „ „ 43 „

Sprengel found that if milk was kept at a temperature as low
as 37 degrees, but little cream would rise in three weeks. In
order to avoid the trouble of keeping the cream at the proper

temperature, it is customary in some dairies to churn the
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whole milk. Tlio adviiut;iges cluiiucil by tliose who follow

this plan may bi; briefly stated thus : the proper temperature

can be readily obtained both iu summer aud in winter ; five

per cent, more butter can be ohtained from the same milk;

the butter is not only of the same quality while fresh, but if

properly managed will keep much better. This plan would

not work so well in the neighbourhood of a good market for

skira-milk; but when cheese is an object, there would be

little or uo diflereuce, for the buttcr-milk will make as good

cheese as skim-milk. In summer it is ditiicult to reduce the

state of the temperature of the cream as low as fifty-five

degrees ; but the whole milk need only be reduced to sixty-five

degrees, to which most cellars, without any difficulty, reduce
it. Iu Brittany the milk of the previous evening is mixed
with the morning's milk, and, after standing a few liours, the

whole is churned, aud is said to produce a large amount of

butter, of a better quality, and will keep longer.

—

Gcrmanlown
Telegraph.

CHEESE-MAKING IN CHESHIRE
At the dinner of the Cheshire Agricultural Society, Mr.

Barbour, the president, said he was very much pleased with

the splendid show of cheese they had had. He had never

seen such a display before, and he was still more gratified to

learn from the judges that the quality of the cheese was much
superior to that which had been shown on previous occasions.

That was a matter for congratulation. A good deal had been

said of late with regard to the products of this district, and

he hoped that it would lead to a desire to improve it iu the

future and if possible to produce a better article than Cheshire

had ever done before (Hear, hear). He had no fear himself

for the Cheshire farmer or the Cheshire cheese. The past year,

it must be borne in mind, was an exceptional year. The
market was then flooded with heavy importations from other

parts, but he had no doubt that the energy of tlie people of

tills county would maintain its position ; and he hoped tliey

should always hold their position in the great commerce of the

country, especially in the manufacture of cheese. It had been

suggested that they might establish a cheese factory. Well, if

gentlemen were favourable to establishing such a factory, hy all

means let them try it. He should be delighted to see it, but

lie must say he was rather sceptical as to its success. Still it

might be tried, and he hoped the farming interest of Cheshire

would go on making progress in cheese-making.

Mr. Davies, of Mere Old Hall, said they had witnessed

that day a very successful show, and a most extraordinaiy ex-

hibition of cheese. He was delighted to see tiiat Cheshire was
getting up again.

Mr. Barton proposed " the healths of the Judges," and in

doing so highly complimented them upon the manner in which

they had discharged their duties. The greatest diflieulty the

judges must have experienced was, he thought, in decidiug

between the collections of cheese. He had never seen sucii iin

exhibition of cheese before, and he was sure the judges must

have experienced a difficulty in arriving at a decision.

Mr. Warburton responded on behalf of the judges. He
said they were very much pleased with the articles shown for

competition, but more especially the cheese. But farmers of

Cheshire must, he thought, be careful how they went to work.

The formers in this county were of a diifercnt class of people,

and more mixed than in those large American dairies, wlierc

nothing else was done hut cheese-making. If they thought of

establishing a factory it would be much better to go to work
gradually, aud on a small scale. He was glad to find that

Cheshire had secured the Champion Prize of the day.

Mr. J. BoOTE suggested that Mr. Harding might give them
some valuable information respecting cheese, inasmuch as he

had a great deal to do with the introduction of the Cheddar

system.

Mr. Harding said the Cheddar system was a very good one,

but he dare say it would produce no better cheese than the

Cheshire system. He was satisfied from his own experience

that they were very much behind wliat they should be in

cheese-making. They managed their arable lands with science,

energy, and application, using all the mechanical power within

their grasp. He wished he could say the same about tlu^

cheese-making districts. Go wherever he would he found very

great disparagement in the productions of (he cheese-maker.

They had had a very good show of cheese—perhaps some of

the finest that could be obtained anywhere in England. But,

on the other hand, some of the cheese produced must have

beeu manufactured by some one who knew nothing at all about

cheese-making. So that whilst some of the cheeses were an
honour to any country or county, others were an equal dis-

grace. He disputed the assertion that cheese could only be

made in certain counties, and said no man had had more ex-

perience in tlie nKitlcr llnu be Imd, mid he had come lo the

conclusion that good cheese could be made anywhere—in fact

it did not matter where (" Hear, hear," and "No, no)." He
repeated that no man had had greater experience than he, and,

therefore, he was prepared to show what he had stated was
correct. He had made cheese in Scotland, and in vavious parts

of England. In Scotland they adopted the Cheddar system

which he had the honour of introducing there, aud they made
just as good cheese as in Chesliirc aud Somersetshire. He
complained that the farmers iu England had not proper ac-

commodation afforded them by their landlords for cheese-

making. The landlords had not done what they ought to have

done. If they visited farm-houses, and old farm-houses espe-

cially, they would find dairies that had been constructed with-

out the slightest attention or regard to science. If they had
not proper accommodation for cheese-making they should not

do it, for the best cheese-makers were sometimes baffled because

tney had not got a good place in which to make the cheese.

Mr. Aston (Brassey Green) said when he entered as a com-
petitor of cheese in the society he v as not sanguine about taking

any prize, and would have returned home quite satisfied if he
had not been awarded one. They must not think, however,

that because he had been successful he entertained the notion

that his cheese was superior to some which had been classed

among the unsuccessful of that day. Cases had been known
where unsuccessful competitors had sold their dairies for a

liigher price than those who were successful. In order to be

a successful competitor a great deal depended upon the cheese

selected being ripe for market at the time of exhibition, and
not what they would be iu weeks or months to come. This

apjiearcd, however, to be a matter with which the judges had
not to do. They should bow to their decision, although at

times it might be adverse to their own private opinions. He
had felt great interest in that part of the show with which he
stood so closely identified—namely, the dairy department.

Considering the heavy losses they sustained about a year-and-a-

lialf ago in horned cattle, he considered they had had a most
excellent show of cheese, and fhat if Cheshire had not entirely

recovered, she bade fair to regain her former renown as a

cheese-making county. He was glad to see that there viere

exhibitors of cheese from other counties, so that Chester had
been fairly and thoroughly tested (cheers). He had no doubt
the gentleman who had been a competitor was celebrated for

making prime Cheddar, or he would not have shown up on
that occasion. If the first jirize had been awarded him they

would have freely given him the honour ; but the fact of

Chesliirc, under existing circumstances, carrying away the

champion prize, ought in the estimation of all impartial

judges to enhance it. He had uo desire to boast, but he had
no hesitation in saying that they could compete with any cheese-

making county iu England. It might be that there was equally

as good cheese made in other counties, but they ought to give
" honour to whom honour is due." All they wished for was a

fair field, justice awarded, aud they would then be satisfied.

lie did not exactly agree with one or two of the remarks
made by Mr. Harding. He scarcely tliought that one uniform
system of cheese-making would do for all counties alike. He
was disposed to think that the mode of manufacture of this

article of diet should vary according to the description of the

soil and the quality of the herbage. He had for some years

entertained a high opinion of Cheddar cheese. They appeared

to have a mostexcellent way of manufacturing it in some parts

of Somerset ; but from what liad transpired that day it did

not appear to be superior to tliat of Cheshire. He thought

it possible for a skilful person to make a good cheese upon
every description of soil ; but prime dairies appeared to be

manufactured with greater case and facility upon some forms

as compared with others.

I
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AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS IN IRELAND.
It is a very uotipeable fact that now for some years

past Irelaud has held a long lead in the way of eollcctins;

any reliable returns of agricultural products. Scotland

soon tired of the cx])erinicnt, and England hitherto has

uever taken kindly to the business. The example, as so

set by the sister-kingdom, is the more remarkable when
we come to consider the agency through which these

statistics are obtained. If there be a people proverbially

jealous of interference, or of any direct inquiry into their

lives and habits, one would imagine such a nation to be the

Irish. Or, again, if such a power as the Police should be

anywhere held at arm's-length, it would surely be in

Irelaud. The mere presence of the Constabulary has

often enough, before now, occasioned an outbreak

;

but it is nevertheless by such a means that

the information is annually gathered in, with, as it is

said, a perfection of detail and a general acquiescence to

the movement that leave little to be desired. It may
be that the Irish force is composed of a superior class of

men to our own officers, and that they can consequently

work with more tact and judgment ; although still, at the

first blush, it does seem extraordinary that the Irish

farmer should fall in so readily with a scheme so intro-

duced; whereas the Englishman, when a similar proposal

was made some three or four years since, would not hear

of so unwarrantable an intrusion, nor for a moment
entertain the notion of having a policeman hanging about

his premises.

In Ireland, however, the attempt has been so suc-

eessfulj that the collection of these statistics may be

regarded as an established feature in the proceedings

of the Government. So surely, indeed, as the Show
of the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland comes
round, so certainly does his Excellency the Lord-
Lieutenant turn these figures to account. The late Lord
Carlisle, with all his abilities as an orator and all his

natural tendency to poetical illustration and rhetorical

display, was too good a judge to throw aside such valuable

matter; and year after year he made his chief points

from the returns sent in by the farmers. His successors

have not been slow to see how appropriate the topics

thus engendered must be to the time and place ; and ac-

cordingly, at the banquet of the Royal Agricultural

Society, held in Dublin on Wednesday, Lord Abercorn
with commendable industry drew deductions and argu-

ments from the agricultural statistics of the country.

The extent of Poor-law relief, the amount of stock

in the Bank of Ireland, or the deposits in the

Post-office Savings Banks, all lead on naturally enough
to subjects more immediately connected with the

business of the occasion. At a dinner in England the

chairman, after speaking to the merits of the exhibition,

would quickly find himself on very delicate ground were

he to attempt to go much further ; whereas in Ireland it

would appear to be the more peculiar mission, if not of

the president, certainly of the chief guest, to speak to the

general condition of agriculture, and allow every one pre-

sent to judge of the show for himself. Thus his Excel-

lency stated :
" The returns for the present year show no

material difference as regards the breeding of stock and

cultivation, except in the item of sheep. AVe find a small de-

crease of about 60,000 acres in the amount of land under

rotation of crops, making altogether a decrease of 500,000
acres of land under rotation of crops, including about

200,000 of green crops, since I860 ; while we find an in-

crease of cattle to the amount of 500,000, and of sheep

to no less an amount than 1,500,000, of wliich 500,000

are in the present year. 1 lind this decrease since 1868."

And again :
" Connected witli this increase of cattle there

is one point which is undoubtedly highly satisfactory,

namely, the large increase of exported cattle during the

present year as compared with former years. We find

the number of cattle exported during the last vear to be

579,000 as compared with 345,000 In 1803, and, to go

further back—to 1850—as compared with 195,000. If the

average of the exported cattle be taken at somewhat less

than £15 per head, which, I am informed by competent

judges, is not much over the mark, we shall find the dif-

ference in the exported value between this year and 1865

to come really to three millions of money."

In fact, as a cattle-breeding country Ireland is clearly

making much progress. Our graziers are getting more and

more inclined to buy their beasts in, just as our dealers

have their young horses, from over the ('hanncl, while the

introduction of the Shorthorn has done much to improve

the character of the native breeds. Not only are there

now many highly-bred herds established in the Sister-

Kingdom, but the pedigree bulls as usual cross well with

anything else ; and if the trade in this way be only pro-

perly cultivated, it promises to become only more and

more remunerative. The comparative exemption, more-

over, of Irish cattle fi-ora disease proves how well the soil

and climate are suitable for such purpose. Still, strangely

enough, a really-established business like that of breeding

hunters and riding horses, has for some years been

gradually neglected, until the supply was anything but

equal to the demand. One or two breeding studs have,

however, been very recently organized, and the entry of

horses was said to be the best the national Society has

ever yet got together. But with more cattle and more

horses, and less land in cultivation, the Lord-Lieutenant

thinks that " this large increase, with a decrease of the

winter means of feeding them, is a subject which appears

to be worthy of the serious consideration of the practical

and skilled members of your society." This is very neatly

put, as the suggestion may furnish the theme for some

profitable discussion hereafter amongst the farmers them-

selves ; nor is his Lordship less happy in the very prac-

tical turn of his remarks on the growth of flax :
" In flax

we have a decrease in the whole of Ireland of 10,000

acres; but if we look into the returns we shall find the

decrease to be wholly confined to Ulster, while in the

rest of Ireland there is a slight increase of about 500

acres. Now, I question much whether this decrease in

Ulster may not be a very beneficial one, for it is possible

that the cotton famine years may have over-stimulated the

growth of flax in that province, and that the present de-

crease is merely a return to a more healthy amount of

production ; and I think that a comparison of the number

of acres grown in Ulster last year—namely, 263,000

acres—as compared with the number of acres grown in

1861, before the cotton famine—namely, 147^000—very

much bears on that view of the case." The cultivation

of this crop is still mainly confined to Ireland, although

we heard last week, when down in the West, that growing

flax paid well in parts of Somersetshire and Dorsetshire,

with a ready market available, although this was not

always the case. In Northamptonshire, some years

back", it was the fashion to exchange flax for straw, as

there was nothing else to be done with so unsaleable a

product.

Dnrinsj the autumn the collection of Agricultural Sta-
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tistics will, most probably, come occasionaLly to tlie sui*-

face as a matter for consideration ; while there is no
denying that with such retm-ns at his command the Lord-
Lieutenant was enabled to speak far more encouragingly

to the prospects of Ireland than he otherwise might have
ventured to do. Despite the disturbed state of the comi-

try for some time past, industry has scarcely ever been

thrown out of gear ; a fact that would of itself go to show
up " one of the most insane and unmeaning attempts at

insurrection ever recorded in history." In Ireland, then,

Agricultural Statistics have been manifestly turned to a

very good purpose ; but it mu,st be reiuembered that from

the first their collection has been worked easily enougli. In

England the experiment has, on the contrary, never been

very well received, nor does it ever promise to be until

this is launched with more knowledge of the class upon

whose support success must depend. The police, as re-

cognized amongst us, would never "go down" with

the farmers ; nor do we think that the returns will ever

be made with much confidence until it be understood into

whose hands they will pass. In so many words, as we
have often said before, the constitution of another Board

of Agriculture would seem to be a very necessary part of

the project.

THE MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT MANCHESTER.

Following the example of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England, instead of one of the more wide-awake

maxims of our great-grandfathers, which teaches us that

when we cannot get one thing to make the best use of

the other, the meeting appointed to be held at Stourport

last year was abandoned ; although, as the proof is in the

pudding, as seen at this and other gatherings, there was

ample material even without cattle, to make a capital show.

The " grand centenary celebration" of this old-established

firm was held on August the 27th and two following days

at Old Trafford, just outside the town of Manchester, the

Society admitting the ladies at a shilling and the gentle-

men at half-a-crown each, a most artful way this of sad-

dling poor Mr. Lancashire with his better-half, with or

without the incumbrances, and Master Joony with the

object of his affections, and of getting together a nimie-

rous and respectable attendance with more grist to the

mill, as the ground was crowded. So far so good. But

management, after all, is something; and neverwas a greater

jumble than this Old Hundredth anniversary. In fact,

we really thought we had mistaken the day, for they were

at least that time behind with their arrangements ; as on

Tuesday hammers, saws, and mallets were in such full swing,

with tunber so scattered in every direction, that it reminded

one more of some place threatened with a siege than a show-

ground. The paltry, flapping, canvas-topped open-sided

shedding was half-finished, as the horses stood with their

coats staring, and owners regretting they had ever brought

them, longing for four of the clock on Thursday to get

away again ; whilst at another part the great dealer of

the North was bustling about half-frantic, as he looked

on his shivering string of valuable nags, exclaiming,

"Dear, dear! what a place to bring horses to I
" and

shouting to his helpers, "Put their Jiuds on 1 Put their

huds o\\\" Never were horses more miserably housed;

End lucky for them, poor things, that the weather con-

tinued fine ; for as it was, they would have been more
comfortable in the open, as a chilling draught, more es-

pecially in the early part of the day, was contiunally at

play under the shedding. To counteract this, on the

second day we found they had gone to the other extreme,

as some two dozen horses were hoarded up vmder lock

and key, and their grooms away, with as much chance of

the public seeing them as if they had been in bandboxes.

Then, the ring was not completed till the Wednesday, and

at one time on the first day began to resemble the run-in

of a badly-kept race-com-se, where, during the canter up,

the unmannerly keep crowding one before the other,

nntil they get so close to the horses that they cannot
themselves possibly see the gallop, besides leaving every
body else in the same predicament. The judging was

unavoidably postponed until twelve on the first day ; but

this need not have been the case on the second day, as

there were but few classes to finish, and, if taken in hand at

nine or ten, these might have been disposed of in time for a

parade of all the horses—one of the most interesting

sights of a show. Then, the horses were allowed to come

in out of their class, with sometimes entries from two or

three in at the same time, and these only having numbers

on one side the head ; while the insignia, as is always the

case when being judged, were away from the public, who

were left with their" catalogues in hand, in a delightful

quandary as to which was which, though a whole host of

oflicials crowded round the judges. In fact, there were too

many ofacers and not enough men—plenty to order, but

few to act. Then there was the grand-stand so much talked

about—some rough wooden seats, with no protection

against the weather, the committee leaving this, as appa-

rently everything else, to Providence. That was all very

well, but then they had railed off a fourth part of the ring

with it, so that anyone interested in the different classes

could not get round to the other set of judges even with a

pass, but at one outlet, and so back again, Avith an alter-

cation and explanation every time with au untutored police-

man—a Manchester boor or bore of the largest breed.

Grand-stands could have been erected all round without

encroaching on the outside of the ring, which has always

been open to the public, and always ought to be in all

show-yards. Not only the horses were badly cared for,

but the pigs, who only had a rough open rail between

them, through which they could get their heads, and, as

might be expected, a row ensued. A quarrel broke out

between two boars of the large breed as big as donkeys,

on Tuesday liight, which soon set the whole lot

by the ears. The war-cry, we were told, was something

awful, forty thousand hurdy-gurdies all going at once

being nothing to it dm-ing the fight, which raged fierce

and hot, as the gashes on the pigs showed plainly

enough. Never was there such a shindy; and the

battle of Old Trafford, amongst pig men at least,

will outlive any of the fights of YiDrk and Lancaster.

The Society does not want for money, and in such a

populous district this ought to be the show of the world.

They offered £2,000 in prizes, a fair portion of this going

to tempt the Shorthorn and his brethren from his lair, who,

with suspicion of the plague-spot yet upon him, is still

an absentee for his country's good and that of the London

butcher, who, with his high prices, continues to cry,

""Who'll buy? Buy! buy 1" as the poor gather round

with wolf-like eye. Then the prize list needs remodel-

ling throughout; for instance, in the first-class for

thoroughbred stallions, open to the United Kingdom,
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they offer three prizes, amoimtiug to £50, and for clieese

£60 ; whilst the Yorkshire Society offers €80 for tliorough-

bred stallions and £7 for cheese—a catalogne the Man-
chester and Liver])ool wonld do well to stndy, if only for

its brevity. Really, anyone would think that the Lan-
castrians loved cheese better than horses or anything else

;

but we are sure they do not, by the way they crowded
round the ring, so that we are half-inclined to think that

some one in the line, with an overwhelming intlucnce, must
have had a hand in arranging the prizes, and stuck out as

manfully for that useful article as ever the illustrious John
Jorrocks, the s])orting "Cit" and grocer, did for brown
sugar, when he insisted on supjilyiug so many hogsheads

to be mixed up with clay and other condiments when
Du-ector of " The Patent Drain-Tile Company." Then
for ram-lambs, open to the United Kingdom, they give

£5, a pen of ewes £10, and a game cock and hen £10
;

and all this sort of thing over and over again.

There was a capital show of horses, a good one of

sheep and pigs, and a fair oue of poultry ; but we will

take them as thev come in the catalogue, beginning with

the thoroughbred stud-horses, which, though not a large

class, there being only four, was good, jNIr. Naylor sending

first and third—the Hadji by raugh-a-Ballagh, out of

Athol Brose by Orlando, turning up the winner. He is

12 years old, a rich brown, fifteen hands three inches high

—a stylish, showy-looking horse, with good ends, fair

middle and understandings, but a trifle on the leg. He
was a racehorse in his time, but not a lucky one

;

ha^dng started eight times, liis principal performances

being winning of the Union Cup at Manchester, running

third to Beadsman for the Derby, and second to

Sunbeam for the St. Leger, which he lost by half a length.

He won the first prize at the All-Yorkshire show one

year, and was shown at Islington, bnt not placed, when
Citadel took the £100. The second was Motley, who
travels like a band-bos. The third. Carnival, a bay eight

years old, by Sweetmeat, out of Volatile by Buckthorn, is a

compact shortish horse, with power and good limbs, but

a trifle light in liis back ribs, and with shoulders perhaps

not adapted for getting hunters ; but as the condition was
simply for the best thorough-bred, this has nothing to do

with it. He was a great favourite at one tune on the turf,

but, like many, thought to be bett er than he proved ; his

chief victory ha\-ing been winning the FitzwilHam Stakes at

Doncaster. The other was Young Theon by Theon, dam by
Gleam, great granddam by Orion, a cobby thick-necked

roadster-looking likeness of the old horse, with bad drag-

ging hind-leg action, and not to be found in the Stud-

book.

There was a capital all-aged class of hunters, including

such show-horses as Mountain Dew, Master of Arts,

Buffon, Sprig of Xobility, and Yoyageur. There were

thirteen others, and out of them seven more as good-

looking horses as one would see for some time in a yard.

The judges went to work all through the classes like

workmen, losing no time, Jlessrs. Hobson and Nicholson

hanging together a bit ; but not like we recollect once

seeing two old cronies in the Xorth, who quite ignored

the third, a judge from the South ; one of them declaring

to us, when he met the Southerner the other day, that he

had never seen him before in his life, although we assured

him that they were nearly two whole days "joodging"

together, or so supposed to be. Mountain Dew improves

more every time we see him, and reminds us much of Tom
both in form and movement, being a capital galloper ; and
when he was placed third, at Bury, to the wooden Master

of Arts, not believing in the decision a bit, we thus wrote

of them : "The more we see- of the Master of Arts the

more are we satisfied that he is another Beechwood,

a glutton for prizes, and nothing bat a show-horse after

all. He is very well strutting round the circus, but his

gallop is nothing like the strong, bold stride of a hunter

;

but short and scratchy, as if his knees were tied together.

He wants a lesson from Mountain Dew, the third here, and

second to A'oyageur at Salisbury, or from one or two of the

Irish horses, Mr. Pretty's Baron," and so on, while the

only thing we regret is that the Manchester trio were not

at Bury, so that the right horse might have had the £75,
as here he only gets a paltry £20, with " open to

the United Kingdom" stuck at the top of it. Then
tlic Baron, by Camuobic, not a l)ig one, or striking for

handsome looks, is stout and well made, wntliout lumber,

looking like work, and going well enough for the country
around Rugby, which is saying as much as any one can
for a horse. ^Ye quite agree with his being second ; but
with the j\rastcr of Arts third we do not; fur if he is

good enough for third he is good enough for first, as in

his frame he is grander than any of them ; but he

cannot go, aud this Capt. Skipworth must have found

out, as he did not appear over-fond of his mount ; and
then Mr. Nicholson only showed him off in his best pace,

a flourishing trot, so that if he had been his own, and
wanted to part with him, he could not have done better.

But we want hunters to gallop, like such horses as

Jlr. M\irray's Kilkenny, an oily-going varmint-sort of

horse, that looked like sailing away over a country, and
that it would be a pleasure to ride : the winner of the first

jumping prize, or his second jumper Ross ; or Mr. Wil-

son's Redwing, Mr. D. R. Davies' Minster, or Sprig of

Nobility, who, with a man up that could ride, went
better than we ever saw him, and took the hurdles well,

as he did with Captain Skipworth and Mr. Nicholson,

both good horsemen. So did Mountain Dew and the

Baron, for the Judges rode them and another or two ; but

neither of them offered to take the Master over, and
seemed only too glad to go off him. Then, whilst the old

grey mare Forest Queen, the second jumper, or even

Sir Harry, a competitor at Bury, and a grand topped

horse, who if he had limbs to match would be hard to

beat, or, in fact, while anything that could move was in

the ring, the mealy chesuut never ought to have had a

prize, as, although but a fiver, we look upon it as third

honours. We were glad to see such nice horses as the

takers of prizes for jumping rewarded, but look upon the

money given in this way as so much thrown away ; for it

was simply over a hurdle—a game at which Tom Sayers's

mule Barney might have beaten the famous Lottery. Still

the ladies seem fond of it ; and, as it draws—for they all

look out for the jumping—we shall have more of it;

while third-prize hunters, open to the United Kingdom,
in oue of the best classes of the year, are encouraged with

what they give a bantam cock, by a management that

must think a fiver goes as long a way with owners of

horses as a taste of Bob Sawyer's strong cheese.

The twelve- stone hunters wei'e an excellent class ; and
no one could find fault with the decision in placing

Tom and The General first and second, although the
third-prize, Scottish Clan, was one of the neatest blood-

like light-weights, that could catch any hounds. Mr,
Murray had a very hunting-like, nice-going horse in

Highlander ; and Prince also belongs to him, a nag that

was awarded the second prize for jumping. The latter

did not go for the first prizes, being entire, and,

we heard, he was disqualified after the jumping, as

this was only for mares and geldings. He is a erev,

beautifully dappled, said to be by Daniel O'Rourke, and
bred by the late Sir Tatton Sykes, but he reminds one
more of Recovery. He is as handsome as paint, and,

with a smartly-got-up youth upon his back, who rode him
exceedingly well, being awarded a medal as the best rider,

they were quite the dandies of the yard, the " observed

of all observers," aud veiy popular, especially with the

ladies, who applauded with their dainty palms. Mr,

X 2
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Murray, it was saiJ, had refused nine hundred for the

gi-ey ! He was perfect as a fencer, and did the in-and-

out cleverly, for they had a double in this class.

He gave us a better idea of the hack and hunter com-
bined than anything we have seen. Knfus showed great

character ; and ]\Iaster Jackey, another of Mr. Wilson's,

is a compact-looking hunter; while Mr. Smith's (Rugby)

Comet is a very stylish hunter, with tired hocks, and

who went for the jumping- money, but made a slight

mistake, and so got put out. Several others were re-

markable for good looks. The hunting brood mares

were poor, with the exception of the iirst and

second, and a roan — Cara — of Mr. Smith's, of

Cockermouth. We think the second, Becky Sharpe,

was along way the best, and do not fancy the judges were

quite unanimous. The four years old for road and field

were but a poor show. The first of the three-year-olds

is a useful, hardy-looking colt, with short big limbs, likely

to make a hunter, some preferring Bird of Passage, whilst

others took to the third, a colt by Rapparee, a very gen-

tlemanly looking one, with well laid shoulders—in fact, a

good topped one, but, if anything, a little weak in his

thighs and hocks. Still he will come again another day.

British Queen, first at Thirsk for fillies, was first again

hei'e for geldings and fillies, the second being a lengthy

good-looking one, and the third very hunting-like and good-

looking, showing breed and character, with a fine fore-

hand, but crooked in his forelegs. The yearlings were

nothing particular, the first being a neat chesuut, and the

.second plain.

Among the extra stock, Roxburgh was a deep-ribbed,

short -legged hunter, of great power ; and Lord George, a

very handsome powerful cob, up to a good weight, of about

fifteen hands and an inch, with capital action ; as Sultan is

a very stylish-going grey park hack, of great fashion and
good form, which begins to show signs of antiquity. In
fact, for real handsome looks, there were four greys on
the ground that it would be difficult to match—Sultan,

Prince in the twelve-stone hunter class, a grey draught
horse of Mr. Munn's, and the prize-pony Tafify. The
roadster stallions were weak in numbers, mustering only

five ; the second pi-ize at Thirsk, Young Pretender, being

first here, and a short vulgar cob, with bad hind action,

second; whilst !Mr. Naylor's Morgan Rattler, though
slightly loaded at the point of his shoulder, was more
to onr mind, and we should say nearly thorongh-bi-ed.

The roadster mares were not grand, uumberiug nine

;

the first being a bay coaching mare, the second Brown
Bess, a varmint wiry old cobby hack with a foal, a good
goer, that, although ha\ing a little of the gipsy look,

ought to have been first for character. There were some
fair hacks among the ten who came up for judgment,
Polly being a neat bay, and a prize-taker at Rochdale and
other places ; while the second Duchess was a very

showy, light, narrow mare, with the best action of the

two. Mr. Sexton, of Whersted Hall, Ipswich, showed a

short-legged useful mare with action ; and Mr. Graham
of Kirkbride's (Wigton) Jim was a good-shaped cobby
hack. Mr. Barton, of Caldy Manor, entered a couple of

nice four-year-olds by Morgan Rattler, the bay taking

after his sire. For the cobs not exceeding fourteen three

there was a capital entry, twenty-four coming to the

scratch. The first prize, after considerable considtation,

went to a good-shaped cob, with true action, but he
was not improved by a bad head and a mean-looking
tail ; the second being old Barmaid, a mare we gave a

description of wheu she was first at Birmingham. By
far the nicest to our mind was Mr. Pritchard's (Eccles)
Prince, a very varmint rob, of great character without
lumber; but, if anything, with a little more flounsh in his
action than we like, while iMr. Green's (Leeds) Action had
more of the character of the cob than anything, with

selling action, fussy without much pace. Mr. Smith, of

Duuchnrch, show-ed a dun mare. Princess, a very neat

hack indeed, that we have seen before somewhere ; and
Mr. Holmes, of Beverley, had a very good-looking nag,

Ilarkaway, with action and breed, but rather inclined to

be cow-hocked. Another set of judges might pick out

two other prize horses, and be quite as near the

mark, as it was a near thing with four of them.
There was an excellent class of ponies, Taffy being

one of the very handsomest we ever clapped eyes on, and

that we should say neither love nor money would l)uy.

He is said to be Welsh, but shows a strong cross of the

Arab. The second, after some hesitation, was Maude,

a high-stepping one from Thurgarton Priory, who ran up

at Thirsk to Steward and Jet ; Lisette, a chesnut mare
with a racehorse's head, capital symmetry, and good legs,

being third—a pony not often to be met with, and, as a

rarity, not dear at the price asked (£60) for we have seen

many with not half her pretensions with twenty more put

to the end of it. The four-year-olds for road and field were

poor, with an exception or two, while Blue Bonnet, in

the half-hrpcl four-year-olds, a very open heading, was a

nice chesnut hunting-looking mare. The agriciiltural and

draught classes were but very middling, but with some few

of extraordinary merit. Prince of London was one of

them, a grey seven-year-old, first at Battersea, second at

Worcester, and first at Derby, and the first stallion here;

the second being Young Sampson, a dark-brown, weighty,

long, low, big-limbed horse, and a taker of several prizes

about the country. There were no others to oppose them.

There were five draught brood mares—Dinah, an old grey,

a very good sort, of fair size, with a chesnut foal, is a

great local prize taker ; the second being a very useful

Clydesdale mare. Mr. Hargreave's old black Sally, ano-

ther local prize taker, was on the ground, but it was not a

class of any great excellence. Mr. Munn's grey and roan,

in the draught pairs, were of extraordinary merit, more
especially the grey, who is as handsome and powerful a

horse as one would wish to see, standing eighteen hands

high on short good limbs. He is very deep and wide,

with a grand back, forehand, and quarters, and a capital

lively head for a drayman. He pulls down eighteen

hundred-weight and a-half, and was first at Oldham the

year before last. Indeed, he has often appeared in the

prize ring, but never was beaten ; and as he is nameless we
will christen him Champion of the Heavy Weights. The
second were a very handsome conple, as happy pairs with

wedding favours are often described, and a better match
than the first, but they must always succumb to the

Heavy-weight Champion and his backer.

The Clydesdales in the agricultural pairs were more
useful than ornamental ; not a bad fault on the farm, as

we have often seen a very good-looking one with his

collar slack, while his less fortunate companion with a so)ir

head comes in for an extra dose of whipcord as well as

doing all the work. Bnt it is the way of the world, the

sour-headed ones being more often kept up to their collar

even among ourselves. Prince, the first draught gelding,

is another of the fortunate ones, standing seventeen and

a-half hands high, and a winner of 36 first and 4 second

local prizes. The second here. Captain, was also second

at Rochdale. Tiie first in the three-year-old draught

geldings or fillies. Farmer, is a red roan three-year-old, with

an elegant head and neck, a deep middle, and very active-

looking, ivithout lumber, and as he furnishes it will take

a good one to beat him. The second, if there was one,

was gone to the dinner, as we could not find him when
making up our ])rize-list. The first of two-year-old fillies,

with no other to say hei- nay, was a moderate one; and

the yearlings but poor. The three-year-olds. Kilty

and Prince, were useful ; and Clydesdale and Flora, in

the two-year-olds, divided the honours without opposition.
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There was a good show of Leicesters aiul Shropshire

Bonus, while the Liucohis were very poorly represented,

aud the Southdowus would have shared a worse fate, if it had
not been for the ueat hlood-like samples from the Elmham
Hall flock, with which Lord Sondes took a prize for every-

thing sent, though with nothing to oppose them ; for in

Ibe rams Lord Derby's entry and the two from ^Ir. ^[ar-

ris's flock were declared to be witiiout merit by the Bench,
although two gentlemen who have acted as judges of

Southdowns told us that they liad olten seen worse sheep

than one of those from The Chase with a prize, and that they

thought it was rather hard to pass such a verdict. In

Leicester shearling rams Mr. Riley was lii-st and second

with the two he exhibited, while Mr. Bortou got highly

commended for one out of three ; but there were some
very good-looking sheep, the class being generally com-
mended, the others eomiug from ('apt. B. G. U. Cooke,

^Ir. Marris, Lord Peurhyn, aud Messrs. Simpson and
Ullycott's flocks. The rams of any age were also very

good, Mr. Simpson being first with one out of two, ]\Ir.

Borton getting second place, with another highly com-
mended, whilst a third shared the general commendation
with Lord Penrhyn, Messrs. Marris, Phillips, Marsh, aud
Miller. The verdict went in favour of ^Ir. Tindall's

Royal shearling ewes, in a small class, there only being

four other pens. For ewes of any age an exceedingly

good-looking pen of four-shear ewes from the Penrhyu
flock stood first, a pen of various ages of the Spoflbrth

Park being second. The Chase pen from Ulceby
getting highly commended ; with Capt. Cooke and
3Ir. Phillips as the other exhibitoi's. The Penrhyns
were again successful in the ram lambs Avith two very

good-looking ones, the Spoflbrth being highly commended,
and beating the Penrhyn in the Ewe Lambs, a small class,

and walking over with a good sheep—a Lincoln-Leicester

shearling ram, there being nothing to oppose him. Mr.
Simpson was also successful with a i-am bred by Mr.
Pidlion, of SpotForth Park, in the class of any age, the

four other competitors being poor indeed. Then in. shear-

ling ewes Mr. Allen had merit enough to be first aud

second without opposition, and Mr. Holmes first in the

ewes of any age, with no one to go in for second honours.

For the Shropshire shearling ram prizes. Lord Penrhyn,
Messrs. Jones, ManseU, Johnson, Sampson Byrd, and
D. R. Davies contended, the first going to one of the

Mere old Hall flock by Young Duke, a three-shear ram,

first at Thirsk and again here, one from the Penrhyn being

second. Mr. Sampson Byrd was second to Young Duke
in the all-age with "William the Conqueror ; a three-shear

ram, Mr. Jewett's Victor, a two-shear, and Mr. Mansell's

Lord Carlisle being also nice sheep. Mr. Coxon's were a

very neat pen of shearling ewes ; with as second a pen
from the Mere Hall flock, who had another nice pen

—

both by their three-shear, l^oung Duke. Some Preeford

three-shear ewes came again to the front in those of any

age, Mr. Borton running them second with a fair pen,

the next best being Mr. Johnson's and a pen of the

Mere Hall. !Mr. Sampson Byrd was victorious in a

tidy class of ram lambs with Young Prince, by Prince

;

one from Aldcott Hall, by their Earl of Plymouth, being

second, and their ewe lambs having it all their own way
in a very good class. Lord Derby sent two grand horned

Lonk sheep with fine fleeces.

There was a very good show of pigs—the large, middle,

and small white breeds being well represented, many of

them being prize takers ; but this is not extraordinary, as

the meeting is almost in the heart of the pig country,

where such shows are as common as market-days : one sow
on the ground having taken five silver cups in a fortnight,

and where the owners bet on the coming events. In the

large breed, the Thirsk pig. Hero, was first ; the second.

Perfect Cure, being of fair quality ; while the third was

leggy, coarse, and minus his hair. Mr. Duckcriug's Sir

Tiiomas pleased us most, but he was considered to show

more of the middle breed, especially in the head. The

first middle boar is a good-shaped pig and well covered
;

while the second is also well coated and of good form, but

nithcr hollow between tiie head and shoulder; and the

third, though a ])ig of nice quality, is slack in the back and

sliort of hair. In tiic small boars, the first aud second at

Bury took the same ))osilions here, but some thought the

third ought to have changed places with the second. The
third at Thirsk, The Hermit, a favourite name for a pig,

was here. Of Berkshire or Essex, there were scarcely

half-a-dozen on the ground, if that ; the first prize boar

being Hermit, the first at Bury, and one of ISlr. Sexton's

breed ; the second was a Berkshire of quality, with the

usual white markings, but a triUc light before. The first

prize in sows, of the large white breed, went to Mr.

Lukelaud's Lady Havelock, her owner being dreadfully

cut up at her being placed before her mother. Miss Lucy,

the first at Thirsk, as the old lady was never beaten be-

fore and had always beaten the other, but now was

passed unnoticed. The third was a plain-headed sow,

with some quality. Mr. Duckcriug's Princess Royal could

not get up—a very nice sow that has always had a place,

so that we are not likely to hear of her again. The first

of the middle breed was a very nice one ; the second had

capital ends, the pig that took the five silver cups in a

fortnight ; whilst the third was Lady Byron, the
,
first at

Bury. The sow of the small breed was of fine quality
;

the second with the usual characteristics—short saucy

head, pricked ears, broad long back, as well as being good

fore and aft ; and the third a very nice one ; whilst a

beautifnl-haired one of Mr. Atherton's, that was at

Thirsk, could not get on its legs. The first and second

in the Berkshire and Essex are beautiful pigs, that gave

one more the idea of Mr. Sexton's breed, who we heard

had found their way into this part of the country at long

prices, and, after winning several prizes, have been again

parted with at still higher figm-es.

As already mentioned, there were handsome prizes for

poiUtry and cheese, as well as for roots and grain ; while

some of the implements were put to work early in the

week. This section of the show, however, excited no

great interest, although many of our leading firms were

represented at the meeting.

PRIZE LIST.
HORSES.

TlIOUOUGlI-BRED HoRSES, HtJKTEKS, HaCKS, Ro.VDSTiiUS,

Po^'IES, &c.

JuDUEs.—W. E. Hobson, Kettleby Thorpe, Brigg.

B. ]\'icholson, Stourton, Leeds.

Captain Skipworth, Howshani, Brigg.

Thorough-bred stud horses.—First prize of £25, R. C.

Naylor, Hooton Hall, Cliester (The Hadji). Second of £15,
J. Casson, Carlisle (Motley). Third of £10, R. C. Naylor
(Carnival).

Hunters, mares or geldings up to 14 stone.—First prize of

£20, Captain Heygate, Buckland, Leominster (Mountain
Dew). Second of £10, C. Smith, Dunchurcli (The Baron).
Tiiird of £5 T. Gee, Wadlmrst (Master of Arts).

Tlie best jumper.—First prize of £15, W. Murray, Man-
chester (Kilkenny). Second of £10, G. B. Worthiugton,
Xorthenden (Forest Queen). Third of £5, W. Mm-ray (Slag-

nct.)

Glares or geldings up to 13 stone.—First prize of £30, T.
Gee (Tom). Second of £10, T. Gee (The General). Third

of £5, J. A. Bouck, Manchester (Scottish Clan).

The best juniper.—First prize of £15, C. Wilson, Man-
chester (Sir Rufus). Second of £10, W. Murray (Prince).

Tiiird of £5, J. A. Bouck (Scottish Clan).

Brood mares.—First prize of £10, R. Barton, Birkenhead
(Inheritress). Second of £5, J. B. Booth, Killerby Hall,

Catterick (Becky Sharpe).
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Road or firld, four-vear-old mares or geldings.—First prize

of ilO, T. Barcrot't, Manchester (Bess). Second of ±G, W.
Thompson, Manchester (Buck). Third of £3, E. Brammall,
Newtou-lc-Willows (Newtou-le-Willows).

Three-year-oid mares or geldings.—First prize of £8, N.
EUisou, Sutton St. Helens (Breckside). Second of £!<, J.

Fieldeu, Todniorden (Bird of Passage). Third of £3, S.

Pearson, Macclesfield (brown gelding).

Two-year-old mares or geldings.—First prize of £8, J.

B. Booth (British Queen). Second of £4, G. M'Knight,
Oakengates, Salop (Maggie). Third of £3, W. Bass, Duken-
field, Ashton-under-Lyne (l)rother to Grand Duke).

Yearling entire colt, mare or gelding.—First prize of £6,
J. Peel, Clitheroe (chesmitcolt). Second of £3, C. Suthcrs,

Ashtou-under-Lyue (Brilliant)

.

Roadsters, stallions.—First prize of £13, T. A. Jackson,
Leeds (Young Pretender). Second of £G, J. Firth and J.

Crowther, Mirfield (The Buck).
Brood mares for roadsters or coaching.—First prize of £10,

R. C. Naylor (bay mare). Second of £5, P. Nightingale,

Worslej", Manchester (Brown Bess).

Hacks, mares or geldings.—First prize of £10, J. Clegg,
Rainhill (Polly). Second of £5, J. A. Bouck (Duchess).

Cobs, mares or geldings not exceeding li hands 3 inches

high.—First prize of £10, W. Wright, Nottingham (The
Siiltan). Second of £5, J. Howarth Ashton, Prestwich (Bar-
maid).

Ponies, mares or geldings not exceeding 13 hands 2 inches
high.—First prize of £G, Emile Levita, Newstead House, Man-
chester (Taffy). Second of £3, 11. Willward, Southwell,
(Maude). Third of £3 J. Wilson, Morpeth (Lisette).

Extra stock, with power to the Judges to award prizes to the
extent of £30.—Prize of £5, H. Piatt, Bangor (Wonderful
Lass). Prize of £5, H. Samuels, Cheadale, Hidme (Sultan).

Prize of £5, J. Brogden, Raglan House, Cheshire (grey pony).
Prize of £5, YV. Murray (Roxburgh). Prize of £5, W.
Murray (Samson). Prize of £3, T. Statter, Whitfield, Man-
chester (Royal Standard). Prize of £3, Rev. W. A. Barker,
Altrincham (Paddy Kingsdowu). Prize of £1, G. Crompton,
Salford (Lucy).

Draught, Agmcultural, aiv'u Halp-breds.
Judges—J. Brewer, Portfield, Wlialley

;

T. Ellerby, Whitwell, York
;

T. Gibbons, Longtown, Cumberland.
Draught stallions.-^First prize of £15, W. H. Neale, Mans-

field (Prince of London), Second of £15, J. Edmondsou,
Houghton, Burnley (Young Sampson).
Brood mares.—First prize of £10, W. Liptrot, Wigan

(Dinah). Second of £5, G. C. Dewhui'st, Warrington (bay
mare).

Pairs of draught horses (Society's district horsedealers ex-
cepted).—J. Munn, Manchester (grey and roan). Second of
£5, C. W. Brierly, Middleton (two greys).

Pairs of agricultural horses.—First prize of £10, J. Baxter,
Longtown, Cumberland. Second of £5, G. C. Dewhiirst,
Warrington.

Draught mares or geldings (Society's district horsedealers
excepted).—First prize of £6, J. and T. Barcroft, Waterfoot,
Manchester (Prince). Second of £3, Hargreaves and Craven,
Manchester (Captain).

Draught three-year-old mares or geldings (Society's district)

.

—First prize of £6, J. Noden, Altrincham (Farmer).
Drauglit two-year-old mares or geldings (Society's district).

—First prize of £5, J. Brogden, Raglan House, Cheshire
(bay fiUy).

Draught yearling marcs or geldings (Society's district).

—

First prize of £4, W. Wliitlow, Lymm, Warrington (Bonny).
Draught tliree-year-old mare or gelding.—First prize of £6,

II. Neild, Manchester (Kitty). Second of £3, J. Greenlagh,
Middleton (Prince).

Draught two-year-old mare or geldings.—First prize of £0,
J. Fawkcs, Longtown, Cumberland. Second of £3, L. W.
llalsted, Burnley (Flora).

Draught yearling entire colt, mare or gelding.—First prize
of £6, W. Liptrot, Wigan (grey gelding).

. l^^"'"'ii;?'^
four-year-old mare or gelding.—First prize of £6,

J. Kav, Warrington (Blue Bonnet).

if."o "^nf^
three-year-old mare or gelding.—First prize of

^tn^. U i'
w'^"'

'^
Saudbaeh (Lrrry). Second of £3, J.

Ueckctt, Ashton (Commotion).

S II E E P.

Judges.—W. Dester, Tamworth.
F. Spencer, Lutterworth.

T. Horton, Shrewsbury.

Leicesters.
Shearling Rams.—First prize of £10, E. Riley, Beverley.

Second of £5, E. Riley. Highly commended: J. Borton,

Malton.
Rams of any Age.—First prize of £8, J. Simpson, Spofforth,

Wetherby. Second of £!•, J. Burton ; and highly commended
and commended for two others.

Pens of Three Shearling Ewes.—First prize of £10, E. Tin-

dall, Knapton llall, Killiugtou. Second of £5, E. Tindall.

Commended •, T. Ilorrocks Miller, Kirkham.
Pen of Three Ewes of any Age.—First prize of £6, Lord

Pcnrliyn, Penrhyn Castle, Bangor. Second of £!•, J. Simp-
son. Highly commended : T. Marris, The Chase, Ulceby.

Ram Lambs.—First prize of £3, Lord Penrhyn. Second of

£3, Lord Penrhyn. Highly commended : J. Simpson.

Pen of Ewe Lambs.—First prize of £3, J. Simpson. Se-

cond of £3, T. Horrocks Miller ; and highly commended for

another.

Lincoln and other LoNG^vooLS.
(Not qnalified to compete as Leicesters).

Shearling Rams.—First prize of £10, J. Simpson.

Ram of any other age.—First prize of £8, J. Simpson.
Pen of Three Sheai-ling Ewes.—First prize of £10, S.

Allen, Waverham. Second of £5, S. Allen.

Pen of Three Ewes of any Age.—First prize of £6, S.

Holmes, Keighley, Y'orkshire.

Shropshire Downs.
Shearling Rams.—First prize of £10, D. R. Davies, Merc

Old Ilall, Knutsford. Second of £5, Lord Penrhyn. Highly
commended : T. Jones, Whitchurch, Salop.

Rams of any other Age.—First prize of £8, D. R. Davies

(Y'oung Duke). Second of £1-, S. Byrd, Lees Farm, Stafford.

Highly commended : J. Jowett, Keighley, York (Victor).

Pens of Three Shearling Ewes.—First prize of £10, J.

Coxon, Freeford Fann, Lichfield. Second of £5, D. R.

Davies ; and highly commended.
Pens of Three Ewes, having reared Lambs in 1867-—First

prize of £6, J. Coxon. Sec'oud of M, R. Barton, Caldy

Manor, Birkenhead. Highly commended : T. Johnson,

Frodshain, Cheshire. Commended : R. Barton and D. R.
Davies.

Ram Lambs.—First prize of £3, S. Byrd, Lees Farm, Staf-

ford. Second of £, T. Mansell, Adeott Hall, Shrewsbury.

Higlily commended : T. Jones, Whitchurch, Salop. Com-
mended : Lord Penrhyn and S. 13yrd.

Pens of Three Ewe Lambs.—First prize of £3, T. Mansell.

Second of £2, T. Mansell. Highly commended: T. Jones,

Whitchurch.

SOUTIIDOWNS,
Or any other Classes not before named.

Shearling Rams.—£10, £5. No merit.

Rams of any Age.—£8, £4, No merit.

Pen of Three Ewes of any Age.—First prize of £6, Lord
Sondes, Elmham Ilall, Thetford. Second of £4, Lord Sondes.

extra STOCK
(Judges with power to award prizes to the amoitut of £10).

Prize of £2, Lord Penrhyn (Shropshire ram). Prize of £2,
Lord Sondes (pen of Southdown ewes). Prize of £2, Lord

Sondes (Southdown ram). Prize of £3, Lord Derby. Prize

of £1, Lord Derby. Prize of £1, Lord Sondes (Southdown

ram).

WOOL.
Five Fleeces of Long Wool.—First prize of £5, T. Marris,

The Chase, I'lceby. Second of £5, F. Lythall, Banbury.

Five Fleeces of Short Wool.—First iirizc of £5, T. Man-
sell, Aldcott Hall, Shrewsbury. Second of £3, T. lilarris, The
Chase, Ulceby.

PIGS.
Judges.—W. Gamon, Dee Mills, Chester,

G. M. Sexton, Whcrstcad Hall, Ipswich.

R. II. Watson, Bolton Park, Wigton.

Boars of Large Breed.—First prize of £8, J. Dyson, Leeds

(Hero). Second of £4, II. Neild, Worsley, Manclicster (Per-

fect Cure). Third of £2, T. Jones, AVhitchurch, Salop.
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Boar of Jliddle Breed.—First prize of £8, Peter Eden, SiU-

ford, Manchester. Third of &2, W. Hatton, Addingham,
Leeds.

Boar of Small Breed.—First prize of IS, W. Ilatton, Ad-
dingham, Leeds (King of the West). Second of £1, I'eter

Eden, Salford. Third of £2, T. Atherton, Spoke, near Liver-

pool.

Boar of the ]3crkshire or Essex Breed.—First prize of £.8,

T. Atherton, Speke, Liverpool. Second of £i', H. ilumfrcy,

Slirivcnham, Berks.

Sow of the Large Breed.—First prize of £8, J. Lakeland,
Moorgate, lletford (Lady llavclock). Second of £!, Peter

Eden, Salford. Third of £3, J. Dyson, Leeds.

Sow of Middle Breed.—First of £8, Peter Eden, Salford,

Manchester. Second of £!•, W. Parker, Bradford. Tiiird of

£2, K. E. Duckeriug, Kirton Lindsay (Lady Byron).

Sow of SmiUl Breed.—First prize of £8, G. Mangles,

Ripon. Second of £ !, T. Atherton, Speke, Liverpool. Third
of £2, Peter Eden, Salford.

Sow of Berkshire or Essex Breed.—First prize of £8, T.

Atherton, Speke, Liverpool. Second of f-i, T. Atherton.

Reserved number, M. Walton, Halifax.

CHEESE.
F"our cheeses of not less than 301h. each, made on the

exhibitor's farm.—First prize of £20, G. Gibbons, Tunley,

Bath, Somerset ; and prize of £4 to tlie dairy-maid or maker.
Second of £15, S. Hornby, Asliton Park, Northwich ; and £3
to the dairy-maid or maker. Third of £10, J. Robinson,

Church Minshuli, Cheshire ; and £2 to dairy-maid or maker.
Fourth of £5, W. Jones, Hope, Mold ; and £1 to dairy-maid

or maker.

BUTTER.
Not less than olbs. made-up in half-pound pats, made on

the exhibitor's farm.—First prize of £i, H. Neild, Worsley,

Manchester. Second of £3 and third of £2, E. Turner.

Hopwood.
GRAIN.

White wheat, two bushels of exhibitor's, growing in 1867.

—

First prize of £3, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. Second of £2,

R. Atherstone, Speke, Liverpool. Third of £1, F. Lythall,

Spittal Farm, Banbiuy ; and highly-commended for another

sample.

Yellow or red wheat.—First prize of £3, F. Lythall. Second
of £2, J. Comes, Hurleston, Nantwich. Third of £1, G. D.
Badham, Buhner, Sudburv, Suffolk.

White oats of 1807.—First piize of £3, T. Lowe, Handley,
Chester. Second of £2 and third of £1, F. Lythall.

Black oats of 1867.—First prize of £3, H. Neild, Worsley,
Machester. Second of £3, G. D. Badham. Third of £1,
Sir H. de Trafford, Bart., Manchester.

Barley of 1867. — First prize of £3, G. D. Badham
(anti-malt-tax). Second of £2, J. K. Fowler (anti-malt-tax).

Third of £1, R. Atherton, Speke, Liverpool.

Beans of 1867.—First prize of £3, T. Lowe, Handley,
Chester. Second of £2, F. Lythall, Banbury. Third of £1,
J. K. Fowler.

ROOTS.
Swedish turnips of 1867, six roots of any kind.—First prize

of £3, E. Kiunerly, Altrincham. Second of £2, J. Cornes.

Third of £1, T. Brocklehurst, Altrincham.

Turnips of 1867, any kind.—First prize of £3, E. Hall,

Kingsley, Frodsham. Second of £2, H. Neild, Worsley,

Manchester. Third of £1, R. Watson, Altrincham.

Mangel-wurzel, long red of 1867.—First prize of £3, R.

Atherton, Speke, Liverpool. Second of £3, E. Kinnerley,

Altrincham. Tliird of £1, J. Parry, Davenhara, Northwich.

Mangel-wTirzel, yeUow of 1867.—First prize of £3 and

tliird of £1, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. Second of £2, E.

Kinnerley.

Globe mangel-wurzel of 1867.—First prize of £3 and

second of £2, F. Lj-thaU, Banbury. Third of £1, E.

Kinnerley.

Scotch cabbage of 1867.—Prize of £2, T. Brocklehurst,

Altrincham.
Potatoes, round, of 1867, not less than 201bs.—First prize

of £3, T. Statter, Whitfield^ Manchester. Second of £2, W.
Whitlow, Lymm, Warrington. Tliird of £1, J. Cornes,

Hurleston, Nantwich.
Potatoes, any variety of 1867.—First prize of £3, T. Statter.

Second of £2, H. Neild. Tiiird of £1, T. Jainson, Lymm,

Altrincham.

VEGETABLES.
Peas, half-a-peck.—First prize of £3,.J.Burgess, Timberley,

Altrincham. Second of £1, R. AVatson, Timberiey, Altrinc-

ham.
Beans, half-a-pcck.—1-iist prize of £2, T. Painter, Small-

wood, Lawton.
Carrots, not less tiiau six.—First prize of £2, J. Southern,

Cnlcheth, Warrington. Second of £1, R. Watson, Altrincham.

Onions, not less than six.—First prize of £2, R. Watson.

Second of £1,T. Jainson.

Red, no comjiet iters.

Cabbage, white, no comjietitors.

Red, a pair.—First prize of £2 and second of £1,W. Wilde,

Stretford.

Celei-y, three sticks.—First prize of £3, S. Barlow, Chadder-

ton, Manchester. Second of £2, J. Burgess, Tiniperley,

Altrincham. Third of £1, T. Statter.

Cucumbers, two.—First prize of £2, W. Summers, Stretford.

Second of £1, W. Renshaw, High Leigh, Knutsford.

POULTRY.
Judges.—F. Es(piilant, Brixton, London.

E. Hewitt, Binuinghani.

J. llindson, Evertou, Liverpool.

W. Smith, Halifax.

R. Teeby, Fulwood, Preston.

D0RK12IGS.

Coloured cock and two hens.—First prize of £5, and second

of £3, The Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliain, W^entworth, Rotherham.

Tiiird of £2, F. Schofield, Wilmstow, Cheshire.

Silver-grey cock and two hens.—First prize of £3, T. Stat-

ter, Whitelield, Mancliester. Second of £2, J. Robinson,

Garstaug. Third of £1, no competitor.

SPANISH.

Cock and two hens.—First prize of £5, F. James, Daltou,

Huddersfield. Second of £3, M. Farrand, Dalton, Hudders-

field. Third of £2, H. Beldon, Bingley. Commended: E.

Brown, Sheffield.

Cock.—First prize of £2, M. Farrand, Dalton. Second of

£1, F. James, Peckham, Surrey. Highly commended: H.
Beldon, Bingley.

COCHIN CHINA.

Buff and cinnamon cock and two hens.—First prize of £5,

P. Taylor, Manchester. Second of £3, G. Fell, Springfield,

Warrington. Third of £3, II. Mapplebeck, Moseley, Birming-

ham.
Cock.—First prize of £2, P. Taylor, Manchester. Second

of £1, Alfred Bamford, Middleton.

Brown and partridge-feathered cock and two hens.—First

prize of £4, E. Tudnian, Wiiitchurch, Salop. Second of £2,

E. Tudman, Whitchurch, Salop. Tliird of £1, J. Kersley

Fowler, Aylesbury.

Cock.—First prize of £3, G. H. Wheeler, Manchester. Se-

Second of £1, J. R. Robbard, Wriugton, Bristol,

TiRAIIMA POOTRA.
Cock and two hens.—First prize of £4, R. W. Boyle, Wick-

low, Ireland. Second of £2, H. Lacy, Hebden-bridge. Third

of £1, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury.

Cock.—First prize of £2, R. W. Boyle, Wicklow, Ireland.

Second of £1, G. H. Wheeler, Manchester.

GAME FOWL.
Black-breasted reds.—First prize of £3, C. Chaloner, Whit-

well, Chesterfield. Second of £3, Rev. W. J. Mellor, Col-

wick, Nottingham. Third of £2, J. Halsall, Wigan.
Cock.—Second prize of£l. No competition.

Brown and other reds, cock and hen.—First prize of £5, T.
Statter, Whitfield, Mancliester. Second of £3, J. Wood,
Wigan. Tliird of £2, W. Bourne, Stockport.

Cock.—First prize of £3, J. Wood. Second of £1, T.

Statter.

Cock and hen of any variety except black-breasted and other

reds.—First prize of £5, J. Halsall, Wigan. Second of £3,
J. HalsaU. Third of £3, W. Bourne, Stockport.

Cock.—First prize of £2, J. Halsall, Wigan.

GOLDEN-I'ENflLLEl) HAMBURG.
Cock and two hens.—First prize of £3, W. Parr, Patricroft,
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Manchester. Second ofi-3, S. Smith, Halifax. Third ot'il,

W. Parr, Mauchester. Highly commended: J. Robiuiou,
Garstang. Commended : H. Beldou, Binglcy.

Cock.—First prize of £2, T. Wrigley, Touge, Middleton.
Second of £1, G. H. Wheeler, Middleton, Mauchester.

SILVEll-rENCILLED HAMBURG.
Cock and two hens.—First prize of £3, H. Beldou, Bingley.

Second o( L-2, J. Fielding, Newchurcli, Manchester. Third of
i.1, U. Pickles, Earby, Skipton.

Cock.—First prize of £3, H. Beldon, Bingley. Second of

£1, II. Pickles, Earby, Skipton.

G01UE>'-sP.SJVGLEI) HAMBURG.
Cock and two hens.—First prize of £3, N. Marlor, Uenton,

Manchester. Second of £3, J. Chadderton, llobnwood. Third
of £1, T. Scboles, Chadderton, Holmwood. Highly com-
mended : J. liobiusou, Garstaug.

Cock.—First prize of £2, E. Brierly, Hev« ood. Second of

£1, J. Koe, Hadfield.

.SILV£R-SPA^'GLED HAMBURG".
Cock and two heus.—First prize of £3, U. Pickles, Earby,

Skipton. Second of £3, J. Fielding, Manchester. Third of

£1, II. Beldon. Highly commeuded : J. Turner, RadclifFe.

Cock.—First prize of £3, J. Fielding, Manchester. Second
of £1, J. Turner, Radclilfe.

BLACK HAMBURG.
Cock and two heus.—First prize of £3, C. Sedgwick, Ilyd-

dlesham-hall, Keighley. Second of £3, J. Clegg, Shaw.
Third of £1, J. Kohinson, Garstaug.

Cock.—First prize of £3, J. Clegg, Shaw.

rOLISH.
Cock and two hens.—First prize of £3, H. Beldon, Bingley.
Cock.—First prize of £3, H. Beldon.

ANY VARIETY, :\'0T INCLUDED I^' THE ABOVE CLASSES.
Cock aud two heus.—First prize of £3, Col. Stuart AVortley,

London, for black Crevecrour fowls. Second of £3, J. Robin-
son, Garstaug, for white Dorking. Third of £1, Col. Stuart
Wortley, for black and white Houdan.

GAME BAIVTAMS.
Black-breasted reds, cock and two hens.—First prize of £4,

J. AV. Morris, Drake-street, Rochdale. Second of £3, J. W.
Morris. Third of £1, G. R. Davies, Mere-hall, Knutsford.
Highly commended : J. Halsall, Wigau. Commeuded : R.
Gerard, Cliowbent.

Cock.—First prize of £3, J. Holland, Manchester. Second
of £1, J. W. Morris, Rochdale. Highly commended : Peter
Taylor, Mauchester.
Cock and two hens, of any variety except game.—First prize

of £3, S. and R. Ashton, Mottrara, Mauchester. Second of
£1, T. Cummins Harrison, Hull.

DUCKS.
EOUEX.

Drake and two ducks.—First prize of £3, C. P. Ackers,
"\yigau. Second of £3, E. Leech, Rochdale. Third of £1,
E. Leech. Highly commended : E. Leech.

WHITE AYLESBURY.
Drake and two ducks.—First prize of £3, E. Leech.

Second of £3, T. Leech, Rochdale. Third of £1, J. K. Fow-
ler, Aylesbury. Highly commeuded : Mary Seamons, Hart-
well, Aylesbury, for two pens ; aud M. Farrand, Dalton,
Huddersficld.

Drake and two ducklings, of any variety except Rouen and
Aylesbury.—Prize of £3, J. Dixon, Bradford, for grey Call.

GEESE.
Gauder and two goslings.—First prize of £1, J. K. Fowler,

Aylesbury ; and second of £3, for grey Toulouse. Third of

£1, D. R. Davies, Knutsford. Commeuded: Sarah Burgess,
Tabley, Knutsford.

TURKEYS.
Cock aud two hens.—First prize of £1, aud second of £3,

E. Leech, Rochdale.

PIGEONS.
rOUTERS.

Pair of any colour.—First prize of £3, J. Thackary, York
(blue). Second of £1, R. Foulton, Deptford (Mhite).

CARRIERS (black).
Cock.—First prize of £3, E. Iloyds, Rochdale. Second of

£1, R. Foulton, Deptford.

Hen.—First prize of £2, and second of £1, R. Foulton.

CARRIERS (of ANY COLOUR).
Cock.—First prize of £3, and second of £1, R. Foulton.
Hen.—First prize of £3, E. Royds. Second of £1, R.

Foulton.

Pairs.—First prize of £3, R. Foulton. Second of £1, E.
Royds.

DRAGOONS.
Pairs.—First prize of £3, aud second of £1, A. Lowe,

Over Ilulton, Bolton.

ANTAVEETS.
Pairs.—First prize of £3, II. Yardley, Birmiugham.

Second of £3, W. Wilding, Mont ford, Burnley.

JACOBINS.
Pairs.—First prize of £3, E. Royds. Second of £1, J.

Thackary.

NUNS.
Pairs.—Prize of £1, H. Yardley, Birmingham.

BARBS.
Pairs.—First prize of £3, aud second of £1, J. Thackary.

TURBITS.
Pairs.—First prize of £2, W. Goton, Driffield. Second of

£1, J. Thackary,
OWLS.

Pairs.—First prize of £3, J. Fielding, Rochdale. Second
of £1, R. Foulton.

TRUMPETERS.
Pairs.—First prize of £3, II. B. Whittaker, Middleton.

Second of £1, J. Thackary.
TANTAILS.

Pairs.—First prize of £3, H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Second of £1, J. Thackary.

ALMOND TUMBLERS.
Pairs.—First prize of £3, and second of £1, R. Foulton.

BEARDS.
Pairs.—First prize of £3, II. Y'ardlcy. Second of £1, II.

Mapplebeck, Birmingham.

B.VLD TUMBLERS.
Pairs.—First prize of £2, E. Royds. Second of £1, J.

Fielding.

Pairs of any other variety.—First prize of £3, aud second
of £1, R. Foulton.

ANY VARIETY OE PIGEON EXCEPT THE ABOVE.
Pairs.—First prize of £3, and second of £1, H. Yardley.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
MEETING IN DUBLIN.

It is usual for the Royal Agricultural Society of Ire-

land to hold the Show in each of the four province's

successively. There was no Meeting last year, in cou-
setjucnce of the threatened outbreak of the cattle plague

;

while with Leinster as the district, the metropolis was
chosen as the most suitable site, both on account of
the accommodation it aflbrds, as also from the fact that

sixteen years have passed by since the Society last held

its exhibition in Dublin. The Show-ground was St.

Stephen's Green, the largest square in the city, containing

about twenty acres.

Oil Tuesday, September 27tb, there was a trial of

Howard's steam-cultivating apparatus, and various reap-

ing macliiues held at Abotstown, the seat of Mr. lou
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T. Hamilton, ^l.V. AiuouLfst the reaping luachiues

entered for the trial were Jlr. W. A.Wood's American;
a combined reaper and mower, a baciv-dcliverv reaper,

and a self-acting side-delivery reaper, by Messrs. Urigliam
andBicIverton; a self-act ingside-dcii very reaper, by Messrs.
Samuclson and Co. ; and McCormick's American rcaj)er.

Th^-e were no prizes awarded, the mauufactnrers merely
woi-King their implements for the pnrposc of lettint;

the pnblic see tliem in operation ; wiiile the general

feeling amongst tJiose present on the ground was deci-

dedly in favour of the self-delivery machines. The great

cenue of attraction, however, was the steam-plough of

the Messrs. Howard. The Held in which it was tried

was a badly-managed and ill-tilled soil, in which there

had been clover. The surface was, to use a common ex-

pression, as hard as a road; but the steam i)lough and
grubber made short work of it, and many sceptics who
were present had to yield, and declare that it was " won-
derful." These trials were continued on Friday, when the

iirst operation was the exhibition of the three-tine culti-

vator, with stirrers attached. His Excellency rode on the

cultivator up and down the ground, and expressed himself

highly pleased with the astonishing results. The ploughs,

three-share, were next put to work, which certainly laid

the furrows evenly and well. Next, the mould-boards
were removed from the plough-frame, and the digging-

breasts were put on, and the results of this operation

astonished every one. The ground looked as if it had
been tossed up by an earthquake.

The show proper opened on Wednesday. The
number of entries in the Shorthorn sections was
rather small. Why this should be it is not easy

to say : though it may be a result of holding the

show so late in the season. The first prize in the

section for Shorthorn bulls, over two and mider six years

old, went to Mr. Edward J. Smith, Islandmorc, for

his roan bull, Backwoodsman. He is a nice bull,

with good crops, and fine deep chest. Backwoodsman
also carried oif the Purdon Challenge Cup, as best bull

under six years old. He also stood first at the Cork
Society's Show this year, where he was awarded the

medal as the best animal of any age or sex. The second

prize in this section was awarded to Mr. Robert G.

Cosby, for Ravcnswood, a bull with good hips and well-

arched ribs, but a little deficient behind the shoulder.

He carried off the first prize as a yearling at the Royal

Dublin Society's Show in '64, and also the Ganly Cup.

In this section the Marquis of Drogheda was highly com-
mended for his bull Champion, a nice animal from the

Grace Dieu sort.

The first prize for the best two-year-old bull was given

to Mr. Edward J. Smith for Lictor, a neat roan bull with

good crops and back. Lictor also won the first prize in

his class and the Railway Challenge Cup at the Royal

Dublin Society's show" last April. The second prize was

awarded to Mr. Nathaniel Barton, for Earl of Kildare, a

roan with good hind quarter^. AVestern Star, belonging

to Mr. Ambrose Ball, was highly commended in this sec-

tion. The first prize for the best yearling bull was carried

off by Mr. Thomas Barnes, for his red bull. Royal Duke,

by Royal Sovereign ; a nice even bull, with good back

and deep chest. The second prize went to Mr. James

Anderson, Grace Dieu, for Doctor Collins.

The first prize for Shorthorn bull calves was awarded to

Colonel Robert R. Fisher, for Master IM'Hale ; and the

second to Mr. Richard Welsted, for Professor, a calf with

a good shoulder and even back. Mr. Wm. Dobbyn was

commended for his bull calf, Orphauson.

In the section for the best Shorthorn cow, more than

three years old, the first prize went to Mr. J. H. Jones,

for Lady Spencer, a well-ribbed, roomy cow, with very

Jjne hind-quarters. The second prize was awarded to Mr.

William Dobbyn, for his roan cow. Luxury. The Maid of

Rocklands, belonging to Mr. Jail'ray, Barcroft, was higldy

commended. There was a very fine cow, Pair Lady,

shown by Major Hamilton in this section, which was al-

together passed over by the judges. The first prize for

the best Shorlhoru iieifcr in calf or in milk, calved in ISGi,

was awarded to Mr. Hichard Wclslcd, for Rosette, by
Ellin King, a grand, roomy animal, with splen-

did shoulder and liind-([uartcrs. Kosette stood second as

a yearling in 18(55 at the Clonmel meeting, and was first

in her class at the Royal Dublin Society's show last April.

INlr. J. H. Jones won the second prize, with his heifer

Lunette, a fine animal with good back, chest, and fore-

([uarters. In the section for the best Shorthorn heifer,

giving milk or in calf, the first prize was given to Mr.
W. Hutchinson jMassy, for Janet; she is good before,

with well-sprung ribs, and altogether a nice animal. The
second prize fell to Jlr. Joseph Meadows for his red-and-

white heifer, Panny 16th; and Wood Queen, the property

ot Mr. W. Hutchinson JMassy, was highly commended.
lutlie yearling Shorthorn heifer section, the first prize was

awarded to jMr. Richard Welsted, for his roan heifer. Brides-

maid. He also was awarded the Purdon Cup for his two
heifers, one of which was Bridesmaid. She is a beautiful

animal in every way ; and stood third at the Royal
Dublin Society's Show last April, when ia our report of

that meeting it was stated that she should have been

first. Mr. James Anderson's Gameheu holds the second

place, as she did last April ; while Mr. Joseph Meadow's
heifer Chansonsettc, that was first last April, has been
highly commended. The first prize for the best short-

horned heifer-calf went to Colonel Robert R. Pisher, for

Dew'drop, a nice roan, by Rosebcrry. The second was
awarded to Mr. W. Hutchinson Massy, for W^ood Rose.

In the Hereford section the prize for the best bull under
six years old fell to Mr, P. J. Kearney, for his bull Sir

Cupis Ball. The prize for the best Hereford cow also

was given to Mr. Kearney. A cow belonging to Mr.
Richard S. Petherstonhaugh, was highly commended, and
one the property of Mr. Samuel Gilliland commended.
The prize for the best Hereford heifer was awarded to

Mr. Richard W. Reynell, and another animal belonging to

him was commended ; but this breed was only moderately

represented.

The prize for the best Devon bull under six years old

was awarded to Mr. Charles Boyce, for his bull Duke of

Downes. The prize for the best Ayrshire bull went to

Lord Clermont, and that for the best West Highland bull

was given to Mr. Arthur K. Ussher. In the section for

Kerry buUs the prize was awarded to Mr. James Brady,
for his Knight of Kerry.

Por the best Polled Angus or Galloway heifer the prize

was awarded to Mr. Nathaniel Barton. The prize for

the best Devon cow was awarded to ]\Ir. Charles Boyle,

and that for the best Devon heifer to Sir A. E. Belling-

ham. The prize for the best Devon heifer calved in '65

or '66 was given to Mr. Charles Boyle, for his heifer Blue
Bell. The prize for the best Ayrshire cow was awarded

,

to Mr. David Patton, and that for the best heifer

to Mr. J. W. Ellison Macartney. The prize for the best

two-year-old Ayrshire heifer fell to Lord Clermont. The
prize for the best West Highland cow was awarded to

Arthur K. Ussher, and that for the best West Highland
heifer to Lord Clermont. The prize for the best Kerry
cow went to ^Ir. Arthur K. Ussher, and that for Kerry
heifers to Mr. Thomas Butler ; a heifer belonging to Mr.
James Smith, and another, the pi-operty of Mr. J. de-
menti, being commended. The prize for the best Kerry
heifer calved in 1865 or 1866 was given to Mr. James
Smith, a heifer belonging to Mr. Arthur K. Ussher being
highly commended. The prize for the best Chaimel Island

bull was given to Mr. George Dingwall, for an Alderney
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bull. In the section for the best Chanuel Island cow or

heifer, iu-calf or milk, the prize was awarded to iMr. John
Bari'inglon ; a cow belonging to Mr. James Smith being

commended. In the class for the best two cows in-calf

or in-milk, the property of bondfide tenant-farmers of

Ireland, the prize was awarded to Mr. James Smith, for

his Shorthorned cows Lady Bell and RoSe of May. Mr.
James Smith also won the first and second prizes for the

best heifer calved in 1864, with his Shorthorned heifci's

Letitia 3rd and Princess Maude. He also was awarded
first and second prizes for the best heifer calved in 1865
or 1866.

The show of sheep was both large and good. In the class

for the best shearling Leicester ram Mr. AVm. R. Meade ob-

tained the first prize, with a very fine ram, which was also

awarded the Cork challenge cup as the best long-woolled

ram in the show. Mr. !Meade also cai'ried off the second

and third prizes ; he had also a ram highly commended.
A I'anx in this section, the jiroperty of J\lr. Owen, was
commended, lor the best Leicester ram of any other

age, the first and third prizes and a commendation went
to Mr. \Vm. Owen, the second and a commendation going

to Mr. Wm. R. Meade. The first prize for the best pen
of five shearling Leicester ewes went to the trustees of the

Smith Barry estate, the second to Mr. Seymour Mowbray,
and the third to Sir Allen Walsh, Bart. Mr. Seymour
Mowbray obtained the prize for the best pen of five

Leicester ewe-lambs, a pen of Mr. David llewetsou's being

commended.
In the section for the best shearling Border-Leicester

ram, the entries were numerous. The first and third

prizes were awarded to Mr. William Fennell, and the

second prize went to the Trustees of the Smith-Barry

Estate ; while another a ram belonging to Mr. I'enneU was
commended. The first prize for the best Border-Leicester

ram, of any other age, was won by ilr. William Fenuell,

the second by Mr. Thomas Robertson, the third going to

Colonel Charles P. Leslie, M.P. In the section for the

best pen of five shearling Border-Leicester ewes, the first

prize was given to Mr. William Fennell, the second to

Mr. Robert F. Franks, and the third to Messrs.

McLachlan and McCulloch. For the best pen of five

ewe Border-Leicester lambs, the first prize was awarded to

a very good pen belonging to Mr. A. Bole ; a pen of

Messrs. McLaclilan and McCnlloch being commended.
The first prize for the best shearling long-woolled ram,

not qualified to compete in the foregoing sections, was
awarded to Mr. Richard Flynn, the second to Mr. William

Hutchinson Carrol ; the third prize was also awarded to a

very good ram of Mr. Hutchinson Carrol's. For the best

ram of any other age, the first, second, and third prizes

went to Mr. Richard Flynn. The prize for the best pen

of five ewe lambs was awarded to Mr. Richaixl Walsh.

In the Shropshire Down sections there were some
beautiful sheep shown. The first prize for the best

shearling ram was awarded to the Trustees of the Smith-

Bariy Estate, for a very fine animal, which also obtained

the Cork Challenge Cup, value fifty sovereigns, as the best

shortwoolled shearling ram in the show. The second

prize went to Mr. Charles W. Hamilton, and the third to

Mr, J. L. Naper. Another ram shown by the Trustees of

the Smith-Barry Estate was commended. The first

prize for the best ram of any other age was won by the

Trustees of the Smith-Barry Estate, the second and third

prizes going to Mr. Charles VV, Hamilton. The prize for

the best pen of five shearling ewes went to a nice pen
shown by the Trustees of the Smith Barry Estate, and
that for the best pen of five ewe lambs was awarded to

Lieut.-Colonel Tottenham.
In the other short-wooUed breeds the first and second

prizes for the best shearling ram were carried oft' by Lord
Clermont. The prize for the best ram of any other age

also went to Lord Clermont, as did the first prizes for the

best pen of five shearling ewes, and for the best pen of five

lambs.

In the sections open for competition to Imiafidc tenant-
farmers, the first prize for the best pen of five ewes which
have reared lambs in 1867 was awarded to Mr. David
Hewetson, and the second to Mr. James Smith. Th^first

prize for the best pen of five hogget ewes was won by
Mr. David Hewetson, and the second by Mr. Samuel
Panton, a pen of Mr. James Smith's being commended.

In the class for tenant-farmers, whose poor-law valua-

tion is under £100, the first prize for the best pen of five

ewes which have reared lambs in 1867, was awarded to

]\Ir. Carberry Healy, and the second to Mr. William
Brccu. The Ikst prize for the best pen of five hogget
ewes was given to ^Ir. Carberry Healy.

The show of pigs was very small. In the coloured

breeds the first prize for the best boar under eighteen

months old went to Lord Clermont, as did also the second

prize. For the best boar over eighteen and under thirty-

six months old the first prize was awarded to Mr. Robert
C. Bowen. For the best breeding-sow under eighteen

months old the first prize went to Mr. W. Hutchinson
Massey, and the second to Lord Clermont. For the best

breeding-sow over eighteen months old the first prize was
awarded to JMr W. Hutchinson Massy. For the best lot

of three breeding pigs of the same litter, above four and
under eight months old, the first prize was given to Lord
Clermont. The first prize for the best Berkshire sow and
litter of six pigs was awarded to Mr. William Jameson.

In the white breeds, the prize for the best boar under

eighteen months was won by Mr. J. L. Naper, as was also

the second prize. For the best breeding-sow under eigh-

teen months old the prize w'as awarded to Mr. J. L.

Naper. For the best breeding-sow over eighteen months
the first and second prizes went to Mr. J. L. Naper. F'or

the best sow of the white breed and litter of six pigs the

prize went to the Right Hon. the Lord Mayor.
The entry of horses was good, both in numbers and

in the quality of the animals exhibited. In the sections

for weight-carrying hunters there were some exhibited

horses ; in fact, almost all the animals shown in these

sections were good ones. In the section for the best

thorough-bred stallion, the first prize went to Robin (late

Robin Hood), bred by Baron M. de Rothschild, and
shown by jMr. Francis 11. Power. Robin is an animal of

great power, of a good bay colour ; and in addition to

carrying oft' the first prize of his class, he was awarded
the Croker Challenge Cup as the best weight-carrying

thorough-bred stallion. The second prize was given to

Kinnaird, the property of Mr. W. Pallin. Kinnaird was
bred by ilr. Ward, in Yorkshire, and is 1)y AVild DayreU

;

while Roman Bee, shown by Mr. James Cockin, Halifax,

Yorkshire, was highly commended. The first prize for

the best stallion calculated to get carriage horses went to

Mr. David Keys for Munster Blazer, and the second to

Mr. Thomas Russell for Prime JMinistcr, bred by W.
Swain, Shcrbonrne, near York. The first prize for the

best thorough-bred brood mare was awarded to Mr. Mark
Leonard for his well known Lady Langford. The second

prize went to Mr. Peter Blackbm-ne's Alcyone, and- Mr.
William M'Grane's Hebe was commended.

The first prize for the best brood marc, not thorough-

bred, was won by Blanche, a nice brown mare with a foal

at foot, belonging to Major Stephen H. Smith. The se-

cond prize went to Alderman Lambert's brown mare ; a

nice chesnut of Major Wilkins being commended. For

the best hunter, equal to 14. stone and upwards, and

not less than five years old, the first prize went to Mr.
Thomas Butler's Valentine, a very fine bay. The second

prize was given to Mr. Richard Gradwell's Reckless ; a

very good brown mare, belonging to Mr. Thos. Seymour,
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being liiglily commeiulcil, and TIic Carpenter, t lie property
of Captain Wm. Tuthill, coinnicudetl Tlic first prize IbV
the best hunter, up to from 12 to 14 stone, and not less than
five years old, went to ^Mr. Pierce Joyce, and the second
to Mr. Edward Bond; a horse of Col*. Leicester Smyth's
being highly commended. The first prize for the' best
colt or filly suited for hunting purposes, and np to at least

14 stone, was won by :Mr. iCw. Falc, and the second by
Mr. Richard AValsh ; ^Ir. Edward Purdou's Kuby being
highly commended. For the best two-year-old colt oV
filly the first i)rize was awarded to ]Mr. Patrick Bradley,
and the second to j\Ir. William ]\Ieredyth. Tor the best
yeai-ling colt or filly the first, second, and third prizes
were awarded to Captain Daniel Bayley.

The first prize for the best stallion of any breed, for

agricultural pm-poses, was awarded to Mrs. Mary
]Mooney for her Clydesdale stallion Sir Patrick Wallace,
which also took the challenge cup as the best animal
for agricultural piu'poses in the show, Tiie second prize
was won by Mr. John Mill with his Clydesdale horse
Lofty.

The show of implements Avas very large and varied.
Near-ly all the principal manufacturers were present.
Amongst those who had stands were ^lessrs. Samuelson
and Co., who exhibited reaping machines. Messrs. Carson
and Sons exhibited samples and patterns of their
celebrated anti-corrosion paint. Messrs. Garrett and
Sous had a very fine collection containing steam-engines,
their thrashing and dressing machines, and theircele-
brated drills and horse-hoes." Mr. A. B. Childs showed
his patent Aspirator, for dressing all kinds of corn and
seeds by aspiration only. Mr. James Eastwood sent
his compoimd- action churns ; Mr. E. H. Beutall
exhibited his well-known root pulpers and chafi' and
tm-nip cutters. Mr. W. N. Nicholson showed hay-
makers, hay rakes, and mowing machines. Bradford and
Co. had a large collection of washing and other machinery.
Mr. Josiah Le Butt, Bury St. Edmunds, showed a new
double-action haymaking machine. The Patent Earth-
Closet Company exhibited a collection of Moule's earth
closets; Mv. Pierce exhibited a large collection ofgalvanized
sheep-troughs, wheelbarrows, and garden-engines. Messrs.
liornsby showed their steam-engines, ; nd thrashing ma-
chines, also Paragon mowers, ploughs, and rotary corn-
screens, and their " Goveraor" self-raking reaper. Picks-
ley, Sims and Co. had a large collection of chaff-cutters,

turnip-cntters, and grinding mills. Messrs. Richmond
and Norton had a large collection of their celebrated
chafl'-cutters ; they also showed corn-crushers, and steam-
ing apparatus. Ruston, Proctor, and Co. exhibited com-
bined thrashing and finishing machine and steam engine,
also an improved circular-sawing bench. Messrs. Howard
had a large collection of ploughs, harrows, haymakers, and
their steam cultivating apparatus, as already spoken of.

Messrs. Brigham and Bickertou showed reaping machines,
land-rollers, and horse-rakes. Messrs. Gray, of Belfast,

sent a large and very beautifully finished' collection of
ploughs and gi-ubbers ; also their prize turnwrest plough,
very much improved by the coulter self-acting from side

to side at the same time as board.

There was a very large show of poultry ; the entries

in the Dorking and Spanish sections being most numerous.
There were also some very fine turkeys and geese. There
were Cereopsis geese from New Holland and Sandwich
Islands geese exhibited by ilr. Richard Palmer Williams.

The Judges were— Shoi-thorns : Edward Bowley,
Thomas Parkinson, John Unthank. Herefords : T.
Duckham, H. Haywood. Other breeds of cattle : H. M.
Richardson, Edward Rae, Robert Murray. Thorough-
bred horses and hunters : Henry Thurnell, G. A. Boyd,

Tliomas Clayton. Ilalf-brcd horses, cobs, and ponies :

John Wade, Ivichard W. Bernard, Henry Briscoe. Agi'i-

cultural horses: Thomas Hunt, Jlajor Borrowes, William
Pelherstonhaugli. Leicester sheep : Thomas Booth, R.
Crcsswell, George Leiglilon. Border Lcicesters : Adam
i\litchell, P. Read, James Bogue. Short-woolled sheep:
George Curcton, Henry Pickstock, James S. Turner.
Swine: R. S. iM'Clintock, J. S. Richardson. Poultry:
Thomas ]\Iarris, James S. Turner, Henry Thurnell. Dairy-
produce : William Fcthcrstonliaugh, James M'Douald, J.

M. Green. Flax : Rev. Joseph Bradshaw, John Borth-
wick. Implements : Jolui G. Coddiugton, Robert C.
Wade, Dawson A. Milward.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL AS-

SOCIATION.

The prizes olTered for stock by the Marlborougli District

Association were competed for as usual in connection witli

the foir, and the entries of sheep were good. The horses

and pigs were shown in a meadow adjoining the fair

ground, but here the competition was not so strong. In the

pigs shown Lord Ailesbiiry and the Rev. H. G. Baily again

distanced all competition, with some very fine auiinals. A
Berkshire sow, the " Forest Queen," which obtained the second

prize at Salisbury with a litter of seven a week old, were

shown by Mr. Fall as extra slock, and highly commended.
The following is the list of prizes :

—

SHEEP.

For the best pen of 100 sale ewes, [good in tooth, from a

flock exceeding 300, or of 60 such ewes, from a flock not

exceeding 300.—First prize, a silver cup, the gift of Lord H.
Thynue, M.P., George Brown ; to the shepherd, 20s. Second
SOs. R. Lynn; to the shepherd, I'Js. Third, 60s., Mrs. Price,

Wolfehall ; to the sliepherd, 10s.

For the best pen of 100 wether lambs, from a flock of ewes
exceeding 300, or of 60 wether lambs, from a flock not exceeding
300.—first prize, a silver cup, the gift of Lord C. Bruce, M.P.,
T. Shier ; to the shepherd, 20s. Second 80s., A. Ncatc ; (o

the shepherd 15s. Third, 50s., Mrs. Price; to the shep-

herd, 10s.

For the best pen of five ram lambs.—First prize, 100s., W.
Kin;^-, New Hayward. Second, 40s., J. Sharp, Lambourne.

For tlie best two-tooth ram. No competitors.

HOUSES.

For the best cart staEion (open class).—First prize, 80s., A.
M. May ; second competitor disqualified.

For the best cart stallion (open class), a silver cup, the gift

of the Right Hon. T. H. S. Sotheron-Estconrt, W. II. Gale.

For the best cart, mare and foal.—First prize, 80s., W.
Archer, Lower Grcenhill. Second, 60s., Henry Reeves, Lid-
dington Wick.

For the best two-year-old cart filly.—First prize, 60s., Rev.
H. G. Baily, Swindon. Second, 40s., Stephen Butler.

PIGS.

For the best Berkshire boar, 40s., Rev. H. G. Baily.

For the best Berkshire sow, 40s., Rev. H. G. Baily.

I'or the best Berkshire sow and offspring (not less than
seven in number, and under three months old), 40s., the Mar-
quis of AiJsbury (BIr. Fall).
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THE CATTLE-PLAGUE.
(lllOM A SUrrLKMEINT TO THE Luildoil Giizeitc.)

At the Couucil-cliamber, Whitehall, the 20th day of August,

18G7. By the Lords of her Majesty's Most Honourable
Privy Council. Present—Lord President, Earl of Devon,

Lord John Manners, Mr. Secretary llardy, Mr. Cave, Mr.

Wilson Patten

:

Whereas it is expedient to consolidate and amend those pro-

visions of orders of the Privy Council now in force under the

Contagious Diseases (Animals) Acts, which are to remain in

force, and to add other provisions, and to revoke such of those

orders as are not to remain in force, or as have already ceased

to he in force by expiration or otherwise

;

Now, therefore, the Lords and others of her Majesty's Most
Honourable Privy Council, by virtue and in exercise of the

powers in them vested under the Contagious Diseases (Ani-

mals) Acts, and of every other power enabling them in tiiis

behalf, do order, and it is hereby ordered as follows :

PnELIMINiUlY.

1. This order may be cited as "The Consolidated Cattle-

Plague Order of August, 18G7."

2. Except as in this order expressly otherwise provided, this

order shall take etfect from and immediately after the 15th

day of September, 1807 (which time is in this order referred

to as the conimeucemeut of this order).

3. The Orders of Council or provisions thereof described in

the first schedule to this order, Part I., are hereby revoked

;

but this revocation shall not aiiect the past operation of any of

those orders, or the validity or invalidity of anything done or

suffered, or any appointment made, or any licence granted, or

any right, title, obligation, or liability which may have ac-

crued thereunder before the eorameucemeut of this order
;

nor shall this order interfere with the institution or prosecu-

tion of any proceeding in respect of any offence committed

against, or any penalty or forfeiture incurred under, any order

hereby revoked.

4. Nothing in this order shall affect the Orders of Council

or provisions thereof described in the first schedule to this

order. Part IL, and the same shall be in force and continue to

operate as if this order had not been made.

5. Every licence for the movement of cattle or for any other

purpose granted before tl\e commencement of this order by

a local authority or any of their officers on their behalf, or by

any other person authorized to grant tlie same, and in force at

the commencement of this order, shall continue in force there-

after as if this order had not been made, and shall be available

in like manner to all intents, for the purpose for which it was
granted, as if it had been granted under this order,

6. Every place which before the commencement of this order

has been declared to be an infected place, under the Order of

Council of the 2-lth day of March, 1806, and has not been

declared to be free from cattle-plague, shall continue to be an
infected place after the commencement of tliis order, as if tliis

order had not been made, subject to the power of the local

authority to declare such place free from cattle-plague and
thereby to cause the same to cease to be au infected place ; and
the rules of " The Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act, 1867,"

with respect to infected places shall, from and after the com-
mencement of this order, apply to every such infected place,

in lieu of the rules in that behalf of the Order in Council of

the 24.th day of March, 1860.

7. Every licence granted by the Privy Council for the hold-

ing of a market, exhibition, or sale before the commencement
of this order, and in force at the commencement thereof, shall

continue in force thereafter as if this order had not been made,
subject to revocation by the Privy Council, and as if tlic con-

ditions, provisions, and regulations applicable under this

order to such n\arket, exhibition, or sale, had been referred to

in such licence, instead of tlic conditions, provisions, and regu-

lations of any former Order of Council therein referred to.

8. This order extends to England and Wales (save as far as

the metropolis is expressly excepted), and to 13cr\vick-upon-

Tweed, ami also to Scotland or Ireland where the same is

expressly mentioned, or where any order revoked by this order

extended to or ail'ected Scotland or Ireland.

9. In this order words liave the same meaning as in "The
Cattle Diseases Prevention Act, 1800;" the term "foreign
cattle " means cattle brought by sea from any place out of the
L'nited Kingdom ; the term " sale " includes auction ; the
term " infected place " means a place declared such under the

Order of Council of the 24th day of March, 1866, or under
"The Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act, 1867."

Oi'FicERs, &c., OF Local Authorities.
10. Each local authority may from time to time appoint

such officers as they think necessary for executing this order,

and may assign to them such duties and award to them such
salaries and allowances as the local authority think
tit, and may revoke any such appointment. Officers

appointed by local authorities under orders relative

to cattle plague, and holding office at the date of this

order, shall continue in office with the same duties, salaries,

and allowances, and on the same terms as if this order had
not been made ; nothing herein shall affect the power of tlie

local authority to revoke the appointment of any such officer.

11. A local authority may provide and supply, without
charge, printed copies of documents or forms requisite under
this order.

12. Every regulation made by a local authority under this

order shall (where no other provision is made for the publica-

tion thereof) be published by advertisement in a newspaper
circulating in the district of tlie local authority.

13. Expenses incurred by the Court of the Lord Mayor and
Alderman of the City of London (as the local authority for the

city of London and the liberties thereof) in executing this

order shall be defrayed by them out of the consolidated sewers

rate.

Legal PiioceedijMGs.
14. A local authority may appear before justices, or in any

legal proceedings under this order, by their clerk, or by any
agent authorized by them in writing under the hands of two
of their members. A railway company or other body corpo-

rate may appear before the justices, or in any legal proceeding
imderthis order, by their Secretary, or by any member of their

board of directors or management, or by any agent authorized

by them in writing under the hands of any two members of such
board.

Privy Cou^'CIL I^'spECTORs.
15. A person for the time being appointed by the Privy

Council an inspector for the purposes of this order shall have,

wherever the operation of this order extends, all powers which
an inspector appointed by a local authority lias within his

district ; and a direction of the Privy Council shall, in

case of au inspector appointed by them, be deemed equivalent

to a direction of local authority in case of an inspector appoiuted
by them.

Anhials Afeectj'.u by Cattle Plague.
16. Every person having ;'n his possession or under his

charge any animal affected b) cattle plague shall observe the

following rules : 1. He shall as far as practicable keep such
animal separate from anima Is not so affected. 2. He shall

with all practicable speed give notice to a police constable of

the fact of the animal being so affected. Such police constable

shall give notice thereof to the inspector appointed by the local

authority. If any person i equired by this article to give

notice fails to do so, he shall be deemed guilty of an offence

against this order.

17. The following rules sliall have effect with respect to

animals affected with cattle jdag-ue and to animals that have
been within 28 days in a shed or stable or in the same herd or

flock or in contact with an animal so allVctcd, that is to say :

1. No such animal shall be placed or kept on any common or

unenclosed land, or in any (ield or otiier place insufficiently
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fenced. 2. No such animal shall he sent or brought to a mar-
ket, exhibition, or sale, or be exposed for public sale. 3. No
such animal shall be driven along or allowed to stray on any
highway or tlie sides thereof. 4. No such animal shall be sent
or carried by a railway, or by a canal, river, or other inland
navigation, or by a coasting or sea-going vessel. 5. No sucli

aniiral shall be removed alive from the field, stable, cowslicd,
or otlier place where it is

;
provided that wh.cre such animal is

not actually alfected with cattle plague, it may, subject and ac-
cording to the foregoing provisions of this article, and with a
licence from the local authority, be removed thence to some
place within the district of the same local authority, where it

can be conveniently slaughtered, or where it can be kept apart
from all other animals until the local authority are satisfied

that there is no reasonable probability of its propagating cattle

plague. If any animal is dealt with or removed in contraven-
tion to this article, the person so dealing witli or removing the
animal, and also the person causing or permitting such dealing
therewith or removal thereof, shall each be deemed guilty of
an otVence against this order.

IS. Wliere an otl'ence is committed with respect to an animal
under articles 10 and 17 of tiiis order, or eitiier of them, the
local authority may by themselves or their olllcers cause such
animal to be slaughtered and buried, and may recover from
the owner in a summary manner all expenses so incurred.

19. All animals atleeted vvith cattle-plague, whether they
have been slaughtered or have died of cattle-plague, shall be
buried by the owner as soon as practicable in some proper
place, with their skins slashed in such a mauuer as to prevent
tlieir being made of any use, and with a suHicient quantity of
quicklime or otiier disinfectant, and shall be covered with a
least six feet of earth, or shall be otherwise disposed of in such
manner as may be directed by any regulations made by the
local authority and approved by the Privy Council. If any
animal is not buried or otherwise disposed of in pursuance of
this article, the owner of such animal shall be deemed guilty

of an offence against this order ; and the local authority may
bury or otherwise dispose of such animal, and may use any
convenient place on the premises of the o^^^le^ for that pur-
pose. The local authority may recover from the owner in a
summary manner any expenses incurred by them under this

article.

~0. It shall not be lawful for any person, except with the
licence of the Privy Council, to dig up, or cause to be dug up,
an animal that was affected with cattle-plague, or part of such
an animal. If any person acts in contravention of this article,

he shall be deemed guilty of an offence against this order.
21. Where the local authority exercise the power of causing

premises to be cleansed and disinfected, conferred on them by
Section 14 of " The Cattle Diseases Prevention Act, 1860,"
the occupier of such premises shall give rll facilities for that
purpose ; and if he fails to do so, he shall be deemed guilty of
an offence against this order.

2'2. No fresh animal shall be admitted into any yard, shed,
stable, field, or other premises in which an animal affected

with cattle-plague has been kept whUe so affected, or has died,

or been slaughtered, until the expiration of thirty days after

the cleansing and disiufecting of such premises. If any fresh

animal is admitted into any yard, shed, stable, field, or other
premises, in contravention of this article, the occupier of such
yard, shed, stable, field, or other premises shall be deemed
guilty of an offence against fliis order.

33. The dung of an animal affected with cattle-plague, and
all hay, straw, or litter, or other article that has been in con-
tact with or used about such an animal, shaU be destroyed, or,

with the sanction of the local authority, shall be disinfected

and dealt with to the satisfaction of the inspector in either

case, by and at the expense of the occupier of tlie premises on
which the same is found. If the same is not so destroyed or

disinfected and dealt with, the local authority may cause the

same to be destroyed or disinfected, and may recover in a
summary manner all expenses incurred by them from the occu-
pier of the premises on which the same is found ; and, in ad-
dition thereto, such occupier shall be deemed guilty of an
offence against this order.

24. No such dung or other article shall he removed from
the premises where an animal affected with cattle-plague has
been, except for the purpose of being so destroyed or disin-

fected and dealt with, and with a licence of an inspector, spe-
cifying tlie place at which it is destroyed or disinfected and

dealt with ; nor shall any such dung or otlier article be re-
moved beyond the limits of the district of the local authority
in which such premises are situate, without the consent in
writing of the local authority into wliose district it is moved.
If the same is removed in contravention of this article, the
occupier of the premises from which it is removed, and also
the person removing the same, shall each be deemed guilty of
an offence against this order ; and tlie local authority itiay
cause the same to be destroyed or disinfected, and may recover
from the occupier in a summary manner all expenses incurred
by them.

Markets, Exhibitions, and Sales.
25. No market, fair, exhibition, or sale of cattle shall be

held, except as follows : 1. Cattle belonging to the owner or
occupier of premises not in an infected place may be sold on
those premises, if the cattle are not affected with cattle-plague,
and have been on those premises, in possession of the owner
or occupier tliereof, not less than twenty-eight days imme-
diately before the sale. 2. Markets, exhibitions, and sales
may be held under licence of the Privy Council. If any cattle

are sold, or exposed or put up for sale, or exhibited, in contra-
vention of this article, the seller and the purchaser thereof,
and the auctioneer putting the same up for sale, or the person
exposing the same for sale or exhibiting the same, shall each
be deemed guilty of an offence against this order ; and if any
person holds a market, exhibition, or sale, in contravention of
this article, or fails to comply with any of the conditions, pro-
visions, or regulations of any licence for the holding of a mar-
ket, exhibition, or sale, he shall be deemed guilty of an offence
against this order.

26. Cattle exposed for sale in apiarket or at a sale, the hold-
ing whereof for the sale of cattle for immediate slaughter is

licensed by the Privy Council, may be kept alive for a period
of six days after such exposure, and no longer. If any person
keeps any cattle alive in contravention of this article "he shall
be deemed guilty of an offence against this order.

Movement of Animals.
27. Cattle may be moved in accordance with the provisions

of this order, but not otherwise.

28. No cattle shall be moved on a highway between sunset
and sunrise in the months of March to September, inclusive,
or between the hours of G p.m and 6 a.m. in the other months-
hut nothing in this article sliall restrict the movement of cattle
within the limits of any city or town.

2!). Licences for movement of cattle shall be of three kinds

—

1. A licence for movement generally, to be called a movement
licence. 3. A licence for removal to a licensed market, exhi-
bition, or sale, to be called a market licence. 3. A Hcence for
removal from a licensed market, exhibition, or sale, to be called
a market pass.

30. The forms in the second schedule to this order, or forms
to the like effect, signed as in that schedule directed, shall be
used in the cases to which they refer, with such variations
only as circumstances require, and when used shall be deemed
sufficient.

31. No cattle shall l)e moved out of the district of a local
authority in which they are, except with a licence of the local
authority

; and, if that licence is not signed by a justice of the
peace, then there shall also be requisite a licence of the local
antliority of the district into which they are to be moved,
indorsed on or referring to such first-mentioned licence; but
such secondly-mentioned licence shall not be necessary in the
case of movement from lands to other lands in the same occu-
pation, situate in the district into which the cattle are moved,
within 500 yards of the boundary of the district out of which
they are moved.

32. No cattle shall be moved within the district of a Jocal
autiiority without such licence as the local authority prescribe
in that behalf; provided, as follows:—!. The conditions of
any such licence shall not be more stringent than the conditions
of the licences, forms whereof are given in the second schedule
to this order. 2. No regulation of a local authority shall
authorise the owner or purchaser of any cattle, or his bailiff or
agent, to consent by his signature or other act to the movement
of such cattle. 3. No licence shall be necessary for movement
within the district for a distance not exceeding 500 yards from
lands to other lands in the same occupation.

33. Each local authority shall, as soon as may be after the
commencement of this order, send to the Privy Council a list
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of all persons appointed by such local authority to grant li-

cences for the movement of cattle, with the addresses of such

persons, and shall afterwards from time to time send to the

Privy Council notice of any addition to that list within seven

days after such addition is made ; and the Privy Council may,

if they think tit, at any time, direct the removal from such list

of the uame of any person, and (hereupon that person shall

eea"Se to be authorised to grant any licence for the movement
of cattle under this order.

Si. Cattle may be moved to a market, exhibition, or sale,

licensed by the Privy Council, with a market licence or a mar-

ket pass, but not otherwise ; and the person bringing any cat-

tle thereto shall deliver the licence or pass to an otlicer of the

market, exhibition, or sale, or to some other person appointed

in tiiat behalf by the holders of the market, exhibition, or sale,

and tlie same when so delivered shall be retained, numbered

(for identification), and carefully preserved by such otlicer or

person, and shall be produced on demand to an inspector of the

Privy Council, or an inspector or other officer of the local au-

thority, or to any police officer ; and any person refusing so to

produce the same sliall be deemed guilty of au offence against

this order. Provided that in case of au exhibition or sale such

a licence or pass sliall not be given except for movement from

places or parts allowed in the licence of the Privy Council for

the holding of the exhibition or sale.

35. Cattle which have been sold or exposed for sale, or ex-

hibited iu or at a licensed market, exhibition, or sale, shall not

be moved therefrom, except with a market pass, to he given by

an officer of the market, exhibition, or sale, or other person

appointed in that behalf by the holders of the market, exhi-

bition, or sale, to the owner or purchaser desirous of moving

the saiue.

, 36. Where a licence for the movement of cattle has been

granted, and an error is afterwards discovered therein, any two

justices may, by writing under their bauds subscribed to or in-

dorsed on the licence, correct the error, and thereupon the

licence shall be and be deemed to have been as valid and effec-

tual as if the error had not been made.

37. If any cattle are moved in contravention of any provision

of this order, the owner thereof, and the person directing or

permitting their removal, and the company or person removing

or conveying them, shall each be deemed guilty of au offence

against this order.

38. Nothing in articles 27 to 37 inclusive extends to the

metropolis.

39. Cattle may be moved from Scotland into England with

a movement or market licence, l)ut not otherwise.

40. A local authority may, from time to time, with the view

of preventing the spread of cattle plague, make regulations pro-

hibiting or regidating the movement of animals on, to, from,

and through, and tlie keeping thereof on, commons and wastes

whereon there exists a right of common, and may revoke any

such regulation. If any person acts iu contravention of any

such regulation he shall be deemed guilty of au offence against

this order.

41. No person shall drive cattle under his charge, or allow

them to be driven, or to stray, into an enclosed field, without

the consent of the owner or occupier thereof. If any person

acts in contravention of this article he shall be deemed guilty

of au offence against this order.

ToREiGN Animals.
42. From and after tlie 13th day of September, 1SG7,

foreign cattle shall not be landed elsewhere than at parts of

ports defined by special orders of the Privy Council (made or

to be made) for the several ports as places where foreign cattle

may be lauded, and, notwithstanding anything iu tliis order,

all regulations relative to the landing of foreign cattle at any
port In force at the commencement of this order shall remain

in force until the 1st day of October, 18G7.

43. The owner, consignee, or other person landing foreign

cattle shall, before or within 12 hours after landing them,

at his own expense mark them by clipping the hair off the end
of the tail, and in such other manner as the Privy Couucil may
from time to time direct. If any foreign cattle landed are not

so marked, the person landing the same, and the owner or cou-

Bignee thereof, shall each be deemed guilty of au oifence

against this order.

44. Notwithstanding anything in this order respecting move-
ment of cattle by licence or otherwise, foreign cattle shall not
be moved alive out of the limits of the deiiiicd part of the

port at which they are lauded, except as allowed by and in ac-

cordance with the provisions of au order of the Privy Council
relating specifically to that port.

45. The following cattle are hereby excepted from the
operation of articles 42, 43, and 44 of this order, namely,
cows brought from Channel Islands or any of them, or from
the Isle of Man, in vessels plying or sailing between those
islands respectively, or one of them, and England, and not
having touched since last leaving England, or one of those
islands (as the case requires) at any port or place elsewhere
than in one of those islands or in Eugland, and not having on
board any cattle except cows born in one of those islands and
not previously removed from those islands ; and tlie following

provisions shall apply to such cows: 1. Iu order to entitle

any person to the benefit of this articles in respect of any cows,
the master of the vessel in or on board of which the same are
so brouglit, shall, on his arrival in such port or place, deliver

to the person appointed by the local anthorify of such port or
place for the purpose, or, in default of such appointment, to

tlie officers of her Majesty's customs there, a clearance docket
under the hands or hand of the principal officer and controller

of her ^lajesty's customs at the port or place in one of those

islands from which such cows are exported, describing the same
as being bond fide the pioduce of, and as having never pre-

viously been removed or exported out of, the Channel Islands

or one of them, or the Isle ef Man (as the case may be) ; to-

together with a certificate in writing under the hand of the

governor or lieutenant-governor of such island, certifying that

the shipper of such cows has made proof before a magistrate

within such island in the manner required by the laws relating

to the customs, that such cows are actually the produce of and
were born within the Channel Islands or the Isle of Man (as

the case may be), and have never previously been removed or

exported therefrom ; and also a certificate under the baud of

some veterinary surgeon practising within such island, and
countersigned by a magistrate having authority within the

same, to the effect that to the best of his knowledge and belief

such cows are free from cattle plague, and from every symptom
commonly supposed to indicate the presence or approach

thereof, and from contagious disease of any kind, and that to

the best of his knowledge and belief cattle plague never has

existed and does not at the time of granting such certificate

exist in such island. 2. No such cows shall be removed from
such port or place alive without a certificate from the local

authority that they have been examined by some officer ap-

pointed by the local authority for that purpose, and that they

are free from cattle plague. 3. Such certificate shall not
exempt such cows from any other regulation of this order with
respect to the movement of cattle or otherwise ; save that the

same may be accepted iu the case of a movement licence by the

person authorised to grant the same, as sufficient for the pur-

pose of the granting thereof, and iu the case of a market
licence, by the justice, or other person authorised to grant the

same, as equivalent Iu the declaration of the owner or his

agent. Provided that the exception made Ijy this article shall

not extend to any such cows landed at a part of a port defined,

as in Art. 42 provided.

46. Sheep, goats, and swine brought in tlie same vessel with

foreign cattle shall be subject to the provisions of this order

respecting foreign cattle.

Eemov.vl of Hides, Wool, IIokns, &c.

47. No hide, skin, hair, wool, horn, or hoof of animals shall

be carried by or on a highway, railway, canal, or river, or by

other mode of conveyance, unless effectually covered. If any

such thine; is carried in contravention of this article, the person

sending the same and the person conveying the same shaUeach

be deemed guilty of an offence against this order.

48. The last preceding article shall not apply to the follow-

ing things: 1. Hides, skins, hair, wool, horns, or hoofs im-

ported into the United Kingdom from India, Austraha, South

Africa, or America. 2. Hides, skins, hair, wool, horns, hoofs,

or glue-pieces that have been efi'ectually limed for manufac-

turing purposes. But proof that any hide, skin, hair, wool,

horn, hoof, or glue-piece is such as to come within any ex-

ception made by tliis article shall lie on the accused.

PowEKS AJii) Duties of Officers respecting Move-
ment OF Animals, Hides, &c.

49. Any ofliccr authorised in this behalf by a local authority,

or any constable or police-officer, may stop and detain any

fl
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animal whiili is being; niovcil, or whicli he has reasonable

grounds for snspectinp; is being; moved, in contravention of this

order, and may apprclicnd, without warrant, tlie person in

charge thereof, and bring hini before a justice, who shall in-

quire into the case in a summary manner, and may, if satisfied

that there are good grounds for suspecting that such animal
was being moved in contravention of this order, by writing

under his hand direct the animal to be detained, and the per-

son in charge tliercof to be brought before (wo justices as soon
as practicable, and the same may be done accordingly. On
such person being brought before two justices they shall ad-

judicate on the case in a summary manner, and, if satisfied

that the animal was being moved in contravention of this order,

may direct it to he slanglitei-ed and buried, or to be otherwise

disposed of as they think most expedient for preventing the

spread of cattle plague.

50. Any oflicer authorised in this behalf by a local authority,

or any constable or police ollicer, may inspect any railway (ruck,

cart, boat, or other vehicle used by land or l)y water, in which
animals, hay, manure, litter, straw, and other ardclcs used for

or about animals are usually or at the time of such inspection

carried, and may examine the person in charge thereof, with a

view to ascertain whetlier any animals or articles are being

moved or carried in eonlravention of this order ; and such

officer may, if he has reasonable grounds for suspecting that

such animals or articles are being moved or carried in con-

travention of this order, apprehend, without warrant, the per-

son in charge thereof, and bring him before a jusdce, who shall

inquire into the case in a summary manner ; aud such justice,

if satisfied that there are good grounds for suspecting that

such animals or articles were being moved or carried

in contravention of this order, may, by writiug under
his hand, direct (he same to be detained, aud the person iu

charge thereof to be brought before two justices as soon as

practicable, and the same may he done accordingly. On such

person being brought before two justices, they shall adjudicate

on the case in a summary manner, and if satisfied that the

animals or articles were being moved or carried iu contraven-

tion of the order, may direct the same to be destroyed or other-

wise disposed of, as they think most expedient for preventing

the spread of cattle plague.

51. If any person having charge of any animal or thing that is

being moved or carried on a highway, railway, canal, navigation,

or river, for the moving whereof a licence is requisite, is re-

quired by an oificer of a local authority authorised in this be-

half, or by a constable or police-officer, to produce the licence

(if any) for the moving or eairying of that animal or thing,

and fails to do so, he shall be deemed guilty of an offence against

this order.

53. Any constable or police or other oflicer detaining any
animal under this order shall cause it (o be sujiplied with re-

(piisite food and water during its detention ; and any expenses
incurred l)y him in respect thereof may be recovi'red in a sum-
mary manner from (he person in charge of the animal, or from
its owner.

53. Any inspccior or other oflicer empowered to carry this

order nifo effect may, if authorised in (his behalf by general or
sjiecial oilier iu writing of the liieal aiilliority, enter any field,

stable, cowsiied, or other preniises within his district, where he
has reasonable grounds for supposing that cattle affected with
cattle-]daguc have been, or have been buried, or otherwise dis-

posed of, far the purpose of carrying into elfect the provisions of
this order. If any ])erson refuses admission to, or obs(nu-(s or
impedes, or aids in obstructing or impeding, such ius|ieetor or

other officer, he sluiU be deemed guilty of an offence against

this order.

Cleansing and Disinfecting of Pens, Tuucks, &c.

54'. Every pen, carriage, truck, horse-box, vehicle, or boat
required to be cleansed and disinfected shall be cleansed and
disinfected once in every 24 hours during the time when it is

used for any animal in manner following : By sweeping out
aud effectually removing all dung, sawdust, or other matter
from the ])en, carriage, truck, horse-box, vehicle, or boat, and
then by thoroughly washing the same with water, and then by
ap]dyiiig to the floor and to all p.arts above tfie floor of the pen,
carriage, or truck, and to the sides, floor, and ceiling of the
hold of the boat, and to every other part of the boat with
which animals or their droppings come in contact, a coating of

limewasli, made up by mixing good freshly-burnt lime with
water, and containing in each gallon of limewash either one-
fifth of a pint of carbolic acid, or one-fifth of a pint of cresylie

acid, or four ounces of fresh dry chloride of lime, such lime-

wash to be prepared immediately before use. Tlie sweepings
shall be well mixed with quicklime, and effectually removed
from contact with animals.

Dogs.

55. A local authority may make such orders as they think
expedient for preventing the propagation of disease by means
of dogs, and may order stray dogs ^o be destroyed or otherwise
disposed of,

THE CATTLE PLAGUE IN THE METROPOLIS.
(From a Supplement to the London Gaseiie.)

At the Council Chamber, Whitehall, the 20th day of August,

1867, by the Lords of her Majesty's Most Honourable

Privy Council.

Whereas it is expedient to amend the regulations now iu

force under Orders of the Privy Council for preventing the

spread of cattle plague in the metropolis :

Now, therefore, the Lords and others of her Majesty's

Most Honourable Privy Council, by virtue and in exercise

of the powers in them vested under the Contagious

Diseases (Animals) Acts, and of every other power enabling

them in this behalf, do order, and it is hereby ordered as

follows

:

1. This order may be cited as the Metropolitan Cattle

Plague Order of August, 1867.

2. Except as in this «rder expressly otherwise provided,

tliia order shall take effect from aud immediately after the

15th day of September, 1867 (which time is in this order

referred to as the commencement of this order).

3. In this order words have the same meaning as iu the

Consolidated Cattle Plague order of August, 1867.

4. No cattle shall be moved out of or within the

metropolis except in accordance with the provisions of tliis

order.

5. No licence granted (luider any other Order of Council)

for the movement of cattle from a place beyond the limits

of the metropolis shall authorise the movement of such cattlo

through any part of the metropolis.

6. No cattle shall be moved alive out of the metropolis;

provided that where any person occupies a farm situate

partly within and partly without the metropolis, or any
other contiguous premises so situate, he may, with a licence

from the Commissioner of Police of the metropolis or of the
City of London (which licence such commissioner is hereby
empowered from time to time to grant, and, if he thinks fit, to

revoke) move from one part of such premises to another cattle

not affected with cattle plague, which have beeu in his own
possession for 28 days or upwards immeliately previous to the
date of such licence, and have beeu marked in such manner
as the said commissioner of police directs.

7. No cattle shall be moved along any highway, thorongh-
fare, or public place within tlie metropolis, excejit for a

distance not exceeding 500 yards from part to part of the

same farm, or to water, without a licence as aforesaid, stating

the number aud description of the cattle licensed to be moved,
aud the place of their destination.

8. Cattle may be brought to the Metropolitan Cattle

Market with a licence of the Commissioner of Police as afore-

said, but not otherwise ; and the person bringing any cattle
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shall dclivpr the licence to the officer of the market appointed

to receive it, and the same shall he retained, numhered, and

carefully preserved b)' such oflicer.

9. No cattle sold or exposed for sale iu the said market

shall he moved from it except with a market pass (iu the

form set forth in the schedule to this order or to the like

eifect) to he given to the purchaser or owner desiring- to move

the same by an oflicer of the market appointed for the

purpose.

10. The proprietor of a slaughterhouse in the metropolis

shall not receive for slaughter any cattle which have been

sold or exposed for sale in the said market without the proper

market pass.

11. The proprietor of a slaughterhouse in the metropolis

shall not receive for slaughter any cattle which have been

brought to the metropolis under a licence granted otherwise

than by virtue of Art. 7 of this order, without receiving

from the person delivering such cattle to him, or from the

owner thereof, the licence under which they have been moved.

12. On the Saturday of every week the proprietor of each

slaughterhouse iu the metropolis shall deliver to the chief

oflicer in charge of the police station of the district iu which

the slaughterhouse is situate all the market passes and licences

received by him during the week.

13. With respect to foreign cattle (except cattle within the

exception in Art. 45 of the Consolidated Cattle Plague Order

of August, 1867) brought by sea to the port of London, the

following regulations shall have effect : (1.) All such cattle

shall he landed in such manner, within such times, and subject

to such supervision and control, as the Commissioners of

Customs from time to time direct. (2.) If the place of

landing is not within the metropolis, and such cattle are not

slaughtered at the place of landing, they shall be removed

thence by railway to the metropolis, and not otherwise or

elsewhere ; and they shall be brought along the railway in

trucks or carriages exclusively set apart or used for the

purpose of conveying foreign cattle, and coloured with a

special colour, or otherwise distinguished by a mark approved

of by the Privy Council, to designate them as so appropriated,

and such trucks or carriages shall, after they have been used

for the purpose of conveying any cattle to the metropolis,

be cleansed and disinfected in mauuer provided by Art. 5i

of the said consolidated order. If any truck or carriage is

at any time used in contravention of any of the provisions of

this article, the company or person by whom it is used shall

for each time that it is so used be liable to a penalty not

exceeding £5.

14. Foreign cattle vrithin the metropolis shall be slaugh-
tered within four days after the landing thereof, exclusive of

the day of landing, unless they are taken to the said market
within such four days, and in any case they shall until taken
to be slaughtered be kept in lairs licensed for their reception

by the Privy Council.

15. Any dung of auimals, and any hay, straw, litter, or

other thing, commonly used for food of animals or otherwise

for or about animals, may be moved out of an infected place

within the metropolis (but not out of the metropolis) with a

licence signed by an officer of the local authority appointed

in that behalf certifying that the thing moved has been dis-

infected, but not otherwise.

IG. If any cattle or thing are or is moved in contravention

of any provision of this order, the owner thereof and the

person directing or permitting the removal thereof, and the
person or company in charge of or removing or conveying

the same, shall each l)e deemed guilty of an oftence against

this order ; and if any proprietor of a slaughterhouse fails to

comply with any provision of this order he shall be deemed
guilty of an offence against this order.

17. Nothing in this order shall affect any licence granted,

or any right, title, obligation, or liability which may have

accrued before the commencement of this order.

18. Every licence for the movement of cattle, or for any

other purpose, granted before the commencement of this

order by a commissioner of police, or by the local authority,

or any of their officers on their behalf, or by any other person

authorised to grant the same, and in force at the commence-
ment of this order, shall continue in force thereafter as if

this order had not been made, and shall be available in like

manner, to all intents, for the purpose for which it was
granted, as if it had been granted under this order.

19. Expenses incurred by the Court of Lord Mayor and
Aldermen of the City of London (as the local authority for

the City of London and the liberties thereof), iu executing

this order shall be defrayed by them out of the consolidated

sewers rate.

20. The Metropolitan Board of Works shall cause this

order to be published in a newspaper circulating iu the metro-

polis ; and the Court of Lord ilayor and Aldermen of the

City of London shall cause a cojk thereof to be aflixed in a

conspicuous place in the said market ; and the Commissioners

of Police for the metropolis and the City of London respec-

tively shall cause a copy thereof to be aflixed in a conspicuous

place at each police station.

RENEWAL OF CATTLE TRAFFIC THROUGH THE STREETS OF LONDON.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LA.NE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Some doubt arose as to the construction to be placed

upon the New Orders in Council ; but the correspondence I

send you herewith shows it to be too true that foreign cattle

may now be landed in London, and driven through the streets,

thereby returning to a state of matters which sooner or later

must reproduce all the evils we have been striving to get rid

of, both as regards cattle plague and the obstruction of the

streets. I am, sir, your obedient servant,

109, Fenchurch-street, Sept. 2. James Odams.

[Copy of Correspondence.]

109, Fenchuich-street, Aug. 29, 18G7.

Dr. Alexr. AVilliams, Privy Council Oflice, Whitehall.

CATTLE plague.

Sir,—With reference to the last Order in Council some
difference appears to exist as to its interpretation. Will you
have the kindness to inform me whether after the 15tli Sep-

tember cattle can be lauded at the London wharves and driven

through the streets as formerly, or must they be forwarded by

rail to Metropolitan Market ?

I am, sir, yours obediently,

(Signed) James Odams.

Privy Council Oflice, Veterinary Department,

Princes-street, Whitehall, Aug. 30tli, 1867.

Sir,—I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of

your letter of yesterday's date, relative to the construction of

the new "Consolidated Cattle Plague Order of August, 1867,"

and the removal to the IMetropolitan Cattle Market, landed in

London, and, in reply, I have to inform you that there is no-

thing iu the New Order to prevent cattle being landed iu

Loudon and driven through the streets to the i\Ietropolitan

Market. I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) C. Eardley Wilmot,

James Odams, Esq., For Secretary.

109, Fenchurch-street, E.G.
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FARM LEASES.
At a recent meeting of the Glasgow Chamber of Agriculture,

the members proceeded to consider the topic set down as the

subject of special discussion—namely, leases and covenants
of estates, in reference to modern seientilic farming.

The I'RtsiPKNT ssid : We now come to the subject on our
j);iper, and none could be more important to the owners and
occupiers of land ; in every way, to my ajjprehension, as im-

portant to the one as to the other. Practically we all know
something of what a lease of laud is, for most of us have

worked out, or are at this moment engaged in working out

one ; and it is fortunate for us that we do know what it is

practically, for it is very doubtful if many of us would rise

from the perusal of a modern lease prepared to say what it is

all about. It ia just possible that we might get occasional

gleams of ligiit through successive clouds of professional ver-

bosity, but only to be lost in the midst of the next clause, as

ponderous and verbose as its predecessor, making a straight

through-read of the document as confusing and incomprehen-
sible a study to an ordinary mind as it is possible to conceive.

But I am not going to detain you by going into a detail of my
objections to the modern lease, because these will be fully

stated by those who are to follow, and who have given more
time to the subject than I have been able to give. There are,

however, a few manifest objections I would state in a general

way, just as indicating my own opinion on the subject. There
should be no reservations in leases of game, lish, minerals, or

anything else. The law gives the landlord the ownership of

all these things usually reserved, and right to bruick them on
reasonable and fair terms, and nothing more should be given

in a lease. The thing let, that is, the land, should be given for

the purpose for which it is hired—that is, agricultural pur-

poses. If the landlord chooses to rear game or work minerals,

the law gives him the right of doing so, but it compels him to

compensate the tenant for any loss the subject let may sustain,

for the purpose of the lease, through the landlord's acts. That
is quite fair between man and man, but anything more is not

fair. For instance, the usual clause that the tenant is not to

be compensated for loss through the landlord's game consum-
ing the fruits of the subject hired, is just giving with the one
hand and robbing with the other. Then the clause excluding

assignees and sub-tenants is no better. A decent, industrious

man takes a farm and makes many improvements on it. You
all know the first five years of a new tack is incessant labour

and outlay. But he is cut down, say in the fifth year of his

lease. His all is in the farm—energy, enterprise, and capital.

He leaves a widow and a young family. To deprive them of
the surplus rent the farm will bring on a re-let for the re-

mainder of the lease, from the husband's exertions and capital

laid out in improvements, is simply robbing the widow and
fatherless. The clause providing for the lease falling if a

tenant is bankrupt, is also a very unfair one to the creditors.

I have known farms let at a surplus rent of £100, £150, and
£300, the laird pocketing the whole, and the creditors, with

their capital sunk in the improved condition of the farm, not

receiving a farthing. Then the shifts and rotations fixed in

leases are in many cases a gratuitous hindrance to the proper

cultivation of the soil, resulting in loss to the land, and of

course to landlord and tenant ; for I take it to be undoubted
that what is loss to the one is loss to tlie other. In my opinion,

all rotations are drags on the wheels of modern scientific agri-

culture, and ought to be abolished, unless it may be for the

last five or six years of a tack. My lease would just be this :

I (the proprietor) let to you (the tenant), your heirs and
assignees, the lands with the houses, fences thereon, and roads

thereto, for 19 years, at a given rent, payable out of the fruits

at the first term after these are gathered. The condition of

the lands and erections to be reported on by men mutually
chosen on entry, and again at issue. The lands and erections

to be left in as good a condition as got, and, if better or worse,

to be paid for by the landlord or tenant, as the case may be,

according to the valuation of men mutually chosen. I would
give right lo sub-let, the original tenant always remaining
liable in tenant's obligations under the lease ; and I would

take ordinary tear and wear into account in estimating the

value of liouses, fences, and roads at issue. Nothing more is

needed, nothing more is recpiired by the circunistances. My
case would encourage every man to do his best for the subject

let, and it would give him tlie honest reward of his labour,

ami it asks no one to i)ay a penny save for value received.

With these views, hurriedly and imperfectly expressed, I

leave the subject to be treated by my frieuds who are to

follow me ; and I call on my predecessor in this chair

—

my friend Mr. Goodlet—to read the paper he has prepared on
this subject at the request of the committee.

Mr. Goodlet (Bolshan) read the following paper:—Mr.
Chairman and Gentlemen, before proceeding to consider the

usual terms of the modern lease, it may be well to glance for a

little at the nature of the contract itself, as looked at from the

respective points of view of the two contracting parties. A
landlord, in entering into a lease with a tenant, will naturally

seek, by certain clauses and provisions, to protect the subject

let from being injured or deteriorated by the tenant, or from

being >ised by him in a manner different from that intended at

entering on the contract. He will also seek to provide against

certain contingencies which, in the course of a nineteen years'

lease, are not unlikely to arise, affecting the stability of his

tenant, through death or bankrujitcy; and he will also wish to

see the lauds properly farmed and the buildings and fences

kept in proper repair ; and should improvements be intended,

he will desire the insertion of a clause to limit and define the

extent of his own obligations, and to secure the proper per-

formance of those undertaken by the tenant; and doubtless,

as is customary, lie wiU desire to reserve the game, which he
rarely admits to himself does harm to the tenant's crops ; and
lastly, he will be very chary about omitting auy of the merely

formal clauses of the deed, which, however useless in them-
selves, have come to be regarded by landlords as essential to

the validity of the lease, but which in their wordiness rather

tend, in my opinion, to cumber and perplex it. The tenant, on
the other hand, will desire to have the lease so framed as to

allow of his enjoying the free and peaceable possession of the

subjects let—that he shall not be unnecessarily hampered in

the management and cropping of the lands, and that he shall

have the free use and disposal of the produce of f he farm at

his command, limited only by such conditions as may be abso-

lutely necessary to prevent the deterioration of the soil—that

the buildings and fences be handed over to him in proper order,

with such new additions as may be requisite for the profitable

occupation of the farm. He will also desire to secure to himself

and liis family the benefit of any improvements he may effect by

draining and liming, or otherwise increasing the fertility of the

soil ; and in order that he may not, in the event of certain

contingencies arising during the lease, be deprived of this be-

nefit, he ought to have the power to assign and suliset, under
provision, of course, that the rights of the landlord under the

lease are not thereby impaired ; and the tenant will expect, if,

as is always the ease, the game be reserved, that at least no
greater damage will accrue from game than that which exists

at his entry to the farm : but that if at auy future time damage
from an increase of game should arise, compensation will not

be withheld under cover of a stringent game clause, but that the

same shall be at once ascertained and readily allowed for by the

landlord when found to have been incurred. Such being the

understood views of the contracting parties, one would think

that no great dilliculty need arise in framing a deed of moderate

length distinctly to express and define the rights and oljligations

of both under it. From various causes, however, the modern
lease, as usually drawn, is found to be not only a verbose docu-

ment, but, what is worse, it is for the most jiart a very one-

sided one. This, I believe, arises chiefly from the circum-

stances that the landlord is very much in the habit of laying

down the conditions under which the farm is to be held, and
the tenant must either take it on these conditions, or have his

offer declined. The landlord—himself seldom a practical ag-

riculturist—insists on the most stringent, and often unsuitable

clauses, under the mistaken notion that such are necessary for

Y
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Lis ovru protection nnA tlie proper binding of the tenant

;

wliile, ill reality, they fail to cliL-ct either purpose, and only

tend to liamper the tenant in tlie free nse of the subject let,

and also retard improvements by not unfreqnently con-

fining him to systems of cropping and management of tlie land

alike detrimental to the interests of both. This, although a

serious evil in itself, becomes still worse when the agent who
frames the lease is not more conversant with practical agri-

culture than his constituent, and who has to depend upon the

various forms of lease to be found in the style-books for direc-

tion and guidance in his preparation of it. The management
of landed property is now largely confided to gentlemen of the

legal profession, who rarely are possessed of that practical

knowledge of agriculture which is essential to the agent who
would intelligently frame the deed in accordance with the just

and equitable requirements of the case. It would be easy to

give instances of the most absurd blunders commited by agents

in framing leases. I have myself seen a le.ase, prepared by a

lawyer, witli a Martinmas entry, containing clauses suited only

for one with a Whitsunday entry, and vice versa; and even the

better informed of them, wlio would not be guilty of such gross

blundering as this, will always be inclined so to frame the

clauses as to make the landlord safe, as they suppose, whatever

may become of the tenant. Some agents, indeed, will tell you
that the clauses are only framed to please the laird, and that

they are not meant to be rigidly enforced. Others, again, will

say that they are the usual conditions applicable to the estate,

and however unsuitable they may be to the present farm, they

cannot be departed from ; and tenants are to be found who
will sign such leases provided the rent suit ; and some even are

not very particular about the rent, trusting that, if once in

possession, neither the rent nor conditions will be strictly ex-

acted or enforced against them. And I could instance cases

of this k4nd where such tenants have not been disappointed.

Estates managed on such principles, however, are seldom oc-

cupied by a trustworthy tenantry, and are about the \vorst

farmed, under leases the most wordy, stringent, and arbitrary,

of any to be found in the country. At one time, indeed, it

was customary for almost all fiirmers to be indifferent as to the

nature of the written conditions of the lease—trusting to the

good faith and honour of their landlords that no unfair ad-

vantage would be taken of them ; but the practice has been
gradually changing, and tenants are now more than ever strictly

kept to the terms of the written contract. Many cases of

hardship have occurred from tenants having signed leases con-

taining stringent clauses, which they little expected at the time

would be enforced to the letter against them ; and since the

written contract is being more and more looked on as embody-
ing the exact agreement of parties, it becomes all the more
necessary, as well in the interest of the landlord as in that of

the tenant, to see that the lease be a deed expressing in plain,

simple, and clear language the true nature of the transaction

between the contracting parties, in which the rights and obli-

gations respectively undertaken by, and conferred on each of

them are plainly defined and set forth. All the wordy and un-
meaning jargon which disfigures most of our leases should be

unsparingly eliminated and cast aside ; and here I cannot do
better than quote to you the remarks of a worthy Edinburgh
lawyer of a former generation, called forth by a long and m ordy

minute of lease, interlined, altered, scored, and crammed with

marginal additions, v/hich had been sent to him to be framed
into a lease by one of his constituents—a Forfarshire laird

—

to whom these remarks ^^•ere addressed and sent. For sound
sense, clearness of thought, and terseness of expression, I

venture to say they are not to bo surpassed ; and I would
strongly recommend them to the careful consideration of our

landlords and their factors, especially such of them as aro of

the legal profession. They are as follow

:

" Observes on the proposals and condiiluns of a tiew

lease
<if F h <f JF—^d,

" April, 1819.

" 1. Theao conditions aro, in many particulars, too general,

notwithstanding of the appenrnuce of being very particular.

"2. In a great many particulars they are indefluito: in

others they provide for what the law provides.
" 3. It will be impossible to engross them all in a tack and

make the tack effectual, without running out to a great length

;

find the multiplicity of them will afford a tenant a good and

legal apology for neglecting some of them, and a handle for

disobeying others.
" 4. A man would need to read the tack every morning to

be sure of knowing them, and a tenant has other work than

to read and to comprehend intricate clauses and conditions.

A court of law would l)e disinclined to enforce such a contract.
" 5. lleference to other tacks is incousistent with the na-

ture of a tack, and it seems impossible to make the proposed

tack explicit and binding.

"6. If W r requires all these fetters to keep him right,

]\Ir. M -1 had better have nothing to do with him.
" 7. All gentlemen find it their interest to have tacks short,

clear, and explicit ; the fewer conditions the lietter. Tenants
always find escape-holes in long racks.

" 8. The proposed tack is laying the foundation for a mul-
tiplicity of law processes, which is just the game of a bad
tenant.

" 9. The signing such a minute, scored and deleted, and
signing scorings, and some not signed, appears quite incon-

sistent."

Such are the words of the able lawyer. It is not a great

many years ago when protection was the recognised policy of

the nation, and when bad times for the manufacturing and
commercial classes were hailed by the farmers as the sure in-

dication of high prices and prosperous times for themselves.

In those days the farmer was accustomed to look up to his

landlord as his natural leader and protector, and in the letting

of land less of the mercantile spirit pervaded their dealings

with each other than has latterly come to be the case under

the refime of Erec-trade. Landlords were then content with

moderate rents—not only professing, but many of them really

acting on, the principle of " live and let live" in dealing with

their tenants, who were not then so hard driven as they are

now. If they did not possess so many of the amenities of

life as the modern farmer can command, they had at least less

anxiety, and lived in an easy sort of way. They were to a
man zealous partisans of the laird, whose health at their social

entertainments never failed to be drunk with all tlie honours

;

Tories for the most part in politics, they were keen supporters

of Church and State and the powers that be ; and always the

humble servants of the laird, who, to do him justice, usually

ruled with gentle force his willing slaves. In our day, how-
ever, all this is changed. Under the iron sway of Free-trade

which now animates the spirit of the age, the relation between

landlord and tenant has come to be regulated mainly on com-
mercial principles. The rent exacted is, on the one hand,

what can be got in the market ; and on the other hand, when
that is paid and the other obligations of the lease performed,

the tenant considers he has exhausted the sum of his obliga-

tions, and that lie should be free to mould his opinions and
exercise his political rights as may seem to him best, uncon-
trolled by landlord interference, or even the fear of subjecting

himself to his displeasure. Some landlords, indeed, have still

a lingering desire to retain the influence their predecessors

claimed and generally exercised over the opinions and senti-

ments of their tenants, while they have no objections at the

same time to take the benefit of the commercial principle in

the matter of rent and other prestations of the lease ; but the

two are wholly incompatible, and can be no more mixed up
together than can oil and water. There is no halting between

the two systems ; the one or the other must prevail, and land-

lords must either make u)) their minds to go back to low rents

with a poor and subservient tenantry, or forward to high rents

and a more advanced agriculture, which the commercial prin-

ciple, fairly carried out, cannot fail ultimately to secure.

To give, however, that principle fair play, it must have

free scope, and in order to that, certain obstacles in our

laws affecting agriculture, which now impede its progress,

must be removed, but to these your time will only permit me
to give a passing glance. The law of hypothec, the game
laws, and in some degree, also, the law of entail, are all more
or less opposed to the full development of agriculture, chiefly

by rendering the invostmout of capital by tenants, in the im-

provement and cultivation of the soil, unsafe, and by encourag-

ing a " hand-to-mouth" system of management, .ilike injurious

to the true interests of landlord and tenant. The law, as it

affects the rights of the tenant, in reference to ony permanent
improvements made by him in the course of his occupancy, is

also in a very unsatisfactory state ; and it would, moreover,
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tend greatly to promote the advancement of agriculture, if an
e(|uitable i)lan coulJ be devised by which a tenant would be

able to maintain the farm to the close of tiie lease in good
condition, without incurring the risk of losing tlie increased

outlay necessary for that purpose, by iiaving to leave the bene-

fit of it to be reaped by his successor. It is liardly neeessary

for me to tell a nieetiiij;' of practical farmers \\hat a serious

evil it is both to the landlord and tenant, but especially to the

tenant, to have a farm run out, or even partially so, at every

renewal of a lease, again to be restored at great expense by the

new tenant. Some landlords may fancy that deterioration of

the soil can be prevented by those stringent clauses in tJie

lease to wliich we have before alluded ; but if such clauses

would have doue it, the evil should have been remedied long

ago, for we all know how stringent the clauses are in many
leases, and yet run-out farms at the end of a lease are no un-

common thing in the country—indeed, so far as my own ob-

servation goes, the most run-out farms are those that have

been held under the most rigid conditions. But I cannot

dwell longer on these topics, and must hasten to otfer a few
remarks on the lease itself, which I shall endeavour to do as

briefly as possible under the following heads:

—

I. Deslination.—In tlie clause of destination it is usual to

exclude " assignees and sub-tenants legal and voluntary."

Such exclusion may, under certain circumstances, inflict heavy
loss on an improving tenant, who might not be able to con-

tinue tlie occu|)ancy of the farm to tlie close of the lease ; and
it deprives creditors, in the event of the tenants' bankruptcy,

of the power to reap the benefit of tlie expenditure, whicli

may have been made by him in ameliorating the condition of

the soil, or in executing other improvements on the farm, and
therefore a power to assign and subset should not be witJilield

if it can be granted without unduly impairing tlie landlord's

rights under the lease. The exclusion is not only unfair to

tlie tenant, but is calculated to lay an arrest on all improve-

ments by hira not yielding an immediate return. It is unfair,

inasmnch as it may have the effect of depriving him of the

benefit of his expenditure in raising the fertility of the soil,

or in the erection of buildings which he is not even allowed

to remove, because of his inability personally to carry on the

farm ; and to declare, by a clause of irritancy, the lease to be

null and void in the event of the tenant's bankruptcy, without

in any way providing for his creditors getting the benefit of

his outlays so m.ade, is simply dishonest. If, in the interest

of the landlord, it is necessary to exclude assignees and sub-

tenants, provision ought at least to be made in the lease to

obviate such gross cases of hardship as those to which I liave

referred, and whicli I believe are of no 'infrequent occurrence

under the clause of destination as now usually framed.

II. Endurance.—The great advantage of having the lease

of reasonable endurance is, that it enables the tenant to exe-

cute improvements, and bring up the condition of the farm

at the beginning of his occupancy, with the hope of being re-

munerated before the lease expires. To do this usually re-

quires a few years of extra outlay—generally speaking, I

should say, two rounds of a short rotation, or one round of a

long one—and for a purely agricultural lease the common
period of nineteen years seems not unsuitable. A shorter

lease than this would not justify a tenant in laying out largely

in making permanent improvements at his own cost. And
even such outlays as are necessary to bring the soil into a

high manurial condition, would not be warranted unless under

a lease of sufficient duration to realise returns. Yearly hold-

ings are altogether opposed to outlays of any kind beyond the

mere current expense of seed and labour, with manure enough

to produce a crop. Under such holdings the advancement of

agriculture is not to be expected ; and it is well knowii that

in England, where yearly holdings are common, agriculture,

unless fostered by other causes, is in a very backward condi-

tion. A lease of some endurance therefore seems essential to

the successful cultivation of the soil by a tenant, and must be

for his interest to have, as well as for that of his landlord to

grant.

III. Beservations.—It is customary in the lease to reserve

coal, lime, minerals, wood, &c., to which at common law the

tenant has no riglit, and to reserve them, tlierefore, seems un-

necessary—at all events these reservation clauses are often

stated very wordily, and might with much propriety be short-

ened and more concisely expressed. The game clause, I need

not remark, is tUstasteM to most farmers, even iu its mildest

form ; but in many leases that have come under our notice of

late, this clause is so outrageously unjust and exacting that the

wonder is not so much tliat such clauses are there as that

tenants are so readily found willing to agree to them. But I

believe that this is oue of the many evil effects of the law of

hypolhec, which, by inducing a gambling spirit into the letting

of laud, encourages a set of men to take farms who have no-

thing to recommend tliera but a readiness to offer high rents,

and tu incur risks whicli a prudent man would not, if he could

help it, venture to undertake, but which, however, he must do

if lie is to compete successfully with thorn. Tlie fact, however,

is undoulited, that the most stringent clauses that the ingenu-

ity of game-preserving landlords can devise, are admitted by
tenants into leases, and so long as game clauses, such as we
have seen, are allowed, and game is unduly preserved, it is im-

possible agriculture can be iu a healthy or thriving condition.

To such of our members as arc enamoured with the English

game laws, and woidd support the Bill of Lord Eloho, as ori-

ginally brought iu by that noble lord, to render oius more in

accordance with them, I would commend to their serious perusal

a book, published in 184G, by Mr. Welford, on the " Influ-

ences of the Game Laws," containing classified extracts from

evidence taken before a select committee of the Uouse of

Commons that year, in which facts are disclosed that should

at least cure farmers of that silly craving for an assimilation

of tlie Scotch game-law, bad as it is, to that of the English,

which is infinitely worse. Lord Elcho's Bill has been charac-

terised in the House of Commons by an honourable member as

an " imposture and a sham." Tlse " imposture" very properly

has beeu knocked out of it by tlie select coniinittee which
lately sat on the game bills, and to that extent the Bill has been

amended and improved, as well as shortened ; but the " sham,"

I am sorry to say, still remains, and now comes recommended
by the committee as a proper measure to bo passed l)y Parlia-

ment. This BiU, so far as I can perceive, concedes nothing

that the law does not allow. Damages can be recovered at

present when game is increased on a farm, and if the landlord

does not reserve the hares there is nothing to prevent the far-

mer now acquiring the qualification and killing them, and these

are the rights which this Bill professes to confer on the farmer
—a shrim bill ti-uly ! If landlords will insist on reserving the

game for the special sport of themselves and friends, they

should at least be prepared to limit their power in the lease,

and, if at any time the game on a farm should increase, frankly

to grant the tenant compensation equivalent to the damage
done, and cease to shelter themselves under a stringent game
clause. High farming—or, for that matter, even low farming

—and a head of game such as is now thought necessary by

our modern sportsmen, who delight in battue shooting, cannot

co-exist ; aud I hesitate not to say that any landlord, who iu

virtue of a stringent game clause, and in defiance of the rea-

sonable claims of his tenant, shall persist in maintaining a

large head of game on land let for agricultural purposes, and
at the saiiie finic refuse to allow conipeusaiion, is neither more
nor less than a legalized plunderer, whose proceedings cannot

faU to bring deserved odium on the class to which he belongs

—countenancing him in them.

IV. Kain and Services.—These on many estates have now
ceased to be exacted or stipulated for in the lease. They are a

remnant of feudalism, and the performance of them is often

very inconveuient to the tenant, and of no equivalent advan-

tage to the landlord. Tliey are also imposed as an extra bur-

den over and above the rent, and constitute a badge of bondage
which should have no place in a contract between independent

parties.

V. Buildings and Fences. — It is customary to take the

tenant bound to accept of these as in" good and sufficient re-

pair," and to keep and leave them so at his removal, the land-

lord assigning over to him tlie obligation ou the outgoing

tenant to leave them iu that state. This is a custom which has

in it nothing to commend it, but, on the contrary, much that is

objectionable. It may relieve the landlord, or rather his factor,

of a disagreeable duty, but it is the fruitful source of much
strife and quarrelling between outgoing and incoming tenants.

It is seldom that anything like an adequate sum is awarded
against the outgoing tenant for repair, and the incoming one is

often put to serious inconvenience and loss by having buildings

and' fences handed over to him in a worn-out aud dilapidated

state, while the sum got from the outgoing tenant is altogether

inadequate to put tlicm into tlie " good and suilicieut" condi-

Y 2
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tiou in wliicli, by his lease, it has been assumed they have been

received by him. It would be better for all parties were the

landlord himself to enforce tlie fulfilment of the outgoing-

tenant's obligations in respect of the buildings and fences, and

to see to it that the incoming tenant really gets them in the

good and suftlcieut condition in which, by liis lease, he accepts

of thera and binds himself so to keep and leave them. The
present practice is unfair to the tenant, and cannot fail in the

long run to recoil injuriously on the landlord himself. So

long as this objectionable custom prevails, buildings and fences

will never be properly cared for, or kept in tliat good order

and repair which it would be for the interest of both land-

lord and tenant they should at all times be in, whether during

the currency or at the expiry of the lease.

VI. Cropping Clauses and Management.—Many absurd and

pernicious conditions are inserted in leases in reference to crop-

ping the lands. It is customary, in most cases, to bind the

tenant toaregular rotation of crops,from which he cannotdeviate

unless under heavy penaUies ; so that, sliould a failure occur

in a particular crop, the tenant has no power to remedy it by

deviating for a time from the prescribed rotation, although the

doing so would be of advantage to him and not injurious to

the landlord. Rotations, moreover, are often ill chosen, and in-

serted in the lease by agents ignorant of practical agriculture,

where a different course of cropping would have suited better.

In fact, it is doubtful if a tenant should be hound to a parti-

cular rotation under any circumstances. In my opinion it is

better for both parties that as much latitude as possible should

be allowed the tenant in the management and cropping con-

sistent with tlie due preservation of the subject let, and this

could as well be secured by negative clauses, which would, at

the same time, permit more than one rotation to be followed,

and prevent deterioration of the soil by injudicious cropping.

Of course the obligations at entry and waygoing must be pro-

vided for by suitable conditions ; but all unfair advantages

should he avoided—such as compelling a tenant to leave dung
and straw paid for at his entry to the landlord or incoming

tenant for nothing at his removal ; or to leave more in grain

or less in corn crop than there was at his entry, unless specially

bargained and paid for. I miglit take up and discuss the

other clauses of the lease, but those commented on are the

most important. The formal clauses are generally prolix, and

some of them ought to be dispensed with altogether. The
bankruptcy clause is one of these ; and the insurance clause is

often too favourably framed for the landlord to be quite just to

the tenant ; but I shall not detain you longer. In conclusion

allow me, in the words of the worthy old lawyer already quoted,

to reiterate his wise " observe" :
" All gentlemen"—not all

landlords, be it observed, but all gentlemen—" find it their

interest to have tacks short, clear, and explicit ; the fewer con-

ditions the better"—a remark which cannot too often be

dunned into the ears of all landlords and their agents with

wliom is entrusted the preparation of the deed which we are

this day met to discuss. I have to thank you, geutleraeu, for

the patient hearing you have given me.

Mr. CuNNiNGHAME (Chapeltoun, Ardrossan),then spoke as

follows : The subject of leases is one of the greatest interest

both to landlords and tenant farmers, and has hitherto not

received anything like the ventilation its imiiortance ought to

have commanded ; and, with the view of directing the atten-

tion of both the parties most immediately interested in such

contracts, let us shortly cousider what ought to be the princi-

pal clauses in an agricultural farm. 1. As a general rule,

leases should not be for a period shorter than 19 years. 2. If

the lease is for a farm in need of great improvement, and the

tenant be prepared to expend the requisite capital, he should

not be too strictly bound by cropping clauses until the four

last years of the lease, for it often happens that neither land-

lord nor tenant have properly appreciated the capabilities, or

the reverse, of many portions of the farm, and the result of

the tenant being tied down by cropping clauses, as has often

happened, is serious loss to both parties. 3. When an on-
going lease has lapsed by death, bankruptcy, or any other
cause, it ought to be in the power of tliose who are iuDuediately

interested to liave power to sub-let the farm, so that a fair por-
tion of the improvements might tie made available to eitlier

creditors or licirs, or those otiieruise b(ru(tncially interested ;

but in such cases of sub-letting, the buullord oughl to have
tlic jiower fo enforce the clauses iii'-crlrd tor rotation for tbc
lust four years from flu- day of entry of any sucli sub-tenant.

4. Landlords in general insert clauses in their leases as to the

preservation of game that are altogether antagonistic to good
farming. The majority of tenants are not opposed to their

landlords retaining on their lands sufficient game to afford a

fair day's sport ; but when hares and rabbits are allowed to

multiply, it must be quite apparent that both the landlord" and
tenant cannot each have a stock on the farm with profit. 5.

There arc so many different modes of entry upon leases in the

various districts of Scotland that it is apparent that if one

instead of the many systems now pursued, as to the date of

entry of the lands and houses, and the terra for the payment
of the first half-year's rent <vere made for cropping farms in

tlie various districts, that it would afford greater facilities to

tenants to remove from one district to another ; and without

stating the rule which obtains very generally in the west of

Scotland, viz., entry to the ploughable land at Martinmas, with

accommodation for horses and ploughmen and full possession

of liouses and pasture at Whit-Sunday, and to pay the first

half-year's rent at Martinmas thereafter, is the best, it appears

o be as reasonable and convenient as any other system that

exists, and is so satisfactory to the landlord that it must con-

vince him that his tenant is possessed of some means ; while in

some of the other modes of entry and payment of the first

half-year's rent, a term of eighteen months is often allowed.

There may be some need for the hypothec of the landlord, but

if the system previously indicated were generally adopted there

would be none. G. When a tenant enters in possession of a

farm, tlie landlord ought in fairness to see that the houses and

fences are in a proper state of repair, and not cause him to

treat with the out-going tenant as is the custom upon many
estates. 7- Wiiere a tenant is about to enter on a farm

that has been improved, and has been lastly in the hands

of a judicious farmer, it is quite reasonable that he should

be bound by clauses enforcing a rotation of crops suitable

to the soil.

Mr. Wilson (Crosshouse, Edinburgh), said : Mr. Chairman
and gentlemen, any one who has had experience of farming

must regret tlie restrictive clauses which leases generally con-

tain, many of which are calculated to fetter the farmer in his

jirogress, while at the same time they tend to mar the good

feehiig that should subsist between landlord and tenant. It is

surprising that in these times, when skill and capital are

brought to bear upon the cultivation of the soil, we should

find so many clauses retained in leases, binding the tenant

down to set rules, and in many cases subjecting him to heavy
penalties should he deviate from the prescribed course. In-

stead of being allowed the free exercise of his judgment in the

management of the land, he is directed in a manner which
seems to take it for granted that he is either devoid of honesty

or of agricultural skill. It may be said that proprietors may
make what conditions they please, and that tenants have
no right to dictate to them, in the matter ; but seeing that

many of the present leases are not suited to modern
scientific farming, it is necessary that the question be discussed

by the cultivators of the soil, till proprietors and those who liave

the management of letting farms are constrained to look at

the matter more in the light of the present day, and with due
regard to the relation now existing between thera and the

holders of the laud. In bygone days, when a tenant received

from his landlord seeds and implements and cattle, it was all

very well to direct and instruct him. But times have changed.
Proprietors and farmers are now on a different footing, and
the covenants entered into between them should be suitable to

the present date. I may state that my remarks are not
prompted by any personal grievance. I have few restrictions

binding me to a prescribed course of rotation, and I am glad

to acknowledge this here, as I can more freely and with
better grace speak of evils whieli do not bear lieavily on my
own individual case ; but, taking an interest in the agricultural

prosperity of the country, I think the subject is well wortliy

the consideration of this Oiamber. I doubt very much if

receiving offers by tender is the wisest way of letting farms,

at least it is liable to many objections. A farm is advertised,

and oifers are to be taken in up to a certain day ; the com-
petition may be keen, and parties from other counties become
candidates, likely possessing skill and experience, but coming
from a distance they must labour under a disadvantage in

(stiiMMtiiig tlu' true value of tlie land. Others destitute both
<if skill and experience, equally anxious to obtain possession,

frequently offer a rent quite beyond the capabilities of the
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farm; anil the proprietor, bi'iiii;' tciiniU'd by the liii;li oiler,

accepts of an adventurer, especially il' lie be a man of capital,

ami rejects the wiser oU'er of the practical agriculturist, who
by his skill ami experieuce could farm tlie land to much
greater advantage. In some cases tliat have come under my
observation, proprietors in letting their farms iiavc adopted a

course whicli, 1 tliink, is worthy of being more generally

followed. When a tenant is ijuittiug a farm, the proprietor

has it valued by some competent party, and, after having a

fair rent put upon it, he ofters it to the public, and from
amongst the candidates selects one who possesses not only

capital, but also skill and respectability. Were this method
more generally adopted, unskilled adventurers, tlie great

bane of farmers, would be kept out, and the laud let at

its true value to practical men. The practice of agriculture

has undergone such a change during the last tliirty years that

the stipulations then common in leiuses are not now applicable.

On some estates the tenants are very much hampered by being

bound to adiiere to old stereotyped conditions and prescribed

rules, whereby they are to be guided during tlie whole currency

of their lease. l)uring the greater part of a lease, it is as

much the interest of the tenant as of the proprietor that the

land should be kept in good condition ; as, should he allow it

to get out of lieart, it will soon deprive him of the means of

success. I do not go the length of saying that there should be

uo restrictions in leases at all, but a sufficient guarantee to the

proprietor, I think, would be, to preclude the tenant from
having two white crops in succession, and have a fixed rotation

for the last live years of the lease. This would simplify the

whole matter, and while securing to the proprietor the farm at

the end of the lease in a regular rotation, the enterprising

tenant would be uutranimelled during its currency by clauses

too often ambiguous and liable to misconstniction. To show
how little room is sometimes left for the skill and experience

of a tenant, I may fjuote one or two stipulations from a Mid-
Lothian lease. After stringent conditions in regard to tlie

cropping, the lease runs thus :
" And tlie said A.15. binds and

obliges himself and his foresaids to pay five pounds sterling of

additional rent for eacli acre managed contrary to the above

regulations, and that over and above, and along with the rent

above stipulated, and over and above such damages as may be

fixed by two persons mutually chosen for that purpose."

Where in regard to rotation such regulations as these have to

be adhered to, there is no room left for the skiU and experience

of a tenant in the matter at all. Take another example

—

" One quarter of the land being always in grass, sown down
with the first crop after bare fallow, turnips, or potatoes, with at

least seven pounds of red clover, seven pounds white clover, and

one bushel of good perennial rye-grass per acre, at the sight of

the landlord or a person employed by hiiu." Now, to say the

least of this clause, the quantities or kinds of seed for every

field on this farm, considering the state the laud may be in at

the time, may not be in the proportion or of the variety that

an experienced farmer would fix upon ; and he who is not

allowed to exercise his own judgment must work at a dis-

advantage. No good farmer will oljject to stipulations re-

straining him from deteriorating a farm by mislabouri.'ig

and overcropping the same, contrary to the usual

practice of the country ; but stipulations binding him to cer-

tain kinds of manure, seeds, ploughing, harrowing, and so

forth, should belong to a bygone age. In regard to game, the

regulations in many leases are simply ridiculous. There is

something quite incongruous in the stipulation requiring a

tenant to have his lands at all times fully stocked, and at the

same time being bound to preserve all tlie game that the pro-

prietor may choose to rear upon it. This ofteu-discussed and

vexing question of game is one of the most irritating that can

arise between landlord and tenant. The enterprising fanner

who has brought his fields up to the highest pitch of cultiva-

tion, is in many districts perpetually annoyed by having them

overmn vrith game, over whose ravages he has no more con-

trol than he has over wind and weather. In some leases pro-

prietors have even gone so far as to have a clause inserted,

that whatever enactment might be passed modifying the game
laws, the tenant shall be strictly bound to preserve all that

now goes under the head of game. Where tenants have

agreed to such conditions, the result may be most disastrous.

A few eases have lately come under my observation, where at

the entry of the tenants the game was very inconsiderable, but

ju a short time the estate came uiider dilferent management,

and the game is now strictly preserved ; the result being that

it lias increased to an extent wholly unforesei'n by the tenants

when they entered to their farms. They have thus sustained

serious injury. With high rents they can ill alford to bear the

loss whicii they incur from the ravages of a stock upon their

crops and pastures which do not belong to them, aiid from

which they have no power to protect themselves. I may men-
tion a clause connected with game, which is embodied in many
leases of hill farms, and which I think is a damaging one to

both landlord and tenant—I refer to the restrictions against

burning bent and heather. It is well known to sheep farmers

that when heather is old, sheep can get little benefit from it,

but when burned in rotation at intervals of a few years it is

most valuable. Cases have come under my notice where the

slock has annually to be reduced in numbers, and, besides,

have become much smaller in bone, because of such a prohibi-

tion being enforced. Now, while the want of new heather is

hurtful to the sheep, I know it is also hurtful to the

game. I believe proofs are not wanting this season of

the mortality in game being greater where the prohibi-

tion of burning has been strictly enforced than where the

heather has been regularly burned in rotation, thereby atford-

ing a breadth of fresh young heather, which seems to be as

necessary for the game as for the sheep. A friend of mine
who entered to a large sheep holding a number of years ago,

and having a great proportion of heather, was bound not to

burn except at the dictation and under the eye of the game-
keeper ; but it turns out that the gamekeeper docs not ap-

prove of burning, only five acres out of a thousand having

been burned during seven years ; so the heather is running

wild, and the farmer has to suffer. It is, indeed, not easy to

estimate the damage entailed by such a prohibition ; and I

think it is one of the most unreasonable restrictions that a

lease can contain. I admired the exemplary generosity which
some proprietors have lately sliown, in giving to their tenantry

perfect freedom to share alike with them the privilege of shoot-

ing. This must be productive of the best feeling between

landlord and tenant, and in few cases, were it adopted, would
it damage to any great extent the landlord's sport. I will

now only say, before closing, that in regard to permanent im-

provements, I think that suitable farm buildings and fences

should be erected at the proprietor's expense ; and in regard

to draining, the money should be laid out by the proprietor,

on condition that the tenant pay interest on the outlay at a

fixed rate. A tenant laying out money on any of these im-

provements has not time to reap the full benefit of the capital

expended during the currency of a 19 years' lease. I do not

think that valuation of farms at entry, and again at issue of

lease, and having the difference in value paid to the landlord

or tenant, as the case might be, would be likely to work well

;

such an arrangement would be attended with a great deal of

trouble, and, considering the time that elapses from the entry

to the expiration of a lease, it might not be an easy matter to

give satisfaction to either party. In the few remarks I have

made I have given my opinion candidly, although I know I

have said little that can throw light upon the matter ; I now
only urge simplicity of form in leases, with weU-selected

tenants, and no one need fear the result. Very closely con-

nected are the interests of landlord and tenant, and what
affects the one must ultimately affect the other ; and I hope
this discussion, which has for its aim the reformation of exist-

ing evils, m.ay only be the means of strengthening the bonds
between them.

Mr. I3ETIIUNE (Blebo) : I think the papers of Mr. Goodlet

and Mr. Wilson are singularly able and singularly temperate.

I presume we have come to the conclusion that there are evils

in our system of leases in Scotland, and that we require that

these matters should be more largely discussed throughout the

country. I am not aware that the subject of leases has come
up very prominently before any public meeting in this country,

and this shows the great benefit of our Chamber of Agri-

culture. If we in this Chamber speak words of truth and
wisdom about the lease system, they wiU be of eff'ect in ways
w'e cannot tell ; if, on the other hand, we go to extremes on
any side on such a question as this, our movement will fall to

the ground and be of no avail. I think the papers that have

now been read will go far to narrow a question which might be
extended on almost every phase, but at the same time can in

reality be brought into a very small compass. I myself be-

lieve that we in Scotland are in the best positiou of any
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country in (he world for the cullivaliou of the hiuil ; but at

the same time I tliink our systeni of nuictceii years' leases

ought to be recousidercd in relation to the carrying out of the
agricultural improvement of the country. It often occurs to

me that the nineteen years' lease as at present worked seems to

inaiiy men not much better than a prolonged yearly tenancy.
I am not certain but tlicrc arc a number of farmers in Scot-
and who would far rather sit under yearly tenancies than un-
der many of our nineteen years' leases ; it seems to be but a
prolonged one-year. A farmer goes in for nineteen years

;

and, having laid out a deal of money, he has a certain number
of years to repay himself, and then comes the crash towards
the end. lie does not know whether lie is going to get the
farm again ; he exhausts his pocket and the soil, and the land-
lord has to follow suit, by outlays of various kinds, too frequent
at the expiry of leases, before he can put the land into a proper
state, in order to get a tenant who will give full value for the
farm. I thoroughly agree with Mr. Goodlet, that it is im-
possible, in discussing the subject of leases, not to touch upon
other matters—that the law of hypothec has a great deal to

do with the exhaustion of the soil, and the changes that take
place among landlords and tenants. In some of the midland
counties of England ihc farming is as good as anything we
have in Scotland, if not better ; and there seems to be at work
some subtle cause whicli always will and always ought to rule

the world—a judicious self-interest, producing effects as regular
as the winds and the waves. Now, I imagine tliat a tenant-
right upon nineteen years' leases in this country might be in-

troduced with the greatest advantage to both lautUords and
tenants. There is one great subject that I think must be more
strongly brought before the landlords of Scotland—that while
they have the monopoly of the land, the practical agriculturist

has tlie monopoly of the skill, of tlie power to work the land

;

and in that sense tlie landlords and tenants can by no means
do without each other. I do not think that is brouglit out
under the present system. Suppose that at the end of a nine-
teen years' lease the landlord wishes to get rid of his tenant,

can a method not be adopted and regularly worked wliereby
the farmer may receive payment for whatever improvements he
may have carried on, or whereljy he may receive nothing if

his farming has been bad—leaving it to a neutral individual to

Judge between the two parties. Then, at tlie expiry of a lease,

a regular system might go on, and the old tenant, if he had
done well by the farm, might leave the lease to his family. I
believe such a system could be worked out, if it were brought
before the minds of the landlords and tenants of the country,
witli the simple clauses that have been recommended by Mr.
Goodlet and Mr. Wilson. 1 will not take up your time by in-

troducing the subject of game. 1 hope to sec the time when,
as Blr. Hope said long ago, the farms that are over-eaten by
game will not be looked at by tenants, but that will never

happen till we have the law of hypothec taken out of our way.
The tenantry in every part of Scotland are very reasonable

about the game. They are willing to have a fair amount of
sport, but they cannot afford to have a shilling of their money
eaten up by the game. I hope the wise bill, which the law of

trespass altered, approved of by the Chamber, and introduced
into Tarliament liy Mr. M'Lagan, may yet be carried. Par-
liameut have as yet passed nothing, I believe, on this subject,

and when they have had time to consider its merits, perhaps
the bill may be carried. I have already committed myself to

this point, that agriculturists should act on the commercial
principle that a man should have the value of the improve-
ments he puts out on his' farm, and should not leave them to

the proprietor. I believe Scotland is not half-farmed. We
have not enough of capital applied to the land. It is of the

greatest importance that agriculturists should become alive to

their business, and keep thoroughly up to the times, or our agri-

culture will go to the wall. In fact, we require an enlightened

race. I cannot go with any man who takes a violent view of

leases, because we are all fallible men, and we must put things

down in a reasonable way, in case of accidents happening. In
one sense the interests of the landlord and the tenant are very

much identical, I am perfectly certain the tenantry of Scot-

land look upon tlieir landlords as most reasonaljle men, and I

am also quite sure the landlords have the highest opinion of

the tenantry of Scotland.

Mr. Leslie (Blairgowrie) said he thought it would be a

good plan if the landlord re-let the farm to the tenant five

years before the end of the nineteen years' lease.

The subject then dropped.

THE TURNIP AND ITS CULTIVATION
At the monthly meeting of the Atliy lanners' Club, Mr.

Gkorge Ross, of the Model Farm, Athy, said : The subject

on which I have lieen asked to read a paper—" The Turnip
and its Cultivation "—is one now so generally understood that
anything I can say must add little to your present information.
The turnip (Brassica rapa; belongs to the cruciferous family
of plants, each ilower having four distinct petals, placed cross-

wise, and contains six stamens ; it was introduced from Hol-
land into England in the reign of Queen Elizabeth. The
Swedish variety, which is far superior to all others, is not,

botanically considered, a turnip, but a variety of the rape
(Brassica campestris), to whieli the name lluta-baga has been
given. Its growth and cultivation may be regarded as the
foundation of a proper system of farming ; and, after all that
has been said from time to time of its degeneracy and its pro-
posed substitutes, 1 hold that, as a general crop to bear out the
farmer in feeding his live stock during the winter and spring
months, it has no equal. Mangels, cabbages, and kohl-rabi
form the nearest approach as rivals ; still the former has many
advantages over the latter. I am not at all opposed to the
raising of a proportionable share of those crops in suitable

soils. A portion of mangels, well manured with farmyard
manure, a little guano and superphosphate, in a low-lying,

deep-soiled situation, is what no farmer should be without, to
come in as a substitute to the swede in the end of April or
beginning of May. Calibages are also an excellent crop for
any kind of live stock ; Imt it requires a good soil and heavy
manuring to ensure success, being a very gross feeding plant.
Now, the turnip can be raised over a greater diversity of soil,
not excepting reclaimed bog or light sandy; but that in
which it delights most is » loam, with a good mixture of

gravel, yet capable of retaining a sufficient amount of mois-

ture during the summer. The climate of Ireland is particu-

larly suited to its growth, in consequence of its moist atmos-

pliere and mild summer. The portion of land intended for

the turnip crop, if not already sutficiently dry, should be made
so by drainage, as the air cannot penetrate laud charged with

an excess of water, nor can the chemical action necessary to

prepare plant-food proceed ; and whilst [naturally dry or

drained land enjoys a genial warmth, wet land is chilled by

cold, produced by evaporation. The place for the turnip in

the rotation is after a grain crop ; the land should get a deep

autumnal ploughing, and that as early as possible, both to pre-

vent waste of stubble and to allow the otherwise powerful

agencies, such as the atmosphere, rains, and frosts, to

tlioroughly disintegrate the soil in preparation for the crop of

the ensuing spring. When the season approaches that the

land should be prepared for the reception of the seed, it is har-

rowed down and brought to as fine a mould as possible, by

cross-ploughing, grubbing, harrowing, and rolling. In light

lands the cross-ploughing is seldom necessary ; the grubber is

quite sufficient and more expeditious, and in dry weather the

less exposure light lauds are subjected to the better, one of the

defects of such soils being parting with moisture too freely.

The land being reduced to the required tilth, and being per-

fectly free of weeds, the drOls arc opened with the double

plough about twenty-seven inches wide ; the manure, whicli

should be well prepared, then carted out and evenly spread.

As so much dei)euds on the quantity and quality of the manure
at our disjiosal, together with good cultivation, for the success-

ful growth of our green crops, I wish to offer a few suggestions

as to its proper management. The preparation of manure for
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use duriiii,' tlic season of grccn-crop growtli is a most iiu-

jiortaut business during the winter nioutlis. The iiiaiiul';icturc

of heaps of fertilizing matter—whether farm-yard dung ex-

clusively or of various vegetable and mineral substances with
which our farms supply us—should occupy the greatest pos-

sible attention. Earm-yard manure consists specially of what
has already grown out of the soil, together with matters drawn
from the air. In order to cheek the waste of the valuable

constituents of manure, it is right that the farmer sliould know
something about what gives the value to it. It is because

ammonia contains nitrogen in a fonu in which plants can use

it that it is a most important element of the dung heap, and
tlierefore, the importance of heaping our farm-yard manure,
either when carted to the Held or otherwise, having it trodden

down, or well pressed togcther,and covered wit!\ earth or mould
of some kind, so as to prevent in the first place

the escape of its volatile eonstitucnts iu the air,

and, secondly, its soluble substances being washed out liy the

rains. lietter by far to plougli the manure into the land as it

comes from the steading, tlian to allow this wholesale waste of

its most valuable parts—the very suljstanccs that would have
added so much to the growth of the crops to be raised by it

lost by mismauagcment. Then, again, we see many sulj-

stauces at our command oftentimes on a farm, that miglit be

turned to profitable account, and form valuable adjuncts to tlie

manure heap, iu the shape of a compost. We have earth, scour-

ing of ditches, peat moidd, lime, and refuse of various kiuds,

which if collected and properly managed, as by placing them
iu alternate layers, au(l conveying the liquid manure over

them, which is too often allowed to run waste at many fann-

steadings, the collection of such a heap would well repay the

labour expended on it. Artificial manures are valuable aux-

iliaries when judiciously ap])lied ; but the farmer who uses

them, and otherwise neglects to collect what should be the

staple manure of his farm, will find iu the end that he has

been acting unwisely. I believe they are very good as a

stimidant iu the ease of our gi'cen crops, to drive the young
plants forward in the early stages of their growth, and for this

purpose I find a mixture of Peruvian guano and superphosphate

au excellent mixture for the turnip crop, increasing the pro-

portion of guano as the soil partakes of the nature of clay,

and increasing the superphosphate as it approaches that of

sand or gravel. To return, the manure being carted out, and
evenly spread, the artificial manure (if auy) is spread over the

dung along the drills, or otherwise applied at the back of the

sod as the drills are being closed. The seed is then sown by

machine, either one or two drills at a time. The selection of

the seed to be sown is of the greatest importance, aud I look

upon it as one of the most marked signs of bad farming—in-

difference to the quality of seed. It is in the vegetable as iu

the animal kingdom. If so much depends on attention to

health and good food, care in the proper selection of seed is no

less necessary ; for when damaged se^d is sown, or if it be

mixed with foreign substances, or if it be imperfectly matured
and degenerate, a deficient return must naturally be expected.

But when, on the contrary-, superior kinds of carefully-

selected, clean, healthy, and vigorous seed are used, the

benefit is a hundred-fold ; and the farmer who buys

his seed from one seedsman in preference to another

because he gets them a trifle cheaper is acting on the penny-

wise aud pound-foolish system. I do not mean by this to

encourage high-priced seeds ; but I would urge the necessity

of getting the best seeds, and obtaining them at the lowest

possible price. We have heard much, of late years, of mixed

and sporting crops and ill-formed bulbs. I am not much sur-

prised that such should take place. A young man with whom
I was most intimately acquainted fully satisfied me that a

house with which he was connected some years since, in order

that the supply of tuimip-seed should be able to meet the de-

mand, got some rape-seed, and destroyed its vitality by an

excess of heat, so as to prevent its germinating, and then

mixed it with the turnip-seed. ?vow suppose some of it to

escape bebg destroyed, what would be the result ? Sporting,

of course. Again, oily seeds retain their vitality for an inde-

finite period ; or life will remain doniiant, and then change its

form into that of active vitality when that seed is placed

under the action of moisture, heat, and air. The utmost pe-

riod of time to wliich seeds may be kept and be enabled to

retain their life, aud consequently their power of growth, has

not been accurately determiued ; but we liave proofs enough

to show lluit the duration may bo very long. AVe need not,

therefore, be surprised to sec raiie-plants growing in a (iekl

with turni])s, iu which the former crop had been raised many
years previously. When a crop of turnips arc not worth lift-

ing for their bulbs, they are often allowed to run to seed.

Now, as I have before remarked, it is impossible to expect a

fair return from such seed. If the whole crop be inteudedto

be left for seed, they should be gone through, and any ill-

fornicd roots that might bo in lliem taken out. Farmers

slu)uld, tlierefore, ol)lain their seeds from men of undoubted

respectability, aud who have something to lose iu those trans-

actions, and not from a class of men who have little to lose,

aud who have even less experience iu the proper selection of

seeds. The sowing of the Swedish variety may commence the

fust or second week iu May, and be continued until the first

or second week in June. Should the weather be warm
and showery, the young plants will make their ap-

pearance in a few days ; but if the ground be dry and

the weather very warm, it may be for a much longer

time, or until we have rain. In moist weather, it makes

little matter whether the drills be rolled or not, after sowing

the seed ; but when the weather is dry, I always run a light

roller over them, and have invariably seen them strike sooner

when treated so. The plants when young are liable to be

attacked l)y a small beetle, known as the turnip-fly ; and in

dry seasons the ravages committed by this tormentor are

enormous, insomuch that the crop is sometimes wholly de-

stroyed, and other varieties sown iu their stead. Tlie Aber-

deens aud hybrids may be sown till the middle of July, and

the white or globe varieties thioughout the whole of the

month. There are various means adopted to prevent the

ravages of the fly, sometimes with good effect, aud other times

little or none, as liy sprinkling ashes aud soot, lime, and even

sulphur, in the evening or morning, along the tops of tlic

drills, when the young plants are wet with dew. Our princi-

pal aim should be to get the plants into rough leaf as soon as

possilde ; for when arrived at that state, they are then out of

its power. For this reason I would recommend thick seeding,

as they then get forward more rapidly. The time for thin-

ning and hoeing having arrived, which is generally about a

month or five weeks after sowing, it is performed by women
and boys by means of hoes. It is sometimes diflicult to get

the hands employed to perform this operation satisfactorily,

particidarly when there is not a fixed stafl^ of hands kept ; and,

indeed, it is very provoking to see the very plant you would

wish to see left standing knocked out by the careless boer.

To prevent this, turnips are sometimes thinned by hand. It

is somewhat more expensive than the hoe, but you are more

likely to get them done to your satisfaction. The distance

apart to which the plants should be singled will depend iu a

great measure on the appearance of the crop ; hut twelve

inches is about the general distance. The free use of the hoc

should not be neglected iu carefully removing the earth from

the )'oung plant ; for on it depends in a great measure the

perfect development of the bulb. Sliould any weeds he show-

ing themselves, they are scuffled before being thinned, and

after the plants have recovered from the thinning and

hoeing operation, the grubber should be kept going

through them continually until closed, aud that not _a

mere scratching of the surface, if I might so call it,

but to a right good depth. For, when we recollect

the very great depth which the roots of our green crops are

found to go, in search of food, sometimes to the depth of two

or three feet, we see the advantage of having the soil suffi-

ciently open and pulverized to enable the roots to descend

more freely ; for by maintaining the earth in a fine and loose

condition we aid beneficially the full effective action of the

natural agencies—air, heat, and moisture—by which the work

of vegetable nutrition is carried on in the soil. The grubber is

sometimes only passed once through the crop, and never

minded more till the time of lifting. Weeds are sometimes

allowed to spring up, and perhaps strive for the mastery.

Notliing can be more hurtful ; for not only do they deprive the

plant of a certain amount of food from the soil, but also pre-

vent the free access of air and light, so necessary to their

healthy growth. The double-plough is sometimes run between

the drills before the plants close ; it is an excelleut plan on

clay soils wliere there might be an excess of surface-water.

Tlie advantages derivalde from the raising of root crops in

general are too well kno\^u to need any comracut, when wc
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com pave tlic present times with that iu whicli many farmers

were obliged to

—

" Let their oftttle range in vain
For food along the Itarren plain,

Meagre and lank with fasting grown,
And nothing left but skin and bone ;

Exposed to want and wind and weather.
They just keep life and limb together."

But siuce the cultivation of tliosc valuable crops has become
so general, the poor man, ftirming his few acres by judicious

luauagenieul, can bring his live-stock through the winter, and
turn them out in fine condition in the spring. When the crop

has arrived at maturity, <and liue weather olferiug, it should be

lifted, and carefully stored, by making them into triangular

lieaps, about five feet wide at bottom, and rising to a height of

four feet, and bringing them to a point at top. Coarse sedge

makes an excellent covering, where obtainable, in consequence

of lying so close ; it keeps out a very heavy frost by drawing

it as thatch, and putting it on to the deptli of six inches. WJien

this cannot be obtained, a very small portion of straw may be

put over them, covering with earth to the depth of a few inches,

and within one foot of the top, and placing straw from thence

upwards, which can be confined in its place by putting a

little earth on top. I jiave frequently stored them in this

way, and always found it successful ; and, seeing the loss that

was sustained the past season in this most valuable crop, it

behoves the farmer to pay more particular attention in future

to the storing of it. 1 have been often told that turnijis

stored in the way I have above described have sutTered much
through fermentation. I find it is in a great measure from
not taking due precaution : the pits woidd be either made too

large, or there would he too much earth put on. A great deal

depends on the kcei)iug quality of turnips. This is found to

ditfer much, even in the same variety. The soil and manure
exercise a very great eU'ect. Where much artificial manure is

used iu the raising of the crop, I find they are more liable to

ferment than those raised on less. Prom the loss sustained

tlie past season by the frost, in not having the crop stored,

there may be danger the coming season of going into the ex-

treme, by making them into large pits, and heaping too much
earth upon them. This will be a great mistake, and will cer-

tainly entail disappointment. It is more difficult to keep
Aberdeen turnips from heating than swedes ; but as they are

used first, their time of storage is much shorter. Besides

preserving the roots from frost, storing exercises a very bene-

ficial change on their composition ; for when first removed
from tlie soil, the turnips, and all other esculent roots, con-

tain a very high per-centage of water, which goes off during

storage in the form of vapour, and renders them more valuable

as food. Lifting in dry x^eather has also many advantages

:

very little earth adlieres to them, and the turnips will be found
clean throughout the season ; for wlienever roots are dirty,

they ought to be washed before given to the cattle : and the

land is also poached, when lifted in wet, by carting on it.

The kinds of turnips raised on a farm are either swedes,

Aberdeens, or globes ; and when feeding cattle, it is necessary

to observe that the least nutritious should be given first,

and gradually proceed to those of higher value ; and on
this account the Globe variety should be first used, being

least valuable, as it contains more water and less nitro-

genised or flesh-producing substances, and also less non-
nitrogenised matters, the elements of respiration and fat,

than any of the others. The Aberdeens should be used

next, and finally the swedes. In the feeding of milch cows
they impart an unpleasant flavour to the milk and butter. By
cooking tlie roots, this is in a great measure prevented ; or by
arranging the hours of feeding, and not giving the turnips

morning or evening iintil after the cows are milked. Tlie

food tlien undergoes such a complete change, that the sub-

stance imparting the unpleasant flavour passes through the

system before milking time. Now, as it has been so often

slioMu that Ireland is a country whose climate and soil are
particularly suited to the growtli of root crops, it is a pity

that its natural capabilities in this way are not more generally
taken advantage of. If root crops were more extensively
grown and treated in the manner I have endeavoured to de-

scribe, they would not only prove more remunerative to the

farmer, but also, in a great measure, prevent that continuous
drain on our labourers and farm-servants which is now going
on. The great disadvantages which the emigration of farm
labourers from Ireland has produced are so well known, that

I am sure it is only necessary to refer to them in order that

they may he fully realised. But how ure those disadvantages

and inconveniences to be done away with ? How are we to

keep our labourers at home P How, in a word, is the emigra-

tion of the bone and sinew of our country to l)c stopped?

How but by giving them employment at home, and giving

better wages than they, for tlic most part, liave hitherto re-

ceived ; and when Me recollect the thousands of acres of land

in our island that, by skill and capital, might be turned to

profitable account both to employer aiul employed, let those

Ijroad acres be brought uiuler cultivation, instead of growing
heath, furze, and plants of an inferior order—let us have our

valuable cultivated crops take their place. I would look on a
work of this kind as the forerunner of peace, happiness, and
prosperity, and then we would have a happy and contented

people.

Mr. O'Neill said that it was very important that an in-

vestigation should be made as to how the turnip fly was gene-

rated—whether the ova could be sown with the seed, and, if

so, whether there could be devised any method of destroying

tliem before the seed was sown. He thought that if any member
of the club would investigate the whole subject, and read a
paper on it, it would he of great tise.

Mr. Douglas said he conceived that the large earth-works

seen in the country, and commonly called " double ditches,"

and also the wild-mustard plant, were the great generators of

the turnip fly. He advocated thick sowing, and then, alter

the turnip was about three inches up, heavy rolling. He used

the heaviest roller he had, and found that though apparently

he had crushed and obliterated both turnip and fly, the plant

sustained no injury, but the lly was completely destroyed—not

killed by crushing, but by being buried in the soil.

Mr. Robert Andekson said his experience was, that the

fly does not migrate from field to field, but locates even in cer-

tain parts of the one field ; he also found that the fly prefers

to feed on the wild mustard to the turnip.

Mr. DotJtiLAS : He agreed with Mr. Anderson that the fly

produced in the field locates there ; but lie must enter his pro-

test against the theory that tlie fly would prefer the wild mus-
tard to the turnip. He would sow, at least, 10 or 121bs. of
seed to the Irish acre, and give the fly plenty of turnips to

feed on. He would like to ask Mr. Ross one question—What
depth he would sow the seed ?

Mr. BuLvvEii said he had tried top-dressings of sulphur,

lime, soot, &c., and all without any result, and agreed with
Mr. Douglas that there was nothing like using a heavy roUer

—

the heavier the better—and also sowing plenty of seed.

Mr. Ross said, in reply to Mr. Douglas's question, in moist
weather he would sow quarter of an inch deep, but in dry
weather 1 to IJ inch lie hoped the Agricultural Society

would soon be able to do as good service in the cause of the
adulteration of seeds as they had in manures. A great deal of
rapeseed, in which the vitality was just killed by heat, was
mixed with turnip seed, and then, of course, if one of those
seeds grew, the seedsmen said it was a " sported seed." It

was time for the farmers to be up and doing something to pro-

tect themselves from indift'erent and adulterated seed.

Tlie thanks of the Club were given to Mr. Ross for his able

paper.

DARKNESS FAVOURABLE TO FATTENING.—It is

a fact that all animals fatten faster in dimly-lighted places

than the full light of day. This is well known in respect to

fowls. From experiments made with sheep, conclusions have

been reached that in a dark shed, well ventilated and properly

warm, they will make the most mutton from a given amount
of food. ]?ut dark staWes are not good for horses, or breed-

ing stock of any kind. Fat is not with such the most import-

ant object in view.
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THE MERINO FLOCKS OF SPAIN.

liY A TKAVELLEl!

No more vciioiablc relii' has bci'ii lul't to S])aiu of no-

madic life, (Iian the pei-ioilical mijiration of tlie Merino
flocks* of sheep. Tlic Highland shcplierd conductiuji;

these is one of the most original characters still to be

seen on the ])icturesqne and roniautic soil of Spain. His
habitual withdrawal from towns and villages, his occupa-

tion so uniform and simple, the laborious exertions he has

at times to undergo—extreme cold in winter, excessive heat

in summer, makes liim a peculiar being. He is endowed
with that good faith and kindness of feeling, which from
time immemorial has been attributed to rural life, and at

the same time to that force of action and energy when re-

quired, characteristic of wandering tribes.

The robust and vigorous migratory shepherd of Spain

is a native of the rather arid mountains of Leon, Segovia,

or Soria, whence he goes to the bland and fertile plains

of Estreniadura with his docile flocks.

Among the finer wools of Spain is the bahiana, so

called from the district of Babia, situated in the moun-
tains of Leon, celebrated for its rich pastures : there are

no other productions; thus the inhabitants of these districts

become shepherds.

At present, the former great droves of sheep laavc much
diminished with the improvement in foreign wools, so

the times are not so favourable as formerly to the graziers

of merinoes ; thus some remain at home, whilst others

seek employment elsewhere. There are persons, and ol

no great age, who recollect that when the migration of

the ilocks took place, only the very old men, the women,
and young children remained behind ; even those who
were not employed in tending the flocks accompanied

them, under the name of escoteros, or disengaged, to find

iu the more southern provinces a subsistence so dilficultto

obtain in the long and rigorous winters of their sterile

mountains ; these found employment on the banks of the

Guadiana and the lovely plains of Cac3res.

The temporary hut of the shepherd erected, his bed of

sheep skins spread, and the arrangements for his frugal

meal, his occupation is reduced to leisurely pasturing his

sheep by day, pen them at eve within a netting, supported

by poles stuck in the ground, patrolling now and then

during the night, to guard against the attacks of wolves,

sheltering himself in a smaller hut at night, and retiring

at daybreak to his larger hut. This night-watch he takes

by turns; whilst his companions in cold weather pass the

night round the fire, over their supper, generally of stale

bread, with now and then, as a treat, some mutton broth

or a fry. Should the mayoral or head shepherd be old

and devout, he woidd call those under him to tell their

beads ; then to sleep, and snore like pigs, until the jing-

ling of the bells of the woasos (wethers), the barking of the

dogs, and the light of day wake them.

However, in the months of December and January the

previous period of cahn is changed to most harassing

work—namely, that of the Limbing seasonf. The lambs

are brought forth generally during the cold and tem-

* The term Merino is said to be derived from Marino, be-

cause the original breed of sheep was impoited from England
under our Henry II. In the sixteenth century there were

some 16,000,000 migratory sheep, independently of stationary

flocks.

•f
Six rams are allowed to a hundred ewes.

pcstuons uiglits of winter; thus the shepherd, drenched

with rain and blown about by the wind, has to most vigi-

lantly look after his flock. In bad years the ewes aban-

don their young, having no sustenance for them; then it

is that the shepherd has to use great skill, and even to

force the mothers to cherish the little ones. Sometimes
only one lamb is left for two ewes, and that the one which
is not the mother should take to it, it has to be covei'cd

with the skin of her own that has died. These details

have to be gone into often on a bitter winter's night, when a

gale from the south-west is blowing great guns, tearing

up and scattering the huts to the blast. It is said the

shepherd knows the face of each ewe, and can teU to

which the newly-dropped lamb belongs, and can distin-

guish very far off the ewe that has drojiped and left her

dead lamb, in which case he takes her another wrapped iu

the skin of the dead one. All this is not done without

volleys of loud oaths and maledictions, which in the dark-

ness of the night, added to the bleatings of the sheep and
whistling of the wind, gives rise to a marvellous species of

chorus.

It is not difficult to understand that, independently of

great pastoral science, all the operations require watchful

and judicious direction. And here is the place to advert

to the distribution of the flocks, for soon will arrive the

important occasion of seeing tlie shepherds in their annual
peregi'ination.

Each large flock or cavatia of say 50,000 sheep has a

mayoral, or conductor, to whom is confided the renting of

pastures, fixing the period for migration, and deciding on
all necessary matters. He is in direct communication
with the owner, who was formerly tyrannously protected

by the j\Iesta laws. Then comes the under-mayoral,

wliich two are the chiefs of the flock, divided into say

fifty or more smaller ones, each having its rahudan, or

shepherd, with his dog ; the shepherd has his co)7tpaiiero,

or companion ; then follow the aijndnntc, adjutant or

aide, j?«';'ww«, or person, and the zuyal— this last being a

young fellow, a sort of apprentice, who has very much to

do and is ill paid.

There is a department called the roperia, or store, which
is the bakery for the bread of the shepherds and the dogs.

He who has charge is the ropero mayor ; he purchases the

flour and distributes the bread ; the ruperas a secas make
the bread.

The owner of the flock gives the mayoral a saddle mule
and from £22 to £30 per annmn; the under-mayoral
from £6 to £10 ; the rabadan, £2 10s. to £3 ; the others

receive about £1.

These wages will appear very low, considering the
severe weather the shepherds have ofttimes to pass during
the two migrations, each of some 230 miles; still, what
the employer does not give, the sliepherd helps himself
to ; for, independent of the money he receives, the shep-
herd has the benefit of the csciisa, which consists in each
shepherd having the privilege of haring a certain number
of his own sheep or goats added to the flock, he paying
but very little for their pasturage. The mayoral is

allowed some 200 head, ten or twelve mares, and some
goats ; the rabadan, 50 to 60 head, two or three maree,
and a few goats ; the zagal, only six to eight sheep and a
few goats, and, as a favour, a mare or so. Thus, if we
take into account the perquisites and the sum in cash
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received, we may come io the couclusion that the gains

of the migratory shepherd are more than that of tlie

ordinary lahourcr in Spain.

The renting term for pastures cuds the 25th of April,

a day the sheplierds await the dawn of with the greatest

anxiety aud joy, for it is the happy moment for tliem to

conuuence the return to their mountain home, to those

Avliom tlicy love, aud where they are awaited with true

afl'ection and received with open arms. If the pirate

Lamhro, at the sight of his island, and the smolcc rising

from his hearth, felt emotions not to he described, is it to

he wondered that our highland sheplierd, whose piratical

acts are reduced occasionally to sell sheep, and say it had
strayed away, to cut a little more wood than bargained
for, aud so manage matters that his own sheep do not

suffer from any epidemic, although those of his master

did, aud that his own should always be ewc-lanibs, as

more beneficial to him. Undej" such circumstances, he
rubbed his hands with glee, whistled, and shouted more
kindly to his sheep and dogs, came with a smiling face to

receive his Candida, or portion of lard, salt, and pepper,

given to season his food. Then he passed in review the

coin in his leather pouch, and with a pride worthy the

excellent character of the people of his country, he
jauntily commenced his return, with his crook under his

arm, his mantle gracefully thrown over his shoulder, his

head covered knowingly with his slouched hat, aud his

feet encased in shoes of hide.

The greater number of flocks cross the river Tagus at

Almaraz and Alconetar ; but as at neither of these points

is there a serviceable bridge, and the boats are too small

to ferry over such multitudes of sheep, there is arranged a

bridge of boats, called in Estremadura a hiria. Still,

the operation of passing the river is always one of difli-

culty ; for if one sheep manages to fall into the water,

although great diligence is resorted to, a great number of

the flock will always go after the first. Sometimes a ewe
—always the property of the owner, or the mayoral—is

di'owned, aud said to be at the bottom of the stream,

when in time it appears at the bottom of the cooking pot.

Ilowevei', this is only looked upon as an official

mauanivre : moreover, it is asserted that the drowning
was the punishment for the ewe's unmatemal solicitude,

and she Avas justly di'owned !

There are various canadas or cordeles (sheep walks)

assigned to the migratory flocks, which arc neither more
nor less than so many paths destined for this object. Any
of these in the month of April off'crs to the spectator a

most animated and continually-moving scene. Clouds of

dust and jingling of bells announce the arrival of the
merinos ; then the rabadan of the mornecos, or rams

;

these march at the head of the flock ; he is surroimded
by tame ones, who guard the others, and receive from his

hand pieces of bread, and will scarcely leave him ; then
defiles the whole lot, the shepherds being in the rear with the

dogs ; lastly, the mares, laden with the baggage and cookiug
gear, their colts running aud curvetting about ; at times a
shepherd's boy, too young for the continued fatigue of the
journey, astride the load, or a sheep that has been lamed
on the march. These men, with all their worldly goods
tramping from province to province, brings to mind pa-
triarcjial life of old, or that of the wanderers in the
deserts, who go from oasis to oasis in search of fresh pas-
lures and more temperate lands.

The halt on the road is the time for rest and cooking;
great is the celerity with which the rustic meal is pre-
pared, consisting in the morning of broth, and broth with
bread at night. At these meals they may take a drink of
wine, which, under all circumstances, comforts the inward
man and calms his fatigue.

Although not a few flocks shear in Estremadura, many
perform the operation on the road, when the shepherd

only separates the sheep, liauding them over, tied, to the

shearer ; they, however, join in the excitement and merri-

ment of the scene.

With such stimulants and the ruling idea of soon seeing

his beloved mountains, the shepherd traverses the dusty,

arid plains of La Mancha, where he is reminded that he
has to buy ribands for his wife, daughter, sister, or

sweetheart, under pain, if he omits to do so, of being

considered a shabby fellow. Then he has to pass through
the wild heather region of Campos, when his piu'sc has

again to bleed in the purchase of handkerchiefs, needles,

and laces for boddices, in the town of Rio Seco de Medina,

as well as for pretty garters in La INIancha. In llueda

he provides himself with a large bota, or leather wine-bag,

to be filled at another station.

Pity it is that sheep will stray away from the flock now
and then, when the Guardas de Campo (land overlookers)

are xmcommonly active in advising the shepherds as to

where the truants are, which causes the strings of the

purse to be loosened again. Were it not for these little

dilHculties, the shepherd would have no cares to disturb

his equanimity during his rctm-n.

So then, after some forty-five days passed in travelling

and shearing, the flocks tra^ erse the refreshing country of

Leon, aud the shepherd soon espies the belfry of his

village church in the Babia country.

La Babia is a dull-looking country, and most inclement

in winter ; it is situated on high table-land, where tem-

pests are frequent and storms of long continuance. But
at the period of the shepherd's return the appearance of

the country has changed, and, although the mountains are

barren, the green plains aud meadows with abundance of

water, the almost symmetrical lines of ash-coloured hil-

locks of limestone, and the light mists that arise from the

humid soil, caused by the sixmmer's sun, give to the

country at times a gloomy character ; stiU it is the native

laud of these shepherds, aud to them it has all the

attractions of beauty.

The maijoral goes a-head of the flocks, to assign to each

its imerto or rented pasturage on the heights and skirts

of the hills, and having distributed the flocks aud erected

huts, each of the shepherds in their turn is allowed

to pass a couple of days at his home. After the

huggings, shaking of hands, a multitude of questions and
answers, the husband pays the customary visit to the

Ciu'a, whilst the wife sallies forth to iuvite kindred and
neighbours to help in emptying the lota del pasior—the

shepherd's skin of Avine—which but lately had been filled

at Rueda with fine old liquor : this with eggs and bacon,

juicy pork-sausages from Estremadura, are the main ele-

ments of the festive supper, in which the repeated wel-

comes and pulls at the bola for the safe return of the

host, at times, causes the guests to leave very late at night,

seeing more stars than there are in the heavens.

With regard to the unmarried shepherds, to use one of

their own expressions, " Ya cs harina de otra costal
;"

literally, "That is flour out of another sack ;" and if these

have not such feasts of suppers, they have Rouierias, or

pilgrimages to various shrines ; then it is that the mare
belonging to the father, or the rahadane, does not get

fat upon its ])asture. For it must be confessed that every

young shepherd is in love ; they are not of the lamenting

complaining sort of swains, but their object is to have a

wife as soon as possible, to live happily, and have children

according to nature's law. In a word, for the married

and single, this period of enjoyment is during the beautiful

summer of these regions, when the wolves are not so

voracious, and the shepherd is not required to guard his

flock so carefully. Then in regard tothedifTcrcut pastur-

ages, they are not over-particular one with the other, and

should there be a difficulty on the score of encroachment

it is easy to settle, for they arc united in one great occu-
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patiou ; moreover, liny arc all related compadrcs or

gossips, aud sworu iVieuds.

But these days of happiness at last tome to an end

;

aud, as one of their poets says,

" Los tristes y los al ogres al mismo paso eamina"—

(" The unhappy aud the joyous go onwards at the same
])ace") ; aud on the appearance of the iirst clouds of autumn
the shepherds hcgin to put themselves in motion to re-

turn to the southern winter quarters. The collecting of

the flocks and preparations for the march are made with

activity and proper arrangemeut, but with very much
less pleasure than when coming home from the pastures

of the Gnadiana.

The night before the mai'ch it is requisite to treat the

departing ones with the queso or the cheese. This feast

consists in the owner of the Iloeks inviting the young
men, and women in particular, to his house to a farewell

dance ; and it is now that the lasses receive from the

young shepherds the needles they purchased at Rio Seco,

a ceremony most religiously observed.

The following day the shepherd's provisions for the
journey arc ready, consisting of a large quantity of bacon
aud ham, which the wives have been most solicitous in

preparing during the past winter, having but little for

themselves, so that their husbands shall be bountifully

supplied.

At last the mournful morn an-ives, when the migratory
shepherds commence their long journey, accompanied by
their wives for about a league, and almost in silence, to

take the last farewell ; while on their arrival they scarcely

go outside their villages to gi'eet them. At last come
the huggings and final separation, telling them to take

care of themselves. "Adios hijo de mi alma; adios,

adios !"—" Farewell, child ofmy soul; good bye, good bye"
—ending in choking Hoods of tears. The women return

sorrowfully to their villages like so many weeping Mag-

dalens ; and the men, thuui;h not of so melting a nature,

after having journeyed for some time in silent mood, be-

gan to talk, and in the end enter into that state of mind

that weai'3 not the body away, and they become i-e-

concilcd.

'I'his period, however, is the most fatiguing ; it is that

of the rains, aud the weather is bad; the rivers have

swollen, aud sonie run over the banks ; the flocks arc

timorous and most diliieult to mauage ; still, in Caslilla

the owners of the rented pasture-lauds give them at times

a good supper. Once in EstramaJura, they have made
the circle of their migration, and can attend to their

duties more tranquilly ; they augmeut their store of

knowledge, as to the maladies of cattle—here about 1

cwt. of salt is given to every 100 sheep—the quality of

various pastm'es and herbs, aud the prosperity of the

branch of industry they mauage, in all of which they are

skilful and e.xperieueed. TJiey speak of the features of

any particrdar sheep, to their eyes no less distinct than

those of human beings ; of the influence of the atmos-

phere upon the lambs, and on the quality of the wool,

and other numberless points.

These shepherds are no less notable under a moral

aspect : the good fellowship for each other, as the cheerful

obedience and regularity of their conduct to their em-

ployers, excepting now and then, as before staled, a few

little tricks of their calling.

rinally, the migratory shepherd in his appearance, his

customs, and manners, is one of the oldest types of the

Peninsula, or perhaps in Europe, inasmuch as his life

and occupations connect him with the first ages of the

world.

It is not improbable that in a few years we may see an

end of this relic of past ages ; for if the indefinite system

of the division of landed property goes on as it is at pre-

sent doing in Spain, little by little, the flocks must di-

minish, for there will not be pastures for them.

AGRICULTURAL GANGS.
The Agricultural Gang system has received a sound

check in the Act introduced by the Lord Chancellor to

the L'pper House of Parliament, the provisions of which
we will place before our readers, with such remarks as are

suggested to us. The principal clauses are as follows :

—

The first forbids the employment of any boy or girl

under the age of eight years in field or farm work as a

member of a gang. Secondly, no female shall be em-
ployed in the same Gang with males, or under a male

gangmaster. Third, every master or mistress of a gang

must hold a licence as an essential qualification, to be

granted on the presentment of respectable parties that the

applicant is a proper person to undertake it. Fourthly,

no keeper of a beer-shop, or seller of spirituous liquors

of any kind, shall be a gangmaster. Fifth, licences arc

required to be renewed annually, and granted under the

same conditions as in the first instance. Offences against

the Act to be punished with a fine not exceeding 20s.,

with forfeiture or suspension of licence, as the case may
be. The Act to come into operation on the 1st of

Januaiy.

After the thorough ventilation which the gang-system

has been subjected to by the committee appointed by

Parliament, it is useless for its advocates to deny the evils

necessarily arising from this as hitherto been conducted
;

for the pictures drawn by clergymen and others, and even

by the parents of the children employed in them, are really

frightful. The Act, as it appears to us, whUe applying a

I'emedy for some of the most glaring offences—we use the

word advisedly—of the system, is defective in one im-

portant particular. The first clause, we have named it,

prevents or forbids the employment of children under

eight years of age in gangs ; but it does not forbid this

indlvidualhj in farm-work ; so that any man is still at

liberty to employ childi-en at any age under eight at which

he tliinks he can get work out of them.

The second clause, which forbids the mixture of sexes

in the gangs, and requiring them to be conducted, the

boys by a male and the girls by a female ganger, is no
doubt a condition much required. Then a limit is to

be placed by the magistrate upon the distance to which

the gnngmaster is allowed to drive his gang, or, as one of

the advocates of the system calls it, his comimmj. We
read of children being compelled to rise at four or five

o'clock, and walk from five to seven miles to their scene of

labour. Now it must be evident to any one that for a boy
or girl of eight years to be compelled to walk that distance,

and then for eight or ten hours to be kept at work under

the task of the gaugmaster, and lastly to have to walk the

same distance to his home again, is inhuman in the

extreme, and a clause has therefore been inserted in the

Bill to limit the distance to something within the capacity

of such children to perform it without injury to their

physical powers. Assm'edly, upon the present principle

it is impossible that the constitutions of those who are

subjected to such an amount of labour should not be in-
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jureJ, or even ilestroyci] by it. We therefore are glad to

liinl tliis evil will be provided ayainst.

The clause requiring a licence is an absolute necessity,

and great care should be exercised by the magistrates that

the persons giving the recommendation have no interest of

a personal kind in it. The exclusion of publicans is an ad-

mirable arrangement ; and it would be well also to pro-

hibit the gangmaster from paying the einployed children

at a beer-shop or other public-house. The annual re-

newal of the licence is also a good arrangement, aud
will act as a check upon the conduct of the gangmaster.

The lines and penalties for offences against the Act ai'c the

2)roper and necessary consequences of delinqncncy.

With respect to the opposition the change in the system

meets with, the hard words uttered against the clergy

forthe i)art some of thorn have taken to bring its glaring

evils to the surface were surely uncalled for. It is the

bouudeu duty of a clergyman, if he sees that a certain sys-

tem counteracts the efforts made by him to instil proper
principles, to denounce that system, and endeavour, with-
out respect of persons, to get it rectified or abolished. It

is, we confess, a doubt with us whether the Act of Par-
liament will remedy the evils, unless some clauses

are added. At any rate, the evidence collected by
the committee has stirred the public mind to the quick

;

and if the Bill of the Lord Chancellor should be found
insnflicieut to remedy the evils, a more stringent one will

be called for, possibly abolishing the gang system
altogether. AVe are not aware of any evil that could arise

even from this course. The system extends only over a

few of the English counties, and the rest feel no incon-

venience from the want of it. As, however, we stated

some months since, the more satisfactory way would be to

hold the farmer himself responsible for every person cm-
ployed on his land, and thus abolish altogether the office

of gang-master, the very foundation of the abuse.

ACT FOR THE REGULATION OP AGRICULTURAL GANGS.

Tliis Act shall come into operation on the first of January,

one thousand eiglit hundred and sixty-eight.

The following words and expressions shall in this Act have

tlie meanings hereby assigned to them, unless there is some-

thing in the context inconsistent with such meanings ; that is

to say,

"Child" shall mean a child under the age of thirteen

years :

"Young person" shall mean a person of the age of
thirteen years and under the age of eighteen years

:

" AVoman" shall mean a female of the age of eighteen
years or upwards :

" Gangmaster" shall mean any person, wliether male or
female, who hires children, young persons, or women
with a view to their being employed in agricultural

labour on lands not in his own occupation ; and, until

tlie contrary is proved, any children, young persons, or

women employed in agricultural labour on lands not in

the occupation of the person who hired them shall be
deemed to have been hired with the aforesaid view :

" Agricultural gang" shall mean a body of children, young
persons, aud women, or any of them, under the control

of a gangmaster.

Tlie following regulations shall be observed by every gang-
master with respect to the employment of children, young per-

sons, and women

:

(1.) I\o child under the age of eight years shall be em-
ployed in any agricultural gang

:

(3.) No females shall be employed in the same agricul-

tural gang with males :

(3.) No female shall be employed in any gang under any
male gangmaster unless a female licensed to act as gang-
master is also present with that gang

:

and any gangmaster employing any child, young person, or

woman in contravention of this section, and any occupier of
land on which such einploynient takes place, unless he proves
that it took place without his knowledge, shall respectively be
liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty shillings for each
child, young person, or woman so employed.

No person shall act as a gangmaster unless he has obtained
a licence to act as such under this Act.

Any person acting as a gangmaster without a licence under

this Act shall incur a penalty not exceeding twenty shillings

for every day during which he so acts.

No licence shall be granted to any person who is licensed

to sell beer, spirits, or any other exciseable liquor.

Licences to gangmasters shall be granted by two or more
Justices in Divisional Petty Sessions, on due proof to the

satisfaction of such Justices that the applicant for a licence is

of good character, and a fit person to be entrusted with the

management of an agricidtural gang.

The Justices shall annex to their licence a condition limit-

ing, in such manner as they think expedient, the distances

within which the children employed by such gangmaster are to

be allowed to travel on foot to their work, and any gang-

master violating the condition so annexed to bis licence shall

for each offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten

shilline's.

Any person aggrieved by the refusal of the Justices to grant

him a licence to act as gangmaster may appeal to the next prac-

ticable Court of General or Quarter Sessions ; and it shall be

lawful for such Court, if they see cause, to grant a licence to

the applicant, which shall be of the same validity as if it had
been granted by the Justices in Petty Sessions.

Licences under this Act shall be in force for six months
only, aud may be renewed on similar proof to that on which an
original licence is granted.

There shall be charged in respect of each grant or renewal

of licence a fee of one shilling, and such fee shall be accounted

for aud applied in manner in which the fees ordinarily received

by the autliority granting the licence are applicable.

On any conviction of a gangmaster of any oil'ence against

this Act, the Justices who convict him shall endorse on his

licence the fact of such conviction ; and on any conviction of

such gangmaster of a second offence aj,^ainst this Act, the

Justices may, in addition to any other penalty, withhold his

licence for a period not exceeding three months ; and on any

conviction of any gangmaster of a third ofTence against this

Act, the Justices may, in addition to any other penalty, with-

hold his licence for a period not exceeding two years.

And after a fourth conviction for an offence against this Act
the gangmaster shall be disqualified from holding or receiving

a licence under this Act.

All penalties under this Act may be recovered summarily

before two or more Justices.

This Act shall not ajiply to Scotland or Ireland.
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THE FARMERS OF ENGLAND
m- A PRACTICAL FARMER.

lu my last paper I enumerated some of the peculiar

burdens aud grievauces under which the Farmers, politi-

cally speaking, are loaded, and do groan—iucumbrauces

which no other class of the body politic would submit to,

but would use every effort aud prolonged angry agitation

to rid themselves of, or to cause them to be more equita-

bly distributed over the general mass of the community.

The Farmers of England are a worthy, industrious,

and intelligent class of men. They have proved them-

selves to be uot a whit behind their fellow-country-

men ; in fact they excel every branch of their coun-

trymen, in their own department of business, by their

energy and skill. There is no other department of

our nation's industry and skill, but what is equalled, and

even excelled, elsewhere. But our agriculture, both practi-

cal aud mechanical, is a long way ahead of all the countries

upou earth ; whereas our manufactures are by no means so

prominent. Our manufactui-es are often beaten iu design

and woi'kmanship, and not uufrequently in the price ; so

that importations to no small extent of the very articles

they pride themselves upon manufacturing often take place.

They have most unquestionably wonderfully benefited this

country by the increase of their manufactured productions.

So have the agriculturists. The annual agricultural pro-

ducts of this country have increased upwards of seventy

per cent, within a limited period, or in about the past half-

century. Is that a trifle towards feeding a dense popula-

tion? Then look at the actual property of the Farmers

;

take into account their wealth, their agricultural pro-

perty—purely agricultural. I will take the last statistics

of the agricultui'c of the United Kingdom, and show

their enormous wealth in live farm stock and arable

produce, of which the Farmers themselves possess

about two-thirds the amount. I went carefnlly over

these statistics some months ago; I therefore extract

the ])articulars from a paper I then wrote. I took the

items of particulars from the public statistical returns, and

valued tiiem myself; so they are open to criticism. I

think, however, enormous as the result of the estimate is,

they will not be found to be far from the truth, but real

or absolute fact. It runs thus: Number of cattle 8,316,960,

at £10 each, equal to £83,169,600 ; of sheep, 25,795,708

;

at 40s. each, equal to £51,591,416 ; of pigs, 3,802,399,

at 40s. each, equal to £7,604,798 ; being a total of

£142,365,814 for stock raised for animal food and its

reproduction ; add for horses, estimated according to the

latest returns, at 2,030,015, which I value at £15 each,

equal to £30,450,750 ; of poultry of all kinds, estimated

at 15,000,000, at 3s. each, equal to £2,250,000, making

a grand total of £175,066,564 for live stock alone. Again,

take the arable lands cultivated by farmers, and esti-

mate the value of their produce iu accordance with the

latest statistics with which we are favoured, and which,

for convenieuce, I put iu tabidar form as follows :

—

Crops. Acres. At per acre.

Wixcat 4,331,473 £10 ...,

Barley 3,000,701 10 ...

Oats 3,939,043 8 ...

Beans and peas 755,842 8 ...

Bere and rye 111,319 8 ...

Flax 257,133 13 ...

Hops 18,970 30 ...

Tallow 930,903 3 ...

Turnips 3,055,013 5

Mangolds
Carrots

Potatoes

Cabbage
Vetches, lucerne, &c.

Clover aud seeds ...

200,284 10

40,830 15

1,383,525 15

107,990 10
268,00o 4

4,303,870 3

Pastures 14,000,000 3

Cattle, sheep, pigs, horses, and poultry (brought

down)

Equal to

£1-3,314,730

30,007,010

31,512,344
0,040,736

890,553

3,085,404
669,280

2,703,880

15,375,000

2,003,840

613,450

19,737,875

1,070,900

1,073,200

13,991,010

43,000,000

175,006,504

£389,078,551

Add to this enormous sum an estimate for sundries, i. e.,

agricultural implements, machinery, artificial foods on
hand, artificial manures, value of tenant-right, and the

many things not enumerated connected with agriculture, to

the amount—say of only £10,921,449—and we have the

astonishing large sum of £400,000,000 as the personal

property of the farmers of the United Kingdom, to say

nothing of the value of the fee-simple of the land itself

held by very many of them as their own property. These
farmers also pay (according to reliable estimates) upwards
of £75,000,000 annually for labour done by farm-labourers

or worknaen upon their farms, exclusive of yearly farm-

servants ; and, be it also remembered, that the business

of the farm is for the most part annual. The crops and
farm live-stock are, for the most part, annually raised. It

has become the general order of farm business to breed

and bring all animals intended for human food to a very

early state of maturity. Immense numbers of sheep are

fatted off at from 12 to IS months old. Lamb is in very

great demand, and the consumption is in untold numbers.
Calves, again, are slaughtered by thousands, and enter

largely into general consumption ; and very many thou-

sands of cattle are slaughtered under two years old. Pigs
are proverbially fatted young ; nearly all are fatted from
four to 18 months old. So tliat, taking calves, lamb,
and young pigs, as against older cattle, sheep, and pigs, it

will be found, as I have said, that a farmer's products
arising in his routine of business are pretty nearly those

annually raised. It is true that stock animals of every

kind must be kept for breeding purposes, others for labour

and use, and others, again, for fatting when above a year
old ; but against this I put the immense quantity of lamb,
veal, aud pork fed for consumption, and fed when much
under a year old, and the old stock animals sold off to be

replaced by younger oues. So that, putting one against

the other, the difference is not so wondrously great as to

set aside my assertion that a farmer's business is pretty

nearly an annual ona~l.e., that the average total produce of

the farmers of the United Kingdom is annually brought into

the market for consumption as food, or sold for other uses,
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i.e., as ill horses, flax, wool, &c. Again, if we talce the arable

produce, there is the stock of graiu and seeds retained as

seed-stock for seeding the land— and it is a very con-

siderable stock that is required for seeding all the arable

lauds of the kingdom ; but against this item of the ac-

count may be ])laccd the productions of market-gardeners,

seed-growers, farmers, and others, who may be able to

take two cro])s annually, or three crops in two years ; and
this class of farmers and improvers are greatly on the in-

crease. I mean somewhat in this way, or after this rota-

tion—say early peas, rape, wheat, all sown within eight

months
; or early potatoes, turnips, wheat ; or seed ci'ops,

followed by turnips, &c. Market-gardening goes far

beyond this. They wiU obtain frequently at least two, and
often three, crops annually

—

Le., radishes, lettuces, and
the like eai-ly produce ; then potatoes, then cabbage for

early spring ; or cucumber, celeiy, or late turnips, &c.

;

or, again, .early peas, cabbage between the rows, then

potatoes where the peas grew ; and many like devices in

order to secure more than one annual crop. This double-

cropping, or taking more than one annual crop, is very
much on the increase, and may very properly be set

against the item of graiu and seed retained for the seeding

stock. This, again, tends to prove my affirmation that

"the business of the farm is, for the most part, an annual
one." Now, if I have fairly shown that this is the case,

or that it at all approaches near the truth—namely, that

nearly the whole of the products of the soil of the United
Kingdom arc brought into the market, or into consumption,
annually, what a marvellous—what an astounding—fact
it truly is ! It is almost incredible—almost beyond belief

—that the farmers and other cultivators of the soil of

these realms can and do raise, and do produce and bring
into the market annually, for the especial use and con-

sumption of the population—products from their grazing

aud cultivated lands—a total stock amounting in value to

the enormous sum of €400,000,000 per annum I It is

truly incredible that the occupiers of the soil of these

realms are able by their skill, energy, and industry to

benefit their country to such an enormous extent annually,

or year by year. Why, all the other departments of the

nation's industry and skill in manufactures, commerce,
aud trade, cannot bring in to their country's wealth much
above half the amount—2.<?., from £200,000,000 to

.€250,000,000. It speaks wonders for the agriculture of

these •kingdoms, for the tenant-farmers of the United
Kingdom. It is, I repeat, to their industry, their skill and
energy, their ])erseverance, that the country owes so much.
I have already said that of this woudrous amount the far-

mers of England (with whom I have now more especially

to do) contribute about two-thirds of this annual produce
;

and therefore are, thus far, more entitled to the high con-

sideration aud power which should be placed in their hands.

The agricultural position of both Ireland and Scotland with
respect to representatives in Parliament is more upon a

par with other parts of the community of those countries

than in England. The Irish members number 105

—

i.e.,

counties 64, cities and boroughs 39, universities 2—105.

Scotland numbers 5.3 members

—

i.e., counties 30, cities

and boroughs 23—53 ; but in England and Wales (for

we take the Principality always into our account) the

number, although extending to 500 members, is more
unequally divided. The counties only return 102, uni-

versities 4, cities and boroughs 334—500. The new
llcform \\\\\ makes a great improvement in the county
representation of England, by giving to them 25 new
members, and in this way giving to property-holders some
little legitimate influence.

I shall not waste much time in comparing the farmers
of England of the present century with their forcfatliers of
the last. The honest, homely, unsophisticated yeoman
was the pride of his class ; and the humbler

,

tenant-farmer, partaking of tlie homely fare of his

house, aud troubling himself with little beside the care

of his family, his stock, and his crops, was the respectable

parishioner of his day. They fanned without expense,

and were content with little gains. I am afraid I shall

not libel the class by further stating that their chief public

spirit lay in the conduct of parochial affairs. Religion

was left to the clergyman, politics to his Lordship or his

Honour, and of which they knew but little except to be

called upon for their vote at tho county election. But
what is the case now ? Need I refer to agricultural so-

cieties, farmers' clubs, chambers of agriculture, and the

like, for answer ? Look at our teaming press. What
vast numbers of purely agricultm-al newspapers, journals,

reports, magazines, and the like are read by the farming

public ! and these do not comprise a moiety of their

readings. Scarcely a respectable farmer can be found

who does not see his daily paper, or who is not a

member of some public library or reading society. It is

not possible for a farmer to be the ignorant man of the

past. At every public meeting, at every market ordinary,

nay, at every rent dinner, subjects for intelligent converse

are brought forward and are ably discussed.

There is a very marked improvement for good amongst
the farmers of England in every district ; a growing iu-

telligence pervades the whole body. Every suggestion or

improvement in culture, in breeding farm live-stock, in

agricultural mechanics, undergoes a thorough searching in-

vestigation. Every question relative to agricultural politics

is thoroughly kuowu and well examined into, and the gene-

ral politics of the kingdom are as much thought over aud
discussed by them as by any other portion of tho

community. Amongst them are able speakers, good
writers, and most intelligent men. In my last

p?ipcr I have shown their wealth, their enormous contri-

bution to the general weal, their advancement as a class

in providing food for the public. I now claim for them

—

i.e., the farmers of England—a higher position in " the

body politic." I want to see an influential member of

them in the Commons House of Parliament. It is a

serious refiectiou upon them as a class, that with all their

influence, all their numbers, all their wealth, they have

but one real and true tenant-farmer of their own body to

represent them. Only one tenant-farmer in the House of

Commons ! I say that it is monstrously absurd that a

body consisting of about 800,000 farmers should have

only one representative. Who can so well enter into their

views aud requirements as members of their own order ?

Who wiU be so likely to aid elfectually in promoting their

interests as fellow-farmers ? Who can feel so intensely the

hardship, injustice, and many wrongs of the farming-class

as the farmer who has long suffered from them ? Tho
aristocracy may sympathise, the landed-gentry may con-

dole and preach forbearance, public necessity, aud Govern-

ment impossibilities. Eudge I We don't believe in such

things. Let us try for ourselves. It is a mistake to

suppose that the House of Commons should be composed
of a mass of orators. We have far too much talk now.

Nor need it be composed of the " upper classes." We
require thoroughly intelligent men of practical business

talent and independence of character ; aud we have a host

of them among the tenant farmers of the present day.

The idea of tenant farmers being in the House of Com-
mons has been aud is ridiculed. What of that ? " Wliat

are they to do amongst so many gentlemen ?" Why hold

their own against the world, which the geiitlemeii have

failed to do. What is there so intricate in legislation that

a mau of good common-sense cauuot fathom ? It is not

your great orators but your men of business who look

cli'sely into the country's expenditure and progress. We
want more straightforward, fair-dealing, honest men, who,

regardless of party, will aid in removing every uujust
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burden, readjust tnxntiou, watch expenditure, and deal
fairly with every class of the people. We want lair deal-
ing, which, as a class, we have not got. We must aim to
get it, aud my suggestion is that vvc send men of our own
body into the House of Commons to obtain it.

In carrying this movement out, tliere is much for con-
sideration. We have a great many country gcullemcn who
are an honour to their class, and who represent our in-

terests faithfully ; and although they cannot fully cuter
into our views and feelings, and in some cases their in-

terests and ours may clash, yet no one would desire to

deprive such men of their scats. There are others of whom
much cannot be said or expected— scions of nobility,

juniors of our country esquires, who go in for honour and
position. These it would be right to displace for more
efficient men. But that is not the main question just now.
The counties have to send twenty-live new members—an
opening for a ncwelemeut. These twenty-five new mem-
bers should be all tenant farmers, the best of their class. If
they possess property aud leisure, all the better ; but that
is not absolutely requisite. They must represent the
tenant farmers' interests, aud the tenant farmers must
see them harmless. They won't find it imperative to
take " the London season." Happily railways can de-
liver them at their post in the shortest of time. The thing
is practicable, the expense not great ; combination and
complete organization must take place, must be adopted
aud eifeeted everywhere. Every county shoidd have its

electoral society. Subscriptions should be sought, funds
must be raised. I see no impropriety in making our
many Chambers of Agriculture the means or vehicles of
such a movement. They are professedly political societies

to watch over farming interests in Parliament.
There must not be, there need be no antagonism be-

tween the nobility, country gentlemen, and the tenant
farmers. In the main their interests are identical. It is

more a question of class aud degree, to secure more
sarnest workers. Our nobility and gentry can no more
enter into our precise views, wants, and feelings than we
into theirs. I have already shown what we tenant far-

mers require in fairness, and we earnestly desire to aid and
stimulate our higher classes to make every effort to obtain
such immunities and such just rig'its. The House of
Commons, under the new Reform Bill, will not be that
especial place of honour for the Jiigh aud the ambitious.
Many men of inferior grade, as our conventionalities would
have it, but of sterling worth and talent, will be found
there : men whose study, whose business, whose sole aim,
is to promote their country's progress in every legitimate
way, regardless of party or class interests. Wealth will,

no doubt, have considerable influence in returning a new
Parliament, but it is wonderfully shorn of its power.
There will be precious fciv seats to be purchased, and
the freedom of electors and facilities alforded for voting will

much more than counterbalance long purses. I deem the
voting by ballot to be "un-English;" but in many re-

spects it might be advantageous amongst a tenantry. It

has been far too general for tenants to vote in the in-

terests of their landlords. In many counties and districts

it has been taken as a matter of course. It should be so

no longer. A tenant-farmer has as much right to adopt
and entertain political and religious views as his land-
lord ; and, thanks to the amazing facilities for the acqui-
sition of knowledge, he is as well qualified to judge for

himself—in fact, in some respects more so. Farmers are
men of business ; and it is the plain, business-like view they
would take of every question. The inquiry, with them,
would be. How will it work ? What is the balance of ad-
vantages ? Will it really do good in the end ? In questions
of finance, of our country's internal affairs, of colonial

government, of upholding the honour of our country, they
nre not a whit behind any class of their countrymen.

32.3

Well, tenant-farmers in the House of Commons—how
will that work? Tliey arc returned by their fellow-
tenant-farmers, and must aud will be supported by them.
I have said, " Sace them, harmless." But tJie' farmer
may have been returned in opposition, or in conjunction
with his landlord. Will he vote contrary to him ; and,
if so, is it to be expected that his landlord will keep him
as his tenant? 1 have not many fears on this head.
The days of persecution are well-nigh extinct. In the
first place, a tenant selected to become a member of Par-
liament will be no ordinary man. A landlord would be
loath to i)art witli such a tenant—in fact, with a man of
sterling worth—besides incurring the public odium of a
course so oppressive and malicious as a discharge : "pro-
perty has its duties as well as its rights." In the second
place, suppose a landlord can be found so base and tyran-
nical, it would only arouse the whole country. The
tenant would be looked upon as a martyr to a noble and
righteous cause ; and public honours and ample subscrip-
tions to cover any losses would be his. Landlords must
bend to the public voice, the nation's requirements.
Moreover, such a course would be the very worst a land-
lord could adopt. Why, these are the very men that
will now have to stand first and foremost to promote the
best interests of every class connected with agriculture.
They are the very class of men sent especially"to uphold
agricultural p-esthje and status, to uphold the landed
interest, to retain what little is left of agricultural power
and privilege, and to redeem from its many unjust bur-
dens the fee-simple of the kingdoms, and place them
equitably on other portions of the community as well as
upon the owners and occupiers of the soil. Are landlords
to oppose this course ? Why, it is, of all things, the
most likely to secure to them the enjoyment of estates
relieved from unjust charges, and to put them upon a
footing of equality with all classes.

The intelligent middle-classes have long ruled the coun-
try by their indomitable perseverance and advocacy of
correct views and principles, which no Government could
gainsay or withstand. The tenant-farmers of England
are a portion of this class, and if they do not take theii*
proper place in the Commons House of Parliament the
landed interest will ere long rue it wofully. The town and
borough influence now is, and will be all powerful, and
the landed interest will remain powerless, and still have
to bear all its unjust and oppressive burdens, unless
something further is done. But it may be asked why
our country gentlemen cannot efficiently represent the
landed interest as heretofore ? The correct reply to that
is that they have altogether failed to do so, and that
chiefly from their own independent bearing, minus tlicir

tenantry
; nearly all the burdens, local, fiscal, aud other-

wise, remain
; all the exclusive privileges which used to be

enjoyed are gone. Besides, great numbers of the nobility
aud country gentlemen are large holders of town and
borough property ; hence their interests are divided. De-
pend upon it, if aught important is to be done to uphold
and benefit the landed interest, it must be by the infusion
of a new and popular element in Parliament, and that in-
fusion must consist of a body of free and intelligent
tenant-farmers, bonded together to protect farming in-
terests as the one great object, all others being subordi-
nate. How landlords can object to this movement I can-
not conceive. It appears to me the very turning point in
their ultimate prosperity. The landed interest must
either regain its power, obtain exclusive privileges to
enable it to discbarge imposed and especial obligations, or
be freed from them by legislative enactments ; if not,
British !%riculture will succumb to the rivalry of coun-
tries having far greater facilities for production, and few,
if any, burdensome taxation to bear. Landlords of all

others must look to this, and render their cheerful and
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able assistance to return men of sterling powers and cor-

rect views of their position and requirements. The
tenant-farmers have been solely to blame in not urging,

stimulating, and aiding the country gentlemen to more

decisive courses. Both have been wrong in not seeking

more countenance and support from each other. Let all

now be merged in one grand and continuous effort to re-

lieve, uphold, and protect the landed interest. I appeal

to the nobility and country gentlemen of the United

Kingdom. If from any cause, no matter what or when, your

estates have become unjustly burdened (and I have shown

they have immensely), it is your duty to endeavour to

relieve yourselves of them, and to have them equitably

distributed over our very large and rapidly increasing po-

pulation, so the land shall only contribute its proper share.

To this end I advise you by all means to take unto your

councils and to your aid an intelligeut, wealthy, and

powerful tenantry, a body of 800,000 individuals, who
have long been held your subordinates, but now assume

their independence as a class. I appeal to the farmers of the

United Kingdoms, but more particularly the farmers of

England. I urge you to instant action. Lose not a mo-
ment in taking advantage of the new Reform Bill ; de-

pend upon it other classes will not be idle. It is to you

I look more especially to uphold our position in the new
Parliament. The nobility and gentry will gladly avail

themselves of your aid. By all means act in conjunction

with them. Never elect an inefficient man, whatever may

be his station in life. .Seek out the right men in every
county or divisions of counties ; tlie more of your own
class the better. I beg that every farmer will attend
" the hustings" on the day of nomination; there elect

your men by one spontaneous voice, and leave the onus,

a contested election, to your oponeuts. If a contest is

inevitable, meet it manfully ; shrink not an atom ; be

English yeomen to the back-bone !

[It is as well that the tenant-farmer going into Parlia-

ment slionld know something of the actual extent of his

work. At a sheep sale in Norfolk the other day Mr.
Sevvell Read said :

" The labour which was expected from
a member of Parliament really exceeded all the weight and
dignity which might accrue to him. During three or four

months of the past Session he had given an average weekly
attendance in the House of Commons of 50 hours. He
had been on no less than eight committees, independently

often or a dozen Irish railways which came under consi-

deration ; and when a man went into the House at twelve

o'clock in the daytime, and sat there, not for one day or

for one night, but week after week, until twelve or one in

the morning, he need not say that it certainly entailed an

immense amount of work and anxiety. So much was he

impressed with this that he would just paraphrase the first

two lines of an old song, and say :

' Ye gentlemen of Norfolk, who live at home at ease.

Ye little kaow, I'm very sure, the labours of M.P.'s."]

MILLS AND MILLING
Oliver Evans' Improvements in American Mills,

A.D. 1800.

In previous papers frequent reference has been made to the

mills of the United States of America, but in most cases justice

has barely beeu done to their details of mechanism. iVom
a patent-oflice point of view, little more, perhaps, requires

.to be said ; but it is otherwise when we enter the large

ilour manufactures of the Union, or consult those standard

American works which give an account of them. Erom time

to time short notices of American mills have appeared in tlie

columns of the Murk Lane Ej-press and Farmer's 3Iat/azine,

but such notices have been almost exclusively of a commercial
character, being confined for the most part to the number of

pairs of stones in the mill, and the quantity of flour they daily

turn out to market—topics of themselves invaluable, but which
nevertheless leave the progress of mechanical science in the

mill in the background, whereas the very opposite of this is

the peculiar view which we purpose placing before the reader.

Oliver Evans in his work, " The Young Millwright and
Miller's Guide" (we quote the eleventh edition, published at

Philadelpliia, 18-1'G), gives an account of the improvement
which he made upon mills about the commencement of the

present century. The work is a standard one in the United
States, and the editor in his preface to a previous edition

dated Wasliington, 183i, informs his readers that the imi)rove-

ments were made about forty years prior to that date, or to-

wards the close of tlie last century. But the first edition of

tlie work was not published until some time after this, but be-

fore 1805, so that the commencement of the present century

may be taken as the date of the improvements we are about to

describe. In tl\e eleventh edition an illustrated description of
" commercial flour mills," as erected about 1846, is added to

the previous ones by C. and O. Evans, engineers ; Imt they do
not show any real advance made wortli noticing. In the

Franklin Journal and otiier works an account, however, is

given of various improvements which we shall notice.

Tlie imiirovemcnts on flour mills made by Evans on " eleva-

tors, conveyors, drills, descenders and hopper-boys, the former
four being both for wheat and (lour, the latter for cooling
flour only. In addition to tiiese, we find from the " Journal of
the Fraukliu Irislilufe," lliaf a patent in 1808, for machinery

for cooling flour on a totally different plan from the " hopper-

boy." which plan was afterwards improved upon, and reduced

to practice by Nathan Tyson, under patent dated 1831; but at

present we confine our remarks to the above.

Evans' improvements, it will thus be seen, belong chiefly to

the wheat and flour dressing departments of the mill, their ob-

ject being to abridge manual labour, improve the sample of

wheat by scouring and cleaning, and to cool and barrel the

flour so as to obviate heatiug, prevent waste of floating stive

in the mill, and impregnation with the ova of insects and life-

germs of other microscopic " little bodies" of the animal and
vegetable kingdom. "We shall first describe the above im-
provements, in the following order, and then give a general

account of the mills illustrated in the work, together with the

principles of the construction and action.

Elevators for wheat and flour are similar to those now in

use in this country, so that a detailed description of their

mechanism is unnecessary.

Conveyors are of three kinds : First, the common screw or
" creeper," working in a trough ; second, upon tiic eight sides

of an octagonal sliaft small turn-over " flights" (as they are

technically termed) are placed angularly, so as to change the

principle of tiie machine from that of the screw, as in the first

kind, to tliat of a number of rotary ploughs ; the function of

these flights being to turn over the flour in the bottom of the

trough, each flight turning it over to the next in advance,

and so on, with the view of letting out the heat and steam
the better from the hot meal. Tldrd, between these turn-

over or conveyor flights " lifters''^ are set, with their broad

sides foremost, so as to lift the hot meal at one side of the

octagonal sliaft, and to let it fall into the trough on the other

side, thereby cooling it. These hfters are only put on when
the flour comes from the stones much heated.

Tlie hopper-boy is a machine for cooling the flour, so as to

fit it for bolting and barrelling direct from the stones. It con-

sists of a vertical shaft, about ten feet high, which revolves,

carrying two cross-arms near its lower end, each from six to

ten feet long ; thus covering in their revolution a circular floor

from twelve to twenty feet in diameter, according to the amount
of work they have to perform. In appearance tlie machine
has thus some resemlilauce to a brewer's fan for cooling wort

;

but its mode of operation is widely diflerrnt, for tlio brewer's
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cooling apparatus, in cooling liis wort, moves at a rapid fan-

ning velocity, whereas the miller's hopper-boy mus( not make
more tlian four revolutions per minute in eooliiig his Hour.

Its modits u/jeni/iiU may be described as follows: First, by
means of sweepers and turn-over flights on the under-side of
the arms it spreads the flour over tlie cuoling-lloor, working it

ontwaids or inwards, according as the miller liiuls it necessary

to set the sweepers and flights, so as to elVect the object he luis

in view. The more common practice is to plough and sweep
the cooling flour inwards to the hopper of the bolting-machine
below, thereby bolting it directly from the hopper-boy. There
are four sweepers, two on each arm—one near the outer end,

and the other near the shaft, so that the two outside sweepers
cover a ring towards the outside of the circular cooling-floor,

and tlie inside sweepers a ring immediately surrounding the

shaft. There are two gangs of ploughs or flights, or a gang
between each pair of sweepers ; the ploughs being for

turning over the flour, thus bringing it from the outside

sweeper to the inside sweeper. Within the inner ring there

are two holes, one on each side of the vertical shaft. These
two openings across the ring lead to the hopper of the bolting

machine, and into them the two inside sweepers sweep tlie

cooled flour as they slowly revolve. Thus the shutes from the

millstones discharge the hot meal into the conveyors ; the con-
veyors, in the performance of their part of the work, collect

the hot meal to the receiver of the elevator ; the elevator

raises the flour as fast as it is collected by the conveyors to the

top of the cooling room, discharging it into a long shute, down
wliieh it flows slowly, f;illing gently in a continuous stream
upon the outer ring traversed by the two outside sweepers.
The outside sweepers as they revolve spread the hot meal
evenly all round, bringing it within the circuit of the two
outside ploughs, one on each arm ; the first plough turning it

over to the second, the second to the third, and so on, the last

or inside plough of each gang turning it on upon the inner
ring, when the inside sweepers sweep it into the hopper of the

bolting machine, and from the shute of the bolting machine
the flour flows directly into the barrel below, while the offal is

carried to the olfal department of the miU by a separate con-
veyor, driU or descender as the case may demand. The two
arms can be lowered or raised by two cords over two pulleys,

to which weights are attached, according as to the peculiar

practice of cooliug may require.

Drill.—This is an endless cloth rake for conveying or

raking along the bottom of a trough corn or flour. It can
sometimes be made and used at considerably less expense than
the screw conveyors, and it performs itsvv'ork well, especially if

there is a small descent. It will, howevi r, raise meal or corn

up a smaU ascent. It is made by nailing pieces of some
tough wood across an endless band, working over two pulleys,

the breadth of the bottom of the trough or close box in which
it works, and it will last a long time, it is said, under ordinary

tear and wear.

Descender, as its name implies, is for conveying corn or

meal from a higher to a lower level in the mill. In construc-

tion, it is similar to an elevator—viz., an endless bucket-band,

but moves in the opposite direction, and. Like the old Roman
endless chain-bucket, hydraulic prime mover, or mill wheel,

the weight of the corn or flour, when once in motion,

keeps it going. It will convey com or meal downwards in

places where spouts and plain bands are impracticable.

Such are the principal improvements which this celebrated

American engineer made upon flouring mills towards the close

of last century and commencement of the present. The date

of these improvements requires to be closely borne in mind in

judging of their merits in the march of mechanical progress

in tiie mill, for to view them in the light of the present day

would be to lose sight of the thread of discovery, or march of

improvement in the United States.

Numerous plates of sectional drawings of mills are given

expressly for the purpose of showing how the above improve-

ments are carried into practice in mills by millers of the United

States. Thus one drawing shows a section of a mill with four

runs of stones, one end of the mill being to the river. At
this end there is a grain-laden vessel being discharged by

means of an elevator, which raises the wheat out of the hold,

and delivers it into a self-acting weighing machine, frora

whence it passes into the trough of a screw conveyor, which in

its turn conveys it along to an elevator, the latter raisins it to

the granary above. At the other end of the mill a farmer is

unloading a waggon into a weighing-macdiinc, which dis-

ciuirges it into the trough of another screw conveyor, tlie

latter taking it along to an elevator for the granary above.

Tlie stones discharge the hot meal into the conveyors for the

elevator, hopper-boy, bolting machine, and flour barreling as

already described. Tlie drill and descender are shown in

operation in the dressing of tlie corn for grinding, and in the

offal department, tiie whole of this vast combination of ma-

chinery being actuated by water and requiring yc.ry little ex-

penditure of manu;il labour in the manufacture of wheat into

flour for market.

The author discusses " the priiic'qjles ofijnndhij^ under the

following sub-heading, viz.

:

" On the pkocess of makufacturing grain into flour

as practised by tiie most skilful millers of the

united states."

This process is described as cutting in principle by means of

a sharp-edged dress, the runner moving at a rapid velocity so

as to scrape off the meal from the husk or bran with the least

possible pressure upon the broken grain being thus reduced to

flour. " To prepare the stones for grinding to the greatest

perfection, we may conclude, therefore, that the faces must be

put into such order that they \)\S\. first cut the grain into

several pieces, and then pass it between them in such a manner
that none can escape without being ground to a certain degree

of fineness, whilst at the same time it scrapes the meal off

cleanly from the bran or skin."

He next goes on to say that the best plan of sharpening the

little edges of the dress, so as purposely to cut fine, as above, is

by grinding sand or water between the newly-dressed stones, a

transverse section of the furrows being of the proper angu-

larity and depth ; and the following is the description given of

the form of the face of the stones :

—

" It is also necessary that the face of the stones be dressed

to such a form as to allow room for the grain or meal in every

stage of its passage between the stones. In order to under-

stand tills, let us conceive the stream of wheat entering the

eye of the stone to be about the thickness of a man's finger,

but instantly spreading every way over the whole surface of

the stone. This stream must therefore get thinner as it

approaches the periphery, when it would be thinner than a

fine hair, if it did not pass slower as it became finer, and if

the stones were not kept apart by the bran for this reason ;

the stones must be so dressed that they will not touch at the

centre witliin about the sixteen-twentieth part of an inch,

but get closer gradually, till within about ten or twelve inches

frora the verge of the stone proportioned to the diameter

;

and from this part out they must fit nicely together. This

close part is called the flouring of the stone. The furrows

should be deeper near the centre to admit wheat in its

chopped state, and the air which tends to keep the stones

cool."

Dress.—A curved style of laying out the furrows is given

in the original part of the work, but right-line furrows in

the recent addition. For the curved style, we quote the

following :

—

" Rides for lafuuj out a five-foot MUlsio/ic"

1. "Describe a circle with three inches, and another with

six inches radius round the centre of the stone."

2. " Divide the three inches' space into four spaces by three

circles, equidistant ; call these five circles drauglit circles."

3. " Divide the stone into five parts, by describing four

circles equidistant between the eye and the verge."

4. " Divide the circumference of the stone into eighteen

equal parts, called quarters."

5. " Then take a straight-edged rule, lay one end at one of

the quarters at at the verge of the stone, and the other

end at the outside draught-circle, si.'c inches from the centre

of the stone, and draw a line for the furrow from the verge of

the stone to the circle 5 ; then shift the rule from draught-

circle to the draught-circle 5, and continue the furrow-line

from circle 5 to circle 4 ; then shift the rule to draught-liu?

'A
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4, auil coutiuuc to 3 ; shift tu 3, uutl contiuue to 3 ; shift to

3, aud continue to 1, and the curve of tlie furvow is formed

as I—0."

G. " To this curve form a pattern by which to lay out all

the remainder."

Tiie furrows of the two stones with this curve will cross

each other, making the following angles, circle 1 heing the

eye of the stone

:

Circle 1 making 75 degrees angle.

„ 2 „ 45 „ „
5, 3 ,, 3a „ „
„ 4 „ 31 „ „

„ 6 » 23 „ „

Different dimensions of draught circles and diameters of

stone would give different angles for the crossing of the

furrows, and several tables are given for these in the work
;

but the above is sufficient for illustration of principle.

Before offering any remarks on the preceding, we shaD quote

verh((ti7ii what he says

:

" Of the most proper decree offinenessforJloiir.—As to the

proper degree of fineness for flour, millers differ in their

opinion, but the great majority, and many of the most ex-

perienced and of the best judgment, agree in tliis, that if the

flour be made very fine it will be killed (as it is termed), so

that it will not rise or ferment so well in baking ; but I have

heard many millers give it as their opinion that flour cannot be

made too flue, if ground with sharp, clean stones, provided

they be not suffered to rub against each other. And some of

those millers do actually reduce almost all the meal they get

out of the wheat into superfine flour ; by which means they

have hut two kiuds—viz., superfine flour and horse feed, which
latter is what is left after the flour is made, and is not fit to

make even the coarsest kind of ship-bread.
" To test the properties of the finest flour, I contrived to

catch as mucii of the dust of that which was floating about in

tlie mill as made a large loaf of bread, which was raised with

the same yeast, and baked in the same oven with the loaves

that were made out of tlie most lively meal. The loaf made of

the dust of the flour was equally light, and as good, if not

hetter, than any of the others ; it was more moist and pleasant

to the taste, though made of flour that from its fiueuess felt

like oil.

" I conclude, therefore, that it is not the degree of fineness

that destroys the life of the flour, but the degree of heat pro-

duced by the too great pressure applied to grinding, and tliat

flour may be reduced to the greatest degree of fineness without

injuring the quality, provided it be done with sharp, clean

stones, and witli little pressure."

Such is what we glean from the eleventh edition of 0.
Evans' " Young Millwright and Miller's Guide," the whole
shovring the progress of mills and milling in the United States

about the commencement of the present century. At that

period large flour mills wore being erected iu various parts of

the Union for millers \\\\o were free from the antiquated pre-

judices of the motlier countries, aud who consequently adopted

all tlie most important improvements then in existence either

In the Old World or the New, to wliich they added their own
discoveries, demanded by the peculiar exigencies of their posi-

tion relative to the expense of labour and the quality of flour

to suit export and foreign markets

—

i. e., cool flour, free from
all sorts of organic life, so as to obviate souring and mustiuess,

and also peculiar attention to the dressing and cleaning of the

wheat prejiaratory to grinding. To effect these objects was
the grand desideratum of the improvements made by Oliver

Evans. His claims to the discovery of some of these were
called iu question, but into topics of this kind, now more than
half a century old, we need not go. In the FroiilTin Journal,

and other standard works, 0. Evans is always quoted as one of

the highest authorities in the Union on mills aud milling in

his own time, aud the foregoing extracts from his work bear

ample testimony to the same. The last paragraph quoted
proves, for example, that he was familiar VA'ith the principle of
grinding at a high velocity ; and it was, no doubt, this which
laid the foundation of the very high velocity at which the
millers of the United States to this day grind, from 200 to 300
revolutions per minute being a common rate of driving. But
of thi= more hfreafter.

VARIOUS IMPROVEMENTS IN AMERICAN IMILLS

fROM 1800 TO 18G5.

In addition to the improvements made by Oliver Evans ort

the flour mills of the United States, noticed in his " Mill-

wright and Miller's Guide," there are a few others that de-

mand a special notice in number something like one per cent,

of the whole, the ninety aud nine needing nothing more than
what has already been said in previous papers. In point of

fact, it is our previous favourable reference to mills of the

Union that calls for the present paper, iu order to illustrate

by detailed fiicts the soundness of what was formerly advanced,

and the authorities cited, &c., so as to enable those of our

readers who have an opportunity to consult those works and
judge for themselves. In short

:

The American improvements which we propose discussing are

similar in principle to those now engaging the attention of the

pioneers of progress in this country, or which have at some
previous period engaged their attention, and now form part of

our milling system. The greater number of them liave been
patented in the United States ; but up to 1853 the Patent-

office publications of the Union throw very little light upon
the nature of the improvements made. To find out the latter,

other American works must be consulted, and these often

throw the claims of the patent in the background, from its

being combined with other patents in the mill. Hence the

practical conclusion, stated in the preceding page, that

things in the mill are often very different from those

very things as specified and claimed in the Patent-office.

To have discussed those improvements previously iu the light

of the Patent-office, and in contrast them with similar improve-

ments in England would have swelled our former papers to

twice the length without doing justice to the mills and millers

of the United States ; while comparisons of the above kind

are often rather invidious and disliked. By discussing the

American improvements together in this paper we greatly

economize space, while at the same time we show the footsteps

and path of American progree more clearly, and avoid the
_

invidious nettle altogether, it being only necessary to make
comparisons of eases involving sound progress, which can

never, or at least ought never, to ruffle the pioneering genius of

any one.

The improvements in question have reference chiefly to the

coohng of the flour, iucludiug its general economy, both as to

quantity and quality and modes of grinding, so as to economise

motive power and manual labour.

AVe find from the Franldbi Journal and other scientiflo

works of the United States, that the millers of the Union
suft'ered heavily from the souring of flour and from mustiuess

about the commencement and early part of the present cen-

tury, and that various propositions were promulgated to ob-

viate such losses. Two of these—the cooling and drying of

the flour, so as to barrel it up for market direct from the stores

—were extensively reduced to practice. One of the plans for

the former, quoted from Evans's "Young Millwright and
MiUer's Guide," has already been noticed ; the latter—the

drying of the flour—we shall now proceed to examine.

Oliver Evans invented a plan for drying flour in 1808, and

in 1831 an extensive Baltimore miller, Nathan Tyson, in-

vented and reduced to practice iu his own mills an improve-

ment upon Evans's plan, which we find very favourably

noticed by the editor of the FranMin Journal in 1834'. We
shall therefore take this latter example as an illustration.

Mr. N. Tyson, in his specification, acknowledges his inven-

tion to be " Improvements in the kiln-dryer patented by

Oliver Evans, January 23, 1808." It embraces several ways
of drying flour—the fust being a cylinder or box within an-

other cylinder or box, the space between the two (the inner

cylinder and outer one, or jacket) being for steam or heated

air. Like a bolting cylinder, the inner one revolves at an

indinatioii, the influent current of hot moist meal from the

stones being at the upper end, and the effluent current at the

lower end. On the interior surface of the revolving cylinder

ledges or flights are so placed as to lift and agitate the meal,

80 as to expose it the better to the heated current of air out-

side for carrying off the steam, which passes out at the upper

end of the cylinder or lower end, as millers may prefer.

Second. Instead of a straight cylinder, a convolute or

spiral tube is proposed, to revolve within a cyHnder or jacket.

jf/z/Vrt',—Instead of a revolving cylinder or spiral tube, a
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Verticid cjiiutlei or cluiuiljcr Is proposcil, the interior of which
is furnished with suitable floois or slielves, the one above the

other. Ill each of these tloors a hoi)per-boy or similar lua-

chiue works. Into the upper floor tlie hot moist meal from
the stones or bolting maehiue is raised by an elevator ; it is

then worked down from one floor to Die oilier by the hopper-

boys, so as to be suffieieutly dried by the time jt is swept from
the floor or shelf into the boltiug: nv.icliine or barrel, us tlu>

case may be, below. Into this charaber heated air is admitted

directly ; but \^heu steam is used for heatinp; and drying, tlieu

the floors or shelves are made double, so as to admit the steam

into the interior.

For drying with steam the cylinder and floors would require

to he made of irou or other metallic plate ; but wood would

answer for heated air. But in order the better to economise

heat in large mills, the revolving cylinders, spiral tubes and

hopper-boys may revolve inside ovens built of brick, &c.
" A current of air sufllcieut to carry oft' the moisture and stive

separated from the flour must in all cases be admitted into the

interior of the inner cylinder, bar, spiral tulje, or charaber, in

which the flour is being dried."

In reply to tlie Editor of Tlie Fj-anJdia Jotrntnl, requesting

information relative to how his patent drying apparatus was
succeeding, the patentee answers from Baltimore, 1834, and
from this reply we quote the following sentence rcrhdlm :

" In accordance with thy request I now inform thee that

my flour dressing apparatus has been in successful operation

for upwards of two years, during which time I have prepared

many thousand barrels of flour, whicli has been shipped to

every quarter of the globe, and has stood the test of all cli-

mates from six to twelve mouths, without any deterioration

whatever."

Annexed to the patentee's report is a letter from extensive

purchasers of the dried flour, confirming Mr. N. Tyson's

statement. The certificate of "The General Inspector of

Hour for Baltimore," is so short and to the point that we
also quote it verbatim.

" I have visited Mr. Nathan Tyson's mills and seen his

flour drying machinery in operation, and have no hesitation in

pronouncing it an important discovery ; and that flour thus

prepared must necessarily keep for a long time."

The Editor gives a long article in favour of the project of

drying the flour as compared with the old one of kiln-drying

the wheat preparatory to grinding, more especially in the

manufacture of superfine flour. Two reasons are given for

arriving at this conclusion, the one that less heat is required

to expel from 81bs. to 121bs. of moisture from a barrel of flour

than would be necessary to remove an equal per centage of

moisture from the wheat before it was ground ; and the other,

that in grinding kiln-dried wheat the bran is chopped up into

grays, thereby depreciating the market value of the flour.

—

T/ie Fran/dill Journal, Third Series, vol. xiii., pp. 267-270,

1334.

Judging from the records of the Patent-ofilee, as re-

viewed in the Franld'm Jmrnal, the proposition of blow-

ing in air between the millstones to cool them was first

patented in the United States hetween 1810 and 1830.

Thus, Elisha Bridgelow, of Washington, obtained a patent,

dated Feb. 11, 1831, for holes in the runner made for

the purpose of keeping the millstones and flour cool ; but,

hy this time, the principle appears to liave been public

property, as between this date and 1811 a great many
patents were obtained for similar projects ; while, in re-

viewing them, the editor of the FraakUn Jounial keeps re-

minding patentees that there is very little novelty iu what they

propose, the like having been done long before. Mr. Oliver

Evans's first patent for improvements in the manufacture of

flour is dated 1796 ; and between that and 1811 he obtained,

in addition, about half-a-dozen patents ; but he had numerous

rivals in the I'atent-office and mill, all striving to outrun him
in the race of progress. In 1800, for example, Elliott obtained

a patent for cooling flour ; iu 1801, F. G. Sallonstall ; and

then, and in 1S13, we have the flour pump already noticed,

which involves the cooling of the millstones on the exhaust

principle. Indeed, between 1800 and 1831, there is an annual

crop of patents in connexion with this branch of milling ; but

ahout this latter period the pioneers of progress in the mill

evidently enter upon the sobition of a new proposition—one

which, if in existence prior to tliis date, was not seriously

entertained in the mill, but which was now adopted, not with

the view of millers giving up the old processes of cooling and

drying flour, but rather as an auxiliary to them, purposely to

facilitate grinding and improve the sample, the old cooling and

drying processes falling short of the demands upon the flouring

trade in both these respects ; and, l)rsides, the stimulus of the

American Patent-ofllce. 'I'lw soiir'iiuj of Anwncan Jhur^ was a

t(i|)ic that ^^a3 oiieuly discussed by practical and scientific

writers in the columns of the Fniii/diii Juanidl, and other

periodicals of a kindred character, with much talent and force.

Thus a correspondent ("J. 11.") of higli authority iu the

columns of the Vranld'ui Jounial (vol. vii., p. 1U2—1831),

discusses the topics of " sour flour " and " musty flour " at

some length, and proposes as a remedy tlie use of fans iu

blowing upon the hot meal and up the elevator-spouts, so as

both to cool and dry the flour—a proposition which would,

very naturally, start numbers of new ideas in the minds of

those actively engaged iu the work of improvement.

Of the many examples patented a few will sufliee to illus-

trate the march of improvement iu the aiiratiou of millstones

by means of blast and exhaust fans, pumps, &c., all quoted

from the Franldin Junrnal.
" Gideon llutchkiu obtained a patent, dated January 27,

1832 (vol. ix.), for a fan iu the eye of the runuer of a grist-

mill for forcing currents of air through channels or pipes in

lietween the stones, so as to distribute a continuous supply

over the grinding surfaces."

John Morley, New York, Nov. 28, 1833 (vol. xi., p. 316).—

Ring millstones ; the breadth of the ring of the bedstone 12

inches, that of the runner 11 inches. Upon this odd inch

the grain is fed-on, by means of a conical cap ; and by this

device the patentee proposes keeping the grinding surfaces

cooler and producing a finer quality of flour than on the com-

mon plan.

Jacob B. Merick, of Maulins, Onondagna Co., New York,

Aug. 10, 1834 (vol. xiii., p. 115).—Making deep cross-

furrows, two-thirds across the grinding surface, and forcing

currents of air into these furrows, liy means of fans and drums

at the eye of the runner, for keeping the stones aud flour

cool.

John R. Sleeper, Philadelphia, Jan. 37, 1835 (vol. xvi., p,

107).—A farmers' mill, on the principle of rollers moving at

dift'erent velocities, so as to give them a grinding as well as

crushing action.

Austen Taylor, of Littleton Grafton County, New Hamp-

shire, March 31, 1836 (vol. xviii., p. 404).—Blowing or

forcing iu air between millstones by any pneumatic machine

detached from the runner, as a fan, bellows, or pump.

We might continue these American examples of ai^ratmg

millstones down to the period when the American practice was

introduced into England from France—in 1846—as animprove-

ment of those then in use by English millers ;
hut the above

will suffice for illustration. In the examples thus selected no

mention is made of a stive-room, and the filtration of the

excess of air used in the process of aeration and conveyance ;

1)ut the millers of America were not ignorant of these con-

trivances, but in their improvements they economised the

stive without a separate stive-room. Thus, iu the flour-pump

of John Ewing and David Dickey, Oxford, Pa., 1813, the flour

and stive were exhausted from the stones, and blown direct

into the cooling-room of the hopper-boy, from whence the

surplus air was filtered out into the atmosphere, as in the old

Xdans of this countiy, introduced from Holland aliout 1710,

and perhaps from China into Holland two hundred years prior

to that date. The above example, of 1846 (No. 11,084), had

a combined flour and stive-room of this kind, with a hopper-

boy, or rather its equivalent, and an opening above for the

removal of steam and surplus air into the atmosphere, thereby

keeping the atmosphere of the grinding department and of

the mill generally free from floating stive. The dift'erence,

therefore, between the two systems, is one of special mechan-

ism ; aud the best of the two systems is a question we leave

our readers to solve at their leisure.

In 1845, a long favourable notice appears in the

FranlTm Journal (vol. xi., p. 337-344, third series),

of " Bogardas' Universal Eccentric Mill,!' first patented

iu 1832, the notice being fortified by a number of expe-

riments. The reviewer in his report pronounces the grind-

ing with millstones on the eccentric principle to be really a

new discovery of snfticient importance to merit the special

attention of tb.e milling interest of the United States, it beins;

7; 4
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the ouly uew discovery made for a great mauy years previous

tliat iuvolved new principle. Consulting other works, it ap-

jjears, liowever, that the article and the performance of eccen-

tric millstones iu grinding gave rise to an outpouring con-

troversy, in which opinion was by no means universally in

favour of this khid of mills. At the same time opinion
was ecjually divided on the new proposition of aerating mill-

stones by blast and exhaust fans. In a recent work, " The
American Miller and Millwright's Assistant," by W. Carter
Hughes (Philadelphia and London, 1859), the aeration of
millstones Ijy currents of air is not favourably commended,
but the contrary, while the curved dress of Evans and other

old authors is condemned at the bar of experiment as being
more heating than the common quarter right line dress ; but

the experiments and scientific arguments of Mr. Hughes are

neither of them conclusive, so that they leave the practical

question at issue much about the same as they found it. And
the like may be said of the eccentric grinding controversy,

cousequenty both the one and the other must be left open
questions on the other side of the Atlantic for the future to

solve, more especially the question of an eccentric movement
with a slovi- velocity of only some three or four revolutions per

minute, as in the ass mills of the olden time.

Tiiere is one other to])ic requires a special notice before we

conclude our remarks on American mills, viz., the prominence
given by Oliver Evans, W. Carter Hughes, and other authori-
ties of the United States to the grinding with the lowest
possible pressure, sharp clean stones, properly dressed being
also a standing rule, the velocity of the runner being a
secondary question. With them friction-heating and the killing

of the flour are the results of pressure, and not velocity. But
we presume the experiments at Hecker's steam-flour mills,

Brooklyn, New York, made by chief engineer B. F. Isherwood,
U. S. navy, which we shall notice in our next paper, under
" The economy of motive-power," has thrown cold water on
the rapid velocity at which the millers of the Union generally

drive. In the experiments made by Mr. Hughes with a 4j-foot
runner, the rate of driving was 180 revolutions per minute

;

while Hacker's was 238 revolutions per minute, which under
the no-pressure dogmas was cool-grinding tlie flour from the
stones withstraight dress, being, in Hughes' experiments, ISdeg,
lower than that with curved dress, and so on, 15 j bushels of
wheat being ground per hour. It is not very easy to reconcile

such conclusions from the pens of practical men with the es-

tablished data of Science, and yet when the facts of the case

are gone into piece-meal, as it were, difficulties disappeer in

the form of different modes of expressing the same things in

the mills of England and America. Engineer.

DAIRY MANAGEMENT IN DENMARK.
A comparison between the dairy management and produce

of our own country with that of Denmark would be valuable

to both countries, if the data of both were equally reliable.,

But unfortiuiately this could not be ensured, as, with a few
exceptions, we are not in possession of any dairy statistics

that we could ofl'er for comparison, and those even are too

limited in their details to justify a verdict on either side. The
following returns from our own dairy records, however, may
interest the Danish farmers, and perhaps induce a more general
attention to selection and care iu breeding, as adopted by Mr.
Tesdorpf, and perhaps also the introduction of foreign blood,

possessing milking properties, to cross with the best of their

own. These returns are, no doubt, to be relied upon, as far

as they go ; still they must be only taken for wliat they are

worth, being the milk produce of certain dairies on a compara-
tively limited scale.

Our principal dairy breeds are the Ayrshire, the Channel
Islands, the Shorthorn, the Suffolk, and the Kerry. Some
published returns of two dairies of Ayrshire cows give the
annual milk produce per cow at G50 and 632 gallons respec-

tively. Tlu-ee returns of dairies consisting whoUy of Short-
horns show a produce of 540 gallons, 630 gallons, and 765
gallons respectively, or an average of 625 gallons per annum
for each cow. In two dairies where half-bred Shorthorns
were kept, the yield was 810 and 866 gallons respectively for

each cow. In lour dailies in Ireland where pure Kerrys and
crosses with Shorthorns and Ayrshires were kept, the annual
produce per cow was returned at 500 gallons, 600 gallons, 675
gallons, and 740 gallons respectively ; or an average, on the
four dairies, of 030 gallons per annum for each cow. A dairy

of that remarkably small native Irish breed, the "pure Kerrys,"
gave an average of 488 gallons per cow, and another of the
larger Irish breed gave an average of 583 gallons per head
per annum. In the great London dairies, now well-nigh ex-

tinguished by the ravages of the Cattle Disease, these returns

are greatly exceeded. The cows kept are large framed Short-
horn and Yorkshire crosses, which by good feeding bring the

returns up to nearly 1000 gallons per annum for each cow
kept. The custom in these establishments is to dispose of a
cow directly her milk falls below two gallons a day, and buy
another in her place.

The following milk return of one of our best managed
dairy farms (Erocester Court) shows the relative produce of
cows in the successive years of tlieir milking. The first lot

were bought in at two years old : all the others at three years.

S'o. of Cows.
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THE FAILINGS OF CHESHIRE FARMERS.
The following paper was read at tlie Swan Hotel, Tarporley,

under tJie auspices of the local agricultural society, by Mr.
Finciiett, of Rushton:—In speaking of the failings of the
Cheshire farmers I shall have to notice— first, our want of
united action in matters of im])ortauce, as, for instance, in the
steps that were taken, or rather the steps that ought to have,

been taken, in our recent visitation of the cattle plague; iu

the attempt wliicli was made a few years ago to adjust the
varying natures of our wcitrlits and measures; in the desira-

bility, or otherwise, of abolishing the malt-tax ; and in our
efforts to obtain a better farm agreement between landlord and
tenant. I tliink there is no class of people in which there is

less combination than amongst the tenant farmers. 1 am not
one to advocate anything nearly akin to tlie trades' unions
among tlie mechanics, but I do think it would have been bet-

ter for us had there been sutiicient union to have resisted

some of the Government restrictions imposed upon us with
regard to the movement and disposal of our cattle, without
some guarantee had been given for compensation ; for you are

aware that our losses were not confined to cattle, but, owing to

the orders in Coimeil, were extended to sheep and pigs ; and
this was done to benefit the public as well as ourselves, so tlie

public ought to bear a share of its loss. As to the Compulsory
Slaughtering Act, considering the little sympathy we received

from the manufaeturing and commercial interests, or from the

small country towns who partly live by us, and the small com-
pensation granted by Government for the few that were
slaughtered, some woiild say we should have been justified in

otfering an active resistance to their measure. Our receiving

no compensation for cattle dying between the 23rd November
and 23rd February is doubly galling, when we think that

neither the late nor present Government deny the justice of

our claim. Sir Stafford Northcote, in the House of Commons,
when speaking of the deputation that waited upon him, said,

" The inhabitants of Cheshire had suffered a very severe

calamity wliich had fallen upon them particularly during this

period ; and under these circumstances they, not unnaturally,

came to Government to know whether anything could be done
to compensate them for that loss." When he says we " not
unnaturally came to Government," I lay it is admitting our
claim ; and were the same calamity again to befall us, T think

we should not unnaturally resist their interference without
compensation. No other class but the farmer would have
tolerated such arbitrary enactments. Those of you who read
the Royal Agricultural Journals will see that Earl Cathcart,

at one of the weekly council meetings, in speaking upon this

subject and referring to the plague 100 years ago, in quoting

from the GentlemmCs Maf/azine from IT'io to 1757, says
" that in the sixth year of the plague the justices have great

difficulty in enforcing the orders," and " in the eighth the

cattle are shot by order of the Quarter Sessions, and paid for

out of the county stock," and when it spread to Holland, that
" the population was impatient of restrictions and even resisted

them by force." The lecturer then noticed at length the in-

convenience resulting from a want of unanimity in the weights

and measures in local use, stating how difficult and puzzling

the transaction of business became with such varying stand-

ards. In regard to the malt-tax, he thought its abolition

would conduce to sobriety rather than the opposite, as he

thought it would lead to more extensive cottage-brewing.

Beer was now sufficiently cheap for a man to make a beast of

himself if he wished, and he (Mr. Finchett) thought if it

were cheaper, the disgrace attending drunkenness would be

greater. In order, however, that tlie abolition of the tax

might produce its legitimate effect, he thought that small beer-

houses should be put down, as insobriety proceeded more from

the adulterated drink sold at these places, than from the con-

sumption of good wholesome ale. The duty, again, was taken

off wheat to benefit the consuming part of the population,

and it ought to be taken off barley for malting purposes to

benefit the producing part. Barley, Mr. Finchett added, is a

grain that has hitherto been little grown in this county ; but

this year, owing to the cattle plague, and having found it a

very productive crop, I think it will be more extensively cul-

tivated, especially if we consider its value as a cattle food,

but which we are prevented using by tlie duty payable on its

being made into malt. The growth of barley does not so

much exhaust the laud as wheat, and as the maltsters are not

now so particular as to colour, if the duty was taken oil'

there would be a readier sale for tliis description. Our want of

unity on tliis subject was shown just previous to the present Ses-

sion of Parliament. When adeputation waited upon Mr. Disraeli

to abolish tlie malt-tax, he replied by saying "that when he pro-

posed to reduce the tax by one half, in 185'2,the proposal was not

received with any enthusiastic support from tlie agriculturists

themselves, and it was owing to the opposition offered to that

measure that any portion of the tax now remained." The
subject of Fann Agreements is one of great difficulty, not only

in this county, but in the adjoining ones. About two or three

years ago the North Staffordshire Agricultural Society offered

a £oO prize for the best farm agreement, for which there was
good competition, and the best tailed to give satisfaction. In

connection with our county society's meeting, some few years

ago, we had discussion meetings, and this was one of tiie sub-

jects, and I think it led to Mr. Humberstou's bringing out a

farm agreement, and it, too, was not satisfactory. The diffi-

culty iu this county arises from the varying natures of our

farms, some being all clay, some all sand, and others an ad-

mixture of both ; hence arises the difficulty of making the

same agreement apply to all : I think we should have agree-

ments for each. I shall not attempt to draw out one suitable,

for any of the above classes of farms, but wiU just point out

one or two olijectionable clauses that are sometimes inserted,

and that we ought to have erased—First, where tenants are

not allowed to sell off root crops : I think this very objection-

able, as very often these have been raised with artificial ma-
nures bought, and the farmer may have more than he requires.

Secondly, where in our agreements certain fields are mentioned
that we are not allowed to plough, others to mow, without the

consent [of our landlord or his agent in writing : where this

occurs we are no longer our own farmer, but our landlord is

for us. It is very right and proper we should be bound to a

certain quantity (and for my own part I should not care how
little) ; but it is placing us very low, as a class, when we are t(jld

where we shall plough or mow. It is not long since I saw a

farmer going to ask his landlord if he might plough a certain

field. I felt thankful I did not live under such an one. Thirdly,

where we are charged with 10 per cent, for any outlay our

landlord may make in bone-manure. Under a good agreement

it is almost impossible for a farm, with a good tenant, to sink

into its former state after a large outlay in bones ; and if the

landlord charged, say six or eight per cent, for the outlay, it

would pay him better than buying more land which would
in all proliability pay him only 3 per cent. The tenant with a
small capital may take a hint from this, by improving what
land he already has, instead of taking more or a larger farm,

and so produce more food for our fast-increasing population.

When I have said that all farm agreements ought to have
compensating clauses for unexhausted improvements, I think I

have mentioned all that we as tenants need keep in view ; the

rest the landlord will not lose sight of. After pointing out

these objectionable clauses and suggesting the last one, I would
wish you to understand I do not think it important to have
such strict agreements with all landlords ; on the contrary, T

would rather live under some without one, than others with
the most stringent. These facts prove the necessity for the

formation of Chambers of Agriculture, which would have a
tendency to produce more unity of action in these matters.

I will now mention a feeling very general and of great im-
portance, viz., that of not keeping better farm accounts.

There is no class of people who keep such loose or bad ac-

counts as the tenant farmers ; in fact, very many keep none
at all, whilst others have them in a most complicated and
unintelligible form. \ few years ago a nobleman's bailiff,

having heard that I kept farm-accounts, called upon me with

his books to compare notes, but I must confess I could not
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mulcrstand them. I said, " Can j"ou tell me from these ac-

cuuuts—vrith a very little trouble—what you make of any
particular part of your stock, say sheep ?" " Well, no," said

he, " not without going through the year's accounts." ^Vell

now, gentlemen, it is very easy to arrange our accounts so

that such questions may he answered as quickly as asked,

and tell at a glance what we make of any particular stock or

produce. I have always been in the habit of keeping a farm-
ing account, but I never saw any beibre my owii, and had to

form them to suit my system of farming. They are very plain

and simple, hut answer every purpose of my own ; and I think
farm accounts are like machinery—the simpler the better. It

is said it is more difficult to keep farm accounts than any
others ; if so, some are very easy. My plan is to keep a sepa-

rate account of every kind of stock and produce bought and
sold, or reared upon the farm, and a labour account ; and then
on the 6th March (the day on which I commenced farming,

and which I think a good time for a Cheshire farm), I make
out a balance-sheet, and so know what profit or loss I may
have had. If every farmer kept accounts, many would farm
very ditferently ; they would be a guide, in many cases, to

show what is the most profitable system, or otherwise, of

farming in Cheshire. I found keeping accounts beneficial to

me in 1857, when I lost twenty cows and a few heifers by
the pleuro, by getting off the property-tax under schedule B.
I don't think it necessary to keep a field account in this county,
except on ^ery large farms. A bankruptcy commissioner once
said, " If men kept their accounts better, we should have far

less come into this court." The lecturer then proceeded to

remark that it ^^•as one of the farmer's failings not to employ
more manual labour. They underworked their arable land,

and did not keep it sufficiently clean, especially when in green
crops. The weeds which were encouraged impoverished the
land more than a proper crop, and in too many cases took
place of it. Again, it was said by some to be one of their

failings to spend all they got upon their farms ; and perhaps
it was often done "where there was confidence in the landlord.

It would be well to remember the advice given by a retired

tradesman in that room, that " out of every £100 made off

the farm, £50 should be spent upon it in improvements and
£50 put in the bank for the family." There were those who
erred on the other side, and spent nothing on the farm ; but
were he (Mr. Einchett) landlord to such, he would give them
notice to quit. Another fault was to he behindhaud with their

labourers' work—not to be fully prepared for each succeeding
season of the year. Having too much tillage, again, was a

fault ; while otlier failings were, taking a larger farm than
they had capital to stock well, under-keeping their dairy stock,

and, finally, there was a mistake committed by many farmers

of bringing all, or nearly all, their sous to agricultural pur-

suits. Lest they should think him too censorious, he would
now go on to notice the hindrances to successful farming.

Some of these were—the growth of too much hedge-row
timber, such as ash, sycamore, and that worthless sort poplar

;

the over-preservation of rabbits, which, besides making it very

expensive to keep ne.it fences, and almost impossible to rear

young ones, was a great encouragement to poaching, and often

led to unpleasantness between landlord and tenant ; the

hazardous nature of their dairy and feeding stock, owing to

the periodical return of the pleuro-pneumonia, and now of the

rinderpest ; the state of the labour market, as labour was he-

coming scarcer and dearer every day ; the sale of land above

its legitimate value ; and lastly, the difficulty of obtaining

good female farm-servants. The lecturer, while considering the

paucity of efficient labourers, strongly advocated the building

of good and substantial cottages on every farm, by the land-

lord, as a means of retaining the active and skilful among
them. . He was aware, he said, that this, viewed by itself,

would not be a paying speculation ; and to meet that part of

the outlay which was unremunerativc, be thought the farmer

should be prepared to sink a small sum annually, as well as

the landlord. In the end it would, he felt convinced, answer

the purposes of both. A few observations on successful

farming concluded the paper.

ON STEAM CULTIVATION:
THE ADVANTAGES TO BE DERIVED FEOM IT : ITS PRESENT POSITION AND EUTURE DEVELOPMENT.

[Bead before ihe Britkh Association at Dundee, September 5, by Mr. David GnEia, of Leeds7\

It is not my intention in this paper to treat of the mechani-
cal part of the above subject. For, although the greatly vary-
ing nature of the soils and circumstances to be dealt with
over the country renders it necessary to have many different

adaptations of the apparatus employed ; still, the machinery
has now been so nearly brought to perfection that the farmer
has no longer any difficulty in obtaining apparatus suited to

his own particular acquirements. The means employed to

bring about such results as those to which I shall advert can
scarcely be considered of that importance which the subject
assumed during the earlier stages of steam eultivatiou. The
points I propose to deal with are : The advantages to be de-
rived by the farmer from the use of steam, in the shape of
better crops ; tillage operations more economically eflected

;

the lessening of the number of operations required ; and,
most important of all, work done at precisely the right time,
and when it can be done to the greatest advantage.

I shall also advert to the present state of steam cultivation,
and its prospects for the future.

It is asserted by all who have tried spade husbandry that
the crops obtained under that system are much better than
those which can be got from horse-cultivated land. Indeed,
this is so far the case that, although it cost from four to five

times as much as horse labour, its adoption has been found no
disadvantage, where an abundance of labour, at a moderate
cost, could be obtained to dd the work at the proper time.
This is now rendered impracticable by the present state of the
labour market in England. However, the fact of its su-
periority remains, nevertheless, indisputable. The chief fea-
ture of advantage in spade husbandry is the thorough loosen-
ing and mixing of the soil, and as this is much better accom-

plished by steam, it logically follows that crops upon steam-

tilled land will be far superior to those grown under horse

culture. And this is borne out by actual experience, the ex-

change of horse for steam power being generally followed by
a marked improvement in the crops, and much greater yield

per acre, varying, of course, with the nature of the soil, but

amounting in some cases to two quarters more corn per acre.

Ample proof of the accuracy of this statement may be found

in the recently-published " Reports of the Royal Agricultural

Society's Commission on Steam Cultivation," a work with

which, I presume, most agriculturists are well acquainted.

The reason for this increased productiveness can be easily un-

derstood. A team of four horses ploughiug a 12-inch furrow

will leave more than 300,000 footprints per acre; and, as

these nearly cover the ground, the effect, as every farmer well

knows, is to leave a hard subsoil or " pan" beneath the culti-

vated ground, which becomes worse with every successive

ploughing at the same depth. The tractive power that horses

are able to exercise upon a plough or other implement is very

limited, and is further decreased in consequence of having to

convey their own weight over the broken and uneven soil, and

also to partly undo the compression caused by the treading of

their feet.

If a horse be taken when the land is in a rather plastic

state, and walked across the track of the steam-plough, and

made to travel to and fro transversely, on every ten inches

width, until a breadth of six yards is trodden over, it is then

found that, if the steam cultivator has just sufficiunt steam to

perform its work properly, before it arrives at the ground so

trodden down, it will be completely stopped beibre it gets

through the six yards j and considering the momentum of the
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lly-wheel, this oxperiineut sliows plainly that the power re-

quired is something- very material, and experience shows one-

third additional draught to be required on land that has been
trodden down to the same extent as in cultivation by horse-

power. With steam the ease is very dilTercnt. The engine

stands on the headland, and hauls the implement to-and-fro by
means of a wire rope. All treading, aud compressing of the

soil and subsoil, is thereby entirely avoided, and the implement
is driven at a much more rapid pace, throwing up the soil to a

greater depth, and in a loose state, enabling it to derive full

benefit from the the intluences of the atmosphere. It is found

in practice that the rapid motion of the steam-driven imple-

ment tends to loosen and aerate the soil, much below the

actual depth at which the tine or share is running. In horse

or ox ploughing, the case is just the reverse, as the sole of

the plough and the treading of the animals so consolidate the

bottom, that the necessary chemical action between soil and
subsoil is prevented, and consecpiently ;ill escape of gas and
water. The result of the deep tearing-np and loosening of

the soil at the proper time by steam is that its temperature is

raised, and a much greater Quantity of ground is penetrated

by air. The air is replaced in the same proportion by water,

when rain comes, and this moisture is retained in the cultivated

ground as though in a sponge, any superfluous quantity

sinking away to tiie drain beneath, instead of the whole lying

for some time on a hard trampled subsoil, as though held in

a dish, making the land cold and ungenial.

I am now more particularly referring to heavy land ; but a
similar result is observable in the case of light land. Light
lands are never much damaged by wet ; the principal danger is

from ' burning' in dry weather, but the deep cultivation and
loosening of the soil, instead of having it lying on what
might be termed a board, causes even light land to retain its

moisture, in a dry season, for a considerable time. The mere
question of aerating the soil deserves much more attention

than is generally given to it. Mr. Bailey Denton lately wrote

an able letter to the Tiyaes, which forcibly illustrates the im-

portance of this question. He says :

—

' Within a few miles of the metropolis, on NorthparkFann,
Blaokheath, Mr. Shepherd has raised a breadth of wheat,

which any earnest agriculturist will be pleased to see. It is

growing on land not naturally fertile, which Mr. Shepherd
underdrained at his own cost, and has since cultivated with

steam plough. The yield has been estimated by good judges

as an average of 45 bushels per acre. At 8s. per bushel, this

will bring £18 per acre irrespective of the straw, which may
be considered as equivalent to the harvest expenses. Adjoin-

ing Northpark Farm is some very good wheat grovring on
similar land, equally well drained and treated except iu the one
particular of steam cultivation. It has been horse-ploughed.

This yield may be fairly put at 30 bushels, which at the same
price per bushel will bring £13 per acre. Within sight of

these two instances may be seen some wheat, also growing on

land similar in character to Mr. Shepherd's, which has neither

been drained nor steam-cultivated, the yield of which cannot be

estimated at more than 20 bushels to the acre. The return in

money at the same price per bushel wiU be at £8 per acre.

Hence we have within a short drive of London three cases of

comparison, which cannot fail to show that by the adoption of

deep steam cultivation on deep-drainage, the produce from stiff

soOs may be doubled.'

Steam cultivation improves the crops in another way. If

the soil has been thoroughly and deeply loosened, at the

right period, and has not been consolidated, except by its

own weight, the roots of the plants have ample liberty to pe-

netrate until they are stopped by natural causes. In dry

seasons the roots are thus enabled to follow the moisture in

the ground very much further than would otherwise be pos-

sible ; and, as no burning can take place until the deepest

root has entirely exhausted the moisture around it, the crop

is made capable of resisting the effects of drought for a very

long time. I believe that the success or otherwise of a crop

depends upon the number of cubic feet of soil that the roots

are able to penetrate ; and I have found that a grain-crop will

stand up much better, and is not so easily laid, on a deeply-

cultivated soil as on one that is shallow. From what has

been said on this part of the subject, it will be readily con-

ceded that a great improvement in the crops is one of the

results that must inevitably follow the use of steam on the

land.

At the present time, the cost of performing tillage opera-

tions by steam is very far from being so low as it should be,

or what it eventually will be. In many cases, and especially

with machinery working for hire, the very heaviest portion of

the work is given to steam, and generally that which cannot

well be done by horses. Now, before we can obtain the

maximum of cheapness, we must cause steam-power to per-

form iill the operations connected with the tillage of the

ground ; for if, after steam-ploughing a field, horses are taken

upon it, perhaps two or three times, for the pur))osc of har-

rowing or doing other similar work, the ground is of course

trodden down and consolidated again. The consequence is,

that the next year it requires much more power to break it

up than would otherwise be the case ; and not only docs it

require this extra force, but clod-crushers and other imple-

ments have to be applied to it, which would not be required

if the treading was avoided. The generality of land, if put

under steam cultivation, and kept entirely free from the

trampling of animals, would only require one veiy deep culti-

vating operation every fourth or fifth year, aud would be kept

in such a state as to allow air and moisture and the roots of

the crop to penetrate freely, so that the cultivation of the

cereal crops in the rotation would only require to be light or

surface operations, sufficient to receive and cover the seed.

The cost of steam cultivation has hitherto been greatly in-

creased by the excessive breakages that have occurred to the

machinery. These have arisen from two causes—namely, the

want of men properly educated to the work, and the deficient

construction of the machinery at first employed. The varying

circumstances under which the apparatus had to work in-

volved much more experimenting, to bring it to perfection,

than would have been the case with any fixed machinery.

These difficulties are now, however, altogether overcome, and

with ordinary good management any mishaps of the kind

named may be wholly avoided. With regard to the cost of

steam, as compared with horses, I find, from careful observa-

tion, that, including interest on money, depreciation, and re-

pairs, the average yearly cost of maintaining a set of steam

cultivating machinery, doing 2,000 acres per year (say 10 to

12 inches deep), is under £300, or 3s. per acre. This allows

money enough for its replacement in ten years. A good ma-
chine of this kind should displace over thirty horses, and, of

course, many horse-implements. Now the wear-and-tear of

the harness, implements, and the amount of farriers' and other

bills, in connexion with these thirty horses, with interest and

depreciation, will be at least twice as great as the correspond-

ing items chargeable upon the steam tackle. The average^

price of coals per horse-power per day—that is, the cost of

the quantity of coals we should have to burn in an engine, to

get out of it work equal to what one horse could do in a day

—is 7d. It is quite evident that the daily keep of a horso

must cost much more than this. Less than half the number

of men, also, are required to do the same acreage of work,

although their wages have to be somewhat higher than those

of the ordinary farm-labourer.

Or to put the case more concisely : A pair of horses in an

ordinary plough cannot pull with a force of more than 3 or 4
cwt. at the most, and a day of this work cannot cost less than

10s. On the other hand, a steam-ploughing engine will give

off. during the whole day, eight or nine times that draught at a

cost of certainly not more than £3. These calculatious are per

day only ; but as the horses have to be kept and fed when they

are idle, as well as when they are working—which is not the

case with the steam engine—the comparison is manifestly un-

fair to the latter. The whole of the comparisons should be

based on a yearly average ; but it is rather difficult to come to

a conclusion how many acres a pair of horses can cultivate in

a year, even supposing them to be exclusively occupied in such

work.
But money is saved in another way. After a thorough deeji

ploughing or cultivating by means of steam, it is evident that

only half the number of after-operations will be required to

bring the ground to a sufficient tilth. In heavy land, twitch

win be found to disappear altogether, as there will be no

treading and planting of it by the horses' feet, which has so

much effect in undoing the very operation while being per-

formed, and consequently necessitating many successive opera-

lions in thoroughly cleansing the land. A steam-driven im-

plement always tends to bring the weeds and rubbish to the

top ; never buries them. Heavy land is not naturally iu-
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clined to grow twitcli ; and if so much treading and trampling

could be prevented, it is the writer's firm opinion that no such

thing would grow on it, except tlirough gross mismanagement
or very light crops. The want of suitable implements has been

a drawback to the cheap use of steam in tillage, as farmers

have not been able to effect more tlian a portion of their work
by its means.

Although it is no doubt an advantage to be able to do the

farm operations more cheaply than by horse-power, the writer

looks upon this as of miuor importance compared with the

results referred to in the tirst part oCthis paper, and witli the

increased certainty that will attend the carrying out of tlie

fiirming business, about which I shall say more presently. The
cultivation of soil is a business that requires a great amount of

care and attention. A very false idea of a farmer's business is

conveyed when it is said that any one is fit for farming ; on
the contrary, I do not know of any business which requires

such minute attention and fuch keen observation ; and this

arises mainly from tlie extraordinary variations in the climate,

weather, and soil, and the great effect these variations have
upon the crops. Tliose persons who most carefuUy observe the

state of their land, and never work it except at proper times,

will derive the greatest advantage from it. On a farm under
horse cultivation, however, this is a very difficult task, as the

small amount of profit yielded by farming will not allow the

number of horses, &c., to be kept that would be necessary to

deal with all the land at the right period and in the most
economical manner. This inability to perform the work when
the land is in its best condition involves its deterioration, until

it can scarcely be considered to be in a growing condition, and
not unfrequently involves the total or partial loss of a crop.

When we reflect that there are only two or three months in

the j'ear during which tillage work can be profitably per-

formed, the fact that the horses are sometimes kept going con-
tinually, in order not to fall behindhand with the work, shows
that the soil must often be operated upon when it is in a very
imjjroper condition. But the person who farms by steam has
a powerful and ample force at his disposal, so that lie can
alford to wait until his land is is a fit state for working ; and
this force is also an untiring one, which he can work night and
day, with relays of men, if necessary. You may often hear
farmers complain that they have got behindhand with their

Mork ; and they will point out to you a field, or perhaps two
fields, in which the crop has been nearly lost, simply because it

was put in two or tliree days later than the remainder, or
when tlie land was in a state unfit for its reception.

This occurs because the farmer is usually obliged to keep
his working force of horses down to the narrowest possible

limit, and the consequence is that in some unfavourable sea-

sons he requires twice the power at his disposal to do his work
in time. 13ut, as the writer has shown, these irritating and
expensive difficulties are almost unknown to the man who
farms by steam. Hitherto farming has very rarely been
highly successful as a commercial undertaking, and when
taken up by commercial men it does not often pay. The reason
is that to effect the different operations required in the best
possible way entails an expenditure all the year round which
cannot be borne by the profits of farming. As the use of
steam develops itself, however, farming wOl become a business
in which a man may see his way with some degree of confi-

dence, and be able to calculate beforehand the" cost of each
operation, and whether he will gain or lose by it. The season
and the weather wiU Jiave only half the control over the crops
and tillage operations that tliey have at present. But before
these results can be effected, it is necessary that the ver\'

cheapest system of cultivation—cheapest I mean as regards
the cost per acre—should be adopted, that the tillage should
be done at a given time, and at a cost not greater than that of
the actual day's work. For instance, if, under the present
system, a farmer were to take each field consecutively, and just
calculate beforehand the cost of the different operations re-
quired for cultivating it under ordinary circumstances, he
would probably find that such an estimate would have to be
double before it would cover his actual expenditure ; and this
in consequence of wet days and other contingencies compelling
him to keep his teams and men standing idle. Such a state of
things in an ordinary mercantile business would be ruinous

;

and this is the great drawback in all calculations connected

with farming—wet days have to be paid for exactly the same
as dry ones, and often expenses are running on when real harm
is being done to the land. Before, also, we can attain the
cheapest system of cultivation, we must have the farm re-

modelled in order to admit of engines and machinery being
worked in the most profitable way, and, as the writer has
before pointed out, we must have steam implements that

will perform every operation required, so as to keep horses off

the land altogether, and thus lessen the power required to till

the ground. The land must be brought into a uniform state,

aud be consolidated only by its own weight. When these

principles are thoroughly carried out, the cost of cultivation

will be only one-half of what it is at present, even where steam
is partially employed. It is important that the fields should

be made of a size to suit exactly the routine of work that the

farmer wishes to carry out, and arranged so that aU the crops

of one kind are together ; thus avoiding uunece.ssary delays

and removals. The removal of a number of implements from
one field to another entails a loss of time which should be re-

duced to a minimum by making the fields as large as possible,

consistent with the rotation of crops the fanner intends to

follow. Some may argue that, as their farms consist of dif-

ferent kinds of land, they require a particular crop upon each
kind ; but the writer believes that when steam is used, the

advantage of having the whole of a crop in one place more
than counterbalances any drawbacks of this nature, except of

course in very exceptional cases ; and, besides, the fact that

steam can work on one kind of land just as easily as another,

will often remove these objections altogether.

As an example of the advantages of enlarging fields and pull-

ing down old fences, the writer would refer to the case of a

gentleman in Essex—Mr. Prout, of Sawbridgeworlh—who, on
a holding of 450 acres, by pulling down fences and dividing

his farm into seven or eight large fields, has gained no less

than IG acres of arable land—land which was formerly occu-

pied by old straggling fences, trees, and water-courses ; and
this has been done at a cost which is trifling in comparison
with the benefits obtained from the improvements.

The question of roads on a farm has an important bearing
on the subject. There is an objection generally made that

they take up too much ground, but this is altogether unfounded.
The headlands, which are generally trodden down and com-
pressed by horses and carts, require at least twice the cultiva-

tion of the other parts of the field, and yield worse crops,

there can be consequently no profit in their tillage, and the
width of a road dividing two fields is of course much less

than that of two headlands and the hedge. But, however tnat
may be, by having properly-constructed roads on a farm the
cost of taking oft" the produce is very considerably lessened

—

say, by 0|d. per ton on the whole. This would much more
than cover the rent of the ground occupied and prevents any
treading on land to be cultivated.

TMien these and such kindred improvements are carried out,

farming will become a business which any thoughtful and in-

telligent man may manage with profit, and will be free from
most of the vicissitudes which now cause the investment of
capital in farming to be looked upon as of so precarious a
character. Besides the advantages to the agriculturist, the

nation at large wiU derive great benefit from the increased

yield of crops, and also from the fact that the materials to

feed the power used in tillage will be drawn from the coal-

mine or the forest, instead of being taken from the pro-

duce of the fields. We shall not be obliged to import so

much corn as hitherto, and a larger percentage of the crops

will be converted into food for human beings, instead of food

for horses.

In these days of dear labour, a verj" important point is the

reduction in the amount of manual labour required to till the

soil, together with the enlightenment of the agricultural la-

bourer, tending to make liim use his mind as well as his body.

So far as this country is concerned, the state of the labour

market is becoming a question which every farmer will have
to study ; for while the labourer is justly participating in the

progress of the condition of people in this country, the rise in

labour must materially lessen the former profits, except by eni-

ploring such machinery as shall considerably diminish the

number of men required.
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COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES OF THE HOP.

The valup of tlip article depends very much on the kinds
raised, the character of the soil and climate, as well as careful

pruning, drying, and preparing for market. On the deep and
dry limestone soils of Kent and Surrey, rich in alkalies and
phosphoric acid, the Faruhara whitehiucs and Goldings usually

command from thirty to forty per cent, better prices than the

coarser varieties, such as grapes, Colegates, and Jones's, com-
monly raised on the inferior clay lauds of the Wealds of Kent
and Sussex. This made a great ditference to the jjlanter when
he was subjected, as was the case only a few years ago, to a
heavy excise diity, fixed at so much a pound, irrespective of the

quality or commercial value of the article. The only mitiga-

tion of this inequality was, tliat the iuferior hops would yield

a larger average crop per acre on deeper land. As these facts

involve considerations of much practical importance to hop
growers in aU parts of the world, we shall condense, for the

benefit of our readers, some results of analyses of hops nmde
several years since by the late Mr. J. C. Nesbit, of London,
and Professor Way, the then consulting chemist of the Royal
Agricultural Society, in whose transactions full details are

given.

In the subjoined table, No. 1 is the analysis of four hills of

hops of the Famhani whitebine variety, grown in a calcareous

soil in Surrey, rich in phosphoric acid. No. 2 represents the

mineral constituents of three hills of the yellow grape variety,

grown on the Wealden clay in Kent :

—

Per centage of ash on
di-y matter ...

Analyses ofthe ashes

:

Silica

Chloride of sodium
Chloride of potassium
Soda
Potash
Lime
Magnesia
Sulphuric acid
Phosphoric acid .

Phosphate of iron
Phosphate of alumina
Carbonic acid
Mancranese

Professor Way gives the following results of analyses of two

dried specimensof hops grown, No. 1 by Mr. Paine, of Farn-

hame, Surrey ; No. 2 by Mr. Eggar, of Bently, Hampshire
;

both being the Famham whitebine, and from a similar cal-

careous soil ; the only ditference being that No. 2 was gathered

a week earlier than No. 1, and therefore not so fully ripe :

—

Per-ccntagc of ash on dry snbst.

Analyses of the ashes :

—

SiUca
Chloride of sodium
Chloride of potassium
Soda
Potash
Lime
Magnesia
Peroxide of iron
Sulphuric acid
Phosphoric acid
Carbonic acid

No. 1.

Farnham.
5.95

19.71

3.42

24.88
21.59
4.69
1.73

7.27
14.47
2.17

No. 2.

Bently
8.07

22.97

5.4.5

11.98

17.93
5.94
1.86
7.01

21. .38

5.44

99.95 99.96

Silica
Chloride of sodium ....

Chloride of potassium
Soda
Potash
Limo
^lagnesia
Peroxide of iron
Sulphuric acid
Phosphi )ric acid
Carbonic acid

Hop.
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largely to the Well-known narcotic property of hops, hut iu

precisely what way has not yet been dctermiucd. Hop-pillows

are often used with great comfort to the sick, inducing rest.

It is said that George III. experienced much relief from this

source during liis protracted mental indisposition. It is this

oil that gives to hops their peculiar and agreeable odour, and

it being very volatile, they require to be closely packed in bags

made of good compact linen, and stowed away iu dry rooms,

protected from atmospheric currents, and other causes that

would injure them greatly. Ey proper attention to these pre-

cautions, hops may be kept several years ; but with the greatest

care their strength and value will inevitably diminish in pro-

portion to their age.

3. The aromutii- resi/i.—When fully ripe hops are earefuUy

dried, they yield, by rubbing, a fine yellow dust, equal to a

sixth or seven part of their entire w'eighl. To this fine powder

the name of " lupulin " has been given ; and it is known iu

commerce as the " condition " of the hop, and, consequently,

is the chief element that determines its market value. This

powder consists of exceedingly minute grains or glands, of a

bright yellow colour, and of a cellular texture, having a strong

agreeable odour and bitter taste ; and when taken internally

they are aromatic, sootliing, aud tonic. About one-half their

weight consists of a transparent, aromatic resin, (he properties
and action of which, though no doubt of great importance,
have yet been but imperfectly determined.

3. T/ie hitter imncirile.—l-a addition to tlie resin, lupulin
contains a small amount of a volatile oil and tannin, aud 10
per cent, of a peculiar bitter principle, which gives flavour to

beer, assists in regulating its fermentation, aud forming its

keeping quality. "Though," remarks Professor Johnston,
" the specific action of each of the chemical principles con-
tained in the hop-flower has not been very well ascertained,

the united action of all of them together is well known. The
tinctures and extracts of hops which we use in medicine, and
introduce into our beers, contain them all, so that all the
virtues of the hop, iu whichever of the ingredients they reside,

are present in them, in a greater or less degree. Hence, well-

hopped beer is aromatic, tonic, soothing, tranquillising, and
in a slight degree narcotic, sedative, and provocative of sleep.

The hop also aids in clarifying malt liquors, arrests the fer-

mentation before all the sugar is converted into alcohol, and
thus enables them to be kept without turning sour."

—

The
Canada Farmer.

THE RELATIVE MERITS OF SHORTHORN AND AYRSHIRE CATTLE.

At a meeting of the Logie and Lecropt Parmers' Club G. H.
Bi>':ning Home, Esq., of Argaty, said that, not being a mem-
ber of this Club, and having been asked—as he was now about

to do—to speak to them on " Shorthorn aud Ayrshire cattle,"

he considered it a very high compliment indeed. It, therefore,

became him to do what he possibly could to set agoing an in-

teresting aud benoficial dissussiou upon the subject. At the

commencement, then, he thought there would be no harm in

looking at the various breeds of cattle. Having paid at all

times the greatest possible attention to the different kinds of

breed, there was one thing that appeared to him quite clear,

that the cattle iu dift'erent parts of the country had been intro-

duced by the diiferent tribes of population therein now settled.

When at the Great Exhibition of Paris, in 18S1, he paid very

great attention to the various breeds of cattle exhibited there.

He saw, amongst others, red cattle from Flanders, with almost

all the qualities which are desired in Shorthorns. He might

say that, with the exception of being of every colour, the cat-

tle in Normandy resembled the Shorthorns very much. The
splendid butter that was to be had at Paris all the year round

was produced by them. He believed that the only pure breed

of cattle to be found in this country was the AVest Highland

and the black cattle of Wales, which were much about the same
—the ouly difference being, the Welsh had much less hair than

the Highland, which might be accounted for by the difference

of cHmate. As to the Shorthorn and Ayrshire cattle, neither

of tliem, he believed, could be strictly called a pure breed.

The population which had emigrated from Elanders into York-
shire brought with them a fine, large, red stock, and from

thence Holderness cattle were kuowu to have been imported

into the neighbourhood of Kilmarnock, by Cambell, of Cess-

nock. Dunlop, of Dunlop, introduced Dutch cows, and others

had introduced cows from the Channel Islands, from all which,

combined with West Highland blood, the present improved

breed of Ayrshire had arisen, and were now recognised as a

distinct breed, though they were neither more nor less than

the result of a judicious crossing, to make them what they now
were famed for—first-rate milkers. As to their West Highland
blood, he remembered seeing, as a constant prize-taker, a bull

named " Geordie," whose colour was nearly black, and was said

to have one-eighth of West Highland blood, and with upturned

horns, which was now the fashionable shape among prize-

taking Ayrshires. He did not know if any improvement had
'been made on Ayrshire cows for many years; as he remembered,
when a boy, of his father having at Auchenbowie two cows
which had almost all the shapes and qualities now so much
desired, lie also recollected old Lord Abercromby having
some wonderfully milking Ayrshires. The principal object iu

the breeding of Ayrshire cattle had been to attain great milk-
ing properties, whilst the sole aim in the breeding of short-
horns was beautiful forms combined with great feeding pro-

perties. He considered it a great mistake of the Euglish

breeders in not looking more to the milking properties, for he
considered a cow that could not nourish its own calf was of

very little value. He was quite certain that young heifers

forced to great fatness at an early age had their milking pro-

perties completely ruined or destroyed. He considered this a

great loss to the farmer when cows were rendered unfit for

breeding, owing to the great aptitude for fattening. Short-

horned cattle were not considered good milking cows ; but he
would mention one instance of a cow of that breed which
belonged to the late Mr. Burnett, of Gadgirth, and which
gave 18 Scotch pints of milk and 31bs. of butter in the day.

He might say that in Yorkshire for long there was a compe-
tition between Booth aud Bates ; Booth's cattle going wonder-
fully to fat, while Bates maintained that his were excellent

milkers. He recently attended a sale near Hull, where he

saw a numberof cows with as beautiful milk-vessels as anybody
could look upon ; and yet it was a remarkable fact that there

was not a siugle man in England who knew what every Ayr-
shire breeder looked first at in choosing a bull for getting milk-

ing stock—that was as to the position of the teats in the male.

Many people said that the first cross was the ouly cross worth
breeding. Tliis, however, was diametrically opposite to the

theory of shorthorned and Ayrshire cattle being brought to

their present perfection by a great variety of crossing. He
might also mention that Mr. Bates told him that at one time he

had got some fine West Highland heifers from Lewis Mac-
farlaue, from which he had bred by his shorthorned bulls some
of the finest animals he had ever possessed. Whether the

longish and black-tipped horns of his Wild Eyes tribe had
anything to do with this cross, might be left for conjecture

—

parties might draw their own inferences. The celebrated

Frederick the Great of Prussia thought of breeding great

grenadiers by getting the largest men in his army to marry the

largest women. However well this system had done in regard

to cattle, it was a very different thing between men and
women, who might be supposed to have certaiu fancies some-

what diiferent from those in bulls and cows, and of course this

project of the Prussian king turned out a failure. With
regard to cattle, they had sufficient evidence that great perfec-

tion could be attained by crossing the breed of those animals

which had the different points required. Bakewell, of Dishley,

proved the same as to Leicester sheep, and he believed it to be

of general application in almost every respect, whether of

milking, fattening, or strong constitution, fitted to contend

with coldness of climate. He should be very much inclined to

cross the West Highland cow wilh the shorthorned bull. In

short, a judicious selection of the best animals to breed was

the great secret in the breeding of good stock. He was of

opinion that it was tliat, and that alone, that had made the

shorthorns and Ayrshires what they now were. As to the
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difference of inilk, Im hail found out by cxpcrieneu that the

milk of tlie shovthorus was much richer than of the Ayrshire

cows—that was, they gave a larger per-centage of cream.

On testing the milk, wliioli he had done for many years, he

found tluit that of the sliorthorns contained from twelve to

seventeen parts of cream, whilst the milk of the Ayrshire cows
only contained from nine to twelve parts ; and, therefoie,

although the apparent quantity of milk might not be so great,

there might be fully as much butter, and of a richer quality. He
was rather puzzled to know what further to say on the matter.

He believed that tlie great point for the breeders of stock to

observe was, if possible, to get a judicious selection of pure

shorthorns, and cross with whatever breed they found most
suitable. Climate seemed to have considerable cU'ect on the

milk-produeing qualities of cattle, and he would rather buy a

shorthorned cow from Cumberland or Westmoreland than from
the east side of the island. As to the Ayrshire cattle and
their milking properties, the average good milkers among them
produced about eight Scotch pints per day. As to the

shorthorns, he had not yet ascertained as to the

real quantity of milk produced by them, as many of

his cows suckle their calves. He hoped that what he
had said might lead to some discussion on the subject.

He ought to have added that, at the Paris Exhibition of 18G1,

there were a great many Dutch cows, having every point of

Ayrshire stock except that of their colour, being all black-and-

white without exception.

Mr. CuKisriE (Cottonhaugh) asked Mr. Home if, in the

event of a shorthorned cow having liad produce by an Ayr-

shire bull, would it afterwards by a pure shorthorned bull

have stock indicating pure shorthorned blood ?

Mr. Home said he did not venture to answer that question,

as it was well known that the produce of females frequently

retained some of the points given Ijy the first male.

Mr. Christie then asked if Mr. Home approved of the

high feeding of breeding stock ?

Mr. HoJiE said he considered it in every way most injurious,

and that those who did it were guilty of madness. Some
shorthorns, however, could scarcely bo kept down, although

they got nothing more than straw and water. He had the

misfortune to lose the use of three of his very best animals

from their tendency to excessive fat.

Mr. Christie asked Jlr. Home wliat farmers could do with

shorthorns on high land ?

Jlr. Ho.Mio did not mean to say to keep pure shorthorns on

high land. He though if they crossed the native breed of the

district with pure shorthorns, they should have a great amount
of frame.

Mr. G.VLLOCH (KnockhlU) thought that a good Ayrshire

cow with a shorthorned buU was the best breed for their dis-

trict, both for breeding and other properties.

Mr. Pe\T, Manor, said that Mr. Galloch had just anticipated

what he was going to say. The breed betwi:>t the Ayrshire

cow and shorthorn bull was very hardy in thc'r constitution,

and also grew to a good weight. It was very difficult, so far

as his experience went, to get good shorthorns good milkers.

He had always thought that the Ayrshii'e cows were the best

milkers, and that the shorthorns were the most suitable for the

cattlc-slied.

Mr. J.VRWNE said tliat the shorthonicd cow was very apt to

go wrong in the milking vessel. Their milk was richer than

that of the Ayrshire cow, but they did not give so much of it.

He thought that they would not go wrong in crossing two or

three times. The herd he had at present was the same as that

he had had for forty years. There was one cow he had kept

for twelve years ; she was one of the best milkers he ever had.

She had had three times twins, and four calves within one year.

Several other members made a few remarks on the subject,

and the general opinion was that the cross betwixt the Ayr-

shire cow and the shorthorned bull were the most profitable

animals.

The Chairman proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Home,
wliich was seconded by Mr. Henderson, Craigaruhall, and
cordially responded to.

DISEASES IN PIGS.
Sir,—In my last contribution on the diseases in pigs I de-

scribed to you the most malignant form of typhus charbon-
neux. I now proceed to the second d'vision of this subject,

viz., the subacute or more ordinary form of the disease, but

whose distinguishing characteristics are not to be marked by

so much a less fatal tendency as by the slowness of accession

and mildness of symptoms compared to the more acute attack
;

and here, for the first time, do we meet with a faint ray of

hope that medical treatment may not be unavailing in retard-

ing a fatal termination and effecting a cure ; and though at-

tempts at treatment in the past may have been marked by

failure or but little success, let not the avowment and con-

sciousness of this fact paralyze our efforts or destroy the public

faith in tlie cure and curability of this disease, for the want of

success goes by no means to prove that the disease is incurable

;

for let it be borne in mind that even in medical as well as ve-

terinary practice the discovered remedy for a disease has been

the sequel to years, if not centuries, of patient inquiry and oft-

repeated experimcHts.

The symptoms in the second division of this disease are the

same in kind, and differ only in degree, to the symptoms de-

scribed in the first division, and, therefore, require here only a

partial enumeration ; being mUder and well marked in their

early development, they are, consequently, less alarming and

easier to be appreciated, and if advantage is taken here of the

tide of time, a reasonable hope of cure may be entertained. In

the early stage we first observe that the animal appears pros-

trated and crest-fallen, keeps lying, and evinces a disinclina-

tion to be raised ; ears are warm, pendent, and painful ; eyes

are red, with a fixed expression ;
pulse and respiration quick-

ened and disturbed ; flanks painful, w hich if pressed but

lightly the animal wiU grunt ; the tail is flaccid, and hangs like

a cord ; the animal refuses or eats but little, even of the most
delicious food ; drinks sparingly, and swallows with seeming

difficulty. The above symptoms may be observed for two
days, and must not be trifled with : for only during their early

existence can curative means be rationally attempted. From
this is to be dated the turning point, and in most cases rapid

departure to the acute form and fatal termination of the disease,

announced by the increased intensity of symptoms.

The pathological lessons differ but little from those in the

first division, except being aggravated (from the longer stand-

ing of the disease) ; the mucous membrane, chiefly lining the

nose, mouth, and throat, is occasionly to be found in a slough-

ing condition. The causes of this disease, like those of blood

poisoning (cholera), rest somewhat in obscurity
;

yet, in ordi-

nary language, may be said to exist in the impurity of their

habitations, the air they breathe, the water and food they

drink and eat. But before entering more minutely into these

causes, it would be wrong to suppose that the disease does not

extend its ravages, or never originate in apparently the best-

managed piggeries, but it must be generally conceded that,

comparatively speaking, they enjoy an exemption, and where
the occurrence of exceptional cases cannot be traced to conta-

gion, might yet justly be attributed and verified to be due

rather to the altered, fermented, or decomposed state of the

aliments (rendered so by intention), than otherwise to the

absence of naturally sound and nutritious elements. But to

return to the first class of symptoms, I shall mention epizootic,

or, in other words, atmospherical causes. This, to say the

least ot it, is a mere matter of inspiration, and I might further

add, the air is nothing more than a gasiform liquid floating

round this material globe (earth). Treating this matter merely

in a ZS'ewtonian material point of view, that the air, consider-

ing its remote distance from the celestial bodies, can attract

but little from the moon or the stars, we must fix our attention

on motlier earth : from her alone can we trace the source

(physiologically) of life, disease, and death, but also the at-

mospherical constituents, and again sets before us that all the

ills the flesh is heir to spring from the earth, and to her alone

must we confine our observations. And whether we personify

her as a huge deity or a lifeless mass of matter, for practical
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purposes we may assert that lier body superficially is literally

a breathing apparatus, aud by this means alone can the atmos-

phere be vitiated or poisoned, and become tlie great medium
or carrier of contagion, bearing the germs of disease like the

stray seeds of plants, to deposit them broadcast over the earth, to

be reproduced again by favourable circumstances. This teaches

us not ouly the moral, but practical, lesson that we must in-

quire from beneath and within, and that, as far as individually

concerned, to prevent and arrest the porcine epidemic, we
must study to observe and stringently put iu force the most
intelligent sanitary measures in the rearing and feeding of

pigs; otiierwise the violation of these can only be responded

to by the introduction of disease.

In the pursuit of this inquiry into the epizootic iu pigs it

will be necessary to review the domestic habitat of this

animal ; and here we fiiid him shut into a small covered area

a few feet, the floor of which contains a dunghill of some six

months' standing. The better to liide its filthincss, it is covered

with a thin layer of litter, and here the hero of our subject

lives, lies, and spends the greater part of his solitary and

prison life, with an outside atmosphere of a cesspool, from

which he inhales a poisoned air, or wanders out to wallow in

a putrid sea of tilth, iu which he may only bathe, drink, or

pick up stray articles of food, while that which in other re-

spects is given by the trough, may be chiefly composed of per-

nicious weeds or other decomposing vegetable matter, wluch,

if he had freedom of choice, he would instinctively reject. But
it may be said I have pictured only an exceptional ease ; if so,

let me inform my readers that I have at least established one

hotbed of nursery of disease, which may spread its germs far

beyond tlie radius of this pigsty.

1 shall now review our hero in a more dignified position, as

a tenant of the cabin, from which he emerges either to satisfy

the cravings of hunger, to gulp up almost every sort of brute

and human refuse (though he never resorts to this morbid
practice in a savage state—a vice evidently begotten by do-

mestication) ; and should it bask in the rays of the sun, its

next probable move is to drink, and in a place too often only

accessible to it—the cabin pond of filth, and maybe that this

luxury, impure as it is, is denied it. Water in this ease is not

only necessary to quench thirst, to neutralize crude materials

in the digestive organs and blood vessels, but also to open the

pores of the skin, so that transpiration may not only protect

tliis organ, but rid the system of impure matter ; aud I may
mention and substantiate a fact not generally known, that,

dirty as the pig (in its domestic state only) may appear in its

haljits, nothing is more conducive to health and prevention of

distemper iu this animal than to keep its skin scrupulously

clean aud in good breathing order, by brushing and frequently

washing its skin with soap and water, with occasional small

doses of nitrate of potash and sublimed sulphur in its food.

This method was marked by complete success in the Kilkenny

Model Farm herd of pigs, around which (in neighbouring

piggeries) the disease was raging with intensity ; and though
daily and direct communication was kept up between the pigs

of this establishment and those from diseased piggeries by the

almost hourly introduction of sows to the model boars, it

maintained its high standard of health and exemption from
disease, and others who were persuaded to follow this plau can
attest not only as to its power of preventing disease, but also

in rapidly promoting the growth of the animal. Overlooking
many minor causes of disease, to consider the flesh of diseased

pigs in a sanitary aspect and as a prima facie evidence to

medical inquiry, I beg to state that the consumption of dis-

tempered pork by the carnivora has not produced any decided de-

rangement of health ; neither has the inoculation with the mor-
bid matter produced any local or constitutional effect in this

animal (the dog) owing, perhaps, to some peculiar idiosyncracy

;

for, when the matter is introduced into the system of the her-

bivora, either by the skin or the mucous membrane, the ani-

mal shows symptoms of blood poisoning. As to its action on
the human subject, I am not placed in a position to make any
positive statement, but simply surmise that its consumption
cannot he otherwise than injurious to health.

FfcvenVn-e Treatment.— It is a generally recognised fact

that it is often easier to treat the causes of disease than the

effects they produce : this is particularly the case with the

acute form of the disease ; and first in the riglit direction let

the pigsty be built roomy, airy, yet comfortable, on a dry,

foundation, with a sunny aspect. Whitewash and remove all

filth, supply a liberal allowance of sweet, sound food, fresh

water, and litter, keep the skin of the animal clean, and if

summer let it have clean water to bathe in, and to drink, to

which may be added nitrate of potash, or occasionally a few
drops of sulphuric acid, and in the food sulphur, camphor, or

even a few grains of calomel. Gentian by some has been re-

commended, along with a spoonful of magnesia ; but last, not

least, I would insist on. the occasional use of small pills of

aloes, wrapped neatly in oiled paper, given in cold food while

the animal is hungry. More might be said, yet enough for

practical purposes.

Curative treatment, to say the least of it, has in most cases

met with less success than what might be expected ; but to me
the most clfective and rational treatment consists in as quickly

as possible removing all crude or effete matter from the bowels,

by a gentle purge composed of castor-oil two ounces, aloes

one scruple, calomel three grains, gentian one drachm
given to a large sized pig. Emetics have their advocates, but

it must be admitted that vomiting to the pig is necessarily a

very painful operation. Frequent injections of camphorated

water, a mustard-poultice to the belly, frictions to the loins

and back, with some stimulating liquid, serve materially to

diminish the pain and to encourage generally free circulation.

While the medicine is in course of action give light, refresh-

ing drinks, in which is dissolved a little nitre, or a fevv drops

of nitric or sulphuric acid. This in course of symptoms of

improvement should be followed by farinaceous drinks con-

taining a glass of wine or spirits. Bleeding in this disease

cannot be otherwise than hurtful, serving only to weaken the

animal and to increase the morbid tendency. Apologising for

having trespassed so far on your space and the patience of

your readers, Yours, &c.,

John Moir, V.S., C. P. Inspector.
—Irish Farmers' Gaxette.

THE USE OF ALKALINE SALTS IN AGRICULTURE.

[translated prom the journal d'agriculture pratique.]

Another inquiry upon the question of manures has

recently been set on foot, showing what solicitude the Govern-

ment feels for the wants of agriculture. In all parts of

France, the authorities have displayed the disastrous plagues

which consumed practical culture, officially disclosing the

abuses in the trade of artificial manures, and poiutiug out

the incessant eff"orts of certain manufacturers to place at the

disposal of the soil a quantity of matter hitherto neglected,

to the great detriment of the wealth of IVance.

They put in order all those disgraceful traffics, to the

mercy of which, for the want of instruction, knowledge, and
working capital, our rural population is exposed ; aud, in spite

of the evidence of facts, as well as the seriousness of the
usurious excesses of certain bonders, the general conclusion of

the honourable commission was that it is better to give

entire liberty to commerce in manures, persuaded, as all its

members were, that agriculture in France is uo longer in an

infant state, and that, strong in its knowledge and intelligence,

it will become more and more capable of guiding itself, able

to distinguish the false from the true, and detect almost instan-

taneously the dishonest or disloyal manufacturer. Every

sensible man must approve of that broad way which reveals

to his own eyes the agricultural manufactures. But if agri-

culture refus'e to be guided by a repressive hand, proud of

what it already knows, it seeks advancement in its

studies, and demands from science and its representatives

redoubled zeal and activity iu order that it may be enlightened

by their discoveries. Tiu-, works aud acts of nature must
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become more aud more clear to tlie eye of the cultivator,

greedy of knowledge. What formerly was complete mystery
hecomes now a natural act of vegetable life ; laws preside

from the birth to the full development aud whole existence of

jdants as well as animals. The wants aud exigencies of each
family are made known, and the couditions, like the materials

necessary to each plaut for completing its destiny, are nearly

all known.
When a seed, after having found a suitable soil, has pro-

duced the new beiug upon which the hopes of the cultivator

rest, it requires a complex nourishment. Azotic and mineral

substances all in a particular state of assimilation have been

tried. There is the whole secret of the agricultural (|uestion.

Farm manure is the universal compost, the complex and com-
plete ailment. But there is not sufficient manure for the

consumption required ; tliat is the evil. Hence we have
artificial manure, the thousand-and-one guanos, the universal

panacea which pertain to the industrial manufacturer.

It is ag-ainst these suppleineutary manures that one

universal cry has been raised. With the exception of

Peruvian guano and the products of some houses, who justly

claim reputation for honesty, we find a crowd of mere
pretended improvers of the soil.

However, next to the azotic matter furnislied by the

excrements of animals, and fecal matter mixed with straw,

and herbaceous litter, which according to M. Malaguti him-
self, ought never to be held in the first rank, what is wanting
far more in a soil after having been for a long time pro-

ductive, are mineral substances such as carbonate and phos-

phate of lime, magnesia, soda, potash, kc. The fact that a

soil does become destitute of mineral substances after long-

continued cultivation has been pointed out at all times. Our
ancestors the Gauls, as well as the Romans, tried to resolve

that problem, aud led the way for us to follow. Marling and
lining was the first step made on the broad road of progress,

but there it is the cidtivator himself who is the marler and
liner. Ue took the first substance required from the soil or

from the producer, and, deceived neither in its quality nor its

nature, always obtained good results, whilst lie conformed to

the laws of sage experience. In the latter century Franklin

taught us tlie use of sulphate of lime, aud there again the

cultivator uses the first matter, after it has been submitted to

a simple preparation which in nowise changes its former

nature. Now, in our time, devoted men have carried out the

Gallic method, and souglit to procure new elements hitherto

overlooked. Phosphates are no longer put into the hands of

farmers mixed with inert matter such as animal charcoal and
its adulterations, but even in the state of natural phosphate
of lime, put into a condition for assirauation pointed out by
experience and controlled by science. Thus the use of

phosphate of hrae has gained a great step. The cultivator

knows it is needed for his crops, and when he buys it, he does
not fear deception, because he has simple means at his

disposal for testing the honesty of the vendor. In a few
more years its use wiU be as common in France as that of

marl.

But that method of making the fanner manufacture his

own manure is not perfect. There will be yet wanting in his

soil mineral elements that tlie culture of beetroot and
potatoes render more and more indispensable. Salts of

potash, soda, ammonia, and even magnesia hold an important

place hitherto neglected, and wUl become increasingly

v:ilaable when i/i/e/isive culture is more general in our

countiy. For tliat reason M. Cartier has published a small

work, in everj- respect worthy the atteatioa of thoughtful

men.
This small tract is a tissue of facts and scientific and

practical researches upon the character and action of alkaline

salts. It is a complete and reasonable paper, a compilation

of all the acts proper to the cause, a verification of all the

advice of the most competent men, French aud foreign, as

MM. Boussingault, Liebig, Kulmann, de Gasparia, Jtc.

Tlie evidence of utUity is the first conclusion, but it is

necessarily a second which permits to practice the possibility

of applying the lessons of theory, and it is to that second

part that the author principally addresses himself, by making
known to the cultivator the source from which he can best

obtain alkaline substances at a moderate rate. These sources

are the alkahne salts extracted and drawn from the mother-

waters, formerly abandoued by our salt works in the southj

and which may be delivered either in a state of common
salt, or sulpliuratcd alkaline manure. Through the medium
of salines, the sea would yield in France annually 100,000
tons of manure, containing nearly 15,000 tons of potash,

10,000 tons of magnesia, and as much soda. From such
quantities of alkalies, obtained economically, either in a state

of silica, sulphate, or soon perhaps carbonate, emjiloyed by
our rural population, our deficiencies might be supplied, the

exhausted lands revived, and culture abandoned for being
unproductive, in consequence of the exhaustion of the soil,

again renewed.

The inquiry into the manure question has already revealed

to us the immense sources of sulphate of ammonia, phospliate

of iron, aud magnesia that the manufacturers of Paris, Lyons,
aud Marseilles have been compelled to obtain from fecal

matter and drains. The price of these substances, for a long
time appreciated, but always beyond the reach of the cul-

tivator, is becoming more and more accessible, and may fill

up that hnmense gap which exists and prevents the possibility

of obtaining mineral substances, such as potash, soda, and
magnesia, in a pure state.

After a careful perusal and study of M. Cartier's little

work, the reader may draw this conclusion : that the cultivator

can now procure himself aU mineral elements essential to

agricultural plants at a reasonable rate and in a primitive

state, so that he can mix them according to the requirements

of his soil or crops.

Marling, liming, and plastering are old and good practices
;

the use of phosphate of lime has taken the muuicipid right in

our stables and dung heaps ; the complement of mineral

substances is now a thing accessible to culture by the aid of

alkaline salts.

Now all these elements, brought to our doors in a pure
state, are just the same as we buy in artificial guanos; only

instead of inert substances being mixed with them, adulterated

with sand, brickdust, peat, &c., we cau buy them cheaper one
by one, and introduce them all into our manufactures as they

are required. This manufactory is our dung heap, which is

the true and most active factory for fermentation. There all

the reactions take place, having been tempered and regulated

by the manure pump. Agriculture may yet gain one thing by
this mode of procedure ; it will avoid the frauds and
deceptions, besides diminishing the cartage of these masses of

manure, and rendering them richer, more complete, more
active, and less bulky. H. L. Cokbeiller.

DRY EARTH AS A DISINFECTANT.—Porous earth
acts on putrefying animal and decaying vegetable matters on
the same principle as that ou which the purifying powers of
the charcoal depend. On account of their greater porosity and
absorbing properties, wood and peat charcoal are superior to
earth as disinfectants. However, dry earth is a very good
absorber and destroyer of foul smells ; and as it can be had
anywhere at little cost, it deserves to be used extensively, espe-

cially in the country, for preventing nuisance and loss in ferti-

lizing constituents, wliich is caused by the careless mode in

which human excreta are usually disposed of. Earth impreg-
nated therewith, like charcoal, has the poA^er of purifying itself

on exposure to the air ; so that earth may be used over and
over again for the disinfection of human excreta. It is indeed
worthy of special notice that a mixture of earth with night-
soil, after having been kept for some time under a shed, con-
fined at one or more sides, and covered by a roof to exclude
rain, and become dry, has its original disinfecting powers
almost completely restored, and may be used again for absorb-
ing and retaining the manuring elements of a fresh quantify
of night-soil. Earth in this way may be used three or four
times over for the disinfection of human excreta, and at the
same time becomes a valuable vehicle for absorbing and con-
centrating all the fertilizing constituents which enter into the
composition of liquid and solid excreta. Human urine con-
tains 91 to 94 per cent, of water, and fiecesnot less than 80 to

85 per cent. : hence the practical difficulty of converting them
into a dry and portable manure. Simple evaporation or artifi-

cial drying is impracticable ; because, in the first place, it

creates an intolerable nuisance ; and secondly, because it is

attended \vith the decomposition and loss of the nitrogenous
aud most valuable manuring constituents. These practical difi-
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ficiilties, vliicli are expcrieuceil iu the conversion of uight-soil

into a portable manure, may be completely obviated, al all events

in the country, by the free use of dry earth in closets. If a

sufficient quantity of earth is employed to absorb completely

the mixture of the excreta, the contents of the closets cau be

removed periodically, say, once a month, in the day-time, with

little or no inconvenience. They should be wheeled at once

under a roofed shed, and spread out as much as the space

admits, and left exposed to the drying influence of the air.

According to tlie state of the weather tiie mixture of night-

soil and earth will become sufficiently dry in two or three

months, when it may Ije used again iu the closet like fresh soil,

and the same process be repeated three or four times. During
the drying in the shed no appreciable amount of fertilizing

matter is lost, and as the earth after each removal from tlie

closets becomes charged with an additional quantity of manu-
ring matter, a very useful manure is finally produced with little

trouble and at a mere trifling expense. In country places,

where proper drainage is not provided, the nuisance of open
closets may be best avoided by the use of the arrangemeitts

adopted in tlie so-called earth-closets.— Vaelcker on Disiii-

fedmits.

THE MEASURE AND VALUE OF OATS,

(Taper read in Section F, BrilisJt Associ'dion, Sept. Qt/iJ-

This paper is part of an experimental inquiry into the

Mathematics of the Cereals. It refers exclusively to oats.

The corn trade of this country is in a state of great con-

fusion. In one place corn is sold by the quarter; in another

it is sold by some unit of weight ; and iu another by some
other unit. These units have generally a reference to the

weight per bushel. It seems very desirable that a uniform

practice should be established throughout the whole kingdom,

so that quotations of prices might become easUy intelligible.

Except for liquids, the quarter is probably the most indefinite

unit in existence. Two quarters of oats may ditfer from each

other to the extent of ten lbs., or twenty lbs., or forty lbs., or

eighty lbs., or one hundred and fifty lbs. The bushel is a legal

measure ; but there is no legal or uniform way of filling it.

No two meters will put the same weight into it. Haifa-
bushel measure, except of particles perfectly fluid, is only half-

n-bushel of corn by an unknown and constantly varying method
of filling. Neither is a peck the fourth part of a bushel of

corn, if both measures are filled in the same way.

The reason why it has hitherto seemed desirable to combine

measurement \rith weight in exchanging corn is, the assump-

tion that the weight per bushel is an index of the quality or

value. In other words that, the heavier the grain is per bushel,

it contains proportionally (the proportion unascertained) the

more meal. This is one of the bases of the corn trade. If it

is true, it is of sufficient importance to warrant a very strenuous

endeavour to devise a uniform mode of filling the bushel. The
method whiah, after various trials, the writer has adopted is, to

place a flat-bottomed perforated filler one-fourth of an inch

above the rim of the bushel or measure, and to stir the corn

through the lioles, thus filling the measure equally all over,

constantly from the same height, and without enclosing masses

of air. In general, this method increases the weight above the

ordinary basket-filling from three to eight lbs. With certain

sorts of oats approaching the Canadian type, successive trials

yield very uniform results. But with all rough oats approach-

ing the Tartarian type, the weight generally increases at every

successive trial with the same sample. Indeed, to increase the

weight of many sorts of oats, per bushel, nothing more is ne-

cessary than to give the sample to be weighed a good smart

whisk iu a corn basket. This friction will rub off a great

many of the asperities, and permit the seeds to flow more easily

into a corajiact mass. The weiglit per bushel wiU thus increase,

while the absolute weight diminishes.

Again, the weight of oats per bushel, iu all sorts which have

awns or long rough hulls, depends, to a considerable extent, on

the instrument by which the oats have been thrashed. If

thrashed by the flail, the awns and sharp points will be less

broken and liummelled than if thrashed by machinery. What-
ever huramels the grain most will produce the heaviest bushel,

while, of course, extremely little variation will have taken place

in the dynamical relation of the kernel and hull.

Again, oats which are smooth, well closed, and sharp at the
ends flow closely together, and leave much less space unoccupied
than oats which may be better filled and the glumes somewhat
open at the upper end ; so that the smoother oat will give the
heavier bushel.

From these comiidcraf ions a suspicion arises that the weight
per bushel ia no true test of the comparative value of oats, and

in order to mature this suspicion into belief, the following sis

pairs of experiments are selected :

—

C5

1—

'

0)0
CO cc
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The tliiiil jjiiir aie ulso samples of tlie same sort of home
oats. No. 85, weig-liiug forty-live llis. per bushel, cuiilains

eighty-six-aiid-a-lialf lbs. of meal, while No. GU, weighing
forty-sevcn-au(l-a-cjuarter lbs., coatains only eighty-three-and-
tliree-iiuarters lbs.

The fourth pair compares home with foreign oats. Both
samples are nearly of the same weight per bushel, while the

one eontaius more meal than tlie other to the amount of seven-

and-a-half lbs. per c\rt. of grain.

In the fifth pair both samples are foreign. The sample from
Sweden weighs forty-three lbs., and contains seventy-six lbs.

of meal per c«t., while that from Archangel weighs forty-and-

three-quarters lbs., and contains eighty-one-aud-a-half lbs. of

meal per cwt.

The sixth pair are both home oats. In weight per bushel,

the Canadian stands at one extreme of the oat scale, and the

wliite Danthonia, or bristle-pointed, at the other. The smooth,

compact Canadian, with a hull like plaster lath, contrives to

slide into the bushel to a weight of nearly fifty-four lbs., but
gives no more than se\enty-seven lbs. of kernels to the cwt.,
while its less accommodating opposite (though deprived of its

awns) sticks out its bristles, and demands elbow-room in the
bushel, and so will permit no more weight there than thirty-
four-and-three-quarters lbs. But it far surpasses its rival in
the only point which is commercially and agriculturally im-
portant, namely, the ratio of kernels to hulls.
The qualities are the quotients of the weights of kernels

divided by the bushel weight ; but the absolute quahties, which
are really important, are simply represented by the weight of
kernels, the weight per bushel being evidently a thing of no
permanent meaning or importance whatever.

It appears, therefore, to the WTiter, that a uniform corn
trade should be based on a uniform unit of weight, the quahty
or comparative value to be tested in the manner adopted in
these experiments, and that the bushel should be wholly set
^side. A. Stephen Wilson.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS, IRELAND, 1867.

Mr, AVilliam Donnelly, the Registrar-General of Ireland,

has made the following return to the Government, dated

Sept. 12th, 1S67 :

The collection of these statistics was carried out, as in

former years, by nearly 4,000 enumerators, selected from the

Constabulary and Metropolitan Police ; and they have fur-

nished returns of the tillage and live-stock on the several

holdings in Ireland, which amount to about 600,000. The
inquiries were conducted by the officers and men employed
on this duty with their usual efficiency.

The abstracts are compiled from summaries made by the

enumerators, and may differ slightly from the revised figures

hereafter to be published ; but it is not apprehended that any
important change will be necessary.

The total acreage under all crops in 1867 vi'as 5,458,945
The total acreage under all crops in 1866 was

(revised numbers) 5,520,568

Showing a decrease in the extent under crops

in 1867 of 61,633

The crops which diminiahed in area this year are

—

Acres. Acres.

rWheat 37,282-1c—
B:;:;idyy;::;::::::::::::''S ''''''

LBeans and peas 1,327 J
-Potatoes 48,808,
Mangel and beet 1,357

GEEEx cnops^ "^^T-^-rr :::. ^^'^^^
^ 07,866

Flax

Carrots, parsnips, and

{
other green crops 1,267

^Vetches and rape .'

3,92-4

10,402

Total decrease on the foregoing crops 157,575

The crops which increased in acreage in 1867 are

—

Cereals, Barley 20,411
Green Crops, Turnips 18,513

Meadow and clover 57,028

Total increase on the foregoing crops ... 95,952

Making a net decrease in the area under all crops of 61,623

Compared with 1866 the area under wheat decreased by

37,282 acres, oats by 40,283 acres, here and rye 415 acres, and
beans and peas by 1,327 acres. Barley increased by 20,411

acres. In green crops the area under potatoes diminished by

48,808 acres, and cabbage 12,510 acres. Turnips increased

by 18,513 acres.

The following abstracts exhibit the acreage under each
crop in 1866 and 1867, and the increase or decrease in the

latter year

:

Abstract or Cereal Crops.

1866,

Acres,

TVlieat 299,190
Oats 1,699,695
Barley 150,293
Bere and rye 10,021

Bean and peas 14,834

1867, Increase Decrease
in 1867. in 1867.

Acres, Acres, Acres.

261,908 — 37,282
1,659,412 — 40,283
170,704 20,411 —

9,606 — 415
13,507 — 1,327

Total... 2,174,033 2,115,137 20,411 79,307
V ^ '

Decrease in cereal crops in 1867 58,896 acres.

Abstract of Green Crops.

1866. 1867. Increase. Decrease.
Potatoes 1,050,353 1,001,545 — 48,808
Turnips 317,198 335,711 18,513 —
''infbeeTS} "~'>''^ ^^>^^'^ "
Cabbage 36,531 24,021 —
Carrots,parsnips,

")

andothergreeu > 26,738 25,471 —
crops J

Vetches and rape 30,623 26,699 —

1,357

12,510

1,267

3,924

Total 1,481,605 1,432,252 18,513 G7,8CC

Decrease in green crops in 1867 49,353 acres.

General Sujimary of Cereal .uvd Green Crops, &c.

Acres.

-D^c/wws in cereal crops in 1867.

Do. in green crops in do..

Do. in flax in do..

Increase in meadow and clover in do. ,

Acres.

58,896-)

49,353^ 118,651

10,402)
57,028

Total decrease in the extent ofland under crops in 1867 . . . 61,623

From the foregoing statement it will be seen that there has
been a decrease of 61,623 acres in the total area of land under
crops in 1867, compared with 1866. Grass has increased by
52,828 acres, fallow by 772 acres, bog and waste {unoccupied)
by 13,176 acres. Woods and plantations show a decrease of
5,153 acres.

The returns of live-stock for 1867, compared with 1866,
show a decrease in the number of horses of 13,451 ; of cattle,

43,799 ; and of pigs, 263,381 ; and an increase in the number
of sheep of 551,733. This increase in sheep is spread over
every county in Ireland.

The iotal estimaied value of horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs

this year was £35,095,224, being a decrease of £114,491,
compared with 1866.

Jlr. Donnelly here repeats the observation made when sub-

mitting the General Abstracts of Tillage and Live-stock for
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last year : " There is great cause for thankfulness to a mer-

ciful Providence that Ireland has hitherto been almost entirely

free from the distressing ravages of Die cattle-plague by which

almost every county in England and Scotland has so deeply

suffered." And he concludes as follows :
" I have again the

pleasure to state that, vvitli scarcely an exception, the particu-

lars given in the returns have been readily afforded to the

enumerators by the various stockowuers and occupiers of land,
wliicli I beg to say is highly creditable to their good feeling
and intelligence

; and I have now to repeat my respectful ac-
knowledgments to the landed proprietors, tenant-farmers, the
clergy of all denominations, and to the pubHc -press, for tlieir

continued valuable assistance with reference to the collection
of tlicse statistics."

PRIZE ESSAY ON THE DISEASES OF WHEAT.
By Mr. \V. Ey.

To THE Committee of the Agricultueal Society of South Australia.

Gentlemen,—In an essay on the diseases of wheat it will

be unnecessary to treat of any but those named by you, viz.,

takeall, black "and red rusts. All others occur so rarely as not

to require mention.

Of the three named, the first and most serious claiming

our attention must be " Takeall." The question suggesting

itself will be, " What is takeall, and from what does it pro-

ceed?"
In examining a field of corn infected with this disease it

will be found iu irregular patches spread througli the field.

Should the examination have taken place in the early part of

the season, these patches are but small, but rapidly increase

m size, spreading in a circle round the original diseased plant,

leading us to the conclusion that the disease is propagated

from one or two plants infected.

The plant so infected presents a sickly appearance, with

blackish linear spots on the leaves, somewhat similar to a

blight, appearing more on the tip of the leaf than near the

stem. This apparent blight, if examined by the microscope,

will be found to be a kind of mould resembling in appearance

dock mould [Peroiiospora ohliqua).

On a careful examination of this mould we must come to

the conclusion that this is not the cause, but rather the effect

of disease.

Examining the roots, we find their general outward appear-

ance, in most cases', perfectly healthy, and in only a few in-

stances these roots present a black appearance ; on being cut

open they are found to be more or less decayed, a number of

them being quite black, but still no cause of disease being

visible.

Examining the stem, we find, on stripping it completely, a

perfectly black colour, from the first to the second knot, this

colour being also communicated to tlie last covering. This

colour presents the appearance of a thin skin ; on gradually

cutting the stem lengthways this colour penetrates the stem to

a greater or less degree, according to the advanced state of the

disease. The cells in some cases are quite filled up, in others

wholly destroyed, and therefore preventing any or at least but

an insufficient quantity of nourishment being taken in by the

plant from the roots.

On detaching a piece of this skin aud submitting it to the

microscope it has the appearance of a very fine moss, aud iu

this moss we found curdled up a number of animacules resem-

bling the eels of wheat {J'ibrio iritici), but showing not the

least sign of life.

A drop of water was uow put on the object and covered

with a thin glass slide, wheu in about half-an-hour these

vibriones were found to have a wriggling motion, and in an
hour several had extricated themselves from their bed of moss,

or rather network, iu which they were confined, and moving
about with great rapidity.

A thorough obsenation of their movements and construc-
tion confirmed the previously entertained opinion that this

was really an eel of wheat. These must therefore be looked
upon as the real cause of the disease named takeaU.
The true origin of these vibriones has not as yet been de-

termined, but that they find their way into the ear of corn is

certain, from the numerous experiments made by the llev. M.
G. Berckley and others, and being there they lie dormant for
six or seven years, when on being put iu water or moist
ground, they again come to life. These vibriones being in the
seed when sown, are, upon the first rain falling on them,

called to life, when they eat their way out of the seed, and
fasten upon the young .shoot, eating their way into it and gra-

dually stopping all circulation, thereby preventing the plant

from coming to maturity, rendering it weakly aud liable to

all the different attacks of parasitic plants.

We now come to Black Rust. After a careful and length-

ened examination, no doubt can exist that this disease is

really corn smut (Vstilar/o seyetiim) ; and as this disease is so

well known, and has been so thoroughly investigated by the

most eminent men at home, it will be quite unnecessary to give

anything but a passing notice of it. The careful farmer is

really but little afraid of it ; in fact it is only where farming
is carried on on very loose principles that it becomes danger-
ous to the crop. Certainly the most careful fanner will some-
times get it amongst his crop ; but it is owing to his less care-

ful neighbours that his crop gets infected, and sometimes
through influence of the season, in which case but little can
be done to guard against it.

We now have only Red Rust.

This disease is the true corn rust (Tncliobasis rvlujovera),

and we can ouly repeat what has been said in regard to black
rust. In fact, it is much more harmless even than that disease,

for unless the ear of corn itself is attacked, which occurs but
very rarely, no damage is done.

The above is a description of the diseases of wheat as they

appear here. In comparing thera to those known in England,
black rust or corn smut, aud red rust are well known, wliOe
tlie takeall seems to be but little known. Iu fact, we can only
find one reference to a disease which appears to be at all simi-

lar to the before-named. Of this the Rev. M. G. Berckley
says :

" This disease has not, we believe, been described in any
English publication, though it has more than once been ob-
served in England."

It was observed in France about the same time that it oc-

curred in England, and was so abundant there as to attract

the attention of the peasants, who gave it the name of
" Pietin," from its originating near the base of the stem, upon
the first or second internode.

The malady was recognized first by the brown tint in the

interior of the diseased stem ; this tint gradually became
deeper, the circulation of the sap seemed impeded, the spikes

remained short and slender, the organs of fructification were
more or less abortive, the grains small aud wrinkled when dry,

while the stem was more and more changed under the influ-

ence of rain, moisture, aud heat, and became brown through
*heir whole extent ; so that nothing but meagre grains and
inferior straw could be expected from plants which ceased to

live before they had accomplished the successive phenomena
of vegetation, or had attained maturity.

At this period the cavity of the diseased internode presents

a white filamentous mycelium, which seemed to have origi-

nated within, under the upper knot of the part attacked,

descending thence into the cavity between that and the lower
knot in general for about half its length. Observation some
time after the above showed the disease in the same state,

except that the progress of the evil was characterized not only

by the brown colour of the greater part of the large cells, but

by impaired condition and brown tint of a portion of the wall

of the cells, some of which contained a brownish hquor, filling

completely the tubular cavity.

Now althougli tlie above is a description in most respects

applicable to the disease here, it makes no mention of the vi-
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briones found iu it here. These must be considered as the
cause of the evil, while the fungus is a result from their de-

stroying powers.

It has several times been stated that the malady was due to

the wheat midge {Cecidomyia tritici), or Hessian fly {Ceci-

domy/a desfn/r/or), but a comparisou between the effect pro-

dnced by them, aud their mode of destruction, will be con-
vincing that these are not the cause.

Having now reviewed the different maladies, our next care

is to determine the most probable cure aud preventive.

All remedies for the above must necessarily start from one
point, that is care and cleauliness ; for where a farmer allows

his farm to be surrounded or infected with weeds, that all have

their parasites, these being easily communicated to the wheat
plant, and changing on it to those peculiar parasites causing

its disease, there no preventive can be depended upon.

That the analysis of soils should give the cause and remedy

of the different diseases must be looked upon as a failure ; to

expect that 100 or 200 sample analyses should give us a

remedy or manure for all, is like expecting Holloway's pills to

be a cure for all human disease. It is only in special cases

where analysis of soil would determine the best manure suitable

for that particular field to restore it to a healthy condition. In
fact, the failure has already been proved by the abandonment
of both Baron Liebig and Dr. Macadam's theories.

Ill most cases the farmer will himself know what manure is

most beuefieial to his land ; that to employ a rank manure
in a dry and sandy soil would be a great error will be apparent

to every one, for these soils being already so hot, their heat,

and consequently evaporation of moisture, would be greatly

increased.

In regard to the three maladies specially spoken of, the

eradication of the remains of them from the field will first de-

mand attention. For this purpose it will be of the utmost

importance to burn all remaining straw or stubble, as well as

to eradicate aU weeds previous to the new seed being put in.

Should it have existed for a length of time, it is absolutely

necessary to change the crop, aud wherever practicable, peas

or beans would be the best to plant, these containing a number
of those ingredients necessary to the wheat plant, and supplying

the soil therewith. So is it reverse, the wheat leaving that

which the pea requires. Little fear need be entertained of the

failure of a pea crop, the plant being so much stronger than
that of wheat.

To far as our experiments have been made here, bones dis-

solved in sulphuric acid, or the so-caUed super-phosphates,

have proved the best manure most generally applicable^ and
we hope before long to see them come into general use, as a

raauufactory of sulphuric acid is about beiug established here.

The experiments already made have given the most satis-

factory results, the crop being perfectly healthy, and much
heavier than any other.

The seed now requires our attention, and in this lies our

great care, for that the seed be in a perfectly healthy and
sound condition is the first necessity for obtaining a good
crop. What can the best prepared soil do if a diseased or

weakly seed is put in ? It forces it to grow, bearing consump-
tion at its heart, being weak and sickly, rendering it liable to

all the attacks of parasites, against which it has no power to

resist ; for it is only on such plants that these parasites can

obtain the mastery, while, on the otlier side, a good sound

seed brings forth a powerful and healthy shoot, able to resist

aU their attacks, and succumbs only when compelled through

seasonable influences.

The farmer should be most scrupulously careful in the pur-

chase of his seed, that he procure one obtained from a neigh-

bourhood in which there has been no disease, or but little

made its appearance. I should advise every farmer to set

aside a patch of ground for the special cultivation of a seed

crop, which could be attended to with much more care than

could be bestowed upon the field ; indeed, to this subject Pro-

fessor Heuslow, in his report to the Agricultural Society of

England, says: "From a variety of considerations it has

always appeared strange to me that the practical agriculturists

are accustomed to pay so little attention to the raising of pure

seed-crops. There may be reasons which I do not properly ap-

preciate that would render it inexpedient to cultivate a seed-

crop ; but I should have thouglit that it was always worth

while for every farmer to set aside a proportion of ground to

be more carefully tended than the rest, for the purpose uf

securing good aud clean seed. Amongst otlier reasons for

such a practice, he would then be able to weed his crop from

every plant infected with bunt or smut before the fungi

ripened."

It is also of utmost importance that the seed-wheat be

changed every two or three years, and, where practicable, the

variety also ; for where a seed is constantly resown from the

same family it gradually becomes degenerated, weak, aud un-

healthy.

It now only remains to take into consideration the prepara-

tion of the seed, to arm and protect it against the various

enemies ready to attack it. So long as we can put the seed in

a position to produce a strong and healthy plant, but little need

bo feared. The greatest enemy to guard against is the takeall,

or rather the vibriones producing it.

The present mode of steeping the seed in bluestone is no

doubt a very good one, but not so satisfactory as might be de-

sired. The active principle of sulphate of copper (bluestone)

is the sulphuric acid, aud this alone afl'ects the corn. The
copper can be of uo benefit, but rather deleterious to the

growth of the plant, as it forms no constituent part thereof,

but may stop up those pores through which the seed receives its

first uourishment.

If we, therefore, employ dilute sulphuric acid only, we have

not only all the benefit of bluestone aud none of its deleterious

properties, but beiug able to use it in stronger proportions, we
can rely upon it destroying the vibriones lyiug dormant in the

seed, as a grain of corn containing these would not float like

other infected grain, and could not be skimmed off ; so that by

their being wholly destroyed is the only safeguard of the seed

being safe for use, and that they are so destroyed can be easily

proved by adding, while they are in full motion and under the

microscope, a drop of the most dilute acid, when they will be

instantaneously dead; m fact, observing them through the

glass, it seems as though they were shot.

But sulphuric acid alone would not be sufficient to guard

against all disease, for sporules of some, such as bunt, &c.,

contain oily matter. To destroy this we therefore, after having

steeped the seed in dilute acid—say one part acid to from 350

to 400 parts of water—and being left in there, say, 10 to 1

3

hours, then taken out and drained either in a sieve or old

basket, and spread on the barn floor, dust it over, whilst

still moist, with caustic or quicklime, so as completely to dry

it. This would effectually destroy those sporules, at the same

time forming a coating of sulphate of lime or gypsum round

the seed, and forming a soluble silicate with the soil surround-

ing, aud supplying the plant therewith, giving it strength and

durability to resist the various attacks of disease. There is

little doubt that it is the want of silicates that renders our

plants here so liable to destruction by the various fungi.

The foregoing is a description of the various diseases of the

wheat plant, after carefully conducted observations and length-

ened examination, both by the microscope and analysis of both

soils and straw. The experiments have been various, con-

ducted both on the field and at home, and the results given in

the above suggestions are the conclusions arrived at.

Mr. Maughan's Essay on Diseases in Wheat. — In

justice to the Rev. J. Maughan we extract from the Arffits

the remarks of it agricultural reporter, which show that there

are some at least who do not agree in the opinion expressed

by the judges that " the money agarded for these essays is so

much money wasted :"—" The essays on the diseases of wheat

sent in to compete for the Adelaide Society's prizes of £30,

£25 and £20, have been adjudicated upon, and die Rev.

James Maughan is the writer of that to which the first prize

was awarded. But tlie judges in their report say ' that they

ars unanimously of opinion that the money awarded for these

essays is so much money w^asted, as there is nothing in any of

them that all practical farmers were not aware of beforehand.

That care in the selection and preparation of the seed, good

ploughing, draining where required, fallowing, manuring, and

keeping the land in good heart, would be rewardtd by good

crops, and the contrary, is a self-evident proposition, and does

not require any discussion. The essays do not throw any

practical suggestions on the diseases that have attacked our

wheat crops for some years, and none of them offer any really

feasible remedy.' So say the sapient judges, and by their own

report they prove their unfitness for the task of having to

express an opinion on the labours of better-educated men

than ourselves. What did they expect for their money?

A A
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Did they supposR (liat llio offer of £30 would procure them
infonnatioii which the best scieutific knowledge and prac-

tical skill in the world have not yet attained, and which must
most probably remain undiscovered by both for years to come
yet, even with large sums at command for purposes of experi-

ment ? It was even proposed at the meeting of committee, on
receipt of this report, that the premiums should not be paid,

on the ])lea of value not being received ; but, fortunately for

the credit of the Society, the majority considered themselves
bouud iu honour to keep their engagement, and the first-prize

essay, the oiily one \\hich has reached us as yet, is M'ell worth
Jill the money paid for the three. In this Mr. Manghan clearly

and scieutilically describes the nature of the fungoid plants

which cause, or appear in connection with, the diiferent kinds

of rust, and the 'takeall' which is becoming worse than any
of tliem. He gives the only known remedies for some, and ex-

plains the reasons why these are remedies. He winds up by
saying that he has furnished the Society with all that is really

known on the subject, and has thus supplied material for fur-

ther discussion, and cleared the starting point for fresh ad-

vances. This alone is no slight boon to the farmers, for without
such a clearance practical men are very apt to waste many pre-

cious years, and lose a very large part of the returns they might
have had for their work, iu going over ground trodden long
before, only to arrive at conclusions they might have started

with. Having performed his task, the writer points out that

remedies are to be foimd for all these diseases in time, and
recommends the appointment by Government of an agricul-

tural chemist, as it is in vain to hope for the discovery of any
such remedies here unless the investigations be taken up on
behalf of the public. " No one man can be expected to devote
himself to such a purely national object without the authority
and appliances of ths Government to sustain him." And no
moderate amount of public money could probably be better ex-
pended in South Australia, for the value of the wheat now de-

stroyed by these diseases alone is estimated at about a quarter
of a million a year."

WHEAT DISEASES.

The Rev. J. Maughan addressed a meeting on the subject

of " Wheat Diseases as Exhibited under the Microscope."
The task which devolved upon him was, he remarked, of a
very simple character. When the Secretary called upon him
for the purpose of asking his co-operation in the preparation
of that conversazione, it occurred to him that, as at the pre-

sent time much interest was felt in the question of diseases in

wheat, and as a large amount of popular misapprehension pre-
vailed respecting it, they could not render a greater service to

theraselvfis and to science generally than by giving an oppor-
tunity to the science-loving people of Adelaide of seeing
with their ovni eyes some of the forms of disease of which
they had heard such a great deal. It was somewhat remark-
able that, notwithstanding all that had been said and written
on wheat diseases, there were still intelligent farmers, particu-

larly in the country districts, who still persisted in maintain-
ing erroneoue views. He knew full well that Dr. Mueckehad
been labouring hard to instil right ideas into their minds ; but
yet, strange to say, only the previous week, iu visiting a dis-

tant part of the colony, some farmers insisted upon it that Dr.
Muecke did not believe the disease to be occasioned by a
fungus, but by an insect at the root of the plant which sapped
its life. He believed the Doctor was present, and was
prepared to say that he never believed such a thing, that he
had never taught it, but had been endeavouring all the time to

correct this popular misapprehension. Might he be permitted
to state that recently the Agricultural and Horticultural So-
ciety had called for essays upon this important subject, and
that one of the essay writers was of opinion, and stoutly

maintained his opinion too, that some of the rust in wheat
was not fungitic at all. He had been somewhat amused in
reading a paper a few days ago—a paper which commanded
the approval of the very intelligent judges of the Agi-icultural
Society—the writer of which urged that the red rust was not
a disease in wheat. He suggested that during the rains the
tissues of the wheat plant beoamo largely expanded, and that
during the hot weather a oorresponding contraction took place,
iu course of which contraction a red powder exuded, called red
rust, haying nothing at all fungitic about it. Any gentleman
who had read anything on the subject during the last 50 or
CO years ^must know that in 1805 Sir J. Banks determined the

precise character of rust, and that a drawing was made
for the Royal Agricultural Society, in wliich it was put
out of question what its characteristics were. He might state

that there were three different forms of disease to which the

wheat-plants of this colony were subject. The first kinds
were bunt and smut. (Explained by diagram.) Bunt was one
of the least serious of the wheat-diseases iu the colony at the
present time, owing to the chemical remedies known for it.

Almost every farmer knew that by refined processes of pickling

the seed it became cleansed of its spores, so that the crops

were likely to be little affected liy them. The second class of

diseases were a little more serious than the buuts and smuts,

and were known here by the name of rust. (Illustrated by
diagram.) He sincerely hoped the gentleman was present

who had stated that red rust was the powder exuding from the

plant, for he was sure Dr. Muecke would convince him of his

mistake. The Rev. gentleman then explained the meaning of

the terms iricliobasis, riihii/o vera, irichohasis linearis, aud
jjucciiiia f/raminis. He remarked that the red rust, with proper

care, could be kept so far under as not to be a source of very

grave apprehension to the farmer ; but not so the lilack rust,

wliich was becoming so destructive in its results. Dr. Muecke,
at great trouble, had sent home to eminent German mycologists

specimens of the diseased plant, and they had designated it

vrocysiis occulta in preference to the itrmpolycyslis occulta, the

term conferred upon it by English mycologists. The ostensible

reason was that au Algaan plant was similarly designated ; but
iu his (Mr. Maughau's) estimation there was not sufficient

ground for departing from the expressive and appropriate de-

nomination 2Mtyc;/stis, mixny-cysted, or containing many spores.

TJie last and most serious disease was one which occupied

much attention at present, the " takeall," and in this case it

was a small woolly fungus that attached itself to the root of

the plant. There were two or three questions in connection

with this disease which needed careful attention. Dr. Muecke
and himself had been engaged that afternoon in an interesting

discussion as to whether the fungitic matter adhering to the

roots of the plant was the primary, or merely the secondary

cause of the disease. There were a large number of facts in

favour of the view that the fusidium at the root was the true

cause, and there were a number of facts on the other side. They
were scarcely in a position yet to pronounce dogmatically

on the matter. His own opinion was that the fungi of

the takeall appeared at different stages of the plant's growth
;

that in the early stage it was at once fatal, hut that when the

stem was well grown, it had sufficient vitality to struggle

agaiust its influence after being affected by it, and reach ma-
turity, with the one exception that there was a lack of strength

to develop the seed. Dr. Muecke, he understood, believed

that the disease was occasioned by the want of mineral mate-
rial in the soil ; that the mineral material was used up in fact,

and the soil became deteriorated in quality by constant crop-

ping, and that therefore the plant, through iniierent weakness,

was predisposed for any disease that might seize it. A great

deal could be said in opposition to this opinion, but the ques-

tion was not one in discussing which victory should be sought,

but truth. He hoped that the Agricultural Society, having
taken this important subject up, would not let it drop, but

would prosecute the inquiry to au issue, and collect all the

facts that could bear upon the origin and remedy of the disease.

Dr. Muecke thought the true remedy was in the treatment of

the soil. No doubt a great deal had yet to be taught farmers

as to the proper management of their land, and the means of

securing larger yields per acre. In England the laud realized

20^ bushels to the acre, whereas here it was barely 12. And
this was a proof that the good farming of the old country re-

sulted in good yields as compared with those here. He hoped

that there would yet be discovered a remedy for the last and
most destructive type of wheat diseases. IMedical men knew
that diseases in the human frame bad to be treated constitu-

tionally and specifically as well, and the same rule would have

to he applied with respect to wheat. He hoped the ladies and

gentlemen would take the opportunity of looking through the

microscope at some of the material obtained from diseased

plants, and they would learn that nothing could bo more prepos-

terously absurd than to question for a moment its fungitic cha-

racter. He had heard the question asked whether the fungus

was an animal or a vegetable— (a laugh)—and he would wish
Dr. Muecke to state plainly liow it was that he had spoken of

the disease as being caused by animalcules at the root of the
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plants.^ Of course, as he had stated that, all the farmers be-

lieved it ; but Dr. Muecke had declared that he never said or
meaut anything of the sort, and therefore he hoped tliat the
question \yould from that night be for ever settled (applause).

Some time was then spent in examining the microscopes

and other objects of interest in the room. Great interest ap-

peared to centre in a spectroscope exhibited under the direction

of Mr. Haycroft,

DUNDEE UNITED AGRICULTUEAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.

Tins open Show held under the auspices of the Highland

and Agricultural Society of Scotland, and of the Societies of the

district of Dundee, opened on Friday, Sept. 13. There were

upwards of 500 entries, embracing all descriptions of stock.

In Ihe Shorthorn breed the chief prizes were awarded to the

Doke of Buccleuch, Mr. Barclay, Keavil, and Mr. Lawrence
Drew. The sheep v.-ere altogether of superior quality, the chief

prize-takers Ijeiua- the Earl of Strathmore, Mr. Ainslie, of

Costerton, Mr. Walter Reid, of Drum, and Mr. Lyell, Old
Montrose. Amousc tlie long-wooUed other than Leicesters,

tlie most remarkable sheep were tliose belonging to tlie Earl

of Strathmore. They were considered very perfect specimens

cf their class. The following is a list of the awards :

—

CATTLE.
SHORTHORNS.

Judges.—^Mr. George BeU, Lincoln.

Mr. Joseph Culshaw, Towneley, Lancashire.

Mr. Wm. Sandy, Holme, Pierrepout, Notts.

Best bull calved before 1st January, 1865, not exceeding

eight years old, £10, his Grace the Duke of Buccleuch ; £6,
Alexander Bruce, Keig, Whitehouse, Aberdeen ; £4, LordKin-
naird, Rossie Priory.

Best bull calved after 1st January, 1865, £10, G. R. Bar-
clay, of Keavil, Dunfermline ; £6, Lord Kinnaird; £4, D. R.
Williamson, of Lawers, St. Fillans, Crieff.

Best buU calved after 1st January, 1866, £6, Lawrence
Drew, ;Merryton, Hamilton ; £4, Lord Kinnaird ; £3, Walter
Scott, Glendronach, Huntly.

Best cow of any age, £8 and £5, Colonel Munro Fergu-
son, of Raith, Kirkcaldy ; £3, David M'Gibbon, Inveravon.

Best heifer calved after 1st January, 1865, £8, Lord Kin-
naird ; £5, David Ainslie, Costerton, Blackshields ; £3, Walter
Scott, Glendronach.

Best heifer calved after 1st January, 1866, £6, David
Ainslie, Costerton ; £4, Lord Kinnaird ; £3, the Duke of
Buccleuch.

POLLED ANGUS.
Judges.—Mr. Robert Hector, Montrose.

Mr. Howieaon, Alytb.

Mr. George Leslie, The Thorn.

Best bull calved before 1st January, 1865, not exceeding

eight years old, '£10, the Earl of Soutbesk ; £6, Thomas
Ferguson, Kinnochtry, Coupar-Angus ; £4, A. Morison, of

Boffnie.

Best bull calved after 1st January, 1865, £10, Jas. Scott,

East Tullocb, Fordoun ; £6, Alexander Bowie, Mains of Kelly,

Arbroath ; £4, W. Wedderspoon, Balthayock, Perth.

Best bull calved after 1st January, 1866, £6, William

INI'Combie, of Easter Skene ; £1, Robert Walker, Portlethen;

£2. Wra. Whyte, Spott, Kirriemuir.

Best cow of any age, £8, William M'Combie, of Easter

Skene ; £5 and £3, Alexander Bowie, Mains of Kelly.

Best heifer calved after 1st January, 1865, £8, William

M'Combie, of Easter Skene : £5, Wm. M'Combie ; £3, Robt.

Walker, Portlethen, Aberdeen.

Best heifer calved after 1st January, 1866, £6, Earl of

Southesk ; £4, Wm. M'Combie ; £3, Alexander Bowie.

FAT STOCK.

Judges.—Mr. Brown, Cupar.

Mr. Bums, flesher, Dundee.

Best ox or cow of any pure or cross breed, calved after 1st

January, 1863, J. and W. Martin, Aberdeen ; 2, Lord Kinnaird;

3, Charles Lyall, Old Montrose.
Best OS or cow of any cross or pure breed, calved after

1st January, 1864, Walter Scott, Glendronach, Huntly ; 3,

William Crawford, Balgarvie, Perth; 3, J. and W. Martin,

Aberdeen.
Best ox or cow of any pure or cross breed, calved after 1st

January 1865, J. and W. Martin ; 3, Walter Scott, Glendron-

ach, Huntly; 3, Alex. Duncan, Pusk, Leuchars.

Best pure or cross heifer, calved after 1st January, 1865,

Alexander Bruce, Keig, Aberdeeu ; 3, James Bruce, Bumside
;

3, Robert Husbaad, Gillet.

AYRSHIRES.
Judges.—Mr. Kirkwood, ISIaryhill.

Mr. John Young, Houston.

Mr. John Waugh, Biggar.

Best buU, calved before 1st January, 1865, William

Buchanan, Coxlthill, by Stirling ; 3, John Stewart, Bumside
Cottage, Strathaven ; 3, ditto.

Best bull, calved after 1st January, 1865, John Stewart,

Burnside Cottage, Strathaven ; 2, Robert M'Kean, Lumloch,

Bishopbriggs ; 3, John Stewart, Burnside Cottage.

Best bull, calved after 1st January, 1866, John Fleming,

Meadow Bank Cottage, Strathaven; 3, David M'Gibbon,

Inveravon, Polmont ; 3, John Meikle, Seafield, Bathgate.

Best cow in-milk, of any age. Sir G. G. Montgomery, Bart.

;

3, Robert Fleming, Bankhead, Bellshill, by Glasgow ; 3, John
Stewart, Burnside Cottage.

Best cow in-calf, of any age, John Pender, Springhill Stane,

Motherwell ; 2, John Meikle, Seafield, Bathgate ; 3, Eari of

Southesk.

Best heifer, calved after 1st January, 1865, Lawrence Drew,

Merryton ; 3, John Stewart, Burnside Cottage ; 3, John

Meikle, Seafield, Bathgate.

DAIRY STOCK.

Best cow in-milk, Aldemey breed, Thomas Greig, of Glen-

carse ; 3, Sir J. S. Richardson, Bart., of Pitfour.

Best cow, of any breed, in-milk. Sir G. G. Montgomery, Bart.

;

3, John Pender, Springhill Stane, Motherwell.

Best two cows, of any breed, in-milk, in-calf, or having had

calves since 1st January, 1867, John Pender ; 2, Sir G. G.

Montgomery, Bart.

HORSES
FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.
Judges.—Mr. Salmon, Johnstone.

Mr. Wilson, Wester Covvden.

Mr. Young, Wester Fulwood.

Best mare, with foal at foot, Laurence Drew, Merryton ; 3,

William Chrystal, Cowden, Stirling; 3, John Collier, Pan-
lathy, Carnoustie.

Best mare, in foal, Laurence Drew, Merryton ; 2, Duchess
Dowager of Athole ; 8, James Kydd, Grange of Barry.

Best filly, foaled after 1st January, 1864, Laurence Drew,
Merryton ; 2, David Gordon, Netherton, Melgund, Aber-
lemno.

Best fiUy, foaled after 1st January, 1865, George Dick,

brewer, Dundee ; 3, John Balfour of Balbirnie ; 3, Patrick

Anderson, Carlungie, Carnoustie.

Best filly, foaled after 1st January, 1866, David M'Gibbon,
Inveravon ; 3, Sir William Stirling IMaxwell, M P., of Keir.

Best entire colt, foaled after 1st Januarj^, 1865, Sir William

Stirling Maxwell, M.P., of Keir ; 2, Robert Andrews, Allans,

Paisley ; 3, Robert M'Kean, Lumloch, Cadder, by Bishop-

briggs.

ROAD OR FIELD.

Judges.—Captain Kinloch, Gilmerton.

Mr. J. Wilson, Wester Cowden.

Best horse or mare, not under five years old, Laurence
Drew, Merryton ; 2, James Bruce, Halkerton, Forfar.

Best horse or mare, for road or field, not under four years
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old, rising five, Uaviil Cowe, Baluissie, Carnoustie ; 2, William

Wiiyte, Spott, Kirriemuir.

Best horse or mare, for road or field, foiiled after 1st Ja-

nuary, 1864-, James Hill, Braidistoue, Cupar-Angus ; 2, James
Govv, Bankliead, Denny.

PONIES.
Best mare, gelding, or stallion, not exceeding 14| hands

high, Thomas Erskine, Linlatheu ; 2, D. Gillespie, Mont-
quhannie, Cupar-Fife.

Best mare, gelding, or stallion, not exceeding 13 hands

high, Colonel Macdouald Macdonald of St. Martins ; 2, David
Hunter of Blackness.

CART-HORSES.
Best cart-horse, in harness, David M'Giblion, Inveravon

;

2, Alexander Weir, farmer, Newhouse Mill, East Kilbride.

SHEEP.
LEICESTER.

Judges,—Mr. George Baird, Ormiston.

Mr. A. BeU.
Mr. Sandy.

Best tup of any age, William Ruxton, Earnell, Brechin ; 2,

Mr. Rodger, West Seaton, Arbroath; 3, Laurence Drew,
Merryton.

Best shearling tup, John Lees, Mavingston, Haddington
;

2, Mr. Smith, Stevenson Mains, Haddington; 3, David
Ainslie, Costerton.

Best pen of five ewes, not less than two-shear, D. Ainslie,

Costerton ; 2, Right Hon. Earl of Southesk ; 3, Laurence

Drew, Merryton.

Best pen of five gimmers, or shearling ewes, Laurence

Drew, Merryton; 2, Thomas Ferguson, Kinnochtry; 3, D.
Wallace, Balgrummo.

LONG-WOOLLED, OTHER THAN LEICESTERS.
Judges.—Mr. G. Bell, Horncastle.

Mr. G. Stewart, Cureton.

Mr. Crauford, Balgonie, Perth.

Best tup of any age, 1, Walter Reid, Drem ; 2, William
Johnston, Carnbeg.

Best shearling tup, 1 and 2, Walter Reid, Drem.
Best pen of five ewes, not less than two shear, 1 and 2,

Walter Reid, Drem.
Best pen of five gimmers, 1, William Reid, Drem ; 2, Wm.

Johnston, Carnbeg.

SOUTHDOWNS OR OTHER DOWNS.
(In this class the Southdowns were separated in the judging

from the Shropshires).

Best tup of any age, 1, Charles Lyall,01d Montrose (South-

down) ; 1, the Earl of Strathniore (Shropshire) ; 2, the Earl

of Strathniore (Shropshire) ; 2, D. R. Williamson, of Lawers
(Southdown).

Best shearling tup, 1, Charles LyaU, Old Montrose (South-

do\ni) ; 1, the Earl of Strathncore (Shropshire) ; 2, D. R.
Williamson, of Lawers (Southdown).

Best pen of five ewes, not less than two shear, 1, J. Bruce,

Burnside (Southdown) ; 1, the Earl of Strathmore (Shrop-

shire) ; 2, the Earl of Strathmore (Shropshire).

Best pen of five gimmers, 1, Thomas Erskine (Southdown);

1, the Earl of Strathmore (Shropshire).

BLACKFACED.
JuDGES.^Mr. Hector, Montrose.

Mr. Howieson, Alyth.

Mr. Salmon, Johnston.

Best tup of any age, 1 and 2, John Archibald, Overshiels,

by Stowe.

Best shearling tup, 1, John Archibald, Overshiels ; 3, the

Earl of Airlie.

Best pen of five shearling ewes, John Archibald, Over-

shiels.

Best pen of five ewes, 1 , John Archibald, Overshiels ; 2,

the Earl of Airlie.

Best pen of five wethers, lambed after 1st January, 1863, 1,

James Smith, Marchburn ; 2, James Stewart, Newmarket,
Aberdeen.
Best pen of five wethers, lambed after 1st January, 1864,

1, the Earl of Airlie; 2, Peter Kinnear, flesher, Broughty
Ferry.

CROSS BREDS.

Best pen of five cross-bred wethers—cross of blackfaced

and Leicester, age considered, J. and W. Martin, Newmarket,
Aberdeen.

Best pen of five cross-bred wethers—cross of Cheviot and

Leicester, or any other cross, age considered, 1, Lord Kin-

naird ; 2, J. and W. Martin, Newmarket, Aberdeen.

SPECIAL PREMIUJIS.
For the best Shorthorn Bull of any age.—The Perth

Citizens' Cup, becoming the property of the exhibitor on

being gained three successive years, G. R. Barclay, Dunferm-

line.

For the best bull of the polled or Angus breed, of any

age.—The Earl of Dalhousie's Premium, £5, the Earl of

Southesk.

For the best cow of any age, polled or Angus, the Earl of

Dalhousie's Premium, £5, Alex. I3owie, Mains of Kelly.

THE STAFFORDSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The annual show of the Staft'ordshire Agricultural Society

was held at Lichfield, and, considering that two years have
elapsed without any meeting and cattle stock was not ex-

hibited owing to the cattle-plague regulations, the result must
be regarded as satisfactory.

As might be expected from the district, a good assemblage
of hunting horses was brought together, and the Shropshire
sheep mustered in great force. In these departments the
strength of the show consisted.

The horses formed the chief feature of the show. The first

two classes were very good horses. Mountain Dew, Captain
Keygate's horse, which took the first prize, was not for sale, but
it was stated that a Frenchman had bid £400 for him. Little
John, shown by Mr. Joseph Gilman, of Birmingham, found
many admirers ; the owner, we heard, refused £200 for him.
In tlie four-year-old class Mr. George Keeling's bay horse,
whicii took the first prize, was a strong serviceable animal

;

the owner asked £120 befort he got the prize, which he after-
wards raised to guineas. The second prize horse (^Mr. J. R.
Stirrup's, of Dilhorn) was a good hunter; and Mr. Mitchell's
bay filly, wliich was highly commended, was a very handsome
horse. The mares were only moderate. The show of harness
and riding horses was the best we have seen at the Stalford-
sUire meeting, Mr, Tyler'b bay ; took the fivst prize; auil

Mr. George Cheetham's dark bay cob was a very pretty

animal. The following were the

JUDGES.

AgriculturjVL Horses.—Messrs. T. Hopwood, Rowney
;

J. W. Ladkin, Lutterworth.

Hunting Horses, Hacks, &c.—Messrs. S. B. Congreve,

Harboro' Magna ; C. Randall, Chadbury ; W. J. Cartwright,

Wolverhampton.
Shropshire Sheep.—Messrs. Edward Lythall, Rudyard

Hall; Thomas Horton, Harnage Grange; J. Wood, Clip-

stone.

Leicester Sheep aj^d Sheep of any Breed, and
Pigs.—Messrs. William Tomlinson, Bradley Pastures ; J. A.

Beale, Brockhurst.

PRIZES
HORSES FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Entire horses.—First prize, £10, and silver medal, J. Yeo-

maus, Pennymore Hay; second, £6, T. Wallace, Tamworth.
Geldings and mares in pairs.—First prize, £10, F. Whit-

greave. Burton Manor, Staff'ord ; second, £6, J. Dean,
Brereton and Hayes Collieries, Rugeley. Commended; J.

Line, Lichfield,
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Marcs and foals.— Tiist prize, i.8, J. Sdby, West HilL

Farm, Lichtiold.

Two-year-olil gcldinijs or lillies.—First prize,£5,M.Madan,
Hasplour, Taimvorth ; second, £3, J. llawkesworth, Barton
Blount. Commended : J. Coxon, Freeford, Lichticld.

Yearling cjeldinjrs or fillies.—First prize, £5, G. Orgill,

Hough I'ark, Rugeley.

FOR HUNTING PURPOSES.
Horse or mare, any age.—First prize, £31, Capt. E. N.

Hcygate, Bucklaud, Leominster ; second, £10, Lieut.-Col.

R. II. Fitzherbert, Somersal Herbert, Uttoxeter. Highly

commended : Capt. E. N. Heygate. Commended : J. Gil-

man, jun., 1-iS, Lancaster-street, Birmingham.
Foiir-ye;\r-old geldings or fillies.—First prize, £15, G. B.

Keeling, Hampton House, Penkridge ; second, £10, J. R.
Stirrup, Dilhorn, Cheadle, Highly commended : G. T.

Mitchell, Newton Mount, Burton-on-Trent. Commended:
T. Pearson Moss, Winnington, Market Drayton.

Mares and foals.—First prize, £6, the Stonetrough Colliery

Company ; second, £4', W. Yates, Grindle House, Shifl^nal.

Harness horses or mares.—First prize, £7, J. Tyler, 144,

Islington, Birmingham ; second, £-!•, .J. Coxon.
Cobs.—First prize, £7, G. Cheetham, Rose Cottage, Lich-

field ; second, £4, J. Gilman, jun. Highly commended : H.
Ashton, Polefield Hall, Prestwich.

Ponies.—First prize, £5, J. Hardy, M.P., Dunstall Hall,

Burton ; second, J. Roberts, Streethay, Lichfield.

LEICESTER, OR OTHER LONG-WOOLLED BREEDS.
Rams.—First, £5 and silver medal, E. Foster, Alkmonton,

Longford, Derby ; second, £3, R. Johnson, Kirkireton, Wirks-
worth, Leicester. Commended : G. Turner, jun., Alexton
Hall, Uppingham.

Shearling rams.—First and second, £5 and £3, E. Foster.

Ram lambs.—First and second, £3 and £3, 11. Johnson.
Shearling ewes.—First, £3, W. Dester, Seckington, Tam-

worth.

Ewe lambs.—First, £3, R. Johnson.

SHROPSHIRE AND BLACK OR GREY-FACED SHEEP.
Rams.—First, £5 and silver medal, G. A. May, Elford Park,

Tamworth ; second, £3, J. H. Bradburne, Pipe-place, Lichfield.

Shearling rams.—First, £5, "VV. Holland ; second, £3, W,
Baker, Moor Barns, Atherstone. Highly commended : G. A.
May, Commended : J. Beach, The Hattons, Brewood.
Ram lambs.—First and second, £3 and £3, W. Stubbs,

Stockton, Stafford. Commended : J. Coxon.
Breeding ewes.—First, £3, J . Coxon ; second, £3 and highly

commended, Mrs. A. O. Baker, Grendon, Atherstone. Com-
mended : J. H. Bradburne.

Shearling ewes.—First, £0, J. Coxon ; second, £3, J. Beach.

Highly eommcuded: J. H. Bradl)urnc.

Ewe lambs (pens of live).—First, £3, J. Coxon; second,

£3, J. Beach. Commended: J. Brawn, Sandhills, Walsall,

and Col. Dyott, M.P., Freeford, Lichfield.

Ewe lambs (pens of ten).—First prize, silver cup, value £5,

G. A. May ; second, £3, J. Upton, Manor House, Alrewas,

Lichfield.

Fat shearling wethers.—First, £5, J. Reach. Commended :

The Marquis of Anglesey, Beaudesert, Rugeley ; and Mrs. A.

Stanley, Yieldfields Hall, Bloxwich, Walsall.

Short-wooUed ram,—First, £5, W. Holland.

SHROPSHIRE AND BLACK OR GREY-FACED SHEEP.
(Not trimmed after being shorn bare.)

Rams.—First, £5, H. J. Meakin, Shobnall Grange, Burton
;

second, £3, J. H. Bradburne. Commended : J. Brawn.
Shearling rams.—First, £5, J. Coxon ; second, £3, J. H.

Bradburne.

Breeding ewes.—First, £3, J. Beach ; second, £3, Col.

Dyott, M.P. Highly commended : The Marquis of Anglesey

and J. H. Bradburne.
Shearling ewes.—First and second, £3 and £2, J. H. Brad-

burne. Highly commended : Col. Dyott, M.P. Commended

:

J. Brawn.
SINGLE SHEEP, ANY BREED.

Wethers.—First, £3, J. Beach.

Ewes.—First, £3 and highly commended, J. Coxon. Com-
mended : W. Stubbs.

Lambs.—First, £5, W. Grindley, Berkswich, Stafi'ord

;

second, £3, E. J. Greene, Littles Farm, Alrewas, Lichfield.

Commended : J. Beale, Walton, Burton ; W. Holland ; and J.

Booth, Shenstone, Lichfield.

PIGS.

Boars (large breed).—First, £4, H. Tomlinson, Blythford,

Rugeley ; second, £'2, J. Hawkesworth, Barton Blounts.

Commended : J. AVhitworth, Measham, Atherstone.

Sows (large breed).—First, £4 and commended, M. Walker,

Stockley Park, Anslow, Burton ; second, £3, H. Tomlinson.

Boars (small breed).—First, £4; and commended, M. Walker;

second, £3, the Marquis of Anglesey. Highly commended :

Col. Dyott, M.P.
Sows (small breed).—First and second, £4 and £3, the

Marquis of Anglesey. Highly commended : Col. Dyott, M.P.

Pen of pigs.—First and second, £4< and £3, M. Walker.

Commended : J. Whitworth.

EXTRA STOCK.
Sheep.—Silver medals, J. Coxon and J. Brawn.
Pigs.—The Marquis of Anglesey.

THE BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The usual montlily meeting of the council of this society was
held at Taunton on the last Tuesday in August, under the pre-

sidency of Sir J. T. B. Buckworth, Bart. There were also

present—Messrs. H. G. Andrews, R. H. Bush, Thos. Danger,

J. Tanner Davy, J. Daw, R. R. M. Daw, E. S. Drewe, F. W.
Dymond, Mark Far-rant, John Fry, John Gray, W. R. Hicks, T.

Hnssey, Robert May, E. F. Mills, Rev. T. Phillpotts, Messrs.

S. Pitman, Wm. Porter, W. R. Scott, Ph.D., John Sillifant,

J. C- Moore Steevens, H. Williams, and J. Goodwin (secretary

and editor).

The committee and stewards for the ensuing year were

appointed.

F.u,MOUTii Meeting, 1868.—The council took into con-

sideration the amount desirable to be offered in prizes for

stock and poultry at the meeting in 1868, and a meeting of

the prize-sheet committee will be held on the 33rd of Sep-

tember, to determine as to the mode of its distribution, regard

being had to any prizes that may be offered by the Falmouth
local committee for objects of especial local interest.

The Society's Meeting in 1869.—The Secretary re-

ported that he had received letters from Gloucester, Bath, and
Taunton, asking for information as to the conditions on which
the society would be willing to hold its meeting for 1869 at

one or other of those places ; and, after considerable discus-

sion, in the course of which the principle was strongly affirmed

that the society could not merge its identity by entering into

temporary connexion with any other association, it was directed

that the secretary should at once write to the parties asking

for information, forwarding a copy of the society's printed

conditions, and stating that the place of meeting will be taken

into consideration at the next meeting of the council, on
Tuesday, September 24th, when any deputations or communi-
cations will be received.

The Time of Siieep-Siieamng.—On the motion of Mr.
Danger, a resolution was passed " that the time for the

shearing of sheep intended for exhibition be not necessarily

determined by the practice of the Royal Agricultural Society."
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GLOUCESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

This Society held its twelfth annual exliibition in the
fashionable tovni of Cheltenham, the site selected being
the spacious and delightful PitviUe Gardens and adjacent

grounds. The exhibition was opened on Tuesday and closed on
Thursday, and was a marked success. Troin some cause or

other tliere was, with the exception of two or tliree classes,

verj' little competition in the sheep department, even with the

long-wools ; while of short-wools the Earl of Radnor was the
only exliibitor of Southdowns in three classes, and Mr. Hol-
land, M.P., the president of the society, the only exliibitor of

Shropshircs in the same nmuber of classes. Tliis branch of

the show was, therefore, numerically weak ; but in other re-

sjjects it was very satisfactory, very grand specimens of Cots-

wolds, Southdowns, Sbropshires, and Oxibrdshire Downs being
penned. There was a keener competition in the pig classes

;

hut this department was, nevertlieless, not so good as at former
shows. The horses were the grand and attractive feature of
the show, and its extent and general excellence certainly did

much to compensate for the deficiency in the sheep classes.

The whole of the classes may be pronounced as " good," those
for cart horses, hacks, and ponies notably so ; and the indif-

ferent specimens, relatively to the whole number exhibited,

were comparatively few. The first class, for cart mares and
foals, had ten entries, and the first prize was taken by the Pre-
sident of the Society with a grand old mare, lloyal Matchless,
and a good foal ; iMr. Stephen Davis, of WooUershiU, Per-
sliore, being second. The class for entire cart horses was a
fair one, but the judges did not hesitate long in picking out the
winner, the Birmingham prize-horse. Lord Chief Justice
Bolt's second prize of £10—the first prize being £30—went to
Mr. Johu Sivell, of Longford.

LIST OF PRIZES.
SHEEP.

XONG-WOOLS.

Von the best five breeding theaves, not more than 23 months
old, £10, the gift of the Right Hon. the Earl of Eldon, Mr.
Robert Lane, Cottage Tann, Northleach ; second-best, £5,
Mr. Thomas Walker, Stowell Park, near Northleach.

For the best ram of any age, £10, the gift of Mr, J. H.
Elwes, Mr. J. King Tombs, Hatherop, near Tairford ; second-
best, £3, Mr. John Wheeler, Long Compton, Shipston-on-
Stour.

For the best shearling ram, £5, the gift of Mr. A. A.
Bathurst, M.P., Mr. J. King Tombs ; second-best, £5, Mr. T.
Herbert, Eastleach ; commended, Mr. Thomas Walker.

Por tlie best ram and five breeding ewes of the Cotswold
breed, £10, the gift of Sir M. E. Hicks-Beach, Bart., M.P.,
Mr. J. King Tombs.
For the best ten ewes of the long-wool breed, that have bred

up lambs this season, £10, the gift of the Cheltenham Local
Committee, Mr. Robert Lane.

For the best long-wool ram in the yard, £5, Mr. J. King
Tomb^,

For the best five ram lambs, £10, the gift of Sir F. Gold-
smid, Bart., M.P., Mr. J. King Tombs ; second-best, £5, the
gift of the Hon. R. H. Dutton, M.P., Mr. J. King Tombs.

SnORT-AVOOLS.

For the best five breeding theaves, not more than 23 months
old, £10, tlie gift of his Grace the Duke of Beaufort, Earl of
Radnor, Coleshill; second-best, £5, Mr. Charles Lawrence,
The Querns, Cirencester.

For the best ram of any age, £5, the gift of the Right Hon.
the Earl of St. Germans, Earl of Radnor.

For the best shearling ram, £5, the gift of Mr. W. P. Price,
M.P., Earl of Radnor.

For the best five ewe lambs, £5, Earl of Radnor.

siiEorsniREs.

For the best five breeding theaves, not more than 23 months
old, £10, the gift of Mr. Edward Holland, M.P., and the So-
ciety, Mr, Edward Holland, M.P.

For the best ram of any age, £5, and the best shearling

ram, £5, Mr. Edward Holland, M.P.

OXrORDSHIKES,

For the best five breeding theaves, not more than 23 months
old, £10, IMr. Henry Playne, Frampton Mansell.

For tlie best ram of any age, £5, Mr. George Walker;
highly commended, Mr. G. Wallis, Old Shifford, Bampton.

For the best shearling ram, £5, highly commended, and
for the best five ewe lambs, £5, Mr. George Wallis.

For the best ten ewes of the short-wool breed, that have
bred up lambs this season, £10, the gift of the Cheltenham
Local Committee, and for the best short-wool ram in the yard,

£5, Earl of Radnor.
PIGS.

For the best boar pig under a year old, £o, the gift of Mr.
T. Gambler Parry and the Society, and second, £2 10s., Rev.
W. Holt Beever, Pencraig Court, Ross.

For the best boar pig more than a year old, £5, Mr. Heber
Humfrey ; second, £2 10s., Earl of Radnor.

For the best three sow pigs, of the same litter, under 9

months old, £6, the gift of Mr. T. B. Lloyd Baker and the

Society, Earl of Radnor ; second-best, £3, Mr. Heber Hum-
frey ; commended, Mr. Edward HoUand, MP.

For the best sow pig for breeding purposes, first prize, £5,

Mr. Heber Humfrey ; second, £2 10s., and highly commended,
Mr. W. Yells, Highworth.

For the best sow and pigs, first prize, £5, Mr. Heber Hum-
frey ; second, £3 10s., Earl of Radnor.

Judges : Edward Little, C. Randell, and James Coulter.

HORSES.

For the best mare and foal (her own produce) for agricul-

tural purposes, £10, the gift of the Right Hon. Earl Bathurst,

Mr. Edward Holland, M.P. ; second-best, £5, Mr. Stephen

Davis, WoUershiU, Persliore.

For the best stallion, for agricultural purposes, above 2 years

old, £20, Mr. W. Wynn, Grafton, near Alcester ; second-best,

£10, the gift of Lord Chief Justice Rolt, Mr. John Sivell,

Longford, Gloucestershire.

For the best gelding or filly, for agricultural purposes, under

3 years old, £5, the gift of Mr. J. H. Elwes, Mr. Jolm Crump.
Judges: William Richards, William Allen.

For the best staUion, calculated to get hunters or hacks,

£25, tlie gift of the Right Hon. Earl of Ducie, Mr. Edward
Griffiths, Marie HiU, Cheltenham; second-best, £10, Mr.
Hohnan, Cheltenham.

For the best hunting mare or gelding, £16, the gift of Mr.
Robert Staynor, M.P., Mr. Henry Humphreys, Cheltenham

;

second, £8, Mr. Thomas Taylor, Turkdean, Northleach ; third,

£4, Mr. Samuel Bawtree, Tarn, Ross-sliire ; commended, Mr.
G. C. Matthews, Great Malvern.

For the best hunting mare or gelding, under five years old,

£10, Mr. Thomas, Little Norcote, near Cirencester ; second,

£5, Mr. Joseph Cooper, Redmarley, Newent ; third, £2 10s,,

Mr. William Spencer, Alderton, Cliippenham.

I'or the best hack, not exceeding 15 hands high, £10, Cap-

tain St. Clair Ford, Cheltenham ; second, £5, Rev. George

Watts, Cheltenham ; third, £2 10s., Sir George S. Jenkiuson
;

highly commended. Sir George S. Jenkinson ; commended, Mr.

H. G. EngUsh and Mr. John Grifliths.

For the best pony, .ibove 12 and under 14 hands high, £10,

Mr. W. Baker, Clielteuham (disquablied) ; second, £5, Mr.

Richard Milward, Southwell; tliird, £2 10s., Mr. William

Gardner, Cheltenham ; higlily commended, Captain J. Simp-

son Bollard, Cowbridge.

For the best pony not exceeding 12 hands high, £7, Mr.

James Smith, Cheltenham ; second-best, £5, Mr. Edward

Huraplirios, Cheltenham ; tliird, £3, Mr. Edward Cripps,

Cirencester ; highly commended, Mr. Robert Newcombe

;

commended, Mr. W. Pliclps and Mr. R. G. Verney.

Judges : Messrs. Wilham Ricliards, Edward llallewell, and

John Walker,
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CHEESE.
To the exliibitor of the best cwt. of tliick cliccsc made from

hind in his own occupation, £5, the gift of Jlr. T. B. Lloyd

Baker and the Society, Mr. Henry Thompson, The Bloat,

Newcnt ; second-best, £2 10s., Mr. Joseph Pitman, Berkeley
;

commended, 'Mr. Joseph Pitman.
To the exhibitor of the best cwt. of double cheese, made from

land in his own occupation, £5, j\Ir. Martin Neale, Berkeley;

second-best, £2 10s , Mr. Arthur Keene, Olvestoa, Bristol;

commended, Jlr. A. Kecue and Mr. J. Pitman.

To the exhibitor of the best cwt. of thin cheese, made from

land iu his own occupation in the county of Gloucester, £5,

the gift of the lligbt Hon. Lord Pitzhardinge, Mr. Arthur

Keene ; secoud-bcs't, £2 10s., Mr. Martin Neale ;
highly com-

mended, Mr. Joseph Pitman.

Judge : Mr. Benjamin Brunsden.

ROOTS.
For tiic best collectiou of roots, grown exclusively from seeds

purchased of him (12.swedes, 12 mangolds, and 12 turnips), a

silver cup, the gift of Mr. J. Clare, of Cheltenham, Mr. Jolm
AVigmore, Biekcrton, Much Marcle.

Judges: Messrs. Edward Little, C. Ramlell, and James
Gouter.

THE SHEEPFOLD v. FARM-YARD
MANURE.

SiK,—"There is nothing like the slieepfold." How fre-

quently we are told this by practical men !
" The treading the

land does so much good." Yes, if it is very light land : but

if it is hea\-y land the sheep treading is most injurious. It is

not the sheep's feet that do the good, but the sheep's tails.

But I wish to show to my brother-farmers in this paper that

there is something like the slieepfold, and something quite

equal to it, and that is the voidances of well-fed cattle

on paved floors under cover, carried immediately from
the shed to the field. I am going to prove why this

must be equal to the slieepfold, and why the ordinary farm-

yard manure is so inferior to the slieepfold, and after this I

expect that both landlords and tenants will gradually, and as

soon as may be, discard open and unpaved farm-yards as

destructive of farm profits. We are all naturally so attached

to things that have existed from time immemorial, and to

which we have been accustomed from our youth, that it

would be unreasonable to expect a " sudden conversion" of a

whole nation of agriculturists ; but I have great faith iu the

common sense of my countrymen when they are brought to

deal with comparative facts—so I shall expect that in a

generation or two (which is not a long period in the history

of a nation) open farm-yards and unpaved floors will have
become " the light of other days," and that the " shedfold"

wiU be then considered equal to the " sheepfold." But let us

come to the facts. AVlien sheep are on land the whole of

their voidances are at once appropriated by the soil ; nothing

is wasted : there is no washing, drying, mangling, or turning

over, and tvsdce moving or carting, with weeks or months of

exposure. The soluble portions are all washed into the soil,

and not down the ditches. There is much less manual and

horse labour, and wear and tear of carting. The reverse of

all this takes place with the respected old, open, unpaved farm-

yard, and the untroughed buildings around it. Here it is all

washing, drying, and mangling, sopping up heavy rainfalls with

mops in the shape of huge waggon loads of valuable straw,

which should be used as food rather than as mops. How often,

and only recently, have I seen farmers letting off the strong

tea into the ditches, owing to the heavy rain having rendered

the farm-yard impassable or impracticable ; and aller all this,

the tea-leaves are carted to what is mistakenly called a dung
heap, and, after a time, duly turned over, refilled and recarted,

and then spread upon the land. All this is really a bitter

satire on agricultural eommerciality. The real causes and
objects of this mistaken, costly, and injurious manipulation

were no doubt originally twofold, viz., to keep the cattle dry,

and to rot the straw. But the practice must be altered now.
The time will come when farmers shall as soon think of tread-

ing their oil-cake as their straw underfoot, seeing that it has

ft much greater value as food than as litter, There is no

straw in the sheepfold, yet no farmer ever complains that his

land is iiisufliciently manured by the sheepfold. I don't

believe that farmers generally know that for every pound of

solid voidance made by the animal there are 12 or 131b, oi

liquid, and that nearly all the value of tlie manure is in the

liquid ; the insoluble matter of the solid being comparatively

worthless. Well may they prefer the sheepfold to the old

open fiirm-yard, where not only so much runs away, but also,

where sucli precious fluid siuks into the floor or ground.

But sec how economical the covered shed is, both iu time and

money. Tlie accumulated voidances of 20 bullocks (equal to

140 sheep) for two months may be placed on the land at once,

and spread ready for ploughing in at a trifling cost. I am now
putting it on for Cabbage after Tares, and it will beat any

guano or artificial manure. It is, in fact, the cattlefold.

Better still is tlie cattle manure from under the sparred floors

without any straw ; that is the stuff we want plenty of to

make great crops. I claim no merit, and I make no apology

for so constantly " pitching into" ancient agriculture, or rather

its erroneous practices. If I had been bred a farmer, I should

no doubt have done as otlier farmers do ; but having been well

shaken in the commercial blanket before I entered into farm-

ing, I take a commercial view of its proceedings, and come to

my work free and unfettered by the trammels of antiquated

customs and prejudices. I know that some agriculturists will

be angry w itli me, but what I commend I practise ,
and my

sole object in making public those of my views which I have

found profitable, is a sincere desire to benefit British agricul-

ture and agriculturists, and thus to provide more cheap and

abundant food for my fellow-countrymen. J. J. Mechi,

KEEPING GOATS FOR MILK.
In ancient times large flocks of goats were kept both for

meat and milk. The flesh of a young kid was highly esteemed

by epicureans in the days of yore. Large use was also made

of goats' milk. We moderners, for some reason or other,

make but little use of this animal. Here and there a goat is

kept as a curiosity, but rarely with practical, utilitarian objects

in view. We observe that as one result of the cattle plague

iu Britain, the keeping of goats is being resorted to more exten-

sively, and milch goats command high prices. Having experi-

mented with one of these animals tlie past summer, we feel

qualified to express an opinion as to their merits. The goat in

question came under our observation in June last, having been

bought by a neighbour shortly after her kid was weaned. She

was then giving three quarts of milk daily. Some time after-

wards her owner, requiring a larger supply of milk than her

ladyship could furnish, concluded to purchase a cow, when we

bought the goat. Our trial of her has been very satisfactory,

At this date she gives three pints of milk daily, which is

worth nearly twice the quantity of such milk as you usually

get from vendors of the common article. We are inclined to

think she is a wither better milcli goat than the ordinary run of

these creatures; but we see no reason why, with some attention

to breeding, their milking qualities might not be improved.

The milk undiluted is excellent in tea and coffee, imparting no

unpleasant flavour. With the addition of one-half water, it

makes a good article of diet for little children, for whom and

for invalids it is supposed to possess qualities of a peculiarly

beneficial nature. We detect no unpleasant smell from the

creature, though we have heard it objected to keeping goats

that they emitted an offensive odour. It may bo that some

goats, like some human beings, have this peculiarity. Nanny
is a great pet, and makes herself very agreeable, never butting

or using her horns except in play. To prevent her jumping

and climbing mischievously, we have thus far kept the fore and

hind leg on one side strapped, just so as to embarrass her

movements without hurting her. We have read somewhere

that it is best to keep a pair, and to couple them as hounds

are coupled ; their dispositions being so contrary that they

are never unanimous in going into a particular mischief, and

so one checks the other. They have a greedy and not over-

particular appetite, eathig anj-thing almost that teeth can

masticate or stomachs digest. We incline to think that mis-

chievous and ill-natured butting with which they are some-

times charged is the result of their being teased. They seem

as capable of being influenced by kind treatment as any other
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animal with wliich we are aequaiuted, and on tlie wliole wc
incline to the opinion that they are worthy of receiving more
attention from stock-keepers than they arc getting at present.

Some time ago the following communication ou tliis suhject

appeared in the American Agrtniltiinst

:

—" In December,
1804, I purchased a pair of young goats to keep in the barn

with my horses, as I heard that horses would be more healthy

if stabled with goats. When the teamster landed the goats in

the front yard, every neighbour was on the alert and horribly

alarmed, expecting nothing short of the murder or maiming of

half their children. Nanny had a kid the last day of April,

1865, and has supplied our family with excellent milk ever

since; and now, in February, she gives a half pint every morn-
ing, which is worth more than a pint of such milk as I buy of
the neighbours. And now the lady of the house says she
would not take fifty dollars for Nanny if she could not get
another. The goat has all the oats and hay she will eat, but
she is rejoiced to get brakes, twigs, bark of small trees, acorns,

and occasionally a ' chew of tobacco.' She has a small field

to range in in summer, and 1 never have to chain or hamper
her, as she is not breachy. T have a board with cleats nailed

on at the pitching window in the barn, so that the goat can go
in and out as she pleases. If cows become sick and unhealthy
don't you think we had better keep goats ?"

—

Canada Farmer.

THE PARIS EXHIBITION.
THE TBIALS OF THRASHING AND OTHER

MACHINES AT BILLANCOURT,

A certain amount of interest was elicited by the trials of

thrashing machines at Billaucourt on Saturday, Aug. 17, from
the fact that no less than seven of our English makers had sub-

mitted their well-known machines to the ordeal of the opera-

tions of a French jury. When we say French jury, we must
((ualify that expression to the extent that on this occasion they

had, at last, admitted our countryman Mr. Scott, whom they

had so persistingly excluded from their body on the occasion of

the late trials at Fouilleuse and Vincennes. But even this

tardy admission of an English judge, when so great a propor-

tion of the machines to be tested are English, was not obtained
without much trouble ; and a less persevering man than Mr.
Scott would have retired from his baftled endeavours at their

very onset. We met him the day before the trials at the Im-
perial Commissioners' oflices, this time only provided with
what he considered liis crcdenliah, which consisted only in a

stiff letter from Mr. Cole, signifying to the French Com-
missioners that he had appointed Mr. Scott, and requesting
that majestic body to admit him as a juror. Happily
we were able to smooth the troubled waters that imme-
diately arose at the perusal of that precocious epistle.

The Frenchmen contended that Mr. Cole, and the body of En-
glish Commissioners whom he represented, had absolutely no-
thing to do with their international competitions, and that he
had no right whatever to appoint judges of their own. They ap-
peared to feel no little indignation at this assumption on the
part of our English officials. We calmy suggested that inas-

much as there were many English competitors in the forthcom-
ing trial, it would be but a matter of justice and courtesy that
these English e.\hibitors should be represented in the jury by
a countryman of theirs, just as the Americans had been in the
previous trials. This they readily admitted, and further ex-
pressed their readiness to recognize Mr. Scott as one of their

body, if proper request to that effect were made to the Commis-
sioners. We suggested to Mr. Scott that such should be done at

once, and advised him to return to Mr. Cole, and demand a

differently-worded letter. This we presume was done, as on
the next morning when we arrived on the island we saw that
everything was courteously settled, and our countryman duly
invested with all the prerogatives of his hard-won dignity.

The mode of trial adopted by the jury was to allow fifty

sheaves of wheat to each combined machine, and note the
time occupied in the complete thrashing of that quantity. The
weight of the sheaves was ascertained beforehand, and after

the operation the clean wheat was carefully weighed. What
comparative criterion this offered we are at a loss to under-
stand.

Each competitor had to provide his own sheaves—at his

own cost of course—and was obliged to take what he could
get at a few liours' notice. From the following account,
showing the i)erformance of each machine, our readers will
see how the Meight of each lot of sheaves dilFered in every
instance one from the other—an evident proof of the great
difference that existed in the quality of the grain. If the
quality and the quantity of the grain thrashed" hy each ma-
cliine are to affect the judgment of the jury, it is obvious that
undue advantage would fall to the lot of those who had the
best and heaviest sheaves to thrash. We have, however, no

inclination to carp too severely at the French method of test-

ing thrashing machines ; suffice it to say that the jury nobly
stuck to their work, and seemed to glory in exposing them-
selves to the shower of dust belched forth from the machines,

owing to the wretched and dirty condition of the wheat they

had to tlirash, which soon obliterated every distinction which
the colour of their coats might have afforded.

The first machine tried was Ransomes and Sims' large com-
bined machine, with straw chopping and mincing apparatus

attached; also a newly-invented blast-elevator, chatf-cutter, and
blower attached. To this machine one hundred sheaves

had been allowed, as a double experiment was necessary,

to test its powers with and without the chatt'-cutting

apparatus. The time taken by the machine (without the

chaff-cutter) thrashing fifty sheaves, averaging 9161bs. Eng-
lish weight, was 6 minutes, and the weight of the grain

amounted to 1761bs. The time employed with the chaff-

cutting apparatus was just double, viz., twelve minutes.

We do not exaggerate when we say that the work of this

machine excited, with tlie French jury and bystanders, much
admiration. The straw, whether thrashed long or cut by the

chaffcutter, was left in admirable condition ; and no grain

whatever could be detected either in the straw or in the cavings.

The next machine tried was that of Messrs. Clayton and
Shuttleworth, which devoured its fifty slieaves, weighing 340
kilos, (equal to 7501bs.),in four minutes and a-half, " as clean

as a whistle," as the saying is, to the great astonishment of the

foreign attendance, which, by-theJjye, was as scanty as usual

at Billancourt.

Tlie next machine tried was Ruston, Proctor, and Co.'s.

The weight of the fifty sheaves brought by that firm was 530
kilogrammes (equal to about lloOlbs ), and the amount of

grain to 112^ kilogrammes (2471bs.). This machine took
seven and a-half minutes to accomplish its task.

Marshall and Son's machine took six minutes to thrash its

fifty sheaves, weighing 503 kilos, (equal to about 1,080 lbs.)

The grain weighed 133 kilos.

Robey's machine unfortunately broke down just as the

last few sheaves were handed to the feeder.

Barrows and Carmichael's machine was also tried with pretty

similar results. Marshall's machine created great interest

among the French judges, from its being provided with a
grinding-mill. They looked at this plaything with the same
astonishment as children would look at a toy ; and we should

not wonder that this adjunct to Mr. Marshall's machine
will obtain some token of the judges' admiration in the

shape of a prize or high commendation.
A small two-horse thrashing machine, exhibited by the

Reading Company, created some wonder at the lightness of

its draught, only two by no means strong horses, compared
with the amount of work done. This machine not only

thrashes the grain, but shakes the straw and gives the grain a

first cleansing preparation. Among the French horse-power

machines we remarked one equally good. It was exhibited by

Monsieur Gautrand, and is worked only by two horses.

This machine did excellent work, and must be pronounced a

very clever and useful machine for small occupations. We
liope the jury will have the good sense to give it a first prize.

Although, as we said at the jjcgiuniiig of this report, we are

not disposed to find too much fault with a body of men whose
principal fault is evidently a most manifest lack of experience
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m conducting such trials as these, yci wc c.uinot pass ovev the
very loose and senseless way in wliicli the operations of tlie
jury were conducted, from beginning- to end. If such a system
were pursued at any of our smallest local shows in England, no
exhibitor would submit to it, and such a body of judges would
become the laughingstock of the agricultural community. We
liave idready adverted to the great dilfcrence in the' bulk,
weight, and quahty of the sheaves, which the exhibitors were
told to procure at their own expense, and where they could,
at a few hours' notice. Of course no criterion could be estab-
lished under such a diversity of samples. But wliat will our
readers think of the manner in which these trials were con-
ducted wlieu we tell them that no account whatever was taken
of the power of the engines that worked the machines. Some
had 6-horse engines, some 8, some 10 ; and, of course, the
pressure at which they worked was even more varied. We
suppose it was their English colleague who drew the judges'
attention to that discrepancy, in order to remedy the evil

;

and, after due deliberation, tli'ey coolly signified to the Englisli
exhibitors that their steam-engines would be tried on the Mon-
day week following, with their oicu breaks ; and they were told
that they must send forthwith to England, each exhibitor to
get his own break over in good time.
Our readers will easily understand how such a request was

received by the English exhibitors. Some had sent away their
men back to England, and of course, if they chose to submit
to this senseless ordeal, their men must make a fresh journey
to BiUancourt.

But what can exceed the folly of these tyros in insisting on
every exhibitor providing his own break? What test can be
expected from such a regulation ? Do these Erench gcntle-
nren think, forsooth, that the break of one maker is identically
the same as that of another, and that all breaks are made after
the same standard ? We do not happen to be well initiated
into the exhibitors' intentions, and we cannot foretell whether
or not they wiU obey the injunctions of the Imperial Commis-
sion ; but we can hardly think that men like Clayton and
Shuttleworth, Ransomes and Sims, and others, would tamely
submit to such a senseless ordeal. To us, accustomed as we
are to the business-like method adopted in our English
shows, this mode of conducting trials at BiUancourt looked to
us childish in the extreme and almost a farce.

" Comparisons are odious ;" but we cannot help mentioning
that most of the thrashing-machines of French construction,
with the exception of that exhibited by Mons. Gautrand, were
extremely faulty in almost every point. AVith most of them
tlie thrashing was so indifferent that, on the straw being passed
through our English maclune, a large proportion of grain was
found to have remained : this, we think, was equally due to the
imperfect mode of shaking the straw as to the bad thrashing.
On the next day the winnowing machines were tried ; but

this, again, was done in such an extraordinary way that it

really looks like a joke. To test the etRcieney of the machines
the clever French judges had imagined to pass through them
the very filthiest stuff they could find—short thin chaff, mixed
up with gravel, earth, and even horse dung. The whole mass
was so incongruous and unwieldy that it had to be pressed
down by main force through the hoppers ! Risirm (enea/cs
aiiiici. The condition of the little grain that resulted from
such an operation is more easily imagined than described ; and
of course all the gravel which the sagacious judges had ima-
gined to pass through the machine was duly found with the
grain.

The trials of the grain-crushing mills were equally ludi-

crous. The various mills were arranged in a room, and about
fifteen minutes were spent in examining some twenty ma-
chines !

We beg our readers to believe most implicitly that the fore-

going description of the BiUancourt trials is by no means ex-

aggerated or overdrawn. AVe are conscious that what we have
said is rather under than over stated, and our wonder will be
great if, after such ludicrous proceedings, any English exhi-
bitor of any standing is found to ever cross the Channel again
to adorn French ronconrs with their goods and chattels.

Last Tuesday, the 20th instant, was fixed for the adjourned
trial of the ploughs. Our readers are aware that at a former
trial, some two months ago, the English ploughs entered by
the Messrs. Howard and Messrs. Ransomes and Sims had so

thorouglily beaten the nondescript foreign ploughs brought
into competition with them, that the French exhibitors and

their friends in the press had to eat the leek and confess their

defeat. They had recourse to the usual excuse of the van-
quished, viz., the deficiency of the means at their command.
They contended that their Enghsii rivals had every advantage
on their side in the shape of superior teams, got over on pur-
pose all the way from England ; they had, besides, experienced
men to steer, &c., S.c. In fact, they admitted the superior
generalship of the English, and loudly attributed their defeat
more to the tactics of their adversaries than to tlie superiority
of their implements.

The clamour was so great, the disgrace of the defeat so
manifest, that the national honour was piqued, and a new trial
demanded. To this the English exhibitors most properly
demurred. They argued that it would be a gross injustice to
them if they were compelled to get their teams and their men
over a second time, at a very heavy expense; that the trial had
been fairly accomplished, and that its results ought to be
accepted as final. But all reasoning was in vain : the defeated
French were beiit upon a new battle, to eradicate their wounded
pride, and they were the more decided to have their way when
they heard that their successful rivals declined to renew the
fight.

^

No little curiosity was excited on the occasion, on th'e part of
the pulilie, who flocked to the island in unusual numbers, to
see whether or not the English exhibitors would be true
to their word and keep aloof. This they found to be the
fact, and ludicrous in the extreme were the remarks we
heard made in the crowd respecting the withdrawal of the
English ploughs from this supplementary trial. Of course
the motive was no other than downright cowardice. Now
that the French ploughs were drawn by good teams, and
the land was in proper condition, the English dare not
enter into competition, &e.

As to the teams, they were indeed excellent. We saw no
less than fourteen oxen yoked to one big plough, which as
draught animals were as perfect as could be : they belonged to
M. Ilignon, the proprietor of Cafe Riche, so well known to
epicures on the Boulevard. This M. Rignon has made a large
fortune by selling cofcletfes and filets de liccif, and lie has
taken to agriculture in the department of Loiret with an equal
success. There was, besides, another excellent team of eight
grey horses, wliich would have done credit to any farmer in
tliis country. AVe saw also two teams of three beautiful white
and black cows, a variety of the Dutch breed no doubt, which
were harnessed with collars, and three abreast : they worked
beautifully.

Of the nondescript, uncouth, unwieldly implements yclept
ploughs, which were tearing up this poor field at BiUancourt,
we shall say nothing, as, in this respect, our readers would
derive neither profit nor recreation from any description wc
might offer them ; and, besides, the sandy soil loosened by
three months' constant ploughing and stirring was iU-adapted
to any trial at all.

Now comes the farcical drama of the Steam-Plough Trial

;

but, inasmuch as this part of the programme is being acted
and still undergoing that process of cross-purposes, bungling
failures, mystifications of the public, postponements, running
to and fro, personal animosity and antagonism, which has
hitherto cursed everything undertaken by the Imperial Com-
missioners in connection with the agricultural departments of
the Great Exhibition.

THE STEAM PLOUGH TRIALS.
Among the most telling items in the BiUancourt programme,

trials of steam cultivation were much relied upon by the
Commissioners to draw visitors to their Robinson Crusoe
Island. But in this respect they have reckoned without their
host. In the first place it is evident that none of them had
the faintest idea of what a steam plough meant. They thought
that it was like another plough, and could be worked to and
fro like a see-saw within the narrow limits of the field at
BiUancourt, merely showing how it moved, by turning up the
same furrow over and over again. Special days had been fixed
for these interesting experiments, and the turnstile keepers
were on the alert to fill their tills. The exhibitors, viz. Messrs.
Fowler and Howards, were told in the usual peremptory style
in which Commissioners are wont to address mere exhibitors,
to get ready on the space allotted to each, and provide water
and fuel, as well as men—at their own expense of course, the
honour of working for the benefit of the said Commissioners
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being held as ;i sufTicicut iiulemnity. It ucver occurred for :i

moment to the minds of tlic Commissioners tliat the two ex-

hibitors aforesaid would have the bad taste to decline the

honour, but as a matter of course so Messrs. Fowler and
Howards did.

If the two firms in question had simply remained in that

position, nobody in liis senses would have found fault with

tliem ; but not content to stand aloof from the Commissioners

and say nay to their biddings, Mr. Fowler and the Messrs.

Howards did the very foolish thing to bind each other not to

work the one without the other This was a godsend to the

Commissioners, who were not slow to clutch at (his and make
it a grievance. It was natural enough that the two firms

should decline to work their tackle at their own expense in so

small a space, and under such stupid conditions ; but why they

should enter into such an agreement is beyond our comprehen-

sion, except it was merely to vex the Commissioners, and enjoy

the fun of making them savage.

It was at this juncture that a friend of steam cultivation

came upon the scene. Astonished that no trials of steam

ploughs had taken place and that none were even contemplated,

that gentleman, anxious that such a great opportunity as the

Paris Exhibition should not be allowed to pass without show-
ing to the multitude of visitors from all parts of the globe

who flock to it the greatest mechanical achievement of the age,

that is, steam applied to the tillage of the soil in full and prac-

tical operation—that gentleman, we say, immediately set to

work and soon found out how matters stood. By dint of con-

ciliatory interviews, he managed to smooth down asperities
;

and encouraged Ijy the positive assurances of one of the exhi-

bitors who happened to be in Paris at the time, he ventured

to make overtures to the Imperial Commissioners, and finally

an agreement was entered into between him and that body, by
which it was arranged that a steam-plough trial should take

place at Vincenues, on the Imperial farm, where land was pro-

vided by the Emperor, the Commissioners engaging to provide

fuel and water for the engines, and to give at their expense

every possible publicity to the event by means of bills and ad-

vertisements. How miserably this scheme, which had cost our
friend so much time, so much anxiety, and no small amount of

money in the shape of personal expenses, has failed, it is now
our painful duty to lay before our readers.

In the first place, for some reasons which it does not belong
to us to explain, the Messrs. Howard declined to attend with
tlieir tackle. This we merely record as a fact, and not in re-

proach, although every expectation had been held out by that

firm that they would come to Vincennes, and work their steam

plough. We suppose the treatment which the Messrs. Howard
have received at the hands of the Billancourt commissioners,

in common with all their fellow-exhibitors, had something to

do witli this withdrawal ; and no wonder. But whatever
reasons actuated Messrs. Howards' mind, and made them alter

it, the fact remains that they did not make an appearance.

But what will the readers think of the Commissioners' folly,

when we tell them that all at once a biU was posted all over

the Exhibition, and the announcement made in the Moniteitr

with due solemnity, that a new trial of ploughs and other im-
plements should take place at Billancourt on certain days, and
that a grand trial of steam ploughs should be held at the [m-
perial farm of Vincennes on the 21st and 32nd of August. As
our friend had not been at all consulted about the date of this

trial, and as moreover this date was short by many days of the

month he had stipulated as one of the conditions of liis agree-

ment with the commissioners, he naturally thought that tliis

trial of steam cultivation announced for the 21st and 22nd of

August had nothing to do with the demonstration of steam-

ploughing which he was then engaged in arranging. Of course

it was altogether out of the question that Mr. Fowler, who had
at least consented to work at Vincennes, could be ready in time;

and as soon as our friend became aware that the Commissioners
liad committed another reckless lilundcr, by advertising a

trial which could not take place, he hastened to write

to them to say that no English steam plough could possiljly

work at Vincennes on the day fixed by them. On the 20th
was the plough trial at Billancourt, which we have al-

ready described in this Paper ; and our friend insisting again
that some announcement shotdd be made to postpone the
steam-plough alfair, after a sliort consultation among them-
selves, the oflicials desired all tlie reporters present to announce
that the trial of steam ploughs should be postponed to the 16th

of September. Our friend remonsi rated strongly against this

long delay, urging that Mr. Fowler's men had arrived, and
would be ready to work on the 29th and following days ; that

it could not be expected that that staff of men could be kept
in Paris so long, and that if they were sent back to England
they certainly would not return, and thus the steam-plough
trials would be given up altogether. As it oozed out after-

Wards, some of the Commissioners had planned a trip to the
sea-side just at that time, and they had arranged to stay on
their holiday up to the iSth of September, hence the date of
the 16th which had been selected. However, nothing could
make them alter their decision, and everybody then present at

Billancourt left the island under the impression that the
great event Was duly postponed. But in this they were mis-
taken. Scarcely had this alteration been communicated to

head-quarters at the Champ de Mars, than the BiUancourt
officials were severely handled for daring to postpone on their

own authority an event which had been so long announced to

the public, and a large bill was immediately printed and
profusely posted all over the walls, stating that the steam-

trial shotild not be postponed, and inviting the public to attend.

The jury were summoned and ordered to jiroceed to Vincennes
on the day appointed, and Mr. Fowler's agent was immediately
sent for by the irate commissioners, and it was peremptorily

signified to him that he must be at work with his tackle early

ou the morrow.
Can any one conceive a " confusion worse confounded" than

this ? The morrow came, and early in the morning the
station of Vincennes Railway was besieged by a large crowd of

agriculturists, many of whom, allured by the official announce-
ment, and believing that everything had been properly arranged

before-hand, had come from long distances, leaving their

harvest-work, to attend this long-hoped-for trial of steam-

ploughs. The disappointment of the crowds of visitors who
had come to Vincennes is more easily conceived than described.

They scanned the vast plain in all directions, but saw nothing

;

the fields were tliere, but there were neither ploughs nor jury.

At last a puff of smoke in the distance behind a clump of

trees close to the Imperial farm-buildings revived the drooping

spirits of the baffled public ; a shout of joy was raised, and a

rush was made in the direction where it was expected a real

English steam-plough was at work. But alas ! a fresh disap-

pointment awaited them. Painfully toiling-up a barley-stubble,

there was our old fricud the French digger—the self-same

old shaky and rickety machine which we remember having

seen so many years ago. Old age seems to have passed lightly

over it, for it is not in the least altered ; if it displays no im-
provement, it shows no decay. A little rust here and there

may be seen ; but for this occasion it had evidently been drawn
out from the shed where it is wont to repose, and furbished

anew. At all events its wind had not improved, as it stopped

quite as often as on the other occasions, when it was our
privilege to witness its achievements—to take breath as it were.

The sighs and groans whicli the thing uttered, whOst at work,
seemed to produce on tlie bystanders a wholesome sensation of

awe, as we observed that the public wisely gave the machine a

wide berth ; and the wonder is, it did not go off with a crash,

scattering terror and death in every direction.

On the next day, the 22nd, it had been announced that the

jury would attend, and this circumstance gave rise to the hope
that, after all, the English ploughs might turn up, because,

as people argued, if the jury come, there will necessarily be a

trial between several exhibitors ; for if there is only one in the

field, there can be no competition, and the jury will have no
work to do. This hope against hope had still the effect of

drawing even a larger number of visitors on the second than

on the first day. Those who had been so cruelly hoaxed on
the 21st took care not to say anything about it, on the prin-

ciple of simile simili gaiidet we suppose. But the number of

visitors was greatly swelled by a large posse of country-school

teachers, to whom great facilities and privileges had been

granted by the Government, to visit the Great Exhibition

during this period of vacation. Altogether tlie crowd was
very large, and loud were the curses that were heaped upon
the heads of the Imperial Commissioners by the numerous
victims of as cruel a hoax as ever was perpetrated by any body

of men at the expense of the public.

The facts resolve themselves into this, that the Commis-
sioners had actually announced a trial of steam ploughs, with-

out troubling themselves at aU with the care of getting ex-
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liibitors to compete for tlie prize oflcred, and without cariug a
jot whether tliere would be auy entries of steani ploughs or

not. They were told that noue would come, and yet they
calmly allowed a large number of agriculturists to leave their

homes and their work, at a great sacriticc of time aud money,
absolutely to be fooled at Vinceunes, where nothing was to

be seen but as bad a specimen of farming as can well be met
with in France, \vith the exception of Fouillcuse. No wonder
then, that in several of the daily papers, and especially in the
Liberie, edited by the celebrated Emile de Girardin, there ap-

peared mo^t violent articles, complaining in savage terms of
the iusult inflicted by the Commissioners to French agriculture.

It would seem to any sensible man quite natural that, after

such a blunder, the Imperial Commissioners would be but
too happy to avail themselves of any opportunity likely to re-

pair the mischief they had made, and efface to a great extent
the bad impression they had produced. Mr. Fowler being
now ready to work, the friend wliom we already mentioned
advised the Commissioners iu due time that the demonstration
of steam-tillage, which he had undertaken to organise, would
take place on tiie iJ9tli aud 30th of August, and called upon
tliera to fiilftl the conditions of their agreement, especially iu

regard to giving the trial all due announcement and publicity.

Their reply was, that having once deceived the public by
advertising a steam-plough trial which, owing to the absence
of steam-ploughs, did not take place, they had determined not
to commit themselves to any announcement whatever until

they saw Mr. Fowler's plough actually on tlie ground and
ready to work ! It was of no use to tell them that the tackle

could not leave the Exhibition before the Thursday morning,
and as it could work only on that and the next day, it would
then be too late to put in any advertisement, or make any
otficial announcement. The fact is, that they did not believe

Mr. Fowler's engines would succeed in steaming from the

Champ de Mars to Vincennes. They thought, and perhaps
hoped, the things would break down ; and we recognized

afterwards on the field some of the officials, who had been
sent no doubt to see what had happened. The result of such
obstinacy was easy to anticipate. Mr. Fowler's tackle left the

Exhibition in the Champ de Mars, under steam at a quarter-

past six on the Thursday morning, and true to the statement

he had made, he was in full work at Vincennes at one o'clock

in the afternoon, although the distance the engines had to

travel was fully twenty miles. But, with the exception of a

few nursery-maids and idlers from the town of Vincennes, a

few straggling soldiers from the neighbouring camp, aud a very

few agriculturists who had been advised of the event, there

was no attendance whatever to witness one of the most success-

ful trials of steam cultivation that was ever made. On the

morrow (last Friday week) the new turning cultivator

—

an eight aud a six-furrow plough—were tried with complete

success. The land at Viuecnues is light, it is true, but it is

full of large stones, several of which were cleverly wrenched

off from the soil by the cultivator, to the great astonishment

of the byst;inders. The great steam harrow was also

tried at a gallop. On that day there were more inlluential

agriculturists than on the first, and wc are happy to say that

Mr. Fowler's great pluck in working his tackle, notwithstanding

so many obstacles, difiiculties, aud drawbacks of various kinds,

was iu some measure rewarded, as wo understand he booked a

good many orders for France and other countries, so satisfied

were practical meu with the thorough success of his system.

Thus the question remains. French agriculture is evidently

becoming aUve to the great importance of steam cultivation,

and a strong desire is everywhere expressed that a pi'oper

trial should ultimately take place. The Imperial Commis-
sioners having tried their hands at it, and most ludicrously

failed, private efforts are being made to organi/3 a good trial.

Blonsieur Lecouteux, a distinguished agricidtural vn-iter,

has started a subscription to defray the expenses of such a

trial, and he has already succeeded in collecting a goodly sum.

All friends of agricultural progress must wish him good speed.

We have now done with the agricultural trials of

Billaucourt, and the doings of the Imperial commis-

sioners in respect to agriculture. Our readers are now
fully edified, we hope, as to the shameful treatment which

Enghsh exhibitors have suffered at the hands of all the

Exhibition oflicials, not exceptina; the English portion of that

Ininriing staff. In fact, it is not too much to say that tlie

English commissioners, whose offices are a long way off from

the Exhibition, in a pleasant house, situated within the cool

shades of tlie Elysiau Fields, and for which the nation has Ijeen

made to pay no less than four thousand pounds for a few

months' hire, have been worse than useless to our agricultural

exhibitors. A lisping, yaw-hawing youth, styling himself the

English Commissioner for the Agricultural Department ! had

actually the assurance to attempt preventing Mr. Fowler's

agent from removing his steam tackle from the Exhibition, on

the plea that his permission ought first to have been obtained !

In other respects, their behests have constantly been ignored by

the Frenchmen, and consequently this costly English staff has

been of no earthly use to English exhibitors. We hope that

when the accounts are overhauled in the next session of Par-

liament, a thorough investigation will be made into what it

appears to us has been nothing but a huge job from beginning

to end.

Monsieur Lecouteux's trial has at last been successfully

organized. It will take place on the 1 9th and 20th instant,

at Petit Bourg, some twelve miles from Paris, in highly fa-

vourable grounds, and in the midst of the best agricultural

district of France. We shall not fail to give our readers a

full account of this interesting trial.

Review.
TlIE HISTORY OP THE KILLERBY, STTJDLEY, AND
W.UILABY SHORTHORNS. By William Carr.

London : Uidgymy^ Ficcadilly.

Mr. Carr may be considered the champion of the Booth

blood, just as Mr. Strafford is of the Bates, while either has

by no means confined his advocacy of these renowned strains

to the eloquence of tlie auctioneer's bos. In earlier days Mr.

Strafford handled his pencil, as ilr. Carr still does his pen,

although only at rarer intervals than once was his wont.

Tliis is to be regretted, as the owner of the Stackhouse

Herd is unusually well-qualified for such an office as the

faithful historian or kindly critic of the Shorthorn and his

fortunes. Beyond his natural taste, great experience, and

tried judgment, Mr. Carr has the further advantages of being

a gentleman in feeling and by education. He writes, indeed,

with singular grace and facility ; and though his style may at

times be playful, this is always kept very true to the test of

his book. His illustrations, as it were, his sketches of

character, and his anecdotes in point are peculiarly happy, as

they give a charm to a work, the worth of which, however, is

built upon a more substantial foundation. Seldom has there

been so suggestive a record as this chronicle of Killerby,

Studley, and Warlaby, and many a man might turn shorthorn

breeder simply from a study of its pages. There is no make-

believe, no sham enthusiasm, but our artist paints the patriarcli

and Ids herds and his people just as he found them at home,

and a very pleasant picture is he able to gi-oup together. A
noticeable feature in this is the natural talent of the family

;

and though the name of Booth may go down to posterity as

specially famous in one way, it is associated with many accom-

plishments beyond the breeding of shorthorns. Of the late

Mr. Booth of Killerby, our author says :

—

" As might have been expected, from his fine and manly cha-

racter, he was also a keen sportsman ; like Chaucer's squire,

" Well could he sitte a horse and faire y-ride
;

"

and Yorkshire, that modem Thessaly of horsemen, knew no
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more thorough judge of liack or liunter. His skill in this respect

still survives in liis sons ; many a Held and many a showyard

testify that in this regard, as in others, Killerhy has not

degenerated from its ancient fame, lie had, too, a natural

taste for the fine arts, and when from iUness he could not go

far from liorae, he had his liorses led out, and would sit on the

lawn, or in the hall, to paint them. Here, too, his taste

survives, and if I touch lightly on the subject it is because

more delicate fingers now hold the brush, and I would not

trespass unbidden upon the elegant recreations of Killerby's

fair Mistress."

The history is well worthy of its name, for it traces lucidly

and fully the origin and advancement of the three herds with

which the Booth blood is directly identified. The legendary

lore takes us back to Mr. Thomas Booth, a contemporary of

the Collings, who " began, his career quite independently of

them as an improver of the cattle of the same district, and

commenced it nearly at tire same time." It is not proposed

in our notice to follow out the rise and progress of these herdsi

but from the first the Booths have had a strong predilection

for moderate-sized animals, avoiding a big beast as carefully as

ever did Sir Tatton an over-sized stallion, and regarding, in

fact, " a great bull as a great evil." Anotlier strong element

in the system was a disinclination to force or feed up animals

for the show-ground, and it was only at a comparatively late

period in his career that Mr. Booth could he induced to admit

of the practice. Mr. Carr writes here with a deal of force

and humour, as perhaps with a slight dash of sarcasm when

touching on the " nice, soft, and unctuous fat" for which that

much-abused term " quality" has so often to answer. Speaking

to the merits of Sister to Windsor and Chastity, he says

:

" Happening to be at Warlaljy a fortnight before the Warwick
meeting, Mr. Booth showed me these eows in the pasture,

pointing with pride to the extraordinary depth and iirmuess

of the flesh on their backs and ribs, which being the product

of natural food, naturally acquired by grazing, was just what
a butcher likes

—
' solid,' as Sir. Booth expressed it, ' as a well-

stuffed wool-pack.' They were destined for Warwick.
' Oh ! that this too too solid flesh would melt,'

thought I. The cows had no ' qualUy^ They were signal

examples of what animals of unfashionahly robust consti-

tutions are brought to by pasture grass, open air, and exercise.

The lean flesh was evidently in excess of the fat ; and the

fat was evidently blended with the lean, instead of being all

outside of it. Moreover, the fat was not of that nice soft

unctuous nature which is acquired by close confinement and

liberal supplies of new milk, Ijnseed-cake, and linseed-oil, but

of the firm waxy consistence, so unpleasant in venison. I

felt convinced that cows in this untrained condition had no

chance of favourable recognition in the show-field, and
ventured to express this conviction to Mr. Booth—a con-

viction N^hich was fully realised. There are those who
contend that agricultural associations, professedly formed for

the improvement of animals designed for the food of man,
and the encouragement of tenant farmers to vie with their

richer rivals in effecting this improvement, ought not to

discountenance the natural and inexpensive system of feeding

wliich induces a healthy and vigorous development of flesh,

and encourage the artificial mode, which results in a dimi-

nution of flesh, and that substitution of flabby fat to which
some attach the name of ' quality ; ' but these people appear

to look at the matter in a vulgarly utilitarian point of view.

I'ew people are aware what tliis ' quality' represents. It

represents the liberality of the owner, the lavish expenditure

of costly food upon the animal that possesses it, the over-

flowing pails of new milk, the superabundant supplies of

cake, corn, and condiment, and the luxurious repose and warm
housing and clothing it has enjoyed. Some readers will add :

' it also denotes the torpor and derangement of all the animal
functions which result from this liberality and indulgence

—

this eating of the bread of idleness in the lap of luxury.'

Be it so : Nature, in default of other outlets for this excess
of nutrition, deposits it—no matter whether by an unnatural
and morbid process or not—in the shape of fat, where it

'communicates a pleasurable and delightful sensation' to

judicial fingers, and valuable parings for the tallow tub.

Once do away with this ' quality' test, disqualify animals with
soft, or what some irreverently call ' llabhy,' handling, and you
abolish the forchiy system. For if firm substance were
insisted on, it would be necessary to develop lean flesh, or in

other words, muscle ; and, to do this, the animal would
require to have constant exercise, and therefore to be what
Nature doubtless designed a beef-growing animal to be, a
[/razing animal. Under such conditions it would no longer be
tliose animals that had cost the most money to rear and feed

that would take the prizes ; but such as had the greatest

natural aptitude and capacity for healthy and ample develop-

ment."

In these days, when Grand Duchesses run up to such prices

at the hammer, it may be as well to point the Booth history

with the highest price ever offered for a shorthorn, and with

this we shall conclude our taste of the book.

" It has been reported that Mr. Booth refused for Queen of

the May an offer of 1500 guineas, the highest price ever bidden
for a shorthorn. The circumstances—which are given on the

late Mr. B. Booth's authority—are these ; Two gentlemeu
from America, apparently agents for an American company,
came to see the herd, and when they saw Queen of the May
were completely riveted by the fascination of her beauty.

After dwelling for some time upon her perfections, they

inquired of Mr. Booth whether he would part with her. He
replied that he ' would not sell her for the highest price ever

given for a shorthorn.' ' That, sir,' said one of them, ' was,

I believe, 1200 guineas ?
' Mr. Booth answered in the affir-

mative. They consulted together, and asked him whether he
would take 1500 guineas, which Mr. Booth declined to do,

remarking that if she bred a living calf, and he had the luck

to rear it, she was worth more to him to keep, and they

relinquished her with regret, leaving on Mr. Booth's mind
the impression that, if he had entertained the idea, even that

large amount might possibly not have been their final offer."

Bearing the willing witness we do to Mr. Carr's abilities as

a writer, we must claim something like kindred with his work,

as indeed it would be unfair to recommend this to our readers

on anything like false pretences. The opening sentence of

the preface declares that " the history of these important

herds has for the most part already appeared in the form of

letters in the pages of the Mark Lane Express and Tarmers'

Maf/azineP But there is evidently a deal of new matter

nterwoven with the original, and we certainly know of

nothing of the kind that so well merits preserving. The

only illustration is a portrait of the white bull Windsor, from

which Mr. Carr has himself bred so successfully, and that

serves in some measure to identify the author still closer with

his subject. Well, moreover, as the book is turned out, a

critic can still scarcely be considered to do his duty without

he finds fault, and we would accordingly suggest that in the

next edition the demarcation line should be more strongly

marked. The name of the herd treated on should, for

instance, fill the head line at the top of the page ; and it

would be as well to give the opening of each chapter a little

more room. Where all is Booth and Booth blood, it is only

the reader going conscientiously from end to end who can at

the moment fix the venue for StucUey or Warlaby. Indeed, a

Table of Contents or an Index would be still better, by way of

reference to names and dates, and there is hardly a name or

an era but that has an interest of its own.

THE MEMBERS FOR EAST NORFOLK.—No one can

blame Mr. Clare Read, M.P. for East Norfolk, for telling his

constituents, a day or two ago, that when he went into the

House of Commons he thought " himself the most wonderful

man in it ;" for, taking his own glossary on his statement, he

was without birth,- station, riches, or learning, and was a

Knight of a Shire. There are many "men in the House who
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want all of (lipsc qualifications Ijul one, but for wlioni tlip

possession of tliat one is enougli. But Mr. Head jnodcstly
forgot to mention liis own special (luality, and that is sound
commou-seuse, and a practical acquaintance with the men and
things which lie went into Parliament to represent. At least,

he cannot complain of want of appreciation : for he obtained
that hearing which the House invariably gives to a member
who is talking, ever so plainly, about that of which he knows
ever so little, so that he knows something of it ; and it was to
be remarked that, gradually, Mr. Read worked his way beyond
his immediate sphere of knowledge, and more than once to-

wards the end of the Session ventured to give opinions on
matters of more general policy, and was listened to v\ ith the
same favour as he had hitherto enjoyed. Such and so peculiar
a representative was not likely to have had much to excuse or
to defend before those who " had eyes, and chose him," as a
county member, in preference to candidates who miglit have
been considered the idetil of county representatives. The prin-

cipal notion that Mr. Head seemed desirous to impress on his

constituents appeared to he that he had been liardcr worked in
liic IjCgislature tiian any ploughman whom he might have the
honour of addressing. Terhaps, in a quiet way, there is no
gentleman in the House who is more respected tlianthe other
member for East Norfolk, Mr. Howes. Slore tlian once when
committees had to he chosen which it was felt should be com-
posed of men on whom no shadow of prejudice or partiality
could rest, Mr. Howes has been selected as their chairman by
acclamation

; and, besides, he is one of the essentially business
members of whom very little is heard, but who are, so to speak,
the wheels of the Parliamentary machine. In appearing with
Mr. Read at the county meeting to which allusion is being
made, he was characteristically calm, and what lie had princi-
pally to say about the Reform Bill to which he had been
tacitly an assenting party was that he had no fear of an in-
crease iu the number of his constituents. Why, indeed
should he ^—Tltc llhislruled London News.

'

BARNET HORSE FAIR
Barnet without its Devous, Welsh, Herefords, and Scots

is not a very attractive exhibition ; as for its horses only, it

would never have been famous as a fair. Given a straight
quarter of a mile of turnpike-road, rather on the incline, witli
grass-fields on either side. Line one side of the road with stalls,

itinerant shows, and vendors of ash sticks—a weapon that
nearly all comers arm themselves with immediately. Then,
in one grass field put two or three refreshment bootlis and a
goodly array of cart-horses, with a fair string or two of nags,
cobs, and harness-horses in rugs, witii their points well pro-
tected—as dealers only love to wrap them up—nicely arranged
in rows, with business conducted iu a quiet orderly manner.
In another field, of much smaller acreage, besides refreshment
booths, cram in twenty times as many horses of all denomina-
tions, regardless of any order (with the exception of a lot or
two at the bottom of the field, and three or four strings tied to
the fur fence or rail), in clusters, consisting of some of the
roughest specimens of young things, ponies, galloways, and
horses. These, with few exceptions, fre the refuse of this

country, or the sweepings of Irelanl and Wales ; with
ruffians of the lowest caste, apparently in their glory, running
the wild tinbroken things with long lunging halters ; whilst
others make the air ring again with their bellowing and
yelling, and gutteral shrieks, as they wale the poor half-cowed
brutes with their catgut flails or ground-ash plants. The horses
rushing madly about in every direction, take people unawares
and send them rolling about like nine-pins ! Away goes a re-

spectable elderly gentleman—intent on the form of a young
harness horse—off his legs, and his white hat, that he must
have taken out a patent for, flying ! Then down comes a
brawny young fellow close by us with a //i ud! And yonder half-

a-dozen rogues and gulls are tumbling one over each other, as a
scared youngster, with a ruifian hanging on to him, dives head-
long into one of the numerous crowds gathered round the card-
sharpers and gambling tables, for thieves muster in strong
force. Sprinkle this ragged gathering with fourth-rate samples
of hacks, cobs, and harness horses, anything approaching first-

class not being on the ground ; add a goodly number of
screws of all grades, from the gentleman with his satin coat,
led about by his groom, in one of the best London-made bri-

dles, to the one-eyed, gunmy-legged, ragged-hipped and rough-
coated bit of antiquity, in one of the worst of Brummagems
that the Gip at the bottom is continually rattling up and
down, shouting " //(>, hie, hie P' while the tawny dark-eyed
lady is assuring one of the clan, with an oath, that " He is

Bob's own, and an out-and-outer, if he wants one." And so
you have the first day of Barnet Fair of 1867.

In field the first, as we have said already, the show of cart-
horses was very good indeed, botli for numbers and quality

;

which, we think, was, in a great measure, owing to contracts of

late being dull, as most of them were Shire horses, strong and
very active-looking. The prices were not high, averaging about
£35, as we heard one of the dealing fraternity tell a quiet-
looking gentleman :

" Mind and put 'em at a good figure now,
governor, as they have been low enough for some tune." The
principal strings belonged to Messrs. Payne, Harris, and
Crews ; and by the side of these were some nags, cobs, and
harness horses of Mr. W. Burton, decidedly the best string of
the fair ; as among these were some fair hacks and carriage
horses, a match pair or two, and some useful cobs, the
few vve sa\^ out being very fair steppers. But business was
anything but brisk in this part of the assembly, dealers declaring
they could do much better at home. In the other field there
was the same complaint among the more respectable, who said
trade was nothing to be compared with last year, while those
who held forth like Cheap-Jacks became short and dull in their
harangues, and the well-known shouts of " Sould agin" from
the Welsh were few and far between ; the Irisli faring very
little better, although, as the selling-off tradesmen say, no
reasonable ofi"er was refused, but neither strings nor droves
appeared to greatly diminish. The Welsh, when drawn out,
were nothing to look at, and we waited for a good-headed one
or two, who were either deficient in shoulders, quarters, or
middle—in fact, three-cornered things; a heap of an animal, on
which it would be hard keep anything, going for £6 10s., while
for another for which they asked £13 went for £9 ; and, amongst
the Irish, a fair-shaped one, with better shoulders than many,
that the seller wanted £11 for, on an offer of £8 being made
seemed over-anxious to close with £9. For a useful butcher's
or baker's cob in an English lot, with anything but free action,
his owner asked thirty-three, saying " he liked to see them
with tlie string-halt before," a uervous affection the cob was not
at all troubled with, " and that with a suit of clothes on in the
other field he would be put at fifty" ; but what they ask and what
they take are very different things, some of the prices wanted
seeming to astonish the would-be purchasers as much as
ever Oliver Twist did Bumble the beadle, when he asked for

more

!

As to the ruffianism we have alluded to, it was the most
wanton brutality ; one out of the many sufferers, a bay by the
pond in the field to the right, was literally covered with wales
as big as one's finger ; this we pointed out, appealing to a man,
a bystander, with anything but the kindest-looking features,
" Is not that cruel ?" " Well, sir," shaking his head as he
replied, " it do'nt look kind I" And we feel satisfied that many
a costennonger or cabman has had, and deservedly too, a week
or a fortnight for much less, without the option of a fine. An
officer of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
would be well placed at next Barnet fair.
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SALE OF Mk. THOMAS ELLMAN'S SOUTHDOWNS.

The name of Ellman is so dii-ectly associated with the

success of the Southdown, that the dispersion of one of

the family flocks should be something of an era in the

history of this shee]). And there is no question but that

the Beddinghara sale will leave its mark, recommended
as it was by the most genuine of advertisements. It was
pretty generally known that Mr. Ellraau was retiring

from business ; his farms, in fact, having been for some
time re-let, so that there could be no doubt as to the

"Avithout reserve" condition upon which the lots would
be offered. Then the character of the stock was as

clearly established ; "bred," as the introduction has it,

" with the greatest care and nicety for nearly forty years,

and originally selected from the far-famed Glynde flock,

belonging to Mr. EUman's father." To give even some
additional cdat to the occasion, the services of Mr.
Straftord, " the great London auctioneer," as the country
folks called him, were secured, and the important event

didy announced forthwith far and wide.

Nor were these inducements without their eff'ect,

although the elements of a very good company were
made out more fi'om country people and neighbours than
of customers from a distance. Indeed, at the first

glance, the absence of those who have transplanted the
Southdown into other districts was very remarkable,

and, beyond Mr. Woods" from Osberton, there was
scarcely a stranger of any note on the show-ground
to be seen. Some-one was, it will be found,

in commission for Lord Sondes, but the Norfolk
men held off, and INIr. Rand and Mr. Boby
had the representation of the Eastern Counties pretty

much to themselves; while Mr. Stenning came from
Surrey, and Mr. Adcock from the Shires. The Sussex
breeders, however, with Mr. Rigden at theii" head, mus-
tered in great force, and, in fact, the home mar-
ket aided by one or two budding flock-masters

like Sir John Sebright and Captain Thurlow, was
amply sufficient to make up a capital sale, and to furnish

an average that will serve to show how well the South-
down sheep still stands, either at home or abroad.

The absence of other judges and connoisseurs is the
more to be regretted as a look through the flock might
have been turned to account as something of a lesson for

hereafter. Although they have occasionally had at Bed-
dingham the use of rams from Babraham, Mr. Sainsbury,
jNIr. Rigden, and Mr. Pinnix, the flock would seem to

have been kept very true to the type of the elder Ell-

man, with a certain native purity as the great essential

to go for. We have certainly seen larger, and
here and there better balanced sheep, but we
have never met with any that for style, quality,

and wool, more thoroughly combined the excellences of

the Down. There was something in the very carriage

of the ram lambs, as one after another they were suffered

to parade at liberty round the ring, that of itself conveyed
the notion of the thorough-bred. Their well-covered,

nicely-tinted heads, their good backs and smart active
habits just fitted them to the scene, looking as they did
ready to roam the opposite range of breezy upland, and
fairly earn their " short bite." The ewe's were better
still, and some of the dowagers of the flock really extraor-
dinary for the freshness with which they had worn ; with
clean heads and necks, beautiful round barrels, and
good legs of mutton, their merits here again cnlminated
in wool of admirable texture. There are few Downs that
evcr^carry such a fleece ; and when wc did ol)iect to some

of the ewe lambs as having almost white countenances,

it was urged in answer that if you go for black faces,

you get coarseness, and so forth. But there is a happy
medium that should be no where more carefully cultivated

than in the colouring of a Southdown sheep's head, a

point of which the Beddingham ewes furnished many an

admirable illustration ; whereas the ewe-lambs were by
no means so good in this way, nor in any respect equal in

character to their dams. The old rams, on the contrary,

were not so remarkable for their merits, although very

uniform in their appearance ; while about the best of

them was one which ]\Ir. Foljambe had last season ; but

having since fallen lame, Mr. Woods went back again

without him, and, as we believe, without even making
a bid.

With upwards of £3,000 as the sum-total of the day's

business, a proper estimate of the prices will perhaps best

be gathered by a comparison with those just made by the

best show flock iu the county of Sussex. At Hove, the

other day, Mr. Rigden's choicest pen of ewes made £6 5s.

a-head, and the next best 5 gs. each ; while at Bedding-
ham Mr. Rigden himself gave £10 a-head for ewes, with

other pens selling at £8 15s., £8 10s., and £6 10s. each.

The best ram at Hove was let for 42gs., and a ram lamb
at Beddingham sold for 43gs. But, then, ram lambs
never did sell as they went on Friday ; and there

was quite a sensation over some of the lots, as

more particularly over this said 21, the first of No.
7's get offered. He is a great, well-grown, hardy-

looking animal, with a capital back, but very

bad before, being terribly pinned in, and some of the

leading judges would not have had him " at any price."

Sir John Sebright's man and Mr. ArkcoU, however,

thought differently, and it was said that fifty guineas would
not have stopped the former. Mr. Gibson, a Sussex

squire, was the purchaser of the nest best ram lamb at

33 guineas, and the longest priced ewes also remain in the

county. Mr. Rigden's lot had more substance than any-

thing in the catalogue, but we doubt whether the lot

immediately preceding them in the list, and bought by
Mr. Edward Cane, at £8 10s. each, were not, for all

points, a better pen, They had more style and breed

about them, though there was little to quarrel with

either lot in these respects, while their famously sprung

ribs made up a very model of what a sheep's body should

be. Mr. Sturt's six-tooth ewes at £8 15s. per head were

also extraordinarily good in this way, and Mr. AVebster's

bargain adjoining at £5 each a very sweet gay pen ; as,

indeed, we might go on to interpret many a similar

note of admiration that figures iu our catalogue. But
the old ewes were better than the sheai'lings, and the shear-

lings better than the lambs, so that the sale would seem

to have been very happily timed. The prize list will tell

the rest of the story out, and many a short-wool fancier,

who was not present, will feel, as he reads this, that, in

the classic language of the box, he has missed " an oppor-

tunity such as seldom occurs."

Beddinghara, se])arated from Glynda by the Hastings

line, is by no means a show-place, and the buildings will

be all the better for a little repair when the new tenant

comes in. Mr. Ellman, however, has had a good innings

here, and with the care of the flock no longer on his mind
will now be able to devote himself, if possible, with in-

creased energy to the Repeal of the Malt-tax. May the

return prove as satisfactory as that made by the South

-

downs

!
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[The prices of the ewes are put in tlie number of shillings cac
sheep fetched, tlic biddings being made in this way ; thu
the first lot of five were knocked down for £20.]

Lot Shearling ewes.
1. Five two-tooth ewes, 80s., Mr, J. Gorriuge,
2. Five ditto, 75s., Mr. TTebster.
3. Five ditto, Sos., Mr. Webster.
4. Five ditto, 130s., Mr. Webster.
5. Five ditto, 100s., Mr. Webster.
G. Five ditto, 126s. Capt. Thurlow.
7. Ten ditto, 63s., Mr. ArkeoU.
8. Ten ditto, S5s., M. C. Boby.
9. Ten ditto, 80s. Mr. R Boys.

10. Ten lUtto, 05s., Mr. Webster.
11 Ten ditto, 70s., Mr. T. Cooper.
12. Ten ditto, 80s., Mr. W. Ellraan.
13, Ten ditto, 75s., Mr. Lamb.
U. Ten ditto, C5s. Mr. Gibson.
15- Ten ditto, 72s. 6d., Mr. Gibson.
16. Ten ditto, 70s., Mr. W. Buck.
17. Ten ditto, 67s. 6d., Mr. Gibson.
18. Ten ditto, 75s., Mr. Back.

FouK-Tooxn Ewes.
19. Five four-tooth ewes, Cos , Mr. Back.
20. Five ditto, 105s., Mr. R. Boys.
21. Five ditto, 90s., Mr. E. Cane'.

22. Ten ditto, 70s., Lord Sondes.
23. Ten ditto, G3s., Mr. J. Gorringe.
24. Ten ditto, 80s., Mr. J. Verrall.

35. Ten ditto, 65s., Mr. Heasman.
26. Ten ditto, 60s. Lord Sondes,
27. Ten ditto, 6O3., Mr. Saxby.
28, Ten ditto, 60s., Mr. T. Belling,
29, Ten ditto, 63s., Mr. Gibson,
SO. Ten ditto, 75s., Mr. Gibson,
31. Ten ditto, 55s., Mr, T. Cooper,

Six-Tooxn Ewes.
32. Five six-tooth Ewes, 125s., Capt. Thurlow, Baynard Park,

Horsham.
Five ditto, lOOs., Lord Sheffield.

Five ditto, 175s., Mr. G. Sturt, M.P.
Ten ditto, 90s., Mr. Agate.
Ten ditto, lOOs., Mr. T^'ebster.

Ten ditto, 92s, Gd., Mr. Gibson.
Ten ditto, 92s. 6d., Mr. Gibson.
Ten ditto, 80s., Mr. H. EUman.'
Ten ditto, 753., Mr. W. Burrell."
Ten ditto, 65s., Mr. W. Burrell.
Ten ditto, 72s. 6d., Mr. W. Rand.
Ten ditto, 72s. 6d., Mr. H. Gorringe.
Ten ditto, 758., Ih. W. Burrell.

33,

3-i.

35.

36,

37.

38.

39.

40,

41.

42.

43.

44.

43.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

65.

56.

57.

68.

69.

60.

61,

62.

63,

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

FfLl-MOUTHEB EwES.
Five full-mouthed ewes, 84s., Mr. C. Ellis.

Five ditto, 90s., Mr. Stenning.
Five ditto, 170s., Mr. E. Cane.
Five ditto, 2008., Mr. W. Rigden,
Five ditto, 120s., Mr. Ramsden,
Five ditto, llos., Mr. Ramsden.
Ten ditto, 8k., ilr. H. Gorringe.
Ten ditto, 75s., Mr. C. Ellis.

Ten ditto, 7O3., Mr. C. Ellis.

Ten ditto, 63s., Mr. Elbnan.
Ten ditto, 63s., Mr. Rand.
Ten ditto, 55s., Mr. Tapper.
Ten ditto, 55s., Mr. W. Jones Loyd.
Ten ditto, 553., Mr. Gibson.

Ten ditto, 65s., Mr. J. S. Turner.

EwTE Lambs.
Five ewe lambs, 503., Capt. Thurlow,
Five ditto, 75s., Mr. Gibson.
Five ditto, 42s., Capt. Thurlow.
Five ditto, 503., Capt. Thurlow.
Ten ditto, 55s., Mr. Emery.
Ten ditto, 57s. 6d., Mr. Thurlow.
Ten ditto, 50s., Mr. Thurlow.
Ten ditto, 52s. 6d., Mr. Thuilow.
Ten ditto, 503., Mr. Thurlow.
Ten ditto, 52s. 6d., 3Ir. Thurlow.

70. Ten' ditto, 5 Is., Mr. Tluirlow.

71. Ten ditto, 55s., Mr. Agate.
72. Ten ditto, 52s. 6d., Mr. Boby.
73. Ten ditto, 50s., Mr. Back.
74. Ten ditto, 40s., Mr. Blaker.
75. Ten ditto, 40s., Mr. Back.
76. Ten ditto, 40s., Mr. Back,

Rah Lambs,
1. One ram lamb, 12J gs., Mr. R. Emery.
2. One ditto, 7 gs., Mr. W. Adcock,
3. One ditto, 23 gs., Sir J. Sebright.
4. One ditto, 25 gs., Mr. W. Bottiug.
5. One ditto, 21 gs., Mr. AV. Adcock,
6. One ditto, 17 gs., Mr. T. ArkcoU.
7. One ditto, 9 gs., Mr. R. Emery.
8. One ditto, 0| gs., Mr. .Tones Loyd.
9. One ditto, 25 gs., Sir J. Sebright.

10. One ditto, 17 gs., Mr. T. ArkcoU.
11. One ditto, 8 gs., Duke of Manchester.
12. One ditto, gs., Lord Slieffield.

13. One ditto, 8 gs.. Lord Sheffield.

14. One ditto, 8 gs. Mr. Back.
15. One ditto, G gs., Mr. Bob}-.

IG. One ditto, 8 gs., Mr. Gibson.
17. One ditto, 6^ gs., Mr. Boby.
18. One ditto, 5 gs., Mr. Eliick.

19. One ditto. G gs., Mr. Walker.
20. One ditto, 5 gs., Mr. Porle.

21. One ditto, 43 gs.. Sir J. Sebright,
22. One ditto, 8 gs., Mr. H. Gorringe.
23. One ditto, 32 gs., Mr. Gibson.
24. One ditto, 6^^ gs., Mr. Arkcoll.

25. One ditto, 20 gs., Mr. W. Botting.

Rams.
26. One two-tooth ram, 30 gs., Mr. T. Chullen,
27. One ditto, 8 gs., Mr. J. Ellis.

28. One ditto, 33 gs.. Sir J. Sebriglit.

29. One ditto, 34 gs., Mr. Humphrey.
30. One ditto, 8^ gs., Mr. J. Gaudera.
31. One ditto, 14^ gs., Mr. J. Gaudem.
32. One four-tooth ram, 23 gs., Mr. Challen.
33. One ditto, 31 gs., Duke of Maucliester.
34. One fuU-mouthed ram, 48 gs., Sir J. Sebright,
35. One four-tooth ram, 18 gs., Mr. Boliy.

36. One sis-tooth ram, of Mr. Webb's I'leuipo, 23 gs., Sir,

C. Ellis.

37. One full-mouthed ram, 22 gs., Mr. Humphrey.
38. One ditto, 33 gs., Mr. Challen.
39. One ditto, 15 gs., Mr. Turner.
40. One ram, bred by Mr. Pinnix, 25 gs., Mr. Stanford.

A\t:iiage and Summ-vkt of S.vle.

500 Ewes
150 Lambs
25 Ram lambs ...

15 Rams
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price being £11 for an iiuiiiial sold to Mr. Hetley ; Mr. Mann
also sold 30 lor Mr. Cartwright, Dimstan Pillar, the highest

prices being i~4 (given by Mr. Lester), IS guineas, £15, and

£li ; Mr. Ciilthrop offered 40 for Mr. Tislier, of Weston, the

highest price obtained being £10, and £25 for Mr, Wright, of

Noctou Heath, the highest price being £7 ; Mr. Law sold 25
for Mr. Sanderson, the highest-priced one being sold to Mr.
Newton for £36, the average being £10 ; Mr. Deacon sold 20
of Mr. Clarke's (of Canwick) rams, the highest price obtained
being £13 10s. for a sheep sold to Mr. Atteuborough.

THE GREAT SALE AND SHOW OF SHROPSHIRE SHEEP.
The Great Annu.\l Autumxal Sale ! Twenty-

TAVO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED GkAND EaMS AND
Ewes ! ! CH.ALLEiXGE tor £1,000. Mr. G. R.

PrEKCE AVILL SHOW AT SHREWSBURY, AT THE
Sheep Breeders' Great Show !! ! and so on. Every-

thing, moreover, is in the same noble strain. Every ram
in the catalogue is grand, and every ewe equally, as a

matter of course, superb. The auctioneer's clerk, as so

called in common parlance, is not a clerk, but a Secretary

;

tlie breeders are all " the most eminent" in the kingdom,

and the superlative degree is everywhere predominant.

But Mr. Preece is as good in the box as

he is iu type; and it is by no means too

much to say that he is the heart and soul,

the very life-blood of these "great" sales. His energy

is indomitable, his entliusiasm unmistakably genuine,

and his thorough knowledge of his subject as admirable.

Erom ten o'clock in the morning until past five in the

afternoon he never ilags, but runs on from one lot to the

next, with the same amazing power of voice, fluency of

tongue, and fertility of description. Nothing stops him
or dispirits him. lie turns a " grand" ram out of the

ring without a bid, in the same cheery way in which he

might have sold him for a hundred ; and introduces

another of the flock with yet more emphatic illustration.

This next shearling is "a rent-payer;" he is "awool-
gi'ower." He is " a sheet-anchor for the farmer."

He has " the skin of a cherry ;" he has "the shoulders of

a runner ;" he has " a noble countenance ;" he has

"masculine character ;" he has "a muscular neck ;" he
has "a round barrel;" he has "a fat back;" he has

"perfect symmetry;" and so he is christened "PERrEC-
tion" on the spot. What will anybody give for Smith's

Perfection? His sire was first at "the Royal," and his dam
would have been if she had ever been entered. He has ma-
jesty of appearance, his texture is unsurpassable, and there

is no reserve over the five guineas. Will anybody give six

for him ? And a half ? Going for five-and-a-half—there

must be no dwelling. Gone for five-and-ahalf. Royal
blood, and a fat back. Gone—six guineas bid—thank
you, sii' ! And then down comes the hammer, or rather

the walking-stick, with a thwack ! that manifestly still

more surprises the already much admiring shearling

;

who hurries out of the ring with commendable alacrity

on hearing that they are "already three-quarters of a

minute behind time," and clearly not without a suspicion

that the next crack of the baton may be devoted still

more directly to his " high-bred, noble countenance."

But when we have said so much of the great Autumnal
Shropshire sheep sale, and the thousand pounds Challenge,

we have said nearly everything. There seemed to be as

many or more buyers than sellers present, and though
some of the sheep otfered were from famous flocks, these

were i-ather " the tailings" and leavings than the sheep to

be shown for a thousand pounds. Other lots, again,

from breeders less known, were utterly unsaleable

;

and both at the beginning and the end of the first

day ram after ram was passed without an off'er.

Even the Uffington entry from Mr. Evans, " the
man of the year," was by no means remarkable for

anything beyond high condition, and the top jirice was
18 gs., the other thirteen going for 'J, 12, 10, 13, 7, and
*o Qn. The highest figure we heard giveu was 30 gs., for

a ram from Lady Willoughby de Broke ; but the sample
of the Compton Verney flock was not uniform, either in

general character or individual excellence, and this sheep

stood a long way before his fellows. A ram of the Hon.
Noel Hill's made 28 gs., but the biddings here appeared
chiefly to come from the box, and it was said the purchase
was made on behalf of the Colonies. One of the nicest

drafts iu the yard was that from Adcott, and the Bath
and West of England prize ram drew another 28gs.-worth.

For so long a string none came out better than Mr. Henry
Smith's, one of which was let to Mr. Lythall at 24 gs.,

two others sold at 18 gs., another at 16 gs., and so down-
wards. The almost only really good sheep of Mr. Hor-
ton's tet for 25 gs. ; but this flock would seem to be

rather training oil', or at least the rams here exhibited

wxre not as a lot very clever. Mr. Price Bowen still

goes for size, at a clear sacrifice of quality, and an immense
Shrawardine shearling sold for 15 gs. Mr. Thorn-
ton was not up to his previous form ; but Messrs.

Crane's dozen and a - half were pretty and uni-

form ; while Mr. Sheldon, of Brailes, showed
nine of about the best rams in the fair. They combined
style and size, with good lean meat and capital wool, and
their average was one of the highest of the day.. We
own to not having stopped the business out, but when we
left between three and four, Mr. Preece was turning out

the Rev. Mr. Botfleld's lame, badly-done, rams one after

another, w-ithout an offer, but with as much spirit and

strength of tone as if they were going oft' readily.

They were in honest working condition : they

had capital constitutions-: they were bred from
well-known prize-sheep : they had quality and sym-
metry and nobility ; and will nobody give five

guineas for one of them ? Then, let him go, Dick

!

And here is No. 7, a deal better one of the same sort, and
just the animal for a good cross.

Nothing can be better conducted than these sales, or

than the convenient arrangement by which the stock from
certain flocks is put up at certain specified times, so that

a customer, who has a catalogue to go by, can make his

visit fit to a minute if he so chooses ; for this declared

time is admirably kept, and, with an interval of

only eight minutes for refreshment, there was

scarcely a minute lost during the day. The mistake is to

announce a sale of culls, and jjretty generally second-rate

animals, as the great sale of the season. This in reality

took place during the last week in July, when Air. Evans'

(Uffington) highly-conmiended shearling at Bury St.

Edmunds was let to Mr. Masfen for 85 guineas ; the

first-prize shearling from the same flock to Mr. Beacli for

60 gs. ; the second prize to Mr. Horley for 45 gs., and

INIr. Mansell's prize two-shear to Mr. H. Smith for 77 gs.

Lord Chesham also hired Mr. Smith's highly-commended

sheep at Bury for 40 gs. ; and Messrs. Crane let two

shearlings for 40 gs. and .36 gs. to Lord Lisburn and Mr.

Ilorton. The IJifington three-shear sheep, the third

prize at the Royal Meeting, was also said to be let for

95 gs., but it is not so clear into whose hands he has

gone.

The sale of the " superb" ewes was to follow on Friday
;

but, as none of the prices hav(' reached us, it may be as-

sumed that these scarcely wiirrautcd the nian'uificence of

a £1,000 challenge.
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BALES OF SHORTHORNS.
BY MPx. CARR.

TuE Duke of Montrose's Hf.rd—Lord Stratiiallan'3 Herd.

The herd of the Duke of Montrose, and the largest portion

of the herd of Viscount Struthallan, were sokl on Tuesday, Aug.
27, at Mr. Dewar's farm, Kinsi's I'ark, near Stirling. The sale

was opened with the Duke of Montrose's cows and heifers, for

whicli there was a good competition. Rosedalc, the best cow
in the herd, was purchased by the Duke of Montrose, at Lady
Pigot's sale, for ~17 guineas. In the herd of cows belonging
to Viscount Strathallan, Violante obtained the highest price,

91 guineas, Sir William Stirling-JIaxwell being in this case

the buyer. Tiie highest price paid for a bull was Scottish

ciiief, belonging to tlie Duke of Montrose, which fetched 67
guineas. It may be stated that the sale was the greatest which
has ever occurred in Scotland. Excepting Rosedale and a few
others, the most of the animals wiU remain in Scotland, a

circumstance which shows how much the Shorthorn stock is

appreciated on that side of the Border.

THE DUKE OF MONTROSE'S HERD.

Cows A>D Heifers.

La Valliere, roan, calved October 12th, 1855
;
got by Gain-

ford 5th (12913), dam (Farewell) by Royal Buck (10750)—
41 gs. : Mr. Fox, of St. Bees.

New Year's Morn, white, calved January 1st, 1857 ;
got by

Baltic (12431), dam (Ladv Marguerite) by Master Charlie

(13312)—30 gs. ; Sir W. Stirling Maxwell, of Keir.

Rosedale, roan, calved February 13th, 1861 ;
got by Valasco

(15443), dam (Rosy) by Master BeUeviUe (11795)—235
gs. ; Mr. Beattie, of Montreal.

Flower Girl, roau, calved July 6th, 1861 ;
got by Baron Kil-

lerby (19280), dam (Flora) by Victor Emmanuel (15460)—
100 gs. ; Sir "W. Stirling Maxwell, of Keir.

Rosy Morn, red roau, calved October 3rd, 1862 ;
got by Victor

Royal (21028), dam (New Year's Morn) by Baltic (12431)—61 gs. ; Duke of Richmond.
Baroness Killerby, roan, calved January 14th, 1863

;
got by

Baron Killerby (19280), dam (Flavia) by Baron Warlaby
(7813)—78 gs. ; Mr. White, of Little Clinterty, Blackburn,
Aberdeenshire.

Early Dawn, roan, calved February 28th, 1865
,
got by Fash-

ion (21724), dam (New Year's Morn) by Baltic (12431)—
58 gs. ; Mr. TurnbuU, of Huntiugtower.

BaUet Girl, roan, calved March 12th, 1865
;
got by Fashion

(21724), dam (Flower Girl) by Baron Killerby (19280)—
58 gs. ; Mr. TurnbuU.

Princess, red, calved March 25th, 1865
;

got by Fashion
(21724), dam (La Valliere) by Gainford 5th (12913)—50
gs. ; Mr. Tumbull.

Pride of the Morning, roan, calved January 23rd, 1866
; got

by Scottish Chief (22849), dam(Rosy Mom) by Victor

Royal (21028)—75 gs. ; Sir W. S. Maxwell.

Highland Girl, roan, calved April 6th, 1866; got by Scottish

Chief (22849), dam (Flower Girl) by Baron Killerby

(19280)—56 gs. ; Mr. Balfour, of Balhimie.

Lady Booth, roan, calved April 10th, 1866
;

got by Baron
Booth (21212), dam (La VaUiere) by Gainford 5th (12913)
—42 gs. ; Mr. Storer, of Hellidon, Daventry.

Day Spring, roan, calved May 14th, 1867
;
got by Scottish

Chief (22849), dam (Early Dawn) by Fashion (21724)—31
gs. ; Mr. Scott, of Brotherton, Kineardine,

French Lady, roan, calved June loth, 1867 ; got by Scottish

Chief (22849), dam (La Valli&re) by Gainford 5th (13913)
—33 gs. ; Mr. Fox, of St. Bees.

Bulls.

Scottish Chief (22849), red, calved January 16th, 1864 ; got

by Ravenspur (20268), dam (La Vallike by Gainford 5th

(12913)—67 gs. ; Duke of Richmond.
Rose Hill, roan, calved October loth, 1865 ;

got by Fashion

(21724), dam (Rosedale) by Valasco (15443)—40 gs. ; Mr.
Stirling, of Cockermouth.

Northern Light, roan, calved October 18th, 1866
;

got by

Scottish Chief (22849), dam (New Year's Morn) by Baltic

(12431)—42 gs. ; Mr. Balfour, of Whittingham.

Scotch Ruse, red, calved October 18th, 1866
;
got by Scottish

Chief (22849), dam (Rosedale) by Valasco (15443)—51
gs. ; Mr. Cruickshanks, of Sittyton.

Clansman, roan, calved December 30tli, 1866
;
got by Scottish

Chief (22849), dam (Rosy Morn) by Victor Royal (21028)

—32 gs. ; Mr. Forman, of Windymains, Upperkeith.

Jacobite, roan, calved June 21st, 1867 ;
got by Scottish Chief

(22849), dam (Flower Girl) by Baron Killerby (19280)—30

gs. ; Mr. Charles Tenant, of 13uchlyrie.

Average of cows £70 4
Average of bulls 55

Total average 62 18

VISCOUNT STRATHALLAN'S HERD.

Cows AND Heifers.

Violante, red, calved May 20th, 1857 ;
got by Valiant (10989),

dam (Roan Duchess 2ud) by Frederick (11489)—41 gs.

;

Sir W. S. Maxwell
Rosebud, roan, calved April 8th, 1859

;
got by Dick (14399),

dam (Ruby) by the Squire (15401)—47 gs. ; Mr. Fox, of

St. Bees.

Mysie 10th, roan, calved June, 1859
;

got by Indispensable

(16295), dam (Mysie 3rd) by Barnaby Rudge (11142)—30
gs. ; Mr. Arklay, of Dundee.

Princess Royal, red, calved February, 1860
;

got by Indispen-

sable (16295), dam (Princess Mary) by The Baron (13833)
—24 gs. ; Mr. Symes, of Courton, Fife.

Warlabiua 2nd, roan, calved January 3rd, 1861
;
got by Haut-

boy (18034), dam (Warlabiua) by Baron Warlaby (7813)—
53 gs. ; Mr. Botclierby, of Darlington.

Rosa Bonheur, roan, calved January 31st, 1863 ;
got by Bride-

groom (17441), dam (Rosa Lee) by Hautboy (18034)—74
gs. ; Duke of Richmond.

Harmless, roan, calved March 9th, 1862
;

got by Bridegroom

(17-41.1), dam (Harmony) by Redgauntlet (16805)—31 gs.j

Mr. Currie, of Halkerston.

Harmonica, white, calved April 24th, 1863
;

got by Fosco

(17869), dam (Harmony) by Redgauntlet (16805)—28 gs.;

Mr. Fox, of St. Bees.

Rosa Bianca, red and white, calved May 10th, 1864 ;
got by

Fosco (17869), dam (Ruby) by The Squire (15401)—34
gs. ; Mr. Allen, of West Park, Auchterarder.

Princely, roan, calved May 30th, 1864; got by Warrior

(23178), dam (Princess of Cambridge) by Duke of Cam-
bridge (12742)—30 gs. ; Sir W. S. Maxwell.

Queen Mary, red, calved August 13th, 1864 ;
got by Fosco

(17869), dam (Princess Royal) by Indispensable (16295)—
33 gs. ; Mr. Drummond, of Colt M'Allender, Auchterarder.

Harpsichord, roan, caled February 16th, 1865 ; got by Allan

(21172), dam (Harmonica) by Fosco (17869)—25 gs. ; Mr.

Aitken, of Fettercairu, Kincardine.

Rose of Strathallan, roan, calved March 29th, 1865
;
got by

AHan (21172), dam (Rosa Bonheur) by Bridegroom (17441)

86 gs. ; Mr. Currie, of Hatherston, Dalkeith.

Rosabel, red and white, calved April 3rd, 1865
;
got by Allan

(21172), dam (Rosa Lee) by Hautboy (18034)—66 gs.

;

Sir W. S. Maxwell.

Queea of Scots, roan, calved February 12th, 1866
; got by

Fosco (17869), dam (Princess Royal) by Indispensable

(16295)—26 gs. ; Mr. Souter, of Banff.

Red Rose of Strathallan, red, calved March SOth, 1866
; got

by Allan (21172), dam (Rosa Bonheur) by Bridegroom

(17441)—50 gs, ; Mr. Sadler, of Raths.

Warlabiua 4th, roan, calved May Slst, 1866
;

got by Earl of

Stratheame (21658), dam (Warlabina 2nd) by Hautboy
(18034)—37 gs. ; Mr. W. Sirae, of Orchard, Cambus.

Harriet, red, and white, calved February 20th, 1867
;
got by

B B
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Earl of Rlrailicnrnp (31G58), dam (Harmless) by Bride-

groom (17141)—13 gs. ; Mr. Greicf, of Muircot.

Slratliearne's Jlysio, roan, calved March 5tli, 1867 ;
got by

Earl of Strathearne (21658), dam (Mysie 10th) by Indis-

pensable (16395) — 15 gs. ; Mr. Drew, of Marryton,

Hamilton.
Rosa Eoy, red and white, calved April 5tli, 1867

;
got I^y Eob

Roy (22740), dam (Rosa Bianca) by Fosco (17869)—Not
sold.

Harmonia, roan, calved April Cttli, 1867 ;
got by Roderick,

dam (Harpsichord) by Allan (21172)—21 gs. ; Mr. Balfour,

of Balbirnie.

Warlabina 5th, red, calved May 17th, 1867 ;
got by Rob Roy

(237-iO), dam (Warlabina 2ud) by Hautboy (18034)—36
gs. ; Mr. Alleu, of West Park.

Heiress, red and white, calved June 18tli, 1867 ;
got by Earl

of Strathearne (21658), dam (Heartsease) by Allan (21172)
Not sold.

Bulls.

Eob Roy (22740), red, calved April 26th, 1864; got by

Bridegroom (17441), dam (Rosa Lee) by Hautboy (18034)—46 gs. ; Mr. Cruickshank, of Sittyton.

Ktz-Allan, red and white, calved January 13th, 1865
; got by

Allan (21172), dam (Jeaunette) by Redgauutlet (16805)—
20 gs. ; Mr. Arklay.

Royalty, red and white, calved May 30th, 1866 ; got by Earl

of Strathearne (21658), dam (Rosa Bianca) by Fosco

(17869)—18 gs. ; Mr. Finlayson, of Stirling.

Prince Teck, red and white, calved June 1st, 1866 ;
got by

Earl of Strathearne (31658), dam (Princely) by Warrior
(23178)—Not sold.

Duke of Edinljurgh, roan, calved February 23rd, 1867
;

got

bv Earl of Strathearne (31658), dam (Harmouica) by Fosco
(17869)—35 gs. ; Mr. Scott, of Brotherton.

Robin Hood, red and white, calved February 27th, 1867 ; got

by Rob Roy (22740), dam (Rosebud) by Dick (14399)—
30 gs. ; Mr. Fox, of St. Bees.

Prince Charlie, red and white, calved April 22nd, 1867 ; got

by Rob Roy (33740), dam (Princely) by Warrior (23178)—18 gs. ; Smyth, of Balmain, Fettercairu,

Maximilian, red, calved May 24th, 1867
;

got by Eob Eoy
(22740), dam (Queen Mary) by Fosco (17869)—Not sold.

Craia:rossie, red, calved June 18th, 1867 ;
got by Rob Roy

(22740), g.d. (Warlabina 3rd) by Fashion (31724)—16 gs.

;

Mr. Sadler.

MR. ]\IASFEN'S SHROPSHIRE SHEEP SALE, at

Pendeford, took place on Monday, Sept. 9, under the direction of

Mr. Preece, when 50 rams averaged over £15 each. The follow-

ing were the chief prices : Shearling rams—Masterpiece, 21 gs
,

Mr. Dales ; Masterman, 30 gs.. Lord Chesham ; British Tar,

25 guineas, Mr. Dales ; Mussulman, 21 gs., Mr. Brooksbank

;

Majestic, 20 gs., Mr. Levick ; Viceroy, 25 gs., Mr. Firmstone.
Two-shear rams—Pride of Pendeford, 40 gs., Mr. Sharp, for

Lord Aylesford ; Romeo, 32 gs., Mr. Wardle ; Lord Verney,
18 gs., Mr. Dales. Three-shear rams—Mainstay 2nd, 30 gs.,

Mr. Firmstone ; IMadcap, 20 gs., Mr. Broughall. Seventy-iive

stock ewes and theaves were put in lots of five each, and they
were sold at the following prices per head : Lot 1, Mr. Taylor,

57s. 3d. ; 2, Mr. Gover, 1158. ; 3, Mr. Robinson, 70s. ; 4,

Mr. Wright, 65s. ; 5, Mr. Firmstone, 67s. 6d. ; 6, Mr. Firm-
stone, 703. ; 7, Mr. Myatt, OOs. ; 8, Mr. Cliambley, 60s. ; 10
(theaves). Lord Chesham, 80s. ; 11, Mr. Myatt, 65s. ; 12, for

Lord Aylesford, 70s. ; 13, Mr. Myatt, 55s. ; 14, Mr. Clewes,
858. ; 15, Mr. Sharpe, 65s. ; 16, Mr. Nash, 633. 6d.

The sale of Mr. R. G. F. Howard's Lincoln rams was
held at Temple Bruer. At all the ram-sales hitherto held
in the county this year there has been a considerable
falling-off in the averages, owing to the present depressed state
of the trade for both mutton and wool, Mr. Howard alono
exceeding any former average. The sixty-seven animals
realized £851, being an average of £13 14s. each. Mr. But-
tersbv, of Scotherne, secured the plum for £60. No. 13 was
knocked down to Mr. Kirkham at £38 ; and Mr. Clarke, Rut-
'aod, took two sheep at £30 each, Mr. Mackeuder one at £30,
Mr. F. Brook one at £26, and several others were disposed of
ftt prices ranging from £15 to £20 each.

NORFOLK STOCK.—The second annual sale of South-
down sheep and red poUed Norfolk (or SulTolk) cattle, the
property of Lord Sondes, took plute on Sept. 9, at Elmham.
140 shearling ewes realized £425 15s., the average being
£3 Os. 9d. each. Ninety ewe lambs sold for £161 15s., the
average being £1 16s. lid. each. 190 wether lambs realized
£399 5s., the average being £1 15s. 2d. each: Only seven
rams were let, but the total proceeds of the letting were £93
13s., giving an average of £13 4«. 8d. each ; the highest price
at which a ram was hired was £16 16s., given by Herr Gouth,
of Prussia. The polled cattle were then brought forward ; 17
heifers (with four calves, which sold for £11 6s.) realized £349
16s., being an average of £19 18s. 2d. each. Three Norfolk
bulls were offered, and the first made £36 5s., the second £24
3s., and the third £15 15s.

LINCOLNSHIRE RAMS.—Although on the Yorkshire
wolds the Lincolns have been found unproductive, yet in

the low warm countries they appear to maintain their position.

The great annual sale was held at Wottondale, Ulceby, on
Sept. 6, by auction, Mr. Havercroft's rams were sold, num-
bering over 60. The shearlings had famous competition, some
ofthem fetching as high as £30, and the older rams were well

sold as much as £36 10s. being given. On Tuesday last,

the Cidverthorpe flocks, belonging to Mr. George King, of
Culverthorpe-hall, near to Sleaford, were oiTered for sale by
Mr. Elston Law. There were 55 lots put up, and of these

only nine were unsold : the pick of the lots ranged from £21
to £10 10s., and averaged over £15 each. They were sheep

of immense size, tine symmetry, and with- excellent fleeces.

The other sale took place on Thursday afternoon at Norman-
ton-hill Farm, near Grautham, where the rams belonging to

Mr. Charles Winter were offered by Mr. Spreckley. There
were about 80 lots let for the season, the best lots being

numbers 1, 2, 5, 12, and 41, at £13, and 48, at £16, 45 at

£14, 43 at £13 15s., and 61 at £13 15s.

SALE OF POLLED CATTLE AT TILLYFOUR,—Mr.
M'Combie, Tillyfour, had a sale of pure-bred Aberdeen and
Angus cattle on his farm of TiUyfour on Thursday, Sept. 5. The
average price obtained for the cows was £37 14s, per head ; the

average price for the first ten on the list, breed by Mr, M'Com-
bie, being £45 15s, 6d. ; the average price of six two-year-

old heifers was £41 9s. 6d. ; the average of ten yearlings was
£34 Is. ; the average of six heifer calves was £15 Is. ; and
the average of five buU calves was £38 7s. each. The total

proceeds of the sale amounted to £1,513.

THE ULCEBY GRANGE RAMS.—Mr. C. J. Calthrop,

on Sept. 9, held an auction for the sale of rams, the property

of Mr. John Turner, of Ulceby Grange. Filty-ibur sheep

were sold for £525, being an average of £9 14s. 5d. each.

Two hundred fresh shearling wethers were then offered, in lots

of ten each, and the average was 378. 6d. each. Seventy gim-
mers were then offered in lots of ten, and were all purchased

by Mr. Johnson, a dealer, at the following prices :—Lot 1

37s, 6d. each, 3 and 3 40s. 4 39s., 5 39s., 6 38s., and 7 38s.

6d. each.

At the DUMBLETON RAM SALE the competition was
not so spirited, nor were such good prices realised, as in former
years. Tliirty-eight pure Shropshire rams were first offered for

competition : four of these were to let atid the remainder for

absolute sale, and they were all disposed of with the exceptiou

of five. A two-shear ram, reserved for exhibition at the

Gloucestershire Agricultural Exhil)ition, at Cheltenham, next
week, was let for the season to Mr, C. Randell, of Chadbury,
for 35 guineas ; and three others were let at the respective

sums of 7^ and lOJ guineas. The highest price realised for

shearling rams absolutely sold was 14 guineas, and the lowest

5i guineas. Yearling and stock ewes from the same breed

sold readily in pens of five each at prices from £1 18s. to

£3 3s. per head ; in several instances the scarcity of food during

tlie summer had told upon the ewes, hence the lower figures in

some instances which realized.

BIENNIAL SALE OF MR. BRYDON'S CHEVIOT
RAMS AT BEATTOCK.—The sale was presided over by
Mr. Oliver, Hawick. " Craigpatrick" four year old, a splen-

didly made sheep, realized the fabulous sum of 185 guineas.

The total number of rams sold was 173, and the sum
which they realized was £1,310 7s. The subjoined is a
list of some of the

,
principal prices with the averages
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of this and of the last sale :—Five-Year-OIds : Highest
price £11 10s., lowest £5. Four-Year-Olds : Highest
£19i OS., lowest £3, average £1G -is. 9d., average in 1SG5 £31
Cs. Id. Thveo-Year-Olds : Highest £75 Ua., lowest £3 10s.,

average £10 12s. 3d., average in 1865 £15 lis. 3d. Two-
Year-Olds : Highest £37 IGs., lowest £2 5s , average £6 15s.,

average in 1S65 £l-i Ss. Sd. One-Year-olds : Highest £13
10s., lowest £2 5s., average £5 Os. 3d., average in 1865 £6
13s 5-d
SALE OF LEICESTER RxVlMS AT KELSO.—On Friday,

September 13, was held the annual sale of Leicester rams,

under the auspices of the Border Union Society. There were

upwards of 3000 sheep for sale altogether, and the biddings

were more spirited than last year, although the averages in

several instances were lower ; but when the fall in the price of

sheep is taken into consideration, the decline is nothing. The
lot belonginsr to Lord Tolworth v.as surrounded by an

eager and interested assemblage. There were altogether

29 of his Lordship's sheep sold, which brought a total

of £7^3 15s., being an average of £35 13s., or £1 8s.

less than last year. His highest ram this j-oar was £106

;

last year is was £98. In Mr. Torrance's lot, of Sister-

path, the highest price was £19. Mr. Torrance's highest

price last year was £47, and his average £9 4s. 7d. In Mr.

Robeson's (Spring-wells) lot, Mr. Mein, Barnes, gave the highest

price, £15. Thc'highest last year was £18, and his average

£0 163. 3d. His average this year was £6. Miss Stark of

Mcllendean's rams were brought into the ring. The prices of

the highest this year were as follow :—Mr. IMills, Horsburgh

Castle, bought the best ram at £84 ; Mr. Foster, EUingham,

bought one at £76 ; Mr. Robertson, Harpertou, bought a

splendid animal at £69 ; Mr. Clarke, Oldharastocks, one at

£-2S ; Mr. Stevenson, Hales, one at £30 ; Mr. Robertson,

IIarperton,aiiot]icr at £22 ; Mr. Franks, Ireland, one at £35 ;

Mr. Allen, Billieiiiains, one at £51 ; Mr. Laing, CornhiU, one

at £26 ; Mr. Calder, Kelso Mains, one at £20. The total

amount of the sale for the 34 tups was £773. The average

last year was £35 15s. and the highest £80. In the lot

belonging to Mr. Purves, Linton Burnfoot, the highest price

was £60. Mr. Lees, Mervington, sold two rams, and his

average was £26 10s. In Mr. Errington's lot, Sir George

Dunbar bought one at £37 ; and Mr. Calder, Kelso Mains,

one at £16. In Mr. Simsons (Courthill) lot, Mr. Hogarth,

Eccles Tofts, bought one at £10 10s. In the Rev. Mr. Bosan-

quet's lot, ]\Ir. Hope, Fentonbarns, purchased one at £29 ; Mr.

Murray, Edinburgh, bought one at £21.

CHESHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

At the annual show in spite of the cattle plague and all the

dire auguries to which it gave rise, some £20 more was taken
in 1867 than in any previous year. Perhaps that is not say-

ing a great deal, but it is unquestionably a step in the right

direction. The total takings at the show-yard gates amounted
this year to £371—a sum indicating the visits of above 5,000

people to the enclosure on the Roodee.

LIST OF PRIZES.
CHEESE.

Judges.—Mr. Bowles, 13, West Smithtield, London.
Mr. Warburton, Manchester.

Champion prize, for the best dairy of new cheese, not to

average less than 401bs. weight each, £20 ; second best £10
;

open for general competition to the United Kingdom—1,
Joseph Robinson, Lee Green Hall, Church Minshull; 2, Thos.
Finchett, Rushton.

Best dairy cheese, either old or new, not to average less

than £50 weight each, £15 ; second best, £4, given by Mr. Wm.
Atkinson—1, G. Gibbons, Tunley Farm, Bath ; 2, Joseph
Aston, Brassey Green, Tarporley.

Best dairy of new cheese, not less than 501bs. weight each,

£10 ; second best, £3, given by Mr. Wm. Atkinson—1, John
Vernon, WUlingtou, Tarporley; 2, Joseph Owen, Weaver
Park, Over.

Best dairy of new cheese, not less than 201bs. nor more
than 50 lbs. weight each, £S ; second best, £3, given by
Mr. William Atkinson—1, Samuel Davies, Eardsnick Hall,

Middlewich ; 2, Earl Grosvenor, ]\I.P., Moat Farm, Calveley.

Best dairy of cheese, averaging above 401bs. weight each,

not made on the Sabbath-day, £6, given by Mr. J. Tollemache,

M.P. ; second best, £4, given by the Rev. John Thomycroft

—

1, George Jackson, Tattenhall Hall ; 2, Samuel Wright, Wood-
houses, Frodsham.

Best dairy cheese, not on the average exceeding 401bs.

weight each, and not made on the Sabbath-day, £4, given by

Mr. John ToUemache, M.P. ; second best, £3, given by the

Rev. John Thomycroft—1, Joseph Beckett, Peel Hall, Ashton

;

3, WUliam Willis, Rushton, Tarporley.

FATTED PIGS.

Judges.—Mr. Hindson, Liverpool.

Mr. Hill, Bache.

Agricnltural labourer's best fatted pig, £2, Joseph Gresty,

Clotton Hooiield.

LAllGE BREED.

Best boar pig, of any age, £3, William Eardley, Larkton,
Malpas.

Best boar pig, under two years old, £3, Samuel Davies,

Eardswick Hall.

Best breeding sow, of any age, £3, George Jackson, Tat-

tenhaU Hall.

Best breeding sow, under two years old, £3, Marquis of

Westminster.

Best pen of pigs, four in number, bred by the owner,

bom since 1st January, 1867, £3, Mrs. Beecroft, Upton,

Cheshire.

Best nair of gilts, bred by the owner, bom since Ist Janu-

ary, 186"7, £3, Peter Wright, Minshull.

SMALL BREED.

Best boar pig, of any age, £3, and best breeding sow, of any

age, £3, E. C. Walker, Lead Works, Chester.

Best breeding sow, under two years old, £3, James Parr,

Hatton Hall, Warrington.

Best litter of pigs according to age, £3, Earl Grosvenor.

Best pen of pigs, four in number, £3, Mrs. Beecroft, Upton,

Cheshire.

SMALL BKEED.

Best boar pig, of any age, £5, Thomas Atherton, Chapel-

house, Speke, Liverpool.

HORSES,

Judges.—Mr. John Barker, Rushton.

Mr. James Boote, Weston.

Best pair of horses, for agricultural purposes, £8, Earl

Grosvenor.

Best mare or gelding, for agricultural purposes, £6, G. C.

Dewhurst, Beechwood, Lymm.
Best stallion, for agricultural purposes, £13, James Lloyd,

Wimbolds, Trafford.

Best mare or gelding, as a roadster, £5, Robert Martin,

Hurleston.

Best brood mare, with the foal at her foot, for agricultural

purposes, £7, Stonetrough Colliery Company.

Best two years old gelding or filly, for agricultural purposes,

£5, Thomas Balmer, Tattenhall.

Best yearling gelding or filly, for agricultural purjioscs, £4,
Stonetrough Colliery Company.

Best brood mare, for breeding hunters, £5, given by Earl

Grosvenor, Thomas Parker, Aldford, Chester.

For the best three years old colt, for hunting purposes, £5,
given by the Earl Grosvenor, M.P., Nathan Ellison, Lea Green
Farm,

B ? ^
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EXTRA 1-RIZES FOR HORSES.

JuDRES.—Lord Combennere.
Sir W. W. Wynn.
Mr. Reginald Corhet.

Best thorough-bred stallion, for hunting purposes, £12,

Thomas Parker, Aldford, Chester.

Best roadster stallion, £10, John McGregor, Acton, North-

Mich.

Best mare or gelding suitable for a hunter, £10, Captain E.

N. Heygate, Buckland, Leominster.

Mare or gelding, which is the best performer as a hunter,

£10, Edward Dison, St. John-street, Chester.

Best roadster, not exceeding 15 hands in height, £5, Ambrose
Dixon, Chester.

Best two years old gelding or filly likely to make a hunter,

£5, Thomas Green, Stapeley Villa, Nautwich.

Best yearling gelding or filly likely to make a hunter, £5,
Thomas Green, Stapeley.

Best pouy not exceeding 14< hands high, £5, C. W. Potts,

Heron Bridge, Chester.

SHEEP.
Judges.—Mr. Hopkins, Marbury.

Mr. Hassall, Bunbury.
Mr. McGill, Crabtree Green.
Mr. Griffith, The Rake, Hawarden.

Best long-wooUed ram, £4, Joseph Simpson, Spofforth Park,
Wetherby.

Best long-woolled shearling ram, £5, Joseph Simpson.
Best long-woolled tup lamb, £3, Richard Richardson, Sand-

bach.

Best three long-woolled ewes, £4', Joseph Simpson.
Best three long-B'oolled shearling ewes, £5, Joseph Simpson.
Best three long-woolled ewe lambs, £4, Thomas Richardson,

Elton.

Best short-wooUed ram, £4, Thomas Mansell, Adcott Hall.
Best short-woolled shearling ram, £5, Thomas Jones, Agden,

Whitchurch.
Best short-woolled tup lamb, £3, Thomas Mansell.
Best three short-woolled ewes, £4, Thomas Mansell.
Best three short-wooOed shearling ewes, £5, Reynolds Davies,

Mere Old Hall, Knutsford.

Best three short-woolled ewe lambs, £4, Thomas Mansell.

WAEWICKSHIEE AGEIOULTUEAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT SUTTON COLDFIELD.

With respect to the sheep, Mr. CressweU's Leicester rams
were as good as usual, and Messrs. Tombs, Gillett, and Wheeler
had it all in their own hands with the other lougwools. With
Shropshire shearlings, Mr. W. Baker's Lichfield winner was
again first, and obtained the extra prize for the best short-

woolled ram. Mr. Holland's R.A.S. ram stood first in old

sheep. Mr. G. Wallis made a clean sweep of the prizes with

his Oxfordshire Down rams. The following is the

PRIZE LIST.
SHEEP.

Leicesters.

Shearling Ram.—1st and 2nd, Mr. R. W. Cresswell, Raven-
stone ; 3rd, Mr. George Turner, jun., Alexton Hall.

Two shear Ram.—1st and 2nd, Mr. R. W. Cresswell ; 3rd,

Mr. George Turner.

Pen of five Ewes.—1st and 2ud, Mr. S. Umbers, Wappen-
bury.

LONGWOOLS, JIOT BEING LeICESTERS.

Shearling Ram.— Ist, Mr. John Tombs, Hatherop ; 2nd,

Mr. John Gillett, Oaklands ; 3rd, Mr. John Wheeler, Long
Compton.
Two-shear Ram.—1st and 2nd, Mr. Jehu Gillett ; 3rd, Mr.

John Wheeler.

1st and 2nd, Mr. John Gillett.

SlIROPSHlRES.

Shearling Ram.—1st and 2nd, Mr. W. Baker, Moor Barns,

Atherstone ; 3rd, Mrs. Anne Baker, Greudou.
Two-shear Ram.—1st, Mr. E. Holland, M.P. ; 2nd, Mrs.

Anne Baker ; 3rd, Mr. E. Tongue, Aldridge.

Pen of five Ewes.—Ist, Mrs. Anne Baker; 2nd, Mr. J.

Beach, Brewood.
Other Shortwools.

Shearling Ram.—1st and 2nd, Mr. G. WalUs, Old Shifford.

Two-shear Ram.— 1st and 2nd, Mr. G. Wallis.

Five Shropshire Theaves.—1st, Mr. E. Holland, M.P. ; 2nd,

Mr. J. Beach.
Five Shropshire Wether Lambs.—1st, Mr. E. Jenkins, Wylde

Green ; 2nd, Mr. W. Tidy, Middletou.
Five Shropshire Ewe Lambs.—1st, Mr. E. Jenkins ; 2nd,

Mr. W. Tidy.

Three fat Shearling Wethers, of any breed.—1st and 2nd,
Mr. W. Tidy.

For the best Ram exhibited in the Longv\'ool classes, £6, in
addition to any other prize gained, to Mr. R. W. Cresswell,
Ravenstone.

For the best Ram exhibited in the Shortwool classes, £.5, in

addition to any other prize gained, to Mr. W. Baker, Floor

Barns, Atherstone.

HORSES.

Agricultural Horses.

Best Stallion.-1st, Mr. W. Wynn, Grafton ; 2nd, Mr. J.

Wallwork, CHfton.

Best Mare, in-foal or with foal at her foot.—1st, Mr. E.

Holland, M.P., Dumbleton ; 2nd, Mr. W. Hurlston, Ditchford.

Best Gelding, under three years old.—Prize to Mr. W.
Hurlston.

Best Filly, under three years old,—-Prize io Mr. Thomas
Baldwin, Earlswood.

Best pair of Cart Geldings or Mares above four years old.

—

Prize to Mr. E. H. Hawkes, Clifford HiO.

Hunting Horses.

Best Hunter.—Prize to Mr. H. J. Sheldon, Brailes House.
Best Hunter four years old and upwards.— 1st, Mr. J. Gil-

man, jun., Birmingham ; 2nd, Mr. H. Summerfield, Warwick.
Best four-year-old Colt or FiUy adapted for hunting pur-

poses.—Prize to Mr. C. Griffin, Chesterton.

Best Half-bred two-year-old Colt or FiUy.—1st, Mr. J. D.
Ledsam, Griffen's Brook ; 2nd, Mr. W. Dester, SeckLngton.

Mare (with a foal) best calculated to breed hunters.—Prize

to Mr. W. J. Sheldon, Earlswood Farm.

Hackneiis and Ponies.

Best Hackney exceeding fifteen hands high.—Prize to Mr.
W. J. Sheldon,'Earlswood Farm.

Best Hackney not exceeding fifteen hands high.—1st, Mr.
H. Summerfield, Warwick ; 2nd, Mr. C. Griffin, Chesterton.

Best Pony above thirteen and not ejiceeding fourteen hands

high.—1st, Mr. R. Milward, Tlmrgarton Priory ; 2nd, Mr. J.

T. Glover, Warwick.
Best Ponv above twelve and not exceeding thirteen hands

high.—1st, "Mr. R. Madeley, Coombe Fields ; 2nd, Mr. H.
Johnson, North Lindsay.

PIGS.

Best Boar Pig of the large breed (except Berkshire) under

eighteen months old.—1st and 2nd, Mr. R. E. Duckering,

Northorpe.

Best Boar Pig of the large breed (except Berkshire) above

eighteen months olds.—1st, Mr. R. £. Duckering ; 2nd, Mr.
Thomas Bantock, Wolverhampton.

Best Boar Pig of the small breed, under eighteen months

old.—1st, Mr. G. Turner, jun., Alexton Hall; 2nd, Sir J. W.
C. Hartopp, Bart., Four Oaks Hall.
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Best Boar Pig of the small breed, above eighteen months
old.— 1st, Mr. R. E. Duckering ; 2nd, Mr, J. Wheeler, Long
Compton.

Best Boar Pig of the Berkshire breed, under eighteen

months old.—1st and 2nd, Mr. Joseph Smith, Henley-in-

Arden.
Best Boar Pig of the Berkshire breed, above eighteen

months old.—Prize to Mr. Joseph Smith.

Best Breeding Sow, suckling pigs, of the large breed (ex-

cept Berkshire).—Prize to Mr. Tliomas Bautock, Wolverhamp-
ton.

Best Breeding Sow of the small breed, suckling pigs.—1st,

Mr. R. E. Duckering ; 2nd, Mr. T. S. Wilkins, Peddemore
Hall.

Best Berkshire Sow, suckling pigs.—Prize to Sir J. AV. C.

Hartopp, Bart.

Best Breeding Sow of Tamworth breed.—Prize to Sir J. W.
C. Hartopp, Bart.

Three best Breeding Pigs of one farrow of 1867, of large

breed.— 1st, Mr. R. E. Duckering ; 2nd, Mr. Thomas Bantock.

Three best Breeding Pigs of one farrow of 1867, of small

breed.—1st, Mr. R. E. Duckering ; 2nd, Mr. John Wheeler.

Three best Breeding Pigs of oue farrow of 1867, of Berk-

shire breed.—Prize to Mr. Joseph Sraitli.

Best Sow of any breed, suckling pigs.—1st, Mr. R. E.
Duckering ; 2ud, Mr. John Wiggau, Sutton Coldtield.

Judges.—Sheep : Mr. George A. May, Elford Park, Tam-
worth, and Mr. W. Sandy, Holme Pierrepoint. Agricultural

Horses : Mr. J . Clayden, Littlebury, Saffron Walden, and Mr.
J. E. Bennett, Bosworth Grange. Riding Horses : Mr.
T. Percival, Wansford. Pigs : Mr. J. Dale, Spetchley, and

Mr. B. Towler, Browton, Aylesbury.

BORDER UNION AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY SHOW.

On Thursday the annual show of this Society was held at

Kelso. A large number of the leading agriculturists of the

Borders attended. The show was highly successful, and was
considered one of the best held in connection with the Society.

The short-horned cattle were fair in numbers aud of good
quality. The Cheviot sheep were a very good show, but were
not near so numerous as the Leicesters, which for quality and
excellence have never been surpassed at any previous show.

The half-bred sheep were a capital show, and of the premium
ewes aud gimmers of tliis class the Judges stated that they had
never seen them surpassed. There was a very large and splen-

did show of horses of aU descriptions. The following gentle-

men officiated as J udges :

Shorthorns aud Pigs.—Mr. Borthwick, Whitehaven, and Mr.
Hardy, Herrietfield.

Leicester Sheep.—Mr. J. Usher, Stodrig, Mr. J. TurnbuU,
East Middle, Hawick, and Mr. R. Fender, Rulesmains.

Cheviot Sheep and Half-breds.—Mr. Joliu Robson, Byrness

;

Mr. James Hedley, Bewshaugh, Palstoue ; Mr. Hender-
son, Langlesford ; and Mr. A. Haddon, Honeyburn.

Draught Mares.—Mr. A. Calder, Yetholm Mains ; Mr. Geo.
Hogarth, Eccles Tofts ; and Mr. Robert Bell, Cessford.

Hunting Horses.—Jlr. Elliot, Cliftou Park ; Mr. Dove, Eccles
Newtown ; and Mr. Lynn, Mindrim.

The following are the awards :

CATTLE.
SHORT-nOE:SED BULLS.

Best bull, calved before Jan. 1, 1865, £20, Mr. Milne,
Dryhope.
Best ditto, calved after Jan., 1865, £15, Mr. Stenhouse,

Wester Printouan.

Higlily commended—Mr. Eawcett, Scaleby Castle ; com-
mended—Mr. Brown, Ruletownhead ; Mr. Atkinson, ByweU
Hall.

SHORT-IIORJJED COWS.
Best cow, fit for breeding, £8, Mr. Atkinson, ByweU Hall

Farm.
Second best, £5, Mr. Currie, Halkerston, Corebridge.

Commended—Mr. Haddon, Honeyburn.

SHORT-nOR?JED QUEYS.
Best quey, fit for breeding, calved before Jan. 1, 1866, £5,

Mr. Atkinson.

Second, £2, Mr. Haddon, who was also commended.
Best quey, fit for breeding, calved before Jan, 1, 1866, £5,

Mr. AinsUe, Costerton. Second, £3, Mr. Haddon.

HORSES.
Best cart mare, to have a foal at her foot, or to be in foal at

the time of exhibition, £10, Mr. Lawrie, Jtichelston, who was
also highly commended. Second, £5, Mr. Shortreel, Otterburn.

Best mare for agricultural purposes, £5, Mr. Lawrie, Mi-
chelston.

Best mare for agricultural purposes, £7, Jlr. Howe, Howt-
ler. Second, £4, Sir. Henderson, Middlethird. Commended

:

Mr. Oliver, Lochside.

UUNTING STOCK.

Premiums given by his Grace the Duke of Roxburglie.

Eor the best four-year-old, £12, Mr. Handyside, Fernieherst.

For the second best, £6, Mr. Elliot, Galalaw.

For tlie best three-year-old, £12, Mr. Patterson, Terrona,

Langholm.
For the second best, £6, Mr. Boyd, Doddington.
For the best brood mare, £10, Mr. Usher, Stodrig.

For the second best, £4, Mi. T. E. Boog, Lanton.

Premiums by the Right Hon. the Earl of Wemyss.
For the best hunting colt or filly, four years old, 5gs., Sir

John MarjoribanVs, Bart., of Lees.

For the best three-year-old, 5 gs., Mr. Calder, Kelloe Mains.
For the best made hunter, 10 gs., Mr. Younger, Milne

Graden. Highly commended : Mr. Dove, Wark.
For the best hunting colt or filly, one year old, given by Sir

John Marjoribanks, Bart., of Lees, £5, Mr. Wilson, Woodhorn
Manor, Morpeth.

SWINE.
Best boar of the large breed, £3, Mr. Rutherford, Printonan.

Best of the small breed, £3, Mr. Smith, Galagate House,
Norham.

Best sow of the large breed, £3, Mr. Wilson, Woodhorn
Manor.

Best of the small breed, £3, Mr. Wilson.
Best litter of pigs, £3, Mr. Mihie, Dryhope.

LEICESTER SHEEP.
Best shearling tup, £10, Mr. Purves, Linton Burnfoot.
Second, £5, Mr. Torrance, Sisterpath. Commended—

Messrs. Laing, Cornhill.

Best tup, £5, Mr. Borthwick, Cowbog. Second, £3, Miss
Stark, Mellendean.

Best tup, of any age, £5, Mr. Wotherspoon, Spotsmains.
Best pen of five gimmers or shearling ewes, £5, Mr. Tor-

rance, Sisterpath. Commended—Mr. Purves, Linton Burn-
foot.

Best pen of five ewes, which shall have had lambs and
nursed them in 1867, £5, Mr. Simpson, CourthiU.

Best pen of five gimmers or shearling ewes, £3, Mr. Thom-
son, Rutherford.

Second, £2, Messrs. Laing, CornhiU.

Best pen of five ewes, £3, Mr. Nisbet, Larabden.
Second, £2, Mr. Wilson, Haymount.

Premiums ofi^ered by the Highland Society,

Best tup of any age, £5, Mr. Wotherspoon.
Best shearling tup, £5, Mr. Purves, Linton Burnfoot. Com-

mended—Mr. Torrance,

Best pen of five ewes, £5, Rev. R. W. Bosanquet, Rock,
Alnwick.

Best pen of five gimmers or shearling ewes, £5, Mr. Torrance,

CHEVIOT SHEEP.
Best two tups, £5, Mr. Elliot, Hindhope.
Second, £3, Mr, TurnbuU, Redlees. Commended—Mr,

Douglas, Upper Hindhope, and Mr, Elliot, Hindhope.
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. Best tup, £5, Mr. Elliot, Hiudhope
Elliot, who was also commended.

Best pen of live ewes, £1, Mr. Shortreed, Attouburu. Se-

cond, £2, Mr. Elliot.

Best pen of five ginuuers, £4<, Mr. Elliot. Second, £2, Mr.
Elliot. Comnieuded—Mr. SLortreed.
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Second, £3, Mr HALF-BRED SHEEP.

Best tup, not above three shear, £5. Mr. Blakie, Camiestou.
Best tup, not above one shear, £3, jMr. Blaikie.
Highly commended—IMessrs. lluliback, Siuilawshill.
Best pen of five ewes, M, 51r. Primrose, L.uiglauds.
Best pen of five gimmers, £4, Mr. Primrose, Laugknds.

FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL GOSSIP.
Some time shice M. Jaillc, of Ageu, called attention to a

system of association proposed by him with a view to the ex-

tended working of his fine i.ianure manufactory at Agen. The
proposal did not prove successful, andM. Jaille now announces
that the funds paid up by the subscribers are at their disposal

at M. Guizot's, late receiver-general at Agen.—The past sea-

son appears to have been favourable to the development of the

beetroot crop in Erance. The humid state of the soil some-
what interrupted the process of soN^ing, but the warm weather
of August greatly increased the saccharine richness of the

roots. The beetroot sugar manufacturers will, it appears pro-

bable, be thus compensated for disap])ointments experienced
last year. This result will probably be more clearly estab-

lished next niontli.—The French Minister of Public Instruc-
tion has just addressed to the prefect of the department of the

Morbihan a letter from wliich we make a few extracts. " The
Emperor," writes the Minister, " wished that each of the dis-

tricts in the empire characteristically distinguished by the
nature of its soil or industry should have one of these great
schools of secondary instruction specially adapted to the
wants of the locality. While Cluny, in the centre of a district

at once commercial, industrial, and agricultural, forms masters
for all Erance, Mulhouse in the east has already its special

college for its particular requirements. Mont-de-Marsan, in

the south-west, does not suffice, although enlarged to meet the
wants of families. iUais, in a splendid coal and metallurgical
basin, will become a fruitful nursery for the population
of the valley of the Rhone ; and other establishments,
differing in their internal organization, but all conceived
in view of the same object, will be successively
opened in the south and the north. His Majesty desires that
Brittany should also have its great establishment of special
instruction in view of a particiilar industry—that is, of agri-

culture. In placing at Napoleouville this centre of a new
civilizing action, the views of the founder of the town itself

and of its lyceum will be developed." Here we have another
proof of the official desire to promote the course of agricultural

instruction in France.—The second fortnight of this rapidly-
waning month of September is being devoted to the exhibition
of mules, crossings between mules and horses, and donkeys.
There will tlien remain only the exhibitions of October, which
wiU witness the closing of the Exhibition as well in the Champ
de Mars as at Billancourt. A good deal of thought is being
given to the great prize of JEiOO, proposed to be awarded in
connection with the agricultural department of the great show,
and it is expected also that there will be some official cere-
monial on the occasion of the distribution of the prizes gene-
rally offered to agriculturists. It has not been altogether a
matter of satisfaction that in the splendid/t'7tf of July 1 Agri-
culture was, as it were, set aside. By this time the juries
have had means to complete their work, and a wish is expressed
in mauy quarters that the agricultural laureats should receive
due honours at a solemn fe'fe.—Tlie Central Agricultural So-
ciety of France has given some important answers in connec-
tion with the questions proposed to it on the official cnqmte
into tlie condition of Erencli agriculture. T^'e subjoin one
or two of these questions and answers by way of ex-
ample. Question: "What facilities and what obstacles
are met witli, in connection witli the outlet and sale of
the agricultural products of tlie country ?" Answer :

" The
railways already opened have greatly contributed to lie outlet
and sale of agricuhural products, and they often sust; i a fa-

vourable competition with sliipping in bringing to J aris the
wiucs of Bordeaux, Languedoc, and Provence. The conveyance
of living animals Ims rdso been notalily facilitated andimproved.
It is to be regretted, however, that tariffs should be so high
both for agricultural products and for manures and amend-
ments

; as if the rate charged for the conveyance of the latter
were sufficiently reduced to render their employment much

more general among cultivators, the price of products would be
proportionately diminished, and their consumption would be
developed. A reduction of tariffs would facilitate also the

conveyance of slaughtered meat to the advantage of producers

and consumers : this branch of traffic has acquired a great de-

velopment in England." Question :
" What are the outlets

already opened, and what are those which it is yet possible to

open ?" Answer :
" Thanks to the nature of the soil, climate,

and geographical position of Erance, its agricultural products
are sought after and find important outlets, not only in imme-
diately surrounding countries, such as England, Spain, Italy,

Germany, Switzerland, and Belgium, but also in the whole
world,—that is, in all the districts in which governments have
not rendered access too difficult by prohibitive tariffs. Ac-
cordingly we see new outlets open themselves, and old ones

take more and more considerable developments in proportion

as new treaties of commerce reduce barriers and diminish

transport expenses between Erance and foreign countries.

The exports of French agricultural products, which only

amounted to £18,240,000 in 1861, exceeded £36,000,000 in

1865, and £40,000,000 in 1866, according to official documents.
There appears to be no country which does not consume more
or less largely French agricultural products. French agricul-

ture is accordingly profoundly interested in the development

of commercial relations with all foreign countries." Question:
" What progress has viability made in France during the last

thirty years ?" Answer :
" Since 1836, means of communica-

tion of every kind have made immense progress in France

;

but this progress is not distributed equally over the whole
surface of the territory. Dividing France into two parts we
find that the northern half contains two-thirds of the railways,

roads, canals, vicinal roads, &c., and the southern half only

one-tliird. Agricultural wealth foUov.s the same proportion;

the north of France is twice as rich as the south of France.

Facility and rapidity of communications give a great impulse
to agriculture, as agriculture, like every other industry, lives

especially on its outlets." Question ;
" Have tlie greater

facUity and rapidity of commtmications for a certain number
of years past given an extension to the deliveries of agricul-

tural products for long distances ?" Ansvver :
" It cannot be

doubted that tliis has been the case. If it is not so, how is it

that the fruits of the south, such as apricots, peaches, plums,

&c., are now consumed at Paris ? or, how is it that large

quantities of beasts, fowls, Jtc, are forwarded to England ?

From Brittany and Normandy apples are forvi'arded to Paris

and Picardy ; while the alcohol and sugar-manufacturers of the

Nord send for cattle for grazing purposes from the Sologne,

the Niveruais, the Fraiiche-Comte, Poitou, and Normandy,
Since the cattle plague has prevailed in England we have
forwarded to that country as many as 900 head of cattle from
a single Poissy market ; while Algeria sujiplies Paris during
all the winter with its articliokes, potatoes, and other vege-

tables and fruits." Question; "What progress would it be

possible to realize stiU in this respect ?" Answer :
" An ex-

tension of railways, canals, roads, and vicinal roads, so

as to bring all the French departemcuts into the best pos-

sible position as regards communications. To attain tliis

object, it may be affirmed that the present network must be

doubled. It appears to be generally admitted that tlie new
work undertaken must have, before everything else, a dejiart-

mental and communal character. This opinion is justified by
the consideration that the works of general interest executed

by the State are now very far advanced. Those which remain
still to bo accomiilished principally concern local interests

;

but it would not be just to conclude from this tliat we should

henceforth aljandon departements and communes to their own
unaided resources, and suppress all assistance from the general

funds of the budget,"
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS,
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

SEPTE.ALBER.

The weatlier having been somewliat favourable, althougli

raia lias fallen in most localities, great progress has been

uiaile in England in securing the crops. In the Southern,

Western, Eastern, and Midland Counties scarcely any grain

now remains in the fields ; whilst in the North fully two-thirds

have been stacked, in, on the whole, fair condition. Advices

from most counties differ materially as regards the produce of

the wheat crop. On the one band it is contended that the

yield is a very deficient one ; on the other that it is quite an

average. As far as we can learn, the crop on heavy soils is

nearly equal to the most favourable seasons ; but on light

lands it is certainly a poor one. It seems to follow therefore

that the total growth does not amount to an average. Barley

and oats, however, are heavy crops ; but beans and peas are

certainly deficient.

Althougb the imports of foreign and colonial produce have

been very large, the wheat trade has ruled very firm, and the

quotations have tended upwards. The quantities of new Eng-
lish wheat brought forward have been only moderate, whilst

the stocks of old grain are completely esliausted. The few

samples of barley on sale have realized extreme rates. Oats,

beans, and peas have produced rather more money ; whilst the

value of flour has been fully supported.

Hop-picking has been actively carried on in Kent, Sussex,

&e., and the growth has considerably exceeded the expectations

of the majority of the growers. Sales have been effected in

the Borough at from £7 to £13 13s. per cwt. These quota-

tions show a great difference in the quality of the hops grown
tliis year. On the Continent, as well as in the United States,

the produce is represented as quite equal to last season.

The wool trade has continued in a most unsatisfactory

state. The pubHc sales of colonial wool, at which 143,031

bales were brought forward, closed heavily at a decline in the

quotations of from Id. to 2d. per lb., although from 50,000

to 60,000 bales were taken by continental houses. It is anti-

cipated that nearly 90,000 bales will be offered in November,
and that the next season's crop in Australia will be quite

50,000 bales in excess of the present year. Lower prices for

wool seem evident, although the money market may continue

in an easy state for many months. In English wool aljout an
average business has been passing ; nevertheless prices have
had a drooping tendency.

It is stated that the potato-disease has made its appearance

in several localities, and inflicted considerable damage to the

crop. Our impression is, however, that the losses will be far

less than has been represented. The London market has been

well supplied with potatoes in good condition. The prices

realized have been £3 10s. to £7 per ton. The growth of

hay has turned out the largest ever known in this country

:

with very few exceptions, it was secured in good condition.

Prices, therefore, have been moderately low. Meadow hay has

sold at from £2 15s. to £i 5s. ; clover, £3 to £5 lOs. ; and

straw, £1 16s. to £2 2s. per load.

Tlie quantity of wheat and other produce now on passage

from the Black Sea ports is very large, and good supplies are

expected to reach us from Australia and the United States.

We beheve, however, that the whole of the future arrivals will

be required for consumption, more especially as the growth of

wheat in Erance has turned out deficient.

Harvest-work in Scotland has progressed steadUy ; but it is

not expected to be brought to a close before the middle of

October. The yield of wheat and most other articles is fairly

represented. The sale for wheat has been firm, and the quota-

tions have ruled steady. Barley, oats, &c., have commanded
quite as much money as in the previous montli.

In Ireland the bulk of the crops has been secured in fair

condition. On the whole, the grain is yielding well. The
exports to England have, therefore, been on the increase,

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE DURING THE
PAST MONTH.

Fair average supplies of beasts having been on sale in most
of the leading markets, and the stock having arrived in im-

proved condition, the demand for most kinds has been in

a very inactive state, at a decline in the quotations of from 2d.

to -id. per S lbs. Rather large numbers of Irish beasts, ia

very poor condition, have appeared in the London Cattle

Market ; but the " season" from Scotland has been closed.

A few very superior Devons and Herefords have sold at 5s.

4d. ; but the general top figure has not exceeded 5s. per 81bs.

Sheep, both English and foreign, have come forward some-

what freely. The sale for them has been heavy, at depressed

currencies. The month closed with prime Downs and half-

breds at 5s. per Bibs.

Calves, owing to Umited importations, have sold at good

prices.

There has been a slight improvement in the sale for pigs,

and the quotations have been well supported. The supplies

have been moderately extensive.

Grass having been very abundant for the time of year, de-

pastured stock has fared remarkably well. As there is now a

great abundance of hay on hand, aud as the crops of turnips,

swedes, &c., are expected to be large, the outlay for food during

the winter months will be very moderate.

The imports of foreign stock into Loudon have been as

under—
Head,

Beasts 11,083

Sheep and lambs 34,572

Calves 774
Pigs 4,500

Sept.

1866 15,465

1865 12,553

1864 14,444

1863 11,923

1862 7,219

1861 6,759

1860 8,120

Total

COMPAKISON

Beasts. Sheep.

1859
1858
1857
1856
1855

6,966

5,999

7,346

7,084
7,161

43,611

67,640

45,760
48,021
32,154
34,870
36,381

37,783
25,488
24,090
20,605

23,744

OF Imports

Lambs.
2,014

2,152

2,441

2,759
1,830

1,366

1,039

1,358

717
198

3,000
613

50,938

Calves.

3,183

3,192

3,101

3,313

2,257
3,333

2,300
1,744

2,735

1,953

2,773
1,646

3,943
9,434

5,701

2,691

3,546
3,214
3,188
1,895

3,473
2,067
1,559

3,366

The total supplies of stock brought forward were :-

Head.

Beasts 25,390

Sheep and lambs 137,510
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well as from Ireland aud Scotland, thus compare with the

three previous years :

—

Sept. Sept. Sept. Sept.

From— 1S6J^. 1805. 1866. 1867.
Lincolnshire, Leicester-

shire, &c Ii2,500 8,000 65,000 7,550
Otlier parts of England.. 4,000 2,800 3,790 2,770
Scotland 1,362 135 35 11
Ireland 161 1,160 335 1010

Beef has sold from 3s. 2d. to 5s. 2d ; mutton, 3s. M. to

5s. 2d. ; veal, 4s. to 5s. Sd. ; and pork, 3s. 6d. to 4s. 4d. per
8 Ihs. to .sink the offtil.

The CoMPAKisoN or Prices is as follows :

—

Sept., 1861. Sept., 1862. Sept., 1863.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef from .2 10 to 4 8 3 to 4 8 3 4 to 5

Mutton ... 3 2 to 5 4 3 8 to 5 4 3 6 to 5 4
Veal 3 6to4 8 4 to 5 3 8 to 4 8

Pork 4 8 to 5 3 10 to 4 10 3 6 to 4 4
Sept., 1864. Sept., 1865. Sept., 1866.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef from .34to54 3 4 to 5 8 3 G to 5 6
Mutton.... 4 to 5 8 44 to 6 8 3 8 to 6 4
Veal 40 to 5 44 to 5 8 4 4 to 5 6
Pork 3 6 to 4 10 4 2 to 5 8 4 to 5 2

Good supplies of meat have been on sale in Newgate aud
Leadeuhall markets. The demand has ruled inactive, as fol-

lows :—Beef, from 3s. 2d. to 4s. 8d. ; Mutton, 3s. 2d. to 4s.

8d. ; veal, 3s. lOd. to 5s. 2d. ; and pork, 3s. to 4.s. 6d. per
81bs. by tlie carcase. About 260 tons of meat from Rotter-
dam have been disposed of.

SOUTH WILTSHIRE.
Our harvest is now completed, with the exception of here

and there an isolated patcli of barley or beans, and we are
now in a fair position to give an estimate of the yield. All
parties agree that the crop of wlieat is below an average, aud
many of those who have thrashed iind that they had pre-
viously over-estimated the C|uantity per acre. Some districts
are better than others; some having suffered much from
bliglit ; whilst others are perfectly clean in the straw, but
terribly " scrawled" with the winds, in which there will doubt-
less be much tail corn. Tlie crop of barley will be good ; but
quality middling. Tliis crop vanes in quality perhaps more
than the wheat : on some farms one piece will be pretty good,
whilst another on precisely the same soil is dreadfully thin

—

not much better than inferior foreign. Oats are good, and
decidedly over an average crop. Swedes, mangolds, turnips,
and rape were never looking better at this season of the year,
aud all kinds of sheep-keep are very plentiful, whicli no
doubt has been the means of keeping up the price of sheep at
our recent fairs, although they are now from 6s. to 8s. lower
than they were last year. Beans, though short in the Iiaulm,
are podded well ; but were struck with blight before tlicy were
thoroughly matured, tlierefore they will be very small. Peas
are a good crop ; and cloverseed, which is not yet harvested,
from what one can judge at present, will (if taken well) be an
unusually lieavy crop. The crop of hay grown this past sea-
son was made well, and is one of tlie heaviest on record-
Sept. 17.

SURREY.
The weather of this week has enabled farmers to clear the

corn fields of the outstanding crops, and the harvest in this
county IS virtually over, although a few fields of beans and
late-sown oats may require time before carting in. There is a
cessation of thrashing-out wheat, as the markets indicate a re-
duction in the value, and with the exception of prime old
samples, millers will not give the late-advanced rates, and
larmers will hold over at present. The oats and barley are
quite up to an average, both in bidk and weight. New wheat
IS light, many samples will not exceed 55 lbs. per bushel, yet
there is plenty which will turn 60 to 02 lbs., and if fair prices
are maintained there is no reason to complain of this year's
Harvest. Ihe plough teams are already moving summer fal-
lows and breaking-up stubbles in preparation for wlieat-sowing.
AUe mangold wurtzel and swede crops \Yill uot be lieavy,

although they have considerably improved. The roots are
growing to perfection, but they stand thin on the ground

;

much of the seed missed after sowing. The round turnips will

come to full crops, aud they never looked finer than at the
present time. Sheep-feed is abundant, botli in the meadow-
lands and on the clover-ley ; but sheep farmers are over-

stocked with store sheep, and no sale can be obtained ; and
fat wethers make lower prices at markets, and store lambs are

sold at from 6s. to 8s. a head lower than at a corresponding
period last year. There is the usual discussion in reference to

Croydon Pair, the 2nd of October. Some efforts are made
to obtain a special licence from Her Blajesty's Privy Council

to hold tlie fair for horned stock, but at present nothing

definite is known. Several localities are mentioned for

the horse mart, and this portion of the fair will be
divided ; but the sheep fair wiU form the most important
part, and this will be held in the fields used last

year (east of Croydon). Hop picking is proceeding favour-

ably ; many gardens near Farnham are gathered in and cured,

and another week will clear the plantations in this county.

The crop will not be a fair average yield. There are many
farms let in this county, and the changes will take place at

Michaelmas. The potato crops are being raised, and come up
well, and only sliglit instances of blight or disease is manifested.

The restrictions imposed liy the cattle plague regulations pre-

clude trade aud competition among horned stock ; and although
the Orders are relaxed, very few dealers and farmers avail

themselves, as little assistance is obtained from the officials.

—

Sept. 21st.

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE,
FAIRS, &c.

ALFORD FAIR.—There were about 3,500 sheep, and there

was a ready sale for them at good prices.

BALLOCH HORSE FAIR.—Among the sales reported

were the following : Mr. Archibald Yuill, Glasgow, sold

draught horses at prices ranging from £20 to £40 ; Mr. Clark,

Mearns, sold cart-liorses at from £25 to £35, three-year-olds

at from £30 to £50, and colts at from £28 to £35. Mr.
Miller, Glasgow, sold draught horses at from £30 to £40. Mr.
Crawford, Kilbarchaii, sold two-year-olds at from £25 to £35,
and cart-horses at from £25 to £40. Mr. Crawford, Beith,

sold cart-horses at from £30 to £40. Mr. D. Riddell, Kil-

bowie, sold a draught horse at £39. Mr. Waterstone, Beith,

sold cart and saddle horses at from £20 to £35. Mr. D.
M'Farlane, Row, sold a two-year-old at £28. Mr. James
Clark, Glasgow, purchased a beautiful riding pony for £48.
Mr. James M'Kinlay, Glasgow, sold cart-horses at from £20
to £40.
BANBURY FORTNIGHTLY FAIR.—Supplies of stock

in both beast and slieep markets were fully an average, but
trade dull at late prices. Beef made about 5s. the 81bs., and
mutton from 4s. Od. to 5s. 2d.

BOSTON SHEEP MARKET.—Only a small supply of fat

sheep ; but tlie demand was not great, and last week's prices

were not sustained.

BOSTON FOAL FAIR.—Tliere was a very foir show of
animals, and many of the better sort changed hands at good
prices. One of the most interesting features of this show is

the competition for the prizes offered for the best and second-

best cart foals exhibited. The first prize, a silver cup wortii

£5, is the annual gift of Messrs. Gee, Wise, and Gee, bankers,

Boston, and the second, £2, is given from the society's funds.

The first prize was awarded to Mr. Joseph Rose, of Leake, and
the second to Mr. Beltou, of Benington. The prize foals

were afterwards sold, Mr. Rose's for 20 gs., and Mr. Belton's

for £15.
CAISTOR FAIR.—Prices exhibited an upward tendency,

and trade was generally brisk. One lot of lambs made as high
as 33s. per head. There was also an animated competition at

the ram sales. The improved trade is due to the prospect of

abundance of turnips, and a most successful harvest.

CARLISLE FAIR.—Seldom has a finer display been seen ;

of Irish cattle the supply was splendid. The stock embraced
many prime-conditioned bullocks and lieifers. The attendance

of buyers was large. Good bullocks were in great request, and

superior heifers met a good sale ^ inferior sorts were a drug, A
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few very nice Wosl Highlanders were shown, and in the Gallo-

way class a lew lots of prime three-year-old bullocks were
exhibited. Shorthorns were only a poor show, but of milch
and calving cows there was a good supply. Trade in this de-

partment of the market was very good, especially for anytliing

in good marketable condition ; former prices were maintained.
Inferior Irish £-!• 10s. to £5, middling £6 to £7, first-class

bullocks and heifers £9 to £10 10s. and £12 10s. a head,

G:\lloways £6 10s. to £14, Highlanders £8 to £9, milch
cows £li! to £-20 each.

DARLIXGTOISl TORTNIGHTLY MARKET.—Tliere

was a fair supply of all sorts of cattle ; a fair business was
done at late rates. There was a large show of sheep, and a

great many poorer ones remained unsold ; there was generally

a reduction in the prices. Pigs as before.

DRIFFIELD FAIR.—Tliere was a very li>rge number of

lambs, for which this fair is remarkable. They were not bad
to sell, and many changed hands. Lambs from 24s. to 33s.,

and shearlings from 46s. to 47s. per head.

DUXSE FAIR.—There was a considerable quantity of
sheep, but the greater portion of the lambs were secondary
lots. Business was exceedingly duU, and at the close a good
many were returned to their former pastures unsold. Prices

for lambs ranged from 15s. to 24s., and draft ewes from
30s. to 38s. ; the latter price, however, only being obtained for

lots in extra-good condition.

FINDON FAIR.—There were between 10,000 and 11,000
sheep and lambs, a number heyond the average. Business was
languid ; the demand was best for good things, and many
sellers sent their sheep home unsold. The range of prices was
very wide. Lambs fetched from as low as 19s. to as high as

34s. (Mr. Carew Gibson). Ewes ranged between 30s. and 48s.

(Mr. Parlett). The following show the relative prices this

year and last

:

1866. 1867.
air. Parlett (Bury) ewes 53s. 6d. 48s. Od.

Mr. G. Hards (Cobden) ewes ... 50s. Od. 46s. Od.

M. G. Hards (Findon) lambs ... 36s. Od. 33s. 6d.

Mr. Hampton (Findon) lambs ... 38s. Od. 32s. Od.

Some rams exliibited by Messrs. J. and A. Ileasman, of Ang-
mering, were sold at prices ranging between 10 and 20
guineas ; Messrs. E. and R. Emery, of Hnrston, let and sold

rams at 15 to 18 guineas. Mr. Humphrey, of Ashington, let

rams at 15 guineas, and sold ram lambs at 8 guineas. Busi-

ness was not very brisk.

GLASTONBURY MONTHLY MARKET.—There was a
large supply of fat Beef, for which there was a brisk demand

;

and a great many changed hands. There was also plenty of

Jfutton ; but the sale was dull. Pigs plentiful, and a brisk

business was done.

GLOUCESTER MONTHLY IMARKET.-The supply of
beasts was quite equal to the demand ; and trade was rather

sluggish. The s!ieep and lamb market was well supphed.
Heavy mutton met a dull sale, while small weights sold well.

The lamb trade being nearly over, the demand was slow. A
clearance was, however, made, at the following rates : Beef
from 7d. to 7|d., mutton from 6^d. to 75d., lamb from 72d. to

8d. per lb., pigs from 9s. 3d. to 10s. per score.

GRANTHAM FAT STOCK MARKET.—A good show
of sheep for this period of the year ; business brisk. Mutton
6d. to 7d. per lb., beef Ss. 3d. to 8s. 3d. per stone.

HORNCASTLE FAIR.—The show of lambs was very

small ;
good prices were obtained.

HOWDEN GREAT HORSE FAIR.—Many of the best

horses in the vicinity of the town are picked up before the

fair by the local agents of the London dealers, who are always

on the look-out for first-class animals, and are acquainted with

the pedigrees and properties of most of the saleable horses in

the locality. The supply of horses was generally spoken of as

being good ; the best, as usual, realised high rates. Hunters
and coach-horses are always most in demand on Tuesday.

The former class sold well ; really superior animals of high
blood and celebrity were otfered at from 100 to 200 guineas.

On inspection of the principal stables we found some splencUd

coaching horses, but the trade in them seemed dull, and not
nearly so many purchases were made in this class of cattle by
the London dealers as might have been anticipated. Handsome
grown horses, suitable for ladies' riding, were scarce. For
roadsters there was a moderate demand, and a brisk inquiry
for store horses suitable for London brewers, vans, heavy town
trade work, Src, which met wilh'a ready sale at prices varying

from 3( I to 60 guineas. One of the London deiilers has been
buying largely for the British army. A greater numher than
ordinary of foreign buyers are over at the fair, and several of
them have commissions for the purchase of horses for the

continental armies. The French buyers appear to be inquiring

mostly after roadsters and brooding mares for coaching pur-
poses. Some of the local farmers have sold their horses well.

The following were the average prices obtained : Harness horses,
showy and well broken to single and double harness, 70 to 90
guineas ; well-matched pairs of greys, chesnuts, &c., 200 to
250 guineas

;
young, well-grown horses ready for breaking,

from 50 to 70 guineas ; hunters, good weight-carrying hunters
and clever fencers, were iu request, and commanded prices va-
rying from ] 50 to 300 guineas

;
young promising hunters,

descended from celebrated sires and dams, 80 to 120 guineas •

short, active, well-coupled horses, adapted for troopers, found
a ready market at from 30 to 60 guineas ; handsome park
saddle horses, 90 to 150 guineas ; Mght-actioned park hacks
adapted for ladies' riding, from 130 to 160 guineas

; young
Irish horses for hunters, 55 to 80 guineas; weight-carrying
cobs, 30 to 50 guineas; roadsters and trotters, 30 to 80
guineas

;
galloways, 15 to 25 guineas ; large van horses, from

40 to 55 guineas ; cab and omnibus horses, 20 to 35 guineas •

agricultural cart horses, 15 to 40 guineas.

KEIGHLEY FAIR.-The show of sheep was very good,
but buyers were scarce, owing to a very general idea prevalent
that mutton was falling in price. The show of lonks was nu-
merous ; hut there was also a fine lot of South and Shropshire
Downs, the latter of which were selling at prices varying from
£5 to £7. Ewes were purchased at from 40s. to 50s., half-
bred ewes 30s., and lonks varied at from 16s. to 24s. in price.
KINGTON FAIR.—There was but a scanty supply of cattle

and very little business was done. Fat cows averaged 7^. per
lb. There was a greater supply of sheep than has been known
for many years past. A great many changed hands, and many
returned home unsold. Fat wethers from 6d. to 7d per lb
KNIGHTON FAIR.—The number of sheep was so large

that hundreds had to be penned in the streets and iu a field
adjoining the Smithfield. The demand for fat wethers was
brisk, the prices realized being fully 7d. per lb. The o-reater
part of the sheep were store ewes, and these moved off very
slowly in the early part of the day, although farmers were will-
ing to lower from last year's prices fully ten shillings per head.
As the day advanced, however, dealers bought more freely,
and a good number changed hands ; but it is thought fully
one half of those penned returned home unsold. A good num-
ber of pigs, and prices were a little better than at last fair
LINCOLN FAT STOCK MARKET.—A very fair show

of beasts, and all sold, price 8s. 6d. per stone. Sheep were un-
altered from the last market.
LINCOLN FAIR—The number of animals was equal to

former years, but tliere was so little demand that many re-
mained unsold, especially lambs. The prices obtained were as
follows : Steers from £14 to £21, cows and calves £17 to £20,
calves about £2 10s. each. There were several Irish beasts on
offer, and they realised from £7 to £10 a-head. The supply
of sheep was good, with the exception of the wether class, of
wliich there were none in tlie market. For ewes 35s. to 50s.
were obtained. In one instance 55s. was given. Gimmers'
fetched 34s. to 50s., and lambs from 20s. to 34s. There was a
great falling-off in the show of horses. This is considered the
great foal fair, but in this class the animals offered, almost
without exception, were of an inferior description.
LOUTH FAIR.—Those who brought beasts were well sa-

tisfied with the prices they fetched. Useful steers for grazing
realised from £18 to £20 per head. Of sheep there was a
large show, and on the whole the trade was an improvement
on the past few weeks

; good ewes ranged from 40s. to 50s.,
and lambs from 25s. to 30s. per head. There was a good sup'
ply of fat sheep, which sold at from 6:^d. to 7d. per lb.

LUDLOW FAIR.—Pigs were remarkably cheap, some
very fine fat specimens being sold at from 25s. to 40s. each.
Sheep were also lower, the average being about 16s. a-head
less than in the corresponding period of last year
LUTTERWORTH FAIR.—The supply of good horses was

very limited. There was a good supply of fat sheep, but not
a very brisk sale, at high prices. A good amount of business
was done, at considerably lower rates than were realised last
year.

MOFFAT TUP FAIR.-The attendance of buyers wa«
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rather limiled, while the bad quality of the stock caused the

market to be dull. Cheviot rams would be a fourth to a third,

and in some eases a half, down iu price from last year. One-
year-old Clieviot rams ranged from £2 to £6, but the Ijulk of

them ucrc uiuler £3 ; two-year-old rams from £3 to £10, but

few reached the latter figure, and not a great }nauy exceeded

(he half of that sum. The demand for black-faces was even

worse than for Cheviots
;
prices ranged from £1 15s. to £G.

NEAVTON-STEWART SEPTEMBER MARKET was
good as to quality and fair as to quantity. There were alto-

gether about 300 head of cattle, the great majority of ^hich
were sold. There were 30 heifers at £13 each, and 92 three-

year-olds at £10 10s. Six quarter-olds sold at from £4 to

£7 ; two-year-olds at from £7 to £9 IDs. ; three-year-olds at

from £'J to £12. 50 Yorkshire tups were sold at prices from
£2 to £5 7s. Cd. 150 cross lambs were sold at 15s. each.

PARTNEY FAIR.—Prices were not higher than at the

previous fairs, and iu order to effect sales in many instances

lower terms had to be accepted. Many remained unsold. The
ram trade appeared to partake of the general dulness of the

day, w ith the exception of Mr. J. L. NeedJiam's, of Huttoft.

These reached an average of £l-i 9s. Mr. Beits' (Ilolbeck

Lodge) 37 sheep were offered by Messrs. WiUson and Sou. The
highest price was £34. Mr. Parish's (Toynton) 20 sheep were
offered by Mr. J. Parish. The highest price was £29.
PENlilTH FORTNIGHTLY MARKET.—Business con-

tinued brisk from the opening to the close, when nearly all

the stock shown had changed hands. Beasts 32s. to 348. per
stone, sheep 6^d. to 7d,, and of the finest kinds 7id. per lb.

REDDITCH FAIR was tolerably well supplied with sheep,

lambs, and pigs ; the latter meeting with but slow sale at give-

away prices, 4rs. and 5s. being offered for six-weeks-old pigs
;

stores proportionately low. There was a fair amount of

business amongst sheep and lambs done at prices ranging from
6d. to 8d. per lb.

TAUNTON GREAT MARKET.—A good supply of aU
descriptions of stock. Farmers not being so busy as they have
been of late, the attendance was good ; and sales were effected

with little difficulty at the following prices : Fat heifers, £18
to £25

;
grazing steers, £14 to £18

; grazing heifers, £11 to

£14 ; fat wethers, 45s. to 48s. ; ewes, 39s. to 48s.
;
grazing

w^ethers, 36s. to 42s. ; lambs, 20s. to 33s.

UPI'INGHAIM FAIR.—A large quantity of sheep of all

descriptions were penned, the greater part of which changed
hands. The first prize was a silver cup, value £5 5s., for the
pen of ten best lambs : it was awarded to Mr. H. Hay, of

Beaumont Chase. The second prize of £3 3s. was carried off

by Mr. Franklin, of Barford Lodge. The third prize of £2
2s. was awarded to Mr. Bryan, of Seaton Grange. There was
also a fair show of horses and foals, but only few business

transactions took place. The cup, value £5 5s., for the best

twa-year-old, was awarded to Mr. Thomas Stokes, of Caldicott.

Mr. B. Green, of Harringworth, received the silver cup, value

£5 5s., for the best foal. The second prize of £2 2s. was
awarded to Mr. Sleath, of Braunston.
"WORCESTER FAHl.-Sheep were in good supply, and

the late decline in prices was not improved upon. Fat sheep
Gjd. to 7id. Of rains a good supply. Fat pigs fetched 9s. 6d.

per score. A great deal of stock, as usual, was disposed of by
auction, rams varying from £3 to £8 8s., quality and breed
being very various.

YORK FORTNIGHTLY FAIR.— There was a large

quantity of stock, and a considerable amount of business was
done. Fat beasts were a good show, and in brisk demand, at

about the same prices as last market, 7s. 9d. to 8s. 3d. per stone.

A good show and a slow trade for lean beasts, prices ruling in

favour of the buyer. Calvers were much inquired after, and
sold at from .£15 to £25 each. A large show of Irish beasts

and a brisk trade, prices ranging at from £5 to £14 per head.
The display of fat sheep was limited, and, consequently, the
trade was animated, and all the animals were sold at from 6d.

to 7d. per lb. A healthy demand for grazing sheep, which
sold at Is. to 28. per head more money, owing to the plenteous-
ness of turnips and fog. Good- bred lambs sold slowly, and
many left the fair unsold. The prices obtained ranged from
19s. to oOs. per luad. There was flic largest show tliis season
of cross-bred lambs, which were disposed of at 14s. to 20s.
eacli. North country ewes were sliown this season for the first

time, and they were limited in number. Notwithstanding this,

tliere was a slow demand. Bcst-brcd animals £3 Ss. to £2 8s.

each ; three-part s-brcd 303. to 40s. per head. In haU-bred
Cheviots little or no trade was transacted, and the prices ruled

from 20s. to 30s. per animal.

IRISH FAIRS.—Tagiimon : Pigs wjro numerously and
beeves and sheep moderately exhibited ; the formrr stiU evince

a slight do\\Tiward tendency. The general quotations were
as follows : Beef from 59s. to C5s. per cwt. ; new milch cows,
springers, and three-year-old heifers from £11 to £17, accord-
ing to quality ; two-year-old heifers, top price £10

;
yearlings

from £4 to £6 lOs. ; bullocks, three years old, two years old,

and yearlings, sold at from 15s. to £1 less than heifers; wean-
ling calves from 33s. to £3 each ; mutton, wether from 5d. to

65CI. per lb., ewe (top price) o^i. ; hogget sheep from 32s. to

42s. eacli ; lambs from 19s. to 27s. each ; bacon pigs from
49s. to 52s. per cwt. ; stores from 35s. to 45s., advanced class

went as high as £2 15s. each ; slips 28s., bonhams 14s. each.—Strabbally : Best beef from 60s. to 66s. per cwt., inferior

ditto 57s. to 60s. ; springers in calf brought from £12 to £18
each ; milch cows averaged about £9 to £14 ; strippers sold at

from £9 5s. to £11 10s. each. A good supply of young .stock,

all of which were quickly disposed of, principally to the

foreign traders. Three-year-old heifers and buUocks from £10
to £14 10s. each, two-year-old from £8 10s. to £12 lOs., and
yearlings ran up to £6 and £8 a head. In the sheep depart-

ment the supply was a fuU average. Fat sheep brought £2
10s. to £3 each ; stores in dull demand from £1 15s. to £2
per head ; lambs fetched £1 2s. 6d. to £1 10s. each. In the

pig fair prices were as follows : Bacon pigs from 49s. to 54s.

per cwt., stores ranged from 40s. to 55s. each, slips from 20s.

to 27s., and bonhams from 7s. 6d. to 13s.

—

Banagiier : The
first day of our great yearly fair commenced under the most
favourable circumstances as regarded the weather. Buying,
which in general in former years began early, was very dull,

and morning had partly advanced before many sales were
effected. Mutton sold at about 5Jd. per lb., and the price for

ewes and wethers were fuUy from 10s. to 15s. under last year

—indeed in some instances £1 ; while the decline on lambs
was from 10s. to 123. It was early seen that, from the scarcity

of buyers, those intending to seU should submit to a reduction.

Two-year-old wethers from 35s. to 45s., hoggets from 25s. to

32s., lambs from 16s. to 24s. (condition in most instances

good). On Wednesday there was a crowded fair of bullocks,

which were in great demand, and good heifers sold MeU (con-

dition in both excellent). Three-year-old heifers sold at from
£12 to £16, two-year-olds from £10 to £12, yearlings from
£6 to £8 10s. ; bullocks, three-year-olds from £12 to £17 10s.,

two-year-olds from £9 to £12 10s., one-year-and-a-half from
£5 to £8. Some lots of yearling calves, but sales very slack.

—DuNDAXK : Taking the average of prices obtained, prime
beef did not realize more than 60s. per cwt. top price, and
second quality from 50s. to 54s. Three-year-old buUocks
brought from £10 to £13, yearlings from £4 10s. to £6 each.

There were a few good springers, which met a ready sale at

from £13 to £18 each. Sheep brought from 35s. to 45s. each
;

lambs brought from 20s. to 24s., aud seemed iu little request.—Caelow : Store bullocks and heifers were in active request,

tbrce-year-olds fetching from £12 to £14, two-year-olds £8
10s. to £11, yearlings £5 10s. to £7 10s., and calves £4 to

£5, according to quality and condition. Exporters were tardy

in purchasing store sheep in consequence of the present dul-

ness of English markets, and first-class mutton brought about

7d., second quality 5-kl., to 6d. per lb. ; fat lambs 20s. to 25s.,

and stores its. to 20s. each. Pork on the previous day (the

pig fair) declined fully 2s. per cwt., seUiug at 64s. ; forward

stores 47s. to 60s., sUps about 30s. to 40s., aud younger ani-

mals from 15s. to 25s.

—

Steokestown : Two-year-old bul-

locks from £8 10s. to £13 each, yearling bullocks from £6 to

£S
;
good beef (best quality) from 70s. per cwt., second quality

from 56s. to 60s. ; three-year-old heifers from £13 10s. to

£16 10s., two-year-olds from £8 to £12, yearlings from £7 to

£9 ; milch cows and springers from £12 to £22, dry cows

from £9 to £10, heifer calves from £4 10s. to £3 5s. each

;

best wether mutton from 6^-d. to 7d. per lb., ewe mutton from

5|d. to 6Jd. ; inferior wether from 37s. I0 45s. each, hogget

ewes from 35s. to 56s., lambs from £1 to 30s., bonhams from

15s. ujiwards.—CASTLEJiAR : Three-year-old heifers aud bul-

locks from £8 to £12, two-year-olds £7 to £10, yearlings £4
to £8, milkers and springers £8 to £14, dry cows for fattening

£6 to £10; sheep sold at from 20s. to 35s., lambs 10s. to 203.

A very small supply of horses.—TjiomastoWjm : Fat cows
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£l-t to £17, milch cows £13 to £16, springers £10 to £15
;

three-yeur-old heifers £13 to £10, two-year-okls £9 to £12,
yearlings £6 (o £S ; thrcc-year-old bullocks £11 to £l-i, two-
year-olds £S to £11, year-aud-a-half-olds £5 to 7 guineas ; fat

sheep £2 to £2 os., hogget wethers 30s. to 33s., lambs 16s. to

2-ts. ; store pigs -iOs. to 47s. Od., bonnives 16s. to 25s. each
;

fat pigs were 17s. 6d. to 52s. per cwt.

—

Be:nnett's Bridge :

Excellent prices were obtained. Milch cows and springers

of first quality fetched from £13 15s. to £17 per head, in-

ferior £7 to £11. Sheep were in good request. Rapid buy-

ing was visible in the store eattle mart, and prices ruled in

favour of sellers. Yearlings realized from £5 to £S 10s. each,

two-year-olds £7 15s. to £11 lOs., and three-year-olds £12
los. to £15 lOs.—CooTEUiLL : Prices for bacon pigs averaged

56s. per cwt., suckers 20s. to 32s. per pair. In eattle there is

an improvement. Prices : Yearlings £3 lOs. to £6, two-year-

old stirks and bullocks £5 I63. to £9 10s., springers and small

eattle small change to report ; beef 6d. to 7id. per lb. Good
sheep from 32s. to 4:4s ; lambs dearer ; mutton 8d. per lb.,

first quality.

HOP MARKETS.
BOROUGH, Mo>-DAY, Sept. 23.—Our market is quiet,

with a fair demand. Large supplies of the new growth have

been receive! during the past week, and the quahty proves

much better than was anticipated, but the quantity bids fair

to fall far short of the estimate formed a short time since
;

our prices, however, will doubtless be kept in cheek by the

large suppUes of foreign produce. Continental advices are

unchanged ; the j-ield in almost every district is coming down
of excellent qusdity, and the quantity will admit of large

exports to the London market. New York letters to the lUth

inst. report a firm market ; the new growth is realizing 60c.

to 65e. per lb. for prime samples, but these are coming in in

such small parcels that it is expected good qualities will

shortly be very scarce.

NewSusses £8 £9 £11
New Kent 7 9 10 13 13

NewFarnham 11 13 13 13

Yearlings 9 9 10 10 10
Olds 3 4 10 5

_
WORCESTER HOP MARKET, (Saturday last.)—Con-

sidering that this market follows so closely the fair day, more
business has been transacted than was generally looked for,

the public scale marking 1,060 pockets of new weighed to-day,

and previously 2,146 pockets, so that already 3,206 pockets

of this small growth have passed away. We have no notice-

able change in the currency
;
good, middle, and best hops,

although held with firmness, are not dearer, but low to good
samples were scarcely bought on such favourable terms.

Yearling and older hops are taken by consumers as required.

With a week of fine weather, picking has proceeded rapidly,

and is now being fast brought to a close, many having already

finished. The result of the yield proves to be less than was
anticipated a month ago, although the quality of a large

portion of them is remarkably nice.

POTATO MARKETS.
BOROUGH AjSiD SPITALFIELDS.

LONDON, Monday, Sept. 23.—These markets are scantily

supplied with Potatoes. The trade is steady, and the tendency

of prices is in an upward direction. Last week's import was
confined to five hampers from Rotterdam.

Regents 70s. to 120s. per ton

Kidneys 100s. to 120s. „

Flukes 120s.tol40s. „

Rocks 75s. to 90s. „

COUNTRY POTATO JIARKETS.—Doseaster, (Satur-

day last) : A good supply of round Potatoes, Regents ; but

very few Kidneys on otter. Round Potatoes made 10s. a load

wholesale, and Is. 3d. per peck retail; Kidneys 4s. 3d. a

hamper wholesale, and Is. 6d. to Is. 8d. per peek retail.

—

Po^tefract, (Saturday last) : Potatoes Is. per score.

—

Yokk,
(Saturday last) : This market was moderately supplied ; and,

the demand not being great, prices were rather easier. They
may be quoted at from 10s. to 12s. per tub of 2S01bs., and
from 10s. to Is. per peck retaO. There was a large supply of

inferior Potatoes for pig-feeding ;. and they were sold as low
aa lOd. per bushel.

ENGLISH BUTTER ISIARKET.

LONDON, Monday, Sept. 23.—We note a quick sale upon

fine Butters, which are scarce just now.

Dorset, fine 124s. to 1263. per cwt.

Devon 110s. to 116s. „
Fresh 12s. to 15s. per doz.

CiUlMARTHEN BUTTER MARKET, (Saturday last.)—

Farmers still busy completing harvest. Small supply of butter,

which was very firm at lO^d. to lOjd. per lb., and a good

demand. Cheese 21s. to 23s. per cwt.

CORK BUTTER MARKET, (Friday last.)—Prices per

cwt. : Ordinary, first quality 105s. to lOSs., second 94s. to 97s.,

third S3s. to 86s., fourth 77s. to 80s., fifth 033. to 66s., sixth

47s. to 50s. ; Mild-cured, first quality 107s. to 110s., second

99s. to 102s., third 92s. to 953. 3rds, 4ths, 5ths, and 6ths of

Kegs 4s. per cwt. less. Ordinary 10s. and Sponged 2s. per

cwt. less.

NORTHAiMPTON CHEESE FAIR.—There were a few

pnmc Leicester cheeses and a few Stiltons, but trade was very

dull. Good Leicester cheese made from 73d. to 9d. per lb.,

and averaged about 8d. ; Stilton made 1 Od.

ROxU) CHEESE FAUl.—Cheese sold very slowly, at a

heavy reduction, 62s. the cwt. being the highest price obtain-

able.

AVORCESTER CHEESE FAIR was poorer than ever, what

was brought into the city being chiefly shown by the provision

dealers. The prices were—common 20s. to 25s., two-milch

36s. to 45s., best 50s. to 05s.

MESSRS. CORDEROY'S CHEESE CIRCULAR
(Thursday, September 19.)—We have to report a good de-

mand for really fine Cheshire cheese, at the quotations of last

week. It is necessary to bear in mind that only first-class

qualities will secure good prices ; and we cannot too strongly

reiterate that secondary and inferior sorts find no demand. If

the latter descriptions are forwarded to this market, senders

must be prepared for about 40s. to 44s. per cwt. Scotch

cheese is dull of sale, unless of superior quality. American

cheese are not so much in demand as quotations would war-

rant. Prime factory dairies 'only bring 483. to 50s. Really

fine 54s. to 58s. The arrivals this week are 20,641 boxes.

GLASGOW, (Wednesday last)—There was a fair supply of

cheese. The surplus stock of recent markets was well

cleared off at no advance in prices. About 45 tons passed

the weigh-house scales. New Dunlops 40s. to 48s., new
Cheddars 44s. to 52s., fine old Dunlops 60s., skims 20s. to

24s.

POULTRY MARKETS.—Barndoor Fowls Is. 9d. to 3s.,

Surrey 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d., Capons 5s. to 6s., Ducks 2s. 6d. to

3s., Geese 6s. to 7s., Pigeons 5d. to 9d., Grouse 3s. to 5s.,

Partridges Is. 3d. to 2s. 6d. each. English Eggs 7s. 6d. to

8s., French 7s. per 100. Fresh Butter Is. Id. to Is. 2d.

per lb.

ENGLISH WOOL MARKET.
CITY, Monday, Sept. 23.—We have again to report con-

siderable inactivity in the demand for all kinds of home-growTi

wool, at barely stationary prices. The quantity of wool on

the market is by no means extensive. For export, next to

nothing is doing.

BRADFORD WOOL MARKET, (Thursday last.)—Very

little ))usincss has been done in this branch during the week,

and the market to-day shows no improvement. While buyers

act with increased caution, holders manifest more anxiety to

sell, and consequently wool may be met with on rather easier

terms. The quietness is due chiefly to the general want of

confidence, but the news from France as to the probable

winding-up of the Credit Mobilier is also a cause of the pre-

vailing flatness.

—

Bradford Observer.

LEEDS (E>-GLisH K^Ji Foreign-) WOOL MiyiKETS,
(Friday last.)—There is a decided falling-off' in the demand for

English combing wool ; and prices are somewhat lower, with

a downward tendency. Manufacturers buy only for imme-

diate wants. The consumption of colonial and other clothing

wool is not materially lessened ; but the demand is not ani-

mated either here or at the London sales, and prices generally

have not been fully supported.

GLASGOW WOOL MARKET, (Saturday last.) — The

marked improvement which prevailed in this market at the

commencement of the season has gradually subsided.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

September has varied from warm and wet to dry

and piercingly cold ; but the wet has predominated

and interfered in the middle of the month with the

completion of harvest in the northern districts, as

also in Scotland and Ireland. There is one fea-

ture about the season which has greatly saved us

—

that the heaviest damages have been local, and

there has been no long continuance of drenching

rain. The southern portions of the kingdom have

some time completed their work; but, as thrashing

proceeds, there is less satisfaction with the yield,

and the quality generally is sadly below that of last

season, weights varying from 55lbs. to 64lbs. per

bushel; but the heavy weights are rare. Indeed,

if weather has anything to do with the growth of

vegetation, it was scarcely reasonable to expect

anything better than a chequered harvest at the

best. The South gained no growth by the won-
derful heat of August, excepting in the root crops

;

but it conferred immense benefit to the late dis-

tricts, where hope had almost died out ; and the

storms of July and August have, it would seem,

brought us an abundance of oats, and the richest

pasturage we have seen for many years. It was
therefore a beneficent finish to an anxious begin-

ning, and we have reason to be thankful that the

stores on the ground have not been seriously

diminished, and that there will be plenty of cattle-

feed through the winter, from the fineness of the

turnips and mangel wurtzel and the good second-

cut of hay. As to potatoes, our fears as to the

injury done them by wet have been fully justified.

Many have lost half their crops by disease, and its

ravages have spared neither Scotland nor Ireland,

whence the first reports were so favourable. Since

our last, Germany has had its gathering in the

corn-growing districts; but reports in some dis-

tricts of Prussia are very unfavourable as to the

yield, though the earlier lands reaped a fine quality.

Russia, too, promises less than lately, in conse-

quence of early frosts in her northern districts,

and the maize crop in America has been caught by
bad weather, and much less will be gathered than

at one time expected. This has already produced

a rise in this grain, which is being more appreciated

in this country as to its nutritive qualities in its

raw state for cattle and its manufacture as human
food. The downward course of prices for wheat
noted all through the fine weather of last month
has been stopped by general reports of a deficient

yield and the heavy demands of France ; so that

the month's gain has been about '2s. to 3s. per qr.

The chance of low rates is therefore further dis-

tanced, with a greater probability, as our stores run
out, that prices towards the end of the cereal sea-

son will be yet higher, as no quantity can come
from America till late next spring, and half Europe
will be frost-bound in winter. The following
prices were recently quoted at the places named :

White wheat at Paris, after the late decline there,

73s. per qr., the best red 71s. 6d. per qr. ; at Liege,

in Belgium, 68s. was quoted for red, at Courtrai

72s. for white ; Holstein wheat at Hambro' 65s.

6d., Saale to 69s. 6d.; red wheat at Stettin to 64s.,

at Stralsund 58s., at Frankfort 57s., at Cologne
63s., at Konigsburg the same; high-mixed at

Dantzic 73s. free on board, Sandomirka afloat here

oflF the coast 66s,, Ghirka to 63s. 6d. ; Southern
amber at New York 58s. per 480lbs., white
Michigan 63s. per 480lbs.

The first Monday in Mark-lane commenced on
fair arrivals of English wheats, with a liberal sup-

ply from abroad. The show of samples on the

Kentish and Essex stands was moderate, and con-

sisted chiefly of new qualities. The few fine par-

cels of red, being wanted on French account for

seed, sold at full prices ; but the bulk, consisting

mostly of inferior white, gave way Is. to 2s. per

qr. The foreign trade was very quiet, but there

was still enough inquiry to prevent holders offering

at less money. Only a few floating cargoes were
left unsold, and these were held at former prices.

The country markets during the week showed great

variety as to prices. Those held early differed httle ^
from the previous currency ; some, like Sleaford

and Rochester, followed the Loudon decline of Is.

to 2s., while others advanced as much, as Newark,
Birmingham, and Liverpool ; and those held at

the close of the week were mostly up 2s. to 3s. per
qr. Edinburgh rose Is. per qr. At Dublin Is.

improvement was demanded for foreign samples,

the new Irish being in a poor condition.

The second Monday had a moderate arrival of

home-grown wheat, and plenty of foreign, though
rather less than on the week previous. On the

Kentish and Essex stands the show of samples

was moderate, condition fair, but quality various,

and mostly poor. This was the day on which a

leader in the Times spoke very favourably as to the

yield and quality ; but the market responded to the
" quietus " by an animated sale at 2s. to 3s. per qr.

advance. A good inquiry was also experienced for

foreign at Is. to 2s. rise, there being the greatest

demand for fine soft Russian sorts. Floating car-

goes during the week improved in value 2s. to 3s,

per qr. Though the country markets on the pre-

vious week were slow to follow the London decline,

they were not backward on this occasion to second
the advance, and most of them noted the improve-

ment at 2s. to 3s. per qr. Others were Is. to 2s.,

and some few only Is. per qr. higher. The improve-

ment at Glasgow was Is. to Is. 3d. per boll (about

2s. to 2s. 6d. per qr.) Edinburgh also was 2s.

higher. An advance of Is. per brl. was noted at

Dublin. Cork was only 6d. per brl. dearer.

On the third Monday there was again a mode-
rate arrival of English growth; but the foreign

supplies were largely increased, four-fifths being
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from Russian ports. The exhibition of samples
during the morning on the Essex and Kentish
stands was below expectation. Fine red still being
scarce was in good demand, but white sorts were
dull, and inferior qualities rather in favour of
buyers. Notwithstanding the heavy Russian sup-
ply, it was in good demand for mixing ; but other
descriptions were rather in calm. A good inquiry
was experienced for floating cargoes at former
rates. Most of the country markets this week
noted no change of values; a few were tending
downwards, as Andover and Doncaster, but others
were dearer, as Bath Is. to 2s. per qr. and Canter-
bury Is. Bishop's Stortford and Croydon were dull.

Scotland was in calm, Edinburgh and Glasgow
(juoting no difference in pi'ices. Fine weather
having improved the condition of new samples at

Dublin, they went ofi' at first freely, full prices being
paid ; but the market closed with some concession
on inferior sorts.

On the fourth Monday there was another moderate
supply of home growth, and an equal abundance of
foreign again, chiefly from Russia, with, however,
5,000 qrs. from Adelaide. The morning's show on
the Kentish and Essex stands was far from
plentiful, with a greater proportion of inferior

qualities, both red and white. The best samples
were picked out, at unaltered rates ; but low sorts,

as respects quality or condition, were not cleared at

a late hour. The foreign trade had a quiet aspect,

buyers of Russian sorts being pretty well in stock.

Offers within Is. per qr. of the previous rates were
made for Australian and other qualities ; but not
accepted. There having been a large business in

floating cargoes, the demand to-day became languid.
The imports into London for the four weeks

were 28,272 qrs. English wheat, 164,824 qrs.

foreign, against 21,721 qrs. English, 59,355 qrs.

foreign for the same time last year. The exports
in the four weeks were 11,251 qrs. wheat, 2,456
cwt. flour. The general averages commenced at

68s. 2d., and closed at 6ls. 3(1. per qr. This great
reduction must, however, be partly traced to the
inferior quality of the new wheat in the latter sales.

London commenced at 67s. 4d. and ended with
64s. 5d. per qr. The imports into the United
Kingdom for the four weeks ending 14th Septem-
ber were 2,998,037 cwt. wheat 184,297 cwt. flour.

The flour trade has little varied during the

month. Town millers, who, after the fall of wheat
in August, were contemplating a reduction in the

top price, finding the quality of the new crop below
the last, and that some reaction was beginning in

prices, abandoned their intention as impracticable

to do themselves justice in maintaining the high
quality of their best flour. It has therefore re-

mained at 60s. per sack, and there seems but little

chance of its reduction. The Paris market being
relatively as dear, Norfolks have also been steady,

and other country marks scarcely varying Is. per

sack, the change being against buyers. All

foreign sorts have been well maintained, Spain
wanting wheat herself, as well as France ; and the

imports from New York have been chiefly of low
quality, of no use to first-class bakers. The
imports into London for four weeks were 61,731
sacks English, 20,062 sacks 14,608 brls, foreign,

against 78,108 sacks English, 8,363 sacks 5,343

brls. foreign for the same period in 1866.

The month has passed with but very scanty

supplies of new barley for the London market, and
the foreign arrivals have continued moderate. Fine

new malting has been worth fully 46s. per qr. ; but
the best yet received has been generally of

secondary quality, worth from 38s. to 438. per qr.

New Saale, therefore, has been in request as a
favourite with maltsters, from its fair colour ; and
the Hambro' market has consequently risen with
the demand. It would therefore seem that this

year's quality is below 1866, and has not come up
to expectation ; so we may have another dear year

for malting sorts. Much of the barley was caught
in the rain—enough to somewhat stain it, though
but little has sprouted. Foreign has found a

steady inquiry, at full rates ;
grinding sorts, weigh-

ing only 50lbs. per bushel, being worth 33s. to 34s.

per qr. ; and as it will be some time before Danu-
bian and Odessa shipments can appear, prices

seem likely to rule high, much having been
purchased here for shipment, from 29s. to 33s. per

qr. cost and freight. The imports into London for

four weeks were 2,062 qrs. British, 21,065 qrs.

foreign, against 3,036 qrs. British, 9,981 qrs. foreign

in 1866.

Malt at the commencement of the month gave
way, in consequence of a general opinion that there

would be a good quantity of fine barley; but even-

tually prices hardened.
There have been liberal arrivals of maize during

the month, which commenced at lower rates; but

being relatively below barley, and the crop in the

United States having suffered this season, prices

eventually gained 2s. to 3s. on arrivals reaching to

36,219 qrs.

There have been heavy supplies of Russian oats

during the month, but not many from other quar-

ters. Had the market been left simply to a con-

sumptive demand, perhaps no advance under these

circumstances would have been maintained ; but

the failure of the oat crop in France has made such
large and constant demands on London, that with

some fluctuations we have gained about 2s. per qr.,

38lbs. Russian being worth 25s. 6d., and new
Swedes of that weight per steamer having brought
26s. 6d. per qr. With a late harvest our own
native contributions hitherto have exceeded last

season, and the crop is the best of the corn crops,

so with more liberal supplies from our own and
foreign stores, we expect some reduction in prices

;

though old oats from scarcity are likely to be high
for a time. The exports from London alone in

four weeks have reached to 41,350 qrs., a circum-
stance without a parallel, and a consequence of the

altered state of the Corn Laws in France. The
imports in the same time have been in English
qualities 8,261 qrs., Scotch 429 qrs., Irish ],350

qrs., foreign 266,885 qrs., against 6,110 qrs. En-
glish, 162 qrs. Scotch, 265 qrs. Irish, 190,573 qrs.

foreign in 1866.

Beans during the month have rallied from the

depression experienced in July and August, being

about 2s. higher than recently, though foreign ar-

rivals have been fair. In fact, not long ago they

were relatively the cheapest grain, and this has
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brought about the reaction. The imports for four

weeks were 1,223 qrs. Enjfhsh, 8,385 qrs. foreign,

against 5G3 qrs. English, 11,339 qrs. foreign in

1866.
There have been no imports of foreign peas

during the month, and had it not been for Uberal

arrivals from Canada in August, prices must have

advanced materially, and as it is, stocks are dimi-

nishing fast, and with very short receipts from the

country, white boilers have gained in value 2s. to

3s. per qr., the best being worth 44s. to 45s. per

qr. These rates, however, are not high compared

with other grain ; and as both at Danzig and Ca-

nada there has been some advance, we may yet see

higher prices, especially should the autumn prove

cold, or large contracts come out. The imports

in four v,-eeks, exclusively, of home-growth, were

795 qrs. This is more than in 1866, as they

were then only 563 qrs., but the foreign then v/ere

11,339 qrs.

Ijinseed, with a continuance of small imports,

has fully maintained its former high price, and cakes

have sold well. The principal business lately done

in seeds has been done in mustardseed, which set

in low, say at 9s. to 10s. per bushel ; winter tares

have risen, say from 6s. to 78. ; clover and other

seed have been calm and unchanged in value.

OUERBNT PRICES OP BRITISH GRAIN AND FLOUR
IN MARK LANE.

Shillings per Quarter.

WHEAT, Essex and Kent, white... old 65 72...new 68 to 68

„ „ red „ 64 67... „ 60 65

Norfolk, Lincoln, and Yorkshire, red 60 66

BARLEY 32 to 35 Chevalier, new 35 46
Grinding 33 35 Distilling 35 42

MALT, Essex, Norfolk, and Suffolk 65 70 extra 73 00
Kingston, Ware, and town-made 65 70 „ 73 00
Brown 52 68

EYE 36 42

OATS, English, feed 25 to 31 Potato 28 34

Scotch, feed 22 30 Potato 27 34
Irish, feed, white21 26 Fine 27 31

- 26 Potato 26 31

39 Ticks 38 39

42 Pipeon 43 48

46 Maple 40 to 41 Grey, new38 40
FLOUR, per'sack of 2801b8., Town, Households 54 60

Countrj', on shore 47 to 49 „ 50 52

Norfolk and Suffolk, on shore 46 47

FOREIGN GRAIN.
Shillings per Quarter.

WHEAT, Dantzic, mixed 66 to 68 old, extra 72 to76- - .. -. ..
J.Q

70
67
67
62
61
67
71
38
26
27
29

43
39
43
41
53
37

Ditto, black 21
BEANS, Mazagan ...38

Harrow 39
PEAS , white, boilers. .41

Konigsberg 66 68 extra.,

Rostock 63 70 fine 69
Silesian, red 62 66 white.... 65
Pomera., Meckberg., and Uckermrk. ...red old... 64
Russian, hard, 56 to 61... St. Petersburg and Riga 68
Danish and Holstein, red 61

French, none Rhine and Belgium 62
Chilian, white 65... CaUfornian 67 ... Anstrahan 69

BARLEY, grinding 31 to 31 ....distiUing and malting 35
OATS, Dutch, brewing and Polands 24 to 32 feed 21

Danish and Swedish, feed 25 to 30.... Stralsund... 25
Canada 24 to 25, Riga 21 to 26, Arch. 21 to 26, P'sbg. 26

TARES, \vinter, per bushel 6
BEANS, Priosland and Holstein 38

Konigsberg 37 to 41...Egyptian 38
PEAS, feeding and maple.. .37 38. ..fine boilers 40
INDIAN CORN, white 38 41. ..yellow 38
FLOUR, per sack, French. .47 62.. .Spanish, p. sack 48

American, per brl 28 33...extraand d'ble.34

COMPARATIVE AVERAGES.
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PICKSLEY, SIMS, AND CO. (LIMITED),
BEDFORD FOUNDRY, LEIGH, LANCASHIRE,

MANUFAOTUEERS of CHAFF CUTTEES, CORN GRINDING and CRUSHING MILLS,
TURNIP CUTTERS, PULPERS, CAKE BREAKERS, Etc., Etc.

In addition to tbe ordinary sizes of Chaff Cutters, P., S., and Co. have introduced a new Machine, specially adapted for

the London Market, fitted with a large Fly Wheel and mde Mouthpiece, at a low cost.

P., S., and Co. also make a new Combined Machine for Slicing Turnips and for Pulping and Cutting Finger Pieces

for Sheep. This Machine is entirely new, of treble action, and requires little power to work it.

P., S., and Co., manufaotm-ers of STEAM ENGINES, BONE-GRINDING and RASPING MILLS, REAPING and
MOWING MACHINES, HYDRAULIC and SCREW PRESSES and PUMPS of every description, COTTON GINS, etc., etc.

iLLUSTEA-TED CATALOGUES TREE PER POST ON APPLICATION.

TWENTY-FIRST EDITION.

WARREN'S ANNUAL FARMERS' ACCOUNT BOOK. -Price, Folio, for Large
Farms, 8s. ; Quarto, for Small Farms and for Schools where Youths are trained for Agricultural

Pursuits, 5s. Also, Folio, with pages for a weekly instead of a daily account of labour, 7s,

Royston : Joun Warren. London: Simpkin, Marshall, and Co. ; Whittaker and Co. ; Longman and Co.;

Ridgway.

THR LEADING SPORTING PERIODICAL.

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

THE TURF, THE CHASE, AND RURAL SPORTS,
IN ALL THEIR VARIETIES.

Twenty-eight years ago this work was started for the purpose of

adding to tlie National Sports of this country an organ worthy

of its importance and popularity. It took the field wiih a corps

of contributors—veterans of experience and skill in the depart-

ments to which they attached themselves. For the first time the

annals of the chase were treated of by masters ofhoun'is; members
of the Jockey Club wrote about the Turf; the most eminent of

our amateur sailors discussed yachting; the leash—the trigger

—

and our rural pastimes were dealt with by men of acknowledged
superiority. Under such auspices its apprenticeship was passed;

and the public voice lias bestowed on it the character of a " good

and faithful servant.'" In that capacity it discharges the grateful

duty of offering its acknowledgements for favours heretofore

received; and ventures to hope for a continuance of that success

which it will be its earnest effort to endeavour to deserve. No
periodical in any branch of literature is more characteristically

represented by those who contribute to its pages; no journal is

more beautifully emtellished—none more carefully constituted

with reference to the treatment of popular and seasonable subjects

In the course it has so long run, its race will be continued. It

will keep a steady pace—ever make play when fill ins opportunity
occurs. On the first of every month it will be found at the post,

as its trainer brought it out from the cominencement of its career,

sightly to look at, with plenty of good stuff about it—sound wind
j^ud 1 mb-and eager to strain every sinew for the prize of public

approbation.

N.B.— Vol. LV., with 13 Steel Engravings, is just out, price

10s. 6d., handsomely bound in cloth, and may be had ol every
Bookseller in the Kingdom.

Published monthly, price Half-a-Crown, by ROaERSOX &
TUXPORD, at the "Sporting Review" Office, 246, Strand,
London, W.C.; where all communications for the Editor, and
Works for Review, should be addressed.

NEW WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF " MANHOOD."
Post Free from the Author, 12 stamps ; Sealed Ends, 16 stamps.

DE. CURTIS'S MEDICAL GUIDE TO MARRIAGE : a Practical Treatise on its

Physical and Personal Obligations. With instructions to the Married and Unmarried of

both Sexes, for removing the special disqualifications and impediments which destroy the happiness of wedded
life, founded on the result of a successful practice of 30 years.—By Dr. J. L. Curtis, M.D., 16, Albemaklk
Stbeet, Piccadillv, London, W.

Also, by the same Author, a New and Revised Edition of

MANHOOD : A MEDICAL ESSAY on the Causes and Cure of PremoMre Decline in
Man ; the Treatment of Nervous Debility, Spermatorrhcsa, Impotence, and those peculiar infirmities

which result from youthful abuses, adult excesses, tropical climates and other causes ; with Instructions for the

Cure of Infection without Mercury, and its Prevention by the Author's Prescription (his infallible Lotion).

REVIEWS OF THE WORK.
* Manhood.—This is truly a valuable work, and should be in the hands of young and old."

—

Sunday
Times, 23rd March, 1858,

"The book under review is one calculated to warn and instruct the erring, without imparting one idea that

can vitiate the mind not already tutored by the vices of which it treats."

—

Naial and Military Gazette,

1st Feb., 1856,

"We feel no hesitation in saying that there is no member of society by whom the book will not be found use-

ful, whether such person hold the relation of a Parent, Preceptor, or Clergyman"—i^wn. Evening Paper,
Manhood.—" Dr. Curtis ha? conferred a great boon by publishing this little work, in which is described

the source of those diseases which produce decline in youth, or more frequently, premature old age."

—

Daily Telegraph, March 27, 1856.
London: Published by Allen, 11, Ave Matia Lane, Paternostcr-row; and Mann, 39, Cornhill ; and sent

free by Book Post from the Author or Publishers for 12 Postage Stamps, or in sealed envelopes, 20 Stamps,
ContultatioiLS daily, lion 10 to3 and 6 to 8, 15, ALnEMAULF. Street, I'iccadilly, W.



HAIL STORMS.
I nr s 11 It A nr € i: s

OF WHEAT, BARLEY, OATS, BEANS, PEAS, RYE, TURNIPS, &c.,

AGAINST LOSS BY HAIL STORMS
CAN BE EFFECTED WITH

THE ROYAL FARMERS' COMPANY,
3, NORFOLK STEEET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C, AT

MODERATE RATES.

SEEDS and GLASS are also insured.

FIRE Insurances at rates as low as other well established offices.

LIFE Assurances of any description at equitable rates. Four-fifths of the profits divided every Fifth Year.

LOSSES-—Prompt and Liberal settlement of claims.

Further particulars may be had at the Chief Office, or of the Agents.

JOHN REDDISH, Secretary and Actuary.

ADDITIOHTAIi AtSEWTS fVAWTEU. Application to the Secretary.

THOMAS BIGG, Agricultural and Veterinary
Chemist, by Appoindnent to His late Royal Highness The

Prince Consort, K.G., Leicester House, Great Dorer-streel,
Borough, Londoa, begs to call the attention of Farmers and
Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB DIPPING COM-
POSITION, which requires no Boiling, and may be used with
Warm or Cold Vater, for effectually destroying the Tick, Lice,
and all other insects injurious to the Flock, preventing the
alarming attacks of Fly and Shab, and cleansing and purifying
the Skin, thereby greatly improving the Wool, both in quantity
and quality, and highly contributing to the general health of
the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c,, at his Manufac-

tory as above, and sold as follows, although any other quantity
may be had, if required :

—

4 lb. for 20 sheep, price, jar included .£0 i
6 1b. 30 „ „ „ 3
8 lb. 40 „ „ , 4
10 1b. 50 „ „ 5
20 lb. 100 „ „ (cask and measure 10
SO lb. 150 „ „ included) 15

40 1b. 200 „ „ „ 10
60 lb. 250 „ „ „ 13 6
60 lb. 300 „ „ „ 17 6
80 lb. 400 „ „ „ 1 17 6

100 1b. 500 „ „ „ 2 6
Should any Flockmaster prefer boiling the Composition, it will

be equally effective.

MOST IMPORTANT CERTIFICATE.
From Ma. Hebapath, the celebrated Analytical Chemiil

:

—
Bristol Laboratory, Old Park, January 18th, 1801.

Sir,— I have submitted your Sheep-Dipping Composition to

analysis, and find that the ingredients are well blended, and the

mixtiire neutral. If it is used according to the directions given,

1 feel satisfied, that while it eflectually destroys vermin, it wili

rot injure the hair roots (or " yolk ") in the skin, the fleece, or

the carcase. I think it destrves the numerous testimonials pub-
lished. I am. Sir, yours respectfully,

WiLUAM Herapath, Sen., P.C.S., &c., &c..
To Mr. Thomas Bigg, Professor of Chemistry,

Leicester Housoj Great Dorer'Street, Borough, London,

He would also especially call attention to his SPECIFIC, or
LOTION, for the SCAB, or SHAB, which will be found a certain
remedy for eradicating that loathsome and ruinous disorder in
Sheep, and which may be safely used in all climates, and at all

seasons of the year, and to all descriptions of sheep, even ewes
in lamb. Price FIVE SHILLINGS per gallon—sufficient on an
average for thirty Sheep (according to the virulence of the
disease); also in wine quart bottles. Is. 3d. each.

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
"Scoulton, near Hingham, Norfolk, April leth, 1855.

" Dear Sir,—In answer to yours of the 4th inst, which would
have been replied to before this had I been at home, I have
much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of your in-
valuable 'Specific for the cure of Scab in Sheep.' The 600 sheep
were all dressed in August last with 84 gallons of the ' Non-
Poisonous Specific,' that was bo highly recommended at the
Lincoln Show, and by their own dresser, the best attention
being paid to the flock by my shepherd afterdressing accordingly
to instructions left ; but notwitlistanding the Seal) continued
getting worse. Being determined to have the Sp»b cured i

possible, I wrote to you for a supply of your Specific, which
I received the following day ; and although the weather was
most severe in February during the dressing, your Spccifi
proved itself an invaluable remtdy, forin three weeks the Sheep
were quite cured ; and I am happy to say the young lambs are
doing remarkably well at present. In conclusion, I believe it

to be the safest and best remedy now in use. " I remain, dear Sir,

your obedient servant, " For JOHN TINQEY, Esq.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg." " B. EENNEY.

1SW Flockmasters would do well to beware of such prepara-

ions as " Non-poisonous Compositions :" it is only necessary to

appeal to their good common sense and judgment to be tho-

roughly convinced, that no " Non-poisonous" article can poison

or destroy insect vermin, particularly such as the Tick, Lice, and
Scab Parasites—creatures so tenicious of life. Such advertised

preparations must be wholly usoless, or they are not what they

are represented to be.

Dipping Apparatus (,»•..jCU, £i, £i,Si £9,



ana i^ogal dFamilg ^^^^ffi^^^ o^ (iBxmt l^titain,

tt)p seberal ^obereignis €^^^^^^^3 ^^'^ OTourta of dlBurope.

and universally HELD IN HIGH ESTEEM.

RO'WIiANDS' MACASSAR OIL
/^ "^E^Wfh^LW. [?5[?i@[5)(y)(gTQ©li^g

Is universally known as the only article that really promotes the GROWTH, RESTORES and PRESERVES
the HUMAN HAIR. It prevents Hair from falling off or turning grey, strengthens weak HAIR, cleanses it

Irom Scurf and Dandriff, and makes it

B]EAlJXIFUi:.l.Y SOFT, PI-IABl^E, A]¥l> CM^OSSY.
In the growth of the BEARD, WHISKERS, and MUSTACHIOS, it is unfailing in its stimulative operation.

For CHILDREN it is especially recommended as forming the basis of a BEAUTIFUL HEAD OF HAIR
;

while its introduction into the Nursery of Royalty, and the numerous Testimonials constantly received of its

efficacy, afford the best and surest proofs of its merits.

^VrOlVDKlCFIJl. RSCOTCItir OF HAIR.
" A striking instance of the power of scientific art to remedy the defects of nature has lately occurred in the case of a Mr. P.

Balls, a gentleman residing at Wortham, in Norfolk, who, some years since, on returning from Harleston Market to Weybre"!,
where he then resided, sustained so severe a fall from his horse, as to bring on an Illness of several months' duration, during whith
period his hair continued to come off, till he became, to use his own terms, ' as perfectly bald as if his head had been shaved ;' and
the Rev. J. £. Daniel, then clergyman of the parish, offered him a wig as a substitute for his lost hair. Under these circum-
stances he was lately induced to try the effect of RowLi.N ns' Macassab Oil, and it is gratifying to add with the most happy
results. As soon as part of a bottle was used the growth commenced, and he has now to boast of a very thick and luxuriant head
of hair, which presents this peculiarity, that though prior to losing his hair it evinced no tendency to curl, the new growth is curly
and strong. The fact speaks too strongly for itself to require observation."

—

Bell's Messenger,

Price 3s. 6d., 7». Family Bottles (equal to four small), 10s. 6d. ; and double that size, 2l8.

ROWLANDS' KAIiYDOR,
AJX ORIKMTAIi BOTAWICAl. Ml,El»A»ATIO]!¥,

This Royally-patronized and Ladies'-esteemed Specific exerts the most soothing, cooling, and purifying action on
the Skin, eradicates Freckles, Tan, Pimples, Spots, Discoloration, and other Cutaneous Visitations, and rendersVHF ^liLIW ^OFT, CJLS:A.V^, A^']> SIiOOMIJy^.

During the heat and dust of Summer, the frost and bleak winds of Winter, and in cases of sunburn, stings of
insectSjOr incidental inflammation, its virtues are universally acknowledged.— Price 4s. 6d. and 8s. 6d. per bottle.

"WHITE AND SOUND TZSETK
Are indispensable to PERSONAL ATTRACTION, and to health and longevity by the proper mastication of food.

ROWLANDS' ODONTO,
OR PEARL DENTIFRICE,

Compounded of ORIENTAL INGREDIENTS is of inestimable value in

PRESERVING AND BEAUTIFYING THE TEETH,
STRENGTHENING THE GUMS,

and in giving a

PLEASING FRAGRANCE TO THE BREATH.
It eradicates Tartar from the Teeth, removes spots of incipient decay, and polishes and preserves the enamel,

to which it imparts a PEARL-LIKE WHITENESS.
As the most efficient and fragrant aromatic purifier of tlie Breath, Teeth, and Gums ever known, ROW-

LANDS' ODONTO has, for a long series of years, occupied a distinguished place at the Toilets of the Sove-
reigns and the Nobility throughout Europe ; while the general demand for it at once auaouncsB the favour in

which it is universally held. Price. 28. 9d. per Box.

TO PREVENT

These are small

Articles as they

their

IMPOSITION.

Copies of the

appear in

Wrappers.

Sold by A. ROWI.AND db SONS, 20, Hatton Garden, I.ondon,

and by Chemists and Perfumers.
.

' *,* Ask for " ROl''^ X.A:NJD«I' " Arlicles.
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HOWARD'S
1 pifliHiid &umwmmmm
ON THE SINGLE ENGINE SYSTEM.

This Apparatus is adapted for hilly as well as flat land, and for irregularly shaped as well

as square fields. As the Engine and Windlass are stationary while in operation, the expense

of carting water is often avoided by digging a pond or well at convenient points ; and if set in

an adjoining field, which is recommended when practicable, the whole field can be cultivated,

headlands included, without the Engine being taken into it. As many as 40 or even 50 acres

of land can be advantageously cultivated without any removal of the Engine or Windlass.

From 7 to 10 acres a day can be broken up with an ordinary 8 or 10 horse Portable Engine.

The Engine requires no alteration whatever, and is of course available for thrashing, <fcc., when
not required on the land.

HOWARDS' STEAM PLOUGHING AND
CULTIVATING APPARATUS

ON THE DOUBLE ENGINE SYSTEM.

Sss^^^^-=-=^^S§S^S!SS£

This Apparatus is adapted for Public Companies and large occupiers. Where the fields are

large and square a greater breadth of land can be ploughed in a day by this arrangement than

by any other, and less time is occupied in removing from field to field or place to place. The
Engines are equally well adapted for ploughing' on the Single Engine system, being fitted with

t<*o winding drums conveniently arranged upon the framework; the whole apparatus can be

thus conveyed from field to field without the aid of horses, and the time occupied in setting

down is reduced to less than one-half, while the first cost is little more than that of an ordinary

self-propelling Engine and a detached Windlass.

More than 500 Steam Ploughs and Cultivators, manufactured by
J. and F. Howard, are in use, and can be seen at work in almost every County of

England. Messrs. Howards' Steam Cultivated Farms, which may also be seen at any time,

can be reached in an hour, by Midland Railway, from King's Cross, London.

CATALOGUES, WITH FULL PARTICULARS, SENT FREE ON APPLICATION TO

JAMES AND FREDERICK HOWARD,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD.

LONDON OFFICE: 4, Cheapside, three doors from St. Paul's.
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THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

DECEMBER, 18C7.

PLATE I.

FAWSLEY 4th; a Shorthorn Heifer.

THE PROPERTY OP MR. CHARLES HOWARD, OK BIDDENHAM, BEDFORD.

Fawsley 4th, a red-and-wliite shorthorn heifer,

Ijred by Mr. Mcintosh at Haverings, in Essex, and
calved March 4th, 1865, is by Grand Duke 4th

(19874), out of Arch-duchess of Cambridge, by
Arch-duke 2nd (15588), her dam Coquelicot by
Duke of Cambridge (12742)—Blouzelind, by Earl

of Dublin (10178)—Candytuft, by Janizary (8175)
—Cathleen, by Cahph (l774)-Ro3y, by Rob Roy
(5 57)—by Satellite (1420)—by Sir Dimple (594)—
by Styford (629).

'Grand Duke 4th, a red bull, bred by Mr. E. S.

Bolden, of Springfield, Lancashire, and calved

April 25th, 1861, is by Grand Duke 3rd (16182)
out of Grand Duchess 8th, by Prince Imperial

(15095) ; her dam Grand Duchess 2nd, by Grand
Duke (10284) — Duchess 51st, by Cleveland Lad
(3407)—Duchess 41st, by Belvi'dere (1706)—by
(second Hubback (1423)—by Second Hubback
(1423)— by The Earl (646)—by Ketton 2nd (710)

—by Comet (155)—by Favourite (252)—by Daisy
Bull (186) -by Hubback (319)-byT. Brown's
Old Red Bull (97). Grand Duke 4th was sold at

the Preston Hall sale in May, to Lord Spencer, for

210 gs.

Archduchess of Cambridge, bred by the late

Mr. Langston at Sarsden, in Oxfordshire, and
calved on November 6th, 1859, is a red-and-white

cow, the second calf of Coquelicot, who was
bred by the late Sir Charles Knightley at

Fawsley, where she was knocked down to

Mr. Langston for 92 guineas. At the Sarsden
sale, in 1864, she made 60 gs., and with her
daughter Archduchess of Cambridge at 80 gs.

travelled on to Essex, where, in May last, the
family was further dispersed. Mr. F. Sartoris took
old Coquelicot at twelve years old for 61 gs. ; Mr.
E. J, Clayden, Archdachess of Cambridge for

77 gs. ; and Mr. Charles Howard, Fawsley 4th, at

two-years-old, for 270 gs., the second-best price of

all the cows sold at Havering^ Mr. Howard also

Old Series,]

gave 68 gs. for Fawsley 7th, a heifer calf of some
six months old, out of Coquelicot, and by
Grand Duke 4th. As we wrote at the time,
" Coquelicot is of a rare good sort ;" The Arch-
duchess of Cambridge, " a nice cow, full of Bates'

character ;" and the Fawsley, " a wonderful im-
provement" on some of the lots previously offered.

Fawsley 4th is indeed a very sweet heifer, full of

good looks, with beautiful hair and touch ; while,

as not the least of her qualifications, she is a capital

milker. The calf, a heifer, associated with her in

the print, bred by Mr. Howard and dropped on
the 20th of July, is by Baron Oxford (23375), a

red bull, bred by Mr. Mcintosh, and calved April

14th, 1865, by Duke of Geneva (19614), out of

Lady Oxford 5th, by Third Duke of Thorndale

(17749). At this same Havering sale Baron
Oxford was sold to Colonel Towneley for 500 gs.,

and his dam, the famous Lady Oxford 5th, to the

Duke of Devonshire for 600 gs.

Mr. Charles Howard has now in his herd at Bid-

denham seven animals of Sir Charles Knightley's

blood ; but he is still stronger in the Gwynne
tribe, of which family he possesses some fifteen

or sixteen cows and heifers. Nothing, however,

is coming faster into fashion than the Fawsleys,

tracing back, as these do, to the much-prized Rosy

strain; and within the last few weeks Mr. Mcintosh,

who is beginning again, bid Mr. Howard a very

handsome sum for his lot, Fawsley 4th with her

calf, and Fawsley 7th; but though so tempting

and quick a return, this offer was refused. Mr.

Howard has not been a very frequent exhibitor, but

he made his mark early, and at the Leeds Show of

the Royal Agricultural Society in I86I he took the

first prize in a very large and good class of young

bulls. He is also famous for his flock of Oxford

Down sheep, and his two pens of ewes were first

and second this year at the Bury St. Edmund's
Royal Meeting.

I T [VoT., LXIT.—No. fli
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PLATE II.

IMPROVED EXMOORS.

BRED BY MR. ROBERT SMITH, OF EMMETT's GRANGE, SOUTH MOLTON.

Lunette, the bay mare pony on the right, foaled in

1 860, is by Bobby out of Brunette, a picked Exmoor
pony mare, with some of the oldest blood of the

Hills in her veins, and a dash of the Katerfelto.

Lunette, who stands 13 hands high, was sold by
private contract to Mr. Milward, and exhibited by
him at the Salisbury Meeting of the Bath and
West of England Society in 1866, where she was
highly commended, the one premium going to a

little wonder entered ' by Mr. Rawlence, of Bul-

bridge. The Judges' Report, as published in the

Society's Journal, thus speaks to the class: "There
was nothing found more favour at Salisbury than
Mr. Rawlence's chesnut pony—that is to say, a

pony by his inches, but a modern bloodlike hunter
in his character, as he has fairly earned this in the

field. With little more before. Apricot would
be close upon perfection, and therefore Mr. Mil-

ward finished no nearer than second, with a par-

ticularly neat daughter of the famous galloway
Bobby, out of an Exmoor mare, and bred by Mr.
Robert Smith on the Moor. It is not often that

two better than these are seen together." Lunette,

a few weeks afterwards, succeeded to the first

prize of £lO in the thirteen hands' class of the

Birmingham Horse Show, the Rev. W. Holt
Beever's grey, originally placed first, being dis-

qualified as over the specified height. We saw
the last of Lunette at Tattersall's, on the Monday
before the Derby, when she came up with the

Thurgarton string, and made 40 guineas to Mr.
Pepys, the lowest figure of the day, a sufficient

proof of the excellence of the collection.

The other pony in the plate is The Chieftain, also

foaled in I860, and by Bobby out of Nellie by Grey-
ling, a horse that not only took several prizes himself,

but was the sire of Mr. Baker's Gem, a first-prize

pony at the Royal Battersea Show, in 1862, The
Chieftain was only exhibited on one occasion

—

viz., at the Royal Society's Meeting at Plymouth,
in 1865, in the Exmoor Pony Stallion Class, where
he was not noticed ; and, threatening to get coarse

and heavy about his neck, he was subsequently
cut, and sold at Tattersall's. He stands about
thirteen-two, and an offer of 60 guineas was once
refused for him.

Bobby, the sire of both these ponies, and hence
the improvement traced in their title, was bred by
that capital sportsman, the late Mr. Ramsay, of
Barnton, N.B., and got by Round Robin, her dam
by the Arabian Borack. This Arab, imported
from Madras in 1823, was supposed to be of the
Montefieck breed, and the fastest Arabian that
ever ran in the Presidency. He was a dark brown,
standing about fourteen hands and a quarter of an
inch. Some marvellous tales are told of the time
in which Borack won some of his races, and
amongst others of his doing a second heat of

three miles in four minutes and four seconds !

which, considering that it still takes nearly three

minutes to run the Derby course of a mile-and-
a-half, is a very pretty story. Round Robin,
the sire of Bobby, was by Borodino, a son of

Smolensko, out of a Cerberus mare, whose
pedigree could be traced no further. Bobby was
for some years in the possession of Dr. Beevor

;

and, although under fourteen hands high, he won
some private steeplechases, and carried twelve stone

and a-half with the Ruffbrd Hounds. When
we saw Bobby in the North of Devon, some eight

or nine years since, we thus wrote of his value as

a cross :
" Certainly, as far as looks can go, his

use is well warranted. But Bobby's character is

even better still. He is the sire of many famous
hacks in Nottinghamshire, and some of the best

of those clever cobs Mr. Mihvard annually brings

up have been got by him. One, we believe, was
sold last year—in 1858—for 200 guineas ; while at

the last sale—in 1859 that was—the highest price,

at 110 guineas, was given for one of his get, and four

averaged over 60 guineas each." And, as we went
on to say, "The only question is, whether the

cross with bigger animals may not gradually de-

stroy the true character of the pony ? But, as it

is, the Exmoor has been ' improved' to the picture

we now see. The original moor or mountain pony
was a very different animal, with neither the size,

power, nor handsome appearance of the present

representative of the race." Bobby was taken in

this year, 1859, by Mr. Robert Smith, with whom
he remained two seasons ; and we saw him again

at Battersea, where he was commended, although,

at two-and-twenty years old, he had of course gone
in the back, and was quite out of show form. He
was a bright bay, with black legs, and as clever to

look at as he proved himself in other ways. He
died at his old quarters in Nottinghamshire soon
after his visit to London, leaving behind him some
of the best little horses of the time. A dozen of

Bobby's jn'oduce have realised at Mr. Mihvard's
sales somewhere about 60 guineas each ; and the

cross also told well with the Exmoors, as Mr,
Smith sold Master Bobby, a shooting pony, to Sir

John Cathcart for 100 guineas. Sir Harry to Mr.
Allen Ransome for 85 guineas, Latona to Colonel

Evans for 65 guineas, and others for 50 guineas
each at the hammer.
Mr. Smith, who has now been for twenty years

on the Moor, began with Mr. Knight's ponies, for

whom he was the agent ; but he subsequently es-

tablished a stud on his own farm, and the two
herds or drives are now entirely distinct. His no-

tion from the first was a nick with the short-legged

thoroughbred horse, so as to bring cobs and gal-

loways ranging from thirteen- three to fourteen-

three inches high, The first result of this experi-
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raent was tested by a sale at Simonsbath, a village

in the centre of the Hills, where many a wrestUn<)[

match has come oft', many a keg been tapped, and
many a haunch done justice to, with all the keen
enjoyment for which stolen pleasures are proverbial.

Bampton Fair, the autumn pony fair of the Hills,

was the next place of sale, and then to suit more
distant customers the lots were brought up to

Taunton, Here, however, the interests of Mr.
Knight and Mr. Smith were divided, the latter

eventually making Bristol the mart for his gal-

loways, where they are still sold, and Mr. Knight
bringing up his ponies to Reading, until last sea-

son, when they were put up at Edgbaston, near

Birmingham. For our own part, however, we always

thought, and have often suggested, that these fancy

articles would tell a deal better if they were sold in

the spring instead of the autumn, and as near

London as possible—say, in the Agricultural Hall,

or at the East Acton Stud Farm. Mr. Milward
has of course the best day in the year; and, if he

took the Monday before the St. Leger, instead of

the Monday before the Derby, he would soon find

the difference in his averages. A quiet cob, a

clever park-hack, or a pretty child's pony, is as

much in fashion during the season as a Prima
Donna or a whitebait dinner. When the business

of people is to ride in the park, they want some-
thing to ride on.

At starting, Mr. Smith made use of anything
that was handy, and he began on the way to better

things with Old Port as a sire. This horse was

beautifully bred, being by Sir Hercules out of

Beeswing ; but he was nothing more than a cast-

oft', and, from what we remember of Install, narrow
frame when he ran for the Derby, anything but a

suitable cross for the Exmoor pony mares. He
was followed by his son, the little steeplechase

horse, Exmoor; but the produce of both these

was too high and light, and, though now and then
one would make thirty, or even occasionally fifty

guineas, too many stopped at the tens and 'teens.

Then came Bobby, to whose success we have just

spoken; but the subsequent services of an Arabian
led to no very profitable results, and the experi-

ment was soon abandoned. Small thoroughbred
horses, with short joints and smart action, have
since been settled down to, and at the recent sale

Nutshell by Nutwith took the top figures. One
of his get. Queen of the Forest, made 76 guineas,

a brown gelding 54 guineas, and two or three

others almost equally high prices.

With such a cross, the " Improved Exmoors"
have naturally more size and proportionately greater

value, as there are few animals more " taking"

than a well-bred cob, or rather perhaps galloway,

of some fourteen-two inches, v>'ith the racehorse's

head, clean neck, and oblique shoulders, coupled
with the round barrel, strong back, and short leg

of the pony proper.

Previous to braving the wastes of Exmoor,
Mr. Robert Smith farmed at Burleigh-on-the-Hill,

near Oakham, where he was as famous for his

Shorthorn herd and Leicester flock.

THE POTATO PLANT.

BY CUTHBEKT W. JOHNSON, F.R.S.

It is needless to make any remarks upon the importance
of the potato plant. The diminished produce of our

crops through the disease, with which since 1845 it has

been visited, is known too weU ; any practical researches,

theretore, tending to enlarge its produce and to protect it

from disease will be welcomed by every reader—few of

whom are not growers of the potato.

The result of an insufficient crop of this valuable root

has naturally led to increased imports from abroad. The
following table gives in cwts. the amount imported since

1834 (Pari. Paper, 1867).

1862 333,840
1864 142,986
1866 179,529

1854 17,467
1856 19,222
1858 337,821
1860 186,576

During this period the prices tixed by our Government as

the computed real value of the potatoes imported have

been per cwt. as follows :

—

s. d.

1854
1856

1853

1860

{?
Dutch.
French,

Dutch.
French.

1362

1864

186a

{I

{1

2 Dutch.

1 French,

1 Dutch.
4 French.

IJ Dutch.

7-J- French.

Of the origin and prevention of the potato disease we
are at present as little iaformed as wheu it first made its

appearance. My own experience with a variety of

dressings applied long before, and at the time of 2>lanting

have led to very few useful results. By far the most
practical conclusion to which these experiments have
tended, is that early-planting and early-raising is the best

prevention of the disease. In turning to the Prize Essay
of Dr. Lang (Jour. Roy. Ag. Soc, vol. xix., p. 75) I find

that some Devonshire growers had accidenlly arrived at a
similar conclusion ; this was the case where the potatoes
were self-planted ; the seed, therefore, had remained in

the ground dui'ing the vvinter, and the plants were very
wide apart. The efFect of this planting at wide intervals

has never yet been well examined. On this question Dr.
Lang gives the results of two experiments. He says :

—

" The ground, a wheat-stubble, was manured early in

the autumn, and the manure was carefully ploughed down

;

soon after Christmas it was cross-ploughed, and about the

1st of March it was ploughed very deeply with Locock's

patent iron plough ; and the beam being loaded, to keep

it down, it was found that the shillet had been broken up
and brought to the surface, the depth averaging from nine

to ten inches (this operation is called technically double-

ploughing). The trench being now turned out with a

spade, the sets were planted eight inches deep, in rows
three feet apart, and twenty inches set from set. "Whilst

this experiment was in progress, Mr. Henry Lowcock, of

Barton, was rfo?«5^e-plougliiiig a large steep field, the

I I 2
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higher part of which was more than 250 feet above the

lower portion—the method being for one plough to follow

another in the same furrow, thus turning out a furrow

downwards of a very uniform depth of eight inches. He
then planted three rows of potatoes from the top to the

bottom of the field in a manner similar to that just de-

scribed.
" The results were that the crop was enormously in-

creased in weight and bulk. Nor is it a matter of doubt

that if land be trenched to the full depth of the spade or

fork, or double-ploughed in the manner described, and the

plants be early earthed-up, 300 bags (of 7 scores to a

bag) of potatoes is a crop to be, not once, but ordinarily

obtained per acre. Another and most unexpected result

was also obtained—few or none of the potatoes so grown
were diseased. The potatoes so gro^yn are not only far

more numerous than ordinary : they are also increased

extraordinarily in bulk, but have the following defects

:

they are close, frequently have a core, or perhaps a hollow

in their centre, surrounded by a thick portion of hard
corky substance; and even if sound all through, dress

badly. It is true that some sorts of potatoes are greatly

more disposed to be hollow or core than others ; but, as

is well kuown to every housekeeper, the waste on cooking
oversized potatoes is considerable, and they are justly

regarded with aversion by the public."

When the disease first makes its appearance, which is

on the leaf, we have been accustomed to immediately mow^
off the potato-haulms and have them burnt. On this

head Dr. Lang added, when speaking of the portion of

the plaut first afl'ected, " It has been ascertained over and
over again that the disease originates in the tuber planted,

or in the stem that springs from it. That opinion is a

delusion. The disease always originates in the leaf, some-
times attacks the stem of the leaf, more rarely still the stem
of the plaut ; and in the tens of thousands of instances in

which both I myself and the numerous men whom I have
employed in every portion of this county have examined
the base of the stem next the portion of the tuber set, no
one instance of disease has been discovered. Nay, as

good potatoes and as free from disease have been obtained,

where proper precautions have been taken, from diseased

sets, as from those sets where no taint or disease could be

discovered."

The disease seems to visit different soils with equal se-

verity. I have found no difference in Surrey on the soils

resting on the Thanet sand, the gravel, the chalk, or the

London clay formations ; and in Devonshire, the Doctor
remarked, that in reply to all his inquiries, " on the cold

and tenacious clay, on the granitic soil, on the new red

sandstone, on the greensand formation, on the limestone,

and on the clay-slate (locally called, shillity land), the
reply uniformly was that farmyard manure was prejudi-

cial, and powerfully contributed to the ravages of the
disease. Guano appeared to be equally bad. "Wood-
ashes appeared to be more favourable, as did tanners' bark
and heath-ashes. Fern-ashes caused some disappoint-
ment; for, containing so large a proportion of silica, it did
not manifest any superiority over the other ashes. All,

however, expressed a very decided opinion as to the great
superiority of lime and salt as the best potato manure."

As then, with such a serious visitation attending our
potato crops, it becomes more and more necessary to en-
deavour to increase their produce; I commend to all my
readers the careful study of a recent report by Mr. George
May, of Benthall, near Brosely.

The elaborate experiments described in his recently
pubHshed prize essay [Jour. Roi/. Ag. Soc.,N. S., vol. iii.,

p. 552) have all a practical bearing. It was in the year
li-ifir) that on 12a trial-plots he endeavoured to examine
lilt followins (|uc=stion9:—

" Firstly
:
As to the influence of the size of the set on the

economic results of the crop, /. e., whether any iucrease,
and to what extent, is obtained over and above the extra
weight of the set, in the planting of large in lieu of small
sets.

" Secondly : As to the influence on the crop of the dis-

tance at which the sets are planted ; or the results of
close and wide planting of various-sized potatoes.

" Thii-dly : As to the comparative residts from planting
similar weights of large and of small potatoes per acre.

" Fourthly : As to the relative advantages of cut and
whole sets.

" Fifthly : As to the influence of thick and thin planting,

and of the size of the set on the proportion borne between

the weights of the sets and the weight of the crop, and

the rate of increase under various conditions.
" Sixthly : A.S to the relative productiveness of dif-

ferent varieties of potato.
'' Much diversity of opinion seems to prevail in these

points, which are of [ecouomical importance in relation to

both the farm aud garden cultivation of the crop.
" The selection of the potato-sets appears commonly

to be more a matter of present expediency than prospec-

tive profit. The general course is to appropriate the

largest for use, the very smallest for pig-feeding, the

tubers of intermediate size being preserved for replanting;

this method of assortment results in the use of sets of

from two to three ounces in weight, and a set of less

than two ounces is as often planted as one exceeding three

or four ounces.
" Our primary question is whether an increase in the

size of the set will produce an excess above the extra

weight of the sets planted; such extra weight going to

increase the strength of the individual sets without in-

creasing their number.
" The unequivocal results in favour of large sets, ob-

tained from my experiments caried out in 1864, as well

as from those which form the subject of this report, induce

me to describe carefully the conditions imder which the

experiments were conducted.
" Every precaution was taken to ensure the most per-

fect uniformity in the conditions under which the various

experiments were made. The manure was separately

weighed out, and distributed on each tw'enty superficial

feet of ground. The distance (two feet) between the

rows was the same throughout the trial ground; and to

counteract the influence of any slight variations in the

character of the soil, the particular experiment that would
be brought into immediate comparison were placed as

nearly as possible in juxtaposition. External rows were

rejected for the experiments, and planted with part of the

ordinary crop ; and every individual set was separately

weighed and selected to the specified size, aud planted to

measure, at precise distances.

I will only give, in au abridged form, one or two of

the results of Mr. ISIay's trials, and the general con-

clusions which they tend to prove.

First, then, as to the comparative produce of potatoes,

planted of different sizes. Mr. May remarks that "the
gross average return per acre of numerous varieties were

from

—

Tons. Cwt. Qrs. Lbs.

loz. sets 10 19 3 17
2 oz. sets 12 15 2 15

4.0Z. sets 13 9 2

6oz. sets 16 13 1 16

8oz. sets 18 11 16

" The following are the amounts of net profit per acre

for each ounce in the increase in the weight of the sets

from 1 ounce up to 8 ounces (each ounce in the weight of

the set occupying 2 square feet, being equivalent to 12
cwts, 17i lbs, per acre) of seed
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Tons. Cwts.Qrs. Libs.
From 1 to3oz 1 13 3 7^

„ 2 to •i oz. for each extra oz. IS 3 li
„ 4to6oz. „ 1 12 21

„ 6 to 8 oz. „ 18 3 It
" The average of a iiuniber of experiments with differ-

eat varieties planted 'J inches apart in the rows, gave very
similar results, as follows

:

Gross Returns per Acre.

Tons. Cwts. Qrs. Libs. Ozs.

1 oz. sets ... 10 13 23 or 14.21 per set.

3 oz. sets ... 15 3 2 11 or 18.45 „

4oz. sets ... 17 17 3 13 or 21.99 „

"After deducting the weight of the sets, the net balances

of produce per acre stand thus

:

Tods. Cwts. Qrs. Libs. Ozs,

loz. sets ... 9 16 or 13.21 per set.

2 oz. sets ... 13 10 21 or 16.45 „
4oz. sets ... 14 13 4 or 17.99 „

" The average produce of a number of varieties planted

at intervals of 6 inches in the row, also exhibited similar

advantages in favour of the larger sets, viz.

:

Gross Average Returns of Different Varieties
PER Acre.

Tons. Cwts. Qrs. Libs. Ozs.

1 oz. sets ... 13 4 1 20 or 10.85 per set.

2oz. sets ... 15 19 12 or 13.15 „

4oz. sets ... 22 2 3 or 18.11 „

" After deducting the weight of the sets, the net

balances of produce per acre stand thus :

Tous. Cwts. Qrs. Libs. Ozs.

1 oz. sets ... 12 13i or 9.85 per set.

2 oz. sets ... 13 10 1 27 or 11.15 „

4oz. sets ... 17 3 1 5 or 14.11 „

" Every step in each of these three series of experi-

ments gives, without an exception, unequivocal evidence

that each increase in the weight of the set

produces more than a corresponding increase in the

weight of the crop. The following statement will, how-
ever, show that the advantage in the employment of large

sets is much less striking in the early than in the late

varieties ; out of the examples before given, the average

produce of the early varieties, planted one foot apart in

the row, exhibit the following result

:

Gross Crop. Net.
tons. cwts. qrs. lbs. tons. cwts. qrs. lbs.

1 oz. sets ... 9 3 3 26 ... 8 11 3 8|
2oz. sets ... 10 14 2 17 ... 9 10 1 10^
4oz. sets ... 13 19 7i ... 11 10 1 22^

6oz. sets ... 15 6 22 ... 11 13 1 2^
8oz. sets ... 7 17 21 ... 2 19 3 23

" Although there is throughout an increase over and

above the extra weight of the sets, the advance between

the larger sizes is not very marked, and is much below

that wherein the early and late sets are averaged together.

There is even afalling-oflf in the produce of the 8 oz. sets,

in comparison with those weighing 6 ounces ; but this is

partly from accidental circumstances, the 8 oz. sets being

much sprouted before planting : indeed, all the larger sets

of the early varieties were ranch more advanced than

those of smaller size. After separating the early sorts

from the general average results of early and late, the

average produce of the late varieties, taken separately,

will stand, as follows :"

Gross Crop. Net.

tons. cwts. qrs. lbs. tons. cwts. qrs. lbs.

1 oz. sets ... 12 15 ... 11 7 3 26

3oz. sets ... 15 3 1 19 ... 13 19 13

4oz. sets ... 17 16 24 ... 15 7 2 11

6 oz. sets ... 30 6 2 11 ... 26 13 2 19

Soz. sets ... 31 3 3 24 ... 36 6 3 36

Next, as to the influence on the crop of the distance at

which the sets arc planted, or the results of close and

wide planting of various sized sets. Mr. May observes :

" To establish this point, I shall compare, sepai-ately, each

scries of experiments on potatoes of the same weight,

planted at dift'erent distances

:

Averages of 1 oz. Sets.

Varieties
Distance Gross. Net.

apart. tons. cwts. qrs. lbs. tons. cwts. qrs. lbs.

13 Ifoot... 10 9 3 17 ... 9 17 3
11 9 in. ... 10 12 23 ... 9 16
11 6 in. ... 13 4 1 20 ... 12 13

Averages or 2 oz. Sets.

13 Ifoot ... 12 15 2 4 ... 11 11 1 7
13 9 in. ... 15 15 2 11 ... 13 10 21
10 6 in. ... 15 19 12 ... 13 10 1 27

Averages of 4 oz. Sets.

12 Ifoot ... 15 17 2 15i ... 13 9 2i
6 9iu. ... 17 17 3 12 ... 14 13 4
3 6 in. ... 22 3 3 ... 17 3 1 5

Averages of 4 oz. Sets (similar varieties).

3 1 foot ... 15 8 3 24 ... 13 1 11
3 9 in. ... 15 19 3 14 ... 12 14 3 6

3 6 in. ... 22 2 3 ... 17 3 1 5

" These comparisons all show an advantage in planting

the smaller sets at intervals closer than 12 inches in the

rows ; but the results are not very decided, and in one or

two cases the gain in the gross crop does not make up for

the extra weight of the sets planted.

"The following comparisons refer to the effect of plant-

ing the sets more than a foot apart in the rows

:

" Three experiments averaged together, viz.: Eight-

ounce Flukes, six-ounce Flukes, and four-ounce Late Red
gave a gross crop of 23 tons 16 cwts. 1 qr. 8 lbs., and a

net average of 20 tons 3 cwts. 1 qr. 17 lbs. The same
sizes and varieties, planted at intervals in the rows of

1 foot 3 inches, produced a gross cro]) of 18 tons 13

cwts. 1 qr. 2 lbs., and a net crop of 15 tons 14 cwts.

3 qrs. 20 lbs.—a falling-off of 4 tons 8 cwts. 1 qr.

25 lbs. per acre. Indeed, the produce of each set was,

as nearly as possible, the same, whether planted a foot

apart or 15 inches, so that the additional distance was

so much loss to the crop. The average produce of six-

ounce and eight-ounce flukes shows a similar falling-off

when planted more than a foot apart in the rows." The
net average produce per acre was :

Tons. Cwts. Qrs. Libs.

Flukes, at 1 foot 17 10 1 25

„ at 1 foot 3 in. ... 15 8 2 6^-

„ at Ifoot 6 in. ... 12 16 5

" This diminution of the crop, through reducing the

number of the sets per acre, is remarkably uniform, and as

nearly as possible proportionate to the distance at which
the sets are planted.

" The general tenor of these experiments points to an

interval of ten or twelve inches in the rows, as being the

most profitable distance at which to plant large full-sized

potatoes, of from 4 to 8 ounces in weight. A moderate

increase in the net crop may be expected from still fur-

ther diminishing the distance when the sets are below 4
ounces in weight."

The general bearing of the results so laboriously ob-

tained is thus summed up by Mr. May:
" Firstly : Every increase in the size of the set, from

one ounce up to eight ounces in weight, produces an in-

crease in the crop much greater than the additional

weight of the set planted. The net profit, over and
above the extra weight of the sets, in planting four-ounce

sets in lieu of one-ounce sets, amounted, on the whole

series of experiments, to between three and four tons per

acre ; and the further profit, on the increase of the size

of the set from four ounces to eight ounces, averaged
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about five tous aa acre; all the iatermediate steps par-

taking proportionately of the increase.

" Secondly: The advantages in favour of the large sets

is more marked in the late than in the early varieties.

" Thirdly : In the use of small sets, of from one ounce

to three ounces in weight, a larger balance over and
above the weight of the sets was obtained by planting

fi-om six to nine inches apart iu the rows, than at wider

intervals.
" Fourthly : Increasing the intervals at which the sets

are planted, even of the largest size, in the rows, to more
than twelve inches, diminishes the crop ; and the wider

intervals induce no increase iu the weight of the produce

of the individual sets.

" Fifthly : It may be broadly stated that the weight

of the crop is proportionate to the weight per

acre of the sets, and that small sets will produce the

same crop as an equal weight per acre of large sets. The
fact is, however, of limited application, as a weight of

very small sets equal to a weight of full-sized potatoes

could not be got into the ground, except by planting

them so close as to be prejudicial to the crop. The ad-

vantage, therefore, of large sets remains practically un-

impaired.
" Sixthly : Weight for weight, cut sets produce as

nearly as possible the same weight per acre as whole po-

tatoes ; but for the reasons given above, the weight of the

sets should not be reduced by subdivision.
" Seventhly : Smaller sets give a larger produce, in

proportion to their weight, than the larger sets.

" Eighthly : When the intervals between the sets in

the rows are diminished to less than a foot, the produce

of each individual set is proportionately diminished.

Though this is not necessarily accompanied by a dimiuu-

tion of the weight of the crop, no increase iu the produce

of each individual set is caused by placing the sets at in-

tervals wider than a foot,

" Ninthly : With reference to the relative produce of

different varieties, a late red sort takes the prece-

dence throughout the experiments ; and, of the several

varieties of Fluke, ' Spencer's King of Flukes' and ' The
Queen of Flukes' are much more prolific than the ordi-

nary variety."

Then as to the manure best adapted to the potato

:

We have seen, by the report of Dr. Lang, that all the

nitrogenous dressings tried in Devonshire were rather

prejudicial than otherwise, as regards the potato-disease,

but that wood-ashes (which abound iu potash) and lime

and salt were beneficial.

From a recently-published report by Professor Voelcker

(Jour. Hoy. Ag. Sac, vol. iii., N. S., p. 516), as well as

from the experimants of others and my own observations,

I am much inclined to believe that the use of the salts

of potash, in combination with other manures, such as

salt, would be productive of very beneficial results not
only to the produce but to the healthiness of the potato-

plant.

It is evident, fi'om the analysis of the ashes of the

tuber of the potato by Professor Way, that (with the ex-,

ception of the artichoke and beans) it contains a larger

amount of potash than any other of our commonly-culti-
vated plants. Thus the per-centage of potash found by
the Professor in the ash of the

Jerusalem artichoke was 55.89
Beans (seed) 51.73
The tuber of the potato 50.88
Peas (seed) 41.50
Turnips (bulb) 30.16
Wheat (seed) 32.14
Mangold (root) 23.54
Barley 21.14
Oats 13.97"

Several other facts tend to indicate the. probable good
results of further experiments with potash as a dressing

for potatoes. In some experiments carried on near
Cowes its was found that the potatoes grown on soils

dressed copiously with only house-ashes (these generally

contain about one per cent, of potash) totally escaped the

potato-disease. Several experiments of men of a former
generation point in a similar direction. In some trials

of Arthur Young upon various manures for potatoes

{Annals of Agric, vol. ix., p. 652), he found on good

sand (per acre)

Bushels.

The soil simple produced 180
With 16 cubic yards of dung 340
With 1 60 bushels of wood-ashes 240

And in other plots

Bushels.

The soU simple produced 280
With dung (33 cubic yards) 400
With wood-ashes (40 bushels) 400
With potash (340 bushels) 380

And when the Rev. E. Cartwright, on a very sandy

soil, made his numerous trials of different manures, he
found {Coin. Board of Agric, vol. iv., p. 370) that the

produce per acre of

Bushels.

The soil simple was 157
Dressed with 60 bushels of wood-ash it produced 187
Witii 60 bushels of wood-ashes and 8 bushels of com-
mon salt it yielded 217

The report of the experiments to which I have re-

ferred, carried on under the direction of Professor

Voelcker by Mr. J. R. Hetherington, at Carleton in Cum-
berland in 1866 {Jour. Rag. Ag. Sac, vol. iii. N.S., p. 517),

well deserve to be carefully studied by the potato-grower.

In these experiments the potatoes (rough whites) were

planted on the 23rd April, on a piece of light land that

had formerly been a beech-plantation, and had only had

one previous crop—viz., potatoes. The manures used and

the produce per acre will be found in the subjoined table,

which gives the weight of large, second, small, and

diseased potatoes :

Name of Manure.
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" 2. But superpliospliatc auJ crude potash-salts—

a

purely mineral mauuriug—also gave a nearly equal iu-

crease. The uiixtiux of superphosphate aud crude potash-

salts appears to be specially useful for root-crops ou light

land.
" 3. The efficacy of superphosphate as a manure for po-

tatoes on light land is not only enhanced by potash-salts,

but also, though to a minor extent, by common salt.

"4. It is remarkable that whilst the addition of salt to

superphosphate had a very beneficial efl'ect, common salt

alone slightly diminished the crop.
" 5. Potash-salts applied alone, though by no means the

most desirable manure for potatoes, nevertheless had a

better eflfect than common salt ; for whilst crude potash-

salts gave an increase of nearly 8 cwt. per acre, common
salt produced 7 cwt. and 441bs. less than the numanured
plots ou an average."

Upon a review of the results of the very valuable in-

quiries to which I have referred, we may fairly be

encouraged to conclude that we need not despair of

iinding a means not only of eradicating the potato-disease,

but of otherwise still largely increasing the produce of

this great crop. It is idle, indeed, to conclude that we
have attained to a knowledge of the best modes of culti-

vating any of our plants, for the history of agriculture

tells us that almost aU generations of agriculturists have
succeeded in producing larger and better crops thaa those

who preceded them.

AGRICULTURAL GANGS AND AGRICULTURAL CHILDREN'S
EDUCATIONAL BILLS.

The Agricultural Gang Bill has passed the Legislature,

and the experiment is abont to be tried upon public

gangs. We wish to take a fair and dispassionate view of

the whole subject and its practical working, because we
foresee the same or similar regulations will be brought to

bear upon private gangs, or company of weeders and
pickers, if not prevented by the timely interference of

those opposed to such restrictions. We take the subject

np fully entertaining these views. We are quite ready

to concede the right of Parliament to enact laws for the

protection of any part of the community who may be
aggrieved in the slightest degree ; but Parliament would
of course judge of the necessity for such laws. In dealing

with agricultural gangs a fair case for legislative inter-

ference has been made out ; but it has been magnified

extremely. The Commissioners themselves have been far

to!j one-sided. They have only, or but partially, in-

quired into the evils of the system. AU that they can
make out is, that these gangs exist and meet with employ-
ment in some few parts of Lincolnshire, Huntingdonshire,
Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, and Suffolk, and one or two
parishes in Northamptonshire and Notts. ; the total

number of childi-en, young persons, and women so em-
ployed being 6,399. Of this number 458 are above
eighteen years of age, and 922 between the ages of thir-

teen and eighteen years in Mr. White's district, i. e.,

Suffolk and Norfolk ; and in Mr. Longe's district, Lin-
colnshire, Huntingdonshire, and Cambridgeshire, 1,244
between tlie ages of thirteen and eighteen years, and 448
above eighteen years, in aU about 3,072 are not children

;

thus far mitigating the evil to a very considerable extent.

Had these Commissioners made as searching an inquiry

as to the earnings of these 6,399, and the many comforts
and necessaries to be obtained by these earnings for family

service, the good would far more than counterbalance

the evil

.

We however acknowledge it is an evil, but necessary,

and some slight ground for the salutary regulations is

made out, which the Agricultural Gang BUI is intended

to give, and so long as the biU is confined to these public

gangs, no great harm wUl accrue, as so few parts of

the kingdom know anything about them. But if it is

sought, as it unquestionably is—in fact, that is the object

of the present commission—to apply the same principle to

aU employers of gangs or companies on their respective

farms, it will prove one of the greatest hindrances to farm
business and injury to the employer, and also one of such

hardship to the agricultural laboui'er, as few can conceive

of. Take its practical working. The average number of

a family is estimated at five children. The Agricultural

Society of which the writer is a member offers premiums
for bringing up large families without parochial relief.

The average number of children returned by about twenty
yearly applicants exceeds ten. The wages of an agricul-

tural labourer tlu'oughout the year, including harvest, will

not average above from 14s. to 15s. per week. How is a

family of from five to ten children to be fed, clothed, and
sheltered at such a rate of wages ? It cannot be done.

Every facUity should therefore be given, so that the

childi'en may obtain employment, and that not to be

clogged by absurd restrictions, founded upon a false

estimate of wickedness and wrongs supposed to arise from
promiscuous mixing of sexes in field-work. Baseness and

immorality no doubt abound too prominently in the agricul-

tural population, as weU as others ; but we utterly deny

that field-labom', above other things, conduces to foster it

;

and further, we fearlessly assert that the agricultural

population is fiUly as moral, as religious, and as truly re-

spectable, in the best sense of the word, as any class of

the community, high or low. Why, then, is it sought to

put upon them hardships they cannot bear ? The family

must supplement the labourer's—the husband's—earnings.

They must take such work as can at any time be found

for them to do. Why is not the mother to take her chUdi-en,

boys or girls, with her to field-work ? Who can so well

look after them ? We have been extensively employing

women and children of both sexes for nearly half a cen-

tury, and have yet to learn where these gross evUs have

been hidden that oiu* sensitive moralists have now so re-

cently discovered. Casual wrongs and misconduct occur,

but less in the field than in the viUage street or town.

It by no means follows from their primitive habits, their

confined dweUings, their inevitable personal exposui'e in

crowded dweUings, too shocking for a fine lady, that

gross indeUcacies or immoralities are more frequent.

Statistical facts prove the contrary. Our primitive fore-

fathers dwelt in tents, so did the patriarchs. More
roomj cottages would be infinitely better than this pre-

tended separation of sexes, i, e., during the hours of field-

work.

WeU, but how is this field-work to be accomplished

under these restrictions ? Within a radius of three mUes
of the writer's residence are grown abont 1,000 acres of

potatoes, and from 400 to 500 acres of mangolds and

swedes ; all these have to be [taken up |and secui'ed for

winter service ; the population not large proportionately.

We begin planting potatoes in the spring ; under these

absurd regulations women and girls cannot be employed,

because of the mixing of the sexes ; we must have men
to plough ; we must have dung-cart fiUers, manure-
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spreaders, boys to drive. Wc therefore want the

women aud girls to prepare the sets and to plant. Oh,

no ! you mingle the sexes, they must not work in the

same tield. This is stoppage No. 1. "Weeding is the

next important farm operation : the weather is line, corn

grows fast, must get on, every hand is required and ready,

and be it remembered very glad to aid in the work, but

no ! Women and girls must not go amongst wet or damp
corn: it "is injurious to female delicacy." Stoppage No.
2 (see Report, 1867). If this weeding is to be aban-
doned, a great injury of course is done to the occupier :

he cannot keep his laud clean, he must raise fewer crops,

the country must suffer great loss"; and it is the greatest

hardship to the poor, who live by their labour. What
thousands of poor women and children are glad to be
thus employed to earn a livelihood ! Let us say here, that

due care is invariably observed by all farmers to provide
other work, i. e., twitch-picking, thistle-spreading on
grass lands and the like, until the " high wet corn" is

dry enough to enter, when the female weeders cheerfully

commence, taking care to provide themselves with strong
" highlows," namely, waterpoof-leggings, and having their

dress neatly tied up around and below their knees, more
useful than ornamental perhaps, but trust them in taking
reasonable care of themselves ! Employers could not ob-
tain their services unless attention was paid to these
things : they seldom hear of hardship or complaint ; the
poor women far more frequently showing gratitude for

the work provided for them.
Next come hay-time aud harvest. Fancy women and

girls excluded from the hay-field ! or as children are only
to woi-k certain hours, they must be sent home just when
the hay is " fit for cocking" ! How are the women to do
all this alone ? It is very hard work for the men to get
the hay into "cocks ;" but the sexes must not be mixed
in the hay-field ! Suppose you retain the women who are
quite willing, under the stimulus of refreshment and a
little beer, to continue at work; Mr. Policeman steps into
the field to complain that you are working the women
over-hours. You incur a penalty thereby of 20s. each,
and his duty is to inform : stoppage No. 3. Then comes
the corn harvest. Many women can reap almost as well
as men ; the boys and girls can reap a little, can make
bands, and set up stooks; but, no! you must not mix
the sexes ; no, not even with their own parents : stoppage
No. 4. Then the leading of mown corn: women are em-
ployed in raking after the carriages ; but, no ! mixing
again: stoppage No. 5. Harvest is followed by taking
up all perishable root-crops, one of the greatest improve-
ments in modern agriculture, and the cause of great ex-
penditure in labour, most of which is done by women
and children. How can this be accomplished without
the mixing of sexes ? In the district from whence we
write, every man, woman, and child that can be obtained
are put into requisition at high wages for about six or
seven weeks : the women and children to pick potatoes,
strip off' mangold and swede leaves, and men throw them
into carts ; the men also to plough-up, take away, and
cover all down safely. Why it will act as a prohibition
to the growth of these crops to any extent : stoppage
No. 6. In fact, in plain, straightforward farm-work
these operations must go on simultaneously. It is the
height of absurdity to prevent the mixing of sexes at
such times. To carry on farm business without this
mixing of sexes is impracticable, nay, impossible. W^e
hope our highly moralising philosophers will cautiously
consider, before they go further, the balance of good and
evil in their doings.

Suppose the regidations of the Gang Bill are forced upon
a 1 farmers, they of course will have to license one of
their men as a gang master, or he cannot be permitted
<o t.\kc the superiutcndfcuce of a lot of boys in the weed-

ing-field or elsewhere ; and if women and girls are pro-
cured instead for that purpose, as they must not be allowed
to work with the boys, the licensed labourer cannot take
the direction of this company unless the farmer also

licenses one of these women as a " gangmaster" too, and
she must be present during the hours of work. Should
she be taken ill, or remain at' home on " wasbing-days,"
as every one of them does at least one day in the week,
they must all remain at home too, or the farmer must per-

mit them to work by themselves, without a guide, which
every one knows is a direct loss to him. How ridiculous

and unnecessary is this stipulation ! W^e urge every

farmer to take a clear and comprehensive view of the

entire subject. He will find many serious difficulties and
injm-ies to his business arise out of it, and not to be suflB.-

ciently counterbalanced by the good that is supposed to be

derived from such a revolutionary procedure. We are

still inclined to think these alterations " in the long run"
will do more harm than good. There is no fair analogy

between the women and children of the manufacturing

and the agricultural labourer. The former is cooped up
in mills at a temperature of about 88 degrees : the bell

rings at 6 o'clock a.m. ; all must be there. We have

seen them wading tbrough wet mud and deep

snow. Then they partially undress in the mills,

on account of heat. At dinner, how the poor

mothers go, in the midst of suow, sleet, or rain,

slightly-covered subject to these exti'eme vicissitudes,

their earnings certainly being ample. The women and
children of the agricidtural labourer are seldom employed
during winter, and if not permitted to work freely in

summer, they must pine or suffer severely from lack of

food during the winter months. Much is said about

these young girls being prohibited from field-labour. To
me, this seems of all things connected with this question

most preposterous. Why, it would be the very thing to

drive them to the worst of courses. I must say, iu con-

clusion, that I wish a little more good common-sense
was imported into these labour and education subjects,

rather than so much fine feeling and such absurd senti-

mentalism, arising from a total misunderstanding of the

actual facts and circumstances. I live in a parish

where a larger percentage of women and children arc

employed in agriculture, i)i field-Jalonr, than in any
other parish with which I am acquainted ; and, for the

satisfaction of our benevolent philanthropists, I tell them
that in the last returns of illegitimacy published by our

Union, this parish stood considerably at the lowest per-

centage of cases on the list ; and, indeed, so low and so

favourable is it to the morals of the parishioners, that I

fearlessly challenge the United Kingdom to show another

equal to it. So much for the gross immoralities of field-

labour and the promiscuous mixing of sexes.

I yield to none in an earnest desire to improve the

condition and promote the well-being of the children

of the agricultural labourer. The improvement daily

progressing in every department of agriculture demands a

higher order of education in the labourer, by whom these

improvements are to be carried out and finally accom-
plished. Every intelligent farmer is fidly alive to this

necessity, and would rejoice to forward any well-arranged

and truly practicable scheme for this purpose ; but it must
not be at the cost of " the poor man's bread-loaf," or the

deprivation of the comforts derivable from the labour of

members of his family. The poor man's labour and that of

his family is his capital, and he requires help rather than

hindrance to make the best of it. I take it, then, to be

an imperative necessity that whatever scheme is ultimately

adopted for the education of chiliken employed iu agri-

culture, it must be based upon the principle that the poor

man is not to suffer privations through its adoption. 1

will take the propositions which have been submitted to
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PiU'liameat aud the rccoinmeudatious of the Conimis-
siouers, and endeavour to show their practical working.

Mr. Fawcctt in his Bill proposes " That uo child under
13 years of age shall be employed in agriculture

unless it can produce a certilicatc of school at-

tendance on alternate days ... to be handed
to the employer every mouth. ^lagistrates in Divi-

sional Petty-Sessions may suspend this necessity for

two calendar months in harvest, or when other important

agricultm-al operations are carried on." The great ob-

jection is to this alternate system. Every farmer knows
the difficulty of accomplishiug any important farm opera-

tion without a continuous, uninterrupted attention to it,

and the employment of all hands engaged upon it. In

our fickle climate his losses would occasionally be very

serious, either in putting in or in gathering many of his

crops, \indcr the alternate system, which would deprive

him of the labour of these children on alternate days.

What an hindrance to his other hands ! It would, in most
cases, be impossible to find relays of children when certain

branches of business were going on

—

i.e., weeding, potato

planting, potato picking, haymaking, and harvesting. But
the certilicate ! What a hardship to a poor man, to pre-

vent his children earning anything by labour till attaining

thirteen years of age, under auy circumstances. Com-
pulsion goes against the grain in every one. It is un-

English. It may be right, but I don't like it. But the

magistrates have power to suspend the production of these

certificates. There seems something derogatory to the

dignity of the Bench in dealing with these things. The
magistrates in Petty Sessions are to give a poor man
leave to send out his children to field labour ; however, it

is a salutary provision in this singular bill. They may
also do other wondrous things

—

i.e., release a poor child

from these certificates if his home is three miles from a

school, or if a school-inspector declares a school to be in

an unsatisfactory state. They may also levy a rate to

build a school-house and support a schoolmaster in any
parish having 300 inhabitants and no satisfactory school,

but they cannot fix the kind of religion to be taught in the

school; that is to be decided by a majority of the rate-

payers—a nice bone of contention. The Commissioners
recommend that no boy under eight years, and no
girl under twelve years, be employed in field labour

;

consequently, they may be at school up to those ages.

I have made inquiries relative to the attainments of chil-

dren at these ages, and learn that, with due attention and
industry, a child of eight years can learn to read tolerably,

to write legibly, and to "do sums in addition:" at nine years

he would have advanced considerably. Girls when properly

trained to these things are not a whit behind boys ; but

they require training also as sempstresses. The great and

most important thing, to my mind, is to provide every

facility for the education of these poor children, and to

offer every inducement to parents to take advantage of it.

It is to little purpose to insist upon a poor man sending

his children to a school upon his own payment, at a time

when he cannot, by every exertion, provide food for them.

It is a very difficult subject to deal with, and no royal

road can lead us out of it. The circumstances of the agri-

cultural labourer are altogether different from those of the

mechanic or manufacturing labourer. Their earnings are

much greater, without interruption of weather, and the

obligation to provide schooling for their children less bur-

densome. Their employment is more regular and con-

tinuous. The agricultural labourer is subject to many
contingencies—the weather, the seasons, the irregular

vai-iety in farm-work dependent upon seasons and farm
crops. In spring and summer, work is readily obtained

;

in harvest it is very abundant ; in winter, scarcely to be
had at the lowest rate of wages. In spring and summer,
then, he requires the aid of every memher of his family to

provide a supply or sustenance for the winter. This being

the case, and no other course being open to him, the

question returns—When are his children to be educated V

I will endeavour to answer it. In field-labour it is to- no
purpose to employ little children under eight or nine years

of age ; they arc of so little value in farm-work that but few

will employ them ; consequently it could I)e no hardship for

the parent to scud such to school, where a school was pro-

vided and open to receive them. In respect to older

children, provision might be made for their attendance at

school during the winter months, and at such times when
agricultural work was not pressing. School holidays to be
given when work was most pressing, instead of the stereo-

type periods. Midsummer and Christmas. It is by uo
means requisite that the same regulations shall be forced

upon every district or upon every family. The magis-

trates, or other local authority, might make arrangements

for the examination of children taught at home or out of

school, so that the labourer might have the advantage of

the earnings of his wife and children when work was plen-

tiful and hands were scarce, without the ultimate loss of

school-teaching if he desires it. This local authority to

decide when it was most desirable to suspend school-teach-

ing, i.e., when any important agricultural operations were
going on, and the children's help needed. Thus both em-
ployer and employed may be advantaged, and the hardship

of the poor greatly mitigated, so that they would readily

fall in with such salutary arrangements, glad in this way
to have their children educated. In the winter season

all the children that can by possibility be spared

should be in attendance at school, in order to make
up for lost time when in work. By pleasant and
satisfactory arrangements of this kind, a fair amount of

elementary knowledge may be imparted to the children,

while, at the same time, the needy parent is not deprived,

to any extent, of their earnings. There could be no ob-

jection (except the irksome task to the schoolmaster) for

boys who have spent their summer in labour being ad-

mitted into the schools diu'ing the winter months. We
must by every fair and reasonable means promote their

education without insisting on the observance of any strict

rules for attendance. Great liberty must be given in this

respect. We have to induce both parents and children to

take advantage of the privileges held out to them. Our
legislators must not lose sight of the independent position

taken up by the whole labouring population. They will

not brook compulsion or anything that looks like it, and

they must be shown advantages before they will accept

them. They are very sensitive.

FAHMERS' sons.—The inquiry, " How sliall we I'ain

our boys so that they will be farmers when they are men ?' is

answered by a correspondent of one of our exchanges, as fol-

lows : Make farm-life attractive to them while young. An
existence of mere mechanical drudgery, like that of the tread-

mill, is ill-fitted to retain an intelligent youth in any occupation
which imposes it. Pour around your calling tlie light of

science. Bring to it the refinements of culture, and the excite-

ment of intelligent and practical investigation. Particularly

let the mother be interested and informed, and by daily con-

versation infuse her own enthusiasm into the spirits of her

sons. Make the farm-house a place of delight to the senses

and an inspiration to the soul. This will assist in encourag-

ing an interest in ysur noble calling, which will be likely to

bring forth fruit in after-life. But if, after all, some of your
sons should steadfastly incline to other pursuits, do not attempt

to thwart Nature, for she does not mould all minds alike. In

tl\e same family may be found a great variety of talent and
inclination. If you try to compel a boy to an occupation

which he seriously dislikes, you not only discourage or disgust,

but perhaps prevent the life of usefulness which he might
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lead ia another. Lend him a helping hand in whatever call-

ino- he may prefer, showing him that his interests are your in-

terests ; that although your own favourite pursuit is not

his choice, you are yet willing to assist him in attain-

ing usefulness and liouour in another. There should

be a mutual confidence between parent and son. Let

the father listen patiently to the boy's plans and

hopes, and encourage him to speak of them. What if they

are chimerical ? What if a ripe experience sees that they can

never be realized? Let the father be in no haste to dampen
the ardour of the boy, but by degrees unfold the subject in its

proper light, and by cautiously changing the current of his

mind, lead him, not drive him, from his unwise purpose. A
sou who makes his father his confidant, if that father be
wise, wiU be in much less danger of acting rashly tlian if he
should keep his own counsel or only take counsel with those
whose experience lias been no more extensive than his own.
Country Gentleman.

THE HERDS OF GEEAT BEITAIN,
Chaptek LIV.

TpE GIVENDALE AND THE KILLHOW.

It is anything but delightful to be casting backwards

and forwards among that labyrinth of rails just outside

Old Ebor. However, cm' engineer did hit off his line at

last ; and we were soon over the Ouse, and steaming

steadily across the great Vale of York, to which Bancroft

could find no parallel save the Vale of Lombardy. it

comprises every kind of soil, from stiff clay to sand, and

has grown every produce, from white wheat to chicory.

The pleasant little town of Pocklington had just been

making merry with a flower-show ; and a banner flapped

lazily, in its honour, from the old church-tower. We
passed Theresa Cottage, where Neville the race-horse was
foaled, and Dalton the greyhound was buried, and set our

face steadily towards Givendale, on the Wolds. It lies

about four miles away, on the high-road to Malton.

Everingham Park, vrhere Tom Hodgson's old black, of

Holderness and Quorn fame, lies buried, was deep in

woods on our right. The country was once all open

from Water Wood to Mount Farrow ; and for sixteen or

seventeen miles there was no shelter for a travelling fox.

Everything is changed now ; and old Singleton, the cele-

brated jockey, and grandsire of the brothers John and
James, would look in vain for the springy t)irf, along

which he could canter his horses gently for miles up the

valley, before they put on the sweaters at Thixendale.

" The sylvan slopes with corn-clad fields

Are hung, as if with golden shields.

Bright trophies of the sun
;"

and both plains and wolds seemed white unto the har-

vest. A band of women were picking a crop of teasels,

which are sown after bare fallow or green crop, and re-

quire at least two years to come to perfection, for the

Leeds cloth-makers. Owsethorpe is the last farm on the

road before we leave the level and climb the wolds ; and

our companions did not fail to tell us how a Lincolnshire

man had moralised o^er a brood-mare and foal, which
were " gnawing the pasture," and advised bullocks in

their stead. The laugh, however, was against him when
Cousin Bet—the mare in question—bred by old Sir

Tatton, was sold, with her Blair-Athol foal at her foot,

for a thousand guineas at York, and the foal brought back
all the money to the Sheffield Lane Company, within nine

months, at Doncaster.

But the eye-brow of the hill is reached at last, and we
find ourselves on a sort of table-land, with a lake on
which a widowed swan is sailing in the glen below, hard
by a little church. A turn to the left brings us to the
hamlet of Givendale, which lies among snug gardens and
garths, on a great natural platform overlooking the Vale
of York, and its distant Minster towers. There is no
mistaking Mr. Singleton's homestead. To the left is the
letting yard, where Mr. Boulton's voice is heard iu the

land, as each first Wednesday after the 20th of August
comes round, and the Leicester rams, and red and red-

flecked Shorthorns in the home meadow make assurance

doubly sure.

Their owner was entered to Shorthorns, like many
other good men, at the Kirklevington sale, in '50, where
he bought Waterloo IVth, by Cleveland Lad (3407), in

calf to Third Duke of Oxford. The produce was Lady
Watei'loo, which she supplemented with Miss Waterloo

by Surplice (10901). Lady Waterloo bred in her turn

Lady Waterloo 2nd, which broke its neck as a calf, and

Lady Waterloo 3rd, both of them by Mr. Wiley's George

(12941). Lady Waterloo 4th and Count Waterloo were

her calves by Mr. Sanday's Ferdinand (12781), (a Royal

H. C. at Lincoln, and a 100 guineas purchase by auction),

but her finest calf, both in point of substance, size, and

skin, was Lady Waterloo 6th by her own son Count

Waterloo-ranother fact for those who won't hear of in-

and-in breeding. The latter unfortunately bred nothing

but bulls. Vesta's dam was bought about this time, in

calf of Bullion (15706), who nicked well with Lady
Waterloo 3rd in Lord of Waterloo, whose hocks went
from long confinement during a snowstorm, when there

was some idea of " going on with him" for shows. Bul-

lion had two crosses of Booth blood in him, and Patriot

from Jacinthe by Leonidas (10414), a purchase in the cow
at the Dudding sale, two or three more, so that from the

very first Mr. Singleton joined in with neither of "the
great ' Herd Book' factious." At present, he stands upon
fom- tribes—the Waterloos, of which he has nine, and
nearly all of them red ; six Floras from Watson of

Waudby's ; four Ruths from Emmerson's of Eryholm ; and

four INIedoras, which go back, thi'ough the Rev. Mr.
Cator's Hecuba and Mr. Fawkes's Fair Maid of Athens,

to Booth's Medora. He rears his bull calves for sale,

and sliows very little, and has, in fact, only come out

four times at the Yorkshire, but always been placed or

thereabouts. Alice was highly commended in the calf

class, which Booth's Queen of the Isles headed at York in

'57, and was sold after winning at Driffield to Mr.

Emmerson for 70 gs. Prince Tom of the Flora tribe

earned the same honour that day behind Lord of the

Valley and Great Mogul. Miss Waterloo 4th separated

Second Queen of May and Rosedale, and took the second

prize ; and Mirth was second to a cow of Mr. Ratclifl'e's

of Braudsby when Pride of Southwicke was disqualified.

This cow was by Ferdinand, dam by Surplice, grandam

Doris by Belshazzar (1703). She " died well" at Liver-

pool in '64, after winning the £10 prize in her class, and

the special cup as the best beast in the fat yard.

Mr. Singleton's holding comprises 640 acres, all on the

wold, and belonging to his mother and himself. It lies

from 500 to 800 feet above the sea level, and on the range

of the chalk hills, which extend to Langtou Wold, and

straight across the East Riding to Filey. Oats, barley.
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and turnips, all flourish well ; but mangolds are rarely

tried. The Liucolus do nicely enough in Holderness, Iiut

they fail on the chalk of the wolds, whicli is not strong

enough feeding for them. I\Ir. Singleton began iu 1844, by
hiring a I'am from Sir Tattou, and was pretty constant in his

visits to the old baronet at the Eddlethorpe Icttings, where
he once gave GOi gs., after a sharp contest with 5lr. John
Simpson. Iu 1845 he went to Air. Wiley—who is now
above the age at which Sir Tattou died—for the first

time, and for foui'teen years never missed drawing on Lis

beloved " union of Buckley and Burgess, with a dash of

Stone." He has also visited tlie last-named breeder at

Barrow, on his own account. His first Sanday essay was
iu 1854, with a two-shear, which took a first prize in

Mr. Sanday's hands at the Royal Carlisle Show,

and in one of his many hirings from Holmpierre-

pont, he took the shearling which Mr. Crcswell bought

at the sale. Mr. Edwards, of Market Weighton's draft

ewes of Sledmere-Burgess blood, started him in 1840,

and he continued to get a few each year through a friend.

In 1854 he bought ten ewes and a ram from Mr. Bucldey,

and as many more at Mr. Hewitt's second sale, in the same
year; and half-a-dozen at Mr. Sanday's first sale, in 1860.

He generally lambs about 180, and lets from 50 to 60

tups. This year and last they averaged about £10, but

none of them have quite touched the Sanday and "Wiley

Tibthorpe, who was let to Mr. Stavely, of Tibthorpe, for

£37 10s., as a two-shear, and for £30 10s. the next year.

Firm mutton, thick wool, and purity of blood have been all

Mr. Singleton's aim, and, unlike many flockmastei's on the

Wolds, he never would have a dash of Lincoln. His first

public auction was in 1855, and his customers are almost

entirely Yorkshire men, and include six or seven ram-

breeders. " Sim Templeman" is a regular customer, and
he is pretty generally brought in for a speech when " The
Turf" is drunk with aU the honours, as is only fitting in a

Yorkshire congress. This year, Commander-in-Chief, so

called after the celebrated Warlaby bull, stood at the head

of the list, and there was no mistaking, wheu you glanced

at his fleece, " the reason why" Mr. George Lane Fox's

agent had given £28 5s. for him.

Second Lord of Waterloo, by Bullion from Lady W^aterloo

4th, headed the bull division outside the letting-yard. He is

a wide, beef-getting bull, with grand hind-quarters, and, as

poor John Thompson of Anlaby (whom every exhibitor

loved to see in a sheep or shorthorn ring) said of him, when
he put his hand on him at the letting, from which he was
rarely absent, " That's the right sort of flesh !" He is

nicely covered on his hips and shoulder-points, and walks

well from you ; but there is rather a deficiency of breast.

Hermit and Lectm'er both had namesakes in his sons

—

the former of the Eryholm and the latter of the Medora
families. Both of them were straight and useful young
bulls, and the latter good to tell from his fine masculine

crest and sweet muzzle. Bridegroom, by Patriot, was in

a field farther away, with seventeen black Scotch heifers,

which had been bought at two oif in the Stewartry.

The cows and heifers were in the home-garth, and from

their family-likeness and warm Christmas colours, very

difficult to tell apart. Old Graceful was there, in the

twelfth year of her age ; and Lady Waterloo 5th, with her

fine waxy horn and deep flesh, spoke up well for her

blood. Lady Waterloo 10th had much of old Moss Rose

about her, and there was something special to note in the

deep and well-fleshed twist of Lady Waterloo 14th, and of

her dam Lady Waterloo 11th. Miss Waterloo 4th had a

nice top and a beautiful breast ; a point upon which Lady
Waterloo 12th by Lord of Waterloo (18269) also excelled.

Patience, the dam of Lectm-er, is a long low cow; and Alice,

from old Graceful, the twelve-year matron of the party,

very wide and thick. Maud of the Ruth tribe, has caught

much of the wealth and massiveness of her sire Patriot,

and Flora 7lh and 8th have merely the take-oft' of a some-
what slovenly tail head.

We had then quite an excursion among the ewes—a wide,

short-lcggcd lot full of Buckley and SirTattou's blood—and
the di-inking-ponds, which are made much after the Sled-

mere fashion, with lime and sand upon straw and rough
chalk. There were some JNlasham sheep lacking the horns,

and a very neat filly foal by The Cure from a Cawstoa
mare, and one of the last he ever got. With these

"musings by the way" we reached the far gallop iu the
plantations. It has been a time-honoured axiom that for

every ten acres of wold one shoidd be planted for shelter.

The belief has obtained to the full at Givendale, where
the firs have been planted with no sparing hand, and a
training gallop of nearly two miles cut thi-ough them. It

was used for some years after the old man's death by the
present Mr. John Singleton and his father ; but the ruts

have become deep, and no work is done and no " questions

asked" there now. From thence the trausition was easy

to Etty's favourite walk down by the church glen. For
many years this great Yorkshire painter spent much of

his summer here, under the roof of Mr. Singleton's father.

No spot jjleased him so well, when he could escape from
his easel and the olive-tinted haze of London. " I often

in fancy," he wrote, " fly away to Givendale, as the most
rural and quietest country retreat I know, like the bird
that flees to the hill to be at rest." He would saunter for

hom-s dowu that glen to his wonted bench beneath the
elm near the cottages. There he would sit and sketch,

as his fancy took him, the elm, ash, larch, beech, willow,

elderberry, or Lombardy poplar, in Pit's planting, or
Beck's, just across the little brook. His walk seldom ex-

tended beyond a mile, to the common below Ridings
Plantation, which " Ben" and Lord Middleton's know so

well. It was about a mde there and back, and twice
a day he roamed down that Rhymer's Glen. He mourned
over the puUing down of the old church—a very favourite

subject; as he did whenever any ancient houses were
puUed down in York, and he lost another bit of colour in

the tiles. Sometimes he would gather flowers to copy in

the house after the tea, which, with all the eccentricity of

genius, he would insist upon making for himself; putting
cold water in, to preserve the aroma. There are many
proud family relics of the past in that parlour—the sUver cup
with " Success to foxliunting" on it, the goldsmith's racing

cups in their quaint leather cases, and the goblet with
horses' heads for handles which the Marquis of Rockingham
gave his jockey Singleton for his riding of Bay Malton

—

and among them, Etty's painting of a pheasant and some
equally-vigorous heads will always be ranked as a memento
of a very happy friendship, which only ended with his
life.

We met with a very difl"erent student of the philosophy
of Nature, as we passed Wigton Station a few days later

from " Merrie Carlisle," on our way to the herd at

Killhow. He got into the train, and desired to commu-
nicate about the weather. His language was very dark,

and, according to our note-book, on this wise :
—" Wind's

in sow-west ; now it's gat round fit sooth, ye'U see sua
—be it dusk ye'll see stars bettci*—if there's nobbut fog

it's a job." We hadn't found out his meaning wheu we
reached Leegate station. To many the station looks

ordinary enough, with a gig in waiting, a man with a

coUie dog, and a few coal and lime waggons at a siding

;

but we felt it to be the keystone of a great stock position.

Pearson of Langi-igg has sent away from it many a good
grey Conqueror, and at Ilowsenrigg is the home of the
hackney mare Crafty, almost as invincible as Achievement
in their separate lines. The rich pastures of the Abbey Holm
are barely three miles away, and Abbey House farm was
classic ground for Swedes and Galloways in the days of

old " Sammy Rigg," who was quite a head-centre of
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Cumbeilaucl " statesmen", in Sir James's and William

Blamirc's day. Brown of The Height and Watson of

Bolton Park have brought many a Royal rosette and
Hauover-squai'e cheque for pigs into these parts, and
beyond "the silver line of the Solway" we see the birth-

place of Pride of Southwicke, in a wooded spur of Criffell.

Brayton, the scene of some very dashing bidding by i\Ir.

Saunders, for the Waterloo and Knightley tribes, when
the herd was dispersed under Mr. Strafford's time-glass,

is a little farther down the line; and there, too, is Blen-

nerhasset, that Sebastapol of the vegetarians, where the

engines " Cain" and " Abel" groan on their miry way,

where a professor is ever composing manm'es, and where
Christmas is kept with apples and biscuits, potatoes

and oil-cake sauce. The sea air sweeps across from the

Firth, as we drive the three miles from the station in the

direction of Sandale Fell, which looks over the great

north-west plain of Cumberland. " This is the old border

land, memorable alike for strife and song. The impress

of its troubled history may here and there be seen in the

massive square towers which yet rear theu' time-worn

walls, telling of many a storm and siege." There is a

tradition that Whitehall, once the "Fair Ladies," in the

adjacent parish of All Hallows, was the home of the

Misses Arthuret, of whose hospitality Allan Fairford

speaks in " Redgauntlet." But on we go. In front of

us is Binsey, tenanted by grouse and Hcrdwickes, while

Skiddaw, which had got the rain tip as usual from CrifT-

nell, looks down in frowning majesty on the one side into

the waters of Bassenthwaite lake, and gradually tapers off

on the other among the Caldbeck falls. At Mealsgate the

road turns, and, leaving Whitehall to the right, we soon

reach Quarry Hill.

Mr. Foster, like his neighbour and old schoolfellow Mr.
George IMoore of Whitehall, comes back to the scenes of

his boyhood in summer, and there for a while shakes off

the moil and dust of the great city. Quarry Hill, where
he is at present residing, has 150 acres attached to it,

of which 70 is in a grass park ; but the bulk of the

estate is at Killhow, where 450 acres is separated from
Quarry Hill, by the village of Bolton Gate. The pedi-

greed herd is always kept at KiUhow, and Quarry Hill

carries the feeding stock. The estate is chiefly limestone

land, and grows rare swedes, grass, and oats. Killhow was
in the Foster family 30 years ago. It was then sold and

was bought back by its present owner in 1860. He took

the 600 acres into his own hands the next year, but did

not rise in stock ideas beyond feeding Irish cattle. Mr.
Drewry, who was born near here, was the tempter, and

they went together to the Babraham second sale, in the

June of '63. Young Celia (42gs.) seemed a cheap red

cow, so Mr. Foster bought her ; but, beyond winning a

prize at Wigton and Ireby, she did him no good. White

Lihj (36gs.), also of the Celia tribe, came with her,

helped her to win the first Killhow victory as a pair against

Sir Wilfrid's, and had three heifer calves to boot. Young
Duchess, from Duchess, by Duke of Richmond (7,996),

was added, in October, 1863, from Antony May-
nard's sale ; and in the next spring three more. My Lass,

Cherry Pie of the Cherry by Loxley (4,240) sort,and Turk's

Darling, from the Sarsden sale. A visit to the sale at

Clifton Pastures was the precursor of better times. Its

Fairlight (61gs.), fromTeUuria, by Orontes (4,632), bred

twobuU calves, which brought 40gs. each; and Revelry

(125gs.), by Second Duke of Thorndale (17,748), from
Red Heart by Mayduke (13,320), not only came in calf

^vith Revelry 2nd by Fifth Grand Duke, but produced
Revelry 3rd and 4th, as well as Lord of the Revels, by
Mr. Foster's own bull Thirteenth Duke of Oxford, for

which he had given 220 gs. to the Duke of Devonshire.
Thorndale Howard (23,064), half-brother to Revelry on
the sire's side, was, however, nearly as good as 100 gs.

in the mud, as he died from diseased kidneys while a

yearling.

Lady Oxford by Fourth Duke of Oxford (11 ,387), from
White Lady by Annuity (9,892), and Oxford Witch, by
Imperial Oxford (18,084), from Miss O'Neil by Miner
(441), came next from Mr. Lawford of Southcott's sale ;

and Ballad Singer, in calf to Mandarin (18,317), and one
of her daughters. Princess of Battersea by the same buU,
followed, from Mr. Edmund Fawcett's. Mr. Bowley's sale

brought Pensive by Fourth Duke of Oxford (11,387)

;

and then making his cast nearer home, at ^Middle Farm
in the Brampton district, during the autumn of '66, Mr.
Foster lighted on old Polly Gwynne by Flying Dutchman
(10,235) from Young Dowager Gwj-nne, and her daughter

Duchess Gwynne, of an old-fashioned hardy race to which

the Cumbrians have always been partial. ]\Iany of the

calves were by Duke of Cumberland (31,584), an own
brother to Kentish Moss Rose ; and although iMr. Foster

dipped pretty deep when he was once in the waggon, and
also took Second Duchess of Oxford of the Duchess Nanny
tribe. Red Rose, May Rose, and Peony 2nd : he rather

blamed himself for not having gone in for every Duke of

Cumberland calf on the place. Fantail and Fantail 3rd

were his fancy at the Y'aidley sale. At Mr. Bett's, on
May morning, he went to work in earnest for Moss Rose
(230gs.), in calf to Fom-th Grand Duke ; and added Prin-

cess 2nd by Third Duke of Thorndale (17,749), and of

the Angelina tribe, and her daughter Princess 3rd by
Fawsley Baronet (23,920) to his store, at Mr. Macintosh's

next day. There is rather a choice of tribes at present,

but the "bit of Bates" seems likely to expand as time goes

on, and the leading ones increase and multiply. Dales-

men do not generally go much for pedigree, but they

will have a roan bull if possible ; and no men are more
particular about " having a luik" at the dam before they

declare any preference for a bull calf.

We learnt this much about the antecedents of the herd

(which has had some very serious calf losses) as we lin-

gered at Quarry-hill, and looked rather despairingly at

the weather prospects. Rain or no rain, the limestone

spring at Bolton-gate " flows on for ever." Hard by
" The Bow," is that little cottage ruin where " Blackbird

Wilson" held his village school five-aud-forty years ago,

and employed his leisure hours in whistling—and suction,

hut not at the spring. " Bolton Church was built in a

night," and the ghostly masons put the steeple at the

wrong end. Nothing so uncannie had happened to the

handsome and substautial home of white stone which Mr.
Foster has just erected. A cheerless fell may rise behind

it, and i\Ir. Lawson may have swept away every hedge

from another point of sight, but Skiddaw and its Scottish

rivals stands fast for ever ; and there is also that glorious

view seawards down the rich Yale of the Ellon, in

whose stream Frank Bnckland and Mr. Walpole, the

Salmon Fishery Commissioners, were wading like water-

dogs that day, and conducting diplomatic negotiations

with millers under their very water-wheels.

But, come wind, come rain, we had to leave the snug

interior for the farmyard. The steading is being rapidly

extended from time to time according to more modem
rules ; but for some years past the liquid-manure tank,

through which " a young river" is occasionally turned, has

been in full play, and its proceeds are distributed by gravi-

tation over twenty-nine acres of fine meadow land below

the house. The turbine-wheel cuts the hay and straw,

grinds and threshes the corn, and pulps the turnips ; and

the big doors are all worked on slides. We began right

well iu the calf-house with Princess 3rd by Fawsley

Baronet, reminding us much in her crops and neck of

what Maid of Athelstane was at her age, and Fantail 4th

from Fantail 3rd, which was by no means a bad second to

her. Near them were Oxford Belle by Thirteenth Duke
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from Oxford Wilcli, ami a good-fleshed white Oxford Lily

by tlie same bull from White Lily. There was also a

Konu Lily from "White Lily—a useful heifer, but with
rather too masculine a head—a fault which may be laid

at the door of Kildouau. The Kevelrys were together

as we entered the meadow, the old one (the dam of

three daughters) with that speaking eye, smart, milk-
ing neek, shoulders, and gait to match, which marks the
Kuightley sort. Revelry 2nd holds the champion
cup of the district (in which Mr. Foster is about

to give prizes for bulls not exceeding 2^ years), and
Wigtou and Whitehaven know her well. In fact,

wherever that dish-faced roan with the deep flesh has

shown herself, she has always scored a first for Fifth

(Jrand Duke. The light-red My Lass, with her short

legs, wide back, and nice fore-end, does not appear in

public, neither does Princess 2nd (dam of Princess 3rd)

whose shoulders are far ahead of her colour. Old Eallad-

Singer, and her daughter Princess of Battersea, have,

like all the tribe, more size than neatness ; and Young
Duchess was an airy style of beast, with a capital coat,

though she might have a nicer horn.

Moss Rose stood as quietly as if she were going to be
photographed. Eight years and a-half before, we had
seen her the belle of the Marmaduke calves at Cobham,
and she is still a beautiful ruin, as she turns breastwards
to you. When you have dwelt for a space over that speak-
ing head, you quite forget that her back is up, and that her
rumps are gone. Tm-k's Darling was a darling of ours

many years ago, when she came out struggling with the

herdboy at Sarsden, and we renewed our acquaintance

with her as a cow, not exactly all " light and sweet-

ness," as Matthew Arnold styles Oxford's objects of

adoration, but deep and wealthy, and on a short leg, and
looking as if she might be made up into a prize Christmas
one, if she turned wilful.

And so we work on through the ranks, seeing them at

a sore disadvantage. There were still some to come.

Pensive by 4th Duke of Oxford (11,387), a useful, plain-

rumped roan, and the dam of Prosperous, Playfellow, and

Prelate ; and Duchess Gvvyune, with graud ribs and a capital

dark roan skin. Lady Oxford, who shows her breed in her

head and horn, is wonderfully light iu her roan for a

Bates cow. Old Polly must not be forgotten, with her

curved cabbage-stalk horn ; Mr. Atherton once showed
her as a dairy cow, and she still milks herself almost to

a shadow in the cause. Fairlight is a slasher, and " the
country side" always like a bull out of her, and will go
to a good price for it at eight or ten months. Fautail is

a clever cow, and covers a deal of ground, and the broad-
backed white heifer calf Meadow Duchess by Thirteenth
Duke (21G04) from Young Duchess, has well earned her
name. Her dam was sent as a hopeless subject to the 29
acres to be fed off, but had another trial aud held.

The twelve loose boxes had some rare tenants in them,
with Thirteenth Duke of Oxford (21604) by Lord Oxford
(20214) from Grand Duchess of Oxford by Third Grand
(16182) at the head of them. He was calved April, '68,

but he has lost none of his mettle, and his fine head and
well-fleshed twist and thighs are right bad to beat. The
200-guinea Royal Cambridge (25,009) by Grand Duke 4th
(19874) from Moss Rose had scarcely twenty-two months
over his head, but he had made haste, aud had made up
into a show bull without any extraneous aid. In his

chine he beats the Thirteenth, and he kernels so gallantly

in his neck vein, and meets you as a bull should. Al-

ready his dam Moss Rose has had four buU calves and
one heifer, and she is in-calf to Royal Cambridge's sire

again. The pair still divide the favours of the herd, and
as years go on the Cambridge Rose, the Princess, the

Revelry, and the Gwynne family lines will be found with

their aid to have planted a very firm hoof on the pastures

ofKiiihow. ^ u M n

RECLAMATION OF WOODLANDS IN IRELAND.
Killoughram Wood, the subject of the following sketch,

is, or was, part of the natural wood of Monart, situate

about four miles from Enniscorthy, county Wexford. It

was formerly the property of the Phayre family ; and

upon part of it Killoughram House stands, still their

property, though in the hands of a lessee. That portion

of the wood under notice, containing about three hundred

Irish acres (nearly five hundred statute), was purchased,

with some other property, by Dr. Ireland, of St.

Stephen's-green, Dublin, and leased by him to the

Messrs. Purdon, his relatives, a few years since. This

wood, consisting of oak, birch, ash, and holly, was cut

periodically about every thirty-five years, and allowed to

copse up again. On its becoming the property of Dr.

Ireland, he sold the timber, giving a certain number of

years to cut and clear it off; and when he let it to the

Messrs. Purdon, much of it had been cut and allowed to

go to timber again, which was tolerably well preserved.

Other portions, though cut, were not protected, aud

were therefore greatly injured by grazing cattle, while a

large portion of it remained uncut.

In this state it was when the present occupants took

it ; and a more uninviting subject for conversion into

arable and pasture-land could not be presented, being co-

vered with the gnarled roots of ancient copsed oak, birch,

and ash, und an under-growth of gorse, briars, and

heath, and some of it laden with boulders, land-fast

quartz, conglomerate, and other stones, presenting ob-

stacles of a stupendous character to its reclamation, aud
requiring the most experienced practical skill, cool judg-

ment, and persevering energy to surmount, and produce
the most extensive and perfect reclamation of woodland
that has ever been eS'ected in Ireland, or probably in

England, in so short a time.

After studying the herculean task before him, and con-
sidering it in all its bearings and ditticulties, Mr. J.

Goode, the agricultural engineer employed, decided that it

could be reclaimed and made a paying speculation, but
that the task was too much for any private purse to en-

counter, and recommended using the Board of Works,
which is empowered to lend money for land improve-
ments. The work of reclamation consisted in raising the

roots, by the aid of very strong spades, crow-bars, pick-

axes, aud hatchets, which turned out a very severe opera-

tion for the men. Besides lifting the roots, the specifi-

cations insisted on deepening the soil to a depth of six-

teen inches, and lifting all stones of a size likely to

impede the action of the plough. The large roots were
carried off on sledges drawn by bullocks, and served to

fence the reclaimed land from cattle grazing at large in

the wood. The stones were also removed, by similar

means, to lines previously marked out, to be built into

walls, as permanent fences, which, with gate-piers, were
subsequently erected, dividing the reclaimed land into

rectangular fields of a given number of acres, ranging

from twelve acres upwards. Thorough drainage, where
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required, was executed ; and as sooa as a sufficient

breadth of land was cleared, the ploughs and harrows

were set to work to prepare the land for cropping.

The substratum being clay slate, the land required lime,

and the engineer recommended its application ; but as

this could not be included in the original estimate for the

Boai"d of Works, the lessees supplied it. He also insisted

on the propriety of burning ail the roots, large and small,

as well as the brushwood, and applying the ashes as

manure; and after putting the land under green-crops

with such manure as could be procm-ed, either home-
made or artificial, to lay it down to grass without a corn-

crop. In the first breadths reclaimed, this, however, was
not attended to ; neither lime nor ashes was applied, the

roots and brushwood being sold oif for fuel, for which

there was a demand ; and the overseer sowed oats with

the clover and grass-seeds. This departure fi"om the

plans laid down soon, however, told its tale—the clover

came up well, but soon died off, as did also the better

sorts of grasses, which entailed a heavy loss. He also

nieadowed the new grasses, instead of feeding them off

with sheep, which helped to banish the new grasses, and
by the next year the old natural herbage took possession

of the surface, except in a few spots where the fibrous

roots brought together on the surface by the harrows were
burned, and there the grasses and clovers flourished,

dotting the field all over, when seen at a distance, like a

leopard's skin. The lesson, however, though expensive,

was not lost ; and since then lime has been applied with

the best results ; but the roots and small timber continued

to be sold for fuel, to the great loss of the land which
produced them. Gorse grew spontaneously through
the wood, which, being cut down, produced a plentiful

supply of tender shoots, which, when passed through a

chaff-cuttei', were given to the horses, saving much
oats and hay, and keeping the animals in healthy condition.

The crops proposed originally to be taken off the re-

claimed land were principally swede turnips and rape ; in

the ^greater number of instances oats and meadow have
also been taken. The swedes and rape have always been

most excellent, and the feeding of them off in the house
has been the means of producing a large supply of farm-

yard manure, wliich, when supplemented with phospho-
guano, has in turn produced turnips and rape abundantly
the following season. Amongst the numerous wants
that had to be supplied in working out such a great

undertaking, were labourers' cottages, of which several

were erected in various sites in the wood; and also

stables and cattle-houses. There were also temporary
hovels erected for store cattle, in sheltered parts of the
Avood, of hurdles wattled with brushwood, which the
natives of the district were accustomed to make at a

cheap rate. These hovels were thatched with heath and
a little straw, and served the purpose admirably ; and the
animals, being well littered with heath and fern, the
natural produce of the wood, contributed largely to the
dung-heap. Along the banks of a rivulet fed by perma-
nent springs much peat was to be had, the accumulation
of ages, which was cut, carried, and mixed with the

auimals' manure, absorbing all the liquid—which also

assisted materialy in the accumulation of manuring
materials—the benefit of all being found in the heavy
crops of turnips and rape produced. Thus all things went
hand-in-hand : as the area requiring it increases, in like

proportion does the manure. So that from a very small

beginning the work of reclamation has assumed larger

proportions, amounting, to the present time, in the space

of a few years, to upwards of 300 statute acres.

It is quite true that expenses have been incurred that

might have been avoided. The overseer was enthusiastic,

active, energetic, and determined ; but he sometimes went
off at a tangent, and got works executed that were not in

the programme, without consulting his principals. The
integrity of the works bore the most rigid inspection, for

the roots of the oak went so deep that instead of digging 16
inches deep the greater portion had to be opened 2 feet

deep and more, in order to extract the large stools of the

oak ; and so far the works were perfect. The gate piers

were built of solid masonry; the walls built diy, except

the top course and rough blocking, which were laid in

mortar, and the dry work afterwards pinned and dashed

with mortar, the whole being over five feet high, and
finished in a workmanlike manner. Numerous young
cattle, bred in the disti'ict, were bought in, and grazed

through the summer in the wood, many of which, by the

close of the year, were sold off at a fair profit ; but suffi-

cient were kept over for stall-feeding, to consume the

roots, rape, and provender, thus making manure, and sell-

ing at a profit in the spring ; while the younger stock

were housed in the temporary wicker hovels erected in

the woods. But as the works progressed, and large fields

became available, sheep were added in the requisite pro-

portion, to which the land is admirably adapted, and breed-

ing them on the farm commenced ; so that now large flocks

range on land which, from time immemorial, was possessed

by stunted oak, brush-wood, wild auimals, and banditti.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

At the first monthly meeting of the' Kingscote Agricultural

Association, on l^iesday, November 12th, Mr. D. Holbrow
in the chair, Colonel Kingscote, C.B., M.P., president of
the association, delivered a lecture on agricultural education.

He said :
—" 1 would divide the subject into two parts : I. The

education of those youths who propose to follow agriculture

as a profession, and, II. The education of the labourer. As
everyone likes to begin witli the easiest fence first, 1 will take
the education of the labourer. Of late years very much has
been said on agricultural education at the Royal Agricultural

Society's meetings and at others ; and this society has on
previous occasions had it very ably brouglit before its members.
Mr. Want's lecture in 1805 was very interesting and instruc-

tive, and from it emanated the establishment of that most
useful chemical class which has giveu such great satisfaction,

and I doubt not wiO prove very beneficial to those who had
the privilege of attending as pupils. Then we had Mr.
Moiton's lecture in November, 18G5, entirely on the education
of those who intended to farm. I need not say anything re-

specting that lecture. The name of Mr. Morton on any
agricultural subject is a guarantee that it was handled in a

most masterly style. But, in our humble way to-night,

putting aside all tlieorj% and considering the real practical

side of the question, we may be able to advise some plan in

tlie right direction. Now as to the state of the labourer

at present. He does not like to do so much hard work as he

used to. He has now no objection to see machinery doing

tlie most laborious work on the farm, such as mowing, reaping,

and thrashing ; but if he is not required to do this hard labour

he must have liis head at work ; therefore a different system

of education is required, for without it, it would be impossible

for a man to become wliat may be called a good ])ractical

labourer, able to do wliatever may be required of hira. As
labour is now more scarce, and higher wages have to be

paid than formerly, it is the ,duty of every fiirmer to

encourage education, to fit men to manage those imple-

ments which are being brought info use in such a man-

ner as will lessen the number of hands required, that he
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may be able fo give the wages to those who are deserving of

thera. It must also be a great advantage to tlie labourers to

have comfortable dwellings situated near their employment,
aud also to the employer, by having the whole strength of the

labourers employed at farm work, instead of having it spent

in walking miles to and fro. It would also be a means
of preventing anything like what is called trades' unions,

and must be of great importance to have them al-

ways ready at hand. Tlie agricultural gang system we
know but very little of in this neighbourhood, but in

other counties where it is practised it is felt as a

very great evil, and must be a great drawback to education,

it being almost impossible to carry out decency aud morality

under such a system ; but we must live in hopes that when
the new act, passed last session, comes into operation, its in-

fluence will be that of great improvement. At present it

is rather lamentable to see the idle manner in wliich children

are being brought up, girls in particular. Boys are not taught

perseverance and carefulness, and the girls seem to know
nothing but to dress iinely and ape fine ladies long before

they know anything that would be of use to them in their

future age, or in any way fit them for plain household work.
The schools of the present day teach too much of what people

call fine or light work, such as crotchet, and no end of flimsy

trash. The girls ought to learn washing, ironing, and plain-

cookiug, indeed aU sorts of household economy. The duty of

all employers is to see that the children of those they employ

be taught what is commonly called the " three R's ;" beyond

that their own exertions must take them, and in these days

literature is cheap, good, and accessible. Boys' muscles should

also be brought into work, and that early, or else a boy is use-

less and never wUl do hard work. Legislation on agricultural

children is all very well, but most diflicult to carry out. A
boy (constitution being considered) should begin to work on a

farm at eleven or even ten years of age. Hiseducation commenc-
ing from his cradle, as far as morality and character is con-

cerned, goes on tlirough life, and by the time he is ten he

should be able to read, write, and do arithmetic. A very im-

portant point is that night schools should and can be estab-

lished in every village. He may then go to farm work and

night-schools, and his reading himself will follow on the work.

Girls also ought to be taught useful things and brought up to

household work. All this must be seen to by the employers

of labour. The good work then begun must be left alone, and

a man must raise liimself from the ranks, and work himself

onwards, as many have done and are doing now. Legislation

will never make or rear a working man. II. Education of the

farmer's son, or one intending to pursue agriculture as a pro-

fession : As with the labourer, the child must and does from
his cradle commence his education, and ia early infancy his

religious and moral character to a certain degree is formed.

Then follows until the age of twelve or fourteen a plain general

education on a good sound general basis. Schools where this

education can be got are more numerous and less expensive

than formerly ; but more may be hoped for and done in this

respect. At tlie age of twelve or fourteen, and onwards,

comes the ticklish time to know what to do with boys.

Their muscles, like labourers', must be exercised, and it is not

too soon for them to learn to hold the plough, in fact to learn

everything on the farm and to help in accounts and book-
keeping. They cannot yet leave school. Where are they to

go ? To the agricultural colleges at Cirencester, Suffolk, or

Devonshire ? From sixteen to twenty-one years of age is the

difficult time. What has been done by the Royal Agricultural

Society generally to encourage youths of this age to continue

their education ? What has that society done ? what feud has

been going on between two sections of that society headed by
Mr. Holland on one side, Mr. Acland and Mr. Dent on the

other ! Here the lecturer detailed the part he had taken in

it, and spoke at some considerable length on Mr. Morton's

lecture delivered here on examination in general, and on prac-

tical agriculture. He showed how Jlr. Holland and others'

opinions, that examinations in practical agriculture can be made,

are gaining ground by what the Royal Agricultural Society had
allowed at last. Instead of the Oxford and Cambridge exami-

nations, he could see no difficulty whatever in an examination

on practical agriculture. He then read the report of the Exami-
nation Committee to show what the Royal Agricultural Society

is now doing, and he believed it to be a step in the right direc-

tion. But it will be said, Yes, this is all very well j but how

are we to get our sons tlie education to fit them for this com-
petition at a rate coiuuieusurate with our means ? That is

the difficulty ; but the difficulty is being lessened daily ; learn-

ing increases, and as it increases so must it become cheaper.

Boys must be put with farmers who have been highly educated,

must attend colleges or schools like Cirencester ; but the use-

fulness of those places of education should be increased, and

the pupils thereat taught to work with the hand, as well as

with the head. I have often thought that a farm, at the head

of which a well-educated practical man should be placed,

might have the whole work of that farm conducted by a

school (if I may use the term) of pupils who would carry out

the entire labour of that farm ; and, in addition, by obtaining

professors and teachers for a certain number of hours each

week, as well as the nightly work at the accounts of the farm,

&c., carry on their mental education ; and that such an estab-

lishment might solve the very difficult question of what a

youth of eighteen years of age is to do with himself for the

next four or five years. In this scheme many difficulties

would crop up ; among others the difficulty of obtaining a

place within reach of those who could teach the sciences and

higher branches of learning. Then, again, more may be done

by societies like our own, as has been done by the chemical

class. He referred again to rewards held out by the Royal

Agricultural Society, and read a paper that was printed for

circulation after Mr. Morton's lecture, and stated that this

broke down in the opinion of farmers, more from the nature

of the awards held out by sums for scholarships being given

as the reward, than from the scheme itself. He hoped that

they would encourage the Royal Society by sending up candi-

dates. We none of us know what we can do until we try.

For instance, think on the Gloucester root show of the pre-

vious .week, the roots from the highest points of the Cotswold

hills holding their own with those grown in the neighbour-

hood of Ross. In conclusion, he expressed a hope that the

discussion would turn on the education of the labourer, chiefly

as to night-schools and procuring useful books for him to

study with through lending libraries, and on the education of

the farmer, general education and practical to go together.

Mr. Robinson said the Government grant towards educa-

tion was liberal ; but the system of having certified teachers

did not work so well in liis opinion as might have been ex-

pected. He knew several instances where the teachers con-

sidered themselves above being spoken to as regards the tuition

and management of the children under their care, the idea

being, as they were certificated teachers, no one had any right

to interfere in the least with them except those who were ap-

pointed by Government. He thought if Government would

grant a small amount to rural villages, and give the parishioners

the option of choosing whom they pleased as teachers, it

would be a better system, and one that would tend more to the

improvement of education.

Mr. FouD considered the subject of education one of the

greatest importance of the present day. Now the idea has

gone abroad that the agricultural labourers may be sent to

Parliament to assist in making laws for the management of

our nation, it is of the greatest importance that we give them

a good education to fill that high andhonourable situation in life.

And if he had been placed in that enviable position of having a

lot of sons, as soon as they were able to go to school there they

should go ; and when able to work, he would put one with the

horses, another with the cows, and a third with the sheep, and

so on ; for he believed, for their future well-being, it was well

to teach them in early life what would make them independent

and respected in the future.

Mr. B. Drew was as anxious as any one that labourers'

children should have a knowledge of what the respected lec-

turer called " the three R's," but he was also sure they ought

to be early taught the three lines,

" To plough and sow,

To reap and mow.
And be a farmer's boy."

Mr, Burnett agreed that children are not brought up

in the manner they ought to be ; but where was the remedy ?

It was no good telling the chUd that he is poor, ignorant, and

WTctched, unless we can point out some way by which his

miserable state may be improved. Now here was the difficulty.

In the common routine of things we would say, put a graft on

the stock and the fruit will follow ; but looking at this, as far

as this generation is concerned, it is impossible to io so, The
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twig you may bend, but tlic obi stock will bi-eak rather tliau

-rive way. Therefore, the ouly thing, he said, that could be

done was to teach the young, and the only practical way of

doing so was by night-schools. They had been told that it

was the duty of every employer to encourage this system of

teaching, and he should recommend all giving it a trial, and

he would guarantee they would not look upon it as a duty, but

ieel it to be one of the greatest pleasures. As regards the

education of the farmer, of which they had heard so much, it

was evident that something more was needed for the improve-

ment of his education. This is also a difficult question to

solve how it is to be done. A good sound book-education is

come-at-able, but the difficulty seems to be, having gained that

education, how a practical and scientific knowledge of agricul-

ture is to be obtained ; or, he would say, how that school

education is to be retained and improved, at the same time

acquiring a knowledge of agriculture. Well, he could not see

a better system than that which had been pointed out by the

worthy lecturer—say a large farm, rented by a committee of

management, who would be responsible for rent and everything

connected with such an occupation, where they would have
suitable professors and teachers, and carry out in a sijnilar

manner as proposed by the lecturer, or else by such classes as

had been adopted by that association, the education of farmers'

sons.

The following resolution was put and carried unanimously :

" Resolved, that this meeting is of opinion the ccraut given by
Government might be still more usefully applied by allowing

grants to schools in small agricultural parishes with uncertifi-

cated masters and mistresses, which might be subjected to

Government inspection. Also, that it is most desirable that

night-schools should be established wherever practicable dur-

ing the winter months, under the superintendence of the em-

ployers of labourers themselves, and that farmers' schools,

such as those we have advocated, or similar classes to those

adopted by this association, should be set on foot for the im-

provement of the education of farmers' sons."

A vote of thanks to Colonel Kingscote for his lecture, and

a similar vote to Mr. D. Holbrow as chairman, terminated the

proceedings.

GRASS AND HAY,
Grass crops, both for pasturage and hay, do not receive

e.iough of attention. We have evidence of this in the stunted

grasses and bare pastures so frequently to be met with. Much
depends upon how grasses are laid down ; and it is extremely

desirable, before doing so, that the land be thoroughly cleansed

and brought into condition, aud-this is ordinarily accomplished

by one or two root crops preceding the grass crop. In sowing

grass seeds on strong lands or in dry districts, care must always

be taken to save the young plant from being dried up or

scorched by the sun, or separated from the soil by the crack-

ing up of strong land. Therefore although a more vigorous

plant can be secured when grown alone, grass seed is frequently

sown with corn, or at all events with a thin seeding of corn, in

order to cause the moisture to remain in the ground. Sowing
without corn on early braird is of importance, so as to have
a strong plant before the heat becomes excessive, therefore it

can be done early in March if it is desirable. In seeding

down with rape, fou-r or five pounds may be sown broadcast.

The value of the combination is, that the rape affords shade

from heat and at the same time effectually prevents the sheep

from gnawing the grass too close. In the latter end of July

or the beginning of august it is desirable to put sheep upon it,

in order to consolidate the land, as it must begot firm by some
means, as without this rain and frost might cause the tender

grasses to be thrown out of the soil. There is also another

process of firming the land, namely, that of rolling with a heavy

roller. Much attention must be paid to having a good seed-

bed and a smooth surface, and above all to secure clean, healthy,

and fresh seeds, by going to the best source regardless of first

cost, and being satisfied that the seed is genuine, and adapted

to the soil. On grazing farms where there is much natural

herbage, efforts should always be made to extend and improve
the quality of the grasses, and to redeem those upland pastures

from comparative barrenness. When clover and ryegrass are

cut early, the aftermath, which rises afterwards fresh and
palatable, should be eaten uniformly, and tliis can be done by
having recourse to hurdles. Grass lands should if possible

be at all times properly manured—cake, corn, and other feed-

ing amply improving the grass. All bad grasses should when
practicable he removed by the hoe, and good ones sub-

stituted. Utilising sewage and improving grass with it is

very important.

la sowing hay seeds a large quantity of seed should be
sown, as when the Timothy and clover cover the ground there

is less room for weeds. On many English pastures there is an
admirable plan, namely, that of removing the sheep at night on
to the clover, rape, vetches, cabbage, &c. ; for although this

moving of the sheep entails considerable labour, the grass
receives the dew during the night, and is sweet and fresh in

the morning ; and all experience shows that a great deal of

grass is trampled down or fouled, and rendered unfit for food,

by cattle roaming upon it.

In the making of hay great attention and quickness are

required in the operation, in order to secure a good crop,

retaining aU its nutritive qualities. If grass can be converted

into hay with little alteration in its composition, aud with little

or no loss in its feeding properties—water only being extracted

—

the hay is of course of far greater value. It should not stand

long in the field, but be tedded if possible the second day, and

be as expeditiously made as possible. Rain does not injure

newly-cut hay, which is frequently believed to be the case ; it

is turning over or brusing the blades which causes the rain

to wash out the sugar, gum, and other soluble pro-

perties, or causes fermentation, which produces further loss.

In a heavy crop the tedding machine is very art to do this.

Both labour aud produce are apt to be lost in turning and
otherwise knocking about hay in moist and cloudy weather.

To much fermentation in the stack is most injurious to the

value of hay—slight fermentation cannot be said to produce

this result. Erowu dusty hay may be considered more nutri-

tious, because it is consolidated by heatiug. I am not of that

opinion ; I consider that it is not only less nutritious, but apt

to produce broken wind and other diseases, and aU hay should

be produced good, as it costs as much to produce a bad crop as

it does a bad one ; and the difference either from a com-
mercial or feeding point ofview is all but incalculable. Clover

hay must not be permitted to get too ripe, as it becomes in

consequence strong and woody, besides diminishing in quantity.

Hay ought not to be turned on overcast days when the

atmosphere is saturated with moisture, as it .becomes bruised

and consequently more liable to be injured by the rain. Care
should be taken in cutting grass neither to cut it too early nor

too late, as a few days sometimes have a most important effect

both on quantity and quality. It is desirable to cut it so soon

as it has reached maturity, and before any nutritious qualities

have gone. If from weather or other causes hay should

happen to be stacked in not a good condition for keeping, the

stacks ought to be made as small as possible, and thoroughly

ventilated—when there is a chance of it heating, becoming
brown, or beginning to spoil—it is a very good practice to

sprinkle salt between the layers on the stack, and when there

is clear evidence of it heating, the stack should most undoubt-

edly be rebuilt, the hay being exposed to a dry wind during the

operation. The management of hay from the preparation o{

the laud for the growing of the grass, to that of storing it,

should be regulated by a thorough practical knowledge, facilities

for making it, and correct discrimination of its condition in

its various stages.—Z. in Norih British AgricuUurist.
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ON ROLLING TURNIPS
Sir,—lu the Supplement to the Mark Lane E.vprpss, of

the I4th of October^ we see that at the monthly meeting
of the Atheury Farmers' Club, ^Ir. Robert Irvine read a

jiaper ou " T/ie After-Cultare of the Tiaiiip," which he

detines as commencing when the plants are well above

ground; and in this after-culture the first enemy that

Mr. Irvine has to wage war with is the turnip llea-beetle.

And of this foe it may well be said that every combatant
is mail-clad, ha\ing a shield to pi'otect each wing like other

beetles, and moreover being armed to the teeth for biting

like other fleas; and as for their agility for the Hying leap,

they are far a-head of either the four-footed horse or tlie

four-handed monkey ; and thus accoutred for destruction,

their legions take the field, not by thousands only, but,

without the least exaggeration, by 10,000 times 10,000.

Mr. Irvine, after giving some excellent and practical ad-

vice to have plenty of manure close to the seed, so as to

run the plant quickly into rough leaf, and then get out of

danger from the fly, makes the following startling an-

nouncement :
" But when it (the flea-beetle) does appear,

a roller passed over the plants, especially at night, will de-

stroy vast numbers of them;" and farther on he adds, " I

am of opinion that it serves the crop materially to give it

a rolling when it has just got well over ground." How-
ever strange this doctrine may appear, it is not new; and
there is a strange coincidence between the advice here

given by !Mr. Irvine, from the province of Connaught, in

1867, and that once given to my father by a gardener,

in Aberdeenshire, in 1777, " That tumbling upon the

turnip plants made them knot." Barren walnut-trees are

thrashed into fruitfulness with sticks. The browsing of

goats is said to have first suggested to man the pruning of

the vine. The ringing of the bark of fruit-trees, and the

amputation of their limbs and twigs, under the name of

pruning, &c., to make them fruitful, are all well-known to

cultivators of the present day ; but the idea of bruising a

seedling herbaceous plant by passing a roller over it, un-
der the pretext of doing it good, is so very like the Scot-

tish tale of '77, that it looks cropping out afresh on the

confines of Connemara, in the sister-isle, after lying dor-

mant for nearly a hundred years.

The town of Athenry, as nearly as I can remember,
may be about ten or twelve miles inland from Galway Bay

;

and although the general form of the greater part of

Ireland is like that of a tea-saucer, with the mountains
for the rim, and all the cultivated lands, cattle-runs,

bogs, and loughs for the bottom of the platter, it is not
so to the seaward from Athenry ; for at the town of

Galway the Atlantic Sea has no mountain barrier to break
the force of the gale from the far west ; for I observed

that the land sloped gently into the bay as we neared

Galway Station. I mention this to account, in a great

measure, for Mr. Irvine's need of the roller to pulverize

the crust that had been made by pelting rain brought
from the watery gathenng-ground on the wings of merci-

less winds, but in no wise to palliate or excuse the use of

the roller to kill the flea-beetles, which, horn-cased as

they are, it could not do, or to save the young turnips,

which, in their tender and unprotected state, it could not

fail to destroy. A similar idea is afloat among agricul-

turists in respect of the wireworm, with a coat nearly as

haid as a lobster's ; and we constantly hear advice given

to kill wireworms by crushing them with the roller,

although all experience has proved that they are just as

•«afe Underground, when ths roller has jiassed over them.

as the drain-tiles in their gutters. The moist climate of

Ireland is admirably adapted to the growth of turnips.

The finer climate of tlie southern counties of England
admits of various profitable crojis being grown there, as

orchard fruits, hops, ami the like ; but in the nortli of
Scotland, and in a great part of Ireland, even the wheat
is an uncertain crop ; and the farmer has to grow oats,

barley, and grass by way of corn and fodder, and turnips,

potatoes, and mangolds by way of root crops ; and by
far the greatest weight is always got from t!ic turnip
crop : indeed, the turnip crop has completely revolutionized

our agriculture in the three kingdoms ; and we now
reckon the farmer fairly set on his legs, when he has been
able to secure a heavy crop of turnips, since by getting

his cattle to eat them on the farm he will have plenty of

manure for succeeding crops. It is this consideration,

therefore, that makes any suggestion that can benefit the

turnip crop of so much importance to the owners and
occupiers of land; for, strange to say, every district has
its own peculiarities in the culture and management of

this crop ; and no amount of scientific training could fit

a youth to grow turnips, by rule, on the fine farms
reclaimed from Chat Moss, near Manchester, who had
been exercised on the (dialk and flint of Kent. Yet thei-e

are a great many fixed principles of cultivation common to

all cases, and any one wrong in principle will assuredly be

wrong in practice ; therefore, in regard of bruising the

leaves of a delicate plant like the young turnip, from a

life-long experience in growing this crop, I unhesitat-

ingly say it should not be done, and if you will bear with
me a little I will give you my reasons for so saying.

There are two grand divisions of flowering plants, which
in. few words may be thus described: The one brings

forth its young from mother earth with a single seed-leaf

—throughout its life it carries its hardest side out, and
grows from the inside, and in botanical works this grand
division is called ilouocotyledonous plants, or endogens

;

and to this division all the farmer's corn plants belong,

and the greater part of what he commonly calls grass

;

and it is a notorious fact that wheat in autumn and early

winter may be nibbled by sheep down to the very ground,

and after being trodden upon by their trotters and rolled

with heavy iron or stone rollers, the crop will not be in-

jured, and in due time there will be an abundant harvest.

I need scarcely remark that the pasture grasses in like

manner are bitten off, trod upon, rolled, and yet live ; but

bear in mind these belong to the grand division above

named, and who have the hard side out. I come now to

the other grand division of flowering plants, with two
seed-leaves, and with the soft side out, and that increase

their bulk by laying on from the outside : these are dicoty-

ledonous plants or exogens. Now, from what has been

said about the wheat the farmer must have come to tlie

conclusion that it will bear wrongs patiently, or that, like

the camomile, the more it is trampled upon the more it

grows, and might easily infer that other plants on his

farm might be treated in like manner, or, as the old

])roverb has it, that " that which is sauce for the goose

might likewise be sauce for the gander. " But the turnip

belongs to the second grand division,'with two seed-leaves,

and with the soft side out, and its core or collar is all

above ground, whereas the wheat plant is hard at the core,

and its collar is protected by being under-ground. It

takes years of first-class horticulture to get a thorough

knowledire of what a leaf is capable of doin?. I have

K. K
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taken a cucumber leaf and a little powdered charcoal

carefully moistened, and made tliat leaf into a perfect

plant, producing cucumbers in a moist stove.

If a hundred plant-growers were asked the question

whether such a plan as the turnip above-mentioned would

grow if its leaves were destroyed, they would to a

man say No ; and the late Dr. Lindley gave it as his

opinion that no plant could sm'vive whose leaves were

not allowed to act. Coltsfoot is a very troublesome

weed ; but I have known it to be eradicated by simply

picking out its leaves as they appeared.

Mr. Irvine speaks of rolling the turnips at night ; but,

whether it is done by day or by night, I cannot conceive

any stage of the growth of the turnip, after it is fairly

above ground, when it could be rolled with impunity,

especially to be rolled so often and so heavily as to pul-

verize the hard crust of the earth ; and the only chance

that the crop could have would be in thick sowing, where
the one would save the other, or rather where the ten

would help to save the one. I quite agree with Mr.
Irvine on the subject of helping forward the crop, so as

to get it into rough leaf, and out of the way of the fly,

I saw and assisted at an experiment tried in the neigh-

bourhood of Loudon, many years ago, with a black

powder-manure, composed of soot and night-soil ; and
it certainly did that part of the work most effectually.

The water-drill is perhaps the most practical article

to give the young tm-nips a fair start, especially in very
dry seed-tiines or on very dry land. Dusting the young
plants, when the dew is on them, with powder-lime, does

not harm the plants, and certainly manures the land, if it

fails to keep off the fly.

I was very much surprised to see excellent tui'nips

grown in Devonshire, with no other manure than wood-
ashes, put through the drUl dry as dust. These ashes

were kept in a house until wanted, and were reckoned

to be worth 6d. a bushel—in short, they were native

guano. Now, as burnt clay is such a well-known stimu-

lant to turnips, onions, &c., it would be easy enough to

get inferior peat or bog-earth, and burn clay with it, for

manure for turnips.

The greater part of Mr. Irvine's valuable paper em-
braces principles common to all good turnip-growers ; but

the English cultivator certainly wants some explanation

of the very unusual practice above alluded to. If he is

in the right, nothing could be easier to adopt than a

simple process like rolling, if it would only do the work.

Oct. 23. Alex. Foksyxh,

THE MUCH WENLOCK FAEMEES' CLUB.
At a late Meeting of the Wenlock Farmers' CInb the fol-

lowing paper " On the Progress of Agricultural Knowledge
within the Club District since its Formation," was read by Mr.
Evan Davies :

Gentlemen, before entering upon the immediate subject

for tliis evening's discussion, I liave thought it desirable to

give a short outline of the club district, as laid down on its

first formation, wliicli wiU the better enable you and the out-

side public to more fully realize the arduous task which the
original promoters of our club had to contend with in endea-
vouring to introduce a better system of agricidture among us.

A more unmanageable district could hardly be found wherein
to introduce the principle of a farmers' club. Drawing an
imaginary line through Wenlock from south-east to north-
west, we. have on the north-east of this line the l5enthal lime-

rocks, the Coalbrook Dale and Madeley coal and iron fields,

the Broseley brick and tile deposits, with here and there a few
cultivated farms interspersed in the midst of this ihineral and
manufacturing locality. On the south-west are the three

valleys of Ape's Dale, Hope's Dale, and Corve Dale. The
first, commencing with a few good farms at Harley, soon passes

into a most unmanageable tract of strong tenacious clay ; and
at the time I am speaking of was undraiued and uncared for.

This valley, about a mile-and-a-half wide, is bounded on the
north-west by the high ground of the Caradoc sandstone, and
on the south-east by the formidable "Wenlock *Eclge. Fortu-
nately, our noble president, the Earl of Bradford, has now
turned his attention to this much-neglected district, is

thoroughly draining the whole of his estate there, and effect-

ing other improvements. Oar late president, Mr. Benson, has
done much to improve his portion. A considerable part of his

estate there has been drained, but still much remains to be
done in this valley ; and unless the whole of it is eii'ectually

and permanently improved, and a new road driven through it

from the Shrewsbury-road at Ilarley to the Stretton-road at

Lonville, I fear tenants will not be found to lay out capital
freely in this unpromising iind inaccessible region. Hope's
D.de forms a triangle, as far as the club district is concerned,
having its apex at Wenlock, and widening to about a mile at
its base at Stanway. It is bounded on the north-west by the
Wenlock Edge, and on the south-east by the Ludlow Hock.
With the exception of a small portion of tolerable land in the
centre of the valley, the greatest part is of an inferior descrip-
tion. On the Wenlock Edge the lime-rock is barely covered
with four inches of soil, and produces but very scanty returns.
The crop (sainfoin) most suitable for this laud is uot grown,

There is no doubt, were this plant judiciously cultivated, a
good pasturage for sheep might be obtained, the uncertainty

and expense of cereals avoided, and a considerable accession to

the farmer's pocket be the result. But these continuing crops

wiU not be cultivated unless a good understanding exists be-

tween landlord and tenant, and some assurance given that he
who sows shall reap. A great portion of the south-east slope

is as undesirable as can be. The last valley is the Corve Dale,

bqunded on the north-west by the Ludlow Hock, with an ele-

vation ranging from 800 to 900 feet, and on the south-east by
the high grounds of the old red sandstone, with the Brown
Clee Hill in the background towering to a height of 1,800
feet, and, with its snow proclivity, considerably influencing the

climate of the surrounding district. The soil upon this slope

is composed of a strong red loam, and no doubt, were it in a
more genial climate, would produce heavy crops of wheat,

beans, and oats. I cannot help thinking it is doubtful policy

of the holders of entire strong farms on this formation (where
the harvest being late, and the early sowing of wheat urgent,

thereby precluding the chance of autumn cultivation) perse-

vering in an attempt to grow roots. Too often the field

selected for the purpose occupies the whole energy of the
farmer, with the fold-yard severely taxed, and after all, in an
average of years, the crop a failure ; and, except in very

favourable seasons, the chance of getting a proper tilth for the
succeeding spring crop a work of very great difficulty, and with
the certainty of the wheat fallows being neglected. The soil

on the slope of the Ludlow Rock is a rich, friable loam, ad-

mirably adapted for the growth of roots and grass, but very

uncertain for grain crops, especially wheat ; for, owing to the

absorbent nature of the substrata, and the generally-humid

atmosphere, mildew too frequently blights the hopes of the

farmer, and fully bears out the forcible words of the poet—

«

" But if the branch in pomp of leaf arrayed

Diffuse a vain exuberance of shade
;

So fail the promise of the expected year,

Aud chaft' and straw defraud the golden ear."

One peculiarity of this formation is the absence of springs
;

and the flocks and herds depastured upon it have to be sup-

plied with water by means of the water-cart, wliich entails a

very heavy expense on some of our farmers. If the landlords,

individually or conjointly, could supply the farmsteads and

pastures on this formation with a constant supply of water,

by rams or otherwise, it would be a great boon ;
aud 1 have

no doubt that the tcuauts woiUd glatUy pay a little aiUUtioual
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reut for the outlay, as cattle uud slioep suirci' much for the

want of water in dry seasons. Again, the want of streams
prevents irrigation being carried out—a heavy drawback in

this stock-producing locality. There are only two in tliis

part of our district available, the first passing out of Hope-
dale, through a deep ravine, from Presthopc to Eurtou, which
is used to a small extent on some of the meadows below the
latter village ; but there is no doubt, by a judicious outlay, a

valuable chain of meadows might be made along the banks of

this stream to its inllus with the Corve. When it becomes
mingled with the latter stream with its tributaries from the

red clay it is not only nseless, but injurious for irrigating

purposes, from its containing oxide of iron. The other stream

also rises out of Hopes Dale, and passes through a ravine

leading from Easthope to Broctou, and receiving the entire

sewage frura the two villages becomes very valuable for irriga-

tion. Mr. Acton, of Brocton, having the entire control of

this stream, and occupyiug aU the land that can be iniluenced

by its waters, has not been slack in availing himself of this

great advantage, and has formed some of the best water-

meadows in the county, and that, too, where once the rush
and alder grew. And here I must be pardoned for a slight

digression. Some of our judges, in reporting on the farms in

the district, have blamed our farmers for not follov^ing Mr.
Acton's example, quite ignoring the fact that without water
irrigation cannot be practised. In thus entering sliglitly into

the geological account of this district, I have been stimulated

by a desire to induce my young farming friends to make a
knowledge of some of the sciences connected with agriculture

part of their education, more particularly as regards tliat

science which will give them an insight into the nature of the

immediate strata that underlaps the cultivated soil, because
it is an undoubted fact that the generative quality of all soils

is in a great measure governed by immediate substrata. A
knowledge of the component parts of the soil and the nature
of the base upon which it rests will give the farmer an in-

sight of what kind of manure to use, and what sort of seed
will be most likely to propagate to his advantage ; while the
evQ arising from ignorance in this particular can only be ob-
viated by a long and tedious series of practical experience. I
hope I have not wearied you with this part of my subject. I

have given yon an outline of the original district of the club
;

and a more unlikely spot for the development of a farmers'

club could not be found in the county—population very scant,

the residences of the landowners few and far between, and, a

few years antecedent to the formation of our society, such was
the state of the roads that intercourse with the more favoured
parts of the county was almost impracticable : consequently,
the system and the appliances in use elsewhere were unknown
and unheard-of in this neighbourhood. In entering upon a
resume of the system of cultivation in our district, as then
existing, I must claim the indulgence of my hearers, should
any be present whose advanced age would bring them within
the scope of my criticism. But, fortunately, the many years

of the club's existence will confine my observations on this

part of my subject more to the generation that is past than

the present, particularly as my remarks will have reference to

some years previous to the formation of our club. Certainly,

nothing could be more unsatisfactory than the state of farm-

ing existing at th?t period. Tlie cultivation of the root-crop

was little known, and less cared for ; and bare fallows for

wheat occupied the space now covered with the magnificent

root-crops so uniformly seen in the neighbourhood. The
cattle stock was systematically sent into the Ryland district to

be wintered—a heavy drain upon the pockets of our farmers,

and a still more severe drain on the manurial supply of our

farms. The few roots that were attempted to be grown were
sown broadcast, interculture unknown and impracticable, and
the idea of harvesting the crop a matter of ridicule. They
were merely raised as wanted, which in severe frost was a

matter of considerable difficulty, and a great discomfort to the

famishing stock. As Bloomfield so forcibly describes it

;

" Deep goes the frost till every root is found

A frozen mass of ice upon the ground :

No tender ewe can break her nightly fast,

Nor heifer strong begin the cold repast.

Till Giles with ponderous beetle foremost go,

And scattering splinters fly at every blow."

Snch was the knowledge in the growth of this valuable ad-

junct to farm proveuder that a geueral impression prevailed

that unless they were sown on one particidar day there was
little chance of a crop, and Thomas ;\ Becket was the day of all

days ; and as drills were unknown, and but few men that

could scatter the seed evenly upon the ground, these men's

services were much sought after, and, in order to please aU,

the seedsman was obliged to stipulate to sow for two hours

upon one farm, and then move on to the next, and so on
throughout the day, that all might have a few sown on this

magic day. This is no idle tale, as there are those now Us-

tening to me who well remember the practice. The entire

district was undrained, fences several yards wide and uncared

for, the meadow and pasture land covered with rushes, alders,

and every aquatic plant ; the arable laud filled with couch-

grass, and all description of obnoxious weeds, the burning of

which was considered a regular holiday by the young scions of

the farming race. The homesteads and the accommodation
for the wintering of stock was on a par with this deplorable

state of cultivation, nor were the labourers' cottages an excep-

tion to this universal rule of neglect , Some few years previous

to the time of which I am now speaking an attempt was made
to alter this unsatisfactory state of things. The late Sir

Robert Lawley took one of his farms into his own hands, and
sent a person out of Leicestersliire to set an example of better

things, and soon this farm became an oasis in the surrounding

wilderness. Drills and other useful implements were intro-

duced, the arable land was brought iuto due course, bones and
other manures were freely supplied, a first-class flock of Leices-

ter sheep was established, and the annual ram sales were at-

tended by most of the lovers of this description of stock. These

and other improvements showed a determination to proceed

;

but instead of others endeavouring to avail themselves of the

good example set before tliem, they refused to " listen to the

voice of the charmer, charm he never so wisely," and declared

that nothing but a landlord's authority could justify such a

departure from the stereotyped principles, and that nothing

but a landlord's purse would enable the operator to continue

his innovations. Unfortunately the sequence tended to

strengthen these opinions, for on Sir B,obert Lawley giving up
the occupation of the farm, and letting it to his manager, the

want of capital and moral courage to resist the prevailing

opinions of his neighbours caused an abandonment of the bet-

ter way. Drills were thrown aside, weeds took possession of

the heretofore well-managed fallows, the valuable flock of

Leicesters was neglected, and descended from bad to worse

until the annual sales were finally abandoned, and all things

returned to their original state. About this time my family

came into the neighbourhood, and were soundly twitted by our

relatives and friends for fixing ourselves in the fag-end of the

world. One other illustration of this part of my subject, and

I have done with the condemnatory theme. When the late

Sir Francis Lawley came into possession of the Burton estate,

on the death of his brother, the first Lord Wenlock, he came
over to make an inspection, accompanied by his constant friend

and counsellor. After viewing the whole, he turned to his

companion, and said, " I will have nothing to do with this

miserable estate : I wiU give it my brother, and let him do as

he likes with it." But his friend convinced him that it was
his duty to put it into thorough repair before he did so, and
for the first twelve years double the amount of tlie rent was
expended in the permanent improvement of the estate. A few

years antecedent to this event it entered iuto the minds of the

late George Pritchard, Esq., the late W. William Downes, of

the New House, W. Wood, of AUscott, and myself, to make an

attempt to introduce a better system of agriculture iuto the dis-

trict. For twelve months several private consultations were held,

to decide as to the modus operandi, and it was finally agreed to

endeavour to establish a farmers' club at AVenlock. These so-

cieties, although quite unknown in this part of the kingdom,

were at that time much pressed upon the consideration of the

landed interest by the agricultural press. In the commence-

ment of 18i3 all things were ready for the announcement,

and that banner was unfurled which now for a quarter of a

century has held its own in no mean degree. At a very large

meeting, held on the 23rd of May, the proposition to

establisJi a farmers' club was earned by acclamation, and the

rules as previously arranged being passed, and the proper

officers and a committee of management
_
being appointed,

the society was considered in working trim. It was ar-

ranged that monthly meetings should be held for discussion.

The committee, ia arranging the subjects, decided upon: ttOsB

E K 2
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of most pressing- necessity, and the inerease of forage for

wintering stock was tirst and foremost on the list, the cultiva-

tion and storing of the root crop, the growing and harvesting

of hay, the economising and hetter application of straw, and

the most economical mode of feeding the stock. These and
similar subjects occupied our first atteution. Proceeding on-

wards, the economising of labour, both manual and horse, was
freely discussed ; but the abandonment of the long team was
strenuously resisted, and the farmer who first introduced the

two-horse plough into the district was ridiculed in no measured
terms, and it was prophesied that his horses would soon find

their way to the dog-kennel ; but happily these are reminiscences

of the past, and a long team at work is not fouud among the

members of our clul). Even on our strongest clay farms the

two-horse plough prevails, and the success which followed its

adoption by our members was evidenced at the meeting of the

lloyal at Shrewsbury in 18-i5. Only three years alter the for-

mation of our club, four out of the five prizes for ploughing,

open to all England, given by the lloyal, were won by servants

of the members of tlie Wenlock Farmers' Club. The iraiirove-

ment in other farm implements followed in rapid succession,

one establishment in Wenlock having sold to our members in

a very short time implements to the value of several hundred
pounds. With these improved appliances and willing minds
on the part of our farmers, coupled with the assistance of the

landlords in draining, &c.,the improvement in the management
and cultivation of the arable land made most rapid progress,

and in a short time became all that could be desired. Instead

of bare fallows magnificent root crops covered the district, in

some instances reaching 40 tons of swedes to the acre. These
being all well and systematically stored, made stock-keepers

almost independent of the pitiless peltiug of the storm in the
winter months. But this large inci'ease of winter forage sug-

gested and necessitated the increase and improvement of live

stock ; and these questions occupied the atteution of our club,

and iu no part of our proceedings were our discussions fraught

with more signal success. The young cattle stock, instead of
being sent away in the winter to eurich other farms, are now-

cared for at home ; and whereas, heretofore, the steers were
sold at three years old, in store condition, at prices varying
from £13 to £15 each, are now fattened by the breeder, and
sold, a little over two years old, at prices varying from £30 to

£35 each, and some of our crack farmers considerably exceed-

ing the latter sum. But in no description of stock has the

improvement been more satisfactory than in that of sheep.

Shearlings that were formerly sold out of this district in Octo-
ber, at from 20s. to 30s. each, to be fattened by farmers in the

more favoured part of the county, are now fattened at home
for the London and Manchester markets, realising in May and
June £3 to £3 each. And this fact is not to be wondered at,

when our list of members is referred to. Eirst and foremost
in this Hue stands the venerated Sam Meire, to whose skill and
perseverance Shropshire is indebted for its world-wide fame for

sheep. The breeder and owner of " Buckskin " and " Pa-
tentee" was, during his lifetime, a constant attendant at our
meetings, with Henry Smith, Thomas Horton, and o thers

whose names have ever been conspicuous in the prize-list at

all agricultural shows ; and the committee of the Weulock
Farmers' Club take credit to themselves for having succeeded
iu collecting such men around tliem, wlio were ever ready to

impart to our members the information necessary to ensure the
Luprovement and good management of their flocks. These
questions having been discussed, and the objects of the discus-

sions fully realised, the increased value and quantity of stock
required increased care and appliances. Consequently the
Club took up the question of enlarged and improved farm-
steads, and—to their honour be it spoken—the landlords were
not slack in complying with the result of our discussions.

Assuredly in no part of the county did the improvements in

the home of the farmer and his stock make more rapid strides

than in tlie club district, and that, too, long before the neces-
sity for these things was acknowledged by others. The next
object of the Club was to inquire into the condition of the
agricultural labourer. A discussion took place as to the number
of labourers required on a farm. It was decided to be an average
of two, and that our advanced farmers would require three, per
100 acres. The question of housing these men became a matter
of .serious consideration. The cottages then in existence were
very few, and of miserable construction, and an earnest ap-
peal was made to the landlords on this question, and not made

in vain. The late Sir Eraucis Lawley (ever a most kind
patron of our club) took the lead in this movement ; and being
followed, as it had been, by Lord Wenlock, the Burton Estate
cottage accommodation is now such as would satisfy the most
uncompromising philanthropist ; and if others have not fol-

lowed so rapidly in this matter, it is because peculiar circum-
stances prevail. One extensive estate in the neighbourhood
has had a large amount of cottage property thrown upon it liy

the decline of the mining and manufacturing trade of former
days ; and although these cottages, from being congregated
togetlier on one portion of the estate, are not exactly suitable

for the home of tlie agricultural labourer, still it must be a

work of time before they can be scattered and placed in

positions suitable for the tiller of the soil. All these ques-

tions of domestic policy having been disposed of, matters of

higher import were attended to. A prize of £10 was given for

the best Essay on Tenant-Right—a question then much agitat-

ing the minds of agriculturists ; and Mr. Corbet's prize-essay is

a standard work with all those who wish to pursue this subject.

£10 was then otfered for the best farm agreement ; but this

was not so successful as the former ; still the discussions which
took place on these questions without doubt tended to greater

liberality in farm covenants. Our discussions on the equaliza-

tion to weights and measures called forth some complimentary
correspondence from the then chairman of quarter sessions

;

and such was the position of the club that the committee were,

on several occasions, solicited to send some of our members to

give evidence before committees of the House of Commons on
questions of agriculture. But were 1 to enter into all the

proceedings of our club I should far exceed the limits of my
paper : suffice it to say that, in addition to the discussions of

our own members, several eminent gentlemen have honoured

our proceedings by reading papers before us—Nesbit, Voelcker,

Newham, Whitmore, Mechi, Coleman. These and several

others brought before our members their mature knowledge
upon questions which, bad it not been for the Wenlock Far-

mers' Club, in all probability would not have been heard of by
the generality of the farmers in our isolated district ; but which,

like the silent leaven in the meal, has worked changes amongst
us which, but for the means used, must have beeu a work of

considerable time, if ever accomplished. Nor was our atten-

tion confined to our discussions. We were stimulated to act

upou the imparted knowledge by a judicious list of prizes for

the best-managed farms, the best-cultivated root crops, the

best-preserved fences, &c. Nor were the labourers forgotten.

Prizes were given to encourage domestic virtue, home comforts,

fidelity, parental duties, and increased skill in the several de-

partments of their labour. In thus recapitulating the advan-

tages which have beeu wrought in this particular district by
the discussions and systematic proceedings of the Weulock
Farmers' Club, it is from no vain idea of adulation, but prin-

cipally to point out to other localities the great advantage they

would possess in following the example of our society. The
iutelligence of the present race of young farmers, the advan-
tages of education, and the practical experience of those who
have sjjcut a long life in agricultural pursuits, are all most im-
portant adjuncts to a diffusion of knowledge in practical and
theoretical matters, such as could by no possibility be obtained

a few short years ago under any circumstances ; and if greater

progress has uot been made in agricultural improvements, the

fault is not altogether to be attributed to the occupying farmer,

but frequently to causes over vfhich he has no control. And
as the Wenlock Farmers' Club was originally formed lor free

discussion on all subjects connected with agriculture, it will,

perhaps, uot be out of place, or be deemed presumptuous on
ray part, if I point out a few of the obstacles to the realization

of more enlarged views on the part of the farmer, or of more
rapid improvement iu the cultivation of the soil. The neces-

sity for more liberal covenants and a better security for the

iuvestment of capital has been so often dilated upon by men
far more competent than myself, that I will not here enter

upou that question. One of the primary causes for checking

inquiry and increased intelligence in the cultivation of the soil

is the rigid, nuiform system which is so generally laid down
for their guidance. Nothing can have a greater tendency to

put a stop to all inquiry or observation on the part of the

tenant than the confining him to an unalterable system in

all seasons and under every circumstance. It is folly

—

nay, hypocritical—to complain of a want of intelligence in

the farming community, wlieu you put into the tenant's
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hand instructions as to the crop to be grown on every field

during his tenancy. And, again, in the carrying out of any

permanent improvement, the tenant is not allowed to have the

smallest voice in the matter, even when the greatest share of

the expense conies out of his pocket. There are plenty of

tenaut-fanupis, and their number is daily increasing, who sec

in tlie present system of draining grass-land a sure, certain,

and permanent falling-off in tlie quantity of herbage produced.

Those who have studied the nature and habit of the grasses

are thoroughly convinced in their own minds tliat the true

principle of draining grass-land is to keep the water level, as

near the roots of tlie grass as possible, providing that you make
the surface suiiiciently dry to destroy the aquatic plants, and a

very slight drainage will effect tliat. 1 am williiij^o admit

tliat yon make a very pretty surface with your four-feet drain-

ing : by destroying the vigour of the strong-growing grasses,

you make room for the small insignificant bottom grasses,

thereby making a nice velvet carpet lit for ladies to play

croquet upon, but to depasture stock useless. But 1 have little

hopes that any words of mine will affect this question, not-

withstanding they are opinions founded on a practical ex-

perience of forty years, and those years, I hope, not speut

without observation. I know when those in authority have

propounded a tlieory, to undeviatiugly adhere to it is called

" firmness" on their part, but on the part of the tenant-farmer
" obstinate prejudice" ; but the time will come wiien the folly of

your proceedings wiU be too apparent to be tolerated. Nature

in this, as well as in most other things, ought to be our guide.

Traverse, then, the kingdom from John o' Groat's house to the

Land's-end, and you will find all our rich feeding-pastures in

tlie locality of shallow-running rivers. But look at our noble

Severn, running deep through a rich alluvial deposit, but can-

not boast of a single good feeding-pasture upon its banks.

With this I have done, and, in the words of the sage of old,

" here I wiU make an end ; aud if I have done well, and as is

fitting the story, it is that which I desired ; but if slenderly

and meanly, it is that which I could attain to."
'

Tlie Chairman said he should like to hear some gentle-

man express his opinion as to Mr. Davies's paper, and the

suggestions advanced in it. For himself, he could endorse

what Mr. Davies had said regarding the drainage of grass-laud.

lie entirely coincided w ith him in his opinion that it was very

easy to over-drain such land. Cattle required not only that

the quality of the grass should be good, but that the quantity

also should be good. It was the same with them as with

horses. They may feed a horse upon corn and beans till they

, reduced him to nothing. It was over-forcing, and, therefore,

a bad mode of feeding. By very deep draining they may im-

prove, perhaps, the quality of the grass ; but there would be

no quantity of it, and he thought it very possible, therefore, to

over-drain such laud.

Mr. BiGGE said : With regard to grass -land, he agreed with

Mr. Uavies that it was possible to over-drain. It was, how-

ever, a difficult point to decide as to the exact depth aud

number of the drains. His own opinion was, that although it

was possiide to over-drain, still they oftener erred upon the

other sitle, especially in stiff clay soils. lie had had instances

in his own experience. There was a field on the Burton

estate which had been drained with four-feet drains, sixteen

yards apart. These did not answer, and more were made, also

four feet deep, which left only eight yards between each drain,

aud the field was now improving every year. The result of

his experience was deep drainage in preference to shallow, but

D o go as wide apart as they liked. There were isolated cases,

he was aware, where shallow drainage might answer best, but

he believed what he had stated to be the general rule. The

best preventive to over-drainage was, he thought, to put the

drains wider apart, and not to make them shallower. In

conclusion, Mr. Bigge spoke in eulogistic terms of what that

club had been the means of doing for the district since it was

originated. He said he had never been in any district where

agricidture had made such rapid strides as it had done in

that district during the last few years ; and he believed the

credit for it, or for a good deal of it, must be given to the

Weulock Farmers' Club.

The CiiAiRiiAN said Mr. Davies's suggestion was to keep

the water as near to the roots of the grass as possible, but still

to keep tlie surface drained so as to destroy aquatic plants.

Mr. Bigge said there were some aquatic plants which they

must drain three, five, or even six feet to get rid of. He be-

lieved, however, that too much was expected from draiuiug.

It was expected to do everything. Land which had been

under water for years was necessarily poor land ; and before

they could get a crop oil it they must do something more to

it than drain it. The depth of the drain too was no doubt a

matter for serious consideration ; and he was glad Mr. Davies

had drawn their attention to the question. As regarded tlie

restrictions of landlords, ho thougiit tiiey should make no

restrictions except one or two, such as that two straw crops

should not he grown in succession, and that old pastures should

not be ploughed up. As to leases, lie should not say much.
He was not in favour of them. He believed that the best ar-

rangement was a good agreement with a landlord. Of course

the tenant should be protected when he went to great expense

with his farm ; and on a farmer dying, if his widow did not

continue in the farm she should be allowed something for ma-
nure, &c., say for the three previous years.

Mr. Blakeway said with regard to the question of drainage

he could not quite agree with that gentleman. Drains were

put down for two purposes, first to get rid of the surface

water, and, secondly, to get rid of spring water. As to the

carrying away of the latter, they could hardly get deep enough,

lie had seen instances of tlie root of a " seg" growing at the

bottom of a four feet drain. Mr. Blakeway instanced the

Wpulock Cricket-ground as a proof of the advantage of plenty

of drainage. As to covenants, he thought they were of all

subjects tlie most difficult. He believed the best thing of any

was a kindly and fair-dealing landlord and as kindly and fair-

dealing tenant. They could have no better covenant than an

agreement between two such men as they.

The ChairMjVN said as a landlord himself he felt particu-

larly interested in that question. He was not himself in

favour of leases ; and if tenants were fully aware of the

stringency of leases they would not wish for them. WHien a

lease was entered into between a landlord and his tenant

the agreement became a matter of law, and there was no

sympathy between them. If the tenant was unfortunate, the

landlord would hold liiin responsible so long as he had a shil-

ling. For his own part, he had no objection to let any man
have a lease upon any of his farms if he could show that he

could carry the lease out. No landlord, however, would think

of letting a man have a lease who could only pay his rent

when all went on prosperously—the landlord must be insured,

to some extent, for bad years as well as good. He was sure

no landlord ever wished to get rid of a good tenant—it would

be like committing suicide. It was as much benefit to a land-

lord to have a good tenant as it was for a good tenant to have

a good landlord. Leases, therefore, were unnecessary with

good tenants ; indeed, they were worse than useless. The
stringent clauses introduced into leases were not intended to

press upon the good tenant, but to protect the landlord against

the bad tenant, but they pressed equally upon both, and so

were most objectionable. To show that he had no personal

objection to leases, he would grant a lease to any man who
would show him that he was able to carry it out.

Mr. T. Instone said he had seen his farm drained two or

three times over, and therefore he had had some little expe-

rience in the matter. The first time it was drained 2 feet or

2 feet 6 inches deep, and it had to be done again. At present

the drains were -i and 5 feet deep, and the land seemed better

than ever.

Mr. UODEN coincided with the remarks of Mr. Davies as

to leases.

JMr. Alsop was of a similar opinion, and added that he be-

lieved there never was a lease drawn out yet that a landlord

or tenant could not get out of if he liked.

The Rev. W. H. Wayne said he also was of opinion that

there was nothing like a kindly feeling between landlord and

tenant—he was not in favour of leases. He regretted, how-

ever, that some short form of agreement could not be devised

instead of the long and wearisome forms which were now in

vogue, and the substance of which neither landlord nor tenant

could understand.

Mr. Davies, in reply, raid Mr. Bigge had remarked that

he was anxious to base what he said upon experience, and he

(the speaker) was most anxious to do so too. Now he ^lad a

farm which had been drained witli a " mole-plough," some

fourteen inches deep, many years ago. There were rushes

upon it then : now it was in fine order, and he believed kept

double the amount of stock wliicii it would have done drained
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four feet deep. He had one field, one part of which was
drained by a shallow drain, and the other part hy a deep drain.

That with the shallow drain had a tine al'tcrmatli, while that

with the deep drain was very poor.

Mr. BiGGE said it might he different soil.

Mr.DAViES said it was not, and gave other instances of the

advantages of shallow drainage.

The meeting broke up with a vote of thanks to Mr. Davies.

PLANTING AND MANAGEMENT OF THOEN FENCES.

Fences being considered indispensable for the successful

carrying out of the system of mixed husbandry, it is very im-

portant that they should be well adapted for the purposes for

which they are intended. Fences should Ije a sufficient barrier

to stock, otherwise one of the most essential conditions of a

good fence is not secured. Tlie boundary fences of a farm

should be strong, and kept in the most complete state, other-

wise disputes, ending occasionally in the estrangement of

neighbours, wiU be one of the results. The iiitersectioned

fences of a farm should be straight, limited in number, and

where the land is unequal, so laid off as to be divisions between

soils of different qualities, as regards friableness. This latter

condition is very important where tenacious clays are adjacent

to friable loams suitable for green crops. On farms where

open ditches are required to carry off surface and drainage

water, the hue of the ditches may be taken advantage of to

form a thorn fence, as by this arrangement land cau be

economised where a ditch and a fence are found to be neces-

sary. As numerous lines of fences, by intersecting and dividing

a farm into small fields, prove a hindrance to the economical

cultivation of the soil, it is advisable to remove several of the

fences, so that the fields may be enlarged. In many parts of

England the land occupied by crooked and stragjgling thorn

fences and hedge-row trees operates most prejudicially against

the interests of the cultivator. In such cases the greater pro-

portion of the existing fences should be uprooted, the trees

removed, and where they are considered necessary, new hues

of thorn fences should be planted.

In forming a thorn fence, several conditions should be

strictly attended to. The land where the thorns are to be

planted should be free of the roots of such weeds as couch-

grass and knot-grass. If the land is not entirely free of the

roots of these weeds, it may be advisable to delay forming the

fence for one year, the land along the line of tlie proposed

fence being stirred deeply, and the root weeds collected. By
the exposure of the moved subsoil to the action of the atmos-

phere, the thorns wiU grow more vigorously. If the soil is

poor, it will be advisable to apply a portion of farm-yard dung
at the time the thorns are planted. Much diversity of opinion

exists as to the best methods of planting. At one time a

raised mound of earth, generally obtained liy the formation of a

ditch, was deemed the best preparation for the planting of

thorns, the plants being placed with tlieir roots inward, the

tops of the branches or steins being cut off—the line of plants

being from six, twelve, or eighteen inches above tlie level of

the ground. Previous to thorough draining, the raising of a

mound or bank of earth to keep the roots of the thorns above
the stagnant water present during wet weather in retentive

retentive soils was deemed necessary for the thriving of the

plants. As drainage operations have extended, planting the

thorns upright and at the level of the ground has become more
general. Where the land is naturally porous, planting at the

level of the ground is necessary for the vigorous g^o\^^th of the

thorns. During the occurrence of dry weather the thorns

sometimes sustain injury from the deficient supply of moisture.

In several of the best grazing districts in England it is con-

sidered that however weU the thorns may be grown and the

fence trimmed, a single row of plants is not suflicient to form
a fence to keep back cattle ; consequently, a double row is

preferred, the double row being afterwards carefully trained.

In Scotland a doulde row of thorns is rarely planted. There
are circumstances and conditions whicli render this method
of forming a fence preferable to a single row— boundary
fences between estates, railway fences, and highway fences,

whete the traflic is considerable.

Experience proves that unless the thorns are sufficiently

stout and uniformly grown gaps occui-, rendering it requisite

to put up stobs and rails to render the fence complete. An
imperfect thorn fence, whether owing to the stunted growth
of the plants, or from their being injured by the trespassing

of stock, is a source of much annoyance, and occasionally of

loss ; therefore, it is most important to prepare the land tho-

roughly for planting, to put in the soil the sufficient number
of plants to form a stout fence, and to so train and protect

them as to ensure a uniform and healthy growth. Secure
healthy and well grown plants. If a double row is determined
upon, the rows may be 9, 13, or 15 inches apart. The plants

should be set so that those in the one row do not check the

early lateral growth of the plants on the opposite row. As
the plants grow up, the brandies of the plants will interlace,

and thus form a close and stout fence. The distance between
the plants in the rows may vary from 9 to 14 inches. Good
fences can only eventually be obtained by attention to three

or four directions. The planting being completed, protect the

thorns from hares and rabbits. Unless the plants are pro-

tected from such destructive animals, it is hopeless to expect

a good fence. The thorns must also be protected from sheep,

cattle, and horses. A three-barred paling will secure the

fence from these, but a wire net put up on each side of the

fence is essential to keep hares and rabbits from gnawing at

the bark of the thorns, or eating the tops of the side branches.

When snowstorms occur the depredations of these vermin are

often such as to destroy the fence. Weeds require to be kept

under during the season of growth. To effect this, stir the

soil on each side of the fence by a steel grape or fork—com-
mencing in spring, and continuing the stirring during summer.
Any weeds growing close to the thorns may be puUed by
hand. With attention, the growth of weeds will be so kept

under that the thorns will cover the surface. Allow the fence

to run up to the height of six or eight feet before it is cut

over—the side branches, fi'om tlie time of planting to the time

the thorns are cut across at the height the fence is to be kept,

being annually trimmed. This trimming will induce a vigor-

ous growth of the stems, while the lateral branches vrill grow
closer at the bottom of the fence. The stems \v\l\ ultimately

become so strong as to resist the pressure of the strongest

cattle.

As regards the time for pruning and trimming thorn fences,

it has become a common saying " cut wlien the knife is sharp."

As a rule, autumn is the best time to cut, and winter, during the

occurrence of frost, the worst time. Damage is sometimes
caused by the too close pruning of the fence. With attention

to the side growth of branches from the time the plants are

put in the ground to the time the fence has attained the de-

sired height, the width considered the most desirable can be

secured without cutting in the sides. Close-trimmed fences

growing in exposed situations seldom become complete fences,

and when once complete fail ; therefore some attention should

be bestowed on tlie situation and exposure. Stock eat off the

points of the side and top branches, therefore hedges should

not be switched the season previous to stock being grazed in

a field. After the stock is removed, the fence shoukHjo'care-

fuUy trimmed, and the grass at the roots of the thorns cut

down.
Tne practice of cutting doMn of thorn fences close to the

ground has little to recommend it. The study should be to

train up the thorns to form a close fence at the bottom. This

once secured with ordinary care, the fence should continue to

grow so regularly as that no after-cutting should be requisite

beyond annual switching of the sides, and the insertion of

thorn or beech plants in any of the gaps which may appear

in the fence.

—
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THE IMPORTATION OF FOREIGN
CATTLE.

A general meeting of the members of the Staffordshire

Cliamber of Agriculture was held at Staflbrd on Saturday, Nov.

3, to consider the question of the importatiou of foreign cattle.

The Earl of Lichfield presided.

The noble Chairma:s' said that while he thought the restric-

tions as to the removal of stock in this country should be re-

moved, still he was strongly of opinion that there was a ne-

cessity for stringent regulations as to the importation of

foreign cattle, in order that animals coming from abroad

should not he allowed to go over the country spreading

the disease again. He thought the present mode of

inspection most unsatisfactory. In some cases it was

certain from the time that elapsed from the landing of the

animals till their appearance at market that they must have

been examined at night, if they were examined at all, which
was most improper and most absurd. The attention of the

Government liad been called to the subject, and the Duke of

IMarlborough stated that there sliould not be a repeti-

tion of the inspection of animals at night ; but he

(Lord Lichfield) had been informed that the same
irregularity was continued. He thought it would be as well

to pass a resolution on the subject. An act of Parliament

had been passed during the last session which empowered the

Privy Council to make such regulations as they thought proper

in reference to tlie importation of foreign cattle. A great

deal had been said as to the necessity of slaughtering foreign

cattle at the ports, but the Privy Council had not thouglit

proper to issue such an order ; but whether it was possible to

prevent the importation of the disease without such a regulation

being carried out was a question for chambers of agriculture

to discuss, and if the meeting on Tuesday were of such

opiniou, then the responsibility of adopting it would be thrown
upon the Government. He was aware that great difficulty

existed in the way of carrying out such a regulation, and he

thought it might be possible to carry out such a system of qua-

rantine as would secure the country from the reintroduction of

the disease. Their first business would be to impress on the Privy

Council the necessity of taking every precaution under the

powers given them by the Act of Parliament. After they had
expressed their opinion as to the injury done by the importa-

tion of foreign cattle, they would also be asked to give an

opinion on the subject of admitting foreign cattle into market
with home-bred cattle ; on these points the Central Chamber
of Agriculture wished to obtain fclie opinions of the local

Chambers.

Mr. ]\L\srEN said if they decided that it was desirable that

animals should be slaughtered on being lauded, it would do away
with the necessity of passing more than one resolution. He
strongly objected to animals being inspected at night, and

contended that such inspection was a farce. He believed a

great amount of the injury which had been sustained in that

county had been caused by the removal of animals at night.

Mr. ]\]Av said it was the opinion of persons connected with

the London market that there would not be much inconvenience

in having the animals slaughtered at port. The Royal Com-
mission had recommended such a course, and it seemed strange

that so important a part of their recommendation should have

been overlooked. He believed there was more danger from

foreign store cattle than from fat, because they were not kiUed,

and they were therefore much more likely to spread the

disease.

The Cha.irma:m said if they carried out the system of

slaughtering at the port, it would be tantamount to a prohibi-

tion of the importation of store stock.

Lord Sajnuon suggested that store stock should be sub-

jected to a long quarantine.

After some further discussion,

Mr. Neville moved :
" That in the opinion of this meeting

no sufficient securitj' can be found against the re-introduction of

the cattle disease, and other infectious diseases, into this coun-

try, unless all foreign fat animals are slauglitered at the ports

of landing, and store stock required to undergo a long p^iod
of quarantine ; and further, they are of opiniou that no foreign

store stock should be admitted into the same market with

home-bred animals."

Viscount S^vNDON seconded the motion.

Mr. Masfen questioned the desirability of admitting store

stock at all. Since the prohibition there had been an absence of

pleuro-pneumonia and foot-and-mouth disease.

Mr. Erawn did not see any value in the latter part of the

resolution, and moved as an amendment, " That in the opinion

of this meeting no sufficient security can be found aga,inst the

re-introduction of the cattle plague and other infectious dis-

eases into this country unless all foreign fat animals are

slaughtered at the port of landing, and the importation of

foreign store stock prohibited." He believed there would be

greater danger from the importation of store cattle than from

fat animals, as the latter were killed soon after their arrival

Mr. Masfen seconded the amendment, which was carried.

THE GOLDEN SHORTHORNS.

" Eight out of the nine Shorthorns of English blood, which-
' Our American Cousins' and Mr. Strafford have just sold

back to us in a Windsor hotel, averaged nearly £410 a-piece."

—Morning Paper.

Mr. Strafford raised his time-glass,

And Thornton held the pen.

When to a Windsor coffee-room

Elocked scores of Shorthorn men.

They crowded round the table.

They fairly blocked the door ;—
He stood Champagne did Sheldon, '

Of Geneva, Illinois.

They talked of Oxford heifers.

Duchess bulls, and how the States

Had come into the market

With another " Bit of Bates."

Their expression is so solemn.

And so earnest is their tone,

That nought would seem worth living for

But " Red and White and Roan."

All ready for the contest,

I view a dauntless three

—

The Macintosh from Essex,

A canny cliiel is he.

There's Leney from the hop yards

;

'Twill be strange if he knocks under,

When once tlie chords are wakened

Of that Kentish " Sou of Thunder."

The Talleyrand of " trainers"

Is their 'cute but modest foe,

Him whom the Gods call " Culshaw,"
And men on earth call " Joe."

He loves them " points all over,"

With bright dew on the nose
;

And in Ms heart of hearts is writ,

" A touch of Barmpton Rose"

And sure, it well might puzzle

" The Gentleman in Black,"

When the three nod on " by twenties,"

To know which you should back.

And sure, the laws of Nature

Must have burst each ancient bound.

When a yearling heifer fetches

More than seven hundred pound !

Bulls bring their weight in bullion,

And I guess we'll hear of more,

Arriving from the pastures
' Qf Geneva, Illinois.

—Punch.
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MILLS AND MILLING
ON THE NATURE OF THE CENTRIFUGAL AND

FANNING ACTION OF THE RUNNER.
To tlie remarks made in former papers on the centrifugal

and fanning action of tlie runner, the function of dress, and
tlie principles and practice of blast and exhaust fans in

aerating the stones and in removing the stive from the niill-

slonc case, there are many counter opinions amongst millers

and engineers ; and in this paper, and the two subsequent

ones, we propose discussing these several topics by way of

answering such ohjections, and confinning the soundness of

our preceding observations. In doing so we s'.iall bring up
tlie arrears of numerous details reserved to this place for tlie

want of space in the previous papers above alluded to.

Centrifugal action and fanning action are in this case, to a

certain extent, owing to the air being confined, but two different

ways of expressing one and the same thing. Thus, when ap-

plied to atmospheric air, it is termed fanning action ; but ap-

plied to the flour it is termed centrifugal action. The air and
flour acted upon by the runner are, however, both material

substances, each being subject to the physical laws of gravita-

tion and force ; but the physical properties of tlie two sub-

stances are so widely diff'erent, as to justify the use and cur-

rency of the two modes of expression in the science and prac-

tice of BiiUing as above.

The centrifugal action of the runner upon the wheat
(broken grain and flour) is manifest to the eye from the con-
tinuous discharge of flour from between the grinding surfaces

;

hence, there is no denying of the fact either amongst millers,

millrights, or engineers. They see the wheat flowing in at

the eye of the runner, and the flour being thrown out between
tlie lips of the miUstones into the millstone case; and the
manner the whole grain is thus worked outwards from the eye
to the peripliery of the millstone in its being ground into

flue Jlour leaves no alternative question to that of centrifugal

action, for without this action tlie flour would remain between
the stones.

The fanning action of the lunner is not so perceptible to

the senses; hence the erroneous notion entertained by some
opinionative minds that it does not exist at all ; and, in point
of fact, it is hardly perceptible even to those accustomed to the
experimental investigation and deteriniuation of the details of
tlie subject. Thus, when soft wheat is fed too rapidly so as

to overcome the grinding power of the millstones, thereby
inducing heating to excess, with all its consequences, there
is often a slight reaction of the influent current of air—a small
portion of that which was taken in at the eye of the runner
along with the grain being returned backwards and discharged
outwards from the eye of the runner ; while under ordinary
conditions of grinding there is hardly any perceptible influent

current of air at the side of the feed-pipe or flow of grain from
the mouth of the old shoe-feeding apparatus. Millers have
made experiments, aud so have opinionative engineers, ex-
pressly for the purpose of ascertaining whether there was any
perceptible influent current drawn in at the eye of the upper
millstone by the fanning action of the runner ; and in these
experiments (reported in evidence given in patent-infringement
law cases) tliey allirm the flame of a burning candle indicates
no perceptible influent current of air. They furtlier calculate

and account for the whole of the " hot-breath" in the mill-
stone case, and discharge of the same from the shute, conden-
sation, pasting, and so forth, from the evaporation of the
moisture of tlie wheat in process of grinding. The wheat and
(lour have been analyzed to determine the per-centage of
moisture in each, and the difl'erence between the two has been
sliown to be amply sufficient to produce all the " hot-breath,"
ifcc, in question

; and fronr such superficial data tliey have
hastily concluded that the very idea of " the fannbuj action of
Uie riaiiier is ahmtrd" the furrows and all asperities of the
grinding surface of the runner being so filled up with flour as
to leave no equivalent for a vane to produce; a fanning action.
And, besides tlio grinding surface being thus smoothed down
by the flour, when tiic upper stone is the runner (as is com-

mon), its concavity is still further against the possibility of

fanning action, fanning action being confined to the upper
surface of the runner. Such is a general outline of the nature

of the objection thus raised to the fanning action of the runner.

The bigger the bubble on the stream or mill-lead, the more
fragile and easily is it broken ; and such is the character of

the above conclusions, for they all vanish into thin air almost

the moment the eye is turned towards them. Thus, from the

greater elasticity of the air, it is more easily acted upon by
the furrows and asperities of the grinding surfaces than is the

wheat, broken grain, and flour ; so that what produces the

centrifugal action upon the latter will produce a greater

amount of centrifugal action upon the former. By granting

the possibility of the one, millers concede the possibility of the

other. The latter objection, relative to the smoothness and
concavity of the grinding surfaces of the runner, therefore,

falls the ground, by virtue of a " felo-de-se," as it were.

The experiment with the flame of the candle at the eye of

the upper miU-stone, and the analysis of the wheat and flour,

to determine the per-centage of moisture in each, and the

source of the hot breath in tlie raiU-stone case, are not much
better fortified by fact. Thus, as the influent current of air is

always, along with the influent current of wheat, at the eye of

the upper mill-stone, it follows that, whatever effect the

former—the influent current of air—might have had upon the

flame of the candle, the latter—the influent current of wheat
—would evidently be practically an extinguisher. At the

side of the influent currents of vilieat and air there would be

no perceptible influent current of air, under ordinary circum-

stances ; and when the mill-stones are grinding lively and fast,

so as to increase the influent stream of wheat and air to a

degree faster than it could be passed through between the

grinding surfaces, there might possibly be an efllnent current

of air around the edge of the eye of the upper stone : hence
the modern pioneering theory of " closing the eye of the

runner"—/. e., the open ring-space between the feed-pipe and
the eye of the stone and casing, so as to prevent (he upward
escape of air, and tliUii produce inward pressure equivalent to

more than that of one atmosphere. In short, if the flame of

the candle was placed anywhere in the eye of the runner,

where it would not be extinguished by the influent current of

grain, the experiment falls to the ground as a stultifying mis-

take ; for, not to enter on the fine-spun philosophy of the two
opposing forces—the upward flame of the candle, and the

downward current of air, if any—the plain, practical matter of

fact is that, if there was no upward current of air to feed the

flame of the candle, as it were, that of itself was experimental
evidence sufficient to warrant the conclusion that there was au
influent current of air produced by the exhaust and fanning
action of the runner.

With regard to the other, the chemical experiment to prove
that the hot breath in the millstone case is wholly composed
of vapour—/. e., there is nothing but flour and vapour dis-

charged from the stones—is perhaps more stultifiying than that

of the candle above.

Passing over the impossibility of giving rotation to the

runner without the presence of air between the grinding

surfaces, or an equivalent, the proposition assumes that the

grinding is either performed in vacuo, or else that the air is

retained between the stones ; and as the latter is too absurd to

be entertained, the former becomes of course the rule. How
the millstone case is exhausted of air at the commencement of

the process of grinding, or driven out by the hot breath by
degrees, we need not stop to inquire, as the contrary is fact,

air being always present both m the millstone case and between
the stones, lint to work out the idea of vapour being formed
in vacuo between the stones, and forced out into the millstone

case along with the stive, &c., then tlie boiling point between

stones—assuming, of course, that there is no pressure, although

the contrary is again the fact—would be 88 degs. Fahrenheit.

By an increase of pressure above that of the atmosphere due

to 213 degrees Pahrenlieit as the boiling point, " water," says

Henry, in his Fnidicai Qhcmidrj, " may be heated (o above
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400 degrees Fahrenheit without being changed into vapour."
The idea of pressure between the stones must tlicreforc be given
up, with every thing else that stands in the way of this pure-
vapour liot-breatli theory—if tlieory it can be called. More-
over if vapour is readily formed at alow temperature in vacuo,
it is just as readily condensed into water by pressure, or, prac-
tically speaking, confinement in the millstone case. Indeed
this is part of the pure vapour theory, condensation being
necessary to account for tlie pasting that takes i)lace. Hence
the counter theory of exhausting the vapour and stive from
the millstoiie c;ise to remove pressure, and tlius obviate con-
densation, pasting, aud wasting of fine Hour. Soft wheats
of course produce more vapour than hard dry samples.

Cape and African samples, containing only some six or seven
per cent, of moisture, would yield less hot breath than newly
harvested English ijualities, containing from 17 to 20 per cent.

;

while parched and thoroughly kiln-dried corn, wholly deprived
of its moisture, would produce no hot breath at all in the mill-

stone case—nothing in which stive can lloat

—

i. c, no stive iu

the mill. To this latter some practical miller may ejaculate

the emphatic interrogatory, " Eh ?" But it would be a wanton
waste of time and space to draw upon the general readers'

patience further with opiniative dogmas that never had exist-

ence save in the minds of those who gave them credence and
utterencc, to cloak, as it were, their inability to account for the
facts of the case by sound scientific data.

In the remainder of this paper we shall endeavour to bring
up some of the arrears of details in the aeration of the stones,

&c., which could not be given in former papers for the want of
space under their respective headings, and which will be better

understood here.

Without any inductive pressure by blast fans or other

pneumatic devices of a kindred character, the quantity of air

commonly used and worked-out through between the stoues in

grinding may be estimated at about one-seventh the bulk of
the wheat ground. Thus, according to the experiments of
Dr. Hales, the interstices between the grains of wheat lying
on the granary floor, or in a bushel, or between the millstones

before the grains are broken,occupya space equal to one-seventh
of that of tiie whole bulk of wheat. In the example of un-
broken wheat between the millstones immediately inside the

eye of the upper stone the interstices between the grains

occupied by the air would rather exceed onc-seventii of the
whole space, owing to its being spread-out thinly between
hard and uneven surfaces, while the influent current of wheat
and air would produce less or more pressure, so that the air iu

the interstices would be compressed in a corresponding degree.

When the wheat first enters in between the stones at the
commencement of the miUing six-sevenths of the air is dis-

l)laced, chiefly at the periphery of the stones, but partly at the
eye of the upper stone, when the grinding commences, before
the space near the eye is completely filled up ; and if the feed

stops during the process of grinding, so as to leave an open
space between tlie grinding surfaces at the eye, then when the

feed is again put on, the wheat as it flows into this open space

will displace six-sevenths of the air which it contains, forcing

it back out at the open eye of the upper stone ; hence the

assiduous attention which millers pay to the uniformity of feed.

In the two extremes of grinding, i. e., of grinding fine dry

samples in frosty weather and of " heavy grinding" soft wheat
in moist muggy weather, an increase of air will be drawn in

at the eye of the upper stone, to supply the demands of the

grinding surfaces in the former case, aud a decrease in the

latter, as compared with the normal estimate of one-seventh

of the bulk of the wheat ground. In very bad examples of

soft wheat there is sometimes an occasional eftlux of air—not

uufrequently hot air—at the eye of the upper stone, as

explained in a former paper.

In each of these three examples, the mean of two extremes,

as they may individually and conjunctly be termed, the air is

drawn in and passed through between the grinding surfaces of
the millstones, partly by the fanning or centrifugal action of
the runner, aud partly by the wheat being ground as it moves
from the eye to the periphery. The former, the fanning and
centrifugal action, has already been sufficienty explained to be
generally understood, and as we shall have further to go into

its details, under the principles and functions of dress and the
principles and practice of blast and exhaust, iu two subsequent
papers, tlio remaining details under this head will, to avoid
repetition, be deferred. The general principles of the latter

were noticed in a previous paper. Thus it was shown
that from time immemorial philosophers have been familiar
with the fact that flowing water iu a stream gives motion
to the air on its surface, and that for a similar reason
a continuous influent current of wheat draws the air alone
with it in at the eye of the upper millstone. But the inward
movement of the wheat does not stsp here, for between the
eye and the periphery the same physical law continues in

force and iu operation—a corresponding subdivision of the air

taking place as the wheat is broken down into fine meal under
" ordinarily good grinding" aud " lively grinding." Under the
third example of soft grinding, when the broken grain gets out
to what is termed " the flouring surface," the liquefaction of the
moisture of the meal takes the place of a portion of the air

;

hence the consequences that follow—consequences more easily
imagined than described ; consequences too familiar to our
milling readers to require a single word of comment.

In the ditferent plans now iu operation of supplying an
excess of air to the grinding surfaces of millstones, three prin-
ciples are involved whose details require special notice :

—

(1) When a current of air is forced iu at the eye of the
upper stone along with the wheat, the air in the interstices

between the grains of wheat is then compressed air; and this

compressed air, iu its progress outwards to the periphery, is

uniformly distributed throughout the whole of the unbroken
aud broken grain, coarse meal, and fine flour. The increase
in the quantity of air thus consumed iu the process of grinding
will be directly as the inductive pressure and distribution

;

and, from the great elasticity of this extra supply of air, it

makes samples of wheat grind lively which would otherwise
mill heavily, thereby greatly facilitating the process of
grinding—the miller being able to turn out more flour of a
better quality in a given time, as will be shown more in detail

under article, " Eunction of Dress."

(2) When tlie air is forced in between the eye and the
periphery, thus forming a circular stream, as formerly ex-
plained, its distribution aud action arc somewhat ditterent in
principle from the first example, the degree of difi'ercnce de-
pending upon the point in at which the air is forced : thus, if

forced in amongst the unbroken grain, it will be equally
distributed, as in the first case ; if amongst the broken grain,
it will be less equally distributed ; and if at the flouring portion
of the stones, a greater inductive pressure will be required to
force in a given quantity in a given time ; while the action of
the air thus forced in will be more violent in forcing out the
flour, and hence less calculated to produce equally fine grind-
ing. Some farther details belonging to this head will be noticed
in a subsequent paper, under the definition of " Blast and
Exhaust."

(3) The third and last method is by drawing-in air on the
exhaust principle ; and this will be more conveniently dis-

cussed under the article above referred to, relative to the
principles and practices of blast and exhaust fans, &c.

ON THE CONSTIIUCTION AND FUNCTION OF
MILLSTONE-DRESS.

In grinding wheaten-flour there are three kinds of dress that
call for special notice, and these will form the subject of this
paper, viz.: Firs/, the plain-dress of the old hand mills;
second, the right line furrow-dress, in common use in this
country

; and /fiird, the curved line furrow-dress, or simple
curved dress of some parts of the continent of Europe and of
the United States of America. Besides these three there are
many peculiar forms in the dress of kibbling, decorticating,
and hulling mills, of mills for the manufacture of groats,'
split-peas, &c. ; but into the principles of these latter our limits
will not permit us to enter at present, owing to their multi-
tudinous and almost endless diversity of mechanism and
function.

1. Plai^j-dress.—The two or three querns which we our-
selves have seen had a plaiu-dress without anything in the
form of furrows from the eye of the millstone to the periphery,
but we have seen them represented as having star-like furrows,
radiating from the eye half-way to the circumference. We
have also seen a slight star-like radiation on the grinding-
surfaces of miUstones for making oatmeal ; but the generality
of miUstone-grit stones used for oatmeal have a plain-dress
without anything approaching the style of furrow's used in
grinding fine flour ; at the same time the dress of millstone-
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grit and other stones which are coinmoa iu our oatmeal-

jjriudiug anil oatmeal-consiuning provinces have a sort of

I'urrowed style, wliich performs a soniewliat similar function in

the process of grinding, more especially when used in grinding

line tlour, either of oats, peas, barley, or wheat.

So far as can he learned from history, sacred or profane, a

plain-dress was the common rule amongst the ancient

Chaldeans, Hebrews, Egyptians, Phwnicians, Greeks, and

Romans. Pliny mentions star-like radiations on the grinding-

surface of the pestle of the ancient Etruscans ; but, as already

stated, tliis was evidently for the purpose of decorticating or

hulling spelt wheat, and not for grinding fine flour ; and even

for such the Romans, Pliny says, only used a plain rough-

dress.

In principle there are two modes of grinding, as already

shown—the one involving the action of tlie old hand-mill and

ass-mill, which, in former papers, is termed the cool-grinding

system ; and the other, the action of the millstones now in

common use, denominated the hot-grinding system ; and, in

this place, it will be necessary to bring up numerous details of

both these systems, not yet discussed, in order to understand

the construction and function of dress in each, and wherein

they respectively differ from each other.

The principle of action of the first—tlie cool-grinding sys-

tem above—may not inaptly be said to be, popularly speaking,

that of jjressiire without velocity ; and the principle of action

of the second—the hot-grincUug system

—

velocity without

2iressure. Neither of these definitions are scientifically cor-

rect ; but they nevertheless express certain physical cliarac-

teristics peculiar to each, sufficient to distinguish the one from
the otlier. Thus, in the case of the hand-mill, the slower the

runner is turned, and the greater the pressure of the hand
upon the handle, the finer the quality of the flour ; whereas,

in the latter case, the modern runner, revolving with a high

velocity, moves in its path without a hairbreadth's deviation

from it, the greatest pains being taken to have it equally

balanced, so as to obviate vibration, &c. ; consequently the

wheat has to be pressed against the grinding sTxrfaces ])y various

devices, which will be noted further on, under the nest head.

In other words, the runner of the quern is wholly supported

by the wheat being ground, the pressure of the hand of the

person at the mill being added to that of its own weight

;

while its velocity in grinding very fine flour was not probably

much over three or four revolutions per minute, i.e., the speed

of the runner of the ass-mill ; so that the grinding was chiefly

performed by pressure or pounding. On the other hand, the

modern runner is truthfully balanced upon, and wholly sup-

ported by, the spindle, its action being in a horizontal plane,

\vithout any downward vertical pressure when working freely,

or " lively," in craft phrase. Its weight, if increased, in-

creases its momentum and the force of its cutting action in

this horizontal path by any given velocity at which it may be

driven ; but, before the revolving surface will cut, the wheat
must be pressed against it, upwards as well as downwards, on
the flouring portion of the stones.

Such being the principles of action of the runner in each
of the two systems of grinding, the reader will have no diffi-

culty in comprehending the peculiar function of dress of that

of the hand-miU. As to the style of construction of dress,

much depends upon the quality of the stone, there being a

perceptible difference between that of millstone grit, Prencli

burrs, and other kinds, which need not be enumerated ; fo'',

granting that in each case different millers aim at one and the

same style of dress, the difference in the qualities of the stones

only permits of a less or more distant approximation to any
common pattern. The aacient Chaldeans, Hebrews, and other

nations already mentioned have left behind them sufficient evi-

dence to prove that they had attained to a very high degree of

perfection in the art of stone-cutting ; and there is every rea-

son to believe that this advancement applies to the dressing of

millstones ; and therefore, generally speaking, the style of dress

may be said to have a close resemblance to that of the " lands
"

of the modern millstone of our own times : in other words, the

ancient style of dress has come down to the present day—with
the exception of the furrows—which brings us to the second
head of our paper, viz.

:

2. RiciiiT-i.iNE EuRROW Dress.—So long as the runner rode
upon the grain, there was no need of furrows to expedite the
operaliou of grinding. But no sooner was the runner lifted

off the wheat, and balanced upon a rind and spindle, thiin Neces-

sity, the mother of Invention, gave '^hirth to the discovery of
furrows crossing each other on the grinding surfaces of mill-

stones. The inquiry, therefore, becomes an interesting one,
as to what diiHculties the miller experienced when he invented
a furrow to help him out of such a position ? Iu possession
of the invention and its daily use, modern millers may have
lost sight of the difliculty in question, which their ancestors
experienced when they first lifted the runner off the grain, ba-
lanced it upon the spindle, as above, and began to drive at an
increased velocity, and so forth, as the adoption of the new
system demanded. But, in tracing the progress of the art of
milling, when we come to the change from the one system of

grinding to the other, the difficulties in question cannot be so

easily disposed of ; for the construction and formation of the

furrows obviously involve the question at issue, and also the

key to its practical solution.

The difficulty of the ancient millers was, doubtless, How
best to effect the required pressure of the grain being ground
upwards, against the surface of the upper miU-stone, then ge-

nerally the runner, more especially at the flouring portion of

the stones, when the two surfaces are nearly parallel to each
other. So long as it rode upon the grain, this difficulty was
not felt ; but when once lifted off the grain, it was then expe-

rienced ; for the runner not only required to be driven at a

greater velocity, in order to cut, but the grain had also to be
pressed upwards to the grinding surface, before tlie miU-stone

dress would act ; and the nearer the periphery (as upon the

flouring surface of the stones), the greater the difficulty thus

experienced, as above stated.

Function of Furrows.—The practical question may then he
thus put for solution : How do the furrows solve the problem

at issue—i. e., press up the meal upon the flouring surface of

the upper stone ? It is a well-known fact to millers that
" the smaller the furrows, the less the draught ;" and, vice

versa, the deeper and wider the furrows, the greater the

draught. It is usual to attribute this to centrifugal action
;

hut the conclusion is erroneous, for the furrows are full of
corn and flour, and have possibly less centrifugal action than
the surface of the lands between them. The furrows of the

bed-stone can have no central action, while the dishing, or

concavity, of the surface of the upper stone is not in favour of

the centrifugal theory, when it is the runner, as it generally

is. i\jid, besides these objections, this centrifugal doctrine

does not agree ^ntli the difierence of draught between furrows

of different dimensions, the centrifugal action of the edge of

the shallow furrow being as great as that of the tHigf^ of the

deep furrow, if not the greatest of the two, while the edge of

the furrows is sometimes rounded off. The current craft-

notions of the niUl must therefore be thrown into the stream,

before a satisfactory answer is given to the question thus

raised for solution

—

i. e.. The function of the furrows ?

It is the elastic force of the compressed air amongst the

broken grain in the furrows that presses it upwards to the

surface of the runner. In the preceding article, it was shown
that the interstices between the wheat is fuU of air ; that under

the ordinary pressure of the atmosphere this amounts to about

one-seventh of the whole bulk—/. <?., for every seven bushels

of wheat ground, one bushel of air is used in the process of

grinding. As the wheat is broken up, the air in the interstices

between the grains becomes more and more subdivided. But,

as the wheat is converted into flour, it occupies more space,

while a slight increase of temperature takes place, and both

these causes, the rarifying action of an increase of tem-

perature and the subdivision of the wheat, tend to compress

the air in the interstices between the particles of meal in the

furrows. If we next assume the upper millstone to be the

ruuner, which is the common rule, then as the furrows of the

runner cross those of the bedstone, there will be an immediate

expansion of the compressed air, downwards and upwards, as

the two furrows pass each other

—

i. e., as each furrow of the

runner passes the corresponding furrow of the bedstone, and

this expansion of the highly-elastic air forces out the flour

beyond the plane of the edge of the furrows, so that the edges

of the furrows, as they pass over, strihe off at each crossing

the small quantity thus raised to supply the milling action of

the lands or grinding surfaces bet^vecn the furrows, a process

something analogous to striking the bushel iu measuring corn.

It is from this peculiar elastic and expansive action of the air

that the craft phrase "grinding lively" is derived. The quan-

tity of meal thus raised by tiie expansive action of the air at
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each crossing of a pair of furrows, is very small, even wheu
the uiillstones are griiidiug lively ; hut if this small quantity

he multiplied by the number of crossings in one revolution of
the runner, and then by the number of revolutions per minute
and hour, it will bo found amply siiflieient to account for the
whole product of grinding. It will also bo found to jiannonisc

with all the other phenomena developed in the manufacture of
flour, such as the increase or decrease of draught of the furrows,

according to their greater or lesser dimensions ; for the smaller

the furrows are, the less the quantity of compressed air they

contain, and, consequently, the less the expansion and supply

of me;il to the lands ; and i-ice versa, the larger the furrows,

the greater the quantity of air and expansive force, when
liberated at the crossings of the furrows, and the greater the

supply of broken grain to the grinding surfaces.

Ihe lands between the furrows form the true grinding sur-

face of the millstones, and not the clipping action of the edge
of the furrows in crossing. This is manifest for the follow-

ing three reasons: Krst, millstones ground Hour before the

invention and use of a furrow; second, the continual necessity

of redressing the lands, so as to keep them sharp and in good
grinding order upou the llourLug surface ; and, third, the fur-

rows have a different and specifd function to perform, as stated

iu the preceding paragraph.

As to thej)eculiar style of dress of the lands, although there

exists considerable diversity of construction and also of opinion

as to what is the best, taking the wide v:ide world as a whole,

there is no misunderstanding amongst millers as to matters of

fact, and therefore it would be superfluous to enter upon a de-

tailed criticism of such ditferences, with a view to reconcile

them to any general law. " A fine sharp surface " may be

enunciated as a common rule ; but apphed to different qualities

of millstones, this involves much more diversity of construc-

tion than some may be imagine. Even confined to any indi-

vidual species of stone, as French burr, what some English
millers would consider a fine sharp surface many French mil-

lers would pronounce coarse, and so on. Moreover, the finer

the surface the sooner it is worn out, and requires to be re-

dressed ; hence the practical argument, for the style that will

do the most work and remain the longest in working order

has many things to commend it to the miUer.

The direction of the furrows is another topic which, at one
time and another, has involved much controversy. In this

country the master-furrows are now placed nearly tangenti-

ally from the eye of the millstone, those of the runner being

backward in the opposite direction of its motion, the land fur-

rows of each quarter being parallel to their master-furrow.
The master-furrows thus divide the surface of each stone into

quarters, each master furrow making a quarter. The number
of quarters into which a stone is divided varies from six to six-

teen. Those of our readers who are not practically versant
with such data, we may refer to the illustrated weekly adver-
tisements of the Messrs. J. Hughes and Sons, and of Bryan
Corcoran and Co., in the advertising columns of the Mark
Lane Express, where they will perceive that the " Improved
dress " of the former firm has fourteen master-furrows, thus

making as many quarters, each master-furrow having two
parallel land-furrows. The dress of the latter firm has only

nine master-furrows, with an equal number of quarters ; but

in this example each master-furrow has three parallel land fur-

rows. In both examples the main lands are not crossed. In

thus di'awing special attention to the advertised dress of these

two large London firms, it is but right to state that they both
supply any other style of dress that may be required either by
millers or farmers. Referring to the wood-cuts of the above
firms for Ulustration, the land-furrows that are parallel to one
master-furrow sometimes open out across the main-quartei-

land into the master-furrow a-head, which involves a different

style of quartering from that shown in the wood-cuts. This
is done with the view of improving the draught of the furrows;

but as tlie deficiency of draught is mainly at the flouring sur-

face, many miUers call in question the soundness of this ra-

tionale, although it is warmly espoused by others. The for-

mer object to the decrease of grinding surface at the flouring

portion of the stones, which the crossing of the main lands

involves, deeming the more advisable course to increase the
draught by an increase in the depth and angularity of the fur-

rows ; the latter are generally hot grinders, at a kilhng speed
of driving, and to obWate heating to excess, advocate more
draught between the stones, at any sacrifice of grinding surface.

3. Curved Dress.—Theory is in favour of the furrows being

in the form of an hyperbolic curve, as adopted by the ancient

Etruscans, and still in use in modern Tuscany ; but although
it lias been partially adopted in this country, and more ex-

tensively in the United States of America, it has never been
able to establish itself. Whether this is owing to any imper-

fection in the reduction of the theory to practice, or in the

theory itself as regards the crossing of the furrows of the

upper and nether-millstones relative to the expansive action

of the air iu the furrows, or as regards the depth of the fur-

rows, and style of quartering, are questions which we shall

not presume to answer. On the one hand we can compre-
hend the superiority of the proper curved furrow ; but on the

other, we can perceive with equal clearness, from scientific as

well as practical grounds, when the above questions of imper-

fection can be legitim.ately raised. It must be borne in mind,

however, that such questions of imperfections in the reduction

of the hyperboHc theory to practice cannot be raised against

the theory itself, so that the progressive problem at issue must
be left an open one for the solution of a more advanced state

of improvement iu the art of millstone dress.

On the Principles and Functions of Blast and
Exhaust AprARAXus.

The term " exhaust" has of late years become a technical

milling phrase of no ordinary significance. Like most other

technicalities in the mill it is wonderfully brief, but its com-
prehensiveness is none the less on that account, the contrary

in point of fact being the case. As, according to the common
saying, " the best proof of the pudding is iu the eating," so

the rule involved in this old culinary maxim appears to apply
very plainly to "the exhaust;" for, as when the pudding
agrees with the palate the cook's recipe for its making goes for

very little iu the estimation of the vast majority of consumers,

just so is it with the modern exhaust, for because the effect

produced is favourable, that means everj'thing in the mill.

What between the craftiness of purpose of patent-mongering,
the labyrinthine windings of the patent laws, and the sheer
force of progress in tbc mill, the practical meaning of the

miller as to the terms " exhaust," " plenum exhaust," " super-

added blast," &c., has of late been placed in the balance, and
found wanting in many respects, something more than this

being needed to unravel the very peculiar arguments of the

Chancery suit of Plenum Exhaust v. The Millers (if we
may be permitted to personify " the great grinding case" thus),

the battle-ground of the plaintiff evidently being for the re-

maining term of his patent. Very good battle-ground, too,

seeing he has been seventeen years in possession out of a nine-

teen years' lease. In other words, both parties, patentees and
millers, of whom there are numbers of both, are labouring

under many disadvantages, from the science of the practice of

blast and exhaust being improperly understood, and even
erroneously explained by a few would-be leaders in this branch
of experimental philosophy, so that in this and the next paper
W9 propose bringing up the remainder of details under this

head not discussed iu previous papers, with the view of setting

millers to rights with themselves and their opponents, or setting
opposing parties to rights with each other.

Science and practice are always in perfect harmony with
each other. This is an incontrovertible fact; so that when in-

terested opinionative people differ on either the one or the
other, it is easily solving the question as to who is in the
wrong. In the cases before us it were difficult to say which
of the opposing parties is the farthest astray, so that such
being their respective positions, we shall point out the facts

and shortcomings on both sides, without further reference to

either—this being the course pursued uuder the two preceding

papers—in refuting fallacy and bringing up arrears of detail on
" Mills and Milling."

From the erroneous experiments with the candle at the eye
of the upper millstone and mouth of the meal-spout formerly

pointed out, some civil engineers in their aflidavits in Chancery
suits, and in their evidence before jury cases, have of late been
endeavouring to lay down the experimental doctrine that there

is no influent and effluent current of air between the gnnding
surfaces of millstones, and not a few miUers have adopted this

erroneous teaching as estabUshed science, i. e., " practice with
science !" The vast body of millers, however, maintain un-
changed their former opinions relative to the influent and
effluent currents of air in the aeration of millstones.
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Having iu a former paper refuted the candle and betvveen-

stone-vacuuni theories, we have at present to confine our ob-

servations to the influent and eHluent currents of air, and to

the effects produced by the various plans of blast and ex-

liaust.

When the millstones are " grinding freely" but not " lively,"

the influent current of air is imperceptibly small to the senses,

being only one bushel of air to every seven bushels of wheat,

as formerly explained. We do not recollect ever seeing a

miller so silly as to try the experiment of a candle to detect it,

even after the candles were lighted in the mill. Bnt it may
always be easily detected by shaking a small quantity of the

finest stive from the point of a feather, so as to make it float

amongst the influent grains of wheat. By removing a part of

the millstone-case, or by performing the experimentwith mill-

stones without a case, or with the case removed, the same deli-

cate test of stive will show distinctly the effluent current from

tlie lips of the millstones. Such being the facts of the ease

as to the two extremes of the current of air, its progress

through between the grinding surfaces requires very fittle

proof to satisfy millers as to its existence ; the technical terms

of " lively grinding," " free grinding," and " clogging of the

flouring surfaces," being sufficiently expressive to indicate tlie

facts of tbe case, and also to warrant the use of the language

common in the mill, and further, to toss to the winds the

dicta now being so confidently tauglit by tlie few civil engineers

in question, wlio are making a mighty fuss to serve the pur-

poses of those who employ them as scientific witnesses in

patent law suits.

A current of one bushel of air to every seven bushels of

wheat is the practical rule, when " grinding freely " (but not

lively), at the common state of the atmosphere. When a blast

is superadded to this, so to speak, the air then is compressed

air ; so that if the superadded blast is equivalent to the pres-

sure due to half our atmosphere, there will be a current of a

bushel and a-half of air to every seven bushels of wheat ; if a

pressure of two atmospheres is superadded, then it wiU be tv o

bushels of air, at the common atmospheric state, to every seven

bushels of wheat, or one bushel of air to three and a-half

bushels of wheat, and so on.

The times and velocities of the influent and effluent cur-

rents of air, and the time and velocity of the air in passing

tlirougli between the grinding surfaces, are questions that in-

volve much diversity of scientific data ; so that the three ex-

amples will require to be discussed separately, viz., (1) the

influent current, (2) the intervening current, and (3) the

effluent current.

(1). The velocity of the influent current of air is the same
as that of the grain. Compressed air will not increase the

velocity of the influent current, but the contrary, unless it

facilitates the speed of grinding ; for the grain will fall faster

through the air iu the feed-pipe at the common density of tlie

atmosphere than it will through air at one and a-half, twice,

or thrice that density ; Imt if the rate of speed in grinding is

increased by a superadded blast, or by an exhaust, or by any

other cause, then the velocity of the influent current will also

be increased, along with that of the wheat, the feed being,

of course, increased to supply the demands of the grinding

surfaces.

(2). If we assume three degrees of speed and conditions of

grinding, viz., "grinding lively," "grinding freely," and "grind-

ing heavily," with partial clogging of the flouring surfaces, then

in the first example the influent current of air will be greater,

both in quantity and velocity, than in the second—and in the

second than in the third—under the ordinary pressure of the

atmosphere ; because, in the first example, there is a slight

compression of the air after it enters between the millstones
;

and in the third example, because there is a slight reaction of

tbe aerial current, less or more of it being returned back and

forced out at the eye of the millstone, generally with a suffi-

cient quantity of floating stive in it to make it visible to the

watchful eye of the miller under such conditions. In otlier

words, wheri " grinding freely," one bushel of air for every

seven bushel of wheat would be used up in the process, the

wheat and air travelling in a sjjiral path around the grinding

surface from the eye to the periphery, the quantity of air

passing the furrows being////, or nearly so. In fhe first ex-

HijipU' of grinding lively there is less adlicsion to fiu' grinding
surfa(!cs, i.e., more air on the " lands," and couscqucntly a cor-

responding increase of centrifugal and fanniufr circct produced,

even when the runner is revolving at tiie same velocity as ia

grinding freely. The spiral path from the eye to tlie periphery

would thus be shortened, while there would at the same time

be a slight compression of the air. Hence there would be
rather more than one bushel of air used up iu the process of

grinding seven bushels of wheat ; so that the velocity, measured
from the eye to the periphery along the furrows, would be in-

creased, but the time decreased. In grinding heavily with a par-

tial clogging of the runner, by the vapour condensed and liquified

taking the place of a portion of the air between the interstices

of the particles of flour, the adhesion to the grinding surfaces

would be greatly increased, centrifugal effect reduced, the

length of the spiral path from the eye of the millstones to

their periphery would be increased, while the air, from heating,

would be rarefied so as to produce compression and reaction

amongst the ground meal at and towards the flouring surface,

thereby forcing a portion of it backwards out at the eye of the

upper stone, so that the velocity measured from the eye to tiie

periphery, as above, would be decreased, but the times greatly

increased.

As compressed air has a tendency to increase the liveliness

of grinding, it follows that the velocities would be increased,

measured as above, and the times decreased accordingly. But
when partial clogging is not prevented by compressed air, i.e.,

when clogging of the flouring surfaces is actually experienced,

then the compressed air would do harm, as stated in a pre-

vious paper, because it would increase heating and the con-

densation of vapour and liquifaction of moisture, thereby in-

creasing adhesion—the length of the spiral i)ath travelled by the

grain being ground, and the air with whicli it is mixed—the

length of time a particle of air remains between the grinding

surfaces ; while the velocity of the current measured from the

eye to the periphery would be decreased. But measured along

the spiral path—which is the correct rule, as will be shown
under Exhaust—the velocity in this and in all the preceding

examples would be directly as the times, i.e., the greater the

length of the spiral path the greater the velocity and the greater

the length of time, the runner moving at a given rate of speed

and work done ; and per contra, the less the length of the

spiral path the less the velocity and times, which is contrary to

the common rule—that " the times are iiirerseli/ as the velocity.^''

But of this more after.

Before proceeding to notice the effluent current, &c., we
may here apprise our milling and professional readers that the

remainder of the details under the above two heads will be
brought up and discussed in a subsequent article, viz., " The
efflciency and economy of blast and exhaust apparatus, &c.," it

being beyond our compass to dispose of the whole within the
limite-d space of this paper.

(3). The revolving millstone has both a blast and exhaust
action ; and this blast and exhaust action applies to the
grinding surface, to the periphery, and to the back of the
runner. In other words, the blast action of the runner is

synonymous with its centrifugal and fanning action ; while ex-

haust action is simply supplying the former with the means of its

existence, ?'.<"., feeding the grinding surfaces with wheat and
air, or feeding a common lilast-fan with air to produce a blast.

This blast and exhaust action of the runner arises partly

from the asperities upon its grinding and upper surface and
periphery, and partly upon the pressure of the atmosphere
and materials being ground against such asperities ; con-

sequently, from this latter cause, the revolving stone, although
polished as smooth as glass, would retain its blast and exhaust
action, ie., a finely polished revolving disc generates a current

of air tangentially from its periphery, which current is fed

in from the centre. Hence also the practical conclusion that

a newly-dressed sharp stone has a greater centrifugal action

than the comparatively smooth surface when the dress has

been wholly woni off.

The millstone-case less or more, according to its peculiar

construction and form, affects the blast and exhaust action of

the runner. So does the concave and convex form of the face

of the millstones, the placing of vanes and brushes upon the

periphery and top of the runner ; so also do the position and

dimensions of the meal-spout, the combination of conveying

and elevating apparatus therewith ; and lastly, so does the use

of dctacbcd exhausting apparatus, or what may be termed

super:i(l(lc'd cxliuust, as comiiared with the ojjposite expression

of " supcnuldi'd blast."

The peculiar blast and exliaust action of the face of the
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rotating millstone, and of vanes and brushes upon its edge and
upper surface, or under- surface when the bedstone is upper-

most, and of the position of the meal-spout, has already been

notified in previous papers, so that \vc have only to bring up
the remainder of details not there discussed, but, purposely

to avoid repetition and abridge space, postponed to this place.

Many, if not the majority, of the old millstone-cases were
open at the top for about half-way to the periphery, radially

measured from the eye. And in order " to regulate the venti-

lation of the stones" or millstone-case, as it was termed in the

miU, and to prevent tlie stive from issuing out of this opening

when grinding soft wheat, &c., a cloth was suspended all round

from the case down to the stone, and as the pores of this

cloth soon became filled chokeful with stive, it comparatively

excluded the ingress of atmospheric air over the top of the

upper stone when allowed to rest njiou its upper surface.

Hence, accoriling to modern phraseology, it was both in prin-

ciple and fact a device for " closing the eye of the runner."

It was also in principle aud fact a device for regulating the

blast and exhaust actions of the runner, whether furnished

with vanes upon the periphery or not, or whether these vaues

were exiiausting the millstone-case, iu coiubination with the

exhaust action of conveying and elevating apparatus, or with
any other exhausting apparatus, as the American flour pump
of 1813, or beUowses and fans of 1831.

Wlien the ingress of atmospheric air over the top of tlie

stone is excluded by this old device of a suspended-cloth, or by
the more artistic means of patent No. lljOSi, 18i6, or No.
11,3-13, 1846, or of any of the older jiateuts and unpatented
plans where the upper stone was the bedstone, when the casing

was fixed close to its edge so as to prevent the egress of stive

or the ingress of air beyoud what the miller deemed requisite

by the opening of peg-holes or stive-valves to regulate the

ventilation of the casing around the runner below, through
the current of air dowuthe meal-spout. We repeat, when the

ingress of atmospheric air is thus shut oft', then the etHueut

current of air at the meal-spout from between the millstones

will be equal to the influent current at the feed-pipe along with
the grain. An increase of tenii)erature will have a tendency
to increase its volume, so will the vapour disengaged during
the process of griudiusc. The flow of meal down the raeal-

spout creates a draught or exhaust. But owing to the

smallness of the quantity of air that issues from
between the stones, /. e.^ one bushel of air for every

seven bushels of wheat ground, or one sack of air for every

seven sacks of flour, the downward draught produced by the

meal is greater than this supply from the stones ; hence there

is a partial vacuum produced, with an influent upward current

of air at the meal-spout to restore the equilibrium. This in-

fluent current of air up the sides of the meal-spout has always
been felt objectionable in consequence of its preventing the

efflux of stive, hot air, aud vapour ; for the presence of these

in the miilstoue-case give rise to the condensation of the

vapour, pasting, &c. ; while stagnant heated air iu the miU-
stone-case has a great tendency to increase the temperature of

the stones, especially towards the periphery or flouring surface.

The evils thus produced by the runner revolving rapidly in

a heated, pent-up atmosphere, within the millstone-case, are

mauy and soon tohl ; First, the flouring portion of the stones

absorb heat ; second, this increase of temperature of the flouring

surfaces produces more heat and vapour ; third, more heat and
vapour when condensed still adds to the temperature of the
stones, and so on, until either the feed is reduced or grinding
ceases.

To obviate this ruinous state of tilings have arisen from time
to time the various plans of exhaust, under different technical

craft -terras—such as " veutUating the millstone-case," " cool-

ing the stones," and " exhausting the stive ;" but all producing

a kindred effect for the express purpose of obviating the objec-

tionable state of things at issue.

Tlie former of these old plans, the ventilation of the mill-

stone-case, was effected by various simple contrivances of a

two-fold character—the first by letting in fresh air to supply

the draught of the downward current of flour at the meal-

spout, as by the suspended cloth, slide valves and peg-holes

already mentioned ; aud the second by reducing the downward
draught of tlie meal by " check-falls," " meal-stops "

—

i.e.,

"break-falls"—a scries of short, inclined planes placed in

the meal-spout so as to break the fall of the meal by making
it glide slowly oil' oiu; incline on to auolher ; tligse inclines

having a further function to perform, viz., check the upward
current of air formerly noticed.

In all these plans the scientific reader will readily perceive

that tlie principle of exhaust is involved ; for iu the first

three tlie air of the atmosphere would not flow ii\ at the

suspended clotli-slide valve or peg-hole unless the interior of

the millstone-case was less or more exhausted

—

i.e., the

eflluent current of meal exhausts the millstone-case, so that the

pressure of the atmosphere is greater, otherwise it would not

flow in ; and the second class, the breakfalls, perform a similar

effect.

ON THE EFFICIENCY AND ECONOMY OF BLAST
APPARATUS.

Millers very justly complain that the use of blast and exhaust

fans consume more motive-power (wind, water, or steam) than

they are worth. I'rom a practical point of view, the com-
plaint thus raised is not without a broad foundation to stand

upon ; for whether there are one-and-a-half atmospheres, two
atmospheres, or three or four atmospheres forced in at the eye

of the upper millstone by a blast-fan, and exhausted from the

millstone-case by an exhaust-fan, it were difficult to imagine

devices more calculated to consume the greatest possible

amount of motive-power for the least effect produced, than

those now in use ; aud this applies with almost equal force

to exhaust-fans as to blast-fans (the subject of our pre-

sent paper), although, for special reasons, the latter are

the least eflicient. It is not at all surprising therefore

that blast-fans have, for the most part, been given up by
many millers, and questions raised as to the economy of using

any of the exhaust apparatus now in use, great as tlie boon

may be of getting rid of the floating stive iu the niiU. This

latter, the getting rid of the stive, together with the reduction

of the temperature in the millstone-case, is, however, a de-

sideratum iu the march of improvement which, we believe, no
intelligent niiUer would like to give up, if it could be used

without the vexatious trammels of patent-law. The econo-

mical questions thus raised have reference, not to the princijile

of exhaust, but the means at present in use in carrying it out

into practice—such as the separation of the stive from tlu;

flour, and the character of the exhausting apparatus.

Iu a previous paper, under " Closing the eye of the runner

and bedstone," it was shown that this was an improper ex-

pression, and that the efficiency of blast-fans was, in conse-

quence, a very problematical question, as they could only efl'ect

a very slight compression of the air between the stones, owing
to its having free egress up the feed-pipe. We have uow to

bring up some of the arrears of details under this head.

Experiment is wanting to determine the actual quantity of

air forced in between millstones by blast fans, "borus,"and
other devices which have been patented for that ])urpose, or

the degree of compression of the air which takes place ; but

from the fact of the feed-pipe beiug open for the escape of air

up through the interstices of the grain, so as to check the

influent current of air, the natural supply along with the

grain, it must necessarily be very small. Thus, if we suppose

the sectional area of the feed-pipe to be 7 iuches, wbicli would
be 3 inches in diameter, then the interstices between the

grains of wheat, according to Dr. Hale's experiments, would

be, supposing the pipe full of grain, equivalent to one square

inch, or a round pipe of rather more than Ij-inch in diameter,

open for the air to escape upwards. A feed-pipe whose
diameter is l-^-inches would be equivalent to an open circular

of l|-inch in diameter for the air to escape upwards through
the grain. Such being the sectional area of the open spaces

between the grains of wheat in the feed-pipe, supjiosing it

either full at the bottom where it discharges itself into the
cup or the mill eye, or " throat," or " swallow,' of the

stones, or at the hopper at the top, and such the means of
escape upwards, the degree of compression of the air between
the stones must be very small, if anything at all. A cylinder

or screw-fan, or a pair of Yankee beUowses working at a cer-

tain degree of speed, ought, doubtless, to force in air with a
certain degree of compression ; but when brought to tlie test

of experiment the pressure per square inch is very small.

Thus, according to experiments made by Mr. Buckles,

as reported iu " Appleton's Mechanics," tlie pressure of
the bhist produced by cylinder fans in smithies was found
to be only from i to 5 ounces per s((uarp inch. Ijiit a-*
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esperiments of this kind are only applicable each to its own
peculiar case—smithy-fans to smithy-fires and mUl-fans to

mills—it follows that experimental data deduced from the

former are not trustworthy in cases of the latter. As for the

caudle esperiments already disposed of, they are worth no-

thing and something less than nothing ; for if a blast of air is

forced in by a two-feet diameter cylinder-fan making 1,200

revolutions per minute ! the current thus forced in must either

have egress somewhere, or else be counteracted. When for-

merly discussing the question in general terms, we stated that

the effluent blast must be at the hopper in the

miller's face ; and now that we have brought up the

details and shown the area of the open interstices

between the grains of wheat in the hopper, feed-pii>e, and
between the stones at the " swallow," and also the small quan-

tity of air used in grinding freely, without a blast, we may
safely leave our milling readers to judge for themselves as to

the truth of the general conclusion, in the absence of express

experiment to determine the question at issue. If the efiluent

current of air from the blast-fan is equal to, but not greater,

than the influent current of air in the feed-pipe along with

the wheat, then the two forces will balance each other if they

meet in opposite directions, thus producing an equilibrium, or

of only the pressure of one atmosphere between the stones

;

so that under such conditions there would be nothing to dis-

turb the flame of the experimental candle so often alluded to

and quoted as decisive authority. But the two aerial forces

do not thus meet (at least, when the artificial blast is forced

in at the eye of the upper stone) at a certain angle ; and, as

that angle is not a definite-given measure, we must leave

millers who are using blast-fans each to drawn his own
diagonal of forces, bearing in miud that air is an elastic body,

and differs accordingly from non-elastic bodies in questions of

the revolution of forces. Thus, flour may be packed into a

barrel very close ; but it is otherwise with air when there is

a hole out of M'hich it can flow as fast as it is blown in. At
the same time, there would obviously be a small degree of

compression of the air in the barrel, and so there is of the

air between the millstones ; but the degree is so very small,

as almost to render it difficult of measurement by the most
deUeate apparatus and carefuUy-performed experiment. In
the proposition for introducing currents of air through pipes

opening into the master-furrows, some half-way between the

eye and the periphery (as in patent 12,636, 1819), the two
forces, if equal, would neutralise each other's effects. And
even were the influent current from the fan greater than that

with the grain, the effect produced would not be favourable to

the proper aeration of the flouring surfaces of the stones. In

short, there are only two ways of it ; for, under the hypothesis

of the two influent currents forming two atmospheres, one

from the blast-fan and the other from the feed-pipe, along

with the grain, then a current of two atmospheres must pass

through between the stones, or the latter must be more or

less stopped. But this is under the hypothesis that no
increase of grinding takes place, which is contrary to the

pretensions of the generality of patentees, experiments in some
cases, as at Deptford, proving an increase in the quantity of

corn ground, this increase being double with blast and ex-

haust fans, which would give an influent current of twice the

quantity of air in a given time, under the latter case. Now
the increase of grinding at Deptford was four bushels per

hour, being rather more than half-a-bushel of air. This in-

crease, however, was never attained with the superadded blast

alone, but with the blast and exhaust working conjunctly

;

and, as this increase has been attained with exhaust alone,

the conclusion is not favourable to the action of the blast-fan,

but the contrary. Tlie Deptford experiments with the blast

only are very conflicting. Still, taking the most favourable

view of them, some increase in the grinding must be granted,

with a corresponding increase in the quantity of air per hour
supplied at the feed-pijie along with the wheat.

There remains for solution the quantify of air blown in by
the fan, to produce this increase ; and probably one bushel of

air per hour will be sufficient for this, supposing the speed of
grinding to be seven bushels of wheat per hour as the ruaxi-

mum, the whole current of air per hour being thus tv;-o

bushels—one from the feed-pipe, and the other from the fan—
this being about twice the quantity of air used when grinding
freely, without a blast— ?'.

<:•., two ))ushels of airoftlie ordi-
nary density of the atmosphere, but only one bushel of air

when compressed Avith a force of two atmospheres, or one
bushel of air of twice the density of one atmosphere.

According to the above hypothetical data, the working effi-

ciency of a blast-fan woidd only be one bushel of air per hour
to the millstones ! at an expenditure of motive power alto-

gether incompatible with the efl'cct thus produced. And this,

too, is obviously the most that is passed through between the

stones, according to the theory of inventors. If, for the sake
of argument, it be admitted that two bushels of air are forced

in by the blast-fan ])er hour, that will not much improve the

efficiency and economy of the process ; for the extra bushel of

air thus forced in would counterbalance, so to speak, the in-

fluent current of one bushel of air at the feed-pipe, so that

the supply to the stones would remain the same as before

—

viz., two bushels of air per hour in grinding seven bushels of

wheat. If three bushels of air per hour are supplied by the

blast-fan, and only two passes through between the stones,

then one bushel of air will pass up through the feed-pipe out

at the hopper, and so on.

According to tlie other alternation of no increase in the

grinding by the use of a blast-fan, the consumption of air

being the same as without a blast

—

i. e., one bushel of air to

every seven bushels of wheat ground, when grinding freely,

but not lively—the only effect produced by the super-added

blast would be to counteract the natural supply of air at the

feed-pipe along with the grain. In other words, the artificial

supply of air to the stones would take the place of the natural

by the feed-pipe, at a considerable expenditure of motive-power

tear-and-wear upon the blast apparatus, &c. Many practical

millers are of the opinion that this is the real anomalous state

of thiugs, and, therefore, it is not surprising that they have

given them up as something worse than a sacrifice of time and
capital.

From these observations one or two conclusions must be

arrived at, viz., either the science or the practice of a super-

added blast to millstones is at fault, and of the two alterna-

tives there cannot be a doubt but that the present mode of

carrying out the ))roposition of an artificial supply of air to

the grinding-surfaces of nullstones is very defective, and that

this arises from the very exaggerated notions entertained

relative to the additional quantity of air required to make mill-

stones grind lively so as to obviate heating, with its long

ruinous train of consequences. Such being the facts of the

case, the cause of progress in the miU demands a closer

examination of popular error on the subject of blast, together

with the more objectionable mechanical features of the blast

apparatus now in use, with the view of determining what is

required to solve the problem of efficiency and economy.

\^'ith regard to the first of tliese, the exaggerated notions

relative to the quantity of air required to be forced in between
the millstones, in order to produce the desired effect, it appears

to be very general, both amongst patentees and millers. And
besides error as to quantity of air, the pioneers of progress are

obviously equally astray as to the function of air iu grinding

—

a veiy common idea being that currents of air are, by the use

of a blast-fan, air-pump, or bellows, blown along the furrows

across the path which the grain traverses in being ground

—

than which scarcely anything can be more imaginary. But
of this more after, when we come to examine the effects of

blast and exhaust upon the grinding surfaces. At present we
must confine our observations to the influent current as much
as possible, and the popular mind imagines that this influent

current is vastly greater than it really is, or is required to be.

The small quantity of air used without blait appears never to

have entered the minds of any of our patentees. Their speci-

fications indicating the contrary. Thus, taking the ordinary

rate of grinding at seven bushels per hour, which considerably

exceeds the mark under free grinding ; then, according to for-

mer data, this would give one bushel of air per hour, or

2218.192 cubic inches, which would pass through an inch and

one-eighth (1^ in.) pipe in an hour, moving at the velocity of

2219 inches per hour, which would not be perceptible to the

senses. According to Mr. Rouse aud other pneumatic autho-

rities, wind requires to move at a velocity of two to three miles

an hour before it becomes perceptible ; four to five miles an

hour, " gentle pleasant wind ;" ten to fifteen, " pleasant brisk

gale ;" twenty to twenty-five, " very brisk ;" and thirty to

thirty-five, " high winds," "We quote tliesc in order that our

leaders may corupare them with any previous ideas which they

mav have cnfertaiucd on the subject. A vdvcity of g21t>
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inches per hour through 1^-inch pipo being the conimou sup-

ply, and as this is by hypotliesis too small, the question then

for solution is the additional quantity required. What that

additional quantity of air is, we ourselves shall not take upon
us to decipher. Tlui q\iestion is one of those practical ones

which millers themselves should solve ; but the ibtfereuce be-

tween the quantity of air used wheu " grinding lively" and
that wheu grinding freely is not mucli. But as a plain (jues-

tion of fact, we have no hesitation in saying, that any miller

with a pair of " braa-new" kitchen bellows could easily supply

air to half-a-dozen pair of millstones without over-exerting

himself.

And with resjard to the actual quantity of air supplied to

millstones by tlie various kinds of blast apparatus now in use,

it may not inaptly be said to be in the opposite extreme of

the above theories entertained as to what is required. In

otlier words, the pioneers of progress assume that a large quan-

tity of air is required to keep the millstones and flour cool

;

but wlien they reduce their theories to practice, the actual

quantity of air which they do supply is infinitely small. In-

deed, not a few blast-fans have been thrown aside on the

grounds of their being something worse than useless, i.e.,

blowing air up the feed-pipe into the miller's face, besides

counteracting the natural supply of air, without adding any
increase above the natural supply—the common pressure of

the atmosphere to the grinding surfaces. Such being the

anomalous state of things, any attempt to reconcile them with
elliciency and economy would be beside the question.

The facts of the case embraced in the preceding paragraph
warrant the conclusion that the various jilaus of blast appa-
ratus now in use are not wcU adapted for the purpose to which
they are applied. And it is equally manifest that the defective

mechanism involves a question of principle. In other words,

there is obviously something defective in principle with the

blast apparatus now in use in supplying air to millstones.

Although cylinder and screw-fans, for example, are successfully

used in winnowing machines for dressing corn, in blowing
machines for smithy fires, and the like, these are purposes
totally different from that of supplying millstones ; for in both
these fans the pressure of air is kept up, by means of velocity,

on the fanning principle, i.e.—the current of air follows the
vanes of the fans, as will subsequently be explained when dis-

cussing certain details of fanning action left in arrears in a
former paper ; whereas, the millstones require a very small

degree of pressure over or superadded to that of the atmos-

phere, and that too without any perceptible velocity. Tlie

bellowses and air-pumps, or flour-pumps, of the American and
French pioneers supply air by pressure with comparatively no
velocity, or at any imperceptibly small degree of velocity

required ; so that the defect in these is, in the conveying and
application of the air. But to this we must return, as our
present limits arc fully reached. EseiNEjiR.

HUNGARIAN WHEAT.
[tk.vnsla.ted from the " l'ecuo de l'agricultuee."]

The legislation of 1861 lias completely transformed the
grain and flour trade. Previously, each centre of consumption
was supplied by a very limited district, which varied very
little, and especially before the establishment of railways.

The corn-merchants and millers easily obtained a knowledge
of the produce of the crops in their environs, they might hope,
almost with certainty. Now, this thing is no longer so easy :

it has become indispensable constantly to make oneself ac-

quainted with the production and the wants of every country
on the globe. This is certainly a very difficult matter ; for, if

the French statistics are established upon principles which
inspire but little confidence, it is perhaps more dangerous to

leave the decision to the direction of foreigners.

Besides, the hesitation of French commerce is manifest,
being sustained by the recollection of the enormous losses

of the importers in_ 1861. At that period all had cal-

culated upon very high prices and large remuneration, and
purchases had been completed upon a very extensive scale

;

but the arrivals, instead of being brought forward gradually,

were thrown upon the market simultaneously. Those who
were covered by sales experienced also difficulties on the part

of their buyers. All these motions, and others to which it is

unnecessary now to refer, have produced an unexpected de-

cline, and inflicted on the trade an immense injury, the effects

of which necessarily react upon the present situation. We
cannot, therefore, throw too much light upon the trade, in

order to assist in familiarisLng ourselves with the new order of

things. It is imperative upon us to furnish the merchants
with the. means of operating wisely, and to abstain from
purely speculative transactions—true games of hazard, which
hold the speculators under the influence of fear, and induce
them to act upon the quotations by ruinous sudden efforts.

It is with this view that we shall publish the mean produc-

tion of all the points with which France has occasion to estab-

lish commercial relations. For this purpose we shall make
use of the valualile facts that have been communicated to us,

with the greatest promptness, by our colleagues of the Inter-

national Jury of the Exhibition of 1867 ; this information

being derived from documents famished by the governments
themselves.

Hungary, being the country from which our French com-
merce has obtained most since the last harvest, is that with
which we shall begin our inquiry.

The kingdom of Hungary comprises Sclavonia, Croatia, the

Kangariaa coast, and the great Principality of Trausylyania,

comprehending a superficies of 5,872 geographical leagues,

and constitutes therefore 54< per cent, of the total superficies

of the Austrian empire. The population of the kingdom is

15,200,000 souls, forming 49 per cent, of that of the empire.
The cultivated surface of the kingdom is occupied as follows

:

Hectares. Acres
Arable lands 9,960,631,275 or 24,590,308,459
Meadows 4,112,440,825 „ 10,152,588,285
Pasturage 4,976,533,575 „ 12,285,817,263
Wood 8,816,859,100 „ 21,766,620,901
Vineyards 442,904,100 „ 1,093,419,496

Totals 28,309,368,875 or 69,888,754,404

Which represents 53 per cent, of the cultivated surface of the
empire. The annual product of the cultivation of cereals and
other grain is as follows :

Hectolitres. Bushels.
Wheat 17,500,000 or 48,146,000
Meslin 10,100,000 „ 37,787,120
llye 17,500,000 „ 48,146,000
Maize 23,400,000 „ 64,378,080
Barley 12,300,000 „ 33,839,760
Oats 32,200,000 „ 61,076,640
Colza 620,000 „ 1,705,744
Beans and peas 1,230,000 „ 3,383,976

Totals 104,850,000 or 288,463,320

The annual product of flour is 25,000,000 quintals of two
cwt. each, or 20,000,000 sacks of 2801bs.

Tlie grain arrives on the market at Pestli both by tlic rail

and by the Danube. From thence it reaches Vienna by the

rail on the left bank or by the Danube. From Vienna it enters

France at Strasburgh, always by raU, passing Salsburg and
Munich.

In the South grain is conveyed from Pesth and the countries

situated on the right bnnk of the Danube to tlie port of

Trieste by railway, and are forwarded from thence to the

coast of La Manche. The price of transport from Pesth to

Paris is from 5f. 50c. per 50 kUog, A reduction is allowed to

the extent of 25 per cent, for complete and important cargoes.

The Hungarian wheats are generally hard, without being
glosjy like those of the Black Sea, Africa, and other southern

countries, Some are misjsi with fine yellow and senu-teuder
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wheat. The best are tliose from the liauat, the countries of

Bacs and Fehir and the plains bordering on the Tibiscus.

The great entrepots are the markets of Pesth, Monsony
(Wieselburg), Gyoer (Raab), Toeroebeese, Szeged, Nagy,

Kanasa, kc. ; but Pesth is the most important market.

In otlier countries the price of wheat has not risen pro-

gressively so much as in Hungary. Thus, what in ISS-i was

worth 3f. sold in 1S4.5 at 4-f. 50c., in 1851 9f. 15c., from
1851. to 1861 lOf. 90c., and in 1862 llf. 75c. We may,

therefore, easily understand that the produce of that country

is not likely to enter into a long and formidable competition

with that of France, especially with so expensive a transit.

This super-elevation has become very manifest since the abo-

lition of seiguorial duties in 1848. Hand-labour became all

at once considerably dearer, which has increased in spite of

the increasing employment of agricultural steam engines by

the large landholders. On the other hand, the use of wheat

has become general in Hungary, where, the same as in Prussia

and Russia, there is a marked tendency to abandon the use of

rj-e, barley, and maize for human food. Milling also is im-

proved ; .and the number of mills erected on the new prin-

ciple and moving power, whether by steam or water, daily in-

creases. The Hungarian millers generally grind groats, which

are best suited for the quality of their wheats. It has not

been possible for us yet comj)letely to appreciate the state of

perfection of their work by the samples they have sent to the

Exhibition. They make eight kinds of flour, the prices of

which are exceedingly near each other. The following shows
what they were on the 5th September, 1867, per sack of 100
kilos, net (2201bs.), sinking the sack, at the Paris railway-

station :

—

Fr. c. Fr. c.

No.O 57 00 No. 4 5100
„ 1 55 50 „ 5 47 50
„ 2 54 00 „ 6 ^43 50
„ 3 53 50 „ 6^ 40 50

now we have not been able to ascertain in what proportion

each number is obtained. Number 0, which alone represents

most frequently the manufacture of the exhibitors of that

country, form, they say, scarcely one-tenth of the entire grind-

ing. In France, such a result would entail a loss to the millers,

whose profits are very small. lu the meantime, the exportation

of flour from Hungary increases ; for, in 1850, it scarcely

reached 200,000 quintals ; it now exceeds a million quintals.

The purchasers of wheat and flour in Hungary, must not
calculate upon their arrival so quickly as the railways might lead

them to expect. Grain is a very cumbersome article, which re-

quires a materiel which the railways do not possess and cannot
provide ; for the directors know perfectly well that they must
not reckon upon a continuance of these exceptional charges.

It is therefore prudent of them to confine themselves to a ma-
chinery large enough for the average deliveries.

Ch. Touaillon, Jun,

NIGHT AND DAY AT THE CATTLE MAEKET.

There is no part of the outskirts of London more thoroughly
metamorphosed than old Copenhagen-fields. Tiie Manor
House Tavern, and the paddocks and pastures and grounds,
where a few years ago Londoners sought semi-rural diversion,

have all disappeared, and the Metropolitan Cattle Market and
its adjuncts and approaches flourish instead. Smitlifield, be-
longing to the past, and grown ej/'e/c, has given way to the
Islington site, where there is ample room and verge enough to

supply twice a week the animal food-wants of the capital.

Thau this elevated plateau of many acres there is no
finer position round London. The air is salubrious, and the
scenery towards the north and the east is unsurpassed for pic-

turesque, quiet beauty. The clock-tower in the centre, and
the four lofty taverns, one at each corner of the market, define

its position from a distance. The extensive iron railing, orna-

mented with horned heads of oxen, are in admirable taste.

All the gates are tlirown open at half-past ten on Sunday
night, and from that time until half-past eleven groups of
drovers with their dogs may be seen lounging about the doors
of the taverns. The drover is a rough-looking, uncouth indi-

dual. The dress iu vogue amongst the class is a cap, a coloured
necktie, a close-fitting, buttoned-up coat, and sometimes an
apron, tight corduroy trousers, and thick-soled shoes. His
metal badge is buckled on his left arm, and he carries a long,

stout, ash-stick, with a knob or a short iron spike at the end.
The activity of the drover's dog is equal to its extraordinary
intelligence, if we may judge from the readiness with which
it will at all times rush in upon a flock and seize a sheep.

It is Sunday night, starlight and fine, and the crescent moon is

low down iu the eastern sky. The lights glimmer around and
far ofi' ; and away in the distance, on the crests of Ilampstead,
and Highgate, and Muswell-hill, clusters of lamps shine like

watch-towers, breaking the nocturnal gloom of the horizon.
The air is crisp and rather keen, and feels as bracing as it

would be twenty miles from a town. Up to twelve o'clock

the stillness of the night is broken only by the rumbling noise
of trains on the adjacent lines of railway, the shrill whistle of
the guards, the quarter-liour chimes of the clock, and the bel-

lowing of cattle in the long line of " lairs" on the south side of
the market. The clock no sooner strikes twelve than a sen-
sihle change begins, grows, deejjens, and intensifies until tlie

dawn. Tiie gas throughout the nmrket is being lit up ; now
and then a horse-and-cart full of coiled pieces of rojie is led in
by a man, mIio distributes his load at the corners of " alleys,"
where oxen are to be driven and securedi Men also with similar

burdens on their backs wend their steps to various points and
lay down more coils of rope. Nearly all the cattle, British

and foreign, have been housed in the lairs during the night, and
now that they are disturbed in their rest, the lowing grows
louder, more general, and wide-sjiread. The alleys are num-
bered and have been allotted to the several sellers beforehand.

The required pen-space for the sheep is also'known to those in

charge of the flocks, so that, night as it is, the drovers know
the exact spot in this tortuous wilderness of "stalls" to drive

to and occupy.

The first lot of cattle now trot up the avenue from the

lairs, and, guided by three or four drovers, hallooing

and shouting, are driven into an alley, where, after some
manceuvring they are ranged in order. Each is then tied

round the neck, with the thick ropes lying on the pave-

ment, to the topmost beam. In quick succession more cattle

come iu, are driven to their alleys, and secured iu a simi-

lar manner. Large flocks of slieep also make tlieir appear-

ance. By this time the whole air is filled with noise—with
the most discordant sounds that can break the solemn stillness

of night, or thatcan be conceived as the most siriking antitheses

to touches of harmony. The lowing of the oxen, sounding at

intervals so mournful and sad as to make one believe they

knew that their doom was at hand ; the bleating of the sheep

in a variety of cadences and keys ; the baying and the barking

of dogs, large and small; the shouting, the yelling, and the

whistling of the drovers, r.ien and boys—all produce an acoustic

tumult which is enough to amaze and confound a new-comer,
and make an impression that never can be erased. Yet out of

all this noise and confusion of tongues come regularity and
order. Some drovers, with lanterns, flit about through the

gloom like will-o'-th'-wisps, while others carry torclies of

tarred rope, and thus give themselves light to " place" the

sheep in tlie pens. This seems a very tedious piece of work.

In tlie midst of the din and uproar, one circumstance

is most remarkable and striking—the wonderful activity

and spirit of both men and boys during the whole time that

the oxen and sheep are pouring in through the gates. In

driving those flocks and herds in the dark, great skill and

quickness and vigilance are constantly brought into i)lay. And
when the cattle and slieep of ditferent owners happen to get

intermixed, the adroitness with which they arc separated and

"sorted" is matter of surprise. It sometimes Iiappeus tliat iu

driving the beasts into the alleys, a refractory ox breaks away

from its fellows, aud scampers olf in the dark. An exciting
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chase then takes place, and the steutoriiwi voice of the drover,

raised to thehig-hcst piti-h, is distinctly heard ahovc the gene-
ral din, until the truant is overtaken, turned back, and secured.

Tlie four taverns open at two o'clock for the accommodation
of drovers, but no one else. " Very sorry I can't acconnnodate
you, sir ; but as you're not a drover 'twould be against the
rules to serve you. I'our o'clock is the time for the general
public, sir." And one of the "general public" returns to the

market and continues his wanderings and wonderings amidst
the turbulent scene.

More cattle, more sheep, with their usual accompaniments of

drovers and dog-s, still continue to be driven in, and on to the

places assigned them. Now the voices of the night receive

fresh elements of strength, if not of sweetness, by tiie arrival

of some red-and-milk white calves, and piebald, black, and
black-and-white pigs. These members of the animal kingdom
complete the matutinal concert ; unless, indeed, a few of the

most uproarious denizens of the Zoological Gardens were to

be added, nothing could improve upon this latest addition.

Is black the fashionable colour of the pig ? Very few of any
other hue are this morning to be seen ; but whatever the
prevailing dye of the skin may be, the " voice" of the hog is

always the same. How the chorus of a congeries of swine
resounds under the roof of their shed ! The sharp squeak of
the young and the deep guttural grunt of the old ones are
given with wonderful gusto and power. Large as is the
market, a spectator soon becomes observed by those who are
occupied there, and all of whom seem to know each other.

They look with evident suspicion on a lounger, but are not
uncivil, and answer all questions in a blulf, rapid way. The
only audible remark made was, " We've got something fresh

this morning, Bill." " Aye," says William ;
" I wonder

whaf s up, Jim."
The stars are paling their ineffectual fires, the moon is sunk

under a rift cloud, streaks of daylight appear in the east, and
the sky looks murky and moist. By-and-hye, the lights within
the orbit of the eye are put out one-by-one, and the glorious
night, with its spacious firmament, its blue ethereal sky, and
its spangled heavens, is succeeded by a morning of rain. The
beasts and sheep have all come, the uproar which had been
kept up for some hours has diminished by degrees, and the
area of the market is comparatively still. And now, in the
broad daylight, a curious spectacle is seen ; on one side, the
long files of oxen, various in colour and size, many looking
fierce under restraint, and their horns ranging like
lines of chevau:c-de-frise, with the salesmen in charge

;

and on the other side, thousands of sheep, with
men here and there flailing hundreds of pens. After
seven o'clock, no dog is allowed to wander at large ; and
dozens of them are fastened under one of the sheds, where
they seem ill at ease, and growl, bark, and howl until they're
released. Now the buyers (the butchers) are coming thick
and fast. A few roll up in cabs ; but the great bulk of them
ride in their own snug traps, which they leave in rank and
close order in the road outside the railings, each vehicle being
backed close up to the pavement. According to the addresses

on these traps, London and all the districts around are well

represented by buyers. Blue and white coats are now in the
ascendant, scattered over the market, mingling with the sales-

men ; the jolly-looking farmers, old, middle-aged, and young,
many of them wearing broad-brimmed hats, drab coats, and
great leather boots, and some with huge umbrellas, whicli,

opened, remind one of the dome of St. Paul's. The farmer
or salesman, and the butcher or buyer, look very grave. In-

deed, their serious demeanour seems incapable of suffering

jocosity and fun. Pleasantry appears to be excluded from the
precincts of the market. Business sways the sceptre, and her
votaries seem loyal and true to her cause. Astute-looking
men are some of those buyers. To touch an ox with a finger

seems to determine many of them as to whether the beast
will .suit them or not. There is not much haggling about
price. All seem men of few words and decision. Sales are
taking place all over the market—thousands of pounds changing
hands. Drovers and others are hurrying in and out of the

office of the clerk of the market, getting the necessary papers
which must be produced to a constable before the stock can be
taken away. Oxen and sheep are now quickly making their

exit ; and a faint resemblance of the din of the night and the
morning is heard all around as the drovers and the dogs, and
the flocks and the herds traverse the several roads branching

to and fi-om town. The taverns, outside of which are rows of
formidable drovers' sticks for sale, have been doing a brisk
trade all the while. Great is the demand for coll'ee and tea
and piles of liot rolls soon vanish from the bar. How charac-
teristic it was of that butcher who, whilst eating his chop and
drinking his tea, never once let the knife out of his hand
until he had finished his meal ! 'Tis four o'clock, and nearly
all the bipeds and quadrupeds are gone. Throughout the alleys

men are gathering up the ropes, and the remains of an army
of shoeblacks are on the alert. It is to be hoped they get
more than the standard jienny per pair ; for boots and shoes
which have trod a " rainy " nmrket for some hours become so
encrusted with soil that, before a polish can be brought to the
surface, the necessary scraping and brushing must be terrible

work. The gates are now closed ; and the recent tempest of
tongues is succeeded by the stillness and calm of a country
churchyard. The last sheep has come to grief, and lies panting
on the road unable to move. With great activity the drover
takes it up, throws it across his shoulder, anl runs with it into

a shed hard by. What slaughter will take place on the mor-
row ! What blood will be shed ! The magnificent ox, the
gentle sheep, the helpless calf, the unlovely pig—slain, cut up,
and sold as beef, mutton, veal, pork, for the food of insatiate

man.

[yfa take the above from The Cihj Press, omitting a vast deal
of superfine commiseration.]

MR. KEKEWICII ON THE DEVONSHIRE LA-
BOURERS' QUESTION, AND THE PAYMENT OP
THEIR WAGES.—At the Sidmouth meeting Mr. Kekewich,

M.P., said he had read in the public journals of a French
Archbishop presiding at the meeting of an agricultural society

in the south of France. For what purpose ? did they think.

Why simply for this. In our own country a good deal was said

at these meetings about the destruction of birds. The Arch-
bishop stated that it was quite impossible that he could grow
cabbage in his garden as long as the French people persisted

in the destruction of birds—which destroyed the numerous
caterpillars in the gardens. These societies did good by pro-

moting good feeling between landlord and tenant—a proper
understanding now existed between them. The tenant now
said boldly, if necessary, to his landlord, " If you don't give us

more convenient buildings in which to rear our cattle it will

be impossible to pay you the rent." What had been done
through the aid of these societies ? In the whole county
during the last ten, fifteen, or twenty years farm-houses had
been erected—they had been rising on every side. They must
not take into consideration what had been done in this matter
during the last year, but during the last ten or twenty years.

And what was the condition of the agricultural labourer? It

had been improving to a great degree. Cottages and other
buildings were much improved. Perhaps in the matter of
education he had been progressing but slowly. There never
was a time in the history of Devonshire when tlie labourer re-

ceived better wages for the work which he performed than at
present. Regarding this labour question, then, he believed
there was a great deal, as in most cases, to be said on both
sides. No one was more desirous than himself that the la-

bourer should have fair wages for the work which lie performed.
There was one thing he had a great objection to, viz., the pub-
lication of those works which told men what wages they would
receive in other counties, and thus induce them to migrate
from their own homes. That mode of procedure was, if not a
great evil, certainly a great mistake. He had recently seen a
paragraph in the paper stating that the labourer could receive

lis. weekly in some distant county, whereas his regular rate

of wages m this county was only 10s. But he would warn the
labourer to consider well before he accepted the 14s. In this

county the rent of a cottage was only from Is- per week or 50s.

a-year, but in other places it was as much as £5 a-year. Here
there was a large allotment of ground allowed the labourer ; it

was not so in other places ; so that in reality the 14s. was re-

duced to 12s. He was told that in Devonshire the farmers
paid the men in cider. Well, he believed nothing was so ac-
ceptable to the labourer as his cider—nothing more induced
him to perform his work better. The Devonshire labourer was
not like a man from another county who had never tasted

cider : the habit of drinking cider he had derived from his very
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cradle ; lie ilrauk cider not only when he was a cliild, Init

when lie was ill and decliuinp; liis groat comfort was a glass of

cider. He saw an instance of this only the other day in his

own parish. A poor \i'oman told liini that her liusband was
very ill, and that he did nothing but crave for a drap o' cider.

" Well, but what does the doctor say to that?'' To this she

replied that the doctor \iould give no opinion on it. She
then went to a neighbour and asked her wiiat she would do in

tlie case
; whether she thought cider would hurt her husband

or not ? " Oh !" replied the neighbour, " if he is to live he
will Hve ; if lie is to die he will Aie—ffh-e him a drap u cider:'
All that he (Mr. Kekewich) had to say was, cider was the
drink of the county : and say what they liked, the svstera of
giving men cider must not be included in payment of labour ou
the truck system. Giving the labourer cider was but really

giving hini what he wished to have.

CENTRAL CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURE,
THE CATTLE-PLAGUE AND THE MALT-TAX.

On Tuesday, Nov. 5, a general meeting of the council and
members of the Central Chamber of Agriculture was held at

the Salisbury Hotel, Salisbury-square, to consider the injury to

the home cattle-trade caused by the operation of the Order in
Council of the 20th of August last, and the impohcy of ad-
mitting foreign animals into the same market with home-bred
animals, and the past legislation thereon. And further, to

consider the steps to be taken by the council with regard to

the malt-tas. Mr. Clare Sewell Read, M.P., was called to

the chair. There was a considerable attendance, comprising
representatives of the local Chambers and others.

Mr. Algernon Clark (the Secretary) having read the
minutes of the last meetings, made a statement relative to the
financial position of tlie chamlier, fi-om which it appeared that
after the liabilities have been discharged there will remain at

the end of the year a surplus of income over expenditure
amounting to about £100. He further announced that the
Worcestershire Chamber had increased its subscription to the
Central body from £5 to £10.
The Earl of Clarendon, Lord Berners, Mr. G. Andrews, Mr.

T. Willson, Mr. J. Webb, and Mr. G. W. Clarke, were elected
members ; and two vacancies in the council were filled up by
the appointment of Mr. W. Gardner (Bekesbourne, Canter-
bury), and Mr. T. Willson (Leicestershire).

On the motion of Mr. Duckiiasi, seconded by Mr. T.
Willson, it was agreed that the Chamber should reassemble
on Tuesday, the 10th of December, at eleven in the forenoon,
preliminary to which a meeting of the Council will be held at

ten o'clock. It was determined that at the general meeting
the business should be of a routine character, no special

subject being named for discussion on that day.

Mr. DucKHAM proposed that the nest two subjects for dis-

cussion should be " The Unequal Pressure of Local Taxation
"

and " National Rating for the Relief of the Poor."
Mr. Masfen moved, as an amendment, that, as Parliament

was about to take legislative action on the question of educa-
ting the agricultural labourer, that and the working of the
Highway Act should be considered at an early day.

Mr. HoDSOLL, in seconding the amendment observed that in
his neighbourhood (Maidstone) the act had just come into opera-
tion, and his parish and an adjoining one had had thrown upon
them the maintenance of a portion of the turnpike-roads. The re-
sult showed that it was desirable to come to some understand-
ing with the Legislature as to how turnpike-roads were to be
managed hereafter. \\\ such cases as that he referred to, the pres-
sure upon particular parishes would be excessive. For example,
in his own parish, where they took only a mile and a-half of
turnpike-road under their management, they would be put to
an expense of £200 by reason of the converging of trafSc
from different directions thereto, and the fact that it took five

times the quantity of metal to keep the same extent of road
in repair there than it did ten or twelve miles Off. That,
therefore, was a subject to which the Chamber would do well
to give its attention. As to education, it was a matter of
primary importance. He himself was an advocate for the
compulsory system (Hear, hear) : hut he was convinced that
before the nation came to that, education must be secularised,
and until that was done they would not be in a position to
entertain the question. First secularise education, then raake
it compuhory (Hear, hear).

The Chaiuman said these subjects were undoubtedly of
immediate importance, whilst the two lueutioned by Mr, Duck-
ham would well bear postponement.

Mr. DucKiiAM reminded the Chamber that a strong move-
ment was in progress in London with the view of organising
an agitation in the large towns in favour of national rating.

It was proposed to place 50 per cent, of the poor-rate on the
Consolidated Fund, and to raise the remaining moiety by
rrfting ; and he felt that any such schscheme should he guarded
against, as its effects would be, in all probability, to increase

the burden of taxation borne by the rural districts. Under
the circumstances, however, he would not press his motion.

The amendment of Mr. Maspen was then adopted.

The SecreTjVUY reported that resolutions had been for-

warded to him from various local Chambers on the Cattle

Plague and the Orders in Coimcil. The Devon and
Cornwall and the Hertfordshire Chambers had resolved

to adhere to the resolutions passed by them in the spring

of the year. The Leicestershire Chamber requested the

Central to reconsider the regulations under which foreign

animals were admitted, and the advisability of having separate

markets for them. The Midland Farmers' Club were of opin-

ion that it was absolutely necessary that all foreign fat stock

should be slaughtered at the ports of landing, and that all

foreign store stock should be subjected to quarantine at the

ports before proceeding inland. The North of England So-
ciety considered that no less stringent measures regulatine the

importation of foreign cattle into English ports should he
adopted than were at present ordered by the Privy Council,

and that the existing arrangements for immediate slaughter

should not be relaxed further than by the extension of the time
for slaughter from four to seven days. The Staffordshire

Chamber declared that no sufficient security could be found
against the introduction of cattle plague and other infectious

diseases into the country, unless all foreign fat animals were
slaughtered at the port of landing, and the importation of
foreign store stock prohibited. The Warwickshire Chamber
resolved that the licensing system for the movement of cattle

in England might be safely suspended by Order in Council,

and that no foreign cattle should be allowed to mix with the
cattle of this country in the public markets. The Worcester-

shire Chamber requested the Central Chamber to urge upon
the Privy Council the necessity of all imported fat stock being

slaughtered at the port of debarcation ; and that a short

quarantine of not less than 14< days should be imposed on aU
store stock imported. The North-Riding Chamber was of

opinion that the injury to the home cattle trade caused by the

operation of the Orders of the 20th August should be brought

under the immediate notice of the Government, also the

impolicy of admitting foreign animals into the same mar-
ket with homebred animals; and the Banbury Chamber,
that all foreign animals should be slaughtered at the port of

entry.

The Chairman felt sure that if the sense of the whole agri-

cultural community could be taken on this matter, it would be,

" Slaughter all foreign fat cattle at the port of debarcation,

and send us no foreign store stock unless after an effectual

quarantine" (cheers).

Mr. Willson (Leicestershire) said that his county had

suffered more than any other district from the order of the

20th of August, and that when the Leicestershire Chamber

met, ou the 12th of October, it expressed the utmost indigna-

tion of that order.

Mr. Harrison (a salesman of Leicester), speaking in the

name of the many producers of stock sent to London at this

season of the year, remarked that when once the animals
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Pntered the Metropolitan IMnrket tliey wpvo like mice in a trap ;

they could not nunc auywlicre else. The best customers of

the Leicestershire breeders in the autumn were the southern

counties ; and the stock was purchased to be conveyed to

Brighton and other places ou|the south coast, in which process

frreat hardship was indicted on cattle and their owners through

the existiuf; arrancjemcnts. It was only a week ay;o that Mr.
Lintoff, of Brighton, visited Leicestershire, and bought twelve

beasts, which he transmitted by the Great Western Railway.

They left on Monday, but did not arrive at Brighton until the

Thursday ; and throiighout the journey they were never un-

loaded. It might easily be imagined, therefore, that they were

not in a very fit state for the butcher ; and if cattle must bo

moved in that way it was certainly a very serious thing. This

afforded one reason why a separate market for English cattle

should be established. Instead of three or four days being

occupied by the journey from Leicester to Brighton, he held

that there ought not to be more than si.K or seven hours, and
that there would be no increased danger if the beasts \^ere car-

ried on trucks through London. K the Chamber would take

upon itself the duty of pressing upon the Government the

necessity of establishing a market exclusively for English

cattle, if appeared to him that the time had arrived for doing

80. The Corporation of London were already acting : and on

the preceding day they tried, for the first time, the scheme of

having a separate market for English and for foreign cattle.

But the lairs in the market in Copenhagen-fields were open to

nil cattle. They came in on Friday and Saturday nights, and
were all mingled together, and next day went into the market.

The Markets Committee determined upon dividing the English

and foreign stock ; and the regular attendants at the market
had been all turned out of their old places to stand wherever

the Committee chose to put them. Nineteen out of every

twenty butchers who came to London attended the Metro-

politan Market ; but they had to walk through all the foreign

animals—the beasts and sheep—before they could reach the

English ; and he contended that, as the market was an English

market, the English dealers ought to have had the choice given

them of saying which side of the market they would take, and
should not be placed in the back slums. TChy, they might as well

be sent to Bamet as be put on the Barnet side. He referred

to this matter in order to show how the producers of stock

were treated by the Corporation. This was not all the evil

;

for the moment the stock was removed from the market the

separation ceased. Foreign and home-bred sheep were mixed
up together ; and the sheep that had come over with the bul-

locks might enter any town in England -vithout the least restric-

tion. He had spoken of the delay which took place in the

conveyance of cattle by railway ; but in the case of the beasts

which died in Norfolk last week, as was reported, from cattle-

plague, though it was not so, the complaint was even more
serious ; for these animals, which were brought from Ireland,

never tasted a morsel of food throughout the whole journey

until they reached Norwich. L'nder such circumstances, no
one could wonder at whatever happened to the animals when
they arrived at their destination. One other point which he

wished to impress upon the Chamber was, that beasts ought

not to stand so many hours in the market as they were now
allowed to do. This, combined with the length of time they

were kept without food, was the cause of a considerable dete-

rioration in their quality and value.

Mr. Beawx believed that the separation of stock in the

English markets as a means of preventing contagion was
utterly useless. It might answer very well as far as the in-

dividual cases of the TViltshire graziers and some others were

concerned ; but with regard to English and foreign cattle, if

they were exposed in separate markets only for a very short

time until sold, and were afterwards dispersed indiscriminately

all through the country, there was no saying what disastrous

consequences might arise (Hear, hear). As to putting foreign

store-stock in quarantine, that consisted of placing the im-

ported animals in sheds or lairs for a certain time, and ope-

rated in some degree as a prohibition on imports. Neverthe-

less, it would not be a prohibition to such an extent as to en-

sure protection against danger from the infectious diseases to

which the country was recently subjected. Suppose that a

lot of healthy cattle were placed in these lairs, and that there

was one among them which had within it the seeds of disease,

that one animal might infect the entire herd, and tlius the

very lairs would become the hot-beds of contagion, and be

the means of spreading disease throughout the country, and

thus a worse state of tilings than that hitherto would follow.

It was not a question of cattle-plague alone, but of pleuro-

pneumonia, foot-and-mouth disease, and everj'thing else,

llaving long been convinced that the only argument which

could ijo used with effect was the knock-down argument of the

polcaxe, he should move " That, in the opinion of this Cham-
ber, the introduction of the cattle plague and other infectious

diseases into this country through the unrestricted importa-

tion of foreign live-stock has been the cause of serious loss to

the owners of home-bred animals, and has diminished the

supply of wholesome animal food ; and that no sufficient se-

curity against such visitations will be found until all imported

stock are slaughtered at the licensed parts of the port of

lauding."

Mr. DuCKiiAM seconded the motion ; and, after advertinsf

in grateful terms to the services rendered by the Chairman
and by Mr. Corrance, one of the members for East Suffolk,

in the' cattle-plague discussions of the House of Commons,
observed that on this occasion there were two points for con-

sideration. The first and principal one was the question,

What was the value of the free importation of cattle to the

nation—was it the production of animal food at a cheaper rate

than we could produce it if the country were altogether de-

pendent on its own resources P Now tliat most unstatcsman-

like speech which was made by Lord Robert Montagu in the

House of Commons showed that ever since the free importa-

tion of foreign cattle was legalis'^d. Instead of reducing, it had

had a tendency to increase the price of animal food. In his

view, the free importation of animal or indeed of any other

food should be looked upon as auxiliary to our home produc-

tion ; but, if through importations and an imported disease

we lost in the value of our home-bred stock, which was one

so greatly superior to the imported, more than the value of the

latter, then it became a serious matter for the consideration

of the consumer as well as the producer (Hear, hear). Now
Lord Robert Montagu showed clearly that this was what had
taken place. It was well known before, however, and the

discussions in the Chamber of Agriculture had brought it out,

that foot-and-mouth disease and pleuro-pneumonia were

strangers here prior to the importation of foreign cattle, and

that, owing to the regulations adopted since the cattle plague

visited us, the country itself had become healthier, whilst the

stock was more healthy than it had been for SO years past

(Hear, hear). So that there was not only wholesome food

for the consumer, but we were enabled to go on with certainty

in the production of home-bred animals. Both consumer

and producer then were deeply interested in obtaining some

measure to protect our herds and flocks from the diseases to

which they had been subjected of late years.

The Chairman suggested that the resolution should be

amended by substituting the words " waterside markets at the

port of landing" for " licensed parts of the port of landing ;"

and added, that, though a Norforlk man, he should be glad if

foreign store stock never came into the country (cheers).

Mr. Beawn believed that England was not dependent upon

the introduction of foreign store stock, and that the statement

of Mr. Duckham, that we were now very much freer from

disease than we had been.'was perfectly correct. Breeders of

cattle were also rapidly recovering from the losses they had

sustained through the cattle plague ; but that was a result

which could not be ascribed to the importation of foreign stock,

and he was inclined to think that we were likely to be over-

stocked rather than understocked a twelvemonth hence.

Mr. R. L. Everett considered that the resolution proposed

was hardly consistent with the one passed at the Bury St. Ed-

mund's meeting in July, which laid down that fat stock should

be killed, and lean quarantined.

Mr. Osborne agreed with Mr. Brawn in the opinion, that

through the efforts of the farming community in breeding

more cattle, in a very few months the country would recover its

losses, and that it was for the interest of producers and con-

sumers that the resolution moved by that gentleman should be

adopted.

Jlr. Simmons (Banbury) said that that town was the centre

of a large grazing district, and that at a numerous meeting of

the local chamber on the previous day this question was fully

discussed, and it was the unanimous feeling that markets

ought to be established at the port of landing, and that all

foreign stock, not only cattle but sheep, should be killed there.

h h 2
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The question being asked whether it was probable that this

couutrj' could raise sullicieut stock for its consumptiou, he took

upon himself to reply, and he thought he showed clearly that

with the help of Ireland we were totally independent of any

foreign supply. No better proofcould be adduced that farmers

were doing their utmost to raise sutficient stock than the fact

that in 15anbury market calves from their mothers' feet were

bringing from £3 to £3 10s. a-piece. The same was the case

with sheep in that neighbourhood, the quantity being greater

during the last year and a-half than at any time in his experi-

ence. He might add, that in the views he now expressed, he

was supported by the general sense of the meeting.

Mr, JLvsFEN said that the Staffordshire Chamber
passed the resolution read that day by the Secretary with-

out any opposition, although two or three gentlemen did

not vote in consequence, as it seemed, of not clearly appre-

hending the point at issue. lie would be the last man to do

anything injurious to his countrymen in the way of imposing

restrictions on the importation of stock or anything else ; but

the agricultural portion of the community had had a desperate

disease to deal with, and experienced a terrible visitation, and
it was their duty to do all in their power to prevent the re-

currence of such a calamity. lie was glad to find that others

were in agreement with him as to the uon-necessily of admit-

ting foreign lean stock in large numbers to graze upon our

English pastures. In his opinion it was quite superfluous,

and there was not the slightest need for it. With regard to

a system of quarautine, wliich some clubs recommended, he
would thank any gentleman who would sketch out to him a

system of quarautine which would be completely effective to

prevent the spread of disease, and render it safe for imported
to mis with home-bred cattle and to go inland through the

country. Wlien beasts were landed from the vessels after a

sea voyage they were naturally in a very heated state, and he
feared lest iu quarantine they would not receive the attention

and care requisite to effect their restoration within a reason-

able time ; and it was not the cattle disease, but pleuro-pneu-

monia, foot-and-mouth disease, and small-pox they would have
to guard against. On the whole, therefore, it might be best to

strike at the root of the evil by slaughtering foreign fat stock

at the port of entry and prohibiting the import of foreign

store stock. He had been told that the gentlemen of Norfolk
required the foreign store animals for grazing ; but it appeared
from what the Chairman said that he would be glad to see the

trade in them stopped altogether ; and no doubt he had
arrived at that conclusion because he considered that the

amount of profit to be derived from grazing these animals
was mere tliau counterbalanced by the fearful ravages of the

disease which they brought in their train. Two years and a-

half ago Professor Gamgee wrote to him to inquire how the

foreign stock in his county had turned out ; and upon in-

quiry he found that four lots had been introduced into the

county, and that in every case from one-fifth to one-half of
the number had died of pleuro-pneumonia before they had
been in the district more than a very few mouths.

Mr. WiLLsoN suggested that the drovers employed in re-

moving animals from vessels should be compelled to wear
badges, and not be permitted to take cattle to the dairies in-

land; for it was well known that contagion had been carried

from place to place in the clothes of individuals.

Mr. T. HoRLEY thought that, if they asked for the entire

prohibition of foreign store stock, it might be an obstacle to

getting separate markets. IMoreover, it would not be con-
sistent with the resolution passed at tlie Bury meeting, in fa-

vour of quarantine.

The CiiairmajM believed that quarantine would operate as

a prohibition to a great extent (Hear, hear).

Mr. Smytiiies concurred in this view.

Mr. R. L. Everett moved, as an amendment to Mr.
Brawn's motion, the appointment of a deputation to wait
on the proper authorities, and submit to them the lesolutions
of the Bury meeting.

Mr. AViLLSON seconded the proposal, on the ground that
pressure was absolutely necessary to be brought to bear on
the Government, and that lukewarmness in tlie cause would
certainly tend to failure. As to quarantine, twenty-eight
days would sutfice to prevent any more store stock coming in

;

for the expense- of one pound a head would absorb the profit.
Mr. BKAW^' knew that quarantine would be jjroliibitory in

a great measure ; but it was attended with danger, for tlie

quarantine sheds themselves might become the hotbeds oi

disease.

The Chairman having asked to whom Mr. Everett wished

the deputation should go, that gentleman replied the Privy
Council ; whilst other members suggested Mr. Disraeli, and
some the Home Secretary.

The Chairman intimated that he had had enough of the

Privy Council, and that, as to going to the leader of the Houseof
Commons, he considered that the Government had brok-en

faith with the agriculturists, because, in answering a question

put by him (Mr. Read), Lord Robert Montagu, as the agent

of the Government, assured him that Thames Haven should

be closed against the import of foreign beasts ; but, instead of

that, Thames Haven had been positively licensed (Hear,

hear).

Mr. WiLLSON : Instead of going with a deputation then,

let Mr. Read himself bring the matter before the House of

Commons when they meet in the course of the next fortnight.

Mr. E. M. Wilson (West Suffolk) thought the meeting would
be stultifying itself if, after tlie Bury resolution, it adopted

that of Mr. Brawn. The old taunt that they were raising the

cry of Protection would be repeated. They would be cutting

their own throats, and, in fact, would do much injury. He re-

commended, therefore, that the resolution proposed should be
restricted to " fat" cattle.

To this suggestion Mr. Brawn assented, and thereupon Mr.
Everett's amendnieiit was withdra\\n.

The Chairman said they grazed large numbers of cattle in

Norfolk, but bred comparatively few or none. He believed,

however, that the opinion generally prevailed there that they

would be much better without foreign store stock. Still, the

question was one of pobcy, and it would be very injurious to

their interests and to the interests of agriculturists throughout

the kingdom if the Chamber were to attempt to exclude foreign

store stock entirely. What he wanted to keep out was not so

much the store stock as the cattle disease, and if that could be

accomplished by means of quarantine, so much the better

(Hear, hear). In his younger days he went in very extensively

for foreign store stock, because they were so very cheap, and
the resiilt was that ou one occasion in less than eighteen

months he lost 44 head of cattle by the lung disease. He
then found that the reason that the cattle had come in so

cheap was that those blessed Dutchmen had very little hay, but
plenty of pleuro-pueumonia (Hear, hear).

Eventually Mr. Brawn's motion was put, and adopted in

the following amended form :
" That in the opinion of this

Chamber the introduction of the cattle plague and other in-

fectious diseases into this country through the unrestricted

importation of foreign live stock has beeu the cause of serious

loss to the owners of home-bred animals, and diminished the

supply of wholesome animal food ; and that no sufficient secu-

rity against such visitations will be found until all imported
fat stock are slaughtered at the v:aten\de market of the ports

of hmdhig."
Mr. Harrison remarked that probably the objection would

be raised that killing at the waterside market would cause the

meat to deteriorate ; but in answer to that he had merely to

say that meat killed in Holland and iu Scotland, four hundred
miles off, came into the Loudon market as good as could be

desired. No harm was likely to ensue, therefore, from slaugh-

tering at a distance of only five or six miles.

The Chairman presumed that no one had a resolution to

propose relative to foreign store beasts, which even now could

not come into the market until after 28 days' quarantine ; but

he thought it advisable that some step should be taken with
respect to foreign .sheep, which at that moment were being

imported, for one place, at Great Yarmouth, without any re-

striction whatever. Iu fact, they had only to pass inspection

by the veterinary surgeon, and might then be driven over the

whole country.

On the motion of Mr. DucKHAM, seconded by Mr. Osborne
(Tainworth), it was then resolved " That it was desirable that

similar regulations should be enforced for the importation of

sheep to those now in operation for foreign store cattle ; and

that a deputation be appointed to submit the resolutions of the

Chamber to the Secretary of State in the first week of the

approaching Parliament."

Mr. Waller, who represented the Home Cattle Defence

Association, said that its action would depend very much
upon tlie result of the consultation of the Chamber that
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day. The ;issociatiou had hitherto principally relied

upon petitionirrg Parliament, and bringing; tlie subject of

tlie cattle trade generally before the country through the

press. He was in communication with several London
and provincial papers, and he tiiought that to a certain

extent the association was influencing public opinion.

The question had not been made a party or political one, and
he was glad to know that some of the liberal members of the

House of Commons would give it their support. The Asso-

ciation was quite convinced thst the sooner the matter was
brought to an issue the better, for the Privy Council was tri-

fling with tlie trade of the port of London. For example, as

they all remembered, six or seven weeks ago a serious out-

break of sraaU-pox in sheep occurred at "Brown's Wharf,
Poplar." That wharf was situated in a densely populated

neighbourhood. The area was about one acre, and it had no
railway communication with the Metropolitan IMarket. Under
the operation of the Order in Council which took effect the

previous day, tluit wharf would be closed ; but he was in-

formed that in consequence of a deputation to tlie Privy

Council their Lordsliips had decided upon publishing an order

in the Gazcfte to postpone the operation of the previous order

and to allow the reopening of Brown's Wharf until such time

as the proprietors of that wharf could make a railway to the

Poplar Station.

Mr. Odams said that during the six weeks or two months
that he had landed cattle at his premises near the Victoria

Docks for the General Steam Navigation Company, he had
made it his business on several occasions to see the cattle as

they came from the boats, and he could assure the Chamber
that the state in whicli the beasts were brought ashore, the

inflammatory appearance of their eyes, and other symptoms,
must convince any man of ordinary intelligence that they

were not fit, under any circumstances, to come in contact with

Englisli cattle. It could not be wondered at that such was
their condition, considering the stench which prevailed in ttie

vessels, and the fact that animals had been kept confined for

36 hours inhaling the noxious gases that arose from their own
excrement. He was certain that nine-tenths of the diseases

of cattle in this country was brought on board the boats in

which they were conveyed hither.

The Chairman having inquired whether it would be con-

venient to the Home Cattle Defence Association to join in the

deputation to the Home-Otiice,

Mr. Waller replied in the affirmative ; and added that that

association included in its ranks many persons who were not
connected with the Metropolitan Market. One of its princi-

pal supporters, indeed, was a large importer of foreign cattle,

and he held the opinion that without tlie establishment of a

waterside market for foreign stock, the home cattle trade could
never be conducted with safety. It would be desirable, if pos-

sible, to have an expression of the views of the Chamber with
reference to the ideas of Mr. Ruskiii, Chairman of the Mar-
kets' Committee of the City Corporation, on the arrangements

for separating stock.

The Chair.\I-v:v believed he spoke the sentiments of all pre-

sent when he said the scheme was altogether visionary and
delusive. The butchers would have to tramp through the

foreign cattle before they reached the home-bred ; so tliat if

there were any infection in one part of the market it would
certainly be conveyed to the other.

The Secretary read several communications from local

Cliambers on the present position of the Malt Tax. The Lei-

cestershire Chamber approved of the appointment of the Se-

lect Committee of the House of Commons in the last Session,

and of the Central Chamber's taking up the subject, and hoped
that it would never discontinue its efforts until it had suc-

ceeded in obtaining the total repeal of the impost. The Ban-
bury Chamber condemned the tax as injurious to tlie farming
interest generally, and pledged itself to use every means in its

power to aid in achieving the same object. The North of
England Chamber declared curtly and emphatically, and with-

out any circumlocution, that the tax should be " abolished

forthwith." The Stalfordshire Chamber called upon the Cen
tral Chamber to move an early discussion on the subject of
the tax. The Worcestershire Chamber, which pronounced the
tax " in its present form" oppressive and unjust, requested the

Central Cliamber to call for legislation, and use all possible

exertions in the cause of repeal.

Mr. T. Arkell said that the Swindon Chamber had come

to the resolution (hat it was unnecessary to take any furthe""

steps until the Select Committee had made their report.

Mr. R. L. Everett complained of the manner in which
the question had beeu treated by a certain section of the

House of Commons, and pretty broadly intimated that it had
been used for the purpose of accomplishing party and political

objects, and the statement elicited a clieer.

The Chairman recommended patience during the progress

of enquiry.

Mr. Everett moved that a deputation from the Chamber
should wait on the Chancellor of the Exchequer to press the

claim for abolition.

The Chairman said he did not think such a deputation

would have much influence on the minister. He was of

opinion that Mr. Disraeli would never be the man to repeal

the malt-tax (Hear, hear). That he said as one of the riglit-

hon. gentleman's supporters. The only man who would do it

was Mr. Gladstone (Hear, hear).

Mr. KiRKHAM also reminded the meeting that when last in

office Mr. Gladstone frankly admitted to a deputation from the

Anti-Malt-tax Association that he did not like the impost.

Ultimately Mr. Everett's motion for the appointment of a
deputation to Mr. Disraeh was negatived by a large majority

;

and a resolution was adopted, at the instance of Mr. Brandram,
seconded by Mr, Smyth, pledging the Central Chamber to use

its best endeavours to secure the abolition of the tax.

It was further resolved, on the proposal of Mr. Willson,

seconded by Mr. Dnckham, th.it the secretary request the

provincial chambers to recommend witnesses for examination

by the Select Committee of the House of Commons, and for-

ward their names to the Central Chamber for the council

thereof to select six who might be considered the best.

The Chairman stated that ten gentlemen connected \vith

agriculture had been examined by the Committee, and he did

not suppose they would be inclined to receive the evidence of

many more
;
judgment must, therefore, be exercised in select-

ing the additional witnesses.

Mr. Masfen said that if he appeared before the Committee
he should speak to such points only as he was thoroughly

acquainted with ; these were two, viz., the brewing of beer by
the labourer, and malt as food for cattle.

The Chairman wished to impress upon the local associa-

tions that they should nominate as witnesses only those

persons who could give evidence of what they knew instead of

what they thought, and supply facts in lieu of theory.

On the motion of Mr. Osborne, seconded by Mr. Horley, a

vote of thanks to the chairman was passed by acclamation.

Mr. Jasper More, M.P., who was unable to be present, had
intended caUiug the atteutionof the meeting to the constitution

of the County Financial Boards, a subject which, it is said,

will come before the next Session of Parliament.

PROPOSED AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION FOR
THE COUNTIES OF SALOP AND MONTGOMERY.—The
committee appointed to foster this project reports that " in the

first instance a circular was sent to aU landowners and tenant far-

mers whose addresses could be ascertained, requesting their

opinion as to the desirability of such an association. la
answer to this appeal many of the tenant farmers expressed

themselves strongly in favour of the movement, promising

personally and materially to aid our endeavours in every

possible way ; but the great landowners having been silent in

tlie matter, your committee did not think it desirable to pro-

ceed further. Having, however, been requested by you to

suspend our final report for awhile, owing to the prevalence of

the cattle plague in one of the counties, we have done so for

a full twelve months after the cattle plague has disappeared.

No disposition to favour our scheme has, however, been evinced

on the part of landowners ; and your committee are therefore

of opinion that they should now resign into your hands the

trust reposed in them. But we cannot do this without express-

ing our deep regret at the great apathy displayed in two
counties possessing in wealth, inteUigenee, and practical know-
ledge such special ((ualifications for the formation of aa
Agricultural Association."
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THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE LABOURER.

If the satirist read liis mission aright, the puljlic Com-
pauy must still be his target. On every side are these

ouce-popular agencies fast falling away. The promising

speculation, the steady business ensured, the bond of good-

fellowship, the very cause of charity, when thus

organised in a combined movement, one and all are too

often powerless against general management and current

expenses. The capitalist sees his shares unsaleable, the

annuitant his means of subsistence gone, and the philan-

thropist his pet project a bankrupt. "Whether it be

lending money at 20 per cent., laying out railways, or

building hotels, nothing seems exactly to answer in the

hands of a Company. As with the heathen deities, the

monster requires continual sacrifice, and the high priest

seeks to appease him with promoters' charges, directors'

fees, official salaries, and so forth, until everything is

swallowed up, and the blind believers awaken to the ruin and

desolation that they themselves have unwittingly tended to

bring about.

It is really remarkable to notice how this same prin-

ciple has pervaded every class of society. From the great

City concern, floated at a premiimion the Stock-exchange,

to the very village hand-iu-hand association, there are

the like difhculties to guard against. The undertaldng is

over-weighted at starting ; its conduct is careless, and the

consequences more or less inevitable. The public loses its

money and its confidence, and refuses to invest any fur-

ther. At this very moment there are common-sense
people who think seriously of putting by their savings in

the foot of a stocking, and drawing these out again on
the approach of the much-dreaded rainy day. In fact,

the chief sufferers during the past panic or crisis have been

the hard-working shopkeeper and professional man who
have been led to trust in what has tm-ued out a bad secu-

rity ; and now even the labourer's tui'u has come. His
insiu'ance office can go on no longer, his shares are at

a discount, and his investments valueless. And all

from precisely the same cause—a waste of the means
so painfully economised, when once he is teuijited to

trust these to any other hands than his own. Benefit

Societies in the rural districts—that is to say the

working man's bank, his Company, and his insurance

office—cannot continue unless under more efficient control,

and unless introduced with more business-like premises.

Here, however, a very marked difference is observable to

that which is more commonly the case Avith such asso-

ciated schemes for mutual advantage. In other grades of

life people arc accused of not lookiug sufficiently to their

own interests, as they part with their money, and think no
more about it ; whereas the labourer has his funds too

much under his own direction. He pays in at his favourite

public-house, he frames his own rules, he dissolves when
he 80 chooses ; and eventually he is tolerably certain to

come to grief idl the same. On the face of it, the remedy for

this state of things is obvious enough : He must not have
the management of his own funds ; he must not meet at

the public-house, and he must have little or no
voice in framing his own rules and regulations.

The squire, the clergyman, and the employer are

to take care of his money for him ; the opera-
tion of his society to be successful must be en-

larged, and in so many words he must consent to lose

all identity and influence—all the pleasure, as it were, of
either saving or investing. Human nature rather rebels
at this

; and amongst iioue would such a feeling of dissa-

tisfaction be found stronger, could wc only probe down to

it, than with the labouring-classes. Everyone who has
ever come in contact with him must know how " irre-

pressible" is the parish clergyman ; how sure he is to take

a lead whenever he is called upon to take a part, whether
it be on the Bench or at- the Board, in the Vestry-room or

the Market-place. He would be, as indeed wc know he

is, equally active in such a matter as this, continually

improving the occasion, and not unfrcquently dampening
the spirit of the woi'kmau who has come with a certain

honest pride to pay in his trifle. Anything like patronage

at such season is especially out of place ; but if the com-
mittee, the chairman, the secretary, the treasurer, and so

on, be all of his " betters," the poor fellow may feel that

he is out of place also.

The paying in at public-houses may be obnoxious
enough, as is still more so the condition that so much
money must be spent. Mr. Charles Howard showed up
these abuses with much force in the excellent paper he
read on Monday at the Farmers' Club, including, as this

address did, what may be fairly termed the sense of the

country. Still, in the anxiety to see the labourer's

saviugs more securely invested, it is doubtful

whether the man's own feelings on the subject have

been sufficiently consulted ; though this branch of the

question was touched on appropriately enough in the sub-

sequent discussion. Thus Mr. Williams said : "Labom'ei;8

loved to regulate their own affairs themselves. There was
great difficulty in breaking through their ideas ; and that

was one cause of their adlierence to many of the old

societies which were not properly conducted." There can

be no question as to the truth of this, or as to the re-

luctance with which the man submits to such interference.

If Friendly Societies can only be properly established

through the dLrect agency of the squires and masters, as

much delicacy wUl be requii'ed in dealing with the matter

as there should be in visiting the cottage and in-

quiring into its domestic arrangements; and it is well

known how offensive a business this may become.

Another speaker went so far as to say that the poor

man might take the advantage of meeting for a little

social enjoyment, just as they themselves did at the Club,

though such a notion was met with laughter ; while Mr.
Masfen, in referring to a Bill that Lord Lichfield proposed

bringing in next Session, quoted a remark of his lord-

ship's referring to the independence of the labourer " and
the difficulties which arose from that source." It is

because these diiiiculties were not sufficiently dwelt upon
the other evening that Ave call attention to them
here. The question v.'as otherwise pretty well ex-

hausted ; but it still remains to be seen how kindly

the workman would take to the more efficiently-

organised Association, where his sole duty ^would be

to jiay in his subscription, and leave the care of

this to others. It must be remembered that no other

class in the State submits—if we may make use of the

word—to so thorough an abnegation of self; and we are

much inclined to agree with ]Mr. Howard, that it would

be " preferable to see the Government grapple Avitli the

question of Friendly Societies, either by the Post Office or

some other agency." The Post Ofilce Savings' Banks are

answering admirably already, and there would really seem

to be no reason why their uses sliould not be extended.

Through such a channel the labourer would steer clear

alike of his own mismanagement and that patronage and
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lutcrfercuce which, as we believe^ lie holds to be still

more objectiouable.

It has been our duty frequently of late to show
the increasing interest which is taken in the condition

of the labourer ; and never, perhaps, have we been able

to give in the same number two such capital ad-

dresses as the one delivered by Mr. Charles Howard in

London, and another by Mr. Sewell liead iu Norfolk on

the very same day. ]Mr. Howard spoke to the employer

and Mr. Head to the labom-er himself, iu an almost pefect

little essay, very happily worded, as dictated in

the best possible taste, and enlivened here and

there by a spice of rough humour that must

have told well upon his audience. The two papers

should be read side by side, as indeed the Tunstead speech

may serve in some measure to correct statements made
during the discussion at the Club. Thus Mr. Sewell

Ivcad, anticipating as it were the outside arguments which

woidd be advanced, says emphatically, " I have often

heard it remarked, ' What has an agricultural labourer to

look forward to when he is sixty ? Nothing but the

workhouse I' This I deny. A man's arms may not be

so strong aud active at sixty as they were at thirty ; but

by perfecting hiiuself iu the kuowledge of all farm-work

(especially in the value of piece-work), by noticing the

wants aud habits of stock, by knowing how to manage
machinery and implements, by being able to instruct

young hands and direct them at work—to say nothing of

what trustworthiness aud general good conduct are sure

to secure for him—I say a man of sixty can iu many ways
be worth more to a farmer than the strongest, most active,

and most willing of his younger labourers." There is an

encouraging hopeful spirit iu this, well warranted by the

change of circumstances that has been and is stiU occurring.

EOSS AUEICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
The Annual ^Meeting was held on Tuesday, Oct. ~2, and was

a great success- There were 118 head of horned slock ex-

hibited, and amougst them were some good specimens of

various breeds of cattle.

Tlie Judges were : Cattle—Mr. Thomas ISIorris, Maisemore
Court ; Mr. AVarren Evans, Llaudowlais, Usk. Sheep—Mr.
WiUiam Game, Bibury, Gloucestersliire ; Mr. Roger Keeue,
Pencraig, Usk ; Mr. Rogers, Altyrynnis, Abergavenny. Grain
—Mr. H. T. Bussell, Ross. Roots—Mr. R. Loveridge, The
Callow ; Mr. Samuel Stone, Treaddow.
The following were the Prizes

:

HEREFORDS.
Best bull, more than two years old, £3, Thomas Duckham,

Baysham Court.

Two best breeding cows and their calves, over three years

old, £3, John Wigmore, Bickerton Court ; 2nd, £1, James
Bennett, Ingestone.

Best pair of heifers, under three years old, £2, T. Duckham,
Baysham Court; 2nd, £1, John Wigraore, Bickerton Court.

Best pair of heirers, under two years old, £i, John Cadle,

jun., Ballingham; 2nd, £1, John Wigmore, Bickerton Court.

SHORTHORNS.
Best bull, irrespective of age, £3, Rev. W. Holt Beever, Pen-

craig Court.

Two best breeding cows and their calves, over three years

old, £2, Rev. W. Holt Beever.
Best pair of heifers in calf, under three years old, £2, Rev.

W. Holt Beever.

CATTLE OE ANY BREED.
Best lot of breeding cattle, in proportion to tlie acreage of

laud in the occupation of the exhibitor, occupiers up to 100
acres to show two breeding cows or heifers, above 100 acres

aud up to 200 acres four, and so on in proportion, £5 5s.,

John Wigmore, Bickerton Court ; second, £2 2s., Thomas P.

Brown, Weir End.
LONG-WOOL SHEEP.

Best pen of ten breeding ewes, £3, Richard Loveridge, The
Callow; second, £2, Thomas P. Brown; third, £1, James
Hartland, Biddlestone.

Best pen of ten yearling ewes, £3, Thomas P. Brown ;

second, £2, Richard Loveridge ; third, £1, John E. Jones,

The Flann.

Best pen of ten ewe lambs, £2, Richard Loveridge ; second,

£1, Francis W. Herbert, Hartletou.

13est pen of ten wether lambs, £3, Richard Loveridge

;

second, £1, James Hartland ; third, 10s., Thomas P. Brown.
Best ram lamb (the gift of Mr. H. Bowie), £2, Thomas S.

Bradstock, Cobrey Park ; second (by the society), £1, John
Wigraore, Bickerton Court.

Best yearling ram, £3, James Hartland ; second, Thomas
S. Bradstock.

Best pen of breeding ewes ; occupiers up to 100 acres to

show ten ; above 100 and up to 200 acres, twenty ; above 200
and up to 300 acres, thirty ; above 300 acres, forty : £5 5s.,

John Wigmore ; second (the gift of Mr. Walter Morris), £2
2s., Richard Loveridge.

SHORT-WOOL SHEEP.
Best pen of ten i)reeding ewes, £2 ; best pen of ten yearling

ewes, £2 ; best pen of ten ewe lamlis, £2 ; aud the best pen of

ten wether lambs, £3, Arthur Armitage, Dadnor.

Best pen of breeding ewes ; occupiers up to 100 acres to

show ten ; above 100 aud up to 200 acres, twenty ; above 200
aud up to 300 acres, thirty ; above 300 acres, forty : (by the

society) £5 5s., Arthur Armitage ; second (the gift of Mr.
Walter Morris), £2 2s., H. Fisher, Michaelchurch.

PIGS.
Best boar pig, £2, the Rev. W. Holt Beever, Pencraig

Court ; second, £1, John Wigmore, Bickerton Court.

Best sow in farrow or with pigs, £2, Arthur Armitage,

Dadnor; second, £1, John Wigmore.
Best pig belonging to an agricultural labourer, £1 5s., Ed-

ward Castre, in the employ of Capt. Power ; second, £1,

James Morgan, in the employ of Mrs. lludcre, Coldbro' ; third,

15s., J. Worgan, iu the employ of the Rev. W. Holt BeQver.

EXTRA STOCK.
£15 (the gift of Messrs. A. Armitage and J. Wigmore), to

be left to the discretion of the judges to award for extra stock :

£1, Arthur Armitage, Dadnor, 50 Shropshire ewe lambs ; £1,

ditto ditto, 50 ditto wether lambs; £1, ditto ditto, 50 ditto

ewes ; 30s., Rev. W. Holt Beever, Pencraig Court, 1 Short-

horn steer ; £1, ditto ditto, 2 black Suffolk boars ; 10s., ditto

ditto. Shorthorn yearling bull ; 10s., ditto. Shorthorn yearling

bull ; 10s., ditto, sow, improved Suffolk- breed ; £1, James

Bennett, Ingestone, 2 Hereford cows ; 5s., William Harsent,

Rudhall Mill, two-years-old cart colt; £1, Henry Burgum,

Kingston Court, 70 breeding ewes ; 10s., Richard Loveridge,

The Callow, 10 Cotswold ewes ; 10s., John Wigmore, Bick-

erton Court, 10 Cotswold ram lambs ; 10s., ditto ditto, 4

Hereford breeding cows (prize for one only) ; £1, ditto ditto,

50 Cotswold ewes ; 10s., ditto ditto, Cotswold yearhug ram ;

£1 10s., ditto ditto, 1 Hereford fat cow ; £1, James Hartland,

Biddlestone, 20 long-wool ewe lambs and 20 ditto wether

lambs ; 5s., Charles Kearsey, Glewstonc, Berkshire hilt.

GRAIN.
For the best four-bushel sack of red wheat (the gift of

Messrs. SpiUer and Co.), £2 2s., John Cadle, Over-Ross;"

second (the gift of Mr. Thomas Day), £1 Is., Thos. P.Brown,

Weir End.
Best four-bushel sack of malting barley, a fair sample from

a bulk of not less than 100 bushels, grown within a radius of

10 miles of Ross (the gift of the Alton Court Brewery Com-

pany), £3 3s., John Wigmore ; second (the gift of Mr. Joseph

Turnock), £2 2s., Isaac Theyer, Walford Court.

ROOTS.
Twelve best long red mangolds, 10s. (the gift of Messrs.

Wheeler and Son, Gloucester), James Hartland, Biddlestone.

Twelve best vellow globe mangolds, 10s. (the gift of Messrs.

Whe<;ler and Sou), Rev. W. Holt Beever (12 Sutton's yellow

globe).

Twelve best swedes (the gift of Messrs. 'Wlieeler and Son),

£1, John Wigmore ; second (by the Society), 10s., Riciiard

Scudamore, Pengethley,
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THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER.—HIS EDUCATION AND VOCATION.

The following address was delivered to the prize-takers of

the Tunstead and Happing Agricultural Labourers' Associa-

tion, at North Walsham, on Monday, November 4, by Mr, C. S.

EE.VB, M.P. :—
Instead of talking to you about the good of these societies,

and making that the ground-work of my address, I propose to

enlarge upon two subjects of very great importance, that may
at first appear quite different and entirely distinct, but which
are in reality strongly connected now, and will be more so

hereafter—I mean ediicaS'wii and icai/es. You arc aware that

education is now permissive—that a man may or may not

educate his children ; Init it may be compulsory before very

long. All other industries have been interfered with, and we
arc told our turn is to come next. There are the Factory
Acts, wliich have just been extended to other trades. By
tliese Acts, no child can be employed under eiglit ; and from
eight to tliirteen, the child must spend a portion of its time
at school if employed at any work. But the heat, dust, and
smeU of a factory, and the close confinement, render most of

tiiese employments somewhat unhealthy, particularly for chil-

dren. This cannot be said of farm-work, for there the child

has plenty of pure air, with exercise that is not often labori-

ous ; so that the restrictions which are Likely to be imposed
wiU be directed rather to improving education than limiting

the amount oi tlie hours of labour. Any restriction upon
juvenile labour will faU lieavily upon the man with five or six

children under twelve years of age ; but as the chief restric-

tion will doubtless refer to the badly-educated children, I hope
the fear of it will act as an additional inducemeut to send3'our
children to school early aud regularly, so that they may read
by eight or nine years old. I contend that the present system
of education is generally ample, if made the most of ; our
schools are increasing everywhere (thanks especially to the
clergy), and there is now hardly a large district in which there

is not a good school within reach of the agricultural labourer—a school at which his children can be educated at the cost

of one penny a week, though the cost to those who provide it

is often as ranch as ninepence and is seldom under sixpence
for each scholar. Tliere is a complaint, and there is good
ground for it, that children arc not sent regularly to scliool,

and that they leave it too young. Tliere is little excuse for

removing a girl from school tiU she is eleven or twelve years
old ; she is seldom wanted for home domestic duties before
that age, and is hardly of any use upon a farm when she is so

young. With the boys it is different—they must bend their

backs to labour and develop their muscles while they are of
t«uder years ; they must become accustomed to horses and
stock, and know what farm-work really is. A boy that can
handle a spud well will more easily learn the proper use of
the spade and the draining-tool ; if he is handy with a hoe,
that prepares him afterwards for the scythe and pitchfork

;

while, if he is skilful with the turnip-knife, he will the more
readily learn how to handle the axe and the bill-hook, and
even if he can ride the fore-horse, will more easily learn to
drive horses in the waggon or at plough. I contend if a boy
can read at the age of nine, that is the age at which he should
go to field labour, and by attending Sunday school and night-
schools, he can retain and, if he will try, improve his educa-
tion. A great many stupid tilings have been said against
night-schools—that the hard-worked boys fall asleep over their
books, and they are too tired, too wet, or too dirty to attend in
tlie evening or make any progress with tiieir studies. The
total change from the labour of the field to the work of the
school-room for an hour or two twice a week during the winter
months—when the hours of farm-work are short and the
labour light—cannot be otherwise than advantageous, and
ouglit to be pleasant. I believe that night-schools, when pro-
perly managed, have done, and will do, much good. I have
in my young days taught in tlicm myself; and as to the over-
fatigue of the lads, why, in the summer, when boys work hard
for ten hours or more on the farm, you see them in the even-
ing playing cricket, or some other game, most heartily, and
the men arc busily employed in their allotments or gardens.

So much for general education : to my mind it is on the whole
satisfactory, but I wish it could be more practical and special.

Any education no doubt tends to make a better man, but not
necessarily a better labourer. We must on no account under-
value education. You should always remember that without

it, it is almost impossible to sensibly better your condition in

life ; but we must not exgect too much from it. The child-

hood of the labourer is too short and the straggle to earn his

bread is too keen for him to hope to develop a good general

education. I always say that farmers' sons who leave school

at 14 or 15 had better learn some science that will be useful

on the farm than attempt Latin and Greek. Even we of the

middle-classes can't afford to our boys the time which is neces-

sary for a first-rate education. Take my own case. If, in-

stead of leaving school very early and learning the practical

work of the farm, I had been sent to a university and studied

till I was 31, I doubtless should have made a better M.P., and
delivered a better speech to you to-day ; but I cpiestion if I

should have made so good a farmer. And I am one of those

singular instances in which a man is promoted to a higher

station for no deserts or even any desire of his own, but
simply by the kindness of his friends and the wish of a large

constituency. If anything more than reading, writing, and
doing a sum are attempted in our village schools, I should

like the biggest boys, instead of learning history and geo-

graphy, to be taught the first principles of mechanics—not the

construction of machines, but the proper, aud consequently

the easiest, way to use farm tools and implements. Some-
thing of this sort might do good, for we have few means of in-

structing boys in the skilled work of the field. Take, for

instance, ploughing. In days of yore, the boys lived in the

farmhouse, and were often taught to plough ; but now, I fear

that we seldom attend to the training of our ploughboys,

though we do perhaps encourage a willing lad to handle a
plough in turning over our stubbles and turnip-land under the

superintendence of the team-man. It may be that a smart

boy will soon master the art of ploughing, and excellent so-

cieties like these step in and offer rewards for such juvenile

energy and skill. An ignorant, plodding lad may by perse-

verance also overcome the difficulties of cutting a straight

furrow ; hut surely a little thought aud knowledge to

assist his eye and hand \\'ill make him master it all the

sooner. It is, however, more than probable, without
the thought and observation, that lad may for years

only muddle his work, shoving and crowding the

plough about and doing half the work of the horses, while

the other fellow who uses his head wiU lay a first-rate furrow
though he seems hardly to touch his plough, and walks be-

hind it as upright as a driU-sergeaut. Again, we see a
" bramble" hand-cutting off a fence, slaving and chopping
away, using a hook as if it were a mattock, while another

man will do the work much better with half the expenditure

of strength. Once more, you have some wooden fellow cut-

ting an under-drain as crooked as a dog's hind-leg, and heav-

ing out double the quantity of soil that is needed, while the

skilled work-man cuts the clay as if it were butter, does not

trouble himself to remove a single ounce more soil than is

required, and cuts the drain evenly and straight. Now, you
will say all this requires great skill, and can only be learned

by long experience, and can never be accomplished without a
strong and steady ann and a keen sharp eye. Granted ; but

if a boy learns something at school that he can carry into the

field, any lesson that will induce him to think over his work,

to make his mind help and save his hands, that is the sort of

education that is more likely to interest him, and is sure to

expand his mind, increase his natural intelligence, and wiU
help to make him a skilled labourer. As to the actual wages

now paid to the agricultural labourer, it is certainly increased

considerably during the past fifteen or tvrenty years. As a

boy I can remember that the range of weekly wages never ex-

ceeded one-third of a coomb of irheai ; so that three years ago,

instead of having 9s. or 10s. a week, you would have been re-

ceiving 7s. or 8s., and now, instead of being 13s, and I3s,
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wages would not in tlieso short days have exceeded lis. And
not only arc wages raised, bnt the men are all employed
winter and summer too. There is no ditfereneo now l)etween

the wages of the single and married men, and you certainly

work less hours in tlie day than yon did, and I am equally

sure that much of your labour is not so severe as formerly.

But the rise in the rate of weekly wages is much less than
the increase in the pay of piece-work. I can remember when
mowing hay was Is. 6d. and 2s. an acre, and now it is 3s.

and even 4s. Draining, ditching, and hoeing are fully 30 per

cent, dearer, and harvest wages, which seldom were above £5,

are now rarely under £6. And yon must remember that task-

work is tlie only test of cheap labour. In some counties we
hear tlie pay of the farm- labourer is Is. Gd., and in others 2s.

(id. a day, and yet we tind that the price of piece-work is

about the same, llely upon it that where wages are so very

cheap, that besides less work being done, there are some

privileges—beer, cider, house-rent, garden-ground, firing, con-

stant employment, &c., &c. ; while, on the other liand, high

wages are universally coupled with dear house-rent, increased

cost of living, more work, and longer hours. You know how
many of your neignbours who have migrated to London,
and earn perhaps double your wages, at the end of the

year are no richer than you are, while numbers of

them are now returning to their native county, which makes
labourers just at the present time unusually abundant. On
the stoppage of the MillwaU and other ship-building yards last

year, a large number of ship-wrights aud skilled artizans were

thrown suddenly out of work, and though they had been

earning one and two pounds a-week, wx are told that at the

end of a fortnight the great majority of them had nothing to

live upon. A year or two ago, when labourers were so scarce

in the north and wages were so high, some gentlemen came
round to Wymondliara and took away twelve families that were

very badly employed as weavers there, paid all their railway

expenses, and found them with plenty of suitable work, and
yet at the end of twelve months, five out of those families re-

turned, the men preferring 12s. a-week in Norfolk to the 20s.

they jiad earned in the north of England. And I once took a

young fellow from this county into Oxfordshire, where he

received much better pay ; but he soon returned to Norfolk,

assigning as a reason for his departure, " that he did not like

baker's bread and could get no light dumplings !" Pray, don't

misunderstand me : I rejoice in your higher wages, and trust

they will increase more rapidly than they have hitherto done
;

not that I wish all should be paid more for doing as little as a

man can in a day, but that the best hands should earn more,

especially at task work. I believe that the daily wages that

are current in Norfolk are about the average of the agricul-

tural wages in England. If you take the weekly wages at 12s.,

they amount, with extra earnings at piece-work, to at least

14s. a-week, or £36 a-year ; for the additional pay of harvest

alone will be Is. 6d. a-week if spread over the twelve mouths.

Now, the average income of all the working- classes, including

artizans and mechanics, is 17s. per week per family, or £44 a-

year. Mind, not 17s. a-week for the man, but his wife's and

children's earnings as well ; and there are very few of you, I

apprehend, whose family does not bring you in 3s. a-week, aud

so raise your income to the average wages of the working-

classes generally. No doubt a certain amount of day-work

must be done on all farms. It is easiest for both master and

man; it requires less thouglit and judgment, and there is no

bother about measurement ; but it has precisely the same effect

of trades' unions with the artizan classes, for instead of allow-

ing the best or most skilled labourers to earn 2s. 6d. or 3s. a-

day, it brings him down to an average hand, and at the same

time elevates some stupid lout, whom the farmer employs

through charity or necessity, to his level. AVe farmers are told

that the chief difficulty we shall have to couteud with in future

years is the labour question—that you labourers don't know
your own strength, and when you combine like trades' unionists,

you will dictate your own terms to your employers. Suppose

you do—which I don't believe, for you are hke us farmers,

and, from being scattered over the country, have not

the means to congregate yourselves and form asso-

ciations ; but if you did forin unions for the pro-

tection of the agricultural labourer, I believe you would find

that for common ordinary labour—I mean strength without

skiU—you are paid as much as labourers of a similar class.

Compare your wages with those of the labourers in her Ma-

jesty's dock-yard, with the labourers about the quays, wharfs,

and docks of our great ports, the bricklayers' labourers all over
the kingdom, the hand-loom weaver, even the ordinary factory

hand, and the common shoemakers of Norwicli—when you con-
sider the uncertainty of employment, you will find (and some of
you, no doubt, can confirm what 1 say) that for the same
amount of the same kind of work, you are paid as well by the
farmers as you would be by some other employers of labour.

You must look for increased earnings to more skill and dexte-
rity in your calling, and earn more wages by the care and in-

terest you take in what is confided to your working and keeping.
1 have often heard it remarked, " What has an agricultural
labourer to look forward to when he is sixty ? Nothing but
the workhouse !" This I deny. A man's arms may not be so
strong and active at sixty as they were at thirty, but by per-
fecting himself in the knowledgeof all farm work (especially in
the value of piece work), by noticing the wants and habits of
stock, by knowing how to manage machinery and implements,
by being able to instruct young hands and direct them at work—to say nothing of what trustworthiness and general good
conduct are sure to secure for him—I say a man of sixty can
in many ways be worth more to a farmer than the strongest,
most active, and most willing of his younger labourers. You
cannot be too thankful that the labourer is free. A week's
wages will carry a young man to any part of England, and a
few pounds to America and most of our colonics. But, remem-
ber, the parish is free, and the farmer also. There is now no
necessity for the farmer to employ a man because he has a large
family, or because he is a stupid worthless fellow that the
parish must support if he is out of work, and, consequently
there is the greater necessity for the labourer to be a smart
active hand ; for if you can find another master when you
please, so is the farmer justified in finding a better labourer
where he can. It is a matter of congratulation that the aver-
sion to machinery, which has been so common, aud which at
one time produced riot and bloodshed in this county, has
considerably diminished, and will, I believe, in a few
years, entirely die out. Be sure of this, that farm machinery
has done the hardest work, and will always ease the labourers'
excessive toil. What was such hard work as thrashing by the
flail, and how could the corn now be thrashed if we had no
steam-engines ? England would have been half-starved this
harvest if the farmers had to depend on manual labour to sup-
ply the market with his new wheat. And what takes more out
of a man than mowing grass or corn ? So you ought to look upon
the reaping and mowing machines as your best friends. Eor
instance, you are now paid as much for hoeing turnips after

the horse-hoe had done chief part of the work, as you formerly
received for doing it all by hand. There is not a sufficient

supply of labour to do all the work, and as machinery be-
comes more general, manual labour will become lighter,

though what is left for you will require more skill and more
judgment to perform it. There are many things in agricul-
ture that machinery never has and never will do well, and
" wiUing hands and lissome fingers" will always be needed so
long as seed-time and harvest follow each other. And you
should remember that with all the machinery employed on the
farm, there is no diminution of manual labour on arable land.
On the contrary, 1 can remember when the farmer who ex-
pended 20s. to 25s. an acre in labour was considered a good
employer

; but now, 30s., 35s., and even more, is the common
expenditure by good farmers. Tiiere must be a limit to the
increase of this expenditure. In some districts, the cost of
labour and the low price of wheat which has ranged for some
years have made the farmers keep their land in grass ; and
with us, although we grow good corn and poor pasturage, if

the expenses of working arable land exceed the value of the
crops produced, we shall cease to grow corn, and it will be im-
ported from abroad. I don't say this is at all likely. I hope
not ; but it is no idle threat, for already the high-priced la-

bour is being seriously felt in other trades, notwithstanding
our great capital, cheap coals, and other advantages. Engines
and other iron goods come in from Belgium ; while doors,
window-frames, and all the wood-work of our houses, come
ready-made from Sweden and Norway. I beg pardon for hav-
ing dwelt so long and exclusively upon the men, as if this
society did not recognise or try to reward female industry. I
will for the present pass by the education of the girls, for girls
are kept longer at school than boys, and so have an opportunity
of becoming better scholars. I am not one of those whg
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think tliat education lias spoiled our domestic servants. A
girl who can read well and write to her mother, and to her

sweetheart too, ought to make a hetter servant than one who
can't. But schools have innocently lent a helping hand to the

deterioration of our domestic servants. Too many mothers
send their children to school simply to get rid of them, and
then think they have done all that is required, and imagine
that the schoolmistress and the parson do what is needed for

the discipline and management of their children. Nay, more :

very many foolish mothers consider the restraint of school so

irksome and tiresome, that it is positively necessary for the

health and well-heing of the child that it should run w'ild all

the rest of the day. This lack of parental authority, of course,

produces disobedient and undiitiful children. With the boys,

the discipline, such as it was, when they lived in the house
of the fanner, is done away with ; and if an emjdoyer
chastises the most obstinate and wilful of Ijoys, the silly

parents reward him by summoning him before the magistrates.

As so many parents neither correct their children, nor allow

others to keep them in some sort of order, we can't wonder at

the uppishuess, the insolence, and the lawlessness of some of
the young men in our agricultural villages ; nor should it create

surpriss that girls, when they go to service, cannot bear the
restraint of a well-ordered household, and prefer the small

wage and freedom of field-labour to the better pay and more
suitable employment of domestic service. In my station of

life, 1 know that children are brought a great deal too for-

ward ; and if they were not made so much of, they would be
happier in themselves, and less of a nuisance to those around
them ; hut I maintain that the restraint and discipline

—

keeping them from evil company, and from going just where
they please, and doing just what they like—are much more
severe and exacting with us than it is with the lower order.

What father, for instance, in the middle-class of life would
think of allowing his girls of fourteen and fifteen to run abont
the village street at all hours of the night, or allow his boys
of the same age to stay as long as they liked at the ale-house ?

Rely upon it, no great improvement will result from better

cottages and better education, unless the parents will take some
more decided steps " in keeping their children from wicked-
ness." I have been somewhat misunderstood as to what I

have said on other occasions about the employment of young
girls in agriculture. If I were a farm labourer, nothing would
give me greater pain than being compelled to send my girls to

field-labour. For very much the same reason, nothing should
induce me, if I had now half-a-dozen sons, and wished them
to be rich and prosperous, to make one of them a farmer. No
man gets so little interest for the money he employs as the
farmer, or is so unfit for other busmcss should he fail as a
farmer ; and as the agricultural labour of women is of the

lowest type, their wages are consecpiently very small, and it

often spoils them for more delicate and confined employments.
But if I had a son whose health w ould not hear the close con-
finement of an office, or whose ability would not enable him to

stand a fair chance in the race for wealth, I should not hesi-

tate to put in force the old saying, that " any fool can make a
farmer." And so with a laliouring man : if he has a girl

that is not fit for, or could not obtain domestic service or other
indoor work, I would rather have her employed in the field

than kept doing nothing, or worse than nothing, at home. I

well remember an orphan boy who was taken into our house
with the idea of training him for an indoor servant. On being
well lectured for his stupidity and dulness, and being told that

he would never be fit for anything but a labourer, the boy re-

plied, " He 'sposed there must be such people." No doubt,
there are many " such people," girls as well as boys, who
have no ability and no desire to be anything beyond field-

labourers
; and when we consider the miserable pittance paid

to milliners, dressmakers, and sewing virgins generally, the

diflicnlty there is obtaining suitable in-door work for very

wooden females, I am not surprised that some of them prefer

farm-work—especially when they contrast the eight hours in

the field with the sixteen that is the usual length of the day
with our domestic servants. I repeat, as there are so very

many women and girls who are fit for nothing better than the
plain and sturdy labour of the field, it is far preferable that

they should work on the farm than have silly notions put into

their heads that field-labour is not fitted for females ; still less

that they should he kept in idleness or vice at home. By all

means reduce the number of these females, improve them,

enlighten them, educate them, make them hetter members of
society, and then you will have no reason to restrict juvenile

female labour in the fields, for the best of all reasons, that

young girls won't go out to such work if they can find better

and more suitable employment. In the jneantime—till that

improvement has taken place—it is foolish to say that the

employment engenders immorality or bad habits, simply be-

cause all sorts of women and girls, who can find nothing better

to do, gain an honest livelihood at such work. But to return

to the education of the girls ; even as to them I could wish
that their instruction was more useful and more practical.

Let me illustrate what I mean. You all know that this year

a great Reform Act has been passed. Don't suppose I am
going to talk politics, but I wish to place before you one ol

the main reasons that was assigned by the ministerial leader

in the House of Commons for bringing in a Reform Bill,

Mr. Uisracli said it was the great advancement and increased

intelligence of the working-classes that rendered it necessary

to extend the franchise ; but lie seemed to tl.ink that intelli-

gence was confined chiefly to towns. And he said the main
cause of this progress was " the application of science to

social life
"

—

i.e., applying the useful knowledge and wonderful

discoveries of the great and clever men to increase the com-
forts of our homes. But there is a great social duty of our

hearths—the duty of cooking—that has at present received

precious little assistance from science. I am one of those who
think that a kind Providence gives us food, and that if the Evil

One did not send cooks, he certainly has kept women singularly

ignorant of one of the foremost of domestic duties. We hardly

know how much of the happiness of a poor man depends on
the preparation of his food. His capacity for labour, his

health, and consequently his comfort and good temper, are

mainly dependent upon it. Generally speaking, the economy
of the farm-kitchen in cooking is much greater than that of

the cottage. Therefore, all things being equal, if I were a

young labourer, I should always make love, not to black eyes

or blue, but to a good plain cook—though it might suit all the

better if the plain cook was a nice-looking girl. I shall be

told that there is plenty of materials in a farm-kitchen to make
a good dinner ; but it generally happens that the knowledge

of how to make the most of an abundance, will also furnish

the best and readiest means to make the best use of a

ittle. Knowledge of even the first principles of cooking is

often entirely absent in a cottage ; and plain fare, that might

be made palatable and digestible by good management, is too

often rendered distasteful and indigestible, and consequently

the hard-earned wages of the husband are well-nigh wasted.

You will laugh at my olTering yon a cooking receipt, but I

happened many years since to give a few peas away in a severe

winter for making soup. On going into one cottage I tasted

some that was decidedly nice, and in a neighbour's, the same
sort of soup, that was essentially nasty. Now, the only differ-

encc, I was assured, was that one was made from snow ami
the other from hard-water. No doubt the virtues of soft-

water in making soup are well known to all cooks, but they

may not be to every labourer's wife, and I would remark that

I tiiink we have strong prejudice against soups and broths, in

which the Scotch so much excel, which may possibly arise

from our inferior method of preparing them. But it may be

some consolation for you to know that other counties are still

more behindhand in the mysteries of cottage cookery. I be-

lieve that the table of a poor man in Norfolk is much better

supplied, and at a less cost, than in many parts of England.

I look upon our despised Norfolk dumplings as a great and
glorious institution. Surely a snow-white dumpling, so light

that it almost knocks the lid of the boiler, if not a " dish to

set before a king," is enough, with a little dripping and a few

vegetables, to furnish a iiungry man with a jolly good meal,

and is certainly preferable to the never-ending dinner of bread

and cheese that one sees in the midland counties. Then in

those parts you find a poor woman buying a pound of dry

bacon ; she cuts it into slices, and frizzles it before the fire till

the chief part of the goodness is gone ; while a Norfolk

woman would buy the fresh bacon, chop it up, and put it into

a good thick crust (if of meal, so much the better), and instead

of having a little mouthful of meat, produces a thumping

big dumpling enough for her husband, self, and chil-

dren. I am glad that the custom which is general

elsewhere—viz., buying baker's bread—is not common in

Norfolk. This may be very well in towns } but if it finds fa-
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vour in tlie country, where firing is to be liad and ovens arc

cominou, it is really owing- to the desire of housewives to get

rid of every honsehold trouble and all the hard work they ean.

It is not because girls go to work in the field that when they

become wives they know nothing about cooking. In some
cottages all the cooking consists in making a cup of tea and
boiling a potato, and that is generally spoiled because it isn't

boiled with its jacket on. And this desire to be rid of trouble

is by no means confined to the cottages of the labourer ; for

there are many farm-houses where the washing, baking bread,

aud brewing are not done at home. It may be that trades-

men witli large establishments can brew and bake better than

cottager's wives. The bread may be whiter and the beer may
be clearer ; but how about the profit and the nourishment P

I hope to live to see the day when malt will be abnost as

cheap as barley, when every cottager will brew, not only as he
does now, at haysel and harvest, but all the year round, aud
drink liis mug of beer witii his wife aud family, and not go
to the "public" for every drop of beer he needs, where the stufi^

he buys, instead of refreshing and strengthening him, makes
him thirsty and makes him stupid. Just one word as to the

price of ilour : it has not been so dear for many years, and
there seems no prospect of its being cheaper—at least, during

the winter. Hour, good sound households, such as you buy,

is now, I suppose, 3s. 9d. per stone, white wheat is hardly 2s.

per stone. If you buy two 1)ushels of wheat from your
master for, say, 17s. 6d., and take it to the miller, he will, for

the coarse pollard, grind it for you, and you will have your
meal at a little over 2s. 2d. per stone. I can assure you that

meal contains as much, and perhaps more, nourishment than
the finest flour ; and though you may not like it so well, or

find it so palatable, as there is now such need of the greatest

economy, I would strongly advise your trying it—at least, on
a small scale. There is one subject that I have hardly touched
upon—it should be the foundation and mainstay of all we say

aud all we do. I mean the religion of our education and the

Christianity of our lives. Without it our learning is useless,

and all our labour vain. What I might say upon such high
and holy duties would apply more to me than to you, and
equally to the employer of labourers as to the employed.
The iUraighty Ruler of the world has allotted us our various

stations, and appointed to each of us our work in life: some
to labour with the sweat of brows, and others with the sweat
of their brains ; but I trust we are all servants of the great

Householder, aud aU fellow-labourers in His vineyard. Let
us therefore labour diligently to get our living, and strive

earnestly to do our duty in that station of life in which
Providence has placed us ; and then, when our work and toil

are ended, we may hope to hear the good Master himself say

to each one of us, " Well done, good and faithful servant,

enter thou into the joy of thy Loid."

LANDLORD, TENANT, AND LABOURER
IN DEVONSHIRE.

At the dinner, after the Burrington Ploughing Match, the

Chairman, Mr. E. S. Drewe, of The Grange, said : AVith re-

gard to the landlord, it was his duty to give his tenant a good

term in his estate, on a good tenure as between man and man
;

a tenant had then some encouragement to do his best when he

had a chance of compensation for his skill and labour. But
better even than a good lease was a good feeling between the

landlord and his tenant. A lease might be drawn up on the

most liberal terms and by the cleverest lawyer in the land, yet

it would not stand in the place of that mutual confidence and

good will so desirable between those who signed it. But while

it was the duty of the landlord to see that there were suitable

houses and conveniences ou the farm, and that the land was
properly drained, he should not be speaking candidly if he did

not also add that the tenant would not be acting honestly if

he took a farm witliout sufficient capital to work it to ad-

vantage. He should not like to let a farm to a man short of

capital, for without capital the tenant would soon ruin the

estate. Now while the landlord should do all that was neces-

sary on his part for successfully working his farm, it was
equally the duty of the farmer to pay up every farthing of his

rent. The Chairman here remarked on the silence of his

audience in not responding to that sentiment, and insisted that

the duty to pay his reut was equally stringent on the tenant as

were the duties of the landlord on him. With regard to the

labourer, the tenant ouglit to see that he was properly taken

care of. The labour question was now becoming one of a very

critical kind thrcftighout the land. It was not by Legislation,

by Acts of Parliament, that the duties between employers and
employed could be regulated. There must be that good feeling

which woidd lead the employer to see that his labourers were

properly lodged, and in possession of the necessaries and com-
forts of life. They must feel and act towards him as a neces-

sary part of the machinery.

Mr. Snell (one of the judges) said he was very glad to

hear the Chairman introduce the consideration of practical

subjects to the meeting. Tlie question of long aud improved
leases had his entire approval. Leases had their evils as well

as their benefits : what he contended for was that there should
be some arrangement by which, if a tenant were turned out of

afi\rm,he should be able to claim compensation for the outlay

he had made thereon. If a farm were let for fourteen years

say, and any difference arose on account of v'aich he would
have to quit, his first thought would be after the first seven

years to take out of it by impoverishing the laud what he had
put into it at the commencement of his occupation. This
resulted in a great injury to all parties, but there would he no
temptation to such a course if the tenant were assured of a

fair remuneration for his outlay at the end of his term. Con-
ditions of this sort in all leases would be for the benefit of

landlord, tenant, and public. The labourers' wages question

had been introduced. He believed Canon Girdlestone was
neither doing himself, the farmers, or the labourers, any good.

The labourer was now better educated than he used to be—his

wits were as sharp as the farmer's, and he must be treated ac-

cordingly. He would himself like to see the system of paying

a certain amount in wages and the rest in privileges abandoned.

He would like to see all cash payments, and instead of day-

work let work bo done by contract. It would be for the ad-

vantage of the employer and the employed : the labourer

would do twice as much work, earn twice as much money, and
live twice as well. He had a man now at work for him on
that plan, and he was earning from 2s. 6d. to 2s. 9d. a-day, and

he was glad to see him do it. In the ordinary way it would

have taken him two days to do what he now did in one. With
improved earnings the labourer would be able to educate his

children, and it would in every way benefit his condition. If

the farmers would resort to cash payments and let their work
by contract, they need not care for Canon Girdlestone or any

of his doinss.

MANGOLD WURZEL.—Mr. Church, the Professor of

Chemistry at the Agricultural CoUege at Cirencester, has

lately published an account of the experiments which he made
to ascertain how it was that food usually thought so thoroughly

wholesome should sometimes produce serious illness and even

death. He was asked by an ownier of young pigs if he
could account for the death of several inmates of a sty, which
had been fed upon a mash of bean-meal and mangold tops.

On examining the mixture he found it intensely acid ; and
suspecting oxalic acid, he applied the usual tests, and found it.

Of course his first idea was that oxalic acid had been intro-

duced into the mixture ; but on trying the experiment with

fresh mangold leaves from the field, he found in them large

quantities of the same acid. Pinally, he made fresli and care-

ful experiments to ascertain the exact quantity of the acid

present in a given weight of the leaves, and the result was not a

little surprising, lie discovered that in 100 lbs. weight of

the fresh leaves there was rather more than four ounces of the

oxalate of potassium, commonly known as salt of sorrel, a

poison too well known in most liouseliolds as a powerful agent

for cleansing metal work, boot tops, and other articles wanting

frequent polish. He also says that in very dry weather the quan-

tity of the poison would be largely increased, and that it would

vary with the maturity of the plant. All tliis, of course, by
no means goes to prove that the leaves in small quantities are

not a most wholesome food for cattle come to fuU age, but it

should serve the double purpose of making everybody cautious

in their use. Young pigs might have died by the thousand,

and their premature decease have been attributed to the pre-

sence of some mysterious substance in the " wash" which
forms their dainty diet. But the chemist's laboratory clears

up the mystery.—P«/^ Mall Gazelle,
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DAIRY FARMING IN MUNSTER,
A considerable amount of discussion having lately been

evoked with refei'ence to the quality of butter forwarded

to the Cork Butter Exchange, to be there sold and classed

for exportation, it occurs to us that a short review of the

subject may not prove uninteresting. We shall notice the

breeds of cattle, the quality of the pastures on which they

are fed, their treatment during winter ; give also a short

sketch of the farmers themselves, their modes of living

and general habits, the quality of produce manufactured

by them, and the excellent market they have for its

disposal.

The province of Munster, embracing as it does sis

counties, necessarily presents a wide diversity of soils,

and also to some extent of climate, and the breeds of cattle

to be found in the different districts vary accordingly.

In the mountainous districts of Kerry there exists an ex-

ceedingly small breed of cattle, colour black, and when
pure-bred wonderfully handsome, sprightlj^ in their move-
ments, and of very picturesque appearance. Like the

Higliland cattle of Scotland, this breed cau not only sus-

tain life, but keep themselves in good condition, and give

a comparatively large amount of produce, on the inferior

pastures, of which a great portion of the district which
forms their natural habitat is composed. The pure-bred

Kerry is rather scarce ; the greater number of cattle

which are known by this name being crosses, and con-

siderably larger in bone and carcass than the true Kerry.

In general too little provision is made for winter and spring';

and, accordingly, they often have to suffer great hard-

ships during storms of long-continued severity ; many of

them, indeed, dying when the growth in spring happens
1o be at all protracted. The spring of the present year

was an exceedingly severe one on out-lying cattle for

wliich a suitable provision of hay had not been laid up,

and many were lost from sheer hunger in consequence.

3Iany of the survivors were so much reduced in condition

as to have their constitutions permanently injured, and
Avere thus rendered comparatively worthless. In the

dairy districts there is seldom any atfempt made to fatten

this breed; and large numbers of cast cows and bulls iire

yearly shipped during the months of September, October,

and November, principally for the London and Bristol

markets. This class of cattle when they come into the

dealers' hands are very appropriately styled "soupcrs,"
as they arc scarcely lit for any other purpose than that of

boiling down for soup.

'i'herc is another breed of dairy-catfle very generally

distributed over the entire province, called the " common
cow." She is apparently a descendant of the long-horn,

for which flic county of Limerick was at one time so

famous ; but so much crossed as fohavc lost many of the

distinctive features of that breed. 'J'he horns are long,

and the hide much thicker than that of well-bred animals.

Good specimens of this description of cattle feed well

when young, and are much prized by butchers, the fat

and lean being well mixed, and the amount of internal

fat large in proportion to the weight of the carcass
;

when old, however, they arc very difficult to feed, an
immense amount of food being consimied in the process

of fattening ; and on this account, when no longer con-

sidered useful for dairy purposes, they are mostly sold off

the farm aljout the end of autumn, and help considerably
to swell the number of lean ('attle, as already described,

which ci-owd the Channel-going steamers at that season.
When in her prime, a cow of this breed makes an ex-
cellent dairy-cow, as she is a capital feeder, and, if she has

a chance at all of doing so, keeps herself in good condition ;

she is also a good and deep milker, and the milk is very

productive of butter. The extensive introduction, and
subsequent diffusion of short-horn blood, is gradually

causing this breed of dairy-cattle to disappear, from the

better class of pastui'e more particularly.

The improvement in the feeding qualities of this class

of cattle was much slower than might have been antici-

pated from the introduction of short-horn blood,

principally through thorough-bred bidls being too seldom
used, and crosses with merely a good dash of the im-
proved blood used instead. Such policy is very short-

sighted, and fatal to profitable return ; as, where a large

number of calves are reared, and in this province this is

almost invariably the case, the increased value of even

one year's calves, by the time they are a year old, would
of itself cover the first-cost of a pure-bred bull. It is sur-

prising that men of ordinary intelligence and business capa-

city should have used cross-bred buUs so long, and even so

much as they are stiU doing, as the offspring of such sires

are but profitless animals, being large food-consumers, and
take a long time in getting ripe for the butcher. The
most common cow, on the contrary, even the diminutive

Kerry, when crossed with a pedigree bull, becomes the

parent of a useful animal in every sense of the term,

and can be profitably turned over to the stall when no
longer useful for the dairy. Possessing good bone and a

hardy constitution, and inheriting from the sire an apti-

tude to fatten, the cross between a common cow and a

pure Shorthorn bull can be brought by liberal treatment

to heavy weights, and are profitable alike to the breeder,

grazier, and butcher. On light land the Ayrshire begins

to take an acknowledged position, the peculiar qualities

of the breed eminently fitting it for such land. "Where

turnip-growing is extensively carried out, and stall-feeding

in conjunction with the dairy, the Ayrshire is not looked

upon as profitable, the carcase being too light, and the

male calves not worth rearing for feeding purposes. By
using a Shorthorn sire, lightness of carcase can of course

be got rid of, and the cross becomes an exceedingly useful

one, as does almost every cross with these sires ; but in

this case the pure breed is lost, and the stock of milkers

must be kept up by fresh blood, imported either from the

West of Scotland direct, or from breeders in the province

who possess pure stocks. On really prime land in the

South of Ireland this is not a breed of cattle from which
the full profit of the land can be extracted, as the rich

pasture does not ijuprove the milking quality, but rather

the contrary, the animal having a tendency to increase in

size and lay on flesh—so much so, as in a comparatively

short period to lose the distinguishing characteristics

which on her native pastures have made her so prized as

a milk cow. In the Bandon and Clonakelty districts in

the county of Cork this breed is to be found in very con-

siderable numbers ; in fact, few dairies exist there without

more or less admixture of this blood. On the moderate

pastures of these localities the Ayrshire suits the dairy

remarkably well ; but dealers and graziers, who resort to

these districts in great numbers for the purpose of picking

up store cattle, complain that the young animals are too

light in the bone for feeding purposes, and that the dete-

rioration has resulted wholly from too great admixture

of Ayrshire blood. The Dutch cow was greatly iu vogue

some years ago for dairy purposes, but is fast getting out

of favour, mostly on account of the thinness of the milk

and consequent ' deficiency of cream and butter. Eveu
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this very sufficieut reason might uot have put tliis breed

out of fashion quite so soon had they been better butehcrs'

cattle ; but they are hard feeders, when once they have
passed the period of extreme youth. In some districts a

small herd of them is stUl to be found pure, and crosses

(easily recognised by the black-and-white patches over the
back) may be met with pretty frequently ; but this breed,

the native breeds, and most of the others which have
been from time to time introduced, are fast being dis-

placed by the regal Shorthorn. On the valley of the Lee,

and the magniticeut pastures on the valley of the Black-

water, the Rhine of Ireland, and on the almost imsur-

passable grazings of the Golden Vein, the Shorthorn and
its crosses reign almost supreme. Nearly all the extensive

breeders in these districts make it their business to procure

a bull from a pure stock ; and the good results of such
selections are shown in the splendid herds which adorn
the pastm-es in the districts indicated, and which well re-

pay their owners, in the shape of an abundant supply of

the current coin of the realm, for whatever trouble and
outlay they may have incurred in laying the foundation of

such a stock. There is at the present day no difficulty

in getting sires of the very best and purest blood of either

Booth or Bates, thanks to the spirited manner in which
some of the leading country gentlemen have taken up the

matter ; and the yearly sales of young bulls held by the

most famed breeders, not only do much to instil a taste

for good blood into the minds of those who do not
possess their means and opportunities, but are the means of

diffusing the most fashionable blood into the remotest
corners of the province.

Amongst other names of sterling merit, those of

Messrs. Crosbie of Ardfert, Welstcad of Bally-Walter,
WaUis of Brisbane, and the late Mr. Coppiuger, of

Barry's Court, shine very prominently. These men are

real patriots, and, moreover, the kind of patriots required
in Ireland, and have done, and are still quietly doing,

more substantial good to their country than ever can, or

probably wiU, be done by political agitation. There are

few liner sights to the eye of the trained agriculturist than
a herd of dairy cattle composed of half or three-quarter-

bred Shorthorns, and certainly in the localities we have
named they are to be seen to perfection. It does not
follow as a matter of course that the richest and most
extensive farmers have the finest stock and that the
common breeds are confined to the small and struggling

farmer. Large farmers, and even some who may with
great propriety be styled gentlemen-farmers, are to be met
with, who do not seem to have the taste for keeping hand-
some animals of the best breeds, and their herds, accord-

ingly, often contain animals of very indifferent quality.

On the other hand, men whose herd numbers perhaps only

a score have them of superb quality, and take a laudable

pride in keeping them in blooming condition at every

season of the year. Shorthorns and their Crosses are

eminently suited for the climate and soil of the South of

Ireland, and when not over-crowded on the pastures, nor
permitted to feel the pinchings of hunger during winter

and spring, grow to an immense size, are deep milkers,

and the young stock reared from them come early to

maturity, and, being heavy weight, make a deal of money.
The cast cows are much easier finished for the butcher
than any of the other breeds, a quality for which they are

highly and deservedly prized by dairymen. A valuable

cow lost to the dairy through loss of teats, or other mis-
fortune, would, if sold as a store, in many instances lose

in value as many pounds as her season's produce realized
;

whereas, when of an easily-fattening breed, a compara-
tively short period on good keep brings her up to her
original value. The quality of land on which the
grandest herds of this breed are to be found is first class.

So luxuriant are the pastures in portions of Cork, Lime-

rick, and Tipperary that they support these heavy animals
in splendid health and condition all through the winter,
with, in numerous instances, only the assistance of a little

hay thrown on the grass during a portion of winter and
early spring. IMany of the most prosperous and inde-
pendent farmers grow very little green crops, when the
extent of their farms and the number of stock they pos-
sess are taken into consideration. They emphatically de-
clare that growing turnips and mangolds in great quantity
is little else than the picking of one's own pocket ; and,
further, that by having too much land under the plough,
the farmer makes himself the slave of his own men, as he
must be continually at their heels, or nothing will be done.
It will readily be seen that this mode of farming may do
very well on prime land, but can never succeed on "land
of only ordinary quality. Remove a valuable shorthorn
cow from such land, and try to sustain her with the same
treatment, and if she does not absolutely wither and die,

she speedily becomes a gaunt, ugly, and profitless animal'
a burden to herself and a disgrace to her owner. The
very men themselves, when they happen to remove from
a district in which Nature docs almost everything, to one
in which she requires a considerable amount of assistance
in the shape of sustained energy and constant personal
supervision, seldom get on well, mostly getting dispirited,
and end by breaking down altogether.

It is however due to this class to say, that on the soil

on which they were born and bred they manage capitally,

keep their stock up to the paying point, make a good
appearance, and occupy an acknowledged and respectable
position in society, keep a good table, and are by no means
shy in asking a neighbour of their own i-ank to share
their hospitality. There are degrees of rank here as well
as elsewhere, and the men who hold a large tract of land
such as has now been described are the very aristocracy
of the farming community. Many of them"little else to
do but to amuse themselves ; the land being mostly in
grass they have but few servants or labourers, and the
system of letting the cows to dairymen, which is very
much practised, still further reduces the active duties of
the farmer himself, and narrows them to a very small
compass indeed. The dairyman paying mostly in pro-
duce, the farmer makes an occasional visit to the butter
market to convert it into cash ; he frequents the neigh-
bouring fairs for the purpose of making himself acquainted
with the value of stock, and during the season varies the
round of his duties and amusements by taking a run with
the hounds. When at home his newspaper or a volume
of Scott, Byron, or Moore whiles away the time pleas-
antly, and is, by-the-bye, a far more sensible mode of
passing the time than was almost invariably the custom
thirty years ago, when punch-drinking was as nearly as
possible the sole evening's employment of the well-to-do
farmer. Very far different is the life of the successful
dairy-farmer, who holds land of inferior quality, and on
which the pasture must be supplemented by a liberal use
of house-food during the winter. Not but that many men
on such land have tried to imitate the easy-going farmers
of the Golden Vein and other rich districts, and have tried

to winter their dairy cattle on the pastures with but very
little other assistance. This has been the case more par-
ticularly of late years, when it has been so much the
fashion to lay down land to grass, and have the smallest
possible amount in tillage, so as to save labour and the
inevitable expenses consequent thereon. Such farming
is, however, a very miserable affair, and he who pursues
it is unworthy the name of a farmer, as he not only keeps
his animals in a state of semi-starvation during half the
year, but himself, and necessarily those dependent on him,
in a state bordering upon extreme poverty. Unless on
the very best land, stock however well bred soon decline
when not properly sheltered and fed during winter and
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Bpring, becoming stunted in size, small in the bone, anil

extremely difficult to fatten when it becomes desirable to

do so. The year's produce sinks on such treatment very

low indeed, and the most careful management, combined

with the greatest possible facility for its di8])osal, will

scarcely suffice to force it beyond or even up to the paying

point.

The only exceptions to this rule are the dairy farmers

near large' towus, who, whatever the nature or quality of

their soil, seldom grow a large breadth of green crop,

preferring to have farms as much as possible under grass.

They are liberal feeders nevertheless, and during the

winter season draw enormous quantities of grains and

wash from the breweries and distilleries for the support

of their stock. Many of tliis class are in independent

circumstances; men, too, who hold farms of but very

moderate extent, their peculiar line, the supplying of

public institutions with milk, being extremely profitable,

A few years ago pleuro-pneumonia was very prevalent

in the province, and particularly deadly amongst stock

fed on brewers' grains, &c., many dairymen having lost

their entire stock, worth in not a few instances over

£1,000. Cattle have now had a lengthened exemption

fi'om this scourge, and stocks are wonderfully healthy,

passing so much of their time in the fields,

and the softness of the climate conducing very

considerably to keep them healthy. Cleanliness in the

stalls, better drainage, and proper circnlatiou of air being

now better understood, will probably for the future tend

much to ward off epizootic disease, or at least lessen its

ravages should it unfortunately set in. Favoured so

highly with regard to mildness and moisture of climate,

the farmers of the South of Ireland have abundant

opportunity for keeping up a succession of green crops to

be used as house-food at every season of the year. Tares,

rye, and trifolium incarnatum, when sown on well-

prepared and well-manured land in autumn, succeed

admirably, and come in early in May, thus enabling the

farmer, if he has had the foresight to put in the crop, to

have an abundant supply of succulent and nourishing

food for his cattle at a period of the year when in less-

favoured districts of the kingdom there is often great

scarcity. This valuable climatic featm-e is scarcely so

much taken advantage of as it ought, and in too many
instances, even when the crops are put-in in sufficient

breadth and in good season, no beneficial results foUoAV,

on account of the seeds being sown on poor and badly-

prepared soil. "When the treatment is miserable the crop

is equally so, and, instead of being fit to cut early in May,

can scarcely be caught by the scythe even towards the

end of June. It is with these forage crops as with all

Others : however favourable and conducive to growth every

other attendant circumstance may be, unless sown on land

in high manurial condition, or well-manured at seed-time,

it is absolute folly to expend money on seed and labour.

Progress is undoubtedly being made in the right

direction, and most light-laud farmers endeavour to have

as much breadth as possible under what are generally

known as stolen crops. An instance of this has very

forcibly come under our own notice during the past

month, a neighbour, who owns a large dairy, having put

in ten or twelve acres of tares on his potato-land, so as

to make up in spring for an anticipated shortness of

green-crop. Such management is unusual, the corn-crop

being lost, and the rotation interfered with—a matter

which, however, is looked upon as of little moment in

Ireland ; but the tai-cs, if the spring is an early one, may
be fit to cut in April, and the turnip-crop following may
in the end make it quite as profitable as if the usual

course had been followed.

A few years ago ah excellent exami)lc in the way of
raising stolen and special-crops for dairy-cows was shown

to the practical farmers of the South at the Munstef
Model-farm. It was jnst such an example as every one
who had a mind to do so could copy, and which scarcely

anyone could see without picking up some hint which he
could turn to practical use at honie, Althouijh a Govern-
ment institution, there was nothing expensively done at

that time (new buildings have been erected since) ; the
cows standing in a simple shed, the stakes to which they
were fastened being merely larch spars quite in the rough,
the fastening being the ordinary chain with ring and
staple. The cows were by no means well-bred, but just

the ordinary kind of animals that could be picked-up at

the usual country fairs or the Cork cattle market ; whilst

to all appearance—they Avere at the very height of the

milking-season—every animal in the herd was fit for the

butcher, some of them, from the long-continued high-

feeding which they had enjoyed, being immensely big

animals. The crops grown expressly for the dairy-cows

were principally winter tares, cabbages, Italian ryegrass,

and the usual green-crops—turnips and mangolds. The
supply was so admirably timed as to leave no period of

the year without abundance, and the result was a magni-
ficent herd of dairy cattle, Avliich were an ornament to the

establishment to which they belonged, and reflected much
credit on the able-management of the then curator Mr.
David Cunningham. As a lorofitable mode of disposing

of the refuge of the dairy, pigs are largely kept in the

province of JNIunster. Extensive inland farmers, who
from their isolated position have no other method of dis-

posing of the thick milk, as the coagulated-milk is here

called, than by rearing calves and pigs, keep the latter

in large numbers, and when they treat this portion of

their live stock at all liberally, they make a large addition

to their annual receipts from this source alone. The pig

stock is seldom shut up in yards or houses, except at

night, having the run of the pastures during the day, on
which, when regularly supplied with milk, they keep very

healthy and do remarkably well. Although they thrive,

and keep in condition too, with milk alone, it is most
profitable, when fattening is the object, to mix a little

bran or meal with the milk, when they grow and fatten

at the same time, and the bacon is of superior quality.

Many farmers do not fatten at all, but sell them (as bon-

hives) from the mother, or (as slips) when pretty well

grown. This is probably the best paying way of all, as

the demand is generally so great for young pigs as to put

a fictitious value on them, and of course puts so much
more money in the way of the farmer. A sow, when in

young, running on the grass, and getting a little milk
once or twice a day, costs exceedingly little, and keeps

herself in capital condition ; and the litter, M'hen got rid

of early, cost not much more than it takes to feed the

mother a little more liberally when suckling her yoixng.

Great attention is paid to having pigs well bred ; and
justly, too, as good breeding means easy feeding.

A well-bred Yorkshire sow will often make £30 to her

owner in a year, from the sale of young pigs, kept only

until they are worth about 30s. each. The Berkshire is

a very popular breed, easily kept in condition, and have

one merit peculiar to themselves, which they owe to their

colour—and that is, they stand the sun much better than

the white ; a property of some value, where the animals

have to spend so much of their time during summer in

the open fields.

AVe now proceed to notice the quality of the produce

mnniifactnred by the farmers of this province, and the

mode of its disposal. We consider this cannot be better

done than by taking the published return of one day's

transactions at the Cork Butter Exchange, taking up

the first of a file of papers that comes to hand, which

bears date 11th October, and consequently gives the

number of firkins inspected and classed on the previous
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day. The total uumLer of fii-'kins sent to tliat day's mar-
ket readies (o the enormous miuiber of 3,509 ; a portion

of this beiug what is now kuowu to the trade as mild-

cui-ed, but bv far tlie greater part being heavily salted.

Of these 3,501) (irkius,

78-1. were 1st quality

1,'J22 „ 2ud „
720 „ 3rd „
69 „ 4th „

4 „ 5th „

1 „ 6th „

A glance at the day's transaetions, as here tabulated,

shows that the number of tirst-quality iirkius is astonish-

ingly low, and only to be accounted for by some misman-

agement on the. part of the farmer, or those whom he en-

trusts with the mauufacture of his butter. The prices

for the day are lOos. for 1st, 963. for 2nd, 85s. for 3rd,

showing a ditference of 9s. per cwt. on 2nd, and 209. on

3rd. With lower qualities we need institute no compa-

rison, as the quantities are small ; and it may readily be

supposed such low qualities are more accidental than

habitual with any individual maker. Taking 721bs. as

the average weight of a tirkin, we tindthat each loses 6s.,

amounting, in round numbers, on the whole to nearly

£600. Thirds lose about 143. each tirkin on the top

price, making, say, £500 ; and thus £1,100 is lost to

the butter producers, on only one day's transaction,

through inferior quality. It may be considered by some
to be an impossibility to have all tirsts ; and so it is, as

there are many influences at work which tend to injure the

quality of butter. Yet, notwithstanding this, it is so

much in the power of the maker, and depends so much on
correct manipulation, that if proper attention was paid

the amount of inferior qualities ought to be very small

indeed.

There are many large makers disposing of their butter

at the Cork market, who get scarcely anything but firsts :

and this simple fact shows how much is in the power of

the farmer, as what one man does another may also do.

if he would but give it the same attention. The leading

objections to Cork butter are supposed to be over-salting,

over-holding, and packing in dirty water-soaked casks.

With regard to over-salting, no one can plead ignorance

of the proper quantity required, as the merchants are

most particular in informing all and sundi-y who deal with

them the exact proportions required for a firkin of butter,

80 as to enable it to keep sweet and good for any reason-

able period. It can therefore only be supposed that

the extra quantity is put in to get the price of butter

for the salt, which costs comparatively little. If this

is the object of anyone, it is almost invariably de-

feated, as it must be an otherwise unexceptionable

firk-in that over - salting will not condemn. Over-

holding having no connection with the manufactm-e of

the butter has but little effect ou the general average

;

and if a farmer can afford to speculate, and chooses to do

80, he must necessarily stand the same risk of loss from

deterioration of quality as the merchant himself does.

fly speculating, however, the farmer gets out of his legiti-

mate business ; and stale butter passed thi'ough the market

is not liked by the buyers, its keeping properties being

often very materially impaired by the time it is brought

in. Steeping the firkins in water until they are black

and filthy-looking is another prolific source of injury to

Cork butter, and is so much practised as to call forth,

almost daily, the serious remonstrance of the merchants.

The reason given by the country people for steeping at

all is, that but few of the casks weigh the full amount
marked upon them ; and therefore, in pure self-defence,

they are compelled to place them in water for some time

previous to using them, so as to bring them iip to the

weight. To some extent this is true ; but it is also true

—nay, in fact, patent to the most casual observer—that

it is more frequently over than under-done, many firkins

that reach the Exchange being disgustingly dirty. The
merchants do their utmost to obviate this serious iujury

to their trade by washing the casks previous to shipment,

and rendering tlicm as clean-looking as possible ; but it

is utterly impossible to recover the beautiful and invitingly

clean look which they had when first purchased by the

farmer. There is still anotiier dilficulty in the way, and
one even more fatal to the manufacture of prime butter

than any of the reasons already noticed, viz., the practice

of allowing the cream to stand too long in the pans after

the milk has become thick or sour, according to the sea-

son. From long acquaintance with the butter-makers of

the south, we believe this to be the most fruitful cause of

low qualities being manufactured, it being utterly im-

possible, by the most skilful management, to make sweet

butter of good keeping properties after the cream has

begun to decompose. It is a most mistaken idea to

imagine that any profit can accrue in the way of additional

cream after the milk has become thick ; and it is sui*-

prisiug so many makers of butter fall into this mistake.

To use a favourite expression of the inspectors, when a

good firkin comes before them, cream that would produce

butter fit for "her Majesty's table," if only taken oft" in

time, produces an article, Avhen allowed to stand twenty-

four hours longer, fit only for kitchen purposes, and some-

times scarcely even for that. The Cork Butter Exchange
is a market admirably adapted for the disposal of dairy

produce, its space being immense, and the rules and regu-

lations by which the busy traffickers in this branch of

native manufacture are guided being founded on the

teachings of reason and experience. Although there is a

large amount of opposition to the mode in which this

market is worked, from a quarter too where it might be

least expected, it would be a very difficult matter for its

opponents to show the slightest improvemont, even if

their suggestions and Viishes were carried out. The mer-

chants or buyers who receive the butter from the farmer

are a most gentlemanly body of men—courteous and con-

descending to the most humble, and attend as faithfully

to the interests of the customer who brings only one

fij-kin as to him who brings twenty. Let a man be ever

so poor, if he has a character for honesty and probity iu

his dealings, and has a prospect of being able to send

forward his produce in payment, the merchant is always

ready to make him cash advances to any reasonable

amount. This advantage to most farmers is of far more
importance than being able to save the very small com-
mission charged by the agent ; and few of them see the

slightest profit to be gained by being able to sell direct to

the exporter, J. S.

PRIZES AT WINCHESTER FAIR. — Mr. Budd, of

Hatch Warren, Basingstoke, acted as the sole judge, and gave

great satisfaction in his decisions. Eor the best 100 Hamp-
shire Down wether lambs, bred by the exliibitor, a piece of

plate, value £15—Mr. Geo. Pern, Crawley. For the second

best ditto, a piece of plate, value £8—Mr. W. Cordery, Hazely.

For the best 100 fall-mouth Hampshire Down ewes, which
have been in the possession of the exhibitor twelve months, a

piece of plate, value £12—Mr. W. E. Fitt, Littleton. For
the second best ditto, a piece of plate, value £8—Mr. Cordery,

Hazely. For the best 50 lambs of any breed, the exhibitor's

farm not exceeding 300 acres, a piece of plate, value £5—Mr.
Yokes, Worthy. For the best 60 ewes of any breed, tiie ex-

hibitor's farm not exceeding 300 acres, a piece of plate, value

£5—Mr. Bowker, Harestock. The judge highly commended
Mr. Best's and Mr. Smith's lambs, and Mr. Fitt's (Westley)

pen of ewes. Mr. Fitt's ewes were sold to a Winchester

butcher at 4s. 8d. per stone (Bibs.), dead-weight. Mr. Cordery

obtained 4Gs. per head.
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THE CATTLE PLAGUE AND THE PROPOSED ABATTOIRS AT THE
NEW CATTLE MARKET.

Sir,—May I beg your indulgence for a space in your

excellent journal ? as I learn from the Tunes, of Wednes-

day last, that ^Ir. Rudkin, the Chairman of the Markets

Committee, has shadowed forth a plan to be laid before

the Court of Common Council of the City of London, for

erecting, at the expense of £36,500, an additional number

of slaughter-houses at the Metropolitan Cattle Markets.

This is to be done under the pretence of relieving the

present system of driving cattle through the streets of

London, and to endeavour to supply the new meat mar-

ket, erecting at Smithfield, with dead meat ; but scarcely

anything is mentioned respecting the stay of the cattle

plague, which from the loss it has entailed on the coun-

try has been the cause of the extravagantly high prices

of meat for the last two years. "While it has proved a great

loss to the consumers, it has not been less so to the pro-

ducers of meat ; for, astounding as it may appear, as great

a number of cattle have been lost as we have imported.

Lord Robert Montagu has told us, in his speech on the

Cattle Diseases Bill, of the great advantage received even

from the restrictions imposed in consequence of the cattle

plague. And if these restrictions would do this, what
would not perfect isolation do? He said, " He referred

especially to the foot-and-mouth disease imported from

Holland in 1839, and pleuro-pneumonia, imported from

Holland in 1842. In the latter year, and before the disease

was imported, the average mortality among cattle in

England was from 1\ to 2^ per cent. From that time

the percentage rose steadily, tiU it appeared from the re-

ports of the Cattle Insurance C!ompany, ,in 1848, that

three-fourths of all the losses were due to pleuro-pueumo-

nia. In 1860, 374,000 horned cattle died of disease in

England, of which more than one-half was due to pleuro-

pneumonia; and from 1854 to 1800 the average loss

annually from that cause amounted to 160,000 head of

cattle."

Thus we see from pleui'o-pneumonia imported with

foreign cattle this immense loss had occurred, and now
within the last two years from cattle plague even this

large amount is augmented to the number of 355,825 : of

this immense amount 56,901 were slaughtered to prevent

the spread of disease, to say nothing of those that have

died through other diseases.

To have a certain and constant supply of dead meat to

the market is no doubt all-important to the Corporation

;

but are they the only parties to be considered ? Does
not common sense say, that if abattoirs are necessary (and

no one can possibly doubt they are necessary), the place

for them is not at the present market, but at the ])lace of

debarkation, and there only, where there is a sufficiency

of space, with rail and water communication easy of

access in the first place to the purchasers of animals, and
secondly, convenient for conveying away to a dead-market

the food of the people ? Is it not the very height of

madness, seeing the immense distance from which cattle

are brought by railway, and the manner in which those

coming from different countries arc mixed in their transit

(some of them very probably being brought from districts

where the fatal disease constantly rages), to allow them
to be put in the same market and mixed with our English

breeds ? This step acts unfavourably upon supply. Fear

prevents a large su])ply of English beasts, and then being
once mixed together makes it (very ))roperly) im))erative
that Ihcy should not be removed alive from bevond the

metropolitan district. It also has a double effect, in the
first place preventing a supply, and then limiting competi-

tion amongst the purchasers, they being almost exclusively

confined to that district, while others from many of our

large county towns and watering-places are entirely ex-

eluded, which they ever will be unless they are allowed to

remove their cattle into the country for slaughter. And
this it will never be safe to do under the existing system,

so long as both are brought into the same market and
exposed for sale together, as they are liable every moment
to spread the insidious, disastrous, and fatal disease,

from the ravages of which the country has so deeply

suffered.

The present Metropolitan Cattle Market has hitherto

in no way repaid the Corporation of London their outlay
;

and I trust they will pause before they entail upon them-
selves an additional one, to end in further disap])oinment.

AVhy should they be allowed to recoup themselves, and
enhance, by a most monstrous monopoly (the days of

which must be nearly numbered), the price of the food

of the working-classes ? But, however infatuated the

Corporation may be, is it not the duty of a Government,
after all the experience they have had, aud the constant

trouble, annoyance, and expense they have been put to,

to stop the Corporation in their reckless and—to the

public at large—injurious course, and to say they shall go

no further, but that they themselves will adopt the only

safe course for saving the future herds of England from
such fearful scourges as they have lately suffered, by
the establishment of a suitable spot for a market for the

sale and slaughter of all foreign fat animals, and for

placing in quarantine those intended for stores ?

This, and this alone, will leave the present cattla

market free for the exposure for sale of all British animals,

from which place they could be moved with safety to any
part of Great Britain.

It may be said that the Corporation of London has

vested rights, and that this would entail upon them a

greater loss than they have hitherto sustained. But this

I believe is in a great degree imaginary, as we know that

in all cases w^ant of competition decreases supply ; and

that this is so in the London market no one can doubt.

Au open market would attract a greater supply, and with

the supply greater competition, ))roving, at the same
time, a great boon to all members in the trade residing

south of the metropolis, as no animal now brought north

or east, north-west or west, of London, can be admitted

to the south of it, where it is so much required. But
even should the loss to the Corporation occur, .are both

producers and consumers to snft'er, that this body may be

enriched ? I am sure all sensible men wiU spurn such an

idea, and say, if a considerable sum has been spent by
the civic authorities, under the sanction and authority of

this or any preceding Government, and that they have

the least claim to compensation, let it be at once ascer-

tained, and it would be immediately cheerfully paid by

the nation.

The present dallying system has now been going on

for two years ; and I trust that on the meeting of Parlia-

ment some one of our county members will immediately

move for a return of the whole expenses incurred with re-

gard thereto—including the professional staff retained,

the consultiug oflTiccrs and their travelling expenses, the

printing of the various acts of Parliaraeut, orders aud
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oouuler-oi'Jurs, tliu einploymuul ol" police, aJverlisiug,

telegrams, &c.—to say uothiug of the almost cudlcss

expense iucurreJ in carrying those orders out iu the

various counties and boroughs of England. I feel sure

this return, if properly made, would disclose such an

amount as would be perfectly astounding, and that the

Government would at once see that it could uot any

longer delay taking this most important step.

It is no "leap in the dark," but the sum and substance

of all the evidence given and taken from men of common-
sense and also by our most eminent scieutilic men. Let

the most approved aud conveuieut spot be found, and let

it be adopted witliout hesitation. Tiie icbuit would j)rove

the ])reservatiou from disease of the herds and Hocks of

England, and promote their rapid development. These
increased numbers would speedily give food to the people

at moderate ])rices, and save to the country the immense
oullay to which I have alluded—suflicient, I believe, to

more than iudemnify the Corporation of London, should

they be able to establish their claim for compensation.

I am, sir, yours respectfully,

JuHN Claydex,
Chairman of the Cattle Defence Association.

L'tttlehurij, Saffron Walden, Nov. 5.

FEEDING POULTRY FOR THE LONDON MARKET.

BY HENRY II. DIXON.

The eastern counties may be said to have pretty nearly a

monopoly of our English turkey raising and feeding. Hen-

wives arc generally " afraid to meddle with theru" on the score

of delicacy ; but if the requisite food aud attendance are not

found to be thrown away in Norfolk aud Cambridgeshire, &c.,

why should they be elsewhere, except in an essentially damp

climate ? They must be tenderly reared, aud not " dragged

up," as the saying is. The Norfolk turkey is black, with a

few white spots on its wings ; aud iu no pact of the county is

the breed preserved iu higher purity than iu Sir William

Ffolkes's. The Cambridgeshire turkey is of a bronze gray,

and rather longer iu the leg and bigger in the bone. Very

few white ones are to be seen, as they are supposed, like a

white long-horn cow, to be more delicate. The adherents of

the Norfolk blacks consider that they lay on more flesh aud

that it is whiter and finer iu texture than that of the

Cambridgeshire bronze ; but as a rule the latter sort pre-

dominates in the East Anglian stubbles, and comes to the

greatest weight. A good April-hatched cock at Christmas

should average about 18 lbs. iu his feathers, aud the hen-bird

about 101b. or 11 lbs. in November, with ordinary feeding;

but if they have been " sent along" with Indiau-coru, barley-

meal, rice, aud potatoes, they will make up to nearly 3 lbs.

heavier. The small Norfolk farmers generally keep a cock and

three or four hens, and consider fifteen an excellent brood.

The best broods are always hatched in April, aud the second

brood, which never comes to the same maturity, and is eaten at

poult estate, follows in June or July. A September hatch too

often realizes the rustic prophecy, " they'll never be fit, they

won't live long enough." Cramp in the legs is very fatal to

the broods ; but it only kills them by lingering stages, and a

disease in the head very often afl'ects " a highly successful

elimination." Wet is the young turkey's greatest foe. They

are not let out of the coop till they have been hatched two or

three days, and they should then be carefully watched and

driven iu from a shower.

On the smaller farms they are seldom finished off for market,

and middle-men go roimd about the end of August and buy
them up at an average of £4 10s. per score. They are then

sold at a small profit, of sometimes only 6d. per head, to the

larger farmers to " shack" upon the barley or oat stubbles,

while the " swine well ringled" are put upon the wheat ones.

By the terms of some leases the pigs and poultry are the only

live stock which may be depastured on the young grass-seeds

layer. A turkey-boy is placed in daily attendance on the flock,

to drive them home if it is wet, and keep them away from the

trees, to which, true to their American forest origin, they are

very partial. Nice, bright plumage and wattles like red

sealing-wax are capital symptoms, and if the cocks gobble, they

are said to " talk healthy." Fighting is also a true sign of

vigour, and so is fly-catching, when they are young. Besides

what they get on the stubbles, they have abundance of in-door

relief. The system of cramming them at night with fo;c'-

balls is very much abandoued, and they are generally well

kept on potatoes, barley-tailiugs, aud light wheat, ground and

mixed with milk. Common white turnips, wliich they eat

greedily without slicing, tend to piake their flesh white, and
" cool their coppers ;" brickdust to scour their maw is never

neglected.

They are killed simply by breaking their necks, and the

breast-bone is also broken before they are sent off to the

poultry-salesman, iu order to give the breast a plumper appear-

ance. The cocks, if sold out of their feathers to the neigh-

bouriug gentry, will fetch Is. 2d. per lb., aud the hens Is. or

sometimes only 9d.,when a very pleutifid season has knocked

down prices, or they are not fed up to the mark. The bigger

they are, the higher their value per pound, on the same
principle that salmon of 20 lbs. aud upwards fetch Gd. more iu

the spring and early summer months for the large West-end

dinner parties. The great bulk of them go in their feathers to

the London salesmen ; but the wives of the small farmers take

tltem picked to Norwich and sell them in the market, where

very large ones, trussed and ready for the spit, have made
Is. 6d. at Christmas. Hen-birds, which get fat sooner, and

are generally killed-ofl' before the end of November, are

thought to be a daintier morsel than the " gobblers." Some
two-year-old cocks (beyond which age they are very seldom

kept) have been killed at 30 lbs., when a heavy weight is

wanted, for an audit diuner ; but with very high-feeding, in

one or two rare instances, prize birds have turned the scale

at 40 lbs.

It is to Norfolk and Suffolk that we look for goose-manage-
ment on the largest and most economical scale. Tiie goose

trade of the great Norfolk dealers resolves itself into two
branches—the green geese, aud the Michaelmas. In March
and April they begin to get in their gosling supplies from

farmers or cottagers near the commons, in both those coun-

ties. Most of these goslings are about five weeks old, aud
many of them iu very poor plight ; but six or seven weeks of

feeding under stages, on barley-meal, maize, wheat-tailings,

aud brewers' grams, mixed, make them all ripe for the green-

goose market. The Michaelmas geese take their places under

the stases in August ; and Norfolk and Suflolk are pretty well

scoured before the dealers fall back upou the Irish aud the Dutch
supplies. The Dutch, which are principally grey, come from

Rotterdam ; and one of the largest Norwich dealers imported

seventeen tons' weight of live birds last year. They come
over by steamers and sailing vessels, packed iu big flat baskets,

but not to any great extent after the 1st of October. In the

dealers' hands they are fed on the same principle as ducks

—

low fair to begin with, and then on a gradually ascending

scale. On turnips they are capital substitutes for sheep ; and
when a dealer has a turnip-field, he not uufrequeutly hurdles

off a portion of it, and eats it off with them. They first clear

the tops and the bulbs of the softer turnips ; but when they

have a field of swedes to deal with, the man iu attendanoe

gives each turnip a chop. With this aid, they eat far cleaner

M M
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thau sliepp, and, in fact, leave nothing but their " taitli,"

\^hich answers admirably as a ])reparation for tlie next wheat-

crop. Mang'els are not so much to their taste as turnips

;

hut they eat the tops with a special relish. While they are

busy with these green crops, tliey require nothing hut large

troughs of water ; and the finishing process consists in putting

them under stages for a month, and feeding them on brewers'

grains and meal.

On the western moors of Cornwall every one keeps geese

;

and they are bought up by jobbers in thousands, for the

stubbers. Summer Court, on September 25th, is the " goose-

fair" of the county; but they are only eaten there, and bar-

gains are struck under their savoury influence for draft ewes

and wethers. Farmers all over England are supplied very

largely both from Holland and Ireland. Geese are exten-

sively bred in Moravia ; and the hilly districts in Germany
and Holland are peopled by a lot of goose-farmers, who get

their living entirely by them. The Hussenheim goose-market

is a very large on, and of great antiquity ; and, according to

local tradition, the tovni owes its name to the bird of its

choice. The Dutch hucksters buy goslings from the cotters

—

suho, like the burghers, are remarkable for turning the penny

the right way—at prices varying from Is. 6d. to 2s. They are

driven to Rotterdam, where they are packed up in crates,

which are capable of holding about fifty or sixty each. Their

voyage to Hull by the steamers is cliarged i-^t 18s. per cwt.j or

about £5 for 300 or 400 birds ; and they are not fed until

they are lauded, and then with oats. From Hull they are
forwarded to central market-towns in railway-trucks, each of
which is capable of holding 230 birds. A small per-centage
of the more weakly ones die from being trampled on ; and
these casualties, with the expense of transit and sale, brino' up
the price to about 3s. 9d,, when they are pitched in the mai'-

ket during August and September. The Irish collections are
managed on a similar principle. If the goslings arc pur-
chased within reasonable distance of Dublin or Dundalk, they
arc driven to those ports ; and if not, they are sent by rail.

Liverpool, like Hull, is quite a " board of supply" for English
dealers during the season.

Considerable supplies of ducks are also brought from Hol-
land, and some Turkeys as well ; but the Norwich dealers'

duck-supplies are mostly gathered in, through the hucksters,

from the small cottagers in the county. Rouens and Aylesburies
have not been much used for crossing ; and the supplies are

generally of the small mixed-brown-and-cinnamon sort, which
has subsisted since the Flood. The cottagers do not force

their ducklings, but sell them to the dealers, one of whom
takes 30,000 a year, principally in the duck-aud-green-pea

season. They come to him about 31bs. in weight ; and, after

a week in the lean and three in the fat yard, they are turned
out in prime condition, and fully lib. gain in flesh.

—

Journal

of the Royal A^rkuUural Society,

CENTRAL FARMERS' CLUB.
BENEFIT SOCIETIES IN RURAL DISTRICTS.

The first mmithly meeting of the members of the Club,

after the reoess, took place on Monday evening, November 4,

at the Club House, Salisbury Square, the Chairman of the

year, Mr. E. Little, of Lanhill, Chippenham, presiding.

The attendance was numerous. The subject appointed for

discussion was " The Management of Benefit Societies in

Rural Districts," the introducer being Jlr. Charles Howard,

of Biddenham, Bedford.

The Chairman said : Gentlemen, before proceeding to the

immediate business of the evening, you will, perhaps, allow

me to say, in accorddnce with v.hat is usually expected from

the chairman of this Club after the long vacation, a few words

more particularly relating to our own prospects as farmers. I

must first congratulate you on the cessation of the cattle

plague, and on the freedom with which our animals can now
be removed (Hear, hear). Since we last met we have had a

very eventful season ; very great changes have taken place in

the prices of meat and corn, and sudden and extraordinary

changes in the weather has been the character of the season.

I am sorry to say that we cannot congratulate ourselves

on a very successful harvest as respects the quantity of

wheat produced in this country. Tlie prospect was, perhaps,

at one time as cheering as in ordinary seasons, and, for

my own part, I believe it was the frost which occurred on

the 22nd and g3rd of May that disappointed all our hopes

(Hear, hear). As regards the four or five counties with which

I am more immediately connected, I think we have not reaped

a smaller quantity of corn since 1861 (Hear, hear). Not-
withstanding the reports made by gentlemen who write for

notoriety in the newspapers, after having travelled through Eng-
land, as they state, from north to south, and from west to east

(laughter), taking long sights from a railway-carriage in an ex-

press train, through a dim pair of spectacles— (great laughter)

—notwithstanding, I say, the reports in which such gentle-

men have declared that there was an excellent crop, my ex-
perience, gentlemen, and yours, I believe, proves the contrary
(Hear, liear). I believe that iu four counties with which I

am especially connected, namely, Gloucestershire, Berkshire,

Wilts, and Somerset, the average yield will not exceed 3^

quarters per acre (Hear, hear). I think I shall be bo.rne out

in that view by several gentlemen now in this room (Hear,

hear). But, although we have obtained such a small quantity

I am happy to say that the crop was got together under,

very advantageous oircumatancea (Hear, hear), and except in

a few oases, when the weather was unpropitious, corn of very

good quality has been harvested (Hear, hear). Judging from

present prospects I do not myself thmk we shall have any-

tliing like famine prices, but hearing in mind the low aver-

age of the crop and the short quantity of old corn on hand,

I think we may expect a high range of prices throughout

the year (Hear, hear). A great change has, as I have before

remarked, taken place recently in the price of our animals,

and particularly in sheep. T suppose I may truly say that

sheep have, on the average, fallen since we last met from 14-s.

to 15s. per head ; though it would appear from letters pub-

lished of late in some of the newspapers that consumers have

not reaped advantages commensurate with our loss (Hear,

hear). I do not know that it is necessary for me to enter

any further into that point : I will now call upon our friend

Mr. Charles Howard to introduce the subject for this evening's

discussion, viz., " The Management of Benefit Societies in

Rural Districts." I have no doubt that that gentleman has

prepared a very excellent paper, and that great interest will be

felt in the account which he will give of various societies in

this country. I know that he has taken a very wide range, I

am sure the subject is in very good hands, and I will not my-

self enter into the subject at all until I have heard the paper

which he will be good enough to read to us (cheers).

Mr. HOT^^AKD said I Mr, Chairman and gentlemen, the sub-

jects discussed at this Club are, as a rule, those which concern

the interest of the farmer : to-night we meet for the considera-

tion of one bearing upon the welfare of the labourer. In order

that a country may enjoy all the blessings of a high state of ci-

vilization, it is necessary tliere should be a sympathy of feeling
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Ijetwcen the various classes of society. Among tlio leading clia-

racteristics of the present age there are two which are

conspicuous—viz., the interest which is now so happily mani-

fested by the upi)er and middle classes in the welfare of the

working population, or in that portion which Lord Derby has

lately so well described as the " wage-paid" class ; this fea-

ture has doubtless been more strongly developed in the agri-

cultural tlian in any other portion of tlie community. The

other characteristic is the facility of combination which now

distinguishes these working people—a facility which, if pro-

perly directed, may lead to beneficial results, such as the for-

mation of charitable associations for the support of each other

when thrown out of work, or of benefit societies for relief

when disease or old age overtakes them. Combination, under

such circumstances, is not only unobjectionable, but it is

highly meritorious. Ilad there been more of this kindly feel-

ing evinced by the employers of labour towards the employed

in the manufacturing districts, and proper assistance rendered

in the early formation of the benefit societies of their men, it

is a question whether such societies would have been so pro-

stituted as the revelations of the last few weeks, in connexion

with the trades'-unions, have shown them to be. With this

brief allusion I shall dismiss the subject of trades'-unions, as

it forms no part of this evening's business. It is sometimes

difficult for those who are well-to-do in the world, and who
feel certain that " their bread shall be given them and their

water sure," to form an estimate of the feeling with which

the man who gets his bread " by the sweat of his brow" views

the prospect of old age. The fear, " when the keepers of the

house begin to tremble, and the strong men shall bow them-

selves," that the slender means of subsistence shall be replaced

by want, is a bitterness which is difficult for those who live in

comfort to understand. In former days the more far-seeing

of the labouring classes, looking forward with dread to

the evening of life, when they would have to rely on the

workhouse, or, in other words, public charity, led them to

make provision for the necessities of old age : hejice the origin

of benefit societies. It is highly creditable to the working

classes to find, from a recent return, that one out of every

nine of the population is a member of such a society. In

France the proportion ih one in seventy-six, and in Belgium

one in sisty-sis. No record, as far as I arn aware, exists of

the foundation of the first of these societies ; the first Act of

Parliament, however, relating to friendly societies was passed

in the year 1793. Since that time about .36,000 have had

their rules enrolled and certified, more than 13,000 of which

have since been dissolved or broken up ; besides these, it is

estimated that there are some hundred thousand " Brumma-
gem, or sbaring-out clubs," as they are termed, which are not

recognised by the Registrar-General. It is in these where the

greatest mismanagement and fraud have prevailed. They ap-

pear to be established for the good of the publican, who is in

most cases chief manager. Their doings have been very pro-

perly exposed in an excellent paper in the Leisure ITovr of

March last, by the Rev. I. Y. Stratton, of Ditton Rectory,

Maidstone, who takes great interest in friendly societies, and

to whom I am indebted for some valuable information. The

object of this paper is to suggest methods, and to invite dis-

cussion as to the best means of placing benefit societies for

our niral districts upon the soundest and most advantageous

footing. It is now nearly three years since I first promised

the Club to introduce the subject on the card for this

evening; the sudden appearance, however, of the cattle-

plague among our herds led the Committee to ref|uest me to

substitute for it a paper upon that all-absorbing topic.

In my own village we have a friendly society, whiph has been

establislied for many years, and which hitherto has held its

ground, but, like many other similar institutions, although

managed far better than the majority of such societiesj^ symp-

toms of decay, which might have been foreseen at its forma-

tlon, already begin to appear. To remedy the defects of

friendly societies, and to gain information upon clubs gene-

rally, I corresponded with some sixty gentlemen connected

with agriculture in various parts of the country. I put to

them the follou-iug questions : 1, Have you any benefit clubs

to which your men do or may belong? 3, How long estab-

lished? 3, "UHiat are the weekly or other payments P 4,

"What advantages do they offer to the members? 5, Have

tliey been in pecuniary difficulties? 6, What is their present

financial position? 7, "Wliere are the meetings held? 8,

Can you suggest any improvement in the principle or mode of

management? The correspondence which ensued would be

far too voluminous to give in this paper. I vrill therefore

give you some extracts which I deem to be valuable. I will

take the counties alphabetically. Mr. G. Battam8,of Carlton,

Beds, writes : " In the parishes in which I have occupied

land, most of the labourers were members of benefit clubs.

One club got into pecuniary difficulties, arising from the

members spending 20 per cent, of their subscriptions at the

monthly meeting in beer, and this brings rne to the only sug-

gestion that I can make, ilicd benefit chih meeUnijs should not

he at piilUc-hoiises. I do not wish to deprive a poor man of

his beer or his holiday, and I hope ere long he will get more

of both, when he ceases to labour for the payment of the

malt-tax." Mr. W. Pike, of Castle Thorpe, Bucks, writes: "I

am sorry to say the club meetings are held at public-houses.

I cannot help thinking there are too many clubs—' Unity is

strength.' A mistake is made in taking too young members.

So soon as a lad can earn 6s. per week, he goes into a club,

and, after paying in for twelve months, many of them in case

of slight illness go on the club, and get Ss. per week. I think

if they were allowed to pay 6d. per month for two years before

they derived any benefit, they would get in the clubs much

easier, and would not be so likely to impose on them. But

what I should like to see is, that all clubs should be on

the same footing as the life assurances, remove them from

public-houses, and not let them have 3d. to pay for a pint of

beer for every shilling they pay to the club, one penny of

which goes to Government in the shape of malt-tax." Mr.

H. Fookes, of Whitchurch, Dorset writes :
" Our club works

well, and we find most of our best labourers are in friendly

societies: it gives them an independence, and they do not

come to their parishes for relief." Mr. J. A. Piggot, of Beck-

ingham Hall, Essex, writes :
" I send you the rules and report

of the ' Essex Provident Society,' which is a first-rate institu-

tion ; it allows the agricultural labourer 8s. 3d. per week on

payment of Is. per month, and the tradesman or mechanic up

to 18s., but no person is allowed to enter in a class above his

earnings. I cannot say anything in praise of the smaller

clubs in this district ; they are all except one kept at public-

houses, and pay Is. 6d. per month, 6d. of which is spent at

the monthly meeting." Mr. H. Butt, of Bredon, Gloucester-

shire, writes :
" Many benefit clubs have from time to time

been established in our towns and villages, but are not so

numerous as formerly, many having ' come to grief from bad

management or dishonesty on the part of some of the officials,

consequently the confidence of the working-men has been much

weakened, and some declare 'they will never again join any

club.' Some four years ago a club was established at Beck-

ford, a village near here, and many working-men joined it, but

two years since it received a heavy blow by the absconding of

the secretary with it was said, part of the funds. I enclose a

MM?
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letter from Dr. R. S. Martin, our village surgeon, who has

taken much interest in clubs for nany years, and wliose re-

marks and suggestions are entitled to serious consideration. I

also enclose a characteristic letter from ' John Bassett,' our

district postman, who, as you will see, approves of clubs, but

blames boards of guardians for refusing relief to men in dis-

tress, because they have pay out of a club, while as he thinks

these are the very persons who ought to be relieved and en-

couraged. Now, as a guardian of many years' standing, T fear

there is some ground for Bassett's complaint, and I entirely

agree with his conclusions. As a proof of the value of clubs

and tlie comfort they afford to members in cases of illness or

accident, I may mention two cases wliicli came under my own

observation some time since in my own parisli. Two labourers

had each a hand injured by agricultural machinery in the same

week ; one had been for some years a member of tlie Tewkes-

bury Club, and immediately on beiug disabled got his 10s. per

week and tlie free services of the club surgeon. The other

man liad been less provident and had never joined any club,

consequently he at once became changeable to the Union, and

being a single man got 2s. 6d. per week, and tlie assistance of

the Union surgeon." Dr. R. S. Martin, of Kemerton, in his

letter referred to by Mr. Butt, states that clubs have not done

weU here as a rule. There has beeu gross mismanagement, and

the want of a sustained interest in them by their own immediate

supporters. The accounts have been badly kept, badly audited,

and the money often badly invested. No club or business of any

kind could succeed under the management I have seen.

I feel confideut benefit clubs would succeed if the rules and

tables and book-keeping, published by Mr. Tidd Pratt, in

1860, were faithfully carried out by efficient and energetic offi-

cers ; if they were not held at public-houses ; if members en-

tered young, under 20 years of age ; if the gentry, and espe-

cially large employers of labour, took sufficient interest in the

subject, not only to subscribe to tlie fund, but also to see for

themselves from time to time that the business was being pro-

perly conducted." The following is tlie letter of John Bassett,

the postman alluded to by Mr. Butt ; I give it because I think

it worthy the attention of poor law guardians. He
writes: " Sick clubs are very good things; they keep men and

their families off tlie parish ; but I think one thing is not

right, and that is, after a man has paid into a club for 20 or

30 years, and never received any benefit from it nor relief

from his parish, aud when he is obliged to give up work, and

goes to the club for his allowance, it does very well when he

gets full pay; but when he comes to half-pay, which is after he

has been on the box for six months, it is not so well for him.

But that is not tlie worst, for when a man has been on the box

for nine months lie only gets quarter-pay, amounting to 2s. 6d.

or 3s. per week ; it is then the parish ought to help him, but

they refuse to do so. I think, after a man has done as I have

said, tlie parish ouglit to be proud to lielp him. After a man
has done liis best it is liard to be half-starved. What is 2s.

6d. or 3s. iu a house to find everything for a man, and perhaps

a wife and family to live on ? then is the time when more is

wanting, and for the parish to help." I am bound to say that

I think that the conduct of Guardians as related by John Bassett

is exceptional ; my experience is, that men iu clubs have al-

ways beeu liberally treated. Mr. Morris, of Maisemore Court,

Gloucestershire :
" I am glad to fiud the Farmers' Club is

about to take into consideration the management of friendly

societies. I think it is a subject well worth the attention of

farmers. AVe have an Odd FeUows' club in this parish, to

which many of my labourers belong. I have joined it

myself as a leguhir member (not lionorary), and, therefore,

take part in the management, I think, if famiers

generally would join clubs in the same manner, and take

their share of the management, we should see them in a

more prosperous condition, and made truly benefit societies.

As it now is, many, I may say most, of the clubs are started

more for the benefit of a public-house than its members."

The next letter is from Mr. Henry Humphreys, of Beau
]\Ianor, Leicestershire, giving an account of a club based upon

principles very different to the generality of clubs. He says :

" I would especially direct your attention to the Beau Manor

aud Woodhouse Provident Benefit Society. It was enrolled

in 1858, and combines the principle of savings' bank and

benefit society. It receives monthly any amount greater, but

not less, than 3d. from any member, irrespective of age, and

allows at the rate of Ave per cent, interest on sums not ex-

ceeding £50 ; above £50, four per cent. This is a decided

advantage over benefit clubs generally, where the monthly pay-

ments of a member, who has never troubled the club for sick

pay, go to the general fund for ever. Compared with others,

as a benefit club, it possesses greater advantages. There are

four classes in which members are entered by certificates from

the medical officers, according to bodily strength. This classi-

fication directs the sick allowance the member is to receive, of

which an equal amount weekly will be drawn from his own
deposit. The society provides this sum so long as the de-

positor's own funds can hold out an equal sum. There are

131 depositing members of all classes, from two years and up-

wards ; £700 are invested, £250 of which belong to the club.

It is supported by a few honorary members. No sick pay is

allowed to any member under thirteen years of age." Mr.

Charles Newman, of Hayes, Middlesex, writes :
" I have for

fifty years taken a great interest in benefit societies, and have

witnessed their beneficial effect in securing for labourers an

independence from parochial relief. When guardian, I always

endeavoured to obtain for applicants, being members of clubs,

some relief by way of encouragement ; I regret that this is

not the general feeling. I have long been of opinion that it

would be an excellent system, if parishes were empowered to

advance parochial benefit societies a certain sum annually,

according to the number of members. This would benefit

them much better than the reluctant subscriptions of honorary

members." Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., of Honingham, Norfolk,

writes :
" That the meetings should not be held at public-

houses, aud that farmers aud others of the middle-classes

should become honorary members, take an interest in the

clubs, and see that they are based on sound principles." Mr.

T. Hawkins, of Bentley Hall, Suffolk, writes :
" I herewith

send you the rules, &c., of our Sandford Hundred Benefit

Club, which lias worked exceedingly well, and is yearly

increasing in numbers. Many of the local clubs have become

insolvent, arising from bad management and spending part of

the funds in drink at monthly meetings. The prosperity of

these societies depends very much upon the medical certificates

to prevent fraud, as there will always be some continue on the

sick-list after they get well, particularly men who are rather

too old to earn full wages and don't like to take less. I fiud

there is an increasing inclination amongst the members to go

on the club if they are only slightly indisposed, such as a pain

iu the stomach, which a little medicine would put right in a

few hours. And notwitlistandiug they can call on the club

for half-a-week's pay, they invariably take a week. If any of

my men are absent, and I hear they are not ' vastly well,' I am
sure not to have them for a week ; and if remonstrated with,

for calling upon the club upon such sliglit occasions, they tell

me 'it is their rights!' I think it bad policy to allow a

boy of fifteen, whose wages do not exceed a shilling a-day, to

insure on a lOs, table until he can earn that sum weekly. He
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ought to begin at §3. for three years, aud then allowed to enter

the 10s. table at Ihc same rate as if he began at fifteen years.

The young men rarely eomc on the club, but 10s. per week

has kept several Gs.-Luls on weeks after they get well ! I

believe we shall shortly have one thousand insuring members

;

but I am sorry to say our honorary members do not increase

as fast as the old ones drop off." The nest letter is from Mr.

Herman Biddell, of Playford, Suffolk. I regret I cannot give

you the whole of it. He says :
" We liave many so-called

benefit societies in this neighbourhood. They arc styled

' clubs' among the labourers. There are two sorts : the first

is under the management of the clergy and gentry of the

neighbourhood. 1 enclose you the rules of one : it is called ' The

East Suffolk Iland-in-liand Benefit Society and Sickness

Club.' Such a club as this has no meetings except for business,

and that only for the committee of management, I have, how-

ever, before me a copy of the rules of one of the common
labourers' clubs in this locality. It goes under the title of

" The Society of Brotherly Love," and a more proUflc source

of evil does not exist—the malt-tax excepted ! It is only a

fair sample of perhaps ten others of a like nature within the

radius of six miles. They are established, so it is to be sup-

posed at least, for the mutual help of one another in time of

sickness and an allowance to widows or other relatives after

death. They are, in truth, however, the creation of the more

active minds in the lower orders, who have a predilection

for drink and beer-house society. The monthly subscription

is Is. Gd., 3d. of which goes for drink at the monthly meeting

and 3d. for the annual feast, the remaining shilling being put

to the regular fund. It does not matter whether the member
goes or not, he must pay the Is. 6d. a month ; and supposing

there are thirty members in the society and only five attend

the meeting, these five must take the thirty threepences out i/t

drink ! Men have been known to stop and drink tUl they are

helpless, rather than leave the ' liquor' on the publican's table.

These societies are under no control but of the members, and

are under no obligation to each other than as they are bound

by the articles they agree upon themselves, and it has

frequently occurred, when there has been considerable funds

in hand, and one member has what looks like a case requiring

long-continued relief, the others have agreed to break up the

club and divide the funds. I have a man in my employ to

whom, after many years subscribing, such a case happened."

Mr. T. W. Outhwaite, of Goldsboro', Yorkshire, writes :
" I

send you rules of our club ; we find it answer very well for

our labouring men. We have only two old men, that were too

old to enter when the society was formed, who are

receiving relief from the union. After a man has once

had relief from the union his pride vanishes, and he

cares little how soon he makes application again."

The last letters I shall trouble you with are from two gentle-

men who have lately closed useful careers ; I allude to Mr.

Charles Stokes, of Kingston, an old and respected member of

this club, and the well-known Rev. S. Smith, vicar of Lois

Weedon, with whom some members of this club a few years

ago spent a very pleasant day to inspect his " triple row" plan

of growing wheat. Mr. Stokes wrote :
" I am glad hear the

subject of benefit societies is to be brought forward or dis-

cussion at the Farmers' Club, and I sincerely hope great good

will result from it. Under the new Poor Law it is absolutely

necessary able-bodied men should have some fund provided in

case of accident or sickness, and in this district the best

effects have been produced by making the men feel independent

of parish relief, and this principle should be encouraged by the

support of aU those who are placed in a situation of life who,

by their pecuniary support and example, can afford to do it.

The best effect is produced by the farmers and other classes

dining with them at their anniversary meetings, by this means

making them much more respectable and orderly, and uniting

all classes in a bond of union and good-feeling which is most

desirable. Benefit clubs do not receive the support from the

middle aud upper classes they ought to do." The Rev. S.

Smith wrote :
" I am delighted to reply to your inquiries upon

a subject which has occupied my close attention for many years.

The grand point with reference to farm-labourers is to make

them self-reliant, and only to help those (as a rule) who will

help themselves. In 1850 we had no club, and all the clubs

about us were breaking-up from misdirection and mismanage-

ment. I studied the subject well, and then went to Mr.

Neison, paid him (most willingly) £5 for his advice, and got

him to draw up rules which, humanly speaking, would make a

new society safe. In the papers and rules I send you, you will

see that they have made us safe and successful, and I have no

reason to wish for any change." I trust I have not wearied

you with these letters ; but as the subject is likely very shortly

to command more attention, I considered them too valuable to

be omitted. I think many of them contain evidence which

will be valuable to all who are desirous of bringing about a

better state of things in their respective neighbourhoods. It

will be seen that my correspondents are unanimous and very

strong in their condemnation of club-meetings being held at

public-houses. Mr. Tidd Pratt, who has kindly sent me his

last report, and who would have been here this evening but

for official engagements, confirms this view in his remarks upon

parochial friendly societies. He says that he found in Here-

fordshire since 1793, the number of societies enrolled and

certified were 136, of this number 123 were held at public-

houses and 13 at schools or private rooms. Of those held at

public-houses no less than 43 had broken-up, but of those held

at schools or private rooms onhj one had hecn dissolved. Some

also of my correspondents consider that there are far too many

small clubs ; doubtless this is a great drawback to their success.

I find in our small county, and I believe it is only a sample

of the rest, that there are 2G0 clubs, or nearly two to a parish.

Others condemn, and rightly too, the " sharing-out clubs"

previously alluded to. Since the establishment by Mr. Glad-

stone of the Post-office Savings' Bank, which appears to work

so well, it has occurred to some that this agency might be

employed in the management of friendly societies. It is not

generally know^n that an Act has recently come into operation

by which two branches of the friendly society are engrafted

upon the Post-office, whereby persons can insure their lives

for sums payable at death and also for annuities. It

may perhaps be interesting to some to know that there

are now open some 3,507 postal banks, and that during the

past year there were received 1,525,871 deposits, amounting

to £4,400,657, the average amount of each deposit being £3

17s. 8d. The cost of management amounted to nearly 7d,

for each transaction, while that of the older Savings'-Banks

amounted from lOd. to Is. At the end of 1866 a sum of

£8,256,968 was standing to the credit of the Post-office Sav-

ings'-Banks in the books of the National Debt Commissioners,

and in cash in the hands of the Postmaster-General, to meet

a liabOity of £8,121,175, leaving an excess of assets amount-

ing to £135,793, after providing for the liabilities, and ex-

clusive of the dividends, to be received five days after the

close of the account. As this matter is so closely connected

with my subject, I thought it well to notice it, considering it

a good opportunity of drawing the attention of our agricultu-

ral population to such a safe aud useful depository for their

savings. The Rev. J. Y. Stratton strongly advocates the

Poet-office agency for friendly societies in a cleverly-writtee
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urtide in Ail f/te Feinr Howid 0^ Aiml, 1866, The matter is

so well put, that 1 give you a few extracts. He says :
" Ten

years ago it would have been thought preposterous to talk of

a Post-office Friendly Society. The notion of a Post-oflicc

Savings-Bank, entertained by a few, was an ideal as unpracti-

cal among practical men as a Post-office Friendly Society is

at this moment—indeed, more so, for we have in the Post-

office made some steps in the direction of the friendly society.

They have been just those steps for which the rural classes,

and, indeed, the industrial classes, care the least ; but will, it

is fair to anticipate, be found of great importance before many
years elapse. But the poor man's sheet-anchor, maintenance

during illness, coupled with a sum at death, is not yet per-

mitted to secure him in the storms of this life by its hold on

the Post-office. Such permission miglit, and, it wUl not be

difficult to show, ought, if beneficial legislation is persisted in,

to be given. Farm-labourers should have the opportunity

aiforded them of investing their club payments in securing

sums during sickness, payable weekly for a term of months, of

about three-fourths of their ordinary wages when they are

able to work. We may safely leave it to his own option to

insure as much as he likes in the way of burial-money and

annuity, both these last classes being already offered to the

public—and not, I fear, meeting with the attention they de-

serve—by means of the Post-office. Now, every country

postmaster knows the common run of farm-laljourers' earnings

in his neighbourhood, and would thus assist the authorities to

fix the maximum sickness provision given at his office. To
this, I add that, from knowledge of agency management in a

large friendly society, the ordinary viKage postmaster will

soon make a most efficient and trustworthy ageut. The ad-

vantages of such a system of friendly societies throughout

the country it would seem difficult to overrate. Every able-

bodied ferm-labo\irer would slowly but surely discover that, if

lie pleased, he might go to the nearest Post-office instead of

the nearest public-house, and, at a someivliat less cost in money,

obtain a letterprovision than the combined resources of the

sharing-out club and poor-rates put together can give him."

Mr. Stratton is sanguine as to the success of the measure, and
has, for some time past, pressed it upon the attention of the

Post-office authorities. It is thought that if some pressure is

used, the Government will be disposed to undertake the other

branch of a friendly society—viz., the sickness pay. But
whether tlie Government will adopt the suggestion remains to

be seen. The success, however, of the Post-office banks
speaks volumes in favour of a trial. Just as I had finished

my paper on Saturday night, I took up the Saturday Review.
The first article which attracted my notice was upon friendly

societies. I was glad to find this influential Journal had de-

voted a portion of its space to this subject ; and, in an article

written in its usual forcible style, which is worthy your perusal,

had laid bare the evils of the present system, and advocated
the more general adoption of the Post-office arrangement.
In all probability tliere will shortly be some legislation upon
Friendly Societies, for on the 17th of August last the Earl of

Lichfield laid on the table of the House of Lords a Bill to

amend the laws relating to the same, and on the 19th the fol-

lowing order was made by the House, and to which Mr. Tidd
Pratt has lately called public attention. Ordered by the Lords
Spiritual and Temporal in Parliament assembled, that there be
laid before this House " Returns from the trustees or secretary
of every Friendly Society legally established in England, Scot-
land, and Ireland, having paid collectors or agents, of the
names, residences, title, business,;;or.oecupation of the patrons,
presidents, trustees, committee, directors, collectors, and agents
Of every such society on January 1, 1SG7, with the name of

the place'at which, by 'the rules, such society is established,

and the places at which the several collectors and agents re-

side, together with the salaries, allowances, and emoluments
of each paid officer, collector, and agent for the year ending

Decemljer 31, 1SG6, with the number of members of each such

society and the amount of the funds on January 1, 1867, and
also the amount of contril)utions received and the expenses of

management, under distinct heads, in the year ending Decem-
ber 31, 180G.—Ordered to be laid before the House." It ap-

pears that under the last Act there was no legal obligation for

the rates of such societies to be certified by an actuary : there

can be no doubt that the want of this has been the cause of

failure of hundreds of clubs. Lord Lichfield proposes to

amend this. In the discussion in the House of Lords it was

%\&ieA. that the Registrar-General could not satisfy himself of

the soundness of 20 aid of 25,000 societies. If such be the case

legislation will not be commenced too soon. The permanent

success of a friendly society upon the principle that union is

strength and the many can help the few depends upon the num-

ber of its members. If a society be few in numbers, it is clear

that when a large proportion have to throw themselves upon

the funds, as is invariably the case when the members become

advanced in life, the failure of that club is inevitable ; especi-

ally so is it when the sickness pay is out of proportion to the

monthly payments. Those present who happen to be members

of boards of guardians can bear testimony fo the many piti-

able cases which come before them, of men who have sub-

scribed for 30 and even 40 years to a club, and after all the

club has failed, and in their time of need have had to throw

themselves upon parish bounty. From a recent return I find

that there are nearly 4<,(^QQ paupers in Union Worl;houses who

have been members of Friendly Societies, which have been

dissolved or broken up. I confess after giving the subject

some consideration, that I shall prefer to see the Government

grapjde with the question of Friendly Societies, either by the

Post-office or some other agency. Until, however, such is

the case, and as it may be years about, I incline to the prin-

ciple of County or District Associations, such as I shall

shortly allude to. I would suggest Union Associations, but I

know how unpopular anything which might be thought to

appertain to the Poor-law is among tlie labouring classes ; at

the same time such an arraugemeut would perhaps be con-

venient. For my own county, however, being a small one, I

would propose one society divided into districts corresponding

with the Petty-Sessional divisions. By an organisation of this

kind, or a union of surrounding or adjoining parishes, with

owners and occupiers as honorary members taking an interest

in the management of the affairs of such societies, not only

would the permanent success of such institutions be ensured,

but that kindly feeling alluded to iu the opening of my paper

would ensue from such co-operation. I do not propose to

abolish the existing Local Clubs, but to absorb them into a

County or District Society. Another advantage of far-

mers uniting with the labourers in the management of the

Friendly Societies would probably be found in remedying an

evil bitterly and perhaps justly complained of by many of our

poor : I allude to the neglect to which their sick are subjected by

the club doctor. I am aware their stipend is often very small,

but on this account I cannot excuse their shortcomings ; they

know their salary ; and they have no right (nor is it honest)

to undertake the duties, unless they intend efliciently to dis-

charge them. I would, however, advocate a more liberal pay-

ment, by which the poor might reasonably expect greater at-

tention, and liy wliicli the funds of the club would be con-

served. This would be accomplished by tlie union of the

separate parish clubs into district or county clubs—a medical
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appointment to a single village club, with an cmoluninil

attaching to it of some £10 or £15 a-j'Ciir, to retain wliicli,

although glad of it at lirst, is not of a great moment to a man
who has acquired a fair practice; but should the ajipoiutmcnt

combine a larger area, with an emolument of ten times the

amount, this income would be a matter of far greater im-

portance, and, as I think, would ensure a more complete fulfil-

ment of the duties ; it would also lead to a more rapid cure

of real cases, and the speedy exposure of sham invalids. I

will relate a circumstauce bearing upoii the latter point which

came under my immediate notice some few years ago. A
labouring man had been often ailing, and a constant recipient

for some years of tlie club's funds, much to the annoyance of

many of his brother-members. At length a member of his

family waited upon the club doctor, and informed him that

many of the members were dissatisfied with the treatment of

this relative—a complaint which naturally aroused his anger
;

and, being a plain, outspoken man, he said, " I tell you what,

if the members of the club think as I do about your relative,

they think he can do some work." It was marvellous what

an eifeet this had ; for, upon inquiry being made a few days

after, his wife replied that he was a good deal better, " the

doctor had changed his medicine" and that he would be out to

work in a day or two ; and, sure enough, he was. This is a

prescription I would commend to the attention of club doctors.

From the rules and reports of various clubs which have been

kindly sent me by gentlemen throughout the country, to whom
I here tender my best thanks, T find those to be the most

prosperous where a whole district or county is embraced. I

would name a few as worthy of the attention of those who

feel interested in such matters ; and, in order that those who

desire further information upon these societies, I have given,

in an appendix to this paper, a Ust of those whose rules I deem

worthy of being adopted by other districts ; I also give the

name and address of the secretary, as I wish to avoid the

necessity of answering letters from, perhaps, a number of cor-

respondents who might write to me for information : 1st. The

Esses Provident Society, which has upwards of 9,000 mem-
bers, and a capital of more than £70,000, with its honorary

members and committees for every district of the county.

2nd. The Hampshire Friendly Society, which has upwards of

3,000 members, and a capital of some £35,000, with honorary

members and committees as in Essex. There are also pro-

sperous societies in the counties of Hereford, Salop, Wilts,

and Rutland. That of Wilts has been under the fostering care

of Mr. Sotheron-Estcourt, who has, both in and out of Par-

liament, taken a deep interest in friendly societies. For a local

or parish club, the one established by our lamented friend, the

Rev. S. Smith, of Lois Weedon, appears to be as well managed,

and on as sound a footing, as any that have come under my
notice. In the last commuuication I had from Mr. Smith, in

his usual happy style, he said, speaking of his club, " It really

works so well and easily, and without noise, that the machinery

scarcely requires oiling." The principle and rules of the Beau

Manor Club are worthy of great consideration. It was only

established in 1S58
;

yet, with only 130 members, it holds

securities in stock for £700. The rules were drawn up by the

incumbent, who is well known for his great ability in such

matters. I must now leave the subject in your hands, trusting

we may have a good discussion, and that this Club may be the

means of securing a better management of friendly societies

throughout the rural districts. That happy result wUl, I am

convinced, be mainly brought about by the increased help and

more hearty co-operation of those who own and occupy the

land. Such services will be a blessing to that portion of our

population wliich is instrumental in raising the necessary

supply of our daily bread, and is so well described, as

" The sincw.s of Old Kuglaud,
The bulwarks of the soil,

now much we owe each manly hand
Tims tearless of its toil.

Oh, lio who loves the harvest free

Will siiifx where'er ho roams

—

God bless the Bnglisli peasantry.
And grant them happy homes."

APrENDlX.
Nami; of Societt. Name of Secretaut and Address.

Essex Provident Society Mr. Julius Mark, Chelmsford.
Hants Friendly Society Mr. J. II. Todd, Solicitor,

Winchester.
Ilercfordsliire Friendly Society Mi-. Edwin Day, 9, Bye-st.,

Hereford.
Shropshire Frioudly Society... Mr. Heirry Bevan, St.

Mary-street, Shrewsbury.
Wiltshii-e Friendly Society ... Mr. F. V. Holloway, Devizes.
Rutlandshire Friendly Society Mr. Alfred Frisby, Cottes-

more.
Lois Weedon Friendly Society Mr. H. Jones, Lois Weedon,

Towcester.
Beau Manor and Woodhouso... The Secretarj', Beau Manor,

Loughborough.

Mr. J . CLAyDE:M (Littlebury, Saffron Walden) wished to

observe with regard to the Esses Provident Society, that there

was a branch in his neighbourhood which worked exceedingly

well. AH the best labourers were members of it, and he had

not heard ofany case of disappointment. There was, as they had

been told in Mr. Howard's paper, a very large fund in hand,

amounting to £73,54'7 15s. 7d., and 9,474 subscribers, who

lelt exceedingly satisfied with its working. There were no

public-house meetings, but there was an annual dinner in the

couuty town which was very well attended. That society was

extending every day. The village clubs, whose meetings were

held at public-houses, were fast going to decay, and the Society

to which he alluded was taking their place. Mr. Howard's

paper was a very excellent oue, and left scarcely any room for

debate.

Mr. T. CoNOREVE (Peter Hall, Brinklow Coventry) said

Mr. Howard in the introductory part of his paper made one

observation to which he felt bound to reply : it was, in effect,

that there was an idea abroad that the Boards of Guardians

in the different counties of England did not pay that attention

to the claims of club-men which they ought to pay. As

chairman of the board at Rugby, and as one who knew some-

thing about adjoining unions, he totally denied the correctness

of that statement. In his district, at all events, assistance was

always given to a man who belonged to a club.

Mr. C. Howard remarked that what Mr. Congreve

alluded to was quoted from a correspondent, and that he him-

self qualified it.

jMr. T. Co^^GREVE continued : As a rule, the guardians of

his union aUvays went in such cases to the utmost extent of

the law. There was indeed a limit beyond which they could not

go. He regretted that the law was so stringent and so un-

pleasant to guardians ; but, as a rule, his own board always as-

sisted an applicant who had joined a club in youth and carried

on his subscriptions during vigorous manhood. They all

knew that, as benefit societies generally were conducted, the

payments from members were too smiiU. The difficulty of in-

creasing the pay arose from the fact that the laljoiirers found

it hard to make tlieir payments. Most of the societies ulti-

mately came to grief. So long as young men were coming in,

and nothing scarcely was being drawn out, all went on well

as regarded the funds ; but as soon as young men declined to

join and old ones to draw out, the existence of the club was

ordinarily only a question of time (Hear, hear). He was

happy to say that in his neighbourhood the clubs were well

supported, almost every farmer being a member of some club

(Hear, hear). Mr. Howard had omitted to allude to one very

large and important body, of wliich he (Mr, Congreve) had
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been a member for some j^ears—lie meiuit the Odd Fellows

(Hear, hear). He believed that that society rested on a firmer

basis than benefit societies generally. The number of members

was enormous, amounting in the whole of England at the

present moment to about 400,000. The payments were much
larger than in most other societies, and there was not so much
spent on tom-foolcry, though there was perhaps room for re-

trenchment in that respect. In conclusion, he would express

a hope that benefit societies would ere long be placed more

under Government control and rest on a surer foundation

(Hear, hear).

Mr. S. Sidney (Islington) thought they were greatly indebted

to Mr, Howard for calling attention to the real condition of the

labourers' friendly societies, because they appeared to be almost

the only means which that remarkaljly helpless creature the

agricultural labourer had of helping himself. (A voice

:

" No.") He heard some gentleman near him intimate that

in his opinion agricultural labourers were not helpless. Well,

if he had not thought they were helpless before, he should have

become convinced of it that evening. It was the remark of a

great statesman that no reform ever came from within. It

was plain to him, and he thought it must be clear to all pre-

sent, that no reform of agricultural labourers' friendly socie-

ties would ever come from the agricultural labourers them-

selves ; that until the farmers who were the employers of the

labourers, and the resident gentry of the district in which
these societies existed thought it worth their while to take an

earnest, active interest in them, there was not the least likeli-

hood that uneducated men would change from the agreeable

and ruinous principle which was commonly adopted at present,

to the sounder and more useful though duller, system on
which some of the newer friendly societies were founded.

What he wished to impress upon the Club in his hum-
ble way was, that those who stood on the outside took a

very different view from those who stood on the inside—that

those who were not farmers, and not employers of labour, and
not representatives of those who knew labourers in old times,

could not see thiugs quite in the same light as those who
seemed to consider it quite natural that the labourer should

work as long as he had sufficient strength, and should become
a pauper towards the end of his life. It was very painful to

him to say that in the presence of the gentlemen who said

" No !" because he was an inside gentleman, and could not

see the thing in the same way as an outside one (laughter).

But he hoped that before he finished he would be able to con-

vince such persons, if they believed what they themselves

stated, that his view was perfectly correct. What was it to

which Mr. Howard had called their attention? AYhy, the

necessity of founding benefit societies on such principles of

finance that the men who paid into them would, when
they came to require assistance, be able to get something

equivalent to what they had paid in. Mr. Howard had told

them, too, that by far the larger number of societies were so

conducted that when the agricultural labourer came to want
assistance he was put for a short time on what was called whole-

pay, then on half-pay, then on quarter-pay, and that he after-

wards became a parish pauper. Now, he (Mr. Sidney) wanted to

know whether that was a wholesome or healthy state of thini^s.

He did not wish to blame any one for it, but it was a notorious

fact that the most that could happen at present to the great

body of agricultural labourers who belonged to friendly so-

cieties was that when they needed help they would get a dole

of five or six shillings a week, to be reduced after a time to

2s. 6d. If they got such an allowance, they thought them-
selves remarkably well off; and if they did not get it, they
went to the parish. This was so natural a course of things,

that it was made a charge against the Board of Guardians

that they did not assist those who were members of friendly

societies.

Mr. C. HoWARB observed that only a single instance had

been mentioned,

Mr, S. Sidney : Well, if it were only a single instance, it

appeared that, as a general rule, guardians gave relief to those

who had subscribed to these societies ; and, if that were so

it proved his case, which was that those who subscribed

ultimately went to the parish (Hear, hear). Surely, it was a

most unsatisfactory state of things that one of the most

numerous classes of labourers in this kingdom should have

to go to the workhouse at the close of their lives. They
must all admit that anything which would tend to put an end

to such a state of things was well worthy of attention. He
was not one of those who imagined that that state of things

could be altered by Act of Parliament ; but Mr, Charles

Howard had sketched good friendly societies in such a way as

(o afford good reasons for believing that, if societies generally

held their meetings at schoolrooms instead of pubHc-houses,

and were supported by different classes of society connected

with agriculture, the labourer, instead of getting hardly

enough to keep body and soul together, would be entitled at

the end of his days to such a sum as would he sufficient to

support him comfortably (Hear, hear). He knew that he

might place himself in an unpleasant position by suggesting

that something more might be done for the agricultural la-

bourer than had been done (laughter). He did not, indeed,

expect the evil to be remedied this year or next year ; hut of

this he felt certain, that if the employers of labour would in- *

terest themselves in efforts to put friendly societies on a better

footing, they could be put on a better footing ; and he would

add that if they were not placed on a better footing, it might

be an exceedingly dangerous thing that men who had learnt

to read and writ« should read that they had nothing to look

forward to in old age but the workhouse. It was the interest

of every man who had a shilling invested that the labourers

generally should be raised to a position in which they would

be enabled to help themselves ; for without that, they might -''

depend upon it labourers would prove very dangerous to

society (Hear, hear).

Mr. John Everitt (Kingswood Lodge, Norwood) said the

importance of this question in relation to agriculture had, in

his opinion, been too long overlooked, and he regretted that

the room was not crowded to hear the valuable information

gleaned from quarters which admitted of no dispute. The
highest compliment, he thought, which could be paid to Mr.

Howard in return for his valuable paper, would be to fouud

upon it some practical suggestion, and he trusted it was the

unanimous opinion of the meeting that something should be

done to give a practical bearing to the discussion (Hear, hear).

It was quite clear that public-houses were the bane of the

working man. The holding of club meetings at such jjlaces

was a farce—nay, it was worse, it was a deception ; and he

thought a declaration should go forth from that Club, that

agricultural labourers were entitled to the countenance, assist-

ance, and co-operation of the farmers and landowners, for

their protection and benefit in reference to these matters.

They must all be delighted if something effectual could be

done for the poorer homes of their beloved land. Although

he had been Chairman of a Board of Guardians for many
years, and felt deeply interested in the condition of the la-

bourers around him
;
yet he must confess that up to that

evening he had no idea of the amount of good which might

be done by means of properly-managed benefit societies. His

mind had never before been 8o much stirred up on this sul)-
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ject. The facts laid before them were, however, undeniable,

and he thought they would all incur a deep responsibility if

they did not endeavour to turn them to good account in their

respective localities, lie thought, indeed, it would be well to

pass a resolution—short, pithy, and to the point—impressing

upon farmers and landowners generally the desirableness of

their energetically endeavouring to bring about, by means of

benefit societies, a state of things which would tend to make

labourers and their families happy and comfortable, and to

secure, what all must desire to see, an improved state of

things for the labourer in old age (Hear, hear).

Mr. C. AVescomb (Exeter) entirely concurred with the last

speaker, that the paper read by Mr. Charles Howard was oue

of great interest, especially to the landowners and agriculturists

of this country. It was notorious that in almost every parish

a elub existed ostensibly for the benefit of the members. It

was generally established at a time anterior to the period when

proper tables were framed, and when the attention of the

Government was directed to the subject. It was not sur-

prising that, under sucli circumstances, very crude notions

existed as to how much must be paid to secure the benefits

wliieh were promised but had seldom been realized. Tlie

grand question was how these subscriptions were to be in-

creased so as to secure the object. Aud here he begged to

remark that he did not include in the subscriptions what he

could not but regard as a gross imposition upon the members,

namely, the payment of threepence out of a shilling for the

benefit of the public-house. What he contended was that the

amount paid iu a elub was inadequate to secure the amount

which was to be received. Mr. Sidney was mistaken, he would

observe in passing, in supposing that the promised elub-benefits

extended only to twenty-six weeks on full-pay, thirteen weeks

on half-pay, and the same number on a quarter-pay ; that

applied to the case of sickness or accident, but it did not apply

to the ease of an old man who was past labour, and was obliged

to apply to the union. The old-fashioned societies provided,

indeed, for sickness and accident, but that arrangement must

not be confounded with the fo\ir or five shillings a-week

promised to those who were past labour. It was to this latter

case that the remark applied that in many societies the first

old members received all the benefits, and, young men refusing

to join in consequence, the club came to a disastrous end.

That was the great evil to be encountered in benefit societies

(Hear, hear). There was no use in disguising the nature of

the evil ; and the question was how to remedy it. It was not

desirable, indeed, that the old labourer should receive the full

amount of his wages, for that would encourage deception

;

but if he were desirous, while in the full possession of bodily

vigour, of making himself independent of the parish for life,

let him be taught to contribute a suflBcient amount out of

what he earned, aud let him be assured that the landowner,

the farmer, and the manufacturer would help him to support

the club to which he looked for future subsistence ; that

would be far preferable to encouraging him to join societies

which were based upon improvident estimates, and in the end

disappointed the hopes of the poor man. If they were going

to send out, as suggested by the last speaker, some suggestions

from that club in reference to the working of benefit societies

in rural districts, let them not forget to afford proper informa-

tion as to the amount which should be contributed in order to

ensure the desired result, and he felt sure that those to whom
he had just alluded would not fail to aid the labourer in raising

what^was^requisiteTor this object. It was very important that

the members of_^these clubs should not be compelled in their

old age to come upon the union, and he hoped that the dis-

cussion would be attended with a practical result.

Mr. J. Br,vdshaw (Kuowlc, Guildford) thought that Mr.

Howard, in the valuable paper which he read, had laid before

them sufiicient practical information for their guidance on this

important subject. He had been a chairman of a Board of

Guardians for nine years ; and in that capacity he had always

recommended that labourers who had been so provident as to

make provision for cases of sickness or other emergencies of

that kind, should be tenderly and liberally treated (Hear, hear).

He did not know whether it was the law, or a regulation of the

Board on which he sat, but his feeling aud conviction had al-

ways been, that those who providentially made such a provi-

sion should have the fuU allowance (Hear, hear). Aud let

him add this, that whenever such parties were placed in such a

position that they were obliged to apply to the Board of Guar-

dians for relief, they were, in his opinion, entitled even to

cxfra indulgence, on account of the providence which they had

manifested. He quite concurred with the writers of the letters

read by Mr. Howard, that benefit societies were, in principle,

essentially good for the community ; but the misfortune was,

that for a long series of years such societies had been abused.

He could bear testimony to the large amount which had been

expended at annual dinners. Within the last few years he had

become a member of a benefit society in a parish adjoining his

own, inconsequeuce of all the meetings of that society being held

in the school-room, so that no money was expended extrava-

gantly ; aud he would certainly advise all the farmers and

gentry to support such societies as that, by becomming honorary

members. The question on the card opened a very wide field

for discussion ; but he did not know how far it woiJd be pru-

dent in him to make any observations upon what was passing

at the present moment. Unfortunately a great number of

these provident societies had been converted into dangerous

societies. Though he was a strong advocate for benefit so-

cieties, he did hope that wherever combinations had been di-

rected into an improper channel, means would be adopted to

arrest the eivl; but he was satisfied that it was for the benefit of

all parties that there should be combinations, and that it was

for the interest of both masters and men that the best ar-

rangements should be made.

Mr. J. A. Williams (Baydon, llungerford) observed

that there was one evil connected with public-house clubs

which he did not think Mr. Howard had mentioned, and that

was that many societies wound up at the end of seven years,

divided the funds among the members, and began again. Of

all the evils which were attached to such clubs, that was per-

haps the greatest, because in such eases the old members were

not re-adraitted, and thus those who had contributed from

youth to manhood were entirely deprived of that resource in

old age to which they had a right to look forward. The last

speaker, after saying that these clubs were beneficial in them-

selves, proceeded to remark that it was mismanagement which

brought so many of them to grief. If they wanted to see how

such societies might be made really useful, they must go beyond

the village clubs and look to the county ones (Hear, hear).

Their chairman would be able to tell them more about a

county club in Wiltshire than he could do. He (Jlr. Williams)

must plead guilty of not belonging to one of the best societies

that existed; but the reason was that in that case, as in

almost every other, he found that labourers liked to be inde-

pendent. Labourers loved to regulate their own affairs them-

selves. There was great difficulty in breaking through their

ideas ;^aud that was one cause of their adherence to many

of the old societies which were not properly conductqd. In the

Wilts county society the members, by paying a certain sum

monthly, could certainly secure the object in view. If they

came into that county they would find Mr. Sotheron Escourt,
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who could never Ije sufficiently praised for 1 lie good which he

had conferred, filling the capacity of father of the club. It

had taken years to establish that club, but it now extended

throughout the county ; and he thought he might safely say

that with a fiuid of £26,000 in hand, and proper management,

there was that to which every member might look, to be

secured against want to the end of his days. There was

no pauperism attaclied to that society. It was the bringing

everything under proper management, and the getting the

farmers and the gentry to unite with the labourers, which had

made the society so successful. Tent meetings were held in

the several parishes throughout the summer ; there were

branch parochial societies throughout the county, and the

greatest benefit was conferred at the least possible expense.

The clergy, the gentry, the farmers, and the labourers met one

day in the year, and after a good dinner of roast beef and

plum pudding, aU went forth for the evening to enjoy them-

selves. That society united all classes together, and there was

no danger of the labourer being pauperised by it (Hear hear),

as the fund was sufficient to meet every demand. But the far-

mers had to beat down against the prejudices of the labourers.

Many labourers liked to spend the threepence, and they did

not mind spending sixpence (laughter) ; and Mr. Howard justly

described them as drinking till they did not know what they

were doing. He hoped that the Chairman, who lived in the

very centre of one of the best societies in the kingdom, would

not fail to make some remarks on this subject (Hear, hear).

Mr. H. CiiEFFiNS (Easton Manor, Dunmow) said that,

having had a little to do with a large society in his own neigii-

bourhood, he would just state what was the result there. They

had a friendly society, as it was called, with something like

1,000 members and about £17,000 invested. The magistrates,

gentry, clergy, and the farmers aU took an interest iu it as

honorary members. Iheir subscriptions paid the expenses,

and the money of the working men was aU put into Govern-

ment securities for their ultimate benefit. Some remarks had

been made as to what was the state of the labourer when he

was worn out and could do no more work. That was a matter

to which he had paid particular attention. They had, as he

said, 1,000 members, yet they found few instances in which

members who had attained the age of 65 (the age at which

annuities for old age commenced) had sought to become an-

nuitants.

Mr. C. Howard : What is the name of your society P

Mr. H. Ciieffins said it was called the Dunmow Friendlj

Society. It was managed by the magistrates, clergy, and far-

mers of the neighbourhood. It was not a branch of the Essex

Friendly Society ; and he must say that what he had heard from

Mr. Clayden respecting the funds of that society had surprised

him. He was one of the auditors, and all the accounts there-

fore passed through his hands. Of the old members, never,

he believed, had there been more than six who had become

annuitants at the age of 05. The lowest amount paid after

that age had been reached was 63. a week. The pajTnents

were in proportion to the amounts which had been paid in.

One man paid Is. a month, another 16d., another 20d. ; and

according to the amount which they had paid in was the

amount to which they were entitled at the age of 65. The

society was of course under the authority of Mr. Tidd Pratt.

Mr. T. H. MURFIN (Great Staughton, Huntingdon) said

it appeared that in all friendly societies of which they had

heard that evening, notwithstanding the provision therein thus

made for the labourer, he was almost always compelled to go to

the workhouse in old age (" No, no !"). He must add that no
one except the last speaker had stated what amounts were paid
jnonthly by the members, As to public-houses, he did not

think gentlemen who had enjoyed themselves tliere so well

that evening ought to grudge the poor man a little enjoyment

at places of that kind (laughter). He had himself paid some
attention to two or three clubs in his own parish ; and, though

no doubt too much money in proportion was often spent in

beer, he did not find that in any club with which he was con-

nected more than 3d. was spent out of the 14d. subscribed—so

that Is. went to the society. In one society Id. a month was

contributed for the annual dinner. The men could not afford

to pay in more than Is. per month ; neither could they, accord-

ing to their own statement, live on less than 7s. a week when
they were sick. There was the great difficulty, where men re-

ceived only 10s. or 13s. a week; and the object should be to

induce tliem either to live on less or to pay in more. As

regarded management, his experience, like that of Mr.

Williams's, was that the members generally liked to have it in

their own hands.

Mr. T. HoRLET (The Fosse, Leamington) said tliere was

one observation of Mr. Sidney's which he could not allow to

pass unnoticed ; it related to the pauperism connected with

agriculture. He believed that England would never be with-

out pauperism ; but, so far as he could judge, there was not

more pauperism in connection with agriculture than with the

trading and commercial interests of this country (Hear, hear).

It would be almost impossible to organize benefit societies

which would always be able to maintain the agricultural

labourer, or the labourer in any class of society, during old age

without the assistance of parochial relief ; and he believed the

time would never come when farmers would like to see their

labourers devoid of the actual necessaries of life (Hear, hear.)

Mr. Maseen (Pendeford, Staffordshire), said he had recently

conversed on this subject with the Lord-Lieutenant of his

county, the Earl of Lichfield, who had given notice of a bill

which he intended to bring before the House of Lords next

session. His lordship gave him a copy of the bill which

Lord Shelburn introduced in 1862, for the better regulation of

friendly societies generally. A bill with the same object was

brought under the consideration of the House of Commons in

181 8, and read a second time, but a dissolution taking place

immediately afterwards it was not proceeded with. He (Mr.

Masfen) held a copy of that bill in his hand. Lord Lichfield

made remarks to him similar to those which had been made

by a gentleman that evening, in reference to the independence

of the labourer and the difficulties which arose from that

source. There was, in fact, a spirit of independence in the

mind of the labourer which would not chime in very well with

some of the provisions of the bill ; for the labourer might

refuse to have anything to do with a society the deficiencies of

which were to be supplied out of the poor rates. One

provision of this bill was as follows :
" Clause 4. If any

parish or parishes shall determine to adopt this act and to

establish a friendly society, then the vestry or vestries thereof

shall forthwith establish in the parish or any of the parishes

a friendly society under the laws for the time being in force

relating to such societies, to be called a ' parochial friendly

society ' for the parish or parishes, and shall direct to be paid

to such society, out of the poor-rates of such parish or parishes,

such an annual sum of money, not exceeding a sum equal to

25 per cent, on the amount of the yearly contributions of the

members for the time being thereof, as the vestry or vestries,

at any meeting thereof to be specially called for the ]jnrpose,

shall determine." Clubs established on that basis might not be

entirely satisfactory to the labourer, but they would bo sound

in themselves. Mr. Howard had told them in liis paper that

Mr. Tidd Pratt had stated that of 25,000 benefit societies in

England, not more than 20 were, in his opinion, in a sound
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condition. No doubt that was owing in a great degree to

mismanagement.

Mr. C. Howard observed that tlie statement as to what

Mr. Tidd Pratt said was made in tlie House of Lords.

Mr. Masfen continued: Hehadlieardthat since that state-

ment was made in the House of Lords, Mr. Tidd Pratt had

been questioned as to its trutli, and his reply was that he

believed there were very few sound societies in the kingdom.

One of tlie correspondents quoted by Mr. Howard said

he thought one great evil of friendly societies was that

members entered them too young. He did not concur in

tliat ; on the contrary, he thought that the younger a

man entered the better. He had been a member of a society

in his neighbourhood for twenty-six years. Pive years ago

it was in a very tottering condition, but that was not sur-

prising. An examination of the books showed that from the

period of its establishment—viz., 17S0—no less than £1,000

had been spent in liquor ! How much better would it have

been had the meetings been held in a schoolroom ! One great

evil that he had found in the management of such societies

was that fathers allowed their sons to join whatever society

they pleased; the result being that the sons often joined a new

society, and left the fathers only in the old one—a state of

things which must of course tend to destroy any society. He
denied that guardians were generally indisposed to assist

needy members of clubs, and he hoped that for the credit of

Englishmen that would never be the case.

The CnAiRM^iJN, in closing the discussion, congratulated the

meeting that Mr. Howard's paper had ehcited so many useful

remarks in reference to friendly societies. They were much
indebted to that gentleman for the attention which he had be-

stowed on the subject, and the ability with which he had treated

it. In the course of his remarks he alluded to a society to

which lie (the Chairman) himself belonged. That society

was fast superseding nearly all the old public-house societies in

the county—societies of that class which aU present, unless, in-

deed, the speaker, who was, he believed, a brewer, formed an

exception (laughter), must feel had not been managed at all as

they ouglit to be (Hear, hear). He held in his hand the

report of that society for the last year. It was entitled

the " Report of the Wiltshire Friendly Society for the year

1866 ;" and the Society was stated to have been established in

1828, " for the purpose of relieving and maintaining such of its

members as may be disabled from work by sickness, accident,

or old age ; for providing a sum to be paid on the death of a

member, and endowing or apprenticing young persons." The

Society was instituted and presided over by that excellent man
Mr. Sotheron-Estcourt, who was obliged to retire from its

management, as well as the representation of North Wilt-

shire, in Parliament, in consequence of Hi-health. The

number of members at the time when the report was issued

was 6,391', and the amount of capital invested £27,726 19s. 3d.

There were ninety-sis branches scattered over the county, and

they were supported by the clergy, gentry, and agriculturists of

their respective districts. Once a year, as Mr. Williams had

intimated, there was a day spent in a happy gathering of the

respective branches, and of all who were interested in the

object, under the auspices of the president, or, in his un-

avoidable absence, of some gentleman of influence in the

locality, who represented him. He would not enter into

any details now, but he must add that the contributions

of the benefit members for the last year amounted to £4,650

13s., and the subscriptions of honorary members to £340.

Thus, it would be seen, something like 15 per cent, of the total

income was paid by honorary members—a fact which showed

the great interest taken in the Society by farmers, the clergy,

and the gentry. There was no benefit society in the county so

well managed. It had its auditors and its local committees

throughout the county ; the meetings were not held like those

of the old societies, in public-houses, and he hoped that ere

long no meetings of societies of that kind would be held in

public-houses (Hear, hear). The Society was, he believed,

founded on true principles, and if any member of that Club

wished for a copy of the rules, he should be happy to supply

him with one. They all agreed that it was desirable that the

poor man should have some assistance from a benefit society, in

sickness or in old age, and that without proper management
the object could not be secured. The Society to which he al-

luded formed a good precedent for other societies ; the scale of

allowance had been well studied and prepared by actuaries

;

and the Society was now in a most satisfactory condition

(Hear, hear)

.

Mr. C. Howard, in replying, said he felt amply compensated

for his trouble in preparing the paper by the very excellent

discussion wliicli had taken place. Mr. Congreve seemed

rather to have misunderstood him on one point. He (Mr.

Howard) read a letter of John Bassett, complaining that

boards of guardians did not treat members of clubs hberally,

but he said that his own experience was altogether different

;

though, of course, the conduct of boards of guardians in dif-

ferent counties was not always alike in that respect. Notwith-
standing what fell from his friend Mr. Murfin, who doubtless

derived far greater gains from the favourite beverage of the
working man than did the farmer by the growth of barley, he
still considered beer-shops the bane of the labourer ; and the
testimony of his correspondents, among whom were some of
the best men in their respective neighbourhoods, on the sub-

ject, ought to be conclusive. In conclusion he would express

a hope that the " bread cast upon the waters" that evening
would be " seen after many days." (Cheers.)

On the motion of Mr. S. Skeltou, seconded by Mr. G. H.
Ramsay, a vote of thanks was given to Mr. C. Howard for the
able manner in M'hich he had introduced the subject.

The proceedings terminated with a vote of thanks to the
Chairman, on the motion of Mr. T. Horley, seconded by
Mr. T. Congreve,

At the Meeting of the Committee Mr. Clare Sewell Read,
M.P., was elected Chairman of the"Club for 1868.

AVERAGE PRICES OF GRAIN FOE
THE YEAR.

Following the course pursued by my predecessor, the late

Mr. Wilhch, I take the opportunity at this season, being the
close of the farmers' year, to send you, for the information of
your agricultural readers, and more especially for those who
have adopted the system of corn rents, based on the average
price of wheat, barley, and oats, a statement of the average
prices, founded on the returns as pubhshed weekly in the
London Gazette. Average prices for the year ending
Michaehnas, 1867 :

—

s. d.

Wheat, per imperial quarter 61 7f
Barley „ „ 40 7|
Oats „ „ 35 7

The highest and lowest prices for the same period were :—
Highest.

Vnieat, Aug. 20
Barley, Dec. 11

Oats, Aug. 20

Lowest.
Rlieat, Oct. 3
Barley, July 16
Oats, Oct. 39 23 10

It may be interesting to show the fluctuation in the average
price of wheat which has taken place during the last 10 years

;

1858
1859
1860
1861
1863

d.

46 10
43 6

49 9

54 9

58 3

1863
1864
1865
1866
1867

d.

46 8
40 9

40 3
46 10
61 7f

Charles M'C.vbe,
Secretary University Life Assurance Society,

24, Suffolk-street
J
Pall-mall,
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OUR STORE CATTLE.
At the usual moutlily meeting of the Atliy Farmers' Club,

Mr. James Alexander, sen., said : Ou looking back at our

late cattle show at Athy, I think that we have reason to be-

lieve that we are making some progress in the improvement
of our stock—in breeding as well as in condition—and there

is little doubt but that all the cattle which were shown there

will be well cared for during the coming winter and spring.

I wish I could say as much for all the young cattle in the

county of Kildare ; for they are generally iu fair condition at

this season of tlie year ; and, althougli there is not much of

this county very celebrated for its fattening qualities, still we
rear as good young cattle as in any county in Ireland, from
having so many fine shorthorn bulls now kept in different

parts of it ; but, gentlemen, we must bear in mind that as

we improve our stock by breeding, they require more care and
attention in both housing and feeding to keep them in a

thriving condition, especially in winter and spring ; for short-

horn cattle can bear neither cold nor hunger so well as our
own breeds of stock, and that the better they are fed and well

cared for they will pay us more for our trouble. In this dis-

trict young cattle are generally housed at night, and turned

out tlirough the day, to feed ou what they can pick up in the

iields, which we all know is but very little in the neighbour-

hood of Atliy, and even what they do get is often not of the

best quality, perhaps only a little sour bottom grass, with a

feed of straw or bottom hay at night and morning in the

house, but very seldom any turnips. This treatment will not
keep young stock in a growbig condition, and by the end of

April they are only skeletons of what they were in the au-

tumn, and, of course, the \^^nter's keep is lost, as well as six

mouths' growth of tlie cattle, and it will take some months of

tlie summer's grass to bring them into fair condition again
;

whereas if they liad been kept in the house, with a good sup-

ply of fresh-thrashed oat-straw and some hay, if it could be

spared, with two feeds of turnips daily, it would keep them in

a thriving state over the winter and spring. They might be
turned out for a couple of hours on a tine day ; but little need
be calculated ou what they can gather in tlie way of food in

the fields. Our main object should be to have them worth
as much as possible by the time that .they reach two years or

two and a-half years old, and fit for the butcher ; and those

who cannot fatten off all that they may liave got should have
them in a forward condition for those to finish who may have
the means to do so ; for there is a great deal of land in this

county that will bring a beast to that age in pretty good con-

dition ; but there are but few farmers in this district who can
keep a three-year-old profitably, and to have our stock away
early would enable us to keep considerably more tlian we can

at present. Another system is to let them run in the fields

all the winter, without housing them at all. Strong two and
three-year-olds may do very well in a dry, sheltered situation,

where the grass is naturally of good quality, with a liberal

supply of good hay, but even then they would do much better

if they had a comfortable house to sleep in at niglit ; for I

liave often gone into a herd of outlaycrs in November and
December, and heard one here and another there coughing,

with the water running from their eyes, and the hair standing

nu their backs, which told plainly that they were suffering

from cold and wet, and by the first of May they were not

worth more than they were in the autumn, only that the prices

of stock are rather higher in the spring, when graziers must
have cattle for their grass, and the only way that they can

make a selection in our spring fairs is a beast with a good
hide and plenty of hair ; for as to condition they have but
little or no choice in that respect ; but if they could get stock

iu good condition, they could afford to give a much higher

price for them, as they would have them fit for Smithfield

market before they can have the stock which they can get at

present into good store condition. This is a great loss to both
farmer and grazier, and the sooner that we improve in the

management of our young cattle, it will be better for our poor
animals, and also for our pockets. I will give you a very
striking example of what has been done in a county which is

not more favoured by nature than the county of Kildare, and
in some respects not so much, especially for growing green
crops. You have all heard of the high prices which the Aber-
deenshire cross-bred cattle bring in the London markets, which
is always a ^d. per lb. above the prices of beef from any part

of England, or from abroad, and perhaps more than a penny
higher than any beef that we send from Ireland, which, on a
beast of 9 cwt. or 10 cwt., amounts to a very considerable

sum. At the present time Aberdeenshire is the most prosper-

ous county in the United Kingdom, which principally arises

from the management of their stock. I recollect when all

their two and three year olds were annually bought up and
driven to the south of Scotland, and into England, to be
fattened on their fine pastures for the London and other mar-
kets, and now I believe that many of our fine one and a-half

year old bullocks find their way to Aberdeenshire to be fat-

tened there ; it being a tillage county, and farmed on the five-

course rotation. The farmers have no old pastures, and when
Sir Robert Peel passed his free-trade-in-corn measure, they

turned their attention to the improvement of their cattle, and
purchased many of the purest Shorthorn bulls wliich they

could get. Their native l3reeds of cattle are not very large,

but easily fattened, and from them and the Shorthorn bull

originated the Aberdeen crosses, which are now so celebrated

for the fine quality of their beef in London ; but I consider

that it is more from the treatment of the cattle than anything
that is in the breed that brings so high a price for their beef,

as from the day tliat the little cross is dropped until it is taken

to be .slaughtered, it is daily making progress in both growing
and fattening. There is no check or falling off during win-
ter and spring, as all cattle are tied up early in October, in

houses or in straw-yards, with houses or sheds for them to

sleep in, and are fed principally with fresh-thrashed oat-straw,

and two or three feeds of turnips daily during winter and
spring, and up to the beginning of May, when they are turned
out upon first or second year's clover and rye-grass ; and by
not over-stocking the grass, by the 1st of October they are

good beef, when those which they want to finish off for tlie

London market get oilcake, bruised oats, or meal, with swedes
and straw, which only takes a short time to have them in the

primest condition, and bring the highest price in London.
Gentlemen, I would not have said so much about the Aber-
deen crosses, only that I thought that most farmers would like

to know how the best beef in the world is obtained for Lon-
don. On tills part of my subject I have received the follow-

ing letter from an Aberdeenshire farmer :
—

" In answer to

your request that I would send you an account of our manage-
ment of young cattle, I suppose I will commence at the be-

ginning. We rear all here from the pail ; each calf gets from
five to seven Scotch pints of new milk for four months. After

the first three weeks they get, amongst their milk, of oilcake

about three-quarters of a pound daily ; by the time they are

three months old they have learned to eat straw and turnips

sliced, perhaps three or four turnips a day, or generally as

many as will not purge them. If it is summer they are put
upon good grass, but taken in if cold or wet weather at night.

Tiiey get no oilcake after they are weaned ; but I think this

is a mistake, and that they should get a pound of oilcake daily

till they are a year old ; during winter they get an unlimited

supply of straw, whether in a loose open court or in stalls
;

they get turnips twice a day, a good barrowful among four, or

as much as keeps them loose in their bowels—not to purge

them; by the first of ]\Iay they are generally turned out to

grass. I should have said they are generally fumed out to

water every day, and in fresh weather get leave to pick about

in the fields for an hour or two. By about the middle of Oc-

tober, or sometimes earlier, they are taken in for the winter,

and put up in stalls. They then get an unlimited supply of

straw, and say a barrow-full of turnips twice a day, between

each two. Those who intend liaving them fat at t\yo years

old give them turnips three times a day. No oilcake is gene-

rally used, unless you intend forcing them on early ; but I

don't think it pays to force young cattle too much. They
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Inust have time to grow as well as to fatten. As soon as

they begin to shed their teeth, they get their turnips sliced to

them, espeeially if it is swedes they are getting. I prefer

giving thera a mixture of turnips—say yellow in the morning,
and swedes in the afternoon. There is an opinion getting to

be eomraou here that yellow are better for young stock than
swedes, even though both are sliced. I generally sell my
young stock at two years old ; but on large farms it is three

that is the common age. I must also tell you that we don't

milk so high as some others do ; nor do my cattle at two
years old reach the size that many do, as we do a good deal

with the dairy here, so we cannot have it at both ends at

once. You recollect seeing my one-year-olds when hero.

They were nothing to speak of, but jnst fair one-year-olds,

and treated as above ; and on the 1st of April I sold four of

them to a farmer. When they left me they were in capital

condition, had got no oilcake the second year, but just straw

and turnips, and might be called second quality of beef. The
price I got was £1S a liead. lie put them immediately upon
swedes and straw to the latter end of M^y. They were then

turned upon fine new grass to the middle of September. They
were then bound up, and for some time got yellow turnips,

and then swedes and straw—as much as they could take—with

two pounds of oilcake and a feed of bruised oats daily, until

the 1st of April, when they were worth £35 a head, and mea-
sured, on an average, 7 feet lOJ inches in girth. I should

have said that these four spoken of were all after a pure Short-

horn bull, and out of cross cows, with the exception of the

best one, which was out of a small Ayrshire cow." I will

now say a few words on their dead-meat trade, which com-
menced about twenty years ago, wh.en the Great North of

Scotland Railway was opened through the country. A few

enterprising butchers thought that they might turn it to some
account, and l)egau by sending only the hi'id-quarters of beef,

each wrapped up in a clean linen cloth, which reached

London—a distance of over five hundred miles—in about

thirty hours, without having to change from one train to an-

other, which was greatly in favour of the meat. At that time

the fore-quarters were sent to the large manufacturing towns

in Scotland and England ; but now a great deal of the cattle

are forwarded alive to the London market. When this coun-

try was threatened with the rinderpest, at some meetings

which were held in this country, several gentlemen advocated

a dead-meat trade for this country, and brought forward the

Aberdeen trade as an example ; but that would have soon
ruined the farmers here, as a great deal of our beef is not pre-

pared for a dead-meat market ; and, from the long time it

would take in the transit, owing to so many delays and
handlings from one conveyance to another, by the time it

would have reached Liverpool or Manchester market, it would
be almost unsaleable ; and we need not think of a London
dead-meat trade until we keep our young cattle better

in winter ; for, although there is much good beef

fattened in Ireland, yet beef which is hastily made up will

not bring so high a price as beef which has been fattening

during the life of the animal ; consequently, our beef seldom

brings more than a second or third-rate price in England.

Our exporters know that well, and buy from us with that pros-

pect before them ; for by the time that much of our stock

reach Liverpool or even Sraithfield market, we would hardly

know our own cattle, from the collapse which had taken place

in their appearance after a few hours' hardship upon the road.

This is not so much the case in well made-up cattle, and I

cannot see why we should not be able to bring our stock to

as great perfection and finish onr fat cattle as well as in any

country ; for, as we have to compete with all the world in the

grain market, so is all Europe looking to England for a mar-

ket for their beef, and we will very soon have our friends from

the utmost parts of the earth supplying our markets in abmid-

ance with preserved meat. This well tell against the farmers,

who have only their stock and grain to depend upon for their

rents, labour, and other expenses, and there is nothing that

deserves our best attention more than our young cattle ; and

as turnips are said to be the foundation of all good farming,

so are they the best crop that we can grow for rearing ourt

young stock, as well as the principal food for fattening tliem

off for the butcher ; and as this is an age of progress, I am
sure that the county of Kildare will not lag behind, but rather

take the lead, and improve our agriculture, and grow more
turnips, which would enable us to keep rnore cattle, and make

more manure, which will make our land produce lieavier crops

of grain. Consider that only twenty years ago there were a
million of bull-calves slaughtered annually in Ireland when
they were newly dropped, as only heifer-calves were considered

worth rearing at that period ; and at that time we could not
have got a dozen of biillocks to stall-feed in any of onr Atliy
autumn fairs. Now, bullocks are taking the lead in all our
great fairs, which shows the changes which are taking place
in the way of stock, and of course the vast increase of cattle

in this country ; and as this district is only adapted for tillage,

we cannot make an acre larger ; but we should try to make
two blades of grass grow where only one grew before, to meet
the increased demand for summer keep. But winter, and es-

pecially spring, is the hardest time for young stock ; but, with
a good supply of turnips and fresh thrashed oat-straw, they
can be kept in a growing and thriving condition over the
winter. I consider oat-straw preferable to either wheat or
barley straw for young cattle. But, gentlemen, although we
are all anxious to get a turn of our friends' steam thrashing
machines, I am afraid that they will tell against our cattle in ^
the way of fodder, for agreatdealof our grain is now thrashed
out in the autumn, and however careful we may he in stacking
our straw, cattle will not eat it so well as when newly thrashed

;

and if it is allowed to get wet or musty, they will scarcely

eat it at all, neither will they do so well upon it when it gets

stale. But experience is the best schoolmaster, and, although
oilcake and other feeding substances are necessary for rearing

calves, as well as for fattening off our cattle for the butcher
;

still, farmers should be as independent of them as possible

by more and better tillage, and especially green crops.

But many farmers have some obstacles in the way of

improved farming ; for no crop will come to perfection in wet
land, and some system, or rather the means of draining, is very

much wanted, as there is so much of this country lying almost
on a dead level. Our small stream runs so sluggish and shal-

low that in place of carrying oft' our heavy falls of rain in

winter, they only overflow much of our land, and saturate the
soU, where it often lies until the spring and summer sun and
winds dry it up, when it is too late to get in our crops in

proper season. Whereas, if many of those streams were
deepened, they would carry off the water from our fields and
ditches, and would in some measure prevent so much fogs and
mildew, which do so much injury to our growing crops ; and
farmers would find it an easy matter to drain many an acre

themselves, which at present are of little or no value to them.
We have an excellent example of this in this neighbourhood,
where his Grace the Duke of Leinster has deepened the stream
from the River Barrow to BaUindrum, a distance of several

miles, and I am sure it will be an outlet for the drainage of

some hundreds of acres. Another great advantage to farmers

would be if landlords would plant more larch trees upon their

estates, for there are but few farms where there is not some
out-of-the-way corner or poor field which could be planted,

both for ornament and profit, and could be planted for little

more than a pound per acre, which would pay the proprietors

at the rate of about £30 in as many years, as larch poles can
hardly be got to make paling or to repair cattle-houses, or to

erect new ones, as they are so scarce and dear ; which often

prevents farmers from making many improvements about their

farms, which they would do if they could get timber conve-
nient at a reasonable price. Gentlemen, I make these remarks
in advocating the cause of our store cattle, which are at pre-

sent much neglected in winter ; but the time will come when
they will be better cared for, and many more of them kept
upon our respective farms. For some weeks past the average
number of store cattle exported from this country may be set

down at 10,000 head ; and if these cattle were properly win-
tered, they would have been worth at least £3 a head more
than they were sold for. At this rough calculation, Ireland
has suffered the enormous weekly loss of £20,000 during the
period computed for. And that is aU, gentlemen, that I have
got to say on the subject.

Mr. Anderson said : I am inclined to agree with all Mr.
Alexander has stated in his paper ; and he has stated every-
hiug in a way that I am accustomed to hear it.

Mr. Davidson said he also agreed with Mr. Alexander's
paper, and there was nothing whatever to find fault with in
his description of Aberdeenshire stock. He thought this

county (Kildare) was a dry county. However, he did not
think that landlords planted enough to afford shelter for
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cattle ; but lie could not see why tenauts could not do so if

landlords would allow them. A small plantation in the cornevs

of fields would not cost very much, and it would afford great

shelter.

Mr. Redmond : How do they act in your part of the

country ? Do they give long leases to enable the tenants to

put down plantations P Does Mr. Bland do it P

Mr. Davidson ; I don't know, for I am not his agent.'

Mr. Wynne : I think liodgerowa are as good, if not better,

and more available, than plantations.

Chairman : They are the greatest nuisance in the country.

Mr. Robertson said the gist of Mr. Alexander's paper lay

in the treatment of yonng stock. He had wintered animals

out in the fields, and they did better than some of the same

breed which had beeu wintered in the yard. Even in the

young two-year-olds he had experienced the same, and in the

market they had turned out better than the house-fed animals.

Last winter they fetched from &1 to £1 10s, more than the

others.

Mr. Davidson : No doubt, they are always the best ; but

Mr. Alexander's system was that suited to a grazing farm,

and Mr. Robertson's vv'as adapted to a tillage farm.

Mr. Robertson said the real question was, how could they

manage so as to make stock pay—how to economise, and have

as little labour as possible, for stock feeding on pasture does

not pay. Then the way to make stock jiay on tillage is to

give tliem plenty of oilcake, when the profits will be had out

of the succeeding corn crops.

Mr. Anderson said, in reference to an observation as to

the good feeding qualities of straw, that a great deal depends

on where it is grown ; for it was his experience that the straw

which grew in two fields adjoining each other was often quite

different in quality. And he could say the same of turnips.

Mr. O'Neill mentioned instances of what he should say

was great waste in part of the Queen's County, where hay

was actually thrown on the grass for the cattle.

Mr. Alexander, in reply to Mr. Robertson, said if he win-

tered his cattle in a good, sheltered yard, he would prefer giv-

ing them turnips and straw.

3SIr. Robertson said he saw by the last Farmers' Oase/te

that a very eminent professor differed from what Dr. Cameron
had stated on that subject.

Mr. Anderson had twenty years' farming experience in

Ireland, and he tried cattle on Mr. Robertson's plan, when he

found they got very weak. He then treated them according

to Mr. Alexander's system, and they throve every day.

Mr. Douglas thought the gist of Mr. Alexander's paper

had been lost sight of altogether. His paper referred to

Aberdeenshire stock, and his great argument was that prime

Scots—the pure Aberdeenshire—bring a great deal more

money in the market than their own. This was prima facie

evidence that their system in Aberdeenshire was the best.

Their cattle arrived early at maturity, were well finished, and

fetched the top prices in the London market. It remains

then to be accounted for why the cattle here, being so large

and magnificent—notwithstanding all the favourable circum-

stances of climate and other natural advantages—do not bring

the same prices. It was well known that cattle, whatever

the reason may be, do not put on beef so well when fed on

grass. They had the best shorthorn blood in the world, and

how was it then accounted for that the Aberdeenshire

cattle, which were like their own Kerries, wore more looked

after ; for they had the fact staring them in the face that they

fetch higher prices, as seen in the quotations than Irish cattle.

But there they had a defect in the climate. The great mistake

was to depend too much on tillage ; and, instead, they should

adopt a mixed system of husbandry, which would prevent the

exportation of half our cattle, which, as Mr. Alexander had
stated, brought a loss to Ireland of £20,000 a week, and this

owing to not having a proper system. That was a great

sacrifice ; but the remedy for it was to extend, as he had said,

the mixed system of husbandry. There were farms in the

neighbourhood of Atliy—in fact, not five miles away—and
there were no better in England or Scotland, and why could

thf'v not ])roduce as good cattle as in Aberdeenshire?
The Rev. Mr. Bagot referred to the Murk TMue Repress for

last quotations ; by which it appeared there were three quali-
ties of cattle quoted, the difference being only about fld-

^Ir. Greene said these figures also represented the conti-
nental warkct.i.

Mr. Douglas : Bat you will invariably find that the Aber"
deenshire cattle topped the market. Having the best Short-
horns in the world they had shown in goodblood; but if in
the climate there was not some great defect, the prices would
not be inferior. The Aberdeenshire v/as always taken as a
type.

Mr. BuLWER : You should first ascertain the quality of the
animals. They may come from Aberdeenshire, but can you
be certain that they don't come from any other part of Scot-
land P

Mr, Douglas : I still assert that the Aberdeenshire is what
is meant by prime Scots. There must be some mismanagement.
I don't mean to assert that the Irish are at all inferior ; but
with all the favourable circumstances of soil and climate, they
are far behind.

Mr. ALE3CANDER alluded to portions of his lecture bearing
on the system which he followed.

BIr. Robertson said they should first of all look to the
rearing of stock, as it was a question of profit and loss to the
farmer. Their profit is not from the price which they bring,
but, when they are fed on cake, from the succeeding crops.

Mr. Douglas said that was a very important remark. But
they could not depend on profit arising out of succeeding
corn crops ; for while this year barley was very good in the

neighbourhood of Athy, last year it was miserable. No doubt
there was as good barley grown here as in any part of Eng-
land or Scotland.

Some remarks followed on the ({uantity of barley which
could be got per acre, as stated by Mr. Mechi, in which divers

opinions were offered.

Mr. Davidson alluded to the excellent quality of the ani-

mals, and the largo prices they brought when reared for the

first couple of years on the mountains of Scotland and then
finished oft' in the valleys.

Mr. Douglas said Mr. Davidson had confirmed his statement,

and all they had to do was to improve their mountain pasture, as

well as the pastures in the valleys.

Mr. BuLWER knew a gentleman in England who imported
cattle from Ireland, and, after a month or two fattening, he sent

them to market and ffot the top price.

Mr. O'Neill i Yes ; and sent them in as Aberdeenshire
cattle.

Mr. BuLvraR -. No doubt about it.

A vote of thanks was passed to Mr, Alexander for his lecture,

and the proceedings terminated,

THE ERAMLINGHAM POULTRY AND ROOT SHOW.
—At the dinner on 13th of Nov., Captain Barthropp, in return-

ing thanks, regretted, as one of them, that the labours of the

judges had not been more onerous, and that there was not a
larger number of entries. They had only one pen of old

Dorkings in the poultry show, where they had been accus-

tomed to see a great many, but he could speak to the quality

of those which were shown being excellent. The game fowls

shown were very fine, but it appears as if Mr. Matthew and
Mr. Frost's names had frightened other exhibitors away, and
Mr. Matthew spoke of retiring from contests for fear of in-

juring the show. There was only one pen of Hamburghs,
and he feared that they would not have stood much chance in

a good show, as they were not correctly marked. The turkeys

were very nice birds, and the geese shown were remarkably
good. With regard to the ducks having been rather a success-

ful exhibition in former years, he would venture to give the
gentleman who exhibited them a hint. If they wished to ex-

hibit Rouen ducks they must pay some little attention to the

breed, Mr. Garneys had a pen that would have been excluded

if they had been exhibited as Rouen ducks, but they were
allowed to compete, because the class in which they were

shown was open.—Mr. S. G. Steam returned thanks for the

first tine as a successful exhibitor, but said he had gained

three out of four cnmpetitions that he had oxbibited in. The
four acres of beet he exhibited he had been told were very

liad, and also that they were very good. The largest root

that he had weighed was 201b.s. lie considered tlie prizes

were not sufliciont to draw a good com]ietition, and they

ought to manage if they could to get rather more money.
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MALT AND BEER.
The following is a return of the araount of foreign barley

imported in each month during 18fi6; and of the average

prices of imported and British barley during the same period

:

Average Prices per Quarter of

Foreign barley Imported barley British

Months, imported. (exclusive of duty.) barley.

Quarters. s. d. s. d.

January... 117.S55 20 6 32 9

February.. 135,595 28 10 33 8

March "... 235,275 32 6 35 11

April 24.1,605 32 2 86 10

May 195,.500 29 1 86 3

June 181,521 26 11 35 1

July 115,745 26 7 34 5

August ... 116,093 26 5 84 1

September. 117,956 81 10 37 2

October... 235,092 35 4- 42
November. 282,693 84 5 44 10

December. 886,533 85 11 46 2

2,361,482 31 9 37 4

The total number of bushels of malt made in 1866 was
62,2Sl,i:-:2, and the amount of duty charged was £7,089,247-

The quantity for Scotland and Ireland, included in the above,

was respectively 2,554,288 bushels and 2,463,269 bushels.

From October 1st, 1865, to September 30th, 1866, the con-

sumption of malt for brewing by each class was as follows in

Loiidou and the co'aatry E.^vcise collections :—
London. Country,

Brewers, bushels 0,316,133 24,018,180

VictuaUers 8,839 8,286,095

Beeesellers.

^ To be drunk on premises 240,936 8,360,008

Not to be drunk on premises 11,657 365,631

Railway facilities, the employment of larger capital by country

brewers, and the perfection which tlie brewers have attained

In their art have given a great impetus to the business. In

1837, out of 51,354 licenced victuallers in the country collec-

tions of England, 26,841 brewed their own beer, and used

8,786,426 bushels of malt. In 1 866 the number of victuallers

had increased to 62,678, but only 21,204 brewed, the quantity

of malt they used being 8,206,695 bushels. In the same
period the brewers have more than doubled their consumption

of malt ;—
1837. 1866.

Malt used by London brewers 5,641,470 9,216,132

Ditto used by country brewers 11,123,483 24,078,180

The number of maltsters has decreased, while the brewers in

the course of thirty years have become almost stationary in

number, and each brewery has on an average become twice as

large a concern. In 1837 there were 107 brewers in London,
and in 186G only 68 ; and in the country collections the nnra-

ber of brewers has increased only^from 2,263 to 2,318. In
1S33 the country brewers used only 9,598,303 bushels of

malt, the country victuallers 8,869,255 bushels, and the beer-

sellers 3,557,959 bushels—together, 12,427,214. This will

show the great change which has taken place. Victuallers

and beersellers have alike found it more profitable and con-

venient to become customers of the wholesale brewers, and the

latter have also largely increa!«ed their ownership of licensed

houses. The three country collections in which the consump-
tion of malt by brewers is largest are

—

Lichfield 3,506,062 bushels.

Manchester 1,602,891 „
Liverpool 1,054,984 „

Lichfield stands at the head, because Burton-upon-Trent is in

that collection. The largest quantity of malt ever charged

with duty in this country was last year—upwards of 52^ mil-

lion bushels. In 1860 the quantity was below 39 millions,

and in 1835 below 84 million bushels. About 4-^ million

bushels of malt are now annually exempt from duty when
used for distillincf spirits for exportation, or for feeding cattle,

and the drawback is allowed on about two million bushels

used in the brewing of beer that is exported. The gross re-

venue from malt in 1868 was £6,814.885. The ccjnsumption

increases more rapidly than the growth of population. In

1856-7 the consumption was 1.355 bushels per head, and in

1865-6 as much as 1 .033 bushels per head. According to the

agricultural returns of 18C6, there were in England 1,877,387

acres under barley, and the produce was estimated at a little

over 71i million bushels. Above two-thirds of the crops are

malted in average season. * In Norfolk more barley is grown
than wheat. Occasionally, in the height of the maltiiig sea-

son, more barley is sold than wheat in the 130 markets which
make oflicial returns. Tlic extremes since last Michaelmas
were: November 17tb, 78,677 'quarters barley sold, July 0th

only 404 quarters sold in the wcok.-^So/icaster Qazelte.

THE MALT- TAX.
The following is
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tlie lurtlt tax, as if those who counsellpd a remission had

nothing to do witli jirovidiug a substitute. Mr. Cayley, the

President of the Yorkshire Malt Tax Repeal Association,

would have a tax on private brewing among the assessed

taxes, or would levy a capitation tax on all people above a

certain age on the amount of beer which they might be sup-

posed to drink. But if beer is to be taxed instead of malt the

final effect will be the same, while to judge from the experi-

ence of the Chairma n of the Board of Inland Revenue, a beer

tax will be more difficult to collect, more costly, and more

easily evaded. Mr. Cayley tells us, apparently by guess-work,

that in his judgment, it would be very difficult to get a tax

so expensive to collect as the malt tax, if the wit of men
were to try and devise one. His',impression is, that sixteen

millions sterling are taken out of the pockets of the pubhc

in order to briug six millions into tlie Exchequer. Rut, from

the evidence of the Chairman aud of the Chief Surveying

General Examiner of the Board of Inland Revenue, we learn

that the tax is an economical one to collect, tlu>t it is not easily

evaded, tliat there are very few frauds with regard to it, aud

very few complaints as to its operation. We do not know
that a tax on beer would have the same advantages. As some

of tlie opponents of the malt tax exclaim against an attempt

to supply any deficiency of the revenue at the expense of

private brewers, we may be sure that the large brewing-firms

would not welcome such a change. One large brewer admitted

honestly, that any saving which might be made in malt would

go into his pockets. It is only fair to conclude that any bur-

den which might be imposed on beer would fall on his cus-

tomers. Farmers are not agreed as to the effect which a repeal

would have on the price of barley. Many of them say that

the price of the best barley would rise considerably. Ihe
inferior barley, which it is not worth their while to grow at

present, and which the high-class brewers will not take, would

come into favour. They complain, that as things are, barley

is not grown in its proper course. But for the malt tax, they

would grow the inferior kinds, and either use it for feeding

cattle, or brew it at home for their labourers. Yet this first

use is not unanimously recommended. A Worcestershire

farmer does not believe in feeding cattle or sheep on either

malt or barley ; but other witnesses have tried it with con-

siderable success, and these are the very ones who condemn

the mixture of malt with linseed. There seems little doubt

that the mixture does not answer for fecding-purposeti
as well as malt itself, and it also appears that the malt
sanctioned by Mr. Gladstone's Act is ground too small.

We must remember, however, that all the speakers are hostile

to Mr. Gladstone, aud some of them take pains to proclaim
their hostility. One says, with amusing frankness, that the
Malt by Weight Act (which, according to another witness, saved
a large maltster £100 a year) is the greatest humbug that ever
existed, and that as to Mr. Gladstone's mixture, as it is called,

he was not stupid enough to try it. But as the same
man brews beer at 19s. a cask which he considers bet-

ter than the beer for which he pays 54-s. a cask, we may
infer that the influence of too much home-brewed lias disturbed

liis calculations. He, as well as most others, is great in praise

of home-brewed. It seems the especial grievance of the farmers
that their labourers go to the public-house, and it is thought
that if the malt-tax was repealed there would be no such
temptation. Beer is commonly giveu to labourers at harvest
time, when some of them drink their six quarts a day, and they
cannot work without beer, whether it comes from their master
or draws them to the public-house in quest of it. There is a

general feeling that if the farmers could brew a cheap aud
sound beer from inferior barley, more of it would be drunk
among the labouring classes, and with less intoxication. The
public-house beer "has the credit of being bad," and, no doubt,
is bad; but the men have special inducements to take them to

the public-house—a good room and cheerful company. Next
morning they feel the efTects of adulteration, and their masters
notice it in the different quality of their work. The public-

house beer, say some of the witnesses, make people " heady and
ialkafice" which, of course, is a bad sign in an agricultural la-

bourer. Yet it appears that even now some farmers brew at

home, and that many more might brew at home in spite of the

malt-tax. If the tax adds no more than 2d. a gallon to the
cost of beer, it can hardly be the sole cause of the public-house

monopoly. We should be glad to welcome anything that would
raise the siuius of the rural labourer. Yet it is not at all cer-

tain that every farmer would brew at home and supply his men
with beer, if the malt-tax was repealed. One of the opponents
of the malt-tax says, that the obstacle to home-brewing is the

trouble it gives ; and we can understand that the wives of the

labouring classes, who are not practised cooks and economists,

will not guceeed muph better as cottage brewers,

—

Hcoiwmlst,

THE CULTURE OF POTATOES
At the quarterly meeting of the Morayshire Farmers' Club,

held at Elgin, on the 31st October, Mr. Rose, of Sheriflfstown,

the chairman, announced that the committee had fixed as

subject for discussion that evening—" What is the experience

of members as to the general culture of potatoes in this

county, and which is the best and most profitable variety to be

grown ?"

Mr. YoOL, Coulartbank, said : His experience in growing

potatoes was certainly not so extensive as that of many mem-
bers. In the first place, he thought the soil most suitable for

that kind of crop was a good deep black loam, or brown loam,

although, unfortunately, they had very little of that kind of

soil in the county. In his opinion, a mistake was made in

attempting to grow potatoes on too light soil. Often they

saw the potato track on the very worst part of the farm,

whereas the very reverse should be the case. Potatoes are a

very expensive crop, and on a bad season such as this it would

not do to raise them on poor land. Another point he thought

of very great importance was deep cultivation in the autumn.

They should plough the land very deeply in the end of the

year, because potatoes wanted a good deal of loose land not

only around them, but also below them. If they had this,

the tender shoots of the potatoes found room to go abroad,

as they would likely want to do. Early planting he found to

be a very great advantage. This year, for instance, potatoes

late planted are not such a crop as those early planted. When
early planted, they have a greater chance of getting up while

the good woatlier lasts ; and being early, they have a greater

chaucc of getting over the season when disease sets in. The
best time to plant he liad fpund to be the last two weeks of

IMarcli, if the weather would permit, or the first ten days of

April. After the crop was planted, tlie more cultivation they

could give the better. They should of course have the weeds
kept down aud the soil frequently stirred between the drills.

Potatoes required a good deal of manure—a good deal of

farm-yard dung to begin with, and after that as much artificial

manure as they liked on middling soil. He would give in the

proportion of one cwt. of guano and two cwt. dissolved bones
;

but if it was damp land, a good deal less bones ; and if it was

light laud, more bones and superphosphates. But farm-yard

dung should always be at the bottom of a good crop. As to

the most profitable varieties, he had little experience except

with the Regents and Rocks. Regents were the most profit-

able crop on good land. They perhaps would not give so

large a crop as Rocks, but they were surer, and brought a

better price. In a year like this, when potatoes will sell well,

Rocks would be most profitable, because they would have more

of them, but in other seasons Regents would pay best. On
jjoor and indifferent quality of soil. Rocks would be fully as

profitable as on any other -variety, being easier raised, and a

harder quality of potato. There was one point which might

be worthy of attention by those who had land which inclined

to grow too much straw aud too little grain. Tliere might not

be much of it in that part of the country, but there might be

some, und where it did happen a crop of potatoes tended very

much to remedy it. This was pretty well established now, and

it was worthy of the attention of those who owned mossy, soft

sort of land.

Mr. Walkek, Altye, said he quite agreed with Mr. Yoo

that they should grow potatoes on the best land, but it so hap-
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peueil that tlipy had not got much ol it. lie differed entirely

from part of what had been said. He thought sometimes on
very indifferent hind tliey would grow a very good crop, par-
ticularly after lea. Apply a fair dose of farm-yard manure,
plough it in, and then work the laud in tlie spring. In that
way, they might get a very profitable crop of potatoes where
the oat crop would be a failure. He thought their very thin
land would be prolitably employed in that way.
Mr. Ckuicksilok : Would £30 an acre pay ?

Mr. '\A'alkkr said £30 an acre for potatoes would pay. If

they could guarantee that price, they had better begin at

once to cultivate potatoes very largely. But they were a very
precarious crop. If they could grow a reasonable number of

tons, they might turn them to account either as feeding auxi-

liaries, or by selling tiiem off the farm. In growing potatoes
there were many things to consider. They were a very ex-

pensive crop to liandle ; and if they had a long way to market,
they incur a great deal of expense, though they realise a great

deal of money. As to the varieties to grow, Mr. Yool was
perfectly right. It lies between Rocks and Ilegents. The
one gives you a larger crop ; but tlic other you can turn to

account more quickly, and sell them better.

Mr. IIuxTEK (Dipple) said he had very little experience in

growing potatoes. Like Mr. Yool, he would plant them as

early as possible in the season ; and, like Mr. Walker, he
would advise putting them into thin soils, because he thought
they grew a better crop on thin land. He never grew them
on good land. He grew them on the poorest land he had,
and always after lea. He put them in early, but it was im-
possible to get their green-crop shift cleaned to get them in

by the 1st of April. Thus it was easier to get them in after

lea ; and he thought they grew a much better crop. The va-

rieties he used were Regents, Hen's-eye, and Rocks. Rocks
were a better crop generally, but not so easy to sell as the
others.

Mr. Williamson : I think you could tell us about dressing
them for the shows.

Mr. Hunter : That is a secret, and we will keep it.

Mr. Cktjicksiiaxk (Meft) said he only grew from eight to

t€n acres every year ; and it was the best of his land lie grew
them on. They were a very expensive crop ; and where they
had expense in planting, they required something that would
make the crop pay. Farmyard manure was the best they
could give, with a little artificial manure above. Rocks, in

his experience, were the most profitable, the additional crop
more than recompensing for the difference in the price be-

tween them and Ilegents. Last year he had something like

ten tons an acre of Rocks. Of course he did not expect much
above an average of five tons ; but, so far as his experience
went, he was best with Rocks.

Mr. G.vEDEN (Netherton) said he only grew an acre or two
of potatoes every year. He put them into the poorest land
he could. He did not say that was right ; but they were a

precarious crop, and he found them grow well there. He
grew Staffordshire Blues, for which there had beeu a good
demand for some years. They grew a very large crop, and
sold as well as any other variety. One of his neighbours laid

a hollow of rich land with potatoes, the rest being all on poor
soil ; and he found there was no disease anywhere but on the
rich soil.

Mr. Collie said his experience was that it was best to

apply farmyard manure to the stubble after harvest. Plough
the land very deep, and give a good quantity of artificial ma-
nure afterwards. It was impossible to lay down a rule as to

what soil and variety of seed were best. Every one should

judge the nature and the character of his own farm.

Mr. WiLLi.viisoN (Shempston) said he had no experience :

the clays of Duffus did not grow potatoes. Tliere was one
thing, however, he would impress upon the people of this

country. The very seed at this moment would cost them £4
to £5 per acre ; and if they were to lay them down, dose

them well with farmyard and artificial manure. If they paid

with seed at its present price, they would afford four or five

cwt. of manure. He thought Mr. Yool quite right—that

when they came to a bad year, they could sell Rocks when
they could not sell Regents. Rocks were hardy, and would
give a much larger crop. This year, Rocks would give a

better crop, and sell as well as any other variety.

Mr. Ad.vm (Sweetbillock) said he put potatoes on the very

worst land he had, because he had often been put about with

his crop failing. The blues were the very best kind he ever

tried ; but he had not a large experience.

Mr. M.\c'KES.sAC'K, of Ardgay, said he grew an acre or two
of potatoes on eacii of his farms, but he found the best way to

do was to dose them well with manure. There was no great

fear of growing potatoes on any kind of land, if they gave

them plenty of manure. He grew Rocks and Regents, which
are the two bestvarieties for tjieir part of the country. He
never tried Blues. Blues and White Kidneys failed there

many years ago. Sometimes he had a fair crop, and at other

times a good deal of disease. When he put them upon his

best land, he had most disease.

Mr. Cruickshajjk, Barmuekiiy, believed he had grown
as many potatoes as any of the members present. He cer-

tainly .^aid deep ploughing was a good thing to begin with.

Give plenty of farm-yard manure. The variety of potatoes

changed every four or five years. In '-id the old-fashioned

Eyes were done away with. Then came the Cups, then the

Perth Reds, and then the Orkney Reds, each of which did for

a few years. Now they had the Rocks and Regents. Regents
he never had a good crop of, his laud being too light. Rocks
had done well for four or five years. He approved of Rocks in

the meantime, but believed they would soon require a change.

Mr. Eeuguson, East Grange, said he grew only a very few
potatoes. This year, however, he had grown rather more than

usual, but his experience differed somewhat from that of some
of those who had spoken, especially with reference to manure.

He found ordinary farm-yard manure by far the bei>t. If they

used a great proportion of artificial manure, it was apt to pusli

them too much. Tiiey grew prematurely ripe, and of too great

size. No doubt deep cultivation was the first requisite. He
had been very successful—more successful growing them after

lea than after any other sort of crop. He had been more suc-

cessful with Regents and Rocks than any other variety, which

always stood better against disease, and found a readier

market.

Mr. Collie said that, before the Chairman summed up, he

had one remark to make which he fancied had escaped others

as well as himself—the matter of changing the seed. He
believed it was of the highest importance to change the seed

very often. They ought to get the seed from a distance, not

using seed grown in their own county for many years. There

was more to be gained by paying attention to that than to the

varieties planted.

Mr. Walker, Altyre, said they had been recommended by

two gentlemen to dose heavily with manure. He could state

his experience of that this season. On a field of lea, he man-
ured very heavily with farm-yard dung in the autumn, and

ploughed it in. He added about four or five cwt. of artificial

manure to the imperial acre in the spring. To try an experi-

ment, he applied to one acre double the quantity of artificial

manure—about ten cwt. From the extra quantitity of manure,

the shaws had a great appearance on that acre. When he

took them up, he weighed all the potatoes off' the field, and

was very much disgusted to find that the produce stood in the

ratio of 20 cwt. and 21 per acre, thus giving ouly 1 cwt. more

for the double dose of manure. He had only to qualify his

statement thus far, that the potatoes were checked ; and if that

had not been the case, the crop where the extra manure was

might have been better. The whole crop to which he referred

was a pretty fair one.

Mr. Yool said, as to growing potatoes after lea, that where
they were farming good land, if they did eo they lost a good

corn crop. On the seven years' shift, with good strong land,

he would plant potatoes after a corn crop ; but on the five

years' shift on poor laud, it was best to put them down after

lea. There was a variety of potatoes he had tried this year,

called Flukes, which had grown a fair crop ; but this was an
exceptional season, the crop of potatoes generally being

small. He wished to mention another fact. In a communi-
cation he had the other day from the west nook of Fife, where
there were great quantities of potatoes grown, there was not

the fourth part of a crop this year. The Regents and Rocks
were not a crop, while these Flukes were giving the best yield.

The Fluke variety kept long, and gave good prices, fetching

from£l to 30s. a-ton more than any of the others.

Mr. Walker, Altyre, said that so far as prices went, he

was not getting above 5s. a ton more for flukes than for other

varieties.

Mr. Yool said that though farm-yard dung was a very good

N N
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thing, at the same time he believed there would he a better

and sounder crop by a reasonable supply of artificial manure.

He was not so very much in favour of changing seed as many
people. He thought that if potatoes were ^\ell-grown and
well-ripened, it was not of groat importance where the seed

came from ; only in some districts the crop did not ripen well,

and in that case he would have a change of seed, because they

could bring in seed having a greater amount of vitality in it

and it would grow better.

Mr. Collie said the seed might be untrue to its kind.

Mr. W.4J>KER, Leuchars, said that when the disease first

made its appearance in 1846, there was a very large grower of

potatoes, Mr. M'Lennan, Boglillie, near Kirkcaldy, who
generally grew about a hundred acres of the crop. He
manured his land well on the stubble in the autumn, and
ploughed them in. He drilled them up in spring-, and gave a

certain quantity of soot, as artificial manure was not in use at

that time. By working on that method in ISiG and 1847 he
saved his crop. As the disease is now making its appearance

again, he believed that great safety would be found from the

disease by ploughing the dung well in and giving a little

artificial manure.
Mr. YooL said he had found that ploughing-in in heavy

land was beneficial. On light land, if they plonghed-in

manure there was a great deal of it wasted. A light, sandy

soil would not keep it, the winter rains \vashe4 it away.

Good ground would keep the dung better if piit-in in aixtumil.

It would be a very great mistake for anybody who had light

land to jilough it dovrn with manure in the autumn.
The Chairman said his experience was limited ; but he had

always found that he was freest of disease on light land. He
certainly was for growing potatoes after lea on light laud. On
good land he had always found a great amount of disease.

Deep cultivation was the primary thing in his experience, and
appeared to be so in the opinion of all of them. lie approved
of a good deal of farm-yard manure and a little artificial

manure to bring them away. The favourite varieties were
regents and rocks. He had himself tried the blues, but they

were more apt to disease than the others, though they
generally fetched the highest price in the market.

This finished the discussion.

Mr. Walker, Leuchars, called attenton to a formal lease

drawn out by one of the governors of Robert Gordon's Hospital,

at Aberdeen, and applicable to the lands belonging to that insti-

tution. The form was so long that it would take five sheets of
stamped pajier to hold it, and the clauses were such as could not
be acted up to. But he said that if proprietors would select such
a body of gentlemen as he saw round this table, with IMr. T!ose

at their head, as tenants, very few clauses would be required at

all. Where there were leases with so many clauses and con-

ditions, if they got a rogue, he would break through them,
aiicl an lionest man did not recjuire them,

CHEAP MANURES.
South Australia is not the only colony in which complaints

of small crops are indulged in. It is true our last harvest

was a good one—good in the gross yield, and good in the
average per acre. But fourteen bushels and twenty jiouuds

an acre is not such a yield as we ought to look for under the
proper conditions of farming. It is well known that some of
our best wheat lands have been utterly exhausted by continual
cropping year after year. The elements necessary to success-

ful growth have been gradually taken out of the soil without
being replaced, and the results have been very disastrous.

The same process has been going forward in other colonies.

A useful article in a recent number of the Australasian has
dealt with the subject, and has presented statistics of wheat-
growing in all the colonies, which show gradual but certain

deterioration in the soil. In Victoria, according to the
returns of the Board of Agriculture, the decennial period
from 1856 to 1866 shows a sad falling off. In 1856, the
average yield per acre of wheat was 26.9, against 15.3 in

1866 ; of oats 34.5 against 18.7 ; of barley 29.1 against

16.3 ; of potatoes, in tons, 5.4 against 1.9 ; and of hay in

tons, 2.1 against 1.1. But it is pointed out that this, poor
as it is compared with what it ought to be, is a favourable
yield in comparison with that of the other colonies. In
Sonth Australia, during the last seven years, 12f bushels to
the acre has been the average crop, a little over 14 bushels
being the highest average in any one year, and that was the
last. It was worse in New South Wales, the average during
the last sis years being only 1^- bushels to the acre; the
highest average in any one year being hardly 14 bushels.
The account from Tasmania is even more discouraging

:

"The districts of Clarence and Brown's River, which for
cereals and potatoes were the granaries of the Island, are
perfectly exhausted, and the same is the oase with the once
fertile districts of Glanmorgan."
Now this is a gloomy state of things, and n remedy ought

to be sought for. That a large portion of laud in Australia
18 well adapted to the growth of cereals has been abundantly
proved. Tliere was a time when maguifleent crops were
obtained in average seasons. But everywhere there is a
falling off, and the only mode of ncoountiug for it is by
attributing it to continual cropping, taking everything off
the land and putting nothing on. The course pursued has
been a most extravagant one. Mother-earth hss been treated
unkindly, and she has resented the aftrout. Tu the British
•Isles, wherf the climate is certainly unfavourable to wheat-
growing an compared with pnrs, the writer of the article to

which we have referred shows that twenty-five years ago the

average was twenty-four bushels to the acre. But it has

risen to thirty-two bushels, and there is reason to believe that

ten bushels more may be obtained on thoroughly well cul-

tivated land. Now the question is, How comes it to pass

that in Great Britain, where the soil is not better than ours,

and the climate is much worse for wheat growing, the crops

should be much heavier than ours P The whole difference

arises from the superior farming. Every English farmer

knows that to make his farm pay he must work it well and
manure it generously. But it is not so here. In moderate
seasons a fair amount of wheat may be grown with a very

slovenly kind of farming, and most agriculturists feel that

anything like free manuring is out of the question. Manures
brought over sea are expensive, and it is only a few of our
farmers with capital who can afford to purchase and use

them freely.

The time must come, if farming is to pay we in Australia,

when grazing and sheep pasturing on farms will have to be
adopted. There must be a combination of wheat growing and
cattle feeding, and this would do much to put heart into the

land which is now utterly starved. But that time is not at

baud. Now what is to be done at present with small farms of

one or two hundred acres, on which the proprietor has hard
work to live ? It is no use telling him that he should freely

manure, for he has not the capital to spend on his land. The
writer from whom we quote says :

—" The simplest plan is to

let such land run back at once into bush, but this will only do
for a long purse. The practical remedy is to manure as much
as possible, but to buy no manure except under compulsion.
We are supposing our farmer to have a very few spare sovereigns

in his pocket ; and these he must keep for a rainy day. It is

of no use to tell him that two tons of guano will push on hia

wheat when the two tons will cost him £24. He must pre-

pare his manure from what he has within his reach ; and it is

astonishing what a quantity, with an industrious family of

boys and girls, he can make. This is undoubtedly the right

idea. For the great bulk of our small farmers expensive

manures are out of the question, and if they manure at all it

must be with that which is comparatively inexpensive. There

is too often a great deal that is exceedingly valuable about a

farm, which is' lost for want of a little forethought and man-
agement. All scientific farmers speak of the importance of

having a compost pit, into which everything that can be turned

to account may be thrown." The following are the principal

cheap manures which are recommended by the writer ;

—
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" Compost.—Composfs simply mean collecting and mixing
togetlier in a pit all the loose decayed vegetable matter that is

knockinsr ahont every farm at the end of the season—rough
grass, dried potato haulms, the scourings of ditclies, black

mould, shell, marl, and esi)ecially, where it can be got, sea-

weed. Once collected, and well tucked up under a covering of

earth, it ferments and turns most beautiful mould. But then

comes the expense of carrying it out. It is, in fact, not of

much use making compost heaps except at those odd
moments when men and horses are temporarily idle.

" '2. Two very neglected items, which can he f;ot for next to

nothing on the remotest township, but in limited qnautity, are

.soot and "sawdust. Another article to be picked up easily is

bones. These are so good that the poorest man is justified in

laying out all he can on them.
" 3. All the excreta from the house must be carefully col-

lected and removed to a pit, with at least double the quantity

of vegetable-mould, or clay. The same must be done with

all ])iss'-dung, poultry-dung, and excreta whatsoever.
" Though in the first year the two good cows, which we

may suppose our poor friend capable of owning, must be left

to graze, as there is no choice, they should be most carefully

shedded at night ; their droppings then will be worth five

times as much as if left in the open air."

The waste of valuable manures ia the city of Adelaide is a

positive disgrace to us. A great deal that would be almost of

incalculable value on the farm is left about the streets, or

buried somewhere outside the boundaries, where, in many
instances, it is not only useless, but a positive nuisance to the

inhabitants. The refuse and sewage of the city, if properly

collected and distributed, would soon alter the condition of

the farms near town. The only expense would be the

carriage. If the farmers within, say, twenty miles of Adelaide

were, for every load of wheat they take into town, to take a

load of manure back, and put it on their farms, the effect

would soon be seen. Considerable quantities of bones and
other auimal-raatter are often seen lying about the streets, or

are thrown into places where rubbish is allowed to be shot,

which would be worth something if placed on land that has

been starved. The Chinese know how to utilize everything

that will make manure, and the result is that " John
Chinaman" will get as much off one acre of land cultivated

and tended—as he knows how to cultivate and tend it—as a

colonist would get off twenty. In China, where the propor-

tion of population to the soil is so excessive, the land can only

be kept productive by saving everything and wasting nothing.

There is no reason here for us to cut the thing so fine as the

Celestials do, but still a leaf out of their book as to methods
of cultivatioi; might not Ije .^Itogetliei- me]^ss,-^4delaid0

Observer,

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

Monthly Councii,: Wednesday, November 6.—Pre-
sent : The Duke of Richmond, K.G., President, in the
Chair ; Lord Berners, Lord Chesham, Lord Tredegar,
Lord Walsingham, Major-freneral the Hon. A. N. Hood,
iMr. Acland, M.P., Mr. Bowly, Mr. Cantrell, Colonel
Challoner, ^Ir. Druce, ^Ir.'Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Hassall,

Mr. Holland, :\r.P., Jlr. Hornsby, Mr. Hoskyns, Mr.
Jonas, Col. Kingscote, M.P., Mr. Millward, Mr.' Rigden,
Mr. Read, IM.P., Mr. Robert Smith, Mr. Thompson^ Mr.
Torr, Mr. Frere, Professor Simouds, and Dr. Voelcker.

The following new members were elected :

—

Bennett, John, Momitfield, Hurst Green, Sussex.
Borthwick, William, Slonlcwray, Whitehaven Cumberland.
Botterill, John, Eppleworth, Cottingham, Hull, Yorkshire.
Xash, Henry Fleetwood, L'pton Lea, Slough, Bucks.
Oastler, Jonah, White's Farm, Alfold, Horsham, Sussex.
Towerson, John, Whitehaven, Cumberland.
Whitley, Henry Edward, Lock's Farm, Wokingham, Berks.

Finances.—Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood,
Chairman, presented the report, from which it appeared
that the Secretaiy's receipts, during the past three
months, had been duly examined by the Committee, and
by Messrs. Quilter, Ball, and Co., the Society's ac-

countants, and found correct. The balance in the hands
of the bankers on the 31st of October was £1,616 3s. 3d.

The quarterly statement of subscriptions and arrears to

the 30th of September and the quarterly cash account

•were laid on the table. The arrears amounted to 42,127.
The Committee regi'et that such a large amount of arrears

is still due to the Society: this is partlyoccasioned by mem-
bers joining at the annual country meetings. The Com-
mittee propose that a new form of letter be sent to each
defaulter, specially calling attention to his respective

liability ; or otherwise it will be necessary to adopt more
stringent measures to enforce payment.

Journal.—Mr. Thompson, chairman, reported that
it had been represented to the committee that it would be
desirable to have a list of members published in the next
number of the Journal. The committee were of opinion
that in the present state of the Society's finances it would
not be desirable to incur the expense of publishing a list

ef members at present. This report was adopted.

Agricumueal Education.—Mr. HoUand, M.P.,

stated that it was determined to report a list of the

examiners at the nest meeting of the Council in De-

cember.

Leicester Meetixo.—Colonel ChaUoner reported

that an apalication had been made by local societies to

enable their members to make entries for local prizes

without payment of the extra fee charged to non-

members of this Society, and that it was resolved that

exhibitors for local prizes will have free entrance to the

Show as exhibitors for the Royal Society's prizes. Fees

for entry of stock have never been reduced to other local

societies,' and it is not considered expedient that the rule

should be relaxed. The Society's surveyor should be

instructed to stake out the outer boundaries of the show-

yard, in order that the local authorities may proceed

with the levelling, &c. The date of opening of the

Leicester Meeting was fixed for Thursday, the 16th

July, 1868.

This report was adopted.

Lord CHESHAii having moved that the show of Live

Stock, at future meetings, shall commence on Thursday

—the Judges making their awards on that day—on the

ground that stock from a distance, with the servants iu

charge, are kept away from home two Sundays, the mo-
tion was seconded by Mr. Milward, and carried unani-

mously.

Mr. MiLVTARD, having called the attention of the

Council to the veterinary examination of horses in the

show-yard, moved that the home examination be dis-

pensed wdth ; which was seconded by Mr. Tore, and
carried by 11 ayes to 4 noes.

Mr. MiLW ARD then moved that the condition on the

prize-sheet should run in the following' terms :
" There

shall be an examination by the Society's veterinary in-

spector of all horses selected by the Judges for prizes, or

reserve or commendation."

The motion was supported by Lord Chesham, Mr.
Torr, and Mr. Read, M.P., and can-ied.

The Council decided that the General Meetincr of the

Society should be held on Wednesday, the 11th De-
cember, at noon.
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THE AGRICULTURAL RETURNS FOR 1867.

Subjoiued will be found a copy of the official agri-

cultural returns for Great Britain in 1867, as com-

pared with those of 1866. These returns include an ag-

gregate of the extent of corn crops generalhj, and of the

area under wheat in particular ; as also of the number of

cattle and sheep, compared with those held in 1866.

The general area under corn crops of all kinds in Eng-

land and Wales, in 1867, was 7,9-11,578 acres, against

7.921,244 acres in 1866; and in Scotland, 1,367,012

acres, against 1,366,540 acres in 1866 ; making an ag-

gregate area under corn crops of all descriptions of

9,308,590 acres in 1867, against 9,278,784 acres in

1866, which loaves an excess of the present over the last

year of 109,806 acres.

The breadth of land under wheat in England and "Wales,

in 1867, was 3,255,917 acres, against 3,275,293 acres in

1866; and in Scotland, 115,118 acres in 1867, against

110,101 acres in 1866, being an excess of acreage in that

portion of the Kingdom of 5,017 acres ; and forming an

aggregate balance of 14,369 acres in favour of 1866.

If we estimate the average produce of wheat at 3^ qrs.

per acre, we find the aggregate yield—or, rather, what it

ought to be—of 1867 to be il,798,622i qrs., against

11,848,879 qrs. in 1866, whichleaves a balance of 55,256|

qrs, in 1866 above the produce of 1867. This year our

estimate of the yield gives only 3 qrs. per acre, which,

however, may be rather above than under the mark.

We can account for the falling-otf in the cultivation of

wheat by the high price of barley for the last three or

four years, which has induced the farmers to substitute

the cultivation of that grain for wheat to a considerable

extent. The demand for fine malting barley increases

considerably year by year, while the amount of that

description imported is so very limited that it is probable

the price will in futui-e bear a higher proportion to that of

wheat than it formerly did, which was about two-thirds.

At certain periods within the last three years barley came
within two or three shillings of the value of good red

wheat per qr., and even above, if the difference in weight

per bushel is taken into the account. At present,

however, the rapid advance and high price of wheat

have disturbed the relative values, and barley has at

last resumed, if not remained below the proportionate

price it formerly maintained. This, again, is to be accounted
for by the brewers having adopted the use of sugar to an

enormous extent instead of malt, by which, of course,
the consumption of the latter is lessened. Tht con-
sequence is that, as we learn from different parts of
the country, the largest breadth of land is sown, or
prepared for sowing with wheat that has been known
for many years. A further stimulus in this dire<-tion is

found in the universal opinion that the stocks of wheat
in every part of Europe were entirely exhausted at the
commencement of last harvest ; that consequently we
were compelled to begin upon the new crop ns'soon
hi it could be housed ; aud that, therefore, with a deficient

crop, began upon a month or six weeks earlier than ordin-

arily, the stocks must be again exhausted by the next

harvest, so that prices must necessarily rule high, let the

crop be what it may. This reasoning applies to Prance

as well as to England, for the two countries are so closely

allied comtnerdalbi by the free-trade principles adopted by
both, that the values of agricultural produce are so far

equalised that what affects prices in one is instantly

felt by the other.

The returns of cattle aud aheep are more satisfactory

than we expected to find them. The number of the

former for England and "Wales is returned at 4,017,790,
against 3,848,435 in 1866, leaving an excess in favour of

the present vear of 169,535. In Scotland there are

979,170, against 937,401 in 1866, being an excess of

41,769, making an aggregate balance of 211,304.

Of sheep, the increase in number is much greater than

that of neat cattle. The returns for England and Wales
give the number of 22,097,286, against 16,793,204 in

1866, leaving a balance of 5,304,082 in favour of the

present year. In Scotland the number is 6,893,603,

against 5,255,077 in 1866, being an excess in the present

year over last of 1,638,526. The aggregate balance is

6,942,608. This is partly accounted for by the fact that

the returns for 1866 were made up at a date before the

lambing time, whilst those for the present year are after

that season. Be this as it may, we can congratulate the

agricultm'ists on the increase of both cattle aud sheep

during the last year, and on the almost entire disappear-

ance of the cattle plague from amongst their herds aud

dairies. If the Commissioners will but do their duty in

regard to the importation of foreign cattle and sheep, aud
be somewhat less meddlesome with the native herds and

riocks, we may with confidence hope to keep the plague

from our homesteads without the arbitrary and frequently

uncalled interference of the official.

The aggregate of these returns has just been made up,

and under corn crops of all kinds there were in England
and Wales 7,941,578 acres against 7,921,244 acres re-

turned in 1866 ; and in Scotland, 1,367,012 acres against

1,366,540 acres in 1866.

The land under wheat is returned for England and
Wales at 3,255,917 acres against 3,275,293 acres in

1866; and for Scotland, at 115,118 acres against 110,101

acres in 1866.

The number of cattle is returned for England and
Wales as 4,017,790 against 3,848,435 in 1866; and for

Scotland, as 979,170 against 937,401 in 1866.

Sheep are returned for England and Wales to the num-
ber of 22,097,286 against 1^6,793,204 in 1866 ; aud for

Scotland, to the number of 6,893,603 against 5,255,077
in 1866.

The large increase in the number of sheep returned ia

1867, as compared with the previous year, is to be ac-

counted for by the fact that the returns in 1866 were

made for the ])urpose of the cattle-plague inquiry at a

date preceding the lambing season in some parts of Great

Britain.

Statistical Department, Board of Trade,

^onewher ^th, I8G7.
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HOW TO INCREASE THE MANURE PILE.

Tliis is a question, the solution of wliicli is of vital im-
portance to all economical agriculturists. Much has been
written in relation to the farmer's resources for larm manure,
and very much more remains to be written before all his

resources will have been improved and exhausted. The
observing person, let him turn which way he may, can
scarcely fail of seeing the greatest negligence and waste of

which the general farmer can be accused, in the neglect to

save and apply fertilizers, or matter that may be turned into

such, and until all these wastes are economized, the soil will

fail to produce to the greatest capacity it is capable of, as a
reward to the labours bestowed t hereon.

Nature Joes not work in this way wlien not interfered with
by man ; she always furnishes her workers the means to

accomplish all her requirements. If we refer to her mode,
we shall see that she first sows the seed, and this comes up
a small and tender plant, requiring but little to nourish and
sustain it, and a portion of that little is furnished by the air

which it breathes, aud at the end of the growing season the

foliage is annually shed, and falls arounl the roots to protect

them, in case they are perennial, and to decay and become
incorporated in the soil, to furnish future nutriment for an
increased vegetation. This is the way Nature acts ; she

always gives more than she takes. Can we do any better, or

improve upon her teachings ? Yet how few there are who
act as if they respected Nature as our best teacher ! Unless
we return to the soil at least some proportional amount of the

matter withdrawn by our crops, the most fertile of virgin

soils wiU become exhausted of its fertility in the course of

years. True, much is gained by rotation of crops, deep
ploughing and thorough culture ; but nothing can be sub-

stituted that will entirely compensate for the elements with-

drawn from tlie soil in the crops, except a return to the soil of

substances which will furnish those elements, and to provide

as far as possible those substances is one of the important
duties of the economical farmer.

Manures, when applied to the soil, act in various ways, and
differently on differently constituted soils ; hence it becomes
the farmer to understand the why and wherefore farm
manure in a certain state is applicable to one soil, while
it produces no effect, or if any, a deleterious one, on a

different soil.

It is only by the decomposition of animal or vegetable

substances into their original elements that they can furnish

food for a future growth ; in this decomposition many
chemical changes take place which it is not necessary to here
notice. If this decay gots on in the soil altogether, it is

slow
;
yet the soil, if a close and heavy one, is acted upon

mechanically, as well as otherwise, in having its particles

separated, and thus benefited ; whereas, if a light and loose

one, a disadvantage results instead.

The greater quantity of humus a soil contains, in a state of
natural decay, the better prepared it is to support vegetation
—the greater its capacity to absorb aud retain heat and
moisture, essentials in support of plant growth. The great

source of this humus of the soil is animal and vegetable

substances, and as these substances are unequal in their

decay, it is better to mix them ; the animal putrefaction

proceeding rapidly tends to hasten the vegetable, while the

vegetable tends to temper the animal, thus together bene-

fiting each. In this decomposition gases are evolved which
are essential to vegetation, and which, if allowed, pass off in

the air, and are lost. Heat is also developed in the process,

which needs tempering, or the life priaciple of the manure
is lost, and instead we have only carbon, a principle important

as combined with other elements, but alone, in its material

state, of small benefit to vegetation. To regulate this and
absorb the gases evolved, substances should be added, which,

while uniting with, or absorbing them, will so regulate the

evolution of heat, that no ill effects will result. Muck, peat,

Joam, aud other like substances, are capable of absorbing and

retaining the gases evolved, and at the same time regulate

the combustion as well as furnish important elements of plant

nutrition.

To derive the greatest advantage from composted and fer-

mented manure, the decomposition should be undergone under

a shelter from the eifects of sun, wind, and rain, as any and

all of these carry off or destroy much that is saved when
sheltered. Of the various substances used in composting

with animal excrements and substances, perhaps there is

none superior to good dry muck; while it absorbs the

liquids it also deodorizes the manures with which it is

composted, absorbing and retaining the ammonia and other

gases, ready, when applied and mixed with the soil, to impart

the same to vegetation. It is this which is mixed with

night-soil in the manufacture of poudrette, rendering the

night-soil managable and easy of transportation and ap-

plication. The muck being composed largely of decayed

vegetable matter, is a useful addition to the animal matter

;

of itself, when free of acids, or nearly so, as it generally will

be when thrown out in low piles and left exposed to the action

of the air, rains, and frosts of a year or two, it is of great

benefit when applied to light or sandy soils, or any soil de-

ficient in vegetable matter.

The fall of the year being a more leisure time with

farmers, and the ground being usually dryer than at other

seasons, is the best time to dig muck, peat, &c., in quantities

sufticient to be used freely as a deodorizer anywhere about

the premises where it may be wanted, and to mix with the

yard and stable manures, to add to the pig-pen from time to

time, to fill the cess-pool vat, and absorb the liquids and fix

the gases, and to receive the wash and waste from the house,

&e. ; for any or all purposes, it is better to lie exposed to a

season's frost before using ; if it could then be sheltered to be

used as wanted, it would be best. For most practical purposes

on most cultivated crops, I had as lief have one of good

stable manure and two of muck well composted under cover,

as three of clear staljle manure of horned cattle. So far as

my experience and observation extend, on sandy loam the

effect, immediate and lasting, is better with the compost than

with clear stable dung.

Upon vegetable composts, animal excrements, muck, &c.,

composted, the farmer must rely for the main bulk of his

fertilizers on the farm, aud these he should provide with an

unsparing hand ; and if, in conjunction with these, he uses

some of the concentrated fertilizers of the market, or of his

own production, the former may be made to go much farther,

with equally good effects. Several of these the fanner can

better prepare himself, and then he knows they are pure,

than to depend upon the markets. Poudrette and super-

phosphate, &c., can thus be prepared on most farms at small

expense.

A source of considerable waste on all farms is bones. The
farm is drawn upon largely for the elements of bones, and, as

a matter of equity, they or their equivalent should bo

returned. A cheap and valuable fertilizer may be made by

any farmer by taking a tight box, cask, or by digging and
forming a close pit, and filling it with good wood ashes,

broken bones and refuse salt, in tjie proportions of one bushel

of salt, two bushels of broken bones, and ten of ashes. Put

first a layer of ashes, and alternate with bones and salt,

topping off with ashes ; wet this, and keep moist with urine,

or suds from the wash-room, and in the course of a few

weeks of mild weather the bones wiO decompose so that they

will fall to pieces, when it should be shovelled over and well

mixed, and dried off ready for application.

An additional source is much swale grass, which is often

left witiiout gathering and lost. Few farms are there on

which much matter may not be found, which, if economized,

would greatly increase the manure pile.—W. H. White,
South Windsor, Coiiiieciicut, in " Country Gentleman"
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THE HEATH FARM
A few miles in a southerly direction from the thriving

town of Atliy, on the property of his Grace the Duke of

Leinster, lies the Heath larni, now celebrated in more re-

spects than one, as we shall presently see, but more especially

as the spot where Sculch farming near thirty-five years ago

had its lirst advent into the district.

The Heath Farm had been all but a sterile waste, within the

boinuls of wbicli, it may be jocularly said, no " Scotchman,
black-crow, or Newcastle grinding-stone" had ever either

found a resting-place or anything to do ! This the Duke re-

solved to change, and that, from being in a state of sterility

and unproductiveness, the Heath Farm bhould become the

cradle of alternate husbandry, or, in other words, of the most
improved system of agriculture in the district. But how was
this to be inaugurated ? Who was to be tha successful cul-

tivator and pioneer ? How was Ceres to be wooed and won ?

As we have seen, the Duke had neither the book nor theory

of Darwin to guide his choice ; but yet, nevertheless, how
unerring was the instinct of His Grace in selecting one of the

oldest formations, or rather upheavals of Britain, from which
to import au improver to the modern limestone deposit, of

which the Heath Farm is a portion ; and from the trap or

granite formation of " Cannie Aberdeen" came the man who
was destined to make the sterile wilderness a fruitfid field, and
its agricultural productions to luxuriate and blossom as the

rose

!

After a time the strangest stories began to float about the

neighbourhood as to the doings and on-goings of the " farrau"

steward. There was a rumour that two ploughs had been
seen at work together upon " The Heath," to each of which
no less than four horses (some said six) had been attached,

and that it was not " Christian" ploughing, but " quarrying
begorra," that was going on. Jim Grady and Barney Cum-
mins, " who risked their lives" as ploughmen, became cele-

brated in more respects than one. At chapels and at wakes
and " berrius" their rehearsals of the " mortial" work it was
to hold their ploughs, and save themselves fromjjeing buried
under the " treraindous" furrows they were " turnin' up against

the sky !" were listened to with breatliless attention and re-

spect ; and when they told of the " rocks" that every minute
" rowled and tundered out, bedad, and amost actjual to tons in

weight," the astonishment of everyone who heard them almost

knew no bounds. Then, as the spring advanced, and summer
was at hand, with the cheering carol of the lark above,

and the note of the cuckcoo in the giove, when there came
a rumour—could it possibly be true ?—that the growing
of the " ould honoured pyato" was to be given up, and
some said thirty, others forty, acres of turnips were to be
sown on The Heath instead, where ne'er a turnip had been
sown before. There would be a " mortial pison to the baste

that ate them," all agreed. But when the turnips grew and
swelled to aldermaulike proportions, and specimens were sent

to Dublin to the lloyal Society Show, and returned with
" goold medals and ribbons galore," the wonder of the neigh-
bours was too great for utterance ; and when another May
came round, and the stall-fed bullocks one after another
" rowled" out upon the road, on their way to Smithfield, the
people looked, and rubbed their eyes, and looked again to see

tlie " monstrous bastes as big amost, tlie everyone of them, as

I'addy Brian's cabin on the commons, which held every night,

both aisy and comfortable, himself, herself, and sevin

childher, the pig, the ass, the three geese, and eleven

Koslins, besides all the delf and chayney were left him
by his grandmother !" And when the cidtivation of the
" farrener" extended, and fields of yellow corn waved
wliere formerly the " tranyeen " and the Irish furze
held sway, it was emphatically alleged on every hand
that " Mister Tim O'llologhan at the Lodge, with the best
land in yer country," had been beaten by " the Duke's Scotch-
man," and tliat Tim's " growin' av pyatoes without manure,
and whate after that, and oats after whale, and thin the finest
(IV grass and meadow without the sowing av ecr grass-seed or

clover in life, wasn't the acquals, or next to near, the craps
growin' upon the ould heath." The labourers around, too,

began to feel the benefits of constant employment, and their

hearts to warm to the genial stranger who gave it to them.
The wages came " mighty convenient av a Saturday night

;"

and in the famine-years, when tliey unfortunately came, the

families of those employed upon " the Heath farm" passed
througii the dreadful ordeal almost unscathed. And, as time
wore on, and the Heath labourer became used to little com-
forts—as his constitution improved by better feeding, and his

mind and intellect correspondingly enlarged—he began, in

more respects thau one, to have a dim perception that for his

class a better day was about to dawn, and that another way of
living than in a miserable clay-built cabin and semi-starvation

upon potatoes and buttermilk, to breakfast, dinner, and supper
alike, ultimately awaited him. In the first instance, how-
ever, with the ruin of the potato, came the destruction of the

poor man's pig and the poor man's fowl—often his only

friends. There was no refuse for either in the " yallow
male ;" and neither did Paddy himself nor his wife and
" childer" ever take kindly to the "yallow boock." Even
" the lad," which was the nest stage in Paddy's onward eating

progress, although admitted to be an improvement, especially

when garnished with a few cabbages or other " trimmings,"
has never gone down so kindly as the smell of the live pig of

the " oiilden" time, and the lliou/jhf of the " pyatoes" growing
and swelling in the neighbouring field. Paddy, in fact, is

stiU dissatisfied. He is iu the transition-period equally with

his betters, and does not know of it. If he could, without in-

creasing his exertions, come at wages which would give him
the means of having " tay" and white bread-and-butter for

breakfast, dinner, and supper, with now and again, and in

short pretty regularly, a rasher of bacon, to keep the other
" refreshments" company, there would be less cause for

grumbling with his lot. This is his ambition.

The Scotch settlements around Athy were not in the com-
mencement aU rose-coloured, or invariably a success. There
were, on the contrary, many diJficulties in the way to aU. The
soil had been exhausted ; the climate was difli'erent to what
the settler had been accustomed to, and, in many vital respects,

the system of cultivation to which they had been trained had
to be departed from. These alterations in cultivation could

only be adopted after bitter experience of failures. There was,

therefore, much hardship endured in the beginning—much dis-

couragement experienced—much wisdom to be learned ; and
before " the rough and weary road grew smooth," and the in-

domitable perseverance of the Anglo-Saxon race had triumphed,

several had to yield to adverse fortune, and bow before obsta-

cles which they could not overcome. With the major part,

however, perseverance, rigid economy, and well-planned in-

dustry succeeded, and ere many years had run their course the

system of farming first inaugurated on The Heath became
common throughout the district. The Duke's farming, however
successful as a fact, had this one disadvantage—of being the

cultivation of a landlord, where there was supposed to be no
rent to pay. The experiment on The Heath, therefore, al-

thought it showed his grace the possibility of the system, and

the benefits to be derived from its adoption on a general scale,

may be said to have, for a time, done nothing more. The
method or example, however curiously observed, was not imi-

tated ; for, as has been observed, it was supposed to be a land-

lord's " hobby." But when the Scotch settlers—tenants with

a rent to pay—began to foUow out the farming which had been

seen upon The Heath, their plans and management were first

referred to jocularly, then criticised, and finally, closely watched

with interest by their Irish'neighbours ; and as crop snccedeed

crop in regular succession, and the " tranycens" still kept out

of sight; as improved cultivation became apparent ; as order,

regularity, and careful management (despite a little Scotch

hilariousness of a market day !) began, evidently to give the

means of paying rent, and rent was actually and punctually

paid, the naturally shrewd and quick-witted Irishman became

first interested, and then began, as if Icilf-asluimed, to practise
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what seemed so clearly to be a way of Airming suited to the

soil and altered circumstances of the times.

There was this about the Scotchmen, too—that they had
nothing to conceal. There was their farming for the inspection

of all, and here they were themselves at all times, in the most
friendly spirit , ready to impart to sJl that which they knew.
There to the public gaze was the portion of the farm for next

year's green crops—first autumn-cleaned—to be thereafter

tilled early, dry, and deej), to give it every chance of thorough
pulverization by the frosts of winter. There was the spring

cultivation by either plough or grubber ; all weeds brought to

the surface, collected, and carried away. Then foDowed good
manuring by farmyard or Dublin dung, with artificials com-
mingled to stimulate the growth, and then the sowing of the

seed in a thoroughly dry bed, so as to prevent the fly. Next
came the proper summer cultivation—the fallowing and aera-

tion of the soil, to be in their turn followed by full crops, stall-

feeding, and ;dl its benefits in raising plenty of manure. After,

in rotation came the splendid crops of wheat or barley, for

wliich the district is now so famed, and by which both Irish

millers', corn mercliauts, maltsters, and every trade in Athy have
thriven so well. There was then the careful laying down with

clover seeds and grasses \vith which to occupy the soil, and
keep the natural weeds and couch-grass as much as possible

from cropping to the surface. Meadow and sheep pasturage

followed (and in the sheep and cattle department the Scotch-

men had no objection to learn a lesson from their Irish neigh-

bours), to be succeeded by lea oats ; and thus the circle of rota-

tion, simple, regular, and effective, when seen and understood,

was completed. From tliis commencement of alternate hus-

bandry, or, in other words, a rotation of cropping, whereby
one-half or so of the farm is always under com, and the other

under meadow and pasture, may be dated the prosperity which
now exists in agriculture on the once poor and sterile soil around
Athy. Travelling throughout the district at the season when the

golden tinge of harvest is gradually creeping on the cereals,

and yet a deeper green upon the luxuriant turnip leaf, the pano-

rama lies everywhere before and around the tourist like a gar-

den. Magnificent crops on every side wave richly in the sum-

mer breeze—his recollections of the cultivation of those parts

of twenty years ago either drive across his memory as a past

and troubled dream, or the imagination, conjuring up, it may
be, some of those glorious scenes so vividly depicted in " The
Tales of the Arabian Nights," he fancies almost that " The
Happy Valley" lies smiUng on every side around liim. Irish-

men and Scotchmen vie with each other amiuaUy in these im-

provements and in thus painting the landscape, and at the pre.

sent time it would be hard to say which party (if party there be
where I)oth pull so unitedly and kindly together) is displaying

most industry, or nuiy yet be first in the race of civilization and
improvement.

It must not be inferred from all this that the colonization

scheme is yet perfected, or that all the available soil has yet

been occupied. Now and again a fresh subject is wafted
hither from the Scottish shores, glad to escape from the serf-

dom and exorbitant rents exacted in his native land. " Can-
nUIy he speers" on ever hand " aboot a ferm," and if his coun-
trymen " are maakin siller be their laand, if labour's dear, and
whaas tae buy the corn ?" and when satisfied " aboot the Irish

world, and that it is not so hard a world as he had expeckit it

wad be," he gets religious and wants " tae ken hoo faar awaa's

the kirk," where every Sabbath he might pray with zeal and
fervour ! He hears that some of the Scotch are " daen weel
and others gaein weel, and that there is an Eerisli corn mer-
chant in the toon, to whom his countrymen jist send their

corn, and never mak a price avaa." The Scotchmen look upon
him as " a freen, and loe him like a verra brither ; a' the

corn's worth he gies," the' settlement is made, and all are

pleased. The " speiran " Scotchman is surprised, almost

amazed ! He " glowrs aboot him everywhere throughout the

toon." He hears on every side the sharp metallic ring of the

Irish idiom, kindly intermixing with the broad vernacular of

his own dear land. Wherever introduced he meets a kindly

welcome, for his newly-made Irish friends may be thinking of

many a dear relative, Uke the stranger Scotchman before

them, far away from home and friends, on distant prairies, and
in many a pcnl and hardship in a foreign laud. In short, the

Scotchman sees on ever side a friendly, intelligent class " o'

folk" (people), and is told of the happy and prohfic intermix-

ing of Scotch and Irish blood (as an example worthy of every

imitation) in the highest quarter near KUkea. He also hears

that everything like Fenianism was scouted in the district

—

that even those super-active magistrates and sub-inspectors of

the " polls," who went a "mare-nesting" with the view of

doing themselves an honour, and keeping Her Majesty on the

British throne, had made a special hunt for nothing—had
failed in securing a single Fenian " rag," or in hearhig of so

much as even a single Fenian " lair !" The " freshman" hears

of all this, and dreams of clubs and pistols fade for ever from
his mind ! He's "unco pleased wi aa" he sees and hears, and
forthwith thinks he " raicht dae waur than settle doon," if

possible, and add another unit to the Scottish settlement and

peaceable community around Athy.

—

Le'utster Ejepress.

THE HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND.

The monthly meeting of the directors of this society was
held at their chambers. No. 3, George IV. Bridge, Mr.
Dudgeon, of^Cargen, senior ordinary director, in the chair.

Aberdeen Snow, 1868.—Money premiums to the amount
of about £1,300 were allocated to the different classes of
stock ; and it was resolved that the third prize in all these
classes should be the medium silver, in place of the bronze
medal, which has been In existence since 1857. In the

poultry class, sixty-five silver and sixty-five bronze medals
were recommended. At the request of the Aberdeen district,

fifty sovereigns were appropriated as a special prize for the

best thoroughbred entire horse. The days of the show were
suggested to be the 28th, 29th, and 30th July.

A requisition for the show to be held at Edinburgh in 1869,
signed by a niimber of members of the society, was submitted
to the meeting of the board on the 9th of October, when the
directors resolved to recommend to the next general meeting
to comply with the request, and remitted to the Committee on
General Shows to suggest the classes of stock for which pre-

miums will be afterwards offered. At a meeting of the com-
mittee, held to-day, the classes were named, and subsequently

approved of by the directors, tlie List to be submitted to a

meeting of members In the district of the proposed show

—

namely, the counties of Edinburgh, Haddington, and Lin-
lithgow.

VeterinAEY College.—The opening of the session 1867-

68, on the 30th of October, by an inaugural address from Pro-

fessor Williams, and the induction of Mr. JMacBride to the

new Chair of Cattle Pathology, which took place the same

day, were reported.

It was remitted to the Committee on Office-bearers to re-

port on the vacancies which occur, at the next general meet-

ing, in January.

It was likewise remitted to the Committee on Premiums
for Subjects connected with the Science and Practice of Agri-

culture, and on Woods and Plantations, to revise the lists for

next year.

The various reports of local competitions which have taken,

place during the current year In almost every county In Scot-

land, In connexion with the society, were referred to the

committee In charge of that department, and, at the same

time, to consider the applications for new grants for 1868.

A list of the reports received in competition for premiums

offered In 1867 was laid on the table : and committees were

named to read and report on their merits.

Copies of queries to be answered by farmers, as to the cul-

tivation of land by horse-power, whicli have been extensively

circulated in Scotland, were laid on the table. The answers

are to be returned before the 31st of December, and will form

part of the report on steam cultivation, which has been for

some time in charge of a special committee of the society.
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A SOJOUEN IN NOETHBRN GERMANY AND IN SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN.

Ricli ami fertile as are the districts of Schlcswig-

Holsteiu bordering tlie seas—the Baltic on one side, and

the North Sea on the other — and which, known as

marshlands, wc briefly described in our last, and pic-

turesque as are some other parts, as, ibr example, the

tract of country lying between Lubeck and Kiel, by way
of Plon, and the Preitzer district, there are nevertheless

vast tracts of sterile moorland in the interior that, lying

mainly out of the track of travellers, arc not much
known ; but to the traveller who crosses, as we did, the

country—say from Tonniug, by way of Frederickstadt,

Heide, and Itzhoe, and from thence to Hamburg—much
of this dreaiy district will be passed through, although

here and there pleasaut spots of fertile land or rich pas-

tures are met with, to gladden the eye otherwise op-

pressed with a too-unbroken expanse of heath-land.

Probably the ride from Ileide to Itzhoe, which, if not

taken by private or hired conveyance, must be taken by
the diligence or omnibus—a very primitive conveyance,

which is very leisurely dragged along by two horses

—

gives the traveller the best idea of what the vast tracts of

moorland which arc met with in Schleswig-Holstein are

like. From Husum, the town named at the end of our

last paper, a railway runs to Tonning, the port from
which the principal supplies of cattle are sent to Eng-
land. In this trade there are two steamers regularly em-
ployed, conveying—taking last year's export as a fair

average—some 40,000 cattle and some 30,000 sheep an-

nually, the freights charged for the former kind being

20s., for sheep 3s. 6d., and lambs Is. The river Eider

passes through Tonniug, on its way to the sea. It is a

small, sluggish stream, bringing down with its waters

a vast quantity of silt from the interior. Overflowing

its banks, it spreads out into wide spaces, here and
there leaving rich deposits of mud upon the sur-

face. The town of Freiderickstadt may be reached

from Tonning by rail, part of the way, however,
being by 'bus. This town is celebrated for the part

it took in the war of 1848, when it was almost bat-

tered to the ground. It has quite recovered from the

fierce cannonading to which it was subjected, and
now is a quiet placid pleasant town. It is laid out as a

square ; all the streets intersect each other at right angles,

thus forming a series of small squares within the larger

one ; this larger one, being surrounded by a canal with
raised banks, and which is supplied from the Eider, which
flows past the town. This river has to be crossed, in

going to Ileide, not by a permament bridge, but by a

floating one—a ferry-boat, guided by iron ropes stretched

across from point to point. The journey from Freiderick-

stadt to Heide is made by diligence or 'bus. This, like

nearly all the public conveyances, we found to be a heavy
lumbering affair, the fittings of which were comfortable
enough, but had no pretensions to elegance. True,

although one does not get much for his money in the
way of a fine conveyance, much money, on the other
hand, is not asked for, a ride of four or five hours costing
but a few pence. The pace is slow—very slow—little

better than a walk, so that one gets a good long ride, as
regards time, for little cash. And this mode of travelling
has its advantages : it permits one to see a good deal as
one travels along, and, indeed, of making even his notes
of what he does see ; and every now and then a stoppage
is made at some fine old inn or " gasthaus," which ad-
mits of some suggestive if but brief glances being obtained

at the inner peculiarities of the life of the country-people.

The first of these halts on the way from Freiderickstadt to

Heide was made at a place called London—as complete a

contrast as could possibly be to its namesake with us. A
charming old-fashioned town this was, so quiet and still

that it was verily inviting to anyone who has had too

much of the world of England, with its busy bustle, its

push, and its fast living. We omitted to name, while

writing about the Eider at Freiderickstadt, that for a con-

siderable distance its sides wei-e embanked, and below the

level of the embankment were fine extensive pastures,

which reminded us a good deal of the Polder and of

Flanders. The crops chiefly met with between Freiderick-

stadt and London were beans, rape, and wheat ; although

we saw, as we drove past, by far the largest field of mangold
we had seen in the country—a crop this, by the

way, not much cultivated, considering the number of

cattle winter-fed. The general aspect of the country

closely resembled that of Flanders, being flat, the

likeness being all the more striking from the

absence of fences, the fields being divided by ditches.

The farmhouses are generally built of brick—the brick-

work being worthy of notice from its excellence ; the

roofs are almost invariably thatched. After passing

London very extensive meadows ai-e met with ; and,

further on, the frequent appearance of sand-heaps testify

to a change in the chai'actcr of the soil ; the crops also

begin to change, and buckwheat is met with. Approach-
ing Heide a good many windmills are seen, used to pump
up water for the irrigation of the fields, which is pretty

extensively adopted here. Heide is a jjretty village, with

an old church surrounded by fine trees, and boasting of a

large " platz " or square, in which we saw the " universal

soldier " busUy at work. Heide has a capital inn, near

the church, not the least pleasant feature of which is the

pleasant landlady, who, moreover, caters for the traveller

with great good taste and for little cash. The walks in

the neighbourhood of Heide are pretty and rural. The
drive to Itzhoe by 'bus or diligence is a very long, and,

if we had not had a magnificently fine day, would, we
fear, have proved a very tedious one. As it was, we en-

joyed the drive vastly—all the more that we had a most
intelligent driver, who gave us much information upon
passing points as we di'ove along. The land in the im-
mediate neighbourhood of Heide is flat ; but shortly after

leaving this the ground begins to undulate, and indeed to

rise gradually, up to the town of Meldorf, which stands

somewhat high. Midway between Heide and Meldorf

the pasture land almost entirely disappears, its place being

taken by arable laud ; the cereal crops met with being

rye, buckwheat, oats— a large breadth of land being under

rye, and buckwheat being also very considerable in quan-

tity. As green crops, mangolds and potatoes are met with,

while considerable stretches of clover are also to be seen.

Approaching Meldorf pstetures begin to appear, and in

the immediate vicinity of the town these are very large,

and the flocks of sheep form a marked feature in the land-

scape. In the arable part of the land the fallow forms a

distinguishing feature ; most of it is heavily dunged,

while the ploughing is deep and thorough. The plough

employed is the two-wheeled one, the draught being so

heavy as to requii-e four horses, the man riding on the

off-horse. The ditches are very deep, and wide between

the stretches, which are very broad. The ditches are very

carefully trimmed with the spade, and the cleanings thrown
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over the land oa either side. The crops arc pretty

various in kind—beans, peas, barley, rape, and rye being

all met with, ileldorf is a picturesque old town, pos-

sessing a church of very considerable dimensious, and
possibly the oldest piece of massive brickwork we had

met with in our tour through a country where some of

the finest structures of this material in Europe are to be

seen. Shortly after leaving Meldorf the flat moor-land
begins to be met with

;
peat is seen on all sides, and

much of it dug from pits of vast extent and of consider-

able depth. Near the town a good breadth of this land

is reclaimed ; lime being, as with us, much used. The
crops are principally rye, oats, and potatoes, with a fair

proportion of buckwlieat. The cows met with are few

and far between. And here will be a fitting place to in-

troduce a few remarks upon the pecidiarities of the moor-
laud districts, which form a characteristic feature of

Schlcswig-ITolstein. Here we translate freely from a na-

tive and eminent authority :
" The moorlaud stretches, in

some places broad, in others narrow, over both duchies

has very little forest, but many heaths and moors. Al-

though fertile tracts are sometimes to be met with, in ge-

neral the soil is very barren, and the greater portion

consists of desolate heaths, quicksands, and moors. It is

believed that at one time these districts were very thickly

wooded, and there is uo doubt that the destruction of

these forests has been injurious to the health of the inha-

bitants. The greatest area belongs to the grower, and

the rest to the boroughs, church, or nobles. There are

not many houses ; the villages lie at very great distances,

here and there are solitary dwellings and small farms.

This district is so thinly peopled, and so little is it un-

der cultivation, that the hamlets have a very large extent

of ground around them ; and when this is the case, only

one-third of the land is cultivated ; the rest being moors, on
which sheep and cattle gi'aze. The peasants are the pos-

sessors of their places, for which they pay taxes and dues

to Government. The houses look bare and dull, because

there are no trees around them. They are fire-proof,

long, narrow, and low in the roof; they are large and
comfortably fitted up, but have no peculiar characteristic.

The gardens are very poor, and few vegetables are planted,

with the exception of potatoes. The country presents a

dull fiat, uninteresting appearance, from the absence

of hills and valleys. The ground in some parts

is flat, and smooth, and has few hollows, and such

a thick hard subsoil that the rain does not penetrate, but

collects on the surface of the low ground. The soil con-

sists of very fine grayish-black sand, over yellow or white

sand, with a subsoil of loam and marl. Such tracts which
have not been cultivated for so long a time are green, and
only requires care to be made into fruitful land. Many
weeds arc seen, such as mustard-seed, corn-flowers, &c.,

but this may be attributed to the want of management.
The ground is more fertile in the river districts, and much
hay is made, and cattle are kept, and thus their supplies

of manure are increased. The style of fanning in the

middle districts was very good. Formerly, a portion of

the" land was uncultivated, and a small part divided into

fields, the property of the villagers. In many places,

especially on the western side, deep ditches are dug with-

out walls, and where there are walls, they are bare, and

without trees. On account of the sharp winds, from
which there is no protection in these flat plains, it is

difiicult to grow trees and shrubs, and the walls around

houses and gardens are entirely destitute of trees. It

has been proved that in former times a large forest

existed, yet it has been found very ditficult to plant new
ones. It has been done by the Government and private

people, who, by the sale of the wood, have derived larger

rents than by the letting of the land. The large turf bogs

are of great use to the people in supplying with fuel

the towns along the west coast and the island, and for the

burning of tiles, glass, helmets, cloth, and fabrics, which
are made in this part. The rotation of crops is very
simple. Buckwheat and rye arc the only grains which
may be sown with safety. The soil, in many places, is

too light for barley and oats. Potatoes here and there

thrive well. A warm spring and not very dry summer
are the best to ensure a good harvest. Dry weather
and great heat are destructive both to grain and pasture.

Frequent night-frosts destroy the buckwheat. Marl
is found in some places, and, when put on the fields,

grows beautiful corn : formerly there was a pre-

judice against its use, which is fast disappearing. In
some parts the loam is so near the surface that, in dig-

ging a ditch, it is thrown out on the land. Where there

is no loam, the new soil of the moors, with sand, is put

on the land, and plentiful manure, after which i-ye is sown.

The rotation on poor ground is the following : Buck-
wheat ; rye ; rye, and four or five years' pasture. Oats arc

rarely sown on high ground. Harrowing around is not
in use. Although the people believe that the softness of

the furrow is detrimental to the ground, I do not agree

with them, if the ground be well rolled after the seed

is put in. The saving of labour to the horses may
account for this opinion. After the buckwheat, the

ground is manured, and sown with rye, followed by
rye again ; after which the land lies for a number of years

in pasture, without either grass or clover. The pasture is

chiefly of the small sorrel, rumex acetosella, and similar

herbs, which aiFords poor fodder for the cattle. When
clover is not sown, rye-grass might be, and where the

soil is not too dry, thyme-grass would be better for the

cattle ; but the farmers believe these grasses impoverish

the soil. Oats are sown on low, damp fields
;
potatoes

in most small fields. Barley is used instead of buck-
wheat where the soil is heavy, and then rye. The land is

ploughed ten or twelve inches deep, and thoroughly

manured before the barley is sown ; the rye is put in

without any manure. In the moor-lands, especially in

Schleswig, the ploughs, harrows, carts, &c., are drawn by
oxen and cows—sometimes yoked with horses. The
great distance of the fields from the houses renders the

carting of hay, corn, and manure very heavy. The cattle

are fed through the day, and put in the stalls at night.

The cows in this case give little milk and butter for sale,

and cattle and oxen are largely kept for sale. Where the

soil is better, the cow is better fed. In places where the

land is intersected by rivers, the peasants have a quantity

of hay, with which they feed their cattle ; for the little

straw they have will not go far, and feeding with corn

is not known in this part. When there is an over-

supply of hay, it is taken to the towns and sold. To
increase the supply of straw and manure, the moors
and heaths are cut with a short strong scythe, and a mix-

ture of grass, moss, and heather is obtained, which is given

to the cattle, and the manure made from this is con-

sidered best for the sandy soils. Besides the black cattle

many sheep are kept, of a bad kind, which stay out sum-
mer and winter, and furnish material for clothing. Pigs

are not kept to a large amount, but are bought from the

Jutlanders, who bring over a large number. Large tracts

of heath land lie waste, which bring in little or nothing.

It is very desirable for the present line of proprietors to

proceed quickly in the cultivation of the land, and lose no
time. There are many obstacles which would not repay

the expense of cultivation ; but still, there is a large tract

of laud, which by judicious management, would form an
excellent soil and amply repay the capital spent. The
hilly uneven districts are the least worthy of cultivation,

as the soil consists of very fine sand of blackish colour,

the subsoil of a yellowish brown. The white low-lying

plains, difficult to be drained, where the rain lies on the
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surface, would not repay the expense of cultivaliou.

There are many tracts where the soil consists of arable

laud and a subsoil of loam. Such a soil requires only

proper cultivation to form rich soil, especially where there

is loam.

Midway between Itzehoe and Meldorf what may be

called the summit level is reached, the ground gradually

rising from Aleldorf to this point. Passing this, a very

different country is seen lying below, from the bleak moor-

land the traveller has been passing through. In the dis-

tance fairly wooded tracts are seen, while as Itzehoe is

approached magnificent extents of pasture lands arc met
with, supporting herds of fine, fat, and sleek cattle. The
farmhouses are more numerous, and are generally beauti-

fully situated, embosomed in trees, and possessing all the

appearance of comfortably, if not of elegantly, appointed

dwellings. The crops are numerous in the arable land

near Itzehoe—flax, rye, oats, buckwheat and potatoes

;

Avliile the breadth of land under mangold and beetroot is

decidedly lai'ge as compared with some other districts

where we have seen it grown. Not far from Itzehoe, in

the midst of a magnificent stretch of pasture and meadow
land, a row of windmills is seen, which ai'e used to raise

the water from the low to the high level. Itzehoe is a

pretty large town, having some beautiful villas iu the en-

virons. Towards one side there is much wood, and, with

the usual taste of Continentalists, numerous beautiful walks
are made in these. A considerable trade is carried on at

Itzehoe. There are several factories; one a very large one,

for the making of beetroot sugar. The town is celebrated,

or will be celebrated in future history, as that in which the

last meeting of delegates from the representatives of the

Duchies of Schleswig-Holstein met, just before the break-

ing out of the war between Prussia and Austria, and
which meeting was pi;t a stop to in the sudden style for

which Bismarck is now so famous. A few days may
be very pleasantly spent in Itzehoe and its surrounding
walks : hotels are both numerous and good. From Itze-

hoe the rail may be taken to Altona, which is noW) in fact,

a part or a suburb of Hamburg ; or by going up per rail

on the Altona line as far as Elmshorn, the jom'uey down to

Kiel may be made in a few lioiirs. The railway from
Itzehoe to Elmshorn passes through a country iu which
much,sandy soil and Hat heathy land is met with. Here
and there, however, clumps of trees, and, indeed, consid-

erable stretches of plantations, relieve the country fi'om

the look of monotony which it might othenvise have.

The crops met with are chiefly oats, clover, and mangold.
The pastures in some parts of the route are very exten-

sive. As we advance towards Gluckstadt, we find mangold
and colza pretty freely grown. The latter was being har-

vested as we passed, and we noticed that the stalks are

left very long ; and the heads, for they are but little more,

are laid on the stalks. These serve to suppoi-t the seed-

heads of the plants, keep them from the damp ground,
and, allowing the air to circulate freely amongst the

heads, the seed is dried rapidly. When the heads are

collected and taken off' the field, the stalks are pulled up
by the root, and laid aside iu heaps. As soon as the land
is cleared it is plonghed-up at once for the succeed-

ing crop. The mangolds met with are nearly all

transplanted—not thinued-out, as with us. The general

appearance of the land here resembles very closely

that of Flanders ; but with this remarkable diff"erence, that

the condition of the soil is not nearly so good : whilst
in Flanders scarcely a weed is to be seen, here the water-
courses between the stetches are filled with weeds and
aquatic plants; iu Flanders they would all be carefully

collected and used for manure. The town of Gluckstadt
is passed on our way to Elmshorn : a vast number of
cabbages and leeka are grown in the neighbourhood.
The land continues flat, and crops much the same as

stated above. As soon as the clover is cut the land is

well manured and the whole ploughed-in. Elmshorn, the
junction town, is small but pretty

; the houses are quaint,

and the streets lined on each side with trees ; these, like

nearly all the trees in the towns of these districts, are
trained to be flat towards the houses and the street, and
the branches to meet laterally as it were : by this means
the branches form a screen at some distance from the
ground, below and above which the view from the
windows of the houses is uninterrupted; the streets,

moreover, are thus open to the influence of the air and
suu-heat, so that they dry much more quickly than if

the branches were allowed to hang over the street and the

pathway or pavement. The walks in the neighbourhood
of Elmshorn are very pretty : liviilg is very cheap here.

If the traveller from this station takes the train to

iVltoua for Hamburgh, he will find, nearly all the way up
to the former town, the land very flat, and in manj^ places

sterile and sandy. Outside of Elmshorn there is much
2>eat and moorland. Approaching Altona there are vast

tracts of heath-land on the right hand, much of which is

not under cultivation ; but reclamation is, however
slowly, stiU going ou, and here and there dotted over the

surface are seen cottages with their cultivated portion of

land surrounding them like oases iu the desert. Re-
claimation seems to have been much more thorouglily and
orderly carried out in the district to the left of the rail-

way, although this may arise fi'om the fact that the

character of the soil is different (our readers know well

enough how perplexing are those remarkably quick

transitions from sterile to fertile soil, and vice versa, met
with in many districts). There are here considerable

tracts of meadow and pasture land, chiefly meadow.
Near the small town of Pinnerberg a very pleasing change

comes over the aspect of the country ; it becomes woody,

pretty rural-lanes are seen on all sides, the meadows arc

extensive, and considerable bodies of water are met with.

The heathy flat-land, however, shortly resumes its sway,

and maintains it for some distance ; but as Altona is

approached the country becomes more diversified, and
in the distance towards the right rising ground
is seen. The fields under cultivation are small; not
divided from one another by ditches, as in other parts, but

by thorn fences. The cultivation is good, the crops being

in good condition. If, in place of taking the train from
Elmshorn to Altona, the traveller advances further into

the country, and takes the drive to Kiel, he will find, for

some distance, the same character of soil as formerly met
with from Itzehoe to Elmshorn, namely, light and sandy
and flat ; but as he approaches Kiel the character of the

land changes from flat to undulating, and the soil from

sand to a comparatively rich argillaceous soil. Kiel is an
important town, and is daily becoming more so. It pos-

sesses one of the finest harbours in Europe. To form an
idea whether or not this was worth fighting for by Prussia,

let the visitor cross the bay from Kiel to the little village

of Wilhelmeinshoer opposite, by means of a little cock-

boat of a steamer, probably the smallest he has ever

travelled in, and passing through the pleasure-grounds of

the large hotel at the landing, climb the hiU on the face

of which they are formed, by many a winding path and
bosky shade, and looking from the summit sea-wards, he
will then be able to understand what a treasure Prussia

has obtained—as to how, the less said the better—anxious

as she is to become a maritime as well as a military power.

A very fine view of the bay on one side, and of the rich

undulating Preetzer district on the other, can be here had.

Kiel is very rich in beautiful places for the recreation of

the people. The gardens which skirt the bay are beauti-

fully laid out, and the drive down to a place they call

Bellvue is very pleasant. The woods and walks which

are in the neighboiu-hood of Cellvue arc trulv iine.
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From the walks aud tlrivcs delicious views of the bay or

harboiu- arc to be hail ; wliile the haadsoinc elegant \illas

and bathing-places and coneurt -rooms and hotels, every

now and then seen, make up a view which is truly chai-ac-

teristic. If the visitor wishes to see the beauty of the

wooded walk iu perfection, with some of the finest forest

glades he could desire to look upon, let him take the walk

the entrance to which is indicated by a sign-post, with the

the word " Zu Fruchtbauni" upon it. In returning he

may turn to the right, and go through the wood iu the

direction of Kiel, to Diirsternbrock, a pleasant place much
frequented by the Kielites ; from whicli the town may be

reached by a 'bus, fare one penny of our money. From
Kiel several steamers sail to Copenhagen and other ports

upon the Baltic, and to those disposed to extend their

inquiries into the condition of the Schleswig-Holstcin

Duchies, the town may be made a starting-point for

many of the most interesting districts. lie may
thus go, on the one side, to Lubeck, by way of

Preetz and Plou ; or, ou the other side of Kiel,

to Eckenforde, Schleswig, up to Flensbuvg; and from
thence to Rendsburg and Altona. The ride, as we have

already stated, from Kiel to Lubeck is very fine, much of

it passing through a lovely country ; but if not disposed

to go the whole length, a very easily-made excursion to

Preetz, should not be neglected. We translate here

freely from our authority as to the peculiarities

of the Preetzer district : "In this a very prosper-

ous style of farming is met with. This fertile

district, consisting of two parishes, lies west from the

Baltic. It is peopled by a peculiar race, different from

the others in their style of dress and manner of living.

The hamlets are so close, and the population so large,

that the working-classes do not find sufficient work at

home, but seek occupation abroad, and are highly valued

on account of their intelligence and activity. Many sup-

port their families by the manufacture of straw hats, mats,

linen, and fishing in the Baltic. The inhabitants are in-

dustrious and intelligent, and pursue a style of farming

which produces good results. The corn is considered the

best in the district, and is sold at a very high price.

Many improvements have been made of late years with

regard to the tillage of the soil. The dairy is not so

much attended to as the cultivation of corn: if six or

seven fields are ploughed, only two milk cows will be

kept. Many farms have salt meadows on the coast of

the Baltic, where cattle are pastured. The crops are

usually in the following rotation : Fallow-land, which is

ploughed up three or four times in summer ; rapeseed,

wheat, barley, peas, lye ; then potatoes or flax, oats, and
two years iu grass. Both red and white clover are gene-

rally sown. White clover is sown, with barley in one-

half of the field. This is ploughed up the following sum-
mer, and, in autumn, sown with rye. When one-half of

the iield bears white clover, the other half is usually in

peas, followed by rye or oats. Red clover is sown with

oats, and only in one-half of the field, and is followed by

grass. Potatoes are planted in the fields, and generally

between wheat and barley. They are sold, but some kept

for the cattle. Flax is largely cultivated; hemp very

little. Fruit is very plentiful, but a scarcity of fuel. The
land is ploughed very deep ; and, on this account, three

horses are yoked to the plough. A farmer possessing ten

or twelve milk cows has, at least, six horses. Cattle are

taken to market, but are not so valuable as those of

Angeln. The wool from ten or twelve sheep provide

garments for a household. This people derive large sums

from their produce and manufactures, such as flax, wool,

feathers, linen of different sorts, and are remarkable for

their intelligence and love of order."

We would strongly counsel the visitor to Kiel to extend

his trip as far at least as Schleswig, going there by way of

Eckenforde, and from Schleswig to ITusum, Tormiug, and
thence to Altona by the route vs'c have already described.

Eckenforde is a fine bathing town, lying at the top of one

of those bays or fords which arc so frequently met with

on the shores of the Baltic. The walks are very beautiful

in the neighbourhood, and living is cheap. Those in-

terested in the last wars will find many relics of them in

the neighbourhood of Eckenfiirde. Pasture lands are very

abundant and extensive, the chief farming being dairy.

Dairy farming, in fact, is tlie grand characteristic of the

whole range of the Duchy of llolslcin—butter being the

principal product. Our readers are well acquainted with

the term " Kiel butter," although the butter with this

name attached to it as a guarantee of its superior quality

is not always the produce of Kiel or even its immediate

neighbourhood, much of the butter made in other districts

being sent to Kiel as the place of transhipment. While

at Eckenforde, we paid a visit to one of the largest dairy

farms in Ilolstein, and much gratified we were; we wish

that space was at our disposal here to give an outline of

what we saw in the way of dairy management, for much
might be suggestive to some of our readers in this de-

partment of farming ; it always serves a practically useful

purpose to detail a practice which gives good results, and

that such is the case in Holstein is notorious enough.

From Eckenforde to the town of Schleswig the drive must
be taken, as that from Kiel to Eckenforde, by the post-coach,

for we are quite without the line of railway here. The
drive is very pretty iu many places, and the approach to

Schleswig exceedingly so. One peculiarity iu the land-

scape between Eckenforde and Schleswig is the frequency

with which fine pieces of water are met with. These are

chiefly the upper ends of the bays or fiords with which,

as we have before stated, the Baltic coast is serrated, so to

say. The crops met with chiefly in the drive are oats

—

which is the principal crop—rye, peas, buckwheat, A
good deal of wild moorland is met with about the range

of the highest part of the district between the two towns.

Much peat is met with ; in many places the drainage

was so ill-managed, or appeared to be so, that the

water was allowed to remain, the result being that the

peat, in place of being taken out in a consolidated form, was
taken out in a senii-flnid condition , and consolidated by horses

treading on it, and then finally forced into brick-likemasses.

But as Schleswig is approached, the character of the

country changes, and it becomes very beautiful. Schles-

wig—the town from which the Duchy derives its name

—

is a fine old town : it has a lai'ge schloss or castle, now
used as barracks, and filled with Prussian soldiers, and
the walks around it are very beautiful. It lies on the

side of the bay, from the shore of which the ground

gradually rises. There are a good many irrigated meadows
near Schleswig. The town is in communication with the

railway system, by means of which the towns of Rends-
burg on the one hand or that of Elensburg ou the other

may be reached ; or if a visit to the marshland district is

desired, the rail may be taken to Husum, which we have
in a former paper described. Shortly after leaving

Schleswig the character of the country changes from the

undulating to the flat. The crops chiefly met with in the

arable land are oats, barley, rye, buckwheat, and potatoes.

Approaching Ilusum the vast meadows with their herds

of cattle are passed through, and which form the pecu-

liarity of the marshland districts.

We have now taken our readers through a largo part of

the interesting duchies of Schleswig and Holstein, and
have endeavoured, in doing so, to make om* notes as use-

ful and interesting as possible. We may, in conclusion,

be pcnnitted to give, as supplementary to or connected

with what we have presented to our readers, the follow-

ing, upon the subject of the large and small farms of the

Duchies, and which we have freely translated from the
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writings of that autliority from which in last paper wc
gave an extract, and part of which bears upon points now
much discussed amongst us. With few exceptions, the

small farms are very similar to the large ones :

" The arable land is divided into eight or ten fields.

The peasant-farms have an area of eight or ten tonnen,

besides small hides of land, consisting of three or four

tonneu, or even more, which are distributed among the

tenants. Care is taken that these pieces of land do not

lie at too great a distance from the dwelling-houses.

About such fields which are too small to require two
horses I must remark that they are always a disadvan-

tage, in comparison with the larger, as the horses con-

sume too much in proportion to the produce of the small

farms. It is the same with the small proprietors, where
either one horse is kept or the land worked by hired la-

bourers. In the first case, the horse is not sufficient at

certain seasons, and has nothing to do at other times ; in

the second, the land is often not ready at the proper

time. In these small places the cow is used to draw, as

is usual in some foreign states, and, indeed, is customary

in the eastern districts of Schleswig. There is another

disadvantage on these small farms : the steward does not

find sufficient occupation, and must therefore work as a

day-labourer, which he has not always an opportunity to

do. Any person desirous of having a farm should strive

to obtain a suitable one, and on the most favourable con-

ditions. He should consider the amount of his capital

and the advantages of the place, and take a farm of a

suitable size, and on certain conditions. In this way
things would foUow a natural course, as seems right

;

and no hindrance would be put in the way of forming

large farms. But this must not go to extremes, as it

would be a disadvantage to the community ; for when a

capitalist, by purchase, unites many small farms, he has

it in his power to undermine the property of many of

his countrymen. So, in the opposite case, a constant

subdivision lowers the condition of the peasant class,

as in the district of Tondern. With the excessive

subdivision of farms, the prosperity of its culti-

vators is lost. We must not lose this opportunity of

saying a few words about the division of large farms re-

commended by many. That more is produced on a

small farm in proportion, and that by the division of

property many families may be provided for, are the

principal arguments in its favour. That a smaU extent

of land may be more carefully managed and many trifles

used with success, is not to be doubted; but we do not

affirm that farms on a small scale produce more ; on the

contrary, arable land is always worse cultivated and more
seed sown on these small farms than those of proper

extent. The disadvantages arising from excessive sub-

division of land has been recognized in other countries.

In England, and chiefly in Ireland, the proprietors are

now uniting two or three small farms into a farm of

moderate size. If the farm be not too large, perhaps

from 600 to 800 tonnen, the steward can easily super-

intend the whole, and will not require so many labourers

in proportion as on a small farm. This will be seen by
reckoning the number of horses and labourers on a farm
of 600 tonnen, and comparing it with the number on a

farm of 60 tonnen. The proprietor of a large farm has

generally more capital at his command, and can thus

work it to greater advantage, by drainage, irrigation, and
the use of the steam plough, thrashing machine, &c., and
in this maunei economize labour. The style of peasant
farming in the monastic districts on the eastern coast

differs very much from the farms of the nobility, and has
certain pocidiarities. There are many haurstellcn which
exceed the usual size, and indeed form small estates. The
farm-houses are called " Bohlen," and are cither the pro-
perty of their inhabitants, in which case they are " Bon-

denhufner," or they pay a kind of fee, which passes to

the successors. These indeed enjoy the land as their own
property, subject only to cei-tain duties and taxes to the

proprietor, and every new Festebauer must pay a certain

sum when he takes a farm. A very great evil is felt in

the unsuitable division of the fields, whereby fields be-

longing to one proprietor are rarely united, but are

scattered over the village, on different sides even. The
scattei'cd situation of the country and the great distance

of the fields from the dwelling-houses are great di-aw-

backs to the farmer. For example, the pasture lands are

at such distances from the village, that the farmer cannot

conveniently fetch milk from all these places, and is

obliged to put cattle and sheep on these fields. It is a

great trouble and annoyance to the workman, who is

obliged to cross several fields to get to another part of

the farm, and the oversight is very heavy on the master.

When the division of the land was made, these evils were

not felt, and an exchange of land and fields is now the

only way to repair the mischief. This is so evidently for the

good and prosperity of the State and community, that

Government should throw no obstacle in the way, but,

on the contrary, help it by every possible means.

The farming in the districts of Angeln and the coast of

Coklinger Ane was not marked by the same activity and

vigour as in the southern districts. Frequently there was
a want of drainage, and the soil not sufficiently manured

;

but this has been more attended to in later years, but

they are still far behind their southern neighbours. They
are dressed in homespun clothing, and wear wooden shoes.

In the north, many oxen and cattle are sent for sale to

the market. The cattle stay out in the fields in summer,
but, in winter, ai-e kept in stalls, with their heads to the

wall. The manure is put in heaps, which has its advan-

tage. The beautiful district between Tehley and the Bay
of Flensburg is called Angeln, and has an excellent soil.

A small part of this district belongs to the nobility ; the

rest to the Crown and chm-ch. In the latter, the farms

are the property of their inhabitants, and, besides the

arable land and the dairy produce, are important in the

rearing of cattle for sale. There is room for improvement
in the farming operations with regard to the drainage

and the necessary manuring of the soil, which is often

neglected. The following is the rotation of the crops

:

Buckwheat, rye, barley, oats, then oats again, after which
pasture for three or four years. Wheat and barley are

very little cultivated by the peasants. Frequently there

is quick grass and other weeds in the land ; and it will

soon run soiled if buckwheat is sown, instead of allowing

the field to lie fallowed for a season. The cultivation of

flax is very general in the east of Angeln ; but the same
cannot be said of hops. At harvest, every three sheaves

are tied together with double bands of straw. The
loading is then more easily done, and there is not so much
litter-straw. There is a great want of irrigation in the

meadow land. This arises from the lands being scattered

among so many, that one hinders the other, and another

blames his neighbour for not commencing sooner, and
endless disputes arise. The rearing of milch cattle for

sale is very general, and is a great source of wealth. The
breed of milch cows is very valuable, both on account of

theirmilkpropertiesand for the manure, and alarge number
are sold every year. The cow is not very large, is smooth,

well proportioned, with small bones. In order that pur-

chasers may not be deceived, as was formerly the case,

men are appointed to stamp the cattle when young with

the mark A. II, (Angeler Race). The rearing of horses

is also important in Angeln. A portion are brought

from the northern districts for rearing, and afterwards for

sale, and yearly a large number of work and carriage-

horses are sent to other countries. Round some farms

there is a valuable wood, which is sold for fire-wood and
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Bther purposes. The voaJa wliich arc made through

highways are very auguhir, and were in bad condition a

few years ago : now they are much improved. Angelu

is very well peopled. Round the hamlets are planted

shrubs and fruit-trees, which in the distance look

like little forests. The style of building resembles the

Danish more than the southern portion of the Duchy.

There is a road to the house in the middle. On the one

side is the dwelliug-house, on the other the cattle-stalls.

Thi-oughout Angela there is great prosperity, and a

great improvement in their condition. Many sensible

well-educated persons are met with, who by reading and

other ways keep progress with the times. Especially wc
remarked a public spirit aud independence which is

wanting in the other districts.

We add to this the following statistics from the last-

published report of some of the districts of the Duchies.

SLATISTICS OF SEPARATE DISTEICTS IN SCHLESWIG.

(1.) Flensburg.—There are of arable land 57,140
tonnens, of wheat land 3,410. Land under wood 14,350

tounens. Of stock there were 3,810 horses and foals,

12,976 milch cows, 6,610 fat cattle, 4,080 swine, 10,200

sheep, and 7 goats. There were under rapeseed 300
tonnen, 3,100 tonnen of wheat, 41,100 tonnen of rye,

30,520 tonneu of barley, 67,700 tonuen of oats, 1,010

tonnen of peas, 21,700 tonnen of buckwheat, and 100
tonnen of clover. The population was 26,513, of whom
10,974 were engaged in farming.

(2). AuGUSTENBURGiscHE DISTRICT.—22,780 touuen

arable land, 1,140 tonuen wheat, and 2,200 tonnen wood.

Of stock : Horses 1,454, fat cattle 1,609, swine 496, sheep

4,360, ffoats 13. Under rapeseed there wei-e 600 tonneu,

wheat 8,460 tonnen, rye 11,870 tonnen, barley 22,200

tonneu, oats 29,060 tonnen, peas 6,070 tonnen, buckwheat

4,580 tonnen. (A cow produces on an average a yearly

weight of 601bs. butter and SOlbs. of cheese).

(3.) (Marshland District), Eiderstedt.—There

are in this district 14,850 tonnen arable land, and 31,050

tonnen grass-land. Stock : Horses 2,800, mdch cows

28,400, Wine 840, sheep 16,200, aud 10 goats. Each
cow gives on an average 180 to 2001bs. butter, and 160

to 2001bs. cheese. Population 3,772 : 2,672 engaged in

agriculture.

(4.) Husuii.—Arable land 28,010 tonnen, pasture

and grass land 11,370 tonnen, wood 2,970 tonnen.

Stock : Horses 2,550, milch cows 4,400, fat cattle 6,030,

swine 1,400, sheep 15,460, goats 3. Arableland: Rape-
seed 2,500 tonnen, wheat 2,260 tonnen, rye 13,860
tonnen, barley 5,750 tonnen, oats 21,800 tonneu, peas

and beans 2,010 tonnen. Each cow gives on an average

901bs. butter.

(5.) First Anugler District.— 25,500 tonnen

arableland, 3,890 tonnen wheat land, 1,680 tonnen wood.

Stock: Horses 1,400, milch cows 6,600. Fat cattle

1,700, swine 2,000, sheep 2,580, goats 20. Under rape-

seed 3,000 tonnen, wheat 12,000 tonnen, rye 15,300

tonnen, barley 19,400 tonnen, oats 40,000 tonnen, peas

3,000 tonnen, buckwheat 8,900tonnen, clover 50 tonnen.

The produce of a cow is yearly lOOlbs. of butter.

(6). Second Anugier District. — Arable land

50,800 tonnen, wheat laud 5,070 tonnen, wood 7,000

tonnen. Stock : Horses and foals 2,940, milch cows

10,300. Fat cattle 4,000, swine 1,900, sheep 6,200.

Land under rapeseed 1,000 tonnen, wheat 5,000 tonnen,

rye 31,000 tonnen, barley 30,500 tonnen, oats 43,000

tonnen, buckwheat 26,0fJ0 tonnen, peas 3,500 tonnen,

clover 70 tonnen. Produce of a cow lOOlbs. butter and

lOOlbs. cheese. Population 15,778 : 6,816 engaged in

agriculture.

SEPARATE districts IN HOLSTEIN.

(7.) Rendsburg.—Land : Ackerland 50,220 tonnen,

wheat-land 16,815 tonnen, wood 4,010 tonnen. Stock :

Horses 3,833, cows 9,536, fat cattle 3,687, swine 3,133,

sheep 8,607. Land under wheat 445 tonneu, rye 32,105

tonnen, barley 1,635 tonnen, oats 30,035 tonnen, peas

1,790 tonnen, buckwheat 18,160 tonnen, clover 35 ton-

neu. Produce of cow yearly, 601bs. butter. Population

22,189 ; engaged in agriculture 1,957.

(8.) Kiel.—Ackerland 4,730 tonneu, wheat-land 1,010

tonnen, wood 253 touuen. Stock : Horses 425, milk-

cows 1,213, fat cattle 225, swine 502, sheep 373, goats

43. Land under rapeseed 240 tonneu, wheat 2,170,

rye 3,475 tonnen, barley 4,975 tonneu, oats 10,600

tonuen, Peas 690 tonnen, buckwheat 870 tonneu, and

clover (kleesaat) 15 tonuen. Population 3,812; engaged

in agriculture 877.

(9.) Plon.—Ackerland 7,950 tonnen, wheat-land 570

tonnen, wood 200 tonnen. Stock : Horses 400, milk-

cows 1,270, fat cattle 370, swine 420, sheep 1,100,

goats 83. Land under wheat 720 tonnen, rye 5,120

tonneu, barley 2,870 tonnen, oats 10,880 tonneu, peas

530 tonnen, buckwheat 1,700 tonneu, and clover 16 ton-

nen. Each cow produces SOlbs. butter yearly. Popu-

lation 3,224 ; about 1,000 engaged in agriculture.

(10.) Neumunster.—Ackerland 19,730 tonnen, wheat-

land 3,970 tonnen, woodland 1,630 tonnen. Stock :

Horses 1,335, milk-cows 2,992, fat cattle 1,560, swine

1,236, sheep 4,650, goats 91. Land under crops : Wheat

175 tonnen, rj'e 12,995 tonnen, barley 460 tonnen, oats

11,145 tonneu, peas 1,135 tonuen, buckwheat 4,985 ton-

nen. A cow gives yearly 751bs. of butter. Population

8,426 ; engaged in agriculture 2,000.

(11.) SouthDithmarschen.—Laud: Ackerland 52,080

tonuen, wheat-land and grass-laud 18,000 tonnen, wood

2,820 tonnen. Stock : Horses 6,210, milch cows 9,090,

fat cattle 13,150, swine 4,170, sheep 4,580, goats 170.

Land under wheat 28,750 tonnen, rapeseed 19,300 tonnen,

rye 31,200 tonnen, barley 16,750 tonuen, oats 90,000

tonneu, beans 15,000 tonnen, buckwheat 13,100 tonnen,

clover 30 tonnen. Produce of cow yearly 961bs. butter.

Population 33,412 ; 12,000 engaged in agriculture.

(12.) North Dithmarschen.— Land: Ackerland

43,040 tonnen, wheat-land 13,620 tonnen, wood and

pasture-land 2,150 tonnen. Stock : Horses 6,180, milk-

cows 8,782, fat cattle 14,480, swine 4,570, sheep 4,721,

goats 35. Land under wheat 33,060 tonnen, rapeseed

23,550 tonnen, rye 22,010 tonnen, barley 18,010 ton-

nen, oats 79,000 tonneu, peas 1,700 tonnen, beans

14,320 tonnen, buckwheat 10,000 tonnen, clover 25 ton-

nen. A cow produces 951bs. of butter and llOlbs. of

cheese ; if stall-fed, 1301bs. of butter. Population 30,139

;

8,356 engaged in agriculture.

PETROLEUM FOR HORSES' SHOULDERS.—Joseph
Harris, in the American Agriculturist, says that the best thing

that he has tried for sore shoiUder in horses is crude petroleum

.

He discovered its healing properties while applying it as paint

for tools, by means of a rag held in the hand, which was

accidentally sore. He now uses it for sores on all kinds of

animals, and for some distance around the sore. Those who
complain of the high price of drugs and medicines may be

satisfied as far as the healing properties of this remedy goes,

for it may be bought for twenty or thirty cents per gallon, by

the barrel, and whatever there may be left after its medicinal

appHcation will he excellent for putting on all wood articles to

prevent them from decaying—such as ploughs, harrows, wheel-

barrows, carts, waggons, hoes, cultivators,spacles, drill macliines,

mowers and reapers, horse rakes, rollers, &c. Use what is

termed the light oil, which will penetrate the pores more

perfectly, and exclude water and air. It is exceUeut for roofs,

sides of barns, and out-houses generally, aud may be ap-

plied with a small, new whitewash brush,
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AGEICULTURAL WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES.

Ou Wednesday, Nov. 13, a meeting of tlie Sliropshire Cham-
ber of Agriculture was held at Oswestry, for tlie purpose of

discussing; the question of the uniformity of weights and mea-
sures, when the following resolution was submitted :

" That
in the opinion of this meeting all agricultural produce should

be sold throughout England by one uniform weight, and not

by measure." An amendment was moved, proposing the

adoption of a scale of uniform measure—the imperial ; but on
being put to the meeting it was lost, and the original motion
was carried. The following motion was then put and carried

with only one dissentient :
" That as the ton is the recognized

and universal weight for all descriptions of produce and mer-
chandise, this meeting considers that a tenth part thereof will

be the best weight to adopt for the sale of grain." Some dif-

ference of opinion was elicited during the discussion as to the

most desirable basis of uniformity in weights and measures,

but a strong and unanimous feeling was expressed that the

existing slate of things called for alteration. At the meeting
of the Herefordshire Chamber, on "Wednesday, the following

resolutions were passed: 1. "That in the opinion of this

Chamber all kinds of corn, fruits, and roots should be sold by
weight, and all kinds of liquid by measure." 2. " That this

Chamber considers that a uniform standard of weight should
be enforced by the Legislature, and that, in order to facilitate

calculations, the cental that has been adopted in Liverpool will

best answer the purpose." 3. " That the standard at which
the tithes of the kingdom were commuted have so closely assi-

milated to the average price of corn during the past 29 years,

that the same should be adopted for all tithe payments for the
future, and that the taking of the averages for that purpose be
discontinued." Tlie resolution referring to the tithes was put
as an amendment to another motion, and carried by a majority
of 7 to 5.

On the last occasion of this subject being discussed by The
Farmers' Club, where it has continually come under atten-
tion, Mr. Owen Wallis, who read the opening paper, also pre-
pared an admirable table epitomising the opinions of the
country on the question, from which we take the subjoined
results

:

For perfect uniformity

To be made compulsory
Will co-operate with Central

Farmers' Club
For Imperial measure only ...

For weight only, for all corn . .

.

For measure, with natural

weight stated

64
47

33
12
80

10

20
18

15
3

12

Average Weight per bush. lbs. oz. lbs. oz.

Wheat '61 4 61 5

Barley '52 13i52 Hi
Oats '41 1 40 3i
Rye 59 l61

Beans 64 12 65 6
Peas 63 6 ,63 8

Tires l63 4 62

o «^
1

"o
E-t

88

49
19

51

15

:lbs. oz.

61 41

53 12i
140 lOA

|60

65 1

63 7
162 10

The discussion concluded in this way :

Mr. Wau.is, in replying, said : Notwithstanding all that

he had heard to the contrary, he was still of opinion that

weight was for preferable to measure as a uniform system
;

and if there were to be any change at all, it was of course de-

sirable tliat it should be a change to the best system that coulil

be adopted. The majority of persons interested in tlie matter
were manifestly in favour of weight, which was in very many
places entirely superseding measure. AVhat Mr. Skeltou ad-
vocated was, in fact, selling by weiglit.

Mr. SicELTON observed that it was a uniform weight that be
objected to,

Mr. Wallis continued: The bushel varied with almost
every sample, and to call it a standard, therefore, was al-

together a mistake. It was quite certain that the country
could not now go back from weight to measure ; and, there-
fore, if there were to be a uniform system, it must be based^ou
weight. r

Considerable discussion ensued as to the form in which
the question at issue should be submitted to the meeting.
Ultimately,

Mr. Wallls proposed, and Mr, B. Webster seconded,
the following resolution :

" That it is the opinion of this

meeting that a standard of weight is preferable to a standard
of measure."

Mr. Skelton moved, and Mr. Little seconded, the fol-

lowing amendment :
" That all sellers and buyers of corn in

this kingdom should come to the conclusion to jjetition Par-
ment to enforce a uniformity of measure of 8 imjierial liushels."

The amendment, after having been seconded, was put from
the chair, when the numbers were declared to be equal. Mr.
T. Owen, the chairman, then gave his casting vote in favour
of the araeudmeut, and the effect of this was of course to

carry it.

Mr. Wallis expressed his regret that the decision of the

Club on the subject which he had brought forward was not in

accordance with the opinions of the majority of farmers and
corn merchants, adding that he was not without hope that the

ime was not far distant when a very different view would be
taken of the matter,
t

COOKING FOOD FOR STOCK.
At the Buffalo State fair, the American farmers present had

a discussion on this subject.

Mr. E. W. Stewart, of North Evans, Erie Co., who opened
the discussion, said the importance of the subject was shown
by the fact that more food is required for the domestic animals

of the country, than for the whole population. He furnished

the reasons, derived from long and extended experiment, to

show tlie advantages of cutting fodder. If an animal has to

masticate 30 lbs. of hay per day, it is attended with much
labour, and if we can assist this labour by machinery, an im-
portant point is gained. He had fed from ten to fifty cattle,

and found the food was more completely eaten without any
waste when cut. Cooking rendered food soft, and in a condi-

tion to be eaten, even in a more perfect manner than by cutting.

He cited the analogous fact that woody fibre in straw and
wood was softened to a perfect pulp, by steam under a high
pressure, in the manufacture of fine paper. He had found by
experiment that two bushels of steamed hay, with nothing
added but water, was equal to three bushels of unsteamed

;

and after repeated trials with different animals, the fact was
proved that the animals kept in better order and were better

satisfied on the two steamed, than on the three unsteamed.
Many experiments had shown that for feeding swine the value

of corn was about doubled, and in no ease had the reported

gain been less than one-half more. If it is profitable to feed

a few animals on cooked food, it is more profitable to feed a

larger number. To apply steam to dri/ hay, only dried or

burnt it, and made it worse—it should be first wet—and this

is the reason that some have failed in steaming. There should

be two gallons of water to every five bushels. Another ad-

vantage in steaming was, in mixing hay and straw together,

whicli should be done before the operation ; and he had found

this mixture thus treated to be fully equal to unsteamed clear

liay. Bean straw, and pea straw, if cut soon enough, is still

better, and may be thus mixed, and wiU prove extremely val-

iialile. The manure from animals fed on bean and pea straw

had proved rich, and better tlian straw manure. He had found

by a long series of experiments, that two quarts of " middlings"

was equal to one quart of Indian meal, and that wheat bran

(whicli contains much gluten) was one of the most v.aluable

kinds of food if properly prepared. Steamed fodder was

similar in its character to fresh pasture ; and horses that liad

been diseased by coughs bad hem cured by such food. As re-

gards the e.rj}ense of cooking food, he had found tlmt one man
could cook enough for fifty cattle, and he could take care of

tbcm with a little additional assistance, Water is sprinkled on
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the dry fodder with a watering pot : on a larger scale it might
be showered froin a reservoir. The bran or meal, if added, is

then veil mixed with it, and tlie whole snhjected to steaming.

Koots when fed in winter sliould be steamed, and are as mnch
improved in this way as fodder. A.n apparatns for steaming

for a moderate nnmber of animals might be made for fifty

dollars. If not to be subjected to pressure, a long pan might be

set on au arch, and the steam-box added. But tlie best way is

to have a boiler with a steam-pipe connected with the steam-

box, so that the pressure could be given, which softens the food

more perfectly. He thought an apparatus for a hundred head
of cattle might be made for two hundred and flfty dollars.

Another great advantapre of steaming is the superior character

of the manure, which is finer and softer than common coarse

lumpy maunre ; and sucli manure can be applied at once to the

land, as well as line and fermented manure, and can bo dis-

tributed evenly.

H. T. Brooks, of Wyoming Co., inquired if sheep were as

much benefited by cooking food as cattle.

Mr. Stew.vrt replied that he had purchased 25 sheep for

the pnrpose of testing this experiment. They refused it en-

tirely the first day, ate it better the second, and the third and
afterwards consumed it greedily. They improved in condition

and increased in weight while fed upon it.

L. F. Allen, of Black Rock, inquired why, if stomachs

were alike in their action on food, all animals should not be

alike benefited by cooking ? He described the wasteful mode
at the "West, where corn is drawn out and fed, stalks and all,

to cattle—much of the corn passes through whole, which is

saved by turning in swine to pick out the unbroken grains of

corn. He had inquired of Western men how much corn was
required to fatten cattle—some answered fifty bushels, others

Beveuty-five, and others again a hundred bushels. Some farm-

ers thought an acre of corn would do. Probably this dilTcr-

ence was ov.ing to a difference in weather and other circum-

stances ; but good shelter and good preparation of food would

doubtless far lessen the amount. He thought the same pains

and use of machinery to prepare food for animals should be

employed as in manufactories.

G. Geddes, of Syracuse, said there was no branch of

farming that was less 'understood and promised more advan-

tages than the preparation of food. He had thoroughly

proved years ago that cooking, independently of grinding, at

least doubled the value of food. He had published this to

the world, and yet what notice had the world taken of it ?

A. B. Dickinson had said that a man who knew how to winter

a herd of animals properly was so rare a person that he was

fit for President of the United States. He thought that some

men got to be President who knew little about feeding ani-

mals.

George Moore, of Erie Co., said he had fed 300 sheep on

cooked food, and he had fully satisfied himself that the value

of food was tripled by cooking. He steamed over night, and

found the food warm next morning. He then steamed for

dinner, and after dinner steamed for supper.

G. Geddes had fed cooked food to hogs, as hot as it could

be, and they soon found out how to manage it, although a

little burned at the first trial.

Mr. Stewart found that his animals preferred warm
food to cold, and ate it better ; if the box was kept covered it

would keep warm two days in mass.

Prof. HoRSF,vLL, of England, said that after long experience,

he could not keep cows profitably without
_
steaming. The

failures had come from attempting to cook it dry.

—

Country

Gentknian,

MEN VERSUS SHEEP, IN AUSTRALIA.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE SPECTATOR.

Sir,—Your pleasant correspondent, " Wild Ass," makes
some statements in his letter of last Saturday which may, I

think, mislead public opinion as to the true nature of the Aus-

tralian land-laws. Allow me to say something on the other

side.

First, how much land is really wanted for agriculture? " AVild

Ass" says, " Two or tliree hundred thoixsand acres wiU
grow more than enough wheat to feed the whole population in

Victoria," The average of wheat grown to the acre being unr

der 12 bushels in Vicforia, a population of 010,000 wotild only
get 5^ bushels a-hoad from 300,000 acres. But a conntry can-
not subsist entirely on wheat, and the system of farming with-

out rotation of crops is commonly thought to have something
to do witli low returns in Australia. In South Australia, with
one-fourth the population of Victoria, 555,000 acres were un-
der cultivation in 1802. In other words, from 3,000,000 to

3,000,000 acres are really required to make Victoria self-

sup]iorting. Has " Wild Ass" forgotten that the late agitation

for land was very much promoted l)y the large sums which the

colony had to pay for imported corn in 1 8G4 ? As to the

Australian land-sale systems, it is true the sfjuatters think

them unjust evcrywliere. Like the fish in the fable, the
sheep-farmers liave been offered their choice to be eaten

raw, to be eaten cooked, or to be eaten with vinegar, and
they would rather not be eaten at all. But they have
never pointed out a system that would suit themselves

and give the people cheap land. They object, with great

justice, to the New South Wales system of free selection,

by which any vagabond may pick out a section of forty

acres, containing the best water-holes in a run, force the

Government to survey it at great expense, and then compel
the squatter to ransome himself at a fancy price from an un-

welcome neighbour. They object equally in South Australia to
" the simple plan of putting up Crown land in small blocks to

the highest bidder," because it tempts the squatter to buy the

land at any price, with borrowed money, sooner than let his

run be cut up ; causes a competition under which small capi-

talists cannot buy at all, or private agreements by which
Government is defrauded ; and ultimately forces the Ministry

to bring more land into the market than the population can
take up with economy. It was to meet these difficulties that

the Victorian system was devised. The idea was to put np the

land for sale in such quantities that the squatters should not

be able to find money for buying it ; to give every man the

chance of purchasing on easy terms by the ballot ; and to pro-

tect the squatters against men of straw by binding purchasers

to reside for three years, spending money on their land, and
not selling it. The system was too complicated ; and I make
no doubt the objections advanced by " Wild Ass" are more or

less substantial. On the other hand, it has attracted settlers

from the neighbouring colonies ; and Victoria last year pro-

duced corn in such quantities that instead of importing she is

able to export. It may be true, as " Wild Ass" thinks,

that " three out of four have small chance of succeeding

honestly" in farming. But the same thing has been re-

peatedly said in other colonies ; and practical men, connected

with squatting, have been ready to prove at anytime during

the last ten years that the farming interest in South Australia

was bankrupt, although it has gradually risen to the very

highest rank in the production of wealth. Perhaps the young
gentlemen who are no longer able to fmd sheep-runs may do

worse than take to agricultural farming.

I am, sir, &e., C. H. P.

P.S.—There is another slight difficulty, by-the-bye, which I

dare say " Wild Ass" will clear up in his next letter. The
acreage of Victoria is nearly as large as that of Great Britain,

and railroads are only in their infancy. How are Portland,

Castlemaine, Mell)ourne, and The Ovens to draw their supplies

from a single agricultural district twenty miles square ?

HORSE SHOW IN NORMANDY.
A great horse show, at the instance of the Emperor of the

French, took place last week at the Haras Du Pin, in Nor-
mandy, and in the very " Yorkshire of France." About three
hundred and fifty half-bred stallions, almost all three-year-olds,

and bred in the district, were inspected by General Fleury, the

Master of the Horse to the Emperor, when, accordin^r to the

only report published in England, that of The Field, " we
were astonished to see so many good steppers, some being very

styMsh goers, but we soon found out that Normandy is quite «
trotting country, and when they speak of racing they allude

to the trotter ; and though it seems almost incredible, we
were assured it is nevertheless the fact, that the three hundred
and fifty three-vear-old stallions had all been raced, and th^
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some had done tlicir distances in a very short time.

They were all in remarkably good trim, and very muscular, and

their make-up is a great improvement on that of the nags of

some of our own dealers and farmers, who think a horse fit

to show when they have heaped as much flesh on hira

as he can carry. Most of the animals exhibited were

roadsters aud carriage horses, that looked like bowl-

ing along with a carriage or light cart; a few were

really nice light-trotting cart-horses, and some rather good-

looking big cobs ; \nth many fashionable horses, that, with-

one cross more of blood, would be worth as much money as

geldings in this country. Many of Ihem were remarkable for

deep tops, short backs, good loins, big quarters, thighs, hocks,

and legs, with more bulk than quality ; while tlieir very com-

mon defects were a light jowl and narrow channel head fear,

fully stuck on to the thickest of necks, with faulty shoulders

either short, upright, or loaded, aud calf-kneed forelegs. The
General and his colleagues picked out a hundred at an average

of £200 each, some to be castrated forthwith, for the Empe-
ror's stud, while many went to private individuals, who are

allowed something like £30 a-year, by way of encourage-

ment, from the Administration, more or less according to

the description ot horse." Nevertheless, the old error

has clearly been committed ; for, as the report proceeds,

" the French Government spends a good round sum in en-

couraging the breed of horses. Still we scarcely think they

are on the riglit track without they return to the thoroughbred

in most instances ; and we feel satisfied that if the dams of

many of the best colts exhibited had been put to well-chosen
blood horses, they would have produced a much more fashion-

able and valuable sort, with more power and endurance in a
smaller compass. As it is never too late to mend, the experi-

ment may be tried with a few at least of the fillies now rising

four, when Normandy, with such produce, may become a mart
in horsetlesh even for England ; but net in the way of stallions,

as in this country few believe in the crosses and recrosses of

the half-breds ; and it is the same with our cattle, all going
for something pure ; and so even down to the dogs, the cad
with his pocket pet turning up his nose with contempt at the

mongrel or cur. Among the three-year-olds there were, per-

haps, three or four colts direct from the thorouglibred stallion

that one could pick out in an instant, the ditTerence being as

great as that of a town-made bridle or saddle and a country

one."

This gathering has now for some seasons been an annual
one ; but, despite the facilities of transit, as well as the show
being very widely announced, it is noticeable that only two
Englislimen were present—Mr. Corbet, the animal painter,

who was professionally engaged ; and Mr. Briggs, who has

training stables at Caen. General Fleury, however, brought a

large party from Paris, aud some German gentlemen were also

in attendance ; whilst the farmers, breeders, and dealers of the

country came in crowds, the proceedings occupying the best

part of a week.

CHEDDAR LOAF CHEESE,
Mr. Harding, Marksburgh, has addressed the following

letter to an Ayrshire contemporary :—I have been desired

by one of our county gentlemen to offer some practical

remarks on cheese-making in small farms, with a view

to eciualize, as far as may be, the advantages of the

larger dairy farmer with those of the smaller. It is clear

that a thick cheese, such as can be made from a dairy of

25 or 30 cows, will command a higher price than a thin cheese

of equal quality. It is also clear that a given quantity of curd

made up in one thick cheese will, when ripe, weigli more than

if made into two or three, in consequence of there being a

larger portion of surface in the latter than in the former. A
thick cheese will also retain its quality, and continue to im-

prove for a longer time than a thin one, and will command a

superior class of purchasers. It is only in exceptional cases

that thin cheese made from whole milk will be as remunerative

as when a portion or aU the cream is removed. I state this on

my own experience, having proved it to my satisfaction. The
particulars of those experiments I would give here, were it not

that it would occupy too large a portion of your columns.

Whole-milk cheese should be made in a form best suited to

the public taste. In Somersetshire, within a few miles of the

famous village of Cheddar, thousands of small cheeses are

made, measuring about G inches in diameter, and 8 or 9 inches

in depth, weighing from 7 to 9 lbs. each. They are called

" truckles," aud sometimes " loaf cheese." They are made by
persons who milk from ten to twenty cows, and occasionally

by larger farmers. These persons being prejudiced to the

method of their farmers, believe that no other cheese can be

made successfully on their land. I have seen several hundreds

of these cheeses, neatly arranged on the floor of a large room,

and of uniform size, painted red, through which, during the

process of ripening, a blue tint has penetrated, imparting to

them a rather rich appearance. Many tons of them are an-

nually exported to Australia and other parts, the prices fluctu-

ating according to foreign demand. Some of the same de-

scription are also made iu North Wilts, but without the

exterior colouring. In both cases the cheese is of an inferior

character, and is not desirable for the small cheese-makers of

Scotland to imitate. Tiiey are generally a soft, porous kind of

cheese, rarely reaching the price of our improved Cheddars by
10s. or 15s., and sometimes even 20s. The size and shape only
are worth our notice. Another example of size and shape is

presented to us in the Stilton. Its quality and flavour are
good ; but the excess ot cream required to make them, and tlie

risk of not making good cheese, are objections Tlie general

class of small dairy-farmers would scarcely be justified in

imitating (as in the former examples) anything beyond its

form. The cheeses weigh about 12 or 13 lbs. each, and are 10
inches deep and 7 inches wide. As to the kind of cheese,

there is nothing more suitable than the Cheddar. The method
of making is simple. There is an additional amount of labour

and some waste consequent upon making these small cheeses ;

but if made good it will realize 5s. per ewt. beyond
even that which is made in larger dairies, as small families will

readily pay for the convenient size. As the Cheddar method
of cheese-making has been so frequently detailed in your
journal, and is so successfully practised, I need not give it

again. It is iu every particular suitable for the making of
" loaf" cheese. The vats or chessets may be made of tin,

strongly hooped, and without bottom, or of staves, hooped
similar to the vats ; but I much prefer the expansion vat, a

specimen of which I sent to the Ayrshire Agricultural Asso-
ciation three years since, and many of them I have since sent

to parties in Wigtonshire. The cost of them is about lOs.

each. With these the cheese is more easily liberated from the

vat, and less liable to get broken in turning. All the vats

should be of equal size, and furnished with iuside followers

(Seottice, lids), made to fit nicely. They may be pressed in tiers

of threes or fours, as required. If the cheese is turned twice

a day, two days' pressing will be suflicient. The edges should

be well bandaged whilst in the press, to secure them against

damage. There may not be sufficient curd to fill each vat every

day, but if salted and pressed by the hand into a vessel, and
covered, it will keep till the morrow, when the cheese nmy be

made up with new curd. There should be no annatto used, or

the colour of the curd of two days may not correspond. It

frequently happens that these small cheeses will not be quite so

solid as those of a larger size. Cavities will occasionally

appear, unlike a naturally heaving cheese, but as though a

portion of air had been suddenly arrested and confined. This

I believe, arises from too sudden pressure upon so small a sur-,

face. This should be remedied by a gradual addition of power
to the press. With ordinary treatment in the cheese-room,

these small cheeses will be equal in quality, flavour, and ap-

pearance to Cheddar cheese of any size. The small Cheddar

cheeses hitherto have been without a definite name. A year

or two since, a cheese-factor in Bristol, wishing to give them
a name, induced his best cheese-maker occasionally to make a

few, bearing the impress of the words " StiUon Cheddar,"

which he had carved on tlu; follower; but it is fair to state,

that only in form does it resemble the Stilton clicese. The
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name I have given at the head of this paper is much more
appropriate, as being more expressive of the character of the

cheese I should like to see made by the small ciiccse-maker of

Scotland, and which, for its jjeneral usefulness, will be best

suited to the public taste. The successful effort of the Apri-

c\xltural Association ia the improveraeut of cheese-making- is

apparent to all ; and the small dairy-farmer, having an equal

proportional claim with the larger, I would respectfully suggest

to tile euuncil of that body the propriety of withholding any
l)ri/,e at their Kilmarnock Exbil)ition for imitation " North
Wiltshire loaf cheeses," and olfering adequate prizes for

" Cheddar loaf cheese," made from dairies of less than 20 cows.

LEGAL QUESTIONS.

IMPOETANT CATTLE -PLAGUE CASE.

AVESTLiCND V. GORDO:f.

This was an action at the instance of William Westlaudi

crofter, Tullos, T^'igg, against Thomas Gordon, cattle-dealer,

Holburn-street, Aberdeen. The summons concluded for pay-

ment of £35 sterling, being damage " sustained by the pursuer,

who, on or about 10th December, 18G6, purchased from the de-

fender a black-and-white cow, with short horns, in consequence
of said cow having been, at the time she was sold by the defender

to the pursuer, atllicted with pleuro-pneumonia, or other cattle

disease, as was well known to the defender, who, however,

fraudulently concealed that fact from the pursuer, and in conse-

quence of two other cows, the property of the pursuer, having,

wiieu the said black-and-white cow was, by the pursuer, who
relied on that cow being then in good health, in doing so,

placed in the same byre in his premises at Tullos aforesaid

with them, caught from the said black-and-white cow the said

disease of pleuro-pneumonia, or other cattle disease, and died

thereof."

The defender, in addition to a preliminary defence, which
was repelled, denied the statements in the summons, and pleaded

that the pursuer gave up and annulled the contract of sale be-

tween him and the defender, and returned the cow sold to him
by the defender, and that, having done so, it was competent for

him to sue for damages following on that contract.

Parties were sent to proof upon their averments, and evidence

was led at some length, sixteen witnesses having been examined
for the pursuer, and five for the defender.

Sheritf Thomson has now, after hearing parties, pronounced
the following judgment :

—

Aberdeen, 8th November, 1867.—Having resumed conside-

ration of this cause, tinds, in point of fact, that the defender,

on or about the 6tli November, 18G6, in the byres of John
Angus, Hazelhead, saw a red-and-white cow, which he stated

to be, in his opinion, labouring under lung-disease, or pleuro-

pneumonia : That, on the 5th December following, he was in-

formed by the said John Angus that a ealf belonging to him
was ill, and that he wished to sell off his whole stock, as being
infected with disease : That, on the evening of the same day,

the defender went to Angus's byre, and examined his remain-

ing stock, which consisted of the said calf and three cows

:

That he knew that the cow he had previously seen ill had been
destroyed : That he also knew that Angus desired to sell his

stock on account of disease being in the byre : That the de-

fender offered to buy them at a price which he named, on this

ground, that they must be at once killed, aud that he did so on
account of his said knowledge of their being' in all likelihood

diseased : That one of the cows so bought by him from Angus
was a black-and-white one, with short horns, and on the eve

of calving : That, the following night, the last-mentioned cow
and another, had sold them to him for immediate slaughter,

and because of his belief that they were diseased, and that the

disease would very soon develop itself: That, on 10th De-
cember, the defender sold the said black-and-white cow to the

pursuer: That at the time he sold it he had every reason to

know that it was affected with pleuro-pneumonia, or other in-

fectious disease, except that the disease was not developed in

the animal at the time : That the defender concealed his sus-

picious from the pursuer : That the pursuer was entitled to

rely on the said cow being in good health : That when the

cow was subsequently removed from the pursuer's by the de-

fender, she appeared to be suffering from pleuro-pneumonia :

That two of the pursuer's other cows were infected by the said

black-and-white cow, and subsequently died of the said dis-

ease : And, in point of law, tliat the defender is responsible

for the loss occasioned to the pursuer by the death of his said

two cows : That the said loss is fairly estimated at thirty-five

pounds sterling : Therefore, repels the defences, decerns

against the defender for the said sum of thirty-five pounds
sterling, in terms of the conclusions of the summons : Finds

the pursuer entitled to the expenses.

(Signed), John Comrif, Thomson.

Note.—It seems to be now settled that such damage as is

here sued for is sufficiently direct to infer liability on the part

of the defender, if only the pursuer shall make out that the

defender knew that the animal in question was suffering from
an infectious disease when he delivered her to the pursuer.

See the case of Robertson Coualy, 25th Feb., 1851, 13

v., 779.

As is the case in all such actions, the omis thrown on the

pursuer of proving " knowledge" on the part of the defender

is heavy; and it is, necessarily, difficult to discharge. In

coming to a decision in the present case, the Sheriff-Substi-

tute had the advantage of a very elaborate and able argument

from both sides of the bar. The first observation which

occurs on a perusal of the evidence is that, if the defender was

innocent in tliis transaction, his own deposition, unfortu-

nately, tends to produce a different impression. He is con-

tradicted in almost every particular.

Further, his story is that the cow he sold to the pursuer

was not one of the cows he had bought from Angus. But he

can't tell from whom he bought her. He says that she reco-

vered after he took her back from the pursuers, and that he

sold her again. But he can't tell to whom he sold her, nor

can his brother or any of his servants. Ignorance or forget-

fuluess of the latter fact is very serious for the defendant's

case ; for he knew well, by that time, how important it was

for him to demonstrate that the animal had not been suffering

from an infectious disease, and that the ilbess of the pur-

suer's other cows might be attributed to some other cause.

That he was aware of that is plain from the fact that he took

the pursuer's brother into his byre, and showed him a cow

which was said by him to be the animal which he had taken

back from the pursuer, but which the witness, Robert West-

land, depones was another cow altogether. On the other

hand, the evidence has left no doubt on the mind of the

Sheriff-Substitute that the cow sold to the pursuer was one of

the cows the defender had bought from Angus. There was

ample opportunity for him to have availed himself of Angus's

offer to " prove the cow," when the report first reached the

defender's ears.

The question remains. Did the defender know at the time he

sold the cow to the pursuer that it was "afaicted with pleuro-

pneumonia or other cattle disease ?" The defender maintained

that the proof did not establish that the animal did actually

suffer from that disease at all. But the byre from which it

came had just before contained a cow and a calf which were

so affected, and two of the cows in the byre to whieh it was

taken became affected with pleura, while there were no other

cases of that plague in the district at the time.

Further, it is sworn to that when the cow was taken back

from the pursuer's to the defender's it exhibited all the symp-

toms of pleura which are usually discovered during life. It

was with much force argued for the defender that had he thought

it diseased he would not have put it among his own stock. But

(1) he got it from Angus on the Gth (Thursday) ; on Friday he

told the pursuer he had some very nice cows, and asked him to

come next day to see them, and on the Monday he sold her to

the pursuer. The defender lost no time in being quit of her.

And (3) the cow sold to the pursuer was in a byre with one

other cow anda stotv)hichv)usUself wivell.

It is probably true that the defender thought it.;'m/joomzJ/<?

that the cow might not be infected, but his knowledge of its

O
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previous histoiy—his having bought it for /ailing from a man
who wished to clear out his stock ou account of it heiug in-

fected with pleuro-pneumouia, and his whole conduct in the

matter having satisfied the Sheriff-Substitute that he sold it at

perkulo sua, and that he is responsible for the consequential

damage which ensued to the pursuer.

The evidence led by the defender is, it is thought, of a quite

unreliable sort. The servants of the defender who were ex-

amined are self-contradictory, and they are all unable, ap-

parently, to give him a notion of the person from whom or to

whom the cow which is supposed to be the orhjo mali was sold.

(Initialed) J. C. T,

The Farmeks and the Seedsmen.—A case of some
importance to the seed trade and to farmers is reported, in

wliich £117 damages against the seedsman were awarded to

the plaintiff by the Sheriff's Court of Cupar, on account of

seed purchased as that of Aberdeenshire Yellow Turnip turning

out to be a softer and less hardy kind, so that the crop perished

under the frost of January last, whereby loss to that amount
resulted to the farmer.

Important to Woolstapleks and Ageicultuiiists.—
It may be useful to many woolstaplers and agriculturists to read

a case of interest heard at the Tiverton County Court, the other

day

—

Loch v. ChurcliKard. Plaintiff is a farmer at Dalverton,

defendant a woolstapler at Buckfastleigh. Mr. Potbury, of

Tiverton, is his agent in that district, and saw plaintiff at Tiver-

ton Michaelmas fair, in 186G, when plaintiff' said he had some
wool to sell, and asked tweutypence per poand for it. Mr.
Potbury said his price was nineteenpence. Plaintiff' afterwards

offered him the wool at a halfpenny per pound above that

price, and Mr. Potbury wrote to his principal for instructions,

who told him not to buy at more than the nineteenpence.
On the 12th October, Mr. Potbury went to the plaintiffs

house, and finding that he resided in Somerset, and that there
were restrictions ou the removal of wool, lie told him that he
could not pack it, but at plaintiff's desire Mr. Potbury looked
over wool, and pronounced it to be in good condition. The
parties appear, from the evidence of Mr. Potbury, to have had
some conversation about it, which was not liindiug on either

side. Sir. Potbury objected to meddle with the wool, because

of the county restrictions, and because likewise the market
was dull, and he told the plaintiff that he could seU it to Mr.
Fox or Mr. Elworthy, at Wellington, in the same county.

Plaintiff said he was in no hurry to get it removed. Mr. Pot-

bury said the market might improve, and wrote a note in his

pocketbook :
" Mr. Thomas Lock's wool to remain as at pre-

sent." Thus far there was no deal ; and Mr. Densham, for

plaintiff, argued that the statute of frauds required a written

contract, and that contract had actually been made in the let-

ters which had passed between the parties. Mr. Fryer, for

the defendant, on the other hand, contended there was
only a conditional agreement in the correspondence on the

part of defendant's agent : that he would give a certain sum
for the wool, subject to his approval when he saw it. When
the agent went to the plaintiff's house and found that it was
in another county, he declined to treat any further for the

wool. If the market had gone up plaintiff would have been

at liberty to sell the wool elsewhere ; as it was, the mar-
ket went down: he sold the wool at sixteenpence instead

of nineteenpence, and now sued for the difference, £i3 odd.

J udge Petersdorff, in giving judgment, said that in all cases

where tlie amount exceeded £10 there should either he a

written and binding contract, or a part delivery or payment.

He considered that there was no binding contract in the cor-

respondence, and therefore nonsuited the plaintiff.

THE EIGHT TO KILL RABBITS.
The Sheriff-Substitute of Dumfriesshire has pronounced the

foUowiug interlocutor iu the Deuhie Mains case of Irvings v.

Carruthers

:

" Having resumed consideration of the whole case finds,

with reference to the defender's preliminary plea, that the pur-

suers' averments are sufficient to support the conclusions of

the summons, and therefore repels said preliminary plea, and
quoad hoc decerns ; with reference to the merits of the case

finds that the pursuers have failed to prove that the defender

has encouraged and systematically promoted the Ijreeding of

rabbits on liis lands and plantations, either by importing foreign

rabbits on to his said lands and plantations and there turning
them loose, or otherwise ; finds that the defender has endea-
voured by all proper and practicable means to diminish and
keep down the stock of rabbits upon the pursuers' fa^m, and
on his own adjoining lands ; finds that the, pursuers have, ad-

mittedly, made no endeavour to kill rabbits or otherwise to

protect their own crops ; finds that the defender gave them
full permission to do so by trapping, netting, ferreting, or other
lawful means, but refused them access to his plantations for

that purpose ; finds in law that the pursuers, as agricultural

tenants are entitled, even without the consent of tlieir land-
lord, to destroy by proper means the rabbits on their farm

;

finds that the pursuers, having failed to take any steps to pro-
tect their crops from injury by rabbits, are not entitled to claim
damages from defender for any injury so sustained by them

;

finds that the defender is not bound to give the pursuers access
to liis plantations, even for the purpose of killing rabbits, said
plantations being reserved to the landlord in the minute of the
set of the farm No. 4-1 process ; finds that the defender hav-
ving made proper and reasonable exertions to destroy the
rabbits on the pursuers' farm and adjoining lands is not, in
any event, liable for damage which may have been caused to
the crops by rabbits ; with reference to the foregoing findings
in fact and law finds it unnecessary to consider the question of
damage

; sustains the defences on the merits, and assoilzies
the defender from the conclusions of the libel ; finds the de-
render eutitled to expenses, appoints an account thereof to be

given in and remits the same, when lodged, to the auditor to

tax and report, and decerns.

" (Signed " David Boyle Hope."

A lengthened note accompanies the decision. Mr. Boyle
states in it that the case though one of importance to the agri-

cultural community presents no feature of difliculty, the law
regarding rabbits being well estabhshed by a train of decisions,

and being to the effect that no claim for damages could be made,
seeing a tenant was at liberty to keep the rabbits in check by
his own hand. The pursuers asserted that the defender had
imported rabbits and bred them for game. Had this been

proved, the pursuers might have had a good case ; although

from the observations made by Chief Justice Erie in the case

of Nelson v. Green (6th, 7th, and 8th March, reported in the

Times) it would seem that in England it would be necessary

to prove tliat the rabbits were actually turned on to the farm
itself. On examining the evidence, it appeared that the alle-

gation of the pursuers on this point was without suflicieut

foundation. " The minute details set forth," continues Mr.
Boyle in his note, " are a gross exaggeration and perversion

of a simple and innocent act of the defender. He received

from the children of a friend, who was about to leave the

neighbourhood, three tame rabbits, which were put along with

a sick rabbit belonging to another person into an old dog ken-

nel on the lawn, surrounded by a fence of wire-netting. Tlie

sick rabbit having been let out was killed by a fox, and the

other three escaped from within the fence, and these circum-

stances are magnified into a case of importing, breeding, and

setting loose of foreign rabbits for the purpose of gain ! It is

stated on record that foreign rabbits were seen iu great num-
bers on the lands ; but none of the pursuers' witnesses gave

any distinct evidence on this point, and the fact is denied by

those best qualified to know—namely, the men who trapped

the rabbits. Besides, if the Russian rabbits escaped by acci-

dent, the defender cannot be held responsible for their increas-

ing on the lands. But it is said tliat, whether or not the de-

fender imported and bred rabbits, the defender is liable in

damages to the piirsuers because he did not take sufficient
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steps to have the stock of rabbits kept down. On this plea it

may be observed—firstly, that even li' an obligation to exter-

minate the rabbits (which is what is wanted) rested in any

event on the dd'ender, its fullilmeut could not be demanded by

tiiose who, having the right to protect themselves, have never

made any attempt to do so ; and, secondly, that the charge is

disproved by the evidence. In regard to the first oftiiese

points, it must of course be kept in view that the pursuers

plead, in excuse for tlicir supineness in the matter, that all

that they could liave done would have been of httle or no avail

in reducing the stock of rabbits, because they were denied ac-

cess to the plantations, where alone, they say, the rabbits

could be trapped. If the pursuers liad tried, and failed, they

might have luid some grounds for pleading on that fact ; l)ut

not having made a siugle attempt, they cannot be listened to

in so hypothetical an argmnent. Besides, there is sufficient

evidence, apart from all the probabihty, which is very strong

against their contention, to show that a great deal could have
been done by the pursuers themselves. John Kirkpatrick (2),

the man wlio trapped for the defender in 1865 and 1866, de-

pones that he trapped in the fields about one-third of all that

he kUled, and that there was nothing to prevent the pursuers

from doing so also, or having it done. John M'Cloy aud
John Dalziel, two experienced gamekeepers in the neighliour-

hood, both say that the pursuers' crops could lie easily protected

without any necessity for entering the woods. If so, and if

the rabbits have increased rapidly of late years, as is alleged, the

pursuers are themselves to blame. Even John Kirkpatrick

(1), the pursuer's ovni witness, who trapped for the defender

in 1864, admits that he trapped some of the rabbits in the

pursuers' fields. Tlie reraaiuing point for consideration is the

conduct of the defender in reference to the keeping down of

the rabbits. Did he refuse or neglect to do so ? He came
home from abroad in IS64, and in the same year, on the pur-

suers complaining of the rabbits, engaged a man to kill them
down. This man, John Kirkpatrick (1), alleges that he was
engaged for two months, and in that time he killed 700, when
the defender dispensed with his services for no reason as-

signed, and before the rabbits were killed down. The de.

fender states tliat he engaged him for no fixed period, but to

kill down the rabbits ; that at the end of eight weeks he said

they were nearly killed out, and that he was soon after dis-

charged for absenting himself from his work. The evidence of

this man must be held of little worth, in so far as it is against

tlie master who discharged him, aud seeing that it is untrue in

regard to that fact. In the two succeeding seasons the de-

fender employed a competent trapper, with instructions to kill

the rabbits down, aud this man, John Kirkpatrick (2), states

that in each year he killed till ho could get no more to kill.

Against this positive evidence of the exertions made by the de-

fender, there has been led a mass of evidence as to there being

on the lands enormous quantities of rabbits, notwithstanding

the trapping which continued to devastate the pursuer's crops.

Unfortunately for the pursuers, their witnesses try to prove too

much. W'Uiam Irving, jnn., one of the pursuers, estimates

tlie numbex-oi rauLl'.: '"" lias seen at one time at 1,500, David

Haterson at 2,000, James Hutchinson at 1,500 or 2,000,

James Brown at from 1,000 to 2,000, and one witness, of still

more lively imagination (Thomas Tweedie), says
—"They

were so thick that a stone thrown amongst them could hardly

have missed killing some of them." Evidence like this is ut-

terly worthless. The Sheriff-Substitute makes bold to say that

nowhere in Scotland, not even in a preserved warren, could

such a sight be seen, and this is the opinion of several compe-

tent witnesses for the defence. On reviewing the whole evi-

dence, it appears to the Sherifi'-Substitute that the pursuers

have completely failed to make out their case. lu regard to

the alleged damage, the evidence is very conflicting ; but, ac-

cording to the view of the case which has been taken, it is un-

necessary to enter into that question. The Sherift'-Substitute

will only observe that it seems doubtful whether the failure of

the crops was not owing partly, if not chiefly, to other causes

than the ravages of rabbits. In one of the fields tlie crop had

failed in the middle more than at the sides next the plantation,

which is not the usual result of the inroads of rabbits. Even

if damage were proved it would be impossible to tell how much

of it was caused by the rabbits which the pursuers might have

killed themselves, but did not.

THE EEPEAL OF THE MALT-TAX.

Mr. J. A. Williams, of Baydon, read another paper on this

subject at Hungerford on Wednesday, Nov. 13.

Mr. WiLLiAJis opened with an apology for having already
" exhausted the argument ;" but, amongst other things, he
said : Both parties have been alternately in ofiice, but as a Go-
vernment question neither have taken it honestly in hand.
On one occasion the House of Commons was taken l)y sur-

prise. The repeal of the malt duty was proposed and cai-ried,

the injustice was recognised and compensation about to be
made, but it only lasted for 21; hours. The House became
alarmed at the fear of losing £3,000,000 per annum, a whip
was the consequence, the vote of the previous evening was re-

versed, and the farmer was again left to meditate on his posi-

tion. Again, for the last three or four years, several of our

county members, together with some of our borough repre-

sentatives, who truly and honestly do their best to remove this

obnoxious impost, have annually moved for the reduction, if

not the abolition, of the duty. The Chancellor of the Exchequer
for the time being has invariably met the House with the ar-

gument, " If you do away with this duty, you must give me
an increased income-tax to the same amount." This settles

the question, and the farmer is again left to console himself

with the reflection that, -with self-interest in one scale aud in-

justice in the other (the specific gravity of the formel being

so much greater than his own cause), there is but little t ance

of his ever obtaining a repeal of the duty, if by it the Govern-
ment should lose the amount collected by the tax. Such is

the legislative position of the farmer, and the effect of it tells

against him in a number of ways, which those who are in

power seem neither to care for nor regard. Suppose a duty

was about to be put on cider, would the Government place it

on the apples ? Certainly not. If they did, the poor man
could not make an apple-pudding but he must pay the duty

ou cider ! likewise, the public covild congratulate each other,

that when eating apples as a dessert, or for any other purpose,

they were adding to the revenue by paying the cider duty.

AVhat an absurdity this would seem to be if acted upon, and

yet the malt-tax is precisely the same ; the duty is on the raw

material of beer, and Mr. Wentworth could not give his lambs

a bushel of malt per day for a month, but he had to pay tlie

duty on beer to the amount of between £-i and £5. Whatever

might be said to the contrary of malt being useful for feeding

purposes, it would be in general use if the duty were taken

oft". What, let me ask, is one of the principal ingredients

given to the London dairy cows? but the brewers' grains,

well known to increase the quantity and quality of the milk.

We know, too, the value of malt screenings, and shall it be

said that the offal is of such value, and malt itself of no use ?

I don't hesitate to assert that with a judicious feeding, with

malt as a condiment, the public would be great gainers by

having an increased supply of beef, mutton, pork, and bacon,

and they would have a sweeter and more nutritious article.

Then, again, with respect to the adulteration of the beer they

purchase ; the high duty on the raw material increases the

price of malt to such an extent, that it induces the brewer to

find a substitute, and a list of ingredients that are used may well

frighten the pubhc, if they know what they have to swallow.

Among the ingredients used for adulteration, are tobacco, salt,

ginger, treacle, quassia. Unseed, gentian, sugar, coculus iudiciis,

capsicum, wormwood, copperas, &c., and with respect to the

amount of tliis adulteration, the careful enquiries of our Inland

Revenue oflioers prove that twenty out of twenty-six samples as

they reach the consumer are adulterated. Our forefathers for

generations past have petitioned Parliament iu vain for a re-

duction and the abolition of the malt-tax, and my belief is that

ifwe continue to do the same till the youngest amongst us laid

in the grave we shall be no further forward. Anti-malt-tax

associations have existed, worked for a time, and died a natural

2
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death. The one we last placed conficlence in, and which was

suceessful in getting iip several important demonstrations in

favour of a total abolition, may he said to have given up the

ghost on Monday last. "Wliat are we to do then P Are we
still to suffer the injustice we have done ? Is the public weal

to be set aside, because the Government will not give up the

£0,000,000 per annum ? I trust not. If we take a practical

view of the subject we shall see the Government have not so

easy a task to perform as we imagine. The malt-duty pro-

duces £6,000,000 per annum, but the spirit-duty produces

£13,000,000 annually, and suppose the Chancellor of the

Exchequer was inclined to do away altogetlier with the malt-

tax, what would the distiller say, the beer being free of duty,

whilst his commodity, coming in competition with an untaxed

article, had to pay thirteen millions of money? It is a question

to the Government of £19,000,000 instead of £6,000,000. As
tltere is no hope, therefore, of obtaining a total abolition of

the malt-tax (nothing less would be of service in freeing the

article of barley from the fetters that exist on it), and, more-

over, as the brewers have liad it all their own way for nearly

forty years, since the duty was so stupidly taken oil" the manu-
factured article, and retained on malt, the raw material ; and
again, since the Government has ignored this principle by the

abolition of the hop-duty, by substituting a tax on brewers'

licences; let us for the future, through the medium of the

Chamber of Agriculture, ask the Government to grant that

which they will have no difficulty in doing, viz., that barley

and malt, like hops, should be wholly and entirely free from
any tax, and whatever duty was required to aid 'the revenue

should be imposed on the barrel of beer. There is no reason

or obstacle in the way why this should not be done in the next

session of Parliament, and in the name of common sense and
justice, I would ask the Government to do away with such an
anomaly, that requires at least three times the labour and super-

vision to assess the duty on the raw material that it would on the

manufactured article ; that restrict* the farmer from using his

produce to the Ijest advantage ; that creates a fictitious aver-

age price ; that unjustly affects him who pays tythe and corn
rents ; that is a premium on the adulteration of beer : that has
the effect of demoralizing the labouring classes ; and, may I

dare to say so, is disgrace to the kingdom at large. I am not
going to turn Chancellor of the Exchequer, or suggest what
aitount of duty should be paid per barrel. I simply assert

thii-« t would be no more difficulty in granting licences to brew
than there would in supplying licences to shoot, or keep dogs.

The farmers, we all know, are large consumers of beer by their

workmen, and as a matter of course, those who occupy the
most land consume the most beer.

The other portions of the paper consisted of extracts from let-

ters and speeches that have repeatedly appeared in our columns.
A brief discussion followed, in which nothing new was ad-

vanced ; and the proceedings terminated by a recommendation
that Mr. Williams should be called as a witness before the
House of Commons Committee.

THE EEPEAL OF THE MALT-TAX.
At the annual meeting of the Wenlock Farmers' Club on

Monday, Nov. 4, Mr. Jasper More, M.P., said, with respect to

the committee on the malt-tax, his opinions on that subject
were none the less strong because they were well known. He
had certainly expected from the interest expressed in the ques-
tion by his supporters that Mr, Disraeli might reasonably have
been expected to do more than merely countenance the refer-

ence of the question to a select committee. When a deputa-
tion of farmers waited on him, he told them they had laid
their views before him in quite an artistic manner. He
lliought it therefore rather a poor compliment to the farmers
tliut all they should get from a Conservative Government was
.•>ii assurance that a committee was wanted to express these
views in a still more artistic manner. When the committee
was proposed before the budget, he considered it his duty
to i)roposc an amendment, which had, at all events, the
effect of ensuring an exjjression of opinion from ]\lr. Disraeli
on the question. What he did they all kn(nv. Ho ajiplied
Ills s\irplus to the rcUef of the commercial interests, and in all
other respects merely nsrried out the views of Mr, Gladstone,

The committee had finished the first part of their inquiry, the
needless evidence on the question as it affects the producer

;

the question of how it affects the consumer, and the only im-
portant part of the inquiry, the question of tlie poUcy of put-
ting the tax on beer, would be resumed next Session.

Mr. Gaskell, M.P., said : Thirty-four years have elapsed

since I voted in a majority with the late Sir William Ingllby

for the repeal of the malt-tax, and during those thirty-four

years no progress has been made towards the attainment of
that object. Gentlemen, the truth is that neither of the two
political parties has any great desire for its repeal (great

cheering). My honourable friend near me, the member for

South Shropshire (Mr. More), is unable to extract a single

sentence of consolation from the present Chancellor of the

Exchequer, just as Conservative country gentlemen found the

late Chancellor of the Exchequer altogether impervious to

their remonstrances and their complaints (cheers). If I might
venture to give a word of advice, I should say, don't seek

legislative redress in the doomed and expiring House of Com-
mons ; attach little value to the reports of committees and of

commissions : they are too often devices on the part of

Ministers (cheers)—I speak not of this or of that Government,
hnt of the Government of the day—to postpone unpleasant

decisions, and to relieve themselves from a disagreeable re-

sponsibility (cheers). Your wiser course will be to inform
the public mind, to appeal to public opinion, and to address

yourselves to the new constituencies, for it is to the new con-

stituencies that you must look.

Mr. Benson, the Chairman of the day, said he agreed with
one of the members for the borough that they should have no
confidence in committees of the House of Commons ; tliey

should rather depend upon their own efforts. He did not
believe that their eloquent friend (Mr. More) expected, after

all he had said, to see the mait-tax repealed. And at this

there was laucjhter.

CAUTION TO FAEMEBS AND OTHEES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE KENTISH EXPRESS.

Sir,—Large quantities of greatly-adulterated stuff are now
being sold at the different country markets as pigs' meat. As
I have been victimised to some extent by the purchase of this

spurious article, I wish on public grounds to state the result of

feeding my pigs with it. I commenced with some twelve

weeks old pigs, and I found the food produced stoppage in

them. I then mixed the food with barley meal, and gave the

mixture to my fatting hogs. The result was the same as in

the first instance. I found one hog of lO-seore weight dead,

and I was obliged to have another killed. I have also lost a

large number of turkeys and fowls, which died with precisely

the same symptoms as the hogs, which had eaten some of

the food given to the hogs. Feeling sure that something

was wrong with the so-called " pig-meat," I sent a portion of

it to Professor Voelcker, of the Royal Veterinary College, for

analyzation, and I herewith publish the report of that gen-

tleman. H. Andrews.
Court Lodge Farm, Great Chart.

[copy.]

II, Salisbury-square, Fleet-street, E.G.
London, September 6th, 1867.

Dear Sir,—I was from home when the sample of pig food

arrived, and, wishing to give it my personal attention, some
delay occurred in the examination. I have'now.the pleasure of

handing you the results of my analysis, which shows that this

stuff contains very little nutriment, and chiefly consists of in-

digestible woody matter and worthless mineral matter. In

plain English, it consists mainly of the same materials of

which sawdust and sand are composed. You will notice that

it yields scarcely one-half per cent, of nitrogen, which is equal

to 3 per cent, only of flesh-forming matters. Your pig food

appears to be nothing more or less than the outer flinty husk of

rice. It is very indigestiljle, and in my opinion quite unfit as pig

food ; for it is less digestible, as less nutritious, than good

wheat or oat-straw ch.aff, which no farmer would tliink of

giving to liis pigs in any quantity. There is some rice-meal

or rice-dust sold which may be given with advantage to pigs,
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inasmuch as in acUlitiou to the outer husk of rice it contains

a good (leal of broken rice, and consequently starchy matter.

I liave frequently analyzed rice-dust or meal, which, accord-

ing to the relative proportions of the grain and the husk of

rice, varies much in feeding quality ; hut I have never before

had brought under my notice rice-dust so poor in quality as

the sample you sent to me for examination.

Believe me, yours faithfully,

H. Andrews, Esq. Augustus Voelckeu.

[copy.]

Composition of a sample of Pigs' Food sent by Jlr. H.

Andrews, Court Lodge, Ashford, Kent.

Moisture 7-80

Oil l-iS

* Albuminous compound (flesh-forming matters)... 3-06

Starch and digestible fibre 21-77

Woody fibre (cellulose) 52-34)

t Mineral matters 13-58

100-00
* Containing nitrogen '-l-O

t Containing silica 13-58

Augustus Voelckek.

11, Salisbury Square, Fleet-street, E.G.,

September btli, 1867.

THE SMITHEIELD CLUB.
At a meeting of the Council held Nov. 6th, present—Major

Gen. the Hon. A, N. Hood, president, in the chair ; The Earl

of Hardwicke, Lord Berners, Lord Walsinghani, Lord Trede-

gar ; Messrs. Baldwin, Beasley, Claydcn, Duckham, Josh.

Druce, Walter Earthing, Brandreth Gibbs (Hon. Secretary),

C. Howard, Hornsby, Milward, E.W.Moore, Painter, Rigden,

C. Sewell Read, M.P., Professor Simonds, R. Smith, Torr,

Twitchell

:

The minutes of the last Council meeting were read and con-

firmed.

A memorial signed by several salesmen in reference to the

slaughter of animals within the Metropolitan District was laid

before the Council.

It was determined not to ask in favour of the Club Show any

special relaxation of Cattle Plague regulations made by the

Privy Council in this respect.

Resolved—That the Hon. Secretary be empowered to apply

for the necessary licence for holding the Show.
That the President and officers be empowered to sign, on

behalf of the Council, such an undertaking as may be required

hy he local authorities guaranteeing that the Orders of Privy

Council shall be carried out.

That the admission orders be not furnished to any exhibitor

until be has signed a guarantee to the Club to the like effect

—

as also to hold the Club and its olBcers harmless in regard

of any compensation in the event of the slaughter of the

animals in consequence of any case of cattle-plague occurring

within the exhibition.

That a committee be appointed, consisting of the Stewards,

Mr. Clayden, Professor Simonds, and the Hon. Secretary, to

make the necessary regulations in respect to cattle conveyances,

the appointment of an officer to receive and issue the market

licences, &c.

That the Hon. Secretary apply to the Royal Veterinary

College for the necessary veterinary staff.

On the motion of Lord Walsinghara, seconded by Mr. Druce,

the President was requested to lay the following resolutions

before the Privy Council, as recommendations from the Council

of the Smithfield Club :
" That all foreign fat stock be slaught-

ered at the place of landing ;" "That sheep be included in the

present quarantine regulations for live stock."

TheCoimcil selected the Judges for the ensuing Show.
Mr. Robert Smith was elected a steward of live stock for the

present Show, in lieu of the late Mr. Edward Pope.

Mr. Josh. IDruce was elected a steward of implements, in lieu

of Mr. Robert Overman, who is prevented acting this year in

consequence of ill-health.

The Council prepared a house list of the eight members

whom they proposed for election on the Council in place of

those who will retire this year by rotation.

The necessary order was given for the silver cups to be pre-

sented at this year's Show.
Letters were read and answers directed to be returned.

The following were elected members of the Club

:

J. Head, of Graccchurch-strect.

C. E. Amos, of Cedars-road, Clapham Common.
The Marquis of Exeter, of Burghley House, Stamford.

The best thanks of the meeting were voted to Major Gen-

the Hon. A. JJ. llood, President, for his able conduct in the

chair.

THE PRICE OF MEAT.—ANOTHER COM-
BINATION.
TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,—Will you kindly insert the following letter ? The pub-

lic are making a great outcry about the price of meat, and

many think the farmers are getting all the benefit of the high

prices, as they are called. Will any of the writers of those let-

ters tell me how to feed prime beasts and sell at 7d. per lb., and

also pigs and sell at 9s. per score,without my being a considerable

loser ? There can be no doubt that the butchers have for some

time past got a large profit on their trade, and they wiU strive

hard still to do so, no doubt ; but if they drive the farmer down

in price below what they know he can produce the meat at,

do not you think the farmers must combine, and establish but-

cheries for the sale of their own produce ? I am one who de-

sires to see all have a living ; but if the butchers, to satisfy the

public, try and ruin the farmers, we must protect ourselves, and

have no middle-man between us and the pubhc. Surely it is

possible for three or four farmers to combine and put a man in

business to sell for them. I shall be glad if some of your

able correspondents will ventilate this subject.

Birmingham.

THE SUPPLY OF MEAT.
TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,—In the discussion now going on relative to the supply

of animal food in the metropolis, I am of opinion a most im-

portant part of the question is left untouched.
_
With every

wish that scientific research may prove successful in conveying

to us foreign and colonial overplus, I cannot help thinking

that attention should be principally directed to what we have

witliin our reach, namely, an abundant supply oi fresh meat.

From the market report of Monday, Nov. 4, 1 find that the total

imports of foreign stock into London amounted to 8,168 head
;

in the corresponding week of 1866 we received 15,693, and in

1865, 19,909.

Whence this alarming deficiency P Is it that the countries

supplying us are not producing as formerly ? Certainly not.

It is simply owing to the thorough disorganization of the

trade, occasioned by recent cattle-plague legislation. At the

present moment our own farmers and graziers are dispirited.

Importations are most seriously afi'ected ; and consuniers are

universally complaining of the price of meat. This state

of tilings can scarcely be wondered at, when we know that cattle

brought into London cannot be taken out of the Metropolitan

district alive ; consequently the seller is at the mercy of the

towTi butcher.

It must be evident that Government must, sooner or later,

legislate for Loudon as for every other port, namely, by the

ordering of the slaughter of all foreign fat cattle where landed.

The port of London ceasing to be treated exceptionally

would, I believe, at once induce a largely-increased supply of

foreign cattle. It would restore confidence to importers and

shipowners, eifectually prevent the spread of disease at home,

whilst the removal of all unnecessary restrictions upon the

EngUsh market could but have a most salutary effect on prices.

I am, Sir, yours obediently, James Odams,

109, Fenchurch-street, Nov. 9.
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THE SALE OF THE MARQUIS OF HASTINGS' STUD.

This remarkable event took place at Stoekbridge racecourse

ou Saturday, Xov. 16. The biddings altogether reached 37,675

guineas, aud the following is the return

:

YEARLINGS. Gs.

Lady Di, by St. Albans, out of Lady Vernon 190

Leda, by Dundee, out of The BeUe, by Birdcatcher

Mr Cockin 110

^nope, by TVeatherbit, out of Triangle 105

The Conjuror, by Newminster, out of Madame Stodare

Mr Pryor 300
Jove, by Thunderbolt, out of Melody ......Mr Cartwright 430
RowaUan, by Dundee, out of MaggieLauder...Mr H. Hill 340
Bathsheba, by Trumpeter, out of Misserima ...Mr Pryor 750
Arbaces, by Oxford, out of a Van Tromp mare (Isis' dam)

Mr H.Hill 420
King of Clubs, by Ace of Clubs, out ofHomily Mr H. HiU 220
Lopez, byBiiccaneer, out of Creeping Rose. ..Mr H.HiU 280
Iberia, by Weatherbit, out of Maid of Palmyra Mr H. Hill 370
Merrymaker, by Trumpeter, out of Maypole

Sir F'. Johnstone 300
Lord Bothwell, by Dundee, out of Little Woman

Mr T. V. Morgan 200
Kamschatka, by Trumpeter, out of Tzaritza

Mr Christopher 620
Lord Warwick, by Leamington, out of Lady Bertlia

Mr T. Hughes 100
Colt by Kettledrum, out of Amethyst Ld Lxbridge 200
Colt by Thormauby, out of Breeze Mr Edwyn 500
EiUy by Orlando, out of Bouquet Mr H. Hill 510
Basilia, by Trumpeter, out of Energy Mr Eulke 1000
Lady Cecilia, by Stockwell, out of Bay CeUa Mr H. Hill 1650
Robespierre, by Stockwell, out of Marseillaise

Captain Machell 800

HORSES IN TRAINING.

Redcap, 6 yrs, by Fandango, out of Peggy Whitethroat
Mr T. Hughes 200

John Davis, 6 yrs, by Voltigeur, out of Jamaica
Duke of Hamilton 1000

Lecturer, 4 yrs, by Colsterdale, out of Algebra Mr H. Hill 750
Black Prince, 4 yrs, by Voltigeur, out of Spots

Sir F. Johnstone 220
Miss Havelock, 4 yrs (late Quick March), by Rataplan,

out of Qui Vive Duke of Newcastle 420
Lord of the Dales, 3 yrs, by Colsterdale, out of CoUeen
Bawn Lord Usbridge 500

Challeuge, 3 yrs, by Trumpeter, out of Princess Alice Gs.

Count Carvalhero 2000
lung's Cross, 3 yrs, by St. Albans, out of Eleanor

Mr Pryor 160

Uncas, 3 yrs, by Stockwell, out of Prairie Bird
Mr Bleukiron 200

Red Riband, 3 yrs, by Van Galen, out of Ornament
Mr Haines 150

Inez, 3 yrs, by Newminster, of Barcelona Mr Mannington 500

TWO-YEAR-OLDS.
Equerry, a brown colt, by Stockwell, out of Miss Tees-

dale MrPadwick 200
Purser, a brown colt, by Caterer, out of Sylphine 100
Little Prince, a bay colt, by Orlando, out of Volley

Mr Padwick 100
The Earl, a bay colt, by Young Melbourne, out of Bay

Celia Sir F. Johnstone 6100
See-saw, a brown colt, by Buccaneer, out of Margery
Daw Mr Cartwright 2300

Boreas, a chesnut colt, by Weatherbit, out of Butterfly

Mr Jay 105
Mameluke, a bay colt, by Stockwell, out of Lelia.Mr Jay 1050
Belfast, a chesnut colt, by Stockwell, out of Bessie Bell

Mr Edwyn 700
Lady Barbara, a roan filly, by Lambton, out of First Fly

Capt. Barlow 200
Traviata, a bay fiUy, by Stockwell, out of Strayaway

Mr Blenkiron 125

Grand Duchess, a chesnut filly, by Stockwell, out of

Tobolski Duke of Newcastle 510
Cuckoo, a brovm filly, by Buccaneer, out of Peggy

"RTiitethroat, not sold.

Naivete, a bay filly, by Stockwell, out of Artless.Mr Jay 700
Housemaid, a bay fiUy, by StockweU, out of Scrubbing

Brush Lord Portsmouth 150
Summer's Eve, a bay filly, by Stockwell, out of Summer-

side MrJ. B.Morris 300
Jasmin, a chesnut filly, by St. Albans, out of Jemima

Mr Snewing 100
Macduff, a brown colt, by Glenmasson, dam by Jlalcolm,

out of Fama Mr T. Hughes 110
Minnie Warren, a bay fiUy, by North Lincoln, out of

Catawba Lord Uxbridge 410
Athena, a chesnut filly, by Stockwell, out of Heroine

Mr Padwick 2100
Lady Elizabeth, a bay filly, by Trumpeter, out of Miss

Bowzer Sir F. Johnstone 6500

FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL GOSSIP.
The French colonial Credit Fonder has been somcwliat ad-

versely affected of late, in consequence of delays which have
arisen in the payment of debts—delays occasioned by the dis-

appointments experienced this year by sugar-producers in con-
sequence of a disease which has appeared in the plantations.

The last news received from Reunion indicates, however, a

better state of affairs.—We have dealt a good deal of late with
the agriculture of France aud other European countries

;
per-

haps it will be well to cross the Atlantic aud glance at agi-icul-

tural movements in the United States of America. It was only
in 1847 that the Congress of the United States directly ap-
phed its attention to rural industry, and testified its goodwill
to it by voting pecuniary subventious inscribed on the general
budget. Until 1847, the activity of the citizens of the union
had taken another direction, and the progress accomphshed in
the domain of agriculture was far from considerable. Thus
there were scarcely any agricultural journals ; the agricultural
societies, which were far from numerous, had no rallying point

;

in a word, everything remained to be done when the Congress

aj)pUed itself to the work and gave the signal of a revival,

which is reflected in the foundation of new societies, the

institution of comparative experiments on manures, the

culture of plants, the breeding of stock, &c., and, fi-

uidly, by the creation of special publications, the num-
ber of which is now so considerable that there is no State

wluch does not possess one or even several. In 1858, there was

establislied at Washington an experimental garden for the accU-

matization or multiplication of exotic vegetables. The first

experiments were directed to seeds of tea which had been

brought to the United States from China, aud the experimental

cultivation of which seemed to offer some interest. Such

was the starting-point of an institution the bases of which

are considerably enlarged, and over the destinies of which the

agricultural section of the Patent-office presides. This section

is composed of a superintendent, a president or director, four

clerks, and, finally, a gardener and his assistants. In tlie

years preceding the outbreak of the civil war, the annual

budget of this department amounted to £10,600, including the
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expense of distributing seed, &c. The dotation is a small one,

but the re-establishment of peace will doubtless enable the

Government to place the establishment upon a level with the

wauts which it seems Ciilculated to satisfy. Mr. Thomas G.
Cleuusou, Superintendent of Agricultural AlTairs, defined as

follov.s, in ISGl, the limits within which the intervention of

the State should be exercised as regards agricultural atfaif s :

I'irst, regular correspondence with the agricultural societies of

the union and the learned societies of the civilized world
;

secondly, the publication of u report on the general state of

agricidturai industry; thirdly, the study of the indigenous plants

wliicli miglit be introduced into ordinary cultivation ; fourthly,

the study of the insects which commit their ravages in fields,

gardens, and woods, and which of late years have inflicted on
American agriculture such cruel disasters ; fifthly, the exami-

nation of all (pestions interesting to agriculture, and the solution

of wliich requires the intervention of cliemistry, and necessitates

inquiries in the laboratory and in fields ; sixthly, the supplying

watercourses with fish ; and, seventhly, the establishment at cer-

tain points ofmodels of irrigation or draiuageworks. The number
of agriculmral associations is more considerable in the Nor-
thern States than in the Southern States ; in 185S, there were
799 American societies of agriculture, 43 societies of horti-

culture, and 70 mixed societies which associated in their pro-

gramme agriculture and horticulture. But all these societies

do not proceed upon the same plan, although there is one in

each State, with the exception of the South, which assumes a

quasi-of&cial character, since it receives from the Government
an annual allocation to meet the expenses of an exhibition

which takes place every year, as weU. as the outlay attending

the publication of its works. Some of the principal American
agricultural societies possess estates, on wliich are established

model or experimental farms. Washington, in 1796, conceived

the project of a great association, which, like the Royal Agri-

cultural society of England, or the Imperial and Central Agri-

cultural Society of France, would have extended its action over

the entire country. This idea, revived in 1S41, led to the

establisliment of a Central Agricultural Society of the United
States, the activity of which became apparent after 1852 by
annual meetings devoted to the discussion of questions set

down on the order of the day, as weU as to lectures and re-

ports on the most recent discoveries or facts worthy of being

indicated to.the attention of cidtivators. Independently of these

general meetings, which are held every year in a different

locality, the society initiates occasionally special meetings like

that of 1857, for the trial of mowing and reaping machines.
The proceedings of the society form a collection which com-
poses already a very respectable number of volumes,
and which it is sufficient to examine- iu order to acquire

proofs that this great association remains scrupulously

faithful to its task of contributing to the improve-
ment and progress of American Agriculture by the

promulgation of good mctliods of cultivation, the encourage-

ment and concentration of all isolated ettbrts, and finally by
the establishment of sustained relations with all the agricul-

tural societies of the States and counties of the Union. In

each county, associations of less importance, which appear to

offer much analogy with the French agricultural committees,

pursue an exclusively-practical object, and confine themselves

to annual conjpetitive exhibitions of animals, implements, and
products. The civil war interrupted the movement, which was
becoming more decided in favour of agricultural instruction.

JN'otwithstanding this, the American Union has made some
progress in this regard—progress which had been realized, in

fact, before the outbreak of the war of 1861. Thus in 1855,

Seneca county, in tlie State of New York, established an agri-

cultural college on a farm of 680 acres ; while in 1854;, the

legislature of the same State voted the creation, at Havana in

the county of Schuyler, of a mixed agricultural and industrial

school, to which is annexed a farm of 200 acres. In 1855,

the State of Michigan devoted a sum of £10,000 to the foun-

dation, on an estate of about 700 acres, of an academy or agri-

cultural institute, which commenced its operations in 1857,

and which received a fresh subvention of £8,000. The estab-

lishment of the superior farmers' school of Pennsylvania, in

the county of the Centre, near Belleforte, on an estate of 400
acres, of which 200 acres were given by General James Irving,

of Bellefonte, also dates from 1855. The State Legis-

lature contributed to this work of public utility by an allo-

cation of £10,000, to which were soon added a le-

gacy of £1,000 and other special donations, which,

augmented with an allocation from the Agricultural Society

of Pennsylvania, now constitute a capital of £20,000. In

1S56 the Legislature of Maryland voted an annual subscription

of £1,200 for expenses attending the maintenance of an agri-

cultural academy on the express condition that private

subscriptions should assist in the formation of a capital of

£10,000. These diff'erent resources were utilized in the pur-

chase of a farm of 428 acres in Prince George county.

Finally, among the States which taxed themselves, iu order to

assist the development and progress of the national agriculture,

we must still mention South Carolina, the Legislature of

which in 1855 devoted an annual sum of £1,000 to " agricul-

tural encouragements." An excellent arrangement has been

adopted with regard to the utilization of the dormant land

resources of the great American Republic to prevent land-

jobbing. A law of May 20th, 1862, provided that every

American or emigrant who should declare his intention to be-

come a citizen of tlie United States might obtain a grant of

the public lands, to the extent of 130 acres at one dollar per

acre. The deeds relating to the property are, however, only

delivered to the purchaser after a period of five years, and on

condition of proving that he has rendered his land valuable

and that he has become a citizen of the Union.

CALENDAR OF AGRICULTURE.
Plough stubble lands for next year's fallows, the

clay soils first for the wheat culture, and next the

turnip lands. Opinions differ in deep winter
ploughinor, or in the first furrow of the spring, but
experience may recommend the depth in winter,

as it turns up a fresh earth to be cultivated, ex-

poses the largest extent of surface to the influence

of weathers, and affords the largest quantity of

mellowed alluvium for the summer workings of

the land. No future cultivation can compensate for

the want of the early exposure during winter of a

deep furrow of the ground. The grass leys of clay

soils intended for oats should be ploughed during
this month, that the soil may be acted upon by the
vicissitudes of the weather for at least three months
before the time of seeding.

So long as the weather is fresh and tolerably dry,

drains may be cut in the half-depth ; best

done on grass lands, the turfs and the earth being

laid on opposite sides of the trench; all loose

earths collected to the compost heap of pulver-

ulent bodies. Roads are mended and repaired by
scraping the mud, deepening the side-ditches, and
laying broken stones in the low places of the track

way. Cast up earths into heaps for future com-

posts. Collect most carefully everything in the

shape of manure.
Plant forest-trees of all kinds, hard woods, and

the softer kinds; cut underwood, and fill up vacan-

cies, by planting and layering ; standard trees are

hurtful to the undergrowth, and are best grown
separately in trees and copses of the special kinds.

Plant new hedges by sloping an inverted turf on

the intended line, and placing on the slope, at the

distance of four inches, the strongest quicksets

from the nursery, cut into lengths, and covered
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with earth, the upper end of the set protruding

into Hght. The loose soil is placed on the back

of the hne of the fence, which a double rail secures

from damage of trespass. Fences are repaired, by
drawing over gaps the side branches, which are tied

into that position, and grow to fill the gap ; trans-

planted stems will succeed in the circumstances

of damp soils and climates; young sets very seldom

thrive under the shade and drip of older growths,

and wide gaps are ever best filled by a single rail,

which stops all ti'espass, and inflicts not any
damage on the adjacent growth.

Flood meadows, and lay dry occasionally.

In dry weather raise turnips fi'om the fields, store

bulbs at the homestead, and give the tops to the

young cattle in the yards, and the store sheep in

the fields.

Early lambs will be dropped during this month
in some places. Feed the ewes very amply with

juicy food, as cabbages, beet, and turnip, and pro-

vide a warm shelter.

During frosty weather, thrash grain regularly

and frequently, and litter the yards very often with

a thin covering of straw in short lengths, as has

been directed, in order that the straws may be most
intimately mixed with the solid excrements of the

animals, and inspissated with the urinary feces.

After all that has been spoken and written on the

subject of liquid manures, and when the mania has
sobered down into a rationality, the best use is

being absorbed by earthy substances as straws,

haulms, and chaffs, to decompose together in the
ground in the convenient form of short lengths

that are easily covered by the plough.

Cart stones to the places of draining to be done,
and carry fuel, in timber, faggots, and coals.

This month being the deep time of winter, the

proper arrangements must be made for the opera-

tions in every department. The live stock require

the most careful and unremitting attention, in being
amply and regularly supplied with food, and in

having a dry and comfortable lair in a shed, and
a yard for fresh air in fine weather. This accom-
modation, with two or three large beasts together

for being fattened, and six or eight store animals

of an age, is acknowleded as the best arrangement

after the many treatments of the subject by the

practitioner and amateur, and the titled and scien-

tific lecturer. Keep the steamer in constant, work,
and give cooked food daily to horses in the evening

meal, to cows, fattening pigs, and poultry.

All food should be given in a fresh condition

—

turnips from the field every morning in open wea-

ther, from the store-pit during storms and frosts.

The cattle in the yards should eat under cover,

especially in high cold latitudes. This purpose will

be effected when the time has arrived to cover the

whole area of the farmery under one roof, as a railway

terminus, which may not be much longer delayed.

The grain crops in ricks, with hays, and all live

stock are duly insured by the farmer as his property,

and the buildings by the proprietor of the land,

as the bounden duty of both parties, of which the

neglect constitutes an injustice to general society.

The Farmers' and General Insurance Office is

constituted for the special purpose of the farmer, as

it includes both the growing and matured crops,

animals, and buildings ; forming a most conve-

nient and valuable privilege.

It has prevailed for farmers to value and balance

the articles of the farm at Christmas, known as
" taking stock and crop," to ascertain the favoura-

ble or retrograde progress of the undertaking

;

but the May term may be more convenient, as the

produce is more distinct and the profits more
clearly realized.

CALENDAR OF GARDENING.
Kitchen Garden.

Frost may set in early, and therefore every means
of defence for plants in frames, under glasses, and
in warm borders, such as littering straw and fern,

ought to be at hand. In this way, late-sown
radishes are preserved under straw, which, however,
should be raked off in open sunny weather.

Protect artichoke beds with three inches of half-

decayed leaves, strewed over the surface, or if the

land be stiflf and clayey, with as much coal and wood
ashes.

Earth-up celery, finally very high in ridges.

Pot and excite a second set of plants of seakale.

Brick pits and darkened frames with good linings
will be a great convenience, and prevent much
litter.

Asparagus is easily forced upon deep beds of
leaves raked from woods and parks, avoiding those
of laurels, and of evergreens generally. The plants
should be prepared in proper beds for the express
purpose, and selected from the best two or three-
year-old stock. Brick pits are the best erections

;

but good frames set upon leaves, with warm linings,
will do well.

Rough dig and deeply manure grounds intended

to be planted with root crops, as beet and onions.

Trench deeply all lands for new plantations, and
the earths in high ridges rough and open. Ridge
the grounds of vacant places.

At this season of the year all is contingent: the
driest weather must be chosen for all operations,

otherwise the temperament of the ground may sus-

tain injury. If the weather be open there is every

probability that it will be wet, and then to trample
in and work ground saturated with water is only

to do mischief. If the land be iron-bound by frost,

or swamped by drenching rains, in either case the

labour is equally futile.

Fruit Department.

Look over any fruit stores, and remove decaying

apples and pears. A dry cool air, a covering of

dry straw, are the best preservers. Pears, how-
ever, should be kept in a warmer situation than

apples.

Plant any fruit-trees that may be wished, as ap-

ples, pears, plums, and cherries. Choose from the

nursery young thriving plants, with straight and
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clean stems, and strong in the height. Allow fif-

teen feet apart from stem to stem, both in length

and width, on lands deeply dug and manured, and
mulch the surface over the roots of the plant. In

the cavity which holds the root, sprinkle some
cinders of lime of small size, to dissolve and impart

warmth. These trees must be outside the garden,

which admits only the espalier plants.

Flower Garden.

Cover the ground with half-decayed leaves, or

lay cakes of moss among any American shrubs,

keeping them in order by an edging of bricks

or small stones. If snow falls, shake or break
it oil from evergreens before the sun shines hot

upon them, as alternate thawings and freezings

will ruin the foliage. Remove litter of all kinds,

and also from lawns and gravel. Protect the glasses

of pits and greenhouses, by mats or screens on
rollers; give air, but little water. Straw mats, skil-

fully made with bands and strong pack-thread or

cord, afford the best protection to frames and low
pits.

Manure, as a general term, implies every decom-
posable substance, which by the action of the vital

principle of plants, can be reduced to its compo-
nent elements, and rendered available for their

nutrition and growth. Among these substances are

first, and most dii'ect, green vegetable matters, cut

into small pieces, dug into the soil, gathered in sum-

mer when the juice is most abundant in all broad-
leaved succulent plants, before the maturity of

seeds has commenced, which has been frequently

recommended in our monthly directions.

The practice of self-manuring comes into a very

probable importance to apply the leaves and tender

parts of shrubs and vegetables, wherever it is con-
venient, to or about the roots of the same plant; the

stalks and leaves of rhubarb, artichoke, and aspa-

ragus, by digging a trench between the rows, and
burying the refuse deeply instead of burning it;

but this operation will be further noticed at the

proper season of use. Secondly, the dung of

horses, cattle, sheep, and swine, as mixed with

straws of all kinds, and also from scrapings of

roads, in gritty earths, and animal droppings, being

collected and placed in layers a foot thick, with

some bone-dust and sulphate of ammonia, loamy
earths, and decayed turf, and the whole finely in-

corporated by the spade. When finished, to be
saturated with suds and urine of all kinds, to confer

the valuable salts, which being under cover for a

time, will be found little inferior to guano, and su-

perior in the point of " bulk" that is conveyed to

the ground.
These simple preparations are in the power of

every cultivator of the soil, and very expressly

written for the " agriculturist," and not for the

owners of estates, or even for the amateur, being

easily understood, and as easily performed.

AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

NOVEMBER.
The weather having been remarkably dry and open, con-

siderable progress has been made in ploughing and sowing,

with the land in excellent condition for the reception of the

seed ; indeed, out-door farm labours are now in a very forward

state. Owing to the arrival of immense quantities of foreign

and colonial grain, the demand for wheat has fallen oif, and,

in some instances—although millers are represented as holding
light stocks even for the time of year—prices have had a
drooping tendency. Much anxiety is manifested in reference

to the future course of the trade. Our impression is that

there is very little room for any extensive fluctuations in

prices, as we shall require a very large importation between
this and next harvest to meet consumption.

Barley has fallen about 4s. per qr., notwithstanding that the

supplies brought forward have been somewhat limited. The
same decline has taken place in the value of malt, which has

come forward somewhat freely. Oats have fallen 2s., and

beans and peas Is. to 2s. per qr. The flour trade has rnled

heavy, on lower terms.

Great depression has prevailed in the wool trade. The pub-

lic sales of Colonial wool have been scantily attended, both

by home and foreign buyers, and an average decline of 2d. per

lb. has taken place in the quotations. The quantity to be

ofl'ered during the present series is over 100,000 bales. Li the

private contract market scarcely any transactions have taken

place, at Id. to l^d. per lb. less money.
The importations of foreign hops have been very large.

The sale for all kinds has therefore been difKcult, and rather

a heavy decline has taken place in prices. The supplies of

home-grown hops on offer have been only moderate.

As much as £8 per ton has been paid for good sound pota-

toes ; whilst inferior kinds have sold at £5 per ton. These
quotations indicate scarcity in some districts. The importa-

tions from the Continent have been moderate.

The accounts from most parts of the United Kingdom state

that the root crops have turned out very abundant. There

are, therefore, ample supplies of food on hand for winter con«

sumption. Hay and straw have met a duU inquiry, on lower

terms. Meadow-hay has sold at from £3 to f4 4s.,

clover £3 5s. to £5 5s., and straw £1 12s. to £1 16s. per

load. The quantities brought forward in the Metropolitan

Markets have been extensive.

The imports of foreign stock having somewhat fallen off,

the cattle trade has ruled steady at extreme rates to a slight

advance.

Moderate supplies of grain have been on offer in the Scotch

markets. Generally speaking, the corn trade has ruled very

inactive, and prices have been with difficulty supported.

Very little change has taken place in the value of any de-

scription of produce in Ireland. On the whole, the corn trade

has continued heavy, although full average quantities of wheat,

barley, and oats have been forwarded to England.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE DURING THE
PAST MONTH.

The leading markets have been tolerably well but not to say

heavily supplied with beasts, chiefly in good saleable condition.

For most breeds tliere has been a fair inquiry, and the quota-

tions have had an upward tendency. The average value of the

best Scots and crosses has been 5s. per 81bs. The supplies of

beasts from Ireland and Scotland have fallen off to some ex-

tent, but we understand that the arrivals from the latter coun-

try in December will be rather extensive.

The numbers of Sheep on sale have been seasonably exten-

sive, and in full average condition. In the early part of the

month, owing to heavy receipts of meat at Newgate and
LeadcnhaU from Scotland and various parts of England, prices

had a drooping tendency. Since then, however, the mutton

trade has shown more firmness, and the currencies have had

an upward tendency. The best Downs and half-breds have

found buyers at from 4s. lOd. to 5s. per Bibs.

The value of calves has fluctuated considerably ; but the

latest prices were 4s. 4d. to 5s, 4d. per 81bs.
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There 1ms beeu a fair sale for prime pigs, at steady curren-

cies ; but large hogs have been very dull.

The imports of foreigu stock into London have been as

follows:
"

Head.

Beasts 10,761

Sheep 33,203

Calves 618
Pigs 2,064.

Total 46,645

Comparison or IjiroRTS.

Nov. Beasts. Sheep. Calves. Pigs.

1866 13,278 38,389 1,290 1,187

1865 16,254 52,517 2,526 7,770
1864 17,137 34,792 2,970 3,947

1863 11,020 30,347 1,770 2,202

1863 6,839 28,577 1,659 633

1861 5,295 27,833 946 1,241

1860 6,961 22,723 1,604 828

1859 5,927 21,907 997 159

1858 4,787 18,258 1,174 156

1857 4,409 17,830 2,687 136

1856 6,102 16,380 1,153 309

1855 7,367 17,094 1,127 454
1854 7,120 16,604 1,108 369

The total supplies exhibited in the Metropolitan Cattle Mar-
ket have been as nnder

:

Head.
Beasts 24,080

Sheep 109,960
Calves 1,016

Pigs 2,350

COMPAHTSON OF SUPPLIES.
Nov. Beasts. Cows. Sheep. Calves. Pigs.

1866 24,660 120 95,800 1,190 3,090

1865 36,820 295 167,230 2,858 2,811

1864 32,600 542 114,300 2,587 2,900

1863 27,704 506 99,130 2,156 3,170

1862 30,139 532 110,020 2,313 3,172
1861 26,590 560 109,370 1,370 3,430

1860 25,400 500 103,600 3,113 3,920

1859 26,493 522 120,840 1,299 2,800

1858 24,856 534 114,643 1,437 2,970

1857 25,383 504 103,120 3,003 3,037
1856 25,444 515 105,750 3,096 3,415

1855 27,411 457 97,460 1,585 3,535

1854 23,442 512 121,031 1,848 2,786

The district arrival of beasts thus compare with the three

previous years

:

Nov. Nov. Nov. Nov.

Prom— 1864, 1865. 1866. 1867.

Lincolnsliire, Leicester-

shire, and Northamp-
tonshire 9,300 9,600 7,200 8,700

Other parts of England. 2,700 3,550 2,450 2,600

Scotland 554 448 154 43
Ireland 2,000 1,000 880 1,350

Beasts have sold at from 3s. 2d. to 5s. 2d. ; sheep 3s. 2d.

to 5s. ; veal 4s. 4d. to 5s. 8d. ; and pork 3s. 4d, to 4s. 2d.

per 81bs., to sink the offal.

Comparison of Prices.
Nov., 1864. Nov., 1865. Nov.,1866.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef from... 3 4 to 5 8 3 4 to 5 6 3 6 to 5 4
Mutton 3 10 60 40 68 38 64
Veal 40 53 44 54 43 5 10

Pork 36 48 40 58 3 10 52
Very large supplies of meat have been on offer in New-

gate and Leadenhall. Amongst them have been about 8,000

tons from Holland and Germany. A good business has been

passing, and prices have shown more iirmiiess than in the

previous mouth. Beefhas sold at from 3s. to 4s. Gd. ; mutton
2s. lOd. to 43. 6d. ; veal 3s. 6d. to 4s. 6d.

;
pork 3s. to

4s. 2d., per 81bs. by the carcase.

NOBTH WALES.
There are many reasons why North Wales does not stand

out prominently as an advanced agricultural district. The

couuti7 is mouutaiuous ; the soil, except in the valleys, where

there is a rich alluvial deposit, is generally thin, and not very

fertile; the roads, with the exception of the leading thorough-

fares, are of the worst description ; the farms," as a rvile, are

small, and the farmers men of little capital. Added to this,

the situation is remote, far from any of our great centres of

population, and markets are consequently of a second-rate

description. As, however, railways are extending themselves,

although slowly, as may be supposed, from the obstacles the

country presents to the engineer, the district is being gradually

opened up, and greater facilities are afforded t(j the grower
for conveying his produce to the consumer. The district is

essentially pastoral, more than one-half of it, irrespective of

mountain laud and hUl pastures, being in permanent grass.

Plocks and herds compose therefore the staple of the farmer's

produce, and it is to these he looks for the means of paying
the landlord, the tithe-owner, rate-collector, and other innu-

merable creditors who have demands upon him. Corn is not
grorni to a large extent, except oats, although in Flint and
Montgomery as many acres are usually under wheat as the

lighter grain. In the other four counties forming the North
Wales district little wheat is raised, besides just sufficient for

the cpnsumption of the farmer's family. lu reporting, there-

fore, from time to time, on the state of agriculture of this

northern part of the Principality, there is not much to dilate

upon, and M'e may generally sum up in a few words the salient

points requiring to he noticed. The late harvest was, on the

whole, a very fair one as regards the yield, and was secured in

good order, with the exception of the oats on some of the

mountain farms, where the corn is late iu coming to maturity.

Here the rains of October delayed stacking for some time, and
week after week the shocks of oats might have been seen

standing in the fields, waiting for a favourable opportunity to

be carted to the homestead. In many of the mountain
parishes the thanksgiving day on the termination of harvest

(which we are glad to say is most religiously observed in every

parish) has been held only within the past week or two.

Potatoes, which are grown to a great extent, are a good crop,

and not so much diseased as in many parts of England. They
are all now taken up, and secured for the winter. We have a

very strong opinion that too large an acreage is devoted to

this esculent, and believe that if turnips or mangolds were
substituted—say to one-half the breadth—much advantage
would accrue. Indeed we would very urgently press upon the

North Wales farmers the desirability of greatly increasing their

growth of green crops. The climate is admirably adapted to

them, and, where drained, the soil is too. It is almost lament-

able to find on a farm of 300 or 400 acres only a little patch
of 3 or 4 acres of turnips, as we have often seen. They would
form a most valuable food for the cattle and sheep, too, in the

spring, when, if it is a late and cold season, these poor animals

are almost starving, having eaten up all the hay, &c., and being

able to pick the barest livelihood in the closely cropped pas-

tures. Last spring was a case iu point, and we remember then
an instance of the largest farmer in an extensive parish in

Carnarvonshire being obliged to turn all his cattle into the

fields, to bite everything they could find—and they had to

travel continuously and work perseveringly in order to get

anything at all—because the winter fodder was exhausted.

Had there been a few acres of well-stored swedes and man-
golds this need not have occun-ed, the cattle would not liave

been brought to starvation point, whUst at the same time the

pastures would have had fair play in preparing for and throw-
ing out their summer supply. An increase in the tillage of

roots, and the use of artillcial feeding-stuffs iu the winter,

would enable the stockmaster to feed annually a portion of his

young stock, instead of sending them away for graziers in

other and perhaps more favoured localities to get that profit

out of them wliich the breeder might appropriate. More
manure, and of a much superior quality, would thus be made
to enrich the land, and produce heavier crops the next year.

The weather this month has been favourable for wheat plant-

ing, which is now nearly finished. Autumn cleansing of stubble

has not made much progress, but in the late districts this can

rarely be carried out. Sheep and wool have declined in the

same ratio as in other parts of the kingdom ;
yet, until very

lately, the butchers kept up tlieir prices. At length they have

come down, and hind quarters of the best mutton can be

bought at 7d. per lb.—Nov. 21.
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AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE,
FAIRS, &c.

ALYTH MAETINJIAS SHEEP MARKET.—Sales he-

gan slowly, but towards the close most of the lots were dis-

posed of. Mr. Thomas Ballantiue sold a lot of blackfaced ewes
at lis. each. Mr. PattiUo bought a lot of blackfaced ewes at

15s. each, and another lot of the same class at 10s. each. Mr.
Storrier sold a lot of blackfixced ewes at lis. each, and a lot of

cross hoggs at 29s. each. Mr. Stewart sold a large lot at 30s.

each. Mr. Simpson bought a lot of blackfaced ewes at lis.

Mr. Wallace sold a lot of cross ewe hoggs at 19s. Mr. Car-
gill sold a lot of Iligliland blackfaced ewes at lis. each. Mr.
Whyte bought a lot of blackfaced ewes at I'ls. each. Mr.
Adam Jack bought a lot of small cross hoggs at 9s. 6d. each.

Mr. Sidey sold a lot of fat Leicester ewes at 30s. each. Mr.
Steel bought a lot of blackfaced ewes at 12s. each. Mr. Abor-
cromby bought a lot of fine cross hoggs at 24s. 6d.

BANBURY FORTNIGHTLY rAIR.—A short supply of

beef and mutton ; trade slow for both. Beef 4s. to 4s. 6d.,

mutton, wethers is. 4d. to 4s. 8d., ewes 3s. 8d. to 4s., veal 4s.

8d. to 5s. per stone, bacon and pork 9s. to 9s. 6d. per score.

BAKE\\T;LL fair.—There was but a moderate show of

cattle and sheep, and business generally was in a very sluggish

state. Beef sold at from 7s. to 7s. 6d. per stone. Cows drop-

ping their calves, from £16 to £22 each, heifers from £9 to

£14 10s. each, stirks from £6 to £9 each, calves £4 to £5 each.

The number of sheep considerably exceeded tbe demand, and a

clearance could not be effected. Mutton from 5d . to Gjd. per

lb. Store lambs from 18s. to 25s. each. The pig show was
good, but trade was not quite so brisk, prices ranging from 18s.

to 40s. each.

BOSTON SHEEP IMARKET.—Only a smaU supply of

fat sheep. Ewes sold slowly at 5d. to 6d., and wethers from
6d. to 6id. per lb.

BURGH FAT STOCK MARKET was weU suppUed with
"^ beasts and sheep adapted for the butcher. There was also a

good number of lean animals. Plenty of buyers were in attend-

ance, and trade was brisk. Mutton made rather more money,
and for beef former rates were well sustained.

DONCASTER FAIR.—The show of stock was large, al-

though not more so than we have seen in former years. Ex-
cept for well-bred bullocks and heifers, and in-calving and
newly-calved cows, the trade was by no means brisk, and prices

had a downward tendency. There was a large show of Irish

cattle. Secondary lots were a heavy sale, and many remained
unsold. Cows for milk were uncommonly dear. There was
not a large show of sheep, and these chiefly consisted of lambs,
for which there was a slow sale.

DUMFRIES FAIR.—The show of horses was very nume-
rous, and there was a large attendance of dealers from all

parts of the country, particularly from Glasgow and Edinburgh
and the border counties. There was a good demand for the

best draught horses, and good prices were obtained for the

higher class of animals, but for secondary and inferior horses

there was little inquiry. Few saddle and harness horses were
shown, and the show of draught horses and fillies was very

small. Ponies were scarce and inferior. Generally prices for

first-class horses were higher than at the Rood fair in Sep-

tember. Draught horses £36 to £50, and in a few cases a

higher figure
;
good useful light horses £25 to £32, aged and

inferior £20 downwards- In the cattle market there were

about 400 head shown, consisting chiefly of Irish Galloways

and Higlilanders ; but despite the impetus given to trade last

week at AJl-HaUow fair, sales were slowly effected. Two-
year-old Galloways £9 to £12, one-year-old do. £5 10s. to £7
15s. Ayrshires, which were mostly queys, £10 to £14. For
cows near calving and for two-year-old queys £6 10s. to £9,
Irish stirks £5 to £7.
GLASTONBURY MONTHLY jMARKET.—WeU sup-

plied with beef and mutton ; the trade, however, was dull,

and very few changed hanhs, at low prices. Pigs were
plentiful, and sold from 9s. to 10s. per score.

GLOUCESTER MONTHLY JIARKET.— 1,200 sheep

were penned, which were of every possible quaUty. The
supply of beef, with the exception of a few heifers, was of

very inferior description. Best quality beef found ready

buyers at from 7d. to 7jd. per lb., inferior descriptions sold at

from 6d. to 6id. The mutton trade was inactive, and lower

prices had to be submitted to. Heavy ewes fetched from 6^d.

to 6d., second class from Cd. to C|d., and prime small wethers
from 7d. to 75d. per lb. Pigs realized from 9s. to 9s. 6d. per
score

LOCKERBIE FAIR.—The show of sheep was much less

than at the corresponding market last year. With a few ex-

ceptions the quality of the stock was inferior. There was a
fair demand for anything good among half-bred lambs and
Cheviot ewes. The supply being small, holders were asking
higher prices than buyers were willing to give, and the market
was slow. The following are a few of the sales :—Mr. Alex.
Douglas, Lundergarth, sold a lot of 41 half-bred lambs at lis.

Mr. Arcliibald Anderson sold a lot of 41 half-bred a. 12s. 3d.

each. Mr. Thomson, Nutholmshaw, sold the Westwater third

wether lambs at 7s. 7^A. each. The Blacklaw raid-wether
lambs were sold by a dealer at 7s. Mr. Bainie, sold a lot of
second wether lambs at 7s. The Nether Cassock shot ewe
lambs sold at 6s. 6d., and a lot of shot wether lambs about the

same figure. Crossdykes Paley ewe lambs made 5s. 6d. Mr.
Thomson sold a lot of Clieviot ewes about 19s. Mr. Renwick
sold a lot of ewes at los. Gd. and the Nether Cassock shot ewes
sold for lis. A lot of Cheviot gimmers sold at 25s., for which
27s. was refused before the market. The show of cattle was
very meagre. There was a fair inquiry, and the most were
sold. A prime lot of 22 three-yeor-old Galloway queys sold at

£12 each. Two-year-old Galloways £9 to £11, one-year-olds

£5 15s. to £7 10s. Mr, Mnndell sold 16 two-year-old

Highland buUocks at £6 10s. Mr. Thomas Hetherington,

Learigg bought most of the Ayrshires in calf, at prices from
£10 to £14.
LOUTH SHEEP MARKET.—Only a small show. Lambs

realized 20s. to 30s. Trade in mutton duU at : Ewes 6|d. to

6d. per lb., wethers 6d. to 6^d., drape ewes 30s. to 35$. Show
of beef only small, at the rate of 8s. per stone.

;MALT0N fair.—There was a very large attendance,

with the largest show of stock ever remembered. The majo-

rity of beasts were Irish, and the sale, owing to the over-

supply, was dull, many being unsold, although prices were
lower. Wyes £4 to £8, steers £4 to £10, extra beasts £11
per head. No Scotch cattle on offer. There was a scarcity of

English beasts, but those on offer were of good quality : in-

calvers were in demand at £13 to £20, steers £10 to £20. No
sheep offered. A small supply of pigs, which had good sale.

Beef 8s., pork 6s. to 6s. 6d. per stone, mutton 6d. to 7d. per lb.

NEWTON-STEWART HORSE FAIR.—The demand was
good, and first-class draught animals realized high prices.

Really good useful draught-horses, ruled from £35 to £44,
secondary do. £15 up to £30, and inferior kinds from £5 up-

wards
;
good roadsters were quoted from £10 to £25 each,

according to age and quality.

THE WINTER SHOW OF THE ROYAL DUBLIN
SOCIETY.—Owing to some recent regulations and
changes which have taken place in the Society, it was de-

termined not to have any show of cattle, sheep, or pigs,

on this occasion. The exhibition was therefore confined

to poultry, farm, and dairy produce, implements and ma-
chines. The show of poidtry was a large one, and the

birds were shown in very good condition. In the butter

sections the entries were numerous. The first prize for the

best cool of not less than 251bs. was awarded to Mr. David
Patten. The first prize for the best fleece of long wool

was awarded to Mr. Wm. Owen, and the second to Colonel

Leslie, M.P. The prize for the beat fleece of short wool

was won by Mr. Phineas Riall. The show of roots and

cereals was large and fine, as it always is on these occasions.

The size and weight of some of the swedes and mangolds

attracted great attention. Lord James Butler exhibited

six mangolds which weighed 171 lbs. ; the produce of aa

Irish acre being, according to the card attached, 70 tons.

His swedes shown were also very flue, the crop being 63

tons per acre. The second prize for long red mangold

went to Colonel Tattenham, who showed six roots which

weighed 89 lbs. There were some enormous carrots

shown by Colonel Bunbury, for which he was awarded the

first prize. The show of unplements and farm machinery

was very small, very few of the EngUsL manufactureig

represented.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

November has passed over seasonably fine, with
less rain than usual ; indeed, for some soils, it has

been rather too dry. A large quantity of land has
been very successfully planted with wheat; so there

has been a first movement to recover our position

in respect of stores. Our foreign imports have
been fair, though not on a scale that might have
been expected. For the kingdom, we have received

during the month about 900,000 qrs. wheat, flour

included, and could we be certain of a continuance
of this rate of supply, we should be content. Last
October's gain of about 5s. per qr. has, however,
not been without its check in the shape of bread-
riots in the south of England, at Paris, and also

slightly in Ireland. This consideration has not
been without its fruit on the state of the trade,

which throughout has been exceedingly dull, and
for ihe first fortnight prices gave way 28. to 3s.

At this point they have stood but doubtfully. The
quiet of Paris has been secured by fixing the price

of the best bread at about Sid. per loaf of 4lbs.,

with a Government indemnity for the bakers
against loss, and prices there have somewhat risen

since. Here, with free trade as a principle, and
competition its regulator, we are left to the fluctua-

tions of the times, and until extreme cases of op-
pression occur, no interference is expected by the
acts of Government. Let us hope none will be
needed, and that neither Fenianism nor hunger will

appear in our midst. Opinions still vary consi-

derably with respect to this year's yield of wheat.
The Board of Trade returns show the cultivation

of 3,255,917 acres of wheat this year in England
and Wales : at 3 qrs. to the acre, instead of an aver-

age of 32 the yield would be 9,767,751 qrs.,

so that our growth this season is only about half

what we want. Nothing can more plainly demon-
strate that but for a free-trade in corn the coun-
try would be nearly starved ; for, notwithstanding
present high rates, imports come in but slowly,

being greatly absorbed by that large half-way port

Marseilles, where the recent receipt of 100,000 qrs.

has scarcely produced any impression. It is well

that Garibaldi's enterprise did not end in an Euro-
pean war, and let us hope that the re-occupation

of Rome by France will be of short duration, allow

Italy to settle upon her lee, and consolidate her
power in peace. The latest accounts from Ger-
many, as to her wheat crops, are anything but as-

suring, and rye has signally failed. We know that

Spain, Portugal, and Algeria are very deficient.

Maize has failed in America, and there is no coun-
try in Europe but Hungary that can boast of a

good harvest, while nothing of any magnitude can
come from America till after the month of May.
The following prices were recently quoted at the
several places named : White wheat at Paris to

79s., red to 77s. ; red at Antwerp, 77s. 6d. ; at

Louvain and Liege, 7-53. ; white Zealand at Rot-
terdam, 78s, 6d. ; Holsteinat Hamburg, 70s.; red
at Cologne, 67s. 6d.; at Stettin the same; Marks,

68s. 6d. ; Pomeranian at Stralsund, 74s. 6d.

;

Hungarian, 7 Is. 6d. The best old white wheat at

Danzic was quoted 78s.; Saide wheat at Alexan-
dria, 55s. 3d. cost and freight; No. 1 spring red at

New York, 57s. ; amber 70s. 7d. per 480lbs.

Banat, afloat off the coast, has sold at 65s., Mariano-
poli and Berdianski at 70s., California the same.
The first Monday in Mark-lane commenced on a

small English supply of wheat ; but there was
plenty of foreign. The show of samples in the

Essex and Kentish stands was short; yet a general

dulness prevailed, and the advance of the previous

week— say, Is. to 2s. per qr.—was wholly lost. The
foreign trade was equally heavy, and the same re-

duction was necessary, in order to make sales.

Cargoes afloat were very little in request, and
quite Is. per qr. lower. The London advices had
their usual influence on the country markets, which,

however, were taken by surprise, and several of

them resisted any decline : among these were
Bury St. Edmund's, Ipswich, and some other

places. Others would not accept a greater reduction

than Is. per qr., as Manchester, Bristol, Birming-
ham, Market Harborough, Melton Mowbray,
Louth, Newark, and Newcastle-upon-Tyne ; more
generally, however, the reduction of London was
noted—say, Is. to 2s. per qr. Edinburgh and
Glasgow were about Is. to 2s. per qr. lower.

Dubhn was 6d. to 7d. per brl. lower for native

wheat, and dull for foreign.

On the second Monday the home-grown supplies

were larger, and the foreign arrivals considerably

less. The number of samples fresh up from Kent
and Essex exhibited on the respective stands was
scarcely an average in amount ; yet the heaviness

of the trade was increased, and prices were fully

Is. per qr. lower for the best sumples, inferior sorts

being a difficult sale at a greater reduction. All

this happened when the French were still in the

market, and in the course of the week had loaded
about six vessels with English produce. As to

foreign holders, they were generally indisposed to

accept any decline ; yet where sales were made from
the ship's side an abatement of Is. per qr. was
accepted. The business in floating cargoes was
very limited, there being no buyers except at some
reduction from previous rates, which importers

were not inclimed to take, especially on fine quali-

ties. A similar decline to that of London was
noted at many of the country markets : Louth,
Thirsk, Frome, Sheffield, Market Harborough,
Boston, and other places agreed to it. But it was
resisted at Liverpool, Leeds, Rotherham, Newark,
Lynn, Stockton-on-Tees, Birmingham, Ipswich,

Bury St. Edmund's, &c. ; yet some places noted

the decline 2s. per qr., as at Cranbrook and Dor-
chester. Edinburgh and Glasgow were down Is.

per qr. Dublin scarcely maintained the previous

rates, and some sales were made at 6d. per barrel

less money.
On the third Monday there was a moderate sup-
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ply of home-grown wheat, though plenty from
foreign ports. The show of samples during the

morning on the Essex and Kentish stands was
limited -, yet it would seem the influence of l>read

riots in Devonshire and in Paris had told upon
millers, who generally held oft' from purchasing
except for their immediate wants. It was, there-

fore, a market of nominal prices, so little was done,
and holders not heing willing to accept less money.
The foreign trade was on the same scale, and to

have forced sales there must have heen a reduction
from former rates. Floating cargoes were dull for

the finest qualities, and Is. to. '2s. cheaper for low
sorts. The general aspect of the trade throughout
the country this week was heavy. Dorchester re-

ported a decline of '2s. to 3s., Frome of Is. to '2s.,

Newbury of Is.; but, as a whole, no positive

decline was reported ; while some places were
tending upwards, and Market Rasen reported an
advance of Is. Edinburgh and Glasgow were dull,

but without quotable change. Native wheat at

Dublin, being scarce, sold at fully former rates
;

and buyers of foreign, having previously held aloof,

were compelled to supply themselves at previous
prices.

On the fourth Monday there was a moderate
supply of home-grown wheat, with plenty from
abroad, principally Russian. The show of fresh

samples from Kent and Essex during the morning
was moderate, and ihe market opened very dull

from the absence of a consumptive demand. Even=
tually some buyers from Yorkshire appeared, who
partially relieved the market by taking oft' some
quantity at the previous Monday's rates ; but
when they were satisfied many parcels were left

unsold. The foreign trade was also dull, and,
though fine Baltic and other qualities were not
quoted lower, inferior Russian could not be cleared

without some concessions being made. Cargoes
afloat were but little in demand, and low sorts were
cheaper.

The arrivals in London for four weeks in English
qualities were 27,213 qrs., in foreign 157,953 qrs.,

against 25,262 qrs. English, 73,090 qrs. foreign in

1866. The imports into the kingdom for four

weeks ending lOth November were 3,420,624 cwts.

wheat, 275,944 cwts. flour. The general averages

commenced at 70s. 5d., and closed at 70s. id.;

those of London began at 72s. 6d., and ended at

70s. 9d. The London exports for the month were

1,860 qrs. wheat.

The flour trade throughout the month has been
dull and tending downwards, without any marked
decline or fluctuations. On the first Monday
country sorts gave way Is, per sack, and to have
sold freely on the last would have perhaps required

a similar abatement, but holders were not pressing.

In foreign, perhaps not more than Is. per sack

and barrel dechne in all could be noted ; while

town-made qualities were without change, the top

price remaining 64s. The imports into London
for four weeks were 85,192 sacks English, 36,214

sacks 11,506 barrels foreign, against 77,573 sacks

English, 45,737 sacks 11,824 barrels foreign in

1866.

The imports of maize have been very light, viz.,

4,575 qrs. during the month ; and, with no pros-

pect of liberal shipments in consequence of the

failure in the United States, prices have risen very

high— say from 46s. to 52s.; but at these rates

very little business was passing.

The supplies of barley have continued on the

most moderate scale, yet there has been great

heaviness in the malting trade; and rates have

given way during the month about 3s. per qr.,

44s. to 45s. per qr. being now very extreme prices.

Indeed, such was the indisposition of maltsters to

increase stocks, that the finest Saale exhibited in

Mark-lane on the last Monday only found 42s.

per qr. bid by the trade, which would leave a loss

to importers of 38. per qr. Secondary sorts have
been equally depressed ; and grinding quali-

ties have given way Is. to 2s. per qr. Yet the

price is still high for pig-feed. The imports into

London for four weeks were 12,965 qrs. British,

20,550 qrs, foreign, against 21,109 qrs. British,

58,929 qrs. foreign for the same period last year.

We can, however', hardly anticipate any further

decline in fine malting sorts.

The malt trade has been unusually dull, and
given way out of proportion to barley and other

grain, the decline for the month being about 48.

to 5s. per qr. The fear of bread-riots, and gene-

ral want of employment during the winter months,

may have determined brewers to keep prices as low

as possible.

The oat trade during the month seems to have
been in a very peculiar position. A hurry to get

off shipments before the setting-in of frost, or a

great anxiety to realize during the present high

prices, appears to have influenced shippers in

Sweden and elsewhere to make liberal exports of

their new crop in a raw and unprepared state.

The consequence has been that very many cargoes

have arrived in such an unsaleable state that their

value has been quite uncertain ; and a decline of

2s. to 3s. per qr. has been submitted to, in prefer-

ence to landing such qualities in granary, while fine

old corn and sweet Russian have scarcely given

way more than 6d. per qr. This unusual want of

condition may partly have arisen from the pro-

tracted character of the season, the only time for

ripening being in the fine weather of August. Old
corn, we fear, must consequently be dear till the

new arrivals come in a more marketable state ; and
the heavy losses recently incurred by hasty ship-

ments may lead to a remedy as time works on

;

and if the frost should set in early, while it will

lessen exports, the condition of the stores will be
improved. The imports into London for the four

weeks were in English qualities 16,759 qrs., Scotch
only 106 qrs., Irish 8,230 qrs., and foreign 257,112
qrs., against 9,146 qrs. English, 455 qrs. Scotch,

2,370 qrs. Irish, 133,607 qrs. foreign for the same
period in 1866.

During the month beans have lost their buoy-
ancy, without large supplies, and values have de-

clined Is. per qr. Being, however, so much
cheaper than maize, and rather more so than bar-

ley, we cannot look for any material decline. The
imports into London for four weeks were 4,102
qrs. English, 8,038 qrs. foreign, against 4,275 qrs.

English, 8,713 qrs. foreign in 1866.

Peas, with but moderate arrivals, have been dull,
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and given way about Is. per qr., with, however,

more inquiry for boilers since the weather turned

cold; and fine qualities were worth 52s. at the last

market. Their future value must greatly depend

on the temperature; but, whether the winter be

cold or mild, we certainly do not look for low

rates. The imports into London have been in

English sorts 2,862 qrs., foreign 2,582 qrs.,

against 3,643 qrs. English, 1,641 qrs. foreign in

1866.

Linseed has been steady through the month,

with 28,908 qrs. imported, and seems likely to re-

main so. Cakes have sold well.

The cloverseed trade has not begun ; and buyers

seem determined not to stock themselves, though

prices in France have risen, preferring to wait till

the Enghsh crop is more fully ascertained.

CURRENT PRICES OF BRITISH GRAIN AND FLOUR
IN MARK LANE.

Shillings per Quarter.

WHEAT. Essex and Kent, white... old 72 78.. .new 64to73

„ „ red „ 69 72... „ 64 69

Norfolk, Lincoln, and Yorkshire, red 64 69

BARLEY 34 to 35 Chevalier, new 39 44

Grinding 34 35 DistiUing 36 40

MALT, Essex, Norfolk, and Suffolk 62 67 extra 69 00

Kingston, Ware, and town-made 62 67 , 69 00

Brown 60 57

RYE 43 48

OATS, English, feed 25 to 32 Potato 29 34

Scotch, feed 25 30 Potato 29 34

Irish, feed, white 24 26 Fine 28 32
- -- 26 Potato 27 32

42 Ticks 40 43

44 Pigeon 46 54

_ 52 Maple 46 to 47 Grey, new43 45

FLOUR, per'sack of 2801bs., Town, Households 57 61

Country, on shore 48 to 50 „ ....>.... 52 54

Norfolk and Suffolk, on shore 48 49

BRITISH SEEDS.
MirsTAHD, per bush., brown 14s. to 16s. white 9s. tolls.

CANABT.per qr 69s. 75s.

CLOVEESEED,red 56s. 62s.

CoBiANDEB, per cwt 183. 20s.

Takes, winter, new, per bushel 6s. 7s.

Teefoil 20s. 22s.

Rtegeass, per qr 18s. 20s.

Linseed, perqr.,sowing70s.to72s,,crushing 62s. 70s.

Linseed Cakes, per ton £11 15s. to £12 5s.

Rapeseed, per qr 56s. 60s.

Rape Cake, per ton £5 5s. to £5 10s.

Ditto, black 23
BEANS, Mazagan ...40

Harrow 41

PEAS , white, boilers. .46

COMPARATIVE AVERAGES.
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SCOTT AND SEBRIGHT

THE DRUID.
Price FIVE SHILLINGS, bound in crimson Cloth. Uniform with <'Po8t and Paddocli," and "Silk

and Scarlet."

PUBLISHED BY ROGERSON AND TUXFORD, 246, STRAND.

PICKSLEY, SIMS, AND CO. (LIMITED),
BEDFORD FOUNDRY, LEIGH, LANCASHIRE,

MANUFACTURERS of CHAFF CUTTERS, CORN GRINDESTGand CRUSHING MILLS,
TURNIP CUTTERS, PULPERS, CAKE BREAKERS, Etc., Etc.

In addition to the ordinary sizes of Chaflf Cutters, P., S., and Co. have introduced a new Machine, specially adapted for
the London Market, fitted with a large Fly Wheel and wide Mouthpiece, at a low cost.

P., S., and Co. also make a new Combined Machine for Slicing Tui-nips and for Pulping and Cutting Finger Piecffl

for Sheep. This Machine is entirely new, of treble action, and requires little power to work it.

P., S., and Co., manufactui-ers of STEAM ENGINES, BONE-GRINDING and RASPING MILLS, REAPING ajid
MOV/ING MACHINES, HYDRAULIC and SCREW PRESSES and PUMPS of every description, COTTON GINS, etc., etc.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE PER POST ON APPLICATION.

ZADIvIEL'S ALMANAC for 1868, tlie Year of Progress, contains a portrait of the
Imperial Prince. Earthquakes and how to prevent them. The Hindu Gods, &c. Distance of the sun

proved to be 365,006 miles ; distance of the moon, 32,828 miles. Zadkiel's Ephemens for 1868 to 1870, now
ready,—London: G. Berger, Newcastle Street, Strand.

NEW WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF " MANHOOD."
Post Free from the Author, 12 stamps ; Sealed Ends, 16 stamps.

DR. CURTIS'S MEDICAL GUIDE TO MARRIAGE : a Practical Treatise on its
Physical and Personal Obligations. With instructions to the Married and Unmarried of

both Sexes, for removing the special disqualifications and impediments which destroy the happiness of wedded
life, founded on the result of a successful practice of 30 years.—By Dr. J. L. Curtis, M.D., 15, Albemarle
Stbeet, Piccadilly, London, W.

Also, by the same Author, a New and Revised Edition of

^/^ANHOOD : A MEDICAL ESSAY on the Causes and Cure of Premature Decline in
JL Man ; the Treatment of Nervous Debility, Spermatorrhcea, Impotence, and those peculiar infirmitios

which result from youthful abuses, adult excesses, tropical climates and other causes; with Instructions for the

Cure of Infection without Mercury, and its Prevention by the Author's Prescription (his infallible Lotion).

REVIEWS OF THE WORK.
* Manhood.—This is truly a valuable work, and should be in the hands of young and old."

—

Sunday
2\ines, 23rd March, 18.'J8.

"The book under re\iew is one calculated to warn and instruct the erring, without imparting one idea that

can vitiate the mind not already tutored by the vices of which it treats."

—

Natal and Military Gazette,
l.st Feb., 1856.
"We feel no hesitation in saying that there is no member of society by whom the book will not be found use-

ful, whether such person hold the relation of a Parent, Preceptor, or Clergyman"—Sun, Evening Paper,
Manhood.—" Dr. Curtis has conferred a great boon by publishing this little work, in which is described

the source of those diseases which produce decline in youth, or more frequently, premature old age."

—

Baity Telegraph, March 27, 1866.
London: Published by Allen, 11, Ave Maria Lane, Paternoster-row ; and Mann, 39, CornhUl ; and sent

free by Book Post from ihe Author or Publishers for 12 Postage Stamps, or in sealed envelopes, 20 Stamps.
CoDsvltutioiix daily, from 10 tf>n und 6 to 8, )6, AlpbmaRLB Stsbbt, PICCADILLY, W-



THE ROYAL FARMERS' INSURANCE COMPANY,
3, NORFOLK STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

JpERSONS Insured by this Company have the security of an extensive and wealthy
J- Proprietary, as well as of an ample capital, ulwHys applicable to the payment of claiina.

FIRS DliSPAltTittl^TVT.

First Class..,

Secoivd Class

Third Class..

Not Hazardous Is. Gd. per cefat.

Hazardous 28. Gd. ,,

Doubly Hazardous 4s. Gd. ,,

nUII^DIMO A.^n TniiWlCJk^TliWjl^ PROPERXII^ of every description in
Public or Private Warehouses— Distilleries, Steam Engines, Good* in Boats or Canals, Ships in Port or
Harbour, &c., &c., are insured in this Office at moderate rates.

SPECIAIj R ISM.S.—At such rates as may be considered reasonable.

*'A.RMfT¥0 STOCK.—5s. per cent. ; and Portable Steam Thrashing Machines allowed to be
used, without extra charge Nearly Five Millio.ns insured in this Office on this description of property
alone.

IiOS.^ES paid immediately after the amounts have been ascertained.

IiIFE,—Life Insurances on moderate terms by Policies payable to the registered hj ders.

ROBTUS,—Insurers of the jiarticipating class are entitled to four-fifths of the profij

At the last declaration of Bonus, in May, 18G4, £G Ss. was added to every £100 insurA by Policies of five
years' standing, being at the rate of £l 53. per cent, per annum, and proportionate amounts to all other insu-
rances on which two or more annual payments had b -en made, being in some cases about 60 per cent, on the
jiremiums received.

I

Additional Agenta wanted. Application to

JOHN REDDISH, Esq., Secretary and Actuary.

IMPORTANT TO FLOCKMASTERS.
THOMAS BIGG, Agricultural and Veterinary

Chbmist, by Appoinlnient to His late Royal Highness The
Prince Consort, K.U., Leicester House, Great DoTer-street,
Borough, London, begs to call the attention of Farmers and
Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB DIPPING COM-
POSITION, which requires uo Boiling, and may be used withWarm or Cold Vater, for effectually destroying the Tick, Lice,
and all other insects injurious to the Flock, preventing the
alarming attacks of Fly and Shab, and cleansing and purifying
the Skin, thereby greatly improving the Wool, both in quantity
and quality, and highly contributing to the general health of
the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Biscg, Chemist, &c., at his Manufac-

tory as above, and sold as follows, although any other quantity
may be had, if required :

—

41b. for 20 sheep, price, jar included ... ..£0 2
SO •> .• ,. U 3

8 1b. 40 „ „ „ 4
10 1b. 50 „ „ „ 5
SO lb. 100 „ ,, (cask and measure 10
SO lb. 150 „ „ included) 15
40 1b. 800 „ „ „ 1

50 1b. 250 ,, „ ,, 13 6
60 lb. 800 „ „ „ 1 7 e
bO lb. 400 „ „ „ 1 17 6
100 1b. 500 „ ,, „ 2 5

Should any Plockmaster prefer boiling theCompoiition,it will
be equally efl'ective.

MOST IMPORTANT CERTIFICATE.
From Mb. Hbbapath, the celebrated Analytical Chemitt :—

Bristol Laboratory, Old Park, January 18th, 1861.
Sir,— I have gubmitted your Sheep-Dipping Composition to

analysis, and find that the ingredients are well blended, and the
miitir« neutral. If it is used according to the directions given,
1 feel satisfied, that while it efiectually destroys vermin, it will
not injure the hair roots (or " yolk ") in the skin, the fleece, or
he carcase. I think it deserves the numerous testimonials pub-
lished. I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

WiLiOAM HiiKAPATH, Sen., P.C.8., kc, &c.,
To Mr. Thomas Bigg, Professor of Chemistry.

.elcMter Home, Great Uover-street, Borough, London,

He would also especially (^all attention to his SPECIFIC, or
LOTION, for the SCAB, or SHAB, which will be found a certain
remedy for eradicating that loathsome and ruinous disorder in
Sheep, and which may be safi'Iy used In all climates, and at ell
seasons of the year, and to all descriptions of sheep, even ewes
in lamb. Price PIVF. SHILLINGS per gallon—sulBcient on an
average for thirty Sheep (according to the virulence of the
disease); also in wine quart bottles, Is, 3d. each.

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
"Scoulton, near Hingham, Norfolk, April Ifith, 1855.

" Dear Sir,—In answer to yours of the 4th inst, which would
have been replied to before this had I been at home, I have
much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of your in-
valuable 'Specific for the cureof Si-ab in Sheep.' The 600 sheep
were all dressed in August last witn b4 gallons ol the ' Non-
Poitonous Specific,' that was so highly recommended at the
Lincoln Show, and by their own dresser, the best attention
being paid to the flock by my shepherd after dressing according
to instructions left; but notwithstanding the Scab continued
getting worse. Being determined to have the Scab cured 1

possible, I wrote to you for a supply of your Specific, which
I received the following day ; and although the weather wa»
most severe in February during the dressing, your Speciji
proved itself an invaluable rem* dy, for in three weeks the Sheep
were quite cured; and I am happy to say the young lambs are
doing remarkably well at present. In conclusion, I believe it
to be the safest and best remedy now In use. " I remain, dear Sir
your obedient servant, " For JOHN TINGEY, Esq.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg." •« R. EENNBY.

KW Flockmasters would do well to beware of such prepara-
ions as " Non-poisonous Compositions :" it is only necessary to
appeal to their good common sense and judgment to be tho-
roughly convinced, that no " Non-poisonous" article can poison
or destroy insect vermin, particularly such as the Tick, Lice, and
Scab Parasites—creatures so tenicious of life. Such advertised
preparations must be wholly utoless, or they are not what they
are represented to be.

Dipping Apparatu ,., ....jCU, £t, 44, & jCS.



FOR All WHO COURT THE GAY AND FESTIVE SCENES,

BOWIiANDS' MACASSAR OIL
IS A DELIGHTFULLY FRAGRANT AND TRANSPARENT PREPARATION FOR THE HAIR,

AND AS AN INVIGORATOR AND BEAUTIFIER' BEYOND ALL PRECEDENT.
In dressing the Hair nothing can equal its effect, rendering it go admifably soft that ilr will lie in any direc-

tion , imparting a transcendent lustre, and sustaining it in decorative charm during the Dance or the heated

atmosphere in crowded Assemblies.

Price 38. 6d., 7s., 10s. 6d. equal to four small, and Sis. per Bottle.r

WLANDS' KAIiYDOR,
JPOR THS: ^KI]¥ AlVD €07EP1.X:XI0]V.

i

IS UNEQUALLED FOR ITS RARE AND INESTIMABLE QUALITIES,
'. THE RADIANT BLOOM IT IMPARTS TO THE CHEEK,

THE SOFTNESS AND DELICACY WHICH IT INDUCES OF THE HANDS AND ARMS.
lis capability of soothing irritation, and removing cutaneous defects, digcolorations, and all unsightly ,^

appearances, render it

ini>isfz:nsabz.zs to everv tozx-et.
Price 4s. 6d. and Ss. 6d. per Bottle.

ROWLANDS' ODOXTO,
OR PEARL DENTIFRICE,

Compounded of the choicest and most recherchfe ingredients of the ORIENTAL HERBAL, and of

inestimable value in

PItK^£R\^I]V€} A]¥I> BEA13TIFYIWO THE TEETH,
and in giving a

PLEASING FRAGRANCE TO TBE BREATH.
It eradicates Tartar from the Teeth, removes spots of incipient decay, and polishes and preserves the enamel,

to which it imparts a

PEAlftl.-l.IKE I^HITEIVE^^.
Price 28, 9d. per Box.

Sold by Chemists and Perfumers. Ask for
^' Eowlands

Articles.
ROGERSON & TUXFORD,] [PRINTERS, 246 STRAND.
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